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Hare, W. H.: d. at Atlantic Gty, N. J., Oct. 23,
1909.

Madsen, p.: elected bishop of Zealand, 1909.
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SYSTEM OF TRANSLITERATIOX

The f«>nowiDg tjuem of tnuuliteimtioD has been oied for Helwew:

$^= ' (fT omitt«d ftt the

bf'gioDio; of a word.

a = b

a £= bb or b

i = gh or f

i| = d

n = dbord

n = h

1 = w

n = fc

= 1

3=k
3 = kh or k

5^ = 1

D = lii

3 = 11

D = «

jr='

= p

B = ph or p

1 = »

lr=»

C^ = 8h

n = t

n=tbort

The rowels are transcribed by a, e, I, o, u, without attempt to indicate quantity or quality. Arabic

and other Semitic languages are transliterated according to the same system as Hebrew. Greek is

written with lioman characters, the common equivalents being used.

KEY TO PRONUNCIATION
When the pronunciation is self-evident the titles are not respelled; when by mere division and accen-

tuation it can be shown sulflciently clearly the titles have been divided into syllables, and the accented

syllables indicated.

iu as in duration

c = k " " cat

ch " " cAurch

cw= qu as in gueen

dh (th) " " the

f " " fancy

g (hard) " " go

H " " locfc (Scotch)

hw (wh) " " why

i
" " jaw



THE NEW SCHAFF-HERZOG

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF RELIGIOUS KNOWLEDGE

INNOCBNTS» FBAST OF THB HOLT: A chureh
festival in honor of the children shiin by Herod in

Bethlehem (Matt. il. 1^18). They were very eariy

regarded as Christian martyrs, as Irensus, Ter-

tullian, Cyprian, and many later authors speak of

them in that way. At what time the festival be-

came commonly celebrated is not known. In the

fifth century the holy innocents were commemorated
in connection with the adoration of the Magi at

the feast of Epiphany. The Carthaginian calendar,

edited by MabiUon from a manuscript of the

seventh century, has the entry opposite Dec. 28
" (the day) of the holy children slain by Herod."
This day is still kept by the Roman Catholic and
Protestant Episcopal churches, but the Greek
Church observes I>bc. 29. In course of time the

feast received an octave. (A. Haucx.)
In the SahmuUia (II., 4, 11) of Macrobius,

the Roman writer in the fifth century, is this

anecdote: "When he (Augustus) heard that

among the boys whom in Syria Herod, the king

of the Jews, had ordered to be killed there

were infants of two years and under, he exclaimed:
' I had rather be a pig of Herod's than a son.'

"

Ab the Saturnalia contains many anecdotes which
carry with them indubitable evidence of being of

contemporary origin, there is no reason for sup-

posing that this one was the creation of a time
subsequent to Augustus , but every probability

that it, too, was contemporary, and so is an inci-

dental, undesigned, but striking witness to the

truthfulness of the Gospel story. E. G. Sihlbb.

Biblxoorapht: Binghun, OrUfine9, XX., viL 12; J. 0. W.
AugUBti, DentvrtirdiakeUen, i. 304 sqq., Leipdo^ 1817;
P. Ouennger, L'Annie lUwrgigue, I 866 aqq., Paris, 1880;
W. E. Addis and T. Arnold, CaihoUe DieH&nary, pp. 487-
4S8. London. 1903; Q. WiMowa, AnaUda Maerobiana, in
Herm$9, zvi. 409 tqq.

niQUISITION.

L In the Older Church.
II. The Inquisition in the Middle Ages.

Orptnisation and Competence (I 1).

Relation to the Secular Powers (I 2).

In Italy (f 3).

France ({ 4).

Spain ({ 5).

Qermany, the Netherlands, and Eogland (| 6).

in. The Inquisition and the Counter-Reformation.
The Reformation Suppressed in Italy ({ 1).

In Spain and the Netherlands (I 2).

L In the Older Church: The Inquisition {Ir^

quisiHo hareiica pravilatis) or the " Holy Office
"

(Sanctum officium) is the name of the spiritual court

VL—l

of the Rcmian Cathdio Church for the detection

and pimishmeni of those whose opinions differ

from the doctrines of the Ghiurch. It was a com-
paratively late outgrowth of ancient ecclesiastical

discipline. " In the primitive Church there was
no arrangement that could have borne even a re-

mote resemblance to the Inquisition. . . The whole
instinct and the prevailing cast of thought of

Christendom in the first four centuries was opposed to

compulsion in religious affairs." (J.J. I. von Dollin-

ger, Kleinere Schrtften, p. 295, Stuttgart, 1890.) The
institution of ** elder for repentance " (see Pbni-
tbntiart), which occurs in the third century,

bears quite a different character, as the very name
denotes. Of course deviations in the sphere of

Christian doctrine were combated, but hardly
with other than spiritual weapons; and this prac-

tise continued until Theodosius (d. 395), before a
Christian emperor found it advisable to impose an
ultimate death penalty on (Manichean) heresy.

Chrjrsostom repudiated such action: '' It is not
right to put a heretic to death, since an implacable

war would be brought into the world " {Ham, xlvi.'

on Matt. xiii. 24-30); and still in the neighborhood
of 450 the church historian Socrates characterised

persecution for heresy as foreign to the orthodox
Church. Nevertheless, in the meantime Augustine,

in his conflict with the Donatists, had set up the

contrary doctrine in the West and had reconmiended
compulsion as well as penalties against heretics

(Bpist, xciii., clxxxv.), though he did not approve
the death penalty. Six centuries more passed
before the theory of religious compulsion and of the

violent extirpation of heresy came to have universal

validity, although Pope Leo I. (Epist. xv., ad
Turribium) had approved it in the fifth century.

This long season of comparative tolerance is the

more impressive in view of the circumstance that

in Italy imder East Gothic and Lombard rule,

Catholics and Arians lived whole centuries in close

proximity, or even together (as in Ravenna). The
impulse to more severe methods came from the

decision that the numerous remnants of paganism
must be finally rooted out; and certain measures
in this direction were devised by the Carolingian

legislation (Capitularia Caroli Magni of 769 and
813). The beginnings of episcopal inquisition are

thus to be sought in the synodal courts for inves-

tigations with reference to heresy (see Synodal
Cottrtb; and cf. P. Hinschius, KatholtBchea Kircheri-

recht, V. 427, Berlin, 1895).
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n. The Inqoiiitioii in fhe Middle Aget: By the

tenne of their negotiatione at Verona in 1184» Pope
Lucius III. and Emperor Fredericlc

I. Oigiuii- Barbaroesa converted the episcopal in-

zationAnd quisition into a uniyersal institution,

Competence, to be unconditionally supported by the

temporal power. This was the period

when a new and dangerous doctrine, commingling
Christian and pagan elements in the manner of the

ancient Gnostic speculations, difiFused itself by way
of the East, and lent its aid to popular religious

antagonism that was constantly inflamed by the

conditions of the worldly fashioned hierarchy

(manifested by the Patarenes, Arnold of Brescia,

the Waldenses, and others) .* By 1170, the followers

of the new doctrine had become so numerous, es-

pecially in southern France (see New Manichbanb)
that ^exander III. iu:ged the plan of suppressing

them forcibly. Innocent III. (d. 1216) oiganized

a systematic religious war against them; and among
the agencies everjrwhere employed were the epis-

copal inquisitions, with their modes of operation

guaranteed by the agreement at Verona and the

ready support of all temporal tribunals. However,
this form of the Inquisition appeared even to Hon-
orius III. (d. 1227) subject to obstruction, and not
swift or comprehensive enough in its workings, for

want of centralisation. He and his successor,

Gregory IX., grasped the entire procedure in a
single hand, thus creating the new form of papal
inquisition, which now received the specific name
of Sanctum officium in distinction from the epis-

copal office. The most exact mformation as to this

institution is furnished by Eymerich's Diredorium.
The officers are accountable directly to the pope.

It is not the bishop who stands at their head, but
the grand inquisitor, who is reinforced with notaries,

oonsultors on the judicial side, servants and attend-

ants of every sort (e.g., jailers) on the practical side.

In the Venetian Republic, eadi case was tried with
a supplementary attenduice of three " learned in

heresy," who safeguarded the interests of the State.

The new institution was accorded important priv-

ileges, in fact, full power in the ecclesiastical prov-

ince; the officers, being conmiissioned by the pope
directly, were independent of the bishops, and,
protected by high prerogatives, were inviolable and
immune. All t^ir privileges were newly confirmed
to them in 1458 by the bull Injunctum nobis, and
again in 1570 by the constitution SacrosandcB
RamancB ecdencs. After the Dominican order had
arisen in the thirteenth centuiy, and its adherents
had shown themselves exceptionally qualified, the

office was transferred to them especially, though not
to the exclusion of members of other orders. The
inquisitors' official powers were great, including

sentence of excommunication and interdict, sus-

pension of those under suspicion, and adjudication

of all sorts of Exemption (q.v.). The trial pro-

*There is no evidence that Arnold of Brescia or the Wel-
denMB commingied pagan elements with Christian. On the
contrary, they combated with the utmost dedsaon the pagan
elements that had been incorporated in the doctrines and
practise of the dominant Church They appear to have been
absolutely free from Manichean or Gnostic tendencies.

.H.N.

ceedings were held either in special court rooms or

in the official diocesan court. For the trial in its

difiFerent stages, for the imposition of the penalty,

and the like, the most exact prescriptions are

extant, and these were continually supplemented
as occasion demanded. But for all the exceedingly

detailed form of procedure, much was left to tli^

inquisitor's discretion. The new papal tribunal

encroached in various ways upon the sphere of the

episcopal inquisition, and oonfficts of jurisdiction

arose, which the popes did not always find it easy
to adjust, because, in any case, the episcopal in-

quisition was not to be abrogated. Neverthe-
less, in a critical case, the higher authority was
lodged in the inquisitor, and his executive scope was
more extended than that of the episcopal officials.

Chaiges of heresy against bishops, and even nuncios,

were subject to the papal inquisitors.

The unconditional support of the secular arm
was invoked for the papal inquisition by virtue of

the Veronese agreement (though this

a. Rela- was not properly made for that end).

tion to the The secular arm was *' executor," or

Secular " minister " of the inquisition. The
Powers popes constantly strove to get the co-

operation of t^ secular powers em-
bodied in state laws, mimidpal statutes, and the like.

To this end Innocent IV., in the bull Ad exMrpanda,
conceded to the State a portion of the property to

be confiscated; and the State in return assumed
the odium and biuden of infficting the penalty,

even to capital execution, if need were. The fint

instance of an execution under imputation of heresy

was supplied in 385 by the usurper Maximus (see

Pribciluan)—an event by no means approved by
Augustine. While the Veronese agreement left the

question open, King Peter of Aragon, as early as

1197, threatened the death penalty against heretics

who did not submit to the decree of expulsion; and
in the course of the thirteenth centuiy this threat was
enforced in the widest terms. Even the Emperor
Frederick II., " free-thinking " man though hfe was
reputed to be, decreed the death penalty for Louk
bardy in 1224; for Sicily in 1230; and, with Greg-
ory IX., for Rome in 1231. The sentence itself was
determined, as might be expected, by the ecclesi-

astical (papal) court; whereupon the execution was
committed to the temporal authorities. Hence it

is possible for certain apologists of the Roman
Church to urge that the Church of Rome has never

shed blood (cf. Die SeButbioffraphie des Cardinals

Bettarmins, ed. J. J. I. von DoUinger and F. H.
Reusch, pp. 233 sqq., Bonn, 1887).

This new fonn of the Inquirition was now made
effective with iron strictness in Italy, France, the

Netherlands, and England. In Italy,

3.1nltil7. which, especially in the north and
central regions, was hcmeyoombed with

heresy, the situation was managed by Innocent III.

At Viterbo, for example, proceedings were instituted

with unexampled severity against the Paterenes in

1207 (cf. Muratori, Return Italicarum seripiores,

iii., 1, Milan, 1723). The civil strife that was
stirred up led repeatedly—as at Viterbo in 1265,

in Parma, 1277—^to the expulsion of the inquisitors;

they were even slain, as Peter Martyr at Verona in
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1245, who thtifl became the saint of the Inquisition.
" But this occasioned frightful vengeance ... If

the ccnnplaints became too loud, a pope did indeed

now and then serve a note of reproof on the inquifr-

itor; but it does not appear that so much as one
pope wished to lop the institution's rankest out-

crops" (Ddllinger, ut sup.). For the detailed pro-

cedure, cf. Lea, vol. ii., chap. iv. A special arrange-

ment prevailed at Venice in the interest of the

State, but a milder policy in this case was excep-

tional. Moreover, the pope appointed the inquis-

itor whom the Senate classed as an officer of the

State by granting him a *' provision " or salary;

and the extent of his influence on the ** learned in

heresy " depended entirely on the Roman Curia's

influence over the Senate itself.

In France the Inquisition's most appalling opera-

tion began in the thirteenth century (see New
Manicheans, II.; Innocent III.),

4. Fhmce. and did not reach an end with the

annihilation of the Albigenses. The
peq>le endured the yoke with extreme reluctance;

in 1242 a desperately goaded multitude assailed the

inquisitors in the territory of Avignon. (Those
then slain were canonized by Pius IX. in Sept.,

1866; and he did the same thing, in the year follow-

ing, for the atrocious Spanish inquisitor, Pedro
Arbues.) The attitude of the French kings to the

Inquisition shows various phases. Louis IX. (Saint

Louis) promulgated a mandate in 1228 which binds
the temporal sovereignty to unconditional collabora-

tion with the Inquisition; on the other hand, Philip

the Fair decreed, in 1290, that due circmnspection
shoukl be observed in the matter of arresting

allied heretics. The violent reactions of thi
tortured people and various royal edicts had at
last their effect; and in time the complete revolu-

tion brought forth by the Great Schism and the
growing independence of the French nation made
an end of the Inquisition in France sooner than in

c^her lands.

Meanwhile the Inquisition in Spain blossomed out
with peculiar fulness. It is, to be sure, an error to

ascribe to it, with Hefele {Cardinal

5. Spain. Ximenez, Tubingen, 1844) and Ranke,
the character of a royal court of justice;

for, as the Jesuits Grisar and Orti y Lara prove,

it is altogether ecclesiastical, having only certain

^Kcial state privileges and a certain influence being

allowed the king in the choice of inquisitors. It

developed from the thirteenth century, on the

background of persecution of Moors and Jews.
Prior to the sixteenth century, its principal opera-

Ucm was against the Maranos or alleged converts

from Judaism to Christianity. The inquisitor-

general, Tomas de Torquemada (q.v.), appointed
by Pope Sixtus IV., outdid all precedents in the

way of executions and confiscations; it was imder
him, in Saragoesa, that Arbues came to his bloody
end. To say naught of the fact that the national

character was favorable to it, the Spanish Inqui-

sition underwent a peculiar development on three

sides: in the first place, it had a royally acknowl-

edged head in the inquisitor-general; in the second

place, under the inquisitor-general, the Coruejo de

la tuprema acted uniformly for all Spain, with

assistance from the state authorities; in the third

place, while the king's influence on the tribunal was
undoubtedly large, it was never exerted against the
interests of the Church—on the contrary, the
presence of the king or of his representative at the
auto» da fi imparted to these the quality of great

spectacles authorized by the State, almost popular
festivals. It is impossible to estimate the number
of the victims. Llorente's data are questioned, and
may be disregarded. However, from the Inquisitor

Paramo's treatise De artgine et progreeau inqui-

eitianie (Bfadrid, 1598), p. 140, it appears that in

forty years (1480-1520), at Seville, 4,000 were
burned, and 30,000 " penitents " were sentenced to

various penalties.

In (jermany, Conrad of Marburg (q.v.) was to

bring the institution to its flower. But the wrath
of the people slew him and his assistant,

6. Gei^ Droso, just as their activity began to
many, the ripen (1233). Hence in Germany the

Nether- Inquisition, for the most part, failed

lands, and to attain to thoroughgoing activity.

England. Nevertheless, imtil the fifteenth cen-

tury a good many instances of separate

prooediures occur. The acts collected by Fr^^ricq
show what was ordained for Germany and the

Netherlands in conmion. This author gives the

directions of Gregory IX., addressed to the bishops,

in 1233, to the effect that they shall catch the
** little foxes "—^that is, the heretics ostensibly con-

verted; while a whole series of similar ordinances

ensues to the time of the bull Stdmmie deeiderarUee

in 1484, by the terms of which the special activity

of the Inquisition was directed against Witchcraft
(q.v.). It was furthermore directed against the
" Waldenses " along the Rhine, in Bavaria and
Austria, in Bohemia, and as far as the mark of

Brandenburg and Pomerania, as well as against

sects of every kind in the Netherlands. It had
waged a fearful war of extermination in North
Germany, in the district of Bremen, 1233, against

the Stedingi (q.v.). From the exact information in

Fr^^ricq's work, it appears that the extent of

the bloody doings at Antwerp, Brussels, Ghent,
Utrecht, and other cities was greater than previously

known. During the period before the Reformation,

England was less affected by the Inquisition. It

first became active against the Lollards (q.v.). In
1401 Henry IV. had parliament confirm the statute

De hcaretico combttrendo.

nL The Inquisition and the Counter-Reformation:

In 1542 Cardinal Caraffa, subsequently Pope Paul
IV., reorganized the Roman Inquisi-

I. The tion after the pattern of the Spanish.

Reforma- He himself assiuned the direction of

tion Sup- the Holy Oflice created by the bull

pressed Licet ab initio. The executive pro-

in Italy, cedure was to be centralised at Rome,
primarily for all Italy; and the out-

come was to be guaranteed by uniform, ruthless,

and swift operation. The new organisation, having
at its disposal the entire influence of the Roman
Curia over every state of Italy, by the time of

Pius V. had made an end of the Reformation in

that coimtry (see Italy, the Rbformation in);

its advocates were either incarcerated or killed, or
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driven to flight, while literary produets were aought

out and destroyed, save insignifiouit remnants. As
an example of the Inquisition's operation in Italy,

its actions against " Lutherans " or other heretics in

Venice may be enumerated: in the sixteenth cen-

tury, according to the acts still preserved in the

state archives, there were 803 trials for " Lutheran-
ism "

; five for " Olvinism "
; thirty-five for Ana-

baptism; forty-three for relapse of converts into

Judaism; sixty-five for blasphemous speeches; 148
for sorcery; forty-five for contempt of religion (that

is, of ecclesiastical ceremonies, etc.) ; and more of the
sort. Later these figures notably vanish. Branches
of the new Roman office were organised in all other

cities of Italy, Naples excepted. Rome, however,
continued the center; and how numerous the trials

conducted at that place must have been appears
from the circumstance that the single protocol-book
accessible records during the thrw years 1564-67
no fewer than 111 sentences, all involving severe

punishment, some the death penalty, and some
imprisonment for life.

As in Italy, so in Spain, the reformatory move-
ment of the sixteenth century fell a prey to the

Inquisition (see Spain, Rkvorma-
2. In Spain tion Movements of Sixteenth Cen-
and the tubt in). At Seville and Valladoiid

Nether- the movement was crushed and obliter-

Unds. ated in the course of four auU>$ da /^,

1550 and 1560 (cf. E. SchAfer, Seviila

und VcdladolidfdieevangdigchenOemeinden Spanien»
im ReformatwnazeUaUer, Halle, 1903); and the In-

quisition still flourished in all the land until 1700; ac-

cording to Llorente, 782 more autos occurred under
the first Bourbons (1700-46), wherein 14,000 persons

were subjected to heavier or lighter penalties. Indeed,
Ferdinand VII. restored the Inquisition along with
the Restoration in 1814; but it was finally set aside

in 1834. The Inquisition persisted long alK> in

Portugal, where it was mainly directed against the

Jews; it came to an end there in 1826. In the im-
perial Netherlands, the Inquisition effectively com-
bated the Reformation in the sixteenth century.

From Brussels as a center, it was so actively con-

ducted, or supported, from 1522 downward by the
officials of Charles V., then by the two stadtholder

princesses, that by 1530 its goal seemed achieved.

The spirit, however, it could not subdue, and it

raged afresh under Philip II., and anticipated the

cruel deeds of Alva. When eventually the north
provinces conquered their religious and political

freedom, the Inquisition had annihilated the

Reformation in the south provinces. Its activity

was also carried into the Spanish possessions in

America, and into the East Indies by the Portu-

guese.

The C<mgreffaHo Bandae Romanae et umver$alia

inquintionia is still maintained by the Curia; and
the estimate which Rome puts on the institution

appeared in 1867 in the canonisation of Pedro
Arbues, and in 1869 in the constitution ApoM/ieodf
which threatens penalty for every infraction of the

Inquisition's activity. Not one of all the regulations

which define its action and determine its aims has

been repealed. K. Benrath.

BnuooaAPar: la ths lint ntDk m a mmtm it ths XKr«»-

iorium of EyBMrieh. written at ATiCBon m a ouuiaal of

prooedura in 1370, edited by P«nn, Rome. 1680, ef. P. WL
Denifle in Arekiv far UttenUur' und Xirdbn^MdUMle.
lS85,p. 10. Tlie£^t6irMfiim<Mirwiiifi4iimf<MM«7^leloaafi0
li iipfodaeed m an addition to P. van limboreh, Hiakna
InqmmHomu, Amaterdam, 10e2» Eng. tranaL. London,
1731, often abbreviated and lepubliahed in England and
America. The Praeiiea InqmaUionit of Bernaid Guidonia,

ed. C. Donak, appeared Paris. IfiSO. The beet oolleeCaon

of eouieei for the Netherlands is gathered in P. FrM^oq.
Corpue docummUorum inQumtioma, 2 vols.. The Hague,
IfiSO-ee. Eariy material on Spain and Italy respectively

is indvded in J. A. Llorente. Hi$iofia eriHea de la In^

tuitidon <U B§t»lfa, 10 vols^ Madrid. 1832. abridged Eng.
transl., HiaL if As IwgaimAim i4 Spain from As Tiam cf
Vis BakMuHmmU to As Rmgn ^ Fmdinamd Vli^ London,
1826^ and in E. C. Comba, / notiri Frolmianh, vol. ii.,

Florenee. 1897. An index to some sources is found in

Cataioffue i4 a CoUeetion i4 ManuteripiB farmtfiy bsiofw-

img to Via Holy QgU» ... m As Coaory /sIsiMit, 1400-
1803. 2 vols.. Edinburgh. 1003.
On the general history of the Inquisitioo the best work

is H. C. Lea. HiU. ^ As /ngMisMoa in As MidiU Aget,

revised ed.. 3 vols.. New Yo^ 1006-07. Consult further:

J. MarsoUier. HiaL de VinQuiailwn dia aon ariginay Cologne,

ie03; W. H. Rule. HiaL cf As Inq^iaiiion in Every Coun^
try tokera Ut TrUbfunala hava bean EatMithai, London, 1874;

Orti y Lara. La Inqaiaiaitm, Madrid. 1877; J. Havet.
VHiriaU at la braa aieuliar, Paris. 1881; A. Henner,
Baiirdga aw Orvomsofion dar pdptkiekan KataargeridUa,

Leipsic. 1800; J. Hansen. Zaybanoaaan^ InquiaUian und
Haxanproaaaa im MUMaUer, Munich, 1000; P. von Hoens-
broech, Daa Papattam ina aoeial^kutiuraUan WiHeaamkait,
vol. i., Leipsic, 1000; C. V. Laoglois, L'lnquiaUian d'apr^
daa travaux rScanU, Paris, 1002; E. Schlfer, Baiirtioa tur
OaaehidUa , , . dat InquiaUion, 8 vols.. OOteraloh. 1002;

C. Douais, L'lnQuiaiHon, aa soruKnss, ss proetdura, Paris,

1006; E. Vacandard, Vlnquiailion; ... Is ptmvoir eoer-

eUifda rigliaa, ib. 1006. Eng. transl., CriHeal and Hiaiorieal

Study of As Coardva Power </ As Churck, London, 1008:

T. de Cbuaons, Lea AUfUjaoia et VinquiaiHon, lea Vaudoia ef

VinquiaitUm, 2 vols.. Paris, 1007; Schaff, ChriaUan Church,

V. 1, pp. 616 sqq.; the literature under New Manichbans
and in general the treatises on Church history.

For the institution in France, consult: C. Molinier.

VlnquiaMon dona la midi da la Franca, Paris, 1881; W.
Esmein, HiaL . . . ds 2a proeMure tnfutsiAnrf. ib. 1882;

L. Tanon. HiaL da Vinquiaition an Franca, ib. 1803; T.

de Gausons, HiaL da I'inquiaition en Franca; vol. i., Lea

Ori(/inaa, Paris, 1000. For Germany consult: H. Haupt.
Waldanaerthum und inquiaition im aOd-SaUickan Deutach^

land, Freiburg. 1800; P. Flade, i>os rGnUaeha InquiaiOona-

aarfahran in Deutachland, Berlin, 1002. For the Nether-

lands: W. Moll, Karkqeachiadania van Naderland, ii., chap.

16. Utrecht, 1860; J. Q. de Hoop-Scheffer, C7ssc^isifenu

dar Kerkkarvorming in Naderland, Amsterdam, 1873;

P. Qaessens, L'InquiaiHon dana laa Paya-Baa, Tumhout,
1886; P. FrM^rioq, Oaaehiedania dar InquiaUia in da Nader-

landen, 2 vols.. Ghent, 1802-07; J. Frederichs, Ttoa Ver-

handalinifen over da InquiaUia in da Naderlandan, The
Hague. 1807. For Italy: L. Witte. A Glance at As itahan
Inquiaition, London. 1886; L. Amabile. II Santo Officio

dalla Inquiaiaiona in Napoli, 2 vols.. Citta di Castello.

1802. For Spain: H. C. Lar. Tha Inquiaition in Spain,

4 voU.. New York. 1006-07; idem. 7^ Inquiaition in As
Spaniah Dapendandaa, ib. 1008; idem, Chaptera from As
HiaL i^ Spain eonnadad with tha Inquiaition, Philadelphia,

1800; E. de Moltoes. Torquamada at Vinquiaition, Paris.

1807; C. J. von Hefele, Lifeand Timaa qfCardinal Ximanaa,

London. 1886. For South America: B. V. Maokenna,
Francaaoo Mayan; or, tha Inquiaition aa ii waa in Amarica,

London, 1860. J. T. Medina has written a number of

volumes in Spanish, on the Inquisition in Lima, Santiago,

1887; in ChUe. 3 vols., ib. 1800; in Cartagena, ib. 1800;

in De la Plata, ib. 1800; in the PhiUppines. ib. 1800; and
in Mexico, ib. 1006.

INSABATATI (SABOTIBRS): A name given to

the Waldenses (q.v.) from their sabots, mirked
with a painted cross, or from the sandals tied cross-

wise.
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T. Eianiytuui Xnaeriptaons.

Forms and QiAraeter ({ 1).

Number. A^e. < and ODntenta
(12).

The RoaetU Stone and Decipher-
ment (13).

Illustration of the Bible ({ 4).

II. Cuneifonn Inscriptions.

INSCRIPTIONS.

The Name; Area Covered by
the Script (i 1).

Diseoreries; Decipherment of

IVraian ({ 2).

Decipherment of Babylonian-As-
syrian a 3).

Orijpn and Character of the

Script (J 4).

lU. Christian Inscriptions.

1. Ancient Christian Insoriptiona.

Methods of Writing ({ 1).

lAnguacee Employed ({ 2).

Contents (i 3).

Value of the Material (I 4).

2. Medieval aod Later Inscriptions.

3. History of Epigraphy.
The Eariy Period ({ 1).

The Nineteenth Century (f 2).

L Egyptian InacriptionB : The ioBcriptionfi of

Egypt are no new disoovery. The term most
uaed to describe the characters em-

1. Porma ployed in the inscriptions, " hiero-

Olumcter S^TP^^" ^ ^^ Greek origin (hieros,

" sacred "

+

glyphein, " to carve") and
bears witness both to early knowledge of the exist-

ence of the writing and to the conception at that

time that the priestly class was its executor. In

more modem usage the term is not confined to the

Egyptian inscriptions, but is used generally of any
kind of picture-writing. The inscriptions on the

monuments of Egypt are in the main in a picture-

writing, the individual signs of which are representa-

tions of objects or actions more or less convention-

alixed. This detailed representation passed by the

method of abbreviation into a shorter form called

the hieratic script, and by the extension of this

process to a still shorter form, the demotic. But
in only the very late period of Egyptian history

was either the hieratic or demotic form employed
upon the monuments, though both were used on
papyri from an early age. While originally the

signs stood for the objects they pictured, at a very

early stage they came to have phonetic quality,

and from this to the development of an alphabet

the steps were rapid and easy. While this process

was going on, the signs were given values associated

with those already customary and also others

disconnected from the original connotation. The
alphabet was of twenty-one letters (some authori-

ties say twenty-two, others twenty-four), all conso-

nants, though some of the letters were employed to

indicate vowel sounds, as in the Semitic languages.

The signs became also signs of syllables as well as

of single letters, and, still further, signs of words or

ideographs. In all, the number of symbols known
from the monuments is slightly imder 1,400. Since

some of these symbols might express several ideas,

it became necessary to use certain signs as deter-

minatives to fix the meaning of the group in which

they occurred, thus to remove ambiguity. The
signs composing a word or idea are grouped in

quadrangiilar form, though the order of grouping

is not invariable, being either perpendicular or

horisontal, according to the shape of the com-
pcHients, the exigencies of the space at disposal

or the artistic taste of the scribe. The groups were

arranged in colimins or in lines, according to the

material used and the space and form available for

the inscription. The writing runs either (prefer-

ably) from right to left or the reverse when arranged

horisontally, or from above downward when it is

in columns.

The area within which these inscriptions are found
embraces the whole of the Nile valley as far as

Nubia, parts of the peninsula of Sinai,

^aS"^^* and locations in Syria and Palestine.

Outwits. I^®<50^^ begin with the second dy-
nasty; during the fourth, fifth and

sixth dynasties they become numerous, though
largely centralized around Memphis; then they
bea>me fewer until with the eleventh dynasty they
again grow abundant and spread out over a wide
area, continuing numerous till the fourteenth dy-
nasty. Of the Hyksos kings few remains are found.

With the seventeenth dynasty inscriptions once
more become abundant and continue so, with ex-

ceptions in some dynasties or single reigns, till

down into Roman times. The inscriptions were
placed on the walls of temples, on stels and monu-
ments set up within the temple courts, on obelisks,

and in tombis both of the Pharaohs and of the nobil-

ity and the wealthier classes, and on gems, rings,

and scarabs. Since the temples of the earlier period

have vanished, it follows that the inscriptions of

those times have for the most part perished. Yet
while some of the earliest monuments were des-

troyed at a very early date, it sometimes occurs

that the record which they bore was copied on a
more perishable material which has survived. A
matter which often causes embarrassment to the

decipherer is that it was the known habit of some
Pharaohs, as in the case of Rameses II., to remove
the royal name in the cartouche of the original

Pharaoh who ordered the inscription, and to in-

scribe their own in its place, thus claiming the

deeds originally assigned to another and dislocating

the order of history. The earUest inscriptions come
frcHn massive masonry tombs, where often little

more than names, titles, and, sometimes, the legal

provisions for maintenance of the tomb are pre-

served. Later, in addition to these bare statements,

the lists of titles are extended to include something
of the career of the deceased. Finally they contain

records of achievement—whether of Pharaohs,

generals, or administrators—of the occasion which
the record commemorates, and may even include

the royal patent for the work of which the inscrip-

tion speaks. But, in general, a vagueness charao-

teruies the content of the inscriptions and makes
them illusive and difficult, not only in themselves

but also in the historical matter to which they refer.

Thus, in a story of conquest, the foe is often referred

to not by name or country, but is described by some
derogatory epithet: again, the events narrated

were often contemporary and matters of general

knowledge; it therefore did not seem to the maker
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necessary to give specific details, so that the iden-

tification of the events is often doubtful or im-

possible. Not seldom, the inscriptions are mere
laudations of the Pharaoh, or, again, are hymns in

praise of him. Others are records of building enter-

prises, giving the personal history of the ruler or

administrator. Decrees of administration appear.

In private tombs records of filial performance in the

maintenance of the tomb occur, and there are also

found interesting accoimts referring to wars or

enterprises otherwise unknown. The longest in-

scriptions are the Pyramid texts of the Pharaohs
of the fifth and sixth dynasties, discovered in 1880,

dealing laigely with matters religious, including

magic. The Palermo Stone la one of the most noted

monuments—a fragment of a stele containing a
record of pre-dynastio kings, continuing to the

middle of the fifth dynasty, and giving brief royal

annals. The various erections at Kamak afforded

space for voluminous inscriptions, to some of which
reference must be made later.

Since the fifteenth century attempts were made
to decipher the Egyptian hieroglyphics, though

without success till the early part of the
8. The Bo- nineteenth century. But meanwhile a

***?D«o?-*
^<*^°^*^*<*^ ^^ ^**^ ^^^ * broader and

ferment, ^^^u^*^®*"appreciation ofEgyptian arcl»-

ology by the work done on Coptic

since the time of Athimasius Kircher, who published

the first Coptic grammar (Rome, 1643-44). The
epoch-making work of Champollion (see below) was
in no small part due to his mastery of Coptic. But
all attempts to read the hieroglyphics were complete
failures until the key was furnished by the Rosetta

Stone. This is a slab of black granite, three feet

nine inches by two feet four and a half inches and
eleven inches thick, bearing an inscription in hiero-

glyphic and demotic Egyptian and in Greek. It

was found in 1799 by M. Boussard, a French mili-

tary officer, at Fort St. Julien, near Rosetta, on the

Rosetta branch of the Nile (40 m. n.e. of Alexan-

dria), was taken to England after the fall of Alex-

andria, and was presented to the British Museum
by George III. (1801). The upper portion and the

lower right-hand comer are broken away. It con-

tains a decree of the Egyptian priests in honor of

Ptolemy V. Epiphanes (205-181 B.C.), and its date is

Mar. 27, 195 B.C. It bears 100 lines of text, fourteen

of hieroglyphic (about half of the original), thirty-

two of demotic, and fifty-four of Greek (the ends
of some of the lines broken off). Its sign^cance is

not in its contents, but in the fact that it proved
to be the key to the decipherment of the hiero-

glyphic and demotic writing, and consequently

opened up nearly all that is known of and through
Egyptian texts. The results gained through the

decipherment of this text were checked and con-

firmed by the trilingual stele of Ganopus foimd by
Lepsius at Tanis in 1866, containing a similar decree

of the year 238 b.c, in honor of Ptolemy III.

Euergetes I. (247-222 B.C.). Yet the process of

decipherment was somewhat tedious. Sylvestre de
Sacy (1802) detected several groups in the demotic
text which corresponded to the Greek forms of

the names Ptolemy, Berenice, and Alexander. The
Swede J. D. Akerblad (1802) obtained the phonetic

values of most of the demotic characters in the

proper names and used the Coptic to determine

the meaning of several words. Thomas Young
(1814), an English scientist, determined the mean-
ings of several groups of demotic characters and
established four alphabetical hieroglyphic charac-

ters. Jean Fran^ous Champollion put the crown
upon all these efforts by reading from a bilingual

obelisk in Phibe, in hieroglyphic and Greek, the

names of Ptolemy and Cleopatra, deciphering the

names of Greek and Roman rulers, making out all

the characters, discovering ideograms and deter-

minatives, gaining insight into the phonetic system,

and discerning the relations of the three kinds of

script. He made a statement of his discoveries and
expoimded his system to the Academic des Inscrip-

tions, Sept. 22, 1822. Karl Richard Lepsius worked
on the lines of Champollion and corrected some
mistakes, but proved the general soimdness of

Champollion 's conclusions against the captious and
envious criticism of several German writers. The
science of Egyptology has been advanced by many
later scholars, such as, to name only a few, Emman-
uelde Roug^, Auguste Mariette, Paul Pierret, Jacques

de Moigan and Gaston Maspero in France, Heinrich

Brugsch, Alfred Wiedemann, Georg Ebers, Adolf

Erman and Georg Steindorff in Germany, John
Gardner Wilkinson, Samuel Birch, Peter le Page
Renouf, Edward Naville, Ernest Alfred Thomp-
son, Wallis Budge, and William Matthew Flin-

ders-Petrie in England, W. Max MiiUer and James
Henry Breasted in the United States.

The scantiness of illustration of Biblical history

afforded by the Egyptian monuments as compared
with the abimdanoe gained from the

^^**"f -^ssyro-Babylonian records has been

the ^Lb]^. ^ naany a cause, of great disap-

pointment. The explanation of this

scantiness is, however, not hard to discover. One
reason is the vagueness of Egyptian records (see

above). Another, which is on the surface, is that

after the Hebrews settled in Palestine contact of

Egypt with Palestine was occasional and not

always of such a character as to dispose the monu-
ment-makers to speak of it—they recorded only

victories, not failures or defeats. That mention of

the Hebrews who had broken away from Egyptian

control would appear in the inscriptions was hardly

to be expected, nor that pre-Mosaic Israel would
be differentiated from the numerous nomads of

Semitic stock who occasionally sought refuge in

the Nile land. Accordingly, apart from that general

illustration of manners of living which is a conse-

quence of a sort of commonality of life in the East,

little of specific detail need be looked for from the

Egyptian inscriptions either corroborating or con-

tradicting Bibhcal statements, especially if, accord-

ing to the view now generally accepted, the He-
brews were very few in numbers. What little specific

illustration there is takes on either a geographical

or ethnological character. The first comes through
the mention of places conquered in Palestine by the

Pharaohs. Thothmes III. (eighteenth dynasty),

who made fifteen expeditions into Syria and Pales-

tine, has recorded in the temple of Amon at Kamak,
on the wall of the southern pylon and on the north-
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era wall at the westera end of the temple, a list of

places in that region the submission of which he
claims to have received (cf. Records of the Pa$t,

new series, v. 2^-5S, for the list of names). Note-

worthy and productive of a vast amount of dis-

eusuon are the names Yakolhel and Yosep-d, which
se^n to represent an early form of the names
Jacob and Joseph. The real significance of these

names, paralleled from the cuneiform inscriptions,

is as yet under debate, but eponymous derivation

seems to be favored. The geography is also il-

luminated by the lists of Set! I. and Rameses II.

(nineteenth dynasty), the latter's inscriptions on
the Ramesseum at Thebes and at Karnak, and by
that of Rameses III. at Medinet Haba.
Shishak I. (twenty-second dynasty) also fur-

nished cm the south wall of the great temple at

Karnak a list of geographical names in which there

are 156 cartouches, not all legible (cf. W. M. MOUer,
Atien tmd Eurapa, Leipsic, 1893, pp. 166 sqq.).

The monuments of Seti I., Rameses II. and IV.,

and Meneptah contain references which are thought
by the advanced school to bear on pre-Mosaic

history. That the Aperiu (cf. Heb. *Ibhri, "He-
brew " and the Habiri of the Amarna Tablets, q.v.)

were Hebrews is not yet assured, though it is

possible. Seti I. and Rameses II. speak of an Aseru

or Asaru in western Galilee in the region assigned

to the tribe Asher in the Hebrew records (Judges

V. 17, cf. i. 32). Of this alternative explanations

are given: the Asherites were a C^anaanitic tribe

absorbed later into the Hebrew confederation

(which woiild go with the assumed eponymous de-

rivation of the name and with the Biblical ac-

count of descent fnmi a concubine) or the He-
brews who settled in the region took the name
of the country (W. M. MOller, ut sup. pp. 236-230).

On a stele of Meneptah discovered in 1895 occurs

the only known mention of Israel on the Egyptian
monuments (in the form /-si-r-'Q as a people whom
Meneptah had reduced. This mention is compli-

cated by the fact that Meneptah is now quite

generally regarded as the Pharaoh of the Exodus;
how, th^, could Israel be in Palestine during his

reign? Accordingly many commentators are dis-

posed to see in the Israel of Meneptah's inscription

a part of the Hebrews settled in Palestine who did

not go down into Egypt and gave their name to

the confederation in later times; these oonmien-
tators regard as confirmation of this the occurrence
of Yakob^ and Yosep-^ (ut sup.). Light on the

Exodus of the Hebrews comes not from the hiero-

glyphic, but from a combination of a Greco-Ro-
man inscription with the identification of Suocoth
and Pithoin through indications in the Coptic

version of the Old Testament and through indica-

tions in Greek writers (see Egypt). While the

bearing of ijgyptian inscriptions on Hebrew history

and ethnology is thus vague and indecisive, if it

has any value at all it is in the way of strengthen-

ing the case of the newer school of constructive

history. Geo. W. Gilmoiud.

XL Cuneifonn Inscriptions: Cuneiform, from the

Latin euneus, " wedge," was first applied in the

year 1700 by Thomas Hyde, professor of Hebrew
in the University of Oxford. In that day Hyde was

acquainted only with some rude copies of Assyrian

characters, and with some equally rude copies of

Sassanian and Palmyrene inscriptions,
!• The concerning which he argued that they

C^r^edl^^®'® not letters, nor mtended for

the BoriD^ letters, but were mere ornament.
Later investigation has shown that the

cuneiform method of writing is one of the oldest

known to man and one of the most widely diffused,

and that it sufficed for more than five thousand years

to express the ideas of nearly a score of peoples,

among whom were some of the greatest culture races

of antiquity. It was invented by the pre-Semitio

Sumerian inhabitants of Babylonia, was adopted
by their conquerors, the Semitic Babylonians, and
thence carried to Assyria. It was besides dif-

fused among all the neighboring peoples and came
into use as far east as Elam and as far west as Egypt
(see Amarna Tablets).
The first modem observer of cimeiform characters

was Pietro della Valle, about 1618 a.d., who copied
from the ruins of Persepolis in Persia

1 '^^d'" * ^®^ characters in random but fairly

pherment *<^<^"^^ fashion. The material thus

of Persian, provided was too scanty to stimulate

any earnest effort at decipherment.
The first opportunity afforded European scholars

for study of the cuneiform was given in 1774 by
Carsten Niebuhr, a Dane, father of the famous
Roman historian, who had copied at Persepolis a
number of small inscriptions, grouped in threes

upon the remains of the palaces of the Achamenian
kings. Previous travelers had expressed the opinion
that three languages were represented in these

Persepolis texts, and later study has shown the
three languages to be Persian, Susian, and Assyro-
Babylonian. The task of decipherment was ren-

dered difficult by the fact that no bilingual inscrip-

tion was foimd in which a known language occurred.

The method of decipherment was to be archeolog-

ical rather than phUological, and the process was
necessarily slow and insecure. The first efforts in

decipherment of the Persian inscriptions—^the sim-

plest in each group of three—^put forth by Friedrich

Christian Karl Heinrich Mfknter and Olaf Tychsen
seemed to show that these texts contained only
forty-two signs, which were therefore mainly al-

phabetic with some syllabic values, but only a few
correct values for the signs were determined. The
first decipherment of an entire text was made by
George Frederick Grotefend, who was almost con-

tinuously engaged upon decipherment from 1802
until 1844. The facts with which he began were
that these texts came from Persepolis, and that the

ruins there were the remains of palaces erected by
Cyrus, Darius, and Xerxes. He assumed, conse-

quently, that each text began with the name of

a king, and his success was achieved by comparison
of two inscriptions, which Grotefend finally trans-

lated as follows: " I. Darius, the mighty king,

king of kings . . . son of Hystaspes. II. Xeixes,

the mighty king, king of kings . . . son of Darius,

the king." Tlds result was small in itself, but it

afforded the clue for the decipherment of several

languages, besides the three foimd at Persepolis.

At the same time that Grotefend was engaged in
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this tuk, liajor (afterward Sir) Henry Rawlinaon
was trying to reaeh a solution and in the same way.
Quite independently of Qrotefend he worked out
some of the sign values, and» when later provided

with Grotefend's results, far surpassed him in the

power to translate Persian inscriptions. He dis-

covered the great rook-cut inscription of Darius

at Behistun in Persia, which he copied, laboriously

and successfully deciphered, and published in an
English translation, nearly complete, in the year

1846.

The decipherment of Persian was followed by a
determined attempt to solve the far more difficult

problem of the Assyro-Babylonian cu*
8. Deoipliev- neiform script, in which the third in-

Bat^nlL* scription La these groupsof three was

Asw^^ written. The first to attempt it was
Grotefend, who identified the luimes

of the kings, but was unable to go much further.

Isidor Loewenstein secured the correct meanings
of the signs for '< king," " great," and the sign for

the plural. He first suggested that Assyrian be-

longed to the Semitic family and was therefore

related to Hebrew, Arabic and Aramean. Far
more successful was the Rev. Edward Hinoks (q.v.),

who, in two papers during 1846 and a third in 1847,

determined most of the numerals, assigned correct

values to a number of signs, and seemed on the

very verge of being able to read a whole text. His
rigidly scientific spirit, however, restrained him
from such an endeavor, and he worked steadily on
with the patient solution of one difficulty at a time.

When the immense mass of cuneiform documents
which Emil Botta had diseovered at Nineveh
reached Paris, the hope of deciphering Assyrian

increased because of the accession of material, but
diminished when Botta pointed out the great

difficulty of the problem. He made little effort to

decipher or translate, but collated all the inscrip-

tions which they contained and made lists of all the
signs which he found, differentiating 642 separate

signs. This great number proved that the Assyrian
cuneiform script was not alphabetic; some of the

characters must be syllabic, some must be ideo-

graphs and represent a word or an idea. Botta's

discoveries were carried further by Edward Hincks.

In a paper read before the Irish Academy on June
25, 1849, he showed that there was a sign for RA,
another for RI, and yet another for RU. He
proved the sign for AR, and presumably also for

IR and UR, though hie did not fully define the

last two. This represented a great advance in the

study of the problem. Rawlinson soon dared to do
what Hinoks would not, and ventured to translate

the great Behistun text. There was needed then
only the minute study of the characters xmtil the

entire syllabic system with its polyphones and
ideographs should jdeld up its secrets. To this not
only Rawlinson, but in even greater degree Hincks,

contributed, and also the distinguished French
Assyriologist, Jules Oppert. Contemporaneously
with the decipherment of Assyrian went forward
the decipherment of the Susian, or second language
of the groups of three found at Persepolis. In this

work the chief leaders were Niels Ludwig Wester-
gaard, Hinoks, F61ioien Oaignart de Saulcy, and

Archibald Henry Sayce. When Persian, Susian,

and Assyrian (or Babylonian) had been deciphered,

the foundations of the new science of Assyriology

had been laid.

The cxmeiform method of writing originated

among the Sumerians, the earliest known inhabi-

oviffin
tants of Babylonia. When the Semites

dCha ®'*^'®^ ^^ ^^ ^^y found in posses-

^acterof' '^^^ ^ round-headed people, of small

theOorlpt. stature and with black hair, whose
*
origin and racial connections are un-

known. A small though learned company of

scholars has maintained that the supposed Sume-
rians had no existence, and that their script, civUisa^

tion and religion were all originated by Semites.

This view has lost support, and can hardly be

longer regarded as seriously disputing the current

view as stated above. The cuneiform characters

were originally a form of picttu«-writing. At first

the pictiues represented natural objects; they then

became associated with certain words, and were
used phonetically to represent the sound of the

words without the meaning. In very early times,

these rude pictures were scratched on any material

that came to hand. Later stone was used for per-

manent records. But as stone is scarce in Baby-
lonia, the easily worked clay took its place, and
the straight lines made by a single preasure on the

stylus tended to become wedges. The pictures

therefore lost their original character and gradually

became groups of wedges which were so thoroughly

conventionalised that it is now impossible to detel^

mine their origin save in a very few cases. Even
to the Assyrians themselves the original form of but

very few characters was known, though a few
tablets still preserved (of. TSBA, vi. 454 and Cunei-

form TexU from Babylonian TabUU in Britiah

Afuseuffi, part v., London, 1898) show that the

Assyrians retained a consciousness of the pictorial

origin of their script. The Assyrians never devel-

oped a consonantal alphabet. They had only a
syllabary, with separate signs for the vowels a, i

or s, and u. The syllabic signs consisted, in the

first instance, of a separate sign for each conso-

nant with each separate vowel, thus, ofr, ib, vb, ha,

bit bu, ag, ig, uq\ ga, gi, gu, the former serving also

for op, ip, up, etc. In addition to these simple

syllables, the script had a large number of com-
pound signs, such as bal, bil, kak, man, kun, etc.

There were also very many ideograms, a sign being

used as the symbol for a whole idea; thus there

was a single sign for Uu, *' god/' bdu, " lord," aplu,
" son," duppu, " teblet," umu, ** day." Difficulties

are further increased by the fact that many signs

are polyphonous; a single sign may have several

syllabic values, and besides may stand as an ideo-

gram for several ideas. The difficulties were some-
what lessened by the use of signs called deter-

minatives placed before a word to show the class

to which it belonged. Robbrt W. Roqbrs.
ni. Christian Inscriptions: By Christian inscrip-

tions in this article are meant non-literary writings

executed or provided by Christians which have
some relation to the Christian religion. Christian

epigraphy is concerned with inscriptions carved,

scratched, painted, or stamped on various materials.
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such as stone, metal, day, ivoryi and wood, in-

tended to designate the source or purpose of an
object, and also with documents whieb, on aooount
of general or permanent interest, are inscribed on
durable material, usually stone or metal. This
comparatiyely new adenoe has hitherto devoted its

attention ch^y to the days of the early Church,
but it is hoped that more attention will be paid to

the collection and study of medieval and later

inscriptions which are in danger of perishing with
the lapse of time.

1. Anoient Christian lasoriptions: (1) Letters

and figures. The workmen who made the earliest

Christian inscriptions adopted the let-

of
^^^ ^^ *°^ numeral system of their pre-

Wrltinff.
d0<)os^^ which was already old, and
continued its development steadily,

except in cases of deliberate archaism. Thus by
degrees new forms arose, more slowly in some places

than in others, and usually later in the provinces

than in Rome. At the date of the earliest Christian

inscriptions, there were three principal types of

characters: one used for carving on stone or metal,

one for painting on walls or woodwork, which corre-

sponded to that inscribed on parchment or papyrus,
and the vulgar or cursive script, which was either

impressed on soft material such as wax, fresh clay,

or plaster, or semtehed on a hard surface, eq)ecially

wails (the so-oalled gnffito). These three types
were not always sharply distinguished, and Christian

epigraphy shows examples that can with difficulty

be assigned to any of the three classes, and others

in which the forms appear in a confused mixture-^
sometimes even one half of a letter being in monu-
mental and the other half in painter's script. The
most important class of letters, in the Christian as in

the older pagan inscriptions, is the capitals, in-

duding the largest number of sjmibols for letters

and numbers. Besides these there were the uncial

forms, developed from the capitals by the rounding
off of sharp angles, and the cursive form, which
sought for speed in writing by using as few separate

strokes as possible. This last form occurs among
the dated inscriptions in Rome as early as 291.

(2) Ligatures. In the formation of words the letters

are sometimes separate, sometimes two or more are

united into a single symbol. These ligatures were
originally peculiar to coins, where the limited space

made them useful, and then were adopted in in-

scriptions. The rule for reading them was that

each element entering into their composition was
to be read only once. From the ligatures developed
the monogrammatic signs, which continued even
in the Middle Ages to be employed for imperial

signatures and the like. (3) Abbreviations. The
words iDAy be either written in full or abbreviated,

sometimes to a single letter. The omission of letters

is indicated by strokes or projections above, below,

or beside the letters, or by periods and other signs

following them. Connected with these signs are

the strokes frequently, though not invariably,

placed over numbers to distinguish them from
ordinary letters. (4) Punctuation. A large number
of various punctuation-marks were used. The com-
monest is the period, usually written, not on the

line, but half-way up the letters; its shape is

generally round or approximately so; sometimes
it is represented by a small circle, and less often by
two sides of a triangle in various positions. Out of

this latter form developed leaves, somewhat like

ivy-leaves, which used to be considered as intended

for pierced hearts, and thus as signs of martyrdom.
Ocoisionally the Greek cross, or even the Chi Rho,
is used as a punctuation-mark. It was the rule in

the classical period to place punctuation-marks
only within lines, not at the end, but in many
Christian monuments this rule is not observed;

indeed, in many the entire system of punctuation
is irregular, points being placed even in the middle
of words—though this is to be distinguished from
** syllabic punctuation," where the syllables were
divided to facilitate reading. (5) Direction of the

writing. Writing from right to left had become
very rare among the Greeks and Romans at the

date of the earliest Christian inscriptions, and only
a few instances of it occur among them. While
no certain example of the ancient boustrophedon
form is known, there are a number which are read

downward, and arrangements still less usual exist,

dictated sometimes by the shape of the space at

command, but in other cases probably by nothing
more than a love of singularity.

The great majority of extant early Christian in-

scriptions are in Latin, Greek coming next. Even
in the West there is a considerable

• *'•'* number of Greek inscriptions, generally

Bm!pl^6d. ^^ ^^ ^y people who were not Greeks,

but Romans. This phenomenon finds

a parallel in the fact that the earliest Christian

literature was in Greek, even when the authors lived

in the West. The parallel, however, must not be
pressed too far, since they were educated men,
while most of those to whom the inscriptions are

due belonged to the lower classes. The number
of Greek inscriptions, even in Rome, is to be ex-

plained by the fact that in the primitive Church
Greek was the official language. All the third-cen-

tury popes who are buried in the catacombs of

St. Calixtus have Greek inscriptions, while Cornelius,

whose grave is in his family burying-ground, has a
Latin one. The mixture of Greek and Latin in a
number of inscriptions is probably due less to

defective education than to an instinctive opposi-

tion in people's minds to the use of a language
which was really foreign to them. An interesting

light is thus thrown upon the final struggle of the

two languages in the West, beginning while Greek
was still the ecclesiastical tongue. After the second
century Greek inscriptions and those showing a
mixtiue of Greek and Latin become increasingly

rare, and Pope Damasus uses nothing but Latin.

The linguistic qualities of the inscriptions deserve

careful study as giving an insight which cannot be
obtained from literature into the speech of the

common people. While departiues from classical

orthography are to be attributed partly to ignorance

or carel^wness, this is not so much the case with
the vocabulary and the grammar, which in many
of the later Latin inscriptions dearly show the

transition to the Romance languages. The inscrip-

tions are, like the pagan ones, either in prose or in

verse, prose inscriptions being the more numerous.
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especially in the earlier period. The Hebrew
language, except in the case of amulets, which are

rather Jewish-pagan than Christian, is very rare;

only one Christian inscription in that language has

thus far been discovered in Rome.
(1) To inscriptions in the narrower sense belong

honorific inscriptions and a large dass of eulogies

8 Oon- ^ ><^^ &>id martyrs, especially those

^^ ' of Damasus. Partly to this class and
partly to the dedicatory belong nu-

merous inscriptions on public buildings, especially

churches and parts of churches, such as altars and
ambones. But the largest class is composed of

funeral inscriptions, on tablets, gravestones, or

sarcophagi. Those on stone are usually carved or

scratched, sometimes painted in addition, most
often in red. Relatively few occur with the painted

script, which was more often used on tiles, in red,

black, and occasionally white. The wooden tablets

which in Egypt Christians and non-Christians alike

placed near the mununies of the departed are usu-

ally inscribed with a dark ink, or painted. Other
methods are occasionally employed, such as the

frequent use of mosaic in North Africa and Spain.

An equally great diversity is visible in the style

of the inscriptions, though a careful study reveals

a more or less regular development of definite

formulas. In many cases the influence of the cus-

tom and taste of the period or locality Is disoem-
ible, others show traces of a conscious adherence
to ancient tradition. Thus the phrase Du Manibus,
so frequently used on pagan tombs to dedicate them
to the manea of the deceased, occurs in no less than
134 cases of undoubted Christian inscriptions—^not,

of course, with the old meaning, but merely as a
traditional formula; and the same is true of the

phrases domua aetema, aeUmalia, perpetua for the

grave. Belonging also to the class of inscriptions

in the narrower sense are the large number of those

on objects of domestic use; but their infinite

variety makes it impossible to enter upon a detailed

discussion of them. (2) Of inscriptions in the

broader sense (documents) the most numerous in

the primitive Christian period are attestations of

the purchase of a grave or agreements between the

relatives of the deceased and the foMorea or other

church officials. These are sometimes exceedingly
explicit, giving the names of witnesses, the purchase
price, and the location of the grave. Documents
expressing a gift in the giver's name become fre-

quent in the Middle Ages, but examples are not
lacking toward the end of the early period. Another
class of inscriptions gives the fasts, calendars, cycles,

or lists of saints; of this kind one of the most
famous is the Easter cycle on the base of the statue

of Hippolytus. Under this general head also come
the graffiti, or inscriptions scratched upon the walls

of the Catacombs.
Christian inscriptions, especially those of the early

Church, deserve careful attention by students of

history. While not a single original

f^^** manuscript of this period is extant,

^kterlal ^'^^ '^ succession of copyists has intro-

duced a variety of difficulties into the

text of literary works, the inscriptions are practically

in their original shape. It has therefore long been

admitted, in theory at least, that inscriptions

deserve the first place among the sources for the
history of their period. Again, the literature of a
period is practically all the work of learned or at
least well-educated men, and gives only a second-

hand account of the thoughts and feelings of the

populace; while the inscriptions, the majority of

which come from the lower classes, present these

directly and faithfully, at least in religious and
ethical matters. Much valuable historical material

is found in them which would have been almost or

quite unknown from the literary sources. Thus
the schism of Heraclius in Rome is known solely

from an inscription in the catacomb of St. Calixtus,

and knowledge of an African schismatic community
and its head, Trigarius, is confined to the notice of

another inscription. The history of the planting

and earliest growth of the CSiurch in Gaul as told

by the historians is fragmentary, and a complete
idea of it can be gained only from inscriptions.

Until recently almost nothing was known of the

history of Christianity on the islands of the iEgean
in the second century; but it is now possible, on
the basis of inscriptions lately discovered, not only

to show the existence of Christianity there, but

even to determine its nature, a mixture of Christian,

Jewish, and pagan elements. A list of the writings

of Hippolytus can be made complete only by the

help of the inscription on the back of his statue.

The frequent use of Scripture in inscriptions gives

not only valuable indications of the manner in

which it was employed in the early Church, but also

useful points of departure for textual criticism.

Not a few particulars of the marriage system are

gained in the same way, especially as to the legal

age, remarriage, and the marriage of clerics. The
inscriptions are a more trustworthy authority for

early Christian nomenclative than the manuscripts;

and of course the customs connected with death
and burial may be much more fully known in this

way.
2. Xedioval and X«ater Insorlptions: In the pres-

ent state of inadequate investigation of this class of

inscriptions it is impossible to give final conclusions

as to their types of characters, language, and con-

tent. It mayperhaps suffice to give some provisional

observations on the results for a single country

—

Germany. The history of the characters employed
is divided into three main periods. Spealdng
generally, the type known as majuscule prevailed

until the fourteenth century, though with many
variations. As early as the tenth century it took
on the Roman form; in the eleventh and twelfth

it was infiuenoed by Romanic art, and adapted
Gothic principles to its own use in the period of the

latter's dominance. But the Gothic majuscule
gradually gave way to the Gothic minuscule, which
was the prevailing form from 1350 to 1500. In the

sixteenth century, the character used in inscriptions

(apart from conscious archaisms) began to be assim-

ilated to the type of ordinary writing. As to num-
bers, the Roman numerals were regularly used
until the fourteenth century, when the Arabic
began to be common, without ever wholly exclud-

ing the older type. Ligatures are frequent in the

Middle Ages, especially when the Gothic minuscules
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Bhowed the tendency to do away as far as possible

with spaces between the letters; but they become
le«s usual from the sixteenth century on. Abbre-
viations also were very common in the Middle Ages,

but later Jbecome much less usual. Punctuation
was not systematic imtil comparatively modem
times; in the Middle Ages the commonest marks
were dots half-way up the letters, though crosses

and other signs are occasionally used. The language
employed untfl late in the Middle Ages was almost
always Latin—seldom the vemacidar, and still

less often Greek or Hebrew. The Latin continued
to be used on the tombs of scholars and in similar

places until modem times; and the Renaissanoe
brought in the use of Greek, especially in the six-

teenth century. Medieval inscriptions, like the
ancient, show many peculiarities in spelling, vocab-
ulary and grammar.
8. Histofy ofBpiffraphy: The first demonstrable

coUeetion of inscriptbns is assigned to various dates

within the period from 650 to 839;

^3i ^^* * number of collections resulted

Peti^ from the Carolingian Renaissance,

headed by the Codex Einsidlensis, the

unknown author of which flourished in the eighth

or early in the ninth century. These collections in-

cluded both Christian and non-Christian specimens,

and were made largely for the purpose of instmo-

lion in writing Latin verse. A period of inaction

followed, closed by the revival of classical learn-

ing at the Renaissance. Cola Riensi and Giovanni
Doodi in the fourteenth, Ciriacode' Piszicolli in the

fifteenth, and in the sixteenth century Felice Felio-

iano, Giovanni Marcanuova, Johannes Jucundus,
and PetruB Sabinus were the principal collectors.

Much new material was discovered in the sixteenth

century, eq)eeially in the Roman catacombs, opened
in 1578 by Antonio Bosio. The leading investi-

gators of this century were Aldus Manutius the

younger and Martin Smetius, while Melanchthon
did not a little for the study, writing the introduc-

tion to the Jnacripiumet iocroaandae vehuiatis of his

friends Apian and Amantius (Ingolstadt, 1534),

besades making independent researches of his own.
The already published and newly discovered mar
terial was put together by Gmter, Scaliger, and
Veber in their Inacriptionea antiquae totitiB orbis

Romami (Heidelbeig, 1602-03). More Christian

material would have been included in Giovanni
Battista Doni's Inacriptumea antiquae if he had
fired to complete its publication, but as edited by
Gori and others (Florence, 1731) a large part of

this was neglected. Bosio also died (1629) before

publisliing the results of his labors, but they fell

mto better hands and app«»Ared as Rama aoUerranea

(Rome, 1632). A supplement to Gmter's collection

was published by Reinesius, a Leipsie physician

(Letpaie, 1682), while Spon, Mabillon, and Mont-
(aueon were not only working at home, but undei^

taking joumeyB outside of France for the purpose
of eoUeeting inscriptions. The eighteenth century
did less for Christian epigraphy in the way of large

fcraeral eoOeetions than in that of local publications

ftnd monographs, particularly by such Italian sehol-

ftn as Muratori, Mafiei, Zaocaria, Gori, Rivaute la

Rieohri, and De Vita.

From the Carolingian period down into the
eighteenth century Christian epigraphy was as a

science far behind classical epigraphy.

Vinetmmth ^"* ^^ nineteenth century hu quite

Oentuxy. * different story to tell. Christian

inscriptions are now collected with the
same care and thoroughness as the classical, a result

due in the first instance to the initiative especially

of August BOckh and Theodor Mommsen; and
they found in Giovanni Battista de Rossi a master
who elevated the study of them from a mere
dilettante amusement to a serious science. After

Gaetano Marini had published, in 1785, his Iscrizioni

aniicke ddle ville e de' paJUuzi AJbani, and ten years
later Gli atU e monumenti de'frateUi Arvali, scholars

looked forward eagerly to the publication of his

great collection of Christian inscriptions, which
now fills thirty-one volumes in the Vatican library.

But he died in 1815, and none of it saw the light

until, in 1831, Angelo Mai published one of the four

volumes planned by him (Nova coUectio, v.), having
in some places condensed the manuscript, and in

some enlarged it from his collection. But no great

loss to the science was involved in the failure of

the others to appear, since (apart from other defects)

his classification by subjects had now been finally

discredited by B6ckh. The German scholar, in-

sisting on geographical arrangement, persuaded the
Berlin Academy of Sciences to take up the gigantic

task of uniting in one all the Greek inscriptions.

In the great Corpus inacnptianum Graecarum (Ber-

lin, 1825 sqq.) some scattered Christian inscriptions

appeared in the first three volumes, but the main
body of them was united in the second part of

Vol. IV., under the editorship of Adolf Kirchhoff.

In the revised form of this great work, the parts of

especial value for Christian inscriptions are that

including Italy, Sicily, Gaul, Spain, Britain, and
Germany (ed. Kaibel, 1890), and that on the
islands of the JSgean (ed. HUler de Gaertringen,

1895-98). A complete Corpus inscripUonum Qrae-
oarum chrisHanarum is hoped for from the French
School at Athens, under the direction of Laiirent

and Cumont. Even more than Bdckh accomplished
for Greek epigraphy, Mommsen did for Latin.

While he was not the first to conceive the idea of a
Corpus inscripHonum Latinarum, in his memorial
(1847) on its plan and scope he laid down the

proper lines for its execution and carried out a
great part of the work himself, the rest being done
by his friends and scholars. An account of new
discoveries made since the appearance of the various

volumes ia given in the Ephmeris epigraphica, 1872
sqq. Until the Corpus inscnptionum LatiTUirum is

complete, it will still be necessary to make use of

the older collections (which, indeed, will always
have a value for their notes and illustrations) as

well as of the works of the greatest authority in

this subject west of the Vosges, Edmond Le Blant:

Inscriptions ckritiennes de la Gaule (Paris, 1856-65);

Nouveau recueil des inscriptions chrHiennes de la

Gaule (1892). Long before De Rossi was requested
by the Berlin Academy of Sciences to take part
in the Corpus inscripUonum Latinarum (from 1854
until his death he was one of the editors of vol. vi.

I
on the Latin inscriptions of Rome), he had planned
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and begun preparationa for a collection of the early

Christian inscriptions of the city. The results

appeared in the Inscnptumea chrisiianae urbu
Romas 9eptimo taeeulo anHquiorea (vol. i., Rome,
18dl, vol. ii., part 1, 1888). The first volume
contains the dated inscriptions, a preface which
reviews the epigraphy of the past and lays down
his own scheme, and extensive prolegomena, dealing

especially with early Christian chronology. The
first part of the second volume reproduces the

manuscript collections from the so-called parch-

ments of Scaliger down to Petrus Sabinus with

admirable critical sureness and insight. Another
work of like interest is the Mumo epigrajieo criaiiano

Pio-Laieranenae (1877), containing photographic

reproductions of the specimens in the lapidary

gallery at the Lateran, together with noteworthy
essays on various cognate subjects. Numerous
other contributions to Christian epigraphy are con-

tained in his Roma aoUerranea critiiana (3 vols.,

1864-77), in the BoUettino d^archooiogia arxBtiana

(1863 sqq.), and Muaaid delle chieae di Roma, 1872-

1900. Although De Rossi's enterprises were too

great for accomplishment in even the longest and
busiest life, they have not been allowed to drop.

The continuation of the Inscriptionsa has been

placed in the hands of his old friend and faithful

collaborator, Giuseppe Gatti; the (Nuovo) BoUeUino
has, since 1895, been edited first by De Rossi's

brother Michele Stefano and his personal pupils,

Stevenson, Armellini, and Marucchi, to whom have
been, added, since the death of the first three, G.

Bonavenia, P. Crostarosa, G. Gatti, R. Kantcler,

and J. Wilpert. The completion of the Roma
soUerranea, beginning with a fourth volume on the

cemetery of DomitUla, has been undertaken by
Marucchi, Wilpert, Gatti, Crostarosa, and Kantsler.

For the medieval and later periods there is no single

work which can be placed by the side of the Corpus
inacriptionum Graecarum and LaHnarum.

(NiKOLAUS MOlleb.)
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In theological language, inspiration signifies the

operation of the Holy Spirit upon the writers of

the Bible, by which the Bible becomes the ex-

pression of the will of God binding upon us, or the

Word of God. The term originated from the Vulgate
version of II Tim. iii. 16, Omni$ scriptura dxvinihu

xnspirata. The Greek word f^sopnsustM-—of which
it is at least doubtful whether divinitus inapirata

is an accurate translation—^belongs only to Hellen-

istic and Christian Greek, and may have been coined

by Paul. Other post-classical uses of it show that

it signifies ** filled with the Spirit of God " or
" breathing out the Spirit of God," from which it

follows that the Scripture so designated has come
into being under the operation of the Spirit. The
preference of the Greek conomentators for the mean-
ing expressed by divinitua inapirata would have
less importance if it were not explicable by the

prevalent view, for which the corresponding term
was thought to be found in II Tim. iii. 16, which was
more or less an inheritance from Alexandrian Juda-
ism or from paganism.
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The church doctrine—or rather the oldest views

held in the Church, since it is inaccurate to speak
of any distinct church doctrine on the

I. Jewish point, either before or since the Refor-

Doctrine. mation, outside of the single statement

that the Scripture is inspired, without

saying how it is inspired—is much closer to the

Akximdrian or pagan view than to that of Jewish

theology. Both Talmudic and Alexandrian Juda-

ism agreed in attributing unique authority to the

Old Testament. The Talmud claims an inunediate

divine origin for the " Law/' asserting that God
wrote it with his own hand, or dictated it to Moses
as his amanuensis. A secondary revelation is con-

tained in the " Prophets " (from Joshua on, includ-

ing Psalms, Cantides, Job, Ecclesiastes, Ezra), as

Kabbalahf or tradition as distinguished from the

Law. In the case of the prophets, their personality

is not so absorbed by the Spirit of God as to render

them mere unconscious organs. The medieval

Jewish theologians were the first to attribute a
special kind of inspiration to the Hagiographa, as

written by the spirit of holiness, while the prophet-

ical books were written by the spirit of prophecy.

Jewish antiquity knows nothing of such a distinc-

tion; and Matt. xxii. 43 shows that the origin of

these books too was referred to the Spirit of God.
That the perscmality of the authors was still more
prominent in them than in the prophets may be

inferred from their place in the canon, as well as

from various expressions which put them, in rela-

tion to the Law, in the lowest place. Al^candrian

Judaism took a different view. It is true that

Josephus maintains that the Spirit was absent from
the second Temple, and designates the reign of

Artaxerxes Longimanus as t^ end of canonical

authorship; but he, as well as Philo and the author

of Wisdom (vii. 27), believes none the less in a
continuance and diffusion of the prophetic gift.

Upon this theory rest the legend of the origin of

the Septuagint and the acceptance of the Apoc-
rypha. Thus, while apparently broader and freer

than Talmudic Judainn, the Alexandrian school

represents a doctrine of inspiration which is really

much more strict. All the Old-Testament writers

are prophets; but with the prophetic illumination

human consciousness ceases. The prophet is merely
an organ of God, who speaks through him; he

knows nothing of what he is doing, and has no will

of his own. He is in a state of ecstasy, even when
he writes down what he has been commissioned to

reveal This condition Philo believes that he can

describe from his own experience. There is an
ecstasy mentioned in the Bible, but it is not this

kind of ecstasy, nor is it the normal vehicle of

inspiration, but something extraordinary; and the

communication of the message to others does not

take place in this state, with the possible exception

of an involuntary prophecy like that of BaJaam
[but cf. II Kings iii. 15-19, and see Ecbtabt]. The
Biblical conception of ecstasy is that of a state in

which supematimd revelations are imparted to men
who, in their natural state, are incapable of perceiv-

ing them-~either by divinely exhibited symbols, as

in Acts X. 10; Jer. i. 11, 13, or by the communi-
cation of supernatural realities and images of future

events, as in Num. xxiv. 3, 4, xxii. 31; II Kings vi.

17; cf. n Cor. xii. 1 sqq.; Rev. i. 10. In this state the
percipient is either '' in the Spirit," i.e., the limita-

tions of his ordinary sensuous perceptions fall away
altogether, or they are momentarily removed with-

out the cessation of sensuous perception, and super-

natural appearances present themselves in conjunc-
tion with those of ordinary life, as in Luke i. 11.

In no case does the state seem to be one of which
no memory is afterward preserved; the ecstasy is

not (according to Augustine on Pb, hnrii.) a '' mental
alienation," but a " mental separation from physical

sensation so that whatever is revealed is revealed

to the spirit." The theory of Philo, or the Hellen-

istic theory, thus originated neither in the Old Tes-
tament nor in strictly Jewish theology outside of it,

but much more directly in paganism. Philo's con-

ception can not be put down wholly to the account
of his Platonizing tendency, but contains other

elements, possibly borrowed from Oriental religions.

Still, it is in the main the general Greek conception

of enthounasmo8f of the mania of the manteia
(" prophet " or " diviner "), akin to the Platonic

view of the source of artistic production and of

prophecy.

The same pagan conception is encountered once
more in the first definite expressions from Christian

writers as to the natiure and method
a. Barly of inspiration. In the Apostolic

Christian Fathers is found merely a simple ex-

Doctrine, pression of the fact of inspiration in

the way in which they cite the Old
Testament. But the second-century apologists

emphasise the divine origin of the knowledge con-

tained in Holy Scripture, and unquestionably teach

an inspiration which is not merely mechanical,

but mantic. In order to understand this, it must
be remembered that these men, brought up in

paganism, got at the same time their first im-

pression of Christian truth and of the divine origin

of the primary revelation and so of the Scriptures.

The more Christianity claimed to be not the result

of a logical process of thought, but a revelation

made under the operation of the Spirit of God, the

easier it was for them to apply to it the Greek con-

ception of the origin of such knowledge; and the

process was fiulher facilitated by the respect paid

to the Sibylline prophecies (see Sibtlune Books).
If this last fact be taken in connection with the

prominent place which prophecy holds in Scriptiure,

the importance which the apologists attached to

prophecy can be understood, and that it was natural

for them to refer all ancient prophecy to the working
of the Spirit of God. There was no need of an
acquaintance with Philo (of whom Justin speaks

with great respect) to lead to this view, which
finally found its most definite representation in

Montanism. The opposition of the Chin*ch to

Montanism was responsible for the fact that the

doctrine of ecstasy as the form of inspiration found
no continued recognition in the Churoh. Clement
of Alexandria placed ecstasy among the marks of

false prophets, and, from Origen on, the doctors of

the Church rejected the conception of prophecy
which originated in paganism. In direct opposition

to Montanism, the unconscious action of the
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prophet was denied. Thia led to the other extreme;

it placed the revelation of the Old Testament on
the same level with that of the New, and bo finally

resulted in the not indeed mantie, but mechanical,

doctrine of inspiration held by the older Protestant

theologians. The attempts at a truer theory found
in Irensus' distinction between prophetic and apos-

tolic inspiration (III., xi. 4), and his notion of a
development in the history of God's redeeming work
(IV., iz. 3), bore no fruit. The doctrine of the

Fathers recognized both the unrestricted opera-

tion of the Holy Ghost upon the minds and wills

of Scriptural authors and at the same time their

own independent activity, to which more than mere
form and style was attributed; but they seem to

have made no attempt to frame a theory as to the

manner in which these two were combined. Thus,

e.g., Augustine, who says in one place that the

Evangelists wrote '' as each remembered, in accord-

ance with- his native powers, either briefly or at

greater length " (De consenau evangdidarum, ii. 12),

in another compares the apostl^ to hands that

wrote down what the head, Christ, dictated (ib.,

i. 35). Among the Fathers Origen went most
deeply Into the question. What he says about it

agrees closely with his theory that inspiration is

an elevation of the mind and an opening of the

inner ear to the truth—a higher degree of the

illumination bestowed upon all pious believers.

That so little use was made of Origen's suggestions

was not a consequence of their connection with
other parts of his system, or of the suspicion which
was cast upon his orthodoxy, but rather of the fact

that (when the epoch of the apologists was past

and Montanism was conquered) there was little

practical interest in these questions. In the con-

troversies which distracted the Church the authority

and the divine origin of the Scriptures were not

called in question. With the issue of these conflicts

and the strengthening of the Church's oiganisation,

the Church took its place by the side of the Scrip-

tures as a coordinate authority, and even at times

more than that, so that Augustine could say (Adv.

Manickceo9, v.), ''I would not believe the Gospel
against the authority of the Catholic Church."
The acceptance of a continuous inspiration, ex-

pressed especially in the decisions of councils, gave
rise to the theory of a twofold source of knowledge,

as to which only a standard of judgment in matters

of fact was required, not a decision as to the manner
of inspiration. The emphasis laid by the school of

Antioch on the human side of the Scriptures was
not important enough, in view of the simultaneous
recognition of their authority, to call forth much
discussion as to inspiration itself. Even the bold

assertions of Theodore of Mopeuestia that the Book
of Job was a poem originating on heathen soil,

that Canticles contained a tedious epithalamium,
that Solomon (in Proverbs and Ecdesiastes) had
the logo8 gndaeOa, " the gift of wisdom," but not the

logos Sophias, *' the prophetic gift," did not touch
the general theory of inspiration, but only raised

the question whether all parte of the Scriptures

had the same measure of (prophetic) inspiration;

and the only result was the condemnation of these

propositions by the Council of Constantinople.

By a natural process, the operation of the Holy
Ghost occupied an increasingly prominent place,

and the independent personality of the writers was
less and less considered. When Agobard of Lyons
dwelt upon the external signs of this independence,

and remarked that the sacred writers had not al-

ways observed the strict rules of grammar, the

Abbot Fridugis of Tours (q.v.) went so far as to

assert that the Holy Spirit had formed " even
the very verbal expressions in the mouth of the

Apostles." And Agobard did not think of limiting

the operation of the Spirit; he preferred to ex-

plain the phenomenon by a condescension on the

part of the Holy Spirit to human weakness.

No deeper interest in the question was displayed

by scholasticism, which discussed it, indeed, with
its accustomed minuteness in conneo-

3. The tion with the rest of the system, but
Scholastic showed no sense of its importance in

Period, relation to revelation. Here and there,

as from Anselm and Thomas Aquinas,

it received more serious consideration. The latter

treats the subject under the head of graHae gratis

dataSf or charismata, distinguishing between the

gift of knowledge and the gift of the word, without

which the gift of knowledge would be useless to

others. To express the right word, the Holy Ghost
makes use of the tongue of men " as of an instru-

ment, but he himself perfects the inner working."

The blessing is sometimes diminished by the fault

of the hearer, sometimes by that of the speaker.

The operation of the Holy Ghost thus does no
violence to the independence of the agent. The
authority of the Scriptures was not questioned,

but the impulse to use and to investigate them
was not yet awakened. Mysticism had a deep
feeling for the divine power of the Word and a clear

understanding of the operation of the Holy Ghost.

A belief in the continuance of the gift left the Scrip-

tural inspiration not so radically different, in spite

of its admitted precedence, from experiences which
were possible to others; and so, even while its

authority was firmly maintained, there was a cei^

tain indifference to its unique character. The
assertion of Abelard, based upon Gal. ii. 11 sqq.,

that the prophets and apostles were not infallible,

was employed with some hesitation by him; but

when Renaissance scholarship pointed to defects

in detail as results of the human limitations of the

Scriptural writers, neither the Church nor scholars

thought of the authority of the Bible as any less

assured.

Never since the apostolic age had so admirable

a use been made of its pages, and never had its

authority been so decidedly upheld as

4. The in the Reformation period; but for this

Reforma- very reason there was little speculation

tion. on the way in which it had come to be.

No one disputed its authority; the only

question was as to the manner of its use. This

explains the fact that among the Reformers and
their immediate successors the old conception of

inspiration is still found without any further dis-

cussion of the mutual relations of the two factors

in the formation of the Scriptures, and without any
attempt to define the limits within which inspira-
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tioQ IB attributed to them. As to the relation

between the divine and human factors, Luther is

equally certain that the Holy Ghost is the originial

author, and that the writers are to be known by
their human characteristics and have put their own
hearts into their work. Theoretically his teaching

on this point is not to be distinguished from the

traditional conception. For Calvin, too, the Bible

is to be reverenced; the Holy Ghost is its author,

though sometimes " he uses a rough and unpolished

style.'' But this does not prevent Calvin from
recognising inaccuracies and seeing, with Luther,

the expression of the hiunan minds of the writers.

Cbonnits is the first Lutheran theologian to attempt
a systematic doctrine on the subject; but he is

signing against those who equally acknowledge the

authority of the Bible, and the question of the

nature sjmI method of inspiration is not for him an
uigent one. Selnecker includes inspiration under
the head of revelation, and defines it as " a secret

inbreathing by which the holy patriarchs and
prophets were divinely taught many things "; but
he places this process in unmistakable analogy with
the indwelling and operation of the Spirit in other

believers. Gerhard's full discussion of Scripture

in general contains no more precise definition. But
the more earnest these authors become in attempt-
ing to confirm the authority of the Bible, the less

often are met concessions like those of Bugenhagen,
that the Evangelists wrote ** what to them seemed
best," and ths^ errors of the Septuagint passed

orer into the text of the New Testament.
When it became necessary to argue not only

against Rome, but against syncretism, and Calixtus,

in approximation to Roman Catholic

5« Post- theologians, distinguished between in-

Rcfonnatioii spiration in the strict sense, in regard

DevetofH to the essential truths of salvation,

meat. and a direeUo divina in regard to those

things " which came by sensation or

were otherwise known " for which no revelation but
only guidance was needed, the time had come for

a more rigid definition, for an assurance against the

dangen which seemed to threaten the Bible among
the very men who claimed to deduce their belief

from it. Calovius was the founder of the new doc-

trine intended to serve this purpose. According to

him, inspiration is the form of revelation. Nothing
can be in the Scriptures " which was not to the

writers divinely suggested and inspired." The doc-

trine was pushed to its extreme consequences by
the Buxtorfs, who asserted the inspiration of even
the Hebrew vowels, and by Voet, who made the

ssme claim for the pimctuation. All this was
abeohitely new. If the idea of ecstasy had been
included, it might have seemed a revival of the

mantic theory of Philo and the old apologists;

but the lack of this conception made the process

purely mechanical, not only without analogy, but
m direct contradiction to the other operations of

the Holy Spirit. The self-preparation of the writers,

required on the ecstatic theory, was no longer

neceasary; nor was there any place for the personal

witness which the apostles daim to give. The
logical consequences of the doctrine were not,

indeed, drawn by its supporters, but they are none

the less inevitable. Against this hard and fast

theory the freer view of the Roman Catholic theo-

logians (such as Bellarmine, Canus, and Simon) was
less effective than it might have been on account of

their tendency to subordinate Scripture to the
Church; and little more followed the maintenance
of a less rigid theory by the Arminians and some
French and German Calvinists. The first marked
influence was exerted by Pietism, with its personal

experience of the workhigs of the Spirit, in which
it was joined by some kindred souls among the
English dissenters, such as Baxter and Doddridge.
By degrees the official theology of Protestantism
took a freer attitude, and the human factor in

inspiration assumed a new prominence.
The modem development of the doctrine may be

traced partly from Schleiermacher and partly from
the school of Bengel. The former

6. Modem emphasised the special spirit of the

Develop- Scriptures, of which rationalism had
ment altogether lost sight; but this spirit

was to him not the Spirit of God, in-

dependent of humanity, but his own conception of

the term '' Holy Spirit "—the common spirit of the

Christian Church, the source of all its spiritual gifts

and good works, as of all its processes of thought.

Even the apocryphal writings are inspired, in so

far as they show any trace of connection with the

life of this spirit. The Old Testament, on the other

hand, as this product not of the Christian but of

the Jewish spirit, shares neither the dignity nor the

inspiration of the New. The main emphasis is laid

upon the human writers, who, by reason of their

relation to Christ, are the authorised original wit-

nesses to Christian tmth. Schleiermacher's doctrine

of inspiration is thus both formally and materially

the exact opposite of the doctrine developed by
the seventeenth-century theologians. It represents,

however, a distinct and permanent progress, in the

qualification of inspiration according to the period

of history in which it appears, in the value placed

upon the human factor for the attestation and com-
munication of divine tmth, in the proper placing

of inspiration in the uniform and yet manifold

working of the Holy Spirit, and of the literary work
produced under its influence in the total of the

authors' official activity. The first of these points,

the relation of inspiration to history, is the one in

which Schleiermacher's services were the most im-

portant. This is a point of departure for the modem
development of the doctrine of inspiration, as

represented by Rothe and Hofmann—^though the

connection is not always directly with Schleier-

macher, but partially through the school of Bengel,

whoee most useful result is that formulated in 1703

by Menken in these words: " The Bible is no dog-

matic treatise ... it is much rather a historical,

harmonious whole. All that it teaches, it teaches

either immediately in history, or upon a basis of

history, with its foundation and its interpretation

in history." Space forbids to trace here the gradual

development through the writings of individual

modem authors who have handled this subject.

As a rule they have renounced the theory of the

direct operation of the Holy Spirit on the creation

of the Scriptural books. They have replaced the
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old idea of inspiration, on tbe ground of its mantie
content, apparently derived from a pagan source,

by one which treats the Scriptures as venerable

primitive documents; their value is decided by a
historical judgment, which requires scientific in-

vestigation for its full validity. This limitation is

balanced in some degree by the position given to the

substance of the Bible, to the revelation of which
it constitutes documentary evidence. Faith in this

revelation is required in order to form a complete
and perfect judgment of the Bible. The revelation

works through the written word, though not as if

this word were a direct product of the spirit of

revelation. The written word is influenced by the
ideas of the various periods, by defective concep-
tions, and by limited intelligence. It is the province

of theological investigation to decide how far these

influences have extended, in order to be able to

designate the authoritative content or the per-

manent constituents of the revelation. It may not
unnaturally be asked whether a purely documentary
value will sufficiently explain the peculiar power
and significance of the Scriptures in the history of

the Church. From this point of view, Lipsius felt

obliged to distinguish between the documentary
character of the Bible, as the collection, officially

made by the historical judgment of the Christian

Church, of the records of its primitive spirit, and
its religious significance resting on inspiration.

According to this view, the Scripture is inspired

because it is the historic record of the revelation in

Christ, and at the same time the original witness

of the salutary working of that revelation in the
hearts of the first disciples, in which regard it is a
product of the spirit of that revelation. That which
is a permanent standard in it is not its outer form,

on account of changing theological conceptions,

but its inner content—^that which remains after

these outworn conceptions have been subtracted,

as well as what may be referred to the personal

limitations of its writers. It is imperative to sepsr

rate the form from the content.

The attempt to explain the peculiar character

of the Bible leads sooner or later to inspiration—^i.e.,

to the belief that it owes this peculiar

7. The character to the operation of the Spirit

Bible and of God upon its origin. It woukl be
Inspiration, easy, but unjustifiable, to deny in-

spiration on the assumption that this

must necessarily mean mantie inspiration. In order
to understand the manner of the operation of the
Holy Spirit, it must be known what Scripture says

of this operation on its own origin; and to undei^
stand this again, the meaning of Paul's question in

Gal. iii. 2 must be apprehended. There is nothing

to justify drawing a sharp dividing-line between the

indwelling of the Holy Ghost and his special opera-

tion upon the origin of Scripture. And some other

answer to the question as to the true nature of the

Bible than that it is merely a record of revelation

is obligatory. From this point Kfthler proceeds,

and makes possible a successful attempt to answer
the question as to the nature and value of the Bible

and the nature and manner of inspiration. Accord-
ing to him, the Bible (primarily the New Testament,

the Old only in conjunction with it) is the record

of the fundamental Gospel of Christ and of salva-

tion in him. In it exists the memorial of the

primitive Christian assurance of salvation, intended

to promote the salvation of the reader or hearer.

This definition includes both the purpose and the

content of the Bible, whereas that which regards

it as merely a record of revelation n^lects its im-

mediate purpose, and moreover requires the forma-

tion of a historical judgment, for which not every
one is competent. No such equipment is required

in order to know that the New Testament is pri-

marily the record of the fundamental Gospel of

Christ, or that it bears the same witness of him as

that with which Christianity began its conquering

progress through the world. Whether men are

wilUng to accept this salvation, so attested, is an-

other question; but this Gospel is the Christian

proclamation, in regard to which man must take

one side or the other. This is the point so strongly

insisted on by Frank, *that every witness of Christ

and of God's redeeming will is credible only in the

measure in which it is in harmony with or con-

firmed by the Scriptures. These have the power
in a special way to create obligation and to make
him guilty before God who rejects their message.

This power, this authority, is independent of the

recognition of them, and through it they show
themselves to be in a unique measure filled with

the Spirit of God. It is this coimection between the

Holy Ghost and the witness of the Bible to which
(in harmony with the Scriptural expressions them-
selves) is given the name of inspiration. It is this

operation of the Spirit that Paul means when he says

(I Cor. ii. 13) that he speaks " not in the words
which man's wisdom teacheth, but which the Holy
Ghost teacheth," and to which Christ himself refers

when he tells his disciples (John xvi. 13) of the

Spirit of truth that shall guide them " into all

truth "—an operation which does not exclude, but
empowers, the action of those who are to be the

witnesses of the truth.

If the fact of inspiration is admitted in the sense

of a special operation of the Holy Spirit on tbe

origin of tbe Scriptures, on thef;round

8. nature of their unique significance as the pri-

and mary record of the fundamental preacb-
Mefhod of ing of Christ, and their unique power
Inspiration, to impose obligation, the next question

which arises concerns the nature and
method of this inspiration. To answer this, the first

thing to notice is what this message tella-—the re-

deeming acts of God in behalf of man, summed up
and realised in Christ before the eye. It is with
this that the entire Bible has to do. Its content

is a history of the relttions which have existed,

or are to exist, between God and man, of the origin

and execution of the plan of salvation. From this

special connection between the Bible and the reveli^

tion of the redemption, faith easily perceives that

its writers stand themselves in a spedal relation to

the Holy Spirit. But of what nature this relation

is can be determined only from the course of the

history contained in their works, since it is a his-

torical relation. Now, the relation varies with the

period of history. The distinction between the Old-

and New-Testament revelation is that between
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distanoe from God and nearness to him. In the

eariier part, even when God enters into relations

with those whom he chooses as witnesses of his

redeeming purpose, he still speaks from without
the world that they know. Thus in the Oki Testa-

ment an expres^n is found which is foreign to

the New, to designate his conununications with his

witnesses. This communication with the prophets
is constantly designated by the expression ''the

word of Yahweh was upon/' and the reception of

this word by ** he saw (Heb. haxah) the word of

Yahweh " (Isa. ii. 1; Biic. i. 1; Amos i. 1). This
distance between God and man is only rarely

bridged, at special moments, and the immediate
subjective perception of the word of God can only
take place in an extraordinary manner. In the
New Testament, on the otlier hand, the word of God,
the expression of his saving will, has entered the
workl in Christ (Rom. x. 5^; Titus i. 3; Acts x. 36,

xiiL 26). To perceive and acknowledge the revela-

tion now made, there is oo need of special endow-
ment, as in the case of ihe prophets; all that is

required is the believing attitude toward Christ

(MaU. xL 25, xvi 17). Those who are first called

to look into the mystery of the love of God revealed

in Christ are therewith called and qualified to be
witnesses to him (Bfatt. x» 27; John xv. 15). This
witness is conditioned by the objective revelation

and redemption, taking pEebce in Christ and entering

the personiEd life by the indwelling of the Spirit.

But it is not the same thing to participate in this

salvation and to be called to witness it. The latter

is a special mission, though not one confined to the

apostles who were chosen as the first witnesses.

Their assistants and the generation to whom they
testified were also witnesses; and as such, from
the special importance of their position in regard
to all subsequent generations, they needed special

aadstanoe of the Spirit (I Cor. ii. 10 sqq.). The pre-

requisite is their own experience of salvation—^the

first experience of salvation ever given to man; but
inspiration, in addition to this, is the special prep-
aration for the bearing of * testimony of a funda-
mental kind. It is their grace of office, their

(Jiaritma, which empowers them, irrespective of

their individual imperfections, to testify for all

generations of the facts of salvation and their sig-

nificance. In contrast with this condition, the
inspiration of the Old Testament was temporarily,

one might almost say accidentally, connected with
the personality of those who received it, and not
always given to those whose moral and religious

nature qualified them for ite reception (Num. xxii.-

xxiv.; Jonah; cf. John x». 49-52). Compared with
Uie New Testament, it is less free. The apostolic

wxtoessea have the Spirit bf God for the spirit of

their own personal live^ Which makes it possible

for them to be independent witnesses, not mere
organs of God's activity. Another thing follows

from the peculiar character of their inspiration as a
permanent qualification. When Paul makes a
distinction between what he says by commandment
and his own opinion (see Conbilia Evangslica),
he does not mean to make a distinction between
inspired and uninspired words; and accordingly

he commends what he says with perfect confidence

VI.—
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to the judgment of his readers (I Cor. x. 15, xi. 13;
II Cor. iv. 2). And the inspiration of the witnesses
being permanent, they can speak of things which
do not pertain to salvation (as in II Tim. iv. 13)
without the inspiration ceasing.

One more characteristic point of the manner of
inspiration must be mentioned. The qualification

of witnesses includes the presentation of historical

events; but that which the Spirit of God here
effects, whether in the Old or in the New Testament,
is the understanding of history, not the knowledge
of it. The latter is to be obtained in the ordinary
way of life, by the witnessing of events or their

collection from written or oral tradition. This ex-
plains certain phenomena in sacred history which
resemble those of all other historical writing

—

discrepancies in minor details or in chronological
order and the like. The question is not how such
errors are possible in the inspired word of God,
but how far the equipment named inspiration is

meant to extend. The knowledge of and witness
to the purest eternal truth is not only not incon-
sistent with human limitations, but stands out all

the more strikingly when they are admitted. In-
spiration is not the abolition of independent human
personality, but rather a reenforcement of it; it is

not condescension to human weakness, but a hallow-
ing or transformation of it, that the human person-
ality may take its part in the divine work. There
is nothing in it foreign to Christian experience or to
knowledge of the other operations of the Holy
Spirit. It takes its own place in the system of the
dutriamata, the gifts of grace operative in the
Church of God. (H. CREMBRf.)
Views of inspiration may be grouped in two

general classes—those of plenary or verbal inspira-

tion, and those of partial inspiration.

9« The Advocates of plenary inspiration hold
Theory of that the writers of Scripture had the
Plenaxy immediate influence of the Spirit to

Intpiimtkm. such an extent that they could not err

in any point; every statement is accu-
rate and infallible, whether *' religious, scientific,

historical, or geographical " (Charles Hodge, Theol-

ogyy i. 163; cf. F. L. Patton, Inapiration, p. 02).

Besides Hodge and Patton, Gaussen, Shedd, Given,
and others represent this view. It is admitted,
however, that there may be errors in the Scriptures

as we now possess them and infallibility is asserted
'' only for the original autographic text " (A. A.
Bodgp and B. B. Warfield in the Pretbytenan
Review, ii., 1881, p. 245). This class of views has
in its favor (1) the difficulty of conceiving how the
thought could have been suggested by the Spirit

without the language; and (2) the support it gives

to the authority of the Scriptures as a system of

truth and a guide of action. On the other hand,
the following objections are urged: (1) It is hard
on this general theory to account for the individual

peculiarities of the writers. The style of Hosea
differs from that of Isaiah, that of John from that
of Paul, although the same Spirit suggested the
language of each. It is urged, however, that the
Spirit acconunodated himself to the peculiarities of
the writers. (2) There are differences of statement
in the Scriptures concerning the same facts (cf.
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Gen. xxxiii. 18-19 with Aeto vii. 16; Num. zzv. 9
with I Cor. X. 8). (3) The theory makes it hard
to explain the divergenoes in the QoBpeis (ef. the

four forms in which the superseription on the cross

is given and Matt. viii. 25-27 with Mark iy. 39-41).

(4) It is difficult on this theory to understand why
the New-Testament writers usually quote the Sep-

tuagint translation, and not the original Hebrew of

the Old Testament. In many cases the divergence

from the Hebrew text is great (cf. Acts xv. 16-17,

other passages of the Acts, and many passages of

the Epistle to the Hebrews, which idways quotes

from the Septuagint). (5) The autographs of the

sacred writers are lost, and the variations in the

copies which have been preserved seem to be in-

consistent with this theory; for, if a literal inspirar

tion were necessary for the Church, God (so we
should expect) would have provided for the error-

less preservation of the original text. Moreover,

the great mass of Christians has to depend upon
trancJations for none of which infallible accuracy is

claimed.

The theory of partial inspiration is, that the

writers of Scripture enjoyed the influence of the

Spirit to such an extent, that it ia the

xo. The Word, and contains the Will, of God
Theory of (Luther, Calvin, Baxter, Doddridge,

Partial Wm. Lowth, Baumgarten, Neander,

Inspiration. Tholuck, Stier, Lange, Hare, Alford,

Van Oosterzee, Plumptre, F. W. Farrar,

Domer, and others). It admits mistakes, or the

possibiUty of nustakes, in historical and geographical

statements, but denies error in matters of faith or

morals. In favor of this view it may be said: (1)

that it lays stress upon the sense of Scripture as a
revelation of God's will, and leaves room for the

full play of human agency in the composition. (2)

It helps to understand the divergences in the ac-

counts of our Lord's life, and the inconsistencies in

historical statement of different parts of the Bible.

(3) It is more in accord with the method of the

Spirit's working in general. The apostles were not

perfect in their conduct and judgment as rulers

and teachers of the Church (Acts xv. 39, xxiii. 3;

Gal. ii. 12; I Cor. xiii. 12; Phil. iii. 12). (4) It

removes a hindrance out of the way of many who
would gladly believe the Bible to contain the word
of God, if it were not necessary to give their assent

to all its historical statements. Many can believe

the discourses of our Lord in Jolm (xii. sqq.)

to be divine who can not so regard the list of the

dukes of Edom (Gen. xxxvi. 15-43), or all the

tables of the Books of Chronicles. (5) This view

makes the absence of an absolutely pure text

intelligible.

The present canon does not necessarily measure

the extent of inspiration. Both must be determined

by the same process, upon the basis

XX. Crite- of the contents of the books, the state-

ria of ments of their authors, their relation

Inspiration, to Christ (in the New Testament), and
the judgment of the Church. A book

belonging to the present canon may not be inspired.

Seven books of the New Testament were disputed

in the Church of the first four centuries (see Canon
OF Scripture). The Roman Catholic canon of the

Okl Testament indudea the Apocrypha, which are

rejected by Protestants. Luther doubted the in-

spiration of Esther and held an unfavorable view
of the Epistle of James and the Apocalypse. Galvin
expressed doubts about II P^ter. The Bible is an
organism; and the inspiration of the whole is not
necessari^ affected if inspiration be denied to one
part. The question of the inspiration of the Gospel
of John, for example, may be independent of the
proof that the Books of Chronicles are inspired.

The sufficient witness of the heavenly origin of the
8crq)tures is their inherent excellences, as in the

case of the person of Christ. The unity of the book,
unfolding a single purpose; its elevated tone; the
faultless character of Christ; the nature of the facts

revealed of God, the soul, and the future—all
stamp it as a work of more than ordinary human
genius or insight. This testimony is, for most
minds, the strongest of all. It is the testimony of

the Holy Spirit in experience. D. S. Schaft.
The history of the doctrine of inspiration in Great

Britain and America has foUowed the general for-

tunes of the same doctrine on the Con-
xa. Modem tinent, as indicated above; that is, it

Tendencies has oscillated between an interpreta-

and Devel- tion which found its principle in a pre-

opmenti. ponderating influence of the Spirit of
God and a recognition in the human

consciousness of a laiger degree of free ethical action.

In Great Britain and America the Calvinistic in-

terest has declared for the first of the views referred

to. In more recent times attention and interest

have shifted to other aspects of this question. A
distinction between Revelation (q.v.) and inspiration

has been made, in which revelation stands for the

objective side or content of the divine will or truth,

inspiration for the subjective condition in which
that will becomes known. Evolution has made
men familiar with a law of development according

to which the consciousness b in part determined
by previous stages of thought and will. Compara-
tive Religion (q.v.) has revealed phenomena of a
similar character to Hebrew and Christian inspira-

tion in the ethnic faiths, and a study of these has
aided in a better apprehension of this fact. The
history of the Christian religion with its earlier roots

in the Hebrew religious life has made possible a
truly historical interpretation of the rise and prog-

ress of the apprehension of God as revealed in Jesus

Christ. The new study of psychology has shown
the nature and place of inspiration in the conscious-

ness of the sacred writers and speakers^ *an ultimate

certainty and enthusiasm which gave to their

message much of its authority and power. Biblical

criticism has provided a broad basis of incontestable

facts which have had to be reckoned with, and have
thus forced here and there a fresh investigation of

the whole question from an inductive point of view.

Inspiration is seen to be an essential affair of per-

sonality and is therefore ethical, with conditions of

its appearance which lie deep in character as well

as in native endowment. Finally, the tests of

inspiration are moral and spiritual—the degree to

which the message of the speaker or writer answers

to the ethical and religious needs of advancing

human life. C. A. Bbckwifh.
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StreU um die Bibel, Leipaie, 1805; M. Ton Nathuaiua,
Ueber die Inspiration dor heiligen Schrift, Stuttgart,

1895; H. Cramer. OUnibo, Schrift, und hoUigo Oesehichto,

GQteraloh, 1806; G. S. Barrett, Tho BibU and its In-
spiration, London, 1807; P. Gennrich. Der Kampf um
die Schrift in dor doutseh-evangelischon Kird^o doe 19,

Jakrhunderts, Berlin, 1808 (contains a rich bibliography
of the German literature on the subject); C. Chaurin,
Die Inspiration der hoiUgen Sdirift nach dor Lehre dor
Tradition, Regensburg, 1800; O. P. Zanecchia, Divina
inepiratio sacrarum seripturarum, Rome, 1808; M. Arnold,
Literature and Dogma, London, 1002; A. Loisy, L'Svangilo
ot rSgUee, Paris, 1002, Eng. transl.. New York, 1004; H. H.
Kuyper, Svohttie ov revelatie, Amsterdam, 1003; J. £.
McFadyen, 0. T. Criticiem and tho Chrietian Church, pp.
268-312, New York, 1003; J. A. Robinson. Some Thoughts
on Inspiration, London, 1005; R. F. Horton, Inspiration
and tho Bible, ib. 1906; C. Pesch, De inepiratione sacrae

seripturae, Freiburg, 1906; J. BL Gibson, Inspiration and
Authority of Holy Scripture, London, 1908; DB, I 296-
299. U. 475-476; DCO, I 831-835; Farrar. in Biblical

Educator, Tols. L-ii.

INSPIRBD, THE: The name given to a sect which
originated in Germany about 1700. It was formed
from the laige number of Separatists who ahieady

existed there, and was animated by the impulse

given by the new prophets of the Camisards (q.v.)

in the C^vennes. The sectaries took their name
from the fact that they recognised a continuous

divine inspiration in certain individuals, whom
they regarded as instruments of the Holy Spirit,

to whose teachings they professed obedience as to

inspiration.

After the forcible suppression of the Protestants

in the C^vennes, some of the principal leaders and
prophets, such as £iie Marion, Durande

Appearance Fage, Jean Cavalier, and Jean Allut,

hi England fled to England and Scotland in 1706
and (see Fbxnch Prophktb), which they

Germany, soon left for the Netherlands, uttering

in both countries impassioned denun-
ciations of France and the papacy. When their

prophecies were not fulfilled, they were excluded

from the French Reformed community in London
and from the Church of England as well, so that

they had no recourse but to found a sect of their

own. Allut and Marion accordingly went, in 1711,

to the Netherlands and Germany, seeking support

primarily among the numerous colonies of French
Protestants there, from whom, however, they gained
little sympathy. They had more success with the

Pietists and Separatists of northwestern Germany,
to whose craving for apocaljrptic revelations and
fanatical enthusiasm they were able to appeal.

They laid theu* first foundations at Halle in 1713

and at Berlin in 1714, and held a love-feast at Halle

in the latter year. At first they found some support

among the clergy, but when the gift of inspiration

began to spread among the " awakened " of Gei^

man birth, including in Halle the eighteen-year-old

daughter of a servant of Francke, and in Berlin
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a tailor who later became inaane, the whole move-
ment was regarded with suapicioni if not with con-

tempt. Three brothers named Pott, until then
students at HaUe, who had become " awakened,"
migrated with their fanatical mother to the Wet-
terau in 1714, and there built up an inspirational

community, chiefly composed of Swabians and
Franconians. As in the case of the prophets of the

C^vennes, so here inspired utterances were preceded

by remarkable physical phenomena, such as a
burning around the heart, shortness of breath, and
various convulsive movements of the head and limbs.

These conditions were followed by a state of un-

conscious ecstasy, and during this time the message
was received. This, as a rule, was immediately
given out, either by pantomimic gestures or, more
frequently, in brief phrases of a Scriptural character,

spoken in an unnaturally loud voice. The content

of these messages, usually delivered in the first

person as in the name of God, resembled the warn-
ings and promises of the Hebrew prophets, and
dealt with the necessity of repentance, conversion,

and practical Christianity, frequently being remark-

able revelations of the lives of the persons to whom
they were addressed.

Under the influence of these phenomena societies

arose which, after 1716, called themselves " the True
Inspired," in contrast with the free or

German false inspired who rejected all organiza-

Societies. tion and discipline. The enthusiasm of

the movement spread not only among
the Separatists of the Wetterau and Wittgenstein,

but throughout Western Germany (especially WOrt-
tembeig, the Palatinate, and Alsace) and Switzer-

land, and even extended into Northern and Eastern
Germany, as far as Saxony and Bohemia. The call

and the preparation for missionary joume3r8 among
the unbelievers were given in solemn love-feasts,

prefaced by preliminary exercises for days before-

hand, and characterized by fervent devotion. It

was naturally difficult to maintain this devotion

at such a high level, even when it was nourished

by trial and persecution; and many of the '* ves-

sels " quickly ceased to give forth their messages.

Those who remained true formed a constitution at

Btidingen in 1716, according to which ten com-
munities were founded in that neighborhood, some
of which remained in existence almost until the

middle of the nineteenth century, while others

grew up in Wdrttemberg, Swabia, and Switzerland.

Each community had a president and two associate

elders, who regulated all its affairs, especially the

care of the poor and the maintenance of discipline,

and held occasional conferences with the heads of

other communities. There was no special teaching

office, but all adults were expected to take their

part in free public prayer at the meetings (daily or

at least twice on Sunday), at which many hymns
were stmg, while the readings were chosen either

from the Bible or from the fifty written or printed

discourses of the " vessels,'' unless a " vessel " was
present and delivered a new homily, prepared

especially for the occasion. The dogmatic belief of

the inspired agreed in general with that of the

Evangelical CJhurch at lai^, though, like other

Separatists, they rejected all communion with it

(as in baptism and the Lord's Supper). Their prac-

tical principles were those of the mystics Schwenck-
feld, Bohme, Weigel, and Hoburg. They regarded

marriage with special disfavor, though they tol-

erated it for a time.

By 1710 all the " other vessels " had ceased to

testify, and Johann Friedrich Rock, as the last of

them, became, with Eberhard Ludwig
Johann Gruber (a clergyman ; b. 1665; d. 1728),

Friedrich the head of the conununities. Rock was
Rock. bom at Oberw&lden, near GOppingen,

Wtirttemberg, in 1678. He came of a
family of preachers and was himself a hamessmaker
by trade. He had an inclination to mysticism, was
seized with '* inspiration " about 1707, and there-

after worked for the cause with self-sacrificing seal

until his death in 1749. He had some gifts of

preaching and riming, and seems to have been a
man of true piety notwithstanding his aberrations.

With the emigration of many Separatists to Ger-
mantown. Pa., after 1725, and with the rise of the

Hermhut movement after 1730, his task became
increasingly difficult. Particularly painful to him
were his controversies with Gount Zinzendorf, who
had originally stood in close relations with Rock
and his colleagues, but had gradually approached
more nearly to the Established Church after 1732,

and two years later had definitely broken with
Rock on the ground of his rejection of the sacra^

ments. Between 1740 and 1748 Rock was engaged
in bitter controversy with another former friend,

Johann Kaiser, a follower of Bohme, Molinos,

and Mme. Guyon, who had founded a phila-

delphian society at Stuttgart in 1710, and after

its decay had established an inspirational com-
munity in 1717. This controversy forms the

source of the clearest and most important state-

ments regarding the nature of the inspirational

movement.
The death of Rock marked the beginning of a

period of steady decline, so that it is surprising to

find a recrudescence of these societies,

Revival unvitalized by preaching or sacraments

after 1820 (celebration of the Lord's Supper seems
and Emi- to have been first resumed after 1820),

gration to after a complete quiescence of sixty or

America, seventy years. With the revival of

devotion in the established (lurches,

however, the gift of inspiration appeared once more
among the ** awakened " Separatists, and (according

to the testimony of eye-witnesses) in the same
manner as among the Gamisards or in the Wetterau.

Under the influence of three new " vessels "

—

Michael Krausert of Strasburg; Barbara Heinemann
(after marriage, Barbara Landmann) of Leilers-

weiler in Alsace, a peasant girl, unable to read or

write; and Christian Metz, a joiner—the conmiu-
nities in Alsace, the Palatinate, and the Wetterau,

which were almost extinct, were reorganized be-

tween 1816 and 1821 on the old constitution of

Gruber, but the repressive measures of the Prussian

and Hessian governments caused them to emigrate

in 1842-46, about 800 strong, to Ebenezer, near

Buffalo, N. Y., where they soon had a flourishing

conununistic settlement numbering between 1,500

and 2,000 souls. In 1854 part of this community
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migrated to Amana, Iowa. See CoiaroNiSM,
n., 3. (A, HBQLBRt.) K. HOLL.
BnuoGKApRT: A very oomprehezunve treatment of the buI>-

ject has been given by M. Gdbel. in ZUT, 1864. 1855, 1857,
upon which subeequent diBcuntone are based. Oonsult
further: H. Q5bel. OtackukU de9 ehriitUchen Leb9n§, iii

126 sqq.. Coblens, 1860; A. Ritschl. OeMckiehig dM Pieti^
mua, ii. 366 eqq., iii 265 sqq., Bonn, 1880-86; K Knorti,
Die wakn Ingpiraiionagtmmnde in Iowa, Leipsic, 1896;
W. Hadom, JHb Intjririerten det 18. JahrhundmiM, in

SekumseriMJis IheoloffiMehe ZeiUehrift, 1900. pp. 184 sqq.;

and the literature under CoicMTTmsu, IL. 3. On Rock,
eonsult ADB. xxzviii. 735.

mSTALLATION: Generally, the ceremonial act

by which a person ordained and appointed is form-
ally put into possession of an ecclesiastical dignity

or benefice. In the English Church the term is

applied specially to the office of a canon or preb-

endary (i.e., the act of placing him in his stall) or

to the enthronisation ofa bishop.

mSTITUTB OF THE BLESSED VIR6I1I. See
English Ladhes.

INSTITUTION: In canon law, the final act by
which a person elected by the chapter, or nominated
by the government, is appointed by the proper

authority to an ecclesiastical benefice, more espe-

cially a bishopric.

INTENTION. See Sacramxnt, | 4.

INTERCESSION. See Mediator.

INTERDICT: The prohibition of public worship
and of the administration of the sacraments (inter'

didum cfficiorum divinorum), as an ecclesiastical

penalty. An interdidum locale applies to a definite

place or district, an interdictum persanale to definite

persons. The former is the more frequent, especially

the interdictum generale, which the medievsd popes
pronounced against whole countries in their con-

flicts with secular rulers. Instances of the use of

the interdict may be found as early as the time of

Gregory of Tours; but not till the eleventh century
did it become a regular part of ecclesiastical law,

and only gradually did it assume the character of

a definite institution with fixed limitations which it

bears in the Corpus juris canonici. The total intei^

diet forbade public worship, the administration of

the sacraments, and Christian burial. Mitigations

gradually came in; in 1173 Alexander III. allowed

the baptinn of infants and the absolution of the

d3ring; in 1208 Innocent III. added confirmation

and preaching, absolution imder certain conditions,

the private burial of clerics, the recitation of the

canonical hours, and low masses in convents of

regulars, extending this last privilege a year later to

bishops. These concessions were granted on con-

dition that no excommunicated or personally inter-

dicted persons be present, that the doors be closed,

and that no beUs be rung. Boniface VIII., who
also aDowed baptism and confirmation of adults,

pmnitted public worship with open doors and ring-

mg of beUs at Christmas, Easter, Pentecost, and the

Aasumption; Martin V. and Eugenius IV. extended

this privilege to the whole octave of Corpus Christi,

and Leo X. to that of the Conception. Special

exemptions were granted to the Franciscans and
other religious orders; but Clement V. and the

Council of Trent insisted on their observance of the

interdict. A local interdict was last proclaimed

by Paul V. in 1606, against the republic of Venice.

It is no longer considered a practical part of church

discipline, but the right to impose it is theoretically

maintained. Both personal and local interdicts

may occur as '' censures of broad application.'' The
right to impose them is held te be inherent in

the pope, councils, bishops (regularly with their

chapters, sometimes without them), and in special

cases the chapters themselves; monastic superiors

may also impose personal interdicts upon their sub-

jects. Intenlicts may terminate of themselves if

a condition has been expressed; otherwise they are

removed by the person who imposed them, his

successor, delegate, or superior. Only a bishop

can absolve from a local interdict "of broad
application " ; but any approved confessor may
remove a particular personisd interdict. This form
of penalty does not occur in Protestant ecclesias-

tical law, (C. T. G. VON ScHBURLf.)

BmuoaiiAPRT: Bingham, Originst, XVI., iii 7; L. Ferraris,

Prompta bibliotheea canonica, 8.V. " Inderdictum." 11 vols.,

Venice, 1782-94; A. L. Richter, LOurhudi dst . . . Kireh-
enrechU, ed. W. Kahl, pp. 783 sqq., Leipsic. 1886; E.
Friedberg, Ldnrbudi de§ . . . KirehenrMhta, pp. 274 sqq.,

ib. 1896; P. Hinschius, Daa KirchenredU . . . in DeuUek-
land, V. 19 sqq., Berlin. 1896; Neander, Chritttian Chunk,
iii. 366-366, 464, iv. 161 et passim; E. B. Krehbiel. The
Interdict, ite Uietary and ita Operation, Washington, 1909.

INTERIM: The name of three provisional and
temporary arrangements between the Protestants

of Germany and the Roman Catholic Church in the

time of the Reformation, intended to be valid only
for the interval pending a final settlement of re-

ligious differences by a general council (whence
the name, from Lat. inierim, " meanwhile ").

X. The Regensburg Interim: The outcome of the
Conference of Regensburg in 1541. See Regenb-
BURQ, Conference of.

2. The Augsburg Interim: Adopted at the diet

at Augsbui^ June 30, 1548. After the Schmalkald
War, Charles V. thought of reestablishing religious

unity in Germany; and at the diet in session in

Augsburg in 1547 it was agreed that a provisional

arrangement should be made until the Council of

Trent had completed its work. In Feb., 1548,

Charles chose a commission from both communions
to devise an arrangement; this commission could

not reach an agreement, and several states pro-

posed that the matter be turned over to the theo-

logians. Consequently, at the command of the

emperor, Julius Pflug, bishop of Naumbui^,
Michael Helding, suffragan bishop of Mainz, and
Johann Agrioola, court preacher to the elector

of Brandenbui^, prepared a draft, which was then

revised by certain Spanish monks and was secretly

submitted by the emperor to the Protestant elec-

tors and prominent Roman Catholics of the em-
pire. In twenty-six articles it treated of man
before and after the fall (i.-ii.), of redemption
through Christ (iii.), of justification (iv.-vi.), of

love and good works (vii.), of forgiveness of

sins (viii.), of the Church (ix.-xii.), of bishops

(xiii.), of the sacraments (xiv.-zxi.), of the saori-

fioe of the mass (xxii.), of the saints (xxiii.), of

the commemoration of the dead (xxiv.), of the

communion at the mass (xxv.), and of the cere-
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monies of the nenmenU (xxvi.). Although the

views of the Protestants were taken into account
In a general way, the document revealed the old

Church with its faith and worship. In the belief

that the Interim applied to all imperial estates,

the electors of Brandenbuig and the Palatinate

approved it. After a long q[>position Elector

Maurice of Saxony and Margrave Hans of KOstrin
promised not to protest openly if all imperial

estates should approve and accept it. The Roman
Catholics, however, were not willing to make any
concessions. On May 15, 1548, Charles assembled
the imperial estates and denoanded their submission.
He admonished the Protestants to return to the
old faith or to live in accordance with the Interim,
while the Roman Catholics were to remain faithful

to the ordinances of theur Church. Elector Maurice,
Margrave Hans, and their adherents were greatly
angered because only the Protestants were to be
compelled to accept the Interim, but in accordance
with their promise they did not protest. On June 30,

1548, the Interim beoune imperial law. In South
Germany the emperor succeeded in introducing it

in some cities and territories by force, but in the
rest of Germany his orders were not carried out.

In the Palatinate, Brandenburg, Saxony, Weimar,
Hesse, Mecklenburg, Pomerania, and other states,

as well as in the North German cities, there arose

vehement opposition, of which Magdeburg became
the center, headed by men like Flacius, Amsdorf,
and Gallus, while A|^ioola and Melanchthon were
inclined to compromise.

3. The Leipsk Interim: Adopted by the Saxon
diet at Leipsic Dec., 1548. After his return from
the diet at Augsburg, Maurice of Saxony assem-
bled his prominent coimcilors and theologians at
Meissen to discuss the imperial Interim. He was
resolutely bent upon adhering to the EvangelioU
doctrine, but was anxious to have a frank and
definite statement of what might be accepted and
what must be rejected on the ground of Scripture.

After a careful and conscientious examination, the
theologians flatly rejected the entire Augsburg docu-
ment. After a royal and imperial admonition to

introduce it in Saxony, a new discussion took place

in Torgau Oct. 18, 1548. The electoral councilors

laid before the theologians a list of the points which
in their estimation were acceptable and might lead

to a new church order. Melanchthon agrmd with
most of the points. Deliberations were continued
in Altiella Nov. 19-22, and, under stress of the news
of the emperor's forcible measures in South Ger-
many, an interim was drawn up which, in the doc-

trine of justification and in other points, upheld the
Protestant doctrine, while it conceded as " Adiaph-
ora " (q.v.) such things as extreme unction, the

mass, l^^hts, vestments, vessels, images, fasts and
festivals, and the like. Maurice and Joachim of

Brandenburg came to an agreement and put in

writing what they would accept. The Saxon diet

met in Leipsic on Deo. 21 and accepted the Altsella

resolutions; the bishops of Naumburg and Meissen,

however, refused to concur, because in their opinion

it was reserved to the emperor alone to make
changes in the (Augsburg) Interim. The ultimate

outcome was that things remained as before.

At the diet at Augsburg in 1550-51 the majority
of the estates advocated the continuation of the
Council of Trent and urged the emperor to compel
Protestants to accept the Interim. When the im-
perial invitation to the council arrived in Dresden,
Maurice began negotiations with the Protestant
estates concerning a general agreement. In Dessau
Melanchthon with Prince George of Anhait drew up
the so-called Saxon Confession, which was approved
by Bfaurice, Hans of KQstrin, the dukes of Mecklen-
burg and Pomerania, and others. It was proposed
that certain Saxon theologians should go to Trent
imder safe protection and defend the pure doctrine.

In Jan., 1552, Melanchthon, with two others, started

on the journey and got as far as Augsburg; but in

Maroh theywere called back because the waragainst
the emperor began. The expedition of Maurice to

South Germany occasioned the suspension of the

Council of Trent. The Treaty of Passau annihilated

the Interim and led to the Religious Peace of Augs-
burg (q.v.). (S. ISSLEIB.)

Bibuoobapbt: Q. Beutel« U^ber den Unprumg d$» Auo*-
hwrger InUrime, Dresden, 1888; Q. P. Fisher, Tkf R^or-
maHoH, pp. 165-214, New York, 1873; A. von Druffel.

Brieft uihI Akten mw OttehiehU dst t6, JakrhunderiB, in.

42 sqq.. Munich, 1882; C. Beard, The Refonnaiion, pp.
109, 243, 210. London, 1883; F. von Besold. OeeekiehU
der deuUehen lUformatUm, pp. 805-806, BerUn. 1890: 8.

Issleib, in NeuM Arehiv fUr BOehHtihe Oeediiehte, xiii 188
sqq., XT. 193 sqq., Dresden, 1892-04; idem, MoriU wm
Saduen, pp. 189-213, Leipsio, 1907; W. WsJker. The R^ar-
matum, pp. 207-206, 218. New York. 1900; J. Babinffton.
The Reformation, PP. 113-114, London, 1901; Cambridoe
Modem HieUrry, The Reformation, pp. 204-286. New York,
1904.

IHTBRMEDIATB STATE: A term designating

both the period and the condition of the soul

between death and the final judgment. Theintei^

mediate state is an aspect of the doctrine of Hades
(q.v.). It has assumed many forms. (1) The early-

doctrine, which in general has continued to be the

common view, that the dead remain in a condition

of privation until the resurrection—^the righteous

happier (martyrs going at once to Paradise), the

wicked more miserable, than while on earth (Ire-

n»us, Haer. v. 31; Tertullian, '' On the Soul," Iv.).

(2) Purgatory, the condition of those who depart

this life in faith, yet are still liable to punitive

sufferings for venial sins and who are puiged before

their entrance into heaven; such may be " helped "

by the suffrages of the faithful, but principally by
the acceptable sacrifice of the altar *' (Council of

TVent, Sess. zxv.; see Purgatobt). (3) The limbo

of the Fathers is the abode of Old-Testament saints

to whom after his death Christ preached the Gospel

(Thomas Aquinas, Summaf qu. 69, art. 4; Dante,
Divine Comedy, Irrfemo, Cajato iv.; W. E. Addis
and T. Arnold, Catholic Dictionary, pp. 564-565,

London, 1903). (4) The limbo of infants is the

region to which unbaptixed infants are consigned

after death, to remain forever in a state of priva-

tion, without suffering and also without happiness,

a doctrine based on the universal necessity of

baptism for the remission of the guilt of original

sin (Thomas Aquinas, ut sup., qu. 69, art. 6;

see Infant Salvation; Limbus). (5) The sleep of

souls, based on such passages as Acts vii. 60, xiii. 36;

ICor.xv.6, 18, 20, 51; I Thess. iv. 13-15. Between
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death and the eeeond ooming of Christ all souls

are in a dreamless sleep (thus oblivious of the lapse

of time and without moral change) from which they
are simultaneously awakened for the judgment.
This view was opposed in the early Church (cf.

Eusebius, Hitt. ecd. VI., xxzvii.). Calvin wrote in

refutation of it Pwyekopannyckia (1534), directed

against the Anabaptists. Richard Whately pre-

sented it with great force and sjnnpathy as an
alternative belief, in his work On the Future State

(London, 1820). It is an article of faith among
the several brsnches of Adventists (q.v.). (6)

Ptaservation of the spiritual element of both the

saved and the unsaved during the middle state,

when by a creative act of God soul and body are

reunited before the judgment. This element of the

personality exists in various degrees of conscious-

ness, knowledge, and enjoyment, some sleeping,

some learning* some as d^ons on earth, some
imprisoned in the abyss or suffering in Hades for

life's sins, some being evangelised. In the interval

between death and the resurrection the Gospel may
be accepted or finally refused by those who have
not known it here below (Edward White, Life in
Ckfui, chap, zzi., London, 1878). (7) A relatively

bodiless condition in which the pious dead are in a
state of privation, to be described as inwardness and
q>irituality and progressive development, of deepest

retirement, and of withdrawal into self, and at the
same time of communion with Christ (cf. H. L.

Martensen, Chrittian Dofftnatiee, f 276, Edinbuigh,
1866; J. J. van Oostersee, Chriatian Dogmatice,

f exliL, London, 1870; I. A. Domer, Syetem c/

Ckrietittn Doctrine, iv. 212, Edinburgh, 1880-^2).

(8) As to the unbelieving dead, who tueive not de-

cisively rejected the Goq>el, the intermediate state

opens the door of repcaianoe and spiritual life

(see Eschatologt; Pbobation, Futubb).
C. A. Beckwith.

Bouoobapbt: lbs Utamtart of th« sabjeot ia wdl covered
under Escbatounit; Kkbmm; mod Pbobahon, Futubb
(qq.T.). Oonaolt further: V. U. Maywhalen. 7*A« Inter-

wttdiaU Aole. London. 1850; H. M. Luekoek, Tk0 Inter-

ewiifflfe ataU btiwtm Death and Jwlgm^nl, ib., 1890; T. H.
atoekweU. editor. Our Dead: When an Theyf A 8ym-
pttimm, ib.. 1890; A. WOUnmeon. The intermediaie State,

Sb„ 1891; Q. 8. BanelU, The Intermediate StaU; the Last

Tkinee, ib.. 1886; C. H. H. Wri^t. Intermediate State and
Prm^erefeff Ae Dead, ib. 1900; Q. T. Feehner. Littte Book
efI4fe aiter Deaik, Boeton. 1004; 8. C. Qayfoid, Life after

DeatK ehnpt. ii.-iii.» MilwBiikee. 1900.

1PTBRP0LATI0II8 IR THE HBW TBSTA-
MSR: In its rigorous sense, an interpolation is

an insertion in a text or document with the object

of obtaining hadring or authority for the interpo-

lator's opinion or project. This is the ordinary

dictionary sense of the group of words, ** inter-

polation, interpolate, interpolator."

PrfnWon. This is also the meaning assigned to the

word l>y legal usage, according to which
•n interpolation is an insertion within a w£U or deed,

or a moiding of its text to an end distinct from the

oripnal end and aim of the text itself. The same
Knse is assigned to the word by diplomacy» where
sa tBtenK>hition is a tampering with the text of a
poblie document l>y one party to it, in order to gain

sa advantage over the other party. Thus " intei^

to imply, first, » fixed text and,

secondly, a conscious or deliberate purpose to alter

or twist the meaning and intention of a text, the

interpolator's aim being to slip his meaning under
cover of a mind having greater authority or higher

standing than his own, so securing for his own
opinion or judgment a market-value above its in-

trinsic worth. For example, a Christian student

of the second century inserted in the text of Jose-

phus (Ant. XVIII., iii. 3) the well-known passage

regarding Jesus. His object was to make Josephus
a witness to Christ. This is an interpolation in the

rigorous sense.

It is doubtful, however, whether the word in this

sense can be safely and correctly applied to any
part of the field of text-variation in the New Tes-

tament. At least, if used at all, it

Strict Sense must be used with caution. The con-

InappUo- ditions of thought have materially al-

able to New tered since the word came into use.

Testament. In the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries, when for the firat time

Christians began to be seriously disturbed by text-

variation (the life and work of Brian Walton and
of Johann Albrecht Bengel [q.v.] yield examples),

the standing view of the New Testament has
regarded it as an inerrant book or collection of

books written by inspired individuals. This con-

ception seemed to involve a belief that the text,

once for all delivered in apostolic autographs,

should have been closed against change. It was
this conception which gave rise to the furious con-

troversies in England (nineteenth century) over the
" three witnesses " passage (I John v. 7). Both
the conservative and the anticonservative forces of

Christendom gave the idea of interpolation great

vogue. The currency of the idea depended there-

fore on a body of related ideas. But those ideas

have been modified in order to bring them into

agreement with widening and deepening knowledge
of the apostolic age. Neither of the two condi-

tions presupposed by the rigorous definition of the

term interpolation can be placed within the period

when the New-Testament literatiire was coming
to the light. The conception of the inspired text

as an apostolic autograph, finished, like a modem
book, at the time of publication, has broken down
under the pressure of historical truth. Regarding
the Gospels, it is known (see Gobpsui) that the

author of a single Gospel was quite as much cor-

porate as individual The text remained plastic

for a considerable period. The " Gospel " was not

thought of as a book, but as a living word, a spir-

itual climax, a majestic conviction. So long as

this conception had sway, the gospel-text lay open
to the formative and molding forces of the Chris-

tian consciousness. It was not till deep in the sec-

ond century that this situation altogether passed

away. When that happened, when the Gospel

came to be thought of as a bcok, the text became
fixed and rigid. The CJhurch's theory of inspira-

tion and the seal of scholars and theologians en^

dowed the text with powere of resistance sufficient

to withstand the ceaseless tendency to mold it by
interpretation.

So then the possibility of text-molding continued

deep into the second century. The last twelve
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veraes of St. Mark's Gospel are a case in point.

The conclusion of the Gospel somehow fell into con-

fusion, was torn off, or lost. A rever-

Bzamples ent scholar, probably in the first half

from the of the second century, wrote in the

Gospels, present conclusion, taking his mate-
rials from Matthew and Luke. The

doxology to the Lord's Prayer in one form of the

Matthran text (Matt. v. 13) is another example.
The Prajrer was soon taken into the corporate wor-
ship of Jewish Christians. Designed by Jesus not
so much for a specific prayer as to show the frame-
work and perspective of prayer, it needed the as-

cription to qualify it for lituigical uses. The Chris-

tians who made the addition had no thought of

doing injury to Christ's authority or tampering
with his meaning. They rather supposed that they
were asserting his authority and publishing his

mind. Consequently, the second of the conditions

stated above, a deliberate purpose to alter the
text, is wholly lacking. Both conditions therefore

being absent, doubt regarding the correctness and
propriety of the term in the New-Testament field

appears to be well founded, so far as the Gospels are

concerned. The phenomena of interpolation, under
the pressure of recent discoveries, are converted in

laige measiue into one element of a much lai^r
and more vital problem, namely the part played
by Christian interpretation of tl^ person of Christ

in bringing the Logia, the saving words of Jesus,

into their present text. One example will serve,

the text of our Lord's teaching about divorce (Matt.

V. 32, xix. 9; Mark x. 9 sqq.; Luke xvi. 18). A
strong, if not a decisive, body of scholarly opinion,

renders it probable that the permission of divorce

on the ground of fornication or adultery was no
part of our Lord's teaching. Mark and Luke are

silent. Furthermore, this exception to his pro-

hibition of divorce seems to run counter to his

methods as an inspirer of constructive morality.

Except in this one instance, he deals with the su-

preme ideals in their perfection of spiritual and
moral beauty. Therefore it seems probable that
the Matthean text is a molded form of the original

logion, and that the change took place as the re-

sist of debates between Jewish Christians and Jews
over the interpretation of Deut. xxiv. 1. But no
scholar would think of applying the word " inter-

polation " to the process.

The same process goes on in the New-Testament
text outside the Gospels. Hamack and others have
recently affirmed that " things strangled " (Acts

XV. 29) was never a part of the original Lucan text,

but was read in by later Christians.

Farther This is problematical. But there is

Examples, little that is problematical regarding

the present text of Eph. iii. 5. St.

Paul wrote the letter to the Ephesians (see Paul).
He did not write and could not have written '' as

it was revealed to his holy apostles." These words
show the handiwork of the Paulinist editor of the

Pauline letters. It is, however, quite a different

affair to say that the editor was an interpolator.

Indeed, the use of the term seems to involve a view
of the origin and growth of the New-Testament
Scriptures which is decisively contradicted by a

laige and growing body of facts. It would be, for

example, a serious misnomer to call John viii. 6^
ix. 11 (the woman taken in adulteiy) an interpola-

tion. That it is no part of the Johannine text is

now agreed on all hands. Yet there are strong

groimds for believing the story to be a piece of gen-

uine and trustworthy tradition. Some day, when
the Churches have recovered their self-possession,

this fragment may find itself printed along with

other extrarcanonical sayings of Jesus as an appen-
dix to the New Testament. Again, John v. 3-4

(the account of the angel stirring the waters) can
not justly be called an interpolation. No con-

scious, deliberate intention to tamper with the text

is here in question. The variant is found within a
dass of phenomena which belong to the history of

the conflict between the text and the margin. How
natural, how irresistible even the conflict is, may
be illustrated by the history of the greatest hymns
and their use in the churches (cf. Julian, Hymnol'
ogy, s.v. " Rock of Ages " or " Nearer, my God, to

Tloiee "). When once a noble hymn hais been taken
to the heart of the living Chiirch it begins to pay
taxes for its right to rule. Similarly, sane histor-

ical views of tl^ sacred text help to realise the im-

mense pressiu^ brought to bear on a book like the

Bible incessantly employed and appealed to by
canonist and theologian, by the preacher and the

pastor and the saint, and to prevent wonder at the

irrepressible conflict, under certain conditions, be-

tween the text and the margin. The case which
seems to come nearest to the requirements of rig-

orous definition is I John vii. 6-8a (the " three

heavenly witnesses ")> The authority against it is

overwhelming, and its entrance into the Greek
text is illiuninating. Erasmus omitted it in the

first edition of his Greek Testament (1516). A
great outcry was raised, and Erasmus offered to

insert the reading if a single Greek manuscript con-

taining it could be found. One was found, later

study of which made probable that its text for

I John had been achieved by a translation, at a
very late period, out of Latin into Greek. But
Erasmus kept his word, and the reading appeared

in his second edition. It became a part of the

commercial text of the New Testament and passed

into the so-called texttiB recepiua of 1633.

Henry S. Nash.
Bibliooraphy: T>e subject Ib generally dealt with in works
on the textual criticism of the N. T., and much of the
literature named under Biblb Text (ii. 112-113 of this

work) contains matter upon it, particularly the works of

Copinger and Kenyon named there; works on the general
introduction to the N. T. also diiksuss the subject (see

Biblical iNTRODUcnoN). Special mention may be
made of B. F. Weetcott and F. J. A. Hort. N. T. in 1h»

Orioitud Greek, I 571 sqq., ii. 326 sqq.. New York. 1882;
P. Schaff, Companion to the Oreek Teetament and the Enff-
liah Vereione, pp. 183 sqq., 420 sqq., ib. 1883; F. H. A.
ScriTener, Plain Introduction to the Criiieiem <4 <As Ifew
Teetament, I 7-9. u. 240. 321 sqq., London, 1894; C. A.
Briggs, OenenU Introduction to the Study of Holy Scrip-
ture, chap. X., New lYork, 1800; C. R. Gregory, Canon
and Text cf the N. T., pp. 508 sqq., ib. 1007.

nVTBRSTITIA: The intervals supposed to elapse,

according to Roman Catholic canon law, between
the times of a man's receiving the different orders.

The principle that there should be such intervals

is expressly laid down in the thirteenth canon of
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the Council of Sardica (343). It was observed in

regard to the minor orders as long as they had dis-

tinct functions, but this ceased when they became
mere formal steps to the higher. The Council of

Trent endeavored to restore their former actual

significance, and prescribed the observance of the
intentitia for them, unless the bishop should judge
it better to proceed otherwise. At the present day
it is customary in many places to confer the tonsure

and all the minor orders on the same day. It was
also decreed at Trent that a year should elapse

between the minor and major orders, and between
each of the latter, unless necessity or the general

good required the time to be shortened, and that

two major orders should never be conferred on the

same day. In reference to the bishop's dispensing

power, moreover, the Congregation of the Council

has positively forbidden tl^ conferring of the minor
orders and the subdiaconate at the same time.

(F. W. H. WASSERSCHLBBENf.)

Bibuoorapht: L. ThcxiuMam, VehM d nova eccleticB di»-

HpUna, I., ii. 3fi-36; P. Hinschius, Dot Kirckenrecht
. . . in Dtui9chland, I 112-113. Berlin. 1860; G. Philips.

KirehtnredU, I 648 sqq.. RefEensburs. 1881; A. L. Richter,

ed. W. iUhl Ukrbueh <2et . . . KirckenredUt, p. 364.
Leipric, 1886; E. Fiiedberg. Lehrfmeh det Kirchenrechts,

p. 139. ib. 1805.

nrrniCTION. See Eastern Church, III., § 5.

mTRODHCTIOll TO THE BIBLE. See Biblical
Intboduction.

IHTROIT: The name given in the Latin Church
to the anthem at the beginning of the communion
service. It usually consists of an antiphon, a verse

(or more) from a psalm or other portion of Scripture,

and the Gloria Patri (see Lituroics, III., j 2).

It differs considerably in the different rites in name,
contents, and the time of its performance. Numer-
ous forms exist, the Pian Missal alone containing

159. The origin is debated, some ascribing it to

Pope Celestine (423 a.d.; cf. Liber pontificcdiBf ed.

Mommsen in MGH, Gest. -pont. Rom,, i. 94, 1898),

and others to Gregory the Great.

BnujOGRAPRT*. L. Duchesne, Chritiian TToraAip, pp. 116-
117. 163. 190. 430. London. 1004; DCA, i 865-^7.

mVENTION OF THE CROSS. See Cross, In-

vs!iTioN (or Finbino) of the.

nVESTITURE: In ecclesiastical language, the

o^emony of inducting an abbot or bishop into his

office. The subject is interesting mainly in connec-
tion with a long controversy between

Tlie the papacy and secular rulers over the

Earlier right of investiture, which constitutes

Practise, an important chapter of medieval his-

tory. Even before the fall of the

Roman Empire there are evidences of imperial in-

fluoioe upon the nomination of bishops, going in

some cases as far as direct nomination. In the

Prankish kingdoms both the Merovingian and Caro-

lingian rrilers repeatedly named the bishops in their

toritories; and even when the election was made
by the deigy and people, they either designated

the acceptable candidate beforehand, or claimed

the right to confirm the election. The influence of

the secular power was still more distinctly felt in

the case of abbeys erected after the Roman period;

the idea of the jurisdiction of a landowner, raised

to a higher power in the case of abbeys on royal

land, brought it to pass that royal nomination of

the abbots was the nile, election by the chapter the

exception. To these powers the Othos and the

Franconian dynasty held fast. The acquisition by
bishops and abbots of laige territories and extensive

political rights, which reached its height in the

tenth and eleventh centuries, created a spiritual

aristocracy not less important than the secular,

which it was necessary for the kings to keep in hand
by retaining the decisive voice in the filling of the

offices—^a claim which was not then felt to involve

any invasion of the essential rights of the Church.
In older times the nomination and confirmation had
been made by a royal edict; but under the later

Carolingians, whether an election had taken place

or not, the actual installation was made by a solemn
and formal ceremony, including the giving of the

sovereign's hand and the taking of an oath by the

candidate. After Otho I. the most usual form was
the giving to the new bishop or abbot of his pre-

decessor's pastoral staff, to which Henry III. added
the delivery of the episcopal ring. The whole
ceremony resembled the investiture of a temporal
vassal; and since it conveyed not only spiritual,

but t^nporal, jurisdiction, it began in the eleventh

century to be designated by the term investiiura.

The first determined opposition to the system
came from the ecclesiastical reformers of the elev-

enth century. It was directed prima-
The rily against simoniacal bargains, but

Contest in soon went further. Cardinal Humbert,
Gennany. in his treatise Adversus simoniacoa

(1057-58), came out decisively against

lay investiture. In 1059 and 1063 two Roman
rynods condemned the bestowal of the minor
ecclesiastical offices by laymen; in 1060 synods at

Vienne and Tours took the same position in r^ard
to bishoprics and abbeys; and in 1068 the filling

of the see of Milan gave occasion for these principles

to be put into practise. But the first actual clash

came when Gr^ory VII., in the Lent synod of

1075, directly denied the right of the German king
to grant investiture, and enforced his denial so

vigorously that Henry IV. was obliged to take up
the challenge by the attempt to depose Gregory
at the Synod of Worms in 1076, thus opening a
struggle which lasted for forty-six 3rears. Gregory
and his successors maintained their position. The
Roman synod of 1080 laid down positive regula-

tions, based upon primitive Christian practise, for

the election of bishops by the clergy and people,

giving the pope a deciding voice as to the validity

of the election. Victor III., Urban II., and Paschal
II. reiterated the same views, but had no better

success than Gregory in enforcing them against

Henry IV. and V. The ultimate solution of the

difficulty was prepared rather by the literary dis-

cussions, in which a gradual perception appeared
of the distinction between the spiritual office and
the secular rights. This opened the way to attempts

at accommodation. After some failures, efforts led

in 1122 to the Concordat of Worms between Henry
V. and Calixtus II., which ended the struggle and
formed the basis of the later practise until the
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downfall of the Gennaa empire (for proviaioiu see

GONCORDATB AND DbUMITING BuLLB, I.). EptS-

oopal and abbatial eleetiouB were to be conducted
in Italy and Buigundy without any royal interfer-

ence, in Germany in the presence of the king, and
with provision for his advisory assistance in con-

tested elections. Tlie agreement was not an un-
qualified victory for either side, but the papacy in

ibe end profited most by it. After the contested

imperial election of lldS (see Innocsnt III.)> the

influence of the emperor on elections rapidly de-

clined, while that of the popes,' especially under
the skilfid management of Innocent III., increased

in the same proportion.

In France during the eleventh century much the

same conditions existed as in Germany; but when
the conflict arose it was not made so

Fnace. much a question of principle or con-

ducted with so much bitterness. The
French bishops had not so much secular power,

nor did they to the same extent constitute a spiritual

aristocracy. Again, the king claimed to invest

only a part of the bishops and abbots, while the

majority were nominated and installed by the great

vassals. Speaking generally, the right of nomina-
tion was abolished by the b^inning of the twelfth

century, and free election became the rule; but
until the end of the century, and even longer, the

kings and some of the local magnates still main-
tained the right of permitting and of confirming

the election, and the kings and some great nobles

still conferred secular rights and claimed the rev-

enues of these temporalities during a vacancy.
The reforming party had less success in England.

Under the Anglo-Saxon and Danish kings t£uB ap-

pointment to bishoprics and the great

England, abbeys was in the king's hands; the

Normans introduced investiture and
the oath of allegiance. The prohibition of lay in-

vestiture by Gr^ory VII. was inoperative here.

It was not until Anselm, in 1101, came back to

England a confirmed Gr^orian and refused the

oath of allegiance that there was any real investiture

controversy there. It ended in 1107 by the king's

renouncing the formality of investiture with ring

and staff, but retaining the oath of allegiance and
the other rights of his predecessors. In spite of

Stephen's promise that bishops and abbots should

be canonically elected, the assent of the English

kings continued the decisive factor. The English

cleigy did not win the right of absolutely free elec-

tion even at a later period, while Innocent III. (q.v.)

forced King John to allow the papacy to share the

royal influence. (Siegfried Rietbchel.)
Bibuographt: For Qermany oonmilt: F. A. Staudenmuer,

OtadiidUe d«r BitdufmoahUn, Mains, 1830; H. Qerdes.
Die Bi»chcif»wahUn in DeuUdikmd, Gfittingen. 1878; P.
HinMhtUB, KirdisnredU, il 530 sqq., Berlin, 1878; F.
Fransifiii. D«r dwtadu Epueopat . . . 1059-66, RegenjH
burs, 1879-80; R. ReMe. Dit ttaatareehUiche SieUung der

Bitchitfe Btirffunda und lialien§ utUer Friedrich /., Gftttinxen,

1886; C. Mirbt, Di* PiMiMiMiik im ZeUalter Oregort VII.,

pp. 463 K|q., Leipsic. 1804; E. Friedberg. Kirchenreehi,

pp. 812 Bqq., ib. 1806; C. Willing, 2tir OewihichU det

/nMtftlurafreite. Liegnits, 1806; A. Hauok. KD, vol. iii

For France: A. Oauohie, La Querelle dea invettUunm dans
kt dioeima de lAige at da Cambrai, Louvain, 1800-01;
P. Imbart de la Tour, Lm SlatHona ipiaeopalea . . . tx.-

xii. aUdaa, Paris, 1801; A. Luohaixe, HiaL daa inatitutiona

monardUquaa dt la Franca . . . i987'tia0\ St 68 sqq.,

ib. 1801; P. VioUei. HiaL dea inaiUutUma poUMquaa al

adnUmatraHvaa da la Franca, ii 817 sqq., Paris, 1808.
For England: E. A. Freeman, Raign ai William Rtifua,

London. 1882; M. Scbmits. Dar aiffitsdks /iMcsfifMrsfrwa.

Xansbniek, 1884; W. Hunt. Tha Sn^iah Church . . .

{697-1006), London, 1800; W. R. W. Bt^hens, Tha
Bnoliak ChurA , . . {1066-1976), pp. 110-131 et paivm,
ib. 1001; J. Drshmann. Papd Lao. IX. wnd dU Simmde.
Battrag rur VnUrawchung dar Vorgaaehichta daa invaatiiur'

airtiU, Leipeie, 1008. Consult also W. K Addis. Calhoiie
Dictionary, pp. 407-408, London, 1003; KL, vi. 844-863;
and the literature under the artides on the popes named
in the text and under Anbslm.

lONA: An island of the Inner Hebrides, off the
west coast of Scotland, separated from the Ross of

Mull by lona Sound. It forms a part of Ai^gyllshire,

and lies from 35 to 40 miles to the westward of

Oban, from which it is reached by steamer. The
name should be loua, the form with n having arisen

from a mistaken reading of u. In Irish it occurs as
I-CohmcOle, " the Island of Columba." The pop-
ular name at present is Eedtohiim^^ille. The island

is about three and a half miles long from northeast

to southwest, and from a mile to a mile and a half

in breadth. It is rocky and sandy, with bcggy
hollows between the hHls, the highest of which
rises to 390 feet. Its area is estimated at from
1,600 to 2,000 acres, less than half of it arable, and
not more than a third actually under cultivation.

The pastures on the sides of tl^ knolls and ravines

support a few hundred sheep and a smaller number
of cattle. The population in 1901 was 213, engaged
in agriculture and fishing.

lona owes its fame to its association with Columba
and the monastery founded there by him in 563.

The Irish annals state that the island was given to

him by his kinsman, Conall, king of the Dalriad

Scots. Bede, however, says he received it from the
Picts as a result of his successful missionary labor

among them. Bede's statement is the more prob-
able, but possibly both accounts are true, as lona
was debatable ground between the Scots and the
Picts. For Golumba's work there and the earlier

history of the monastery, see the articles Columba;
Celtic Church in Britain and Ireland; Adam-
nan. The island was repeatedly ravaged by the
Danes during the ninth and tenth centuries; on
one of these occasions (806) sixty-eight monks
suffered martyrdom. The ruined buildings were
restored again and again with remarkable perti-

nacity. Between 814 and 831 the monastery was
rebuilt with stone and a shrine was erected to St.

Columba. In 878 the shrine and relics were taken
to Ireland. Queen Margaret rebuilt the monastery
between 1059 and 1093. A Benedictine abbey and
nunnery were established in the island in 1203. The
remains still existing date mostly from the twelfth

and thirteenth centuries, although the chapel of

St. Oran {Odhrain) may be of the time of Queen
Margaret. It is of red granite, and has as its west-

em doorway a Norman arch with beak-headed orna-

ment, and stands in the ReUig Odhrain, the ancient
burial-place of the monastery, said also to have
been the burial-place of the Scottish and Pictish

kings tiU the time of Malcohn III. (d. 1003), as well

as of certain English, Irish, and Norwegian kings.

North of this cemetery are the remains of the

thirteenth-century Benedictine abbey. In connec-
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ium with the oloisters is a Nonnan arcade of some-
what older date. The Church of St. Mary, com-
monly called the Cathedral, datee probably from the

thirteenth century. It is built of red granite, in

cruciform shape, with nave, transept, and choir,

and haa a central tower seventy-five feet in height.

BnuoomAPBT: Besides the authorities mentioned under
GoLUiffBA. CuLOSU, espooiaUy Beeves (1857). pp. 334-
369. 413-433. consult: L. MnoloAn. A Hi&tonad Account
</ loma, Edlnbur^ 1833; C. A. ftnd J. C. Buckless. Th»
CoAmb^ or iiUsy Ckvrth <^Jana, London. 1866 (dnwingfl
with deseriptiTB letterpress ftnd ui aeoount of the ear^
Oeltic Chureh and the missbn of 8t. Oolumba by A. Ewing.
Bishop of lona and the Isles); the Duke of Argyll. Itma,
Tioadon, 1870; J. Dmmmond. Seulpturtd AfonusMtilt in
lima and fiW IFssI Hi^Uanda, Edinbursh. 1881; J. Healy.
/aSMia Samdorumi, pp. 201-363. Dublm. 1800; W. Bright.
Cftayiers «/ Barly BnoUah Chynk Hittary, passfan, Oxford.
1807; A. Maignillan, Zona, ito HUiory and AnHquiHec,
Loodoii,180&

IRELAHD.
I. The Roman OathoUe Chureh.
n. The Ghurdi of Ireland.

m. Other Protestant Bodies.
IV. History.

Irehmd, a laige island west of Great Britain, and
inoe 1801 an integral part of the United Kingdom,
has an area of 31,790 square miles, and a popi^tion
(1901) of 4,458,775. It is divided into four prov-
inces: Ulster in the north, Leinster in the east,

Munster in the south, and Connaught in the west.

The census report of 1901 includes statistics of 309
religious professions, the most important of which
are Roman Catholics, 3,306,661; Church of Ireland,

581,089; Presbyterians, 443,276; Methodists, 62,-

006; Congr^ationalists or Independents, 10,142;

Unitarians, 8,094; Baptists, 7,062; Refonned Pres-

byterians, 6,532; Jews, 3,898; '* Brethren," 3,742;

United Free Chureh of Scotland, 3,147; Friends,

2,731; and " Christians," 2,631.

L The HiMiiaA CafhoUc Church: The organisation

of the Roman Catholic Chureh in Ireland is as
follows: archbishopric of Armagh (corresponding

to Ulster; founded 455), with the suffragan bishop-

ries of Ardagh (before 458; united to Qonmacnoise
1729, which was founded before 549), Clogher (506),

Derry (1158), Down (499; united to Connor 1442,

which was founded 1174), Dromore (c. 510), Kil-

more (1136), Meath (520), and Raphoe (885); areh-

bishoprie of Dublin (corresponding to Leinster;

before 618; raised to arehbishopric 1152; united to

Glendaloui^ 1215), with the suffragan bishoprics of

Ferns (before 632), Kildare (before 519; later united

to Leighlin, which was founded 626), and Ossory
(538): arehbishopric of Ciashel (corresponding to

Munster, before 458; raised to archbishopric 1152;

united to Emly 1562, which was founded before

527), with the suffragan bishoprics of Clojrne (before

604; united to Ross 1430, but separated from it

1849), Cork (606), Kerry and Aghadoe (before

1075), Ktllaloe (c. 640), Limerick (1106); Ross
(before 1172), Waterford (1096; united to Lismore
1363, which was founded 633); and arehbishopric of

Tuam (corresponding to Cocmaught, 540; raised to

arehbishopric 1152; united to Enachdune 1484,

which was founded in the seventh century; united

lo Majo 1578, which was founded 665), with the

suffragan bishoprics of Achonry (before 1152), Clon-

fert (558). Elphin (c. 450), Oalway (1831; later

united to Eilmacduagh and Kilfenora, which were
founded before 620), and Killala (sixth century).

The above dates are taken from P. B. Gams,
iSsries Epiaooporum Ecdenae Catholicae (Regena-
buig, 1872), and in many cases are too early.

Authorities differ considerably.

The Roman Catholics maintain 2,420 churehes
with 3,543 priests, 97 monasteries and 270 nun-
neries. The elementary schools are for the most
part entrusted to the (Christian Brethren; each
diocese has a seminary for bo3rB; there are besides

colleges at Thurles, Waterford, Kilkenny, and Car-

low. At Maynooth is situated the College of St.

Patrick, and in Dublin, University College. The
Catholic University of Ireland consists at present

of colleges at Dublhi, Maynooth, Blackrock, CSarlow,

and Clonliffe.

n. The Church of Ireland: This body, before 1871
the established chureh in Ireland, has two arch-

bishoprics, Armagh, corresponding in a rough way
to Ulster and Connaught, and Dublin, correspond-
ing to Leinster and Munster. There are thirteen

bishoprics, including the archbishoprics. At the

census of 1901 there were 1,617 cleigy. The head
university for the Church of Ireland is Trinity Col-

lege, Dublin (founded 1591); there is also Queen's
University (founded 1850), with three colleges at
Belfast, Cork, and Galway, which are each under
the government of a dean. These colleges also have
foundations for the Presbyterians and the Wesleyan
Methodists. The property of the church is admin-
istered by the representative body, consisting of

the archbishops and bishops, thirteen clerical and
twenty-six lay representatives, also thirteen co-

optated members, who can be either deigy or lay-

men. In their care are all the churches, together

with the churchyards, and also the schoolhouses.

They also take charge of the payment of all the

officials and servants of the church. The govern-
ment of the church is entrusted to the general

synod, which is composed of three classes, the

bishops, the deigy, and the laity, which form two
houses, the house of bishops, thirteen in number,
and the house of representatives, with 208 clerical

and 416 lay members. The representatives are

chosen every three years. The synod meets yearly
in Dublin, but extraordinary meetings nmy be
sununoned. Each diocese has also its own synod,
which meets at least once a year. These synods
are also chosen every three years. The church is

divided into parishes, every church with a clergy-

man and registered vestrjrmen counting as a parish.

Every diocesan synod chooses two clergymen and
one layman, who, with the bishop, form a commit-
tee of patronage. Each parish on its side names
every three yean three parochial nominators.
When a vacancy oocura in a pastorate the two
aforesaid bodies meet together and form a board of

nominatora, who elect the new incumbent. When
a bishopric becomes vacant the archbishop of the

province calls together the synod of the diocese,

who vote by ballot for a successor. The bishop of

the diocese appoints the dean, the canons, the

deacons, and the other officers of the cathedral.

The collegiate and cathedral church of St. Patrick

in Dublin was made the ruitional cathedral (May,
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1872) » and atands in the same relation to all the

dioceses. There are two kinds of spiritual courts of

justice, the diocesan courts, and the court of the

general 83mod. A diocesan court consists of the

bishop, the chancellor, who is appointed for life,

and two members of the synod, one from the clergy

and one from the laity. These men choose for five

years three clerical and three lay co-members.
The court of the general synod consists of one of

the archbishops, who alternate with each other,

one bishop, and three lay judges. Three additional

members are chosen from the general synod. The
constitutions and canons of the church are like those

of the Church of England.

ni. Other Protestant Bodies: The Presbyterians

are found chiefly in Ulster, about ninety-six per

cent, of them being in that province. The largest

body, the Presbyterian Church of Ireland, numbers
35 presbyteries, 647 ministers, and 569 congrega-

tions with 106,342 communicants. In the Sunday
Schools there are 8,354 teachers and 97,647 scholars.

The church administers two theological colleges,

with fourteen professors. The Baptist Union of

Ireland nimibered, in 1908, 2,980 members, and
had 39 churches and 40 chapels. The Wesleyan
Methodist Church gave as the number of their

members in 1907, 28,826; they had 133 stations

in ten districts. See articles on the separate de-

nominations.

IV. History: For the early history of the church

in Ireland see Celtic Church in Britain and Ire-

land. At the time of the Reformation, during the

reign of Henry VIII., an attempt was made to

correct some of the abuses of the church in Ireland,

but the Reformation did not meet with much
popular favor, owing in a laige measure to fear

that only the English language could be used in

church. Through the reigns of Henry VIII., Ed-
ward VI., and Elizabeth various attempts were
made to introduce the English lituigy, and the

government proceeded with great severity against

the Roman Catholics. Under Mary there was a
reaction in favor of the Roman Catholics. At the

accession of James I. the Roman Catholics, think-

ing that he favored them, tried to expel the Protec-

tants from the island. The king, however, sup-

pressed the attempts, confiscating the estates of

many Roman Catholics, especially in Ulster, and
settling Scotch Presbyterians in their place. Dui^
ing the Civil War and the Commonwealth, as also

during the reign of Charles I., there were many
rebellions and consequent suppressions of the Ro-
man Catholics in Ireland. At the Revolution the

Roman Catholics were filled with hope, and many
Protestants had to flee the country. WiUiam
III., however, finally completed the conquest of

Ireland, and from that epoch until recent times

the Roman Catholics were discriminated against in

many ways. Gradually, however, the restrictions

against them have been removed. Just as the

Roman Catholics were discriminated against, so the

Protestant Church, as the state church, was granted

many favors. These have been done away with

from time to time, and at last, July 26, 1869, the

Irish Church Act was passed, taking effect Jan. 1,

1871. This act disestablished the church and dis-

solved its union with the Church of England.

Compensation was made for all vested interests,

including even the annual grants for the Roman
Catholic college at Maynooth and the Regium
Danum granted to the Presbyterians by James I.

Bibuggbapbt: For the early history see Cmunc Church
Df BiuTAiN AND Irbland and the literature given there.

For recent data oonault the triak Clergy Lui (annual);

Tkt Irith CatKoUe Dirtdory (annual); and the Ytar Booka
of the Encliah bodies which carry on work in Ireland.

Consult further: H. Seddall. The Church cf Ireland, Dub-
lin, 1886; J. T. Ball Fingal and iU Churehee, Dublin, 1888;
idem, T*he Bffarmed Church <4 Ireland, London, 1890;

R. Walsh, Finaal and tie Churchee, Dublin, 1888; T. Olden,

The Churdt of ireland, London, 1892; M. J. F. McCarthy.
Rome in Ireland, ib. 1904; H. O'Riordan, CaihoUdty and
Prooreee in Ireland, Dublin, 1906; M. J. F. McCarthy,
Jhrieete and People in Ir^and, London, 1908.

IREIAND, JOHN: Church of England, dean
of Westminster; b. at Ashburton (20 m. n.e. of

Plymouth), England, Sept. 8, 1761; d. at West-
minster Sept. 2, 1842. He studied at the free

gramnuu--«chool of Ashburton, and at Oriel Col-

lege, Oxford (B.A., 1783; M.A., 1810; B. D. and
D.D., 1810). After serving a small curacy near
Ashburton for a short period, he traveled on the

continent as private tutor; was vicar of Croydon,
and reader and chaplain to the earl of Liverpool,

1793-1816; held a prebend in Westminster Ab-
bey, 1802; became subdean as well as theological

lecturer, 1806; and dean, 1816. He was rector at

Islip in Oxfordshire, and dean of the Order of the

Bath, 1816-35. Acquiring considerable wealth, he
tised it with great generosity, founding scholarships

at Oxford and prizes at Westminster School, and
furthering free education. He held the crown at

the coronations of George IV. and William IV. He
left sums for a new church at Westminster, and
for a new professorship at Oxford. He was the

author of Five Discourses, containing certain Argur-

merits for and againsi the Reception of ChrCstianity

by the ancient Jews and Oreeks (London, 1706); Par
ganism and Christianity Compared, in a Course of
Lectures to the King's Schokars at Westminster, in
the Years ISOe-^-OS (1809); and The Plague qf
Marseilles in , , . 1720 (1834).

mENAEUS.
lifeCd). His Theolocy and Polity
His Prindpal LiteraryWork, (( 4).

" Against Heresies " (( 2). His Position as a Practical
Other Writings (I 3). Churchman (( 5).

Irenaeus, bishop of Lyons, is the most important
witness to ecclesiastical tradition before Eusebius.

He came originally from Asia Minor,
I. Life, which was connected in many ways

with the Church of Gaul, and died
after 190. Little that is certain is known about him
until 177, in which year the imprisoned confessors
of Lyons chose him as the bearer of a letter to
Eleutherus of Rome concerning the Montanist con-
troversy. If the fact that the confessors call him
not only their brother, but their " companion," is

partly a reminiscense of Rev. i. 9, it still seems
probable that he did not wholly escape the persecu-
tion; and it may have been a design to save his
valuable life that inspired the choice of him to go
to Rome. He had probably then been a presbyter
of the church at Lyons for several years, sinee
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immediately after his retxirn he was chosen bishop,

to succeed Pothinus, who had perished in the per-

secution. In this capacity he wrote his principal

work about 185, and sent a letter about 190 to

Victor of Rome, who had broken off communion
with the church^ of Asia Minor over the Quarto-
dedman controversy, as well as to other bishops.

There is no further definite knowtodge of his later

ysani. JercHne is the first to mention him as a
martjrr, and then only incidentally, and not im-

probably on the basis of the expression quoted
above from the letter of the confessors. Hippolytus,

Tertullian, Eusebius, and other writers who would
have been likely to mention the fact of his martyr-
dom, say nothing about it. There has been a pro-

longed controversy, which is still imsettled, as to

the date of his birth and the length of his life.

While BodweU, Grabe, and more recently Zahn
have put his birth near the beginning of the second
century, Massuet, Lipdus, Zi^ler, and Hamack
have attempted to fix it near the middle. It must
be remembered that the date of the death of Poly-

carp is now practically settled for 155. The prin-

cipal data may be briefly summarized as follows:

If Irenaeus became bishop in 177, he must have
been at least forty, and was therefore probably bom
before 137 rather than after. His implication (V.,

XXX. 3) that the Apocal3rpse was written " almost

in his own lifetime " is, all things considered, irre-

concilable with the theory that he was bom forty

or fifty years after the probable date of its com-
position (before the death of Domitian in 96).

Again, in his letter to Florinus (Eusebius, Hist,

eecL, v., xx. 5), he speaks of having seen him at

Smyrna in the emperor's train when he himself was
still but a boy. Now, for various reasons, this

emperor must have been Hadrian, who visited Asia

Minor in 123 and 129, in the latter of which years

the meeting must have taken place. All that

Irenaeus tells of his recollections of Polyoarp at

thk period shows that he must have been at least

twelve or fifteen, and thus was probably bom about
115. He implies distinctly that his intercourse with

and instruction by Polycarp lasted for a number of

years, very likely from about 129 to 150; and the

same conclusion follows from what he tells of the

teaching received in Asia Minor from certain dis-

ciples of the apostles. After all necessary sifting

has been applied to the passages referring to this,

there remain two (IV., xxvii. 1-32 and V., xxxiii. 3,

4) which can be imderstood only as asserting that he

had this oral instmction from more than one of such

disciples, and when he was of an age to take it in

and be deeply impressed by it. Neither he nor any
tradiUon mentions the reaching of an imusually

great age by any member of this group except

Polycarp; if the others died considerably earlier,

say before 145, he must before that date have been

of an age to profit by their teaching. Finally, in

an appendix to the MttHyrium Polycarpi (found in

a manuscript at Moscow), which is almost certainly

written by the Pionius (q.v.) who was the author of

a Vita Pdtyoarpi before 400, the statement is found,

based upon Lienaeus's own works, that he was

teaching in Rome at the time of the death of Poly-

carp, and that a voice like a trumpet told him.

at the very hour, of the decease of his master in

Smyrna. Whatever may be thought of this last

assertion, there is no reason to doubt the general

statement; and the account which he himself

gives of Polyoarp's visit to Rome in 154 evidently

comes from one who was there himself at the time.

The chronological results indicated above may thus

be taken as fairly established.

It is impossible to assign all of Irenaeus's multi-

farious literary activity to the different periods of

his life as long as so much of his work
a. His is lost. His principal work is the

Principal " Refutation and Subversion of knowl-

Literary edge Falsely so Called," generally re-

Work, ferred to as " Against Heresies." It
'' Against consists of five books, and is preserved

Heresies." in its entirety only in a Latin version,

the date of which requires further in-

vestigation; there is sufiicient evidence that the

original was still extant in the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries. There are, however, long extracts

in the original Greek in Epiphanius, numerous
smaller quotations in other writers, and considei^

able portions incorporated without acknowledg-
ment in the ** Refutation " of Hippolytus. The
occasion of the work was given by the official posi-

tion of Irenaeus at Lyons. Some disciples of

Marcus, who himself belonged to the school of

Valentinus, had come into the Rh6ne country, and
the Church of that r^on was troubled by the wri-

tings of Florinus, the Roman presbyter who had em-
braced the Valentinian teachings. The inmiediate

cause of the work was the request of a friend and
colleague at a distance for precise information about
these same teachings and help in refuting them.
The work was not originally intended to be so laige;

but it grew under his hand. Even in its present

extent, it does not fully carry out the plan promised;

and Grabe's hypothesis that the complete work ia

not extant is not without foundation, especially

since the present conclusion of v. 32 is wanting in

some Latin manuscripts. With great clearness of

thought and expression, Irenaeus takes no trouble

in the main outline to keep within the narrow
bounds of a preconceived plan, but allows himself

to be carried swiftly forward by the current of his

thought. There is no attempt at literary art; the

subject is everything to him. Although he is pre-

pared to find a wide circle of readers, he writes in

the first instance for his brother in the faith. The
latter was chiefly concerned with the teaching of

Valentinus, and it is this which accordingly occupies

the leading place, both in the exposition and the

refutation. Others, however, are touched on and
traced back to their sources, as far as Simon Magus;
and the doctrines of Valentinus can not be contro-

verted without at least incidental discussion of the

contemporary one of Marcion. For his facts he

depends not only upon his personal intercourse with

disciples of Valentinus, but also upon their writings,

which he sometimes quotes verbally, but more often

summarizes freely. He is acquainted with the older

church treatises against heresy, but is dissatisfied

with their insufficient knowledge of the Valentinian

position; in his treatment of other heresies, he may
have borrowed from these treatises to some extent,
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M he quotes ineideiitally from Juitin's treatise

against Mardon and from a polemical poem directed

against Marcus.

Of a considerable number of other works of Ire-

naeus what is known is gathered from scattered

citations in Eusebius and others. They
3. Other may be briefly enumerated as follows:

Writings. (1) An admonition to Florinus "On
thus Divine Sovereignty, or God not the

Author of Evil/' written when Florinus was still

in the communion of the Church, for he is warned
that his teachings are irreconcilable with its doctrine,

and that " not even heretics outside the Church
have ventured to assert such things." (2) A " Trea-
tise on the Ogdoad," occasioned by Florinus, but not
addressed to him. The loss of this work is specially

regrettable, since Irenaeus seems in it to have dwelt
in detail on his relation to the first post-apostolic

generation. (3) An epistle to a certain Blastus in

Rome " On Schism." According to the pseudo-
Tertullian this man was a Quartodeciman, according

to Pacian a Greek by birth and a Montanist. (4)

Among, or connected with, the letters which Ire-

naeus wrote to various bishops at the time of the

paschal controversy may be placed that which,

according to a Syriac fragment, ** he wrote to an
Alexandrian, showing that it was right to celebrate

the feast of the Resurrection on Sunday." (5) The
letter to Victor of Rome concerning this same con-

troversy. (6) A letter " On Faith " to Demetrius,

a deacon of Vienne. (7) According to Eusebius
(v. 26), an apology, addressed to the Greeks, " On
Knowledge." (8) A treatise, mentioned in Euse-
bius, HiaL eed,f V. xxvi., dedicated to a certain

Marcianus, possibly the author of the Martyrium
Pdycarpif on the apostolic preaching. [Tliis work,
which is of the nature of a dogmatic discussion of

the apostolic teaching, and is quite an extensive

work, has been discovered in Armenian translation

in the Church of the Mother of God in Eriwan, and
edited with German translation by Ter-Mekert-
tschian and Ter-Minassiants in TU, xxxi. 1 (1007).

The manuscript dates from the second half of the

thirteenth century, and contains about two-thirds

of the entire work. From what language the

translation was made is not clear, but Syriac is

indicated.] (9) A book of various discourses.

(10) Oecumenius gives an extract from a work
in which Irenaeus is supposed to relate the mar^
tyrdom of Sanctus and Blandina. Allowing for

a confusion of Blandina and Bibbas, this agrees

with the letter of the church of Lyons on the

martyrdoms of 177, of which he may well have
been the author, though Eusebius (V., xiv.-xix.

25) did not think it necessary to mention the fact.

(11) A treatise against the theory that matter is

eternal. The exposition of Canticles, of which a
Syriac fragment exists, is of doubtful authenticity,

while the four fragments published in 1715 by Pfafif,

chancellor of Tubingen, have been finaUy shown
by Hamack to be forgeries of Pfaff's. It is not

Imown whether Irenaeus carried out his intention

(expressed III., xii. 12) of writing a special treatise

against Marcion.

The extent and variety of the interests of which
a glimpse has been given renders it impossible to

attempt here a complete exposition of the theology
and church polity oSf Irenaeus. It is xmfortunate

that, outskie of scanty fragments, only

4. His a single polemical work of his is

Theology extant, and that for the most part
and Polity, not in the original. Here he appears

as a stout defender of church doctrine

against Gnostidsm. If he is compared with the
other members of the school to which he belonged,
with Papias or with Polycarp, the manner appears
striking in which he combines with firm adhesion
to the faith of these simple men a remarkable
accessibility to the most varied elements of culture

that were within his reach. He makes no parade
of secular learning; he declines to be a teacher of
" barbaric philosophy " like other apologists from
Aristkles to Clement; but he suxpasses them aU in

soundness of judgment, acuteness of perception, and
clearness of exposition. In fact, he is the first writer

of the post-apostolic period who deserves the title

of a theologian. In pure theology he stands far

above Athanasius and Cyril, and can be compared
only with Origen and Augustine. The balanced
security of his attitude is remarkable. When the
Phrygian peasants disturbed first the scene of his

early years, and then the whole Church with their

fanatical prophecies and their preaching of a gloomy
penance, he did not lose his head. In union with
the Church of Lyons and its imprisoned confessors,

he warned Eleuthems of Rome not to condenm
without examination a religious movement which
linked itself to the age of the apostles by valuable

inheritances. When the Alogi, in opposition to

Montanism, attempted to banish from the Church
all prophecy, and the Apocalypse with it, he took
a firm stand against them; but he did not become
a Montanist. Again, in his judgment of the pagan
polity, he did not desert the Une marked out by
Christ himself and by Paul, and followed (as he
points out) by John in the Apocalypse. The Ro-
man Empire is to him no more Antichrist than the

world and the flesh necessarily belong to the devil.

As a practical churchman he was no less admirable
than as a theologian. His sermons are lost; but

that a collection of them should have
5. His been in existence 150 years after his

Positfen death is enough to show that he de-

as a serves a prominent place in the history

Practical of homiletics. He learned Celtic in

Church- order to speak to the heathen about
Lyons, and thus has a place also in the

history of missionary effort. His devo-
tion to the immediate duties of his restricted and
outlying diocese did not prevent him from having
much at heart the welfare of the Church at large,

from feeling at home in Rome or Ephesus. His
evident love for the ancient Church of his native

home did not blind him to the special significance

and vocation of the Church at Rome, based upon
the position and history of the city. In the paschal

controversy he deserted the traditional custom of

the Church of his boyhood, because he saw that

the Western pnu^ise was more appropriate to the

essential centei^point of the Easter celebraticm;

but he stood out firmly against over-emphasising

such differences, and against the combined ignorance
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and aasumptioa of Pope Victor. The unity of the

Gkureh, for whose oake he prises the traditioa car-

ried oo by the episcopal suooessioii in the great

apostolic churches, is according to him perfectly

consistent with large freedom and diversity in

ecclesiastical customsand with mutual independence
of the autonomous bodies which compose the uni-

versal Church. After the perversion of doctrine

by the Gnostics, he saw the greatest peril to this

unity in a rigidity that strove for constrained uni-

fonnity, whether it manifested itself in the refusal

of the Quartodeciman Blastus to yield in Rome to

the prevalent custom in Regard to Easter, or in the

attitude of the Roman bishop, with whom he never-

theleas agreed. Polemical theologian though he was,

he yet verified his name (Irenaeus, " Peaceful ") by
seeking the peace of the Church amid all his con-

trovenies. His actual influence upon the develop-

ment of the Church was greater than that of perhaps
say other teacher of the first three centuries. He
did much to protect it, first against the dissolution

threatened by the Valentinian speculations, which
came in largely under the cover of external con-

formity; then against provincial narrow-minded-
ness aiid ignorant fanaticism; and finally against

the ambition of the Roman see to grasp at a despotic

universal monarchy. (T. Zahn.)
BnuocmATHT: The best modem edition of the Works of

IniUBtu is by W. Wigan Hanrey, 2 vols., Osmbridge, 1877,

•ad perlftaps the next best is by A. Stieren. 2 vols.. Leipsie,

185S. The miitio prineept is by Erasmus, Basel, 1620
(often reprinted, oootains the Lat. version of the Adv,
katr,). Suooeedins editions were by N. QaUasius, Paris,

1570 (the first edition with the fra^nents of the Greek);
F. Fenardent, Cologne, 1606 and later; J. E. Orabe,
Oxford, 1702 (one of the best); the Benedietine edition of

R. MasBoet^ Paris, 1712 and Venice, 1734 (also exeeed-
ii^^ly good). Vol iii of the OxyrhyneuM Papyri by Oren-
IbO and Hunt issued by the EsTpt Expk>ration Fund for

1M2-03 contains fragments, on which cf. E. Nestle in

the Ifoaieh AOgtmnns Zmtuno* no. 240. Note also

Bimpkinrin Um apoMtiou kirugmaiott in orm$ni»€ktr
Vtnion snldeeH ed. K Ter^lfekerttschian and £. Ter-
Minsssiants, in TU, xxxi (1907; of. i 3, no. 8 abore).
OatheUfeof Irenaeus and various phssiw of his activities

and works eonsult: the introductions to the various edi-

taooa of hb works; DCB, iii 263-279 (elaborate and well
worth ecmsolting); H. Dodwell, DisscrfcUtonss in Jr^naeum^
Oxford, 1680; J. Alexander, Tkt PrimiHv€ Doetrins €f
Ckriafa Divtmfy, London, 1727; E. Burton, Tssfimomss

V^ Ant^-Nietn^ FtUk$n to fiW Divinity of Christ, pp.
68-111, Oxford, 1826; J. Beaven, Li/9 and WriHn(f9 of St.

/rseasin, London, 1841; L. Duncker, Dot heiliifen Ironltu9

CkritMoffi*, G6ttingen, 1843; K. Graul, Dio ehriMUichs Kir-
tkoandor SekwdU dm irtnOioehtn Zeitalten, Leipsie, 1860;

H. Ziscler, Dot IronAuo Lohro von dor AutoriUU dor Schift,
dor TradiHon und dor Kirdio, Berlin, 1868; klem, IronAuo
dor Bioekof von Lyon, ib. 1871; R. A. Lipdus, Dio ZoU
doo Irondmo und dio Bntatohung dor altkatkoHodton /TtrcAs,

Muaieh. 1872; H. L. Hansel, OnooOe Horooioo, London,
1875; J. B. lightfoot, in Contomporary Roviow, Aug., 1876;

A. OiDood, 8. Ironio ot oon tompo, Lyon, 1876; C. J. H.
Bepes^ in Bibliothooa Sacra, Apr., 1877 (deals with the
attonality of Irenaeus); E. Ifontet. La LSgondo d'IronSo,

Geneva, 1880; C. E. Freppel, 8. IronSo ot I'Uoguoneo

d^Hiionne datu ta GouU, Paris, 1886; F. W. Farrar, Ltrss

ofPm FaAoro, L 67-03, New York, 1889; J. Werner, Dor
PamHmtmMO doo Jroniuo, in TU, vi 2, 1889; J. Kunse,
Dio Oottooiol^ doo IronAuo, Leipsie, 1891; kiem. Do kio-

toriao gnootidomi fonUbuo, ib. 1894; T. Zahn, Forochungon
wm OooekidUo doo Kanono, W. 247-283, ib. 1891; A.
Ckmetlynck, 8, IronSe ot to canon du N. T., Paris, 1896;

A. HariMek, Dio Pfaff*9chon ironAuo FraomorOo, in TV,
XX. 8. 1000; idem, LHIoratur, consult the Index (very full);

idem. Dogma, passim, eonsult the Index; Oeillier, Auiowro
ooer^ L 496-510. a 537, 543-544; Neander, CkrioHan
Ckmrck, L 670H»2 et passim; SehaflT, ChrioHan Chtir^,

iL 746 sqq.; Moeller, Chriotian Church, I 106, 158, 109
sqq.; and the Church histories of the period.

IRENABUS, CHRISTOPH: Follower of Biatthias

Fladus (q.v.); b. at Schweidnits (31 m. s.w. of

Breslau), Silesia, c. 1522; d. probably at Buchenbach
(between Hall and Rothenburg-on-the-Tauber),
WQrttembeti;, c. 1595. From May, 1544, he studied

at Wittenberg, where he was enrolled as Christ-

offenis Harem. After being rector of schools at

Bemburg (1545-47) and Aschersleben, he became
M. A. at Wittenberg, Feb. 14, 1549. Late in 1552
he became deacon and was ordained by Bugenhagen.
In 1550 he became archdeacon, and began his very
extensive activity as theological author about this

time. In the spring of 1562 he was called as pastor

to Eisleben. Here, as a strict Lutheran, he was
highly esteemed by the counts of Mansfeld and the

congregation, and became acquainted with the fol-

lowers of Fladus. In 1566 John William of Saxony
called him to be court preacher, first in Coburg, then
in Weimar. Iren&us utilized this appointment to

obtain positions for the Fladans at the university,

in the Church, and in the chancery, and advocated
the doctrine of Fladus at the Altenburg Colloquy,

Oct. 21, 1568-Mar. 9, 1569. MOrlin, Chemnits, and
Jakob Andrese tried in vain to win him from Fladus.
When the Evangelical princes complained of the

Fladans in 1570, Iren&us was transferred as super-

intendent to Neustadt-on-the-Orla, but persisted

in his usual way, and when menaced with an in-

vestigation, escaped to Mansfeld in 1572. His old

friends did not stand by him, and Archbishop
Sigismund of Magdeburg now intervened. Irenftus

eluded his soldiers, Dec. 31, 1574, and thenceforth

traversed Germany as an "exile for Christ."

Though seven times banished before 1590, he con-

tinued striving with unbroken courage, and above
all opposed the Formula of Concord, its authors,

subscribers, and defenders. In 1575 he was expelled

from his native town, whereupon he sojourned in

Hesse and along the Lower Rhine. In 1579 he was
at Frankfort, and finally found refuge with Eberhard
of Stetten at Buchenbach. Count Wolfgang of

Hohenlohe constrained him to a colloquy with
Andre&, at Langenburg, Aug. 6, 1581, and then
insisted upon his withdrawal from Buchenbach. At
the close of 1582, he obtained a call to the Lower
Austrian Church at Horn, but on Aug. 12, 1585,

the Fladans one and all were notified of their dis-

charge. Iren&us returned to Buchenbach, and
occupied himself with literary work. He was a
noble, talented, and learned man, but a classic

example of the rabies theologorum which converts a
single article of Christian faith into a central dogma,
as he did with the doctrine of Fladus on original sin.

His best strength was spent in vituperation and
railing, and, in his inequity of judgment he was
even carried into falsehood, so that his best book,

Der Spiegel dee eioigen Lebene (1572), loses thereby

in value. G. Bosbsbt.
Bduoobapbt: B. Raupaeh, Bvangoliochm Oootorroich, nob$t

Protbytorotoyia Auolriaea, pp. 09-78, and Naehtrag, Zwio-
fatke Zugabo, p. 43. 3 vols., Hamburt, 1741-44 (the best

biography, eontaminf also a useful bibliocraphy); J. G.
Leuekfeld, Hialt. Spangonboroonoio, pp. 87-38, Quedlinburg,
1716; W.Fngor,MattkiaoFlaeiuoIUyricuoundooinoZoit,
2 vols., Erlangen, 1850-61; ZHT, xix (1850), 3 sqq., 218
sqq.; ADB, zir. 582.
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IRENE: Bysantine empress; b. at Athens 752;

d. in Lesbos Aug. 9, 803. In 769 she married Leo,

afterward Leo IV., and, upon his death in 780, she

became regent during the minority of Constantine

VI. The first years of her regency were marked by
disastrous wars against the Arabians, to whom she

was forced to pay annual tribute. In the icono-

clastic controversies of the time (see Images and
Imaos-Worship, II.) she had secretlybeen favorable

to images even during Leo's lifetime, and after his

death she set herself to reverse the iconoclastic

legislation of Constantine V. Accordingly, having
gained control of the Eastern Church by judicious

appointments to bishoprics, she called the seventh
ecumenical council to meet at Constantinople in 786.

Owing to the iconoclastic seal of the soldiers here

the council was transferred to Nic»a in 787, and
image-worship was then reestablished without
opposition (see Nicjsa, Councils of). In 790 the
government was wrested from Irene by her son,

Constantine VI., but by 792 she was again in power,
ruling conjointly with Constantine. After five

years of secret warfare between mother and son,

Irene finally gained the upper hand and had Con-
stantine blinded and thrown into a dungeon in 797.

Her own extravagant reign came to an end in 802,

when she was overthrown by Nicephorus and
banished to the Isle of Lesbos. Here she earned a
meager living by spinning. At the time of her fall

she was negotiating a marriage with Charlemagne,
with a view to uniting the Eastern with the Western
Empire. Her services in the interest of image-
worship won her the position of a saint in the Greek
Church. Her day is Aug. 15.

Bxbliooraprt: Gibbon, D^diru and FaU^ r, 101-102; KL,
i 873; Knxmbaoher. GMdUchU, pp. 00. 064^65. 1074;
GeilUer, Auieura tacrit, xU. 136-136, xiiL SIO, 628.

IRION, PAUL: German Evangelical Synod; b.

near Marthasville, Mo., Oct. 28, 1860. He was
educated at Blackburn University, Carlinville, 111.

(1873-75), Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.
(1875-76), Ehnhurst College, Ehnhurst, 111. (A.B.,

1879), and Missouri College, near Marthasville, Mo.
(1882). In 1882 he was ordained to the ministry,

and after being assistant pastor of St. John's Evan-
gelical Church, Michigan City, Ind., from March to

June, 1882, and of Bethel Evangelical Church,
Freedom Township, Mich., from June to Nov., 1882,

then full pastor, and is now pastor of St. John's,

Michigan City, Ind. From 188d to 1895 he was
secretary of the Michigan district of his denomina-
tion, of which he is, theologically, an orthodox
member, and in 1890 Was the official compiler of

the census for the Evangelical Sjmod. He has also

been president of the Michigan district of the Ger-
man Evangelical Sjmod since 1895.

IRISH ARTICLES: The Thirty-nine Articles of

the Church of England were not introduced in

Ireland till the time of Carles I. In their place a
shorter collection of eleven articles was published

in 1566 by authority of the deputy and the arch-

bishops and bishops. At the first convocation of the

Irish Episcopal Church (1613-15) a series of 104

articles was adopted and approved by the deputy
in 1615, which was probably composed by James

Ussher, then at the head of the theological faculty

in Dublin (afterward archbishop of Armagh) . They
are important as proving the decided Calvinism

of the Irish Churdi at that time, and still more
so as the connecting link between the Thirty-nine

Articles and the Westminster Confession, and as

the chief source of the latter, " as is evident from
the general order, the headings of chapters and sub-

divisions, and the almost literal agreement of

language in the statement of several of the most
important doctrines." By a decree of the convoca-
tion, the teaching of any doctrine contrary to these

articles was forbidden. But the Irish convocation

of 1635, under the lead of the Earl of Strafford,

lord-lieutenant of Ireland, and his chaplain, John
Bramhall, foimally adopted the Thirty-nine Articles,

and quietly ignored the others. Archbishop Ussher
required subscription to both. Eventually, how-
ever, the Irish articles were lost sight of, and no
mention was made of them, when, in the beginning

of the nineteenth century, the United Church of

England and Ireland was oiganised.

Bibuoobaprt: P. Sehaff, Crmd* af Chrisimdomi, L 662-065,
iii. 526-644. New York. 1877; T. Olden. TU Church ^
Irdand, 323-324, 342-^344. 852-354. London. 1802.

IRISH SISTERS OF CHARIT7.
Ladibb.

See English

IRREGULARITY: In canon law, a defect or im-
pediment which excludes a person otherwise qxi&Ii-

fied from due reception or exercise of holy onlers.

Canonists divide these into two classes, irregular-

ities through defect and through fault. Under the
former come (1) those through natal defects,

afifecting all who are not bom of a Intimate or at
least a putative marriage, and removable by sub-
sequent legitimation or by taking monastic vows.
(2) Through bodily defects, affecting those whom
illness or mutilation has rendered incapable of per-
forming sacred functions, or of performing them
without lowering the dignity of the office or giving
offense to the people. (3) Through defects in age,
when the canonical age (q.v.) has not been attained.

(4) Through defects in Imowledge, when the requi-

site knowledge for the order in question is lacking.

(5) Through defects of faith, affecting neophytes
and those not yet confirmed, who are presumably
insufficiently established in the faith. (6) Through
sacramental defects, arising from certain conditions
in regard to a previous marriage of the candidate.

(7) Ex defectu perfectas lemtatu, attaching to those
who (though in a lawful way) have contributed
to the death or maiming of a fellow-man, such as
soldiers, criminal judges, prosecutors, jurymen, or
witnesses, but not physicians and surgeons. (8)
Through defects in reputation. (9) Through defects
in the matter of liberty, preventing the ordination
of slaves without their masters' consent, married
men without that of their wives, or guardians and
trustees before release from their obligations. Ir-

regularity through faults occurs as a consequence
of criminal acts publicly known or proved before a
court, or of certain misdeeds, even if not known;
the latter include the killing or maiming of another
person, heresy, apostasy, abuse of the sacraments
of baptism or orders; and the same effect is pro-
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dueed by what is technically known as constructive

bigamy, the marriage (if consummated) with any
woman not a viigin, which, though not forbidden

by ordinary law, is yet considered a sufficient de-

cloision from the ideal of marriage (cf. Lev. xxi.

13, 14) to disqualify a man for ordination. In case

a man has been ordained in spite of his irregularity,

bis orders are valid, but he is not pennitted to exei^

cise them. Dispensation from irregularity can be

granted as a ruk by the pope alone—only in some
exceptional cases by the bisiiop.

(P. HmscHiTJst.)

Bbuogkapht: Bingham, Originsa, TV., iii.-TiL; L. Thomaa-
dn, VttuM ef nova accUtias diadplina, II., L 62-03. 3 vols.,

Faria, 1728; F. £. a Boenningfaauflen, Traetaiua jvridioo'

OBmonieua <!• irreffularUatibu9^ part iii, MOnater, 1867;
P. Hinaehina, Daa KirehenneM . . , in DeuUddand^ i 7
a(|q., Bolin, 1860; E. Friedberg. LeKrbuth dm . , , Kir^
ckmnAU, pp. 134 sqq., Leipaie, 1895.

ntVmG, EDWARD: Scotch Presbyterian, usually

regarded as the founder of the Catholic Apostolic

Church (q.v.), whose members are

Life in popularly known as Irvingites; b. at

Scotland. Annan (15 m. e.s.e. of Dumfries),

Dumfriesshire, Aug. 4, 1792; d. in

Gfaugow Dec. 7, 1834. At thirteen he was sent to

the University of Edinburgh, and at seventeen he
became a teacher of mathematics in the school at

Haddington. A year later he took charge of a new
academy at Kirkcaldy, but still kept up his theolog-

ical studies and a more or less regular attendance
on the university lectures. It was at this period

that he made the acquaintance of Thomas (^rlyle

(the author, to be distinguished from a later apostle

of the same name), who has left the most vivid

picture of his development. In 1815 he passed his

theological examinations and received a license to

preach from the presbytery of Kirkcaldy. After

three years, not very successful as a preacher, and
weaiy of teaching, he went back to Edinburgh and
occupied himself with linguistic and scientific

studies. He was seriously thinking of going as a
missionary to Persia when, in Oct., 1819, tl^ posi-

tion was offered him of assistant to Dr. Chal-

mers at St. John's, Glasgow. Overshadowed by
Chalmers, and unpopular with the majority of the

congregation, he was glad to exchange this position

in 1822 for that of minister of the small congrega-

tion in London cormected with a Scotch asylum
in Hatton Garden. He received ordination at the

haxxls of the presbytery of Aiman, and took his

leave of Glasgow in a remarkable sermon which
eaDed for a complete revision of the methods of

Christian preaching.

In Lcmdon he at once made an impression, which
was partly due to his striking appearance; he was

over six feet tall, his pale face framed
SncceM in in dark locks which fell almost to his

London, shoulders. No one could hear him
without being conscious of a powerful

and dominating personality. His flowery, rhetorical

style soon attracted a large circle of hearers, for

which the little church was too small. A new one
was built in Regent Square, and for a time he was
the fashionable preacher of London. He appealed

especiany to the educated classes; and it was to

them that be spoke in his first published work,

VI.—

3

Far the Grades ofOod, Four OraUana, For Judgment
to Come, an Argument in Nine Porta (London, 1823).

The attention attracted by his writings increased

his pq>ularity, and at the same time heightened his

self-consciousness; he felt himself called to be the

prophet of his people, and scornfully rejected the

well-meant warnings of many members of the

Evangelical party.

The uph^val of the French Revolution had
aroused in England a strong tendency to apocalyp-

tic and millenarian thought, which
Joins found expression in numerous writings.

Dram- Among those most strongly impressed
mond's by this thought was Henry Drummond
Circle. (q.v.), a rich banker who had gathered

around him a circle of like-minded

friends, devoted to gaining general recognition for

their apocal3rptio views. Irving adopted the singular

exegesis and the whole train of thought of Drum-
mond's circle, which opened to him an entirely new
field as a preacher of repentance. In a long dia-

course, later printed with enlargements (Babylon
and Infidelity Foredoomed of Ood, Glasgow, 1826),

preached at the aimiversary of the Continental
Society in 1825, he developed these thoughts and
foretold the second coming of the Lord for the year
1864. Next he published, with an introduction of

200 pages, a recasting of a work published pseu-

donymously in 1816byLacunsa, a Spanish ex-Jesuit,

under the title The Coming of Messiah in Olory and
Majesty (London, 1827). Meantime a r^ular
" sdiool of the prophets " had gathered around him,
who, from the end of 1826, met annually at Drum-
mond's country-seat of Albury, near Guildford.

From 1829 to 1833 they published a periodical.

The Morning Watch, a Journal of Prophecy.

A sectarian tendency soon developed. Irving had
been saying from 1824 on that since the fivefold

office of apostles, prophets, evangelists.

Rise of pastors, and teachers had disappeared
Irvingites. from the Church, the Holy Ghost had

deserted it. Irving thus showed an
increasing tendency to depart fnnn the principles

of Scotch Presbyterianism. He now denied pre-

destination; following the High-church teacAiing of

Hooker, he felt himself a priest and required his

people so to regard him; and toward the end of 1827
he gave utterance to Christological views which
were regarded as the grossest heresy, speaking of the
"sinful substance" of the body ol Christ. In
defense of his view, he wrote a long rhetorical

treatise on the Incarnation which forms the third

and fourth parts of his Sermons, Lectures, and Occa-

sional Discourses (3 vols., London, 1828). This
attitude, combined with his apocal3rptic vagaries,

damaged his position in London. About this time
a union of prayer was formed to beseech a new out-

pouring of the Holy Spirit, and Irving's assistant,

Alexander Scott, expressed the hope that the special

charismata of the primitive Church might once more
be bestowed in answer to these supplications.

Fresh excitement was aroused by two preaching-

tours of Irving's through Scotland in 1828 and 1829,

and in Mar., 1830, occurred the phenomena else-

where detailed (see Catholic Apostouc Church),
which were taken as a fulfilment of these hopes.
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At least a oommission from London, of which the

lawyer Gardale was the most prominent member,
accepted them as the expected renewal of the prim-

itive gifts, and a confirmation of the whole trend

of apocalyptic preaching. Similar phenomena now
occurred at gatherings in Gardale 's house; prophecy

and speaking with tongues became more and more
frequent. Irving attempted for a time to keep

these manifestations separate from the church ser-

vices proper, while he welcomed them and made
use of the messages thus delivered, and looked to

the revival of the offices already recognized as

essential. But revelation succeeded revelation, and
presently Irving could no longer hold back the

growing enthusiasm. In Oct., 1831, it took posses-

sion of his church, amid scenes of great excitement.

When Irving was summoned, in 1830, before the

general presbsrtery of the Scotch churches in London
to answer for his Christological views, and denied

their jurisdiction, appealing to the general synod in

Scotland, his own presbytery had stood by him.

But now it accused him of violation of the liturgical

ordinances in allowing women, and men who were
not properly ordained ministers, to speak in his

church. Sentence of deposition was pronounced
on May 2, 1832. Four days later Irving began
independent services in a hall with about 800 com-
municants, and in October he removed to a remod-
eled studio in Newman Street, leaving behind him
the last remnants of the old Presbyterian order.

Though Irving was the " angel ** of the Church,

the voices of the prophets left him little hearing.

Gardale, Drummond, and the prophet

Irving Taplin took the lead of the movement,
Superseded, and the new organization proceeded

rapidly. New functionaries were cre-

ated as the Spirit bade, on the analogy of New-
Testament indications, and presently there were
six other congregations in London, forming, with
Irving's, the ooimterpart of the seven churches of

the Apocalypse. Irving accepted the whole develop-

ment in faith, although he had conceived the apos-

tolic office as somethLag different, which should not

interfere with the independence of himself as the
** angel." But he had lost control of the move-
ment, and those who now led it lost no opportimity

of humiliating the man to whose personality they
had owed so much. When the sentence of deposi-

tion was confirmed by the presbytery of Annan,
and then by the Scottish general synod, and he
returned to London strong in the consciousness of

his call by God to the office of angel and pastor of

the church, he was not allowed to baptize a child,

but was told to wait until, on the bidding of the

prophets, he should be again ordained by an apostle.

His health was now failing, and his physician or-

dered him, in the autumn of 1834, to winter in the

south. He went, however, to Scotland, where the

prophets had promised him great success in the

power of the Spirit, and died in Glasgow, where he
is buried in the crypt of the cathedral.

(T. KOLDB.)
Bzbuooiiapht: Irving's CoUeeted WrtUng* were edited by

his nephew, G. Carlyle. 6 vols., London, 1864-65. Besides
the literature under Catholic ApoeroLic Church, es-

pecially the biography by Mrs. Oliphant, and Carlyle's

AefrnmseencM, consult D. Brown, Peraonal ReminUotnef

of Edward Irving, in Expotitor, 1887; C K Paul, in

Bioffra^ieal SkeUhn, London, 1883; W. A. Smith.
' SKepUrd" Smilk, tU Univermliat, London. 1892.

IRVINGITES. See Catholic Apostouc Church;
and Irving, Edward.

ISAAC (Hebr. yithak, more rarely yiBhak, " the

laugher "; LXX. Itaak, Vulg. Imsac) : the son of

Abraham and Sarah, who served as an object for

testing his father's faith and obedience. He was
bom (according to P) in Abraham's hundredth year

and in Sarah's ninetieth. Gen. xxi. 6 (E?)—cf. xvii.

17 (P), xviii. 12 sqq. (J)—brings the name into

connection with his birth. Abraham's obedience
was shown in the circumcision of the boy eight

days after his birth (Gen. xd. 4, P), and in his

readiness to sacrifice, at God's command, this son
for whom he had so ardently longed (chap. zzii.).

Isaac in this submitted to the will of his father,

just as he did later in his marriage with Rebekah,
although he was then forty years old. Few details

are given in regard to the remainder of Isaac's life,

and he appears as a rather weak copy of his father.

He manifested a lesser fondness for journeying,

since his travels were confined to the southern
portion of the land, the N^geb, and the neighboring
territory. In this desolate region, the well Lahai-roi

(Gen. xxiv. 62; the modem Munailah), Gerar, the
Philistine city (xxvi. 1; the modem Jerar), the
valley of Gerar (xxvi. 17), Beersheba (xxvi. 23),

and finally Hebron (xxxv. 27), are places where he
sojourned for a time. When at Gerar, according to
Gen. xxvi. 7 sqq., he had an experience with King
Abimelech similar to his father's (Gen. xx. 1 sqq.,

E, xii. 10 sqq., J). The similarity of the three

accounts does not necessarily imply that they are
variations of the same incident; but borrowings
and substitutions may have taken place in oral

tradition.

Isaac was characterised, as contrasted with Abra^
ham, by a certain advance in civilization. In Gerar
he devoted himself both to the raising of flocks and
herds and to agriculture. His food was game and
his drink was wine, while Abraham obtained the
latter only from some other prince. Isaac appeared
always as pacifically inclined, yielding to his envious
neighbors when they disputed with him the posses-

sion of weUs, and yet he enjoyed a singular respect

on the part of strangers, who considered it desirable

to be on friendly footing with the " blessed of the
Lord " (Gen. xxvi. 28 sqq.). The principal sig-

nificance of Isaac is that he carried over the divine
blessing of the covenant from Abraham to Jacob,
the ancestor of Israel. After his wife had been for

a long time barren (Gen. xxv. 21), twin children of
very different characters, Esau and Jacob, were
granted to him in answer to his prayer. Although
the father clung to the elder, when old and blind

he was forced by the stratagem of his wife to bestow
upon his younger son, Jacob, the blessing which
had been bequeathed to him by Abraham (Gen.
xxvi. 3 sqq., 24). Isaac showed little independence
either at home or abroad, in place of which his sub-
mission to the decrees of the Almighty gave him
his position between Abraham the faithful and
Jacob, the champion of the faith. In this trio Isaac
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represents that pious fidelity which guards the

inherited blessing, more occupied with its preserva-

tion than with any idea of further gain. For later

Jews he appears as " the chief of the bound and
tortured " (Midrash to Esther), that is, the proto-

type of martyrs.

The story of Isaac is made up from the three

Pentateuchal sources, which agree essentially in

their narratives and guarantee the historical charac-

ter of Isaac's personality. His name does not yield

to the explazuktion that it belonged to a divinity

or a tribe, the significance " he Laughs " being in-

appropriate to both.

The designation of God as " the fear of Isaac "

(Gen. red. 42, 53) is peculiar. Since this " fear
"

was sworn by, it must mean " divinity," corre-

sponding to the Greek se&a« in the sense of sdxuma,
" an object of awe or reverence."

(C. VON Orelli.)

Bibuooiiapht: A. Bemstoiii, Urwprung tUr Sao^n von
AbrnhoMy laaak und Jakob, Berlin* 1871; J. Popper,
Ur»pruno det MonoiheUmut, pp. 261 sqq., ib. 1879; J. B.
Mosley. Ruling Idw in Early Aof, chaps, ii.-iii, New
York. 1879; E. C. A. Riohm. Handwdrteiintch de* biblitehen

AUertuma, pp. 791-792, Leipsie, 1893; G. B. Gray. Studie§
in Hebrew Proper Namet, p. 214, London, 1896; G. Maa-
pero. StruffgU of the Nation; p. 68, ib. 1896; DB, iL 483-
485; SB, ii. 2174-2179 (stimulating); JE, vi 616-618.
Consult also the i4>propriate sections in works on the
history of Israel and the commentaries on Genesis.

ISAAC OF AIITIOCH: The name of a writer

(perhaps of several writers) of the early Syrian

Church. Jacob of Edessa (cf. W. Wright, Catalogue

of the Syriac ManuscripU in the British Miueum,
ii. 60^-604, London, 1871) distinguishes three of

the name, two whom he calls orthodox and a third

whom he styles a Chaloedonian heretic. The first

was a disciple of Ephraem, and went to Rome in

the time of Arcadius; on his return he was kept
for some time in prison in Constantinople, and later

became presbyter of Amida. The second, presbyter of

Edessa, went to Antioch in the time of the Emperor
Zeno and the patriarch Peter the Fuller (see Mono-
PHTSITB8, If 4 sqq.), and preached against the

Nestorians, taking his text from a parrot which he

had heard screech the trisagion with the addition
" crucified for us." The third, also from Edessa,

was orthodox in the time of Bishop Paul (512 sqq.),

but Nestorian under Asclepius (522 sqq.). Genna-
dius knows of two writers of the name. The second
(De vir, ill,, Ixvi.), presbyter of Antioch, lived to

an advanced age and wrote much, including an
elegy on the fall of Antioch (459); he died under
Leo and Majorian (between 459 and 46 1 ) . Zacharias

Rhetor (ed. K. Ahrens anr G. Kruger, Leipsic,

1889, p. ^20) mentions " Isaac, the teacher of Syria,"

with Dada in the time of Arcadius and Theodosius.

Dionymusof Telmahre knows of poems by Isaac on
the capture of Rome by the Goths (410) and the

secular games of 404. Johannes bar Shushan (d.

1073), who collected the writings of Isaac, calls him
a disciple of Ephraem's disciple, Zenobius. There
is an edition of his works (incomplete) by G. Bickell

(2 vob., Giessen, 1873-77); thirty-seven produc-

tions out of about two hundred are given, including

a poem of not less than 2,136 lines on the parrot

and the trisagion, and another of 1,928 lines on

repentance. A volimie of Isaac's homilies has been
published by P. Bedjan (Paris, 1903).

E. NSSTLB.
Bzhuoobapht: J. 8. Assemani, BiUiotheca orientalia, i. 207-

804, Rome, 1710; P. Zingerle, in TQ, Ui (1870). 02-114;
G. Cardahi, Lt6er themuri de arte poetica Syrorum, pp. 21-
25, Rome, 1876; W. Wright, Short Hiet. of Syriac Litera-

ture, pp. 61-54, London, 1894; R. Duval, LitUrature
eyriaque, pp. 340-341, Paris. 1900; DCB, iii 296-206.

ISAAC OF NINEVEH: Bishop of Nineveh in the
seventh century. He was made bishop by the
patriarch George (660-680), in succession to Moses,
but retired after five months, and died, almost
blind from much study, in the monastery of Rabban
Shabor. One of his works exists in Syriac, Arabic,

and Ethiopic, and also in a Greek translation by
two monks, Patricius and Abraham, of the mon-
astery of Mar Saba, southeast of Jerusalem, and
published by Nioephorus (Leipsic, 1770; in AfPG,
bcKXvi. 799-888). A Latin translation under the
title Isaac Synts, liber de corUemptu mundi in fifty-

three chapters is in the Bibliotheca magna (Cologne,

1618, VI., ii. 688; Gallandi, Bibliotheca, xii. 3).

Another work entitled ** Letter to the Holy Father
Simon in the Wonderful Mountain " is punished in

Greek in Mai's Nova Bibliotheca, vol. viii., part 3
(Rome, 1871), pp. 156-188; it is interesting for its

information about Malpat of Edessa, the originator

of the Messalians, and the knowledge it shows of

apocalyptic literature. E. Nestle.
Biblioorapht: The earlier literature, ris., J. 8. Assemani,

Bibliotheca orientalie, i. 44, Rome, 1719; W. Wright,
Short Hiet. of Syriac Literature, London, 1894; and J. B.
Chabot, De S. iaaaci Ninivitae viia, ecriptie et doctrine^

Paris, 1892, is to be corrected by Jisuedenah, Higue de
Bofrah, le livre de la ehaeleti, ed. J. B. Chabot, Rome
1896. cf. J. B. Chabot in Revue ahnitique, 1896, p. 254.
Consult also: DCB, iil 291-292; W. Wright, Catalogue
of Syriac MSS., il 569-681, London, 1870-72.

ISAAC BEN SHESHET BARFAT: Spanish

Jewish talmudist; b. at Valencia in 1326; d. at

Algiers in 1408. He studied at Barcelona, where

he also b^an his life-work, early gaining a reputa-

tion as a talmudist and being called upon for legal

opinions. When fifty he became rabbi, removed
later to Saragossa, and thence to Valencia. In 139 1

,

in consequence of persecution of the Jews, he fled,

going to Algiers, where he was made rabbi. He
was the author of 417 '' responsa " which have been

highly valued by competent authorities, published

as She 'elot u-Teehuhot (Constantinople, 1546-47);

and possibly of an unpublished commentary on the

Pentateuch.

Bibuografbt: JE, vi. 631-632.

ISAACS, ABRAM SAMUEL: Jewish rabbi; b.

in New York Gty Aug. 30, 1852. He was educated
at New York University (B.A., 1871) and the
University of Breslau (1878), and since 1886 has
been connected with New York University, where
he has been professor of Hebrew (1886-94) and
German (since 1887). He was also preacher to the
East 86th Street Synagogue, New York City, in

1886-87, and since 1896 has been rabbi of B'nai

Jeshunm Congregation, Paterson, N. J. He was
editor of The Jewish Messenger from 1878 to 1903,

and has written. Life and Writings of Moses Chaim
LmzaUo (New York, 1878) and Stories from the

Rabbis (New York, 1894).
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TIm ProplMi uid Ui TfanM.
iUporta ooneemiiiB Iniah (f 1).

ChronoloKy of the Period (i 2).

ExtermU ErenU (i 8).

Relation of Eventi to Faith (i 4).

Ideal* Underlying PropheeiBe (16).

leaiah's Life and Gharaeter (i 6).

The Book of iMiah.

Ite Plaee in the Oanon.
The Text.

ISAIAH.

lU Conditional).
Oaueee and Kinds of Errore (f 2).

Authorehip.
Proplietie Authorehip in General

(ID.
Xnterrelatione of L-xxxr. and
xl.-UTi (f 2).

Authorelkip mhetantially leaianie

(fS).
leaianio Authorehip of xxriii.

' (I 4).

Chaptere n.-odi (i 5).

Chapters xiiL-xxvii (i 6).

Reeultsof the Investigation (f 7).

III. The Critical View.
The Problem (( 1).

Straeture of the Book ((2).

Results of Critidsm (f 3).

Analysis of Isa. i.-xxxix (( 4).

Analysis of Isa. zl.-lxvi (i 5).

Conclusion (( 6).

I. Tbe Prophetand His Timet: The name rendered
'' Isaiah " in English has in the Hebrew two fonne,

Ye8ha*yah, and Yesha*yahu, the latter in hia book,

II Kings zviii.-xxi., and I Chron. xzv. 3, 15, zxvi.

26, 11 Chron. xxvi. 22, zzzii. 32, the former in

I Chron. iii. 21; Neh. xi. 7. In the Septuagint it

varies greatly, taking the forms /ends, /essios,

/0MtM, Hi9aia8, laaiatf OaaioB, The derivations

and meanings given are quite varied.

Outside t£^ book called by his name and II Kings
xviii.-xxi., Isaiah the prophet is mentioned only
_ _ ^ twice in the Bible. II Chron. xxvi. 22

J;J^2^^ states that the acts of Usaiah of Judah

rm^*m^ir^ 'roro written down by Isaiah the

prophet, the son of Amos. The
method of citation here deviates from the usual

formula, so that either incompleteness or defacement
of the text is suspected, while the Septuagint lacks

the phrase " son of Amos " and has further varia-

tions. The passage adds nothing to knowtodge of

the prophet gained elsewhere. It has been taken,

in connection with Isa. i. 1, as ground for the con-

jecture that the prophet lived through the entire

reigns of the four kings mentioned, and that Isa. vi.

tells of a renewed call of the prophet after a period

of quietness. This is favorkl by the position of

chap, vi., and modem students are inclined to

attribute chaps, i.-v. wholly or in part to the early

years of Ussiah. II Chron. xxxii. 32 speaks of a
record in the " Vision of Isaiah " of the deeds of

Hesekiah which is in the Book of Kings. The Sep-
tuagint, Vulgate, and Taigum place an " and "

before " in the book," thus mentioning two sources.

It is to be noticed that " Vision of Isidah " was the

title of the canonical Book of Isaiah (Isa. i. 1).

The passage was early taken as indicating an inde-

pendent " Vision of Isaiah," and an apocryphal
book of that character was cited by Origen, and is

perhaps the " Martyrdom (or Ascension) of Isaiah "

known in the Ethiopic (see Pbeudepiobapha, Old
Testaiocnt, II. 34), dealing with the martyrdom
of Isaiah under Manasseh. This tradition of a
martyrdom appears also in the Gemara (Yebamai
49b) as drawn from " an early genealogical record "

and due to a condemnation of certain utter-

ances of the prophet. Another tradition connects

the death of Isaiah with his condemnation of the

act of Manasseh recorded in II Kings xxi. 7, and
brings into relation with this event the passage
Isa. Ixvi. 1 sqq., and a prediction of the coming
of Nebuchadressar to destroy the temple. This
aroused the wrath of Manasseh, who oidered the

prophet to be brought and slain. Isaiah fled and

took refuge in the heart of a tree, which closed about
him and hid him. But his pursuers sawed through
the tree until the blood of the prophet flowed forth

as water. The passages II Kings xxi. 16, xxiv. 3-4
are brought into relation with this tradition and the
event is said to have occurred on Tammus 17, cor-

responding to July 6, given in the Roman Catholic

calendar (cf. ASB, July, ii. 250 aqq.; A. Klostei^

mann, Da» Datum des Martyrium Jeaaias im
r^hnuchen Kalendar, in T8K, 1880, pp. 536 sqq.).

The one tradition of value seems to be that whidi
places his death in the reign of Manasseh.

This tradition may be brought into connection

with the title of the book by way of defining the

period of activity of the prophet. To
"'^V? the period of the four kings mentioned

p^^^ * in the title may be added an undefined

but short period under Manasseh, and
Isa. vi. 1 is often taken as indicating the entry of

Isaiah upon prophetic work in the last year of

Ussiah. Supposing that he was then twenty years

old, his age at the accession of Manasseh would be
eighty-one; thus: the destruction of Jerusalem was
in 586 B.C., the eleventh year of Zedekiah; then,

according to the reckoning of the Book of Kings,

Manasseh b^an to reign in 696 B.C., Hesekiah in

725 B.C., Ahas in 741 B.C., Jotham in 757 b.c.,

and the death of Ussiah would fall in 758 b.c
[or 757]; the siege of Samaria under Shalmaneser
began in the fourth year of Hesekiah, 722 b.c, and
its capture by Saigon in Hesekiah's sixth year,

720 B.C. If it is assumed, as is most probable,

that the sign on the dial of Ahas is to be connected
with the eclipse of Mar. 14, 711 B.C. (F. K. Ginsel,

Spezidler Kanon der Sormenr und Mandfinaiemiaae,
Bierlin, 1899), visible in Jerusalem, then the fore-

going statements in general and the assignment of

the year 711 b.c for the healing of Hesekiah tally

with astronomical data. Therefore the embassy
from Merodach-baladan (Isa. xxxix. 1) would fall

at the earliest in 711 b.c, and Hezekiah's deter-

mination to throw off Assyrian overlordship would
fall in 710 b.c The Ptolemaic Canon allows to a
Mardokempados twelve years as king of Babylon,
and to his conqueror, Saigon, five 3rears; then the

last year of Mardokempados is the thirty-eighth of

the era of Nabonassar, and the first year of Sargon is

700 B.C. Then that the " king of Babylon," Mero-
dach-baladan (Isa. xxxix. 1), is not an indefinite

usurper of that name, but that the Mardokempados
of the Ptolemaic Canon is the Merodach-baladan of

the Assyrian inscriptions does not imply error

either in that he is called " son of Yakin " in the
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Canon or that he is called ** son of Baladan " in

Isa. xxxix. The former is accounted for by his

capital being at Bit Yakin or Dur Yakin, evidently

taken as niuned for an eponymous ancestor, and
the latter may have arisen from a like connection
with a supposed ancestor mentioned in the second
element of his own name. Thus the Assyrian data
harmonise with the foregoing calculations. Accord-
ing to contract tablets adduced by 0. Smith (Assyr-

win Eponym Canons London, 1875, pp. 8d-87),
Saigon's fourteenth year fell in the eponjrmate of

Samashupahir, and his fifteenth year as king of

Assyria is stated to have been his third as king of

Babylon; his thirteenth year over Assjrria was
therefore his first over Babylon, i.e., 700 B.C., and
his reign over Assyria b^an 722-721 B.C.; Sar-
gon's seventeenth and last r^^nal year was 705
B.C., and the first of his successor, Sennacherib, was
704 B.C. The Eponym Canon and the Ptolemaic
Canon give assistance from this point on. From
Assyrian records it is clear that the regnal year of

Saigon b^;an in the middle of an eponymate.
The discrepancy between the Biblical date of 720
B.C. and the apparent Assyrian of 722 b.c. is ex-
plained partly by confusion between the beginning
of the eponymous year and the regnal year of the
king, and partly by a transposition occurring in

the Canon lists. Concerning the relation of Shal-
maneser to his predecessor, Tiglath-Pileser, nothing
can be said, as the Canons fail here. But if the first

regnal year of Sennacherib fell in the last part of the
eponymate of Nabudinipus and the first part of the
latter's successor's, Sennacherib can not have made
an expedition to the West in Heaekiah's fourteenth

year (Isa. xxxvi. 1), which expedition he states that
he made in his own third year, when he shut Heze-
kiah up " like a bird in a cage " (Schrader, KAT, p.

293). If it be assumed that Sennacherib's full reg-

nal year is meant, it might fall in 702-701 B.C., and
with this would agree the supposition that the surely

errcmeous dating in Hexekiah's fourteenth year of

Isa. xxxvi. 1 is due to a previous mention of his

twenty-fourth year. So Uiat in 702 b.c, accord-
ing to the Assyrian basis, began the Assyrian sub-

jection of Judah and Heseldah.

Then Isaiah's activity as a prophet would fall

between 758 and 690 b.c. at the latest, a period of

singular moment. The Assyrians, in

their conquest of Syria and Palestine,

laid a basis for further conquests in

the northwest and southwest, hindered,

however, by the danger from the Medes and other

peoples in their rear. By the movements which
went on about them, the Jews were brought into

contact with world politics, and in the Book of

Isaiah the fortunes of distant and neig^iboring

peoples receive larger notice than had been custom-
ary. The northern kingdom fell from the high estate

it achieved under Jeroboam II. aftera career in which
the most contradictory state policies had been pur-

sued. It had become identified with an attempt to

unite Syria, Israel, and Judah against Assyria, in

which the refusal of Judah had kd to an attempt
to set aakle the Davidic dynasty in Judah. Ussiah
bad thought to strengthen his own kingdom by
securing iHs boundaries with fortresses and by heap-

8. Barter.

ing up the means and materials of war to furnish

material guaranties for the faith of the Jews in the
security of the dty of Yahweh and of the dynasty.
Ahas preferred to depend upon the clemency of

the Assyrian king. Heaekiah rejected this means
of quiet, and put his trust in Yahweh without using
human means.
The lessons of the period for the pious of Israel

and of all times are that Yahweh reaches the ends
corresponding to his being through

4. Relation ^^ j^j^^^^ ^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^
Bvanta ^^rki. It does not follow that he

to Faith, ^pudiates his people or his promises
*

^
to their fathers, nor yet that he makes

the foundation of his kingdom dependent upon the
hegemony of any earthly state where his worship
shouki be conducted. While he pennitted the
Davidic kingdom to fall apart and Jerusalem to
become the capital of the smaller division, allowed
Israel's land to receive a new population, and the
Davidic king to become a vassal of Assyria, while
he brought to nought Sennacherib's plans against
Jerusalem, the purpose seemed to be to purify the
faith of the people that his might and will should
ordain healing or destruction. Tlie Israelites had
supposed God's interests bound up with those of
his people in his land and its institutions. But
they had to learn through discipline that the
people to whom his promises came and to whom
they applied was a people which corresponded in
its essence to his own sanctity and were not depend-
ent upon mere fleshly hopes. It contravened past
experience that he who had promised to be the
savior of his people should permit them to be beaten
and subdued, while to tyrants whose purpose he
hated he had given the victory. The kingdom of
Jeroboam, founded on cunning and force, was no
better than other kingdoms; nor was the kingdom
of Judah, with its externals of sacrifice, that to
which he had made his promises. Of course, the
conquerors, who thanked themselves and their

gods for the victory, were even less fitted to be
his servants. The destruction of the foe at the
pinnacle of his greatness and the restoration of his

people were to reveal the fulfilment of his promises,

no more to be endangered by the rule of sin.

Yet Yahweh had not given over his land, de-
stroyed his people, laid in ruins the house of David

and Jerusalem, burned up the world and

Vnd^^v destroyed mankind in order to create

ij^g
a new earth. Rather the ulea was

Propheoiaa. ^^^ S3rmboliied by the plant world,

where the dying vegetation promises
new life by its seeds and its shoots. So in the dying
Israel there was an imperishable remainder, which
was to survive destruction and to live again in

unassailable dominion, to be menaced neither by
sin nor the anger of God. The people which had
been destroyed was to be awakened to new life,

and the house of David was to rise to renewed

kingly power in the son of a young woman. But
this was to take form neither in nation, state, nor

race. The germ can be considered only as an in-

visible church known only to Yahweh. And since

in Israel the prophet of Yahweh is he who learns

the will of Yahweh in the conditions of things and
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translates the dark sayings of God as uttered in

the events of history, so the people gathered by
the prophet's word and unified by it is the inde-

structible Zion, the enduring remainder of Israel

which makes the prophet's teachings the ground of

its inner life. The prophet is the medium of this

new life. His conduct in life, his hope in sorrow,

are the prefigurement and pledge of that which is

destined for the community.
Such a person does Isaiah appear in the testimony,

direct and indirect, which his book carries. Outside
of the reports of his life already con-

I*tf*^d* ^*^®'®^» ^^ ™*y he gathered that he was

Oharaoter. ^ citizen of Jerusalem; that he had
* several children, one of whom, a son,

must have been bom in Jotham's reign (vii. 3),

and another during the Syrian-Ephraimitic war
(viii. 1 sqq.); that he regarded wife, children, and
the events of family life as living pictures and true

signs of the prophecies he uttered; that he looked

back upon the hour of consecration pictured in

chap. vi. as pivotal, and as conditioning his inner

life (viii. 11 sqq.). Since his care and hopes were
so different from those which public life offered, he
deemed it his duty to implant in continuing security

in the heart of a receptive circle, for use in the future,

the divine knowledge which had come to him.

In chap, vii., in the midst of the Syrian-Ephraim-
itic crisis, Isaiah sought in vain to direct the policy of

the Davidic house away from dependence upon As-
syria to trust in Yahweh, and in chap. viii. testified

that the waters of Shiloah were sufficient to with-

stand the turbulence of Resin and Pekah, and they
did not need the addition of the flood of Assyrian

might, which would overflow the land it was de-

signed to protect. Later Isaiah again sought to

stem the course of public events among his people

by glowing predictions of positive success. Such a
case is presented in the reign of Hezekiah when the

foe was drawn away from Jerusalem and the

danger to the city was averted by the catastrophe

which befell the enemy.
n. TheBook of Isaiah.—l. its Plaoe in theCanon

;

In the Hebrew Bible Isaiah stands first in the divi-

sion of the so-called later prophets and precedes

Jeremiah and Ezekiel evidently upon the ground of

priority in history, but in the Septuagint it is pre-

ceded by the book of the Minor Prophets (of.

Jerome, Ad PaiUinumf Prologvs gaUatua). The
Hebrew order is confirmed by the treatment in

Ecclus. xlviii. 22-xliz. 10. The Tahnudic tract

Baba baihra (col. xiv., col. 2) makes Jeremiah follow

Kings and puts Isaiah between Ezekiel and the

Twelve according to the principle which arranges

books approximately in order of length. Reasons
for this difference in order are variously given:

Vitringa thought that the placing of Jeremiah first

was due to the tradition that Jeremiah had com-
posed the Books of Kings; Lightfoot alleged apolo-

getic interests which used the order in which Jere-

miah stood first to show that Matt, xxvii. 9 was not
in error, since the whole of the prophetic canon
might then be called after the name of the first book;
still others thought it might be due to the fact that

after Jeremiah and Ezekiel had taken form, Isaiah

had been changed or that it had taken form only

in the time of Cyrus. But these methods of reaaon-

ing are not conclusive.

8. The Text: The variety of contents and style,

the idealistic character of the oracles and the origi-

nality of thought have from earliest

^ ^ times made this book difficult to undei^

dltion stand. Much read and often edited, it

could not nmintain fts original form,

and it became the object of an exegesis which sought

to come to an understanding with the traditional

text as an inviolable and sacred thing. The con-

dition of the text in chaps, xl.-lxvi. may be seen in

Klostermann's conmientary (Munich, 1893) of

chaps. xxxvi.-xxxix. in the same author's com-
mentary on the parallel section in Kings (Munich,

1887) and in TSK^ 1884. And revision of the whole
text of chaps, i.-xxxv. is required before exegesis

can be securely founded, an especially difficult task,

for which the test of meter and artistic form, so

often suggested, is of very little value. Indeed,

changes of form by the prophet or his disciples are

not excluded from consideration; for example, in

the great picture of the judgment under the figure

of an earthquake in xxiv., at verse 7 there is the

beginning of an alphabetical elegy in six-lined

strophes, the first two strophes of which are present

and complete, while of the third only the first half

is given. Similarly in xxiii. 16 only the beginning

of a known song is cited, and this may explain the

break at the end of xxiv. 12.

Not to be disregarded are the paraphrases of

Jonathan, the fragments of Aquilais, Theodotion,
and Symmachus as they have come

d S*? ^own with the marginal notes of the

of Errors.*
^exapla and from tte notes of Jerome.
These will at times serve to indicate

the introduction of errors in later times. Thus,
Jonathan indicates in viii. 14 the loss of " for you "

after '' he shall be," a conclusion supported not only
by the Vulgate, but by the second person in the
Septuagint. Doubled readings or translations in

these texts are often a guide to the original text,

since they point to a misreading or a misunder-
standing of a reading to which such misunder-
standing is a direct guide, as in xxxili. 7, where
" their valiant ones " was read by the translators

in a double sense as the object of fear and as the

subject, which led to further changes in the text

of the verse. The Septuagint shows a similar

doubled reading in ii. 16b through a mistake of

the eye involving further changes in the text.

Sometimes a doubled reading is merely a mistake
in copying produced by itacism, as in viii. 23,

codex 304. But a critical text of the Septuagint
will show that sometimes the translator in decipher-

ing his Hebrew exemplar has in a surprising manner
gone wrong through too great confidence in his

apprehension of the context. Such a case is pre-

sented in viii. 7-8. Examinations of the Septua-
gint make it perfectly clear that its present text is

the result of a long period of correction of a text
which sought to give the sense of the prophetical

deliverances without having a sure insight into the
meaning and the form of the original. But the
early text together with the corrections themselves
and the differences between them often put the
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student upon the track of a better Hebrew text

than the one which has been transmitted. There

is in mind here not only the *in3 of xxix. 3 in the

Septuagint, which alone explains why Yahweh,
who is bel^iguering Ariel in verse 1, has made men-
tion of the siege of Ariel by David in early times,

but also the tei agajOtOi sou of xxvi. 17. In this

latter case the ^Tl^, which apparently lay before

the translator, goes back to an original T!{^?>

which belonged to verse 18 and marks y^tHO as

superfluous, suggested indeed by the doubled D*1p

of Jonathan.
Such cases as this, which are frequent, are suffi-

dent to enable the student to correct the errors and
sometimes the gaps which occur in the synagogue

text of the Hebrew. Again, the original of x. 11

was doubtless originally '' shall I not also do so to

Samaria and her idols and to Jerusalem and her

images." The present text sets the lot of Samaria
as a type and prophecy of the lot of Jerusalem,

and pictures the fall of Samaria as a past event,

which is the result of a redaction which changed

the text of the prophet to square with a later his-

torical situation. Mistakes of pointing are also to

be noted, as when HDOe^ in i. 7 is thus pointed

as a noun instead of riDDiSh as a verb, or in x. 13

the waw in 'VpVtS and *inlM1 is given the simple

ahewa instead of kamets. Still worse is the pointing

*0^ for ^^'l in ix. 8, for which the Septuagint has

OuLnaiM, " death," which corresponds closely to the
" pestil^ce " for which the proposed reading

stands. Accentuation and vocalization are both

astray in ix. 1, ''in the former time," where for

njD should be read (n)Jn]^ and the words should

be joined with the clause which goes before.

Part of the errors of text are due to the diflfi-

culties which underlay the consonantal form. This

especiaJlj occurs in transferring an initial n to

the end of the preceding word, but appears

also in the loss of the letter in the middle or

end of a word, as when DPfeOM for Dr6 ntOM

was given the form DPfeOK. A similar case occurs« :r V I r

in viii. 6, where the double reading T\W6^ n(Ofi^(D)

came to be written flMS^fiS^CD), and then was changed
into HM fiSneto. Other changes are caused by the

inclusion in the text of notes originally made in

the maiigin, for a case of which cf. vii. 8-0 with

verse 4. With such enlaigements of the text corre-

spond alsogaps, whichare the result of carelessness or

chance, or which rest upon intended shortening of

the reading or upon customary abbreviations. A case

c^ the last is found in viii. 21, where " curse by their

king and their God " should read '' curse the house

of their king and their God," where the letter beth,

represented in the English by " by," is an abbrevia-

tion ora mistAkft for bethy " house." Between " for
"

and '* head " in viii. 8 has fallen out the word KB^,
T V >

" I will take away." If, as in the last case cited, a
word may fall out, so frequently from a word a letter

may be missing, of which nimierous examples might
be cited. To these causes of change may be added
exchanges of letters which either look or sound

alike. Thus, in xi. 4, YT^^ demanded by the par-

allelism appears as pM, and in i. 7, xxv. 2, and
xxix. 5, instead of DHT there appears D^T. Inten-

tional amendment appears in the change from the

third person to the first in v. 3-6, influenced by
verse 2. Indeed, the riddles of interpretation in

whole sections of Isaiah, such as the six deliverances

of chaps, xxviii.-xxxv., the section xxiv.-xxvii.,

and their relation to other parts of the book require

as a preliminary to their solution the amendment
of the text, which is a preliminary to the work of

the higher criticism and the determination of the

time to which these sections belong.

8. Authorship: It is evident that a prophet who
intervened in public affairs in crises so important,

whose experiences were so large, who,
1. Prophetlo

^^ ^ ^j^^ quiet of private life, was
Authorship ,^ «.,. ^ . . ^ ^.

in Oeneral unwearjringly diligent m mstructmg a
* band of disciples with a broad future

in view, employed writing not only for the purpose
of extending his personal activity beyond his im-

mediate environment, as, for example, to the Israel-

ites in exile, to the end that they might have his

words of comfort in their original form, but that

he had an outlook upon the more distant future.

This must have been especially the case when the

subject matter was issued at the joining-point of

the past and the future when old things were be-

coming new, when the utterances were needed as

a means of recognizing God's work at the time and
for the time. It must have been in such a spirit

that the prophets wrote their books and unified

their earlier utterances in written discoiu^e. They
were enabled in this way to supplement by adding
historical notices and even to refer to the words of

earlier prophets. Since, in the book ascribed to

Isaiah, there exist in the first person recollections

of the fifty-second year of Uzziah, and in close

connection with these and in similar style discourses

which relate to affairs at least sixteen years later

in the time of Ahaz, and inasmuch as these latter

approve themselves as Isaianic by their oongruity

with the activities and character of Isaiah as shown
in chaps, xxxvi.-xxxvii., and further, since in this

book there appear whole series of addresses parallel

in matter with the occasions of the time, and setting

forth the same main idea, it is a fair presimiption

that Isaiah undertook a collection of his prophecies.

The question is whether the present book contains

only his sayings, or contains them in full, or in their

original order. Until this is settled, it is of little

use to quote what Sirach, Ambrosius, Jerome,
Cyril, and others down to the present have said

as to the worth of Isaiah from a Christian, ethical,

or esthetic standpoint.

To judge of all this a thoroughly new working-

over is required, a historical investigation, and for

this there is no better and no other

1 ti**"V starting-point than the section in chaps.

J _^^«y. j^^xxxvi.-xxxix.,a trustworthy narrative
*

zl.-lxvi. vhich has found place also in the Books
of Kings (xviii. 13 sqq.). This narra-

tive is interjected by the compiler of the book
between two well-arranged collections of anonymous
addresses, the first of which have relation to the

Assyrian period and correspond to the contents of

chaps, xxxvi.-xxxvii., while the second series has
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relattOD to the Babylonian side and oorresponds to

chap, zzxix. The noond of the two series of

addresns begins with a oomniand to give comfort
as the fint doeed with encouragement (zzxv. 3
sqq.); the second comes to a close in an opposition

of Edom and Zion (Ix. l-bdii. 6) just as does the
first (zzziii. 13-zzxv. 10). Since in both the general

view of the Holy Land and Jerusalem is that of a
desolate and depopulated rogion, to be repeopled

by the return of the exiled, doubtless the editor

meant to convey the idea that, of both parts, the

Isaiah of zxzvi.-zzxix. is the prophetic author.

It is therefore unscientific arbitrariness, instead of

setting apart chaps, xzviii.-lzvi. and employing
chaps, zzviii.-zzxix. as the key to zl.'hnri., to
break off after zzxv.-xzziz. and to imagine oneself

in a new region. He who reads xxxv. 3-^ does not
stumble at zl. 1; and only he who reads zzviii.-

TTTJT. can understand zlviii. 3-11, and can regard

the same prophet as basing a second prediction

upon the fulfilment of the first. He can apply
xlii. 19 to the downfall of the northern kingdom,
and xliii. 8-10 to the deliverance from Sennacherib,
and Ivi. 9-lvii. 21 to the end of the Isaianic times.

Whoever dares to read the six addresses of aname-
less prophet in xxviii.-xxxv. beginning with ** Woe "

and to regard them as Isaianic as a whole and to

follow this out in such alleged exilic pieces as xxxiv.-
xxxv. has no philosophical reason for the timidity

with which he refuses to recognise xl.-lxvi. as also

Isaianic. A hindrance to this has been the ob-
viousness with which Cyrus is mentioned even by
name, and the assurance with which the downfall

of Babyk» and the freeing of the Israelites is

announced, predictions which the modem construc-

tion of all elements of the prophetic consciousness

on the basis of our knowledge of his times seem to

make impossible. But the Servant of Yahweh
who is named Righteous is as concretely and
definitely indicated as Gyrus and his relations to

Babylon and Israel; and the hegemony of the

restored Jerusalem and the repopulating of the

Holy Land is more definitely portrayed than the
downfall of Babylon. And, although the one fits

better with Jesus of Nazareth, and the other

with the Jerusalem of Herod's time, at least in

externals, than with any other prophet or with
the Jerusalem of any other time, yet the refusal

is made so to relate the connections. If the en-

thusiastic utterances of a prophet work out into

realisation 600 years later, why could they not
with reference to Cyrus? In fact, the book does
not predict a coming victor to bear the name of

Cyrus, but says of one who has come that he is

the realisation of predictions made long before for

Jerusalem; the victory and success of Cyrus had
been so directly indicated that it was evident that

he could use his victory only as Yahweh willed,

and the honor was to come not to him, but to
Yahweh and his people. Thus Yahweh had laid

violent hands upon the prophet when he seized

upon the Isaianic period in which to bring before

the prophet's vision this picture of the future.

Isaiah realised that the present conqueror had been
predicted long before as called from the East to

carry out Yahweh's purposes of punishment, but

that he had been driven back when in wilfulness he
had attempted to go farther than Yahweh's pur-

poses had carried. Why, then, should he not
foresee a second conqueror, coming from the East
and more completely realising God's designs, who,
by the very misfortunes which he brought, should

create the desire in the heathen world for Yahweh,
the only healing Qod, who is to be found in the

midst of his people (xlv. 14-25) ? And why should

he not foresee the prophet who should so com-
plete the work of renovation as to bring about the

regeneration of the community? And to what
prophet could such a vision so appropriately have
come as to Isaiah, a man who, in the midst of the

most untoward circumstances, could see around him
the promise of a brilliant and righteous future?

If this be true, a new exposition of chaps, xl.-

Ixvi. is required (the view-point of which was indi-

cated in the LutheriKhe ZeiUehrift, 1876)
• ^'*^^" and a new investigation of the frame-

iitontt!uiT
^°*- ^^^ *^^^ °^* ^° ^ resolve the

Isaianior "^^^^^^ ^^ ^ threefold arrangement,
each part having nine chapters. As

the first part is introduced by xl. 1-11, the second
part is prefaced by xlviii. 16-22. The more natu-
rally the investigation proceeds, the surer does it

become that xl.-lxvi. does not as such proceed
from Isaiah, but that it arranges and works over
older prophecies. The tendency of modem criti-

cism is to distinguish the " Servant of Yahweh
section " and a " Trito-Isaiah," and, indeed, as
many Isaiahs as differences in style suggest; yet

by retaining for them the name Isidah this criticism

follows a correct instinct. The editor urges chaps,

xxxvi.-xxxix. upon the reader as the key to the
meaning of both xl.-lxvi. and xxviii.-xxxv., and
as the vindication of these parts as Isaianic in

substance.

It appears from the book of Isaiah that at least

from the thirteenth year of Hesekiah till after the

campaign of Sennacherib the prophet

Autih^^^ wielded a weighty and acknowledged

of zxvUi.-^ authority with king, court, and priests,

xxxv,' ^^^ ^ made predictions whidi were
observably resJized, that he assured

the continuance of Jerusalem and Judah beyond
the period of Assyrian stress and storm, while

Assjrria was to become a possession of Babylon;
but besides this, it is clear that Hezekiah's resolu-

tion to withstand the Assyrian demands rested upon
Isaiah's warnings and promises, and that the prophet
was the responsible guarantor of a seemingly im-
possible fortunate issue. Indeed, xxxvii. 26 indi-

cates a prediction by Isaiah of the Assyrian victories

before Sennacherib's appearance. Upon the verifi-

cation of this word of Yahweh as the Lord of the

world was built the assurance that in the very
moment when Assyrian victories were made the

basis of belief that Yahweh was overcome the im-
potence of the Assyrian against him would be made
manifest, and this dispensation would reveal deci-

sively Yahweh's relation to Jerusalem and to the

Davidic house. In view of this, the six woes which
appear indissolubly woven together in chaps, xxviii.-

xxxv. impress one as rendering exactly the historical

position of the Isaiah of chaps, xxxvi.-xxxix. and
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as belonging to the texture of thought which is

there demonetrably that of Isaiah. It may be asked
whether these were put together by the prophet or

l^ one of his disciples out of his deliverances. A
doubt has been raised by the passage xxx. 6-7,

a pieee which is related to the ** burdens " of chaps.

xxL-XTJi.; but the interconnection of 'xzx. 5 with
yerse 8 indicates a continuity of thought. More-
over, chape, xxxiii.-zxxv. are inseparably bound
together, as was long ago recognised by Ewakl;
the direction in zxziv. 1 sqq. to all peoples to listen

to the story of the coming judgment is parallel to

that in xxziii. 13 warning the nations to take to
heart the judgment upon the Assyrian host. If they
do this, they may be exempt from the general judg-

ment to be executed upon the peoples hostile to

Yahweh, which is to find its chief exemplification in

the punishment of Idumea (xxxiv. 6). Yet when
EwaJd remarked that xxxv. must be regarded as
Isaianic, while of xxxiv. so much can not be cer-

tainly aflirmed, he was within the bounds of prob-
abili^, since it is likely that the prophet here used
earlier predictions. The passage xxxiv.-xxxv.
would never have been talom for exilic had not
first the waste in xxxv. been arbitrarily and unnatu-
rally regarded as the desert between Babylon and
Judea, and if, in the second place, the " book of

Yahweh " of xxxiv. 16 had not been foolishly re-

garded as the bode of our prophet. This book is

indeed the book of the kingdom, in which the future

workHdng Yahweh has entered the names of his

peoples with their provinces (Ps. Ixxxvii.), a book
that was known to Isaiah (iv. 3); while the play
of this pictorial representation of the depopulation
of a laiul exactly corresponds to that in xxxiii. 23,

in xxx. 32-33, 23-24, and to the taunting, enig-

matical character which all these discourses show.
If now chape, xxxiii.-xxxv. belong together as a
sixth discourse, Isaiah is the originator, and the
present arrangement correq>onds to his intention.

Then the foreign elements, whether by another
author or by himself from another occasion, can
not be separated from the whole. It is a distortion

to regard xxviii. 1-6 as an oracle concerning Sa-
maria; rather is xxviii. the first of six oracles about
Judah and Jerusalem, dating from the time before

the fan of the northern kingdom as a state, and
belonging with iv. 2 sqq., as the resemblance be-

tween that passage and xxviii. 5-6 shows. It is

true that here, as in ii.-iv., the prophet has em-
ployed other oracles, either his own or those of

am^her pn^het; moreover, to remove xxviii. 1-6

would leave what followed without a beginning

and destroy the cycle of oracles. Accordingly the

prophet and the editor of these six deliverances are

essentially the same, while the relation is different

from that in xl.-lxvi. But the editor put these

IWBBSgce before xxxvi.-xxxix. as he put xl.-lxvi.

after them, because of their formally and essentially

similar situation. Isaiah could not publish this

book without indicating his part in it; and it is

possible that Isa. i. was the introduction to the

book xxviii.-xxxv. when Isaiah or his disciple pub-

lished it as a monument of his activity in the

brilliant im>phetic period of Hezekiah for the fol-

bwing generation, and that the editor inserted

between i. and xxviii. the parts which have their

own titles (ii. 1 and xiiL 1).

There is now in our possession an assured basis

from which to consider and decide how far the two
sections ii.-xii. and xiii.-xxvii., which

2m^ *^®*^ Isaiah's name, do so with justice.

II ,^i There is not only a large number of

parallels with chaps, xxviii.-xxxix.,

but there is a remarkable agreement in situation,

in q>ite of the intermingling of varied fragments

and complete sections. There come out partic-

ularly the ingratitude and obstinacy of Judah and
Jerusalem and the consequently necessary purging
by punishment (ii.-4v.). It seems credible that

Isaiah himself arranged ii.-iv.; and as he surely

wrote vi. and xii. as components of a connected
whole, all the individual parts of v.-xii. are trace-

able to him, though that interpolations have taken
place need not be denied. It is possible that these

last were, according to the custom of the times,

attributed to Isaiah, and that the editor had the

book in manuscript form before him in which the

individual pieces had been inserted imintelligently

among others which were then laid aside or put in

other connections, and that transpositions were
made which brought these parts into positions earlier

or later in the book than they originally occupied.

In the second part, which separates into the four
" burdens " of xiii.-xviii. and the six of xix.-xxiii.,

there are certain guiding threads which

S«^' ^^^"^ ^^^ ^^^ i.-xii. imd from xxviii.-

ziU.^Lvii. ^°°^- '^^ " burden " of the beasts of

the South in xxx. 6 sqq. finds its coun-
terparts in the ** burdens " of xix.-xxiii. ; and xxxiv.

1 sqq. agrees with xviii. 3. On the other hand, the
note of the leveling of the heights found in chap ii.

is repeated in xix. and xxiii., while the doing away of

the lordship of Jacob and of the remains of Damaa-
cus in xviii. 12 sqq. is anticipated in viii. 7-10.

Indeed, chap, xviii. comes into connection with
both xi. 11 and bcvi. 20-21 in its thought of the

return of the Hebrews from distant lands. The
" burdens " are marked out from all other prophetic

oracles by the fact that they bear the impress of

having been delivered in the ecstatic state, and
besides this they deal with the immense or the

distant in time. They take on a different coloring

entirely from those prophecies which come out of

the prophet's own life or relate to the history of

the times. Thus it comes about that they are

separated from the other deliverances of the prophet
and appear as cycles of deliverances distinguished

by their tone. So their titles arise from a catch-

word, or a subject, or a locality, or an emblem,
some of which can be shown to rest upon mistakes

of the text (xxi. 1). Under these circumstances it

is necessary to ask whether they are arranged after

the literary ideas of the prophet Isaiah. It is re-

markable that the oracle on Philistia (xiv. 29 sqq.),

the people on the western border, passes on in xv.-

xvi. to Moab and Edom, on the east and southeast,

and in xvii. 1 to Damascus and the Holy Land in

order to portray the extreme need in Israel and the

overpowering revolution in the salvation of Jeru-

salem (xviii. 7). This corresponds to the way in

which Amos reached the expression of the judg-
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ment upon Israel (Amoa i.-ii). In xv.-xvi. Isaiah

has so remodeled an old prophecy that it now has

a relation to the foregoing '* buiden "; x. 5-12 is

specifically Isaianic, so that the arrangement of at

least three of these '* burdens " is his. But there is a
clear connection of these with the oracle in xvii.

12-xviii. 7, which shows a deliverance in Zion and the

substitution of the government of a Davidic rule in

place of that of the condemned tyrant of the peoples.

This tyrant, the king of the satirical song in xiv. 4

sqq., is an ideal representation of the tyranny which
is opposed to God, which subdues the world and
oppresses God's people, but is cast into the depth of

Hades. By his overthrow Yahweh frees the world
of its incubus, and Zion becomes the refuge of the
peoples under the Davidic d3masty. Similarly, the
downfall of Babylon is pictured in xiii., and it is

possible that in chap xix. the tyrant who oppresses

the Egyptians is this same ideal tyrant by whose
overthrow £^gypt is to become a province of Canaan.
The explanation of the position of xxi.-xxii. be-

tween the entirely parallel " burdens " of xix.-xx.

and xxiii. is more difficult. In xxi. clearly the fate

of heathen cities is determined by the decrees of

Yahweh, for the execution of which the watchers
are waiting. Chap. xxii. shows a contrast in the
view of the valley of vision, where the watcher
bewails the coming misfortune, while in the second
part the expectations of Shebna for a quiet death
p,Dd honorable burial in a chosen place are pre-

dicted to be baseless. The two chapters seem to

show the necessity of the puigation of sin through
death, out of which resurrection is to come. But
this is related to the portrayal in xxiv. The suc-

ceeding chapters seem to portray like processes

through which alike Israel and the nations are to

pass, the particular judgments upon the nations

which have been passed in review being generalised

until there comes into view the salvation of the

once rejected people, awakened into new life (xxvi.

1-19, cf. ix. 2). So that in the second half the ruling

idea is the universal kingdom of Yahweh as it arises

out of the judgment of the nations and the humilia-

tion of human might and centers of power, the

earthly representation of which is the throne and
city of David raised to a glorious eminence.

The transmission and arrangement of this book
demand of the reader that he view as the source of

It
*^ peculiar prophetic content and as

f thT^S*
its predictive subject the historically

vestiffation
^^'^^ Isaiah, who orally and by

' writing sought to mold public opinion

and reared up by esoteric instruction the followers

and disciples (viii. 16 sqq., lix. 21) who were heirs

of his prophecy to continue his testimony. These
heirs of Isaianic prophecy received his testimony
and made it fruitful partly by publishing in book
form his oral and written testimony for " Judah
and Jerusalem " (i. 1), and partly by reproducing

in the circles of the faithful the esoteric instruction

given them (xlviii. 16) and making it the basis

and guide of their addresses. In order to preserve

essentially and in completeness the testimony of

Isaiah, these developments of Isaianic contents

required later fixation in writing and union with

the then existing book of Isaiah. Since the author

of the addition in Ixiii. 7-lxvi. 24, whose theodicy

reproducee Isaianic declarations, looked back upon
the destruction of the temple, and since the preacher

of xli. 1 sqq. had seen the victorious march of Cyrus,

the origin of the present book is later than 550 b.c.

This method of treating the Isaianic deliverances,

apart from other results, was worked out in abbrevi-

ations (as in ii.-iv.), enrichment (as in the lyrics

of the Deutero-Isaiah), and reinterpretation (e.g.,

xiv. 5 sqq.). In view of these results fuller justice

is done the book if its relation to the historical

Isaiah is the guide to its exegesis than if the tradi-

tion regarding its authorship is disregarded and its

authors are scattered along through the centuries.

(August Kumtbhmann.)
m. The Critkal View: The Book of Isaiah in

its present form is very generally regarded as

possessing a certain unity of plan and purpose.

The traditional view has from time immemorial
discovered, in this unity, the pen of a single author,

Isaiah, the contemporary of Heseldah,

1. The while recent criticsd scholarship main-
Problem, tains that this writing was arranged

and edited by some unknown scribe

or scribes, acting as diaskeuasts in the first quar-

ter of the first century B.C. In a little over a
quarter of a century, after Ddderlein (1775) in his

commentary on Isaiah first threw serious doubt
on the genuineness of Isa. xl.-lxvi., a fragmentary
hypothesis of the origin of this prophetic work
gradually gained in popularity. The latter view
was first enunciated by Koppe in his notes to

Bishop Lowth's work on Isaiah (1779-81). Kop-
pe's theory, that the canonical Book of Isaiah

was made up of eighty-five fragments, never won
general acceptance as it was strenuously opposed
by the Hebraist Gesenius and the commentator
Hitzig. But a new form of the fragmentary hy-
pothesis (see below, §§3 sqq.), differing materi-

ally from that of Koppe, has won many adherents

among Biblical scholars since it was brilliantly ad-
vocated by Duhm (1892), Cheyne (1895), and
Marti (1900).

To understand fully the history of critical opin-

ion, and especially its latest phases, one must note
the structure of the book. All commentators,
modem as well as ancient, have observed the three-

fold division into which the Book of Isaiah natu-
rally falls: (1) i.-xxxv., (2) xxxvi.-xxxix., (3) xl.-

Ixvi. The second of these groups,

8. Struo- giving an account of Isaiah's activity

ture of in the crisis produced by Sennacherib's
the Book, invasion, 701 b.c, was excerpted from

the Book of Kings. CJhapters xxxvL-
xxxix. form the dividing line between the two main
sections of the work. The passages on one side

differ from those on the other in historical back-
^ound, point of view, theological conceptions, dic-

tion and phraseology. The earlier chapters reflect

the historical changes and movements of 740-701
B.C.; the monarchs mentioned—Hezekiah, Sargon
(xx. 1), Sennacherib (xxxvi., xxxvii. 17, 21, 37),
and Merodach-Baladan (xxxix. 1)—are those of
the eighth century. In the third section (xl.-lxvi.)

Cyrus is in the flood tide of his victorious career
(xliV. 28, xiv. ; cf. xli. 2-3, 25, etc.) ; the Assyrian has
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dhappeaied from the stage of history, and in his

•tead Israel's oppressors are the Babylonians (xliii.

14, 25, xlviL 1 sqq., zlviii. 14, 20). In the third

section Jerusalem is described as lying in ruins and
desolate (xliv. 26b, IviiL 12, IxL 4, bdii. IS, Iziv.

10-11), while in the first part she is still standing,

the object of her enemies' attacks and the special

ward of JehoTah (i.-xzix. 1-^, 36-39). In addi-

tion to these distinguishing features, the two parts

differ greatly in spirit; the latter is a book of con-

solation, the very first word being " comfort

"

(zL 1), wliile the former is made up of threatening

and judgment, the tone of arraignment struck in

chap. L appearing in one form or other clear through
to chap. XXXV. While in this connection stress is

not laid upon the fact that the phraseology is in

striking contrast, as this frequently leads to a me-
chanical aigimiient, the difference in diction may
not be passed over lightly, as the careful reader

DOttces the change even in the English version,

while one accustomed to using Hebrew almost in-

stinctively notes the passing from a piece of litera-

ture in a style " condensed, lapidary and plastic,"

to one that is clear and flowing. In chaps, i.-

zxxix. the emphasis is laid upon the majesty of

Yahweh (ii. 10 sqq., 17, 19 sqq., x. 5 sqq., etc.), in

zL-lxvi. on his ixijGnitude (xl. 12-26-xli. 4, etc.), in

the third section the personal Messiah is depicted

as the righteous and suffering servant (xlii. 1-4,

xlix. 1-6, L 4-9, lii. 13-liii. 12) instead of the ideal

king of the future (vii. 14, ix. 1-6, xi. 1-5).

Such differences as these were deemed valid

grounds for dating Isa. xl.-lxvL in the sixth century
by almost every great commentator of the last cen-

tury (Geaenius, Ewald, Knobel, Dillmann, Delitzsch

in his last editicm, Cheyne, Orelli,

8. Bewnlta Duhm, Q. A. Smith). Dillmann char-

of acteri»Bd this view as " one of the sur-

Oilticiam. est results of modem literary investi-

gation." Since Delitzsch in the fourth

edition of his commentary (1889) went over to this

position, it may truthfully be said that no scientific

ezegetiad work has held to the traditional view of

the unity of the Book of Isaiah. In America the

assignment of Isa. xL-lxvi. to the sixth century

was strenuously opposed in magazine articles by
Prof. W. H. Qreen of Princeton (Prai^yterian and
Brformed Review, vol. iii.), but this school of theol-

ogy has produced no work of exposition on the

prophecies of Isaiah since the appearance of that

commentary of first rank by J. A. Alexander (1846,

lev. ed. 1865). The argument from " the analogy

of prophecy " worked this complete revolution in

critual opinion. That a prophet primarily ad-

dresses his contemporaries; thieit, however far he

may project himself into the future, his point of de-

partore is his own age; that he paints the distant

foene of the remotest future in the colors of his

own day; that he plants his feet firmly upon the

events of his own time, before he attempts to scan

the distant horizon—these are principles recog-

nised as axiomatic by all interpreters of prophecy.

If they are correctly assumed, Isa. xl.-lxvi. can

not be assigned to Isaiah, the son of Amoz. In

fa^ the ezilic background of these chapters has

bem recognised by some of the most zealous de-

fenders of the Isaianic authorship, but it has been
attributed to '* the prophet's ideal point of view "

(Keil; cf. Hengstenberg).

Having attained tlds result, criticism did not
halt, for the aig:ument from the analogy of proph-
ecy will not leave the first part of the work intact

(chaps, i.-xxxv.). As early as Eichhom (1783) it

was applied to this section, and re-

*•
jJ^**J""

suited in the denial of the genuineness

tS^^ ^^ * number of passages. (1) The

L-zzjdx. °"^ ^^ ^^ ^*^ °^ Babylon (xiii. 1-

xiv. 23) was assigned to the Babylo-
nian exile, because the Medes are mentioned as the
instruments of the destruction (xiii. 17), and Baby-
lon is described as the supreme world power of that
age (xiii. 11, 19, xiv. 4-5, 12 sqq., 16-17). (2) In
the critical disposition of passages, xxi. 1-10 is

naturally associated with xiii. 1-xiv. 23, for in it

the prophet describes the fall of Babylon, and re-

fers to Elam and Media (verse 2) in terms which
would be more natural to a prophet of the sixth

century than to Isaiah of the eighth. (3) With
these two sections just noted go chistps. xxxiv. and
XXXV. The latter is a beautiful lyric which is a
mosaic of phrases and imagery borrowed from Deu-
tero-Isaiah (the title provisionally assigned to the
author of part three); the former is assigned to the
exile, because of the bitter hatred and dire ven-
geance against Edom which it breathes (xxxiv. 5
sqq., 8 sqq.; cf. Ps. cxxxvii. 7). (4) While, in re-

gard to the section Isa. xxiv.-xxvii. there is a gen-
eral agreement that it is not the work of Isaiah, no
consensus of opinion has been reached as to the
age to which it should be assigned. Conservative
critics are inclined to be satisfied with placing it in

the days of the Persian empire. Dates, varying
from the reign of Darius Hystaspis (520-485) to

that of Artaxerxes Ochus (359-339), have been
given. Here the argument from Biblical theology
overshadows that bssed upon the analogy of proph-
ecy. No explicit historical references occur; the
imagery is apocalyptic in character, which in itself

points to the age of the decay of prophecy. The
writer's ideas of the future life—immortality, xxv.

8, and the resurrection, xxvi. 19—are distinct ad-
vances on those of Isidah's age, but the traces of

Persian angelology commonly alleged are not so

evident. Critical opinion is divided about the age
of chap. Txiii. The only reason for denjring the

Isaianic character of this passage is the occurrence

of the phrase " Behold the land of the Chaldeans "

(verse 13). The text is extremely uncertain and
has led to emendations; instead of Chaldeans,

Ewald suggested Canaanites, and Duhm offers Chit-

tim. It may justly be regarded as an Isaianic

passage to be assigned either to 723 or to 701 b.c.

Such was the view of critical scholarship before

the rise of the modem fragmentary hypothesis

which has been advocated by Duhm and Marti in

their commentaries (1892, 1900), and by Cheyne
in his Introduction to the Book of I»aiah (1895).

These three exegetes leave only a very smaU part

of chaps, i.-xxxix. to Isaiah, and Cheyne has tersely

enunciated the principles and results of this school,
** It IB too bold to maintain that we still have any
collection of Isaianic prophecies which in its pres-
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eat form goes baek to the period of the prophet "

(EB, u. 2194). Gbeyne m hie IrUndwtum to the

Book qf Imdah aarigns only the following paasages

of i.-zxxiz. to laaiah: L 5-31, ii. 6-21, iii. 1, 4-5,

8-9 (2-3, 5-7 may be Inuuiic), 12-15, 15-17, 24,

V. 1-14, 17-22, 23-26b, 25-29, vi. 1-13, vii. 2-8a,

9-14, 15, 18-20, viii. 1-4, 6-5, 7a, 8-18, ix. 7-12,

15-x. 4, X. 5-9, 13,-14, 28-32, sdv. 24-27 (omit

25b), 29-32, xvi. 14, xvii. 1-5, 9-14, xviu. 1-5,

XL 1, 3-5, xxi. 15 sqq., zxii. 1-5, 5-9a, llb-14,

15a, 15-18, xxiii. 1-2, 3(7), 4, 5-12, 14, xxviii. 1-

4, 7-19, 21-22, xxix. l-4a, 5, 9-10, 13-14, xxix. 15,

XXX. l-7a, 8-17b, xxxi. l-5a.

Before the advent of this fragmentary school,

Isa. xl.-4xvi. was looked upon as a literary unity,

and was attributed to a single prophet, commonly
termed the "Great Unknown of the Exite " or

Deutero-Isaiah. This prophecy was regarded as

falling into three sections marked by

Jtar! ^^ f^t9m xlviii. 22, Ivii. 21 (RQck-

S?Jk «rt> Hitiig, and DeUtisch). Ewaki

wi-iw^ first propounded a theory, the fore-

runner of the one now to be ocKisid-

ered. He maintained that Isa. xl.-4xvi. was a col-

lection of " pamphlets or fly-leaves which the

surging stream of time drew forth, one after an-

other, from the prophet." The writer arranged

these pamphlets in two books, xl.-xlviii., xlix.-]x.,

to which were added an epilogue, Ixi. l-bdii. 5, and
an i4;>pendix, Ixiii. 7-lxvi. 24. According to Ewaki,
Deutero-Isaiah borrowed xl. 1, 2, Iii. 13-liii. 12,

Ivi. 9-4vii. 11 from a prophet of Manasseh's reign,

and Ivii. 1-lix. 20 from a contemporary of Esekiel.

Dillmann and his school have always stood for the

substantial unity of this section of the Book of

Isaiah (cf. Dillmann's /Comftientor, ed. Kittel, Leip-

sic, 1808). The earlier efforts to deny the unity of

Deutero-Isaiah bore fruit in the commentary of

Duhm already mentioned. In this epoch-making
book, Duhm maintained that Isa. xL-lxvi. is the

work of three different writers. (1) Deutero-

Isaiah is reduced to xl.-lv., and then one-fourth of

its contents is subtracted as later additions. Deu-
tero-Isaiah is supposed to have written his work
about 540 b.c. in Lebanon or Phenida. Duhm re-

gards the following verses as later additions: xl.

5, 31b, xli. 5, xlii. 12, 15-24, xliu. 20b, 21, xHv. 9-

20, 28b, xlv. 10, 13b, xlvi. 5-8, xlvii. 3a, 14b, xlviu.

1 m part, 2, 4, 5b, 7b, 8b-10, 16b-19, 22, 1. 10, 11,

li. 11, 15, 18, Iii. 3-5, liv. 15, 17b, Iv. 3a, 7. (2)

From chaps. xl.-lv. several passages, the so-called
" Servant of Yahweh Songs " (xlii. 1-4, xlix. 1-6,

1. 4-9, Iii. 13-liii. 12), were exscinded and assigned

to a later date. Duhm takes pains to show that

these lyrics are dependent on Jeremiah, Job, and
Deutero-Isaiah, although the last-named does not

show any acquaintance with them. The Servant
of Yahweh Songs were read by Trito-Isaiah, and
influenced Malachi; the literary connections thus

traced point to a member of the Jewish Church of

the first half of the fifth century B.C. as their

author. Marti differs from Duhm in regarding

these songs as an integral part of Deutero-Isaiah.

(3) The dosing section, chaps. Ivi.-lxvi., is attrib-

uted to a third writer, who is designated Trito-

He writes in the same measure as Deutero-

Isaiah, imitates his style, and agrees with him in

proclaiming the future glory of Jerusalem. From
the internal evidence, it is argued that he was a

resident of Jerusalem, and wrote shortly before the

mission of Nehemiah. It is to be noted' that

Cheyne analyses this section, and regards it as a
compilation from several sources.

Sanity and common sense suggest that the liter-

ary criticism of the fragmentists has overreached

itself. The aiguments from the analogy of proph-

ecy and Biblical theology as applied by Cheyne,

Duhm, and Marti necessarily imply a

6. Oon* minute knowledge of history such as

dualoii. we do not possess. While this is true,

historical criticism has reached some
assured results. It has been proved that chaps.

xxxvi.-xxxix. were excerpted from the Book of

Kings, and certain passages of chaps. L-xxxix. can

not have been written by Isaiah (see above). The
literary history of chaps. xl.-lxvi. is not as simple

as it once was supposed to be. Of these chapters,

xl.-lv. may confidently be assigned to Deutero-

Isaiah, xl.-xlviii. being written in the exile (c.

545), and xlix.-lv. in Palestine shortly after the re-

turn. The manner and date of origin of lvii.-lxvi.

can not be determined with certainty; probably

they were written in the age of Ezra and Nehemiah,

and were the product of a school of writers rather

than of a single pen. Jambs A. Kelso.

BmuooRAnrr: On the Life Mid Timee of lantah the beet

work is 8. II. Driver, /eaioA, Am lAf* and Timet, London,
1893. Consult further: A. H. Sayoe, Life and Timm <4iwah
/ttusftvlatf by ContMnporary Monvment§, ib. 1880; J. Mein-
hold, Jssoia und §eine Zeit, Freiburg. 1808: R. Sinker.

HeBtkiah and Hi» Age, ib. 1807; F. Kdchler. Die Std-

lung dea FrapheUn Jetaia Mum Politik eeiner MgU, TCkbingen,

1006; DB. iL 4S5-IS6; EB, ii. 2180-2100; JB, vi. 63&-

6S6; F. Wilke. Jcaoia und Asstir, Leipsio, 1006.

On the text consult A. Kloetennann, Deuierojeeaja,

Munich, 1803; T. K. Cheyne, Notet and CriHeiema on the

Hebrew Text eS iaaiah, London, 1868; idem, ieaiah, in

8B0T; idem, CriHca BiJUiea, London, 1004; R. L. Ottley.

Booib if leoiak aeeording to the LXX.^ 2 vols.. New York,
1004-07: G. H. Box, The Bookt^IeaiaK London, 1006.

The two best oonunentaries on the book are by F.

Delitssch, 2 vols., Leipsio, 1880. Eng. tnnal.. 2 vols..

London, 1801-02 (oonservntive), and J. Skinner, in Cam^
bridge BMe, 2 vols., Osmbridge, 1806-08 (critical). The
book has been constantly the subject of comment, the

most noteworthy of which is contained in the works of

C. Vitringa, 2 vols., Basel, 1732; R. Lowth, London, 1778
and often (marked out new lines by introducing the sub-

ject of the poetry of the book); W. Gescnius, 2 vols.,

Leipsic. 1821 (phUological); F. Hitsig. Heidelberg, 1833;

F. J. V. D. Maurar, Leipsic, 1835; E. Henderson, London,
1867; H. Ewald. Stuttgart, 18^ Eng. transl., London,
1876-80; K. A. Knobel, ed. L. Diestel. Leipeic, 1872;

J. A. Alexander, 2 vols., New York, 1875; W. Kay, in

Bihie Comuneniary, New York. 1875; B. Neteler. MOnster,

1876; F. W. Weber, NOrdlingen, 1876; 8. R. Driver and
A. Neubaiier, The 6Sd Chapter ef ieaiah aeeording to Jewieh
Inierpretere, 2 vols., Oxford, 1876-77; A. le Hir, Paris,

1877; 8. Sharpe, London, 1877; W. Urwick, The Servant

ef J^tovah, le. Hi, IS-liii, /«, Edinbuigh, 1877; T. R.
Bbks. London. 1878; A. Heiligstedt, Halle. 1878; K. W.
E. NigeUbach, Bielefeld. 1877, Eng. transl.. New York,
1878 (hi Lange); F. Ktotlin, Berlin, 1870; J. W. Nutt,
Commentary on Isaiah by Reihbi Bleaxer of Beaugenei^

irU% NoHee c/ Mediaeval French and Spanieh Bxegeeie^

London, 1870; J. M. RodweU, ib. 1881; T. K. Cheyne,
The Book eS Ieaiah ChronotogicaUy Arranged, London, 1884;
Conmeniary, 2 vols., ib. 1881-84; G. A. Smith, 2 vols.,

1800: H. G. Mitchell. Ieaiah «.-xit.. New York, 1807;
A. Dillmann, ed. R Kittel. Leipsio, 1808; E. KOnig, 7*^
ExUee* Book cf ConeolaHon, Edinburgh. 1800; A. Con-
damin, Pttfis, 1006.
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On the subieet of the " Servant " consult: J. Forbea,
Tha Smvami of M« Lord m It, ^-ixvi., Edinbursh, 1870;
M. Sehina. iX« EbtA^akwA-IAadar in Jm, 40-40, LeiiMie,

18M: K. Bodde, Dit womannten BUd-Jakvfe-IAtdm;
riiiiii, 1900; F. Gieoebreeht, Dm- Kneehi Jakwet dn
Dntwniwmia, Ktaitriwg, 1002; H. Roy. iwnul und die

WdU in Jm. ^1>-6S, . . . Bbad-Jakw^-Fnoe, Leipde. 1003;
G. C Woikninn« Tk$ SenwU of Ji^ovah; or, the Pastion'
Freipkte^ pf Saiphtre, London, 1007.
For €Mtki«n and Introduetion the moiit thorough-going

vork is T. K. Cheyne, inindutHon to the Book cf iwaiah,

lionrton, 1805. Various questions and phases are diseussed
in: C P. QKpari BeUrtgo tur BinUitunif in da§ Budk
Jmaia, Berlin. 1848; Ldhr, Zur Frage Qbor die BeMheU
9on JomoM 40-86, 3 parts, Berlin, 1878-80; H. KrOger.
La TkMogiod'Boais 40-46, Paris, 1881; J. Berth, Beitr6oo
wv Brki&rung dM Jomia, Garlsnihe, 1885; H. Guthe, Dom
Z^kunitAUd dn Jomna, Leipeio, 1885; F. Giesebieeht,

B9%»N^ star Jotaia-Kritik, GOttingen. 1800; J. Kennedy,
A PopMiar Arfftanentfor Iht Umiy of loaiak, London. 1801;
J. Ley. Joo. 40-46, Marburg, 1803; G. C. M. Douglas,
imiak Ono amd Hi» Book One, London. 1805; H. BrOekner,
KomtpomHon dm . , , Jot. B8-SS, Halle, 1807; J. Mein-
hold, Dio imhonHMunoon Jet. 59-59. GAttingen. 1808;
A. Bcrtholet, Zu Joooja 6S, TObingen. 1800; E. Uttmann.
C^«6sr dim Al^aaaungueii dm Trilojooaia, Freiburg, 1800;
E. Seliin. Dos RiUml dm doulerojeoajanioehon Bueheo,
Lcipaie, 1008; Smith. Prophgta; DB, ii 486-400; EB,
it 2180-2306: JB, vt <I36-4M2; and the general works
on Intrtwlnciion to the Bible and to the O. T., and on
O. T. TVeology.

ISAIAH, MARTTItDOM OF. See Pbextvbpiqba-

PHA, IV., 34.

ISBRMAini (more oorrectiy Inenmenger or Biaen-

awngar), JOHARH: German reformer; b. at

Scliwftbiach Hall (35 m. n.e. of Stuttgart), WOrttem-
berit. c. 14d5; d. at the monastery of Anhausen
OD the Brenx (near Heidenheim, in WQrttemberg,
ao m. n.n.e. of Ulm) Feb. 18, 1574. He studied at

tbe Umversity of Heidelbei^ in Apr., 1514, became
dean of the dassical faculty on Dec. 20, 1521; was
eaOed to Hall as pastor in the q>ring of 1524,

and then wrought for twenty-four years with Brens
for the Reformation in that place. The festival of

Corpus Christi was abolished in 1524; at Christmas,

1525, the Lord's Supper was observed by Evan-
IDchcal rite; and in 1526, an Evangelical liturgy

was introduced. Isenmann took an eager part in

the Syngramma Suevieum in 1525 (see Brsnz,
JoKAKH, I 2). He became superintendent in 1542.

At the beginning of 1546 he refonned the imperial

town of Wimpfen. Heavy tribulation ensued from
the Srhmalkaid War, with the emperor's triumphant
atranee to Hall, Dec., 1546; and the situation grew
still more dangerous during the Interim, which both
I/ynmann and Brena rejected. When the Spaniards

eune, the eouncfl had to dismiss Evangelical

pieadien. In July, 1549, Isenmann removed to

Wufttembeig, and became preacher at Urach.
Soon afterward he became pastor at Tubingen,
sod general superintendent of the southwest dis-

trict. He eajoyed the confidence of the new duke.

la 1551 he went with Jakob BeurUn (q.v.) to Lan-

fWiMla and Leipdc to have the WOrttemberg
Ccpfwrion subscribed by Melanchthon and the

theologMns of Wittenbeig and Leipsic. In the sum-
flwr of 1557 he accompanied the duke to the

dkt at Frankfort, and collaborated in the great

Apologia eonfeooiomo WtrUmbergieae, In 1558 he
was appointed abbot at Anhausen, where he spent

the remainder of his Hfe. G. BoeaBKT.

BnuoonAFHT: L. M. FisehUn, ilfsmoria thoolooonim WirUm-
boroontium, L 63, LeiiMie, 1710; J. Hartmann and C.

JAser, Johann Brons, 2 vols., HamburK. 1840-42; T.
Preesel, Anoedola BronHana, 2 toIs., TObingen, 1868; O.
Bossert. Dao JnUrim in WUrttemberg, Halle, 1805; ADB,
xiv. 634.

ISHBOSHETH: Aoooiding to II Sam. U.-iv. a
son of Saul, whom his unde, Abner, set on the

throne of Israel at Mahanaim after the slaughter

by the Philistines at Qilboa. In I Chron. viii. 33,

ix. 39 he is called Esh-baal (Hebr. E8hba*al, a con-

traction of l$hba*dl, " man of the Lord," i.e., of

Yahweh); when the use of the name "Baal" was
shunned, and bosheUi, " shame," substituted for it

(see Baal, § 5), the fonn Ishboaheth became com-
mon. That in the Hebrew text the original form
was l9hba*al is shown by the translations of Aquila,

Symmachus, Theodotion, Itala, and the Septuagint

codex 93 Holmes. The original form remains in

Chronicles probably because those books were read

and copied less frequently than Samuel. The
Chronicler names Ishbosheth fourth of the sons of

Saul after Jonathan, Bfalchi-shua and Abinadab.
I Sam. xxxi. 2 does not name him, I Sam. xiv. 49
names Jonathan, Ishui, and Malchi-shua. The
Older here indicates that Ishbosheth was the young-
est son of Saul, and that is the more probable since

he was dependent upon Abner, since there is no
mention of his wife or children, and since he is

not named among Saul's sons who were in the

battle with the Philistines. The age given him in

II Sam. ii. 10 does not agree with the indications

of the context, according to which David and
Jonathan were not yet forty years old at the time
of the battle of GUboa; the item belongs to the

later chronological insertions.

Abner, a cousin of Saul, after the battle of Gilboa
sought to save for Israel as much as he might of

Said's achievements, and had Ishbosheth set up as

king beyond the Jordan at Mahanaim, where he
was recognised by Gilead, Asher, Jesreel, Ephraim,
and Benjamin—practically all Israel. Judah and
the South had made David king there, though imder
tributary relations with the Philistines; and for

his possessions west of the Jordan Ishbosheth was
also a vassal of the Philistines. The strife which
arose between Israel and Judah, the first indication

of which is given in II Sam. ii. 12 sqq., was suffered

by the overlords, and continued with increasing

success for David. Finally Abner took offense at

the complaint of Ishboaheth because the former

had married one of Saul's concubines, and told

Ishbosheth that he would influence Israel to choose

David king, a threat which he proceeded to fulfil.

David thereupon demanded of Ishbosheth the

return of his former wife, Michal, thus forcing recog-

nition of his relationship to Saul's household, the

way having been paved by negotiations between
himself and Abner (II Sam. iii. 12 sqq.). At the

defection of Abner Ishbosheth lost heart, and he
was soon after assassinated by two of his military

officers, who thought in this way to secure their

own advancement. Iliey carried his head to

David ; but being a member of the house of Saul,

David at once punished the murder by the execu-

tion of the muiderers.

This is the course of the Judaic narrative in II
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Sam. ii.-iv. Were the Ephraimitio account extant,

poesibly the coloring of the story might be some-
what changed. Two points in the story appear
trustworthy: that David wished to be recognised

as the son-in-law of Saul, and that he was innocent

of the death of Ishbosheth. The length of Ishbo-

sheth's reign was probably a little less than that of

David in Hebron (II Sam. vi. 5). (H. Qutbb.)

Bibliographt: A. Kamphauaen. in ZA TW, vi (188C), 43-97;
the literature under Samvbl, Books or; and the per-
tinent sections of the works eited under Ahab.

ISHMAEL (Hebr. Yishma'tl, "God hears"; LXX.,
lamail) : The son of Abraham by Hagar (q.v.), an
E^gyptian slave. He was bom in the house of

Abraham and was included in the covenant of cir-

cumcision (Gen. xvii. 25, P). Since, however, it

was the will of God that Isaac should be the sole

heir of the covenant blessings, the Lord commanded
Abraham to accede to the demands of his wife

Sarah that Ishmael be driven from the house.

After this enforced flight, a divine revelation came
to Hagar (Gen. xxi., E), as she was driven to despair

for her son, who was dying of thirst in the " desert

of Beersheba." That this vision is only another
version of that recounted in chap. xvi. (Hupfeld,

Dillmann, and others) can not be maintained, since

the details of the divine appearance are entirely

different and there is also a difference between the
chronology of P and that of E, the former (Gen.

xvii. 25) making Ishmael at least fifteen years of

age at the time, while E (Gen. xxi.) regards him as
still a child of tender years (cf. the LXX. of xxi. 14

which says expressly: " and she placed the child

upon her shoulder ")•

The especial importance of Ishmael lies in the
relation of his descendants to Israel. They were
to have no claim on the promised inheritance of the

people of God, but were destined to multiply and
spread. These descendants are characterised by the

words of the angel concerning the ancestor himself

(Gen. xvi. 12) :
" And he will be a wild man; his

hand will be against every man, and every man's
hand against him," thus sketching with a few
strokes the spirit and manner of life of the Bedou-
ins. According to Gen. xvi. 12, they were to dwell
farther to the eastward than their brothers, and in

fact they had possession of the desert east of Pales-

tine, occupying also the coimtry to the south, from
the Persian Gulf to the northeastern boundary of

^Syp^- They spread out over the whole of northern
Arabia, and therefore their ethnic designation, Ish-

maelites, is used generally for the tribes of northern
Arabia, including also the Midianites. Twelve
peoples of northern Arabia are derived from Ish-

mael in Gen. xxv. 12 sqq. (P), where the genealogy
is more ethnographic than is usually the case in

the histories of the patriarchs. Ishmael is, however,
a primitive personal name which occurs in ancient

Arabic inscriptions, and in this case the leader gave
his name to the tribe, although all the groups of

peoples which are brought into connection with
him were not his actual descendants. That Israel

recognized its blood-relationship with these tribes

rests upon a correct tradition. The Mohammedan
Arabs, who proudly reckon Ishmael among their

ancestors, say that he and his mother were buried

in the Eaaba at Mecca (Abulfeda, Euiofria ante-

islamicaf ed. H. O. Fleischer, pp. 24 sqq., Leipeic,

1831; E. Pocock, Specimen kietoriae ilra^um, pp.
5-7, 177, 506-507, Oxford, 1806; B. d' Herbe-
lot, Btbliothique arientale, Maestricht, 1776, s.w.
" Hagar," " Ismael," " Ischak ")•

(C. VON Ohelu.)
Bduogbapbt: Consult, besides the literature under Isaac
and Akabia: A. H. Sayce. HiaKtr Criiieinn and ike Monu-
ment; pp. 201-202. London, 1894; T. P. Hughes. JHetionr-

arvqfJdam, pp. 216-220, ib. 1806; DB, ii 502-506; EB,
ii. 2211-2215; the appropriate ssctions in works on the
history of Israel and the conunentaries on Genesis.

ISHTAR. See Ashtorbth; Asstbia, VII.

;

Babylonia, VII., 2, {7,3,} 5.

ISIDORE HERCATOR: A fictitious person, the

alleged author of the Pseudo-Isidorian Decretals

(q.V.) . He was formerly erroneously identified with
Iddore of Seville; hence the name Pseudo-Isidore.

ISIDORE OP PELUSIUM: Egyptian abbot; b.

at Alexandria probably before 370; d. near Pelu-

sium (135 m. e. of Alexandria) about 440. He was
presbyter and abbot in a cloister at the east mouth
of the Nile, not far from Pelusium. It can not be
proved that he was a pupil of John Clhrysostom;

but he was spiritually aldn to him, and highly

valued his writings. There are preserved more
than 2,000 of his letters, mostly brief notes, but
frequently of great length, which show him to have
been a highly esteemed spiritual counselor, thor-

oughly aglow with holy earnestness; a very shep-

henl of souls, and a teacher versed in Scripture.

Isidore was an example of Greek monasticism
in its noblest form. For him the practicalphilosophy

of the disciples of Christ (i. 63 and elsewhere)

throve only in withdrawal from the world, in volun-

tary poverty and abstinence. The sotil could not
discern God (i. 402) in the bustle of everyday lif&;

only in the utmost emancipation from worldly
wants did it approach divine freedom (ii. 19).

Yet asceticism and flight from the world did not
alone suffice: the garland of all virtues must be
woven in monasticism, the peculiar dangers of

which, however, did not escape Isidore. But
though retired from the world, he still took part in

the need and perils of Christianity, supporting, ex-

horting, wherever he could reach with his written

message. He appeared to great advantage in his

attitude toward Cyril of Alexandria. While at one
with him in dogmatic opposition to Nestorius, he

still perceived Cyril's intriguing spirit, and warned
him against blind passion (i. 310); fruikly warning
the emperor, too, against the disorder provoked
by the interference of his courtiers in dogmatic
affairs (i. 311). But when Cyril, content with the

fact that Nestorius had been dropped by the Anti-

ochians, allowed some dogmatic concessions to his

opponents, he had to hear the admonition from
Isidore that he should stand fast, and not himself

become a heretic (i. 324). Isidore took to heart the

dignity of the priesthood, and with great earnest-

ness did he remind n^ligent ecclesiastics of their

serious accountability. He thus very persistently

rebuked Bishop Eusebius of Pelusium and his

clergy, because they trafficked in priestly offices,

suffered their congregations to decay, chose rather
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to build sumptuous churches than to care for the

poor, and caused offense by their scandalous be-

havior. In patriarchal fashion, moreover, he con-

cerned himself with all manner of human needs,

Dor feared, in so doing, the great of this earth. He
fervently exhorted the emperor to mildness and
fiberality (i. 35). For the weal of the town, he
addressed himself to the civil authorities (ii. 25),

and interceded with their masters in behalf of slaves

who fled to him for protection. Of literary training

himself, he granted that the Christian, like the bee,

might suck honey from the teachings of the philos-

ophers (iL 3).

Dogmatically orthodox, and a sealous opponent
of all heresies, he directed his attention especiaUy

toward the doctrinal questions of weight for prac-

tical Christianity (sin, freedom, grace). He was
of greater significance, however, as an exegete.

For him the Scriptural truth was the heavenly

treasure in earthen vessels. The expositor should

approach his task with devout conviction; dwelling

not upon separate words, but on the entire con-

nection. Stni he was given to many an arbitrary

aDegory: particularly in his Christological views of

passages in the Old Testament. At the same time,

in the exposition of the Old Testament he would
not have the historical sense annulled by the mys-
tical and prophetic; and he made attempts besides

at explanations of points of grammar and subject

matter. G. KrCoer.
Bxbuookapht: An ed. of the Ojma was published Paris.

1638. and in MPO, IxxriiL 103-1046. 1647-1674. Consult:

ASB, Feb.. i 468-173; J. Feseler, InutUutionM pairolooia4,

ed. B. Jungmann. ii 2. pp. 128-143. Innsbruck, 1896;
DCB, al 315-320; Tillemont. Mhnotrf, xv. 97-119. 847;

C. A. Heumann, De Iwidori Ptlunotae, Q6ttingen. 1737;
Fabridus-Harles. Biblioiheoa Graeea, x. 480-494. Hamburg.
1807; H. A. Niemeyer, Dt Imdon Peitmotae, HaUe, 1826.

and MPO, Ixxviii fr-102; P. B. OlQek. J^idorU POutiolae
tumma doetrinae maraHa, WflrsburK. 1848; L. Bober. Dt
arte kemuneuHea itidoriM Pelutioiae, Craoow. 1878; O.
Bardenbewer. Patroloou^ pp. 353-354. Freiburg. 1894;

KL, Ti. 964-969.

ISIDORE OP SEVILLE: Isidore, archbishop of

Seville and encyclopedist, was bom about 560, the

place unknown ; d. at Seville, Spain,

Life. Apr. 4, 636. He was a scion of a dis-

tinguished Roman family which had
fled from C^rthagena during the Gothic invasion,

and was educated, after the death of his parents,

by his brother Leander, whom he succeeded, ap-

parently about 600, as archbishop of Seville. He
attended the synod held by King Gundemar in

610, and presided over those held by King Sisebut

at SeviUe in 619 and the famoiis Fourth Synod
of Toledo under Sisenand in 633 (see Toledo,
Stnodb of).

Isidore's chief importance, however, was as an
author, and his learning embraced the entire range

possible in his age and country.

His lo- Neither originality nor independent in-

fluence and vestigation, neither keen criticism nor

bnportaiice. elegance of presentation could be ex-

pected from him, but his manifold

interest, reading, and diligence in collecting, ex-

cerpting, and compiling from all departments of

theological and secukir learning are unparalleled.

His position in history is determined primarily by

two works, the Libn wnUrUiarum, the first dog-
matics of the Latin Church, and the Etymologiaef
the source of linguistic and practical knowledge
for centuries, so that he became the schoolmaster
of the Middle Ages. Gradually he became the
national hero of the Spanish Church, and to him
were attributed the Old Spanish or Mozarabic lit-

urgy, the collection of Spanish canons upon which
was based the forgery of the pseudo-Isidore, and
even the collection of the laws of the West Gothic
kings. The Roman Catholic Church, despite the
weakness of the bonds which then united Spain and
Rome, hokls that he was a pupil of Gregory the
Great, that he was vicar-apostolic in Spain, received
the pallium, and took part in a Roman synod.
Yet it is quite possible that he did not recognize
the ooundl of 553, and that he treated Justinian
merely as a heretic who sought to overthrow the
Chalcedonian Creed; while he did not mention the
papacy in his ecclesiastical handbook, and he was
even slightly heterodox in his views of the sacra-

ments and grace.

The works of Isidore are thus enumerated ac-

cording to a list by Braulio (in MPL, Ixxxi. 15 sqq.),

which seems, in the main, to follow

His chronological order: (1) Prooemiorum
Writings. Itber unus^ an introduction to the Bible,

consisting of a brief prologue on the

canon in general and short tables of contents of the
individual books. (2) De ortu el obitu patrunif or
De vita et morte sanctorum uiriuaque Testamentif

short biographies of eighty-five characters of the
Bible, sixty-four from the Old Testament and
twenty-one from the New. The authenticity of the

work has been doubted, but without sufiScient

reason. (3) Offtdorum Itbri duo, usually called De
offieiie ecdeeiaeticU, written about 610, one of the
most important works of Isidore for theology and
ecclesiastical archeology. The first book, entitled

De origine offlciorum, discusses the origin and the

authors of ecclesiastical worship, while the second,

De origine ministeriorum, is devoted to the duties

of the orders of cleigy and various estates in life.

(4) De nominibua legis et evangeliorum liber, evidently

identical with the AUegoriae quaedam eanctae scrip-

twrae of the manuscripts and editions, and contain-

ing an allegorical interpretation of 120 names and
passages from the Old Testament and 121 from
the New. The work is of great value for the art

and literature of the Middle Ages. (5) De haereaOms
liber, which is probably identical with the list of

Jewish and Christian heresies given in the fourth

and fifth chapters of the eighth book of the Ety-

mologiae. (6) Sententiarum libri tree, the chief theo-

logical work of its author, and the first Latin com-
pend of faith and morals, chiefly in excerpts from
Augustine and Gregory the Great. The first book
is dogmatic in content, and treats of such sub-

jects as the qualities of God, the origin of evil, the

soul, and Christ, the seven rules of exegesis, the

difference between the Testaments, creeds, bap-

tism, the sacrament, and eschatology (but with no
mention of purgatory). The se< rad and third books

are ethical, the former genera jmd the latter spe-

cial. The first discusses, among other subjects, the

cardinal virtues, grace, election, conversion, back-
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sliding, repentance, sin, oonseienoe, virtue and vice.

The Uut book diaeuBaes the estates of the Christian

life, divine judgments, temptation, prayer, asoeti-

oism, temporal authorities, the brevity of human
life, and similar topics. (7) Contra Judaeos libri duo,

or De fide eathoUca adverau$ Jttdaeoi, written at the
request of his sister Florentina, and establishing the
truth of the Christian religion from the prophecies

of the Old Testament with special reference to the
Jewish question in Spain. (8) Monadicae regylae

liber, a system not differing essentially from the
Benedictine rule, although in no way related to it.

(0) Qtuieetionum in Vetue Tettamentum libri duo,

a mystical and allegorical interpretation of the Old
Testament, consisting entirely of excerpts from
Origen, Victorinus, Ambrose, Jerome, Augustine,
Fulgentius, Cassian, and especially from Gregory
the Great. (10) De viris illuetribua eive de scrip-

toribuM ecdeeiaeHcie, a continuation of the works of

Jerome and Gennadius. It contains the biographies

of fourteen Spaniards and thirty-two non-Spaniards,

but is written for the most part in a superficial

manner and ccxnposed in great measure of excerpts

(which are frequently incorrect) from Rufinus,

Cassiodorus, and Victor of Tunnuna, or from the

works of the authors whom Isidore discusses. (II)

Ckronicoruin a prindpio mundi ueque ad tempua
auum liber, from the creation to the Emperor Hera-
dius and King Sisebut (616), based on Julius Afri-

canuB, Eusebius-Jerome, and Victor of Tunnuna,
while its division according to the " six ages of the

world " was taken from Augustine's City of God,

The work is extant in two recensions, as well as in

an abridgment forming the fifth chapter of the

Etymologiae, (12) Hietoria Ootharum, Vandahrum
et Suevorum, also in two redactions, and containing

a brief, but valuable, account of these three peoples,

especially of the Goths from the earliest times to the

fifth year of King SwintiU (626). (13) Libri differ-

enHarum duo, the first an alphabetical list of syn-

onymous or homonymous words with their mean-
ings, and the second an elucidation of various con-

cepts. (14) Synonymorum libri duo, or according

to Ildefcmsus, Libri latnentaHonum, a collection of

words and phrases in the form of a dialogue between
the sinful soul and comforting " reason," which
points it to penance and the forgiveness of sins.

(15) De natura rerum, written at the request of

King Sisebut and dedicated to him. In its forty-

five chapters it contains the most noteworthy facts

concerning the elements, the heavenly bodies, the

weather, the divisions of the earth, and the Kke, the

material being drawn in great part from Suetonius,

Ambrose, the pseudo-Clementine writings, and Au-
gustine (16) De numerie liber, a mystic interpretation

ofthe numbers from one to sixtyand their significance

in Scripture, nature, and history. The work is

important for the history of the symbolism of figures.

(17) Etymologiarufn sive originum hbri viginii, the

culmination of all the works of its author, his other

writings being either preparations or extensions of

individual parts of thb book. It formed the great

encyclopedia of Isidore's period, and derived its

name from the etymology prefixed to each article.

The work is divided into twenty books treating of

the following subjects: {.(grammar; ii. rhetoric and

dialectics; iii. arithmetic, geometry, music, and as-

tronomy; iv. medicine; v. jurisprudence and chro-

nology, with a brief universal history; vi. Bible,

inspiration, the canon, sacraments, liturgy, Easter,

feasts, libraries, manuscripts, beoks, writing-ma-

terial, and the like; vii. a oompend of theolQgy,

God, the Trinity, angels and men, patriarchs, pro-

phets, apostles, martjrrs, clerks, and monks; viii.

churdi and synagogue, religion and faith, heresy

and schism, Jewish and Christian heretics, gentile

philosophers, poets, sibyls, magicians, and gods;

ix. various peoples and languages, offices and forms
of government, marriages and relationships; x.

Latin lexicon, with an explanation of about 500
words in alphabetical order; xi. mankind; xii.

animals; xiii. the composition and motion of the

world; xiv. divisions of the earth, lands, and moun-
tains; XV. cities; xvi. earth and stone, gems and
metals, weights and measures; xvii. agriculture,

plants, and grain; xviii. war, weapons, games; xix.

ships, buildings, clothing, adornment; xx. food,

drink, furniture, and agricultural implements.

Isidore's chief sources were Cassiodorus, Boethiiis,

Varro, Solinus, Pliny, Hyginus, Servius, Lactantius,

Tertullian, and especially the Prata of Suetonius, but
much was written from memory, thus accounting

for many of the inaccuracies of the work. The Ety-

mologiae remained the great work of reference for

hundreds of years, and was practically copied by
Rabanus in his encyclopedic De univerao (844),

while it was profoundly admired by John of Salis-

bury in the twelfth century. Compiler and plagia-

rist though he may have been, it has been well said

that centuries would have remained in darkness if

Isidore had not let his light shine.

In addition to the works already enumerated,

Isidore is said to have written many smaller trea-

tises, and others still have been ascribed to him,

such as the QuaeaUonee de VeUri et Novo Teetamento

and the De ordine creahirarum, De coniempiu mundi,

and an interpretation of the Song of Solomon.

A number of Latin poems are ascribed to him, but

with little warrant, and hymns to Agatha and other

martjrrs are included among the Mozarabic hynms.
Several of his letters are still extant, and contain

much of biographical and contemporary interest.

(R. SCHMID.)
Bibuoobapht: Liata of litermtuvB an giTen in C U. J.

Chermlier, 8ource» hiatoriqiuM du moytn^dge, p. 1127. Pkris,

1877 tqq.; J. E. B. Mftyor, BibUoonphiad Cbis to LaUn
Literature, p. 212. London. 1876; Fbtthaat. Wegwmaer,
pp. 687-680. The best edition of hia works is by F.

Areyali, 7 vols., Rome. 1797-1803, reproduced in MPL,
bcxxL-bDodr. Others are by M. de la Bigne. Pane. 1680;

J. de Breul and J. Orial. Paria, 1601; by Grial and Gomes.
Madrid. 1778. Consult: N. Antonio. BibUoAeea Hiepana
vetiu, ed. P. Bayer. Madrid. 1788; J. C. F. BAhr, OeeekichU
d&r TCnmeehen IMerotw, supplement, i 111-113, Oarlsnihe,

1836; C. E. Bourret, VEcoU dvrUienne de Seville, pp. 69-
193. Paris. 1866; C. F. Montalembert. Lee Moirne de
Voeeideni, U. 200-218. 6 vols., Paris. 1860-67. Eng. transl..

i. 421H124. Boston, 1872; P. Qams, KirdienoeeekidUe
Spanieru, ii. 2. pp. 102-113, Regensburs, 1874; H. Herta-
berg, Die Hietorien uni Chnmiken dee leiderue von SevUia,

GAttiniren, 1874; Wattenbaeh, DCfQ, i (1886). 81-88.

i (1893). 84-«6; A. Ebert. GeediidUe der LUereim' dee

MitteidUen, L 688-602. Letpaic, 1889; W. Smith. Didian.

arji of Greek and Roman Biography and Mvlkoiogy, ii 627-

630. London, 1890; W. B. Tsuffel, Oeeddekte der r&mietken

liUeratw, pp. 1292-1296. Leipde. 1890; C. (3afial. San
leidaro, Seville. 1897; Oeillier. Avieiere eaerie, ad. 710-728-
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Israel, History of

Ncender, ChriaHan CkvnA, ill 151-153 et panim; Sehaff,

CMatfum CAurd^ iv. 652-560 et pMdm; JCL. Ti 06^-075;
DCB, iii. 305-313. The firtt two Tohunea of the editioii

of hb works by Aravali gather vp the rarious acoounts of
the life and add critical otKnmenta.

ISIDORIAH DECRETALS. See Psbudo-Ibido-
BIAN DbCBBTAIJS.

ISmORUS MERCATOR. See IsmoBfl BIsb-

CATOB.

ISKANDARURAH. See Pbbnicia, Phbnicianb,
L§2.

ISLAM. See Mohammbd, Mohammsdanism.

I. Bihlksl Hiatonr.
Primitive History (1 1).

The Abrahamie HiiAory (| 2).

The Bajoani in E^ypt (| 8).

The Exodus and the Giyinc of the
hBM (I 4).

The Oonquest of Canaan and the
Jndses (I 5).

Hm United Kingdom (| 5).

The Divided Kingdom (| 7).

Jodah to the Ebdle (| 8).

The Exile (| 0).

The Penian Period (| 10).

Hie Greek Period (| 11).

Hie Maceabean and Roman Periods

(I12X

ISRAEL, HISTORY OF.

n. Pbst-BibUcal History.

1. General Sunrey.
2. The Early Period.

Conditions after the War; Jabneh
(ID.

The Last Insurrections (I 2).

Bise of the Babyfenian School (| 8).

The Two Tftfanudio Collections; The
Ifasorah (| 4).

8. The Middle Ptoiod.
In the Orient and Italy (I 1).

In Spain; Rise of Jewish Culture

(12).
Jewish Scholars in Spain (I 8).

Temporal Situation in Spain to

1469 (I 4).

The Inquisition in Spain (| 5).

Jews in France (I 5).

In England (| 7).

In Italy (| 8).

In Germany (| 0).

Revival of Measianism (| 10).

Jews in Poland (| 11).

4. The New Period.

5. Jews in America.
Eariy Settlements (| 1).

In the United States. 1800-80 (| 2).

Reform, Educational, and Charit-
ableMovements (1 8).

The New Immigration Since 1880
(14).

The Press; General Omditions (| 5).

L Biblical History: Primitive hiBtory as set forth

in Genesis takes the form of the history of families.

In Semitic nomadic life the family is
1, Prlinl- ^ yjj|^ j^^jjjj which the tribe is con-

jjj^^JIJ^^
ceived as developing. Ckmsequently
the Hebrews regarded the nations of

the world as the results of ramifications from a
single stodc It is debated how far the history of

bmilies as given in Genesis is to be taken as hi»-

toriod, and how far the genealogical scheme de-

pends upon observed ethnograpbic relationships.

In the story of the dififerent stocks, while in general

little of personal life appears, the forms of the

patriarchs stand out fiill of individuality, and the

attempt is not successful to read the experiences

attributed to them in certain situations and in

mdividualistic form as the doings of a tribe or a
people. Moreover, the sobriety and exactness of

detafl in these narratives is such as to differentiate

them from the poetidng sagas in which folk-lore

oelebratefl the eponymous ancestors to whom the

origins of the peoples are traced. It lies on the

Caee of these narratives that they are only frag-

ments of traditions which had for a long time been
transmitted orally, and in the course of this trans-

mission the lesser figures have dropped from the

aooount and only the great personalities have re-

mained. But the memory of such personalities as

Abraham (q.v.), the father of the nation with whom
is associated the migration from the Euphrates to

CSuaan, or Jacob (q.v.), who endured hard service

ra the Aramaic territory and earned the blessing of

God as the father of a numerous progeny, or Joseph
(q.v.), through whose vicissitudes the settlement in

^QTpt was brought about, remained a pennanent

pcMwmio*^ essentially constant in form. For the

hiitmdty of the person of Abraham it may be said

that his history is not discordant with what Assyr-

n-Babylonian history demands, and the story of

JoB^h is accordant with what is known of Egyp-
tian hirtory.

In Genesis Abraham is the descendant and spirit-

oal heir of Shem. According to Gen. x. 21 sqq. he

shares this descent with a group of nations, all of

VI.-4

History.

whom (except Elam and Lud) are related in lan-

guage and blood to the Hebrews and are still known

A mw A«. ^ Semites. In (xen. xiv. 13 Abraham
2. The Ab-

ig ^jjjj^
u^ Hebrew," and according

to the Biblical representation the Isra-

eliteswere in early times called Hebrews
by other peoples, especially by the E^^yptians. The
connotation of this term Hebrew is narrower than
that of Semite, but broader than that of Israelite,

though its exact meaning is not established. It can
hardly mean " those who dwell beyond the Jordan "

(Stade and E. Meyer), but is better brought into

relation with the river Euphrates and related to

the Assyrian expression " across the river." The
equating of the Hebrew form *Ibhrim with the

Egyptian *Apnu is questionable; more likely is

the equivalency of the Hebrew form with the

J^abiri of the Amama Tablets, though the significa-

tion of ^abiri must not be restricted to tl^ fore-

fathera of the Hebrews. The existence of the

Hebraic nomadic family life in Ganaan was arduous,

according to the concordant testimony of the

sources. The people often had to chimge their

dwelling-places to secure pasturage. Still more
difficult was their situation in times of famine, as
when they had to transfer themselves to E^^ypt,

at that time the granary of the region, and foimd
themselves subject to oppression and placed under
disabilities (Cten. xx. 11). It was a necessity of

this kind which brought about the settlement of

the entire Jacob dan in E^^ypt, in the northwestern

part known as Goshen, the later '' Arab nome dis-

trict " about Phakusa, the present Saft el-Henneh,

a region not yet definitely marked out (E. NaviUe,

GoBhen and Me Shrine of Soft d Henneh, London,
1887). While little is known of the people during

their stay there, the circumstances were so favorable

that they developed into a nation which yet was
not politically organized in national form, but lived

under the patriarehal government of tribal sheiks.

On the religious side much must have been borrowed
from the orderly state in which they were. While
a part of the people followed pastoral occupations,

another part settled down to agricultural life (Num.
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xi. 5)t and something of the induBtrial aoeompliah-

ment of the EgjrptianB must have been acquired

.

That the Israelites showed a greater receptivity and
productivity in respect to culture than their near
relatives, the Edomites and Moabites, is due in

part to their sojourn in E^sypt. The pre-Moeaic

period was a preparation also for the theocratic

and national cidt of later timee. The preaching of

Moses must have had a baaia in the knowledge of

contemporary Hebrews; and the sources imitedly

attribute to the patriarchs acquaintance with the

God of the covenant, though he was called by other

names. This God of the patriarchs was invisible^

exalted, not bound to any one land, thoufl^ im
revealed himself in definite localities which were
therefore holy, and was the possessor of heaven and
earth (Gen. xiv. 19), dwelling in heaven and ruling

the earth. The recollection clung that Abraham
had been called from a relationship where idolatry

was the rule (Josh. xxiv. 2, 14). The uniqueness

of God was not theoretically developed, but was
rather a practical monotheism which permitted to

the Hebrews worship of him alone. The stone

worship and totemism some find in Genesis is dis-

covered only through wilful exegesis and eisegesis.

Even in the naive anthropomorphisms of Gen. xi.,

xviii.-xix. there are evidences of an exalted con-

ception of God. These religioiis ideas were not

derived from Eg3rpt, for they differ entirely from
Eg3rptian conceptions, though that the Hebrews
derived some things from the Eg3rptians is clear

from Josh. xxiv. 14; Ezek. xx. 7 sqq., but that

the calf worship had such an origin is improbable

(see Calp, The Golden).
In the region granted them by the Egyptians,

the Hebrew shepherds lived in relative independence
and grew strong. Into this situation

was injected the circumstance simply8. The So-
journ in
Kgypt e^tpressed in Ex. i. S as the rise of a

king who knew not Joseph. This is

doubtless to be connected with the expulsion of the

Hyksos from Egypt and the antiforeign sentiments

of the new dynasty. The half-nomads in the north-

east were subjected to the corvde and put to build-

ing fortresses and storehouses; and since this did

not suffice to reduce their strength, the slaughter

of the male children was ordered. Thus what had
been a welcome asylum became a place of slavery

under the hardships of which the Hebrews groaned.

Liberation from this situation is attributed by a
unanimous tradition to Moses. The period of the

oppression is with growing assurance asserted to be
that of Rameses II., whose name is connected with
so many building-enterprises and monuments. In
that case his son and successor, Meneptah, was the

Pharaoh of the Exodus (see Eotpt, I., 4, § 3).

Apparently against this is an inscription of Menep-
tah telling of an expedition in which he has de-

stroyed Syria and Israel (the latter for the only

time found mentioned on Egyptian monuments).
If the reference is to Israel, then Israel must already

have been living in Canaan, and the Exodus must
have taken place earlier. This agrees better with
Hebrew tradition, which (I Kings vi. 1) reckoned

480 years between the Exodus and the building

of Solomon's temple, which would place the Exodus

c. 1440 B.C., therefore in the time of Amenophis II.;

and this agrees again with the statement of Manetho,
who recoids the expulsion of the lepers under a king

of this name. One circumstance, indeed, tells

against this earlier date, vis., the frequent occur-

rence in the Pentateuch of the name Rameses (Gen.

xlvii. 11; Ex. i. 11, xii. 37; Num. xiii. 3, 5). Fur-
ther, against the late dating of the Exodus is the

fact that the tribal name Asher appears in an in-

scription of Seti, father of Rameses (c. 1350 B.C.),

according to which that tribe must have had its

residence in the neighborhood of Lebanon. The
supposition that this tribe departed alone from
£^gypt is improbable.* According to Gen. xv.

13, 16, the sojourn in Egypt was to last 400 yeare

or four generations. The Hebrew of Ex. xii. 40-41
gives 430 years, but the Septuagint reads " which
they sojourned in Egypt and the land of Canaan."
The indication of the narrative of P is that 215
years were assigned to the Egyptian sojourn and
215 to the period between the settlement and David,
which was the understanding of Josephus and of

the synagogue. Along with this goes the fact that

in thegenealogies of Moses and Achan between Korah
and Levi are mentioned only two steps, between
Judah and Achan only three (Ex. vi. 20; Num. xxvi.

59, xvi. 1 ; Josh. vii. 1). But since in Gen. xv. even
the Septuagint has the higher number, its reading

in Ex. xii. 40 appears to be an emendation. With
the longer period would agree the censuses ofNum. i.

,

xxvi., which involve a population of about 2,000,000

souls, and Num. xi. 21. On the other hand, it is

difficult to reconcile these high numbers with the

long sojourn in the peninsula of Sinai [or to find

room for so many people in the region. Therefore

tliese numbers are now rejected, and scholars re-

duce the number of Israelites in the Exodus to a
few thousands].

The Exodus under Moses was regarded by the

Israelites as the birth of the nation (for the route

of the Exodus see Rbb Sea; Wan-
4. The B»- DEBINQ IN THE WiLBBBNEBB). The his-

aiv^ of* ^"c*^y ^^ ^^® narrative of the Exodus

the X«aw. '^ould sufiFer no harm if it were assumed
that only the noblest part of the people,

to which the Joseph tribes belonged, took part in

the event, while the other tribes were alr^y in

the peninsula; but for this supposition there is no
sure ground. To Moses, under direction of God,
were due both the Exodus and the covenant
between Yahweh and Israel; but they were essen-

tially divine acts, and God became known by his

name Yahweh (see Jehovah; and Yahweh). The
result was the cult and the conceptions of life which

* The text takes no account of the explanation by recent
critics of the Seti and Meneptah inscriptions. This is to
the effect that the Hebrew tribes whose descent was traoed
to concubines of Jacob were those who, already settled in

Canaan in prehistoric times, were absoritied at a compara-
tively late period, to which fact is due the less honorable
account of their origin. The tribes mentioned in the in-

scriptions were in that case not among the refugees in Egypt
or the Hebrews of the Exodus, but had maintained their

residence in Canaan, where they were assailed by Seti and
Meneptah. This is supported by the legend of the subeti-

tution of the name Israel for Jacob, which is the eponsr-
mous method of accounting for a transfer of name from a
portion to the whole people. Q. W. G.
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became regnant in IsraeL The resulting form of

government has, since the time of Josephus (Apion,

n. 16), been called a theocracy, the idea being that

to God was assigned the authority for all rights and
acts. Hence the law included not only regulations

for dril and criminal processes, but also r^ulations

governing sacrifices and festivals and purifications.

From the time of the reception of the law the soli-

darity of the pec^le was an accomplished fact, while

at the same time the personality of deity was em-
phasised. The people had become a united religioiis

community. It is self-evident, therefore, that Moses
set in order the cultus for this community, sano-

tiooing or prohibiting customs then prevalent, those

which were accepted then receiving new consecra-

tion. He appointed also a central sanctuary, with-

out an image,—^the ark of the covenant with the

oel^rations centering about it, and in this centrali-

xation lay the only protection for the pure worship

of Yahweh. The priests at the central sanctuary

of later times were naturally the protectors of the

Mosaic law, and while this law necessarily received

modifications in the course of time, in general no
law was known which did not go by the name of

Moses. That there were relapses from observance

of this law is not surprising. Equally sure is it that

the law is not merely ideally referred to the desert

period of Israel's life, but that it grew out of the

leader's struggle with the people, whose rebellious

and distrustful character so often manifested itself

in the desert. The continuance of the desert so-

journ 18 given as forty years by the concordant

tradition and Amos v. 25. This period includes

several smaller periods when the people settled

about some spot, as at the mountain and at Kadesh.

With this period of forty years agrees the fact that

it was a new generation which undertook the con-

quest, different from that which had participated

in the crossing of the Red Sea.

Moses was not among those who entered the

promised land; only the East-Jordanland, not in-

cluded in the promises, did he see in

*-^^|«^" possession of the people. But to

-j^^*"^^^ Joshua was divinely committed the

the JuiAg^m. ^^^ ^^ leading the people across the
' Jordan. Campaigns were accomplished

in the north, then in the central portion at Shiloh

the central sanctuary was established. Before his

death Joshua called an assembly of the people at

Shechem and there exhorted them to remain true

to their God. For the relation of the narrative in

the Book of Joshua to Judges i., see Joshua, Book
OF. When the land was parceled out among the

tribes, when the Hebrews came to mingle with the

earlier inhabitants and were no longer held together

by a central authority, it could hardly be otherwise

than that the political solidarity should be lost, that

the tribal distinctions should emerge, and that the

tribes should enter into various relationships with

the Canaanites. So, too, the religious unity was en-

cfamgered through ccnmnunications with the early

settlers, while totally different conceptions of deity

overlaid those whidi had been received at Sinai.

It was easy to adopt into the Yahweh worship

eostoms which in origin and meaning were heathen.

This happened particulariy at the Ugh places, the

sanctuaries of the Canaanites, which were adopted
as places of sacrifice by the Hebrews (see High
Placbs). With this went relapse into tl^ worship
of the Baals and Astartes, with their impure cults

so opposed to that of Yahweh. The obliteration

of the religious distinction between Hebrews and
Canaanites carried with it more or less of social

and political dependence or amalgamation, especially

where the Hebrews were in the minority. To this

was perhaps due the loss of physiod courage
through which subjection to the inroads of the

hordes of Midianites, Amalekites, Moabites, Am-
monites, and Philistines was brought about, relief

from which was wrought by the inspired heroes

who aroused the people to resistance. These heroes

—the Judges—^were, above all, champions of free-

dom, but their strength and success lay in the fact

that they recalled the people to trust and obedience
given to the God of Moses and Joshua (see Judges).
This is true of such of the Judges as Deborah,
Gideon, Jephthah (qq.v.), while of Samson (q.v.)

it must be said that his significance was rather in-

dividual than national or tribal, and of others, such
as Elon and Abdon, the influence was rather tribal

or local than national. The result of this period

was severance into tribal groups and loss of the
sense of nationality.

This severance, due to the breaking of the cove-
nant bond founded upon the relationship with Yah-

weh, naturally led in turn to the de-

HnUed °^*^*^ ^^^ * firmer political union under

Xinffdom. ^ national head in whom leadership

was more externally evident than
under a pure theocracy. The tendency toward a
monarchical form of government was manifested
under Gideon, whose son, Abimelech, exercised a
brief sway over a limited region. The founding of

the kingdom is, however, inseparably connected
with the name of Samuel (q.v.), the last of the
Judges, who exercised also the fimctions of priest

and prophet. The inmiediate occasion of the es-

tablishment of the kingdom was the oppression by
the Philistines. The hope of relief from this distress

was realised under Saul (q.v.), who, however, soon
regarded himself as sovereign and not as the repre-

sentative of the sole king, Yahweh. This led to the

announcement of his rejection through Samuel,
followed quickly by his melancholia and his defeat

and death at Gilboa. Before his death his successor

had been chosen in the person of David (q.v.),

son of Jesse, of Bethlehem of Judah, who had
achieved prominence as a leader in war and had
aroused Saul's jealousy, hatred, and persecution.

After the death of Saul, David was for seven and a
half years king in Hebron over Judah, while Ish-

bosheth (q.v.) reigned in Mahanaim across the
Jordan over the northern tribes. After the violent

death of Ishbosheth David became king over the
united tribes, and fixed his residence finally in Jeru-

salem, then newly captured. His leaders^p in war
and peace brought the kingdom to its highest point

of prosperity. His spiritual and religious signif-

icance was also great, characterized as it was by
complete concord between king and prophet; and
no less marked was his influence upon the cultus

through his placing of the ark in the capital, through
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hJB servioe to the ritual of song, m well as hia

nalous devotion to Yahweh. His son and tuo-

oeesor, Solomon (q.v.)> built in Jenualem the

temple, which beeame more and more the eultic

center for the entire land, in spite of its temporary
destruction. His reign, unlike that of his father's,

was one of peace; yet the very fact that the land

was unassailed by external foes, together with the

jealousy of the northern tribes at being ruled by a
Judahite, prepared the way for the division of the

kingdom, which was supported by the prophetic

kadera, swayed in part by Solomon's acquiescence

in the practise of heathen rites introduced by the

princesses whom he had made his wives.

After the death of Solomon the larger part of the

nation revolted from the Davidic dynasty and set

up the Ephraimite Jeroboun (q.v.)

2i^2. M king, while to Rehoboam (q.v.),

wi^ng^^^w Solomon's son, only the southern part

remained true with the capital, to

which adhered Judah, part of Benjamin, remains
of Simeon, and Dan, and most of the Levites. A
hostility began between the two kingdoms which
resulted in mutual weakening and in consequent
inability to resist external powers such as Syria

and Assyria. The division was also religiously dis-

astrous. In order to wean the people from Jeru-

salem and its sanctuary, Jeroboam set up golden

calves (see Calp, thb Golden) as images of Yah-
weh at Dan and Bethel and in this way reintroduced

the principle of religious syncretism into the worship
of Yahweh. Nevertheless the prophets remained a
powerful agency in the Ephndmitic kingdom.
Politically the situation there was lamentable.

Dynasty succeeded dynasty in rapid succession,

and the revolutionary principle was often in evi-

dence in the further history. The dynasty of Jero-

boam (q.v.) had but two generations, as had that

of the next founded by the usurper Baasha (q.v.);

Zimri (q.v.) reigned but seven days, and was over-

thrown by Omri (q.v.), whose name became so cele-

brated that in the Assyrian inscriptions Israel was
long known as the " land of Omri." Omri made
Samaria (q.v.) the permanent capital, and was suc-

ceeded by his son, Ahab (q.v.), a king successful

in his external relations, but swayed at home by
his consort, Jezebel (q.v.), whose unremitting efforts

to subvert the Yahweh cult for that of Baal were
opposed by Elijah (q.v.). The reigns of Ahab's
sons, Abasiah and Joram (qq.v.), brought the

dynasty to an end. The period of the Omri dynasty
was one of peace and alliance between the two
kingdoms, cemented by marriage between the two
houses in the persons of Athaliah, daughter of

Jezebel, and Ahab and Joram (q.v.) of Judah. In
the meantime the southern kingdom under Reho-
boam had suffered severely under a campaign of

Shishak of Egypt, but under his grandson, Asa
(q.v.), and his great-grandson, Jehoshaphat (q.v.),

its prestige was recovered. 'The alliance between
the two houses almost resulted in the extinction of

the Davidic dynasty through the massacre by
Athaliah, from which only Joash (q.v.) of the seed

royal escaped. UnderJoram, father ofJoash, Edom

,

the one vassal people remaining to Judah from
the united kingdom, had secured its independence.

In the northern kingdom judgment came upon the

dynasty of Omri through Jehu (q.v.), who, with

frightful slaughter, established a new dynasty in

Samaria. Jehu and his son and successor, Jehoahas
(q.v.), were, however, vassals of the Syrians.

Under Jehu's grandson, Joash (q.v.), this vassalage

was broken and Judah was reduced to a tributary

position under Amaiiah (q.v.), son of Joash of

Judah. Jeroboam II. (q.v.), the fourth of Jehu's

dynasty, raised the kingdom to an imexampled
height of prosperity, quickly lost under his suc-

cessor, Zadiariah (q.v.). Jeroboam reestablished

the early bounds of the kingdom by bringing the

Moabites and part of the Syrian territory under
Israelitio dominion. This was the period of the

prophets Amos, Hosea, and Jonah the son of

Amittai (qq.v.), who showed the contrast between
the apparent prosperity and the internal decay of

the kingdom. The Assyrians had been battering

at Syria and had already come into close relations

with Israel Ahab had fought against Assyria at

Karkar, Jehu had paid costly tribute in 842 b.c;

but Tiglath-Pileser III. (see Assyria, VI., 3, § 9)

had subjected to his power the country up to the

Mediterranean coast; Jehu's dynasty ended with

Zachariah, who was slain by Shallum, and he in

turn was killed by Menahem (q.v.) after a reign of

one month. Menahem reigned five years, a vassal

of Tiglath-Pileser; his son Pekahiah (q.v.) was
slain by the usurper Pekah (q.v.), whose combinar-

tion with Syria against Judah was aimed against

Assyria, and led to the final catastrophe under his

successor, Hoshea (q«v.). In Judah the calamity

sustained under Amaziah was gradually forgotten

during the long reign of Usziah (q.v.), whose general-

ship secured the subjection of the Edomites, Moab-
ites, and Ammonites, while the northern kingdom
declined. Whether the Azriyahu of Yaudi (" Ju-

dah ") mentioned in the inscriptions of Tigkith-

Pileser as at the head of an anti-Assyrian combinar-

tion is to be identified with this king or with the

king of a North-Syrian Yaudi is still debated. Uz-
siah directed well the inner fortunes of the state,

patronizing agriculture and grazing. The Chronicler

ascribes his leprosy to an invasion of priestly rights;

in consequence of this disease his son Jotham (q.v.)

ruled long as regent before he succeeded to the

throne. In the time of Jotham's successor, Ahaz
(q.v.), occurred the alliance of Israel and Syria

against Judah, referred to above; and the situation

was complicated by a hostile combination of Edom-
ites and Philistines. But Ahaz was relieved by the

successes of Tiglath-Pileser, whose campaigns were
directed against Judah's foes. The Aa^rian beset

Samaria, which Sargon finally took, carrying 27,000

of its inhabitants into captivity, leaving Judah to

survive for 135 years.

The successor of Ahaz to the throne of Judah was
Hezekiah (q.v.), a vassal of Assyria, but most rest-

less in that relation, who was saved

to
^*^ from the vengeance of Sennacherib in

^^il* a way regarded as miraculous. His
son, Maimsseh (q.v.), was strongly dis-

posed toward heathenism, persecuting the adher-

ents of the Yahweh religion. This policy was con-

tinued under his son Ammon (q.v.), but reversed
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under his seocmd sucoessor, Jotiah (q.v.), who, with
aD Murmstxioss, reintroduced the Mosaic faith and
eultua. Joeiah's untimely death, caused by his con-

froDttng the Egyptian Necho at Megiddo, was a most
serious blow to the welfare of Judah. His son Jeho-

ahas (q.v.) was removed from the throne by Necho
after the latter's return from the East three months
later, and Jehoiakim, his elder brother, was put in

his place. Jehoiakim (q.v.) became tributary to the

BabykMuans, but revolted after three years, an of-

fense which was expiated after his death by his

son, Jehoiachin (q.v.), whom, after a reign of three

months, Nebuchadressar took prisoner and carried

to Babyk>n with the noblest of the kmd. TheBaby-
kniana placed upon the throne a third son of Josiah,

who assumed the name Zedekiah (q.v.); he, in the

ninth year of his reign, conspired in ^liance with

the Pharaoh Hophra to throw off the Babylonian
yoke, in this going coimter to the advice of Jeremiah
and Enkiel and thereby challenging the might of

the Euphrates kingdom. The Babylonians invested

Jerusalem after defeating a force of Egyptians sent

to break the siege, captured the city in 686 b.c,

destroyed the temple and the city's defenses, vis-

ited with punishment the leaders of the people, and
carried away into captivity all whose social rank
exposed them to possibilities of leadership. Qeda-
liah (q.v.) was made governor and took up his resi-

dence in Mispah, where the remnant of the people

gathered about him, and where he soon became
ihe victim of assassination. Many of the remaining
pec^le fled into Egypt, taking with them against

his wiU the prophet Jeremiah. Jerusalem lay in

ruins, large parts of the territory of Judea passed

into the possession of the Edomites, and the future

and promise of Israel for the next fifty years was
in the exiles in Babylon.
The exiles were settled in Babylonia along the

Chebar in the neighborhood of Nippur (see Baby-
lonia, IV., § 9), where they possessed

their own houses and lands and a cer-

tain degree of autonomy. The only

I for a history of the exilic period and the life

of that time is in the books of Jeremiah, Esekiel,

and Deutero-Isaiah, which last originated in the

last third of the exile. Part of the people rehipeed

into kiolatry. But for the rest, in their enforced

abstinence from participation in the religious or-

dinaaoBB of the sanctuary, the spiritual significance

of sud& obaervances as the Sabbath rest, and the

ocdinanees regarding food and circumcision became
deepened as being signs of their distinction as the

people of God. The very nearness of heathenism

rrpeUed many of the Jews, as there was borne in

upon them the fact that their own experiences were

the expression of a long-deferred judgment for this

sin. There was also impressed upon the nation the

idee of its mission in the world as a mediator between
God and the nations.

About fifty years after the destruction of Jerusa-

lem the Babylonian empire came into the hands of

Cyras. Babyk>n was taken In 630, and in that year

the Jews received from the victor permission to re-

turn. Of this permission 42,360 males, with their

families, availed themselves under the leadership

of Sfasshbassar-Zerubbabel (the kientity of Shesh-

O. The

bassar and Zerubbabel is still debated) and the

high priest Joshua, and reached Jerusalem probably

10 Th ^^^- '^^7 settled in Jerusalem and

Pwsian ^ ^^ outljring cities, set up the altar

Period. ^^ burnt offerings, and made prepara-

tions to rebuild the temple. Owing,

however, to the opposition of the Samaritans, who
placed all difficulties in the way, and to the necessity

of securing means of subsistence, the reconstruction

of the temple was deferred till the beginning of

the reign of Darius, in the years 520-516 B.C., and
was accomplished then under the stimulus of the

prophets Haggai and Zechariah. The report of the

return in 538 has been seriously questioned, and the

thesis advanced that Zerubbabel was never in exile,

and that the temple was rebuilt by the Jews who
had remained in Palestine; but these hypotheses

are based on arbitrary constructions which fall on
examiiuktion. For the period 516-458 no reports

have been transmitted, except that the narrative

of the Book of Esther (q.v.) refers to the time of

Xerxes. In 458 B.C. under Artaxerxes I. the con-

dition of the colony at Jerusalem was miserable

and the maintenance of its religious distinction en-

dangered. Then the scribe Esra (q.v.) led back
to Judea a new company of exiles consisting of

1,500 males with their families. He was empowered
by royal firman to put into practise the require-

ments of the Mosaic law, but entire success in this

direction was attained only when, in 445-444 B.C.,

Nehemiah (q.v.) came to his support, clothed with

the authority of the governorship. Nehemiah re-

established the defenses of Jerusalem by having

the walls of the dty repaired, notwithstanding the

opposition of the Samaritans, and then assisted

Ezra in the purification of the conmiunity by
causing the dismission of the heathen wives and
requiring the observance of the entire Mosaic law.

After a residence of twelve years Nehemiah re-

turned to the Persian court, but in a later visit to

Jerusalem found it necessary to employ stem
measures for the preservation of the Mosaic institu-

tions, expelling from the community a grandson

of the high priest who had married a daughter of

the Samaritan noble Sanballat (q.v.). According

to Josephus [AfU, XI., viii. 2 sqq.), this priest,

with the help of his father-in-law, established the

sanctuary of the Samaritans on Mount (krisim

and set in order its priesthood; but Josephus con-

fused these events with others which occurred in

the time of Alexander the Great. Undoubtedly at

that time the Samaritans received from the Jews
the Pentateuch, which constitutes their Scriptures.

Of the last ten years of the Persian period no trust-

worthy reports have come down. There are state-

ments that Artaxerxes III. Ochus ordered a deporta-

tion of Jews to Hyrcania, on the south shore of the

CSaspian, because they were involved in a rebellion

of Phenicians and Cypriotes against the Persians.

On this occasion the Persian General Bagoses pushed

into the temple, and Josephus reports (ArU, XI.,

vil. 1) that he substituted Jesus (Joshua) as high

priest for his brother John. The political impor-

tance of the high priest originated in that period.

With the destruction of the Persian empire by
Alexander the Great a new period began for Judea.
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Alexander's attitude toward the Jews was friendly.

But when, after the conqueror's death, his empire
was divided, Judea, lying between the

Qr^^ kingdoms of the contending Ptolemies

Period. ^^^ ^^ Seleucidae, was a continual

su£ferer by the conflict. At first

Judea came into the power of the Ptolemies.

Josephus reports that Ptolemy Lagus violated the

Sabbath, captured Jerusalem, and carried captive

to Egypt a laige number of Jews from Jerusiftlem

and Galilee (Apian, I 22; Ant. XII., i., XIII.,

xii. 4). Hecataeus says that later this Ptolemy was
80 friendly toward the Jews that many of them of

their own accord went to £^gypt and settled there,

particularly in Alexandria. Judea still remained
the object of strife between Syria and I^gypt, and
came finally into the power of Syria under Anti-

ochus III. the Great, by his victory over Scopus
near Paneas. Of Seleucus Philopator, son of

Antiochus the Great, it is reported that his general,

Heliodorus, entered the temple to plunder it and
was prevented by a miraculous vision. The suc-

cession of Antiochus IV. Epiphanes to the throne

of Syria (175 B.C.) was of especial moment to the

Jews. During the changes which had befallen the

political possession of Palestine, Jewish independ-

ence being entirely lost, the chief concern of the Jews
was their religious freedom. But contact with Greek
civilization and the attempts of the leaders to make
capital out of the quarrels of the overlords, as well

as the building up in the land of centers of Greek
life through settlement there of Greek colonies, intro-

duced the spirit of HellenLsm and caused the estab-

lishment of a party among the Jews favorable to

Greek civilization, receiving therefore the support

of the overlords. Opposed to this Hellenistic party
was the party of the Hasideans, committed to the

observance of the Mosaic ordinances, and to the

condenmation of HeUenism. Into the contest

between, these two parties Antiochus Epiphanes
intruded by his brutal attack on the sanctuary,

168 B.C., as well as by his assault upon the religious

observances of the Jews and his edict against the

Sabbath and circumcision. His anger on account
of the failure of his expedition against Egypt he
vented in this way upon the Jews, and he thus

became the antetype of the New-Testament Anti-

christ. Severe persecution followed, in the course

of which many Jews abandoned their religion.

A turn in stairs was given in the year 167 B.C.

in the resistance offered by the priest Mattathias

12. The ^^ Modein, supported by his sons.

Kaocabean Rebellion against Syria broke out, led

and Bo- by Judas, son of Mattathias, who won
man Pe- many victories over Syrian troops,
rioda. restored the service of the temple, and

died a hero's death. The strife was carried on by
the brothers of Judas, one of whom, Simon, gained
the position of high priest and prince by choice

of the people and recognition by the Syrians. Until
the time of Simon's son, John Hyrcanus, the Maccar
bees and the Hasideans were of the same party
and, indeed, bore the same name (see Hasmonbams).
They were the predecessors of the Pharisees (see

Pbaribbbb and Sadduceeb). John broke with the

orthodox party and connected himself with the

Sadduoees. After his death his family became in-

volved in quarrels over the succession and lost its

preeminent position, and against his son Alexander
Jannaeus (104-78 B.C.) the Pharisees sought Syrian

help. In the strife that ensued upon his death,

caused by attempts to gain the succession, the

Romans obtained entrance, and Pompey captured

Jerusalem after a three months' sioge. Herod, son
of the Idumean Antipater, was made king by
the Roman senate in 39 B.C., and established him-
self by the help of the Roman legions in 37 b.c.

He sought to conciliate the Jews, particularly by
his magnificent restoration of the temple. After

the death of this talented but conscienceless tyrant,

his kingdom was divided between his sons Archelaus,

Antipas, and Philip. The first, to whom Judea had
fallen, was soon deposed by the Romans (6 a.d.),

and government by Roman procurators was insti-

tuted with capital at Gaesarea. The procurators

appointed by the Romans had no appreciation of

Jewish characteristics, and constant iU-feeling was
aroused over religious matters. The best known of

these officers is Pontius Pilate (26-36 a.d.), whose
conduct caused many conflicts with the people and
whose unstable character is revealed in the story

of the trial of Jesus (see Pilate, Pontius). The
opposition between the suppressed theocratic con-

sciousness of the Jews and the claims of the Caesars

grew ever sharper until the final conflict. Open rup-

ture was almost provoked in the year 40 a.d. by the

order of Galigula to have his image set up in the

temple, a crisis that was passed only by the inter-

cession of Agrippa I. at Rome. To this end Agrippa
was given the realm which had been Herod's, and
his favor to the Jews appears in his attitude toward
the Christians (see Hebod and rib Family). The
situation of the Jews became more difficult under
Felix and Festus, still harder under Albinus, and
the rebellion came to a head under Gessius Florus.

The Zealots seised the temple and fortified them-
selves there; Agrippa II., who had succeeded to a
lesser area of sovereigntythan Agrippa I. controlled,

did not suppress the insurrection. In a battle near

Beth-horon a Roman force was nearly annihilated.

This victory inflamed the whole coimtry. But the

Romans b^n to press in, and imder Vespasian

they conquered Peraea in 68 a.d., while internal

strife divided the Jews between the Zealots and the

moderates. In the year 70, a few days before the

Passover, Titus appeared before the walls of Jeru-

salem and assailed it from the north. In fourteen

days the outer wall was taken, and, a few dajrs

after, the second, while the innermost and strongest

afforded means of greater resistance. Famine seised

the defenders, but in spite both of the mild proposals

of Titus for the surrender of the city and his stem
exhibitions of punishment that must ensue, the

defense was maintained. The people still hoped for

such deliverance from God as their history recorded

as having occurred in earlier times. Tlie temple
was the last stronghold. When it was taken, Titus

would have preseired it at the request of Josephus,

but his intention was frustrated by the unguarded
act of a spldier who applied the torch. After the
fall of Jerusalem, resistance was still offered at a few
fortresses, such a9 Herodeum near Tekoa, Macbaerus
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i the Jordan, and Masada, west of the Dead Sea.

But from that time the Jews have had to live with-

out country, sanctuary, and nationality.

C. VON Orelli.

n. Post-Biblical History.—1. General Survey:
With the fall of Jerusalem the Jewish nation lost

the remains of its independence and all control over

its external destiny, while it became dependent
upon the peoples among whom it lived. It never-

theless had received such a development of spiritual,

social, and religious life as had differentiated it from
the other nations with which its lot was from that

time cast and had made absorption into them an
impossibility. Consequently the Jewish people

has had for 1,900 years its own inner history, which
has not been without influence upon the world at

large. Externally and internally this history divides

into three periods: (1) From the fall of Jerusalem

to the Mohammedan conquest and the emergence
of the Teutons; (2) to the French Revolution; (3)

to the present. In the first of these periods the Jews
built about themselves a spiritual wall within which
they protected and developed their peculiar and
individual bent. Abandoning all claims upon the

outer world, they busied themselves with the pro-

duction of the Talmud, the citadel of their spirit-

ual life, the treasury of their thought, the basis of

the physical and spiritual laws of their existence.

When their individuality had thus been fixed in

enduring form, they could without danger to their

peculiar genius participate in the life of the nations

of the world so far as this was permitted to them.

In the second period this participation was very

limited, confined chiefly to the exerdse of the func-

tions of commerce and of the privileges of middle-

men between the Orient and Occident. They also

exercised a decided influence upon culture and medi-

ated between Greek learning and philosophy and the

Arabic and between the Arabs and the West, and so

contributed to learning of the scholastic type, pro-

ducing a monistic type of thought best illustrated

by Spinosa. With the French Revolution began
the gradual emancipation of the Jews, in which
they gained political equality with Christians, lost

the quality of separativeness, acquired eminence in

the world of wealth and of letters, but at the ex-

pense of that intensity of religious life which had
distinguished them through the centuries. Against

this there came late in the nineteenth century a
reaction which took the form of Zionism (q.v.), one

of the purposes of which is the unification of the

nation through the erection of a Jewish state in

Palestine. Tbe present century finds among the

Jews a social excitement and a spiritual ferment

sudi as it has not known since the destruction of

Jerusalem.

2. The Barly Period: The Jewish war left Judea

a waste and its Jewish inhabitants despoiled. Ves-

pasian took the land as his personal

J^^'^^!?^ domain, from which he bestowed es-

tST'^^ur^ tates upon his friends ; he settled 800

Jatmeh.' veterans in the neighborhood of Jeru-

salem, and compelled those Jews who
wished to remain in the ooimtry to purchase their

hoMings from the conqueror. The Jews who had

previously been domiciled in other lands became

the real strength of those nations. They were in

greatest force in Egypt, especially in Alexandria;

but they were scattered elsewhere from India west-

ward, and no considerable city was without its

Jewish community and its s3magogue. In Rome
there were at least 8,000 Jews with their own quarter

of the city; Jewish merchants followed the legions,

while the Herodian family had a recognized place

at court, and Jews under the empire had special

exemption and position. With the destruction of

Jerusalem the Jews had lost their imifying center.

But by his flight to the camp of the Romans and his

prediction to Vespasian of elevation to the throne.

Rabbi Johanan ben Zakkai (cf. JE, vii. 214 sqq.)

had gained the emperor's favor and a promise to

grant any request the rabbi might make. The latter

asked permission to establish a school of Jewish law,

and when this was given, settled at Jabneh or Jam-
nia, a little city near the coast south of Joppa. Un-
der the care of the institution there erected came
the settlement of many matters formerly in charge

of the Sanhedrin, including the Jewish calendar.

Hence arose the tradition that Rabbi Johanan
transferred the Sanhedrin to Jabneh. While it had
not been his purpose to create a new center of

Judaism, the gathering of scholars there and the

study of the law had this effect, and so made possible

the continued survival of the Jewish spirit. Jews
from abroad sent their sons for the study of the law,

while the teachers gave their pronouncement upon
matters of importance for all their coreligionists.

Here was developed the tradition of the law, as di-

vided into Halacha and Haggada (see Midbabh),
out of which came a definite and characteristic set of

views which stamps the Jewish learning with what
may be called a Talmudic type as opposed to the

Biblical type of post-exilic and pre-Christian Juda-
ism. This is the third stage in the development of

the Jewish spirit, the first being what may be termed
the pre-Biblical. In this stage the four generations to

the close of the Mishna are known as Tanaim, the five

to the close of the Talmud as Amoraim, both classes

influential upon all succeeding Judaism, guarding

as they did Judaic orthodoxy. Among the Tanaim
two men were of eminent importance, Gamaliel the

younger (cf. JE^ v. 560 sqq.), and Akiba (q.v.).

The first stood for the influence of HillePs inter-

pretation of the law, for the decision of legal matters

by a majority of authorities, and for Jabneh as the

continued center of official Judaism. Rabbi Akiba's

fame rests not merely upon his collection of the

Halachoth, but upon his new method of using the

literal and minute elements of Scripture as a basis

of legal formulas. Under Gamaliel the estrange-

ment between Jews and Christians became final

and complete.

Judaism meanwhile gained ever a stronger in-

fluence, and proselytes of eminence in the heathen

world adopted the Jewish religion.

^•^* ^'*** '^^ aroused Domitian's distrust, and

tioae*^' ^® *^ ^^^ Jewish law examined to

discover whether it were a danger to

the state. Under Trajan this distrust became
greater because of the practical aid given by Jews
to the Parthians, and victory over these was recog-

nized, even in inscriptions on coins, as a new victory
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over the Jews. But the victory over the Jews of

the Orient was fearfully avenged upon both Romans
and Greeks in a rising of the Jews of the Occident.

The Imperial l^ons were exterminated, and in

Qyprus alone 240,000 Greeks were aaid to have been
slaughtered. Trajan called in the aid of his best

generals to suppress the insurrection, and severe

vengeance was taken on the Jews of Mediterranean
lan&, while the beautiful synagogue in Alexandria
was completely destroyed. But in Syria and Asia
Minor a new revolt was raised, and the fanaticism

of the Jewish spirit, fanned by the Messianic hope
centered in Bar Kokba, made necessary the sending
of Trajan's most capable general, Julius Severus,

from Britain to Palestine. This was the last im-
portant attempt of the Jews to establish a Messianic

kingdom by force of arms; thenceforth they looked

for it to come only by special divine interposition.

The site of Jerusalem was given to the plow, and
In 134 a Boman colony, Aelia Gapitolina, was
founded to the north of the okl city. Another
revolt ajDxmg the Jews was suppressed in 135. A
poll tax was levied, and circumcision and observ-

ance of the Sabbath were forbidden. By these

means the possibilities of political danger from the

Jews were to thoroiighly eliminated by the time of

Antoninus Pius that he abolished the severe restric-

tions, and their renewal under Marcus Aurelius

was caused not by political conditions, but by relig-

ious intolerance. The Jews themselves recognised

that their political importance was a thing of the
past an4 that all which remained was their com-
munity in matters of religion.

At the end of the second century the Sanhedrin
lost its eminence, and the decisions of Rabbi Juda

ben Simon were recognised as authori-

th/Bnt ***^^®- ^® established as finaUy de-

lonSn
' ^*^ *^ Mishna of RAbbi Akiba,

Boliool. v^le other collections were pronounced
devoid of authority. At this time, it is

probable, the Mishna ceased to be oral and was
committed to writing. Since all national, political,

•and judicial rights IumI ceased, the law had in part
only an ideal value as fashioning the inner life and
conceptions of Jews. With the compilation of the
Mishna Palestinian Judaism had exhausted itself,

and the scholastic center shifted to Babylon in the
production of the Gemara or the Talmud proper by
the school of the Amoraim. What the Mishna is to
the Bible the Gemara is to the Mishna—a continuous
refinement of the law, binding Judaism within ever
tightening chains. The first Amoraim were Pales-

tinians, the most eminent among them Rabbi Juda
the younger. He transferred the seat of the school

to Tiberias, where, under the favor of Alexander
Severus, something of splendor appeared. Rela-
tions between Jews and Romans became not merely
friendly, but intimate, and laxity in following

Judaic practises was the natural result. During
this period Babylon was coming into greater sig-

nificiuice for the Jews, and was even called '' the

land of Israel." The head of the Babylonian Jews
was an officer under the Parthian government,
fourth in rank after the king, and a descendant of

the Davidic line. His power, however, was tem-
poral, not as yet spiritual Rabbi Abba Rab

brought the Mishna from Palestine and founded a
school at Babylon which soon had 1,200 students.

His friend Mar Samuel first enunciated the maxim
which became authoritative for Jews—'' the law
of the state is valid." During the reign of Alex-

ander Severus the neo-Persian kingdom of the

Sassanides was established, and this, in its seal for

Zoroastrianism, excluded Jews from office and
introduced certain restrictions to be followed on
Zoroastrian festivals. These restrictions did not
continue long, and until Constantine's time the

Jews had peace. Constantine's edict of toleration

(312 A.D.) included the Jews also, but later his

policy changed and proselyting was forbidden as
well as the circumcision of slaves of Jews. In this

Jews saw the approach of Messianic times, for it

had long been said that " the Messiah will not come
till the Roman empire is Christian." But Rabbi
Hillel the younger declared that Israel had no
Messiah to look forward to, for the prediction by
the prophet of a mighty ruler had been fulfilled in

Heaekiah; the head of the Babylonian school

replied in the prayer ** May God forgive Rabbi
Hillel for holding this error." Under Constantius

matters were still worse for the Jews, and many in

the Roman empire emigrated to Persia. Constan-
tine's laws were enforced with the addition that

marriage between Jews and Christians was forbid-

den. Julian especially favored the Jews, and prep-

arations were made for rebuilding the temple,

which ceased, however, on his death.

About the year 400 a.d. Rabbi Aschi had the oral

explanations, discussions, decisions and investiga-

4. The Two ^'^^ based on the Mishna collected in

Talmvdlo the Babylonian Tahnud, which became
Oolleotions: the chief source of spiritual instruction,

the Xasso- as much superior to the Mishna in the
v*^ regard of scholastic Judaism as the

Mishna was to the Bible. Even till the present the

Talmud has been for millions of Jews the totality

of truth, wisdom, righteousness and holiness, and
study of it the certain way to eternal life, while to

study anything else is to a real Jew a sign of god-
lessness. To a Jew instructed in the Tahnud God
and his revelation as set forth therein are the first

and highest interests of life, thought, feeling and
action. Thus this collection became the wall which
hedged about all Jewish life, the influence which
controlled all Jewish thought and molded Jewish
conceptions for fifteen hundred years. It was the

obstacle, as well, to further development of Jewish
religion and life (see Talicud). This great produc-
tion came forth in the time when Rome was hard
pressed by the Germanic peoples and North Africa

became the booty of the Vandals. The mighty
world-movements of the times served to arouse

once more the Messianic hopes of the Jews, ex-

pressed in the saying that the Messiah would not
come till the eighty-fifth Jubilee (4200 anno mundi,
440 A.D.), about the time when the Vandals captured
the temple treasures at Rome and carried them to

Africa. As at this time the old sacred treasures of

the Jews disappeared, the more precious became
the Talmud as the one sacred instrument remaining.

So in Palestine the Amoraim collected their tradi-

tions in the Jerusalem Talmud, though it is not
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known where or by whom this was dons. In the

dscKnfng Rommn «npire the situation of the Jews
WIS not favorable. Theodosius soiight to protect

them, though foiled by the opposition of Ambrose,
sod his successors also tried to secure their peace.

Under Theododus II., Cyjnl of Alexandria had the

Jews expelled from the city and their possessions

girea to the rabble, while their synagogue in Anti-

och was sacked. Ehmiity between Jews and Chris-

tians became acute. Jerome's Hebrew teacher could

attend his pupil only in secret. Palestinian Judaism
meanwhile did not perish without leaving one more
monument of exceeding value in the Massorah—i.e.,

the addition of vowels, accents, and marks of divi-

oon or distinction to the consonantal text of the Old
Testament, with annotaticms on the text. In 470
there b^gan an official persecution of the Jews of Per-

ns, and many were compelled to emigrate to India.

Later, in Malabar they received privileges which
are chronicled on a tablet still extant, inscribed in

Hebrew and early Indian. The end of the period

of ihb Amoraim feQ at the dose of the fifth century.

8. The Xiddls Period: For the Jews of the By-
antine empire Uus period began with the reign of

Justinian, whose laws were the basis

M^ 1^ °'^ treatment of theJews during the

T^i— Middle Ages. Under his code Jewish
testimony against a Christian was not

received, a Christian might not become a prose-

lyte to Judaism, Jews had to support highly paid

dty offidab from whom they received no bene-

fits or immunities, they might not celebrate their

Passover before the Christian Easter, might read

the Scriptures in the synagogue on the Sabbath
only in Greek or Latin, while they were subjected

at the hands of the rabble to frequent riots with all

attendant evils. On the other hand, the Jews lost

no opportunity for vengeance, which in turn excited

new animosity. At this time the Jews of the Orient

dropped out of history and those of the Ocddent
became prominent, especially those of Spain. In

Italy, under the great movements of the Germanic
pec^les, Jews suffered as did the Christians. During
the Gothic rule the laws of Theodosius were in force;

Jews controlled the slave-trade and held Christians

in slavery, and were largely autonomous besides

disregarding the laws desi^ied to protect Christians.

Still, the h^hest authorities did all possible to pro-

tect the Jews, and the efforts of the pop6s to this

end were constant. Gregory the Great was espe-

cially kind to them, compelUng indemnification for

destroyed synagogues, but he forbade the hokling

of Christians as slaves, and wrote to several of the

kings of his day to make an end of the trade in

Christian slaves carried on by the Jews.

Of all the countries of Europe none was so fa-

vorable to the Jews as Spain. There the highest

products of Jewish industry, intellect

^\^^ and skill were in evidence; in wealth,

^JjJ'^i honor, philosophy and poetry the days

ynrlsh ^^ ^^ ^®^^ ^^ Spain still mark for them

Ooltnre. ^^ epoch. On the other hand, in the

reaction nowhere was the suffering so

great as there. Jewish settlements in the Spanish

peninsula were very andent, made perhaps under

the Phenidans; certainly after the destruction of

Jerusalem great numbers of Jews were sokl into

Spain, and Granada was so largely settled by them
as to be called a Jewish state. Christianity also

made early and great conquests there, and laws sim-
ilar to those mentioned above were enacted to pre-

vent holding of Christian slaves by Jews and pros-

elyting by force. Later King Sisebut ordered all

Jews to receive baptism or to give up their holdings
of land, and manyJews complied, while many others

migrated to France or Africa. The Jewish question

came under discussion at the Ssmod of Toledo (633
A.D.). Isidore of Seville opposed foreible conversion

of the Jews, but forbade that Christians should be-

come Jews and prohibited intercourse between Jews
and Christians. The situation changed from time to

time. Under one king the Jews would enjoy relig-

ious liberty, and Jews who had nominally accepted
Christianity were permitted to return to their okl

faith; under another the menace to the Church
of so large a population of Jews was felt, and severe

laws against them were put in force. Under King
Egica a conspiracy of Spanish and African Jews
with the Arabs to overthrow the Gothic kingdom
was discovered, but too late; Jews and Arabs made
conomon cause, and the Mohammedan conqueror,

Tarik, brought the Gothic kingdom of Spain to an
end in 711 a.d. The relations between Jews and
Mohammedans was peculiar. Jews regarded Islam

as a younger daughter of Judaism, as was Christian-

ity, but they felt more closely related to Islam and
never made conomon cause with Christians against

Mohammedans. In Arabia they had made ineffect-

ive Constantine's efforts for the spread of Christi-

anity. They had many important settlements there

which were governed by Jewish princes, and they had
a school of the law and possessed Talmudic learning.

When Mohammed proclaimed his faith as that of

Abraham, the Jews had faith in him and he called

them ** helpers." But differences arose, and Mo-
luunmed published parts of Suras against them in

which he called them murderers of prophets and
falsifiers of revelation. Then there came war with

the Jewish tribe of the Banu-Kainuka, and one of

the two Jewish women whom the prophet brought

back tried to poison him. After his death the strife

between Mohanmiedans and Jews continued. In

Spain the Jews opened the gates of Toledo to Tarik

and took bloody vengeance upon the Christians,

while they received many favors from the con-

querors. In this period occurred the founding of

the sect of the Karaites (q.v.) by Anan ben David
(cf. JE, i. 553 sqq.), who, in Babylon and Palestine,

opposed the Talmudic learning and woidd have the

Old Testament alone authoritative. He was the

first Jew to compose a oonmientary on the Penta-

teuch. In Palestine there was propounded also a
Jewish mysticism and system of ascetics whose
followers called themselves *' men of faith," claimed

miraculous powers, and influenced all medieval

Judaism. The Karaites were opposed by Saadia

of Egypt, who founded Jewish science and trans-

lated the Old Testament into Arabic. His phil-

osophic-religious S3rstem is contained fully in his

Emunoih wedeoih, written in 943 a.d., in which he

introduced Greek-Christian philosophy to the

Orient.
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The tenth century saw the flowering of Jewish

culture in Spain, especially at the court of Abdul-

Rahman lU. at Cordova. Thefirst of

^l 1 I
^^ »«"« <*f ^^^^ Jewish scholars was

a^*"" Samuel Halevi ibn Nagdela (b. W3),
rabbi, author and poet. Then came

Jona Marinus (Merwan ibn-Ganach, 99^1050),
grammarian and exegete; Solomon ibn-Qebirol,

who wrote in Arabic Mekor hayim, " The Fountain

of Life/' a cosmogony which contauied little espe-

cially Jewish except a basis in the divine word of

power, being a syncretism of Neoplatonism and
Aristotelianirai. This was translated into Latin

100 years later and was much used by the School-

men. Bahya ibn-Pakuda wrote (1050-60 a.d.; cf.

JE, ii. 447 sqq.) a " Guide to Inner Duties " based

on Platonic asceticism. The celebrated Solomon
bar Isaac (cf. JE, x. 324 sqq.), known as Rashi (q.v.)

,

wrote his conunentary in the first half of the eleventh

century. The greatest Jewish poet of all the cen-

turies was Judah Halevi (1086-1145; cf. JE, vii.

346 sqq.), who wrote the songs which have become
the national pride of Jews. He proclaimed the

sovereignty of Judaism and the preeminence of

Jews on the ground that from Adam down they
alone had preserved the gifts of grace and the

essence of manhood. Jews were between angels

and the highest rank of men; proselytes might par-

take of the external blessings of Jews, but could
never reach the height of privilege which belonged
to the native Jew. Israel is God's servant upon
whom are laid the ills and hurts of mankind. The
destruction of Jerusalem was of divine purpose that
the earth might be leavened with the Jewish spirit.

Twenty years later Abraham ibn-Daud (cf. JE, i.

101 sqq.) used Aristotelian philosophy to prove
Judaism the one system of truth and reason. Abra-
ham ibn-Esra of Toledo (1088-1167; cf. JE, vi.

520 sqq.) was a keen critic, thoiigh a superstitious

astrologer and alchemist. Most celebrated of ail

was Moses ben Maimim, known best as Maimonides
(1135-1204; q.v.), in whom the movement just

sketched reached its height. Soon after his death
arose not merely the banning by the rabble of

Maimonides' writings, but hostility to all study of

philosophy. Jews divided themselves into followers

and opponents of Maimonides, but until the time
of Spinoza the Jews did notldng further for phi-

losophy.

While at first the Jews were favored under the
Arabs of Spain, later they were forced either to

accept Islam or to leave the country.

nOsSoal Tliey then began to take the side of the

tion in* ^^^^ifti^ <^d assisted Alfonso X. in

Spain to ^^^ conquest of Seville, for which serv-

1469. ioe they were given three mosques to
use as synagogues. But in 12M30 the

old laws of the Goths were revived and new restric-

tions were imposed. On the other hand Christians

were not to dishonor synagogues, force baptism of

Jews, or employ legal measures against them on Jew-
ish feast days. Many of these laws remained a dead
letter. A little later the Dominican Raymond of

PefiUiforte (see Dominic, Saint, and thb Dominican
Order, § 4) undertook his mission to the Jews.

At the instigation of Pope Clement IV., Jayme I. of

Spain ordered that all passages in the Talmud
opposing Christianity should be erased. Under Al-

fonso X. of Castile began a golden age for the Jews,

during which they appeared at court and gained

riches and position. Under Don Pedro (1350-

1369) even more favorable was their situation, but
with his fall great reverses were experienced. Jews
were forbidden to bear Spanish names and were
compelled to wear a distinguishing mark; in or-

der to make headway against Jewish usury, to

Christians Jews were ordered to remit a third of

their indebtedness. Disputations took place in

which the Bjrstems of Christianity and Judaism
were attacked and defended. Even Jews bewailed

the greed and selfishness of men of their own nation

who were in positions of wealth and power, and
the voices of eminent Jewish scholars were raised

against such men as impious and godless. In
Seville in 1391 occurred the first popular rising

against the Jews, suppressed only by royal troops,

"niree months later, in a new uprising, 4,000 Jews
were slain, the wives and children sold to Mo-
hammedans, and two 63rnagogues converted into

churches. Many Jews suffered themselves to be
baptised, among them Samuel Abrabanel; in Cor-

dova and Toledo also many Jews became nominal
Christians. These became a great danger to the

Church, preserving as they did in secret their

fidelity to Judaism and the Talmud, and were more
under suspicion and more hated than those who had
remained faithful to their religion. Some, however,

showed great sincerity and endeavored to convert

their brethren, among whom may be named Sol-

omon Levi of Buigos (1353-1435; cf. JE, ix. 562-

563), who received ordination and, as Paul of

Burgos, attained a high position, becoming bishop

of Seville. Other s^dous converts were Joshua
Lorqui, whose Christian name was (jeronimo of

Santa F6, physician to Benedict XIII., and Vicente

Ferrer, who even in the ssmagogues assailed Judaism.

At this time an edict was issued assigning the Jews
to special residence quarters. Inhibiting certain

trades, offices, and commerce with Christians, order-

ing a style of dress with the Jewish mark on it,

and prohibiting the trimming of the beard and the
carrying of weapons. Continued popular uprisings

drove many of the Jews over to Christianity, wMb
the synagogues were changed into churches. Bene-
dict XIII. ordered a disputation which was held in

Tortosa. It lasted fifteen months, and held sixty-

eight sessions, in which Joshua Lorqui disputed

with sixteen of the foremost rabbis. As a result

Benedict issued his bull forbidding the reading of
the Talmud, while the scurrilous writings on the
life of Jesus were proscribed, especially the Mar
mar Jesu, A period of literary polemics between
Jews and Christians ensued whidi lasted for fifty

years. In 1442 Pope Eugenius IV. issued a bull

to the bishops of C^tile and Leon enforcing the
old church laws against Jews, and King John IV.
put forth an edict protecting them, whic^ the terri-

torial limitation of his authority made of little

value. Almost no Jewish literature was produced,

while the works of Thomas Aquinas, Duns Scotus,

and William of Occam were translated into Hebrew.
CabaUstic works continued to appear, and Jews
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cultivated the healing art. In the second half of

the fifteenth century the charge was again made
that Jews murdered Christian children, and tins

ealunmy continued in spite of repeated failure to

convict in the courts. The fact that Jewish con-

verts to Christianity held many of the most lucra-

tive offices caused nimierous anti-Jewish riots.

Tlie turning-point was the marriage (1469) of

Tsshella of Castile to Don Ferdinand of Aragon.
In 1480 the Inquisition was set at work

fliiMtf
against the Jews, with whom the pris-

J^^TEj^u^ ons were soon filled, and four days aft-

er the setting up of the Holy Office six

Jewish converts to Christianity were burned at the
stake. Convertsand allSpaniards were invited to be-

tray converts suspected of secretlyJudaizing,anda
list of suspicious circiunstances was published to aid

in detecting the apostates. Between January and
November, 1481, 298 of these supposedly false Jewish
converts suffered death, while in the archbishopric of

Cadis in the same jrear 2,000 Jewish heretics were
found. The proscribed who had already died were
exhumed and their bones burned,while their property
was confiscated. Sixtus IV. censured the proceed-

ings of the inquisitors and disapproved the request of

Ferdinand to have the tribunied set up in his other

dominions. In 1482 Torquemada was made chief

inquisitor, the Inquisition was released from restric-

tion to l^gal forms and its sphere of influence ex-

tended to Aragon. Attempts were made against

the highest dignitaries of Church and State if only
they were of Jewbh blood. At the court of Fer-

dinand Isaac Abrabanel was minister of finance,

but in spite of his influence the edict was issued to

exile all Jews from Castile, Aragon, Sicily, and
Sardinia. To the number of 300,000 they fled into

Portugal, Navarre, Italy, Morocco, and Turkey.
The princes of Europe censured the regulations of

Ferdinand, while the Sultan Bajazid remarked,
" You call Ferdinand a clever king, who has im-

poverished his own land and made ours rich." In

1496 Emmanuel of Portugal issued an edict giving

the Jews the alternative of baptism or exile. Many
chose exile, thousands were baptised, while hundreds
kiQed themselves and their families in order to

racape enforced baptism.

In France Charlemagne favored the Jews because

they were the only merchants in the realm. To the

^^^ embassy to Harun al-Eashid he made
^ **^* a Jew interpreter, and after the death

y^^^^ of the ambassador the interpreter

carried through the work of the mission

.

Under Louis the Pious, Jews held an important

place at court, though opposed by Agobard of

Lyons. At the Ssmod of Meaux the bishops re-

enacted the old ecclesiastical laws against the Jews,

which Charles the Bald prevented from taking effect.

Yet popular demonstrations were made against the

Jews. In Toulouse it was the right of the count

OD Good Friday to administer to the chief of the

Jewish community a box on the ear. The Jews
secured inmiunity from this by paying a yearly

tribute, and in the same way elsewhere they pur-

chased the good will of the powerful. Hugh Capet's

death in 996 was charged against the Jews beoause

Hugh's physician was a Jew. The crusades gavenew

opportunities to despoil this people. The principal

colony was at Narbonne, consisting of 300 families,

among them that of the Hebrew granunarian Kim-
chi; another great colony was at Montpeliier. In the

twelfth century the story was told that Jews were
killing the children of Christians to use their blood
in the Passover. On the basis of this chaige, King
Philip August, about the 3rear 1180, mulcted the

Jews of his realm in 15,000 marks silver and de-

clared all debts to Jews void except such as paid

him one-fifth of the entire amount. The possessions

of Jews were regarded as the property of the barons,

and nobles made sales of " property and Jews."
At this time arose in France the Cabala (q.v.) with
its mystidsm, magic and theosophy, exercising in-

fluence not only upon Jewish, but upon Christian

thought, and playing its part in exegesis of both
Talmud and Bible. Its force is felt to the present,

since the modem Chasidism of Russia and Galicia

is the Cabala in its most recent form, and its essence

reflects the spirit of Jewish thought. In the third

crusade the Jews of various parts of France suffered

as they had m the first and second, althoiigh Pope
Gregory IX. declared that the Church desired

neither their enforced conversion nor their destruc-

tion. -But this pope conunitted to the bishop of

Paris the question whether the Talmud reviled

Christ and his mother and contained statements

derogatory of Scripture and of God. The Talmud
was condemned, and in 1244 twenty-four wagon
loads of copies of this work were burned in a square

of the city. At this time the Jews themselves con-

denmed and burned the writings of Maimonides.
In 1269 Louis IX. required all Jews to wear a badge
of yellow on breast and back, and in 1306 Philip IV.

ordered them driven from the kingdom, and their

gold, silver, and jewels were forfeited to him, while

only their clothes were left in their possession.. In
1360 they were allowed to return under favorable

conditions, such as that permitting them to charge

interest at eighty per cent., only to be driven out
again under Charles VI. in 1394.

In England after the conquest by the Normans
the Jews found themselves in fortimate circum-

stances, and in London their dwellings

_7'j~ - were like royal palaces. These condi-
* tions were first disturbed at the corona-

tion of Richard in 1189, for when the Jews of the

realm were about to bring their dues of homage,
in popular uprisings in many of the cities num-
bers of them were slain, and some were burned
in their houses. In York they intrenched them-
selves in the fortress and, when hope of escape

was gone, set fire to it and perished in the flames.

John Laddand and Henry III. extorted from them
more than 10,000,000 francs, and the latter en-

couraged efforts to convert them (see Jews, Mission
TO the). In 1275 parliament by statute inter-

dicted the collection of usury, yet Jews might buy
houses and lands and engage in commerce. In 1278

the circulation of counterfeit coin was attributed to

the Jews and 293 were hanged. In 1290 Jews were

banned, mortgages held by them canceled, and
they were compelled to sell their property; 16-

000 left the country and were not permitted to re-

turn till the time of Cromwell, when individuals
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were permitted to settle there. CromweU was look*

ing tar the MeMianic kingdom in which he al-

btted a great part to the (dioeen race.

In Italy the Jews suffered no such hard fortune

as in other lands, since the influence of the popes

g . was there more effective, though re-

Ztely.
Btrietive measures were passed limit-

ing their privileges. Under the Nor-
mans in 'SapioB and Sicily Jews and Christians had
equal privileges. The great centers of Jewish life

in Italy were in the central and southern parts,

not in the great Christian conounercial cities of the

north. In 1199 Innocent III. issued a ConMutio
Jtidaeorum protecting the Jews, and this was con-

firmed by Gregory IX. in 1235. Innocent IV. issued

a bull at the Council of Lyons of 1245 to the German
and French princes, directed against the charge that

Jews killed the children of Christians; he also com-
manded that the Talmud be protected if only it

were found free from assault upon Christianity.

When, in consequence of the Black Death, many
Jews in South France, Spain, Savoy, on the South-

em Rhine, and in Switserland were tortured, mur-
dered or burned, Clement VI. in a bull forbade the

killing of them and the taking of their goods with-

out due process of law, and also forcible baptism.

In 1419 Martin V. issued a bull in favor of this

people. But Eugenius IV. in 1442 put in force the

old canonical limitations, and even intensified them,
and in this course he was followed by Nicholas V.

m 1447. The latter's legate to the Synod of Bam-
berg, Nicholas of Cusa (q.v.), directed in Germany
the execution of these regulations. During the

Inquisition in Spain and after the exile of Jews from
Spain and Portugal, many of them found refuge

in the Papal States and Turkey. The popes of thcMC

times, Alexander VI., Julius II., Leo X., and Clem-
ent VII., had Jewish physicians, and the princes

of the Church followed their example. Clement dis-

approved of forcible baptism of adult Jews, but en-

couraged the baptism of Jewish children if their

parents consented. He also attempted to protect

the Jews who had perforce received baptism in

Spain but were persecuted as unfaithful. Paul III.

was charged with being more kind to Jews than to

Christians, and his benefits extended to the per-

secuted Jewish-Christian converts of Portugal. In
1536 Charles V. obtained from Paul III. sanction

of the Inquisition, but with limitations; and while
following popes continued this course, it was rather

regarded as an existing fact than as a legal institu-

tion, and Clement VIII. openly discountenanced it.

When under Julius III. Cardinal Caraffa in 1542
made the Inquisition general throiighout the Chris-

tian world and increased its rigor, in Italy attack
upon the Talmud began; in 1553 the pope signed a
decree of condemnation, and on the Jewish New
Year's Day ail copies in Rome were biuned, while

throughout Italy many thousand copies suffered the
same fate. Under Maroellus 11. the Jews were ex-

pelled from Rome in consequence of accusations of

the murder of children, and Paul II., a confirmed
enemy of the Jews, laid a tribute on the synagogues
and enforced the okl restrictions with additional

enactments, while in many other ways he mani-
fested his hostility. Against him Sultan Suleiman

acted in protection of the Jews of Ancona. During
this period so many Jewish-Christian converts en-
tered the Franciscan and Jesuit orders that Paul IV.
forbade the reception of Jews therein before the
fourth generation. At this time the «5oAar, the
chief Gsbalistic writing, was first printed by per-

mission of the Inquisition. Pius IV. mitigated the
hard conditions, and the Talmud, issued in censured

form, was first printed at Basel, 1578^80. Pius V.
again put in force the early restrictions with further

Ibaiitations, and permitted the Jews to reside within

the Papal States only at Rome and Ancona. Greg-

ory XIII. ordered that Christian scholars acquainted

with Hebrew preach to the Jews in their synagogues
on feast days, and Jews were compelled to support
the preachers. Clement VIII. withdrew in 159S
the decree of banishment and annulled the anti-

Jewish regulations of his predecessors. Since then
the popes have taken no official steps respecting

the Jews with the exception of the declaration of

Pius IX. in 1870 with respect to their conversion.

The Jews entered Germany with the Ronuji
legions. Their presence at Cologne in the fourth

century is demonstrable. Most of

0. In Oer- them, however, passed on into France.
maaj. According to German law they had

their own regulations and freedom in

religion, but were without citisenship. They were
dependent upon the emperor for protection, and
paid a special tribute to him and to the princes.

Their scholars they received from other lands.

Henry II. drove them from Mains, though they re-

turned the next year. In Speyer they had their

own quarter, protected by a wall. Forcible bap-
tism was not allowed, in legal contests Jewish law
prevailed, and the ordeal by fire and water was not
applied to Jews. The first crusade in 1094 saw the
first persecution of the Jews, and in Treves, Speyer,

and Mainz many Jews perished. At the time of

the second crusade the monk Rudolph preached
against them from city to city, but they received

some protection from Conrad IV. and from certain

of the princes of the Church, while Bernard of Clair-

vaux rebuked Rudolph for his incitement to murder.
For what protection the Jews received, however,
they had to pay. The charges of murder were also

occasions of extortion of money and of persecution.

In spite of all this, the Jews contributed to the cul-

ture of the country, especially in the Minnelieder.

Under Frederick II. the canonical r^^ulation against

office-holding by the Jews was enforced.* Under
Frederick I. of Austria the legal position of Jevra

was excellent, while Rudolph of Hapsburg contra-

dicted the old charge of the murder of Chris-

tian children. Notwithstanding, popular uprisings

against the Jews took place in many cities with all

attendant atrocities. In 1298 the new charge of
desecrating the host raised persecutions which
spread over Germany and into Austria. Albrecht I.

compelled many cities to pay damages and took
the Jews under his protection. In the fourteenth
century blame for the Black Death was laid upon
them on the ground that they had poisoned wells

and springs, and resulting uprisals of the population
infficted fearful sufferings upon the supposed authors
of the scourge. In some cities the whole Jewish
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eommunity wm put to death at the stake, in others

they burned th^naelves to death. While in many
places the magistrates swore never to receive Jews
back again for residence, the oath soon became a
dead letter, and to Strasbui^g, Nurembeig, Vienna,

Erfurt, Basel, Zurich, and Heilbronn the Jews re-

turned by invitation. Campaigns against the Hus-
sites began always with assaults upon Jews. The
Council of Basel occupied itself in its nineteenth

sitting with this people, ordered the enforcement of

the ecclesiastical r^ult^ons, and recommended the

study of Hebrew and Aramaic to the universities

in order better to carry on missions among them.
At the instigation of a Jewbh-Christian convert

named Pfeffericom the Dominicans at Cologne be-

gan a campaign against the Talmud, and were
opposed by Johann Reuchlin (q.v.), who believed

that in the Talmud and the Cabala were to be found
divine philosophy and the wisdom of the patriarchs.

Against Reuchlin came Jakob van Hoogstraten
(q.v.) with his composition on the " Destruction of

the Cabala." In 1509 Pfefferkom obtained an order

from Emperor Maximilian to the Jews to deliver

to the former all their anti-Christian writings, and
a second edict directed Hoogstraten, Reuchlin, a
Jewish-Christian named Viktor von Karben, and
certain universitks to pronounce upon the contents.

Reuchlin adduced what he declared to be Christ's

testimony to the Talmud as a witness for Christian

verity. Reuchlin and Pfefferkom engaged in a
campaign of nicknames into which the archbishop

of Mains intruded, the hiunanists of Germany took

the part of ReuchUn with an anti-ecclesiastical bias,

and Luther found therein one of his opportunities

(see EpiaroLA Obscuborum Vihosum). In several

of his utterances he manifested favor to the Jews,

though later he reversed his position and violently

assafled them, so that the Reformation did not

bring to them the relief they expected. But in 1544

Charies V. restored to the Jews their privileges and
declared them not guilty of murdering Christian

ehikiren for Passover purposes.

Tie suspicions and attacks tmder which the

Jews after the twelfth century had suffered throiigh-

-B^-H
°^^ E\m)pe prevented expansion and

JtSc^c growth of spiritual life, and a further

mim'^tmJ!^ hindrancc was the opposition of the

rabbis to the study of philosophy on
the ground that it led to Christianity and heresy.

Hence the Jews became superstitious and sank into

the practise of magic and into religious fanaticism.

Consequently the people came to look for Messianic

deliveranoe, and tmder the pressure of constant

repents of coming relief Shabbethai ^bi (b. in

Sm3rma in 1626) claimed to be the Messiah, put
forUi prophecies, and in the year 1666, reckoned
by Jews as the year of the coming redemption, went
to Jerusalem, while another Jew assumed the r61e

of Elijah. Tlie greatest expectations were aroused
among his own people throughout Europe. Had
Shabbethai poss^sed the qualities requisite for the

carrying out of such a scheme, he would have caused

the greatest movement of modem times among the

Jews. But in 1666 the Turkish cadi sent him to

the sultan at Constantinople, who put on him a white

turban and a green mantle and made him, as

Mehemed Effendi, his doorkeeper, while the Jews
of Eun^ were plunged into shame and chagrin.

Among the more intelligent Jews this one experience
killed all seeds of the Messianic hope. But the

ignorant masses of the East still had expectations,

and in 1720 in Galicia Jacob Frank (q.v.) claimed
to be the reincarnated Shabbethai and gained a
following which replaced the Talmud by the Sohar.
The Chasidim of Russia and Poland, named from
Juda Chasid, are the remainder of a movement
similar to that inaugurated by Frank. Among
them ecstasy is sought with the aid of stimulants,

asceticism is practiwd, and the Sohar is regarded

as of the highest value (see Chasidim, 2). Contem-
poraneous with these outbreaks of fanaticism and
superstition were the life and momentous work of

Baruch Spinosa (1632-77), whose achievements
prove that the inner genius of Judaism could not
be destroyed by opposing external forces or by
internal error, thoiigh indeed official Judaism soiight

to destroy by ban and actual attack the man who
glorified this race.

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries

Poland became the chief center of Judaism. Since
the fourteenth century that land had

•^*^* been the refuge of persecuted Jews

Poland. ^^™ ^^ ^^^ ^^ Europe, especially

from Germany. Consequently Russian
and Polish Jews came to use a mixed dialect of

which the foundation is German with Russian, Polish

and Hebrew words mingled, and this dialect has
produced a literature. Settlement of Jews from the
East was made in quite early times. Gregory IX.
urged King Andrew to exclude Jews and Moham-
medans from office, and the synod of Ofen (1279)

ordered Jews to wear a red wheel on the left breast.

Casimir the Great renewed and extended in 1334
the favorable laws of a century earlier, requiring the

accordant testimony of three Jews and three Chris-

tians to convict a Jew of the crime of murder of a
Christian child; thirteen years later he limited the

privileges accorded Jews. During a pestilence

the Jews of the principal cities were attacked by
the populace. Casimir IV. made the laws still more
favorable, but Cardinal Olesnick permitted the

monk Capistrano, " the scourge of the Jews," to

preach against them, and Casimir had to withdraw
his concessions. Sigismund I. (1506-48) protected

the Jews. Meanwhile the study of the Talmud had
flourished under the care of German Jews in Poland,

and Joseph Caro produced the Shtdhan Anu^f
which has remained the guide of life for Jews since,

while the Talmudio schools of the land became
celebrated in all Europe. Study of the Bible lan-

guished, only one work of importance being issued,

the Ifiuuk emunah by Isaac Troki (cf. JE, xii.

265-266), a keen polemic against the Gospels and
Christianity. During the seventeenth century the

Jews of Poland were ruled by their own rabbis,

constituting a state within a state with an annual
s3mod. But under this regime and a narrowing of

studies to matters of legal refinement, the character

of the people had deteriorated, while the Polish

impress stamped all European Judaism, except
that of Spain, with the traits most disliked by the

European peoples. Polish Jews became compro-
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miaed in an attempt to reduce to serfage the ooMaekB
of Ukraine, and many thousands perished, and a
lai^ number were killed in the Russian-Swedish

war under Charles X. It is said that 180,000 fam-
ilies perished, 1648-1658, and Polish Judaiinn lost

its eminent position.

4. The Hew Period: By the end of the eighteenth

century a general deterioration and rankness of

religious life had conquered Judaism all over the

world; if the people was to be saved, a rebirth was
necessary for the whole people. The reformation

of the inner spirit of Judaism began in Germany
through Moses Mendelssohn (q.v.); the betterment

of the external situation began with the emancipa-
tion of the Jews of France. The great elector,

Frederick William, had settled fifty Jewish families

from Vienna in Berlin, and to that place came
Mendelssohn, and gave himself to educational and
philosophical work. His reputation, recognised

even by Christians, stimulated the younger Jews to

care for larger interests, and study of the Talmud
alone no longer satisfied. His translation of the

Pentateuch into German, though necessarily printed

in Hebrew type, had great influence, thoiigh use of

it was forbidden by the rabbis. Following his lead,

a generation of authors sprang up having the pur-

pose to release the Jewish people and religion from
the superstition and regard for mere ceremony into

which they had fallen, to break the yoke of TaJmud-
ism, and substitute the Bible as the basis of life.

In France in 1791 Jews were given the right of

citisenship, thoiigh this was withdrawn in Alsace

in 1808. In 1812, after six years of preparatory

measures, Napoleon declared the Jews of the empire
eligible to citisenship, though in the free cities of

Germany this right had to be purchased, and it was
afterward withdrawn. Progress toward the same
end of freedom for the Jews was made in other Euro-
pean countries. In Germany most of the states took
the religion under their protection. Many Jews be-

came Christians, others set up reformed synagogues
(as in Cassel and Hamburg). Yet in 1819 there

broke out a new popular uprising against the Jews,

in which life and property were destroyed. Against

the reform tendency in Judaism and the movement
toward Christianity arose an orthodox party foster-

ing the early ideals. Jewish consciousness of its

past and a new awakening of Jewish spirit was
brought about by the Oei^ichU der laraeliten (9

vols., 1820-29) of I. M. Jost (q.v.), while works
on Jewish history, poetry, and philosophy, and on
the linguistics of the Hebrew tongue further stim-

ulated the newly awakened interest. While Abra-
ham Geiger (q.v.) had a leading part in this move-
ment, the political support gained in France
through the help given to Louis Philippe in 1830 by
the Rothschilds furthered the cause. The spirit of

liberalism spread, the literary activities of Heine,

Bdme, and Gabriel Riesser contributed to its growth
and many Jews accepted Christianity. An event
in the East raised again the Jewish question in

Europe. In Damascus, which reckoned among its

120,000 inhabitants 5,000 Jews, Father Tomaso, the

guardian of the Capuchins, and his servants dis-

appeared. Seven of the richest Jews were accused

of murdering them, their houses were attacked and

destroyed in the effort to find the bodies, while

the owners and other Jews were slain or arrested.

The Jewish financial houses of Europe interested

France, England and Austria in protecting the

Jews, and an international court under Mohammed
Ali oif ESgypt was established to investigate the case.

Tlie general result was a unification of feeling among
the Jews of Europe, and this was extended to the

East by the establishment there of schools to raise

the level of knowledge among the Jews of the

Orient. A specially important movement was tl^e

founding of the Alliance Israelite Universelle at

Paris under the leadership of Adolphe Cr^mieux,

who had been a guiding spirit during the entire

course of events. The result of the revolutionary

movements of 1848 in Paris, Vienna, Berlin, Italy,

and elsewhere was the triumph of Uberahsm with

the advancement of the Jews as an inevitable con-

sequence. A reaction occurred, beginning in 1870,

and antisemitism expressed itself, especially in

Germany, in attacks upon the Jewish quarters,

while this feeling and its consequent riots and legal

limitations spread into Russia, Rumania, Austria,

and France. The consequence of the feeling of in-

security thus awakened among Jews was the estab-

lishment in Vienna by Theodor Herzl of the Zionist

movement, the object of which is the founding of

a Jewish state in Palestine in which all persecuted

Jews may find a secure refuge. (F. Hbman.)
6. Jews in America. After the expulsion of

Jews from Spain in 1492, and from Portugal in

1497, a considerable number of them nominally

adopted Christianity but retained their Jewish

creed and practises in secret. Coliun-

bJSuT ^^' ^° ^ ^* voyage, was accom-

mento. P*"*^ ^7 wveral of these Maranos,

or secret Jews; many Maranos visited

or settled in Spanish or Portuguese America, and,

when their creed was discovered, became victims

of the Inquisition. By their wide connection with

the Spanish Jews who had settled in Holland and
the Levant, they contributed to international trade

across the Atlantic. Owing to a natural sjrmpathy
with Holland, those of Brazil took the part of the

Dutch in the conflict between Holland and Portu-

gal for the possession of that cotmtry, and when the

Dutch were expelled from Pemambuco and Rio
Janeiro in 1654 a considerable number of Jews left

with them and went to the West India Islands.

Some twenty-three of these emigrated to New York
in the summer of that year, and obtained a footing

there through the influence of the Dutch West
India Company, among the founders and members
of which were a number of Amsterdam Jews. Four
years later fifteen Jewish families arrived at New-
port, R. I., and established a congregation there,

under the direction of Aaron Lopez, one of the

leading merchants of the country, about 1650. It

is possible that Jews had appeared even earlier in

Maryland; but the first of importance there was
Jacob Lumbroso, a physician of distinction. These
places and Philadelphia, Savannah, and Charles-

ton constituted the chief seats of Jewish settlement

in the latter half of the seventeenth and the first

part of the eighteenth century; the settlers were
mostly of the Sephardic, or Spanish branch of the
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Jewish people, though occasionally a few English

Jews were found among them. Toward the dose
of the colonial period Jews had spread to Lancas-
ter, Philadelphia, and Leicester, Mass., and the

majcHrity of them took the revolutionary side in

the struggle with England, some of them fighting

in the ranks, twenty-four of whom held conunis-

sioDs. Robert Morris was helped to finance the

Revolution by the aid of Haym Salomon.
It has been calculated that at the beginning of

the nineteenth century there were about 2,000

Jews in the United States, of whom 800 were in

Charleston, 500 in New York, 150 in

^iJ^ *?* Philadelphia, and the remainder scat-^^ tered. Thei; numbe« were soon in-

ISOGh^ ci^cAsed by migrations from England

1880. ^^^ Germany, the latter chiefly after

the failure of the Liberal movement in

1848. These were among the first of Austin's col-

onists in Texas in 1821, and the cities of Waco and
OftstroviUe still testify to the important position

held in early Texas by Jacob de Cordova, who laid

out the former, and Henry Castro, who founded
the latter. The Jews also helped in the earlier de-

veh^ment of California, Solomon Heydenfeld be-

ing chief justice of that state up to 1857, while

among the pioneers in the commerce of that state

Jews were numbered. The period from 1848 to

1880 marked the inmiigration of German Jews who
had taken part in the liberal movements in Ger-
many in 1848 and had come to America to escape
the reaction which followed it. These to the num-
ber of not less than 7,000 showed their devotion

to their adopted coimtry by taking part on both
sides of the fraternal strife of the Civil War. Mean-
while, Jews had been in various directions estab-

lishing their positions as American citizens and
claiming the rights thereof. Even in the early

days of the eighteenth century several of the col-

onies passed laws permitting Jews to become nat-

uraHxed without the oath on " the true faith of a
Christian " still demanded in the mother country.

The English act of 1740 permitted this through-

out the colonies. In Maryland between 1776 and
1825 the political disabilities of the Jews were en-

tirely removed, mainly by the activity of Jacob I.

Cohen and Solomon Etting. The Board of Dele-

gates of American Israelites had been formed for

activity where religioi2s discrimination was brought
against Americans on account of their creed as

Jews. Several American Jews in this early period

served abroad as diplomatic agents of the United
States.

Internally, movements for reform in the ritual

took place among American Jews as among their

European brethren, the first being at Charleston as

early as 1825, but the chief movements
8. Sefbrm, in this direction came with the migra-
Sduoa- tion ^f German Jews m 1848. Under

^i?^"*the leadership of Rabbis David Ein-

jg^^^ bom and Isaac Mayer Wise, a wave of

intpt#j Inform spread throughout American
Jewry, though a large number of the

okler established congregations still retained the

older and more orthodox ritual Two colleges were

founded by the opposite parties to train ministers.

the Maimonides College at Philadelphia, fotmded
in 1867, by Isaac Leeser, the leader of the more
conservative Jews, and the Hebrew Union College

in 1875 in Cincinnati, O., by Isaac Mayer Wise,

who had likewise established the Union of Amer-
ican Hebrew Congregations, which combined the

ministers of the more radical direction and imified

the reform ritual by a standard " Union Prayer
Book." A more extreme development of the re-

form position was founded by Felix Adler (q.v.) in

New York in 1883, and is known as the Etbical

Culture movement (see Ethical Culture, So-
cieties for). Among the most characteristic fear

tures of American Jewry during the period from
1848 to 1880 are the many fraternal otganixations

which combined educational, charitable and bene-
fit features and served as Jewish centers in small

communities where no congr^;ations or s3magogues
existed. Most congregations had established some
charitable features, but few specially philanthropic

institutions were found necessary. Tlie first Jew-
ish hospital. Mount Sinai, was foimded in 1852 in

New York, and the first orphan asylum in 1855 at

New Orleans, under the auspices of Judah Touro.
In 1880 it was reckoned that there were about

250,000 Jews in the United States, of whom 75,000
were in New York, 16,000 in San Francisco, 12,000

in Philadelphia, 10,000 in Chicago,
*• ^^* 8,000 m Cincinnati, 6,000 in St. Louis,

TwiwiiT^ *°^ ^^ '^^ scattered. In the foUow-

tion S^Loe "^ y®*^*" commenced extensive migra-

1880. ^'^'^ ^^^ Russia, due to the massa-
cres and persecutions which began

then and have continued down to the present. It

is estimated that at least 1,250,000 Jews have en-

tered the United States since 1881, two-thirds of

them from Russia. With the advent of this huge
and increasing stream of immigrants, mostly ill

provided with means of livelihood, a total change
came over the spirit of American Israel. The older

Jewish inhabitants hastened to form institutions

to assist their persecuted brethren in settling in the

land of liberty. Baron de Hirsch placed a sum of

two and one-half millions of dollars at the disposal

of an American committee in 1890 for the special

purpose of providing for the new arrivals; this

fimd has founded agricultural colonies and indus-

trial schools. In New York the Educational Alli-

ance has been established to instruct the new-
comers in the English language and in their duties -

as prospective American citizens. Hospitals, or-

phan asylums, and homes for the aged have been
established in all the great Jewish centers, and uni-

form methods of treatment have been developed

under the auspices of the National Conference of

Jewish Charities oiganised in Cincinnati in 1899,

which numbers over fifty philanthropic oiganiza-

tions throughout the country. The various char-

itable bodies have been federated in Philadelphia,

Cincinnati, St. Louis, Chicago, Boston, Detroit,

Kansas City and Cleveland, and it is reckoned that

these bodies, together with the chief Jewish institu-

tions of New York, distribute five millions of dollars

annually for relief, industrial training and other

philanthropic objects. More recently the Russian
Jews, who have prospered remarkably, have estab-
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Ushed independent institutiona to care for their

poorer brethren. The majority of the newcomera
are of the orthodox wing of Judaism, so that
whereas before the '* eighties ** the majority of

American Jews were probably attached to reform
congregations, at least five-«ixths of the 1,200 con-
gregations now in the United States are of the
more conservative section. In order to supply
these with rabbis, the Jewish Theological Seminary
of America was established by Sabato Morais in

New York in 1895, and was reorganised in 1902
under the presidency of Solomon Schechter (q.v.).

This institution has now one of the largest Hebrew
libraries in the world.

Jews have their own press, the first periodical

being The Jew in New York 1823-25, the next im-
portant one being The Occident, Phila-

5. The delphia, edited by Isaac Leeser, 1843-

^^^^ 1869. The more important weeklies

Q^g^ij^,
&re American leradUe of Cincinnati,

tioas' established in 1854; Jewish Meaeet^
ger, New York, 1857-1902; The Amer^

iean Hebrew, New York, 1879; Jewieh Exponent,
Philadelphia, 1887; Reform Advocate, Chicago,

1891, and Jewish Comment, Baltimore, 1895. The
newcomers have also founded a press of their own
in Yiddish, a dialect of archaic German printed in

Hebrew characters. The chief paper is the Jewish
Daily News of New York. The Jewish Publica-

tion Society of America, founded in 1889, issues

works adapted for popular reading, its most mem-
orable publications being Graetz's History qf the

Jews, Israel ZangwiU's Children of the Qhkto, and
Schechter's Studies in Judaism, American Juda-
ism has not hitherto produced any important con-
tributions to Jewish learning, though the Jewish
Encyclopedia, in twelve volimies (New York,
1900-06) summarises for the first time the results

of the Jewish scholarship of Europe and is being
translated into Hebrew and Russian. Owing to the
large increase in the number of American Jews, the
government has of recent years taken action to

protest against the persecutions in Europe which
lead to such burdens being cast upon America by
the illiberal and persecuting action of despotic

governments. Meetings of protest have been held

throughout the country against Russian tyranny
in 1881, 1893, and after the Kbhineff massacres in

1903, when a fimd of over one million dollars was
collected in America by a Jewish relief committee.

In order to take continuous action in such cases an
American Jewish Committee was formed in 1906 of

representative Jews throughout the country. Jews
have taken part in the higher activities of Amer-
ican life in numbers far beyond their numerical

proportions. They have had eminent representa-

tives among the officers of the army and navy, in

the United States Senate, in the learned professions,

among artists and inventors, and in literatiu«.

Altogether, the Jews of the United States have per-

haps the most fortunate and influential position

of any Jews throughout the world. They number
nearly two millions (half of them in New York),

about one-sixth of the whole number of Jews, and
they show exceptional capacity to enter into the

democratic life of America. Joseph Jacobs.
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itieehenOeeekiehU, Basel, 1907; P. Wendland, Die hetten^

ieUehrTdmieehe KvUwr in ikren Beeiekunoen wu Judenium,
TObincen. 1907; 8. A. Cook, The Religion qf Andeni Pel-
sfftfM in the Md Millennium, B.C., Edinbui«h, 1908; J. B. D.
Eardmans, AlUeetamenOiAe Shidien, //., Die VorgeeekidUe

ierade, Qiessen, 1908; W. Fsirweather, The Badbgroumd
oftheOoepde: or, Judaiem Between the Old and the New
TeetamenU, Edinburgh, 1908; P. Goodman, The Sgnagegue
and the Church, London. 1906; C. H. H. Wright, Light

From Bgyptian Papyri on Jewieh Hiet, Before Chriel, ib.,

1908; M. LAhr, Dae Weib in Jahwe-Rdigion und KvU,
Leipsio, 1908.

For post-Biblical history, individual and general, the
best thesaurus Is the JB, which has taken a fully

authoritative position on matten Jewish. On various
phases consult: M. J. Jost, GsseAicAls dss Judentume und
ednen Sekten, 3 vols., Leipsie. 1867-60; A. Neubauer and
M. 8tom, HebrAieche BeridUe Hber die Judenverfolgungen
wShrendder KreuetQge, Berlin, 1892; H. J. M. Coudenhove.
Dae Weeen dee Antieemitiemue, Berlin, 1901; H. Qraets,
Vdketamlid^e Geeehiehte der Juden, 3 vols.. Leipsie. 1905;

E. N. Adier. Jewe in Many Lande, Philadelphia* 1906;
8. Funk, Die Juden in Bahylonien MOOSOO, Berlin, 1902;
M. Franco, Hiet, d UtUrature juivee paye par paye, Paris,

1906; M. G. Peters. The Jew ae a Patriot, New York, 1902;
D. Philipson. The Reform Movement in Judaiem, London,
1907; Q. F. Abbott, lerad in Surope, New York. 1907;
M. Harris. HieL of tKe Mediteval Jewe from the Modem
Conquied qf Spain to the Dieeovery of Amieriea, ib. 1907.

For Judaism in different lands consult: On England:
J. Picdotto, Sketdtee qf AngUhJewieh Hietory, London,
1870; J. Jacobs. The Jewe cf Angevin England, ib. 1803
(a collection of sources); L. Wolf. Manaeedi ben lerad'a
Mieeion to . . . Cromwell, ib. 1901; Sded Pleae, Starre,

and Other Reeordefrom the RoUe <^ the Bxdteguer qf the Jewe,
1B$0-1MS4, ib. 1902; Calendar of tKe Plea RoOe cf ika

Bxdyeqpur qf As ystos. ed. J. M. Rigg. vol. I. 1218-1272.
ib. 1906; CeUbrationqftheMSOUi Annivereary qfthe WhitehaU
Conference, ib. 1906; A. M. Hyamson, A HieL qf the Jewa
in England, London, 1908. On France: J. Aronius, Regee-
ten Mur Oeedtiehte der Juden im fritnkieehen und deutedien
Reidu bie xum . . lt7S, Berlin, 1887-1902; X. Gasnos.
Ahtde ear la eonditiUm dee Juife done I'anden droitfrancaim^
Angers, 1897; 8. Kahn, Notiee eur lee ieradUee de Ntmee,
679-1808, Ntroe*, 1901; H. Lucien-Brun. La Condition
dee Juife en France depute 1789, Paris, 1001. On Germany
and Austria: J. Aronius. ut sup.; M. FriedUnder, Mate-
rialen eur Oeediiehie der Juden in B(^men, BrOnn, 1888;
E. Nuebling, Die Judengemeinden dee Mittelaltere, Uhn.
1896; J. E. 8cherer. Die RedUeverhAltnieee der Juden in.

den deutedi-Merreidtiedten L&ndem, Leipsie, 1901; G.
Llebe, Dae Judentum in der deutedten VergangetUmt, Jena,
1903. On Rumania: E. Sincerus, Lss Juife en Roumanie
depuie le traiti de BerUn, London, 1901; B. Lasare, Lea
Juife en Roumanie, Paris. 1902; I. Lahovarie. The Jewieh
Queetion in Rotunania, ib.. 1903. On Russia and Poland:
M. Davitt, The Story qf Anti-Semitie Pereeeutione in
Rueeia, London, 1903; 8. 8pinner. Btwae Hber den Stand
der Cultur bd den Juden in Polen in 16. Jahrhundert,
Vienna, 1903. On 8pain and Portugal: E. H. Lindo. Hiet,

qf the Jewe qf Spain and Portugal, London. 1848; F. D.
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MoMfttta, J€im of Spain and Portugal and A« InquUUion,
fl>. 1877; A. Pulido Femandei, EtpalkolM oin pcUria y la

raM5^ord{,lIadrid,1905. On the United States: I. Mark-
aos, HtbnmB m America^ 1885; Jttdaiam at Ihe World'9

Parliament ctftUUgionM^ Cinomnati. 1894; C. 8. Bernheimer.
nW Rutian Jew in the United Statee, Philadelphia. 1905;
The 7Vo Hundred and Fiftieth Annivereary of the Jewe
in the United Statee: Addreeeee at Cameffie Hall, Thanke-
gieina Day, 1906, New York, 1905. B. A. EUae, The Jewe

of South Carolina, Philadelphia, 1906; and thepubhoa-
tioas of the Jewish Historical Society. On other lands: 0.
Meynie. VAIg^rie pUve. Paris, 1887: D. Cases, HieL dee
leroHiiee de Tunieie, ib. 1888; O. Corneilhan. Le Judaieme
en Bffyplo ei en Syrie, ib. 1889; L. Burieu, Lee Juife
elQiriene, ib. 1902; A. Steinberg, Studien ewr Oeechichte
der Juden in der Sthweie, Zurich, 1902; J. H. Lord, The
Jewe of India and Ote Far Boat, Bombay, 1906; J. Chalom,
Lee leroBitee de la Timme, Paris, 1908.

On post-Biblical literature consult: H. Steinsohneider,
Die arabieehe Literatur der Juden, Frankfort, 1902; J.

Guttmann, Die SeholaeHe dee IS. Jahrhunderte in ihren
Beeiehungen sum Judenlum, Breslau, 1902; H. Brody and
K. Albrecht, The New-Hebrew School cf Poete of the Span-
ieh-Arabian Epoch, Leipsic, 1906; I. Abrahams, A Short
Hiei, of Jewieh Literature from the Fall cf the Temple,
London, 1906; D. Neumark, Oeechichte der judiedten
Philoeopkiedm MittdaUere, vol. I, Berlin, 1907; Nathan-
iel ibn al-Faysnuni, The Bueian alukti, ed, and tranel.

from a unique MS. . . , by D. Levine, New York, 1908.

ITALA. See Bibls Vebsions, A, II., 1.

ITALY.

I. The Roman Catholic Church.
Modem Status in the State (i 1).

Position of the Pbpe (i 2).

Organiaition (i 3).

The Old CathoBcs (f 4).

n. Protestant Bodies.
Hm Waklenslan Church (f 1).

The Evangelical Italian Church (i 2).

Foreign Missionary Congregations and Churches (f 3).

Benevolent Institutions (f 4).

Bible and Tract Societies (f 5).

Ptaiodicals (f 6).

The present kingdom of Italy, comprifiing besides

the main peninsula the islands of Sicily and Sar-

dinia, and a number of smaller islands, was formed
in Blar., 1861. The total area is 110,659 square

miles; population (1901), 32,475,253, of whom
31,539,863 (99.7 per cent.) are Roman Catholics,

65,595 Protestants (including 20,538 foreigners),

and 35,617 Jews. The capital is Rome. Religious

liberty prevails, and adherents of all faiths enjoy

eqtial dvil and political rights.

L The Roman Catholic Church: Until 1848 the

Roman Catholic clergy, including the religious

orders, occupied an exceptional posi-

^^^*^^ tion in Italy. They were exempt from

th« State taxation and from temporal jurisdic-

tion, and had the public educational

and charitable institutions entirely in their hands.

The kingdom of Sardinia took the lead in bringing

about the new order. By law of Aug. 25, 1848,

the Jesuits were excluded, as also the Sisters of the

Sacred Heart of Jesus, and a law of Mar. 1, 1850,

placed all ecclesiastical institutions of a beneficent

character imder state supervision. Other statutes

pat an end to exemption from temporal jurisdiction

and taxation, forbade religious institutions to re-

ceive gifts without royal sanction, and levied an

annual tax on the receipts of the " dead hand'' (see

Mortmain). By the law of May 29, 1855, all

religious orders in Sardinia not engaged in preach-

ing, teaching, or nursing the sick, were dissolved

VI.—

5

and their property alienated by the State. On the
basis of this law 274 monasteries, with 3,733 monks,
and sixty-one convents, with 1,756 inmates, were
closed, and 2,722 chapters and private benefices

were disestablished. In 1861 the same principles

were carried out in Umbria, in the Marches, and in

Naples. These principles were applied to the entire

kingdom of Italy by the laws of July 7, 1866,
Aug. 15, 1867, and June 19, 1873. The property
thus acquired by the State was formed into an
ecclesiastical fund {Fondo per U cuUo) for the sup-

port of religious worship and public education, and
for the payment of pensions to monks and nuns of

closed monasteries. Since the suppressed orders

might continue to exist as private associations,

there are still about 40,000 monks in Italy. Up to
June 30, 1898, 44,376 ecclesiastical foundations had
come into the possession of the State. The annual
income from this property is about 33,000,000 lire.

All chapels and churches used for public worship
are exempt from confiscation, as also episcopal resi-

dences, together with the official buildings con-

nected with them, clerical seminaries, and such
cloisters as were turned over to the provinces or
conununes for public purposes, educational or char-

itable. All the Roman Catholic theological facidties

in the seventeen state universities were abolished

by law in 1873.

The temporal power of the pope was quietly

brought to an end Sept. 20, 1870, but on May 13,

1871, a law was passed guaranteeing

ftb ^ independence, and making his per-

^op^ son sacred and inviolable, like that of

the king. The honors of sovereignty

are due to him, and he is allowed to keep a body-
guard. The State grants him annually a pension

of 3,225,000 lire, which, however, he has hitherto

declined to receive; and the palaces of the Vatican
and the Lateran, and the villa of Castel Gandolfo
(near Albano), with their libraries and collections,

are declared to be the property of the holy see, in-

alienable, free of taxation, and exempted from
expropriation. The Italian Government further-

more guarantees the freedom and independence of

the conclave, and of all ecclesiastical officers in the

execution of their official functions. In the city of

Rome, all seminaries, academies, and colleges for

the education of the clergy remain under the spe-

cial authority of the pope; and the State has re-

nounced its right of appointment and nomination

to the higher ecclesiastical benefices. No Italian

bishop is compelled to take the oath to the king,

and no ro3ral placet is necessary to the execution of

a purely ecclesiastical act. Meanwhile the pope
resides in the Vatican, keeping a court of about

1,800 persons, and maintaining the Curia (q.v.) for

the government of the Roman Catholic Church at

large. Foreign countries represented at the Vatican

are: Austria-Hungary, Bavaria, Belgiiun, Bolivia,

Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Monaco, Nicaragua, Peru,

Portugal, Prussia, Russia, San Domingo, and Spain.

The Roman Gathollo Chureh in Italy numbers 48 areh-

btshoprics, 221 biflhopriofl, and some 25.000 parishes. Hier-

archically, the Chnroh in Italy is divided into (1) the diooeee

of Rome, with the mx suburban eardinal-bishoprios of Al-

bano, Frascati, Ostia-Velletri. Palestrina, Porto, and Sabina;
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(2) exempt biihoprics and arohbiahoprice, Le., thoee that are

immediately under the pope; and (3) metropolitan biiihoprice,

with their euffracan bishoprics. The exempt archbishoprics
and bishoprics are as follows: in Liguria,

8. Oxvani- the bishopric of Luui-Sarsana; in Venice, the

Hktion. archbishopric of Udine; in the former Papal
States, the archbishoprics of Camerino, Ferrara,

Perugia, and Spoleto, and the bishoprics of Aquapendente,
Alatri, Amelia, Anagni, Anoona, Ascoli, Asaisi, Bagnorea.
Citta di Gastello. atta della Pieve. Civita Castellana, Cometo,
Fabriano, Fano, Ferentino, Foligno, Gubbio, Jesi, Monte-
fiasoone, Nami, Nocera, Norcia, Orvieto, Osimo, Poggio
Mirteto, Recanati, Rieti, Segni, Sutri-Nepi, Temi, Terracina,
TSvoli. Todi, Treja, Veroli, and Viterbo; in Tuscany, the
archbishopric of Lucca, and the bishoprics of Aresso, Cortona,
Montaldno, and Montepuldano; in Emilia, the bishoprics

of Boigo San Donnino, Parma, and Piaoensa; in the province
of Naples, the archbishoprics of Amalfi, Aquila, Cosensa
Gaeta, and Rossano, and the bishoprics of Aquino, Aversa,
Cava^Samo, Foggia, Gravina, San Marco, Marsi, Melfi.

Mileto, Molfetta, Monopoli, Nardd, Penne-Atri, Teramo,
Trivento, Troja, and Sulmona; in Sicily, the archbishopric
of Catania, and the bishopric of Acireale. The metropolitan
seats with their suffragans are: AoerensarMatera (suffragans:

Anglona-Turai, Potensa, Tricarioo, Venosa); Bari-Canoaa
(Conversano, Ruvo-Bitonto); Benevent (Alife, Ariano,
Ascoli-Gerignola, Avellino, Bojano. Bovino, Larino, Luoera,
San Severo, Sant' Agata de' Goti, Telese, Termoli); Bologna
(Faensa, Imola); Brindisi (Ostiml); Cagliari (Galtelli-Nuovo.
Iglesias, Ogliastra); Capua (Cajaxzo, Calvi-Teano, Caserta,
Isemia-Venafro, Sessa); Chieti (Vasto); Consa-Campagna
(Lacedonia, Muro, Saint' Angelo de' Lombardi); Fermo
(Maoerata-Tolentino. Montalto, Ripatransone, San Severino);
Florence (San Sepolcro, CoUe, Fiesole, Modigliana, Pistoja-

Prato. San Miniato); Genoa (Albenga, Bobbio, Bnignato,
Savona-Noli, Tortona, Ventimiglia); lAnciano (Ortona);
Manfredonia (Viesti); Messina (Lipari, Nicosia, Patti);

Milan (Bergamo, Brescia, Como, Crema, Cremona, Lodi,
Mantua, Pavia); Modena (C^pi, Guastalla, Maasa di CSarrara,

Reggio Emilia); Monreale (Caltanisetta, Girgenti); Naples
(Accra, Ischia, Nola, Poasuoli); Oristano (Ales-Terralba);
Otranto (Gallipoli, Lecce, Ugento); Palermo (Oefalu, Max-
lara, Trapani); Pisa (Livomo, Pescia. Pontremoli, Volterra);

Bavenna (Bertinoro, (^eryia, Cesena, O>macchio, ForU,
Rimini, Saraina); Reggio di Calabria (Bova, (^assano, Catan-
ut>, Cotrone, (Serace, Nicastro, Nicotera, Oppido, Squillaoe);

Salemo-Acemo (Capacdo-Vallo. Diano, Marsioo, Nocera dei
Fagani, Nusoo, Policastro); Santa Severina (Cariati); Sassari
(Alghero, Ampurias, Bisarchio, Bosa); Siena ((^hiusi,

Groaaeto, Maaaa Marittima, Savana-Pitigliano); Ssrracuae
(Ckltagirone, Noto. Piasxa); Sorrent (CSaaiellamare); Taranto
(Ckstellaneta, Oria); Turin (Aoqui, Alba, Aosta, Asti, Cuneo,
Fossano, Ivrea, Mondovi, Pinerolo, Salusco, Suaa); Trani
(Andria. Bisceglie); Urbino (Cagli, Fossombrone, Monte-
feltro, Pesaro, Sinigaglia, Urbania-Sant' Angelo in Vado);
Venice (Adria, Belluno, Cieneda, Chioggia, (Concordia, Padua,
Treviao, Verona, Vicenza); and Veroelli (Alessandria della
Paglia, Biella, Casale, Novara, Vigevano). There are also
eleven abbeys and prelatures without dioceses, vis.: Alta-
mura, Monte Cassino, Monte Oliveto Maggiore, Monte Ver-
gine. Nonantola, Santa Lucia del Mela, San Martino al Monte
Cimino, San Paolo fuori le Mura di Roma, Sanctissima
Trinita della (}ave dei Tirreni, SS. Vioenso ed Anastasio alle

tre Fontane (near Rome), and Subiaoo. There are Uniat
Greek congregations in Naples, Messina, and Barletta.

The Old Catholics in Italy number about 1,(XX).

They have a bishop, and less than a dozen ministers.

^ -. Their largest parishes are Arrone, in

Old *^® province of Perugia; Dovadola,

OathoUoB. *^ ^^® province of Florence; Sant'

Angelo de' Lombardi, in the province
of Avellino; and San Remo, in the Riviera di

Ponente. The sect was founded in Italy by Count
Enrico de Campello (q.v.).

n. Protestant Bodies: The Protestant cause in

Italy is represented by the old and celebrated

Church of the Waldenses (q.v.); by the Evangelical

Italian Church; and by congregations of Baptists,

WesleyanS) and (American) Methodists.

When religious liberty was established in the

kingdom of Sardinia by the decree of Feb. 17, 1848,

the Waldenses (q.v.) in Italy had eighteen ministers

and fifteen congregations, all in the

d aiM^'
P^®*^"*^"^* region. The congregations

Ohoroh. ®' Pinerolo and Turin were established

later. The number of Waldenses in

Piedmont and the adjacent valleys is about 13,000.

In 1898 the Waldensian College, established at Torre
Pellioe in 1835, was placed upon an equal fooling

with similar state institutions. It has about a
dozen teachers and about 100 pupUs. The Walden-
ses also maintain high schools, orphan asylums, and
a hospital. Their theological school, founded at
Torre Pellice in 1835, was removed to Florence in

1860. The Waldensians, by sixty years of mission-

ary activity, have now established new congrega-
tions throughout Italy, some fifty in number, with
as many more mission stations, comprehending
about 6,000 communicants. The affairs of the
entire Church are administered by a board of five

members, elected by the synod, which meets yearly

at Torre Pellice, in September. Since 1861 the mis-

sion field, with the new congregations, has been ad-
ministered by an Evangelization Committee of

eight members, also elected by the synod. The
Church maintains elementary and Sunday schools,

and employs some two dozen colporteurs for the

distribution of Bibles and evangelical writings.

The Evangelical Italian Church was founded at
Milan, in 1870, by twenty-three separate congrega-

tions that had been formed here and
_

Ileal
^^^ independently of the Waldensian

^^f^jj^ evangelization. To show clearly its

OhuToh. separation from the papacy and the
Roman hierarchy this church called

itself the " Free Italian Church." [Its most eminent
leader was the eloquent Gavazzi.] A general con-

vention in 1870 adopted eight fundamental articles

of faith, and the next assembly at Florence in 1871
adopted a constitution of twenty-one articles. By
royal decree of July 2, 1891, this church was recog-

nized by the Italian government as a juristic person,

under the name " Evangelical ItsJian Church

"

(Chiesa Evangdica lialiana), the name by which it

has since then been known. The affairs of the
church are in the hands of an Evangelization Com-
mittee, composed of five members elected by the
general convention, which meets annually at
Florence. The entire church is divided into ten
districts, viz.. Piedmont, Liguria, Lombardy, Venice,

Emilia, Tuscany, Rome, Naples, Apulia, and Sicily.

These embrace, all together, some forty congrega-
tions, forty-five stations, and about 2,000 com-
municants. The church maintains elementary and
Sunday schools, and a theological school at Florence.

The church also employs a number of colporteurs

for the sale of Bibles and evangelical works. In
connection with the Evangelical Italian Church
may be mentioned the Free Christian Church, which
resembles the Plymouth Brethren. [The Evan-
gelical Italian Church and the Free Christian
Church are now for the most part allied with the
Waldensians and the Methodists.]

The English Wesleyans, who have been repre-

sented in Italy since 1861, have in their northern
district twenty-five churches and stations, and in
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their southern district twenty-five churches and
stations, numbering all togetl^r some 2,000 com-

municants. They maintain elemen-
a. Foreign ^^ schools, and an orphan asylum

~~^JJ^ at Intra. The Methodist Episcopal

tUmfl ^T^4
Church (of America) began missionary

Chnrohes. ^^^^^ "* ^^7 "* 1^73. It now nimi-

bers twelve churches, forty mission sta-

tions, and about 1,500 conununicants. It has day
and evening schools employing upward of forty

teachers, and also a theological school at Rome.
The United Baptists, American and English, have
been in Italy since 1870 and 1871. All together,

they have eighty-one stations, some forty ministers,

five colporteurs, and about 1,500 communicants.
[George B. Taylor (d. at Rome in 1906) was for

forty years at the head of the American Baptist

3lis6i<Hi.] An independent missionary work is car-

ried on by the Englishman Clarke in Spezia,

Areola, Belluno, Levanto, Marola, Pordenone, and
Seien.

There are English churches in Florence, Genoa,
Milan, Naples, Rome, and Venice, American Protes-

tant churches in Florence and Rome, and Scotch
Presbyterian churches in Genoa, Naples, Rome,
and Venice. The Germans in Italy have formed a
number of congregations at various places. They
maintain schools in Florence, Genoa, Messina, Milan,

Naples, Palermo, and Rome, and hospitals in Flor-

ence, Genoa, Milan, Naples, and Rome. Since 1880
the Gemoan ministers in Italy have had their annual
conference.

Perhaps the most flourishing Evangelical congre-

gation in Italy is the Evangelical Military Associa-

tion in Rome, which was founded by L. Capellini

(d. 1898).

Of other educational and charitable institutions

under Evangelical control may be mentioned the

high schools for girls in Florence and
Naples; the Anglo-American Institute

^ Sesie'vo-
Isnt Insti.
tationa.* *^ Rome; the elementary schools of

Miss Carruthera at Pisa, S. Michele

degli Scalzi, and Cisanello di Ghezzano; Dr. Co-

mandi's orphan asylum for boys at Florence; the

Feretti orphan asylum for girls at Florence; the

Goukl Institute at Rome, an educational institu-

tion for boys and girls; the work-school for women
at Turin; the Boyce Memorial Home at Vallecrosia,

an asylum for orphans, both boys and girls; and
the Evangelical Rescue-Mission of Mrs. Hammond
in Venice.

There are three Bible societies working in Italy,viz.,

the Italian Bible Society, which was founded in Rome
in 1871, the British and Foreign Bible

*\^!2J^ Society, and the National Bible Society

SocI^Im! ^' Scotland. Since 1860 the British

and Foreign Bible Society has distrib-

tited in Italy more than 3,000,000 Bibles and New
Testaments. The Italian Tract Society, founded

at Florence in 1855, has a printing-establishment at

Fbrenoe and salesrooms in a dozen Italian cities.

To this tract society the entire Protestant Church
m Italy is indebted for the great bulk of its polem-

ical aiKl educational literature. This society also

publkhes Ultdlia Evangelical an illustrated fam-

ily weekly; UAmico dei fandvUi, an illustrated

monthly for children; and L*Amico di ooMit a popu-
lar calendar (annual edition, 35,000). Of less im-
portance is the Baptist Tract Society in Turin.

Other Evangelical periodicals are La Riviata

ChrisHana, a scholarly monthly; Le THnoin, the
weekly oigan of the French-speaking

6. Period!- Waldensians; La Luce, a Waldensian
cala. weekly; // ChriatianOf the monthly

organ of the Free Christian Church;
La Civilid. Evangdica, a monthly published by the
Wesleyans; II Piccolo Meesaggiere, the monthly of

the Evangelical Italian Church; L* Evangelista, a
weekly issued by the Methodists; II Teatimonio, a
Baptbt monthly; and II Labaro, a monthly pub-
lished by the Old Catholics. (K. ROnnekb.)
Biblxoorapht: The official Roman Catholic record is given

in the annual, Oerarchia caUoUca. More general works are:
C. Hemans, Catholic Italy, 2 vols., Florence, 1861; J. H.
Eager, Romanism in its Home, Philadelphia, 1899; A.
Robertson, The Roman Catholic Church in Italy, London,
1903. On the Old Catholic movement in general oonsult:
A. M. Scarth, Story of the Old Catholic and Kindred Move-
ments, London, 1869; C. J. Loyson, Catholic Reform^ ib.

1874; F. Meyrick, The Old Catholic Movement, ib. 1877.
On Proteetantism in general consult: R. Baiixl, Sketches of
Protestantism in Italy, Boston, 1847; J. A. WyUe, The
Atoakening of Italy, London, 1866; H. H. Farrell, Italy

Strugglino into Light, Cincinnati, 1880; J. Stoughton,
Footprints of Italian Reformers, London, 1881; J. W.
Brown, An Italian Campaign, ib. 1890 (the Evangelical
movement 184&-1S87); E. Gebhardt, L'ltalie mystique,
Paris, 1890; A. R. Pennington, The Church in Italy,

London. 1895; G. B. Taylor, Italy and the Italians, Phila-
delphia, 1898. On the Free Churcl^es consult the Reports
of the General Assembly, usually published under the
titles Verbali deUa . . . Assemblea Oenerale deUa Chiese
Cristiane in Italia; The Free Christian Church in Italy,

Evangelizaiion Report, Florence, 1874. For the Waldenses
see the literatiire under Waldenses.

ITALY, THE REFORMATION IN.

Two Periods (| 1).

Venice (f 2).

Naples (i 3).

The Inquisition in Naples
(14).

In South and Central Italy

(§5).
The Later Period in Venice

(§6).
Italian Reformation Wri-

tings CI 7).

This article is concerned with the Reformation
in Italy only in its general features. Its more im-

portant characters are treated in sep-

X. Two arate articles (see Cabacciou, Gal-
Periods. sazzo; Curione, Cblio Sbcondo;

MoRATA, Oumpia; Ochino, Bernar-
dino; Paleario, Aonio; RenIie of France;
Spiera, Francesco; ValdIss; Verqerio, Pibtro
Paolo; Vbrmigli, Pietro Martire). The first

noteworthy traces of the Reformation in Italy

appear in the north, at Venice, but the culmina-

tion was reached in the south, at Naples. The
first and rising period lies between 1520, when wri-

tings of the German Reformation are first known to

have crossed the Alps, and 1540 or 1541, the year
marking the death of Vald^, who wrought in an
elect circle at Naples, as the most strongly intellec-

tual and original of the Italian Reformers. Almost
simultaneously with the breaking-up of the Evan-
gelical circle at Naples, there set in (1542) the

deliberate and systematic reaction instigated from
Rome; the bull of Paid III., Licei, ab initio (see

Inquisition, II., § 1), by the terms of which the

Inquisition was organized after the Spanish model,

and extended over all Italy (Naples excepted), is
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the storm signal. With unremitting activity untU
about 1570, this tribunal, personally directed by
the popes, utilizing the entire politi^ influence of

the Curia, accomplished its work by driving a num-
ber of the chief advocates of reform to flight, by
dungeon and fire and water, and smothered the

movement. What still remained in the way of

Evangelical tendencies during the later years of

this second period had become divested of all

efforts at internal church reform and stands in

deliberate, most trenchant, opposition to Rome,
falling in with certain radical tendencies which
manifested themselves in Germany, but particularly

in the Netherlands, where the leaders of a conserv-

ative Evangelical reformation steadily resisted them
with force.

In Venice down to 1527 there is no evidence of

repressive measures beyond repeated burning of

reformatory writings of German origin;

2. Venice, but toward the close of 1530 the papal
nuncio, Caraffa (later Paul IV.), inter-

posed against the " heretics " with greater strict-

ness, and even sentenced a Franciscan, Girolamo
Galateo (b. in Venice, 1490), to death without ob-

taining confirmation for the act from the Senate.

They kept him in prison seven years, then set him
free, but in 1540 arrested him again, and, broken
by his earlier sufferings, he died in the year follow-

ing. His " Apology," dedicated to the Senate,

printed at Bologna in 1541, outlines a noteworthy
plan of internal church reform, which betrays the

influence of German doctrines, and on the question

of free will, the sacraments, the veneration of saints,

and other points is truly Biblical. In a report

which Caraffa prepared for the Curia (printed in

Rivista Crvstxana^ Florence, 1878), two other leading

heretics are mentioned. Bartolomeo Fonzio was
a Venetian, incurred suspension from the priestly

office in 1529, escaped to Germany, and was present

at Augsbui^g in 1530. He was in correspondence

with Butzer in 1531. It was probably Fonzio,

despite his subsequent denial, who translated Lu-
ther's tract An den chrisUichen Add into Italian

(of. ZKG, iv., 1880, pp. 467 sqq.). Later he was
again active in Italy, and in 1558 was arrested in

Cittadella, not far from Venice; he was sentenced

to death and drowned, for forty-four " erroneous

doctrines," extracted from his writings. When
Caraffa prepared his report, mentioned above, in

1532, there lived also at Venice the Florentine

fugitive, Antonio Bruccioli, who rendered the move-
ment of the Reformation great service by elucidating

and printing Biblical writings in the Italian lan-

guage. He was xmder suspicion, and so continued;

and notwithstanding occasional retraction, he was
repeatedly brought to trial. He died in prison in

15156. As in his case, so with others, such as Fra
Baldo Lupetino of Albona in Istria, and Baldassarc

Altieri, of Aquila in Neapolitan territory, their

religious development and its sequel belong both
to the first and the second period of Italian Refor-

mation history.

Meanwhile the reforming doctrine had found its

real and vital center in Italy, in the circle of Juan
de Vald^s at Naples. The biographer of Caraffa

(CaraoeioH, Vita di Papa Paolo IV., MS. in British

Museum) with good reason declares that Ni4>le8 was
the " nest of heresy *'; but the tradition is false

that would have it that the Lutheran
3. Haples. belief was carried thither by CSerman

soldiers after the sack of Rome in 1527.

From about 1536 onwardacompany is found there

—

scholars of Vald^, himself devoted to the fimdar-

mental doctrines of the German Reformation and
influenced by mysticism—^which includes the most
important vehides of the Italian Reformation:

Bernardino Ochino, Pietro Martire Vermigli, Pietro

Camesacchi, Benedetto di Mantua (reviser of the

little book '' Of the Benefit of Christ's Death/'
probably by A. Palerio (q.v.); Eng. transl., Lon-
don, reprint, 1855, also in W. M. Blackburn,

Aonto Palerio, Philadelphia, 1866), Mario Galeata,

Francesco d'Alvise of Caserta, Giovanni Bugio,

Galeazzo Caraccioli, Marcantonio Flaminio, and
others, who partly, it is true, never went beyond
the attempt at a reform from within the Church.
The central article about which all converge in the
matter of doctrine is the tenet of justification by
faith. Furthermore, it was immaterial to a Vald^
what the external structure of the Church might be,

provided it did not abridge this religious condition.

He was far from intending to raise the standard of
revolt against church institutions, and he was no
organizer; his teachings found their way beyond
the circumference whose center was marked by his

ideal—^pure character, illumined with profound piety

—only by the accident that his writings were pre-

served as dear legacies by his friends. The chief

service in this regard was rendered by the noblest

of his pupils, Giulia Gonzaga, duchess of Traetto

(see VAJiDts).

Among the pupils of Vald^ who did not exceed
the boundary of a reform attempted from within

the Church was Marcantonio Flaminio

4. The of Imola, highly endowed as a poet;

Inquisition it was he who gave to the book " Of
in Naples, the Benefit of Christ's Death " the form

under which, according to the testi-

mony of Vergerio, it became circulated through the
land in more than forty thousand copies, though to-
day not a single library of Italy has one impression

from that period. The first blows of the reaction,

when it was introduced in 1542 through the reor-

ganization of the Inquisition at Rome (see Inquisi-
tion), struck the two most eminent members of the
circle surrounding Vald^, Ochino and Vermigli.

Ochino was suspended from the preaching office; and
he escaped, by flight, a summons to appear at Rome
to give an account of himself. At the same time,
Vermigli, who had risen to high rank in the order
of the Augustinian canons, took to flight, whence
he despatched to his doctrinal associates a testi-

monial of evangelistic faith in the guise of his
Semplice dichiaragione Bopra i dodici articoli deUa
fede cristiana. Presently the reaction directed its

attention to a third member of the Neapolitan circle;

viz., Pietro Camesecchi (b. in Florence 1506), who
had held high stations under the Curia. After he
had avoided the Inquisition during a sojourn of
many years abroad and in Venice, he was brought
to trial by Pope Paul IV., and escaped for the time,
after having been simimoned twice, through the
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pope's death, and the destnietion of the documen-
tary charges against Cameaeochi, on occasion of the
storm upon the Inquisition's building in 1559.

Pius V. retrieved the matter and Gamesecchi, whose
correspondence with Giulia Gonsaga formed the
basis of a second trial, was executed with other
'' heretics " on Oct. 1, 1567. Among the victims

of the Inquisition, not a few were of Neapolitan
origin; aiMl they all belonged to the very great

numbers whom the viceroy's complacency delivered,

year in, year out, to the Curia, though the Spanish
Inquisition was not allowed to operate in the king-

dom proper, and an attempt to introduce it in 1547
had been frustrated by a sanguinary insurrection

of the populace. The viceroy's complacent dis-

position was also proved at the death of Giulia

Gonzaga in 1566, when he seized her correspondence

and despatched it to Rome. By his long 3rearB of

superintending the Inquisition Pius V. acquired

the most exact acquaintance with the situation,

and he renewed and intensified the tribunal's ac-

tivity so that he won the name of Fra Michele dell'

Inquisizione. A storm of persecution covered all

parts of Italy in the years of his pontificate (1566-

1572). Concerning the victims only defective in-

formation remains, but it put an end to the reform-

ing movement.
With reference to the additional victims appre-

hended in the south, some information is given in

Luigi Amabile's // sanio offirio deUa

5. In inquuizione in Napoli (2 vols., Citt^

South and di Gastello, 1892). Nothing short of

Centrml wholesale murder was perpetrated in

Ittly. that quarter in 1560 and 1561 upon the

Evangelical inhabitants of San Sisto

and La Guardia. Moreover, the Holy Office's barge

plied regularly back and forth between Naples and
Ostia, incessantly bringing new " suspects " before

the tribunal. The numbers of emigrants—or rather

fugitives—for the faith from Sicily and the kingdom
continually increased—so far, at least, as this item

can be checked at Geneva, where many sought

refuge (cf. J. Galifife, Le Refuge xUUien de GentvCf

Geneva, 1881). For southern and central Italy,

some acceptable information is furnished by a
protocol-book of the Roman Inquisition for the

years 1564-67, which contains the sentences decreed

against heretics during that period (cf. RevUta
CrieHanaf 1879-80). How matters looked and fared

in the Roman Inquisition's prison b reported by the

younger Camerarius, who was himself under arrest

there, in 1565, whose RelaUo vera was printed by
J. G. Schelhom {De vUa, fatU ac merUU PhUippi
Camerarii, Nuremburg, 1749). Camerarius was con-

fined in the upper story, '' where one is in the bake-

oven "; others were below, " in so damp a hole

that it is past understanding how men can exist in

that grave." Frequently monks came in to make
attempts at conversion, Dominicans for the most
part, once Petrus Canisius, the Jesuit. Among their

fellow captives were spies. Camerarius and his

fellow countryman, Peter Rieter, were liberated

through the rigorous intercession of Emperor
Maximilian II., to whom appeal had been made.
On June 23, 1566, there was " public abjuration "

of twenty-three who were under charge, who, for

the most part, had been sentenced to perpetual

confinement, or to the rigor of the galleys. After

that, sentence was pronounced upon the Neapolitan

nobleman, Pompeo de' Monti, who was beheaded
near the bridge of Sant' Angelo, on July 4, 1566.

Still other victims who were executed in Rome are

named in the roll of Italian Reformation martyrs;

three of them so early as under Julius III., Fanino
of Faenza, Domenico of Bassano, and the Augustin-
ian Giuliano; later, two others, Giovanni Buzio
(also named MoUio), of Montalcino, and an unknown
of Perugia; under Paul IV., the noble youth Pom-
ponio AJgieri of Nola was burned, and how many
at that time were still confronted with a similar

fate may be inferred from the fact that on the death
of this pope in 1559, when the people's rage broke
open the prison doors, no fewer than seventy heretics

were set free.

Better information exists as to what occurred

from the beginning of the eneigetic reaction at

Venice and in its dominion, than with

6. The reference to events and the scope of

Later repression in southern and central

Period in Italy. At Venice, the outcome of the
Italy. movement was connected with the

general political situation, and the

senate, from the time of the downfall of the Protes-

tant party in Germany through the Schmalkald
War, waived whatever considerations it had pre-

viously conceded to their wbhes, and showed itself

much more amenable to the Curia than was formerly

the case. Meantime a new religious movement had
sprung up in Venice. In 1550, Julius III. affirmed

that 1,000 Venetians might be counted as belonging

to the Anabaptist sect. A new group thus comes to

the light, inasmuch as the earlier advocates of the

Reformation belonged not to the radical, but to

the conservative Reformation, as espoused by Lu-
ther. Both currents are in collateral progress from
the middle of the centiuy, and both command
eminent names; but the attitude of mutual antag-

onism on the part of their champions contributed

even more than the brute force of their conmion foe

to nullify the movement itself. Among advocates

of the conservative Reformation are to be named
men such as Pietro Speziali (in Cittadella) and
Francesco Spiera (q.v.). Now, too, the previously

mentioned Fra Baldo Lupetino was seized by his

fate; and only for a little while longer could Bal-

dassare Altieri of Aquila, who had been in corre-

spondence with Luther, Bullinger, and others, still

work in the wake of the Schmalkald party's defeat

after he was compelled to leave Venice in 1549. A
transition to the steadily growing Anabaptist party

is afforded by Francesco Negri of Bassano; in a
measure, as well, by Ceiio Secondo Curione. The
proper father, however, of the Italian Anabaptists

was Camillo of Sicily, who, after his conversion,

styled himself " Renato." His system is quite

spiritualistic; whoever is elected receives the
" spirit "; the children of the " spirit " merely
sliunber in death, to enter upon a higher form of

being thereafter; the rest fall away to destruction.

The sacraments are only emblems; Christ is above
all a divinely favored man; and more of the same
sort. Their theological foundations were fixed in a
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" council," oi^nized, by sixty of their represent-

atives, at Venice in 1550; though not, indeed,

without the separation of a more moderate from
the radical faction, so that henceforth there are

three distinct groups, instead of two, as previously,

of Protestantism in Italy. In the subsequent fate

of the Anabaptist congregations, which became
closely affiliated with the center of the moderate
Anabaptist cause at Nikolsbuig in Moravia, two
brilliant martyr names are encountered in the period

when the storm began to rage: Giulio Gherlandi
and Francesco della Saga, who fell a sacrifice to

the Venetian Inquisition in 1565. Among advocates
of the Reformation in Venetian territory may lastly

be named Bishop Pier Paolo Veigerio, because, ac-

cording to his own acknowledgment, the truth of

the Gospel indelibly impressed itself upon him at

Padua, by the sick-bed of the unfortunate Spiera;

and because the Inquisition at Venice subjected

him to a tedious course of trial. This disputatious

battler wielded an inexhaustible store of fresh

weapons against the Roman Church out of the

armory of his own experience and exact knowledge
of the hierarchy; although he did not equal the

men of the first generation in disinterested devotion
to truth, in courage and joy of sacrifice. Neither

can his writings be justly compared with the other

products of the movement, as some of them are

revealed in the Biblioteca della Ri/orma ItcUiana

(6 vols., Florence, 1881-86).

Among the writings of the Italian Reformation,
besides the invaluable yield of Juan de Vald^s, the

previously cited little book " Of the

7. Italian Benefit of Christ's Death " fills an hon-
Refonna- orable place. There may also be men-

tion tioned the fact that the Sommario della

Writings. Sacra Scrittura was no less efifective, al-

though it was not Italian originally, but
a recast Middle Low German (Dutch) work, dating

from the decade 1520-30. A collection of the litera-

ture of the Reformation in Italy after the plan fol-

lowed by E. Bdhmer for the Spanish Reformation in

the Bibhotheca Wiffentana is much to be desired.

Rich contributions toward the project would be sup-

plied by the serial volumes of Rivista Crietiana from
1873; and a considerable portion of the original

issues are to be found collected in the library accu-

mulated by Count Piero Guicciardini, and made over

to the national library of Florence. Long forgotten

and concealed, hardly discoverable in their own
country, these writings bear witness to the high

mental significance of that minority which once
existed in the land of the popes and fought under
the banner of reform. K. Benrath.

Bxbuoorapht: The best guide to the Bouroes is K. Ben-
rath, Ueber die Qitellen dtr italieniadken ReformaHonage-
achidUe, Bonn. 1876; idem, in ZKO, i. 613-626. iv. 394-
413. Rivista criatiana, a periodical published in Florence,

1873 sqq., contains mudi material of the first importance.
Instructive hints as to sources are given in F. H. Reusch,
Der Index der verbotener BQcher, I 373 sqq., Bonn, 1883.
Consult further: J. Bonnet, Vie de Olympia Morata, Paris,

1850, new ed., 1862, Eng. transl., London, 1852; idem,
Aonio Paleario, Paris, 1862, Eng. transl., London, 1864;
idem, Riciie du xvi. eiicle, Paris. 1864; idem, Notneaux
and Demiere RiciUy ib. 1876; idem, many contributions to
BuOeHn du proteetantieme franpaiae; D. Krdmann, Die
Reformation und ihre Mdrtyrer in Italien^ Berlin, 1855;
J. Stoughton. Footprinta of IkUian Reformera^ London,

1881; K. Benrath, Cfeaehichte der Reformation in Vene^,
Halle, 1887; idem, Bernardino Othino wm Siena, ib. 1892;

B. Fontana, Renaia . . . di Ferrara, 3 vols., Rome, 1889-

1899; A. R. Pennington, The Church in Italy, London,

1895; E. Oomba, / noetri proteaianti, vol. ii., Florence (un-

finished, deals only with Venice); A. Agostini, Pielro Car-

neaeeehi e U movintento Waldeeiano, ib. 1899; Camkfridge

Modem HiUory, vol. ii.. The Reformation, pp. 578-699.

New York. 1904; E. H. Walshe, Under the Inquieitton;

The Reformation in Italy, London. 1904; C. Dejob, ZjoFoire-

lioieuae en Ilalie au ziv. ai^de, Paris, 1906; C. von Klense.

The Interpretation of Italy, Chica«o, 1907; and the litera-

ture under the articles on the Reformera named in the text.

ITHACIUS CLARUS. See Priscillian, Pr»-
CILUANI8T8.

ITUREA: A region named In Luke ill. 1. The
name of a people, '' the Itureans/' is older than " Itu-

rea " as the name of a region, and is to be connected

with the Jetur of Gen. xxv. 15, a son of Ishmael deno-

ting a nomadic stock of the Syro-Arabian desert,

whose home, according to the Genesis passage, was in

the neighborhood of Teima on the western border of

Najd; between Medina and the oasis of Jauf. I

Chron. v. 18-22 tells of a victorious campaign of

the Hebrews of the East-Jordan land against Jetur

and other nomads in pre-exilic times, which shows
that Jetur must have changed its place of abode
to the neighborhood of the Jabbok; but the men-
tion in Luke iii. 1 can have nothing to do with this

passage. Aristobulus I. (105-104 B.C.) fought the

Itureans and annexed part of their territory

(Josephus, ArU, XIII., xi. 3), and Strabo (XVI.,

ii. 10, 18) in Roman times locates them on the plain

of Massyas (Marsyas) between Laodicea and Chalcis,

i.e., in Coele-S3rria (q.v.), and he is corroborated by
an inscription of Quirinius (Monm[isen in Epkemeris

epiffraphica, iv. 537-542, Berlin, 1881). It is to be
concluded therefore that Jetur and the Itureans

are the same stock, and that they came north with
the migrations of the Arab tribes, settled down, and
adopted the manners of the people of the region.

Iturea as the name of a region is connect^ with
this last phase of the people's history. The first

ruler of whom mention is made is Ptolemy, son of

Menneus, who reigned 85-40 b.c, and had a king-

dom of considerable size, including some cities on
the coast, and the region about the sources of the
Jordan as far east as the neighborhood of Damas-
cus (Josephus, ArU. XIII., xvi. 3). This Ptolemy
paid Pompey 1,000 talents in order to make his

rule secure with the Romans (Josephus, ArU, XIV.,
iii. 2), and he protected the last of the Hasmo-
neans. His son Lysanias is called king of the Itu-
reans by Dio Cassius, and was executed by order
of Antony, 36 B.C. (Josephus, ArU. XV., iv. 1).

Later there were only renmants of the great
Iturean kingdom, with Chalcis as the capital, one
of which was Abilene, ruled by the tetrarch Ly-
sanias (Luke iii. 1); another was the region of
Soemus, north of Heliopolis; still another was the
region of Chalcis, given by Claudius to Herod,
grandson of Herod the Great; and finally the terri-

tory of Zenodorus, which came into the possession
of Herod the Great (Josephus, ArU. XV., x. 1).
After the death of Herod, Augustus joined a por-
tion of the territory of Zenodorus to the territory
of the tetrarch Philip (4 B.C.-34 a.d.) , that part
which included Batanea, Trachonitis, and Aura-
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nltis; thus Philip ruled a part of the Iturean ter-

ritory, a fact which partly justifies the statement
in Luke iii. 1. (H. Guthz.)
Bibtjooraphy: Q. A. Smith, UiMtorieal Oeography of the

Holy Land, pp. 544 aqq., London, 1897; F. MOnter, De
nbuB ituraeortan, Copenhafftn. 1824; M. Krenkel, JoMpAtM
und iMkaa, pp. 90-05, Leipsie, 1894; Sishdrer. OmckidUe,
I 707-725, Eng. transl., I., ii. 325-344; DB, ii. 521-622;
EB, il 2296-2297.

IVERACH, iv'er-ilH, JAMES: United Free Pres-

byt^ian Church, Scotland; b. in Caithness Jime 1,

1839. He was educated at the University of

Edinbuii^h (1859-^) and New College, Edinburgh
(1863-^), and was ordained to the ministry in

1869. He held pastorates at West Calder, Edin-
burgh (1869-74), and FerryhiU, Aberdeen (1874-

1887); was professor of apologetics and dogmatics
in United Free Church CoUege, Aberdeen (1887-

1907), and principal (1905-07); and has been pro-

fessor of New-Testament language and literature

(since 1907). He has written Life of Mows (Lon-
don, 1881); Is God KnowabUt (1884); St Paul,

kis Life and Times (1890); ChristianUy and Evo-
bUion (1894); The Truth of Christianity (1895);

Theism, in the Light of Present Science and Phi-
losophy (1900); Descartes, Spinoza, and the New
Pkdosophy (1904) ; and Other Side of Greatness, and
Other Sermons (1906).

IVES, oivz, LEVI SILLDCAN: Roman Catholic;

b. at Meriden, Coim., Sept. 16, 1797; d. in New
York Oct. 13, 1867. He served for about a year in

the War of 1812 and subsequently studied at Hamil-
ton College. He was originally a Presbyterian, but
joined the Protestant Episcopal Church in 1819.

After taking orders in 1822, he held charges at

Batavia, N. Y., Philadelphia, and Lancaster, Pa.,

and in New York, till 1831, when he became bishop

of North Carolina. He displayed great zeal and
ability in the religious education of the slaves, but
his Tractarian views brought him into serious

difficulties. While in Rome in 1852 he formally

submitted to the pope and became a Roman Catb-

olic. The following October he was solemnly de-

posed from his episcopal office. On his return to

New York he bcKsame professor of rhetoric in St.

Joseph's Seminary, Yonkers, N. Y., also lecturer

on English literature and rhetoric in the Convent
of the Sacred Heart. He was prominent in the

charitable work of the Roman Catholic Church.

He published New Manual of Private Devotions

(New York, 1831); The Apostles* Doctrine and
Fellowship: Five Sermons (1844); On the Obedience

cf Faith (1849); and The Trials of a Mind in its

Progress to CaUioUcism (Boston, 1853; London, 1854).

BauooRAFHT: W. 8. Perry, The EpUcopato in America^

p. 67, New York, 1895.

IVDfEY, JOSEPH: English Baptist historian;

b. at Ringwood (17 m. w.s.w. of Southampton) May
22. 1773; d. in London Feb. 8, 1834. In early life

he followed his father's trade, that of a tailor, at

Lymington and Portsea; becune a church-member
m 1790, an itinerant minister in 1794, assistant min-

ister at Wallingford, Berkshire, in 1803; and pas-

tor of the Baptist church in Eagle Street, Holbom,
London, in 1805. He was a pronounced opponent
of Roman Catholicism, and so denoimced the re-

peal of the Test and Corporation Acts; he was also

interested in the abolition of slavery and in mission-

ary operations. His chief significance is as historian

of his denomination, by his History of the English

Baptists (4 vols., London, 1834), which, however,

is criticized as to be used with caution on account
of its mistakes. He wrote on other subjects quite

voluminously, his works including Brief Sketch of
the History of Dissenters (1810), and John Milton,

his Life and Times (1833).

Bibuoorapht: G. Pritohard, Memoir of the Life and Wri-
tinoe of , . . Joeeph Ivimey, London, 1835; DNB, xxix.
81-82.

IVO, l"v6', OF CHARTRES (IVO or YVO CAR-
NOTENSIS): Bishop of Chartres (47 m. s.w. of

Paris); b. in the district of Beauvais c. 1040; d.

Dec. 23, 1116. He studied imder Lanfranc at Bee,

became a canon at Nesle in Picardy, then provost

of the abbey of St. Quentin in Beauvais c. 1078, and
bishop of Chartres in 1090. As the bishop before

him had been deposed for simony, and conmianded
some support, Ivo's election was contested; but his

cause was espoused by Pope Urban II., who had
given him consecration. The same pope protected

him when subjected to arrest by King Philip I. of

France, because Ivo had not acquiesced in the repu-

diation of Queen Bertha, and the king's liaison with

Countess Bertrada of Anjou. In the investiture

strife (see Invbstitube), Ivo took a stand of sagar

cious mediation between the rights of the State

and the Church (cf. his Epist. ad Hugonem archi-

episcopum Lugdunensem in MGH, Lib, de lite, ii.,

1893, pp. 642, 649, and his letter of 1106 to Pope
Paschal II. in MPL, cbdi. 19). When subsequently

Paschal II. was sharply attacked for his attitude

to Emperor Henry V., in the year 1111, Ivo vin-

dicated him, and frustrated the design of Arch-

bishop Josceraimus of Lyons, who aimed to have
Paschal's concessions to Henry adjudged heretical

by means of a great French council {MGH, ut sup.,

pp. 649 sqq.). Ivo was highly esteemed in France,

and was also on friendly terms with Anselm of

Canterbury. The date of his canonization is un-

certain; Ids day is May 20.

The most important among Ivo's writings are his

collections of canons, wherein he anticipated Gra-

tian, the CoUectio tripartita, the Decretum, and the

Panormia, Both as reflecting his own life and as

bearing upon the history of his time, his letters are

of weight; and there are also twenty-four of his

sermons preserved, some of which are detailed

treatises on dogmatic and liturgical questions. He
also wrote against Berengar of Tours. Certain his-

torical works of his friend, Hugo of Fleury, have
been attributed to him erroneously. Carl Mirbt.

Bibuoobapht: The works, first printed Paris, 1647, are

reprinted with a life in MPL, dzi-cbdi Consult: A.
Abry, Yve$ de Chartres, ea vie ei eee owraoee, Strasburg,

1841; F. Ritske, De Ivone, epiecopo Camotenei, Wratis-

law, 1863; J. Dombrowski, Ivo, Biachcfvon Chartres, sein

Leben und Wirken, Breslau, 1881; A. Sieber, Bischof Ivo

von Chartres, KdnigsberK. 1895; R. von Scherer, Handbueh
dee Kirchenrechts, vol. i., 53, Gras, 1886; C. Mirbt, DU
PublinsHk im ZeiiaUer Qregors VJ!., pp. 512 sqq.. Leipsie,

1804; F. Foumier, Les Collections eanoniques atiribuies h
Yves de Chartres, in Bibliothique de Vieole dee Chartres,

vols. Ivii-lviiL, 189^-97; idem, Yves de Chartres et U
droit canonique, in Revue dee questions historiques, IxviL*

1808; Hauck, KD, iii. 862, 904, 914; and literature indi-

cated in Richardson, EneydopcBdia, p. 515.
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J: The symbol employed to designate the Jehovis-

tie (Yahwistic, Judean) document which, according

to the critical school, is one of the components of

the Hexateuch (q.v.). See Hbbrsw Lanouaob
AND LlTBRATUSB, II., ) 4.

JABAL. See Cain, Kbnites.

JABIN, i^ia: A Canaanitic king who appears in

two narratives in the Old Testament (Josh. xi. 1-15,

and Judges iv. 1 sqq.). In the first he appears as

overlord of the Canaanitic kings of the region of

Mt. Naphtali, with his capital at Hazor, and as

conquered by Joshua at the ** waters of Merom."
This narrative purports to give the account of the

conquest of northern Canaan as Josh. x. to give

that of the south. In Judges iv. the history of

Jabin is peculiarly bound up with that of Sisera

in the narrative of Deborah and Barak's campaign.

Verses 2 and 7 make Sisera Jabin's general, though
in the song in chap. v. Sisera is king and in com-
mand of kings. Similarly in iv. 12-22 Sisera is

the chief personage, while Jabin hardly appears,

verse 17b being an editorial addition, so that the

narrative concerning Sisera is in chap. iv. the basis

of the story. Two hypotheses have been held con-

cerning this Jabin: that the two accounts refer to

different persons, and that they refer to the same
person. Judges iv. still retains a trace of the

correct tradition that after the time of Joshua a
war was conducted against Jabin, king of Hazor.

(H. GUTHB.)

Bibuoobapbt: Bemdes H. Outhe, OBtehiehte dM Volkea
Iwrad, pp. 51-62. Freiburs. 1809; DB. ii. 524; EB, ii.

2302-08, 2636^7; and C. F. Kent, StudmU'* Old Teuton

meni^ vol. L, 1904, the oommentaries on Joshua and Judges
should be consulted, particularly those on Judgesby Budde
and Moore, and the works on the history of Israel, espe-

cially those of Ewald, Kittel, and Wellhauaen.

JABLONSKI, ya-blen'skf, DANIELERNST : Bishop
of the Moravians; b. at Nassenhuben, near Danzig,

Nov. 20, 1660; d. at Berlin May 25, 1741. He was
educated at the gymnasium of Lissa and studied

theology at Frankfort-on-the-Oder and at Oxford.

In 1683 he was appointed Reformed preacher in

Magdeburg, and in 1686 became pastor of the Polish

congregation and rector of the gymnasium at Lissa.

In 1691 he went to Prussia and became court

preacher at Kdnigsberg; but he always remained
faithful to the Moravians in their exile and used his

political influence to assist them in every way.
At the synod of Lissa in 1699 he was chosen senior

of the Unity and received their episcopal ordination.

In 1737 he consecrated Count Zinzendorf bishop,

and thus he formed the transition from the old

stock of the Moravian Brethren to the younger
branch of the Hermhuters. His influence upon the

development of the Prussian state is still more
important. Since Sigismund of Brandenburg had
adopted the Reformed creed (1613; see Sigis-

mund, Johann), a union of the evangelical denomi-
nations had become a necessity for the Hohenzol-

lems, and Jablonski was the man to give this

tendency a concrete form and a theological basis.

Similar efforts were made at the court of Hanover

by Leibnitz and by MolanuB (qq.v.). Anthony
IHrich of Brunswick and the court of Gotha also

sympathized with these unionistic movements. In

the meantime Jablonski had become court preacher

at Berlin (1697), and as Brandenburg was being

transformed about this time into the state of

Prussia, he considered it his mission to unite all

Protestants under the leadership of Prussia. He en-

tered into negotiations with Leibnitz and Molanus,

but the undertaking failed on account of the oppo-
sition of the clergy. Another ideal which Jablonski

tried to realize was the introduction of the episco-

pate into the Evangelical Church, which met a re-

sponse in King Frederick's appointment of his court

preacher's bishops. But failure resulted in 1713when
Frederick William I. ascended the throne. Against

the demoralization of church life Jablonski at-

tempted to introduce ethical societies after the

model of the English societies for the reformation of

maimers. The Berlin Academy of Sciences owes
its existence to his advocacy with that of Leibnitz.

Jablonski was its first vice-president and director of

the philologico-historical class, and in 1733 he be-

came its president. His literary activity was not

less important. He made a careful edition of the

Old-Testament text which J. H. Michaelis adopted
as the basis of his well-known Kommentarbibd
(1720); at Jablonski's instigation the Berlin edition

of the Babylonian Talmud was printed. He trans-

lated Bentley's CotifvJUUion of Atheism into Latin

(Berlin, 1696) ; his Historia consensus Sendomiriensis

(Berlin, 1731) is important in the sphere of church
history, likewise his Jura et liberiates dissidentiutn

in regno PoUmiae (1708). (P. Klbinsrt.)

Bibuoobapht: J. E. Kapp, SamnUuno vertratUtr Briefe de9

Freiherm von JLeibnU* und Hofpredioer9 JabtontH, Leip-
sio, 1747; C. W. Hering. Ge$chichU der ArtrcUie^ C^nion*-

wrnieA«. ii. 313 sqq.. ib. 1838; G. E. Guhrauer. (7. W,
Prnherr von Leibnitz, ii. 177 sqq., Breelau, 1846; A. L.

Bichter, Oesehidtte dipr evangeliaiken Kirehenverfcumuno in
DeuiMchland, Leipsio, 1851; F. Brandes, (TeecMeftte d«r

kirdUiehen Politik de» HatUM Brandenburg, vol. 1., Qotha,
1872; A. Ritschl. QtachichU dee PieUemue, iiL 302 sqq..

Bonn, 1886; J. Kvacala, FUnfzig Jahre im preueeiMchen

Hc^predigerdieneU, Dorpat, 1896; idem, Neue BeUrOoe
turn Briefwecheel ewiachen D. B. Jablaneki und O, W.
LeibniU, ib. 1809.

JACKSON, FREDERICK JOHN FOAKES: Church
of England; b. at Ipswich (18 m. s.e. of Bury St.

Edmunds), Suffolk, Aug. 10, 1855. He was edu-
cated at Eton and at Trinity College, Cambridge
(B.A., 1879), and was curate of Ottershaw, Win-
chester (1879-81), St. Giles, Cambridge (1882--84),

and St. Botolph's, Cambridge (1884-91). He was
appointed lecturer on divinity in Jesus CoUege,

Cambridge, was elected fellow in 1886, and made
dean in 1895 and tutor in the following year. Since

1897 he has been examining chaplain to the bishop

of Peterborough, since 1901 honorary canon of

Peterborough cathedral, and was Hulsean lec-

turer in 1902. Theologically he is an orthodox
member of the Church of England, and heartily

accepts her dogmatic teachings. He has written

History of the Christian Church (London, 1891);

Biblical History qf the Hebrews (Cambridge, 1903);
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and ChrMtm DifficuUiea in tht Second and Twen-
tieth Centuriee (Hulsean lectureB for 1902; Lon-
don, 1903).

JACKSOH, GEORGE AHSON: Congregationalist;

b. at North Adams, Mass., Mar. 17, 1846; d. at

Swampscott, Mass., May 8, 1907. He was gradu-

ated from Yale (Ph.B., 1868) and Andover Theolog-
ical Seminary (1871) ; was pastor at Leavenworth.
Kan. (1871-73), Southbridge, Mass. (1873-78),

and Swampseott, Mass. (1878-97), and librarian

of the Genera] Theological Library, Boston, after

1897. He wrote: The Christian Faith (Boston,

1875); The ApoetoUe Fathere (New York, 1879);

Faihereofthe Third Century (lS8l);Po8t^NiceneGreek

Fathere (1883); and Poet^NiceneLatin Fathere (1883).

JACKSOH, SHELDOR: Presbyterian; b. atBfina-

ville, N. Y., May 18, 1834; d. at Asheville, N. C,
May 2, 1009. He was graduated at Union College

in 1855, and Princeton Theological Seminary in

1858. He was a colporteur of the Presbyterian

Board of Publication in 1856, and agent of the

American Systematic Beneficence Society in 1857.

In 1858 he was ordained to the Presbyterian min-
istry, and in the same year was appointed mission-

ary to the Choctaw Indians at Spencer Academy,
I. T. Fn»n 1859 to 1869 he was a missionary in

western Wisconsin and southern Minnesota, being

also pastor at La Crescent, Minn., from 1859 to 1863,

and an agent of the United States Christian Com-
mission to the Army of the Cumberland for three

months in 1863, as weU as associate pastor with
George Ainske at Rochester, Minn., and principal

and professor of higher mathematics at Rochester

Female Institute from 1864 to 1869. Throughout
this tinoe he itinerated constantly, and in these ten

years organized over twenty churches. He de-

clined the superintendency of Presbyterian mis-

sions in Minnesota in 1864, but in 1869 he accepted

an appointment as superintendent of Presbyterian

misBions for northern and western Iowa, Nebraska,

Dakota, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, and Utah.
Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, eastern Nevada,
and Alaska were later added to his district, thus

giving him Presbyterian supervision over nearly

half the territorial area of the United States at

that time. It was largely through his efforts that

the Woman's Board of Home Missions was organ-

ised in 1878. In 1879 and 1880 he was commissioned
by the Government to collect Indian children from
the Pueblo, Apache, Pima, and Papago tribes for

education in the Indian Training Schools at Carlisle,

P^, and Hampton, Va.

After 1877 his main interests were connected

with Alaska, and in 1879 he was conmiissioned by
President Hayes, together with Rev. Dr. Henry
Kendall, to prepare a special report on the native

tribes of southcAstem Alaska as a basis for legis-

lation. Six years later he established the first

eanoe nmil service in Alaska, and in the following

year secured the enactment of a law giving limited

territorial government, and providing for the es-

tablishment of public schools in the same territory.

In 1885 he was appointed General Agent of Edu-
cation in Alaska. In 1891 he began the successful

introduction of Siberian reindeer into Alaska to

provide the Eskimos with food, and in 1897 was a
special agent of the United States Government in

transporting a colony of Laplanders with their

reindeer to Alaska. In 1897 he was commissioned
by the Secretary of Agriculture to report on the
agricultural possibilities of the Yukon River, and
in 1899 established the first reindeer post-office

routes in America.
He was a member of the executive committee

of the International Simday School Association

since 1887, and in 1893 was appointed an advisory

member of the religious congress held in connec-
tion with the Chicago Workl's Fair. He furnished

exhibits of Alaskan ethnology to every national

exposition from 1885 to 1905, and presented a
valuable collection of ethnological material to
Princeton Theological Seminary, which was later

transferred to Princeton University. He was one
of the founders of Westminster College at Salt

Lake City. He edited the Rocky Mountain Pres-

byterian at Denver from 1872 to 1882, when he
presented it to the Board of Home Missions and
edited it in New York City as The Preibyterian

Home Missionary from 1882 to 1885. He also

edited the illustrated missionary monthly North
Star at Sitka, Alaska, from 1887 to 1894. In addi-

tion to assisting in editing The World's Best Orations

(11 vols., St. Louis, 1899) and The World's Best Es-
says (10 vols., 1900), he prepared for the United
States Government twenty annual reports on edu-
cation in Alaska since 1881 and fifteen on the intro-

duction of domestic reindeer into Alaska since

1890, and wrote Alaska and Missions on the North

Pacific Coast (New York, 1880).

Biblxografht: R. L. Siewut, Shddon Jaekaon^ Paihfindtr
ttnd Protpeetor qf the Miuumary Vanouard in the Rodcy
Mountain* andAlaaka, New York, 1908.

JACSISOll, THOMAS: The name of two English
theologians.

1. Church of England divine; b. at Witton-on-
the-Wear (10 m. s.w. of Durham) Dec. 21, 1579;

d. Sept. 21, 1640. He studied at Queen's and at
Corpus Christi College, Oxford (B.A., 1599; M.A.,

1603; B.D., 1610; D.D., 1622), where he was made
probationer feUow in 1606 and subsequently re-

peatedly elected vice-president of Corpus Christi.

At Oxford he won a reputation for his theological

learning and delivered weekly lectures on theology

both at Corpus Christi and at Pembroke. In 1623
he was instituted to the living of St. Nicholas, New-
castle-on-Tyne, and in 1625 he was presented to the
living of Winston, Durham, which he held with
Newcastle. About the same time he was made a
royal chaplain. In 1630 he became president of

Corpus Christi, a post which he filled till his death.

In 1632 he was presented to the crown living of

Witney, Oxfordshire, which he resigned in 1637.

He became prebendary of Winchester in 1635, and
dean of Peterborough in 1639. He was originally a
Calvinist of Puritan leanings, but later became an
Arminian. He ranks high as a theologian, and his

theology has particularly commended itself to mod-
em EUgh-churchmen. His great work was his Com-
mentaries on the Apostles* Creed (12 bks., London,
1613-57), of which books ten and eleven were edited

by Barnabas Oley. Book twelve first appeared in
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complete form in Jackson's Works (3 vols., 1672-73).

Jaduon also published three collections of sermons,

Naxareth and Bethiehem (Oxford, 1617); Chri9t*8

Antwer unto John's Question (London, 1625); and
Diverse Sermons (Oxford, 1637). His Theological

Works, with the Life of Jackson by Edmund
Vaughan, have been reprinted at Oxfonl (12 vols.,

1844).

Bibuoobapbt: A. k Wood, Athtruu OxonienaM, ed. P.

Bliw. U. 664. and FaaH, i. 281. 290. 338, 401. 4 vols..

London. 1813-20; DNB, xxix. 107-108 (where notioes of

scattered referenoes are given).

2. English Wesleyan; b. at Sancton, near Market
Weighton (18 m. e.8.e. of York), Yorkshire, Dec. 12,

1783; d. at Shepherd's Bush, London, Mar. 10, 1873.

He joined the Methodist Society in 1801, his educa-

tion having been attained through reading. From
1804 tiU 1824 he was an itinerant in the Wesleyan
connection, occupying important circuits. He was
editor of the oonnectional magazines, 1824-42, and
professor of divinity in the Theological College at

Richmond, Surrey, 1842-61. His more important

works are: The Life of John Ooodmin (London,

1822); Memoirs of the Life and Writings of the Rev.

Richard Watson (1834); The Centenary of Wesleyan
Afeihodism (1839); The Life of the Rev, Charles

Wesley (2 vols., 1841); The Life of the Rev, Robert

Newton (1855); The InstittUions of Christianity

(1868); and Recollections ofMy Own Life and Times
(ed. B. Frankland, 1873). Jackson also edited

numerous works, including The Works of the Rev.

John Wesley (14 vols., 1829-31); A Library of

Christian Biography (12 vols., 1837-40); The Lives

of the Early Methodist Preachers (3 vols., 1837-

1838; 3d ed., 6 vols., 1866-66); Anthony Farindon's

Sermons (4 vols., 1849); and The Journal of the

Rev. Charles Wesley (2 vols., 1849).

Biblioobaprt: Consult, beeides the Aeoottectum*. ut sup..

DNB, xxix. 108-109.

JACOB (or ISRAEL), THE PATRIARCH.
The Names and Their Meaning (f 1).

Jacob's Youth (f 2).

His Life in Haran (f 3).

His Later Life (f 4).

Characteristics of the Sources ({ 5).

Jacob's Character (f 6).

Historicity of the Narratives (f 7).

Jacob, or Israel, the son of Isaac, was the ancestor

who gave his name to the covenant people. Jacob
means '' one who holds the heel '' or

I. The '' one who treads on the heel " (Gen.

Names and xxv. 26), and is also explained as " one
Their who overreaches " (cf. Jer. ix. 4) by

Meaning, means of his practised cunning (Gen.

zxvii. 36). Israel, on the other hand,

which became the designation of the people, was
given him by God as a special distinction after he
had proved his courage and gained a victory (Gen.

Txxii. 28). Jacob is probably an abbreviation of

Jacob-el, for, among the Palestinian towns captured

by Thothmes III. and mentioned in his inscriptions

at Kamak, names appear which may be recognized

as Ya*kobh-eL and Yoseph-el, a conclusion all the more
probable since the name Ya'kubh-Uu appears in

Babylonian contract-tablets. The inference usually

drawn from this inscription that in the sixteenth

century the Jacob or Joseph tribes were already

established in Canaan is over-hasty, since the anal-

ogy of the other names indicates rather that com-

munities are meant. B&thgen explains Jacob-el as
'' El recompenses "; an alternative is '' £1 wrestles

''

(Gen. xxxii. 24 sqq.).

Jacob's youth was one untiring effort to secure

for himself the birthright which belonged to his

twin-brother £sau. This struggle had

2. Jacob's even a prenatal origin (Gen. xxv.

Youth. 22-23). In contrast with the coarse

and violent Esau, Jacob was quiet and

peaceable (Gen. xxv. 27), but shrewd, and able to

use cleverly the weaknesses of his more sensuous

brother (verse 29). In this he was aided by his

mother, while the hunter found favor in the eyes

of his father. Isaac, deceived by his wife, unwit-

tingly bestowed the blessings of birthright upon
Jacob (Gen. xxvii.; see Isaac), who in consequence

was forced to abandon for a time the land of promise,

and transferred his abode to Haran, the native land

of his mother. In the course of his wanderings

Jacob came to Bethel, where Yahweh appeared to

him in a dream.
The second period of Jacob's life was passed with

his kindred in Haran, where he founded his house.

He asked of Laban as a reward for

3. His Life seven years' labor the hand of his

in HanuL beautiful daughter, Rachel; but her

sister Leah was substituted by the

mercenary father, and Jacob was forced to serve

seven years longer to gain his beloved Rachel.

The latter, however, was unfruitful, while Leah
brought him four sons : Reuben, Simeon, Levi, and
Judah. As a result of a substitution of slaves for

their mistresses, Jacob's family was further increased

by four sons, Dan, Naphtali, Gad, and Asher.

These were followed by two sons of Leah, Issachar

and Zebulun. At last Rachel bore her husband's

favorite son, Joseph. As God's blessing seemed to

be attached to Jacob's person, Laban was loath

to lose his services; to his own disadvantage, how-
ever, for although the recompense which Jacob re-

quired might seem small, it always turned out to

be imexpectedly large, and though Laban fre-

quently changed the conditions (Gen. xxxi. 7), the

advantage was always with Jacob. The tense rela-

tions between them hastened Jacob's secret depar-
ture with his wives and goods. Laban piucued and
overtook him at the mount of Gilead, but, although
embittered by the loss of his household gods, which
Rachel had carried off without her husband's knowl-
edge, he was forced to settle the strife amicably.
The name Gilead (explained as Gcd'edh, '' hill of

witness," Gen. xxxi. 48) was from this time a re-

minder of the treaty thus concluded.

A third phase of Jacob's history began with his

reentrance into the promised land and his settle-

ment in the heart of the country. But
4* His first an imderstanding with Esau was

Later Life, necessary, and then to take possession

of the disputed heritage, for which a
severe struggle was required. Jacob succeeded by
the help of spiritual powers (Gen. xxxii. 24 sqq.).

After such a victory no human being could do him
harm. The dreaded Esau received him kindly and
retired again to the desert land of the Edomites,
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Jacob

while Jacob established himself in Shechem, with

whose inhabitants, however, his sons became in-

voWed in bloody quarrels. This induced Jacob to

depart at first toward Bethel, where he made drink-

ofiferings, according to his vow, where also the Lord
s{^}eared to him and gave him the covenant bless-

ings. On their further journey, the last stage of

which was Hebron, Rachel bore Benjamin and died

in giving him birth. In Hebron Isaac, who died at

an advanced age, was buried by Jacob and Esau.

After residing for some time in Hebron, while his

sons, with their flocks, wandered through the land

north of Shechem, Jacob, in his old age, transferred

his abode to Egypt, where his son Joseph (q.v.)

had attained great honors. In Beersheba the

patriarch received a last favorable message from
his God (Gen. xlvi. 1 sqq.). In Egypt he was re-

ceived with favor by the Pharaoh, and lived in

Goshen (according to Gen. xlvii. 28, P) for seventeen

years, dying at the age of 147. He was embalmed
after the Egyptian method, and brought to the

family tomb and buried there by his children.

The three sources, J, E, and P, appear in the part

of Genesis which contains the Jacob narratives, to

which P contributed the least. J and

S* Chanic- E do not always easily separate, since

teristics they followed practically the same tra-

of the ditions; but in J the cunning of Jacob
Sonxces. seems the motive of action, while in

£ miraculous interpositions and ap-

pearances in dreams are more common. In JE the

hatred of Esau because of his exclusion from his

father's blessing is given as the cause of Jacob's

emigration to Haran; in P the reason assigned is

dissatisfaction on the part of his parents with the

Kittite marriages of Esau (xxvii. 46-xxviii. 9).

The two blessings, xxvii. 27 sqq. (JE) and xxviii. 3
(P), are independent, as are the accoimts of Esau's

departure to Seir, xxxvi. &-7 (P) and xxxii. 3 sqq,

(JE), and of the time of the change of name, xxxii.

28 (J) and xxxv. 10 (P). These divergences show
that independent traditions were transmitted which
are followed by the different sources. The chro-

nology of Jacob's life, derived mostly from P, offers

some difficulties. Thus, if from the 130 years of

xhriL 9 (Jacob's age when presented to Pharaoh)
be deducted the seven fruitful and two unfruitful

years, the thirty years of Joseph when the fruitful

years began (xli. 46) and the fourteen years passed

by Jacob in Haran before Joseph's birth, it would
appear that when he left his father's house he was
about seventy-seven years of age, though chaps.

xxviii. sqq. evidently regard him as a young man.
The three elements of the patriarchal blessing in

xlviii-xlix. combine supplementary details: xlvii.

3-6 ts assigned to P, xlviii. 16-16, 20-22 to E, and
xlix. to J. The post-Mosaic authorship assigned to

xiix. (time of Samson by Bleek and Ewald, time of

David by Knobel, much later than this by Stade)

does not take account of the way in which the

Levites are treated.

Jacob's character is best illustrated by his double

name. He is called Jacob because of his dexterity

and cunning, which always give him the advantage
over the phsrsically stronger Esau and over the

shrewd Laban. Chi accoimt of his weakness and

his subordinate position Jacob accommodates him-
self to the will of the stronger, yet always succeeds

in attaining his end by courage and
6. Jacob's tenacity. However much dissimulation

Character, there was in his conduct, Jacob did

not employ it for sordid gain. As
Israel he strives for the blessing of God because
he has recognized therein the highest good. He
devotes his whole energy to obtaining the blessings

of the covenant (Hos. xii. 4-5). It is true that

Jacob's character does not show the comparative
straightforwardness of Abraham, and therefore he
can not be regarded as a model for aU time. He is

not an ideal, even according to the standard of

Israelitic ethics, but a man whose sinful natiire

struggles against his better self; but he was purified

by the suffering which made his life a sadder one
than that of his forefathers (xlvii. 9). What raises

Jacob above himself is his reverent, indestructible

longing for the salvation of his God, which after

long struggles attains complete satisfaction.

Whether, and in what sense, Jacob is historical

may be a subject of debate. The simplicity and the

unconventional sincerity of these re-

7. Historic- citals speak in favor of genuine tradi-

ityoftiie tion rather than of heroic poetry.

Narratiyes. Some of the alleged facts would surely

never have been invented in later times,

as, for example, the contemporaneous marriage with
two sisters (cf. Rev. xviii. 18), or the distinction

awarded to Bethel and the sanctuary there which
was such an object of aversion to the prophets of

the eighth century. The attempt to derive the his-

tory of Jacob from nature-myths has proved a total

failure. While, in general, only the episode on the

Jabbok (Gen. xxxii.) is looked upon as a possible

survival of this nature. Popper has undertaken to

show that Jacob-Israel is the Asiatic Herakles^

Melcarth Palaemon, i.e., the victoriously striving

sim-god, and has vainly endeavored to bring all

the details of the Biblical narrative into accord
with this myth. More probable is the hypothesis

of an eponymous ancestor. In this way Ewald
saw in Jacob a vigorous Hebrew people which had
emigrated from Mesopotamia (cf. Aram. Aramsans;
Deut. xxvi. 5, R.V., margin) , coalesced with those of

the same race who had settled in Canaan at an
earlier period, and then proceeded to dominate them,
while elements of common ancestry (Esau), which
had entered Canaan at an earlier period, gradually

withdrew farther and farther toward the south.

With the Aramean neighbors to the north, behind

the moimtains of Gilead (Laban) , the tribe of Jacob
had many clashes, which are described in the history

of Laban. Stade considers that Israel was a tribe

which lived on the Jabbok, and that their chief city

was Mahanaim; Jacob, on the other hand, was a
tribe of the country west of the Jordan, which lived

in the neighborhood of Bethel. According to him
Rachel, Leah, Isaac, Joseph, and his brothers were

so many different dans, while the combination of

two tribes was represented as a marriage, etc. Ac-
cording to the dominant opinion, later conditions

are reflected in the stories of the patriarchs. Well-

hausen believes that the popular recitals in regard

to Jacob and Esau must have taken form in the
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earlier period of the kingdom of Isnel, after the

subjugation of Edom. For Bernstein, the patriarch

Jacob and his history were invented after the separa-

tion of the kingdom in order to glorify Bethel;

and Seinecke even sees in the despondency of the

returning Jacob a reflex of the fear of the exiles

on their return from Babylon, and in the treatment

of the Shechemites by Simeon and Levi (xxxiv.)

the reproof of the Samaritans by Esra. Apart
from such fancies, it would never be possible to

transform the natural and characteristic figures of

an Abraham or a Jacob into national experiences

or the disappointments of a tribe. Mere invention

being out of the question, the alternative is to

assimie that the stories deal with real persons.

Names such as Jaoob-el and Isra-el, which include

the name of a divinity, should be regarded, like

the name of Abraham, as originally individual

rather than ethnic. In this way Kittel, Kloster-

mann, and Ewald have looked upon the bearers of

these names as chiefs who stood at the head of

nomadic tribes. In the traditions of that far-away

time only a few prominent personalities stand out,

while the tribe which accompanied them in their

wanderings appears only in details of the narrative.

The historical standard used in reference to later

periods may not be applied to primitive traditions;

but, just as little should their essentially historical

character be denied as being, in the main, faithful

pictures of the time of the first residence of the

fathers in the land of promise. C. von Orelu.
Biblioobapht: J. A. Kiawnrnftpger, Bnideektet JuimUkum,

i. 942-943, KGnigsberg, 1711; C. tod Lengerko, K^naan,
pp. 290 aqq.. ib. 1844; L. Diestel, Der Segen Jakoh;
Bruiuwick, 1853; H. Ewald, GeachidUe dM V<^kM9 Israel,

i. 412 aqq., 489 aqq., Hanover. 1804, Eng. tranal., i. 341-
362, London, 1883; K. Kohler, Der Segen Jakob; Berlin.

1867; A. N. Obbard, Tha Prophecy of Jacob, Cambridge,
1867; A. Bematein. Uroprung dor Sagen von . . . Jakob,
Berlin. 1871; J. Hamburger. RoairEneykU^pOdio do§ Jx^
donthumo, i. 643 aqq., Neuatreliti, 1874; A. KOhler. Bib-
lUdio Oeochiehle AUoo TeakmenUe, i. 136 aqq., Erlangen,
1876; L. Seineoke, Ooediiehte doa Volkoo loraO, t 40 aqq.,

QOttingen, 1876; J. Popper, Uroprung dee Monotheie-
mue, pp. 346 aqq., Berlin. 1879; C. von Orelli, O. T.
Prophecy, Edinburgh, 1885; R. Kittel, OaaeAtMte dor
HebrOer, i. 122 aqq.. Gotha, 1892. Eng. tranal.. London.
1896; W. Staerk. Siudion tur Religione- und Sprachgo-
echichie dee A, T., i. 77-83, U. 1-13. BerUn, 1899; C. A.
Briggs. Meeeianic Prophecy, New York. 1902; DB, ii.

62(^636; SB, ii. 2306-12; JE, vii. 19-24. and in general
the worka on the hiatory of larael as given under Abab.

JACOB (JACOBUS) BARADiBUS or ZARZALUS.
See Jacobites.

JACOB CHRISTOPH AHD THE COUKTER-REF-
ORHATION III SWITZERLAND: The Counter-

Reformation found centers in Switxer-

Relations land at Lucerne (see Cybat, Ren-
Between ward), and, somewhat later in the
City and bishopric of Basel. The more difficult

Bishop, task presented itself in Basel, since

here the issue was not merely to re-

store Romanism in a district already half conquered
by the Calvinists; there was also a political conflict

with the city of Basel, still striving after complete
independence and esctension of its boundaries. The
rights of bishop and municipality often conflicted

even before the Reformation; within the episcopal

domain, in the modem Bernese Jura, the city

poesesaed sovereign rights at a good many places;

the bishop, on the other hand, was not only the

spiritual lord of the city, but was endowed with

oomprehensive rights of sovereignty, being empow-
ered to nominate mayor and coimcil, and the city

was pledged to pay him various taxes and the

temporal domain of the diocese extended up to the

city gates. Before the ecclesiastical agitation, the

dty of Basel was striving to enlarge its possessions

at the expense of the bishopric and of the episcopal

rights. In 1621 the municipality, without opposi-

tion, relegated all rights of the bishop to the

nomination of mayor and council. The introduc-

tion of the Reformation dissolved, in 1529, the last

bond between bishop and city, and the chapter

moved over to Freiburg im Breisgau. In a treaty

with the city, in 1530, Bishop Philip of Gimdels-

heim (1527-53) permitted the exercise of the new
doctrine in certain districts of the diocese. The
total dissolution of the bishopric appeared now to

be merely a question of time. The city pursued its

goal quietly but persistently; more and more par-

ishes were united with it in various ways, but

without assuring the status of the Reformation
within the diocese; the bishopric was imperial soil,

and the religious peace of 1555 expressly excluded

the adherents of Zwingli.

From 1560 a more vigorous church life was astir

in Switzerland on the Roman Catholic side; follow-

ing Borromeo's visit to St. Gall, Ein-

Jacob siedeln, and Luzerne in 1571« the

Chrisloph Coimtei^Reformation distinctly begins

Introducat to be perceptible in the original cantons,

the Coun- and even the neglected diocese of Basel

ter-Refor- was reached. (>n the death of Bishop
mation. Melchior, in 1575, the time of com-

pliance came to a dose. At the ensuing

election, the youngest of the canons, Jacob Chris-

toph Blarer of Wartensee (b. 1542), with urgent ad-

monitions, elicited frcmi his colleagues the promise

to labor to restore the right belief, and then became
the electors' choice (Jime 22, 1575). It was no easy

task that he set for himself; the bishopric was in-

volved in debt and ecdesiastically in confusion, and
the dty unquestionably had the Ascendancy. At
first Jacob Christoph acted in a friendly manner
toward the city, but he inquired into the patronal

privileges of the diocese and their legal bases. Rela-

tions to the instigator and promoter of the Swiss
Counter-Reformation became visible; it was Carlo

Borromeo of whom Jacob Christoph requested
synodical by-laws, and the decrees of the Council

of Trent were proclaimed in the diocese. The
decisive step which he ventured was the conclusion

of a league with the Roman Catholic cantons of

the confederacy, Sept., 1579. This league was a
significant fact; the Roman Catholic districts of

western Switzerland, Fribourg, and Soleure, until

then isolated between Protestant districts, gained
a territorial coimection with these new allies; the
passage to France, a matter of great importance for

the Roman Catholic Swiss mercenaries, was thereby
secured; and against the city of Basel and its de-
mand for the conversion of the diocese to the Protes-
tant cause stood henceforth the combined Roman
Catholic federation. Indeed, the treaty of alliance
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was framed expreesly for reciprocal protection in

religioua concerns, even against members of the

confederacy, and for the recovery of apostate sub-
jects; only the bishop was not to use force without
the aHiee' consent. In 1580 he came out openly
with his designs; he solemnly excommunicated the
prominent acUierents of the Reformation in Pruntrut,
summoned the Protestant congregations of the
diocese to return to the Roman Church, dismissed

the Protestant preachers, reinstated Roman worship
in certain places, and even preached himself, at

the most endangered spots. The Jesuit Canisius

devised a catechism for the bishopric; a synod,

att^ided by two hundred priests, convened at

Delsberg, in Apr., 1581, and conferred concerning

a diocesan visitation, the reform of the hierarchy,

synodical by-laws, and the revision of the litur-

gical books.
The city of Basel and the Protestant cantons had

not failed to remonstrate when the bishop's first

steps to repress the new doctrine be-

Setdement came known. In reply Jacob Christoph
of the affirmed his rights. Disturbances in

Contentkm the districts affected by the bishop
Between then moved the citisens of Basel to

City and bring their grievances before the diet

Blihop. of the confederacy. A court of arbitra-

tion was accordingly appointed, which,

in the course of two years' proceedings, brought
about a solution of the contention, in 1585. Two
treaties were concluded: the first secured to the

dty of Basel the cession of all episcopal claims to

sovereignty, both in the city and in the Sissgau

sod certain neighboring districts, for 200,000 florins;

(»i its part the city renounced all sovereignty rights

within the diocese. The cathedral chapter, in com-
pensation for its ancient rights in' the city, was to

receive an indemnity of 50,000 florins. In the

second treaty it was provided that the patronal

privileges between Basel and congregations of the

diocese should indeed still nominally exist, but
that no right of the bishop should be thereby in-

fringed, and that the city should be forbidden to

protect subjects against the bishop; in return, the

lushop pledged •himself to suffer the subjects of

the city to adhere to their own religion, merely
reserving to himself the right of reinstating Roman
Catholic worship. Every one was to enjoy freedom
of choice in religion, and neither side should injure

the other.

Although both the cathedral chapter and the pope
protested against these treaties, it nevertl^less

appeared that they indicated the only proper course

of action. The cession of untenable rights and titles

of possession made the bishop unlimited lord in his

domain. The city lost its influence over episcopal

subjects. The prosecution of church reform no
longer encountered insurmountable opposition;

ererywhere in the diocese the Roman Church re-

eovmd firm ground, and the number of Protestants

continually decreased. Although the treaty allowed

the Evangelicals of Basel free exerdse of religion,

it soon appeared that the bishop, in virtue of his

conceded right of instituting Roman Catholic wor-

ship collaterally with the Evangelical, possessed

the means of gradually abolishing the latter. The

Evangelical subjects were everjrwhere confronted
with the bishop's Roman Catholic officials, from
whom they coukl obtain justice only with difficulty.

Though the Reformation maintained itself in most
places to about 1595, it was nevertheless constantly
decreasing, and at last quite vanished.

Waltbb Goetz.

Bibuoobapht: P. Ooha, OmdiiehU dmr Stadt und Land-
•dutft Baael, !. vi., Berlin, 1829; J. Burokhardt, Dim
O^o^nr^farmaUon , , . am Bnde det 16, JahrhunderU,
Bmatl 1865; A. P. von SesMser, Ludwig Ffyffer und
MifM Z9%i, vob. a.-tU., Bern* 1880-82; L. Vautrey. Hifi.
deM iviquM de Bale, vol. ii., Einaedeln, 1884.

JACOB aAMBS) OF EDBSSA (Lat. JacobuB
Edesaenua or Orrhoenua; Syr. Urhaya; Arab, al-

Rahawi) : The most important of all Syriac writers

with the exception of Bar Hebraeus (see Abulfa-
RAJ); b. at Indaba, near Antioch, c. 633; d. June 5,

708. The Syriac and Arabic names are derived
from the older name for Edessa. He began his

studies in a monastery near Kinnesrin and finished

them in Alexandria. In 084 or 687 he became bishop
of Edessa, but retired after four years; he was too
severe for his clergy and burned the canons before

the house of the patriarch as useless because not
kept. For eleven years he lived as teacher of the
monks in the monastery of Eusebona, and then for

nine years in that of Telleda. On the death of

Habib, his successor as bishop of Edessa, he was
recalled, but died four months later while transport-

ing his library to the city. Jacob belonged to the

monophysitic branch of the S3nrian Church, but is

highly esteemed also by the Maronites. He was a
" man of three tongues," a theologian, historian,

philosopher, and grammarian—in many respects

the Jercmie of the Syrians. His numerous writings

(see Bibuoqrapht) are not yet all published.

E. Nestle.
Bibuoobapht: The works of Jacob, not mil publiBhed, in-

clude one of the earliest of Syriac grammars, U»e extant
fragments ed. W. Wright, London, 1871, and A. Merx in

Hittoria arU* yroifimaiiaM apud 8jfro9, Leipeio, 1871;
grammatical tracts, ed. J. P. Martin, London, 1800, and
O. PhiUipe, 2 parts, Edinburgh, 1800-70; SohoUa on the
Old and the New Testaments, ed. Phillips, London, 1864;
an exegetical work on the Hexaemeron, ed. with transl.,

A. Hjelt, Helsingfors, 1802. On his transl. of the Cate-
gories and Analytics of Aristotle 8. SchOler has a disser-

tation, Erlangen, 1807; on his correspondence. Journal
cf Bacnd Liierature, new series, x (1867), 480; ZDMO,
xxiv (1870). 261, xxxii (1878), 465, 735; on the chrono-
logical canon, E. W. Brooks, in ZDMG, liii (1800), 261,
634, 660; on his translation of the Bible, Ugolini in Ortetu
ChriatianiM, ii 2; on his ecclesiastical canons, the Germ,
transl. of C. Kayser, Leipsic, 1886. The Carmen de fldt
contra Neatorium is not Ids, nor the legend on the sons of
Rechab. A. L. Frothingham, The Existenee of America
Known early in the Chrikian Era, in the American Jour-
nal of ArchaeUogy, iv. 1888, interprets a passage in the
Hexaemeron. Consult: J. 8. Assemani, Bibliolheea orien-

lalie, I 468-^04, Rome, 1710; W. Wright, Catalogue of
Syriac If55., London, 1870-72; DCB,^ 332-336 (quite
full).

JACOB OF ELTZ AlfD THE COUITTER-REF-
ORMATION IN TREVES: The Reformation no-

where gained firm footing in the arch-

Aggrefldye diocese of Treves, and the principal

Measures, work of the Counter-Reformation there

was to renovate the ancient r^me.
To this task Archbishop Jacob III. of Eltz (1567-

1581) applied himself. Bom in 1510, of an old
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family of Treves, he roae early to the rank of a preb-

endary of the cathedral and, in 1547, to that of

dean of the chapter. After he was elected archbish-

op, Apr. 7, 1567, he sought to secure his position by
forming alliances with the strictly Roman Catholic

states; in 1569 he proposed a Catholic league with

the Duke of Alva in Brussels; and when, in the

same year, by inspiration from the court of Munich,
negotiations began with a view to the extension of

the Landsbeig League, he was one of the most
zealous advocates for the admission of Alva to this

league. But, owing to opposition on the Protestant

and imperial side, the extensive plans made resulted

in no more than the accession to the league of the

two electors of Treves and Mainz. Under such
conditions the league could not be what had been
hoped, and Jacob lost interest in it, although there

still survived a close bond between him and the

courts of Brussels and Munich, the two centers of

the Roman Catholic policy in respect to the empire.

He supported, as far as possible, the Bavarian hopes
with reference to Cologne (see Gebhard II.), while

both in advance of the imperial diets and pending
their sessions he resisted every concession to the

Protestants that overstepped the terms of the

religious peace. In 1568 Roman Catholic worship
was restored under the leadership of the Jesuit

Tyraeus, in Neumagen, where the Count of Wittgen-
stein had procured an entrance for the new doc-

trines; and likewise the domain of the sometime
imperial abbey of Prtlm was cleansed of all heresy

when, in 1576, it became incorporated with the

electorate. In 1571 Jacob removed all non-Catholics

from his court, a measure hitting mainly the nobil-

ity. In 1572 the order was issued that whoever
desired to be received as citizen or inhabitant any-
where in the electorate must establish his Catholic

faith. In 1577 the papal nuncio, Portia, could

report that the electorate was free from all heresies.

Jacob's further activity had to do with the reform
of his own Church.
At Easter, 1569, he was the first in Germany who

solemnly swore to the decrees of Trent. Between
Apr. and Oct., 1569, the oouncirs de-

Refonn dsions were announced in all parishes

of the of the electorate. A liturgy elaborated

Church, by Jacob himself, with the assistance

of certain Jesuits, was issued in 1574,

as standard for worship, moral discipline, and
matrimonial concerns. Portia's further counsels

show why the previously attempted reforms were
insufficient—there was lacking a competent clergy.

What ecclesiastics were then available shared, for

the most part, the general corruption of the Roman
priests. Jacob, too, had directed his attention to

this point at the very outset; he had sent for six

scholars from the Roman Collegiimi Germanicum
as assistants in 1568, and these were duly followed

by others. Moreover, the Jesuits of Treves, where
there had been a Jesuit establishment since 1560,

stood in high honor with Jacob; in 1570 he fitted up
for them the Minorite cloister in Treves, adding
wealthy endowments, so that their school soon

flourished to such a degree that from 1573 to 1589
the average attendance Lb estimated at 1,000 stu-

dents annually. In 1580 Jacob also founded a coUege

for them at Cobleni. Yet the service rendered by
all these useful auxiliaries became really suffi-

cient only when through their help it became feasi-

ble to train up a suitable clergy. In vain did Portia,

in 1577, bespeak the institution of a priestly sem-
inary, and the project was first realized by Jacob's

like-minded successor, John of Schonberg, in 1585.

Jacob's reforming activity encountered difficulties

in the attitude of the Treves cathedral chapter,

which was not inclined to comply with the strict

requirements of the Council of Trent; and again,

the necessary placetum regium from* the Brussels

government for the Luxembouig domains of the

archdiocese occasioned contentions over the pre-

rogatives of the spiritual and the temporal power.

On the other hand, the incorporation of the abbey
of PrUm as a part of the archbishopric of Treves

was a great gain; its opulent resources accrued to

the benefit of Jacob's endeavors in the cause of

reform. The rejection in 1580 by imperial decision

of the claim of the city of Treves to hold charter

immediately of the empire likewise strengthened

the cause of the Counter-Reformation.

Jacob died June 4, 1581. Neither his personality

nor his activity can be called great; but the way
once having been pointed out, even

Jacob's lesser intellects, led by capable coun-
Achieve- selors, could carry through the Coun-
ment ter-Reformation. True, the status of

the archdiocese was not entirely satis-

factory at the time of Jacob's death; but his zeal-

ously Catholic-minded successor, John of Schdn-
beig, continued the work along Jacob's lines, and
completed the reforms by him begun. Out of the

schools of the Jesuits there eventually grew up a
generation submissive to the Church; and in many
channels of activity the fathers of the Society of

Jesus imparted their spirit to the population at

large. In connection with the revival of church life,

Jacob himself had shown the best of examples;
the Roman nimcios continually praise his manner
of life, his zeal, his loyalty to the papal see, and
hold him up as a pattern for all German prelates.

If he did not succeed in accomplishing the reform
completely, the decisive turn came to pass under
his administration. Walter Goetz.
Biblioorapht: C. von Stramberg, RheinUcher Antigwaruu

i. 2, pp. 205 sqq.. Coblenz, 1863; J. Marx, Geackichte de9
ErutifU Trier, vol. i., Trier, 1858; A. Kluckhohn, Brufe
Friedricha dea Frommsriy Bninswick, 1867-70; M. Lessen,
Der kOlniBche Krieg, Gotha, 1882; J. Ney, Die Rtfarmor
tion in Trier, 1669, Halle, 1906.

JACOB OF JUETERBOG: Roman Catholic re-

former; b. near Jilterbog, Brandenbuig, 1381; d.

at Erfurt 1465. As a youth he entered the Polish

Cistercian monastery named Paradise, and was
sent by its abbot to the University of Cracow, where
he became professor and university preacher. In

1441, finding the Cistercian discipline too lax, he
joined the Carthusians, and removed to the monas-
tery Ad Montem Sancti Salvatoris in Erfurt. Here
he was active not only as a writer on canon law
and theology, but also as professor of law at the

university. In 1455 he became its rector. He was
intent upon a regeneration of monastic life. His
propositions of reform, laid down in PetUiones

reliffiosorufn pro reformatione sui status and De
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negUgentia praelaiarumf rest upon the view that the

pope is only the most prominent member of the

Church; the infallible presence of the Holy Spirit

is promised not to him, but to the Church, which
has the power to depose the pope. He developed

these thoughts in a reformatory memorial addressed

in 1449 to Pope Nicholas V., under the title Avis-

ameniuM ad papam pro re/ormatume ecdesiae, A
bter work, De aeptem stattbnis ecdesiae, contains the

passionate lamentation of a hopeless man; its aged
author did not believe any longer in the possibihty

of a reform. In spite of his attempts at moral re-

forms, he did not deviate from orthodox Catholi-

cism. He wrote also a great nim:iber of works on
eanon law, ethics and ascetics, which, however,
have mostly perished. The liberal tendency intro-

duced by him culminated in humanism at the time
of Luther. Paul Tbchackkrt.

Bouogkapbt: F. W. Kampschulte, Die UfdverailAt Er-
fipi, L 15-16, Treves, 1858 (from the Roman Catholic point
of view; cf. KL, ri. 1166-71); C. Ullmann, lUformef be-

fore the Reformation, i. 208-216, Edinbtir^ 1874 (from
the Protestant viewpoint); Pastor, Popee, iL 45-49, 93,

H106.

JACOB OF KIEF. See Nbstor.

JACOB OF MIES (called JacobeUus, from his

small stature): Bohemian reformer, colaborer of

John Huss; b. at Mies (15 m. w. of Pilsen), Bo-
hemia, after 1350; d. at Prague Aug. 9, 1429. He
studied at Prague, receiving both the bachelor's

and the master's degree in theology, and became
pastor of the Church of St. Michael and an outspoken
supporter of John Huss. In 1410 he took part in

the disputations regarding Wyclif, defending the

latter against archiepiscopal condemnation. His
study of Scripture and the Fathers had showed
him that the withholding of the cup in the admin-
istration of the Lord's Supper to the laity was an
arbitrary measure of the Roman Church. In 1414
he propounded and defended his views in a public

disputation; and when Huss, at that time in jail

at Constance, accepted them, he began to admin-
ister the cup to his parishioners, in spite of the

remonstrances of the bishop and the imiversity.

His example was quickly followed by other pastors

in Prague. The fathers of the council, who were
much alarmed, issued a curious decree, admitting
b theory as truth what in practise they condenmed
as heresy. Though Jacob would by no means sub-

mit, he was not removed from his office, perhaps
because in other points, as, for instance, in the doc-
trine of pui^gatory, he agreed with the Roman
Church. During the last decade of his life Jacob
was regarded as one of the foremost of the Utra-

quist theologians. (J. Loberth.)

Bibuoorapbt: E. H. Gillett, lAfe and Timee of John Hu$a,
I, chap, xviii., ii chap, iii., Philadelphia, 1861; KL, ii,

1315; Keander, Christian ChwrOt, v. 297. 331. 337, 338.
367.

JACOB (JAMES) OF NISIBIS: Bishop of Nisibis,

the chief city of Mygdonia, in northeastern Meso-
potamia; d. 338. He is known ahso as Jacob of

My^onia and Jacob the Great. After leading a
tevere life in the mountains of Kurdistan with
Eugeoius, the founder of Persian monasticism, he
beoame first, or second, bishop of Kisibis in 309.

In 313 he began to build the great church, the ruins

of which still bear his name, and finished it in 320.

He attended the Council of Nicsea in 325, and the

sudden death of Arius (q.v.) is attributed especially

to his prayers (cf. the Synaxarium ecclesiae Constan-

tinopoUtanae [^PropyUieum ad ASB^ Novembris],

ed. H. Delehaye, Brussels, 1902, Jan. 13), as is also

the protection of Nisibis against Sapor II. He was
also present at the dedication of the Church of

the Holy Sepulcher in Jerusalem. No writings of

Jacob's are known, the great work in twenty-two
or twenty-three parts ascribed to him being really

the production of Aphraates (q.v.), with whom he
was early confounded. The Armenians mistakenly

call him the friend of Gregory the Illuminator.

His day, with the Syrians, is the 12th lyar (May);
with the Armenians, Dec. 15; with the Copts, the

18th Tobi (Jan.); in the Greek CJhurch, Jan. 13

(14) and Oct. 31; in the Roman martyrology,

July 15. E. Nestle.

Biblioorapht: Ephraem, Carmina NieiJbena, ed. G. Bickell,

pp. 11, 20. 97, Leipflic 1860; EuBebiua. Vita Conetantini,

iv. 43. Eng. transl. in NPNF, 2d ser., i 551; Theodoret,
Hi$t, eeel., i. 7. ii. 26, NPNF, 2d ser.. iii. 44-16. 91-02;
PhUoetorgiua, Hiet. ecd., iii. 23; Gennadiua, De vir. ill.,

i.; Acta martj/rum et aanctorum, ed. P. Bedjan, iii. 393,

iv. 262. Paris, 1890-97; J. 8. Asaemani, Bibliotheca orien-

talU, i. 17, 395. 667, ii. 398. 688. Conault: GeUlier, Au-
teure •aerie, ui. 369-372, 625-626; A. P. Stanley. Leo-

turea on the Hiet. of the Eastern Ckurth, lect. v., London,
1884; DCB, iii. 32&-327.

JACOB JAMBS) OF SARUG: Bishop of Sarug;

b. at Kurtam on the Euphrates toward the end of

451; d. Nov. 29, 521. He is mentioned about 503

as visiting presbyter (periodetUea) at the capture of

Amida, and became bishop of Batnan (Batnae) in

the district of Sarug in 519. He was a most prolific

writer, and was called the ** doctor " (malpana) of

the Syrians or of the whole Church, and " the

channel of the Holy Ghost." His memory is cele-

brated by Jacobites and Maronites (July or Dec. 29)

and even the Nestorians recognize him, though he

was monophysite till his end. Seventy scribes are

said to have been always busy copying his homilies,

which are all in the dodecasyilabic meter which
bears his name. Seven hundred and sixty-three

homilies are ascribed to him, besides other works:

Bar Hebrseus had 182 before him, and there are

233 in the Vatican. Four volumes of his Homtliae

aeledae have been published by P. Bedjan (Paris

and Leipsic, 1903-08), but most of his works are

still in manuscript. E. Nestle.

Bibuographt: On his works of. W. Wright, Catalogue of

Svriac MSS. in the British Museum, pp. 502-IM)5, Lon-
don, 1877. TIm works are not published in collected

form; some are in: Acta sanctorum martj/rum orientaUum,

ed. 8. £. Aseemani, ii. 230, Florence, 1748; Acta martyrum
et sanctorum, ed. P. Bedjan, i. 131, 160, iii. 666, iv. 471.

V. 616, vi. 660, Paris. 1890-97; ZDMO, vols, xii.-xv., xxv.,

xzviii.-xxxi., 1868 sqq.; W. Cureton, Ancient Syriac

Documents, pp. 86-107, London, 1864; his letter to

Stephan bar Sudaili, a Ssrrian mystic, is edited and trans-

lated by A. L. Frothingham in Stephen bar Sudaili, Ley-
den, 1886; a discourse on Alexander is translated by £.
A. W. Budge, London, 1889; six homilies were rendered
into German by P. Zingerle, Bonn, 1867; another is pub-
lished by Sib'ilani, Beirut, 1901. Consult: J. B. Abbe-
loos, De vita et scriptis 8. Jacobi . . . Sarugi, Louvain,
1867; P. Martin, in Revue dee sdencee ecclSsiastiques, 4th
ser.. vol. iii., 1876; J. 8. Assemani, Bibliotheca orierUaiis,

i. 283-340, Rome, 1719; DCB, iii. 327-328.
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JACOB (JAMES) OF VITRY (JACQUES DE VIT-
RT) : Bishop of Akko, cardinal bishop of Tuseulum;
b. at Vitry (20 m. s.e. of ChAlons-sur-Mame); d. at

Rome Apr. 30, 1240. While a student in PariB he
heard of the miraculous deeds of Mary of Nivelles,

in Belgium, who, from about 1205, belonged to the

society of Beguines oiganised by the mother of

.£gidius, prior of OignieB, on the southern border

of the province of Namur. He soon removed to

Oignies as canon of the Augustinian chapter. In
his intercourse with the Beguines, and especially

with Mary, he appropriated views and principles

which from this time dedded the cotirse of his life.

At the wish of Mary, about 1210, he procured
ordination as priest. About 1211 he undertook a
pilgrimage to Rome. Afterward he became, through
Maiy, acquainted with Bishop Fulco, of Toulouse,

who, in 1213, adopted him as companion in his agita-

tion for a crusade against the Albigenses. Jacob left

Oignies after Mary's death (June 23, 1213), and
preached in North France in behalf of a crusade
against the heretics. Soon he preached also a new
crusade to the Holy Land. His success induced the

cathedral chapter of Akko to elect him bishop, but
Jacob preferred to remain in France, and went to

Italy in 1216 to try to secure appointment as

legate for the crusade in that country. Honorius
III., however, consecrated him bishop of Akko, and
Jacob went to his eastern see. Thence he traveled

as an itinerant preacher through all places that were
still in the possession of the Qiristians, and eagerly

participated in the expeditions of the large army of

crusaders that gathered in Akko. In May, 1218, he
marched against Damietta, but the plan failed

and in 1221 he was compelled to return to Akko.
From that time he tried all possible means to rid

himself of his office, but the pope was relentless.

Nevertheless he allowed Jacob to return to Europe
in 1226 to preach the crusade as he had done in 1214.

In this function he appears in 1227 in northern
France, and also in the bordering districts of Ger-
many. Later he became temporarily vicar of the
bishopric of Li^; and finally Gregory IX.,- his

intimate friend and protector, releawd him from
his Oriental office, and made him bishop of Tuseu-
lum, Frascati, and cardinal (1228).

Jacob of Vitry was first of all a preacher. His
whole literary activity was governed by the habit

of gathering material for sermons and religious

devotion. Two things contributed to his success

and influence as a preacher: (1) his skill in illus-

trating moral principles by examples, anecdotes,

parables, and fables; and (2) his manner of ad-

dressing sermons to groups and di^sses, such as

prelates, secular and r^ular canons, scholars,

lawyers, monks, knights, merchants, etc. Both
were innovations and created a new epoch in the

development of the art of preaching. Encouraged
by the popularity of his sermons, Jacob collected

them at the end of his life. He makes six divisions

in this collection: i.-v., aermonea de temporet ser-

mons in the usual style for the pericopes of the

church year; vi., eermonea vulgarea, sermons for

different classes. The latter are of considerable

value for the history of Ohurch and culture, depict-

ing in realistic manner the conditions of West

European society of his age. Jacob's homiletic and
edificatory tendencies characterize him also as a
historian. His most important historical works are

the Liber de tmdienbue Leodiennbua and Vita S.

Mariae OiffniaeeneiM which were composed between

1213 and 1216. The hfe of Mary contains the most
valuable documents for the inner history of the

older Beguinism. Of less importance, though of

greater renown, is his HieUma arientalis or Hietoria

Hierosolymitana abtfreviata, which he began in 1219.

It is largely copied from a similar work of William

of Tyre. Of much greater historical value are his

letters from 1216 to 1221, which depict the Fifth

Crusade with great fidelity. (H. BdHMSR.)
Bibuogbaprt: For a suide to th« ehief editions of his

Letters and his Hiatoria orierUalis consult Potthast, Weg-
loeiMr. pp. 633-634. For his life consult: ASB, June,

ui. 237-258; F. L. Matsner, De Jaeobi ViiriaeenMU . . .

Vila €t rtbut 0esli«, Munich. 1863; idem, in KL, . 1176-

1187; Huioirt UUtrmm de la France, zviii 209-246;

M. Barrouz, Jaequst de VUry, Pane, 1885; T. A. Archer
and C. L. Kingsford, The Crueadee, passim. New York,

1895; and other literature dted under CaraADES. On
his writings consult: J. L. D. O. Saint-Genvis, Sur lee

Mfret inSditee de Jaequee de VUry, Brussels. 1847; G.

SSacher, Die Hiateria erienialie dee Jacob von VUry, K6nig»-
berg. 1885.

JACOB, EDGAR: Church of England bishop of

St. Albans; b. at Crawley Rectory, near Winchester,

Nov. 16, 1844. He was educated at New College,

Oxford (B.A., 1868), and was ordered deacon in

1868 and ordained priest in the following year. He
was curate of Taynton, Oxfordshire (1868-69),

Witney (1869-71), and St. James', Bermondsey
(1871-72), domestic chaplain to the bishop of Cal-

cutta (1872-76), and commissary to the same
prelate (1876-88). In 1877 he had charge of Wilber-

force Memorial Mission, South London, and was
vicar of Portsea (1878-06). In 1806 he was con-

secrated bishop of Newcastle, and in 1903 was
translated to his present see of St. Albans. He was
also examining chaplain to the bishop of Winchester

in 1876-79, honorary canon of Winchester in 1884-

1896, honorary chaplain to the Queen in 1887-90

and chaplain in ordinary in 1800-96, rural dean of

Landport and chaplain of the Portsmouth prison

in 1892-06, and select preacher at Oxford in the

same year. He has written The Divine Society:

or, The Church's Care of Large Popidatione (Cam-
bridge lectures on pastoral theology; London, 1900).

JACOBI,ya-k0^t, FRIEDRICH HBINRICH: Ger-

man philosopher; b. at DQsseldorf Jan. 25, 1743; d.

at Mimich Mar. 10, 1819. He studied at Frankfort

and Geneva, and in 1764 became the head of his

father's business in DUsseldorf. After his appoints

ment to the councQ for the duchies of JQlich and
Berg in 1772 he devoted himself entirely to litera-

ture and philosophy. His house at Pempelfort,
near DUsseldorf, became the meeting-place of dis-

tinguished literary men. Among his more intimate

friends were Wieland, Hamann, Herder, Leasing,

and Goethe. On account of the political agitation

of the time he went to Holstein in 1794. During
the next ten years he resided chiefly at Wandsbeck,
Hamburg, and Eutin. In 1804 he accepted a call

to Munich in connection with the proposed Acad-
emy of Sciences there. He was president of the
academy from its opening in 1807 till 1812. His
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writings are characterized by poetic fancy and
religious sentiment rather than by logical necessity.

He held that the understanding can only join and
di^oin given facts, without explaining them, and
that knowledge deduced in this way is conditioned

and relatively imimportant, being always related

to a background of existence which forever remains
beyond abstract thinking. All demonstrable knowl-
edge, therefore, is relative and conditioned; it does
not touch the ultimate nature of things. The
tiiculty by which we grasp ultimate facts is not the
understanding, but £aith, which Jacob! identified

with reason. It was Jacobi who first pointed out
the fatal contradiction involved in Kant's applica-

tion of the category of causality to the Ding an sick.

His doctrine of the relativity of knowledge was
later exploited by Sir William Hamilton. Jacobi's

principal works are the two philosophical novels,

WMemar (2 vols., Flensburg, 1779) and Eduard
AOwOU Brief9amlung (Bieslau, 1781); Ud)er die

Ldure dee Spinoza (1785; enlarged ed., 1789); David
Hume uber den Olavben, oder Idealismua und Real-

iemue (1787), containing his criticism of Kant;
Ud)er das Untemehmen dee KriHeismue, die Ytmanfi
zu Ventande zu bringen (Hamburg, 1801); and Van
den gSttUehen Dingen und ihrer Offenibarung (Leip-

sic, 1811), which was directed against Schelling.

During his last years Jacobi was employed in col-

lecting and editing his Werhe (6 vols., Leipsic,

1812-24). His Aueerleaener Briefwechsel was edited

by F. Roth (2 vols., 1825-27). Max Jacobi edited

Briefwechael zwiechen Ooeihe und F, H, Jacobi (1846).

BzvuoGmAPHT: J. A. Schmid, Friedbriek Heinrich Jacobi,

Bme DarwUUung 9einer PefdnkekkeU und aeiner PhUoto-
jkU ai» Btitrag gu einer OstdUdite de9 modernenWtUprob-
Itma, HeidelberB. 1908; F. H. Jacobi no/ck tinem LAen,
LArtn und Wirken, ed. Sohliohtiiroll, WeiUer and Thiench.
Mtinleh, 1819; J. Kuhn« Jacoln und die Philoeophie
mmm' Zeii, Mains, 1834; F. Deydu, F. H, Jacobi im Ver-
AdttmM Mu Minen Zeitoeno—en, Frankfort, 1849; F. D.
Maorioe* Modem Philoaophy, pp. 644-((51. London, 1862;
£. Zirnciebt. F. H. Jaeofn'e Leben, Diehten und Denken,
Vienna, 1867; L. Ltfry-Bnihl, La PkiloBophie de Jacobi,

Fans. 1894; N. Wilde. F, H, Jacobi: a Study in the Oriifin

ef Oenmin Roalimn, New York, 1894. Concult also J. E.
Erdmann. OeeekiehU der Philotiophio, 2 vols.. Berlin, 1896-
18Q<I, Eng. tranal., 3 toIb., London, 1892-98.

JACOBI, JUSTUS LUDWIG: Professor in Halle;

b. at Boi^g (14 m. n.e. of Magdeburg) Aug. 12, 1815;

d. at Halle llay 31, 1888. He studied in Halle, and
in Berlin, where in 1841 he became privat-^ocent,

and in 1847 professor extraordinary; in 1851 he
went as ordinary professor of theology to E5nig»-

berg, in 1855 to Halle. As representative of the
** mediating theology " and advocate of the Evan-
gelical Union, he was involved in various contro-

versies with the confessional party. By founding

the home for deaconesses in Halle with the wife of

Professor Tholuck, he took a practical part in the

charitable works of the Cliurch. His writings betray

the influence of Neander. In Die Lehre dee Pdagiue,

fin Beitrag zur Dogmengeeckichte (Leipsic, 1842)

he r^reeented the standpoint of Augustine. The
first part of Kirehlieke Lehre von der Tradition und
keOigen Schrift appeared at Berlin, 1847. His
Ldoinich der Kirchengeechichte (part i., Berlin, 1850)

ie eharacteriiBed by a thorough presentation of the

sooroes combined with a fine appreciation of ex-

VI.—

«

temal conditions as well as of internal development,
measured by the central doctrine of sin and grace.

He also wrote Die Lehre der Irvingiten verfiichen

mit der heUigen Schrift (1853; 2d ed., 1868); Pro-
feeeor SchloUmann, die haUeache FakuUOt und die

Centrumepartei (2d ed., Halle, 1882), a defense of

his coUeague against the aggressive tendency of

the Roman curia in the so-caUed Kulturkampf;
and Streiflickter auf Religion, PclUik, und Univer-

eitdten der Centrumepartei (1883). He commem-
orated his teachers in Erinnerung an D. August
Neander (1882), and Baron von KottwiU (1882).
Bibuookapht: J. Jaooln, /. L, Jacobi und die Vermitt^

unoethooloffie eeiner Zeii, Gotha, 1889.

JACOBITES: The Jacobites are an offshoot of

the Syrian Monophysites. While the Syrians were
the bearers of Christianity in the East,

General nowhere has ecclesiastical cleavage pro-

Descri^ duced deeper fissures than among them.
tion. And the same might be said also of

political relations. The peace between
the Persians and Jovinian in 363 made a sharp
distinction between Sjrrians of the Roman empire
and those of Persia, which has continued to the
present. In religion it was differences concerning
Christology which produced the deep rifts, espe-

cially those connected with the names of Eutyches
and Nestorius. Hence one speaks no more of ** an
Aramaic nation," rather he speaks of two peoples

of Aramaic lineage as distinct as two nationalities.

Indeed, authorities do not use the term Jacobitic

Cliurch or Nestorian Church, they employ the terms
Jacobitic people, Nestorian people. The mutual
dislike of th^ two descendants from a common
stock is scarcely less intense than their common
hatred of Mohammedans. These peoples seem to

have lost consciousness of racial bonds; they speak
and write two dialects of a common speech, and
this difference goes back to an early time, since

the division had its origin in the fifth century. By
the term Jacobites is meant now the Syrian Mon-
ophysites, though in earlier times E^^tian Mon-
ophysites were also included. How early the term
came into use is not known; it occurs certainly in

the anathemas of the Council of Nice (787). The
emperors Zeno and Anastasius favored this form of

teaching, and it was introduced among the Syrians

by Barsumas of Edessa, Xenaias Philozenus of

Mabug, and Severus of Antioch. Under Justinian I.

many Syrian bishops were deposed and exiled for

refusing recognition to the deliverances of the

Council of Chalcedon. Under the protection of

the Empress Theodora, bishops were consecrated

for the East and South, and particularly Jacobus
Baradffius, whose labors in behalf of monophysitism
were epoch-making.
Jacobus Baradsus (Jacob Baradai) was bom at

Telia Mauzalat (55 m. e. of Edessa) toward the

close of the fifth century, and died

Jacobus at the monastery of Cassianus, on the

Baradseus. £^;3rptian border, July 30, 578. He
was educated in the monastery of

Phasilta near Nisibis, lived for fifteen years as a
monk in Constantinople, and was consecrated bishop

in 541 or 543. Clad in rags, he then wandered from
E^^ypt to the Euphrates and to the islands of the
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Mediterranean for nearly forty ytsxs, expounding
his doctrineB, ordaining deacons and priests, and
consecrating bishops, doing his work in the day-
time and traveling at night sometimes forty miles

to a new place of labor. He is said to have con-

secrated two patriarchs and twenty-seven bishops,

and to have created 100,000 priests and deacons.

After the death of the patriarch Sevenis, he at-

tached himself to the party of Sergius of Telia,

and when Sergius died he had Paulus of Egypt
made patriarch. He left little in the shape of

literature. An Anaphora is ascribed to him (Lat.

transl. by E. Renaudot, Liturgiarum ariefUalium

coUedio, ii., Paris, 1716, pp. 333 sqq.), also a con-

fession extant in Arabic and Ethiopic, the genuine-

ness of which is doubtful. A number of encyclicals

in a Syriao manuscript in London are thought to

be his.

It was from Jacobus Baradceus that the Jacobites

took their name, and not from the Apostle, as was
stated by John of Ephesus, nor from

Their the Hebrew patriarch. They used to

System call themselves '' the orthodox," and
and in Eg3rpt went under the names of

Older. Theodosians, Severians, and Dioscu-
rians. For the peculiarities of doctrine

consult the articles Eutychianibu, and Monophy-
8ITE8. In the propagation of this system they were
peculiarly zealous. In 1587 Leonard Abel found the

agent of the Jacobites ready to acknowledge the

Roman Church, but he absolutely refused to con-

demn Diosoorus and to recognize Chalcedon. In
the cultus emphasis is laid upon the making of the
bread of the Eucharist of leavened dough mixed
with salt and oil, and also upon the addition to the
trisagion " who was crucified on your account."
They make the sign of the cross with one finger,

and the lot is often used at the election of patriarchs

and bishops. Their patriarch takes his title from
Antioch, though he never resides there, inasmuch
as the Greeks regard Jacobites as heretics and refuse

to their chief officer residence in Antioch. His
seat is therefore not fixed, but is sometimes in a
monastery, often in Amid (Diarbekr). During the
Jacobitic schism, 1364-1494, there were as many as

four officials claiming the title of patriarch in as
many different places. The jurisdiction of the
Syrian patriarch meets that of the Coptic patriarch,

though Jerusalem has both a Coptic and a Syrian-
Jacobitic bishop. In the most flourishing period

of the Chiu*ch it had probably 100 bishops. Under
the patriarch is the Maphrian, who is the primate
of the East, and is sometimes called Catholicus.

His office dates as far back as Jacobus Baradaeus,

though the title is much later. It is not uncommon
for a married man to be admitted to the order of

deacon or presbyter, though marriage after ordina-
tion is not permitted. They have a number of

monasteries. The monks are not reckoned among
the clergy, yet the bishops are chosen from among
the monks, and have chaige of the cloisters. The
writers of the Jacobites include Jacob of Edessa,
Jacob of Sarug, John of Ephesus, John of Dara,
Isaac of Antioch, George, bishop of the Arabs, and
Philoxenus (qq.v.), also Paul of Telia, Thomas of

Heraclea, Stephen bar Sudaili, Dionysius of Tell-

mahre, Moses bar Kepha, and Dionysiua bar
Salibi.

The emperors of the East, with the exception of

Zeno and Anastasius, were opposed to the Jacobitic

doctrines, and Justinian I. attempted
Hiitofy in vain to unite them with the Oeith-

and olic Church. The Syrian Jacobites

Present suffered not only imder the emperors,

Status, but also under the Mohammedans,
while their brethren in Egypt seemed

to be able better to conciliate the followers of

Mohammed. The Crusaders refused them access

to the Holy Sepulcher. In the time of Gregory
XIII., the Jacobites are said to have numbered
50,000 families, mostly poor, scattered in the towns
and villages of Syria, Babylonia, and Mesopotamia.

Since that time they seem to have dwindled, as the

reports of different travelers are followed from that

time to the present. Sachau reports that at Mosul
out of 2,328 Christian houses, some 900 were those

of Syrian Jacobites. The most recent statistics give

22,700 adherents, twenty-four parishes, forty-two

churches, eighty-one priests; in Mosul is the laigest

number of adherents, 7,000, and in Mardin the

next laigest nimiber, 4,000. The situation of these

people has been the more critical because, while

the most of the other sects received recognition

from the Porte, they were without it. Through the

interposition of the English this disability was re-

moved in 1882. What adds to the difficulty of

their position is that they are regarded as heretics

by all other sects in the region. Perhaps their most
flourishing settlement is at Sadad, on the road from
Damascus to Palmyra. In 1653 the Christians of

St. Thomas of India (see Nbstorianb) seem to have
had relations with them, though there is no indi-

cation of present affiliation. Recently special at-

tempts have been made by the Church of Rome
to have the Oriental churches come into connection

with it; the encyclical Prctclara of Leo XIII. of

June 20, 1894, and particularly the OrierUalium

dignilas ecdesiarum of Nov. 30, 1894, are evidences

of this movement. Several periodicals are employed
to further these efforts, notably Bessarione in Rome,
the Revue de Vorieni chr^ien of Paris, with its aiixil-

iaries, and the Calendarium ecdesiae utritLaque of

Innsbruck. The earlier attempts of the years

1169, 1237, 1247, and 1442 produced no perma-
nent results. (E. Nestle.)

Bibuographt: The chief work on the Syrutn Jacobites is

still J. 8. ABsemani, Bibliotheea crienialU, especially toI.

ii., Rome, 1721. Consult farther: £. Renaudot, HiMl,
patriarcfuurum Alexandrinorum Jaeobitarum, Paris, 1713;
M. Le Quien, Orient ChriaUanuB, vols, ii.-iii., ib. 1740;
J. M. Neale, HUt, of the Holy EoBtem Church, 2 vols.,

London. 1850 (for the liturgy); O. H. Parry, iStx Moniha
in a Syrian MonaHery, ib. 1895; C. E. Hammond, LU-
targiee Eaetem and Weaiem, ed. F. £. Brichtman, L 6d-
110, ib. 1896; F. Diekamp. Die orioeniatiechen Streitio-

keiten im 6. Jahrhundert, MQnster, 1899; R. Duval, Ln
LiiUraiwre eyriague, Paris, 1900; £. Sachau, Am Euphrat
und Tigrie, Leipsic, 1900; J. B. Chabot, Chroniqiu de
Michel le Syrien, patriardie jacotnque d'Antioche UIOG-
1109), 2 vols., Paris, 1900-04; F. C. Burkitt, Early Eaat^
em ChrieHanity, London. 1904; L. Silbemagl. Ver/oe-
aung und yegenwItrHQar Beatand admtlicher Kvrchen dea
Orienta, Regensburg, 1904; Hamack, Doonta, passim;
KL, xi. 1124-34; the periodicals mentioned in the last
paragraph above, together with E<^u>a d'orient] and the
literature under Euttcbxanisii; MoNOPHTBrris. On
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Jacob Bandstts ooniult H. O. ESesm, Jaeobw BaradeuB,
Leyden. 1882; DCB, iU. 328-382.

JACOBS, HENRY ETSTER: Lutheran; b. at

Gettysburg, Pa., Nov. 10, 1844. He was graduated
at PenDsylvania College, Gettysburg, in 1862, and
Gettysburg Theological Seminary in 1865. After

being a tutor in Pennsylvania College in 1864-67,

be was a home missionary at Pittsburg, Pa., in

1867-68, and then pastor and principal of Thiel

Hally Phillipsburg, Pa. (now Thiel College, Green-

ville, Pa.), in 1868-70. In 1870 he returned to

Pennsylvania College as professor of Latin and
history (1870-80), classics (1880-81), and Greek
(1881^83). Since 1883 he has been professor of

Bjrstematic theology at the Lutheran Theological

Seminary, Philadelphia, of which he has also been

dean since 1894. Besides editing The LtUheran

Review from 1882-96, he has translated and edited

L. Hutter's Ccmpend of Lutheran Theology (in

collaboration with G. F. Spieker; Philadelphia,

1867); H. Schmid's Doctrinal Theology of the Lu-
theran Church (in collaboration with C. A. Hay;
1875); The Book of Concord: or, Symbolical Stand-

ards of the Lutheran Church (2 vols., 1882-^) ; H. A.
W. Meyer's Commentary on Oalatiane and Ephesiane

(New York, 1884); and F. DQsterdieck's Critical

and Exegetical Handbook to the Revdation of John
(1887). He likewise edited The Lutheran Com^
mentary (13 vols.. New York, 1895-99) to which
be contributed the portion on Romans and I

Corinthians, and The Lutheran Cyclopaedia (1899).

As independent works he has written The Lutheran
Movement in England during the Reigns of Henry
VUL cmd Edward F/., and its Literary Monuments
(Philadelphia, 1891); History of the Evangelical Lu-
theran Church in the United States (New York,

1893); Elements of Religion (Philadelphia, 1894);

Martin Luther, the Hero of the Reformation (New
York, 1898); German Emigration to America, 1709-

1740 (Philadelphia, 1899); and Summary of the

Christian Faith (1905).

JACOBS, JOSEPH: Jewish folklorist, histo-

rian, and critic; b. at Sydney, N. S. W., Aug. 29,

1854. He was educated at Sydney and London
universities and at St. John's College, Cambridge
(B.A., 1876), and also studied at Berlin. From
1878 to 1884 he was secretary of the Society of

Hebrew Literature, and in 1882-1900 was secretary

of the filansion House (later Russo-Jewish) Fund
and Committee, taking an active part in behalf of

the Ruffiian Jews. He has likewise devoted him-
self to Jewish history, and for this purpose visited

Spain in 1888 to study manuscript soiu^oes, later

turning his attention to the history of the Jews in

England. He helped found the Jewish Historical

Society of England, of which he was president in

1898-99, and also assisted in establishing the Mao-
eabeans; and he was long a member of the execu-

tive committee of the Anglo-Jewish Association.

In 1900 he settled permanently in New York, being

revisingeditor of the JE (1901-06), and in 1906 was
appointed professor of English literature and rhetoric

in the Jewish Theological Seminary, also becoming
editor of the American Hthrew . As a folklorist he
occupies a foremost rank, and was for some years

editor of FdUo-Lore and honorary secretary of the

International Folk-Lore Society. Among his pub-

lications special mention may be made of the fol-

lowing: Studies in Jewish Statistics, Social, Vital,

and Anthropometric (London, 1891); Jewe of Arir

gevin England, Documents and Records (1893);

Studies in Biblical Archceology (1894); Sources of
the History of the Jews in Spain (1895); Jewish

Ideals, and oiher Essays (1896); and As Others Saw
Him (an imaginative life of Christ from a Jewish

point of view; New York, 1903).

JACOBUS: The Latin form of James (q.v.); see

also Jacob.

JACOBUS DE VARAGINE, 6IAC0M0 DA VA-
RAZZE, JACOPO DA VARAZZE (often caUed
Jacob, or James, of Viraggio): Archbishop of Ge-
noa; b. at Casanuova in Varazze (on the coast, 18

m. S.W. of Genoa) c. 1228 (or 1230) ; d. in Genoa July

16 (?), 1298. He entered the Dominican order

in 1244, probably studied at Cologne, Paris, and
Bologna, became prior at Genoa (or Asti) about 1258,

was provincial prior for Lombardy 1267-76, 1281-

86, and archbishop of Genoa 1292-98. He fulfilled

several quasi-diplomatic missions and as archbishop

exercised feudal authority over San Remo and gov-
erned certain churches in the Levant. As arch-

bishop he promoted efforts for the reform of the

clergy, intervened successfully to promote peace
between Guelph and Ghibelline, and transferred

the government of San Remo to the civil authority.

He was beatified by Pius VII. in 1816, and is

popularly reverenced in Liguria as the promoter of

peace.

Jacobus is best known for his writings, especially

the " Golden Legend," which was possibly the

most popular book of the Middle Ages. This work,
known also as " Lives of the Saints " and as Historia

Lombardica, consists of readings from the lives of

the saints for the festivals of the church year. It

was probably written before 1260, and was very
early translated into at least French, German,
English (by William Caxton, 1484?), Italian, and
Dutch. Within about fifty years after the inven-

tion of printing more than 100 editions of original

and translations had been printed. Besides the
" Golden Legend " Jacobus wrote several series of

sermons " On the Saints," " On the Blessed Virgin,"

etc., only less popular than the Legend, and also

known as ^* Golden " on account of their popularity.

His " Chronicle of Genoa " is a somewhat hetero-

geneous mass, but not without some historical value.

He is alleged also to have made the first translation

of the Bible into Italian and there are reasons for

supposing that he wrote the " Game of Chess,"

which, like the " Golden Legend," is best known
in English imder the name of Caxton. Several

other hitherto disputed or lost writings, an '^ Art
of Preaching," a " Summary of Vices and Virtues,"

Sermones in visUaiionibus religiosorum, etc., have
recently been discovered or established as his.

E. C. Richardson.
Biblxogeapht; For editions of the works of Jacobin con-

sult: Potthaat, Wegioeiter, pp. 634-635. An incomplete
text of the Chronicle is in Muratori. Scriptorea, ix. 6-56;
the most convenient text of the Sermons is that of Ant-
werp, 1712, in 6 vols.; the standard edition of the Golden
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UsMid if by J. a T. OrtMn, Ldpdo, 1840. new ad..

WimtldAW, 1890; tha Eng. tmnal. of tha Golden Lecend
by Ckscton, with introduetion and notes by Ealea, waa
publiahad London, 1888. and a aumptuoua edition, ed.

W. Morris and F. 8. Ellis. 3 vols., ib. 1892. The prefaces

to the many editions and translations oontain biocraphieal

and biblioffraphioal material. The standard monographs
are: P. Anfostd. Memorie i$Ufrieh0 opporfsfisnii alia viia dc{

. . . Jacopo da Vcragin$^ Genoa; G. Spotomo. NoHgis
wtorieo-^rUieo d§l . . , Qiaeomo da Vanum, Genoa, 1823;

and V. M. Palasaa, Vita dc{ . . . Oiaeo$iio da Forascs.

Genoa, 1867. Consult also M. Waiesquiel. L« Bitnktumrux
JaeqtM dm Voraoine, Paris. 1902; J. C. Broussole. Frifaee

h la Ugend dor$M, Paris, 1907. The Prinedon Thsoloffieal

Rmino for April, 1903, contains an article on the Golden
Lesend. and for July. 1904, one on ** Voragine as a preach-
er." Consult farther: J. Qu^if and J. Echard, SeripUmt
ordinU praediaUorum, i. 464-469, ti. 818, Paris, 1719-21;
ASB, Jan., I, pp. xix.-xx.; XL. vi. 1178-82.

JACOBUS, MELAHCTHOll WILLIAMS: The
name of two American divines.

1. Presbyterian pastor and educator; b. at

Newark, N. J., Sept. 19, 1816; d. at Allegheny, Pa.,

Oct. 28, 1876. He was graduated from the College

of New Jersey (Princeton) in 1834, and from the

Princeton Theological Seminary in 1838. The
following year he was instructor in Hebrew at the
seminary. In Sept., 1839, he entered upon a pas-

torate of twelve years at the First Presbyterian

Church, Brooklyn. In 1851 he became professor of

Oriental and Biblical literature in the Western
Theological Seminary, Allegheny, Pa., and retained

this position till his death. He was also pastor of

the Central Presbyterian Church, Pittsbuig, 1858-

1870. In 1870 he presided, conjointly with Philemon
H. Fowler, at the opening of the first General
Assembly of the reunited Presbyterian Church, old

and new schools. His principal works are Notes

an the New Testament (4 vols., 1848-59); Notes on
the Book of Genesis (2 vols., 1864-65); and Notes

on the Book of Exodus (1874).

Biblioorapht: PretbyUrian Reunion : a Mmnorial Volume,
pp. 630-n632, New York, 1871; R. E. ThompBon. in Amer-
ican Church Hietory Serie; vi. 144. 178. 181. ib. 1896;
J. H. Patton. Popular Hiet. af the Preabyterian Church, p.

407. ib. 1900.

2. (^ngregationalist, son of the preceding; b. at
Allegheny City, Pa., Dec. 15, 1855. He was grad-
uated from Princeton CoUege in 1877, and from
Princeton Theological Seminary in 1881; studied at

Gdttingen and Berlin (1881-84). He was pastor of

the Presbyterian Church at Oxford, Pa. (1884-91),
and since 1891 has been professor of New-Testament
exegesis and criticism in Hartford Theological Semi-
nary, where he has been dean of the faculty since

1903, and acting president in 1902-^. He was also

acting pastor of Center Congregational Church,
Hartford, Conn., in 1899-1900, and was Stone lec-

turer in Princeton Theological Seminary in 1897-98,
and lecturer on the New Testament in Mount Holy-
oke College in 1901 and 1903-04. He has written
A Problem in New Testament Criticism (Stone lec-

tures; New York, 1900), and has edited Roman
Catholic and Protestant Bibles Compared (New York,
1905); and A Standard Bible Dictionary (1909).

JACOBY, HERMAHN KARL JOHANR: German
Protestant; b. at Berlin Dec. 30, 1836. He was
educated at the University of Berlin and the
preachers' seminaiy at Wittenberg, and after being

a teacher in the gymnasium of Landsbeig, deacon

at Heldrungen castle, and gymnasial teacher and
assistant cathedral preacher at Stendal until 1868,

was appointed professor of homiletics in the Uni>

versity of EOnigsberg, a position which he still

occupies. He has written Ztvei evangeiische Lebens-

bilder aus der katholischen Kvrche (Bielefeki, 1864);

Liturgik der Rrformatoren (2 vols., Gotha, 1871-76);

Beitrdge zwr chrisUichen Erkenntnis (GQtersloh,

1871); Christi Tugenden (Gotha, 1883); Luthers

vorreformatorische Predigt (KOnigsbeig, 1883); All-

gemeine Pddagogik auf Grund der christlichen Ethik

(Gotha, 1883); Der erste Brief des Apostels Johannes

(Leipsic, 1891); NeutestamenUiche Ethik (KOnigs-

berg, 1899); and Die Evangelien des Markus und
Johannes, homUetische Betrachtungen (Leipsic,1903).

JACOPONB DA TODI, ya"co-p6'nA dfl to'd!

(properly Jacopo de' Benedetti, Lat. Jacobus de
Benedict/is): Franciscan poet; b. at

Life. Todi (24 m. s. of Perugia), c. 1240;

d. at the monastery of Collazone (near

Perugia) on Christmas night, 1306. Highly en-

dowed by nature, he won both degrees in law at
Bologna, and became respected and prosperous in

his profession in his native city. He had a beau-
tiful, noble, and virtuous wife, whose death from
the fall of a gallery in a theater in 1268 changed
his entire life. He renounced all that had formerly

appeared to him great and splendid, gave up his

business, divided his property among the poor,

and joined the Franciscan tertiaries. To express

contempt of the world and self he went to absurd
extremes of fanaticism and sought to realize literally

the ^* foolishness '' described in I Cor. i. 20-29, so

that he received the nickname Jacopone (" silly

James ")» which he accepted as a badge of honor.

In 1278 he sought to enter the Franciscan order,

but they would not receive him until he proved
the soundness of his mind by a LibeUus de mundi
contemtu. Becoming a monk did not change his

eccentric habits, and those who judged him most
mildly pronounced him spiritu dnius. The condi-

tions of the time drew Jacopone into the storm of

political life. His love of truth could not endure
the Church's abuses, and many a judgment full of

bitter earnestness did he hurl in the days of popes
Celestine V. and Boniface VIII. He attacked the lat-

ter personally, and, in May, 1297, joined the league

of Roman magnates that aimed to bring about
the pope's deposition, thereby incurring the ban
of the Church. When Boniface VIII. conquered
Praneste, in 1298, Jacopone was imprisoned. After
the death of Boniface he was liberated, Dec, 1303,
and spent his closing years in the monastery of
Collazone.

Jacopone's literary products include sententious
maxims of the sort found in the Liber oonformi-

latum compiled by Bartholomew of

Writings. Pisa, which were gratefully preserved
The Stabftt and circulated in the Franciscan order.

Mater. But a much larger circle of devotees
was won by his Italian and Latin lyrics.

The Florentine edition by Bonaccorsi (1490) gives
100 Italian poems; the Venetian edition by Tressati

(1614) no fewer than 211 satires, odes, penitential
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hymns, and spiritual love-songs. He sinks himself

as a mystic into Christian metaphysics, and cele-

brates the exalted flight of the soul to God and its

nuptials with the divine love; he relates the con-

flict between the penitent spirit and the body still

rebeOiously striving imder the rod. In other poems
he scourges with holy zeal the wrongs of the time

—

popular customs, luxury of the women, worldliness

of the nims, the papal Antichrist. Finally he
brings before the people the life of Jesus, to teach

them holy living after the rule of Christ, and cele-

brates poverty most highly.

The question of authenticity is much more difli-

cuh in case of the Latin hynms which bear Jaco-

pone's name, and they have been ascribed to various

authors. Apart from Cur mundua militat (cf. H. A.

Daniel, Theaaunia hymnologtciuif ii., Leipsic, 1844,

379; S. W. DuffieW, Latin HymrirWriUrs, New
York, 18S9, 279-280) the most important is the

renowned sequence StaJbai mater dolorosa, beside

which the manuscripts contain also the parody
Siabai mater specioaa fuxta foenum gaudioaat dum
jacdbat panmlus. The h3rnm undoubtedly originated

in the Franciscan order, but who the actual author
was is open to many hypotheses. Gregory the Great,

Bernard of Clairvaux, Innocent III., and others

have been suggested. The h3ann is anonymous in

manuscripts of the fourteenth and fifteenth cen-

turies, and it is tradition of the Franciscan order

which names Jacopone as its author. It was sung by
the Flagellants who traversed Italy in 1398 (see

Flaosllation, Flagellants) and, according to

the Sitmma historialis of Antoninus Florentinus (d.

1450), sang " hymns in Latin and the vernacular,

and especially that Stabat mater dolorosa which they

say Gregory gave forth." The sequence was used

m the Chiut^h as early as the fourteenth century,

and eighty-three German translations alone are

known. Of musical settings for this celebrated

hymn, the compositions of Palestrina and Pergolese,

Astorga, and Haydn are weU known. The Protes-

tant judgment of the hynm must be, doctrinally,

that it divides reverence between mother and son

in a manner never to be endured by a Protestant

temperament; but, regarded esthetically, it may
be pronounced a pearl among medieval hynms.

£. Lbmpp.

Bbuookatbt: Bartholomew of PisB, Liber eonformitatum

p. 60b, Milan, 1510; L. Wadding. Annals$ Minorum, .
407 8<iQ.. vi. 77 sqq., Rome. 1733; F. A. March, Latin
ffymu, pp. 171-177, 300-303. New York, 1874 (gtves text

oi Stabat mater, notes on it, and notee on Jaoopone); H.
Tbode. Frana von Aeeiei und die AnfUnge der RenaiBaanee
in I^ien, pp. 408 sqq.. Berlin. 1885; 8. W. Duffield,

Latin Hymn^Writere and their Hvfnne, chap, zxv., ib.

1880; KL, vi. 1106-08. On the Stabat mater the three
best works are: F. G. Lisco. Sidbat mater, Berlin, 1853;
C. EL Bitter. Studie ewn Stabat mater, Leipaio, 1883; J.

Kajnr. BeitrUge ntr Oeeehiehte und ErkUkrung der AUeaien

Kird^enkmnnen, U. 100-102. Paderbom, 1886; A. Ten-
aaroai. in Niaova Antologia, Jvaae 16, 1007; O. Galli. Die-
dptinanH dtUe Umbria del IMO e le laro Landi, Turin,
1907. Available in English are R. C. TVench, Sacred
Latin Poetry, pp. 262-268. London, 1864; Seven Oreat
Byane, pp. 06-100, New York, 1868 (text, transl.. and
aotei); D. T. Morgan, Hymne of fke LaUn Churd^ pp.
5-8. 184-186, London, 1871; W. A. Merrill, LaHn Hymne,
PP. 65-^ Boston, 1004 (text and notee); Julian, Hym-
i*otegy, pp. 1081-84 (admirable summary of data, details

oi principal texts and Eng. tranals.).

JAEOER, y^'ger, JOHANN. See Epibtolab
Obscubum VmoRUM.

' JAFF^, yttfW, PHILIPP: German historian;

b. at Schwersenz (6 m. e. of Posen), Prussia, Feb. 17,

1819; d. at Wittenberg Apr. 3, 1870. He studied

at the University of Berlin under Ranke, and first

distinguished himself by his prize-essay, Oeschichte

des dexUschen Reichs unter Lothar dem Sachsen (Ber-

lin, 1843), which was followed by his Oeschichte des

deutschen Reichs unter Konrad dem Dritten (Hanover,

1845). Finding that, as a Jew, the road to academic
preferment in Prussia was closed to him, he took
up the study of medicine in 1850, and spent the

next three years in the universities of Berlin and
Vienna. In 1854, however, shortly after he had
passed his examination in medicine, he became the

collaborator of G. H. Pertz on the Monumenta
Oermaniae kistorica and edited for that collection

a number of works in which he showed great ability

in historical-philological criticism. He became ex-

traordinary professor of history at the University

of Berlin in 1862, and withdrew from the Monu-
menta the following year. He turned Christian in

1868, broke with his old friends, fell into despond-
ency, and finally committed suicide. Other im-

portant works by Jaff^ are the invaluable Regesta

pontificum Romanorum . . . ad annum . . . 1198
(Berlin, 1851; 2d ed., Leipsic, 1881-88); the mas-
terly Bibliotheca rerum Oermamcarum (6 vols.,

Berlin, 1864-73); and EccUsia metropolitance Coloni-

eneis codices (1874), in which W. Wattenbach col-

laborated with him.

JA60AR, THOMAS AUGUSTUS: Protestant

Episcopal bishop of Southern Ohio; b. in New York
City June 2, 1839. He was educated mainly by
private tutors, and pursued his theological studies

partly privately and partly in the General Theo-
logical Seminary, New York City. He was ordered
deacon in 1860, and advanced to the priesthood in

1863. After being minister at St. George's, Flushing,

N. Y. (1860-62), and Trinity, Beigen Point, N. J.

(1863-64), he was rector of Anthon Memorial (now
All Souls'), New York City, in 1864-68, St. John's,

Yonkers, N. Y., in 1868-70, and Holy Trinity,

Philadelphia, in 1870-75. In 1875 he was conse-

crated first bishop of Southern Ohio. HI health,

from which he had long suffered, however, obliged

him to retire from the episcopal office in 1889, al-

though he still retains his seat and vote in the house
of bishops. While at Yonkers he founded St. John's

Riverside Hospital in that city. He has written

Duty of the Clergy in Relation to Modem Scepticism

(Cincinnati, O., 1883), and The Personality of Truth
(Bohlen lectures for 1900; New York, 1900).

JAHN, yOn, JOHARll: Roman Catholic Biblical

scholar; b. at Tasswitz, near Znaim (47 m. n.n.w.

of Vienna), Moravia, June 18, 1750; d. at Vienna
Aug. 16, 1816. He attended the gsmmasium at

Znaim, studied philosophy at OlmQtz, and in 1772
began the study of theology at the Premonstraten-
sian convent of Bruck, near Znaim. After he had
taken the vow in 1774 he was employed for a time
in pastoral work at Mislitz, but was soon recalled

to Bruck as teacher of Oriental languages and
Biblical hermeneutics. On the suppression of the
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convent in 1784, he was given a similar chair in

the lyoeum at Olmats, and in 1789 he was trans-

ferred to the University of Vienna as professor of

Oriental languages, Old-Testament introduction,

and Biblical archeology. To this professorship dog-

matics was added in 1803. On account of his ad-

vanced views concerning the Bible he was honorably

removed from his chair in 1805 and promoted to

a canonry in St. Stephen's, Vienna. Henceforth

he lived in retirement, devoting himself to Biblical

and linguistic studies. His most important works

are EtnleUung in die gdtilichen Schriften dea Allen

Bundes (2 parts, Vienna, 1792; 2d ed., 4 vols.,

1802-03); Bibli9che Archdologie (6 vols., 1797-

1805); Introductio in lihros aaeros Veteris Fcederia

in compendium redacta (1804; 2d ed., 1814; Eng.

transL, Introduction to the 0. T., New York, 1827);

ArchcBologia Biblica in compendium redacta (1804;

2d ed., 1814; Eng. transl, Biblical Archaclogy,

Andover, 1823); Enchiridion hermeneuticcB (1812);

Appendix hermeneutica (2 fasc, 1813-15); and the

posthumous Nachtr&ge (Tilbingen, 1821). Jahn
also published a number of grammars, lexicons, and
text-books of Hebrew, Aramaic, Syriac, and Arabic,

and an edition of the Hebrew Bible (4 vols., Vienna,

1806). His Introductio, Archaeologia, Enchiridion^

and Appendix hermeneutica were placed upon the

Index in 1822.

Biblioorapht: Vindieiae Joannia John, Leipsic, 1822;
F. H. Reusoh, Index verbotenen BUcKer, ii. 1083-84, Bonn.
1886; XL, vi. 1208-10.

JAINISM.

The Founder (§ 1). Basb in Brahmamam (§ 4).

Relation to Buddhism The System and its History
'§ 2). (§ 6).

The Jain Philosophy (§ 3). The Literature (§ 6).

The remote origin of Jainism is traced to a teacher

named Parsva who lived in north central India in

the eighth century before Christ and
X. The left a school of thought which did not

Founder, become active till two centuries later.

The immediate founder was a certain

Vardhamana, a younger son of Siddartha, and a
contemporary of Buddha. The Jain literature,

following the usual tendency of religious books to

exalt and glorify the founder, represents the father

of Vardhamana as king of a large town named
Kundagrama or Kundapura, identified as the mod-
em Basukund. Investigation has shown that this

place was a mere suburb of the town Vaisali, the

modem Besarh. Siddartha could therefore have
been at best only headman of a village, though he
was connected with the king of Vaisali and with

the dynasty then ruling Magadha. Vardhamana
consequently belonged to the Kshatriya or warrior

class, as did Buddha, therefore to the aristocracy.

The traditions represent him as living with his

parents till they died, when his elder brother, Nan-
divardhana, succeeded as head of the household.

Vardhamana was then twenty-eight years of age,

and he sought and gained permission to enter the

spiritual career. For twelve years he followed the
liife of the meditative ascetic, after which he was
recognized as a prophet, having claimed '' perfect

knowledge and faith,'' and was hailed Mahavira,
' great herOi" Jina, '' victor/' and greeted with

other titles indicative of his success. He lived thirty

years after this, following the career of a teacher

and ascetic, preaching his doctrine and oiganizing

his Church. He died at Papa or Pava, the modem
Padraona. His contemporaneity with Buddha is

established by the fact that the traditions of Jains

and Buddhists alike refer to the same contemporar

ries, which brings out the farther coincidence that

the two religions arose in approximately the same

region, north of the center of India, and that Jain-

ism became active and made its early conquests

in a region comprising the modem Oudh and the

districts of Tirhut and Bihar in westem Bengal,

where its progress can be traced by inscriptions

from the time of Asoka in the third century B.C.

The rise of two religious leaders of the same caste

in the same region and period, bearing the same
titles, which were gained in practically

2. Rela- the same manner, using a common
tion to stock of ideas expressed in a common

Buddhism, technic of names and epithets, and
founding churches with similar forms

of organization, and having each a Nirvana as the

goal of human striving, is a phenomenon which

might well cause not only dispute between the later

adherents of the religions, but also confusion and

perplexity among scientific students. For long the

resemblances between Buddhism and Jainism were

explained by the supposition that one was a schism

or an offshoot of the other, and the question of

priority was hotly debated. Recent study has

cleared the atmosphere not only in the matter of

origins, but in exact knowledge of the details of

the lives of the founders and of the religious and
philosophical conceptions and modifications of such

ideas as were inherited from the society and religion

existent prior to the rise of these two sects. Thus
of the founders it is now known that the birth-

places were different, that Buddha's mother died

while he was an infant, while Vardhamana's lived

to see him reach maturity; that Buddha entered

the ascetic life against the will of his father, Vard-

hamana after his parent's death and with the con-

sent of his family; and that Buddha lived this life

for six years and contemned its results, while Vard-

hamana pursued it for twelve years and regarded

the exercise as salutary, continuing the vocation

after reaching sainthood. Among the common
titles of the founders are Jina, Arhat, Mahavira,

Tathagatha, Buddha, and Paranivrita, every one
of which is in the sacred writings of the sects given

to the founders. But each sect has a marked and
unmistakable preference for a certain set of these

different from that preferred by the other. Common
to both sects as developed is the worship of the
founders; but in Jainism this is consistent with the
fundamental ideas of the system, while inBuddhism
the primitive ideal rigidly excludes it—^the practise

there has been fostered by the people's inability

to live up to the abstract ideal the Buddhist faith

presents. A fundamental doctrine in both sects

is that of Ahimsa or the sacredness of all life. In
this the principal difference between the two relig-

ions is the irrational extreme to which the Jains
have carried the practise. The Jain may eat even of

vegetables and fruit only such as have no trace of
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life left—^may not pluck the vegetable or fruit

from its source—and must strain through a cloth

the water he drinks. Further regulations prescribe

the covering of the ascetic's mouth and nose with
a doth that no insects may be drawn in with the
breath to their death, and the pushing of a broom
before him as he walks that no living thing may be
crushed by his feet. The systems have developed
along similar lines, with orders of monks upon
whom severe duties press, and lay commimicants
from whom a lesser degree of abstinence is de-
manded. Both have had temples of ambitious
structure, in which were placed statues of the
founders and their disciples, though those of the
Jains are the more monumental. These resem-
blances and differences are now quite fully ac-

counted for.

The fundamental assumption of the Jains is the
et^nity of matter, which is regarded as atomic in

structiu^. Time proceeds in pairs of

3. The Jain cycles each of enormous length, in the
Pfaiknoidiy. first of which goodness constantly in-

creases, and in the second diminishes.

Since matter is eternal, no necessity arises for

creative agency, and Jains have consequently been
called atheists. But worship is paid to the Jina,

and indeed to Hindu deities, since the native pre-

dikctioQ to polytheism has in Jainism, as in Bud-
dhism, been too strong for the philosophy to over-
come. Over against the eternity of matter the Jain
puts the eternity of individual spirits. The Jain phi-

baophy is therefore dualistic as against the spiritual-

istic monism of Buddhism. These spirits are bound
by the action of Karma (the accumulated effects of
all deeds in former existences), but owing to the
differences in the manner of conceiving individual

existence, that action is regarded differently from
it^ Buddhistic method. To the Buddhist the soul
is not a permanent individual entity passing as a
unit from one state of existence or incarnation to
another, but a dissoluble aggregate of qualities

in which not individuality but the effect of Karma
is the integrating factor. To the Jain the human
spirit is an eternal entity which in its various in-

eamated lives Karma affects as a permanent in-

dividuality. Consequently Nirvana takes a differ-

ent form in the two religions. LogicaUy in Buddhism
it is the annihilation of Karma as an integrating

principle, in consequence of which the individual
as such ceases to exist. In Jainism Nirvana is

rdease of the soul from imion with the body and
from connection with matter, but the soul continues
eoDsdously to exist. Salvation is wrought through
ascetic practises, guided by the three jewels of right

£&tth, right knowledge, and right conduct. For the
byman eight reincarnations are necessary to secure
reJease, while the ascetic seciues the same result

by twelve years of strenuous self-denial, after which
he may if he will at once enter Nirvana byfelo de ae.

The monks are compelled to take the five major
fows, practically identical with those of Buddhism.
The great sinoilarity of the two systems and also

their mutual dislike led to patient search for the

reasons of the resemblances and the differences.

Especially have the religious life and obligations of

thepre-Jain Brahman ascetic been under review.

The restilt is the discovery that of the Brahman
ascetic of early times were demanded four of the five

major vows, viz., Ahimsa, truthful-

4. Basis ness, honesty, and continence. But
in Brah- besides these points, common to the

manism. three systems, there are others which
are established as clearly pre-Jainistic.

Thus it was required of the Brahman recluse not to

change his residence during the rainy season, at

other times the period of his stay in a place was
limited, though in the later systems the bounds of

his stay varied; the rules for dress in all three

systems reduce to practically the same basis, and
Brahman and Jain ritual provide for the elimination

of hair and beard. Even the straining of drinking-

water is Brahmam'c, and the equipment of doth
and begging-bowl is common to Brahman and
Jain. Jainism stands revealed, therefore, as one of

the two revolts against Brahmanic teaching, ritual,

and doctrine which took form in the sixth century
B.C., and for ten centuries threatened the extinction

of the parent faith. Yet, like Buddhism, it bor-

rowed thought and even much of its religious ter-

minology and practise from Brahmanism. Its

monks are called Yatis, a Brahmanic name for

eremite, and the titles given the Jina are common-
places in pre-Jain Brahmanism.
On such a basis, in the sixth century B.C., in the

north central part of India, Vardhamana, after

twelve years of asceticism, launched

5. The his system. His social status as a
System Kshatriya opened to him the ears of

and its the wealthy, while his performance of

History, the ascetic vows and the sanctity thus
gained won him the reverence of the

lower orders of the population. He laid the usual

emphasis of the Brahman upon the evil in matter
and on the value of the ascetic life as the means
to evade it. The older vows were made more
stringent; a theology with its heaven and hell and
Nirvana was formulated. The system broke with
Brahmanism in making its benefits extend to all

castes and even to the outcasts, though it was
affirmed that all preceding Jinas (twenty-three in

number) were of the warrior caste. Its ascetics were
called Nirgrantha, " freed from bonds," Yatis,
" ascetics," or Sadhus, " holy ones." And since

not all could follow the ascetic pattern, provision

was made for the lay community. The members
vowed obedience to the Jina, the law and the

teacher; in the early morning they worshiped at

home, and in the temple the image of the Jina,

read and recited from the scriptures, sang hynms,
and then at different times of the day practised

their devotions. Meanwhile they had the privilege

of contributing to the support of the monastics,

and received the name of upasakas or " worshipers "

and sravakas or '' hearers." After eight reincarna-

tions they were promised Nirvana. For the monk a
more rigorous routine is prescribed, and a speedier

release foretold. During the rainy season he seeks

shelter in a monastery of the order, for then life is

more abundant and movement pregnant with dan-

ger to it. For the remaining eight months he takes

the road and wanders barefoot and bareheaded;

he may not sleep in a bed nor take any conveyance,
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and may baTO as his only poflsessions his cloth,

bowl, broom, and sacred books—indeed, these are

not reckoned his own. He may not touch metal,

may eat no fruit and drink no wine, light no fire,

and take no bath except in water which has been
previously used by another and has so been rendered

void of hfe. He may not disturb the insects or

vermin which torment his flesh, nor do anything
that may harm even potential life. After twelve

years thus spent he gains his goal and may seize

the possession, or may continue in this life as a
teacher. Moreover, his discipline covers the inner

life as he gains mastery over his own mind, con-

science, and heart. Thus the system was laid. In
the fourth century B.C. differences of opinion re-

specting the stringency of the Jina's commands
regarding clothing split the religion into two parts,

tlM Svetambaras or " white-clothed " and the

Digambaras or '' air-clothed." The latter wore a
minimum of clothing, sometimes none, and are

possibly, even probably, the Oymnowphoi of Greek
literature. The Svetambaras have both monks and
nuns, the Digambaras do not admit women to the

ascetic life. The former have divided into seven
minor sects, differing only on lesser points of faith

or practise. The religion spread to the west and
south, the Svetambaras remaining in the northern

portion, the Digambaras developing to the south.

Its course can be traced by inscriptions dated from
the* third pre-Christian century \mtil, in the fifth

Christian century, it is found far south of Central

India. There it met the opposition of the Brahman
sages Manikka Vasagar and Tim Nana Sambandha,
who were effective in staying its progress in the

tenth century. It has never been a missionary
religion in the sense that Buddhism has been, con-

sequently its adherents have been confined to the

peninsula. Its numbers, according to the census

of 1901, are 1,334,148, though the authorities de-

clare that more exact details would make the total

greater, since many known Jains returned them-
selves simply as *' Hindus." The institutions are

the temples, the monasteries where the monks spend
the rainy season, and the hospitals for animals,

where tha maimed and even the healthy are sup-

ported. A great deal of wealth is in the possession

of adherents of the religion, and this is held at the

service of the order.

The literature of Jainism is as yet comparatively
unknown, and tmtil 1870 almost none of it beyond

the Kalpa Sutra was in the possession

6. The of Occidentals. The general name cor-

Literature. responding to the word Scripture is

Siddantha, imder which tenn are in-

cluded six classes of writings, viz.: twelve Angas,
twelve Upangas, ten Painnas, six Ghedasutras, two
sutras without special names, and four Mulasutras.

There is constant reference in this literature to a
class of writings called Purvas, or primitive scrip-

tures, which took form perhaps as early as the
fourth century b.c, but are either lost or embodied
in the Angas. There are references also to the loss

and recovery of these primitive scriptures such as

lead to the suspicion that the sacred books of the
Jains have passed through experiences like those

of the Hebrews, Christians, Zoroastrians, and Con-

fucians. At any rate, so far as known, the present

literature does not contain anything recognized aa

Purva. The Angas are the authoritative scriptures

of the Svetambaras, and the authoritative recension

took place in the fourth century of our era. The
language is the Prakrit, as is that of most of the

other literature so far as it is known; some of it

is in Gujarati. To each of the Angas there are sub-

sidiary parts, just as there are Brahmanas to the

Vedas. The Kalpa Sutra may be called the manual
of the Svetambaras. The Jains who went south-

ward developed a later literature different from the

Angas, and indeed did much in the way of founding

the literature of the Kanarese, Tamil and Telugu;

consequently the Digambaras have their own
sacred books apart from that of the rival sect.

The whole of the Angas reproduce in their literary

features the traits of other sacred books, the parts

being of unequal merit, often evidently fragmentary,

and covering a long period in their dates of origin.

They have been subject to recension, in whichharmo-
nistic effort is clearly traceable. This often includes

slokas or sections of much earlier literature, much
as the Pentateuch contains bits of early folk-song

like the song of Lamech or of the welL Moreover,

commentaries exist which contain alleged quota-

tions which are not in the extant texts, showing

that parts have been lost. The codification took

place, as is noted above, some 800 years after the

origin of the religion. Two series of publications

embodying the texts are in course of issue, one be-

gun under the auspices of a wealthy Jain, the late

Rao Bahadur Dhanapatisinha, in which some thirty

treatises have been produced, with comment and
explanation, at Calcutta and Bombay. The Jain

Religious Book Society of Murshidabad is publish-

ing the other, which has already duplicated the

firat series and has added a niunber not otherwise

printed. Geo. W. Gilmobe.

Bibuoorafht: On the literature the most exhauBtiTB study
is by A. Weber, in IndiMthe Studien, xri.-zvii.. Leipaic,

1883-M. reproduced in English in the Indian AnUquttry,

xvii.-zxi., 1888-02, and in his Sacred LiUratwrt of the

Jaine, Bombay. 1893. Consult also A. Guerinot, Eaeai
de biJMiographie Jaina, Paris, 1906. A Tery defective

translation of the Kalpa Sutra appeared in London, 1848.

H. Jacobi has made several of the Sutras ayailable in

English in SBE, xxi., zlv., with valuable introduction

concerning the religion, and has edited the Kalpa Sutra,

with introduction and notes, Leipsie, 1879, and the Tatt-

varthadhigama Sutra, ib. 1906. Other sutras have been
edited by Leumann in Ahhanilungen fOr die Kunde dee

Morgetdaniee, vol. viii., and in ZDMO, vol. xlvi; also by
Hoemle, in Bibliotheca Indioa, 2 vols., text, oonunentary
and transl.. Calcutta, 1888-M.
On the religion the best single discussion is by J. G.

Bdhler, Ueber die imfiscAs Sede der Jaina, Vienna, 1887.

Eng. transl.. On the Indian Sed nf the Jainae, London,
1903. Consult: H. T. Coleridge, Beeaye, late ed., London*
1879 (good for description, not for explanation of origins);

J. Bird, Hieiorical Reeearchee on the Oriffin and Principlee

cf the . , , Jaina Relioion, Bombay. 1847; E. Thomas,
Jainiem, London, 1877; J. Burgess, Jain Cave Templee, in
Fergusson's Cave Templee, ib. 1880; idem, TempUe and
Jaina Cavee in Weetem India, 2 vols.. 56 plates, ib. 1881-
1883; J. S. Warren. Lee Idfee philoeophiquee etrelii/ieuteedee

Jainae, in Annalee de Mueie Ouimet, x. 321-411. Paria,

1887; £. W. Hopkins, Religione of India, pp. 280-297,
Boston, 1895 (not up to the standard of the rest of his

book, his verdict is disparaging and condemnatory); Jo-
gendra Nath Bhattacharjee. Hindu Caetee and SeeU, Cal-
cutta, 1896; V. A. Smith, The Jain Stupa and Other
AnHquitiee of Mathura^ India Ardusological Survey, Re-
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)1. XK.. 1001; A. BArth, Buaetin du rdigionB da
rimde, IT.. Pmm. 1902; fitf«. xlv. 171-186 (by Barth).
xhriL 34-^0 (by A. Querenot). The filea of the ZDMO
<OTnfin much imporUuxt matter by the few etudents of
the nbjeet* e.s.. toL i (by A. Weber), xxxii. 609 sqq..
xzxBT. 247 iqq., zzxv. 667 aqq., zxxviii. 1 sqq., zl. 92 iqq.
<all by JMobi), zxxhr. 446 aqq. (by Klatt). zxdv. 748 sqq.
<by Oidenberg), xlviii (by LeumAnn, on the Jain legends).
8imilariy eontributione have been made to the Indian An-
hqttanf by Tarioiu obeenrera, indudinc Hoemle and BOhler.
The files of the JRAS contain oocaaional artieles of value.

JAIR (Hebr. Ta'ir and YaHr): An Old-Testament
nanae which takes two forms and originally had as

an element a divine name which has sloughed off.

Ya*ir (11 Sam. zxi. 19) was a Bethlehemite, and
father of the Elhanan who slew Goliath of Gath,
or his brother (I Chron. xx. 5). YaWr (Esther ii. 6)

is the father of Mordecai, and abo the name of a
Strang dan in the district east of the Jordan. With
the laat this article is concerned.

Judges X. 3-6 speaks of a Jair who was one of

the minor judges and ruled Israel twenty-two yearSf

a period which falls within the interregna of the

greater judges, and is included in the chronology
which reckons 480 yean between the Exodus and
SokimoQ (I Kings vi. 1). Noldeke identifies this

Jair with the eponymous ancestor of the Jair dan.
Though Jair the judge can find no place in the

history of Israel, the Judges passage is serviceable

in investigating the dan. The thirty dties there

mentioned (the Hebrew for " cities " involves a
wofxl-play between the words for dty and colt

which the Greek poleis and pOtous reproduces) sug-

gest thirty divisions of the dan, and in one of these

cities, Gunon, Jair is said to have been buried.

CamoD suggests the Kamun which Antiochus III.

took on the march from Pella to Gephrun (Poly-

btus, v., hex. 12), which is located on an old road
by the identification of Pella with the modem
Tabakat Fahil and of Gephrun with Ea^r Wadi d-
Ghmir, not far from Irbid. A Eamm and Kumem
were located by Dr. Schumacher from six to ten

milea east of Irbid. Kamm is a ruined city of con-

siderable extent, Kumem a modem village a mile

•outh of the road with remains of an old wall still

showing; the former may be the Camon of Judges,

aadmay indicate the r^on of the dties of Jair south
oi the Yannuk and in the northem part of Gilead.

Other Old-Testament passages speak of the tents

(or tent-villages) of Jair. Num. xxxii. 41 tells of

the conquest of these tents, but does not state

the place of departure or the time: the intention

€§ the oompiler was to place it in the time of Moses;
bat that was not the original meaning, and the
ercnt must have taken place from a starting-point

ID the West Jordan land and when Israel was
growing strong in the early days of the kingdom.
The eoodusion of commentators that the thirty

csties grew from earlier " tent-villages " disregards

the (act that this was not a r^on frequent^ by
nnmadif herders. Consequently the ** tent-vU-

kges " of Jair indicate nomadic settlements, the
'* dtiee " rather the habitations of the settled por-

tiooa oi the dan, the former, on the basis of I Kings
rr. 13, to be placed on the border of the desert.

Yet this passage is a later addition and is not in

the Septuagint. Deut. iii. 14 makes Jair conqueror

of the whoie region of Aigob: Josh. xiii. 30 gives

to Jair sixty dties. According to I Chron. ii. 23,

the shepheids of the clan were in early times sub-
dued. Num. xxxii. 41 makes Jair belong to the
tribe of Manasseh. According to I CSiron. ii. 21-23
the Judahite Hesron married a daughter of Machir,
whose grandfather, Jair, possessed twenty-three
towns in Gilead, representing a mingling of the two
tribes in which Judah took the leadership. But
this expresses a relationship of post-exilic times,

and the number of cities has diminished. This
account forms the bridge to the story in I Mace.
V. 24-54 of the removal of the Gileadite Jews for

security of Ufe to Jerusalem: it was in part the Jews
of the dties of Jair on whose account Judas was con-
cemed. The passage in the Chronicler seems to

have been taken in part from an old source.

(H. GUTHB.)

Bxbuoobapht: A. Kuenen, 2>e Stam Manaue, in TAT*., xi

(1877), 478 sqq.; Q. Schumacher. Northern Aflun, pp.
137-138. London, 1890; idem, Dom aUdlidta Baton, in

ZDPV, XX (1897). 109. 173; DB, ii. 640; EB, ii. 2316;
/^, vii. 66-^.

JAMAICA. See West Indus.

JAMBLICHUS. See NBO-PuiTDifiaic.

JAMBS. See also Jacob.

JAMES.
Idea,I. The Apostles and the New-Testament

Brother of Jesus. Brother (§ 2).

1

.

James the Son of Zebedee. His Life and Work ( § 3).

2. James the Son of Alphsus. II. The Epistle of James.
3. James the Just. The Readers (§ 1).

Brother, Step-brother, or Aim, Contents, and Style
Cousin of Jesus (§ 1). (§ 2).

Date, Canonidty, and Reception (§3).

L The Apostles and the Brother of Jesus: In the
New Testament two, or better three, notable men
bear the name of James.

1. James the Son of Zebedae: In the Synoptic
Gospels this James appears only in close connection

with his brother John. Their father pursued the

calling of a fisherman on the Lake of Galilee (Mark
i. 19; Matt. iv. 21-22), perhaps near Capernaum
(cf. Luke V. 10 with iv. 31, 38), with his sons and
with the help of hired servants (Mark i. 20). His
wife, Salome, was one of those companions of Jesus

who cared for the needs of his daily life (Mark xv. 41

;

Luke viii. 3). It is uncertain whether Salome was
in any way related to Jesus, for it is doubtful if the

sister of Jesus' mother (John xix. 25) can be iden-

tified with Salome (Mark xv. 40). (Certain only is

her pious devotion to Jesus, whom she faithfully

followed in his wanderings through Galilee, on his

last journey to Jerusalem, and also on his way
to crucifixion (Matt, xxvii. 56; Mark xv. 40). Her
firm faith in the Messianic destiny of Jesus and her

impetuous nature are shown in her somewhat rash

prajrer to the Lord that, in his kingdom, he should

seat her sons on his right hand and on his left

(Matt. XX. 20 sqq.). These characteristics she trans-

mitted to her sons; of these, James seems to have
been the elder, since in the lists of the Apostles

and usually elsewhere he is named before John
(Matt. X. 2; Mark iL 17; cf. Luke vi. 14). It

can not be determined from John i. 40 whether
James had already come into contact with Jesus

in the following of the Baptist at the Jordan;
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the summary way, however, in which both brothers
were called by Jesus to become his disciples, and the
readiness with which they obeyed (Mark i. 19-20),

make it appear probable that they were prepared
for this summons. From that time they remained
disciples of Jesus with all the burning zeal which
characterised them. This zeal was not without its

drawbacks; it could lead them into heartless

fanaticism (Luke ix. 54) and also inspire unbridled
ambition (Mark x. 35 sqq.); but it enabled them to

endure resolutely the hardest sufferings with Jesus
(Mark z. 35 sqq.). How highly Jesus appreciated
their fervent nature is apparent in his applying to
them the epithet *' sons of thunder " (Mark iii. 17)

and in his receiving them, with the equally im-
petuous Peter, into the inner circle of the twelve
apostles (Mark v. 37, ix. 2, xiii. 3 sqq., xiv. 33 sqq.).

After the departure of the Lord, however, James
seems to have become less prominent. Neverthe-
less, he soon took precedence over the other apostles

as the first who gave his life for the faith, since he
was executed by order of Herod Agrippa I (Acts
xii. 1, 2).

2. James, the Son of Alphtttie : This James is

mentioned with this name in the four lists of the
apostles (Matt. x. 3; Mark iii. 18; Luke vi. 15;

Acts i. 13), but no other passage of the New Testa-

ment can be brought into connection with him or

his family. Especially groundless is everything
that has been asserted regarding a relationship of

James Alphsus (see Alph^bub) and his house to

Jesus, based on the identity of the names Alphsus
and Cleophas. The statement of Hegesippus (in

Eusebius, Hist, ecd., III., xi.) that Cleophas was a
brother of Joseph, the foster-father of Jesus, can
not be accepted, and the identification of the names
Alphffius and Cleophas can not be established.

Possibly James Alplueus is alluded to in Matt.
xxvii. 56; Mark xvi. 1, xv. 40; Luke xxiv. 10; if

so, it may be inferred from these passages that
James's mother was called Mary and belonged to

the followers of Jesus, and that he had a brother

called Joses, and that the epithet of '' the little
"

was applied to him. Possibly this passage refers to

another James of whom nothing further is known.
It is altogether improbable, however, that in Luke
vi. 16 and Acts i. 13 the designation " Judas of

James " [R. V. '' Judas the son of James '' marg.
or, '* brother,'' as in A. V.] signifies that Judas was
the brother of James Alphasus, since this designa-

tion can only mean '' Judas the son of James," and
a combination of these passages with those in which
a Mary is named as the mother of James and Joses

is quite impossible. But neither the apostle Judas
Lebbeeus (see Judab) nor Simon Zelotes is to be
regarded as a brother of James Alphsus. Nothing
further is heard of James Alphisus, except the legend

that he was active in the southwest of Palestine

and in Egypt, and was crucified in Ostrakine, in

Lower Egypt (Nioephorus, ii. 40).

8. James the Just: A James who was the Lord's

brother, head of the community of Jerusalem, is

mentioned as a different person from both the

apostles in Matt. xiii. 55; Mark vi. 3; Acts xii. 17,

xri. 18; I Cor. xv. 7; Gal. i. 19, ii. 9-12, as well as

James i. 1; Jude 1. Also, outside of the New Tes-

tament, by Josephus {Ard. XX., ix. 1), Hegedppus
(in Eusebius, Hut, ecd,, II. 23), and other Church

Fathers. The view of the early Church
1. Broth- ^ag tjjut Jesus and this James were

B^'th brothers, and James was distinguished

QQjj^g^Qf from the two apostles of the same

Jeeua. name. Clement of Alexandria ex-

pressly states that this view, which he
himself rejected, was general in his time (Strom.

vii. 93 sqq.). Tertullian refers to the marriage of

Mary after the birth of Jesus and to the mention
of his brothers in connection with her, as a proof

of the reality of the humanity of Jesus (De mono-
gamia, viii.; De came Ckristi, vii.; " Against

Marcion," 19) . In the Apostolic Constitutions (ii. 55

,

vi. 12, 13), besides the twelve apostles and Paul,

James, the Lord's brother, is mentioned as one of

the advocates of catholic doctrine, and he is reck-

oned among the seventy disciples. Eusebius counts

fourteen apostles; the twelve, Paul and James
(on Isa. xvii. 5; Hist, ecd,, I., xii., II., i., VII., xix.),

and when he once writes of James as the ^* so-called
"

brother of the Lord, the context shows that he is

not suggesting a more distant relationship. When,
however, the idea of the perpetual viiginity of Mary
gained ground in the Church, the brotherly rela-

tionship between Jesus and James was transformed

into the more distant one of stepbrother, this view
appearing in several popular writings such as the

Proto-Gospel of James (ix. 2), the Gospel of Peter,

the Gospel of pseudo-Matthew (viii. 4), the Gospel

of Thomas (xvi.). and the History of Joseph (ii.).

In the period after Epiphanius, the recognition of

James as a son of Joseph and Mary is seldom met.

On the other hand, the view of Origen, that James
was a stepbrother of Jesus, was followed in the

East by Ephraem, Basil, Gregory of Nyssa, Chrysos-

tom, Qrril of Alexandria, Epiphanius, and later by
Euthymius; in the West by Hilary, Ambrose, and
Ambrosiaster. Alongside of this, however, arose

the other opinion that the brothers of Jesus were
cousins and were identical with the men of the

same name among the apostles. It is possible that

Clement of Alexandria entertained this view as

well as the hypothesis that James was a stepbrother

of Jesus (in Eusebius, Hist, ecd., II., 1). The first

assured defender is Jerome, who, in his writings

against Helvidius, expounds it, but practically

abandons it in his Commentary on Isaiah (xvii. 6),

in that he counts fourteen apostles: the twelve,

Paul, and the Lord's brother, James. Ambrose
and Augustine express themselves even more doubt-
fully. Gradually, however, the hypothesis of iden-

tification was more and more widely accepted in

the West. In the Middle Ages it was the predom-
inant theory. On the other hand, it foimd so little

favor in the East that two different festival days,

one for James the Just and the other for James
Alphaeus, remained traditional.

The statements of the New Testament favor the

view that James was a full brother of Jesus and
the son of Mary. Matt. i. 25 and Luke ii. 7 imply
that, after the birth of Jesus, a conjugal relation ex-

isted between Joseph and Mary and that they
had children. Whenever in the Gospels brothers

of Jesus are mentioned, they appear in such a
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connection with Joseph and Mary, or with Mary
alone, that they are clearly regarded as their children

(John ii. 12; Matt. xii. 47; Mark vi. 3;

^l^^*^' Acts i. 14). The designation of Mary
^'^^^®'^* as the mother of Jesus, employed in

Broker. ^^^^^ passages, implies that the word
brothers is used in the same proper

sense. They could not therefore have been
stepbrothers of Jesus, sons of a former wife of

Joseph or of a former husband of Mary, or foster-

children of Mary (thus J. P. Lange); and just as

little only cousins of Jesus and identical with the

apostles James Alphsus, Judas Lebbseus, and Simon
Zelot^. Moreover, nowhere in the New Testament
is James the brother of the Lord called James
Alplueus, and nowhere is the word brother used in

a sense of distant relationship. That James Alphseus

6 a brother of the apostles Judas Lebbseus and
Simon Zelotes is absolutely excluded by the way
in which they are named together, to be distin-

guished from other brothers who are alluded to in

the same way. Besides this the brothers of the

Lord are not only named alongside of the apostles

as distinct from them (ut sup.), but they appear

also aa a circle, separate in every way from the

disciples of Jesus (Matt. xii. 46; John vii. 5).

Only after the departure of the Lord does there

arise a closer companionship of the brethren of

the Lord with the apostles, and James gains apos-

tolic rank as head of the mother-church in Jerusa-

lem, while still remaining distinct from the apostles

(GaL i. 19, ii. 9; I CJor. xv. 7).

The story of the material and spiritual life of

James, the brother of the Lord, is quite clearly

defined in its outlines. During the

8. Hia Life public ministry of Jesus, his brothers

and Work, adopted a skeptical attitude, probably

because they could not reconcile his

Ic^y claims with the conmionplace conditions in

which they had lived together in their home. Jesus

complains of a lack of recognition on the part of

his own relatives (Mark vi. 4), and he could not

count them as his spiritual kindred (Mark iii. 31-34).

After the miracle of the loaves and fishes in the

desert it seems that then the idea of his Messianic

ta^ may have dawned upon them, but the humility

of his attitude prevented them from confidently

believing in him. Even at the time of his Passion,

the brothers seem to have separated themselves

from his mother, who now believed in him (John

xix. 27). Nevertheless, the superhuman patience

with which Jesus went to his death may have won
their hearts, especially that of James; for to him
was vouchsafed an appearance of the risen Christ

(I Cor. xv. 7), which affirmed his faith. He there-

fore appears after the ascension of the Lord as a
member of the Christian community, wherein he

won a leading position after the death of James,

the son of Zebedee, and the flight of Peter. In

general, his activity was confined to Jerusalem

(Gal. i. 17). He took part in the council of the

apostles with Peter and John as one of the three

pillars of the Jewish-Christian Church (Gal. ii. 1

sqq.; Acts xv. 1 sqq.). There he showed himself

free from the pharisaical and strictly legal views of

tiic Judaizing opponents of Paul who desired to

impose upon Gentile Christians the full observance

of the Mosaic laws. At the same time he gave the

hand of fellowship to Paul in proof of their thorough
agreement on the basis of the Gospel. Nevertheless

he considered it important that Jewish Christians

should strictly observe the laws of their fathers and
should require for these laws a certain respect on
the part of the Gentile Christians. The standpoint

of James also appears in the influence exerted by
his friends in Antioch (Gal. ii. 1 1 sqq.) upon Peter.

The Ebionite party in the post-apostolic age en-

deavored to cover itself with the authority of James
and to envelop him with a legendary atmosphere
of glory. According to Epiphanius (Haer. XXX.,
xvi.), there were legends even of his ascension to

heaven. Concerning the death of James there are

two contradictory accounts. Hegesippus relates

(Eusebius, Hist. eccL, II. 23) that he was thrown
from the tower by the Pharisees, not long before

the beginning of the Roman-Jewish war (cf . Zahn,
Forachungen^ vi. 235, Leipsic, 1900), therefore,

about 66 A.D. According to Josephus {Ant, XX.,
ix. 1), however, the party of the Sadducees made
use of the change in the proconsiilship in 62 or 63
A.D. to have James ston^ to death, against the

will of the Pharisees. It is, however, strongly sus-

pected that this passage of Josephus is an inter-

polation (Zahn, ut sup. vi. 301 sqq.). On the other

hand, the date given by Hegesippus is supported

by the pseudo-Clementine literature, according to

which James survived Peter, and also by the

Chronicon Paschale (p. 692), and therefore is to be

preferred.

n. The Epistle of James: This bears a title in

the opening verse which names the writer and those

for whom it was destined. To see in

1. The this only the dedication to a dogmatic
Headers, writing, or a homily, is coimter-indi-

cated by the formal salutation common
in Greek letters. Neither should it be assiuned that

this epistolary form only served the Uterary fiction

of an unknown writer, nor that it is a title added
to the writing about 200 a.d., since in both cases

the author would probably have been called an
apostle. Therefore, the words in the title " to the

twelve tribes which are scattered abroad " may
well be used to determine the first readers. This

expression, however, " the twelve tribes " is so

specifically national and Israelitic that it can not be

referred even figuratively to all Christianity. Ac-

cording to the title, therefore, the Epistle is ad-

dressed to the whole Jewish people outside of

Palestine. This designation of the readers is lim-

ited, however, by the statement that the writer

calls himself " a servant of the Lord Jesus Christ ";

therefore he assumes that his readers recognize the

authority of Jesus. Those readers are therefore

neither Jewish and Gentile Christians nor Chris-

tians of Jewish and Gentile descent nor principally

Gentile Christians; and just as little are they Jewish

Christians within or without Palestine: they are

Jewish Christians living outside of Palestine. They
can, therefore, only be called the twelve tribes in

the dispersion in the sense that they were the true

Israel so far as it existed outside the Holy Land.
These Jewish Christians living outside of Palestine
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are not to be sought only in one place or in one
limited district; indeed, the generalness and fulness

of the expression ** the twelve tribes which are

scattered abroad " render it certain that all Jewish
Christians living outside of Palestine were meant,
and make it extremely probable that there already
were such far and wide. The inferences from the

title are not refuted by the letter itself, but partly

confirmed. It is not justifiable to cite the silence

of the author regarding the Law, the temple, and
the unbelieving members of his race against the

Jewish origin of the readers, because he is not alto-

gether silent concerning the Law (ii. 8 sqq.) and
had no occasion to speak of the temple and un-

believing Jews. That the readers are Christians

and not Jews is to be seen from ii. 1, and the whole
tone of the Epistle is opposed to a narrow local

limitation of the circle of readers. In this epistle,

not only is there no personal relation whatever
between the writer and the readers, no special

salutation, etc., but the conditions referred to are of

a very general character. It is not, therefore, jus-

tifiable, because the conditions treated of in the

Epistle of James appear to point more to Palestine

than to the diaspora, to assume that the Epistle

was originally addressed to the community of

Jerusalem and was later sent to conmiunities out-

side of Palestine. The Epistle of James is therefore

not in the true sense of the word a letter, but rather

an address in the form of a circular letter to all

Jewish Christians within the pale of Christianity,

which was already quite widely disseminated.

What, however, the author recognises as funda-
mental in the spiritual condition of his readers is

the worldliness and superficiality of

2. Aim, their Christianity. With the multifa-

Contents, rious sufferings (i. 2) and the delay in
and Style, the second coming of Christ (v. 7-8)

they began to lose patience and their

hearts were divided between God and the world
(i. 7). Alongside of flattery to the rich, there is

contempt for the poor (ii. 1 sqq.), there is also

bitterness against the former (iv. 11, v. 9). Along-
side of the prayer for means to satisfy their pleas-

ures (iv. 3), there is impious security on the part

of the well-to-do (iv. 13 sqq.). Stress is laid upon
the profession of faith (ii. 14), which was a subject

of wrangling and dispute, and every one was eager

to impart instruction (chap, iii.); but there were
few signs of application of faith to practical life.

These conditions are not to be derived from Juda-
ism so much as from a stagnation of the spiritual

life succeeding to a period of loving enthusiasm.

The aim and contents correspond to these spiritual

conditions of the readers. After an exhortation to

be steadfast and prudent in trials, there follows the

lesson that the temptation to fail in the hour of

trial proceeds from man's own sinful inclinations,

not from God, the giver of all good, the author of

regeneration by the word of truth (i. 13-18), and
to this is attached the admonition to assimilate

this word of truth in a humble and obedient spirit

(i. 19-27). Later on there are special warnings

against the errors and faults named above. The
conclusion consists of various brief admonitions,

V. 12-20. The simple style of the letter suits its

practical contents admirably, following the method
of the didactic writings of the Old Testament, in

which the single proverbs are strung together in

groups like rows of pearls. Instead of the precision

of Paul's keen, logical thinking, there is found more
rhetorical amplification. The Greek is compara-
tively pure, sJthough there are not a few Hebra-
isms. While this Gospel is designated as a law,

it is yet the perfect law of liberty (i. 25), not, like

the law of the Old Testament, a heavy yoke but to

be engrafted in the heart (i. 21), so that man, by
his own initiative, responds to the divine will.

Inasmuch as the Gospel is essentially identical with
the law of the Old Testament, everything that con-

cerns the person of the mediator of the new revelar

tion is plaioed in the background, even the name of

Christ is mentioned only twice, and the synoptic

concepts of the Son of Man and the kingdom of

heaven are lacking. Nevertheless, the moral teach-

ings of Jesus, principally those of the Sermon on
the Mount, are much more freely used than in any
other writing of the New Testament. Therefore

this epistle is somewhat in disaccord with the

Apostle Paul, whose attention b directed more to

that side of the Gospel which is in opposition to

the Law. It has even been held that ii. 21, 24 (cf.

with Rom. iii. 28, iv. 2; Gal. ii. 16) is in irrecon-

cilable opposition to Paul; indeed, that it shows
a conscious polemic against him. This difficulty

can not be avoided by afwuming that the Epistle

of James was earlier than the Pauline epistles which
contain the divergent propositions, which would
not affect the objective difference; indeed the sus-

picion of conscious contradiction would merely be
transferred from James to Paul. But this view
of the chronological relation of the writings of Paul
and James is untenable, for there is no indica-

tion that the formula *' to be justified by faith " or

the use of the passage Gen. xv. 6 in support of
this, was common, as is assumed in this epistle,

on the part of its readers. Indeed it remains doubt-
ful whether the Epistle of James is intended to
combat the standpoint of the Pauline epistles. In
any case this epistle is in accord with Paul in what
it really endeavors to prove, that is, that faith with-

out works can not bring salvation (cf. II Cor. v. 10),

and that a faith which does not find expression in

moral conduct is utterly worthless (I Cor. xiii. 2).

Paul regards works as unimportant for justification,

while James looks upon works as a condition of

justification. While Paul would not have said that

there was a justification by the works of faith in

the sense of the Epistle of James, because he has
a stricter conception of what constitutes conduct
well-pleasing to God, his idea of a moral righteoua-

ness of believers is approximately that of the
Epistle of James. Therefore, there is, if not perfect

agreement on this point between James and Paul,

at least only an imessential and not an irreconcilable

opposition in principle. It is generally recognised

that the polemic of the Epistle of James is only
directed against a distorted and one-sided Pauiin-

ism. The opinion that this epistle was designed

to attack Paul's teaching, though unsuccessfully,

is without foundation. What is combated is not
any doctrine in itself, but only a false standard of
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conduct. It denounces a lack of moral application

of faith, dependent upon a formalizing of Chris-

tianity and palliated by a misuse of Pauline doc-

trine.

These results show that the epistle should be

I^aoed in a relatively late period of the Apostolic

Age wli^n the Church had attained a
*• ^^t^t considerable extent and Christian life

^J*^g^ had lost something of its first fresh

•"^^^•^ vigor. It is not the earliest or even

one of the earliest of the New-Testa-

ment writings. The synagogue [so the Am. R.V.,

L 2] is not a Jewish one, as though a common use

of Uie synagogue still existed with Jews and Chris-

tians; it is a meeting-place for Christians, which

they control (ii. 3). The conception of the im-

minence of the Parousia (v. 8) appears even beyond
the Apostolic Age. That the Epistle of James only

addresses Jewish Christians does not prove that

there were not also Gentile Christians, and if it con-

tains more passages recalling the sayings of Jesus

than any other of the Apostolic epistles, that is

to be attributed to its theological character, and
perhaps to the employment of written sources. Its

use in the Church b^ins at an early period. It is

probably cited in I Peter, in I Clement, in the

Shephenl of Hennas, and by Justin Martyr. It

was certainly used by Irensus, Clement of Alex-

andria, Dionysius of ^exandria, Cyril of Jerusalem,

Didymus, and Ephraem, and it was also included in

the Peshito version. Origen, who is the first to cite it

expressly as a writing of James, the Lord's brother,

looks upon it as imcanonical; Eusebius counts it

among the antdegomena, and Theodore of Mopsu-
estia rejected it. Jerome says it was regarded as

pseudonymous in the Latin Church, but he in-

cludes it among the canonical books, and his in-

fluence and Augustine's assured its acceptance as

canonical. This view was not disputed until Eras-

mus expressed certain doubts. Luther thought it a
*" right strawy epistle " (reehi gtroheme EpisUH),

written by a certain pious man, and Gajetan

expressed doubts as to its authenticity. Calvm
defended it, but Luther's views were accepted by
the Magdeburg Centuriators and by some Lutheran

dogmatists, as well as by the Calvinist Wetstein.

In modem times the opposition to its authenticity

was begun by De Wette and Schkiermacher. Natu-

rally no use could be made of the title in the debate

as to the origin of the epistle on the assumption

that it was added at a later period in order to gain

for the epistle (really the work of an unknown
author) acceptance in the canon through a title

bearing the name of an apostle. Still less tenable

is the hypothesis that the epistle, apart from the

two (assumed as interpolated) mentions of Christ

(L 1 and ii. 1), was the work of an unknown Jew.

The method of interpolation assimied is devoid of

motive and without analogy. The introduction of

Qirisdan ideas into Jewish writings bearing the

name of highly revered Jews is often met, but is

entirely different from the attempt assumed here,

to make the author of a Jewish writing appear to be

a (Jhristian. Besides this, much in the Epistle of

James is clearly Christian, apart from the two

suppoeed additions (i. 18-21, 25, u. 8, 12, 14-26).

If, then, "James, a servant of God and of the
Lord Jesus Christ," was originally named as author
of the epistle, there can be no doubt who is to be
understood thereby. James, the son of Zebedee, of

whom JAger {Zeitsckrift /Or hUherische Theologie,

1878) thinks as the author, was no longer living in

the period after the beginning of Paul's mission

(Acts xii. 2); James Alphsus withdraws entirely

into the badcground in this time, and either of

them would have been designated as an apostle.

The only James who is prominent in this period

and needed no more precise designation is James,
the Lord's brother, the head of the community of

Jerusalem. And there are no imperative grounds
for refusing to ascribe the epistle to him. The
vacillation in the traditions of the early church as

to the canonical acceptance of the epistle is ex-

plained by the facts that James was not an apostle;

that he became the patron-saint of the Ebionites,

and that the epistle seemed to contain a polemic
against Paul. The author appears rather to have
been a man of a practical turn of mind, pious and
prayerful, who does not fail to recognize the essen-

tial superiority of the Gospel over the Law, but
who, nevertheless, emphasises the relationship of

the morality of the former to that of the latter.

All this perfectly suits James, the Lord's brother,

as known through the New Testament and Hege-
sippus. It may therefore be assimied that James,
the Lord's brother, wrote this pastoral letter in

Palestine for the Jewish (Christians outside of Pales-

tine, at a time when the activity of Paul had ceased,

either because of his captivity, or his death. For
the Protevangelium of James see Apocrypha,
B, I., 1. F. SiBFFBRT.

Bibuoorapht: On the cBneral topic oonsult: DB, ii 640-
548; BB, ii 2317-26. On the three JameseB consult the
historiee of the Apoetohc Age. eg., Schaif, Chrittian

Church, i 109 iqq.. 206 sqq., 272 aqq., et passim: A.
C. MoGiffert, ApotMie Ag; pMsim. New York. 1897.

The question of the relationship of the third James to

Jesus is discussed in DB, i 320-326; by J. B. Lightfoot
in his CommentMy on Oalatians. in a special section;

in the Introduction to Mayor's Commentary on James
(see below); in F. W. Farrar, Early Day of ChrittianUy,

chap, six., London, 1884; in Schegg's commentary (see

below); and often in the other commentaries. (>>nsult

also W. Patrick, James tiu Lord*9 Brother, Edinburgh,
1906. For the questions concerning the authenticity,

date, contents, eta. of the epistle consult in general the
works on Introduction to the New Testament—especially

thoee of JOUcher. 1894, Eng. transl., Edinbun^ 1904;

T. Zahn, 1900; and B. W. Bacon, 1900—and those on New-
Testament theology, especially that of Beyschlag, Eng.
transl., Edinburgh, 1896. Works on special topics are:

W. O. Schmidt, UkrtoehaU du JokcHnubriefe; Leipsic.

1869; P. J. Qloag. Introduction to Me CaAoUe BpUUsa,
Edinburgh, 1887; W. C. van Manen, in ThT, xxviii (1894),
478-496; A. H. Collen, Teaching of JamoB; StudtM in the

Bthiea of th» Bpiatle of Jamea, London, 1904; M. Meinerts.

Der Jakabuebrief und §ein Verfaeeer, Freibuig, 1906.

Of commentaries on the epistle the best for English

readers is by J. B. Mayor, London, 1897. Others which
may be mentioned are: W. Augusti, Lemgo, 1801; J. W.
Qreshof, Essen. 1830; M. Snhneckenburger, Stuttgart.

1832; G. W. Theile, Leipsic. 1833; C. R. Jaehmann, ib.

1838; F. H. Kern, TObingen. 1838; C. A. Scharling.

(}openhagen, 1841; C. E. Cell^rier. Geneva, 1860; A.
Neander. Eng. transl.. New York. 1862; A. Wiesinger.

Kfinigsberg. 1864; De Wette. Leipsic. 1866; F. Graupp,
Breslau, 1861; R. Wardlaw. Edinburgh, 1862; H. Bou-
mann, Utrecht, 1866; A. H. Blom. Dort. 1869; H. Ewald.
Gdttingen, 1870; J. C. C. Hoffinann, Ndrdlingen, 1876;

H. AHord, Greek Tealameni, vol. iv., London. 1877; E. H.
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Plumptre, in CambrUtoe BtMe. Cambridge, 1878; J. T.

Demarast. New York. 1870; D. Erdmann. BerUn. 1888;
K. F. KeU. Leipaic. 1883; P. Schegg. Munich, 1883; W.
Be3r8ohlac, Gdttingen« 1888; A. F. Manoury. Bar>le-

Due. 1888: C. F. Deenu. New Yorlc. 1889; E. T. Winkler.
Philadelphia, 1889; A. Plummer. in Ezpo9Uor*» BibU,
London, 1891 ; B. WeiiM. in TU, viii. 2 (1892); P. Feine.

Eiaenach. 1893; J. Adderley, London, 1900; W. H. Ben-
nett, in Century BMs, ib. 1901; C. A. Bigg. ib. 1902; C.

Brown, ib. 1906; F. J. Taylor, FourUen Addre»9e§, ib.

1907.

JAMES, SAINT, OF COMPOSTELLA, ORDER OF:
A military order, founded in 1161, as the Knights
of St. James of the Sword (de Spada), by Pedro
Fernandez of Fuente Encalada, in the diocese of

Astorga, Spain, united in 1170 with the Canons of

San Loyo (St. Eiigius) of Gompostella. Toward
the end of the century it was confirmed by Pope
Celestine III. In purpose and character the order

was like those of Alcantara and Calatrava (qq.v.),

but it never equaled them in importance. It came
to an end in 1835. See Compobtella.

(O. ZOCKLERf.)
Bxblxogbapht: G. Giuoci, Iconografla atorica deffli ordini

reliffioai e eawUlereachi, i. 96-100, Rome. 1836; P. B.
Gams, Dis Kirchengeadiichie von Spanien, iii., 1, p. 56,

Regenaburg. 1876; Currier, Religioua Ordera, p. 217.

JAMES, JOHN AN6ELL: English Congregation-

alist; b. at Blandford Forum (17 m. n.e. of Dor-

chester, Dorset) June 6, 1785; d. at Birmingham
Oct. 1, 1859. After serving four years as an ap-

prentice to a linen-draper at Poole, Dorset, he
entered the theological academy at Gosport in 1802,

and qualified under the Toleration Act as a dissent-

ing preacher the following year. He was called to

Carr's Lane Chapel, Birmingham, in 1805, and or-

dained pastor there early the following year. He
remained in this pastorate till his death. He was
chairman of the board of education of Spring Hill

College, Birmingham (now Mansfield College, Ox-
ford), from 1838 till his death; and in 1846 he was
one of the chief promoters of the Evangelical

Alliance. He was held in high esteem as a preacher

and author, and as a public man. Though a Cal-

vinist in creed, he laid more stress on Christian duty
than on doctrinal niceties. He published numerous
single sermons and addresses and a dozen small

volumes, of which the best known are Christian

Charity (London, 1828); and The Anxious Enquirer

after Salvation (Birmingham, 1834), which was
widely circulated in England and America and
translated into Welsh, Gaelic, and Malagasy. Other
writings by James will be found in his Works (17

vols., London, 1860-64).
Bibliogbapht: James's Autobiography was published as the

last volume of the Worka, ut sup. Consult also: J. Gamp-
bell, Review of J. A. Jamea' Hiaiory and Character, Lon-
don« 1850; R. W. Dale, Life and Lettera of John AngeU
Jamea, ib. 1861; DNB, xxix. 215-217.

JAMES, MONTAGUE RHODES: Church of Eng-
land; b. at Livermere (6 m. n.e. of Bury St. Ed-
mund's), Suffolk, Aug. 1, 1862. He studied at

King's College, Cambridge (B.A., 1885), and in

1903 was appointed Sanders Reader in bibUography.

Since 1905 he has been provost of King's College,

and is also director of the Fitzwilliam Museum.
He has written or edited Psalms of Solomon (in

collaboration with H. E. Ryle; Cambridge, 1891);

Testament of Abraham (in collaboration with W. E.

Barnes; 1892); The Gospel according to Peter and
the Revelation of Peter (in collaboration with J. A.
Robinson; London, 1892); Apocrypha Anecdota

(2 vols., Cambridge, 1893-97); On the Abbey of St.

Edmund at Bury (1895); The Life and Mvrades of
St. WxUiam of Norwich (in collaboration with A.
Jessopp, 1896) ; Sources of Archbishop Parker^s Col-

lection of Manuscripts (1899) ; Verses in the Windows
of Canterbury Cathedral (1901) ; Ancient Libraries of
Canterhury and Dover {1904); and Ohosl Stories of an
Antiquary (1904); as well as descriptive catalogues

of the manuscripts (especially western) in the libra-

ries of Eton College (Cambridge, 1895), the Fitz-

william Museum (1895), and Lambeth Fklace (1900),

and of the following Cambridge colleges: Jesus

(1895), King's (1895), Sidney Sussex (1895), Peter-

house (1899), Trinity (4 vols., 1900-05), Emmanuel
(1904), Ptembroke (1905), Christ's (1905), Clare

(1906), Queen's (1906), Trinity Hall (1907), and
Gonville and Caius (2 vols., 1907-08).

JAMES, Wn^LIAM: American psychologist and
philosopher; b. in New York Jan. 11, 1842. He
studied in private schools, then at the Lawrence
Scientific School and the Harvard Medical School
(M.D., 1869) . He has taught at Harvard since 1876,

having been instructor in philosophy 1872-76,

assistant professor of anatomy and physiolc^y
1876-80, assistant professor of philosophy 1880-85,

professor of philosophy 1885-89, professor of psy-
chology 1889-97, and professor of philosophy again
since 1897. He holds a position in the front rank
of modem psychologists, and in this field has
exercised a potent influence both in Europe and
America. In philosophy he represents what may
be called empirical idealism as opposed to absolute
idealism. His works have been widely translated,

and are characterized by keen analysis, apt illus-

tration, lucid exposition, and a charm of style

rarely encountered in works on philosophy. He has
published The Principles of Psychology (2 vols..

New York, 1890); Psychology—Briefer Course

(1892); The Will to Believe, and Other Essays in
Popular Philosophy (1897); Human Immortality:

Two Supposed Objections to the Doctrine (Boston,

1898); Talks to Students on Psychology, and to

Teachers on Some of Life's Ideals (New York, 1899)

;

Varieties of Religious Experience: A Study in Hu-
man Nature (1902), Gifford Lectures delivered at
Edinburgh 1900-01, a work which has attracted

much attention, and establishes his claim to men-
tion in a religious encyclopedia; Pragmatism: A
New Name for Some Old Ways of Thinking (1907);
and Pluralistic Universe (Hibbert Lectures; 1909).

In 1908 a volume of Essays Philosophical and Psy-
chological was published in his honor in New York.

JAMESON, jd'me-sun, ANNA BROWNELL: Eng-
lish authoress; b. in Dublin, Ireland, May 17, 1794;
d. at Ealing (9 m. w. of St. Paul's, London), Middle-
sex, Mar. 17, 1860. She was the daughter of Denis
Brownell Murphy, an Irish miniature-painter, who
came to Enghmd in 1798 and settled with his family
at London in 1803. After spending a number of
years as governess in the family of the marquis of
Winchester, and in other noted families, she oon>
tracted an unhappy marriage with Robert Jameson,
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a young barrister, in 1825. She practically sepa-

rated from her husband in 1829, when he went to

Dominka as puisne judge. In 1836 she joined

him in Canada, where he-had secured, through her

iiifluenoe, an important legal appointment in 1833,

but left him after six months, though she did not

return to England till 1838. In the course of her

literary work she spent much time in France, Italy,

and Germany. Her most important work is Sacred

G'uJ Legendary Art, in four sections, Legends of the

Siifite (2 vols., London, 1848), Legends of the

MantuHc Orders as Represented in the Fine Arts

( 1850), Legends of the Madonna as Represented in

tne Fine Arts (1852), and The History of Our Lord
as Exemplified in Works of Art (2 vols., 1864), which
was eompleted by Lady Eastlake. Other works
deserving mention are the popular Diary of an
EnnuyU (1826); the excellent Characteristics of
Women (2 vols., 1832), essays on Shakespeare's

(.froines dedicated to Fanny Kemble; Visits and
Sketches (4 vols., 1834), a charming work; Winter
Sifddies and Summer Rambles in Canada (3 vols.,

1>3S); and Memoirs and Essays (1846). In her

later life Mrs. Jameson became interested in the

work of Sisters of Charity and wrote Sisters of
(harily (1855) and The Communion cfLabour (1856).

BiAUOoaAPBT: G. Macphenon, Memoira cf Ote Life of
Anna Jameaon, London, 1878; DNB, xzix. 230-232.

JAiniES AHD JAMBRES: The names given in

II Tim. iii. 8 to the adversaries of Moses, who
opposed their magic to his miracles, but were over-

come by him (Ex. vii. 11 sqq.). Paul derived the

r ames from Jewish tradition. Jambres appears in

The forms Yambris, Yombros; the Talmudists write it

mamre* and mamrey^ *' the rebel." Jannes appears

a« Yannis and YonoSf and in the Talmud as Yo-
hannan (Yohanne). Buxtorf and Levy consider

rhiA last to be the original form; but the analogy
c>f Jambree suggests that it also had an adjectival

<)iiaiity expressing a hostile character and that it

mas later confounded with the usual name Johannes.

The names probably read Yani we Yamri, Aram.
Yanne we Yamre, " he who seduces and he who
makes rebellious."

Jewish tradition makes them sons of Balaam
(Targum of Jonathan on Num. xxii. 22), and places

their rise at the time the Pharaoh gave command
u* kiH the firsUbom of Israel (Sanhedrin, f. 106a;

Sijiah Ua), and supposes them to have been teach-

<r^ of Moses, the makers of the golden calf (Midrash

Tao^uma, f. 115b), and to have accompanied their

father Balaam.
Tbe«e names were doubtless familiar to the

apostle educated in the school of Gamaliel, and
they seem also to have been well known in the

heathen world. Origen and Ambrose mention an
ipocryphal book about Jannes and Mambres (see

FserDEFiGaAPHA, Old Tbstaiisnt, II., 37). The
Pythagorean Numenius (second century) knew of

the two Egyptian magi (Eusebius, Praeparatio evan-

yiica^ ix. 8), Apuleius had heard of them {Apologia^

u K The two names occur in the Gospel of Nico-

dnnus (chap, v.), in the Martyrium Petri et Pauli

I chap, xxxiv.; R. A. Lipsius, Acta apostolorum

^yoerypha, Leipsic, 1891, pp. 148-149), in the Acta

Pdn et PauU (chap. Iv.; Lipsius, ut sup. p. 202),

and elsewhere. The apostle has been blamed for

employing so unimportant a tradition, but may be
justified by the resemblance between these men
and the faliae teachers of II Tim. iii. 6 sqq.

C. VON Obelu.
BiBuooaAPHT: SohQrer, Oeaehiehte, iiL 202-294. Eng. tranil.,

IL, iii. 14^150. Tho fonns are diacuBsed in the lezioons;

e.s.: J. Buxtorf, ed. of Basel. 1830. pp. 046 sqq.; J. C.
Sttioenis, ThBaaurua ecdentuHeuM, b. v. " lannfe "; J. A.
Fabridufl, Codex jttuudepioraphxu VeterU Teatamenti, L
813 sqq.. Hamburg. 1723; DB, u. 640; EB, u. 2327-20;
JB, vu. 71.

JANOW, yfl'nef, MATTHIAS OF: The first of the
so-called precursors of Huss; d. in Prague Nov. 30,

1394. He descended from a noble Bohemian family
and studied theology in Prague and Paris, where
he remained nine years, to which was due his

title of magisier Parisiensis. In 1381 he was ap-
pointed canon in the cathedral of St. Vitus in Prague
and confessor. He was not a great preacher, but
exercised influence through his pastoral labors and
writings. He considered that the abuses of the

Church started from the papal schism, axid that

they could be healed only by moral renovation.

Therefore he was intent upon church reform. In
his writings he addressed himself to the common
people. The reforms which he advocated were the
abolition of all human additions to Christianity

(doctrinal and ceremonial), and a return of believers

to the love of Jesus and the simple foundation on
which rested the Apostolic Church. He laid special

stress on frequent communion, since he regarded

the Lord's Supper as the most important means
for spiritual growth, and emphasized the common
priesthood of believers. He was a diligent student

of the Bible and wrote from 1388 to 1392 various

treatises which he later collected under the title

Regulae veteris et novi testamenti. Parts of this work
were erroneously ascribed to Huss and embodied in

the Nuremberg collection of his works (vol. i., pp.
376-471). (J. LosERTH.)
BxBLiooRAPRT. J. P. Jordan. Die Vorldufer dee HueeUenr-
tume in Bdhmen, Leipnc, 1846; F. Palacky. Qeechiehte

von Bohment iii. 1, pp. 173 sqq., Prague. 1851; idem. Doe-
umenta Joannie Hum, pp. 090 aqq., ib. 1860 (the retraet»-

tion of Janow); E. H. Gillett, Life and Timee cf John
Hue, pp. 26 aqq.. Philadelphia, 1870; A. H. Wratislaw,
John Hue, pp. 61 aqq., London, 1882; J. Loaerth. Widif
and Hue, ib. 1880; Count Latsow, John Hue, pp. 3-60,
ib. 1000.

JANSEN, CORNELIUS, JANSENISIL

Oriipn of Movement (§ 1). Queanel. The Bull Crni0«i»-

CorneliuB Janaen (§2). itue (§ 5).

Janaeniam Condemned by Aeoeptanta and Appellants
Pope (§ 3). (§ 6).

Arnauld and Pascal (§ 4). Convolutionists (§ 7).

Close of Controversies (§ 8).

The religious movement known as Jansenism

originated in the controversy on the doctrine of

grace. It divided the Roman Catholic

I. Origin Church of France for over a century

of Move- and developed a puritanical and sep-

ment aratist spirit in many ways analogous

to that of French Calvinism. Since

the writings of Augustine, after Paul, chiefly deter-

mined the belief of both Luther and Calvin, the

Counter-Reformation was driven into an attitude of

practical, though veiled, hostility toward his special

teadiings. They had had a powerful influence in
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the Middle Ages on the mystics and the scholastics,

which left its mark on the Thomistio theology of

the Dominican order. At the Council of Trent, in

regard to the doctrines of grace and of sin, they

opposed the Sootist tendency toward semi-Pelagian-

ism exemplified in the Franciscans and Jesuits.

These latter, however, were victorious in the main,

and soon boldly developed their deductions from
the concessions made to them. The Pauline and
Augustinian doctrine was now upheld especially

by Michael Bajus (q.v.)> professor of Louvain.

Tlie Franciscans obtained the condenmation of

seventy-six of his propositions in 1567 and 1579.

When the Jesuit Molina in 1588 taught semi-

Pelagianism, the Dominicans brought serious

charges sgahist him. In order to settle the dispute

between the two orders, Clement VIII. convoked
in 1597 a congregaJtio de auxiUia to define decisively

the relation of grace to conversion, but it was dis-

solved in 1607 by Paul V. As the gulf between
the Roman Catholic Church and the churches of

the Reformation became wider, the spirit of semi-

Pelagianism in life and doctrine assumed larger

dimensions in the Roman Catholic Church, and as

Thonusm degenerated into a lifeless scholasticism,

it IB not strange that the doctrine of Augustine

became, in 1612, a new revelation for two young
and zealous students of the University of Louvain,

Cornelius Jansen and Duvergier de Hauranne, after-

ward abb6 of St. Qyran (see Duvxroibr db Hau-
rannb).

Cornelius Jansen (b. at Acquoy in North Holland
Oct. 28, 1585; d. at Ypres [66 m. w. of Brussels,

Belgium] May 6, 1638) studied the-

a* Comelitts ologr at the coUc^ of Adrian VI. in

Jansen. Louvain, where he fonned an intimate

acquaintance with Duveigier. ^He de-

clined a position as teacher of philosophy, hating
Aristotle as the father of scholastidsm, and believ-

ing Plato's ideas of God and virtue superior to

those of some Roman Catholic theologians. As
president of the college of St. Pulcheria he taught
theology. By continually reading the writings of

Augustine, Jansen came to the conviction that

the Roman Catholic theologians of both parties

had deviated from the doctrine of the primitive

Church, and in 1621 he resolved, with his friend

Duvergier, to work for reform. For this purpose
he entered into intimate connections with prom-
inent Irish divines, and with the leaders of the new
French Congregation of the Oratory. At his instiga-

tion, the University of Louvain excluded Jesuits

from positions as teachers, and, in behalf of the

university, he undertook journeys to Madrid, in

1623 and 1627, with reference to certain encroach-
ments of the Jesuits. In 1630 he was appointed
regius professor of Holy Scripture in Louvain, and
in 1636 bishop of Ypres. He laid down the results

of his studies of Aiigustine in his comprehensive
work, Augustinua, aeu doctnna Sancti Aiigustini de

humanae naturae aanUaUf aegritudine, medicina ad-

venue Pdagianoe et MaeaUieneee (3 vols., Louvain,

1640). The first volume gives a historical expo-
sition of the semi-Pelagian heresies; the second sets

forth the Augustinian doctrine as to the state of

innocence and the fall; while the third treats of

the grace of Christ and of predestination in the

spirit of Augustine. While the work was still in

the press at Louvain, strenuous efforts were made
by the Jesuit party there, through the papal nuncio
at Cologne, to prohibit its appearance, but in vain.

It was immediately reprinted in Paris and Rouen.
The bull In eminenli (1642) reproached Jansen
for the renewal of the heresies of Bajus, but he had
then been dead for four 3rears. It was only after

a resistance of several years on the part of bishops,

universities, and provincial estates that the bull

was published in the Spanish Netherlands and its

subscription enforced.

The leader of the Jansenist party after the death
of Jansen and Duveigier was Antoine Amauld (see

Arnauld), the learned doctor of the

3* Jansen- Sorbonne, who, in 1643, published De
ism Con- lafriquente oommunian on the basis of

demned the doctrine of predestination as taught

by Pope, by Augustine and Jansen. At the

same time the Jesuits were eagerly at

work to effect the condemnation of the Jansenist

principles, being aided in their efforts by the French
Dominicans, while the Dominicans of Spain and
Italy took the part of Jansen. The University of

Louvain requested the assistance of the Sorbonne
in repelling the encroachments of the Jesuits and
preventing the condemnation of Jansen's doctrines.

As no particular doctrines of Jansen had been con-

demned as heretical in the papal buU, the Jesuits

attempted to formulate, in the shape of definite

propositions, the heresy of which they accused him.

These were finally reduced to five, and in 1650 foi^

warded to Rome. They are as follows: (1) Some
commandments of God are impossible of execution

by the just, and the grace by which they might
be truly fulfilled is lacking; (2) in the state of

fallen nature inward grace is never resisted; (3)

in the fallen state merit and demerit do not de-

pend on a liberty which excludes internal neces-

sity; freedom from external constraint suffices; (4)

the semi-Pelagians admitted the necessity of an
inward prevenient grace for the performance of

every (good) act, even for the first act of faith;

their heresy consisted in their assertion that this

grace was of such a nature that the will of man
was able either to resist or to obey it; (5) it is

semi-Pelagian to say that C!hrist dM or shed his

blood for all men without exception. Pope Inno-
cent X. condemned these theses in 1653 in the bull

Cum occatione. Although this bull was confirmed

neither by the assembly of the clergy nor by par-

liament, it was sent to the different dioceses for

subscription, at the instigation of the Jesuits. The
Jansenists declared their willingness to condemn
the five theses in their heretical sense, but not as
propositions of Jansen. Most of the Jansenists ad-
mitted the infallibility of the pope in matters of
faith, but not as to facts of merely human knowl-
edge. In 1654 the pope declared that these

condemned theses were really in Jansen's Augii^
(tnus, and that their condemnation as the teach-

ing of Jansen would have to be subscribed on
pain of deprivation. Under these circumstances

hundreds of the " party of grace " signed the
condemnation.
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In 1654 a priest at St. Sulpioe, in Paris, refused

absolution to the duke of Liancourt because of his

protection of a priest who had refused

4. Aixumld subscription. Thereupon Antoine Ar-

aiod PucaL nauld (q.v.) published his Lettre d une
penonne de qualiU, from which two

propositions were immediately extracted by his

opponents: (1) The grace of God, without which
we can not do anything good, had left Peter at the

time when he denied the Lord; (2) since not every-

body can convince himself that the five condemned
theses are in Jansen, a submission of res{>ectful

sOence under the papal decision suffices; the sub-

mission of faith can not be required for the fact.

Amauld was expelled from the Sorbonne (1656),

and eighty doctors went out with him rather than
sign his exconununication. At this time Blaise

Pascal (q.v.) sent forth his LeUrea d un provincial,

in the firet of which he attacked the Thomists for

opposing the teachings of Jansen and Amauld,
wUle they themselves, according to him, with their

mechanical view of pred^tination, really shared

their views. In the following letters he attacked the

casuistry and moral theology of the Jesuits. But
Louis XIV. was intent upon thoroughly eradicating

Jansenism. In 1660, at an assembly of the French
clergy, a formulary was prepared which condemned
the five propositions of Jansen, and subscription

was again required not only from the clergy, but
now from ntms as well. Those who refused were
imprisoned, De Sacy, one of the most exceUent men
of the Port Royal group, in the Bastile. Amauld
inrasted upon the distinction between fait and droit,

though in 1656 Alexander VII., in the constitution

Ad Btmctam beaH Petri aedem, had again laid down
the " fact " that Jansen had taught the five theses

in an objectionable sense. In 1664 he issued a
new constitution in which he required all clergy

to accept by a new signature the papal pronounce-
ments of 1642, 1653, and 1656. Four bishops would
promise no more as to the fact, and a number of

others signed with reservations intended to protect

the doctrine of Augustine. The strength of the

opposition impressed both the Curia and the king.

After some hesitation, the distinction between fait

and droit and the possibility of a '' respectful

silence '' was admitted by Pope Clement IX. in

1668, and thus a temporary peace was established.

This " peace of Gement IX." was evidently a defeat

for the Curia, which practically admitted that the

situation was beyond its control unless it was
supported by the secular arm.

llse dissensions were revived by the publication

of Quesnel's Nouveau Testament enfrangaie avec dee

reflexions morales (1693), which was
5. QocsneL dedicated to Noailles, at that time

The Bull bishop of Ch&lons. But before the

Unjgenitiis. development of this new stage, Jan-

senism of the older period had come to

an end. Louis XIV. became more and more jealous

of his authority and inclined to assure the pardon
of his sins by the persecution of heretics. He
availed himself of a dissension which had broken

out among the Jansenists themselves, by urging

Pope Clement XI. to adopt severe measures against

th^. The pope was glad to seize an opportimity

VI.-7

to assert his authority over the (Sallican Church,
and issued the bull Vineam Domini (1705) in which
the five theses of Jansen were unconditionally con-

demned. The nuns of Port Royal refused to sub-

scribe the bull, and their convent was suppressed
in 1709 and destroyed a year later. In the mean
time Cardinal de Noailles had become archbishop
of Paris. By his protection of QuesnePs " New
Testament " he had incurred the hatred of the
Jesuits, who influenced the pope to condemn certain

propositions which Le TelUer, the Jesuit confessor

of the king, had selected from the New Testament
of Quesnel. Thereupon the pope issued, in 1713,

the bull Unigenitus, in which 101 propositions

from Quesnel were condemned as Jansenistic or

otherwise heretical. Among these, however, were
not only some which may be found almost literally

in Holy Scripture and in Aiigustine, but even some
substantially identical with the decrees of the
Council of Trent, as, for instance, the second, " The
grace of Jesus Christ is necessary for aU good works;

without it nothing (truly good) can be done "; the

twenty-sixth, " No grace is imparted except

through faith ''; the twenty-ninth, '' Outside of

the Church no grace is given "; and the fifty-first,

" Faith justifies when it is operative, but it is opera-

tive only through love." The bull was laid before

the assembly of the French clei^ and accepted by
the majority. Noailles prohibited the book; but
before he accepted the bull, he asked the pope for

several explanations. The parliament obeyed the

order of the king to enter the bull in the laws of

the kingdom, with the reservation, however, that

its views regarding exconmiunication should not
interfere with loyalty to the king. The Sorbonne
split into different parties, and some of its most
prominent teachers were banished from Paris or

lost their right of voting. The king, intolerant of

resistance, thought of settling the matter by a
national council, but the pope would not hear of

so risky a measure; and at his death in 1715,

Louis XIV. left the Jansenist question in the great-

est confusion and bitterness of feeling.

The successor of Louis XIV., the frivolous duke
of Orl^ns, cared for neither party, considering the

principles of both equally foolish. The
6. Accept- exiles were allowed to retiun, and the

ants and Sorbonne withdrew its half-hearted ao-

AppeUants. oeptanoe of the bull Unigenitus, Ac-
cordingly, the pope threatened Noailles

with deprivation and even excommunication. But
now a number of hitherto submissive bishops began
to ask for explanations, and in 1717 several of them
appealed from the pope and his bull to a future

general coimcil. These were called Appellants, in

distinction from the Acceptants, who accepted the

bull. Almost twenty bishops, the faculty of Paris

and two other theological faculties, and a lai^ge

part of the secular and monastic clergy joined the

cause of the Appellants. They were stigmatized

as Jansenists by their opponents, though in some
cases imjustly. Noailles also took the part of the

Appellants, after a vain attempt at mediation*

The party of the Acceptants was headed by Mailly,

archbishop of Reims. But Dubois, the favorite

of the regent, was ambitious of a cardinal's hat,
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and took sides against the Appellants; and Louis

XV., led by his former teacher, Cardinal Fleury,

oppressed them in every way. Noailles was com-
pelled to submit (1728), and in 1730 the bull was
formally registered as the law of the kingdom.
A young Jansenist clergyman, Francois de Pftris,

had died in 1727 as a result of his ascetic practises,

with his " appeal " in his hand, and
7. Convolu- some miraculous cures performed at

tionists. his grave were looked upon as a divine

confirmation of the cause of the Ap-
pellants; even children fell into convulsions and
trances on his grave, prophesying and testifying

against the bull. Infidels were carried away by
the fanaticism of the thousands who knelt at the

grave of Pftris in the chiurchyard of St. M^dard.
In 1732 the king ordered the graveyard to be closed;

but portions of earth which had been taken from
the grave were equally efficacious, and the number
of convulsionary prophets of coming ruin to Church
and State continued to increase until the movement
ended in strife, and sometimes in moral disorder,

after giving occasion to the skeptics to draw con-

clusions unfavorable to the miracles of Christianity.

The Jansenists of the first generation had en-

deavored to enforce the practise of confession to

the parish priest, not to friars and
8. Close Jesuits, but the subsequent persecu-

of Con- tion compelled them to confess to

troversies. appellant priests. On their death-bed,

however, they had to confess to their

regular pastor if they wished to be buried with the

rites of the Church. Under the influence of the

Jesuits, Beaumont, archbishop of Paris, resolved

to refuse the last rites of the Church to all those

who produced no evidence that they had confessed

when in health to their parish priest. When a
priest in 1752 accordingly refused absolution to an
Appellant, the archbishop was summoned before

parliament and threatened with confiscation of his

revenues. Most of the bishops took the side of

the archbishop, in defense of the imrestricted

right of the Church to control the sacraments, while

other parliaments took sides with that of Paris,

on the ground that it was trying to protect citizens

against clerical oppression. In 1753 the king forbade
the parliament to meddle in ecclesiastical affairs,

and its members were dispersed and banished;

but in the following year they were recalled, al-

though they still insisted upon their rights, and
the archbishop who still refused absolution to

Appellants was exiled. The bishops, supported by
the king, requested the decision of the pope, who
now manifested considerably more caution in regard
to the bull UnigenittLS by refusing the sacraments
only to such Appellants as were recognized as such
publicly and by law. The king referred grievances

concerning the refusal of the sacraments to spiritual

courts, but with the right of appeal to secular

courts. The dissensions of Jansenism ceased only
with the excitement preceding the expulsion of

the Jesuits. The literature on these disputes from
the time of the bull Unigeniivs comprises three

or four thousand volumes in the Bibliothdque

Natiooale of Paris.

(Paul Tbcbackbbt.)
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JANSENIST CHURCH IN HOLLAND.
Contributory Causes of the Schism of 1702 (§ 1).

Its Inunediitte Occasion (§ 2).

History (§ 3).

Differences from the Roman Catholie Church (§ 4).

The doctrines of Jansenism (see Jansen, Cor-
nelius, Jansenism) left no permanent trace in

Belgium or in France, but in Holland
X. Con- there has been for more than two oen-

tributory turies a church popularly called Jan-

Causes senist. Its adherents reject the name,
of the rightly calling themselves the Old
Schism Catholic Church of Holland, since the
of 1702. schism among the Dutch Roman Cath-

olics in 1702, to which they owe their

origin, sprang from the adherence of the Dutch
clergy to the privileges of their church rather than
from dogmatic principles. The first bishop in

Holland was Willibrord (q.v.), consecrated bishop
of Utrecht by Pope Sergius I. in 695. Among h^
successors were not a few who opposed the growing
tendency to regard the pope as the unrestricted

governor of aU Christendom. The bishop of Utrecht
was originally chosen by the clergy, and in 1145
the Emperor Conrad III. confirmed the right to
the chapter of St. Martin's Cathedral. The choice

was not always accepted by Rome. In 1559 in

accordance with the wish of Philip II. of Spain,
then ruler of the Netherlands, the pope elevated

Utrecht to the rank of an archbishopric with five

suffragan sees, and it was then agreed by pope
and king that the latter should select the bishops,

to be confirmed by the pope. Nine years later

the War of Liberation broke out, lasting for eighty
years, and involved the Roman Catholics in many
difficulties. Though they joined with the Protec-

tants in fighting against the Spanish yoke, they
were mistrusted, and about 1573 the pubUc exer-
cise of Catholic worship was forbidden—a prohi-
bition which remained in force till the revolution

of 1795. As the incumbents of the episcopal seea
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died, it was found difficult to fill their places. Saa-

bold Vosmeer, chosen general vicar by the Utrecht
chapter in 1583, after the death of the archbishop

in 1580» was consecrated archbishop by the pope in

1602, but with the title archbishop of Philippi.

His successors were chosen and consecrated in the

same way. Under the fifth of them, Petrus Codde
(oooaecrated 1689), occurred the scUsm.
More formidable opponents than the Protestants

had appeared against the Roman Catholic clergy of

Holland. During the turbulent con-

3. Its ditions of the long war the country
Immediate had been invaded by " regular " clergy

Occasion, especially by the Jesuits after 1590,

who accused the Dutch dei^ of the

Jansenistic heresy. In 1697, during the negotia-

tiotis of peace at Ryswik, there appeared an anony-
mous treatise in French, soon aiterward also in

Latin, and some years later in Dutch, under the title

"Short Memorial concerning the Condition and
Progress of Jansenism in Holland." Some copies

fell into the hands of Codde, who hastened to send

the book to Rome with an apology. He was de-

dared innocent in Rome, although there was no
end of insinuiations. Since Alexander VII. had issued

his constitution against the so-called five theses

of Jansen in 1656, the accusation implied that the

aeeoaed was suspected of agreeing with the five

condemned theses, or of refusing to believe that

Jansen had taught those theses in his AugustinuSf

and thereby given rise to the heresy condemned
by the church. Codde and his subordinate eccle-

siastics could easily defend themselves against the

charge of agreeing with the content of the con-

demned theses, although the former did not express

himself on the question whether Jansen had really

taught them or not. But since the decision of

Alexander, this point involved the absolute suprem-
acy and infallibility of the pope, and the Jesuits

were intent upon having this question decided.

Codde was summoned to Rome in 1700, and in

1702 was declared guilty of heresy. There was
great consternation in Holland when it was learned

that he had been dismissed from office, and still

more when Theodor de Kock, his opponent, was
appcHnted general vicar. The estates took the part

of Codde and forced his opponents to let him return

to Holland, where he arrived in 1703. The ques-

tion now was, what attitude would Codde, the

Dutch clergy, and the Utrecht chapter assume.

If they accepted Codde's dismissal, the independ-

ence of the Utrecht churchwas necessarilyabolished.

Codde himself, from love of peace, remained until

his death in a passive attitude, stedfastly asserting

bis rights and those of his church, but refraining

from exercising them. A large party of the Dutch
dergy and laity, however, remained faithful to him,

although another part followed De Kock. Thus
Codcte's dismissal led to a schism in the Dutch Ro-
man Cathc^c Church which has never been healed.

It was to be expected that the church of the

Jansenists, as Codde's party was now called, would
decrease in numbers after Rome had spoken. Ow-
ing to the lack of higher ecclesiastics, Uie church of

Utrecht was on the point of extinction, when aid

cune in an unexpected manner. Several French

dergymen who refused to sign the bull Unigenxha
in 1713 (see Jansen, Cornbliub, Jansenism) sought

refuge on Dutch soil. Moreover, in

3* History. 1719, Dom Maria Varlet (chosen bishop

of Babylon in 1718 and consecrated as

bishop of Ascalon Feb. 19, 1719) spent some time
in Amsterdam before he undertook his journey to

the Orient. In Amsterdam be became acquainted
with ecclesiastics of the Old Catholic Church and
was active in their behalf. He had hardly reached
the Orient when the pope siispended him as a Jan-
senist. He then returned to Holland, where the

Utrecht chapter in 1723 had elected Cornells

Steenoven as archbishop to prevent the extinction

of the Old CathoUc Church. In 1724 Bishop Varlet

consecrated him. The pope, of course, immediately
put Steenoven under the ban, but the Utrecht
church was saved from extinction. Steenoven died

in 1725, and was succeeded by Barchman Wuytiers
(d. 1733), who was followed by Theodor van der
Croon (d. 1739), both consecrated by Varlet. The
Utrecht church soon recognized the danger of

making its continuance dependent upon the life

of a siogle bishop, and consequently Hieronymus
de Bock was consecrated bishop of Haarlem in 1742,

and B. J. Bijevelt bishop of Deventer in 1758.

Several attempts to reconcile the pope failed. A
serious danger threatened the Old Catholic Church
in Holland under the administration of the Roman
Catholic king, Louis Bonaparte (1806-10), and
under the regime of Emperor Napoleon (1810-13),

who contemplated prohibiting the election of a
new Old Catholic bishop; but this danger passed

with the restitution of the independence of Holland,

and in 1814 W. van Os was elected archbishop of

Utrecht, and in 1819 Johannes Bon bishop of

Haarlem (see Episcopacy, III.). The difficulties

which threatened the churdi under King William I.

and King William II., who desired to establish a
concordat with the pope, passed as soon as the

agreement failed. Tlie law concerning church asso-

ciations enacted in 1853 assured entire freedom to

all ecclesiastical organisations, including the Old
Catholics. In this way the small church has grad-
ually increased its members from 5,000 to aknost

8,000, and its parishes from twenty-five to twenty-
six. It is not strange that the Old Catholic bishops

disapproved the dogma of the immaculate concep-
tion in 1854, and tlmt of papal infallibility in 1870.

The chief points of di£ferenoe between the Old
CJatholics of Holland and their Roman Catholic op-

ponents are the following: (1) The Old
4. Di£fer- Catholic Church considers the deposi-

ences from tion of Archbishop Codde illegal, and
the Roman asserts that, in spite of the Reforma-
Catholic tion of the sixteenth century and its

Church, influence upon the affairs of Holland,
the Roman CJatholic Church has exjsted

without interruption, and has continuously retained

its right to administer its own affairs as a national

church, independent of the church in Rome. (2)

It refuses to sign the formula of Pope Alexander
VII., unless permitted to make a distinction between
a signature quoad jus and quoad fartutn; namely,
between the question whether the five incriminated

theses were heretical, and the questimi whether

329784B
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JaDsen had taught them in a heretical sense. (3)

It rejects the bull Unigenxiua, since this bull val-

idates the moral system of the Jesuits for the whole
Roman Catholic Church. The importance of the
Old Catholic Church of Holland for all Roman Cath-
olic Christendom lies not only in the fact that it is

a monimient of the spirit of the earlier centuries,

but also in the fact that it has entered into rela-

tions with the Old Catholic movement in Germany
and Switaserland. When the Old Catholic spirit

was aroused in Germany in opposition to the dogma
of infallibility in 1870, and the necessity of a bishop
for the newly oi^ganized Old Catholic Church was
felt, it was H. Heykamp, the Old Catholic bishop of

Deventer, who, in 1873, consecrated J. H. Reinkens
bishop ojf the German Old Catholics. See Old
Cathoucs. (J. A. Gerth van Wijk.)
Bibuoobapht: C. P. Hoynck a Papendreoht, Hwl. eceU-
Hoe Ultraieetiruu, Mechlin, 1725; T. Baekhunus, Bevpija-

Sdtrift, 3 vols., Utrecht. 1720-30; M. Q. Dupao de Belle-

garde. Hut. abrigit de Viglim mHnpolUaifm d'UtndU, ib.

1852; J. W. Neale, Hiat. <^f the •o-caUed Jantmiet Church
eS HoUand, London. 1858; R. Bennink Januonitia. (7e-

•chimieni* der Oud-Roomach-Katholieke Kerk in Ntderland,
The Hague. 1870; F. Nippold. IHe rdmi$eh4BatholU€he
Kirche . . . der Niederlande, Leipric. 1877; J. A. van
Beek. OeechiedenU der hoUandeche Kerk, Rotterdam, 1886;
Neerlandia Catholiea, Utrecht. 1888: J. de Huller. Bij-
drage tot de oeachiedenia van het Utrechtathe Sehiema, The
Hague. 1892; W. P. C. Knuttel. De Toeetand der neder-
landadte Katholieken, 2 vols., ib. 1892-94; J. Meyhoffer.
Le Martyroloffe proieakmt dee Paye-'Bae^ 14MS-16S7, The
Hague, 1907. The literature of the church is given by J.

A. van Beek. Lijet van boeken uitgeven in de Oud-Katho-
lieke Kerk, 3 vols.. Rotterdam, 1892-93. Much of the
literature under Janbbkism is pertinent, e^.. the work of
Tregelles.

JAHSSEN, yOns'sen, JOHARNES: Roman Cath-
olic; b. at Xanten (15 m. s.e. of Cieves) Apr. 10,

1829; d. at Frankfort Dec. 24, 1891. He studied

at MUnster, Louvain, Bonn, and Berlin from 1849
to 1853 (Ph.D., Bonn, 1853), and was professor of

history in the gymnasium of Frankfort from 1854
until his death. He was ordained to the priesthood

in 1860, was a member of the Prussian House of

Deputies in 1875-76, was created a domestic prelate

to the pope and an apostolic prothonotary in 1880.

His theological position was so ultramontanistic

as to evoke sharp criticism from Protestant his-

torians for his partisan views of the moral, economic,

and religious results of the Reformation. Of his

many books the chief is the monumental Geachichie

dea detUachen Volkea aeit dem Auagang dea MiUelaUera

(8 vols., Freibuig, 1879-94), the last three edited

and completed by L. Pastor; Eng. transl. by M. A.

Mitchell and A. M. Christie, Hiat, of the German
People at the Cloae of the Middle Affea, 12 vols.,

London, 1896-1907; Pastor has also reedited the

whole work, and has supervised the publication of

a series of monographs in defense of it under the

title Erl&uterungen und Ergdmungen zu Janaaena

Geachichte dea deutachen Vdkea (6 vob., Freiburg,

1898-1908). Janssen replied to his critics in li^

An meine KrUxker (Freiburg, 1882) and Bin tweitea

Wort an meine KriUker (1883).

Bibuooraprt: L. Pastor, Johannee Janaaen, 1899^1, ein

Lebenabild, Freiburg. 1893; F. Meister, Srinnerung an
Johann Janaaen, Frankfort. 1896.

JANNSENS, ERASMUS (ERASMUS JOHAlf-
NES): Dutch Unitarian theologian; b. about

1540; d. at Clausenburg (220 m. e.s.e of Budapest)
1596. He became rector of the college at Antwerp
in 1576, but because of his Socinian teaching wss
compelled by William of Orange to resign and go
into exile. He became rector of the college at Em-
den, and in 1579 he went to Frankfort, where there

seemed prospects of larger religious liberty. But
his Clara demonalratio AnHchriaium immediate poal

mortem apoatolorum coepiaai regnare in ecdeaia

Chriati (n.p., 1584) caused him new trouble, and he

emigrated to Cracow in Poland. A disputation

with Faustus Socmus Nov. 29-^, 1584, led to Jans-

sens' De unigenUifilii Dei exiateniia (Cracow, 1595).

A little later Janssens withdrew his opposition to

the Unitarian doctrine, being offered the pastorate

of the Unitarian church at Clausenburg, in the

service of which he closed his Ufe.

Hissystem of theology is stated in hisAiihiAesiscioc-

trincB Chriati et AnHchriati de una vera Deo (n.p., 1583;

reprinted with refutation by J. Zanchius, Neustadt,

1586). He was author also of Scriptum quo oauaaa

projjier quae vUa cttema oontingal oomplectiiur (1589),

and furnished the part on the prophets in the Latin

Bible of Tremellius and Junius (Frankfort, 1579).

Biblioorapbt: C . Sandiua, Bibliotheea anUtrinUariontm,

passim. Freistadt. 1684; J. N. Paquot, Mimoirea pour
aervir h Vhiat, Zitt^rauv de , , . Paya-Baa, vii. 328-333,

18 vob., Louvain. 1763-70; J. C. A. Hoefer. NcwMUa hi-

ographie ginirale, xxvi. 357, Paris, 1861. .

JANUARIUS, SAINT: The patron saint of Naples;

b., according to tradition, either at Naples or Bene-
vento about the middle of the third century; mar>
tyred at Puteoli Sept. 19 (according to other ac-

counts. May 1 or 2, Oct. 19, or Dec. 16), 305.

Within a century after his death his relics are said

to have been translated to a church before the

gates of Naples, whence they were taken, about

820, to Benevento (the head being left in Naples),

and were finally interred in a church of Benevento
in 1129. Since 1497 they have rested in the Janu-

arius chapel of the cathedral of Naples, the head
and two glass flasks said to contain his blood being

in the (^pelladi Tesoro of the same structure.

The famous miracle of the liquefaction of the
blood in the flasks when brought near the head is

said to have taken place first in the twelfth century,

and ia abundantly confirmed since the middle of

the fifteenth century, as by Pius II. (Aeneas Syl-

vius), the physician Angelus Cato (1474), the Bd-
landists Henschen and Papebroch (Bfar. 10, 1661),

and the Bollandist Stilting (Aug. 21, 1754); cf. the

account of J. P. Peters, in American Church Magon
zincj Aug. or Sept., 1902. It occurs three times a
year—on the first Saturday of May, in the evening,

on Sept. 19 and Dec. 16, between 9 and 10 a.m.
" According as the liquefaction is rapid or slow it

is considered a good or evil omen for the ensuing

year." (Baedeker.) Other mirades are also re-

lated as occurring in the nineteenth century in

connection with this phenomenon. There are other

less important saints and beatified of the same name.
Bibuoobafht: The early Ada and TranaiaOo, with oom-
ment. are in ASB, Sept.. vi. 762-804. A list of liter»>

tuTB is given, Potthast, Wegweiaer, p. 1385. Omsult:
Kirwan's RomtaUam at Home, pp. 81-^4, New York, 1852:
J. Peter, La LSgende de S. Janvier, Lausanne, 1884; E.
Qothein. Die CuUureniwieklung SUd^Italiena, pp. 112-
142, Breslau. 1886.
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JAPAN.
1 TIm Country and People.
IL Native Religiona.

I.Shinto.
Its Character (( 1).

Its Obsouration by Buddhism ({ 2).

Its ReviTal (§ 3).

Its Writings and CoflmoKony (f 4).

Ita Worship and Sects ({ 5).

2. Buddhism.
Its Establishment in Japan ({ 1).

Its Dominance, Decline, and Re-
covery (i 2).

Buddhist Sects (f 3).

Modem Doctrinal Basis (f 4).

m. Oiristianity in Japan.
I. Roman Catholic Missions.

Introduction under St. Francis
Xavier ({ I).

Conditions Favoring Christianity

(J 2).

Beginnings of Persecution (§ 3).

Dissensions among Roman Catho-
Ucs (i 4).

Persecution under leyasu (§ 5).

Period of Exclusion of Christianity

(§6).
Renewed Missionary Efforts ({ 7).

Modem Roman Catholic Missions

(J 8).

Results a 9).

2. Missions of the Eastern Church.
Initiation by Nicolai Kasatlrin (i 1).

Results (i 2).

3. Protestant Missions.

Beginnings in 1860 (§ 1).

Alternating Advance and Reaction
(J 2).

The Advance, 1873-88 (§ 3).

The Obstacles Encountered (§ 4).

The Reaction of 1889 (§ 5).

The New Advance since 1899 ({ 6).

Harmony of Protestant Effort (ft 7).

General Results ({ 8).

L The Country and People: [Japan, called by its

own people Nihon or Nippon, consists of a chain of

nearly 4,000 islands, of which about 500 are in-

habited, in the western Pacific, reaching from
Formosa to the Kurik Isles, or from 22° to 51**

north latitude, a distance of about 2,400 miles,

and lying generally in direction n.e. to s.w. off the

eastern coast of Asia. Its climate, consequently,

ranges from the subtropical to the subarctic.

Its central portion is the most important, consisting

of the four great islands (named from north to

south), Yezo, Honshin, Shikoku, and Kiushiu. Its

territory, including Formosa, has an area of 162,154

square miles with a deeply indented coast line

nearly 20,000 miles in length, favorably conditioned

therefore for commerce by water. It is a country of

high mountain ranges, deep valleys, few pbdns,

no great rivers, many volcanoes, and frequent

earthquakes, few of which are severe. Its popula-

tion, slightly under 50,000,000, is of varied stock,

the result of the fusion of several migrations i>06-

sibly of McHigol stock with the original inhabitsuits.

The Ainu, found only in the northern parts, seem
to represent the aborigines. The Formosans betray

a strong Malay infusion. The principal industries

are agriculture and the fisheries, though the devel-

opment of mining and manufactures during the

last quarter century has been enormous. Its gov-

ernment, since 1889, is a constitutional monarchy,
with two houses of parliament, the lower entirely

elective by the people, the upper partly elective

and partly appointive.]

n. Native Religions.—1. Shinto: This indigenous

cuH of Japan combines nature worship, hero wor-

ship, and reverence for ancestors. At
1. Its times its most distinguishing character-

Oharaoter. istic has been reverence for the im-

perial family, and the present tendency
is to emphasise this feature; nevertheless through
long periods of Japanese history the emperors were
almost forgotten by the mass of the people, and the

extreme honor shown at the present day is largely

a growth of the last forty years. The name Shintd

is the Chinese equivalent of the Japanese Kami no
ffMdf " Way of the Superior Beings," the word
kami (Chinese shin), although employed by Chris-

tians as the name for God, being used of super-

natural beings—whether good or evil—of the

spirits of departed heroes, and even of extraordi-

nary natural objects. The number of these beings

is said to be 800 myriads. The b^innings of the

system are lost in antiquity; but its oldest elements

are found in the worship of the forces of nature.

PhallioiBm was once common, but in recent times

the government has caused most of the symbols to

be removed from public view. Shinto combines
religious and non-religious elements, the former
being sometimes so overshadowed by the latter as

to be hardly discernible. In its present form it

has no system of dogmas, no prescribed code of

morals, and no sacred writings unless a few semi-

historical books and some forms of addresses to the

kami can be considered such.

Buddhism came to Japan in 552 a.d., and in the

ninth century it taught that the kami were avatars

(reincarnations) of Buddhist saints.

8. Ita Ob- Buddhism proved the stronger religious

ouration element in this combination, and most
by of the prominent Shinto shrines, with

Baddhism. the exception of those at Ise and Izimio,

were served by Buddhist priests, who
introduced the images, incense, and elaborate ritual

of their worship. Many of the smaller shrines re-

mained unchanged, and there was nothing in either

Shinto or Buddhism that made it seem inconsistent

for the people to observe the rites of both. While
every locality had its Shinto shrine where some
hero or other superior being was honored as the

patron saint of the community, it may be said that

the people were at the same time Buddhists and
Shintoists. There was, however, one marked dis-

tinction in their conceptioiLs of the two systems.

The chief concern of Shinto was with the present

world, while Buddhism busied itself more with
what came after death. The erection of buildings

and the commencement of public works were pre-

ceded by Shinto rites, and infants were taken to

the village shrine for consecration to the local deity;

but funerals and memorial services for the dead
were conducted by Buddhist priests. Hence grave-

yards were contiguous to Buddhist temples, while

Shintoism avoided the pollution associated with
death. In the rare cases where Shinto fimerals

were held, there were usually additional Buddhist
rites.

In the seventeenth century a movement began
for the revival of ancient Shinto, largely political

in its motives. It was chiefly conduc-

8. Ita ted by scholars who investigated old

Bevival. records and embodied the results in

books that advocated a return to

ancient ideas of government and ritual. Their

writings, though reaching only a small section of

people, had an important influence in bringing
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about the overthrow of the shogunate in 1868 and
the restoration of imperial power. In connection

with that great change the ancient department of

Shinto rites was reestablished. Buddhist orna-

ments and ritual were banished from the ancient

shrines, a grant equal to about $300,000 a year

was made for their maintenance, and preachers

were sent out to instruct the people in the ancient

beliefs. This movement was shortlived. The de-

partment of Shinto rites was degraded until it

became a subbureau of the home department, the

Buddhists recovered many shrines, and in most
respects people returned to their former ways. In

1899 the officials of the most honored Shinto shrine,

that of Dai Jingu in Ise, obtained the government's
consent to their request that they no longer be
considered as forming a religious body, but as an
association for performing rites in honor of the

imperial ancestors and for conducting patriotic

ceremonies. The tendency of recent jrears has
been to consider Shinto itself a system for fostering

patriotism and loyalty. This makes it possible,

without violation of the freedom of conscience

guaranteed by the national constitution, to claim

that every Japanese ought to support it and take

part in its ceremonies. While, however, the shrines

are not considered religious buildings, there are

frequently connected with them voluntary associa-

tions of a religious character called kyOkwai, the
name used by Christians to designate a church.

The chief authority for the cosmogony and myth-
ology of Shinto is the Kojiki ('' Records of Ancient

Matters "), a compilation of legends

4. Its Wri- that was completed in 712 a.d. The
tinffsazxd Nihangi C Chronicles of Japan ")»

Cosmoffony. though compiled only eight jrears later,

is much more affected by Chinese ideas.

Tlie Yengiahiki describes the ritual as practised in

the Yengi era (901-923) and includes prayers that

had come down from more ancient times. Accord-
ing to the Kojiki, after heaven and earth were
separated from the original chaos, three kamx
came into existence on the Heavenly Plain and
afterward passed away. They were succeeded by
others imtU finally there came £wo named Izanagi
(" Male who Invites ") and Izanamx (" Female
who Invites "). Standing on the bridge of Heaven,
these two thrust a spear into the liquid mass below
them, and as they drew it back, the falling drops
became an island, to which they descended. They
there gave birth to the other islands of Japan and
afterward to a niunber of gods and goddesses. The
birth of the Fire-god caused the death of leanami.
Izanagi visited her in the imderworld, but did not
succeed in bringing her back to earth. After his

return, as he purified himself from the pollution

he had incurred, new deities were produced from
each article of clothing and from different parts of

his body. The most important of these was Ama-
terasu-O-Mi-Eami, the Sun-goddess, who, after a
quarrel with one of her brothers, withdrew into a
cave, leaving the earth in darkness. The 800 myriad
deities lured her forth by offerings, dances, songs,

and the exhibition of a mirror in which she seemed
to see another being as splendid as herself. One of

her descendants was Jinmiu TennO, the first em-

peror of Japan, whose ascension to the throne is

said to have occurred 660 b.c.

A Shinto shrine in its piuest form is of very
simple architecture, being constructed of unpainted

wood and thatched with bark or thin

6. Its Wor- shingles. Before it is a torii or de-

•hlpand tached portal. There is no visible

Baots. object of worship, but hidden within

the sanctuary is something in which the

spirit of the katni is supposed to reside. At the

shrine in Ise there is a mirror said to have been
bestowed by the Sun-goddess on her grandson when
she sent him to subdue the land. Shrines where
mirrors are exposed to view and those with tiled

roofs or painted wood show the influence of Bud-
dhism. Services consist chiefly of the recital ofancient

prayers, the offering of articles of food, and dancing
by priestesses. Ise and other prominent shrines

are visited by large numbers of pilgrims, who carry

home charms to be placed in their household shrines.

Shinto lays stress on ceremonial purity. There is

no formulated system of ethics, such being thought
necessary only for the inmioral people of other

lands, while in Japan each person's heart teaches

him what he ought to do. A number of popular

sects have more of the religious element than has

the Shintoism thus far described. The Eurozumi,
TenrikyO, and RemmonkyO sects are the best

known. Springing up in the last century, they

combine Slidnto, Buddhist, and Confucian elements.

Most of these sects make much of curing disease

through faith or by incantations, and at times have
gained large numbers of adherents.

8. Buddhism: Buddhism was introduced into

Japan in 552 a.d. when the king of Eudara, a
Eorean state, sent to the mikado a

1. XtsEs- golden image, some sutras, and other

tabllahmant religious objects. A temple was built

in Japan, and put under the care of the prime
minister. An epidemic that soon after

broke out was attributed to the anger of the gods
at the introduction of the foreign religion, and the

temple was overthrown; but it is averred that all

attempts to destroy the image proved vain, so that

it is in existence at the present day, there being,

however, two temples, each of which claims to

possess it. Priests and nuns, with images and
books, were soon after sent from Eorea. Though
Buddhism found much favor at court, there was a
strong party that opposed the supplanting of

Shinto by the foreign system, but an appeal to arms
resulted in the defeat of the Shintoists. The new
religion made a great gain when a Eorean priest

claimed to recognize in the mikado's infant son the

reincarnation of a famous priest of China and ob-

tained permission to superintend the boy's educa-
tion. The prince, best known by his posthumous
name, Shdtoku Taishi (572-621), afterward became
regent and was an earnest defender of Buddhism.
An imperial edict in 621 made it the established

religion of the country. There were at that time
forty-six temples with 1,385 priests and nuns.

Many of these had come from Eorea and China,

countries which had contributed to Japan their

literature, arts, and sciences through the teachers

of Buddhism. Appreciation of the new civilization
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made progressive people more ready to listen to

the religious doctrines of its representatives.

Acoeptance of the doctrine that the ruler of a
mticHi gained great merit by abdicating and becom-

ing a monk vastly increased the in-

2. Its Dom- fluence of the monasteries, which thus

^^^ became allied with the imperial family,

j^j^
*' The new faith spread from the upper

2aooTery. ^ ^^ lower classes. Its progress was
more easy because it did not demand

the abandonment of old beliefs and forms of woi^

ship. As in other countries, Buddhism could ac-

commodate itself to the religious ideas of those

whom it desired to win. At the beginning of the

ninth century the priest Eokai (better Imown by
his posthimnous title, Kdbd Daishi) formulated the

doctrine that the Shinto deities were avatars of

Buddhist saints, while the classification of many
deified heroes as gangen, temporary manifestations

of Buddha, simplified the problem and provided

for the apotheosis of future emperorsand great men.
Most of the Shinto shrines soon lost their former
simplicity, images and decorations of various kinds

being introduced into them, while the forms of wor-
s\ap combined Shinto and Buddhist elements in pro-

portions that differed with time and locality. Bud-
dhism became the chief religious force in Japan and
gradually attained to great political influence and
even military power. In the Middle Ages some of

the monasteries were strong fortresses, the monks of

which took an active part in war with rival sects or

political enemies. In the last half of the sixteenth

century these fortresses were destroyed by the

military leaders, Nobunaga and Hideyoshi, while

the power of Buddhism was further weakened by
the success of the Roman Catholic missions. Under
the Tokugawa shoguns (1603-1867) it was restored

to favor. The advent of Christian missions has done
much to arouse the Buddhist priests from the

lethargy into which they had fallen. Some of the

sects imitate Christian methods, establishing schools

for boys and girls, young men's associations, wo-
men's societies, and charitable institutions, while

many Buddhist journals are published. Preachers

have been sent to Korea, China, Hawaii, and Cali-

fornia, primarily for the sake of Japanese colonists,

hut also with the hope of gaining converts.

Japanese Buddhimn b divided into many sects.

Some of these were brought from China, while

others originated in Japan itself. Those
8. Buddhist now in existence, with the dates of

Sects. their establishment, are as follows:

Tendai (three subsects), 805; Shingon
(two subsects), 806; Yuzu Nembutsu, 1127; Jodo
(three siihfiects), 1174; Rinzai (nine subsects),

1168; Shin, also called Monto or Ikko (ten subsects),

1224; Soto, 1227; Nichiren or Hokke (seven sub-

sects), 1253; Ji, 1276; Obaku, 1650. The Rmzai,
Soto, and Obaku sects are offshoots from the old

Zen sect, by whose name they are sometimes called.

The word zen signifies '' contemplation," the earnest

followers of this system giving much time to medita-

tion, or rather to an attempt to induce a sort of

hypnotic condition in which there is a complete

absence of thought. The Zen sects together with

the Tendai and Shingon are sometimes called the

learned sects, as they have attached much im-
portance to the study of the Sanscrit texts. The
sects having the most influence with the people at

the present time are the Jodo, Shin, and Nichiren.

The name of the first signifies " Pure Land." It

teaches that Amida (Amitabha), the object of its

worship, made a series of vows to the effect that on
attaining the state of a Buddha he would create

a paradise into which those who had faith in him
should enter after death. This faith is chiefly

shown by use of the formula Namu Amida BtUsu

C' HaU, Amida Buddhal ")• The Shin sect sprang

from the Jodo, which it rebukes for seeking salva-

tion through " self-effort depending on the merits

of another," while it teaches reliance upon Amida's
merit alone. This belief in salvation by faith, the

rejection of penance, fasting, and other forms of

asceticism, together with the fact that it permits

its priests to marry, has caused the Shin sect to be
called the Protestantism of Japanese Buddhism.
The Nichiren sect highly esteems charms, amulets,

and pilgrimages. Its temples are gorgeous and the

services noisy, and its priests are considered expert

in exorcising demons. Delighting in controversy,

the priests attack the doctrines of other sects,

while these declare that the Nichiren sect ought
not to be considered as belonging to Buddhism.
The Yusu Nembutsu and the Ji sects have but a
small following.

Though three extinct sects belonged to the Hiiv-

ayana (" Smaller Vehicle "), Japanese Buddhism
of to-day belongs to the Mahayana

4. Xodem (" Greater Vehicle ")• The differences

Doctrinal that divide the sects tiun upon ab-
Basis. struse metaphysical and technical

points, and often depend upon the

sutras that are held in chief honor, here being one
point in which the divisions of Buddhism differ

from those of Christianity with its one Bible. It

is to be remembered further that, as very few of

these books have been translated into Japanese,

they are read only by the priests. The oonunon
people have but slight knowledge of Buddhist doc-

trines. Simply following the religious customs that

have been handed down in their families for genera-

tions, they know little about the meaning of the

rites or the nature of the beings that they worship.

The beliefs of the younger priests are being greatly

influenced by Western ideas. One resulting move-
ment has taken the name " New Buddhism." It

is an attempt to bring Buddhist doctrines, or

rather nomenclature, into harmony with modem
thought. The doctrines are so explained as to bear
httle resemblance to what was formerly taught;

and there is an attempt to replace the pessimism
of Buddhism by a more hopeful philosophy. No
formulated system has yet been constructed, as

the leaders differ greatly among themselves; some
being atheistic, some pantheistic, while others

assert that they believe in a personal God.
nL Christianity hi Japan.—1. Boman OathoUo

ICissions: The Portuguese, who had previously vis-

ited the Liukiu Islands, reached Japan proper about
1542. Six years later one of their ships brought a
young Japanese named Yajiro (the Paul Anjiro of

the Jesuit accounts) to MaUoca, where he met St.
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FranciB Xavier. He was sent to the Jesuit college

in Goa, and there, with his servant and another

Japanese, was soon afterward bap-
1. Intro* tised. In response to Yajiro's en-
dnotion treaties that missionaries be sent to

at F ol
^ people, Xavier, with Fathers Cosmo

iraTifT.
* *^^ Torres and Brother Juan Fernan-

dez, accompanied the three Japanese
back to their own land, reaching Kagoshima Aug. 15,

1549. There they met a favorable reception, the

daimio (feudal lord) of that region authorising

them to teach their religion and permitting his

subjects to become Christians. With Yajiro's help

Xavier prepared a sununary of Christian doctrine

in Japanese, which he wrote out in Roman letters,

and since he never learned much of the language
of the country, his direct evangelistic work while

in Japan consisted chiefly in reading this book upon
the streets to those who were drawn by curiosity

to see and hear the foreigner. About 100 persons

had been baptized in Kagoshima when the Buddhist
priests stirred up the daimio to order that no more
of his people should become Christians under pen-
alty of death. After having been in Kagoshima
a little more than a year, the missionaries went to

Hirado, where Xavier says that " in a few days
about 100 persons became Christians." He and
Fernandez then pushed on to Kyoto, the capital,

where it was their hope to convert the rulers of

the land. That city was so conviilsed by civil

strife that it was impossible to obtain a hearing.

They therefore returned to Yamaguchi, where they
had spent a few days on their way to Kyoto, and
where ere long a nimiber of converts were secured.

In aU, Xavier spent only twenty-seven months in

Japan before returning to India. Though he led

the way and inspired others, the real
2. O^di- ^Qpjj ^i^g ^QQg by Torres and Fei>

^^*JrT®'' nandez, who spent the remainder of

t<f^*i«y. " ^^^ lives in Japan, and by those who
afterward joined the mission. Many

circumstances favored their success. The Japanese
were to a remarkable degree ready to listen to new
doctrines. Shintoism had little religious influence;

Buddhism was powerful, but its leaders were taking

an active part in political and military affairs, and
for this reason many of the daimioe were ready to

favor a movement that seemed likely to weaken the

power of the arrogant priesthood. Some of the

feudal lords were also desirous of attracting foreign

commerce. The coimtry had long been vexed by
internal strife; and Nobtmaga, the military leader

who, by gaining control of the central provinces,

began the work that finally resulted in the imifica-

tion of the cotmtry, was a bitter enemy of the

Buddhists and openly favored the missionaries.

Among the early converts were several feudal lords

and other men of high rank. Some of these con-

fiscated the Buddhist temples, destroyed the

images, and compelled their subjects to be baptized.

Christianity soon gained a strong foothold in

Kiushiu and in the region of Kyoto. Churches,

monasteries, and schools were built, and many
books of instruction or devotion were published.

In 1583 the Christian lords of Kiushiu sent four

young men on an embassy to the pope. In 1581

the Christians numbered about 150,000, and prob-

ably the highest number ever attained was 300,000

in 1596.

Hideyoshi, who, soon after Nobunaga's death

(1582), gained control of political affairs, seemed
at first inclined to favor the Christians,

8. Begin- gQme of whom were among his leading
ninffs of

ofljog^g j^ i5g7^ however, he suddenly

^o^" sent into exile Takayama Ukon (the

Justo Ucondono of the Jesuit histo-

rians), the most prominent of the Christians, and
ordered aU the missionaries to leave the country
within twenty days. The chief reasons given by
Roman Catholic historians for this action are the

scandalous lives of the Portuguese merchants, that

Hideyoshi was angered at Christian maidens who
would not yield to his lust and that the refusal of

a Portuguese captain to bring into harbor a large

ship that he wished to examine aroused suspicions.

Japanese accounts say that from the first he had
considered Christianity dangerous to the state and
had only been waiting a favorable opportunity for

attacking it, and also that the arrogant demeanor
of the missionaries enraged him. Mimioch suggests

that Hideyoshi probably had no desire to extirpate

Christianity, but only to reduce it to the position

of a serviceable tool. However this may be, he
postponed the time of the missionaries' departure

for six months, and even then did not insist upon the

enforcement of the decrees, though he pretended
.to be angry at the failure to carry them into effect.

The missionaries worked in a less public manner
than formerly, but there continued to be many
baptisms.

Papal bulls by Gregory XIII., Jan. 28, 1585, con-

firmed by Clement III., 1600, hsid decreed that none
but Jesuits should go as missionaries

4. DisMn- to Japan; and Philip II., ruler of Spain
^^^'^ and Portugal, had given the merchants

Bo]^n ^^ ^^® latter country a monopoly of

OathoUos. ^i^c ^^^ Japan. The Spanish colo-

nists in the Philippinesand the different

religious orders that had established themselves

there were very restive under these restrictions, and
finally broke them. Franciscan monks, coming as
envoys from the governor of the Philippines, were
allowed by Hideyoshi to reside in Kyoto on con-

dition that they would not attempt to teach their

religion. Soon, however, they were engaged in

the open propagation of Christianity. Bitter feeling

arose between the two orders, and also between
the Portuguese and Spanish merchants who allied

themselves respectively with the Jesuits and the

Franciscans. In 1595 the pilot of a Spanish ship

wrecked on the coast of Japan was pointing out on
a map the wide possessioiks of his king. When asked
how so many lands in different parts of the earth
had been brought under one sway, he replied: " The
king first sends out teachers of religion. After they
have gained the hearts of a sufficient number of

persons, soldiers are sent to unite with these con-
verts in subduing the desired territory." This
speech was reported to Hideyoshi, who had always
suspected that the missionaries had political ends
in view. Thinking it time to give them another
warning, he ordered arrests to be made, and six
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Frandscan mifisionaries and twenty Japanese Chris-

tians were taken to Nagasaki and crucified. A
new edict forbade any of the daimios to become
Christians, and ordered all missionaries to leave the

country. By dressing Portuguese merchants in der-
ieal robes and sending them on board a ship, the

Jesuits pretended to be obeying the command, and
thus, with a few exceptions, they were able to remain
concealed in Japan.

HidejToshi died in 1508. The missionaries came
out from their hiding-places and were reenforced

by new arrivals. Unfortimately their

5. Peraeon- work was weakened by dissensions be-

tton Under tween the orders. Augustinians and
l^y***- Dominicans, as well as Franciscans,

disregarded the papal prohibitions and
came to Japan from the Philippines. After a period

of dvil strife, leyasu, the founder of the Tokugawa
line of shoguns, gained control of the country. His
desire for commerce led him to adopt a kindly policy

toward the missionaries; but some of the Chris-

tians were active supporters of his enemies, and
they were also accused of plots with foreign rulers

to efifect his overthrow. Indeed, in all this history

of Roman Catholicism in Japan, the chief cause of

official opposition was the suspicion that its teachers

were agents of the European nations that wished
to gain possession of Japan. In 1614 leyasu or-

dered the expulsion of the missionaries and the

suppression of Christianity, and the flames of per-

secution broke out. Not only missionaries, but
many Japanese Christians were deported, and hor-

rible tortures were invented to secure recantation.

Although multitudes apostatized, there were many
that stood firm. Men, women, and even little

children were beheaded, burned at the stake, or

crucified. Many missionaries also suffered, for they
had endeavored to remain in the country, and even
those who had been once expelled returned under
various disguises to face almost certain martyrdom.
After leyasu's death (1616) the persecution was
continued by his son, Hidetada. The final blow
came in the suppression (1638) of a rebellion raised

by the peasants living in Shimabara and Amakusa.
Though largely a revolt against the oppression of

their daimios, the leaders were Christians, and they
fought under bankers inscribed with the names of

Jesus, of Mary, and also of St. James, the patron
laint of Spain. The rebels seized an old castle,

where they defended themselves so bravely that

they were put down only with the greatest difficulty.

When finally defeated, all of them were put to death.

The laws against Christianity were thereafter en-

forced still more strictly, and the country was closed

to all foreigners except the Dutch, who were per-

mitted under restrictions to have a trading-post in

Nagasaki.

For more than two centuries Japan refused to

have intercourse with foreign nations. The Chris-

tians were deprived of all the sacra-

^1^*1*^ **' ments except baptism. In every town

rfChLrl^*'*
^** posted a notice saying " The evil

tiaaity ^^^^ called Christian is strictly prohib-

ited," and offering rewards for infor-

mation against believers. Every householder was
required to proctire annually from the Buddhist

priests a certificate that no member of his family
was a Christian. In many parts of the land all were
compelled to trample on a cross or on a copper
plate that bore a representation of the crucified

Jesus. The publication of books containing refer-

ences to Christianity was prohibited. The Dutch
ships that came to Nagasaki were closely searched
for priests and Christian books. Nevertheless Chris-

tianity was not completely extirpated, but was
carefully handed down from parent to child. Sacred
images were hidden in what had the appearance of

Buddhist shrines, lay baptism was practised, in

some Villages nearly all the inhabitants were be-

lievers, and had their catechists and baptizers.

Ways were devised for evading the tests used for

the detection of believers. In some places where
the officials were themselves Christians the plate

on which the people trampled was engraved with
Buddhist symbols. Elsewhere the believers, after

stepping upon the cross, would wash their feet and
drink the water while returning thanks that they
had been permitted to touch the sacred symbol.
But from time to time Christians were discovered

by the officials and punished.

The missionaries xnade some attempts to return.

In 1642 five Jesuits entered the country and were
put to death; they were followed a

7. Benewod year later by five others, who were im-
Xiasionary prisoned imtil their death; as was also

Efforts, the case with Sidotti, an Italian priest

who, in 1709, had himself set ashore

on the coast of Japan. In 1844 a French war vessel

left imder the name of official interpreters a mission-

ary and a Chinese evangelist in Liuchiu, which was
a dependency of Japan. It was thought that they
might there learn the Japanese language, do mission-

ary work among the people, and be preparing for the

opening of the Japanese group itself. They and
others who succeeded them were so closely watched
that they were able to have but little intercourse

with the inhabitants. Protestants were also seeking

entrance to Japan. In 1837 the ship Morrison
attempted to restore some shipwrecked Japanese
to their country. In addition to this philanthropic

motive, there was a hope that the expedition might
help to open the land to trade and the Gospel.

Three missionaries from China accompanied it.

The waifs were not allowed to land, and the Morrison
was fired upon, so that it had to return without
having accomplished anything. A number of

British officers organized the Loochoo Naval Mis-

sion, and in 1845 sent Dr. Bettelheim, a medical

missionary, to the Liuchiu Islands. Though sub-

jected to the most annoying surveillance and op-

position, he baptized a few persons. He also pre-

pared Japanese translations of portions of the

Scriptures, and some of these were printed.

In 1854 Commodore Perry succeeded in negotia-

ting a treaty between the United States and Japan.
This did not provide for the residence

^•^^•"^ of Americans; but later treaties made
^^*^ with the United States and some other

xTsslons. '^^^o'^ permitted their citizens after

July, 1859, to live in certain ports.

The Sod^t^ des MissioiLs £trangdres at once

commenced work in Yokohama, Hakodate, and
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NagaaakL At first the mlsBioiuuies could do Uttle

except study the language and open schools, where
they taught those desiring to learn French. In

1862 a church, nominally erected for the use of

foreigners, was dedicated in Yokohama, and the

missionaries soon foimd themselves engaged in

addressing the crowds that gathered about them,

and several of their auditors were arrested. The
French minister secured the release of these per-

sons by promising that there should be no more
preaching in the Japanese language. In 1865 a
church building was dedicated in Nagasaki. One
morning, as M. Petitjean, the missionary in charge,

was kneeling before the altar, three women drew
near and kneeling near him, said in a low voice,
'* Our heart is one with yours," and then told him
that all the people in the village from which they

came were Christians. The descendants of the

ancient Christians, for whom the missionaries had
from the first been seeking, were fotmd. The dis-

covery of other Christian conununities followed,

and ultimately the missionaries learned of about

50,000 persons, most of them living near Nagasaki,

who considered themselves Christians, though for

various reasons about half of these refrained from
entering into close relations with the missionaries.

The missionaries became busily occupied in instruct-

ing and caring for these believers. Though they

tried to exercise due caution, it was not long before

arrests began to be made. After the new govern-

ment was thoroughly established in 1868, the per-

secution became severe, and from one cluster of

villages 3,000 persons were exiled to distant prov-

inces. The official representatives of Western na-

tions imited in a protest, declaring that by per-

secuting Christians Japan was showing dishonor to

the countries whose people believed in the same
religion. The Japanese government at first refused

to yield and told the foreign ministers that " it

would resist the propagation of Christianity as it

would oppose the advance of an invading army."
In 1873, however, orders were issued for removing
from public view the edicts against Christianity.

Though the* laws had not been repealed, it was
evident that they would not be enforced. From
that time Roman Catholics shared with others the

constantly increasing degree of religious freedom
which at last foimd expression in the following

article of the constitution promulgated in 1890:
" Japanese subjects shall, within limits not pre-

judicial to peace and order, and not antagonistic

to their duties as subjects, enjoy freedom of reli-

gious belief."

In comparing the growth of Roman Catholicism

with that of Protestantism and of the Greek Church,

it must be remembered that it began

0. Results, its new propaganda with several thou-

sand adherents, while the others had
none. On the other hand, it has been more hindered

than they by the prejudices aroused three centuries

ago against Christianity. Its work has spread into

most of the large towns of Japan. It is governed
by an archbishop who, with his coadjutor, lives

in Tokyo; and there are four bishops, whose resi-

dences are in Tokyo, Sendai, Osaka, and Nagasaki.

At the dose of 1907 the missionaries, most of whom

are French, numbered 124 men and 124 women.
There were 33 Japanese priests and 303 catechists.

The number of bdievers was 61,095, of whom more
than half were in the island of Kiushiu. 1,551

adults and 3,604 infants were baptized in 1907.

Schools for the training of priests had 20 students.

There were several other schools, while in 19 or-

phanages 1,027 children found a home. Among
other forms of charity, two hospitals for lepers de-

serve special notice. A large number of books is

published, among them being a translation of the

Bible. There are also two periodicals issued by
the mission.

2. Kissions of the Bastem Ohnroh: In 1861

Nicolai Kasatkin went to Hakodate as chaplain of

the Russian consulate there. As a

1. Inltia- student he had been moved by a desire

tiozxby to give the Gospel to the Japanese,

Vloolai and this position furnished an opening
Kasatkin. for carrying out his wish. His first

convert was a Shinto priest whose
prejudice against Christianity led him to come to

the chaplain either to conquer him in argument,

or to assassinate him, who, however, became con-

vinced that the foreigner's doctrine was true, and
in 1868 he and two others were secretly baptised.

When the Shogunate was overthrown, many of

those who belonged to the defeated party went to

Hakodate, among them several from the Sendai

clan. Led in part by curiosity and in part by the

thought that a new religion might subserve their

political aims, some of them began to study Chris-

tianity. Many accepted it and returned as evan-
gelists to their own province, or went elsewhere to

teach what they had learned. In a visit to Russia,

Nicolai organized a missionary society to support

his efforts, and when in 1871 another priest took
his place in Hakodate, he removed to Tokyo, where,

besides engaging in direct evangelistic work, be
opened a seminary for training evangelists and also

a school for teaching languages and the sciences.

In 1872 three evangelists in Sendai were arrested

with several of their hearers, and there were arrests

in Hakodate. Appeals to the imperial government
resulted in the release of these persons. That same
year Nicolai baptiased ten persons in Tokyo; the

greatest secrecy was observed, but a few days later

a Buddhist priest showed him a sketch, drawn by
a spy of the government, of the room in which the

ceremony had taken place. But, as no arrests fol-

lowed, anxiety gave way to confidence. Other
spies entered the school as pupils and at least two
became Christians. Great success attended the
early efforts at evangelisation, especially in Sendai
and its vicinity. In 1875 the man mentioned above
as the first convert was ordained as the first priest.

Nicolai was made a bishop in 1880. The growth
of the Eastern Church in Japan has been to a re-

markable degree due to this one num.
2. Results. There have never been more than four

other missionaries, and most of the
time only one. He trained the Japanese priests

and, in addition to the supervision of churehes and
schools, he prepared a translation of the New Tes-
tament and published several other books. A force

of ten translators and writers is kept busy under his
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diieedon. Tbe connection of this mission with

Russia, and the relations of Church and government
in that land have made it the object of much sus-

pidcm. The large cathedral in Tokyo occupies one

of the most conspicuous sites in the city, and stands

00 ground leased in the name of the Russian lega-

tion, facts which have caused considerable ill-

feelh^, and even given rise to threats of destruction.

Bishop Nicolai has, however, gained the respect of

aU; when war broke out in 1904 between Japan and
Russia, he left it to his followers to decide whether
be should remain in Japan or return to his own land.

They urged him to stay with them, and this he did,

to the general approval of the public. The statistics

for 1907 show 265 churches, 30,166 members, 37

ordained Japanese priests, and 129 other evangelists.

The contributions of the churches for the year

amounted to 10,711 yen ($5,355.50). Workers for

tbe Church are trained in a theological seminary and
an evangelists' schooL The former gives a liberal

education and teaches theology in the Russian

language; the latter is of a lower grade, and uses

only the Japanese language. There are two board-

ing-flchools for girls and several day schools, while

tluree periodicals are published. In 1907 Nicolai

was ooade an archbishop, another Russian being

sent out as bishop.

8. Protestant Kiaalona: The treaty made by
Japan with the United States in 1858 provided that

in July of the next 3rear certain ports
1. Beffln- should be opened for the residence of
'^^'^^ American dtiaens; also that " Amer-

icans in Japan shall be allowed the free

exercise of their religion, and for this purpose shall

have the right to erect suitable places of worship.

No injury shall be done to such buildings, nor any
insult offered to the religious worship of the Ameri-
cans." This treaty was followed by similar ones

with other Western nations. Though no permission

was given for teaching Christianity to the Japanese,

it was believed that this would soon become i>06-

Bible. Soon after the treaty was signed, Chi^lain

Wood, U. S. N., Dr. S. Wells Williams, the well-known

missionary and diplomatist, and Rev. E. W. Syle

met in Nagasaki. As a result of their conference,

tbey decided to write to the Episcopal, Reformed
(Dutch) , and Presbyterian Boards in America urging

that they send missionaries to Japan. Within a
year all three societies had done this. In May,
1859, two months before the time set for opening
tbe ports, tbe Rev. J. Liggins, of the Episcopcd

Board, was in Nagasaki, where he was followed

a month later by the Rev. (afterward Bishop) C. M.
Williams. In October, J. C. Hepburn (q.v.), of

tbe Presbyterian Board, reached Kanagawa, while

tbe next month saw the arrival of three missionaries

of the Reformed Board—Rev. S. R. Brown and
D. B. Sbnmons, M.D., at Kanagawa, and Rev. G. F.

V^beck (q.v.) at Nagasaki. The next April, Rev.
J. Goble, who had been a marine on Perry's ex-

pedition, came to Kanagawa imder the American
Baptist Free Mission. At first the missionaries

labored under great difficulties. They were sur-

nranded by spies and were in danger of attack from
those who hated all things foreign, and especially

the Christian religion. One man became Dr. Hep-

bum's teacher with the intention of assassinating

him. Japanese who showed any inclination toward
Christianity were in danger of arrest. The teaching

of English gave some opportunities for exerting

an influence over yoimg men. Even before mis-

sionaries came. Chaplain Wood, U. S. N., had held

classes, and though extreme c&ution was necessary,

the questions asked by students about words found
in their books could be answered only by telling

something concerning Christian beliefs. In 1861

the Shogun's court itself sent several persons to

the missionaries for instruction in English. As many
of those who were gathered in such classes afterward

held places of influence, the honor in which they
held their teachers and the ideas that they received

concerning morals, politics, education, and religion

had much influence in shaping the course of events

in which these men became leaders. It was a great

help to the propagation of the Gospel that educated

Japanese could read dJhinese. Their curiosity to

learn about Western ideas led them to purchase

not only works on geography, history, and science

prepar^ by missionaries in China, but also those

dealing directly with Christian truth, and even the

Bible itself.

In Jan., 1866, a meeting held by Christian believ-

ers of various nationalities living in Yokohama
issued an address to the (Dhristian

2. Altema- world asking that special prayers be

tinff Ad- offered for Japan. It mentioned among
anoe and encouraging changes that the mission-
Saaotlon. aries were no longer watched by spies,

but were in some instances employed
by the goverment as school-teachers, that students
of English no longer uttered the name of Jesus with
bated breath, but manifested a readiness to talk

about dJhristianity; and that some of them went
daily to the missionaries " to read the English Bible,

preferring this to the study of school-books." At
Yokohama in 1864 occurred the first Protestant

baptism in Japan. In 1866 at Nagasaki a high

official from Saga was baptised with his brother.

The greatest secrecy had to be observed, as the new
converts were liable to capital pimishment. Up
to the spring of 1872 only ten persons had been
baptized. Soon after the restoration of imperial

power in 1868, the. attempt to revive the Shinto

religion was accompanied by a renewal of strong

opposition to Christianity. The new government
posted edicts against it idmost identical with those

of the Shogimate. One of the few baptized Protes-

tants was cast into prison. In 1870 and 1871 two
teachers of missionaries were arrested imder sus-

picion of being Christians, and one of them died

in prison. Knowledge of these persecutions made
other persons afraid for a while to visit the mission-

aries. Yet even before the removal of the edicts

in 1873, it became evident that the government
was becoming more liberal, and in Mar., 1872, the

first Japanese church was organized in Yokohama
with eleven members as a result of the work of

the Reformed and the Presbyterian missionaries.

Though this church has since become connected

with the Nihon Kirisuto Kyokwai (Presbyterian),

it at first had no denominational name. The next

two churches, those of Kob6 and Osaka, organised
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in 1874 in connection with the misnon of the Amer-
ican Board, were of a similar nature, and it was the

hope of most of the missionaries then in Japan that

this policy could be continued; but that same year
new churches in Yokohama and Tokyo were put
" on a strictly Presbyterian basis.*'

The 3rear 1873 marked the beginning of a period

of rapid advance. Among progressive Japanese
there sprang up a great desire to adopt

8. The Ad- Western customs and ideas. Protes-
anoe, tant Christianity, as the religion of
1878-88. England and America, was thought to

be at least worthy of investigation, and
large audiences listened to its proclamation. Some,
like the popular leader Fukuzawa, argued that as

a matter of policy it would be well for the country
nominally to adopt Christianity. The Christian

schools became crowded with earnest young men
and women, many of whom became Christians and
showed much seal for carrying the Gospel to others.

Bibles and other religious books had an increasing

sale. The churches received large accessions to

their membership, and several becsme self-support-

ing. In 1883 a general convention of the mission-

aries and a union meeting of the Japanese Christians

were followed by marked religious awakenings. So
rapid did the growth of the churches become that

extravagant expectations were aroused, and even
some enemies of Christianity said that ere the cen-

tury closed it would be the most prominent religion

of the land. The statistics of Protestant missions

for 1888 showed 249 churches with a membership
of 25,514, the number of adults baptized in the year
being 6,959. Outside of the professedly missionary
ranks there were those from foreign laiids who did

much to help on the movement. Among them may
be mentioned President Clark of the Massachusetts
Agricultural College, who, in 1876, went to Japan
to assist in establishing a similar institution in

Sapporo. Capt. Janes, U. S. A., who was employed
as a teacher in the city of Eumamoto, invited his

pupils to come to his house for the study of the

Bible. Some of them became Christians, whereupon
a severe persecution broke out. A number of these

went, in 1876, to the Doshisha School which Joseph
Neesima and missionaries of the American Board
had opened the preceding year in Kyoto. Mr.
Neesima was a young man who, at a time when
an attempt to leave the country was a capital

crime, had been led by his desire to learn about God
and Western civilisation to go to America (1864).

He was there befriended by Alpheus Hardy, a
Boston merchant, and given opportimities for study
such as fitted him to do a noteworthy religious and
educational work for his own people.

The period of rapid growth was not without its

difficulties. The movements of missionaries were
hampered by regulations that limited

4. The Ob- freedom of travel in the interior. While
taoles Bn- the imperial government as a whole
ooontered. pursued a literal policy, the educar

tional department was much of the

time in control of those who exerted a strong in-

fluence against Christianity. Local officials some-
times put hindrances in the way of evangelisation,

and there was much petty persecution by the relar

tives and neighbors of believers. Fear of losing

office, trade, or popularity deterred many from
following whiskt they believed to be the truth. Bud-
dhism awoke from its slumber to oppose the rival

religion by means of lectures, tracts, schools, and
societies. When elections were to be held in 1890
for the first national diet, the Buddhists entered

the political arena and urged that the people should

not choose any Christians to represent them. It

was a bitter disappointment when returns showed
that out of the 300 members of the House of Com-
mons, thirteen were Christians, one of whom was
made president, while another became chairman of

the oonunittee of the whole. Incidentally it may
be mentioned that in subsequent diets Christians

have several times held the same offices or that of

vice-president, which is one of many facts that dis-

prove the assertion that the influential classes in

Japan are not reached by the Gospel.

The movement in favor of Christianity was
checked by a reaction that began to be apparent

about 1889. Failure to secure desired

5. The Se- revision of treaties, with other un-
aotion of toward events, caused the Japanese to
1880. feel much irritation against foreign na^

tions. Conservatives seised the oppor-
tunity to foster a nationalistic spirit; while the
relations of Christianity with western lands had once
been helpful, now they proved a hindrance. Preach-
ing-places were no longer crowded; pupils left the
C^nstian schools, there were few additions to the
churches, and many defectioiLs. Hitherto there

had been but little doctrinal discussion; this was
now aroused by the coming of Unitarian and other

liberal missions, as weU as by the increased reading

of books written in other lands. The fondness of

the Japanese for novelty and the desire of many
to show their independence of the missionaries who
had been their teachers increased the tendency to

advocate aU sorts of views, while theological unrest

led to spiritual decline and a relaxation of evangel-

istic efforts, and the growth of trade and manu-
factures fostered a conmiercial spirit that made it

more difficult to interest men in religious themes.

Nevertheless, some advance was made in this period,

so that in 1900 there were 538 churches with 42,451

members.
This reaction gradually spent its force. Revised

treaties, becoming effective in 1899, lessened the
feeling against foreigners and made it

6. The Vew possible for missionaries to travel or
AdTanoe reside in any part of the land, while

Slnoe 1899. the treaty of alliance with Great Brit-

ain (1902) increased the favor with
which Christian lands, and consequently their re-

ligion, were regarded. Regulations issued by the
government regarding buildings used by religious

bodies were a practical recognition of Christianity

and put it on the same standing as Buddhism.
Moreover, the twentieth century opened with the

manifestation of renewed earnestness and evangel-

istic seal on the part of the Christians. The war
with Russia did much to sober the thoughts of the
people and incline them to consider other than
material interests, and also opened up many oppor-
tunities for work in behalf of the sokiiers, the
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mOitaiy authorities ooidiaUy welcoming that carried

CO by the Young Men's Christian Association in

Manchuria, the emperor himself contributing to its

support, while in Japan there was much done for

the solcLiers on their way to the front, for the in-

valids in the hospitals, and for the families that

were in distress. The statistics of Protestant mis-

sions show that at the close of 1907 there were 295

male missionaries and 255 unmarried women; the

total, including wives, being 789. There were 529
organized churches, of whidi 102 were wholly self-

supporting. The church-members (including pro-

bationers and baptized children) numbered 71,818,

of whom 57,830 were communicants. The adult

baptisms in the year had been 8,623; and the

money raised by the churches amounted to 274,-

606 yen ($137,304). There were 469 ordained Japa-

nese ministers, 626 evangelists, and 208 Bible-

women.
While many varieties of Protestantism are repre-

sented in Japan, there has been a great degree of

harmony among the different bodies.

7. HannonyNearly all have joined heartily in

of Protea- united evangelistic efiForts, and have
taatSfBort. manifested a tendency toward the or-

ganic imion of churches having similar

fonns of government. The churches connected

with the various Presbyterian missions form the

Nippon Kirisuto Eyokwai (Church of Christ in

Japan); those connected with Episcopal missions

of America and England form the Sei Kokwai
(Holy Catholic Church); and a similar union of

Methodists was effected in 1907. These three

bodies and the Kimii-ai Kyokwai (Congr^ational

churches) are of nearly equal strength, their mem-
bership including more than five-sixths of the whole.

Neariy all the churches except the Sei Kokwai use

the same hymn-book; and by arrangement with the

latter body 100 of its hymns are uniform with those

of the Union Hynmal. Most of the missions are

represented in the " Standing Committee of Co-

operating Missions," which serves as '' a general

medium of reference, communication, and effort."

The Japanese Christians are also united in an al-

liance that holds large conventions from time to

time. Most of the missions have educational insti-

tutions of various grades; a few schools have been
established by the Japanese Christians. In many
of the government schools of higher grade there are

Christian associations. The International Young
Men's Christian Association has sent secretaries to

seveial of the larger cities of Japan, and these, in

addition to work for the general associations, give

counsel and help to those in the schools. The
educational officials have also used their aid in

securing from America men of good character and
ability as teachers of English. In the island of

Yezo the Church Missionary Society has a mission

to the Ainu, an aboriginal race which is gradually

becoming extinct. Of the 16,000 survivors, about

1,200 are Christians. Much successful work has

been done among the Japanese emigrants in Hawaii
and on the Pacific coast of the United States. Since

Formosa came into the possession of Japan, some
of the Japanese churches have sent evangelists

there to labor for their own people and also for the

native inhabitants. Other evangelists have been
sent for similar work in Korea (q.v.) and the

Chinese ports.

Even before the country was opened to foreign

intercourse, most Japanese men were able to read

more or less; and since the establish-

8. Oeneral ment of the educational system this

Besnlts. ability has become almost universal

among both men and women. This

has made a great opening for Christian literature.

The translation of the New Testament was com-
pleted in 1879, that of the Old Testament in 1877.

For the most part the Scriptures are sold, and not
given, to the people, the largest work of gratuitous

distribution being in the army. Other Christian

books and tracts were at first prepared by the

missionaries or under their supervision, but now
they come almost entirely from Japanese writers

and are to a laige extent published by Japanese
firms. The same is true of Christian periodicals.

Schools for poor children, orphan asylums, hos-

pitals, dispensaries, leper asylums, schools for the

blind, reform schools, and homes for released prison-

ers have been established, and these institutions

have been founded and conducted by the Japanese
Christians themselves. They have so far gained the

approval and confidence of the people that believers

and non-believers alike have contributed toward
their support, and some of them have received

laige gifts from the emperor and empress. The
Christians are also recognized leaders in reform

movements, such as those against intemperance,

debasing exhibitions, and the system of licensed

prostitution. The influence of Christianity is being

felt in many ways that can not be tabulated. Partly

because many literary men are Christians, or have
been educated in Christian schools. Biblical quota-

tions, theistic expressions, and argiunents based on
religious thought are common in newspapers and
magazines. This shows that, in addition to what
is visible to the eye, the leaven of Christian truth is

silently working in the hearts of men. Apart from
the directly religious results produced by the

preaching of the Gospel, society is being in many
ways affected by Christian ideas. No one can un-

derstand modem Japan who overlooks the influence

that Christianity is exerting upon the thoughts and
sentiments of the people. Ons Cabt.

Biblioobapht: F. von Wenckstem, BibUography of the

Japaneae Empire, 1869-98, vol. i., Leyden. 1895; voL ii.,

TokyOt 1907. On I. eonmilt: E. Ka«mpfer, HieL ol
Japan, 2 vols.. London, 1728, new ed., 3 vols., New
York, 1006; H. Faulds, Nine Yeare in Nipon, Boeton,
1888; P. Lowell, The Soul of Ihe Far Eaet, ib. 1888;

E. LunoiresBe, Le Japan, hietoire, relioion, Paris, 1892;

H. Norman, Real Japan: Studiee in Coniemporary Man-
nere. Morale, AdminietraHon and PoliHee, New York,
1893; D. Murray. The Story of Japan, ib. 1894; J.

Page, Japan, ite People and Mieeione, London, 1895; C.

Munsinger, DieJapaner, Berlin, 1898; W. O. Aston, Hie-
tory of Japaneee iXuratwre, New York, 1899; F. Brinkley,

Japan, Boeton, 1902; B. H. Qiamberlain, Thinge Japaneee,
New York, 1902; W. E. Qriffis. Japan in Hietory, Folklore

and Art, Boston, 1906; idem. Mikado*e Empire, 2 vols., New
York, 1903; idem. The Japaneee Nation in BvobiHon,
ib., 1907; Augusta H. C. Davidson, Preeeni Day Japan,
Philadelphia, 1904 ; 8. Ouliok, EvoUtHon of the Japaneee,
Social and Pey^ie, New York, 1903; L. Heam, Japan:
an Attempt at Interpretation, London, 1904; O. W.
Knox, Japaneee Life in Tovm and Country, New York.
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1904; idsm, Imptriai Japan: fl« Coianirpand U» PmpU,
London, 1006 ; I. O. Nitobe, Buthido, M« 8oul qf Japan,
New York, 1906; Mn. E. Bickentoth. Japan, 1906.

On II. !• oonmilt: the KojikU trmnal. by B. H. Cham-
berlain, the lupplement to TranmeHona of tt« AmaiiA
Sodity cf Japan, vol. z.. 1882; the Nthongi, trand. byW.
G. Aston in the Trantaetum* €f tha Japan Society, 1896;
W. Q. Aston. Shinio, New York. 1906; P. Lowell. OecuU
Japan, Boston. 1896; F. Kinder. Old World Japan: Log-
onia cf the Land of Qode, New York, 1896; J. Batohelor,
The Ainu and iheir FoUOore, London. 1901; F. Brinkley.
Japan, ut sup.; W. E. Qriflfis, The Religiont cf Japan, New
York. 1904; M. Revon. Le Shintoieme, Paris. 1907; O. W.
Knox, The Development of Religion in Japan, New York,
1907; E. Buckley. PhdUidam in Japan, Chicaco, privately
printed. There are many papers of importance in the
TraneacHona of the Aeiatie Society cf Japan, e.g., E. Satow.
The Shinto Templee of Jae, ii. 113; idem. The Revival of
Pure Shinto, iii. appendix; idem. Ancient Japaneae RitwUa,
iv. 409. yii. 97. ix. 183; P. LoweU, Baoterie Shinto, xxi.-

zzii.; D. C. Greene. Tenrikyo, zxiii. 24; K. Florsns,
Ancient Japaneae Ritual, xxvii. 1; A. Lloyd and D. C.
Greene, The Remmonkyo, xxiv. 1. 17; J. Leo, Die Bnt-
wiekelung dee iiUeeten japameAen SedenUbena, Leipsic,

1907.

On II. 2, consult: B. Nanjio. A Short HiaL cfthe Ttoelve

Japaneae Buddhiat SeeU, Tokyo. 1886; WorU'e Parlia-

ment cfReligiona, 2 vols.. Chieaco, 1893; L. Hearn. Olean-
inga in Buddha Fielde, Boston, 1897; idem. Japan, an
Interpretation, ut sup.; F. Brinkley. ut sup.; W. E. Grif-

fis, The Religiona cf Japan, ut sup.; and the following

pi4>ers in the Tranaactiona cf As Aeiatie Society cf Japan:
J. M. James. Notea on Roaariea uaed by Different Sedta cf
Buddhiata, ix. 173; J. Troup. On the Teneta of Shinthiu,

xiv. 1; J. Summers. Bvddhiaim and Traditiona eoneeming
ita introduction into Japan, xiv. 73; J. Troup. The Oo^
bunaho, xvii. 101; A. Lloyd, Devdopmenta of Japaneae
Buddhiam, xxii. 337.

On III, 1, the most valuable sources of infonnation are
to be found in the letters and reports of the missionaries,

of which J. Hay gives many in De rebua Japonicia,
Antwerp, 1606. Consult: Abb^ de Talon (J. Craaset).

Hiat. de Vigliee du Japan, 2 vols., Paris. 1689. Eng.
tranal., London, 1705; P. F. Charlevoix, Hiat. et di-

acription ginirale du Japan, 9 vols., Rouen, 1736; idem.
Hiet. du chriatianiame au Japan, 2 vols., ib. 1716; L.
Pages, Hiat. de la religion chrMienne au Japan, 2 vols..

Paris, 1869; Le Premier Miaaionaire eathoUque du Japan
au xix. ai^cle, Lyons, 1886 (largely composed of the letters

of T. A. Forcade); F. Mamas, La Religion de Jiaua rea-

euadlte au Japan, 2 vols.. Paris. 1896; B. A. Wilber-
force, Dominican Miaaiona and Martyra in Japan, Lon-
don. 1897; J. Murdoch and Y. Yamagata, Hiatory of
Japan 1649-1061, Kob«, 1903; M. Steichen. The Chria-

tian Daimyo, Yokohama, 190i3; part of the literature

under Francis Xavibb; also the letters and reports in A fi-

nals of the Propagation of the Faith and Catholic Miaaiona,
periodicals published in London.

On III, 2. consult: C. Hale. Afissums cf the Ruaaian
Church, in American Church Review, Oct.. 1878; O. W.
Taft, Biahop NicoUxi, in Japaneae EvangeUet, June, 1896;
The first two volumes of a compendious history in Jap-
anese, Nihon Seikyo Dendo Shi, were published Tokyo,
1900.

On III, 3, consult: Proceadinga cf the Oeneral Conference
of Proteatant Mieaionariee cf Japan, Yokohama. 1883;
Oeneral Conference cf Proteatant Mieaionariee cf Japan,
Tokyo, 1901; H. Ritter, Dreiaaig Jahre proteetantiacher

Miaaion in Japan, Berlin. 1890. Eng. transl., Hiatory of
Proteatant Miaaiona in Japan, Tokyo. 1898; M. L. Gor-
don. An American Miaaionary in Japan, Boston. 1892;
Jinso Naruse, A Modem Paul in Japan: Account of the

Life and Work cfRev. P, Sawayana, ib. 1893; R. B. Peery,
The Oiat cf Japan, New York, 1897; idem, Lutherana in
Japan, Newberry. 8. C, 1900; A. D. Hail, Japan and ita

Reaeue, Nashville, 1898; E. Stock. Japan and the Japan
Mieaion cf the Church Miaaionary Society, London, 1898;

O. Gary, Japan and iU Regeneration, New York, 1904;

W. E. Griffis, Dux Chriatua, ib. 1904; H. Moore. The
Chriatian Faith in Japan, London, 1904; E. W. Clem-
ent, Chriatianity in Modem Japan, Philadelphia, 1906;
H. K. MUler. Hiat. cf the Japan Miaaion <^ the Re-
formed Church, 1879-1904, ib. 1906; A. Arnold, The Light

ef Japan, Church Work in , . , SauA Tokyo, Oaaka,

and Kiuahiu under the Church cf England, Hartford, 1906;
W. M. Imbrie, The Church cf Chriat in Japan, Philadel-

phia, 1906; The Chriatian Movement in ita ROation to the

New Life cf Japan, an annual published in Tokyo. 1903
sqq.; R. Allier. Le Protaatantiame au Japan, Paris. 1908;

O. Gary, HieL of ChriatianiJty in Japan, New York. 1909.

JAPHBT. See Tables of the Nations, { 4.

JASON: A Greek name borne often by Jews of

Maccabean or later times and by Jewish Christians.

On acooimt of its resemblance to the Hebrew-Jewish
name Jesus or Joshua, it was often assumed by Jews
inclined to Greek culture or living in a Greek en-

vironment. The following are notable bearers of

the name.
1. A brother of the high priest Onias III., him-

self occupying the office 174-172 B.C. Two very
different accounts of him exist, the first in II Mace,

iv. 7 sqq., v. 6 sqq. (cf. i. 7), and the second in

Josephus, Ant. XII., v. 1 (cf. XV., iii. 1). According

to the first account, Jason became an apostate from
the Jewish religion, bought from Antiochus IV. the

office of high priest for 440 talents, and for 150 more
the right to erect in Jerusalem training-places for

Greek athletics and to enroll Jerusalemites as citizens

of Antioch. He encouraged Greek sports, and sent

an embassy with a gift to the Herades-Melcarth
festival at Tyre. After three years he was super-

seded by Menelaus, who outbid him for the office.

He fled to the Ammonites across the Jordan, but
returned in 170 b.c. with a band of 1,000 men,
when a report was spread that Antiochus had died

on his second Egyptian expedition, took Jerusalem,

and infficted great slaughter there. He was com-
pelled again to flee, first to the Ammonites, then to

the Arabian Prince Aretas, next to Egypt, and
finally to Lacedemonia, where he died. According

to Josephus he came into the office in an orderly

manner, after the death of his brother, fell into

disfavor with Antiochus, and was compelled to

yield his office to his brother Menelaus, who was
the real sponsor for Greek culture. Willrich accepts

Josephus' account on the groimd that II Maccabees
is a falsified ** tendency-writing," but the majority

of scholars are against this.

2. The son of Eleazar, who, according to I Mace.
viii. 17 (cf. II Mace. iv. 11 and Josephus, Ant.

XII., X. 6), was sent about 161 b.c. with Eupolemus
to Rome by Judas Maccabeus as ambassador to

make a treaty of friendship. The treaty was made,
though its results were not actually apparent. Will-

rich casts doubts upon the historicity of the event.

8. Jason of Gyrene, a Hellenistic Jew who, ac-

cording to II Mace. ii. 19, wrote a history in Greek
in five books on the Maccabees, the purification of

the temple, the wars of the Jews against Antiochus
Epiphanes and Eupator, and the divine help which
came in those times. It embraced the period 171-
161 B.C., and is the basis of II Maccabees, the author
of which lays the responsibility for his form of state-

ment of the facts upon Jason, though probably
Jason is also a mask through which ^ own per-

sonality speaks. Jason wrote between 162 and 125
R.C., and probably in Egypt.

4. In Rom. xvi. 21 Paul speaks of a kinsman
.Tason, who possibly lived in Corinth (cf. Rom.
xvi. 1).
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5. Aooording to Acts zvii. 5-0, Paul, while at

Thefisaloniea, dwelt at the house of a Jason, who
is probably to be distinguished from the foregoing.

6. For the Jason of the " Dialogue between Jason
and Papiscus " see Abistd of Pblla.

(R. KRATZSCHMABf.)

BnuoGBAFHT: A treatment of the whole eubjeet may be
fomd in DB, ii. 551-652; BB, u. 2330-37; and of 1-3 in

JB, Tii. 74-75.
For 1 consult: H. Willrieh, Juden ufyi Oriedten vor dtr

makkab&iacKtn Brh^mno, Qdttingen. 1895; A. P. Stanley.
Isetyrm on the HUL of tko Jewith Chyreh, iii. 324, Lon-
don, 1884; J. Wdlhaunen. ItraaUUche und iHduche Oe-
acMcAle. p. 326, Berlin. 1805; A. BQohler. Dis Tobiaden
umi die Oniaden, pp. 106 aqq., Vienna, 1809; SohOrer,
Ge^dUehU, i. 22a 104-106. Eng. trand.. I., i. 202-205, 231
(on 1 and 2).

On 3: Trieber. in Naehriehten der kdniglichen OeaelUehaft
der WiaaettMdtaften gu GdtHngen, 1805, pp. 401, 406; Will-
rieh, nt 0up.. chap, ii.; idem, Jwiaioa, chap, iv., Qdttin-
gen, 1000; A. Schlatter, in FetUehrift der Univorntdt
Oreifowald, Greifswald. 1800; SehOxer. ut sup., i. 40. 350-
361. Ens. trand., L. i. 47. II.. iii 211-216.
On 5 consult: W. M. Ramsay. 3t, Paul tho TnveUer,

p. 231. London, 1807.

JASPER, JOHN: Colored Baptist pulpit orator;

b. a slave on the Peachy plantation on the James
River, in Fluvanna Co., Virginia, July 4, 1812; d.

in Richmond, Va., Mar. 30, 1901. His father was
Philip Jasper, his mother's name was Nina, and he
was her twenty-fourth child, bom two months after

his father's death. When grown to manhood he
came to Richmond as a slave and was employed
as a stemmer in the laige tobacco factory of Samuel
Hargrove, a prominent Baptist. He had no educa-
tion, but with the help of a colored man almost
as ignorant as himself he learned to read six months
before his conversion, which occurred on Thursday,
July 25, 1839. His father had been a preacher, and
he followed his example. He soon became a fa-

vorite among the colored people of Richmond, then
his fame spread, especially as a funeral preacher,

untQ he was known all over the State. He made
himself master of the Bible, and was a formidable
opponent of those who questioned his interpreta^

tion. When emancipated he gathered about him
a congregation and soon had a building to preach in.

More and more came to hear him until at length the

Sixth Mount Zion Church was built for him, and
there he preached to several thousand people every
Sunday. In 1878, in the regular course of his min-
istry, he preached from Ex. xv. 3, " The Lord is

a man of war; the Lord is his name." He began
with Biblical illustrations of the almighty power
of God, but branched ofif into the demonstration
by Biblical texts literally construed of the proposi-

tion that " the sun do move." The sermon was
prepared to end a dispute upon the question of

the sun's motion and was delivered without any
desire to cause talk. It made a sensation, had to

be repeated again and again, and he was even sent

out by a lecture bureau to repeat it outside of

Richmond. But it only made his name a by-word
and obscured to many the fact that he really had
solid claim to be considered a pulpit orator. Even
this particular sermon was saved from being ridic-

ulous by the preacher's profound reverence for the

Bible, simple faith in the Bible miracles, and his

kgical power and remarkable eloquence of a rude

but genuine kind. He had also humor of the most
delicious variety. In short, in him the type of the

ante-bellum uneducated but gifted, pious, and witty

colored preacher reached its culmination.

Bibugoeapht: W. E. Hatcher. John Jatper, New York,
1006.

JASPIS» ALBERT SIGISMUND: General superin-

tendent of Pomerania; b. at Nossen (19 m. w. of

Dresden) Feb. 15, 1809; d. at Stettin Dec. 20, 1885.

He studied at the gymnasium in Freiburg-on-the-

Mulde and at Leipsic. In 1832 he became catechist

and afternoon-preacher in St. Peter's Church in

Leipsic. In 1835 Jaspis became pastor in Lugau,
three years later diaoonus in Lichtenstein, and paa-

tor in Rddlitz. His faithfulness and especially his

success with children and young people won him
the hearts of his parishioners in both places. In
1845 he went over to the Prussian State Church,
after having been elected third preacher of the

Evangelical Lutheran congregation in Elberfeld.

In 1855 he was called to Stettin as general supei^

intendent of Pomerania. He represented a pietistic

confessionalism, and his gifts lay in the direction

of the practical cure of souls. He was not without
success as a writer of devotional and pastoral litera-

ture, and some of his tracts found a large circulation.

But the publication which carried his name far

beyond the borders of Evangelical Germany was
his compilation of Luther's small catechism for the

instruction of young people to be confirmed. This

booklet is one of the most successful attempts at

the solution of the catechetical problem of the

Church as it was conceived in the middle of the

nineteenth century in the circles of pietistic con-

fessionalism. (Hans Kbsslbb.)
Bibuoobapbt: Sketehea were written by his son, one pre-

fixed to Jaspis' Erinnerunoen an eine Zeit %oo es triibo und
fln$ter toor, Cologne, 1888, the other in BUder au9 dem
kirehUchen Leben . . , in Pommmm, pp. 20S sqq., Stettin,

1806.

JAUFFRST, shd^'fr^', 6ASPARD JBAK AKDRE
JOSEPH: Bishop of Mets; b. at Roque-Brussane
(15 m. n. of Toulon), Provence, Dec. 13, 1759; d.

in Paris May 13, 1823. He studied at Toulon, Aix,

and Paris, where, in 1791, he established the

Annales de la rdigion H du senHment to oppose the

civil constitution of the clergy. After the Revolu-
tion he was one of the principal collaborators on
the Annates religietues. About 1801 he became
vicar-general of Ljrons. Subsequently he was re-

called to Paris as secretary of the grand ahnonry.

He became bishop of Metz in 1806. In 1811 he was
appointed by Napoleon to the archbishopric of Aix,

but was never instituted. His best-known works
are: Dela rdigion it VAaaembUe NaUanale (Paris,

1790); Du cuUe public (2 vols., 1795); MediUUians

BUT lea aouffrancea de la croiz de Notn^eignew
Jieua-Ckriet (1800), and Entretiena avr le eaeremerU

de la confirmation (1809).

JAVAK : A designation common to the Old Testa-

ment and the entire Orient for Greeks in general

and those of Asia Minor in particular. The name
is an example of a tribal name being given to a

whole people, and the Hebrew {Yawan) form

corresponds to the Greek laonea or laFomea. In

an inscription of Sargon II. (722-705 b^c.)* also
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in one of the Indian King Asoka, the name occurs as

Javana, and on one of Darius as Jauna. The
reason why aU Greeks were called lonians in the

Orient is that after the eighth century before Christ

the lonians controlled the commerce of the East.

Old-Testament mention is found in Eiek. zzvii.l3,

where Javan is mentioned with Tubal and Meshech,
and refers probably to the lonians settled in Asia

Minor on the coast of the Black Sea; Isa. Ixvi. 19
(Septuagint) connects Lud, Meshech, Tubal, and
Javan; Javan in Ezek. zzvii. 19 is a corruption of

the text, as the Septuagint shows. The word has

the general sense of " Greeks " in Gen. x. 2, 4; in

verse 2 they are connected with Tubal and Meshech,
but in verse 4 the term includes Elishah (probably

Sicily), Tarshish in Spain, Kittim (Cyprus), and
Rodanim (see Dodanim), and therefore covers the

people of the Mediterranean. The priestly writer

who wrote this verse knew of the supersession of the

Phenicians by the Greeks, in conunercial matters.

Joel iii. 6 mentions the Greeks, Zech. iz. 13 speaks
of the Greek empire, Dan. viii. 21 has in mind
Alexander's kingdom, and x. 20 that of the Seleu-

cids. (H. GuTHB.)
Bxbuoorapht: B. 8t«de, J>e populo Javan, Qieaaen. 1880,

Blao in lUden und Ahhandluni/m, pp. 123-142, ib. 1899;
E. Meyer. Oeadiiehle de§, AUerhtnu, i. 490-494. u. 433,
085 aqq.. Stuttcart. 1884-4»: A. H. Sayce, Hioher CriHr
ci§m and the Monument*, London, 1894; DB, ii. 652-553;
EB, ii. 2338^9; also literature under Tablk op ths
Nations.

JAY, WILLIAM: English dissenting preacher and
author; b. at Tisbury (13 m. w. of Salisbury),

Wiltshire, May 8, 1769; d. at Bath Dec. 27, 1853.

After serving for two years as apprentice to his

father, a stonecutter and mason, he entered the

religious seminary of Cornelius Winter at Marl-

borough in 1785, and began to preach in the neigh-

boring villages the same jrear. On leaving Blarl-

borough in 1788 he preached at Surrey Chapel,

London, and achieved considerable notoriety as

the '' boy preacher." After short ministries at

Christian Malford, near Chippenham, and Hope
Chapel, Clifton, he became pastor of the Argyle
Independent Chapel at Bath Jan. 30, 1791. He
retired from this pastorate sixty-two years later.

His preaching attracted hearers from aU classes

and from all denominations. John Foster calls him
the prince of preachers, and Sheridan styles him
the most natural orator he had ever heard. Some
of his writings have been widely circulated and
frequently reprinted in America. His best-known
works are: The Mutual DuHea ofHutbanda and Wives
(London, 1801); An Eeeay on Marriage (Bath,

1806); The Domeatic MinisUr'e Aesistant (London,
1820); The Christian ConUmplated(lS26); Morning
Exercises in the Closet (2 vols., 1829); and Evening
Exercises for the ClosH (2 vols., 1831). BiaWarks
(12 vols., Bath, 1842-48) were edited by himself.

Bibliogbaprt: His Auiobiography, ed. G. Redford and J.

A. James, appeared London, 1855. Consult T. Wallace,
PartraUure cf W. Jay, ib. 1854; 8. Wilson. Memoir c/
W. Jay, ib. 1854; C. Jay. ReooOettione cf WiXUam Jay,
ib. 1850 (by his son); DNB, nix. 255-256.

JAYNB, FRANCIS JOHN: Church of En^^d
bi^op of Chester; b. at Llanelly (15 m. s.e. of

Carmarthen), Oarmartfaenshire, South Wales, Jan.

1, 1845. He was educated at Wadham College,

Oxford (B.A., 1868), and became deacon and priest

in 1870. He was fellow of Jesus College, Oxford,

1868-73, and lecturer in the same college and tutor

of Keble College, Oxford, 1871-79. He was curate

of St. Clement's, Oxford, 1870-71; principal of

St. David's College, Lampeter, as well as sinecure

rector of Llangeler, 1877-86; rural dean of Lam-
peter, 1885-86; vicar and rural dean of Leeds,

1886-88; and was consecrated bishop of Chester

in 1889. He was also Whitehall Preacher, 1875-77,

and select preacher at Oxford in 1884.

JB: The product resulting, according to the

critical school, from the union of the J document
and the £ document in the Hexateuch (q.v.). See
Hebrew Language and Litbratitre, II., §§ 4, 7.

JBALOUSY, TRIAL OF. See Ordeal.

JBAKNE D'ALBRBT, shOn dOl'^br^': Queen of

Navarre; b. at Pau (56 m. e.s.e. of Bayonne) Jan. 7,

1528; d. at Paris June 9, 1572. She was the eldest

child of Henry of Navarre and Mai^ret of An-
goul^me-Alen^on, the sister of Francis I. of France.

By the death of her brother John, she became heir-

presumptive of Navarre-B^m, a kingdom which
was important on accoimt of its position between
France and Spain. She received a thorough educa-
tion, although her trend was practical and am-
bitious rather than scholarly, nor could she sym-
pathize with the intellectualiBm and mysticism of

her famous mother. Suitors for her hand were
numerous, and as early as 1535 Francis had in-

tended to marry her to Anthony of Bourbon, but
when, in 1540, Charles V. of Spain sought her as

a wife for his son Philip, her uncle decided to wed
her to Duke William of Cleves. Despite her resist-

ance, the ceremony was performed on June 14,

1541, but her youth made the marriage a mere fonn,

and her ill health obliged her to remain in France
while her husband returned to Germany. The
change of political conditions caused Francis to

desire an annulment of the marriage, and a brief

of Paul III. on Oct. 12, 1545, declared the enforced

wedlock void. Three years later (Oct. 20, 1548)

she married Duke Anthony of Bourbon-Vend6me.
The first two children of this union died while still

infants, but on Dec. 14, 1553, she gave birth at

Pau to her son Henry, afterward Henry IV. of

France. The death of her father on Blay 29, 1555,

made her queen of Navarre, and she succeeded in

having Anthony recognised as king, although the

actual sovereignty devolved on her.

It was in her relation to the Reformation that

Jeanne was most important. She had been brought

up in an atmosphere favorable to the new teaching,

although Margaret of Navarre never formally

became a convert to Protestantism. Jeanne re-

mained true to Roman Catholicism, even after her

husband entered into correspondence with Galvin

in 1557, and became the mainstay of the Reformed.
Her diaafiPection with the Roman Catholic Church,
however, steadily increased, and on Christmas of

the same year she publicly renounced her former
faith and received communion according to the
Reformed rite. Within a year ber court became

i
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the center of the Reformed, and her zeal for her

new creed and its adherents was most pronounced.

She educated her son in the Reformed faith, and
NaTirre was thoroughly Calvinized by Raymond
Merlin in 1563-64. Many statues were forcibly torn

from the churches, and the monasteries were trans-

fonned into schools, while their incomes were

devoted to the establishment of educational institu-

tions.

A sudden opponent arose, however, in the person

td Rus IV., who, in a bull of Sept. 28, 1563, cited

her to appear before the tribimal of the Inquisition

or to forfeit her territories both for herself and her

duldren. This peril was obviated by her suzerain,

diaries IX., and the bull was annulled, but the

peace which she now hoped to enjoy was broken
by the wars of religion which broke out anew, and
she was forced to flee from Navarre and to take

refuge in La Rochelle. During the war she was un-

tiring in her encouragement of her coreligionists,

and her son Henry (then sixteen years of age) was
the nominal head of the Huguenot party, with

Coligny and Andelot as his advisers, a course by
which Jeanne increased her own prestige. Mean-
while Navarre-B^m had been overrun by the

rojral troops under Terrides, Pau was captured,

and only the little fortress of Navarrein stiU held

out, Tliither Jeanne sent Montgomery, who re-

conquered the country for its queen within two
moot.hs. Jeanne thereupon forbade the exercise

of the Roman Catholic religion, and expelled the

priests and monks, but in Navarre, where her power
was limited, she tolerated it. In the Peace of St.

Germain (Aug. 8, 1570) her counsels and persever-

ance were important factors in obtaining favorable

terms for the Protestants, and she remained at La
Rochelle until Aug., 1571, declining to be present

at the marriage of Charles IX. with Elizabeth of

Austria (Nov. 26, 1570), but attending the third

Reformed synod held at La Rochelle Apr. 2-10,

1571.

Though she had pleaded the length of the joiuney,

she was, in reality, deeply distrustful of the court,

and repeatedly declined invitations to visit it,

de^ite the fact that she was planning a marriage

of her son with Margaret, the daughter of Henry II.

This match had b^n proposed by Henry himself

as early as 1556, but had been forgotten imtil nego-

tiations were renewed during the war in the autumn
of 1569, and again in Jan., 1571, this time in earnest.

In Nov. the reluctance of Jeanne was overcome,

despite the dilTerenoe in religion of Henry and
Maigaret, for she hoped that the princess would
becCToe a convert to Protestantism. In Jan., 1572,

the queen of Navarre consented to visit the French

coart, and in the following month met Catharine.

Xegodations for the marriage dragged, but in April

it was dedded that the ceremony should be per-

formed at Paris. Cn Apr. 11 the marriage-contract

was signed, but the pope would not give the requisite

dispraisation, although Charles IX. earnestly advo-

cated the union which was so necessary for the peace

of the land. Jeanne then hastened to Paris to

make the final preparations for the marriage, and
00 June 3 received communion at Vinoennes with

8 number of her coreligionists, but died six days

VT.—S

later. It was this marriage which was followed

by the massacre of St. Bartholomew's Day.
(Thsodor ScHOTrf.)

Bibugorapht: The best account, bated on documentary
evidence, of the life of Jeanne d'Albret is in the three
works of A. de Ruble, Le Mariaoe de Jeanne d'Albret^

Paris, 1877, Ani. de Bourbon et Jeanne d'Albret, 4 vols.,

ib. 1881-86. and Jeanne d'Albret et ta guerre civils, ib.

1897; for her later life very important is Letiree d'Anioine
de Bourbon et de Jeanne d'Albret, ib. 1877. Consult
further: W. Q. Soldan, Oeediiehte dee ProieetanHemut in
Prankreich, 2 vols., Qotha, 1865; G. von Polenx. Oe-
e<AidUe dee franedeiechen Calviniemue, 6 vols., Leipsie,

1857-69; N. de Boodenave, Hiet. de BSam et Navarre,
Paris. 1873; J. Delaborde. EUonore de Roye, ib. 1876;
idem, Oaepard de Coligny, vol. i., ib. 1879; H. H. Baird,
HieL ^ ih/e Riee of the HuguenoU, 2 vols., New Yoik. 1880;
Cambridge Modem Hietory, iiu 6, 11, 13. 17-18, New York,
1906.

JBBBy JOHN: Bishop of Limerick; b. at Drog-
heda (26 m. n. of Dublin), Ireland, Sept. 27, 1775;

d. at East Hill, near Wandsworth (6 m. s.w. of

London), Surrey, Deo. 9, 1833. He studied at the

Londonderry grammai^school, and in 1791 entered

Trinity College, Dublin (M.A., 1801; B.D. and D.D.,

1821). He was ordained in 1799 and instituted to

the curacy of Mogorbane, Tipperary county, in 1801.

He became Archbishop Brodrick's examining chap-

lain in 1805 and archdeacon of Emly in 1820. For
his services in maintaining order in his parish

during the disturbances that followed the famine
of 1822 he was rewarded with the bishopric of

Limerick in Dec. of that year. In 1827 a stroke of

paralysis incapacitated him for active work. There-

after he resided at various places in England,
devoting himself to literary pursuits. He had a
strong tendency toward High-church ritual, and is

regarded as a forerunner of the Oxford movement.
His chief works are: Sermons (London, 1815); Sacred

Literature (1820); Practical Theology (2 vols., 1830);

and a Biographical Memoir of WHUam Phelan

(1832). His correspondence with Alexander Knox
was edited by C. Forster (2 vols., 1834).

Biblxogbapht: C. Forster, Life and Lettere of John Jebb,

London, 1861; Anne Mosley, Lettere of J. H. Newman, i.

440, 470. ib. 1890; DNB, zxix. 26^261.

JEBUS, jfbus, JBBUSITESt jeb'u-saite: Upon
the basis of Judges xix. 10-11 and I Ohron. xi. 4-5

Jebus was formerly supposed to have been the pre-

Israelitic name of Jerusalem (cf. II Sam. v. 6).

But Judges xix.-xxi. took its present form in post-

exilic times, and probably Jebus did not occur in

the original text; consequently the testimony for

Jebus as the name of a city is late, for in all early

narratives only the name Jerusalem is foimd, as it

is in the Amama Tablets (see Amabna Tablbtb,
III.). The passages cited, therefore, embody the

erroneous conclusion that the earlier name of the

city was Jebus. It is to be noted, however, that

the Jebusites were not spoken of as limited in their

dwelling-place to the city, but as inhabiting the

immediate region thereabout (11 Sam. v. 6) or the

mountain region in particular (Num. xiii. 29;

Josh. xi. 3). The better conclusion therefore is

that the people derived its name from a district

rather than a city. They are represented as holding

an important point in the highland after Israel

had carried on a victorious campaign against the

Canaanites, and from the motmtain fortress of Zion
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ruling a small territory limited on the north by the

Benjaminitic Nob, Gibeah of Saul, and Ramah, and
on the south by Bethlehem of Judah. Their in-

dependence was not especially important tmtil the

time of David, when he wished to imite his northern

and his southern territories, and therefore captured

the place (II Sam. v. 6-8; I Chron. zi. 4-6). After

that they were in part freemen on their own posses-

sions (implied by the story of Araimah or Oman,
II Sam. xxiv. 16; I Chron. xxi. 15), and in part

slaves (under Solomon, I Kings ix. 20-21). The
text of the description of the boundary between
Judah and Benjamin calls the hill north of the

Valley of Hinnom " the Shoulder of the Jebusites "

(Josh. XV. 8, xviii. 16), whence it may be concluded
that the part of the city which the Jebusites occu-

pied in later times was that to the southeast.

It might be concluded from Josh. x. 5 that as Adoni-
aedek is reckoned to the Amorites the Jebusites

were also Amorites; but this is not conclusive, as

it may be held that the Amorites had recently

come in, while the Jebusites were regarded as early

inhabitants of the land. From the frequent men-
tion of the people (e.g.. Gen. x. 16; Deut. vii. 1,

XX. 17) nothing certain can be gathered regarding

the racial affinities of the Jebusites. (H. Guthb.)

Bibliogbapbt: The subject is treated in the literature

under Amarna Tablstb and Jerusalsm. Consult also:

Q. F. Moore. Commmtary on JuAgtu, 'Stm York. 1806;
K. Budde. Da» Buck der Richier, Gdttinsen. 1896; DB. ii.

554-655; EB, ii. 2415-16.

JBFFERS, ELIAKIM TUPPER: Presbyterian;

b. at Stewiacke, Nova Scotia, Apr. 6, 1841. He
studied at Jefferson College, Canonsburg, Pa. (B.A.,

1862), and Princeton Theological Seminary (1862-

1865), and at the United Presbyterian Theologi-

cal Seminary, Alleghany, Pa (1865-66). He was
pastor of tb« United Presbyterian Church at Ox-
ford, Pa. (1865-72), after which he was president of

Westminster College, New Wilmington, Pa., imtil

1890, and professor of theology in Lincoln Univer-

sity, Oxford, Pa (1883-90). He was pastor of the

First Presbyterian Church, Oil Qty, Pa. (1890-93)

and since 1893 has been president of the York
Collegiate Institute, York, Pa. He has written

Sharteat Road to CcBsar (New York, 1896).

JBFFERS, WILLIAM HAMILTON: Presbyterian;

b. at Cadiz, O., May 1, 1838. He was graduated

from Geneva College, Northwood, Pa. (now Beaver
Falls, O.; A.B., 1855), and at the United Presby-

terian Theological Seminary at Xenia, O. (1859).

He was pastor of the combined United Presbjrterian

churches of Beliefontaine and Northwood, O. (1862-

1866); was professor of Latin and Hebrew in West-
mmster College, New Wiknington, Pa. (1866-69);

professor of Greek in the University of Wooster,

Wooster, O. (1869-75); pastor of the Euclid Avenue
Presbyterian Church, Cleveland, O. (1875-77); and
professor of historical theology in the Western
Theological Seminary, Alleghany, Pa. (1877-1903).

He has since resided at Los Angeles, Cal., and lec-

tures on church history. While at Bellefontaine

he was a member of the committee to revise the

United Presb3rterian metrical version of the

Psalms.

JEFFERSON, CHARLES EDWARD: Congrega-
tionalist; b. at Cambridge, O., Aug. 29, 1860. He
was educated at Ohio Wesleyan University (A.B.,

1882); was superintendent of public schools in

Worthington, O. (1882-84); studied at the School

of Theology attached to Boston University (1884-

1887). He was pastor of the Central Congrega^

tional Church, Chelsea, Mass., from 1887 to 1898.

Since 1898 he has been pastor of the Broadway
Tabernacle, New York City. He has written:

Quiet TaUcB with Eamai People in My Study (New
York, 1898); Quiet Hinta to Growing Preachers in

My Study (1901); Doctrine and Deed (1901); Things
Fundamental (1903); Faith and Life (1905); The
Minister as Prophet (1905); The New Crusade

(1907); The Old Year and the New (1907); Charac-

ter of Jesus (1908); and My Father's Business:

Series of Sermons to Children (1909).

JEHOAHAZ, je-hO'a-has: 1. Eleventh king of

Israel, son and successor of Jehu. His dates, ac-

cording to the old chronology, are 856-840 b.c;

according to Kautzsch, 814-798 b.c. Under him
the oppression of the northern kingdom by the

Arameans reached its height, the army being

reduced to fifty horsemen, ten chariots, and 10,000

foot soldiers. An addition to II Kings xiii. 22 in

the Septuagint shows that the Arameans operated

from the southwest as well as from the north against

Jehoahaz. Under him the Asherah worship seems
to have revived (II Kings xiii. 6).

2. Sixteenth king of Judah, third son and suc-

cessor of Josiah (called Shallum, Jer. xxii. 11).

He reigned only three months, according to the

old chronology, in 610 b.c; according to Kautzsch,

609 B.C.; according to Peake, 608 b.c. He was
evidently regarded as more energetic than his elder

brother (see Jehoiakim), since the people elevated

him to the throne; but both the Book of Kings
and Josephus give him a bad character (II Kings
xdii. 30 sqq.; Ant. X., v. 2). Pharaoh Necho, on
his return from his campaign to the Euphrates,

summoned Jehoahaz to Riblah and threw him into

chains to be carried to Egypt, whence he never
returned, and put his brother Jehoialdm (Eliakim)

in his place as king. Whether the name Shallum
("" retribution "7) was symbolically applied or

was his original name, discarded when he became
king, is a subject of debate. [The list of Josiah 's

sons in I Chron. iii. 17-18 erroneously makes Shal-

lum to be a different person from Jehoahaz.]

The name appears also in II Chron. xxi. 17 as that

of King Ahaziah of Judah, and also, II Chron.
xxxiv. 8, of a recorder under Josiah of Judah.

(E. Katttzsch.)
Bibuoorapbt: Sources are: II Kibsb xiii. 1-0, zxiii. 30-35;

II Chron. iii. 17-18, zxxvi. 1-3; Jer. xxii. 10-12. Con-
sult the pertinent sections of the histories mentioned under
Ahab; and laaAXL, Hibtobt of; and the articles in DB,
EB, and JE.

JEHOIACHIN, je-hei'a-kin: Eighteenth king of

Judah, son and successor of Jehoiaidm. He reigned

only three months, in 598 b.c. according to the old

chronology, 507 B.C. according to nearly all modem
historians. The difference in his age at his acces-

sion and in the length of his reign as given in II

Kings xxiv. 8 and II Chron. xxxvi. 9 is probably
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due to a shifting in the Chronicler's narrative of the

numeral ten from his age to the length of his reign.

When Jehoiachin asoended the throne, Jerusalem
was already under siege by the Babylonians or was
besieged soon after, and he rendered himself prisoner

to the besiegers, with his household and his officers,

and was carried into exile to Babylon, where he
remained a prisoner imtil Evil-Merodach set him
free in 562 (II Kings xxiv. 10-15, xxv. 27 sqq.)

and gave him an honorable place at the court of

Babylon. (E. Kautzsch.)
Bibliography: Souroee are n Kings xznr. 8-15. xxv. 27-

30; n Chron. xxxvi. 9-10; Jer. xxii, xxiv., xxyii.-xxix.

Cacisult the pertinent sections in the works on the his-

tory of Israel cited under Ahab, and the articles in the
Bible dictionaries; J. W. Rothstein, Dis Oenmdogie des

K0nig9 JojaeMn und weiner Nachkommen, Berlin, 1902.

JEHOIADA, je-hei'o-da: Hi^ priest in the time

of Athaliah and Joash, king of Judah. His wife,

Jehosheba, sister of Ahaziah, saved Joash from
death at the time of the slaughter of the seed royal

by Athaliah. Six years after that event Jehoiada

set Joash on the throne, and had Athaliah killed.

He followed this up by destruction of the Baal
temple and the slaying of the priest of Baal, and
reocrwed the service in the temple of Yahweh.
While Jehoiada was practically regent during the

minority of Joash, the independence of the king

on reaching maturity is indicated in II Kings xii. 7.

The Chronicler relates that Jehoiada died at the

age of 130 and was buried among the kings because

of his good deeds (II Chron. xxiv. 15-16).

Others of the name are the father of Benaiah,

one of David's heroes, and a son of Eliashib, a
priest among the returning exiles named in Neh. xii.

10 sqq. (E. Kautzsch.)
Bduookapht: Sources are II Kings xi.-xii. 16; n Chron.

xxii. IQ-xxiv. 16. Consult the pertinent sections in the
works on the History of Israel mentioned under Ahab,
and the uticles in the Bible Dictionaries.

JEHOIAKDf, je-hei'a-kim: Seventeenth king of

Judah, second son of Josiah, and successor of

Jehoahaz. His dates, according to the old chronol-

ogy, are 60^508 b.c; according to recent author-

ities 608-597 B.C. He was set on the throne by
Pharaoh Necho in place of his brother Jehoahaz
(q.v.), and his name changed from Eliakim. Through
the defeat of Necho at Carchemish the Egyptian
overlordship of Hither Asia was broken and the

Judeans came practically under the sway of the

Babylonians, though not for some time did a Baby-
Ionian force appear in the land. After remaining

a vassal of Nebuchadrezzar for three years, Jehoi-

akim rebelled, doubtless at the instigation of Egypt,

while the neighboring Edomites, Moabites, and
Ammonites were encouraged to ravage his territory.

Finally Jerusalem was besieged by the Babylonians,

and possibly during the siege Jehoiakim died (II

Kings xxiv. 6), though the Chronicler reports that

Nebuchadrezzar put him in chains, which may be

due to a confusion of Jehoiakim with his successor,

or to an omission indicated in the Septuagint, which

adds to II Chron. xxxvi. 8 '' and buried him in

the garden of Uzza." Ewald is of the opinion that

the difficulties occasioned both by the brevity of the

accounts and by their lack of agreement are solved

by supposing that Jehoiakim was decoyed from

the city, an assault made on him to take him
prisoner, and that he was killed in the m^l^; in

this way he accounts for the definiteness in the
lamentation of Jeremiah.

Jehoiakim (Joiakim) is also the name of a post-

exilic high priest (Neh. xii-10 sqq.), and (Joakim)
of the husband of Susanna. (E. Kautzsch.)

In 609 B.C. Pharaoh Necho advanced from Egypt
against Babylon. Josiah, king of Judah, as aUy
of Babylon met him at Megiddo, was defeated and
slain (II Kings xxiii. 29). The people of Jerusalem
then made Jehoahaz king, passing by the elder

brother, Jehoiakim, with the purpose doubtless of

continuing the pro-Babylonian policy of Josiah.

Three months later Necho placed Jehoiakim upon
the throne and carried Jehoahaz to Egypt. Jeru-

salem was distracted. The court party favored
Egypt, but Jehoiakim was not the people's choice.

The anti-Egyptian party was incensed at the fine

which Necho imposed—not on the royal treasury,

but on the inhabitants (II Kings xxiii. 34, 35), and
Jeremiah earnestly warned against the Egyptian
alliance (Jer. xxvi).

The Egyptian and Babylonian armies did not
meet in 608, but the conflict was only postponed,
and four years later, 605, Necho was back again.

The intervening time was employed by Nebuchad-
rezzar in making alliances and suppressing enemies
on the line of Necho's projected return. This ap-

pears from Berosus (Josephus, Apton, i. 19), who
says that after the defeat of Necho at Carchemish
in 605, " Nebuchadrezzar was sent by his father

against the parts of (Doele-Syria and Phenicia which
had revolted from him, and that he reduced the
country imder his dominion again." If they
revolted they must have been in subordination of

some sort. The interval 608 to 605 suggests itself

as the time when that subordination took place.

Judah was one of those countries. It had been
friendly tmder Josiah. It must be made friendly

under Josiah's son. The three years' vassalage

(II Kings xxiv. 1) fits into this interval. It is a
meaningless phrase applied to any other portion

of Jehoialdm's reign. Jeremiah's silence also from
the ** beginning '' of Jehoiakim 's reign to the
" fourth year " of that reign (Jer. xxxvi. 1) is con-

sistent with friendly relations between Judah and
Babylon. During this interval, i.e., in 606 B.C.,

the young nobles of Judah were taken to Babylon
(Dan. i. 1) to be brought up at court—an arrange-

ment designed to promote good feeling between the

subordinate and the dominant powers. That these

young men became captives along with their whole
nation was due to Jehoiakim's folly.

But when, in 605, the tramp of the Egyptian army
was heard again Jehoiakim put aside pretense and
joined Necho. Necho's defeat at C!arcl^mish threw
the whole country into Nebuchadrezzar's hands.

He pimished the nations which had fallen away
from allegiance to him by transporting some of

their people to Mesopotamia (Josephus, ut sup.).

Jerusalem was in great fear. A fast was proclaimed

in Jehoiakim's fifth year (Jer. xxxvi. 9) and Nebu-
chadrezzar's vengeance did not fall inunediately.

Nebuchadrezzar contented himself with allowing

bands of Chaldeans, Ammonites, and others to
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ravage Judah (11 Kings xziv. 2). The Jewish
monarchy existed thereaifter only on sufferance.

Jehoiakim reigned eleven years, dying in 597 b.c.

He was not put to death by Nebuchadrexsar, as

Josephus says, but may have perished by assassina-

tion, for he had filled Jerusalem with innocent blood
and was a curse to his country.

JossPH D. Wilson.

Bibuoobapbt: Soutqm are II Kiagi xziiL 84-zzhr. 7; II
Chron. jonnri. 4-«; Jer. ii.-4x., x. 17-25, xiv.-anru. 18,

xriiL-xx., etc.; «nd th« Book of Hftbakkuk. The eobiect
ie treated in the pertinent Metiona of the Utemture named
under Abab and in the Bible Diotionariee.

JSHOSHAPHAT, je-hosh'a-fat: Fourth long of

Judah, son and successor of Asa. His dates, accord-
ing to the old chronology, are 914-^93 b.c; accord-
ing to Kamphausen, 876-^2 b.c; according to

Duncker, 869-648 B.C.; according to Curtis (DB,
i. 401), 876-851 b.c He was an energetic ruler,

whose extensive preparations for war and prudent
measures (II Chron. zvii. 2, 12-13) induced Ahab
of Israel to seek an alliance in view of the strained

relations between Israel and the Syrians, and of

the dangers arising from the pressure from the rising

power of Assyria (e.g., the victory of Shalmaneser
II. at Earkar; see Assyria, VI., 3, { 8). Good rela-

tions with Israel were also desired by Jehoshaphat;
accordingly he became only too intimate with the

heathenised court of Samaria and sealed his friend-

ship by arranging a marriage between his son Joram
and Athaliah, daughter of Ahab and Jezebel. This
alliance had its first test in an unsuccessful cam-
paign against the Syrians, the object of which was
to recapture the fortress of Ramoth in Gilead, which
was important as the center of the country east of

the Joitian (I Kings xxii. 1 sqq.). When Jehosha-
phat returned he received a severe rebuke from
the prophet Jehu, son of Hanani, for entering into

relations with those whom the Lord hated (II Chron.
xix. 1 sqq.; cf. II Chron. xx. 34). Nevertheless,

moved by his continued desire for a closer connec-
tion with the northern kingdom, he was ready
to undertake, in. company with Joram (q.v.),

another campaign against the Moabites, who had
revolted from Israel (II Kings iii.). This expedi-
tion, to which Edom was also forced to furnish aid,

inarched through the desert of Edom around the

southern end of the Dead Sea, and was threatened

with defeat through the lack of water in this region,

when Elisha, for Jehoshaphat's sake, gave coimsel

and promised rescue and victory. Khig Mesha, be-

sieged in his fortress Kir-hareseth (the modern
Kerak), in his dire extremity offered his son as a
sacrifice to the national god, Chemosh, whereupon,
according to the mysterious statement in II Kings
iii. 27, " there was great indignation against Israel

"

(i.e. on the part of Chemosh) and the allies were
forced to turn back, so that they returned home
without having accomplished their task. The
Chronicler, who omits this story and does not allude

to the activity of the prophet Elisha, speaks (II

Chron. XX.) of a defensive, but more successful, ex-

pedition of Jehoshaphat against the Ammonites,
Moabites, and Meuntm (cf. II Chron. xx. 1, R.V.
margin, but read Mehamme'unim). As this expe-

dition is mentioned only by the Chronicler, many

critics maintJiin that his story is a readjustment

of the events related in II Kings iii., and credit it

with no historic value. Nevertheless, in view of

the great difference in all the principal details, it is

best regarded as an account of an independent act

of Jehoshaphat.

Both earlier and later sources praise Jehosha-

phat's piety and his reforming tendencies (I Kings
xxii. 43, 46; IlC^on. xvii. 3, 6, xix. 3). According
to the Chronicler he was a z^dous reformer of legal

procedure (II Chron. xix. 5 sqq.), and sought to

impress his judges with a true sense of their respon-

sibilities. In each city of the land he established

a court of justice, and in Jerusalem a supreme
tribunal composed of the chiefs of the families, of

Levites and of priests, entrusted with decision in the

most difficult cases. In this tribunal a priest pre-

sided when the religious cases were tried, and a
prince when the action was a civil one. Both sources

tell of an unsuccessful mercantile venture of Je-

hoshaphat, though the narratives are not altogether

concordant (I Khigs xxii. 48; II Chron. xxi. 35, 37).

He endeavored to reestablish the traffic to Ophir
from Ezion-geber, but the newly equipped ships

were wrecked by a storm.

The picture of Jehoshaphat, although not without

its shadows, is still the brightest presented by the

house of David after Solomon's time. The land

was densely populated (II Chron. xvii. 14 sqq.) and
highly prosperous; little Judah was respected

beyond her boundaries because of the wisdom and
bravery of her king (II Chron. xvii. 10-11). Justice

and religion flourished and developed, the sacred

writings were carefully guarded and enriched. The
king himself, another David in his piety, submitted

to the sharp reproach of the prophets, was far-

sifted, endowed with a noble, generous nature,

and displayed tireless energy in his care for his

people's welfare. That the condemnation of the

well-meaning efforts of Jehoshaphat for a closer

connection with the idolatrous royal house of Israel

did not spring from narrow fanaticism was only

too well proved immediately after his death, since

the marriage of his son with Athaliah bore the

worst possible fruits and robbed the land of the

blessings which Jehoshaphat's reign had bestowed

upon it. C. VON Orelli.

BiBUOonAPRT: The souroes are I Kings xxiL; II Kings
iii.; II Chron. xvii.-zzL 1. The literature ia given under
Ahab. Consult also: C. F. Bumey, NoiM on the Hebretc

Text cS King», Oxford. 1003; DB. u. 661; SB, it 2352-
2363. cf. i. 770; JE, vii. 8^87,

JSHOVAH, je-h0'va: An erroneous form of the
divine name of the covenant God of Israel which
appears first about 1520 a.d. The error arose from
the fact that the utterance of the divine name, in

original quadrilateral form (the tetragrammaton)
THWH, became unlawful in Jewish usage as early as

the third Christian century and probably much
earlier, at least outside the sacred precincts (cf. Ex.
XX. 7; Lev. xxiv. 16, the Septusgint of which reads
" name the name " for " blaspheme the name ").

Consequently in reading the sacred text, " Adonai "

(Heb. Adhonaif ** my lord ") was pronounced in-

stead of it (or ** Elohim " in case the collocation

Adhonai Yhwh occurred) and the consonants of
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Aiffumai were often written in the mai^gin of the

manuscripts. When the vowel punctuation was
added, the vowels of Adhanai were written in the

text with the tetragrammaton, which thus appeared

to read Yehawah (rarely Yehawih), or, according

to an older system of transliteration, Jehovah. This

form, with anglicized pronunciation, entered the

English Bible and so came into general use in wor-

ship and theology as one of the names of God,
connoting especially his majesty and greatness. For
the derivation, meaning, etc., of the Hebrew form,

see Yahweh.
In Christian theology since the Reformation

*' Jehovah " has become an expression inclusive

of the three persons of the Trinity. In the case of

the Third Person this is rather tacit than explicit;

in the case of the Second Person, the inclusion is

explicit. Thus C. Hodge remarks: ** This mani-
fested Jehovah [i.e., the Malakh Yahweh or " Angel
of Yahweh 'Q, who led his people under the Old-

Testament economy, is declared to be the Son of

God, the ^6yoCf who was manifested in the flesh
"

{SytiemaHc Theology, i. 486; cf. " Christ is repre-

sented ... as the Jehovah of the Old Testament,
who led the Israelites through the wilderness,"

p. 512). Similarly Shedd first identifies the Malakh
Yaktveh with Yahweh and then says: " The Jehovah
in the theophany was the same trinitarian person
who is in the incarnation " (Dogmatic Theology^

i. 110, New York, 1888). To the same purport may
be dted A. H. Strong {Systematic Theology, p. 146,

New York, 1902), A. A. Hodge (PajnUar Lectures

OH Theological Themes, i. 263, Philadelphia, 1887),

S. Harris (God the Creator and Lord of All, i. 316, New
York. 1896), W. F. Gess (Das Dogma von Christi

Parson und Werk, pp. 244-246, Basel, 1887), and
dogmatidana in general. Church covenants not
infrequently use the term ** Jehovah-Jesus " to

emphasise the deity of Christ.

BiBUOoukPHT: See literature under Yahwkh.

JEHU (Hebr. Yehu; Assyr. Ya^uro: LXX. lou;

Josephus, leous): Tenth king of Israel, a usurper,

soocesBor of Joram, whom he slew. His dates, ac-

cording to the old chronology, are 884-866 B.C.;

according to Kamphausen, 843-816; according to

Kdhler, 881-863 B.C.; and according to Curtis

(DB, L 401), 842-816 B.C. The Books of Kings
(I, xix. 16-17; II, ix.-x.) give a detailed account

of the manner in which Jehu gained his throne,

rooted out the house of Ahab, and exterminated

the worship of Baal. The statement (II Kings
X. 32-34) that diuing the reign of Jehu Hazael of

Damascus took possession of the whole of the

country east of the Jordan is to be understood of

tiie whole of Baahan and Gilead. The rest of the

recital, as well as I Kings xx. 22, and probably II

Kings iii. 4-27, vi. 24-vii. 17 is derived from a spe-

cial North-IsraeHtic source, both old and valuable.

Jehu was a leader in Joram's army and, during
the battle with the Arameans at Ramoth-gilead,
had the chief conunand. As one day he was taking

council with his captains, a youth appeared, gave
him a message from the prophet Elkha, anointed

him king over Israel, and hastened away. Jehu
then regarded himself as Yahweh's appointed instru-

ment to execute justice upon the house of Ahab.

He had the gates of the city guarded so that no
news could reach Joram, and then hastened with a
troop toward Jezreel. After two messengers des-

patched by Joram had been detained, Joram and
his friend Ahaziah went to meet Jehu. In answer
to the question whether he brought good news, he
replied with the sinister remark that nothing could

be good as long as the heathenish practises of

Jezebel continued, an4 then sent an arrow through
the heart of the fleeing Joram. Jehu ordered the

dead body to be thrown into the neighboring field

of Naboth, and then entered Jezreel. Jezebel, by
his command, was hurled from the window at which
she stood and mocked. The nobles, who felt no
disposition to risk anything for the house of Ahab,
submitted to Jehu, and he ordered them to appear
before him the next day with the heads of the sev-

enty princes who were in Samaria. He declared,

hypocritically, that he was innocent of the death of

the princes, which had been accomplished by the

will of God in fulfilment of the words of Elisha, and
then proceeded to slay all the relations of Ahab
as well as his officials, friends and priests. There-
upon he advanced against Samaria. On his way
thither, he slew forty-two princes of the house of

David, who were on their way to Jezreel to visit

their kindred (II Kings x. 12-14). Jehu openly
sided with the party which would not tolerate the

worship of Baal and proceeded to do all in his

power to extirpate it.

All that is Imown of the subsequent twenty-eight

years of Jehu's reign is that he fought unsuccess-

fully against the Arameans under Hazael (II Kings
X. 32), who ascended the throne of Damascus about
the same time as Jehu became king of Israel (II

Kings viii. 7-16) and by the same means—regicide.

The misfortune in this war with Syria is ascribed

(II Kings X. 31) to Jehu's protection of the calf-

worship in Israel, although the continuance of his

dynasty for four generations is regarded as a re-

ward for rooting out Baal-worship. W. Lotk.

Biblioorapht: The souroee are I Kioge xiz. 1&-17; II
Kings ix.-x.; II Chron. xxii. 7-9. The literature is given
under Ahab (q.v.). Consult also: C. F. Bumey, Note§ on
the HArew Text of . , . Kings, Oxford, 190S; DB, ii.

664-566; EB, ii. 2365-2357; JE, vii. 88-89.

JSNKS, BENJAMIN: English clergyman and
theological writer; b. at Eaton-under-Haywood (13

m. 8. of Shrewsbury), Shropshire, May, 1646; d.

at Harley (8 m. s.e. of Slu^wsbury), Shropshire,

May 10, 1724. Very little is known of his life.

After his ordination he officiated for a time as curate

at Harley, and subsequently became vicar of the

parishes of Harley and Keidey, and also chaplain

to Francis, Viscoimt Newport, the patron of these

livings. He is remembered for his Prayers and
Offices of Devotion for Families, and for Particular

Persons upon Most Occasions (London, 1697; 2

vols., 1706; 26th ed. by C. Simeon, 1808; 13th ed.

of Simeon's revision, 1866). Other works by Jenks

are Meditations, with Short Prayers Annexed, in

Ten Decades (London, 1701); A Second Century of

Meditations (1704); and The Poor Man's Ready
Companion (1713).

Bibuoobapht: Cfentteman's Maoanne, Dec, 1852; DNB,
zziz.316.
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JENNINGS, ARTHUR CHARLES: Church of

England; b. in London Dec. 19, 1847. He was
educated at Jesus College, Cambridge (B.A., 1872),

and was ordered deacon in 1873 and ordained
priest in 1874. He was curate of St. Edward's,
Cambridge (1873-74), and rector of Whittlesford,

Cambridgeshire (1877-86). Since 1886 he has
been rector of King's Stanley, Gloucestershire.

Theologically he is a broad churchman. Besides
contributing the commentary on Nahum, Haggai,
Habakkuk, and Zephaniah to the fifth volume of

C. J. Ellioott's Old Testament Commentary (London,
1884), was joint author of Commentary on the Pmdma
(2 vols., London, 1875-77); Ecdena Anglicana: A
History of the Church of Christ in England ... to

the Present Times (1882); Synopsis of Ancient
Chronology (1886); Manual of Church History (2
vols., 1887-88; 3d ed., 1905); Chronological Tables

of the Events of Ancient History (1888); and Afedi-

ceval Church and the Papacy (1909).

JEPHTHAH, jef'tha: The name of one of the
Judges of Israel. It is related (Judges z. 6-xii. 7)

that he was driven from his home because of il-

legitimate birth, and became captain of a band of

freebooters in the land of Tob. When the Israelites

of the E^t Jordanland were oppressed by the Am-
monites, they sent for him to return and lead them
against their enemies. This he consented to do
if he were given the headship, which was promised
him. Aftei- vainly trying by argument to induce
the foe to retire, he made a vow to sacrifice whatever
should come forth to meet him if he should return

from the campaign victorious. He won a brilliant

victory, and was met by his daughter on his return

who consented to the performance of his vow,
asking, however, a reprieve of two months. He
performed the sacrifice, and a yearly celebration

was established in which for four days the women
lamented Jephthah's daughter. Jephthah was
assailed by the Ephraimites for not summoning
them to the battle, and in an ensuing conflict in-

flicted upon them a stinging defeat. He then ruled

as judge for six years.

Examination of the narrative shows that several

sources are employed, and the story enclosed in the

pragmatic framework is itself complex.
Discussion Jephthah b mentioned as the son of

of the Gilead by a foreign wife; but Gilead

Sources, is the name of a district or of its popu-
lation. Moreover, the section xi. 12-28

severs the continuity of the narrative and discusses

the Moabites, whom the Hebrews had left imassailed

(Num. XX. 14 sqq.), while xi. 34 shows that the hero
had a house in Mizpah, which does not accord
with verse 3. And it is diificult to relate the episode

of the Ephraimitic conflict with the two months of

the reprieve of Jephthah^s daughter, since it is not
likely that the Ephraimites would await the issue

of that event. Many scholars have suspected an
extension of the original text by interpolation, the

passage xi. 12-28 especially being regarded as of

late introduction, though this is opposed by Holz-

inger and Budde on the ground that the verses in

which the Ammonites are mentioned (12-15, 27)

show the same conception as the main portion of

the namtive. It is probable, however, that this

is an independent report which the redactor wished

to bring into connection with the Ammonitic war.

Wellhausen and Frankenberg suspect also xii. 1-7

as a late interpolation founded upon viii. 1-3.

While the individuality of this section differentiates

it from viii. 1-3, it is probably taken from an in-

dependent source. Holzinger disposes of one of the

difficulties by supposing that Jephthah, on his

recall from Tob, acquired a residence in Mizpah.

That a war with Moab is implied in xi. 12-28 goes

well with the place names in verse 33, some of which
are Moabitic, while others are Ammonitic, and thus

a double narrative is suggested dealing with two
episodes, which an addition in verse 33 of the

Septuagint, " and unto Amon," supports. Then
the Moabitic war was later, and the residence in

Mizpah already acquired goes well with the " I

"

and " me " of verse 27. Holzinger finds in xi. 29
a suggestion of a journey made by Jephthah in the

West Jordanland (" and Manasseh '0 connecting

xi. with xii. 1-6, and concludes that there are two
sources combined inside the framework of this

story.

Against the historical character of the narrative

of the Ammonitic war there is no reasonable objec-

tion. Jephthah appears as an exile

Historicity who has gained position as head of a
of the band like that of David. The differ-

Narrative. ences of the two sources do not oppose
the historicity, since the events may

be referred to different times and occasions, a war
with the Ammonites and one with Moabites. The
hero is not to be taken as a mythical invention to

explain the celebration of the death of his daughter,

and analogies of the event are not lacking in the

history of other Semitic peoples. One is furnished

by the story of II Kings iii. 27, and another comes
out of Arabic history of the seventh Christian cen-

tury (Tabari, i. 1073-1074), so that the historical

character of the event which the celebration com-
memorated appears at least probable. Since in the

narrative there is no mention of substitution, it

must be that Jephthah really sacrificed his daughter.

This was the imderstanding of the early exegetes

imtil D. Eimchi, who asserted that the maiden was
simply devoted to the service of Yahweh, an ex-

planation which gained the approval of later Chris-

tian exegetes, who combined the idea with that of

an enforced celibacy. The reason for this is not

far to seek, since not only is hxmoan sacrifice in itself

unusual for such a state of society, but it was
supposed that the Pentateuchal legislation was well

known in the time of the Judges (cf. Lev. xviii. 21,

XX. 2-5, and see Vows, I.; cf. also the Targmn on
Judges xi. 39); moreover emphasis was laid on the

fact that the maiden bewailed not her Ufe, but her

vii^ginity, as though condemned to a single life.

Some support was gained from Ex. xxxviii. 8 and
I Sam. ii. 22, though it is not said that the women
mentioned here were celibates. But the true ex-

planation of verse 37 doubtless is that the cause of

the maiden's grief was that she must die without
being either wife or mother. Some take refuge in

adisjimctive in the statement of the vow (verse

31) making the last two clauses apply to different
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objects, human and animal. Other syntactical

devices have been proposed with the object of

getting rid of the sacrifice of a human being, but
they all fail in view of the fact that the verb used
in the passage (fie*elah) is that employed in the

technicd language of the ritual for sacrifice. More-
over, human sacrifice is involved in the whole story;

only thus can be explained the despair of the father

and the grief of the daughter; and the celebration

itself finds no adequate groimd short of the actual

sacrifice of the maiden. In anti-prophetic circles

human sacrifice was not unknown (Jer. xxxii. 35);

indeed, within the prophetic circle itself the idea

was not absolutely strange (Gen. xxii.). That the

words of Jephthah's vow involve that he thought
only of a human being and must therefore have
reckoned upon the possibility of the victim being

his daughter is rightly characterised by Reuss as
*" detestable." But the idea of human sacrifice

lay in the background of the Yahweh-religion,

and in later times under foreign influence the

practise broke out in opposition to the prophetic
teaching. (F. Buhl.)
Bibuoorapht: The best diBcuanon Ib in the Commentary
on Judges by O. F. Moore, with which should be com-
l>ared the treatment in the Conmientaries of Studer. Keil,

Cassel, Bertheau. Harvey. Oettli and Budde, as men-
tioned under Judges, and that in the standard works on
the History of Israel, mentioned under Ahab. Consult
further: £. W. Hensstenberg. EirUeUung in da» A. T.,

iii. 127, Berlin, 1839. En«. transl, Edinburgh. 1847-48;
K. A. Auberlen. in TSK, 1860, pp. 540 sqq.; E. Reuss,
0€$ehidas der fmligen SchrifUn A. T., Brunswick. 1874.
Eng. transl., Boston. 1884; I. Qoldsiher, Dtr MyUiut bei

den Hebriitm, pp. 113 sqq., Leipsic, 1876; A. Kuenen.
Hi*tori9ek-kriH9ch Ondertoek, i. 349, Leyden. 1885; J.

Wellhausen. K<nnp(mHon det Hexateticht, pp. 228-229.
Berlin. 1889; K. Budde, Riehter und Samuel, pp. 125
sqq.. Qiessen. 1890; M. KOhler, Biblieehe OeechiehU dee
Allen Bundee, ii 1, p. 100; H. Schulti, O. T. Theolooy.
London, 1892; W. Frankenberg, Die Kompoeition dee
deuteroncmieeken RidUerlnuhee, Marburg, 1895; A. Kamp-
hausen, Dae VerhiXltrde dee Meneehenopfere sur ieraeliH-'

e<Aen Religion, pp. 46 sqq., Bonn. 1896; E. SelUn, Bei-
&6ge Kwr ieraelUiedien und judiedien Religiont i. 200 aqq.*

Leipsic 1896; DB, ii 567-568; EB, ii 2359-62; JB, viL
94-95.

IThe Prophet.
Family and Social Connections

(ID.
His Life and Times (f 2).

Literature Ascribed to Jeremiah
(13).

IL The Book of the Prophet Jeremiah.
1. The Contents.

JEREMIAHy jer'^e-mcd'O.

Chapters i-x. (| 1).

Chapters zi.-xvii. (| 2).

Chapters xviii.-xxix. (| 3).

(Chapters xxx-lii. (| 4).

2. The Composition.
The Groundwork and its Eiqiansion

(ID.
The Greek and the Hebrew Text (| 2).

8. The Importance of the Book,
m. The Lamentations of Jeremiah.

Names, Place in the Canon (| 1).

The Artbtio Form (| 2).

Traditional View of Authordiip
(§3).

Arguments 0>nceming Jeremianic
Origin (I 4).

L The Prophet: The name (Hebr. Yirmeyahu or

Yirmeyah; Gk. leremiaa) is borne not only by the

prophet, but also by the father-in-law

VJ^y of King Josiah (II Kings xxiii. 31), by
•ad Social ^ Rechabite (Jer. xxxv. 3), by a priest

^^^ of the time of Nehemiah (Neh. x. 3)

and by persons in the Chronicler's

tables (I Chron. v. 24, xii. 4, 10, 13). In spite of

his importance the prophet is seldom mentioned
in the Old Testament outside of his book (II Chron.
xxxv. 25, zxxvi. 12, 21, 22; Ezra i. 1; Dan. ix. 2),

which remains the principal and quite full source

for knowledge of his life. According to this source

Jeremiah was of priestly lineage from the little city

of Anathoth, 3 m. north of Jerusalem (i. 1), a son of

HiUdah (i. 1), and nephew of Shallum (xxxii. 7).

A possib^ relationship to Abiathar is suggested by
I Kings ii. 26, but the identity of his father with
the HiUuah of II Kings xxii. is improbable. His
known history begins in the thirteenth year of Josiah

(626 B.C.), when he was called to the prophetic

office (i. 6). His position regarding sacrifice (vii. 22)
is against the supposition that he acted as a priest.

Notwithstanding the hatred aroused among the

people of Anathoth by his preaching, he exercised

his rights there (xi. 21, xxxii. 8, xxxvii. 12), though
his duties as prophet were performed at the capital.

From xvi. 2 it seems probable that he was un-

married.

Jeremiah lived in critical times. Five years after

his call the law book was found which caused the

Josianic reformation, to which his words in chap,
zi. apply. But little is known, however, of his

work under Josiah, though of his activities under
Jehoiakim (q.v.) more is told. Jehoiakim was not

of a nature to respond to prophetic ideals, being

a brutal despot wrapped up his building-projects

(xxii. 13-19) . The prophet denoimced

T?i ^^a ^ ^ addresses the heathen and un-
~?"^* ethical influences protected by the

^' princes, and at the time of the battle

of Carchemish appeared with a prophetic pro-

gram which aroused against him the bitterest hate.

At the beginning of the king's reign an address

in the court of the temple foretelling the fate of

that structure incensed priests, prophets, and
people (vii., xxvi.), and in 605 he gave definite form
to this, pointing to the Chaldeans as the people into

whose power Judah was to fall, and had Baruch
commit it to writing. This was brought to the king,

who tore it into pieces and threw it into the fire

(xxxvi) . The events of succeeding years proved the
justification of Jeremiah, though they caused him,
in his love for his people, the deepest suffering.

Jehoiakim had become the vassal of the Chaldean
king, but soon began to intrigue against him, reljring

on the power of Egypt, thus causing a (Dhaldean

attack which was the banning of the end, and his

successor Jeconiah, with the best of the people, was
carried away to Babylon (597 B.C.). The new king,

Zedekiah, was not so hostile to Jeremiah, and
indeed twice saved his life, in spite of the court

party which wished to continue the policy of

Jehoiakim. Jeremiah was opposed also by false

prophets, who predicted speedy restoration of

power, and reliance on £g3rpt was encouraged.

After this, the final revolt broke out in the breach

of Zedekiah's oath and Nebuchadrezzar's army
came against Jerusalem. When Zedekiah applied

for counsel to Jeremiah, the latter advised unoon-
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ditional surrender to the Chaldeans. Temporary
retirement of the Chaldeans filled the people with
joy, which Jeremiah foretold would be short-lived,

as events proved (xzziv.). Meanwhile, as Jeremiah
was going out of the city to visit Anathoth, he was
arrested and thrown into prison, but removed by
the king to another place of detention and by him
supported there (xzxvii.). His opponents, who
rightly feared his influence, besought the king to

have him put to death, and to that end had him
thrown into a foul cistern to die, whence he was
again rescued by the king's order and placed in

detention near the king (zxzviii.). At the capture
of the dty Jeremiah was taken prisoner, but was
released by a Babylonian commander and given his

choice between going to Babylonia and remaining
in Judea, accepting the latter alternative. He gave
his support to Qedaliah, the governor appointed by
the Chaldeans. Gedaliah was soon after murdered,
and the leaders of the people, in fear of the con-

sequences, and following the advice of a prophet
who opposed Jeremiah, fled with a number of the
population toEgypt, takingwiththem bothJeremiah
and Baruch. There the hostile relations between
prophet and people continued because of his denun-
ciations of their heathen proclivities and his pre-

diction that Eigypt should fall into the power of

Nebuchadrezzar (xxxix.-zliv.). This closes the

authentic record of the prophet's life. The Old
Testament does not tell of his death. Tradition

has it that he was stoned to death in Egypt (Ter-

tuUian, Seorpiace, viii.; ANF, iii. 640; II Mace. ii.

gives a report of his hiding certain sacred utensils

in a cave, on which is founded the Paralipamena
of Jeremiah and the apocryphal Baruch literature

with its sequells (see Apocrypha, A, IV., 5; Pbeu-
DBPiQRAPHA, Old TESTAMENT, II., 10-11, 35; and
cf. Schtirer, Oeachichte, iii. 223 sqq., 28^286, Eng.
transl. II., iii. 83-93; II Mace. zv. 11 sqq.; Matt,
xvi. 14).

It is reported in II Chron. xxxv. 25 that Jeremiah
wrote a dirge on the death of Josiah, called Lamenta-

tions; this is probably the first trace
8. UtAra- Qf ^jjg tradition which ascribes to him

^^J^"" the book of that name, which is, how-

Jeremiah. ^^^^' opposed by the contents of the

book. A manuscript of the Septuagint
ascribes Ps. Ixv. and cxxxvii. to him, and there is

an apocryphal Epistle of Jeremiah (see Apocrypha,
A., IV., 6). A passage in the Book of Jeremiah is

luminous for the history of that production (xxxvi.

2 sqq.). According to this, in the fourth year of

Jehoii^dm Jeremiah dictated to Baruch the proph-
ecies which he had uttered in the twenty-three

years of his prophetic activity. This being burned
by the king, he had Baruch rewrite it with many
additions (xxxvi. 32). This new book is not iden-

tical with the present book, since the latter contains

prophecies of a later time; but that it formed the
basis of our book may be confidently assumed, and
it may be reconstructed by putting together the

pieces which are older than Jehoiakim's fifth year.

XL The Book of the Prophet Jeremiah.—z. The
Contents: Chap. i. states that the prophet is in-

fonned in the thirteenth year of Josiah before his

birth that he had been called to predict the com-

ing of powers from the north against his people,

whose hate he was to incur. But the indication

in the chapter itself of the lapse of

i^i
* twenty years proves that the narra-

tive depends upon the memory of the

prophet and is not exactly contemporary with the

utterance itself. It is clear that Jeremiah narrates

the story of his earlier experiences in the light his

later life had given him, and sharp distinction be-

tween later and earlier utterances is not possible.

In ii.-vi. the parts are doeely related to each other

and belong to the same conditions in the reign of

Josiah. These chapters bewail the people's sins,

their idolatry, their fondness for covenants with
foreign powers, and foretell coming judgment.
Yet in this section passages suggest the time of

Jehoiakim (v. 1, ii. 18, 36). Who the northern foe

in these chapters is raises a difficult question. They
are an ancient people, whose speech is unknown to
Israel, carrying bow and spear and possessing

chariots. Some of these marks appear when the

prophet's utterances concern the Chaldeans in the

time of Jehoiakim. Some scholars refer them to the

Scythians, in which case Jeremiah must later have
modified them, since their present form hardly fits

references to that people. It is questionable there-

fore whether Jeremiah's earlier prophecies were not
general; when the Chaldeans appeared on the scene
he may have identified them with the foe foretold.

While V. 18 and the related v. 10 are not un-
Jeremianic, they do not fit their present place;

similarly iii. 6-iv. 2 is hardly intelligible unless iii.

14-18 is taken out. It is probable that these pas-

sages are genuine, but transferred hitherby an editor.

Chapters vii.~x. contain a discourse delivered in

the court of the temple, upon which structure the
people put their trust. If they continue in their

sins, the temple will be no help, but will perish as
did the sanctuary at Shiloh. Its sacrifices are
worthless, the people who bring them are untrue
and have filled it with heathen symbols which repre-

sent their own imethical nature. Chaps, ix. 22-x.
give the impression of fragmentariness, and, as the
Septuagint shows, have been expanded, and suggest

a deutero-Jeremiah. The little pieces ix. 22-23 and
24-25 have no connection with the previous context,

while X. 17 sqq. appear to be genuine and the orig-

inal continuation of ix. 21. Grenuineness is apparent
in vii. 1-ix. 21, but, contrary to Hitzig, Hftvemick,
and others, the passage appears to belong rather

with xxvi. and to connect not with the time of

Josiah, but with the beginning of the reign of

Jehoiakim, especially in the matter of hc»Etthen

practises.

In xi. 1-17 Jeremiah warns the people to regard
" the words of this covenant." In spite of the pun-

ishment of their fathers, the present

2. Ohapters generation continues its service of other
zi.-zvil. gods and renders divine punishment

inuninent. That the " covenant " is

the law book found under Josiah is generally recog-

nized; the passage can not, however, in its present

form have been uttered then, but in the time of

Jehoiakim, and so furnishes a good example of the
way in which in the reduction of his words to
writing Jeremiah mingled past and present. In xi.
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18-xiL 6 the prophet deak with the hostility of

his fellow villagers of Anathoth. Formally, by the

''then" <^ xi. 18, it is connected with the prece-

ding; but the exact relation expressed is not dear,

and this suggests that the passage is not in its orig-

inal context. Uncertain in date is xii. 7-17. It

contains a lament for the desolation of the land

and threats against the neighbors who have done
the evil. It fits in weU with the destruction sug-

gested by n Kings xxiv. 2, but still better with

conditions during the exile. Indeed, the lament
seems to have been put together out of two diverse

compositions of different age. The himiiliation of

Judah in Babylon is figuratively described in xiii.,

with a lament for the condition resulting. Most
critics date the piece (by verses 18-19) in the time
of Jeconiah (Jehoahaz), Graf in that of Jehoiakim,
the latter r^arding verses 18-19 as an addition out
of Jeeoniah's age. A terrible drought is the occa-

»on of xiv.-xv., in which Jeremiah prays for his

people—unavaHingly, for even Moses and Samuel
could not save them (xv. 1). At the close (xv. 10-

21) Jeremiah bewaOs his personal sorrows caiised

by his foes. Whether this piece is in its original

connection is uncertain, but it may be placed in

the original book and dated at the beginning of

the reign of Jehoiakim. In xvi.-xvii. the prophet
is forbidden to marry, or to participate in motuning
or feasting; the destruction of the people is near,

since its sins can not be foigotten and its pimish-

ment is certain. The connection of this with the

preceding is quite certain, though probably xvii.

14-18 is inserted by a later hand from another
place. The genuineness of xvii. 19-27 is, however,
very doubtfuL
In xviii. 1-10 the work of the potter pictures

God's methods with man; judgment might be
averted were it not for the people's

8. Ohaptars wilful sin (11-17); the prophet bewails
xviiL-zzix.hi8 people's hostility to him (18-23);

as an earthen vessel is broken, so shall

the people be (xix. 1-15); the prophet retorts upon
Pashhur, who had put him in the stocks, with a
prophecy of personal evil and general doom (xx.

1-6), and then bewailB his own sad lot (7-18).

The indications favor the time of Zedekiah, espe-

cially the mention of Pashhurand the imprisonment
of Jeremiah in the stocks. Some have seen in chap,

xvii. an earlier piece, and regard xix.-xx. as pieces

edited by later hands and containing genuine ex-

periences of the prophet. To the time of Zedekiah
belongs xxi. 1-10, and to the time of the siege

verses 4-5, but 11-14 has no connection with the

preceding, and perhaps goes with xxii. The kings

of Judah are dealt with in xxii. 1-xxiii. 8. A king,

not identified, is warned to do justice in order to

escape judgment (xxii. 1-5); in succeeding verses

ShaUum (i.e. Jehoahaz), Jehoiakim, and Jeconiah

are dealt with; better shepherds are to be given

(xxiii.1-4), and a new shoot isto spring from the

Davidic stump (4-8). The principal part of this is

of the time of Zedekiah, but xxii. 6-9, 20-23 are

later insertions. The genuineness of xxiii. 1-4

has been questioned and is hard to prove, and the

psssage has been assigned to exilic times. A speech

against false prophets is foimd in xxiii. 9-40. In

xxiv. the exiles are compared with good figs, Zede-
kiah and the people remaining with bad ones.

According to the superscription xxv. belongs to the

fourth year of Jehoiakim, the year of the battle of

Carchemish. In it Jeremiah foretells the desolation

and captivity which are to come through Nebu-
chadrezzar, and then after seventy years God will

again rule his people. The genuineness of this

chapter has been sharply attacked (cf. verses 12-

14), though Giesebrecht rightly sees a Jeremianic

basis. The cipher in verse 26 (cf. R.V. margin) is

not in Jeremiah's style. A report of the danger
of death incurred by the prophet through the ad-

dress in the temple court, given in chap, vii., is given

in chap. xxvi. It does not belong to the ground-
work or original basis of the book. According to

xxvii.-xxix., ambassadors had come to Jerusalem

from the neighboring states to urge common action

against Babylon (xxvii.). A prophet Hananiah
foretells the return of the exiles to Babylon within

two years; Jeremiah retorts with a prediction of

Hananiah's death within the year and a contradic-

tion of his prophecy of a speedy return (xxviii.). A
letter from Jeremiah to the exiles in Babylon is in

xxix. These chapters appear to have existed at one
time as a separate and independent section.

A series of prophecies of comfort are continued in

xxx.-xxxiii., and xxxii. rests on a personal relation

of Jeremiah regarding the purchase

4. Ohaptars of a field, which is made the basis of a
xzz.-lii. prediction of return from exile. The

chapter bears the marks of an editor,

however, and verses 17-23 have been especially

suspected, while xxxiii. 14-15 recall xxiii. 5-6, the

genuineness of which is under a cloud. Even if the

earlier passage is genuine, it does not. seem likely

that Jeremiah would so modify the representation

as the later passage does. Smend denies xxx.-xxxi.

to Jeremiah, and is possibly right as to xxx., though
xxxi. seems to contain more of Jeremiah's work;
possibly those two chapters are exilic. Chapter
xxxiv. belongs to the narrative part of the book
and is placed in the time of the siege of the city.

The Rechabites appear in xxxv. as an example of

faithfulness and as a lesson to Judah. The time is

that of the passing of a Chaldean army through the

land in the time of Jehoiakim, but the occasion can

not be decided; it belongs to the narrative portion

of the book, and Jeremiah speaks in the first person.

Chapter xxxvi. is also narrative, and tells of the

committal to writing of the predictions of the

prophet. Similar narrative porti6ns are xxxvii.-

xliv.; xxxix. is an insert and an expansion of part

of lii. Consolation is offered in xlv. A series of

prophecies against foreign peoples is contained in

xlvi.-li., the nations mentioned being Egypt, Phi-

listia, Moab, Ammon, Edom, Damascus, Arabia,

Elam, and Babylonia. Chapters l.-H., according

to li. 59-64 imparted to Seraiah in the fourth year

of Zedekiah, are by most modem critics regarded

as un-Jeremianic. These chapters depend not only

on secondary parts of Jeremiah, but on later parts

of Isaiah. Some critics separate li. 59 sqq. from the

rest as genuine; others regard the chapters as

expanded statements of genuine oracles of Jeremiah.

In general, the use of other predictions in these
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chapters and the departure from the accustomed
forms of Jeremiah's usage seem to warrant suspicion.

On the other hand, in the undoubted portions of

the book there are prophecies against foreign nations,

and in this portion Nebuchadrexzar is represented

as the medium of divine punishment, which is a
Jeremianic conception; moreover, the time noted
in xlix. 34 looks genuine. Chapter lii. is not by
Jeremiah, but is chiefly an excerpt from II Kings
xxiv. 18-xxv. 30.

8. The Oox&position : The foregoing review shows
that to the groundwork written in the fourth year

of Jehoiakim and rewritten the next
1. The y^p belong i. 2-6, xi. 1-17, vii. 1-9,

Oround- 21 xi. ig-xii. 6, xiii. (except versesWOTK and lA «Av — /

its Ex- 1^1^) » »v.-xv., xvi.-xvu. (except

panaion. soi^^ interpolations), xxv. (so far as it

is original), and xlvi. 1-xlix. 33 (so far

as they are Jeremianic), referring to the times of

Josiah and Johoiakim. To the time of Zedekiah
belong xxiv., xxi., xxiii. 9-iO, and xlix. 34 sqq. (if

genuine). Of the rest which may be ascribed to this

prophet the time of writing is less evident, though
xxxi., iii. 14-16, and perhaps the genuine parts of

xxiii. 1-8, seem to belong to the time of the capture

of Jerusalem. Laiger parts which can not be cer-

tainly ascribed as a whole to Jeremiah are x. 1-16,

xvii. 19-27, l.-lii. The narrative portions present

a difficult problem, and the boundaries between
them and the oracle portions are not always easy

to fix. Some of these are in the first person, and
were doubtless dictated to Baruch. Sudi pieces are

xviii. (probably from the beginning of Jehoiakim 's

reign), xxxii. (under Zedekiah), and xxxv. (under

Jehoiakim). CHher pieces speak in the third person

of " Jeremiah " or " the prophet Jeremiah,'' and
can be only secondarily Jeremianic; such are xix.-

XX., xxvi., xxvii.-xxix., xxxiv., xxxvi.,xxxvii.-xliv.

These rest on Baruch's authority, as does xlv., an
oracle of consolation imparted to him by the prophet.
So that in the Book of Jeremiah there are earlier

and later pieces, passages in Jeremiah's words and
those reported of him, and some not at all Jeremianic,

bound up together in variegated fashion. Chrono-
logical order can not always be determined. The
history of the book is not one that can at the present

be made out. Certainly the composition of the
fourth year of Jehoiakim lies at the basis, and this

is expanded by later oracles and by narrative por-

tions. The latter is in part no doubt from Baruch
and contains reports of Jeremiah's discourses de-

livered to him i>y the prophet. The supposition

that a life of the prophet has been interwoven into

the book is improbable, since the earlier life of the

prophet is not related. More likely b it that a
literature of Jeremiah including his later speeches

and narratives about him grew up, out of which
our book is edited. Little dependence can be
placed in i. 3, since that verse is probably only a
secondary title.

To the foregoing considerations is to be added the

fact that the Book of Jeremiah belongs to those

portions of the Old Testament in which the Sep-

tTiagint diverges essentially from the Massoretic

text, a divergence which is very variously ex-

plained. Some esteem the Septuagint so l^hly

that they speak of two recensions, a Palestinian

and an Egyptian; while others speak of arbitrary

changes by the translator. Both of

ft?' v^* A
^^^ hypotheses have been shown

th Hb"* unfounded (Kuenen, Giesebrecht, and

*T«t[*^ others). While evidences of misun-
derstanding by the Greek translator

and indeed of wilful change exist, there are passages

where the text at the base of the Septuagint points

to a text more original than the Massoretic. One
such passage is that relating to the foreign nations,

in which in the Greek xlvi.-li. follow xxv. 13, and
the order of arrangement is different. The original

connection of these parts is evident, though the

entire section should not stand before xxvi. 15, and
the Alexandrine order is less natural than the

Massoretic. The difference in the length of the two
texts, altogether apart from proofs of arbitrariness

on the part of the translator, show that at the time

of the translation the book had not yet reached a
fixed form, a conclusion which is strengthened by
observation of the evidence of inclusion of glosses.

8. The Importanoa of the Book: This can not be
appreciated if only the contents of the predictions

are kept in mind. In this particular Jeremiah is

not specially original, and particularly so if the

purely Messianic passages, such as xxiii. 5-6, xxxiii.

15-16, are the basis of estimate, since these are

lusterless in comparison with such passages as

Isa. ix. 5-6, xi. 1-2. One might say in general that

Jeremiah took over the prophecies of Amos and
Hosea, being in his eariier deliverances especially

dependent upon Hosea. For twenty years the

prophet preached the insecurity of the basis of the

people's hopes and trust. Even by the captivity

of 597 the people were not awakened, but supposed
that the deportation of Jeconiah was the excision

of a worthless limb. For Jeremiah it was the fulfil-

ment of prophecy which demanded submission and
humility instead of new pride and the waking of

hopes to be unrealized. The complete destruction

of Jerusalem awaited persistence in the people's

wilful course. Yet the prophet was not without

hope in its truest sense. A new generation was to

arise which was to bear Yahweh's law on the inner

tablets of the heart, not on tablets of stone. In all

this there was little that was not already existent

in prophecy. Jeremiah's originality stands out in

the vivid impression of his work as that of a prophet
who was accoimted a traitor to his people and a
godless despiser of the sanctuary while he was yet

the mouthpiece for the utterance of divine truths.

It was this which made of him the greatest martyr
among the prophets, and the evidence of it exists

in his prayers written in his book, which give the

clearest insight into the motive of his life. He
bewails the hate with which the people pursued him
who was that people's truest mediator with God,
and reveals himself not merely as a prophet, but
as a man living in the closest fellowship with God.
In this respect he is creative and a pattern of

religious sincerity, and thus he inspired the poets

of the Psalm-book and the great poet of the Book
of Job. The sense of the personal relation of the
individual to God which appeared in later Judaism
is a result of his work. In view of the importance of
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this service, the question of external form becomes
a minor one. The disturbed conditions of his times

did not minister to esthetic expression. The beauty
of the book Ues not in its poetic form, but in its

deep and noble expression of the life of tenderness

which it portrays. (F. Bxjhl.)

m. The Lamentations of Jeremiah: This is the

name given by tradition to five elegies bearing a
close resemblance to one another and

1. Karnes, bewailing the sad lot which befell

Plaoein Jerusalem and its inhabitants during
the Canon, and after the siege by the Chaldeans

(587-586 B.C.). In Hebrew manu-
scripts and editions these elegies usually bear the
title ekhah, " how," from the opening word of three

of them; the Jews were, however, familiar with the

d^ignation kinoth, " lamentations " (Jerome, Pref-

ace to Lamentations, cf. Baba Bathra, 14b; LXX,
Tkrenoi; Lat. Threni or LamerUationes), In the

Greek version, which differs in character from that

of the prophecies of Jeremiah, they are placed next
to the prophecies (after Baruch), and are counted
with the prophecies as one book. Only in this way
could twenty-two canonical books be counted
(Joeephus, Apian, i. 8; Origen in Eusebius, Hist,

ted., vi. 25; Jerome in Prologua gcdeatus). Still the

number twenty-four was common, in which com-
putation Ruth and Lamentations were counted
separately and placed among the Hagiographa.
This arrangement differs from that followed by the

Christians, which was the same as that of the Sep-
tuagint, but is in accord with that of the Talmud
(Baba Bathra 14b), which places Lamentations
among the Kethubim, where they probably stood

from the time of the formation of the third division

of the canon.
In form the first four of these five elegies are

characterized by an acrostic use of the alphabet.

They are also composed in the rhythm
2. The Ar- which Budde has shown to be that of

tlstio the lament or threnody. In chaps.
Fomu i.-ii. a group of three lines in this

meter (composed of a normal and a
shortened member) is placed under each of the

acrostic letters; the same is true in chap, iii., except

that each of the three lines (in this case a verse)

begins with the same letter, which, therefore, ap-

pears three times. In chap, iv., on the other hand,

each acrostic letter includes two lines. No acrostic

is found in chap, v., although the elegy consists

of twenty-two verses presenting the usiial parallel-

ism, though the peculiar meter of the dirge is not

very manifest. The five elegies refer to the same
national misfortune and have many similarities in

thought and form; yet each has its own peculiar

quality. So chap. i. shows the sorrowing Zion,

deserted and abandoned; chap. ii. describes the

act of the angry God, the just enemy, who has

destroyed the city; chap. iii. presents a more in-

dividual point of view; chap. iv. describes the sad

fate of the populace of the city during and after

the siege; chap. v. sketches briefly the resulting

miserable state of the people. That the five songs

were all produced under one inspiration is psycho-

logically improbable; but in any event they did

not arise without regBird to one another. Style and

language show many points of resemblance, and the

historical situation is essentially the same in all.

They can not have appeared during the siege itself;

the misfortune is already complete, intense agony is

aheady changing into a softer sadness, and feeling

finds relief in seeking for a form of artistic expression.

Ancient tradition unanimously names Jeremiah
as the author. The Preface to the Septuagint de-

clares that " after the captivity of
8. ^i^dl- Israel, and the desolation of Jerusa-

^f AitlorT^^"^'
Jeremiah sat down weeping and

iij^
* sang this lamentation over Jerusalem
and said." This same tradition ap-

pears in the Talmud and is accepted by the Church
Fathers. Jerome is indeed mistaken when (on

Zech. xii. 11) he refers to Lamentations the state-

ment in II Chron. xxxv. 25, where mention is made
of elegies composed by Jeremiah on the death of

Josiah. Perhaps he was misled by Lam. iv. 20.

Josephus had already fallen into the same error.

The Chronicler's notice shows that the prophet was
accustomed to compose such elegies, and was
naturally qualified to compose a kina on a grand
scale, treating of the fall of Jerusalem, just as

Ezeldel composed a series of such " threnodies
"

over other cities and peoples. Many passages in

the Lamentations are in agreement with the thought
and diction of the prophet; indeed, a prophetic

note runs through these poems. The older author-

ities, almost without exception, hold the traditional

view; only in modem times has the Jeremianic
authorship been contested, and on grounds of im-

portance. Thenius attributed only chaps, ii. and
iv. to Jeremiah, Meier chaps, i.^ii.; others, for in-

stance, Ewald, Ndldeke, Schrader, N&gebbach,
Ldhr, Budde, entirely abandon Jeremianic author-

ship.

The arguments against Jeremiah's authorship are

partly formal and founded on esthetic groimds and
partly refer to the contents of the

4. Arsra- poems and their theological quality,
ments Con- Nftggigbach (Commentary, p. xi. sqq.)

j^^SSlc *°^ L^^ {ZATW, 1894) have noted

Orlffin. statistically the agreements and differ-

ences in the vocabulary of Lamenta-
tions and of the prophecies of Jeremiah, and the

probability appears to favor difference of authorship

or a reediting of Jeremianic elegies. This prob-

ability is strengthened by linguistic similarities

with the writings of Ezekiel. It was believed that

an important distinction had been discovered be-

tween the writings of the prophet and these songs,

in that these lacked the strong emphasis upon the

sins of the people which would be expected from

the prophet. Thus v. 7 is cited, according to which
the unhappy generation suffered not so much for

its own sins as for those of its forefathers (contrast

Jcr. xxxi. 29). That, in addition to inherited

suffering, the measure has been filled up by the

people's own faults and that thus a judgment has

been called down upon them is a thought which
runs through Lamentations also and finds partic-

ular expression in v. 16, 21. Budde finds that the

consciousness of the guilt of the people is little

developed in chaps, iv. and ii. (but cf. iv. 6). If

Jeremiah was the author he does not here appear
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as God's advocate to bring an accusation against

his people, but he gives free expression to natural

sympathy, which 1^ had suppressed until at last

judgment was fully executed. Jeremiah loved his

people and his rulers more than did the patriots,

although a higher power had set him in opposition

to them (Jer. i. 18). In this way iv. 20 must be
explained, where the manner in which the king is

spoken of might be thought strange as coming from
Jeremiah, while iv. 17 offers no difficulties since he
may well have voiced the timid hopes of the people

in the last period of their trials, although these hopes
were not shared by him. On the other hand, an
unsolved difficulty for all who reject Jeremiah's

authorship is offered by the unconditional condemn
nation of the prophets of Jerusalem (ii. 9, 14, iv. 13).

Jeremiah might indeed have exprrased himself in

this way (cf. Jer. xiii. 13, xiv. 13 sqq., xxiii. 15);

but if another had composed a lament over these

events he could scarcely have forgotten the prophet
who had won the highlit reverence from the whole
people through his sufferings. It was the general

opinion that only Jeremiah's personal sufferings

were described in chap, iii., and this seems most
probable according to verse 8 (cf. Jer. vii. 16, xi. 14,

xiv. 11). Verses 37-38 would then refer to those

prophecies of misfortime with which he was re-

proached. Smend (ZATW, 1888, pp. 62-63) and
many others suppose that in chap. iii. the poet

speaks in the name of the conmiunity; in that case

the very beginning, '' I am the man," is exceedingly

harsh and without analogy in this manner. The
family of Shaphan (Gedaliah) has been especially

considered in this connection (L5hr, ZATW, 1894,

p. 55). As there is no mention of the rebuilding of

Jerusalem and of the temple, and as dependence
upon the second Isaiah can not be proved by a few
lexical similarities, the exilic origin of Lamentations
seems most reasonable. Whether these songs

originated in Palestine, in Egypt, or in Babylonia
is indeterminable, but it seems most probable that

Jeremiah had a share in their production. This

does not mean that they came from his hand in

their present poetical form; the artificiality of form
suggests the work of a school or of a group of dis-

ciples who, collecting and completing such thren-

odies, wove them together into the form in which
they now appear. C. von Orelu.
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Henderwn, Andover. 1868; H. Cowles. New York, 1869;

C. W. E. NAgelsbach, in Lange's Commentary, New York,

1871; R. P. Smith, in Bible Commentary, London. 1876;

A. W. Stieane, in Cambridoe Bible, Oambridge, 1881;

T. K. Cheyne and others in the Pulpit Commeniary, 2
vols.. London, 1886-«8.
Commentaries on the Prophedes are: 8. R. Driver.

London, 1896; W. Lowth, London, 1718; J. Q. Dahler,

2 vols.. Strasburg. 1826; W. Neumann, 2 vols.. Leipaic

1866^68; C. H. Ckaf. ib. 1862; F. Hitsig. ib. 1866; H.
Ewald. G6ttingen, 1868, Eng. transl.. I^ondon, 1876;

C. F. Keil. 2 vols., Edinburgh, 1873-74; 8. 8ehols, WOrs-
burg. 1880; L. A. Schneedorfer. Prague. 1881; C. von
OreUi, 2d ed.. Munich, 190S. Eng. transl.. Edinburgh. 1889;

C. F. Ball, in Bxpoeitor*e Bible, London, 1890; F. Giese-

brecht, OAttingen, 1894; W. H. Bennett. London, 1896; B.

Duhm, TObingen. 1901; G. Douglas. London, 1903;, A.

Ramsay, ib. 1905; A. Maclaren, ib. 1906.

Commentaries on Lamentations are: W. Engelhardt,

Leipdc 1867; E. Gerlach, Berlin. 1868; C. F. Keil. Leip-

sio. 1872; L. A. 8chneedorfer. Prague. 1876; J. M. Schon-
felder, Munich, 1887; 8. Oettli. Ndrdlingen. 1889; M.
LOhr. G6ttingen. 1891, 1907; P. Mayriel. Montauban.
1894; C. Budde. Freiburg, 1898; J. P. WUes. Haif*Howre
fpith the Minor PropheU and Lamentatione (London, 1909).

Consult also: DB, ii. 669-678; SB, ii. 2366-95; JB, vii.

96-107; and the works on O.-T. Theology, on Introduction

to the O. T., on Prophecy in general, and on Messianic

Prophecy.

JSRBMIAS IL, jer^'e-moi'os: Patriarch of Con-
stantinople; b. at Anchialos (now Ahiolo, 130 m.
n.w. of Ck>n8tantinople) about 1530; d. at Ck>nstan-

tinople 1595. He received no systematic education

in his youth. After officiating as metropolitan of

Larissa, he was patriarch of Ck>n8tantinople from

1572 to 1573 or 1579, from 1580 to 1584, and again

from 1586 to 1595. In his efforts to reorganize the

Greek Church he reenforced the existing laws and
ordinances, and reached the climax of his endeavors

in the synod held at Constantinople in 1593, which

assailed simony, demanded a better education of the

clergy, who were also required to preach frequently,

took up the question of common schools, and re-

instituted the "national synod." In his foreign

relations Jeremias is noteworthy as the founder of

the patriarchate of Russia, during a visit to that

country in 158S-89, while he vigorously maintained

the independence of the Qreek Church against the

Jesuite sent by Gregory XIII. to the £a^ to win

it over to the Roman Catholic Church. In the same
spirit he refused to accept the Gregorian calendar,

which was regarded by the Greeks as heretical.

Jeremias is particularly interesting on account of

his correspondence with the Lutherans of Tilbingen,

the letters being contained in the Ada el scripta

theologorum Wirtembergensium el Patricarchae Con-
etanUnopolitani D. Hieremiae (Wittenberg, 1584).

Although the replies of the patriarch were not ac-

tually written by him, but by his pronotary, Theo-
dosios Zygomalas, and are merely compilations from
such Church Fathers as Basil and duysostom, and
modem authors like Joseph Bryennios, Nikolaos

Kabasilas, and Symeon of Thessalonica, they are

important for an evaluation of the modem Greek
Church, since they manifest genuine Greek ortho-

doxy and contain its first official verdict on Luther-

anism, which they definitely rejected.

The history of the affair was as follows: In 1573
Stephen Gerlach went to Constantinople as preacher

to the German ambassador with letters of recom-
mendation to the patriarch from Jakob Andreft
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(q.v.)» chaneePor of the univeFnty at Tdbingen, and
Martin Ousius, the celebrated HeUenlst and his-

torian. The letters were well received; and the

Tabingen professors were not slow to avail them-
selves of the opportunity of establishing communica-
tion between the Greek Church and the Lutherans,

especuHy as Gerlach had become a personal friend

of Zygomalas. They accordingly sent a second

feUer, dated Sept. 15, 1574, together with a Greek
tnmslation of the Augsburg Ccmfession, and a third

kftter, dated Mar. 20, 1575, with a Greek translation

of two sermons by Andre& and a request for an
opinion concerning the Lutheran creed. The pa-

triaroh's answer, dated May 15, 1576, consisted of

an elaborate treatise, in which he praised the

articles on the church, the ecclesiastical office, the

marriage of priests, and eschatology, but cen-

sured the introduction of " JUioque " in the creed,

and the depreciation of good works. He also in-

sisted on seven virtues, vices, and sacraments, trine

immersion, monastic vows, and the invocation of the

saints at the consecration of the elements. The
treatise, however, induced the Ttkbingen theologians

to give a systematic defense of the principles on
^lich their confession rested, and a new letter was
sent, dated June 18, 1577, but it took two years

before the patriarch's answer arrived (May, 1579),

aod it read more like a rebuke than an answer.

Nevertheless, the Lutherans determined to try once
more, and in the spring of 1580 sent a defense to

CoDstantinc^le, but the patriarch's answer of

June 6, 1581, was curt and final, and the Protestants
were obliged to close the correspondence.

(Phiupp Mstbb.)

Bduookapht: P. Meyer, Die theolo(/i§ehe LUUratur der

griaehiaehen KireU im 16. Jahrkundert, Leipeio, 1890;
Hefele, in TQS, 1843. p. 644; P. Kerameui, in Byaanti-
M$ehg Zeiiaehrift, 1890, pp. 302 sqq.

JERBMIAS, y^'re-mt'Os, ALFRED: German Lu-
theran; b. at Markersdorf (a village near Chemnits),
Saxony, Feb. 21, 18M. He was educated at the

University of Leipsic (Ph.D., 1886); was a teacher

at a high school for girls in Dresden from 1887 to

1890, and deacon at the Lutherkirche, Leipsic, from
1890 to 1901. Since 1901 he has been pastor of the

Lutherkirche, and since 1905 privat-docent for the

history of religion and Old Testament in the Uni-
versity of Leipsic. Li theology he is a believer in

revealed religion. He has written Die HdUenfahrt
der Istar, eine aUbabyUmische BeschwGrungslegende

(Munich, 1886); Babylonuch-assyrische VorsteUungen
vom Leben nach dem Tode unter BerUcksicktigung der

atUaUmenUickenParaUelen (JjeipaiCflSSQ); Izdvbar

Nimrod, eine aUbabylomeche Hddensage nock den

KeUtekriftfiragmenten dargeetdU (1891); Im Kampfe
urn Babd und Bibd (1903); ManolheisHeche StrOmr-

ungen innerhoBb der babylonischen Religion (1904);

I>(u AUe TeeUMmentimlAchte dee aUenOrienta (1904);

BabyUmiechee im Neuen Teetament (1905); sad Die

Panbabj^oniBien. Der dUe Orient und die OgypUeche

Rdigian (1907).

JERICHO. See Jxtdba, n., 2, { 1.

JEROBOAM, je^'o-bO'am: The name of two
iongiof Israel.

1. Jeroboam L: First king of Israely son of

Nebat and Zeruah, an Ephraimite of Zereda (Zare-

tan and Zartanah; Gk. Sareira or Sarida) north of

Jericho and not far from Beth Shean (Josh. iii. 16;

I Kings iv. 12). His dates, according to the old
chronology, are 975-958 B.C.; according to Riehm,
938-917 B.C.; according to Cooke (DB^ ii. 582) 937-
915 B.C. According to the narrative in I Kings xi.

26 sqq., he was a servant of Solomon who, on ac-

count of his industry, was raised to a place of

command in the region which he afterwanl ruled.

On one occasion, when leaving Jerusalem, he was
met by the prophet Ahijah from Shiloh, who rent

his own (not Jeroboam's, as Ewald has it) mantle
into twelve pieces and gave ten of them to Jeroboam
as a sign that he was to rule over ten tribes, while
one tribe was to remain imder the Davidic dynasty.
The Deuteronomic editor gives as the reason for

this division of the kingdom the idolatry of Solomon;
but there were probably also political and religious

motives, among the former the old jealousy of the
northern tribes and among the latter a prophetic

interest (Ahijah was a Shilonite). Solomon heard
of the incident and Jeroboam was forced to flee to

Egypt, where he remained imder Shishak tiU

Solomon's death.

In I Kings xii. 3 (probably a later report) Jero-

boam appears as spokesman for Israel at the gather-

ing at Shechem to make Rehoboam king; but verse

20 makes it appear that Jeroboam was made king
inunediately on his return from Egypt. Reho-
boam's intention to subject the revolted tribes by
force of anns was overruled by the prophet She-
maiah on the groimd that the division was of divine

provision. Probabilities are against the representa-

tion of a long war between Jeroboam and Reho-
boam (I Kings ziv. 30, xv. 6; II Chron. xiii. 2 sqq.);

but it is not unlikely that an alliance was formed
between Abijam and Damascus, renewing that

which had been broken under Solomon (I Kings
xi. 24).

Important measures of Jeroboam were the for-

tification of Shechem and the selection of it as his

capital, and the fortification of Penuel to secure

his eastern possessions. Tirzah, often a residence of

the kings of Israel until the time of Omri, was also

a place of note in his time (I Kings xiv. 17). Of
supreme importance was Jeroboam's measure in

sanctioning the cult of Bethel and of Dan to remove
the necessity of going to Jerusalem to worship.

This was probably only the legitimating of existing

worship, and was not intended to be a rejection of

the Yaliweh cult (see Calp, The Golden, and Calf
Worship). The later (Judaic) reports make Jero-

boam create priests of the lower classes of the

populace, the Levites being deposed. The festival

established by Jeroboam b regarded by the narrator

as intended to replace the Feast of Tabernacles

(I Kings xii. 32). Of the narratives in I Kings
xiii.-xiv. that in chap. xiii. is a midrash upon
II Kings xxiii. 17 sqq.; that in chap. xiv. has miade

use of an earlier source, and is in Deuteronomistic

spirit.

8. Jeroboam IL: Thirteenth king of Israel, son

and successor of Joash. His dates according to the

old chronology are 825-784 B.C. ; according to Curtis

(DB, i. 401) 782-741 B.C., according to Cooke (DB,
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ii. 583) 790-749 B.C.; Jeroboam II. was one of the

most important and powerful kings of the northern

kingdom, his rule extending " from Hamath to the

sea of the plain " (II Kings xiv. 23-29), probably
including Moab under his power. According to

Schrader (KAT, pp. 212 sqq.) his extraordinary

success is to be explained from his relations with
Assyria. Ramman-nirari III. of Assyria had over-

thrown Mari of Damascus, and in his inscription

he claims to have laid the land of Omri (i.e., Israel)

under tribute. It is not improbable that the con-

quered Damascus and its territory was turned over

to Jeroboam in return for tribute. Conmientators
are at variance over the meaning of the reference in

Hos. X. 14, "as Shahnan spoiled Beth-arbel,"

whether it refers to a conquest of the Galilean city

under Shalmaneser III. or IV., or to a calamity

experienced by the Moabite King Salamanu men-
tioned by Tiglath-Pileser. II Kings xiv. 26 regards

the success of Jeroboam as the fulfilment of the

prophecy of Jonah the son of Amittai; but the

prophecies of Hosea and Amos give a far different

impression of the state of his kingdom, which under
the external glory carried the seeds of decay,

speedily to bear fruit. (E. Kautzsch.)

Biblioobapbt: 1. The sources are: I Kinss xi. 26-40. xit.

1-xiv. 20; II Chron. x. 2-19, xi. 14-16. xu. 16, xiu. 2.

Sources are: II Kings xiv. 23-29, xr. 1. 8: and especially

Um books of Amoe and Hosea. For literature on both
kings see the pertinent sections in the works cited under
Ahab; Isbabl, Histort or.

JSROME.
L Life. Historical (f 2).

Studies and Travels to Dccmatic and Polemical
878 (J 1). (I 3).

Sojourn in Rome, 382- Letters (( 4).

386 (f 2). III. Theological Position.

Residenoe in Palestine His Excellences and Dr-
after 386 (( 3). fects (( 1).

n. Works. His Lack of Independence
Biblical and Exegetical (( 2).

(Jl).

L Life: The famous ecclesiastical author com-
monly known as St. Jerome, whose full name was

Eusebius Sophronius Hieronymus, was
X. Studies bom at Stridon, on the border between

and Travels Pannonia and Dalmatia, in the second
to 378. quarter of the fourth century; d. near

Bethlehem Sept. 30, 420. He came of

Christian parents, but was not baptized imtil about
360, when he had gone to Rome with his friend

Bonosus to pursue his rhetorical and philosophic

studies. These were principally secular, probably
including Greek literature; he seems as yet to have
had no thought of studying the Greek Fathers, or

any Christian writings. His journey with Bonosus
to Gaul seems to have followed immediately upon
a stay of several years in Rome. During this so-

journ in eastern Gaul and " on the semi-barbarous
banks of the Rhine,'' he seems to have been occu-

pied with theological studies, and to have copied

for his friend Rufinus Hilary's commentary on the
Psalms and treatise De synodia. Next came a stay
of at least several months, possibly years, with
Rufinus at Aquileia, where he made many Christian

friends. Some of these accompanied him when he

set out about 373 on a journey through Thrace and
Asia Minor into northern Syria. At Antioch, where

he made the longest stay, two of his companions
died and he himself was seriously ill more than once.

During one of these illnesses (about the winter of

373-374) he had a vision which determined him
to lay aside his secular studies and devote himself

to the things of God. In any case he seems to have
abstained for a considerable time from the study
of the classics and to have plunged deeply into that

of Holy Scripture, imder the impulsion of Apol-

linaris of Laodicea, then teaching in Antioch and
not yet suspected of heresy. Seized with the desire

for a life of ascetic penance, he went for a time to

the desert of Chalcis, to the southwest of Antioch,

known as the Syrian Thebatd, from the number of

hermits inhabiting it. During this period, however,

he seems to have found time for study and writing.

He made his first attempt to learn Hebrew under
the guidance of a converted Jew; and at this time
he seems to have been in relation with the Jewish
Christians in Antioch, and perhaps as early as this

to have interested himself in the Gospel according

to the Hebrews, asserted by them to be the source

of the canonical Matthew.
Returning to Antioch, in 378 or 379, he was or-

dained by Bishop Paulinus, apparently with some
unwillingness and on condition that he

a. Sojourn still continue his ascetic life. Soon
in Rome, afterward he went to Constantinople

382-385. to pursue his study of Scripture under
the instruction of Gregory Nazianzen.

There he seems to have spent two years; the next
three (382-^385) he was in Rome again, in close

intercourse with Pope Damasus and the leading

Roman Christians. Invited thither originally to

the synod of 382, held for the purpose of ending the
schism of Antioch, he made himself indispensable to

the pope, and took a prominent place in his councils.

Among other duties he undertook the revision of

the text of the Latin Bible on the basis of the Greek
New Testament and the Septuagint, in order to

put an end to the marked divergences in the current

western texts (see Bible Versions, A, II., 2). This

commission determined the course of his scholarly

activity for many years, and gave occasion to his

most important achievement. He undoubtedly
exercised an important influence during these three

years, to which, outside of his unusual learning,

his zeal for ascetic strictness and the realization of

the monastic ideal contributed not a little. He was
surrounded by a circle of well-bom and well-edu-

cated women, including some from the noblest

patrician families, such as the widows Marcella

and Paula (qq.v.) with their daughters BlaesiUa

and Eustochium. The resulting inclination of these

women for the monastic life, and his unsparing

criticism of the life of the secular clergy, raised a
growing hostility against him, especially in the class

just named. Soon after the death of his patron,

Damasus (Dec. 10, 384), he decided to retire from
a position which was fast becoming impossible.

In August, 3^5, he returned to Antioch, accom-
panied by his brother Paulinianus and several

friends, and followed a little later by Paula and
Eustochium, who had resolved to leave their pa-

trician surroundings and to end their d&ys in the

Holy Land. In the winter of 385 Jerome accom-
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panied them and acted as their spiritual adviser.

The pilgrims, joined by Bishop Paulinus of Antioch,

visited Jerusalem, Bethlehem, and the

3. Resi- holy places of Galilee, and then went
dencein to £^;ypt, the home of the great

Palestine heroes of the ascetic life. In Alexan-

after 385. dria Jerome listened to the blind cate-

chist Didymus expounding the prophet

Hosea and telling his reminiscences of the great

Anthony, who had died thirty years before; he
spent some time in Nitria, admiring the disciplined

community life of the numerous inhabitants of that
" city of the Lord," but detecting even there " con-

cealed serpents," i.e., the poison of Origenistic

heresy. Late in the simmier of 386 he was back
in Palestine, and settled down for the remainder of

his life in a hermit's cell near Bethlehem, sur-

rounded by a few friends, both men and women
(including Paula and Eustochium), to whom he
acted as priestly guide and teacher. Amply pro-

vided by Paula with the means of livelihood and
of increasing his collection of books, he led a life of

incessant activity in literary production. To these

last thirty-four years of his career belong the most
important of his works—his version of the Old
Testament from the original text, the best of his

scriptural ooQm[ientaries, his catalogue of Christian

authors, and the dialogue against the Pelagians,

the literary perfection of which even a controversial

opponent recognized. To this period also belong
the majority of his passionate polemics, which dis-

tinguished him among the orthodox Fathers, in-

chiding notably the treatises occasioned by the

Origenistic controversy against Bishop John of

Jerusalem and his early friend Rufinus. As a result

of his onslaughts on the Pelagians, he was subjected

to actual persecution at their hands about the be-

ginning of 416, when a body of excited partisans

broke into the monastic buildings, set them on fire,

and laid violent hands on the inmates, killing a
deacon, and forcing Jerome to seek safety in a
neighboring fortr^s. The date of his death is given
by the Chranicon of Prosper, His remains, orig-

inally buried at Bethlehem, are said to have been
later translated to the church of Santa Maria
^iaggiore at Rome, though other places in the West
claim some relics—^the cathedral at Nepi boasting

the possession of his head, which, according to an-

other tradition, is in the Escurial.

n. Works: The writings of Jerome cover nearly

all the principal departments of Christian theology;

but the most numerous and important
I. Biblical belong to that of Biblical study, in-

and eluding especially his labors for the

ExegeticaL improvement or translation of the

Latin text. His knowledge of Hebrew,
primarily required for this branch of his work,
gives also to his exegetical treatises (especially to

those written after 386) a value greater than that

of most patristic commentaries, although he is as

a rule too much hampered by Jewish tradition, and
indulges too often in allegorical and mystical sub-

tleties after the manner of Philo and the Alexan-
drian school. But he deserves credit for the dis-

tinctness with which he emphasizes the difference

between the Old-Testament Apocrypha and the

Hebraica veritaa of the canonical books (cf. espe-

cially his introductions to the Books of Samuel, see

Proloous Galeatus, to the Solomonic writings,

to Tobit, and to Judith. His exegetical works fall

into three groups: (a) his translations or recastings

of Greek predecessors, including fourteen homilies

on Jeremiah and the same number on Ezekiel by
Origen (translated c. 380 in Constantinople); two
homilies of Origen on the Song of Solomon (in

Rome, c. 383); and thirty-nine on Luke (c. 389, in

Bethlehem). The nine homilies of Origen on Isaiah

included among his works were not done by him.

Here should be mentioned, as an important contri-

bution to the topography of Palestine, his book
De situ et nomimbtia locorum Hebraeorum, a transla-

tion with additions and some regrettable omissions

of the OnomasHcan of Eusebius. To the same period

(c. 390) belongs the Liber ifUerpreUUionis nominum
Hebraicarum, based on a work supposed to go back
to Philo and expanded by Origen. (b) Original

commentaries on the Old Testament. To the period

before his settlement at Bethlehem and the following

five years belong a series of short Old-Testament

studies

—

De seraphim^ De voce Oaanna, De tribua

guaestionibue veteris legis (usually included among
the letters as xviii., xx., xxxvi.); Quaeationee he-

braicae in Geneain; CommerUarius in EcdeeiasUn;

Tradatua septem in PacUmoa x.-xvi. (lost); Eih
planationea in Michaeam, SophoniaMf Nahum,
Habacuc, Aggaeum, About 395 he composed a
series of longer commentaries, though in rather a
desultory fashion—first on the remaining seven

minor prophets, then on Isaiah (c. 395-c. 400), on
Daniel (c. 407), on Ezekiel (between 410 and 415),

and on Jeremiah (after 415, left unfinished), (c)

New-Testament commentaries. These include only

Philemon, Galatians, Ephesians, and Titus (hastily

composed 387-388); Matthew (dictated in a fort-

night, 398); Mark, selected passages in Luke, the

prologue of John, and Revelation. Treating the

last-named book in his cursory fashion, he made
use of an excerpt from the commentary of the North-

African Tichonius, which is preserved as a sort of

alignment at the beginning of the more extended

work of the Spanish presbyter Beatus of Libana.

But before this he had already devoted to the

Apocalypse another treatment, a rather arbitrary

recasting of the conmientary of Victorinus (d. 303),

with whose chiliastic views he was not in accord,

substituting for the chiliastic conclusion a spiritu-

alizing exposition of his own, supplying an introduc-

tion, and making certain changes in the text.

One of Jerome's earliest attempts in the depart-

ment of history was his Temporum liber^ composed
c. 380 in Constantinople; this is a re-

2. His- casting in Latin of the chronological

toricaL tables which compose the second part

of the Chronicon of Eusebius, with a
supplement covering the period from 325 to 379.

In spite of numerous errors taken over from Euse-

bius, and some of his own, Jerome produced a valu-

able work, if only for the impulse which it gave to

such later chroniclers as Prosper, Cassiodorus, and
Victor of Tannima to continue his annals. Three
other works of a hagiological nature are the Vita

Pauli monachi, written during his first sojourn at
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Antiooh (o. 376), the legendary material of whieh
is derived from Egyptian monastic tradition; the

Viia Makhi monaeki eapHvi (c. 391), probably
based on an earlier work, although it purports to

be derived from the oral communications of the aged
ascetic Malchus originally made to him in the desert

of Chalds; and the Vita HUarioms, of the same
date, containing more trustworthy historical mat-
ter than the other two, and based partly on the

biography of Epiphanius and partly on oral tradi-

tion. The so-called Martyrologiufn aancti Hieronymi
is spurious; it was apparently composed by a
western monk toward the end of the sixth or begin-

ning of the seventh century, with reference to an
expression of Jerome's in the opening chapter of

the Vita Malcki, where he speaks of intending to

write a history of the saints and martyrs from the

apostolic times. But the most important of Je-

rome's historical works is the book De viria tUut-

tribtu, written at Bethlehem in 392, the title and
arrangement of which are borrowed from Suetonius.

It contains short biographical and literary notes on
135 Christian authors, from St. Peter down to

Jerome himself. For the first seventy-eight Euse-
bius {Hist, ecd., i.-viii.) is the main source; in the

second section, beginning with Amobius and Lao-
tantius, he includes a good deal of independent in-

formation, especially as to western writers.

Practically all of Jerome's productions in the

field of dogma have a more or less violently po-

lemical character, and are directed

3. Dog- against assailants of the orthodox doo-

matic and trines. Even the translation of the

PolemicaL treatise of Didymus on the Holy Spirit

into Latin (b4;un in Rome 384, com-
pleted at Bethlehem) shows an apologetic tendency
against the Arians and Pneimiatomachi. The same
is true of his version of Origen's De pnncipiia (c.

399), intended to supersede the inaccurate transla-

tion by Rufinus. The more strictly polemical

writings cover every period of his life. During the

sojourns at Antioch and Constantinople he was
mainly occupied with the Arian controversy, and
especially with the schisms centering around
Meletius and Lucifer. Two letters to Pope Damasus
(xv. and xvi.) complain of the conduct of both
parties at Antioch, the Meletians and Paulinians,

who had tried to draw him into their controversy

over the application of the terms ouaia and hypo-

stasis to the trinity. At the same time or a little

later (379) he composed his Liber contra Luciftr-

ianos, in which he cleverly uses the dialogue form
to combat the tenets of that faction, particularly

their rejection of baptism by heretics. In Rome
(o. 383) he wrote a passionate counterblast against

the teaching of Helvidius, in defense of the doctrine

of the perpetual virginity of Mary, and of the

superiority of the single over the married state. An
opponent of a somewhat similar nature was Jovin-

ianus, with whom he came into conflict in 392
(Adversus Jovimanum, and the defense of this work
addressed to his friend Pammachius, numbered
klviii. in the letters). Once more he defended the

ordinary catholic practises of piety and his own
ascetic ethics in 406 against the Spanish presbyter

VigUantius, who opposed the oultua of martyrs

and relics, the vow of poverty, and clerical celibacy.

Meanwhile the controversy with John of Jerusalem
and Rufinus concerning the orthodoxy of Origen
occurred. To this period belong some of his moat
passionate and most comprehensive polemical works—^the Contra Joannem Hierosotymitanum (398 or

399); the two closely-connected Apologiae contra

Rufinum (402); and the " last word " written a few
months later, the lAber tertitts seu ultima responsio

adversus scripta Rufini. For further details see

Obioknistic Controversies. The last of his

polemical works is the skilfully-composed Dialogus
contra Pdagianos (415).

Jerome's letters, both by the great variety of

their subjects and by their qualities of style, form
the most interesting portion of his

4. Letters, literary remains. Whether he is dis-

cussing problems of scholarship, or
reasoning on cases of conscience, comforting the
afllicted, or saying pleasant things to his friends,

scourging the vices and corruptions of the time,

exhorting to the ascetic life and renunciation of the
world, or breaking a lance with his theological op-
ponents, he gives a vivid picture not only of his own
mind, but of the age and its peculiar characteristics.

The letters most frequently reprinted or referred to
are of a hortatory nature, such as xiv.. Ad Hdio-
domm de lauds vitas solitariae; xxii., Ad Eustockium
de custodia virginitatis; lii., Ad Nepotianum de vita

dericorum et monachorumj a sort of epitome of pas-
toral theology from the ascetic standpomt; liii.. Ad
Paulinum de studio scriptvrarum; Ivii., to the same,
De institutione monachi; Ixx., Ad Magnum de scrip-

toribus eodesiasticis; and cvii., Ad Laetam de in-

stitutione fiUae,

UL Theological Poeitxm: Jerome undoubtedly
ranks as the most learned of the western Fathers.

He siupasses the others especially in

X. His his knowledge of Hebrew, gained by
Excellences hard study, and not unsldlfully used,

and It is true that he was perfectly con-

Defects, scious of his advantages, and not en-

tirely free from the temptation to
despise or belittle his literary rivals, especially

Ambrose. His own scholarship is by no means
without its weak points. His acquaintance with
Greek and Latin literature, both pagan and Chris-

tian, is great, but by no means without its gaps
and its traces of superficial reading; and his knowl-
edge of Hebrew offers innumerable points of attack
to modem criticism. As a general rule it is not so

much by absolute knowledge that he shines as

by an almost poetical elegance, an incisive wit, a
singular skill in adapting recognized or proverbial

phrases to his purpose, and a successful aiming at

rhetorical effect. His weaknesses are most notice-

able in dogmatic subjects. He was so little of a
dogmatic theologian that he contributed only in-

directly to the development of doctrine. The same
may be said of his contribution to moral theology,

in which he showed less an interest in abstract

ethical speculation than a morbid ascetic seal and
passionate enthusiasm for the monastic ideal.

It was this attitude that made Luther judge him
so severely. In fact, Evangelical readers are gener-

ally little inclined to accept his writings as authori-
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tative, especially in consideration of his lack of in-

dependence as a dogmatic teacher and his submis-

sion to orthodox tradition. He ap-
3. ffis proaches his papal patron Damasus
Lack of with the most utter submissiveness,

Independ- making no attempt at an independent
eoce. decision of his own. The Church

foimded upon the rock of Peter is to

decide whether he is to recognize, with the Mele-

tians, three hypostases in the divine ousiaf or, with
the Paulinians, one hypostasis with three prosOpa or

persons. " Decide, I pray thee, and I shall not
fear to speak of three hypostases.'' He may be
caOed not only the forerunner of modem uJtra-

mcxitanism, but even of the Jesuit unreasoning
obedience. The tendency to recognize a superior

eomes out scarcely less significantly in his corre-

spondence with Augustine (cf. the letters numbered
Ivi, hcvii., di.-cv., cx.-cxii., cxv.-cxvi. in his own,
and xzviii., zxxiz., xl., Ixvii.-lxviii., Ixxi.-lxxv.,

Irnj-bncrii. in Augustine's).

Yet in spite of the defects and weaknesses already

mentioned, Jerome has retained a rank among the

western Fathers. This would be his due, if for

nothing else, on account of the incalculable influence

exercised by his Latin version of the Bible upon
the subsequent ecclesiastical and theological devel-

opment. But that he won his way to the title of a
saint uid doctor of the catholic Church was possible

only because he broke away entirely from the

tbraJogical school in which he was brought up,

that of the Origenists. In the artistic tradition of

the Ronoan Catholic Church it has been usual to

represent him, the patron of theological learning,

as a cardinal, by the side of the Bishop Augustine,
the Archbishop Ambrose, and the Pope Gregory.
Even when he is depicted as a half-clad anchorite,

with cross, skull, and Bible for the only furniture

of his cell, the red hat or some other indication of

bis rank is as a rule introduced somewhere in the

JMCtUre. (O. ZOCKLBRt.)

Bouoobapht: The artide in W. Smith. DieHonary of Oreek
•nd Baman Biograpky and Mythology, ii. 459 aqq., London.
1800. b yaluable as a bird'»-eye view of Jerome's works,
pirticalariy in ghrin^ a table showing the numbers of the
letters as they appear in the three principal arrangements.
A Tahiable bibliography is given in Potthast, Weffweiter,

pp. M6-fi00, 1370-71; another is in the BrUith MuMeum
Catalogue and Supplement; still another in U. Chevalier.

Btpertoire dee eowreee htetoiiquee du moyen dge, pp. 1203-
latt. Paris. 1894 sqq.

Ths edition of the '* Works " by Erasmus, including all

ihtn known, appeared, 9 vols., Basel. 1516-20, followed
by that of Marianus Viotorinus, 9 vols., Rome. 1565-72;
then came editions by U. Galixtus and A. Tribbechovius
12 Yols.. Frankfort, 1684-90, the Benedictine by J. Mer-
tisaay. 5 vols.. Paris, 1693-1706; the edition of Vallarsi,

11 vols., Verona, 1734-42, reproduced in most subsequent
sditims, including that of ATPL. zxii.-xxx. NPNF, 2d
«r., vol.. contains Eng. transl. of many of the 150 Letters,

the Prsiaees to his works, and a number of treatises, indud-
isg kki " Life of Hilarion," " Dialogue against Jovinianus "

sad " Dialogue ac^inst the Pelagians," with a valuable
JntodueHcH and lAfe.

The best sources for a life are his own writings, par-

tieolarly his Letters and Prefaces, the latter of which often
fhre a dear insight into his otental states as well as a
knowledge of external events in his life. Augustine refers

to him in BpieL 261, Ad Oeeanum, Contra Julianwn /.,

ad "City ol God,*' zviii. 42; Sulpicius Severus records
lus impression, received during a stay with Jerome at
Bethlehem lasting six months, in his Dialoffi^ i* 7-9. £lab-

VI.—
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oratemodem treatments of the life are O. Zfiekler, Biennit
mus, eein Leben und Wirken, Gotha, 1865, and A. Thieny*
8. Jirdme, la eoeUtS ehritienne 6 Rome et VimiaroMon
romaine en terre eainte, 2 vols., Paris, 1875. Consult far-

ther: F. C. Collombet, Hiek de S. JSrdme: ea vie, eee
icrUe, et ea doctrine, 2 vols., Paris. 1844; W. S. GiUy.
VurilanHue and hie Timee, pp. 91-124, London, 1844;
C. F. de T. Montalembert, Lee Moinee d'ooadmU, L 144-

187, Paris, 1861; £. Bernard, Lee Voyagee de 8. Jirdme,
ib. 1864; E. L. Cutte. St. Jerome, in FoAere for BngUek
Readere, London, 1878; A. P. F. de Lambel, 8. Jirdme,
Tours, 1880; C. Martin, Life of St. Jerome, London, 1888;
F. W. Farrar. Uvee <jf the Fathere, ii. 150-297, New York,
1889; P. Largent, 8. JAr&me, Paris. 1898, Eng. transl.,

London, 1900; G. Gratsmaoher, Hieronymue, 8 vols..

Leipsic, 1901-06; J. Broohet, S. Jir&me et eee ennetnie*

Paris, 1906; J. Tunnel, Saint Jir&me, ib. 1906; Joes
de Segutoxa (Father Fray), lAfe of St, Jerome, London,
1907; Tillemont, Mimoiree, vol. xii.; Ceillier, Auteura
eaerie, viL 54&-711 et passim (oth* volumes contain much
useful matter, consult Index); Schaff, Ckrietian Ckurth,
iit 205-214, 967-988, and in general, the church histories

deaUng with the period; DB. iv. 873-874; DCB, iiL 29-50.
Volumes dealing with special phases of Jerome's activity

are: M. Rahmer, Die hebroiethen Traditionen in den
Werken dee Hieronymue, Breslau, 1861; Aemil. LQbeck,
Hieronymue quoe noverit eeriptoree et ex quibue haueerit,

Leipsic 1872; A. Ebert, AUgemeine OeeekidUe dor Litter-

atur dee Mittetaltere, I 176-203, ib. 1874; W. Nowaek,
Die Bedeutung dee Hieronymue fOr die altteetamentlitht

Textkritik, Gdttingen, 1875; H. Goelser, £tude lexieo-

graphique et grammaticaU de la latiniti de 3. Jir&me, Paris,

1884; A. Rdhricht, Eeeai eur 8. Jir&me, ex4gHe, ib. 1891.

JEROME OF PRAGUE: One of the chief follow-

ers and most devoted friends of John Huss; b. at

Prague about 1379; burned at the stake at Con-
stance May 30, 1416. His family were well-to-do,

and, as he was desirous of seeing the world, after

taking his bachelor's degree at the University of

Prague in 1398 he secured in 1399 permission to

travel. In 1401 he returned to Prague, but in 1402

visited EngUnd, and at Oxford copied out the

Dialogus and Trialogus of WycHf, and thus evinced

his interest in the great Oxford doctor. He also

became an ardent and outspoken advocate of

realism, and ever afterward Wydifism and realism

were charges which were constantly getting him
into trouble. In 1403 he was in the Holy Luid, in

1405 in Paris. There he took his master's degree,

but Gerson drove him out. In 1406 he took the

same degree in the University of Cologne, and a
little later in that of Heidelbeig. Nor was he any
safer in Prague, to which he returned, and where,

in 1407, he took the same degree. In that year

he returned to Oxford, but was again compelled

to flee. During 1408 and 1409 he was in Prague,

and there his pronoimced Czech preferences aroused

opposition to him in some quarters. Early in

Jan., 1410, he made before the university a cautious

speech in favor of Wydif's philosophical views, and
this was cited against him at the coimcil of Con-

stance four years later. In Mar., 1410, the bull

against Wyclif's writings was issued, and on the

charge of favoring them Jerome was imprisoned in

Vienna, but managed to escape into Moravia. For
this he was excommunicated by the bishop of

Cracow. Returned to Prague, he appeared publicly

as the advocate of Huss. In 1413 he was in the

courts of Poland and Lithuania, making a deep
impression by his eloquence and learning. In
Cracow he was publicly examined as to his accept-

ance of the forty-five articles which the enemies of
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Wyclif had made up from Wydif's writings and
which they asserted represented Wyclif's heretical

teachings. Jerome declared that he rejected them
in their general tenor.

When, on Oct. 11, 1414, Huss left for the ooimcil

of Constance, Jerome assured him that if need be

he would come to his assistance. This promise he
faithfully kept, for on Apr. 4, 1415, he arrived at

Constance. As he had, unlike Hubs, come without

a safe-conduct, his friends persuaded him to return

to Bohemia. But on his way back he was arrested

at Hirschau on Apr. 20 and taken to Sulzbach,

where he was imprisoned, and was returned to Con-
stance on May 23, and immediately arraigned before

the council on the cl^rge of fleeing a citation—one
having been really issued against him, but as he

was away at the time he was ignorant of it. His
condemnation was predetermined in consequence of

his general acceptance of the views of Wyclif, and
also because of his open admiration of Huss. Con-
sequently he had not a fair hearing. His imprison-

ment was so rigorous that he fell seriously ill and
so was induced to recant at public sessions of the

council held on Sept. 11 and 23, 1415. The words
put into his mouth on these occasions made him
renounce both Wyclif and Huss. The same physi-

cal weakness made him write in Bohemian letters

to the king of Bohemia and to the University of

Prague, which were declared to be entirely volun-

tary and to state his own opinions, in which he
announced that he had become convinced that

Huss had been rightfully burned for heresy. But
this pitiful course did not secure his liberation nor

decrease the likelihood of his condenmation. For
on May 23, 1416, and on May 26, he was put on
trial by the council. On the second day he boldly

recanted his recantation, and so on May 30 he
was finally condemned and inmiediately thereafter

burned. He died heroically.

Jerome was of blameless life, and his attachment

to the Roman Church was sincere; consequently,

as he rejected Wyclif's teachings as to the Lord's

Supper, the council really had slender grounds for

his execution. His extensive travels, his wide eru-

dition, his eloquence, his wit, made him a formidable

critic of the degenerate church of his day, and it was
for his criticisms rather than for heresy that his

death was compassed.
Biblioobapbt: The contemporary souroes of his life are the

well-known letter of Posfcio Bracciolini describing his trial

{Opera, pp. 301-305, translated by William Shepherd,

Life of Poggio Bracciolini, 2d ed., 1837. pp. 09-79), and the
chronicle of Jan Ziskovi, edited by Jaroslav GoII in

Bohemian and published in Prague in 1878, VvpaarU o
Mieiru Jertmymovi g Prahu. It has been followed by the
Bohemian scholars, A. H. Wratislaw in his John Hue*, x

London, 1882, pp. 376-408; and Count Ltktiow, John
Hue, ib. 1909, pp. 321-334. Consult further: L. Heller.

Hieronymue von Prag, LObeck, 1835; C. Becker. Die
beiden b6hmie(Jten Reformatoren . . . ifua und Hierony-

mue von Prog, Ndrdlingen, 1858; E. H. Gillett, Life and
Timee of John Huee, 2 vols., New York, 1871; and the

literature under Hubs, John.

JEROME, SAINT, ORDERS OF. See Hibbont-
MiTEs; Jbsuatbs.

L Tbposraphy.
n. Water Supply,
in. Boil and Formation.
IV. Climate.
V. History of the City.

Pre-Israelitic Jerusalem ((1).

JERUSALEM.
Davidie and Solomonic Jenualem

(12).
From Solomon to the Exile (( 3).

From the Exile to Herod (( 4).

From Herod to the Destruction, 70
A.D. (5 6).

I. Topography: The groimd upon which Jeru-

salem stands is formed by a plateau extending
southward from the Palestinian mountain range,

and cut by valleys into several heights. The cul-

mination of the range or watershed runs west of

the city, and the surface on which the city is built

slopes to the east and south, and on the south and
southeast sinks abruptly into deep valleys. The
watershed northwest and north of the city rises to

a height of 2,675 feet above the Mediterranean; the
lowest place in modem Jerusalem is 2,360 feet in

elevation; while the whole city is situated at a
lower elevation than the country round about. The
heights about the city are in part still known by
their old names. That to the east is the Mount of

Ohves (Zech. xiv. 4; Matt. xxi. 1), in early times

the site of a sanctuary (II Sam. xv. 32). Looking
from the city, it is seen to have four summits, of

which the second from the north (Karam al-$ayyad)

is the highest (2,680 feet), while the third {JabaU
al''Pur),itom. twenty to forty feet lower, on which
are several consecrated buildings, passes in common
speech as the Moimt of Olives. The most southern
peak {Batn dL-Hawaj 2,430 feet high) was known as
the Mount of C!orruption or Destruction (II Kings
xxiii. 13; cf. I Kings xi. 7). The hill to the west
correeponds probably to the hill Gareb of Jer.

Until Constaatine the Great (| 6).

From Constantine to the Capture by
the Arabs (( 7).

Under the Arabs to'the Crusades (| 8).

Durinff the Crusades (S 9).

From 1187 to the Present (t 10).

39, rising to the height of 2,555 feet; that to

the south, called Goah in Jer. xxxi. 39 (2,545 feet

high), is the modem Abu Tur^ called by Europeans
the Hill of Evil Counsel, on the basis of John xi.

47-53. The elevation north of the city is called

Skopos by Josephus {Ant. XI., viii. 5).

The principal valley is that of the Kidron, rising

north of the city, bending east and then south, and
dividing the city from the Moimt of Olives, all the

time deepening rapidly. At present, parts of this

valley bear diflferent names. Of tributary valleys

may be mentioned one which in early times emptied
opposite the Garden of Gethsemane of the Latins

immediately below the Golden Gate of the present

east wall of the Haram al-Sharif; it is now prac-

tically filled up. Formerly it was formed of two
branches which served to divide the city, as is

shown by the researches of Warren and Wilson.

Another tributary valley used to empty immediately
north of the Virgin's Fotmt, opposite the upper
part of the village of Silwan, but is now completely

filled. A third empties below the Pool of Siloam,

opposite the lower part of the village of Silwan,

and rises in two hollows above the Damascus Gate.

It runs first southeast, then south, and then again

southeast, being joined about the middle of its

course by a valley coming from the west. Both
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this and the valley which joiDB it are now filled up,

but their importance for the old city must have
been great. The name as given by Josephua (War,

v., iv. 1) is the Tyropceon valley. A fourth trib-

utary valley empties into the Kidron still farther

south than the Tyropoeon. It begins in the water-

shed west of the present Jaffa Gate, runs south and
then east till it joins the Kidron opposite the south-

em end of Silwan, falling a distance of 650 feet in

its course. It has different names for different

parts, but is in general known as the valley of

Hinnom (Josh. xv. 8 and often; cf. Gehenna). It

is remarkable that Eusebius and Jerome place the

valley of Hinnom to the east of Jerusalem, but they
were probably influenced by Zech. xiv. 3-4. In

the eighteenth century it became the erroneous

fashion to call the upper and middle part of this

valley the Gihon.

IL Water Supply: The preceding description

shows that the drainage of the region is from north

to south or from northwest to southeast. While
the watershed is at an elevation of 2,675 feet, the

union of the Kidron and Hinnom valleys is only

2,065 feet above the Mediterranean; there is there-

fore no deadwater in the brooks which in the

rainy season flow through these valle3r8. Part of

the drainage is subterranean. The hUl coimtry of

Palestine is poor in water, and such expressions as
" the brook Kidron " may convey a false impression

if it is not recalled that " brook " means no more
than the Arabic " wadi," a natural channel of

drainage for the flow of the rainy season, dry the

rest of the year except near a spring. In the upper
and lower parts the valleys are tilted; between the

city and the Mount of Olives the floor of the valley

is denuded of soil. In the Kidron water flows only
during exceptional rainfall or when there is a quick
melting of a heavy snowfall. A shallow brook runs
even yet in the Tyropoeon after long-continued rains,

foraiing a pool called the Birkat al-Qamra. In
the Hinnom valley a small ditch between the garden
plats suffices to carry off the drainage. The region

is poor in springs, the Old Testament naming only
three, Gihon, En-rpgel, and the Dragon's Well. The
Gihon was in the Kidron valley (II Chron. xxxiii.

14), and its waters were led by Hezekiah into the
City of David (II Chron. xxxii. 30). These data
serve to identify it with the only spring which is

found to-day in the Kidron valley near Jerusalem
and feeds the pool of Siloam through the Siloam
conduit. It is known now as the Virgin's Fount
and the Fountain of Steps, the second name due
to the fact that the water is reached by a stone
stairway. The spring is covered by an arch to
protect it from debris, and lies in a deep hollow
some seventy-five feet lower than the heaps of

d^ris round about. It is intermittent, but rather

irregularly so; in winter it may flow three or four
times a day, in stmimier once or twice, in auttunn
at most onoe. This peculiarity is probably to be ex-
plained by the fact that the spring has two sources
in the hill, one constant and one variable, the latter

intermittent and fed from below. Doubtless the
action of this spring influenced the prophetic repre-

amtations in Ezek. xlvii. 1-12; Joel iv. (ill.) 18; Zech.
xiv. 8, which went upon the supposition that there

were great chambers of water in the interior of the

mountain. Josephus calls the water of this spring

sweet; at present it is brackish. The second spring,

En-rogel (Josh. xv. 7, xviii. 16), was on the boimdary
between Judah and Benjamin, and at some distance

from the city (II Sam. xvii. 17; I Kings i. 9, 41
sqq.), in the royal gardens south of the city (Jose-

phus, Ant. VII., xiv. 4); therefore it is to be sought
near the imion of the valley of Hinnom with that

of Kidron. There is now no spring in the region,

but there is a well, called by the Arabs Job's Well,

by Jews Joab's Well, and by Christians Nehemiah's
Well, having a depth of 122 feet, partly walled

and partly sunk in the rock. In very wet seasons

it fills up and drains off a part of its water, a cir-

cumstance regarded by the inhabitants as presaging

a fruitful season. From this overflow it probably
got its name as a spring, though in earlier times,

when the coimtry was wooded, its overflow may
have been constant and so justified the name of

spring. About a third of a mile south and on the
west side of the valley is a spring which flows during
the rainy season, and in early times may have been
constant. A third spring, the Dragon's Well, ap-

pears to be mentioned in Neh. ii. 13 (LXX, ** Spring
of Figs "), as approached from the valley gate,

which was probably at the southwest comer of the

old city. It should therefore lie in the lower Hin-
nom valley or in the Kidron valley; but no spring

or well besides those already mentioned is now
known.
UL Soil and Fonnatk>n: The old city was built

upon the naked rock. The situation is altogether

unfavorable to the formation of vegetable soil and
to the retention of any which may be artificially

created, since the heavy rainfall of winter washes
it into the crevices of the rocks or sweeps it into

the valleys. Disintegration of the rock produces a
rich loamy soil which adheres well to the rocky
substratum where the lie of the land permits it.

The rock is a crystalline chalk of the middle cre-

taceous period, and of dark gray color. Varieties

distinguished at the present are: a pure hippuritic

chalkstone, granular, not hard, esteemed for build-

ing, not blemished by cracks, when quarried gen-

erally pure white, and hardening with exposure

to the atmosphere; a second variety, of three kinds,

either gray or marked with red and gray veins and
not found in such large masses as the first variety;

a variety which laminates and does not break in

the fire; a fourth variety, so soft as to receive and
retain the imprint of the fingers, sometimes, how-
ever, hard and worked with the saw, reddened often

through infiltration of iron, and generally used for

the little sarcophagi so nvunerous in the neighbor-

hood.

IV. Climate: The usual rainy season is from
October to May, rarely September to June, while

the average rainfall for the year is about twenty-

three inches, and the southwest and west winds
carry the rain clouds. Snow may fall from Decern*

ber to March, rarely in April, though it does not
often lie long. The temperature ranges from 25^ to
102** Fahrenheit, with high average for July of 77®

and for January of 43®. Ice may form at night in

January, but melts during the day except in shady
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spots. The atmospheric humidity ranges widely.

The prevailing winds are from the northwest,

though the radiation of the land in summer often

produces a sea breeze from the Mediterranean which
lasts well through the night and brings much mois-

ture. East winds blow in autunm, winter, and
spring, rarely in summer. The sirocco blows from
the southwest. The months in which sickness pre-

vails are May to October. The preceding data are

the result of observations taken during the second

half of the nineteenth century, and the question

has been raised whether the climate is the same as

it was in early times (see Palestine). Here it need
be said only that great changes are improbable;

such changes as may have taken place are most
likely in the direction of greater contrast of tem-
perature and of reduced rainfall. But Jerusalem
must always have been a dty not abundantly sup-

plied with water, as is proved by the many devices

for conserving the rainfall.

V. History of the City: It is dear that the name
Jerusalem was not given by the Israelites, since it

appeare c. 1400 B.C. in the Amama
I. Pre- Tablets (q.v.) in the form Unualim,

Inmelitic which corresponds consonantally with

Jerusalem, the Hebrew form of the name, though
the vocalisation of the last syllable is

different in the Old Testament but not in the Ara-

maic or Septuagint. The form Yerushalayim is

Massoretic. The legend of the founding of the city

reported by Josephus {Apion, i. 14 sqq.) and Plu-

taroh (1818 et Osiris, xxxi.) goes back to Manetho,
who attributes the building of the city to the Hyksos
when they left Egypt. But the legend imites the

Hyksos and the Hebrews in a manner which pre-

vents giving credit to the story. The earliest men-
tion is that of the Amama Tablets ut sup., in which
Ebed-Qiba appears as tributary to the Pharaoh,
while the correspondence suggests that the ruler

of Jerusalem was charged with oversight of the

princelings of southern Syria (cf. the representation

in Judges i. 5-7 of Adoni-besek with his seventy
subject kings). The Israelitic accoimts dealing

with the time c. 1020 b.c. make the Jebusites mas-
ters of Jerusalem and the immediate surroundings,

and Zion the stronghold (II Sam. v. 7). Until the

second half of the nineteenth century Zion and the

City of David w^re located between the valleys of

Hinnom and the Tyropoeon at the southwest cor-

ner of the city. At present scholars agree that Zion

was applied to the eastern part of the city and that

the southeastern hill corresponds to the fortress of

Jebus. The " city of David " is not to be confused

with " Jerusalem," since it formed only a part of

the greater whole (cf. II Kings xiv. 20). The dty of

David was situated on lower groimd than the temple
and the palace of Solomon (II Sam. xxiv. 18; I

Kings viii. 1-4), and Solomon's palace lay lower

than the temple (II Kings xi. 19), from which it

was separated only by a wall (Ezek. xUii. 8). The
location of the temple, it is agreed, was on the site

of the present Mosque of Omar, whence the direc-

tions implied in the foregoing data can lead one only
to the southeastern hill between the Kidron and
the TyropoBon. This conclusion is fully corrobora-

ted by the indications in Neh. iii. 15-26, xii. 31-39

comi>ared with ii. 13-14. According to II Sam. t. 6
the fortress of Zion was difficult of access, which
corresponds with the situation to the east and the

south of the southeastern comer of Jerusalem, and
it must have been protected to the west by the

TyropoBon before the latter was filled with debris.

Similarly on the north a ravine extended, men-
tioned above as one of the tributary valleys of the

Kidron. Consequently at that early time the for-

tress was entirely isolated by ravines, while the

boundaries suggested probably marked out the dty
of the Jebusites, placed on the lowest of the emi-
nences in the neighborhood. The Jerusalem of the

Amama Tablets has been placed westward of Jebus
and on the southwest hill of the modem dty.

With the capture of the Jebusite fortress Jerusa-

lem fell into David's hands, and this may have been
while he was still king of Hebron. He

3. Davidic was thus placed in contact with the
and northern tribes and in conunand of the

Solomonic roads, while the stronghold became
Jenisalemu the capital of his kingdom, a place be-

longing neither to Judah nor to the
northern tribes, and therefore neutral. But because
of David's relationship to Judah, it is sometimes
ascribed to Judah, while elsewhere it is called Ben-
jamin's territory because of its situation. David
did not exterminate the Jebusites, but left them life

and property (II Sam. xxiv. 18); he forced them,
however, to evacuate Zion, whence they went to

the southwest elevation, while he and his following

occupied " the city of David." The old fortress was
completely transformed, being built up by David,
and a palace erected there (II Sam. v. 9, 11; cf.

Neh. xii. 37) upon one of the western levels of the
hill, while the 'tombs were hewn out still lower;

the fortification was completed by walls and towera,

the remains of which have been traced. In this

part of the dty was the tabemade-sanctuary (II

Sam. vi. 17), and here were the residences for the

people of the coiui;, as well as a great number of

dstems for water supply. Solomon extended the

building toward the north and built the Millo for

protection, though as yet the exact location of this

defensive work is not determined and the same is

tme as to its exact character—whether it was a
wall or a tower. Solomon's palace and temple were
to the north and on higher ground, the temple on
Moriah and the palace on Ophel, the latter sur-

rounded by defensive walls, probably pierced with
great gates on the south, where were the prindpal
approaches. The arrangement induded three parts,

a greater court with an inner court containing the
temple, and a second or middle court (I Kings
vii. 8, 12; II Kings xx. 4), the temple thus being
the farthest north, while these 8ei>arate parts were
probably upon different leveb. In the great court
to the south were the house of Lebanon, the hall

of pillare, and the throne hall. The middle court
contained Solomon's palace and the palace of his

Egyptian queen. To Solomon is ascrib»l the build-

ing of the wall which surrounded Jerusalem (I

Kings iii. 1, ix. 15). The question of the extent of
the dty in those times and therefore of the extent
and course of this waU is much debated. It must be
bome in mind that a distinction was made between
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the " city of David " and Jerusalem, and by the
latter was meant the city on the southwest hill,

idiich must have been the part so protected by
Solomon's wall, the course of which Joeephus claims

to give (Wca-f V., iv. 2). Remains of a wall which
may have been the northern part of Josephus's wall

have been discovered south of David Street, via.,

the so-called Wilson's arch; but the latter can
hardly be ascribed to the time of Solomon. Inves-

tigations respecting the course of Solomon's wall

have been carried on by the English engineer, H.
Maudaley, and the American, F. J. Bliss, during
which several gates have been discovered as well as

the direction of the fortification, but whether these

belonged to the erection of Solomon or to later times

is not fuUy determined. The valley gate was prob-
acy at the southwest comer of the old dty, the

dung gate on the south, and the fountain gate to

the east by the Tyropceon valley (formerly caUed
the gate between the two walls, Jer. xxxix. 4).

The successors of Solomon, according to the Old
Testament, often added to the fortifications of the

city, and probably ail the additions

3. From made are not mentioned in the records.

Solomon Of special importance is the report that

to tiie Hezekiah built '' the other wall " (II

Exile. Chron. xxzii. 5), i.e., one outside what
had been till then the city limits, called

by Joeephus the second wall {War, V., iv. 2). A
good basis for tracing this wall is found in Neh. iii.

(ef. xii. 31, 37-40), and some remains have been dis-

covered which are with good reason identified with
the wall of Nehemiah. These remains are to the

north of the so-called David's Tower, under the

foundation of the German Evangelical Church, and
still farther near the northwest comer of the Haram
al-Sharif. This wall was pierced by two gates,

called the old gate and the fish gate (Neh. iii. 6,

xii 39) ; the first was probably near the quarter of

the Holy Sepulcher comer of the city, by the Prus-

sian Hospice of St. John; the fish gate must have
led to the Tyropoeon. From Zeph. i. 10 it may be
deduced that in this quarter or new city the Phe-
nician traders had their shops. The towers of

Hananeel and Hanuneah (Jer. xxxi. 38; Neh. iii. 1)

are usuaUy located on the site of the later Antonia,
and not far to the east must have been the sheep

gate (Neh. iii. 1), perhaps identical with the gate
of Benjamin (Jer. xxxvii. 13). A short distance

east of the sheep gate the wall bent southward to

follow the bank of the Kidron; the complete course

of the wall is not yet made out, but that it changed
direction several times is clear from Neh. iii. 19-20,

24-25, while iii. 26 comi>ared with xii. 37 leaves

doubtful the location of the water gate giving toward
the east. Other gates mentioned are the middle
gate (Jer. xzxix. 3), the gate of potsherds (Jer. xix.

2), the first gate of Zech. xiv. 10 near the comer
gate, the gate of the guard (II Kings xi. 19, be-

longing to Solomon's palace), and the horse gate

(Neh. iii. 2S), the locations of which have not been
found. The residents continued to make provision

for water supply by hewing or constmcting cisterns

io which to collect rain-water. Neh. iii. 16 men-
tions an artificial pool in the city of David, called

"the pool that was made," probably to distinguish

it from the natural pools theretofore used. It is

difficult to locate all the cisterns or pools mentioned
in the Old Testament. The upper pool of Isa.

xxxvi. 2 seems to have been to the north or
northwest of the old dty, perhaps therefore the
MamiUa pool west of the Gaza gate or the pool of

Hezekiah; but many have distinguished the former
as the upper pool and the latter as the lower pool

(Isa. xxii. 9). The reservoir between the two
walls of Isa. xxii. 11 is to be sought in the Tyro-
poeon valley between the dty of David and Jerusa-

lem; the pool of Shelah of Neh. iii. 15 is identified

by many with that of Siloam. The inhabitants

sought in three ways to make available the waters
of the Gihon spring; an approach through the

rock of the hill, a cliannel from the foot of the

hill southward in the neighborhood of the water
gate, and a tunnel conducting the water into the
dty. The first was discovered by Oharles Warren
in 1867-68; the second, in part, by Oonrad von
Schick in 1886 and 1890, found to be partly a cov-
ered channel, partly a timnel; the third is the
famous Siloam tunnel (in which is the Siloam in-

scription, q.v.), hewn not in a straight line, but first

leading west from the spring, then south, and finally

west again into the king's pool of Neh. ii. 14. If it

be right to attribute this tunnel to Hezekiah, the
other means of leading the water into the dty belong
to an earlier age, the first perhaps going back to the
time of David or of the Jebusites. Signs indicate

that during the Davidic dynasty numerous attempts
were made to supply the dty with water from a
distance. To the south of Bethlehem is a group of

waterworks which divide into three parts. To the

west of the little village of Artas, three hoiuv south
of Jerusalem, are three great pools called the pools

of Solomon, fed partly by springs in the neighbor-

hood, partly by two canals, the one leading from
the Wadi al-Biyar emptying into the upper pool,

the other from the Wadi al-'Armb emptying into

the middle pool. The connection with Jerusalem
was by two channels, an upper and a lower, of

which the upper has a remarkable peculiarity. At
first an ordinary canal, at the grave of Rachel it

becomes a line of piping, which sinks and then

rises farther on, built of stones bored into hollow

cylinders fitting closely together and laid in a bed
of masonry. This breaks off north of the tomb of

Rachel, and from there only indistinct traces are

discoverable. This must be regarded as andent,
possibly Solomonic or Davidic; the date of the lower

channel is about that of Herod the Great. Besides

these two conduits, traces of a third have been
found.

The capture of Jerusalem by Nebuchadrezzar,
587-586 B.C., resulted in the buming of the temple,

the royal palace, and the larger dwell-

4. From ings of the city; the encircling wall

the Exile was also thrown down. The renmant
to Herod, of inhabitants left by the conqueror in

the city was too poor and dispirited to

think of rebuilding. Ciedaliah had his residence in

Mizpah, which indicates the unfitness of Jerusalem
as a capital. From Haggai (i. 4) is first heard the

story of rebuilding in the year 519 B.C. and of

the rebuilding of t^ temple 519-15 b.c, though the
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Btress of circumstances continued to be felt. In

445 B.C. Nehemiah came with full powers from
Artaxerxes I., rebuilt the wall and erected its gates

in fifty-two days (Neh. iii., xii. 27-43), finishing

with a festival. The most of the repairs had to be
made on the north, east, and south, while mention
is made of the house of the mighty men, the great

4ower of the upper palace, and David's palace

(Neh. iii. 16, 25, xii. 37) as though still standing.

The priests were masters of the temple and its

vicinity, while some dwelt in the neighborhood of

the old Davidic residence (Neh. iii. 20 sqq.). From
Neh. xi. 4-19 it may be gathered that the popu-
lation when Nehemiah came was about 10,000, a
small number for so large a space (Neh. vil. 4).

But during the next two centuries the city must
have grown greatly in spite of the damage it suf-

fered from Persians and Egyptians. In 198 B.C.

it came into the power of the Seleucids. It is after

this that mention is made of a fortress inside the

city held by a foreign force and called the Akra (or

the acropolis). It is related in I Mace. i. 33-37 that

the officers of Antiochus IV. fortified the city of

David with a strong wall, and that this became a
menace to the sanctuary. In thus distinguishing

the city of David from the rest of the city, and both
of these from the temple hill, the author of Mao*
cabees follows Old-Testament usage. The supposi-

tion that the Akra hill overlooked the temple con-

tradicts all testimony regarding the relative levels.

The importance of David's city was gradually less-

ened by means of the temple hill. The high priest

Simon (Ecclus. 1. 1) and later the Hasmonean Judas
(I Mace. iv. 60) fortified the temple, and Jonathan
renewed the protection after Antiochus Eupator
had destroyed it. Thus Zion became a fortress in-

side the imwalled city. The encireling wall of

the dty was restored by the Hasmoneans several

times, and they also cut oflf the Akra by a high
wall to shut out the garrison from the market.
Another work of this period was the palace of the

Hasmoneans, west of the temple and on higher

ground, probably on the edge of the southwest hill,

the upper city of Josephus {ArU, XIV., i. 2). It

came later into the possession of the Herods, and
was occupied by Agrippa II. when he stayed in

Jerusalem. Near it, but lower in the Tyropoeon
valley, was the Xystos, either a great hall or an
open place, while across on the east side of the
valley was the council-house of the Sanhedrin and
near it the hall of records. Toward the end of this

period belongs probably the description of Jerusalem
foimd in the letter of Aristeas, in all likelihood

based on Hecataios of Abdera.
For the next period Josephus is the authority,

and he distinguishes between the upper city, or the
upper market, the lower city, the tem-

5. From pie or the temple hill, the proasteion,

Herod and the new city or Bezetha, but never
to the uses the name Zion. The upper city

Destruction, lay opposite the temple and the lower

70 A.D. city; the latter was the Akra, south
of the temple and situated on the low-

est level within the walls; the proasteion coincided
with the new city enclosed within the so-called

second wall of the post-Solomonic kings; the new
|

city of Josephus arose in the decade after Herod
to the north of the temple and westward about the

wall to the tower of Hippieus. Still farther, Josephus
distinguishes between Bezetha, the new city, and
the wood market; Bezetha lay north of the temple
and Antonia and east of the street leading from the

gate by the Women's Tower to Antonia. His ac-

count can not be followed without a knowledge of

the earlier arrangement of the city. Through Her-
od's building operations the city took on some-
thing of the splendor of a Grecian city. Besides the
temple he erected a stately tower, which he named
Antonia in honor of the Roman triumvir, and the

palace of Herod (located by its three great towers,

Hippieus, Phasael, and Mariamne) which com-
manded the city as the Antonia conmianded the

temple hill. The three towers served as a protec-

tion for the city as well as for the palace (cf. for

description of towers and palace Josephus, War,
v., iv. 3-4). The palace was occupied later by
Archelaus and Agrippa I.; when the Romans ap-
pointed a procurator over Judea, it was ceded to

him and Us guard. Gessius Flonis and Pontius
Pilate are said to have had their judgment seat in

front of the structure, hence here must be sought
the pretorium. In the upper city was the hippo-

drome, and Herod is said to have built a theater

in Jerusalem and an amphitheater in the plain (the

latter probably discovered in 1887 by Dr. Schick
above Bir Eyyub). Finally, Herod took care for the

water supply of the city. Schick has shown that the

lower of the two conduits from the pools south of

the city near Artas is of Herod's building. It begins

inunediately below the lowest of the three pools

and is carried in a winding course past Bethlehem
to Jerusalem as a masonry or hewn canal covered
with flat stones, only twice taking the character of

a tunnel. It has been repaired or improved several

times—by Pontius Pilate, again in the fourteenth

and sixteenth centuries, and in 1865. The third

wall to the north of Jerusalem protects the ** new
city " of Josephus. Agrippa I. began to build it,

but ceased because of the distrust of the Romans.
At the outbreak of the Jewish war it was again

undertaken and speedily finished. It was pierced

by many gates, the names of which are imknown;
one, protected by the so-called Women's Tower,
was probably where the Damascus Gate now is.

Its course was approximately that of the present

north wall. The inhabitants of Jerusalem at this

time, including the guests at the Passover, are

reckoned by Josephus at 2,700,000 (War, VI.,

ix. 3; cf. II., xiv. 3); Schick would place the normal
population at the beginning of the Christian era

at from 200,000 to 250,000. In the reign of the

Emperor Claudius (41-54 A.D.), Queen Helena of

Adiabene on the upper Tigris, her son Izates, and
other members of her family became converts to

Judaism and built residences for themselves in the

lower city (Josephus, War, IV., ix. 11, V., vi. 1).

Agrippa I. had the streets of the city i>aved to

give occupation to the great number of laborers left

without work (Josephus, Ant,, XX., ix. 7). The
Amygdalon pool mentioned in War, V., xi. 4 is

doubtless the pool of Hezekiah; the name is a Greek
form of the Hebrew tnighdal, "tower," and the
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pool was near the Mariamne tower of the palace.

The Struthion pool of War, V., xi. 4 lay north of

Antonia, but its site is not 3ret certainly recovered.

The location of the pool of Bethesda is also uncer-

tain; it seems to have been near the sheep gate
and north of the temple. Dr. Schick has located

the Bethesda of the Middle Ages to the west of the

chiurch of St. Anne north of the temple. Gethsem-
ane lay at the foot of the Moimt of Olives, cer-

tainly not far from the city, according to John
xviii. 1 a garden, and the site of the betrayal of

Jesus. The present garden in the possession of the

Franciscans has been known since the tenth or

eleventh century, but there are indications that the
earlier site was farther to the north. The Herodian
monument was located to the west of this, above
the valley of Hinnom, and has been identified by
Dr. Schick. The tomb of Queen Helena of Adia-
bene was about a third of a mile from the north
wall of the city (Ant. XX., iv. 3); it is probably
the crypt with court, portal, and numerous cham-
bers known as the King's Tomb north of the

Damascus Gate.

The city suffered greatly during the siege and
gradual capture under Titus. His express conmiand

to destroy the city received willing

6. Until obedience from the embittered Roman
Constan- soldiery. Titus regarded only the three

tine the towers of the palace as worth preserv-

Great. ing, and he spared the western part of

the city wall, as it guarded the camp
of the garrison on the southwest hill in the upper
city. The investment of the city began at the

F&ssover, when there was present a vast number of

visitors, so that the count of Josephus (War, VI.,

ix., X.) is not improbable. The place where the

faith of the Jews had received so severe a blow was
naturally avoided by them and Jabne (Jamnia)
became the center of Jewish life in Palestine. The
young Christian conmiunity, which before the in-

vestment by Titus withdrew to Pella, east of the

Jordan, had as headquarters the house of John Mark
and his mother Mary (Acts xii. 12-17). Probably
there was the great upper chamber (Mark xiv. 15)

in which Jesus celebrated the last supper and also

the chamber mentioned in Acts i. 13and ii. Although
the site of this place is pointed out by a tradition

reaching to the fourth century, there is no doubt
oonoeming its correctness. Epiphanius of Salamis

(392 A.D.) reports (De mensuris, xiv.) that when
Hadrian made his visit to Jerusalem in 130-131

he foimd city and temple destroyed except for a
few dwellings and the little Christian church on
what was then called Mount Zion. Since the time

of Cyril of Jerusalem this church, or another built

on its site, has been well known; it corresponds to

the present Nebi Da'ud on the southwest hill south

of the wall and above the tombs of the Davidic
dynasty. The name Zion was probably attached

to the church through an extension of usage out of

the Old Testament, since the name is not found

used of a part of the city by Josephus. According

to this usage the place of assemblage of the early

Christian commimity came to be called ** the holy

Zion "; out of this grew the identification of the

southwest hill as Mount Zion, and so the topo-

graphic signification of the term was lost. Hadrian
made an end of the desolation of the city and com-
manded that it be rebuilt as a Roman colony;

during the rising of Bar Kokba it was for a few
years a free city, after that again a Roman colony,

but without the ju8 lUdicum, and was caUed .£lia

Capitolina, shortened in conamon speech to .£lia, in

the Arabic to Uiya, till the late Middle Ages. The
city deity was Jupiter Capitolinus, whose temple
was on the site of the Jewish temple. Jews were
excluded from the new city imder pain of death.
The area was diminished, and the old city of David
was outside the city limits. In this period were
fixed the form and topography of the city which
have survived till the present.

The heathen character of the city did not prevent
Christians from visiting or settling there; pilgrim-

ages began in the third century and
7. From were numerous in the fourth. Helena,
Constan- the mother of Constantine, came there

tine to the in 326-327 and had churches built on
Capture the sites of the birth and ascension of

by the Christ, in Bethlehem, and on the Moimt
Axabs. of Olives (for Constantine's building

see Holt Sefulchbb). Constantine
relaxed the harsh laws against the Jews, Julian gave
them permission to restore their temple, but after

Julian the earlier prohibitions against the Jews seem
to have been renewed. In the second half of the

fourth century eremites and monks from Egypt
and Syria began to crowd into Palestine, in the

fifth and sixth centuries causing bloody feuds

through dogmatic strife. The first monastery in

Jerusalem seems to have been built in the fifth

century. The coming of the Empress Eudocia,

consort of Theodosius II., in 438 had great conse-

quences for the city. To her is ascribed the renewal

of the old wall to the south, and various sacred

sites were joined to the city. She built the Chiu*ch

of St. Stephen (possibly included in the present

possessions of the Dominicans). The Emperor
Justinian had the architect Georgios of Constan-
tinople erect a great basilica (that of theTheotokos)
in connection with a pilgrims' house and a hospital

in the middle of the dty, perhaps south of the

Church of the Holy Sepulcher. The capture of the

city by the Persians under Chosroes II. (614) re-

sulted in the destruction of most of the ecclesiastical

structures, in the restoration of which the abbot
Modestus showed great zeal, though when the

Emperor Heraclius marched in (638), much of the

city was in ruins. In 638 the Caliph Omar took
Jerusalem.

The stipulations of the surrender to the effect

that civic and ecclesiastical protection should be
given and that the churches were not

8. Under to be used as dwellings were observed

the Axabs with comparative good faith. The
to the Arabs named the city Bait aJrMvkaddas

Crusades, or atrMakdiSf " Place of theSanctuary,"

shortened to al-J^uds, but made Lydda
their first military capital in Palestine. Onlyoc-
casionally had the pilgrims cause to complain of

hard usage, the relations between the East and the
West being good imder the friendship of Charle-

magne and Hanm al-Raschid. In the tenth cm-
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tury began the strife between Islam and Chri»-

tianity, furthered by the bad faith of the Egyptian

Fatimides, who disregarded all treaties; the pil-

grims were compelled to pay a fee for entrance into

the city, and tbe CSaliph al-Hakim in 1010 began a
severe persecution of the Christians. Merchants

from Amalfi, however, gained a footing in Jerusa-

lem with permission to trade, and soon had a church

(Sanota Maria Latina) and a monastery (Monaa-

terium de Latina) to the south of the Church of

the Holy Sepulcher.

When Godfrey of Bouillon captured the city,

July 15, 1009, only two churches were found unin-

jured, that of the Holy Sepulcher and
g. During that of the Italian merchants, for the

the latter of which tribute was paid. Dur-
Crusadas. ing the continuance of the kingdom of

Jerusalem great seal was displayed in

building. The principal gates of this period were
David's gate (Jaffa gate), Stephen's (Damascus),

Jehoshaphat's, and Zion gate in the south. Near
David's gate was David's tower (the present cita-

del, often rei>aired from the ruins of Herod's palace),

hence the later location of the "city of David."
Extensive building operations went on within the

grounds of the Amalfi merchants; the Benedic-

tines built a hospital in honor of Johannes Elee-

mon (q.v.) in connection with which a commimity
dressed in black robes with a white cross came into

being—^the beginning of the Knights of St. John.

The Hospitalers under the patronage of John the

Baptist took over the woman's guest-house. Since

the Latins located the pretorium north of the Zion

Church, later northwest of the temple square, the

direction of the Via Dolorosa was plaoed accordingly.

The pool of Bethesda (John v. 2) was placed by
them near the Church of St. Anna, discovered in

1888 northwest of this site; later it was located

north of the Haram al-Shaiif. The Church of St.

Anne was known as early as the seventh century,

was repaired by the Franks, and later was con-

nected with a nunnery. The hills to the west and
south of the Hinnom valley were called Gihon. In
the valley of Jehoshaphat the Franks repaired the

tomb of the Virgin Mary and its church; while on
the third peak of Olivet stood, about 1130, a great

Church of the Ascension, where Constantine had
built a sanctuary.

Jerusalem opened its gates to the victorious

Saladin Oct. 2, 1187. Most of the Latin Christians

departed; the Greeks remained. The
zo. From Christian and Occidental character

zx87tothe which the city had assumed during

Pnsent the crusades soon changed as Christian

churches and cloisters became mosques
or Mohammedan schools. Saladin had the walls re-

newed when Richard the Lion-hearted threatened

a si^;e in 1191-02, but the Sultan Malikal-Muazzam
of Damascus ordered them destrojred that they
might not become a protection to the Christians

(1219-20) . A treaty between the German Frederick

II. and the Egyptian Sultan al-Kamil secured the

city for the Christians (except the Haram al-ShariO

for about ten years and a half from Feb. 1, 1229,

after which Nasir Daud, prince of Kerak, took the

city and destroyed the walls. The E^^rptian Sultan

Eyyub took it in 1244, in 1617 it fell under the

power of the Turks under Selim I., and his successor

Solyman in 1542 gave to the walls of the dty their

present form. Syria was in the possession of

Mehemet Ali of E^t 1831-40. In 1219 the Fran-

ciscans gained a footing in the city, in the thirteenth

century held firmans under the Egyptian sultans,

in 1333 came into possession of the Zion Church
and perhaps of other sacred places, some of which
they had to yield to Solyman in 1523 and 1551;

their present location, northwest of the Church of

the Holy Sepulcher, was obtained in 1559. Since

the conquest of Jerusalem by the Turks the Chris-

tian powers, with France in the lead, have protected

the Roman Catholic Christians in Palestine, Russia

has oared for the Greek Christians. A revolution in

the situation at Jerusalem was brought about by the

English (1826) and American (1821) missionaries;

an English consulate was established there in 1839,

a Prussian in 1842. England and Prussia had the

Evangelical bishopric of St. James created (see Jbbu-
BALEif, Anqlican-German Bishopbic in). Other

Christian powers thus had their attention drawn to

the situation. The Greek patriarch Cyril transferred

his seat from Constantinople to Jerusalem in 1845,

and Rome reestablished the Latin patriarchate in

1847. Pilgrim-houses, hospitals, chiu-ches, schools

and monasteries have been erected, and these mark
the character of the peaceful crusade of the nine-

teenth century, with the result that Jerusalem b
no more an Oriental city. Of its 60,000 inhabitants,

41,000 are Jews, 12,800 are Christians, 7,000 are Mo-
hammedans. Of the Christians, 6,000 are Greeks,

4,000 Latins, 1,400 Protestants, 800 Armenians,

200 Uniate Greeks, 150 Copts, 100 Abyssinians,

100 Syrians, and 50 Uniate Armenians. The Jews
are poverty-stricken and do not exert an influence

corresponding to their numbers. (H. Guthb.)
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graphioa PaUtinae, by R. ROhrioht, Berlin, 1890, and by
T. Tobler, Leipeic, 1867. Indispensable for following re-

cent investigations are the Quarterly 8iatemmt» of the

PEF, also the files of ZDPV, the Mitteaungen und Natk-
ridUen of the Deutscher FalAstina^Verein. the files of

ZDMO, Reeueil d'arcMologie orieniaU, and JBL. Valuable

as summaries are the articles in JDB. ii. 584-601; EB, ii.

2407-2432; JE, vii. 118-167; DCO, i. 849-860.

For excavations and topographical details consult:

C. Warren, C. R. Conder, Swvty of Wetiem PdUaHne,
JeruBoiem, London* 1884; E. G. Schults, Jerumltm, Ber-

lin. 1846; W. Krafft, Die Topoffraphie JeruaaUmu, Bonn,
1846; T. Tobler. Die SiloahquelU und der OeSberg, St. Gall.

1862; idem, Ztoei BUther Topographie von Jeruealem, ib.

1863-64; E. Pierotti, Jenualem Explored, 2 vols.. London,
1864; C. J. M. de VogQ^ Le TempU de JenMolem, Paris.

1864; C. W. Wibon, Ordnance Survey eif Jeruealem, 2 vols.,

Southampton, 1867-70; C. Wilson and G. Warren. Re-
eovery of Jenualem, London, 1871; P. Wolff. Jeruealem,

Leipsie, 1872; C. Warren, Underground Jeruealem, Lon-
don, 1876; H. Guthe. Auegrabungen hei Jeruealem, Leipsie.

1883; C. Wilson. JerueaUm the Holy City, London, 1888;
F. J. Bliss. Exeavatione at Jeruealem, i894rS7, London,
1898; C. Mommertk Topographie dee aUen Jeruealem, 4
vols.. Leipttc 1902-06; S. Merrill. Andent Jerueaiem, New
York, 1908; G. A. Smith, The Topography, Beonomce and
Hieiory of Jeruealem to 70 A.D., 2 vols., London, 1906;
Robinson, Reeeardiee, and Later Reeeardtee. On the ques-
tion of the Akra consult 0. E. Caspaii in TSK^ 1864. pp.
309^28; G. Gatt, in TQ. Ixvi (1884). 34-84, faczi (1889),
77-126; idem. Die HUgel von Jeruealem, Freiburg. 1897.

For descriptions of the city consult: J. F. Thrupp,
Aneienl Jeruealem, London, 1866; A. B. MaeGMgor, Index
cf Paeeagee . . . upon the Topography of Jeruealem, Glas-
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low, 1876; C. Zinmiermaim, Karten und PUtnt nw Topo-
gnpkie de9 oUtn Jeruaalem, Basel 1876; O. WiUiams.
Tk0 Uoty City, 2 vols.. London, 1840; O. Ritter, Com'
paralkoe Geograpky ofPaUatifu, W. 1-212. Edinburgh, 1866;
W. U. TbomBon, Th€ Land and ths Book, vol. L. New York.
1880; F. Sineee, Daa Jwnuaiem dM Jo9$phu9. Berlin, 1881;
H. Nioole, Plan topoorapkiqu» da Jematdsm «< am «nvtroiu,

Ptois. 1886-87; J. H. Lewis, The Holy Plaeea qfJenuaUm,
Londoiu 1888; O. R. Lees, JeruMlsm IUu9lraUd, ib. 1894;
G. A. Smith, HiaUnieal Qoography of f^ Holy Land,
peaaim, ib. 1807; F. Diekamp, HippolvtuM von Thoben,

pp. 06 aqq., MQnster, 1898; W. Sanday, Sacred Site* of
ike Oo9pei; Oxford. 1903; Miat A. Goodrich Freer, Inner
Jerueaiem, London, 1904 (an excellent description of the
present oaty); Baedeker's Handbook on Syria and Pales-
tine, 6th Germ. ed.. Leipsie. 1904, 4th Eng. ed., 1906.

Pietoria] productions are G. E^ra and H. Guthe, PalAetina
in Biid und Wort, vol. i., Stuttgart, 1883; Hartmann-
Bencinger, Pal&etina, Hamburg, 1889; and the views
publiahed by the PEF.
On the history of the city in the Biblical period consult:

I^ B. Pftton, Jeruealem in Bible Tinue, Chicago. 1908;
E. Bevan, Jeruealem under the High Prieeta, London, 1904;
end the works on the history of Israel cited under Arab.
For lat«r periods consult: C. J. M. de Vog6^, Lea Bgliaea

de la terra Miinte, Paris, 1860; T. Levin, Siege <4 Jeruealem
by ntue, London, 1863; V. Gu^rin, La Terre eainU, 2
parts, PStfis, 1884; J. Guy le Strange, Paleetine under the

Moelema, London, 1890; G. Dodu, Hiet, dee inetitutione

wumM^iquee dane le royaume latin de Jnruaalem, Paris,

1894; Jeruealem et eee prineipouz eanetuairee, ib. 1895;
C. A. Couret, La Priee de Jeruealem , . . en 614; iroie

deeumente, ib. 1896; C. R. Conder, The Latin Kingdom cf
JenaeaUm, 1009-1291, London, 1897; S. Lane Poole,

Saladin and the Fall of the Kingdom of Jeruealem^ New
York. 1896; R. ROhricht, Geeehidite dee Kdnioreiehe
Jerueal0m, Berlin, 1898; W. Besant and E. H. Palmer,
Jeruaaimn, the City of Herod and Saladin, London, 1809;
A. Achleitner. Jeruealem, Mains. 1905; W. S. Galdeoott,
The Second Temple in Jeruealem, London. 1908; and the
publications of the Palestine Pilgrim Text Society.

Mapa of value are the Plan <^ Jeruaaiem prepared by the
PEF. and Karte dar Materialan tur Topograj^ie dee Alien
Jeruealem, accompanied by Matarialen eur Topographie
dee AUen Jeruealem, both by A. K<lmmel. Halle. 1904-06.

JERUSALEM, ANGLICAN-GERMAN BISHOP-
RIC IN : An episcopal see founded in Jerusalem in the
nineteenth century by joint agreement of the Angli-

can and the German Lutheran churches. As a
result of more than one missionary effort in the Holy
Land in the earlier years of the century, and of the

expedition sent thither in 1840 by the so-called

Quadruple Alliance, Frederick William IV. of Prus-
sia thought the occasion favorable for establishing

s firm position for Evangelical Christians in that

country. The Armenian, Greek, and Latin churches

had long possessed the advantage of permanent
corporations \mder treaty sanction, the two latter

having also powerful protectors, while Protestants

had no regular standing. The king therefore sent

Bunsen on a special mission to Queen Victoria to

lay before the archbishop of Canterbury and the

bishc^ of London, who welcomed the proposal, a
plan for the joint erection of a Protestant bishopric

under the protection of England and Prussia. The
endowment of the see was &ced at £30,000 in order

to aecure an annual income of £1,200 for the bishop,

who was to be appointed by Prussia and England
alternately; the archbishop of Canterbury, how-
ever, had a veto on the Prussian nomination; in

other particulars the organization of the see was
practically that of an Anglican bishopric, and its

holder was at first subject to the metropolitan au-

thority of Canterbury. His jurisdiction, which ex-

tended provisionally beyond Palestine over the

Protestants of all Syria, Chaldea, Egypt, and Abys-
sinia, was to be exercised according to the canons
and usages of the Church of England. An act of

Parliament (Oct. 5, 1841) authorized the consecra-

tion of a bishop for a foreign country who need not

be a subject of the British crown nor take the oath
of allegiance, while, on the other hand, the clergy

ordained by him would have no right to officiate

in England or Ireland. It was agreed by both
parties that the bishop should protect and aid Ger-
man commimities, among whom the cure of souls

should be provided for by German clergy, ordained

according to the English rite after examination and
subscription of the three ecumenical creeds; that

the liturgy was to be compiled from those received

in the Lutheran church of Prussia and authorized

by the archbishop of Canterbury; that confirmation

was to be administered to the Germans by the

bishop after the English form. These far-reachii^

concessions aroused great dissatisfaction among the

German Lutherans, and the project was unfavorably
received by the High Church party in England on
opposite grounds. The first bishop appointed under
the agreement was a Jewish convert, Michael Sol-

omon Alexander (b. at SchOnlanke, 50 m. n.n.w. of

Posen, 1799; became a rabbi, and while serving at

Plymouth was converted, 1825. He entered the

ministry of the Church of England, became a mis-

sionary of the London Society for the Conversion of

the Jews, and professor of Hebrew and rabbinical

literature at King's College, London). He took up
his residence in Jerusalem at the beginning of 1842,

and died in the desert near Cairo Nov. 23, 1845.

He was succeeded by Samuel Gobat (q.v.), a native

of Cr^mine in the Bernese Alps, and a former mis-

sionary in Abyssinia. In his time it became evident

that the joint bishopric could not endure. The
German community showed a notable increase, nimi-

bering 200 members in 1875, and important chari-

table works were connected with it; a provisional

chapel for their worship was erected in 1871, to be
replaced by the larger church dedicated in the

presence of the German emperor on Oct. 31, 1898.

Meantime the relations between the German and
English congregations had become more and more
merely nominal. Bishop Gobat was succeeded in

1879 by an Englishman, Joseph Barclay (q.v.), who
died two years later, and the next nomination came
to Germany. The final separation was brought
about by the insistence of the English Church that

the bishop should subscribe the Thirty-nine Articles

and be consecrated according to the English rite.

Germany objected to this, and the agreement was
finally abolished by the emperor on Nov. 3, 1886,

[since which time the bishopric has been maintained

by the English Church alone. The present inciun-

bent, George Francis Popham Blyth (q.v.), was con-

secrated Mar. 25^ 1887. His title is " Bishop of the

Church of England in Jerusalem and the Eaist," and
his jurisdiction includes the English congregations

in Egypt, the regions about the Red Sea, Palestine,

Syria, Asia Minor (except portions attached to Gib-

raltar), and the Island of Cyprus].

(Phiupp Meter.)

Bibuoobapht: Consult the literature under Qobat. Samuxi.;
W. H. Heckler. The Jeruealem Biehaprie, London, 1883;
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H. Smith. The Protettant BiMkopric in JmueaUm, ib. 1846;

A. McGaul, Jenualem, its Biahop, iU Munonariu^ ib. 1866;

A. Riley. Progma and Proapeda of th» ArehhUhop ef Can-
Itrbury'a Miaaian to the Aaavrian ChriaHana, ib. 1889; Der
Harr baut JeruaaUm, Etna Denkaehrift Hbar daa Wark dar

avanaaUaehan XtrcA«n in Jaruaaiem, Berlin, 1896.

JERUSALEM CHAMBER: A large haU in tbe

deanery of Westminster, London, adjacent to the

abbey. The origin of the name is obscure; possibly

it is derived from the tapestries with which it is

hung, representing in part scenes from Jerusalem or

vicinity, including the adoration of the magi, the

circumcision, and also the wanderings in the wilder-

ness. The hall was built by Abbot Littlington be-

tween 1376 and 1386, and served as the guest-room
or parlor of the abbot. In it Henry IV. died (Mar.

20, 1413) when about to set out on a pilgrimage to

Jerusalem, and tbe prophecy that he was to die in

Jerusalem was supposed thus to be fulfilled (of.

Shakespeare, Henry IV., part II., act iv., scene 4).

It became the meeting-place of the Westminster
Assembly (q.v.) when cold weather came on in Sep-
tember, 1643, the hall being heated from its huge
fireplace. There Addison (1719) and Congreve

(1728) lay in state previous to burial in the abbey.
It was the place of session of the company of re-

visers of the New Testament, and from it the Revised

Version of the New Testament is dated: " Jerusa^

lem Chamber, Westminster Abbey, 11th November,
1880." The revisers of the Old Testament also

met there when the New-Testament company was
not in session. It is the place of meeting of the

lower house of convocation of the province of

Canterbury.

Bibuoobapht: A. P. Stanley, Memoriala of Waatminater
Abbey, reiasued in Bven/man'a Library, 1906; W. J. Loftie,

Wealminaier Abbey, London, 1889.

JERUSALEM, PATRIARCHATE OF: A see of

the Eastern Church (q.v.), supposed to have been
founded by James, the brother of the

Early Lord. ThoughJerusalem has remained

Bishops, for Christianity the '*holy city,'' it

has never occupied an authoritative

position. Nevertheless it produced some note-

worthy men, and several synods of importance

have been held there. During the cnisades it

was the center of interest as the object, not

as the subject, of action. The patriarchate, that

was established there in 451, could never be com-
pared to other patriarchates, not even to that of

Antioch. The city lost its importance after its

capture by Titus and especially after Hadrian had
made it, in 136, the Mlia Capitolina in which Jews
were no longer tolerated, but the old name of the

city never entirely vanished, although it was offi-

cially recognized again only in the fourth century.

Eusebius states that until the time of Hadrian there

were only Jewish Christian bishops in Jerusalem,

and afterward only Christians converted from pa-

ganism. The list of bishops until c. 300 is contained

in the church history of Eusebius and in his Chron-

icofif also in Epiphanius. but it is not wholly trust-

worthy. Among the Christian bishops of Jerusalem

before Juvenal, under whom the patriarchate was
founded, may be mentioned especially Narcissus,

Alexander, Macarius, Maximus, a supporter of Ath«

anasius, Cyril (q.v.), and John (see Origknibtic
CoNTROVBRSiKs). The Coimcil of Nicsa decreed

that according to ancient usage the bishop of ^lia
should be honored, but the first rank should be
given to the bishop of the ** metropolis," by which
undoubtedly CBSsarea was understood. The rela-

tion of Jerusalem to OGesarea was naturally dis-

turbed from that time. Ambitious and energetic

bishops such as Maximus and especially Cyril did

not recognize the bishop of Csesarea as metropol-

itan. Cyril was opposed successfully by Acacius of

Csesarea, a not less vigorous personality. But
Juvenal especially won for Jerusalem an important

position. At the Coimcil of Nicsea, however, the

questions as to the rank of the bishops were still

comparatively simple and only slightly developed
from a legal standpoint. Only imder the political

organization of the empire undertaken by Diocletian

did the church constitution provide rigidly circum-

scribed eparchies and dioceses, and only then did

the capital of the political eparchy or metropolis

have also ecclesiastical precedence. Jerusalem, how-
ever, obtained no political supremacy. Even when
Palestine was divided into several distinct prov-

inces by Valens, and afterward, it did not become a
metropolis. In Palestina Prima, to which it be-

longed, Csesarea remained the chief seat of the epis-

copacy, in Palestina Secunda it was Scythopolis, in

Palestina Tertia Petra. Jerusalem was only fourth

in rank.

Juvenal (q.v.) induced Emperor Theodosius II.

to make him patriarch, and at the council of Chaloe-

don succeeded in obtaining the three

Daring the Palestines as patriarchate. At the fifth

Crusades, ecumenical council of Constantinople

in 553, it was ordered definitely that

Jerusalem should possess the fifth see in the church.

There are only a few prominent names in the long

series of patriarchs. The history of the patriarchate

is intimately connected with the vicissitudes of

political history. In 637 the Mohammedans imder
Caliph Omar conquered Jerusalem, Patriarch So-

phronius mediating the surrender on conditions re-

garding the toleration of Christian faith. Never-
theless there followed a time of great oppression, no
patriarch being elected for more than sixty years

(644-705), but even after the restoration of the

patriarchate the church was almost always in a
destitute condition. The crusades (conquest of

Jerusalem 1099) caused a new interruption of the

succession of patriarchs. The first patriarch elected

after this period (in 1142?) resided at first in Con-
stantinople; only after Saladin in 1187 had taken

Jerusalem from the Franks did the patriarchs return

to Palestine, although not immediately to the holy

city. The chief importance of Palestine, especially

of the neighborhood of Jerusalem, from early times

lay in the fact that it had become the coimtry of

monks and hermits. In the sixth century Palestine

took the leadership in Greek monasticism; through

men like Euthymios (d. 473), Sabas (d. 532), and
especially Theodosius (d. 529), Palestine became a

shining example for the whole East, but after the

tenth century its importance began to decrease.

In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries Jeru-

salem became so desolate that the patriarchs, owin^
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to the failure of Uieir revenues, traveled to collect

fufids. Tamerlane conquered Syria in 1400, and
ftftemrard Palestine was ruled by the Mamelukes

from Egypt. In 1517 the Ottoman
In Kiddle sultan conquered Syria, and conse-

Afcs and quently the patriarchate of Jerusalem
Mbdcm became dependent upon the eciunen-

TimcB. ical patriarchate in CQnstantinople.

While in the time of the Arabs only
natives of Palestine were patriarchs, now Greeks
<t4*pped into the foreground. Many patriarchs of

the dty fixed their residence at Constantinople;
only sinoe 1845 have the patriarchs permanently
rniided there. At the time of the foundation of the
patriarchate the three Palestines comprised not less

than fifty-nine bishoprics, at present there are only
a few. There is BtUl a metropolitan of Cssarea,
but in 1880 he ruled Haifa only, a place of a thou-
nxui inhabitants. Beside the metropolitan of

Ccssaiea there is still a metropolitan of Scythopolis
ind Petra, also one of Ptolemais, Bethlehem and
Nazareth; beside them, six arehbishops and one
bishop. According to Baedeker (Palestine and Syria,

pp. Ux.-bui., 4th ed., Leipsic, 1906), Syria and
Pilestine with 3,526,160 inhabitants has 978,068

Cbrtstians. The mutesaarifat of Jerusalem is esti-

mated to have 341,638 inhabitants (p. be.), while

the number of Christians in Jerusalem amounts to

a^Kiut 13,000 among 60,000 inhabitants (p. 24).

There are 6,000 members of the orthodox Greek
church in Jerusalem.

After the conquest of Jerusalem in 1099 Godfrey
of Bouillon as king of the city established a Latin

patriarchate which assimied the whole

latis organization of the Palestinian church.

Htriarchate The orthodox patriarehate was ignored.

tnd Other There were Latin patriarchs until 1291,

Bidioprici. nominally even until 1374. They re-

sided in Ptolemais (Accon) until 1291,

*in in Cyprus. In 1847 Pius IX. named J. Valei^
ift patriarch (d. 1872), and at present there are in

Jf^nualem 4,000 Latin Catholics, besides several

hundred ** United " Catholics of different rites.

There are also the patriarohates of the Melch-
.:«• (united Greeks) and that of the Armenians.
The Gregorian Armenians possess a patriarch-

al of Jerusalem, organized in the seventeenth
wiiiury.

The Jacobites have a bishop and a small church
n Jerusalem, and the Abyssinians also have a
cLureh. (F. Kattenbusch.)
>*iftUocii4FaT: Hm fimdamantal work is in Greek by
ttontheiw. • patriareh of Jenualem (d. 1707). " On the

PWnanehs in JeruMlein«" ed. by hie miooeasor Chrysanthos,
RoAfaAreaC. 1716. Conault further: M. Le Quien, Orieru

''Vi4iMmi«. ill. 101 eqq.. Paria, 1740 (important); H.
G«ibr. in ZDPV, 3ui (1890). 81 aqq.; O. Werner, Orbta
tgii Mwi CoDbo/ieiM. chap. xvii.. Freiburg, 1800; Schlatter,

in Bti^Agt Kur FOrderunQ ekriaaiehtT TheoloffU, ii. 3 (1808);
L. HampeL. Vfiitrmtehuna^n Hber daa latt%niBth» Pairiarchai
•am JmitsaUm, Eriangen, 1890; Vailh^, in Revue dt Varieni,

1890. pp. 44 aqq.. 612 iqq.. 1000. pp. 10 aqq.; A. ZacaraUi.
a ZDPV, xii (1800), 36 aqq.; T. Zahn, For$chungen tw
GmtkidUe dee Kanane, ri. 281 aqq., Leipaio, 1000.

JESUSAJLBM, STUOD OP, 167a: By far the most
onportartt of all the synods held in Jerusalem after

ibr meeting of the apostles (Acts xv.; see Apoa-
I^uc Codncil). From the time of Cyril Lucar

(q.v.), the Elastem Church had lain under the sus-

picion of Calvinistic tendencies, and not altogether

without cause. But Cyril's violent death sealed the

fate of the movement he had led. His successor,

Cyril of Berrhoe, condemned his teaching at a synod
in Constantinople in 1638, and so did his successor,

Parthenius, four years later, in a synod at Jassy.

Peter Mogilas, the Russian metropolitan of Kiev,

put together a confession of faith in 1643, for which
he obtained the sanction of Parthenius and of the

patriarchs of Alexandria, Antioch, Jerusalem, and
Moscow. Meantime the Roman Catholic and the

Protestant parties in the West were trying to sup-

port their respective sides by adducing Eastern tes-

timony, not alwa3r8, if the Greeks are to be believed,

quite accurately. Thus the French Calvinist

preacher, Jean Claude, in his controversy on the

Eucharist with Nicole and Amauld, appealed to

the older Eastern writers, whose teaching seemed
to have been revived by Cyril and his adherents;

the Jansenists, supported by the French court, to

the orthodox profession of the Greeks. Nectarius

(q.v.), patriarch of Jerusalem, published a book
against Claude; and his successor Dositheus (q.v.)

considered it necessary to take still more formal

action, not without pressure from the French am-
bassador, Olivier de Nointel, who influenced him
to call a synod at Jerusalem to refute these accusa-

tions of Calvinism. This synod was attended by
most of the prominent representatives of the East-

em Church, including six metropolitans besides

Dositheus and his retired predecessor, and its de-

crees received so universal a sanction as to make
them more truly an expression of the faith of the
Greek Church than any later synod could claim for

its own. Its occasion is seen in the fact that the

first part of its discussions is directed to the refuta-

tion of the " shameless " attempts of the Calvinists

to support their teaching by Eastern authority.

This part contains the acts of the councils of Con-
stantinople and Jassy, and reviews the recent his-

tory with the purpose of showing the freedom of the

patriarchate from error, while at the same time
anathematizing the heretical writings and proposi-

tions which bore the name of a patriarch. The
second part contains the declaration of orthodox
faith wUch Dositheus, in the name of the assembled
Fathers, set forth in opposition to the rejected tenets

of Cyril. It follows them point by point, adhering
as far as possible to their structure, but changing
their substance into an orthodox content. It con-

tains eighteen decreta and four qiuiestiones. The
former deal with the Trinity; Holy Scripture and
its exposition by the Church; predestination; the

origin of evil, and the relation to it of divine provi-

dence; original sin; the incarnation; the media-
torial office of Christ and the saints; faith working
by love; the Church, its episcopate, its membership,
its infallibility; justification by faith and works;

the capability of natural and regenerate man; the

seven sacraments; infant baptism; the Eucharist;

and the condition of the soul after death. The
questions cover the canon of Scripture, whether it

can be understood by all, the matter of images, and
the cultus of the saints. Taken as a whole, the
'' Shield of Orthodoxy," as the entire pronounoe-
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ment was entitled, is one of the most important

expressions of the faith of the Eastern Church.

(Rudolf Hofmann.)

BiBuooBAnrr: A food edition of the Aot« is in Hnrduin,
ConeiHa, xi 179-272. and a aitieaJ edition in E. J. Kimmel,
MonumnUa /IdH eeeiMia§ oediUntalu, Jena, 1850; they
are in Enclieh in Ths Aet§ and Dureet . . . fraiul. from
tii» Oreek . . . eoniaining A* Confeuion . . . of Cyril

Lukar, with Noita 6y J. N, W. B. Roberttan, London. 1899.

Consult: W. Gan. Symbolik cUr griet^iaektn Kireke, pp.
79 aqq., Berlin. 1872; F. Kattenbusch, F«rvMcA«iu2«
Konf€B9ionakuruU, p. 146, Fnibui*. 1890; JtL. Ti. 1859-
1360.

JERUSALEM, yft-ra'Kl-lem, JOHANN FRIED-
RICH WILHELM: Apologist and theologian; h. at

OsnabrOck, Hanover, Nov. 22, 1709; d. at Wolfen-

bOttel (7 m. s. of Brunswick) Sept. 2, 1789. He
began the study of theology at Leipsie in 1727,

continued his studies in Leyden, and for a time

preached in the German church of that city. He
was appointed court preacher to Duke Charles of

Brunswick in WolfenbUttel and tutor of his son

(1742); in the following year he became provost

of the monasteries of the Holy Cross and St. iBgid-

ius, in 1749 abbot of Marienthal, in 1762 abbot of

Riddagshausen, and in 1771 vice-president of the

consistory of WolfenbQttel. He founded the Karo-
linum, an institution of learning in Brunswick, and
oi^ganised the system of the poor laws. His most
important work is Betrachtungen iiber die vomehmr-
tten Wahrheiien der Religion (2 vols., Brunswick,

1768-79), which was translated into many languages

and was still used in the beginning of the nineteenth

century as a work on apologetics. Jerusalem took
also a significant rank as preacher; two collections

of his sermons appeared in Brunswick, 1745-53.

His son, Karl Wilhelm Jerusalem, was the friend of

Goethe who committed suicide at Wetzlar in 1772
and gave occasion for Die Leiden dee jung^n Werth-
era, (A. Hauck.)

Biblxooraprt: An autobioiraphy waa printed in hie

NaehoeUumns Sehriften, Brunswick. 1793. Consult J. M.
H. Ddring. Die dmUacKen KanMebredner dea 18. und 19. Jakr-
AttfMlMrte. Neustadt. 1830; ADB, ziU. 779; KL, vi 1305-
1366.

JESSOPP, jes'ep, AUGUSTUS: CJhurch ofEngland

;

b. at Cheshunt (13 m. n. of London), Herts, Dec. 20,

1824. He was educated at St. John's College, Cam-
bridge (B.A., 1848), and was ordered deacon in 1848
and ordained priest in 1850. He was curate of

Papworth St. Agnes, Cambridgeshire, in 1848-55,

master of Hebton Grammar School, Cornwall, in

1855-59, headmaster of King Edward VI.'s School,

Norwich, in 1859-79, and has been rector of Scar-
ning, Norfolk, since 1879. He has been honorary
canon of Norwich, as well as honorary fellow of St.

John's College, (Cambridge, and of Worcester College,

Oxford, since 1895, and chaplain in ordinary to the
king since 1902. He was select preacher at Oxford
in 1896, and has written or edited Donne's Eseaye
in Divinity (London, 1855); Norwich School Ser^

nums (1864); DiseertoHone on the Fragmente of
Primitive lAturgies and Cor^eseione of Faith con-

tained in the Wriiinge of the New Testament (1871);
Letters of F. Henry Walpole,from the Original Manvr
scripts at Stonyhturst College (Norwich, 1873); One
Oeneration of a Norfolk House: A Contribution to

Elitabethan History (London, 1876); Hittory <^ the

Diocese of Norwich (1884); Autol^iography of Roger
North (1887); Aready for Better for Worse (1887);

The Coming of the Friars, and Other Historical Essays

(1888); The Trials of a Country Parson (1890);

Studies of a Reduae (1892); Random Roaming
(1893); Simon Ryan the PeteriU (1896); Frivola

(1896); The Life and Miracles of St. WQliam of
Norwich, hy Thomas of Monmouth (in collaboration

with M. R. James, Cambridge, 1896); John Donne,
Sometime Dean qf St. Paul's ( 1897) ; Before the Great

Pillage (1901); and William CecU, Lord Burghley

(1904).

JES8UP, jes'up, HENRY HARRIS: Presbyterian;

b. at Montrose, Pa., Apr. 19, 1832. He was gradu-
ated at Yale in 1851 and Union Theological Semi-
nary in 1855. In the latter year he went to Tripoli,

Syria, under the auspices of the American Board of

C!ommissioners for Foreign Missions, remaining there

until 1860, when he went to Beirut, where he has
since remained. Since 1870 he has worked under
the auspices of the Presbyterian Board of Foreign

Missions, and has been professor of church history,

theology, and homiletics in the Syrian Theological

Seminary, Beirut. He was a member of the Turco-
American commission on indemnities after the mas-
sacres of Oct., 1860-July, 1861. In theology he is

Calvinistic according to ihe Revised Confession of

Faith of the Presbyterian Church, and has written

Women of the Arabs (New York, 1874); Syrian
Home Life (1874); The Mohammedan Missionary
Problem (Philadelphia, 1880); and The Life of
KamU (1894). He has in preparation A History of
the Syria Mission (2 vols.).

JBSUATE, jes'yu-6t: A religious order, originally

called Clerici apostolid Sancti Hieronymi, founded at

Sienna about 1360 by Giovanni Ck>lombini, a weal-

thy merchant and senator. After living with his

wife in continence for some time, he separated en-

tirely from her and placed her in a convent, with his

daughters, giving them a portion of his property.

The rest he bestowed on the religious and poor and,
with his friend Francesco Miani, lived in poverty,

caring for the sick and preaching. Expelled from
Sienna, he continued his work in Arezzo and else-

where. In 1367, when Urban V. returned from
Avignon to Rome, he was besought by CJolombini

and his followers to permit them to found an order

and to assign them a habit; but this was refused for

some months because of a suspicion that the Jesu-

ates were connected with the heretical Fraticelli.

This Colombini was able to disprove, and the order

was confirmed. After the founder's death (July 31,

1367), Francesco Miani assumed control. The Jes-

uates devoted themselves chiefly to the care of

the sick and to works of mercy, and consisted of

lay brothers with minor vows. Their rule was
originally a mixture of Benedictine and Franciscan
elements, but later was changed to a somewhat
modified Augustinian rule. In 1668 the order,

which had already been reformed by Paul V. in

1606, became so worldly that it was suppressed by
Clement IX. The female branch of the order,

founded at Sienna by Caterina O)lombini (d. 1387),
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a kmswoman of Giovanni Colombini, preserved the

original vigor of its rule, and consequently survived

the male Jesuates fully two centuries.

(O. Z6CKLSRt.)
BnLKKHUFBT: Ftto /. Cohtmbini, in A3B, July. viii. 364-

898, and by O. Bonafide, Rome, 1M2. Later worldnc over
of the material ii given in the lives by F. Poeel, Regens-
borg, 1846; and Countess Rambuteau. Paris, 1889. Con-
sult: Helsrot, Orrfret monasft^iies, iii. 407 sqq.; Heim-
buoher. Onisn und Konareoationgn, ii. 240-242; KL, vi.

1371 sqq.

JESUITS.

L OiBanisation and Diadpline of the
Society.

Qualifications of Candidates ({ 1).

Antdyna of the Constitutions (t 2).
" On the Virtue of Obedienoe " (( 3).

Rules and Other Manuals ({ 4).

U. History of the Society.

Privileges and Exemptions (| 1).

Early Achievements in Italy. FM^-
gtd, and France (( 2).

In Germany and Austria (( 3).

In Belgium, Holland, and England ({ 4).

Mission Work in America (t 5).

Unethical Teachings and Practises ({ 0).

Internal Development and Moral
Declension (t 7).

Decline and Proscription ({ 8).

Illicit Continuance and Restoration

(J 9).

III. Female Orders in Imitation of
Jesuits.

Tbe Jesuits (SocieUu Jetu, ** Company of Jesus ")

is *' the most wide-spread of all the religious orders

founded in modem times." For an account of the
founding of the order see loNATms of Lotola.
L Organization and Discipline of the Society:

The Constitutianes SodetaHa Jesu cum earum dec-

laratiombus, having been approved by
I. Qoalifi- Paul III., Julius III., and Paul IV.,

cations of and commended after careful ezami-
Candidates, nation by the Coimcil of Trent, was

again emphatically improved and con-

6nned by Gregory XIII. (Feb., 1582) and printed

in Rome in 1583. The text is accompanied by mar-
ginal declarations or explanatory notes printed in

italics, with a full alphabetical index. The end of

the society is declared to be the salvation and per-

fection of the souls of its members as well as of

men in general. The ordinary vows of obedienoe,

poverty, and chastity are required of all members,
and that of poverty is explsdned so as to exclude
absolutely not only individual but collective posses-

sions. Receiving compensation for masses, sermons,

lectures, or any sort of religious service, even in the

form of alms, is absolutely prohibited {Examen^ i. 3).

An exception is made in the case of colleges and
houses of probation with their buildings and rev-

enues. SchoUsn take the three ordinary vows of

poverty, obedienoe and celibacy and promise to

enter Uie higher ranks of service if the glory of God
diould require it. CoadjtUors or helpers, whether
in spiritual or in temporal things, take only the

same. Their promotion to the ranks of the Pro-

fessed depends on their faithfulness and efficiency

in the things conunitted to them. The Profeaaed,

or members of the inner circle, who possess the

aectets of the order, and from whom the officers are

chosen, take in addition to these vows a special

vow to the pope, that they will journey without
parleying and without asking for traveling expenses,

whithersoever he may order, whether among be-

lievers or unbelievers. A fourth dass is made up of

those whose position in the order has not yet been
determined, but who are in readiness to enter either

grade that the superior may direct. A period of

probation (novitiate) usually lasting for two years,

in whidi the candidate is trained in obedience and
thoroughly tested as regards aptitude, mental, phy-
sical, moral, and spiritual, for the purposes of the

order, precedes entrance into any of the grades men-
tioned (Ezamerif i. 12). Inquiry is to be made of

each candidate whether he has ever been separated

from the Church by reason of denial of the faith or

falling into errors or into schism; whether he has
perpetrated homicide or become infamous on ac-

coimt of enormous sins; whether he has belonged
to another order; whether he has been boimd by
the chain of matrimony or servitude; whether he is

afflicted with poor judgment. Affirmative answers
to these questions disqualify for admission (Examefif
ii.). Careful inquiry is further to be made respect-

ing name, age, birth-place, legitimacy of birth, re-

ligious character of ancestors, names, occupations,

s^ worldly condition of parents (similar inquiries

about brothers and sisters); whether he is imder ob-
ligation to marry, whether he has any son, whether
he is in debt or has civil liabilities, whether he has
a trade and can read and write, whether he has any
disease, has received ecclesiastical ordination, or is

imder a vow; what have been his habits of religious

devotion, reading, and meditation; whether he en-

tertains any religious opinions different from those

of the Church, whether he is ready to leave the
world and to follow the counsels of our Lord Jesus

Christ, whether he fully purposes to live and die in

the society; and when, where, and by whom was
he first moved to take this position. The answers
expected to these inquiries are manifest (ibid. iii.).

The candidate is' required to relinquish his posses-

sions, if not immediately, at latest after one year.

Intercourse with relatives is restricted and prac-

tically prohibited. He must agree to have all his

defects and errors pointed out to him. He must
submit to training in the " Spiritual Exercises,''

and spend a month doing menial work in a hospice

and another month in traveling as a mendicant.
For the rest of the two years of probation many
other tests are applied, the aim being to make the

candidate as a " corpse or a staff " in the hands of

his superior. The candidate must express a willing-

ness to become a secular coadjutor or whatever Ids

superiors may determine to be for the greater glory

of God and to be willing in all things to submit his

own feeling and judgment to that of the society

(ibid. v.). For coadjutors and scholars a still fur-

ther testing of absolute obedience and requisite effi-

ciency is provided (ibid, vi.-viii.).

The body of the work consists of eight books.

Part I. treats of " Admission to Probation." To the

general belongs the final decision as to whether an
applicant shall be accepted or rejected. The qual-

ities sought in those to be admitted are given in de-

tail: good appearance, health, youth, physical
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strength and endurance, sound doctrine or aptitude

for learning it, discretion in doing things or good
judgment for acquiring it, good memory, avidity for

all virtue and spiritual perfection, quiet-

a. Analysis ness, constancy, strenuosity in service,

of the zeal for the salvation of souls, grace-

Constittt- fulness of speech, honorable appear-

lion. ance, nobility, wealth, good reputation

(these last not necessary, but highly

desirable). Detailed directions are given (Part I.)

concerning the manner of admitting those who seem
to have in sufficient measure the qualities desired.

Part II. pertains to dismissing those who have been
received on probation and have proved unfit. The
main thing here is to satisfy the person to be dis-

missed that no injustice is done him, but that the

greater glory of God requires his dismission, and so

to retain his friendship, and to satisfy the rest of

the household that he has not been arbitrarily dealt

with. Part III. treats of the training and pro-

moting of those who remain in probation. The
cultivation of all the mental, moral, and spiritual

elements that are considered desirable, especially of

prompt and cheerful obedience and deep interest

in the purposes of the society, and such hygienic

living as will conserve and increase the physical fit-

ness of the probationer, are described in detail. No
stress is laid upon asceticism, perfect physical con-

dition being the thing sought. Part IV. treats of

the education of the members and education as a
means of influence upon those that are without.

Conditions of admission, discipline, and curricula,

with prescribed texts, in theology and in liberal

arts, science, and philosophy are somewhat minutely
given. Public schools to be open to non-Jesuits are

to be conducted in connection with the colleges.

Universities are to be established under the auspices

of the society; but it is not thought wise for the
society to burden itself with faculties of law or med-
icine. The ultimate aim of all educational effort

was evidently to gain an absolute mastery over the
pupil and the devotion of his powers to the purposes
of the society. Part V. treats of the things that per-

tain to admission into the body of the society, that
is, into the rank of the '' professed." The right of

admitting belongs to the general, but he may dele-

gate it to subordinates when he thinks it expedient
to do so. Only those are to be admitted into the
inner circle who have manifested the possession in a
high degree of the gifts and graces, the acquisitions,

the enthusiasm, the efficiency, the absolute devotion
to the interests of the order that the system was de-

signed and adapted to produce. Out of this body
come the officials, including the general. Part VI.

deals with the demeanor and duties of the professed.

The utmost stress is laid upon obedience and the

scrupulous execution of the constitution and rules

of the society. Theymust love poverty as the strong

wall of religion and preserve it in its purity. Part
VTI. treats of the things that pertain to the distri-

bution of the professed throughout the Lord's vine-

yard for the good of mankind (proximorum). Their
obligation to go without questioning wherever the
pope or the general may direct and to devote them-
selves unsparingly to the accomplishment of what-
ever tasks Hiay be assigned is much emphasized.

Part VIII. deals with methods to be employed in
keeping the parts of the organization in dose touch
with the head and with each other. The utmost
importance is attached to the vital imity of the
body, and frequent and full correspondence with
the head and among those charged with various en-
terprises is insisted upon. Provision is also made
for general congregations for the discussion and
settlement of important matters. It is thought to
be in the interest of unity that the general reside

in Rome, where he can always be reached, and that
each provincial reside continuously at the point

determined upon in his province. In case of the
death or retirement of the general, a general congre-

gation is to be called for the election of his successor,

and detailed directions are given for the election.

The general is expected to appoint a vicar to assist

him and to summon the general congregation in

case of his demise. Part IX. deals with the func-

tions and authority of the general and of the au-
thority and watch-care of the society over the
general. The society controls the expenses and
manner of living of the general. He is subject to
constant watching, to admonition, and to deposi-

tion in case his conduct or teaching should warrant
it. He must confess regularly to a properly au-
thorized confessor. The provincials are to lead in

proceedings against the general. Part X. (and last)

treats of the manner in which the whole body of

the society may be conserved and increased in its

good estate. The vow taken by the professed doses
the work. He promises that he will never consent
to a change of the ordinances concerning poverty,
'' unless at any time from just cause of exigent af-

fairs it seems that poverty ought rather to be
restricted,'* that he will never directly or indirectly

put forth effort to secure his own election or pro-

motion to any office or dignity in the society, that

he will never seek or consent to be elected to any
office or dignity outside of the society unless com-
pelled by obedience to higher authority, that he
will report on any brother that he knows to be
seeking office or promotion, that if he should accept

an ecclesiastical position he would have constant

regard to the obedience due to the general.

For " The Spiritual Exercises," see Exercxtia
Spibitualia.

Ignatius' tract " On the Virtue of Obedience "

stands side by side with the Spiritual Exerdses
and the Constitution as one of the

3. " On the foundation books of the society. . It

Virtue of is a letter of less than 4,000 words
Obedience." addressed in April, 1553, to " the breth-

ren of the Society of Jesus who are in

Lusitania." He wishes his brethren, while being
perfect in all spiritual gifts and ornaments, to be
preeminent in the virtue of obedience:

" The only virtue that inaerts the other yirtuea in the mind
and guardfl those that have been inaerted. While this

flouriBhes, beyond doubt the rest will flourish. . . . 0\ir
salvation was wrought by Him who * became obedient unto
death.* . . . We may the more easily suffer ourselves to be
surpassed by other religious orders in fastings, vigils, and
other asperity of food and clothing, which each by its own
ritual and discipline holily receives: I could wish, dearest
brethren, that you who serve our Lord Jesus Christ in this
society should be conspicuous indeed in true and perfect
obedience and abdication of will and especially of judgment;
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and for the true and geimane progeny of this mna society
to be diHtingiiiahed as it were by this note, that they never
look upon the person himself whom they obey, but in him
look npon Christ the Lord for whose sake they obey. Even
if the superior be ornamented and furnished with prudence,
goodness, and whatever other gifts, he is not to be obeyed
OQ account of these things, but solely because he is God's
vicegerent by whose authority he performs his functions, who
ays * he that heareth you heareth me.' * he that despiseth
you de^iseth me ': nor, on the contrary, even if the superior
aboold be somewhat deficient in counsel or prudence, ought
there to be any remission of obedience on that account, so
long aa he is one's superior; since it has reference to the
penon of Him whoee wisdom can not be deceived: and He
viil supply whatever may be wanting to his minister, whether
be be lacking in probity or in other ornaments—seung that
when CSirist had said in express words * The Scribes and
Pharisees sit on Moses' seat,' he straightway added ' All
things therefore whatsoever they have said to you, observe
sod do, but refuse to do according to their works.' "

He proceeds to show that mere outward obedience
to a superior, with inner disapproval of the com-
mand, is the '* lowest and utterly imperfect form of

obedience, not worthy of the name of virtue unless

it ascends to another grade, which makes one's own
the will of the superior and so agrees with it that
not only the execution appears in the effect, but
also the consent in the affection, and so both will

the same thing and disapprove the same thing."

Obedience is declared to be " the sacrifice of one's

own will, which is the highest part of the mind,"
the highest possible offering we can make to God.
He warns his readers never to attempt to bend the
will of a superior to their own. This would be not
to conform your will to the divine, but to wish to

regulate the divine will by the standard of your own.
As a third degree of obedience, which he would have
his readers attain, he urges that they should not
only wiQ the same, but also think the same as the

superior; they should subject their judgment to
his. The devout will is able to sway the intelligence,

so that '' whatever things the superior commands
and thinks may seem to the inferior right and true."

The best way to accomplish this " holocaust " so

essential to personal peace and tranquillity, alacrity,

and diligence, and to the unity and efficiency of the
society, is " not to look upon the person of the
superior as a man obnoxious to errors and miseries,

but as Christ himself, who is the highest wisdom, im-
measurable goodness, infinite love, who can neither

be deceived nor does he wish to deceive you; and
since you are conscious within yourselves that
by the love of God you have subjected yourselves
to the yoke of obedience, that in following the will

of the superior you follow more certainly the divine

win, do not allow yourselves to doubt that the
most faithful love of the Lord will go on by his own
ministry which he has appointed over you to govern
you from step to step and lead you in right ways.
Therefore the voice of yoiu* superior and his orders

receive not otherwise than as the voice of Christ."

On Jan. 1, 1604, Aoquaviva, general of the so-

ciety, prescribed the reading of this tract by every
member of the society every two dajrs. It is

appended to the Regidae Sodetatis Jesu in the
edition published in Rome in 1616 and frequently

afterward.

Early in the history of the society a body of rules

was printed for the guidance of members in private
and in public life. The edition of 1616, published in

Rome by Bemardus de Angelis, secretary of the
society, embraces additions made by the Seventh

General Congregation. It begins with
4. Rules a simunary of the Constitution. ** Com-
and Other mon rules " to be observed by all re-

Manuals, garding general deportment, religious

exercises, reading, etc., follow. Next
come the " Rules of the Provincial," the responsible

leader in a province, and his assistants; those of the
provost of the house of the professed; those of the
college rector; those of the examiner who has to
pass upon the qualifications of candidates for ad-
mission into the society; those of the master of the
novices (with a list of ascetical books suitable for

his use); instruction for rendering an account of

one's conscience, comprising fourteen questions to
be answered in confession and intended to cover all

experiences of soul for six months (a year in case
of the professed) follows. Rules for those who go
on pilgrimages, for assistants of provosts and rec-

tors, consultors (experts without office available for

the settlement of difficulties that may arise in any
institution of the society), the monitor (whose func-
tion is to admonish superiors and report to con-
sultors, to collect the letters of consultors and send
them to superiors, etc.). A formula for writing
letters by superiors to provincials and by provin-
cials to the general, and directions for the prepara-
tion of the annual catalogue of each institution with
full information about each member, follow. Rules
for prefects, priests, preachers, proctors, librarians,

sextons, those who have the care of the sick, etc.,

are also given.

The InstUutum SocieUOia Jemu (Rome, 1606,
Lyons, 1607) and the Corpus Institutionum S. J,

(Antwerp, 1709) include a collection of the works
already mentioned, with the " Decrees and Canons
of the General Congregations," the " Ordinances of

the Generals," and some ascetical works.
In 1614 there was published at Cracow what pur-

ported to be the secret instructions given to mem-
bers of the society as to the means to be used to

acquire influence over the rich and the noble and
to get the advantage of members of other orders

and of secular priests in the confessional and other

kinds of service. It abounds in worldly-wise advice
and reconunends the use of all kinds of chicanery
for the enrichment and aggrandizement of the
society. It consists of seventeen short chapters.

It has been frequently reprinted and translated

into many languages, tiius becoming widely circu-

lated. It seems highly probable that Hieronymus
Zahorowski, who had recently severed his connection

with the society, published the book with the co-

operation of Count George Zbaraski and other Polish

enemies of the order. Tlie repudiation of the work
by the society is no conclusive evidence of its spu-

riousness. It has been its policyfrom the beginning

to deny all discreditable reports and to tdce the

chances of being proved unveracious. If the Monita
Secreta was reaQy written by Jesuit officials, it is

probable that it was never printed by them and
that copies in manuscript were very closely guarded
before and especially after the publication of 1614.

On the other hand, there is no conclusive proof of

the genuineness of the work. It embodies in true
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Jesuit style what was believed to be the actual

practise of members, and if it be formally a fabrica-

tion, it was written by one who was thoroughly con-

versant with the societ3r's literature, modes of

thought, and practise at that time. There is nothing
in the work that is more cynical or immoral than
much that is found in acknowledged Jesuit writings.

n. History of the Society: The popes from Paul
III. to Urban VIII. bestowed one after another al-

most every imaginable privilege and
X. Privi- exemption upon the society, including

leges and the performing of religious services

Bzemp- of all Ipnds without regard to the

tions. rights of the clergy and of other orders

and even when an interdict is in force.

Nothing seems to have been omitted that would
add to their influence and authority (cf. LUUroe
apostoUeae, quibua irutUiUiOf confirmatio, el varia

privHegia continentur Societatie Jetu, Antwerp, 1635,

and often, with later documents, and Compendium
privilegiorum et ffraHarum Societatis Jeeu, Antwerp,
1635). These privileges and exemptions covered

nearly all cases ordinarily reserved to the popes
and all cases ordinarily reserved to the bishop,

ordination, unction, chrism, adjuration, exorcism,

confirmation, distribution of indulgences, granting

divorces, baptizing bells, making new statutes, dis-

pensing from fasts and prohibited foods for mem-
bers of the order and others, neglecting canonical

hours for worship and masses, and acting as advo-
cates, judges, and guardians in all sorts of cases,

criminal, civil, or mixed. Gregory XIII. ordered

that all refusing to assist them in work of this kind

be excommunicated. He expressly commanded
archbishops, bishops, and other clergy to assist the

Jesuits laboring within their jurisdiction with their

power and resources and never to permit them to be
impeded, molested, expelled, or deprived of their

possessions. In 1575 he appointed Jesuits as pon-
tifical librarians and charged them with the censor-

ship of books. Armed with such privileges, and with

the resources of the whole papial church at their

command, it is no wonder that they multiplied in

numbers and planted their institutions of learning

and their religious houses throughout the world;

nor that they became arrogant and oppressive.

That they should have incurred the jealousy and
hatred of the other religious orders, of the secular

clergy, and of the prelates, and that they should

have struck terror to the hearts of Protestants in

regions exposed to their ravages, might have been
expected. A learned Roman Catholic writer (Caspar

Scioppius [7] in his AruUomia Societabie Jeeu, n.p.,

1668) charges them with attempting to establish

for themselves a monopoly of things of the greatest

necessity and dignity:

" Of gnat with God, that nobody may be able to be in Ood'i
grace nor to obtain indulgence or abeolution of one save
through the Jesuite; of grace with princes and magnates,
that no one may be able to obtain honors, offices or wealth
from them, save through the Jesuits; of the Catholic faith,

that no one may be able from being a pagan to become a
Christian or from being a heretic to become a Catholic, save
by the work of the Jesuits: of perfection, that no one may
be able to be perfect or holy, save through the Jesuits, i.e..

unless he be received into their society; of learning, that no
one may be able to learn divine and human letters, unless
he avail himself of Jesuit masters; of virtue or good morals.

that no one may beeome well moralised, save through the
admonitory examples of the Jesuits; of reputation or good
Dame, that no one may be esteemed good or learned, save by
their votes, or at least with the suffiance of the Jesuits "

(p. 11; for several other classified and tabulated statements
against the society cf. pp. 9-28).

Having approved of the constitution of the

society and conferred upon it extensive privileges,

Paul III. proceeded at once to employ
2. Eaily its members in the most diflicult and
Achieve- responsible undertakings. In fact his

menti in eagerness to send his associates on
Italy, missions was embarrassing to the

Portugal, founder, who feared that such promi-

and nent service would interfere with the

Ftance. maintenance of obedience, hiunility,

and poverty that he thought essential.

They soon came into sharp rivalry with the Domin-
icans, the recognuEcd leaders in philosophy and
theology, and formerly the promoters and executive

officers of the Inquisition (see Dominic, Saint, and
THB Dominican Ordbr). In the Council of Trent,

especially the later sessions, they were the confi-

dential spokesmen of the papal teaching and policy

and took a leading part in the revival and the e»-

tablishment of the Inquisition wherever it was prac-

ticable. In Italy the influence of the society soon
became paramount. The Collegium Romanum, en-

dowed with special privileges and most generously

supported by the pope and his friends, carried on
the educational work of the society with the greatest

enthusiasm and success (1550 onward). Side by
side with this the Collegium Germanicum was estab-

lished by Gregory XIII. (1753) for the education

of those who were to carry forward the Counter-Ref-

ormation in German-speaking coimtries. It was the

policy of the pope and of the Jesuit administration

to fill this college with students of noble birth,

though it was not found practicable to make the

restriction absolute. About the middle of the sev-

enteenth century the nobles were in the majority

(cf . documents cited by Reusch in ZKO, xiii. 269-

270, 1802). The king of Portugal invited Francis

Xavier (q.v.) and Simon Rodriguez d'Asendo, two
of Ignatius' earliest and most sealous associates,

to his coiui; and committed himself to the fullest

cooperation with the society. Rodriguez became
his chief counselor and Xavier went on his great

mission to India and China under the king's patron-

age. The Jesuits were soon in control of the

college at Coimbra, and until a reaction occurred

in 1578 they virtually ruled the state. In Spain
their conquest was less rapid and complete. They
were opposed to the policy of conciliation in rela-

tion to Protestantism that had been adopted by
Charles V. The Dominicans, who had gained great

prestige in Si>ain because of their leadership in the

drastic measures against Mohammedans and Jews
as well as against nascent Protestantism, bitterly

opposed the society, i>artly because of its early

manifestation of Pelagian tendencies. Melchior

Cano (q.v.) denoimced the Jesuits as the forerunners

of Antichrist (II Tim. iii. 2). Philip 11., though in

accord with their uncompromising hostility to Prot-

estantism and influenced to some extent by them,
never surrendered himself completely to their dom-
ination. The winning of Francis of Boigia (q.v.),
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duke of Gandia, who had been a courtier of Charles

v., and had been employed in important admin-
istrative offices, to membership (1548) was no doubt
the most important addition to the personnel of the

Bociety since it received papal recognition. He was
to prove one of the ablest and most enthusiastic

workers and to become the third general (July 2,

1565). The universities of Alcala and Salamanca
resisted strenuously the efforts of the Jesuits to gain

control; but they finally succeeded in establishing

themselves in these centers of influence. Further

progress was less difficult. The society encountered

antipathy and mistrust in France. A niunber of

youths sent by Ignatius to the University of Paris

in 1540 were driven away. The archbishop of Paris,

the parliament of Paris, and the Sorbonne imited

their forces in opposition to the aggressions of the

body. The cardinal of Lorraine supported the soci-

ety. The Jesuits did not succeed until 1661 in

establishing a college in France, and this (Clermont)

was long denied imiversity privileges. The Jesuits

Auger and Pelletian preached and labored with

such efficiency in Lyons (1559) as to cause an up-

rising against the Huguenots that resulted in the

burning of their books, the banishment of their

preachers, and the suppression of their worship. A
Jesuit college was established there in commemora-
tion of their triumph. They persistently opposed
Hairy of Navarre in his struggle for the crown, re-

fused to pray for him after his submission to the

pope, and denounced the Edict of Nantes. Henry
did everything in his power to conciliate them, re-

called a decree of banishment that had been issued

against them, made a Jesuit his confessor, and sought

to use the Jesuits in defending himself a^^Etinst Spain,

where the Dominicans were highly influential. He
was not content with giving to the Jesuits a fore-

most place in France, but he sought to secure their

restoration to Venice, whence they had been ex-

pelled in 1606, and to extend the sphere of their

influence in other lands. He eagerly promoted the

canonization of Ignatius Loyola and Francis Xavier

(1608). Yet he was distrusted by the society and
when, as he was on the point of marching an army
against the emperor and his allies, he was assas-

sinated by Fran^ob Ravaillac, the Huguenots
charged that Jesuit influence had compassed his

death, though direct instigation could not be proved.

After the death of Henry IV. the society became
still more powerful in France, and the Revocation

of the Edict of Nantes (q.v.) and the destruction of

the Huguenots (q.v.) were largely due to their per-

sistent efforts. The Jansenists asserted that their

theology was Pelagian and that their morals were

lax (q.v.; see also Abnauld; Du Vebgieb db
Hauranns, Jban; Pascal, Blaise; Pobt Rotal;
QussNSL, Pasquisb).
Germany and Austria were the scenes of their

greatest triuii^)hs. The first Jesuit to enter Ger-

many was Lefftvre, who, in 1640, ao-

3. In Ger- comi>anied Ortiz, deputy of Charles V.,

many and to the Diet of Worms. In the city of

Austria. Worms he found only one priest that

was not a concubinary or polluted with
crime, so with a seal rarely surpassed he un-

dertook to rally the demonJized Catholic forces

VI—10

and to inspire with love for Romanism and hatred
for Protestantism the few priests and laymen that

were amenable to his influence. He participated in

the Diet of Regensburg (Apr., 1641), at which
Butzer and Melanchthon represented the Evangel-
ical interests. Deeply lamenting the lack of zeal

and efficiency in the Catholics present, he invited

bishops, prelates, electors, ambassadors, vicars-

general, theologians, and others to his courses in

training in the Spiritual Exercises. He was made
the confessor of the son of the duke of Savoy.
Germans, Portuguese, Spanish, and Italians eagerly

sought his spiritual guidance. He extended his

efforts to Nuremberg. Having been ordered by the

general to Portugal, his place was taken by LeJay,
whose chief work was to train the priests for ag-

gressive work against heresy and to inspire the

nobles with the conviction that heresy must be
exterminated at whatever cost. He was soon re-

inforced by Bobadilla, who in 1541 had achieved

a great success in the diocese of Viterbo, had formed
an intimate acquaintance at Innsbruck with Fer-

dinand I., king of the Romans, won him to the

Jesuit way of thinking, and accompanied him to

Vienna, and had supported the Catholic cause in

a nvunber of diets. A college was established in

Vienna, which soon became affiliated with the uni-

versity. LeJay succeeded in filling with enthusiastic

zeal against Protestantism many priests who had
been idle and indifferent and in enlisting many
nobles in the coercive and educational measures
proposed by the society. Lefftvre retiuned to Ger-

many in 1642 and made his influence powerfully

felt in Speyer, Mainz, Brandenburg, and other

places. Peter Canisius (q.v.) was even more im-

portant than Lef^vre or LeJay in organizing Jesuit

work in Germany and in establishing training-schools

for the propagation of Jesuit principles. From 1559
onward Mimich was the chief Jesuit center, and
came to be known as the " German Rome "; and
the college established there attracted many noble

Protestant youths, who were won over by their in-

structors. All the chief cities of Germany where
Catholics had retained the ascendency and many
where Protestantism had made great headway felt

the influence of these enthusiastic and daimtless

missionaries. Under their guidance Albert V. of

Bavaria gave his Protestant subjects the choice of

becoming Catholics or leaving the country. With
their help Baden was cleared of Protestants in two
years (1570-71). Similar measures were carried out

in the territory of the abbot of Fulda, in Cologne,

Mttnster, Hildesheim, Paderbom, and Wtlrzburg.

In 1595 the bishopric of Bamberg was cleared of

heretics, and about 1602 the work was completed

in the archbishopric of Mainz. From 1578 onward
Jesuits led in the work of exterminating Protestant-

ism in the Austrian provinces. The Coimter-Refor-

mation had largely accomplished its work in Austria

and its dependencies before the outbreak of the

Thirty Years' War (1618; q.v.). It was rapidly

pressed to completion from this time onward. For
the details of Jesuit activity in theCoimter-Reformap
tion and in the revived Inquisition, see Countbb-
Reformation and articles there referred to; also

Inquisition.
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From 1542 onward the Jesuits had been active in

Belgium. They were expelled from the country
during the early years of the war with

4. In Bel- Spain, but were readmitted, under the

gium, Hoi- patronage of Alexander Famese, after

land, and Spanish authority had been reestab-

EngUnd. lished, and were protected by Philip II.,

who had formerly opposed them (1581-

1584). Within a few years they had almost taken

possession of the land and made it the base of suc-

cessful propagandism in the Protestant Nether-

lands. By 1692 twenty-two Jesuits and 2^^ secular

priests, most of whom had been educated in their

colleges, were working in the United Netherlands,

and the Catholic membership had increased from a
few thousand scattered and discouraged souls to

345,000. The assassination of William of Orange

(1584) was commonly attributed to Jesuit in-

fluence on the groimd that, as was asserted, Baltha-

sar Gerard claimed the blessing of the rector of

the Jesuit college at Treves before committing the

crime.

The Jesuits early addressed themselves to the

task of reestablishing papal supremacy in England.
In 1542 Paschasius Brouet and Alphonso Salmeron
(q.v.) made a secret and rapid tour through Ire-

Land, and in thirty-four days succeeded in inflaming

the Catholics of Ireland against the government of

Henry VIII. and against Protestantism. But the

Jesuits met with little success in Scotland. In

England they carried on for more than a century a
secret but effective propaganda. In 1569 William

Allen (q.v.), afterward a cardinal, established at

Douai (q.v.) a training-school for Jesuit missionsr

ries to England, where a large number of British

Catholic youths were prepared fpr the extremely
perilous work of restoring papal authority in Britain.

Sacked by the Protestants of Flanders at the insti-

gation of the English government, the college was
reopened at Reims under the patronage of the arch-

bishop, and continued to train men for English

work and martyrdom. In 1579 an English college

was opened in Rome for the same purpose. The
most active leaders of the Jesuit work in England
were Robert Parsons and Edmund Campian (qq.v.).

In Scotland Jesuits attached themselves to the

court of Mary Stuart (c. 1587), and by encouraging

her aspirations after the English crown wrought
her destruction. The " Gimpowder Plot " (1605)

was commonly attributed to their machinations.

The missionary efforts of the Jesuits, imder
French patronage, in North America among the

Indians (see Indians of North Amer-
5. Mission ica, Missions to; Missions to thb
Work in Heathen, A) and the French col-

America, onists were from their own point of

view highly successful. In Florida,

Mexico, South America and Central America, and
California they established their great mission com-
pounds where captured natives, sometimes guarded
and forced by Spanish and P6rtuguese troops, were
employed as laborers and compelled to conform to

Roman Catholic observances. Their work among
the North American Indians, as well as among the
natives of India, China, and Japan, displayed heroic

self-sacrifice of the highest order along with a will-

ingness to receive a very superficial knowledge of

Christianity as evidence of its acceptance. Iliose

whom they baptized, even clandestinely, they

claimed as members of the Christian Church.

Attention has already been called to the obliga-

tion of absolute and unquestioning obedience incul-

cated by Ignatius that involved the

6. Uneth- suppression or destruction of the in-

ical Teach- dividual conscience. The doctrine of

ings and Probabilism (q.v.) was not originated

Practises, by the Jesuits, but was wrought out
by their writers during the seventeenth

century with more minuteness than by earlier

Roman Catholic writers. According to this teaching

one is at liberty to follow a probable opinion, i.e.,

one that has two or three reputable Catholic writers

in its favor, against a more probable or a highly

probable opinion in whose favor a multitude of the

highest authorities concur. To justify any practise,

however immoral it might be commonly esteemed,

a few sentences from Catholic writers sufiiced, and
these were often garbled. Some Jesuits and some
popes repudiated this doctrine. In 1680 Gonzales,

an opponent of the doctrine, was made general of

the society through papal pressure; but he failed

to purge the society of probabilism and came near

being deposed by reason of his opposition. Another
antiethical device widely approved and employed
by members of the society is Mental Reservation or

Restriction (see Reservation, Mental), in ac-

cordance with which, when important interests are

at stake, a negative or a modifying clause may
remain imuttered which would completely reverse

the statement actually made. This principle jus-

tified unlimited lying when one's interests or con-

venience seemed to require. Where the same word
or phrase has more than one sense, it may be em-
ployed in an imusual sense with the expectation

that it will be imderstood in the usual (amphibol-

ogy). Such evasions may be used under oath in a
civil court. Equally destructive of good morals
was the tecushing of many Jesuit casuists that moral
obligation may be evaded by directing the inten-

tion when committing an immoral act to an end
worthy in itself; as in murder, to the vindication

of one's honor; in theft, to the supplying of one's

needs or those of the poor; in fornication or adul-

tery, to the maintenance of one's health or comfort.

Nothing did more to bring upon the society the fear

and distrust of the nations and of individuals than
the justification and reconmiendation by several of

their writers of the assassination of tyrants, the
term " tyrant " being made to include all persons

in authority who oppose the work of the papal
church or the order. The question has been much
discussed, Jesuits always taking the n^ative side,

whether the Jesuits have taught that "the end
sanctifies the means." It may not be possible to

find this maxim in these precise words in Jesuit

writings; but that they have always taught that for

the "greater glory of God," identified by them
with the extension of Roman (Catholic (Jesuit) in-

fluence, the principles of ordinary morality may be
set aside, seems certain. The doctrine of philosoph-

ical sin, in accordance with which actual attention to

the sinfulness of an act when it is being committed
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is requisite to its sinfulness for the person commit-
ting it, was widely advocated by members of the

society. The repudiation of some of the most scan-

dabus maxims of Jesuit writers by later writers,

or the placing of books containing scandalous
mit-rimg on the ludcz, docs not relieve the society

or the Roman Catholic Church from responsibility,

as such books must have received authoritative ap-

proval before publication, and the censuring of them
does not necessarily involve an adverse attitude

toward the teaching itself, but may be a mere
measure of expediency.

Laines, who succeeded Ignatius in the office of

general (1558-65), manifested in the administra-

tion of the affairs of the society more of worldly

wisdom and less of pietistic enthusiasm than the

founder. Paul IV. became alarmed

7. Intenud at the remarkable growth and aggres-

Develop- siveness of the society. He sought

ment and (1558) to curb the almost irresponsible

Moral power of the generals by limiting their

Declension, tenure of office to three years, and to

limit the freedom of the body by re-

quiring the observance of the canonical hours for

singing in the choir. These changes would have
placed the society on somewhat the same basb as

the other orders and would have stripped it of half

its power. These measures were earnestly resisted

and the death of the pope (1559) prevented the ca-

lamity. Pius IV. let Lainez have his ambitious and
aggressive way and employed his services in the

later sessions of the Coimcil of Trent. Francis of

Borgia had spent his fortune in founding a college

in Gandia and the Collegium Romanum and came to

the office of general (1565) with all of the ascetical

enthusiasm of Ignatius, but with little of his worldly

wisdom. He was succeeded in 1572 by Mercurian,

whose administration was relatively feeble. The
greatest of all the generals was Claudius Acquaviva
(1581-1615), a Neapolitan. He had to contend
with a powerful and determined Spanish faction in

the society that resented Italian control. The'

Spanish Jesuits secured the support of the Inquisi-

tion, of Philip U., and of Qement VIU. The lat-

ter smnmoned a (General Congregation (1592) to

deal with the difficulties. Acquaviva managed the

meeting with such adroitness that he was trium-

phantly vindicated and thoroughly established in

his office. Molina's Pelagian teaching provoked a
fresh Dominican onslaught on the society. Acqua-
viva and his supporters espoused the cause of Mo-
lina (q.v.), though he had been condemned by the

Spanish Inquisition. The pope transferred the dis-

pute to Rome (1596) and for a time it looked as if

the Dominicans would triumph; but Acquaviva's
consummate skill again averted calamity. At the

General Congregation he confounded his opponents
by springing upon the assembly the news that Henry
IV. of France had espoused his cause. Under Acqua-
viva the Coimter-Reformation was carried forward
with astonishing success. The failure of Domin-
icans, Inquisition, and pope to silence the Pelagian

anthropology of the order encouraged its members
to go to the greatest extremes in their moral theol-

ogy. Under the administration of Mutius Vitel-

leschi (1615-45) the Counter-Reformation was car-

ried almost to its completion and the Thirty Years'

War almost ran its course. In 1640 the jubilee of

the society was celebrated with great ^lat. It now
numbered 15,000 members distributed into thirty-

nine provinces. The ascetical requirements of ^-
natius had been put aside. The professed had in-

creased in numbers in far greater proportion than
the membership, and now freely accepted positions

of honor and influence, enjoyed regular incomes,

and lived like gentlemen, leaving the drudgery of

the educational and church work to younger and
less experienced men. They constituted a sort of

aristocracy that neutralized to some extent the au-

tocracy of the General. Degeneration continued
unimpeded under Caraffa (d. 1649) and Piccolomini

(d. 1651). The German Nickel (1651-64) proved
so imsatisfactory as general that Oliva was made
his vicar (1661). Oliva was a favorite of the pope
and lived in splendor. His independent adminis-

tration (1664-81) was favorable to the development
of the worst features of Jesuitism. He was an ad-

vocate and promoter of Probabilism and other im-
moral forms of teaching and encouraged to the ut-

most the disposition to meddle with national and
international politics that had become characteris-

tic of the society. Ignatius had opposed with all his

might the promotion of Jesuits to high ecclesiastical

positions. In 1593 Tolet was made a cardinal; in

1599, Bellarmine; in 1629, Pazmany; in 1643, De
Lugo, and many afterward. Their literary activ-

ity in all religious and secular branches of learning

was very great during the seventeenth and eight-

eenth centuries. The same may be said of the

more recent time.

The growing secularization of the society and its

need of vast resources for the maintenance and ex-

tension of its world-wide work and the diminution
of free-will offerings that had sufficed in the times

when religious enthusiasm was at its

8. Decline height led the society to engage in

and Pro- great speculative business enterprises,

scription. those conducted in Paraguay and Mar-
tinique resulting in disaster to many

innocent investors (1753 onward), and brought upon
the society much reproach in Portuged and France.

In Portugal the Marquis of Pombal, one of the fore-

most statesmen of his time, became convinced that

the liberation of the coimtry from ecclesiastical rule,

in which Jesuits had long been predominant, re-

quired the exclusion of the latter. An insiurection

in Portuguese Paraguay by the natives furnished an
occasion to Pombal for denouncing the Jesuits to the

king and for demanding papal prohibition of their

commercial undertakings. The papal prohibition

was issued in 1758 and priestly privileges were with-

drawn from Jesuits in Portugal. An attempt upon
the life of the king (Sept. 3, 1758) was attributed to

Jesuit influence and led to a decree for the expul-

sion of the society and the confiscation of its prop-

erty (Sept. 3, 1759) f The pope tried in vain to

protect them and his nuncio was driven from the

country. Malgrida, a Jesuit, was burned at the stake

in 1761. Speculations by Jesuits in Martinique, in

which vast sums of money were lost by French
citizens, led to a public investigation of the methods
of the society, and on April 16. 176X. the Parliament
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of Parii decreed * luppreflBion of Jesuit establish-

menta in France and on May 8 declared the entire

order leBponaible for the debts of the principal pro-

moter of the collapsed enterprise. Other parlia-

menta followed that of Paris. King, pope, and
many bishops protested in vain. Eighty of their

coU^es were, closed in April, 1762. Their consti-

tution waa denounced aa godless, sacrilegious, and
treasonable, and the vows taken by Jesuits were de-

clared to be null and void. On Nov. 26, 1764, the

king agreed to a decree of expulsion. In Spain
6,000 Jesuits were suddenly arrested at night and
conveyed to papal territory (Sept. 2-3, 1768). Re-
fused admission by the pope, they took refuge in

Corsica. A similar seizure and transportation of

3,000 had occurred at Naples (Nov. 3-4, 1767).

Parma dealt with them similarly (Feb. 7, 1768),

and soon afterward they were expelled from Malta
by the Knights of St. John. The Bourbon princes

urged Clement XIII. to abolish the society. He
refused, and when he died (Feb. 2, 1769) there was
much intriguing among friends and enemies of the

Jesuits in seeking to secure the election of a pope
that would protect or abolish the society. Cardinal

Gaoganelli was elected and it is highly probable
that he had bargained with the Bourbons for the

destruction of the Jesuits. From the beginning of

his pontificate powerful pressure was brought to

bear upon him by Spain, France, and Portugal for

the abolition of the order. He gave promises of

early action, but long hesitated to strike the fatal

blow. He began by subjecting the Jesuit collies
in and around Rome to investigation. These were
promptly suppressed and their inmates banished.

Maria Tlieresa of Austria, who had been greatly de-

voted to the Jesuits, now regretfully abandoned
them and joined with the Bourbons in demanding
the abolition of the society by the pope. This com-
bined pressure of the chief Catholic powers was more
than the pope could withstand (" Coactua feci" he
is reported to have afterward said). On July 21,

1773, he signed the Brief DonUmts ac Redemptor
nosUTf which abolished the society, and on August
16 the general and his chief assistants were im-
prisoned and all their property in Rome and the

States of the Church confiscated (Eng. transl. of

this brief is most easily accessible in Nicolini, Hist,

of the JemiJtSy pp. 387-406, London, 1893). The
brief recites at length the chaiges of immoral teach-

ing and intolerable meddlesomeness in matters of

church and state, of the abuse of the unlimited

privileges that the society has enjoyed, and virtu-

ally admits that it has become totidly depraved and
a universal nuisance. To restore peace to Christen-

dom its abolition is declared to be necessary. A
papal coin was struck the same year in commem-
oration of the event, with Christ sitting in judg-

ment and saying to the Jesuit fathers arraigned on
his left, " Depart from me all of you, I never knew
you."
At the time of its abolition the society had about

22,000 members. It would have been unreasonable
to expect that so large a body of trained men,
adepts at secret and evasive methods of work, and
with centuries of successful effort behind them,
would suddenly vanish in response to a papal brief

extorted by the Roman CathoUo powers. Thou-
sands of them, without change of principles, became

members of societies of the Sacred

9. Illicit Heart of Jesus; others of the society of

Continu- Fathers of the Faith, founded by Nicole

ance and Paccanari (q.v.); others became Re-
Re8tox«tk>n. demptorists or Liguorists (see Liouori,

Alponso Maria de). Frederick II.

of Prussia encouraged and protected them with a
view, no doubt, to using their political knowledge
and skill against the Bourbons, the Hapsburgers,
and the pope. Catharine II. of Russia hoped by
showing them favor to conciliate her new Polish

subjects and to use them against Bourbons and
Hapsbuigers. In Naples and in France the papal
decree was only imperfectly executed. Pius VI.
gave full papal approval (1783) to the perpetiia-

tion of the society in Russia, while Pius VII. (1801)

approved of their designating their vicar-general as
general. The same pope approved of the restonir-

tion of the society in Naples and Sicily (July, 1804)
so that the head of the society now became " Gen-
eral for Russia and Naples." The Napoleonic dis-

turbance of Europe having come to an end and
Pius VII. having been releamd from his French cap-
tivity, the need of the society for leadership in an
aggressive movement for the restoration of the
Roman Catholic Church to its former power was
profoundly felt by the Curia. On Aug. 7, 1814,
Pius VII. issued the bull SoHeitudo omnium ecde-

tiarum, by which he restored the society. Since
that time it has suffered many reverses and much
persecution. Most of the states of Europe have
repeatedly expelled its members. Yet it has stead-

ily grown in power and has for nearly a century
dictated the policy of the papal administration.

Jesuits are to-day the chief diplomats of the Ro-
nuin Catholic Church and they are surpassed in

astuteness and the ability to achieve results by
those of no civil government. The promulgation
of the dogma of the inmiaculate conception of Mary
(1854), the Encyclical and Syllabus of 1864, the
Vatican Council with its decree of papal infallibility

(1869-70), the recent drastic measures against Bib-
lical criticism and in opposition to freedom of re-

search and freedom of teaching and publishing, are
conmionly attributed to Jesuit influence. The so-

ciety had, in 1902, 15,231 members, 6,743 being
priests and 4,542 students for the priesthood. There
are about 1^00 in the United States, and they are
numerous in Canada, Mexico, Centnd and South
America, Cuba, and the Philippines. [The Jesuits
have from the beginning laid especial stress upon
education and adopted a high standard. But they
have had to run the gantlet of sharp criticism not
only from Protestants but from Roman Catholics.

Nor can it be explained away that the order was for

a considerable period under the papal ban. Their
secrecy, superior skill and learning, and especially

the casuistry advocated in books written by mem-
bers of the order, have concentrated much attention

on them, not always to their approval. They can not
claim exemption from the conomon failings of man-
kind, or any special divine leadership. They have
had ambitious and unscrupulous members and
have been under unworthy leadership. Their med-
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dling is politics has not bIw&jb been to their

credit But when all has been said against them
the Jesuits still retain their preeminence. They
«cre the authors of the Counter-Reformation which
prevented the collapse of the Roman Catholic

Church in lands in which Protestantism had gotten

A bold. They gave their church its theology and
niaed its stuidard of education and of clerical

morality. Tliey cleansed it of much of its foulness,

put new breath into its foreign missions, and every-

where displayed a seal, patience and piety which
revived the whole church. And these services in

the past are continued into the present, and every

3f«Ar the Roman Qitholic Church lb still heavier in

their debt.]

The number of Jesuits throughout the world is

nail. In 1902 there were but 15,231 of all grades.

The Official Catholic Directory for 1909, pp. 746-747,

gives these figures for the United States:
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1901; idem, AktenatQekB sur Oeaehiehte der jMutton-Mu-
aionen in DmUaehland, 1848-1879, ib, 1908; idem, Oe-
achidiU der JeauUen in den LAndem deiUecher Zunge, ib.

1907; M. Rist, the deutachen JeeuUen auf den Sehlaeht-

feldem und in den LoMoreUen 1866, 187(^-1871, Freiburg,

1904. For North America: Jeauit Relation$ and Allied

Doeumenta; TraveU and ExploriUione of Ihe JeeuU Miaeion^
ariea in New France, ed. R. G. Thwaitee, 73 voIb., Cleve-

land, O.. 1896-1902; T. Hughes. Hiat. of Society of Jeaua
in North America colonial and federal, vol. L to 1646, Lon-
don. 1907; idem, Doeumenta, vol. i.. part I., nos. 1-140
(1605-1838). London, 1908; F. Parkman, The JeauiU in
North America in the Seventeenth Century, Boston, 1897;
idem. Pioneera of France in the New World, ib. 1879; idem.
La Satte and ff^e Diaeovery of ff^e Great Weat, ib. 1879; W. Z.

Kip, The Barly Jeauit Miaaiona in Ncrih America, New
York, 1882; idem, Hiatorical Scenea from the Old Jeauit

Miaaiona, ib. 1875; Z. Engelhardt, The Miaaiona and Mia-
aionartea cf CeHforwia, San Frandsoo. 1908. For other
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A. Z. Oonslderatlonof the Sourcea: The rise of

Christianity was a phenomenon of too little apparent
significance to attract the attention of the great

worid. It was only when it had refused to be
quenched in the blood of its founder, and, breaking
out of the narrow bounds of the obscure province

in which it had its origin, was making itself felt

in the centers of population, that it drew to itself

a somewhat irritated notice. The interest of

such heathen writers as mention it was in the

movement, not in its author. But in speaking
of the movement they tell some-

1. Heathen thing of its author, and what they
Writers, tell is far from being of little moment.

He was, it seems, a certain " Christ,"
who had lived in Judea in the reign of Tiberius
(14-37 A.D.), and had been brought to capital pim-
ishment by the procurator, Pontius Pilate (q.v.;

cf. Tacitus, AnndU, xv. 44). The significance of

his personality to the movement inaugurated by
him is already suggested by the fact that he, and
no other, had impressed his name upon it. But
the name itself by which he was known particu-
larly attracts notice. This is uniformly, in these
heathen writers, " Christ," not " Jesus." * Sue-
tonius (Claudius^ xxv.) not unnaturally confuses
this "Christus" with the Greek name *' Chres-
tus "; but Tacitus and Pliny show themtelves bet-
ter informed and preserve it accurately. " Christ,"
however, is not a personal name, but the Greek

•In Josephufl. An<. XVIII.. iii. 3. XX., ix. 1. "Jseu^"
"JesiiH, surnamed Christ," occur. But the authenticity of
the paii8age:$ u questionable, especially that of the fonnar.

rendering of the Hebrew title " Messiah." Clearly,

then, it was as the promised Messiah of the Jews
that their founder was reverenced by ** the Chris-

tians "; and they had made so much of his Messiah-
ship in speaking of him that the title " Christ

"

had actually usurped the place of his personal
name, and he was everywhere known simply as
" Christ." Their reverence for his person had, in-

deed, exceeded that commonly supposed to be due
even to the Messianic dignity. Pliny records that
this ** Christ " was statedly worshiped by '* the
Christians " of Pontus and Bithynia as their

God (Pliny, Epist., xcvi. [xcvii.] to Trajan).
Beyond these great facts the heathen historians give
little information about the founder of Christianity.

What is lacking in them is happily supplied,

however, by the writings of the Christians them-
selves. Christianity was from its beginnings a

literary religion, and documentary

2. The records of it have come down from the
Apostle very start. There are, for example,
Paul. the letters of the Apostle Paul (q.v.),

a highly cultured Romanized Jew of

Tarsus, who early (34 or 35 a.d.) threw in his

fortimes with the new religion, and by his splen-
did leadership established it in the chief centers
of influence from Antioch to Rome. Written
occasionally to one or another of the (Chris-

tian communities of this region, at intervals

during the sixth and seventh decades of the cen-
tury, that is to say, from twenty to forty years
after the origin of Christianity, these letters reflect

the conceptions which ruled in the Cliristian com-
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munities of the time. Paul had known the Chris-

tian moTement from its beginning; first from the

outside, as one of the chief agents in its persecu-

tion, and then from the inside, as the most active

kader of its propaganda. He was familiarly ac-

quainted with the Apostles and other inmiediate

(oQowen of Jesus, and enjoyed repeated intercourse

with them. He explicitly declares the hannony of

their t4»aching with his, and joins with his their

testimony to the great facts which he proclaimed.
Tbe complete consonance of his allusions to Jesus
with what is gathered from the hints of the

heathen historians is very striking. The person
of Jesus fills the whole horison of his thought,

tod gathers to itself all his religious emotions.
That Jesus was the Messiah is the presupposition of

&U his speech of him, and the Messianic title has
already become his proper name behind which his

real personal name, Jesus, has retired. This Mes-
*:ah is definitely represented as a divine being who
has entered the world on a mission of mercy to sin-

ful man, in the prosecution of which he has given
himself up as a sacrifice for sin, but has risen again
from the dead and ascended to the right hand of

Ood, henceforth to rule as Lord of all. Aroimd
the two great facts, of the expiatory death of the
Son of God and his rising again, Paul's whole teach-

ing circles. Jesus Christ as crucified, Christ risen

from the dead as the first fruits of those that sleep

-here is Paul's whole gospel in siunmary-
Into the details of Christ's earthly life Paul had

no occasion to enter. But he shows himself fully

familiar with them, and incidentally

conveys a vivid portrait of Christ's

JJJ^* personality. Of the seed of David on

Uibo^ the human, as the Son of God on the

/ftsns- divine side, he was bom of a woman,
under the law, and lived subject to its

ordinances for his mission's sake, humblixig himself
fyen unto death, and that the death of the cross.

His lowly estate is dwelt upon, and the high traits

of his personal character manifested in his lowli-

w^ are lightly sketched in, justifying not merely
ihe negative declaration that '' he knew no sin,"

hut his positive presentation as the model of all

perfection. An item of his teaching is occasionally

adverted to, or even quoted, always with the ut-

OMst reverence. Members of his immediate circle

of foUowers are mentioned by name or by class

—

whether his brethren according to the flesh or the
twelve apostles whom he appointed. The institu-

tion by him of a sacramental feast is described, and
that of a companion sacrament of initiation by
baptism is implied. But especially his sacrificial

death on the cross is emphasized, his burial, his

mijig again on the third day, and his appearances
U) chosen witnesses, who are cited one after the
<Aher with the greatest solemnity. Such details

we never communicated to Paul's readers as pieces
of fresh information. They are alluded to as mat-
t«n of common knowledge, and with the plainest

btimation of the unquestioned recognition of them
by alL Thus it is made clear not only that there
'^eriies Paul's letters a complete portrait of

•^Mos and a full outline of his career, but that this

potfait and this outline are the universal posses-

8. Faol

sion of Christians. They were doubtless as fully

before his mind as such in the early years of his

Christian life, in the thirties, as when he was writing

his letters in the fifties and sixties. There is no
indication in the way in which Paul touches on
these things of a recent change of opinion re-

garding them or of a recent acquisition of knowl-
edge of them. The testimony of Paul s letters, in

a word, has retrospective value, and is contempo-
rary testimony to the facts.

Paul's testimony alone provides thus an excep-

tionally good basis for the historical verity of Jesus'

personality and career. But Paul's

4. Other testimony is far from standing alone.
Bpistolars. It is fully supported by the testimony

of a series of other writings, similar

to his own, purporting to come from the hands of

early teachers of the Church, most of them from
actual companions of oiu- Lord and eye-witnesses

of his majesty, and handed down to us with cred-

ible evidence of their authenticity. And it is ex-

tended by the testimony of a series of writings of

a very different character; not occasional letters

designed to meet particular crises or questions ari-

sing in the churches, but formal accounts of Jesus'

words and acts.

Among these attention is attracted first by a
great historical work, the two parts of which bear
the titles of " the Gospel according to Luke " and
*' the Acts of the Apostles." The first contains an
accoimt of Jesus' life from his birth to his death and
resurrection; or, including the opening paragraphs
of the second, to his ascension. What directs at-

tention to it first among books of its class is the un-
commonly full information possessed concerning

its writer and his method of historical

6. The composition. It is the work of an ed-

GoBpel of ucated Greek physician, known to have
liuke. enjoyed, as a companion of Paul, spe-

cial opportunities of informing him-
self of the facts of Jesus' career. Whatever Paul
himself knew of the acts and teachings of his

Lord was, of course, the common property of

the band of missionaries which traveled in his

company, and could not fail to be the subject

of much public and private discussion among
them. Among Paul's other companions there

could not fail to be some whose knowledge of Jesus'

life, direct or derived, w^as considerable; an
example is found, for instance, in John Mark,
who had come out of the immediate circle of

Jesus' first followers, although precise knowledge
of the meeting of Luke and Mark as fellow com-
panions of Paul belongs to a little later period

than the composition of Luke's Gospel. In com-
pany with Paul Luke had even visited Jerusalem

and had resided two years at Ctesarea in touch with

primitive disciples; and if the early tradition which
represents him as a native of Antioch be accepted,

he must be credited with facilities from the begin-

ning of his Christian life for association with orig-

inal disciples of Jesus. All that is needed to ground

great confidence in his narrative as a trustworthy

account of the facts it records is assurance that he

had the wiU and capacity to make good use of his

abounding opportunitief for exact information.
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The former ia afforded by the preface to his Gospel

in which he reveals his method as a historian and
his seal for exactness of information and state-

ment; the latter by the character of the Gospel,

which evinces itself at every point a sincere and
careful narrative resting upon good and well-sifted

information. In these drcimistances the deter-

mination of the precise time when this narrative was
actually committed to paper becomes a matter of

secondary importance; in any event its material

was collected during the period of Paul's mission-

ary activity. It may be confidently maintained,

however, that it was also put together during this

period, that is to say, during the earlier years

of the seventh decade of the century. Confi-

dence in its narrative ia strengthened by the com-
plete accord of the portrait of Jesus, which its de-

tailed accoimt exhibits with that which underlies

the letters of Paul. Not only are the general traits

of the personality identical, but the emphasis falls

at the same places. In effect, the Jesiu of Luke's
narrative is the Christ of Paul's epistles in perfect

dramatic presentation, and only two hypotheses
offer themselves in possible explanation. Either

Luke rests on Paul, and has with consummate art

invented a historical basis for Paul's ideal Christ;

or else Paul's allusions rest on a historical basis

and Luke has preserved that historical basis in his

careful detailed narrative. Every line of Luke's
narrative refutes the former and demonstrates the

latter supposition.

Additional evidence of the trustworthiness of

Luke's Gospel as an account of Jesus' acts and
teaching is afforded by the presence by its side of

other narratives of similar character and accordant
contents. These narratives are two in number and
have been handed down under the names of mem-
bers of the earliest circle of Christians—of John
Blark, who was from the beginning in the closest

touch with the apostolic body, and of

6. Kark Matthew, one of the apostles. On
and comparison of these narratives with

Xatthew. Luke's, not only are they found to

present, each with its own peculiar

point of view and purpose, precisely the same
conception and portrait of Jesus, but to have
utilized in large measure also the same sources

of information. Indeed, the entire body of

Mark's Gospel is found to be incorporated also

in Matthew's and Luke's.

This dreumstance, in view of the declarations

of Luke's preface, is of the utmost significance

for an estimate of the trustworthiness of the narra-

tive thus embodied in all three of the " Synoptic "

Gospels. In this preface Luke professes to have
had for his object the establishment of absolute
** certainty," with respect to the things made
the object of instruction in Christian circles; and

to this end to have groimded his nai^

7. The rative in exact investigation of the
Frlmltlve course of events from the beginning.
"Harratlvein the prosecution of this task, he
^^^"^'••" knew himself to be working in a

goodly company to a common end,

namely, the narration of the Christian origins on
the basis of the testimony of those nunisters of

the word who had been also " eye-witnesses from
the beginning." He does not say whether these

fellow narrators had or had not been, some or
all of them, eye-witnesses of some or of all the
events they narrated; he merely says that the
foimdation on which all the narratives he has in

view rested was the testimony of eye-witnesses.

He does not assert for his own treatise superiority to
those of his fellow workers; he only daims an hon-
orable place for his own treatise among the others

on the groimd of the diligence and care he has exer-

cised in ascertaining and recording the facts,

through which, he aflirms, he has attained a cer-

tainty with regard to them on which his readers

may depend. Now, on comparing the narrative of

Luke with those of Matthew and Mark, it is dis-

covered that one of the main sources on which
Luke draws is also one of the main sources on
which Matthew draws and practically the sole

source on which Mark rests. Thus Luke's judg-

ment of the value and trustworthiness of tl^
source receives the notable support of the judg-

ment of his fellow evangelists, and it can scarcely

be doubted that what it contains is the veri-

table tradition of those who were as well eye-

witnesses as ministers of the Word from the begin-

ning, in whose accuracy confidence can be placed.

If the three Synoptic Gospels do not give three in-

dependent testimonies to the facts which they re-

cord, they give what is, perhaps, better,—three in-

dependent witnesses to the trustworthiness of the
narrative, which they all incorporate into their own
as resting on autoptic testimony and thoroughly

deserving of credit. A narrative lying at the basis

of all three of these Gospels, themselves written

certainly not later than the seventh decade of the
century, must in any event be early in date, and
in that sense must emanate from the first follbw-

ers of Christ; and in the circumstances-—of the

large and confident use made of it by all three of

these Gospels—can not fail to be an authentic

statement of what was the conviction of the earliest

cirdes of Christians.

By the side of this andent body of narrative

must be placed another equally, or, perhaps, even
more andent source, consisting largely,

8. The but not exdusively, of reports of " say-
"Saylnffs ings of Jesus." This \mderlies much
of Jeans.'* of the fabric of Luke and Matthew

where Mark fails, and by their em-
ployment of it is authenticated as containing, as
Luke asserts, the trustworthy testimony of eye-wit-

nesses. Its great antiquity is universally allowed,

and there is no doubt that it comes from the very
bosom of the Apostolical drde, bearing independ-
ent but thoroughly consentient testimony, with the
narrative source which underlies all three of the
Synoptists, of what was understood by the primi-

tive Christian community to be the facts regarding
Jesus. This is the fundamental fact about these
two sources—that the Jesus which they present is

the same Jesus; and that this Jesus is precisely the
same Jesus found in the Synoptic Gospels themselves,
presented, moreover, in precisely the same fashion

and with the emphases in precisely the same places.

This latter could, of course, not fail to be the case
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imee these aouroee themselves constitute the main
mhsUaoe of the Synoptic Gospels into which they
hsve been transfused. Its si^uficanoe is that the

portrait of Jesus as the supernatural Son of God who
ame into the world as the Messiah on a mission of

Deny to sinful men, which is reflected even in the

«anty notices of him that find an incidental (dace

in the pages of heathen historians, which suffused

the whole preaching of Paul and of the other mis-

sonaries of the first age, and which was wrought
out into the details of a rich dramatization in the

nsnatives of the Synoptic Gospels, is as old as

Christianity itself and comes straight from the rep-

inentatioDS of Christ's first followers.

Valuable, however, as the separation out from
the Synoptic narrative of these underlying sources

ii in this aspect of the matter, appeal can not be
made from the Synoptics to these soiu^ses as from

less to more trustworthy documents.

8. ladiTld- On the one hand, these sources do not

tud8«o- exist outside the Synoptics; in them
tiona of they have " found their grave." On
Lvkeand the other hand, the Synoptics in large
Xatthfliw. purt are these sources; and their trust-

worthiness as wholes is guaranteed by
the trustworthiness of the sources from which
they have drawn the greater part of their materials,

and from the general portraiture of Christ in which
they do not in the least depart. Luke's claim

in his preface that he has made accurate in-

Testigations, seeking to learn exactly what hap-
pened that he might attain certainty in his

narrative, is expressly justified for the larger

part of his narrative when the sources which
onderHe at are isolated and are found to approve
themselves under every test aa excellent. There
H DO reason to doubt that for the remainder of

hii narrative (and liatthew too for the remainder
of his narrative) not derived from these two sources

whtcli the accident of their common use by Mat-
thew, Mark, and Luke, or by Matthew and Luke,
reveab, he (or Matthew) derives his material from
equally good and trustworthy sources which hap-

pen to be used only by him. The general trust-

vorlhiness of Luke's narrative is not lessened but

enhanced by the cirotmistance that, in the larger

portaoQ of it, he has the support of other evang&-
Uses in his confident use of his sources, with the

eflieet that these sources can be examined and
an approving VKxiict reached upon them. His

judgment of sources is thus confirmed, and his

dam to possess exact information and to have
framed a trustworthy narrative is vindicated.

What he gives from sources which were not used
by the other evangelists, that is to say, in that por-

tico of his narrative which is peculiar to himself

(and the same must be said for Bfatthew, mtUatia

mtdmtiU), has earned a right to credit on his own
authentseatioQ. It is not surprising, therefore, that

the poftioos of the narratives of Matthew and Luke
*hich are peculiar to the one or the other bear

^very mark of sincere and well-informed narration

and contato many hints of resting on good and
trastworthy sources. In a word, the Synoptic

^^«pels supply a threefold sketch of the acts and
t^Hings of Christ of exceptional trustworthiness.

If here is not historical verity, historical verity

would seem incapable of being attained, recorded,

and transmitted by human hands.

Along with the Synoptic Gospels there has been
handed down by an unexceptionable line of testi-

mony under the name of the Apostle John, another
narrative of the teaching and work of Christ of

equal fulness with that of the Synop-

10. The tic Gospels, and yet so independent of

Oospalof theirs as to stand out in a sense in

John. strong contrast with theirs, and even
to invite attempts to establish a con-

tradiction between it and them. There is, however,

no contradiction, but rather a deep-lying harmony.

There are so-caUed Synoptical traits discover-

able in John, and not only are Johannine elements

imbedded in the Synoptical narrative, but an oc-

casional passage occurs in it which is almost more
Johannine tlum John himself. Take, for example,

that pregnant declaration recorded in Matt. xi. 27-

28, whidi, as it occurs also in Luke (x. 21, 22),

must have had a place in that ancient source

drawn on in common by these two Gospels which

comes from the first days of Christianity. All

the high teaching of John's Gospel, as has been

justly remarked, is but *' a series of variations "

upon the theme here given its '' classical expres-

sion." The type of teaching which is brought

forward and emphasized by John is thus recognised

on all hands from the beginning to have had a

place in Christ's teaching; and John differs from

the Synoptics only in the special aspect of Christ's

teaching which he elects particularly to present.

The naturalness of this type of teaching on the lips

of the Jesus of the Synoptists is also imdeniable;

it must be allowed—and is now generally allowed

—

that by the writers of the Synoptic Gospels, and,

it should be added, by their sources as well, Jesus

is presented, and is presented as representing him-

self, as being all that John represents him to be

when he calls him the Word, who was in the be-

ginning with God and was God. The relation of John
and the Synoptists in their portraiture of Jesus

somewhat resembles, accordingly, that of Plato

and Xenophon in their portraiture of Socrates;

only, with this great difference—^that both Plato

and Xenophon were primarily men of letters and
the portrait they draw of Socrates is in the

hands of both alike eminently a sophisticated and
literary one, while the evangelists set down simply

the facts as they appealed to them severally. The
definite daim which John's Gospel makes to be the

work of one of the inner circle of the companions of

Jesiu is supported, moreover, by copious evidence

that it comes from the hands of such a one as a com-
panion of Jesus wouM be—a Jew, who possessed an
intimate knowledge of Palestine, and was ac-

quainted with the events of our Lord's life as only

an eye-witness could be acquainted with them, and
an eye-witness who had been admitted to very

dose association with him. That its narrative

rests on good information is repeatedly manifested;

and more than once historical links are supplied

by it which are needed to give deamess to the

Synoptical narrative, as, for example, in the chron-

ological framework of the ministry of Jesus and the
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culminating miracle of the raising of Lasarus,

which ifi required to account for the incidents of

the Passion-Week. It presents no different Jesus

from the Jesris of the Synoptists, and it throws the

emphasis at the same place—on his expiatory death
and rising again; but it notably supplements the

narrative of the Synoptists and reveals a whole
new side of Jesus' ministry, and if not a wholly

new aspect of his teaching, yet a remarkable mass
of that higher aspect of his teaching of which only

occasional specimens are included in the Synoptic

narrative. John's narrative thus rounds out the

Synoptical narrative and gives the portrait drawn
in it a richer content and a greater completeness.

This portrait may itself be confidently adduced
as its own warranty. It is not too much to say
with Nathaniel Laxtiner that " the history of the

New Testament has in it all the marks

11. Qospel o^ credibility that any history can

Portrait have." But apart from these more
of Ohrist usually marshaled evidences of the

Not trustworthiness of the narratives, there
Invented, us the portrait itself which they draw,

and this can not by any possibility

have been an invention. It is not merely that the

portrait is harmonious throughout—^in the allusions

and presuppositions of the epistles of Paul and the
other letter-writers of the New Testament, in the de-

tailed narratives of the Synoptists and John, and
in each of the sources which imderlie them. This
is a matter of importance; but it is not the matter
of chief moment; there is no need to dwell upon
the impossibility of such a harmony having been
maintained save on the basis of simple truthful-

ness of record, or to dispute whether in the case of

i;he Synoptics there are three independent witnesses

to the one portrait, or only the two independent
witnesses of their two most prominent " sources."

Nor is the most interesting point whether the abo-
riginab'ty of this portrait is guaranteed by the har-

mony of the representation in all the sources of in-

formation, some of which reach back to the most
primitive epoch of the Christian movement. It is

quite certiJn that this conception of Christ's per-

son and career was the conception of his immediate
followers, and indeed of himself; but, important as

this condusion is, it is still not the matter of pri-

mary import. The matter of primary significance

is that this portrait thus imbedded in all the au-

thoritative soiu-oes of information, and thus proved
to be the conception of its founder cherished by
the whole of primitive Christendom, and indeed

commended to it by that founder himself, is a por-

trait intrinsically incapable of invention by men.
It could never have come into being save as the

revelation of an actual person embodying it, who
really lived among men. ** A romancer," as even
Albert R^ville allows, " can not attribute to a being
which he creates an ideal superior to what he himself

is capable of conceiving." The conception of the
God-man which is embodied in the portrait which
the sources draw of Christ, and which is dramatized
by them through such a history as they depict, can
be accounted for only on the assumption that such
a God-man actually lived, was seen of men, and
was painted from the life. The miracle of the in-

vention of such a portraiture, whether by the con-

scious effort of art, or by the unconscious working

of the mythopeic fancy, would be as great as the

actual existence of such a person. Of this there is

sufiicient a posteriori proof in the invariable deteri-

oration this portrait suffers in its secondary repro-

ductions—in the so-called " Lives of Christ," of

every type. The attempt vitally to realize and
reproduce it results inevitably in its reduction. A
portraiture which can not even be interpreted by
men without suffering serious loss can not be the

invention of the first simple followers of Jesus.

Its very existence in their unsophisticated narra-

tives is the sufficient proof of its faithfulness to a
great reality.

n. The Portrait of Jesus: Only an outline of

this portrait can be set down here. Jesus appears

in it not only a supernatural, but in all the sources

alike specifically a divine, person, who came into

the world on a mission of mercy to sinful man.
Such a mission was in its essence a humiliation and
involved humiliation at every step of its accomplish-

ment. His life is represented accord-

1. His ingly as a life of difficulty and con-

HnmlU- ffict, of trial and suffering, issuing in a
atlon. shameful death. But this humiliation

is represented as in every step and stage

of it voluntary. It was entered into and abided in

solely in the interests of his mission, and did not ar-

gue at any point of it helplessness in the face of the

difficulties which hemmed him in more and more
until they led him to death on the cross. It rather

manifested his strong determination to fulfil his

mission to the end, to drink to its dregs the cup
he had undertaken to drink. Accordingly, every

suggestion of escape from it by the use of his in-

trinsic divine powers, whether of omnipotence or

of omniscience, was treated by him first and last as

a temptation of the evil one. The death in which
his life ends is conceived, therefore, as the goal in

which his life culminates. He came into the world

to die, and every stage of the road that led up to

this issue was determined not for him but by him:

he was never the victim but always the master of

circumstance, and pursued his pathway from begin-

ning to end, not merely in full knowledge from the

start of all its turns and twists up to its bitter con-

clusion, but in complete control both of them and
of it.

His life of humiliation, sinking into his terrible

death, was therefore not his misfortune, but his

achievement as the promised Messiah,

2. His ^y and in whom the kingdom of God
Messiah- is to be established in the world; it

ship and was the work which as Messiah he
Deity, came to do. Therefore, in his prose-

cution of it, he from the banning
announced himself as the Messiah, accepted all

ascriptions to him of Messiahship imder what-
ever designation, and thus gathered up into

his person all the preadumbrations of Old-Testa-
ment prophecy; and by his favorite self-

designation of " Son of Man," derived from
Daniel's great vision (vii. 18), continually pro-
claimed himself the Messiah he actually was,
emphasizing in contrast with his present humilia-
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tioQ his heavenly origin and his future glory.

Moreover, in the midst of his humiliation, be ex-

maed, so far as that was consistent with the per-

formanoe of his mission, all the prerogatives of that
" transcendent " or divine Messiah which he was.

He taught with authority, substituting for every
other sanction, his great *' But I say imto you/'
and declaring himseS greater than the greatest of

'fod's representatives whom he had sent in all the

past to visit his people. He surrounded himself

as he went about preaching the Qospel of the king-

«iom with a miraculous nimbus, each and every
minde in which was adapted not merely to mani-
fest the presence of a supernatural person in the

midst of the people, but, as a piece of symbolical

icftehing, to reveal the nature of this supernatural

person, and to afford a foretaste of the blessedness

of his rule in the kingdom he came to found. He
•sumed plenary authority over the religious ordi-

nances of the people, divinely established though
they were; and exercised absolute control over the

Uws of nature themselves. The divine preroga-
tive of forgiving sins he claimed for himself, the

di\Tne power of reading the heart he frankly exer-

cised, the divine function of judge of quick and
•lead he attached to his own person. Asserting for

himself a superhuman dignity of person, or rather

s share in the ineffable Name itself, he represented

himself as abiding continually even when on earth
in absolute communion with God the Father, and
psftidpating by necessity of nature in the treas-

ures of the divine knowledge and grace; announced
himself the source of all divine knowledge and grace

to men; and drew to himself all the religious affec-

tions, suspending the destinies of men absolutely

upon their relation to his own person. Neverthe-
le» he walked straight onward in the path of his

k)w}y mission, and, bending even the wrath of men
to his service, gave himself in his own good time
sod way to the death he had come to accomplish.

Then, his mission performed, he rose again from
the dead in the power of his deathless life; showed
Himself alive to chosen witnesses, that he might
strengthen the hearts of his people; and ascended
to the right hand of God, whence he directs the

ooQttnued preparation of the kingdom until it shall

; lease him to return for its establishment in its

glorious eternal form.

U is important to fix firmly in mind the central

(inception of this representation. It turns upon
ihe sacrificial death of Jesus to which the whole

life leads up, and out of which all its

t. Ostttral issues are drawn, and for a perpetual

Conosp- memorial of which he is represented
^iMi*« as having instituted a solemn memo-

rial feast. The divine majesty of this

"^ ofGod; his redemptive mission to the world, in a
tie of humiliation and a ransoming death; the com-
'..Wtioo of his task in accordance with his purpose; his
' ntimphant rising from the death thus vicariously

•*><iared; his assumption of sovereignty over the

• <>ture devebpment of the kingdom fouinded in his

^''jod, and over the world as the theater of its de-

^iopment; his expected return as the consiun-

3tttor of the ages and the judge of all—^this is the

rjtle of ideas in which all accounts move. It is

the portrait not of a merely human life, though it

includes the delineation of a complete and a com-
pletely human life. It is the portrayal of a human
episode in the divine life. It is, therefore, not

merely connected with supernatural occurrences,

nor merely colored by supernatural features, nor
merely set in a supernatural atmosphere: the su-

pernatural is its very substance, the elimination of

which would be the evaporation of the whole. The
Jesus of the New Testament is not fundamentally
man, however divinely gifted: he is God taber-

nacling for a while among men, with heaven lying

about him not merely in his infancy, but through-

out all the days of his flesh.

m. Attempts to Hatnralise the Portrait of
Jesus: The intense supernaturaUsm of this por-

traiture is, of course, an offense to our anti-super-

naturalistic age. It is only what was to be ex-

pected, therefore, that throughout the last century

and a half a long series of scholars, imbued with
the anti-supernaturalistic instinct of the time, have
assumed the task of desupematuralizing it. Great
difficulty has been experienced, however, in the

attempt to construct a historical sieve which will

strain out miracles and yet let Jesus through; for

Jesus is himself the greatest miracle of them all.

Accordingly in the end of the day there is a grow-

ing disposition, as if in despair of accomplishing

this feat, boldly to construct the sieve so as to

strain out Jesus too; to take refuge in the coun-

sel of desperation which affirms that there never

was such a person as Jesus, that Christianity had
no founder, and that not merely the portrait of

Jesus, but Jesus himself, is a pure projection of

later ideals into the past. The main stream of

assault still addresses itself, however, to the at-

tempt to eliminate not Jesus himself, but the

Jesus of the evangelists, and to substitute for him
a desupematuralized Jesus.

The instruments which have been relied on to

effect this result may be called, no doubt with some
but not misleading inexactitude, literary and his-

torical criticism. The attempt has

1. Literary been made to track out the process by
and His- which the present witnessing docu-
torical ments have come into existence, to

Criticism, show them gathering accretions in

this process, and to sift out the

sources from which they are drawn; and then

to make appeal to these sources as the only

real witnesses. And the attempt has been

made to go behind the whole written record,

operating either immediately upon the docu-

ments as they now exist, or ultimately upon
the sources which literary criticism has sifted out

from them, with a view to reaching a more primi-

tive and presumably truer conception of Jesus than

that which has obtained record in the writings of

lus followers. The occasion for resort to this latter

method of research is the failure of the former to

secure the results aimed at. For, when, at the

dictation of anti-supematuredistic presuppositions,

John is set aside in favor of the Ssmoptics, and
then the Synoptics are set aside in favor of Mark,

conceived as the representative of " the narrative

source " (by the side of which must be placed

—
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though this is not always remembered—the second

Bouroe of "Sayings of Jesus/' which underlies so

much of Matthew and Luke; and also—^though

this is even more commonly foigotten—^whatever

other sources either Matthew or Luke has drawn
upon for material), it still appears that no progress

whatever has been made in eliminating the divine

Jesus and his supernatural accompaniment of

mighty works—although, chronologically speaking,

the very beginning of Christianity has been

reached. It is necessary, accordingly, if there is

not to be acknowledged a divine Christ with a
supernatural history, to get behind the whole lit-

erary tradition. Working on Mark, therefore,

taken as the original Gospel, an attempt must be
made to distinguish between the traditional ele-

ment which he incorporates into his narrative

and the dogmatic element which he (as the

mouthpiece of the Christian community) con-

tributes to it. Or, working on the "Sayings,"
discrimination must first be made between the

narrative element (assumed to be colored by the

thought of the Christian oommimity) and the

reportorial element (which may repeat real sayings

of Jesus); and then, within the reportorial element,

all that is too lofty for the naturalistic Jesus must
be trimmed down \mtil it fits in with his simply hu-

man character. Or, working on the Gospels as they
stand, inquisition must be made for

2. Methods statements of fact concerning Jesus or

of His. for sayings of his, which, taken out of

torioal the context in which the evangelists
OrltlolBm. have placed them and cleansed from

the coloring given by them, may be
made to seem inconsistent with " the worship of

Jesus " which characterizes these documents; and
on the narrower basis thus secured there is

built up a new portrait of Jesus, contradictory

to that which the evangelists have drawn.
The precariousness of these proceedings, or

rather, frankly, their violence, is glaringly evident.

In the processes of such criticism it is pure subjec-

tivity which rules, and the investigator gets out as

results only what he puts in as premises. And even
when the desired result has thus been wrested from
the unwilling documents, he discovers that he has

only brought himself into the most extreme his-

torical embarrassment. By thus desupematural-
izing Jesus he leaves primitive Christianity and
its supernatural Jesus wholly without historical

basis or justification. The naturalizing historian

has therefore at once to address himself to supply-

ing some accoimt of the inmiediate universal as-

cription to Jesus by his followers of

qualities which he did not possess and
to which he laid no claim; and that

with such force and persistence of con-

viction as totally to supersede from the very begin-

ning with their perverted version of the facts the

actual reality of things. It admits of no doubt,

and it is not doubted, that supematuralistic Chris-

tianity is the only historical Christianity. It is

agreed on all hands that the very first followers of

Jesus ascribed to him a supernatural character.

It is even allowed that it is precisely by virtue of

its supematuralistic elements that Christianity has

8. Its Em-
barrass-
ment.

made ite way in the world. It is freely admitted

that it was by the force of its enthusiastic proc-

lamation of the divine Christ, who ooukl not be
holden of death but burst the bonds of the grave,

that Christianity conquered the world to itself.

What account shall be given of all this 7 There is

presented a problem here, which is insoluble on the

naturalistic hypothesis. The old mjrthical theory

fails because it requires time, and no time is at its

disposal; the primitive Christian community be-

lieved in the divine Christ. The new " history-of-

religions " theory fails because it can not discover

the elements of that '' Christianity before Christ
"

which it must posit, either remotely in the Baby-
lonian inheritance of the East, 6r close by in the

prevalent Messianic conceptions of contemporary
Judaism. Nothing is available but the postulation

of pure fanaticism in Jesus' first followers, which
finds it convenient not to proceed beyond the gen-

eral suggestion that there is no telling what fanati-

cism may not invent. The plain fact is that the

supernatural Jesus is needed to account for the

supematuralistic Christianity which is groimded
in him. Or—^if this supematuralistic Christianity

does not need a supernatural Jesus to accoimt for

it, it is hard to see why any Jesus at all need be
postulated. Naturalistic criticism thus overreaches

itself and is caught up suddenly by the discovery

that in abolishing the supernatural Jesus it has
abolished Jesus altogether, since this supernatural

Jesus is the only Jesus which enters as a factor

into the historical development. It is the desuper-

nattiralized Jesus which is the mythical Jesus, who
never had any existence, the postulation of the

existence of whom explains nothing and leaves the
whole historical development hanging in the air.

It is instmctive to observe the lines of develop-

ment of the naturalistic reconstruction of the Jesus

of the evangelists through the century and a half

of its evolution. The normal task which the student

of the life of Jesus sets himself is to penetrate

into the spirit of the transmission so far as that

transmission approves itself to him
as trustworthy, to realize with exact-

4. Its His-
torioal

Develop- ^®^ *°^ vividness the portrait of Jesus

ment.
" conveyed by it, and to reproduce that

portrait in an accurate and vital por-

trayal. The naturalistic reconstructors, on the

other hand, engage themselves in an effort to sub-

stitute for the Jesus of the transmission another

Jesus of their own, a Jesus who will seem " nat-

ural " to them, and will work in " naturally " with
their naturalistic world-view. In the first instance

it was the miracles of Jesus which they set them-
selves to eliminate, and this motive ruled their

criticism from Reimarus (1694-1768), or rather,

from the publication of the Wolfenbuettel Frag-

ments (q.v.), to Strauss (1835-36). The domi-
nant method employed—^which foimd its culmina-

ting example in H. E. G. Paulus (1828)—was to

treat the narrative as in all essentials historical,

but to seek in each miraculous story a natural fact

underlying it. This whole point of view was tran-

scended by the advent of the mjrthical view in

Strauss, who laughed it out of court. Since then
miracles have been treated ever more and more
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confidently aA negligible quantitiee, and the whole
strength of criticism has been increasingly ex-

pended on the reduction of the supernatural figure

of Jesus to " natural " proportions. The instru-

ment relied upon to produce this effect has been
psychological analysis; the method being to re-

work the narrative in the interests of what is called

a " compreh^isible " Jesus. The whole mental
life of Jesus and the entire course of his conduct
have been subjected to psychological canons derived
from the critics' conception of a purely human life,

and nothing has been allowed to him which does
not approve itself as '' natural " according to this

standard. The result is, of course, that the Jesus
of the evangelists has been transformed into a
nineteenth-centuiy '^ liberal " theologian, and no
conceptions or motives or actions have been allowed

to him which would not be " natural " in such a
one.

The inevitable reaction which seems to be now
asBerting itself takes two forms, both of which,

whileserving themselves heirs to the negative criti-

cum of this " liberal " school, decisively reject its

positive construction of the figure of Jesus. A
weaker current contents itself with drawing atten-

tion to the obvious fact that such a Jesus as the
** liberal " criticism yields will not account for

the Christianity which actually came into being;

and on this ground proclaims the " liberal " criti-

cism bankrupt and raises the question, what need
there is for assuming any Jesus at all. If the only
Jesus salvable from the debris of legend is obvi-

ously not the author of the Christianity which
actually cune into being, why not simply recog-

nise that Christianity came into being without any
author—was just the crsrstallization of conceptions

in solution at the time? A stronger current, scoff-

ing at the projection of a nineteenth-century
" Uberal " back into the first century and calling

him " Jesus,' insists that " the historical Jesus "

was just a Jew of his day, a peasant of Galilee with
all the narrowness of a peasant's outlook and all

the deficiency in culture which belonged to a Gali-

lean countryman of the period. Above all, it in-

sists that the real Jesus, possessed by those Mes-
sianic dreams which filled the minds of the Jewish
peasantry of the time, was afiBicted with the great

delusion that he was himself the promised Messiah.

Under the obsession of this portentous fancy he
imagined that God would intervene with his al-

mighty arm and set him on the throne of a conquer-

ing Israel; and when the event falsified this^ wild

hope, he assuaged his bitter disappointment with
the wilder promise that he would rise from death
itself and come back to establish his kingdom.
Thus the natiualistic criticism of a hundred and
fifty years has run out into no Jesus at all, or worse
tlum no Jesus, a fanatic or even a paranoiac. The
" liberal " criticism which has had it so long its

own way is called sharply to its defense against the

fruit of its own loins. In the process of this de-

fense it wavers before the assault and incorpor-

ates more or less of the new conception of Jesus

—

of the " consistently eschatological " Jesus—mto
its fabric. Or it stands in its tracks and weakly
protests that Jesus' figure must be conceived as

greatly as possible, so only it be kept strictly

within the limits of a mere human being. Or
it develops an apologetical argument w'^ch, given
its full validity and effect, would imdo all its pain-

fully worked-out negative results and lead back
to the Jesus of the evangelists as the true
" historical Jesus."

It has been remarked above that the portrait of

Jesus drawn in the sources is its own credential; no
man, and no body of men, can have invented this

figure, consciously or imconsciously, and dramatised

5 It
^^ consistently through such a varied

^g^^^ and difiScult life-history. It may be
added that the Jesus of the naturalistic

criticism is itsown refutation. One wonders whether
the " liberal " critics realize the weakness, ineffect-

iveness, inanition of the Jesus they offer; the piti-

ful inertness they attribute to him, his utter passiv-

ity under the impact of circumstance. So far from
being conceivable as the molder of the ages, this

Jesus is wholly molded by his own surroundings,

the sport of every suggestion from without. In
their preoccupation with critical details, it is pos-

sible that its authors are scarcely aware of the

grossness of the reduction of the figure of Jesus

they have perpetrated. But let them only turn to

portray their new Jesus in a life-history, and the

pitiableness of the figure they have made him smites

the eye. Whatever else may be said of it, this must
be said—^that out of the Jesus into which the nat-

uralistic criticism has issued—in its best or in its

worst estate—the Christianity which has conquered
the world could never have come.

IV. The Lifts of Jesus: The finnness, clearness,

and even fulness with which the figure of Jesus is

delineated in the sources, and the variety of activ-

ities through which it is dramatized, do not insure

that the data given should sufiioe for drawing up a
properly so-cidled " life of Jesus." The data in

the sources are practically confined to

1. In What ^^® ^^^ period of Jesus' public work.

Sense a Only a single incident is recorded from
"Life" his earlier life, and that is taken from
Impos- his boyhood. So large a portion of
ihle. the actual narrative, moreover, is oc-

cupied with his death that it might
even be said—^the more that the whole narrative

also leads up to the death as the life's culmination

—that little has been preserved concerning Jesus

but the circumstances which accompanied his birth

and the circumstances which led up to and ac-

companied his death. The incidents which the
narrators record, again, are not recorded with a
biographical intcoit, and are not selected for their

biographical significance, or ordered so as to

present a biographical result: in the case of each
evangelist they serve a particular purpose which
may employ biographical details, but is not it-

self a biographical end. In other words the Gos-
pels are not formal biographies but biograph-

ical arguments—a drciunstanoe which does not

affect the historicity of the incidents they select for

record, but does affect the selection and ordering

of these incidents. Mark has in view to show that

this great religious movement in which he himself

had a part had its beginnings in a divine interpo-
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ntion; Matthew, that this divine interposition was
in fulfihnent of the promises made to Israel; Luke,
that it had as its end the redemption of the world;

John, that the agent in it was none other than the

Son of God himself. In the enforcement and illus-

tration of their several themes each records a wealth

of biographical details. But it does not follow

that these details, when brought together and ar-

ranged in their chronological sequence, or even in

their genetic order, will supply an adequate biog-

raphy. The attempt to work them up into a
biography is met, moreover, by a great initial dif-

ficulty. Every biographer takes his position, as it

were, above his subject, who must live his life over

again in his biographer's mind; it is of the very es-

sence of the biographer's work thoroughly to un-
derstand his subject and to depict him as he un-

derstands him. What, then, if the subject of the

biography be above the comprehension of his biog-

rapher? Obviously, in that case, a certain reduc-

tion can scarcely be avoided. This in an instance

like the present, where the subject is a superhuman
being, is the same as to say that a greater or lesser

measure of rationalization, *^ naturalization," in-

evitably takes place. A true biography of a God-
man, a biography which depicts his life from with-

in, untangling the complex of motives which moved
him, and explaining his conduct by reference to the

internal sprinp^s of action, is in the nature of the

case an impossibility for men. Human beings can
explain only on the basis of their own experiences

and mental processes; and so explaining they in-

stinctively explain away what transcends their ex-

periences and confounds their mental processes.

Seeking to portray the life of Jesus as natural, they
naturalize it, that is, reduce it to correspondence
with their own nature. Every attempt to work
out a life of Christ must therefore face not only the
insufficiency of the data, but the perennial danger
of falsifying the data by an instinctive naturaliza-

tion of them. If, however, the expectation of

attaining a ''psychological" biography of Jesus

must be renounced, and even a complete external

life can not be pieced together from the fragmentary
communications of the sources, a clear and consist-

ent view of the course of the public ministry of

Jesus can still be derived from them. The consecu-

tion of the events can be set forth, their causal rela-

tions established, and their historical development
explicated. To do this is certainly in a modified

sense to outline " the life of Jesus," and to do this

proves by its results to be eminently worth while.

A series of synchronisms with secular history in-

dicated by huke, whose historical interest seems
more alert than that of the other

*• ^'^J" evangelists, gives the needed informa-

^•*Life " * ^^^^ ^°^ placing such a " life " in its

right historical relations. The chrono-

logical framework for the " life " itself is sup-

plied by the succession of annual feasts which are

recorded by John as occurring during Jesus' public

ministry. Into this framework the data fur-

nished by the other Gospels—^which are not with-

out corroborative suggestions of order, season of

occurrence, and relations—fit readily; and when so

arranged yield so self-consistent and rationally de-

veloping a history as to add a strong corroboration

of its trustwortUness. Differences of opinion re-

specting the details of arrangement of course re-

main possible; and these differences are not always
small and not always without historical signifi-

cance. But they do not affect the general outline or

the main drift of the history, and on most points,

even those of minor importance, a tolerable agree-

ment exists. Thus, for example, it is all but uni-

versally allowed that Jesus was bom c. 5 or 6 b.c.

(year of Rome 748 or 749), and it is an erratic

judgment indeed which would fix on any other

year than 29 or 30 a.d. for his crucifixion. On the

date of his baptism—which determines the duration

of his public ministry—more difference is possible;

but it is quite generally agreed that it took place late

in 26 A.n. or early in 27. It is only by excluding

the testimony of John that a duration of less than
between two and three years can be assigned to

the public ministry; and then only by subjecting

the Synoptical narrative to considerable pressure.

The probabilities seem strongly in favor of ex-

tending it to three years and some months. The
decision between a duration of two years and
some months and a duration of three years and
some months depends on the determination of

the two questions of where in the narrative of

John the imprisonment of John the Baptist (Matt,

iv. 12) is to be placed, and what the unnamed
feast is which is mentioned in John v. 1. On
the former of these questions opinion varies only
between John iv. 1-3 and John v. 1. On the

latter a great variety of opinions exists: some
think of Passover, others of Purim or Pentecost,

or of Trumpets or Tabernacles, or even of the

day of Atonement. On the whole, the evidence
seems decisively preponderant for placing the im-
prisonment of the Baptist at John iv. 1-3, and for

identifying the feast of John v. 1 with Passover.

In that case, the public ministry of Jesus covered

about three years and a third, and it is probably
not far wrong to assign to it the period lying be-

tween the latter part of 26 a.d. and the Passover
of 30 A.D.*

The material supplied by the Gospel narrative

distributes itself naturally under the heads of (1) the

preparation, (2) the ministry, and (3) the consum-

/wjtu niation. For the first twelve or thir-
'

of the
* ^^^ years of Jesus' life nothing is

'*I<lfe. " recorded except the striking circmn-

stances connected with his birth, and
a general statement of his remarkable growth.

Similarly for his youth, about seventeen years and
a half, there is recorded only the single incident, at
its beginning, of his conversation with the doctors

in the temple. Anything like continuous narrative

begins only with the public ministry, in, say, De-
cember, 26 A.D. This narrative falls naturally into

four parts which may perhaps be distinguished as

* Ramsay, Sanday, and Turner prefer 29 a.d. for the date
of the oruoifixion. Turner's dates are: birth, 7-6 b.c;
baptism, 26 a.d.; ministry, between two and three years;
death, 29 a.d. Sanday's dates are: birth, — ; baptism,
late 26 a.d.; ministry, two and a half years; death, 29 a.d.
Ramsay's dates are: birth, autumn, 6 b.c; baptism, early
in 26 A.D.; ministry, three years and some months; death,
29 A.D.
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'^) the beginning of the Gospel, forty days, from
December, 26 to February, 27; (b) the Judean
ainistry, covering about ten months, from Feb., 27

to Dee., 27; (c) tl^ Galilean ministry, covering about
:«Fnty-two months, from Dec., 27 to Sept., 29;

i) the last journeys to Jerusalem, covering some
•ix mcmths, from Sept., 29 to the Passover of (Apr.)

30. The events of this final Passover season, the

cirrative of which becomes so detailed and precise

that the occurrences from day to day are noted,

constitute, along with their sequences, what is here

c&Ded " the consummation." They include the

events which led up to the crudfizion of Jesus, the

crucifixion itself, and the manifestations which he
e»ve of himself after his death up to his ascension.

So preponderating was the interest which the re-

porteni took in this portion of the " life of Christ,"

thst is to say, in his death and resurrection, that
itiout a third of their whole narrative is devoted
:o it. The ministry which leads up to it is also,

.y)«¥ver, full of incident. What is here called " the

.if^dnning of the Gospel " gives, no doubt, only
le accounts of Jesus' baptism and temptation.

< hily meager information is given also, and that by
John alone, of the occurrences of the first ten months
&.^er his public appearance, the scene of which lay

*iuinly in Judea. With the beginning of the min-
>^ry in Galilee, however, with which alone the

Synoptic Gospels concern themselves, incidents be-

come numerous. Capernaum now becomes Jesus'

home for almost two full years; and no less than
^4rbt periods of sojourn there with intervening cir-

riits going out from it as a center can be traced.

^ hg-n the object of this ministry had been accom-
pii-hed Jestis finally withdraws from Galilee and
ft.4<lreaaes himself to the preparation of his follow-

m for the death he had come into the world to
arromplish; and this he then brings about in the
tnanner which best subserves his piupose.

Into the substance of Jesus' ministry it is not
poBible to enter here. Let it only be observed

that it is properly called a ministry.

5^m5* He himself testified that he came not

^3t~^ to be ministered imto but to minister,

and he added that this ministry was
{jfiOed in his giving his life as a ransom for many.
In other words, the main object of his work was to
Itv the foundations of the kingdom of God in his

i'.'od. Subsidiary to this was his purpose to make
tiuily known to men the true nature of the king-
<iom of God, to prepare the way for Its advent &
f b«ir hearts, and above all, to attach them by faith

:o his person as the founder and constmmiator of

t^ie kingdom. His ministry involved, therefore, a
n-mfftant presentation of himself to the people as
*iir> promised One, m and by whom the kingdom
'4 God was to be established, a steady " campaign
^ itfftruction " as to the natiu^ of the kingdom
vtucb he came to found, and a watchful oon-
tml of the forces which were making for his de-
'troction, until, his work of preparation beingended,
te was ready to complete it by offering himself

H>. The progress of his ministry is governed by
fhe mterplay of these motives. It has been broadly
dartributed into a year of obscurity, a year of

popukr favor, and a year of opposition; and if

these designations are imderstood to have only a
relative applicability, they may be accepted as gen-
erally describing from the outside the development
of the ministry. Beginning first in Judea Jesua

spent some ten months in attaching to himself his

first disciples, and with apparent fruitlessness pro-

claiming the kingdom at the center of national life.

Then, moving north to Galilee, he quickly won the

ear of the people and carried them to the height

of their present receptivity; whereupon, breakLg
from th^,he devoted hiznself to the more precise

instruction of the chosen band he had gathered

about him to be the nucleus of his Church. The
Galilean ministry thus divides into two parts, marked
respectively by more popular and more intimate

teaching. The line of division falls at the miracle
of the feeding of the five thousand, which, as mark-
ing a crisis in the ministry, is recorded by all four

evangelists, and is the ozily miracle which has re-

ceived this fotu^old record. Prior to this point,

Jesus' work had been one of gathering disciples;

subsequently to it, it was a work of instructing and
sifting the disciples whom he had gathered. The
end of the Galilean ministry is marked by the con-

fession of Peter and the transfiguration, and after

it nothing remained but the preparation of the

chosen disciples for the death, which was to close

his work; and the consummation of his mission in

his death and rising again.

The instruments by which Jesus carried out his

ministry were two, teaching and miracles. In both
alike he manifested his deity. Wher-

5. Instm- gver he went the supernatural was

^JO^! present "^ ^o«l ancl d«^- His teach-

j^^j^
' ing was with authority. In its in-

sight and foresight it was as super-

natural as the miracles themselves; the hearts of

men and the future lay as open before him as the

forces of nature lay under his control; all that the

Father knows he knew also, and he alone was the
channel of the revelation of it to men. The power of

his " But I say unto you " was as manifest as that

of his compelling " Arise and walk." The theme
of his teaching was the kingdom of God and him-
self as its divine foimder and king. Its fonn ran

all the way from crisp gnomic sayings and brief

comparisons to elaborate parables and profound

spiritual discussions in which the deep things of

God are laid bare in simple, searching words. The
purport of his miracles was that the kingdom of

God was already present in its King. Their num-
ber is perhaps usually greatly tmderestimated. It

is true that only about thirty or forty are actually

recorded. But these are recorded only as speci-

mens, and as such they represent all classes. Mir-

acles of healing form the preponderant class; but
there are also exorcisms, nature-miracles, raisings

of the dead. Besides these recorded miracles, how-
ever, there are frequent general statements of

abounding miraculous manifestations. For a time

disease and death must have been almost banished

from the land. The country was thoroughly

aroused and filled with wonder. In the midst of

this universal excitement—^when the people were

ready to take him by force and make him king

—

he withdrew himself from them, and throwing his
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cirouitB far afield, beyond the bruit and uproar, ad-

dreased himself to preparing his chosen companions
for lus great sacrifice—first leading them in the so-

c^led " Later Galilean ministry " (from the feed-

ing of the 5,000 to the confession at Gsesarea Phi-

lippi) to a better apprehension of the majesty of

his person as the Son of God, and of the character

of the kingdom he came to found, as consisting not
in meat and drink but in righteousness; and then,

in the so-called " Persan ministry " (from the con-

fession at Oeesarea Philippi to the final arrival at

Jerusalem) specifically preparing them for his death
and resurrection. Thus he waUsed straightforward

in the path he had chosen, and his choice of which
is already made clear in the account of his tempta-
tion, set at the beginning of his public career; and
in his own good time and way—^in the end forcing

the hand of his opponents to secure that he should

die at the Passover—shed his blood as the blood

of the new covenant sacrifice for the remission of

sins. Having power thus to lay down his life, he
had power also to take it again, and in due time he
rose again from the dead and ascended to the right

hand of the majesty on high, leaving behind him
his promise to come again in his glory, to perfect

the kingdom he had inaugiuated.

It is appropriate that this miraculous life should

be set between the great marvels of the virgin-

birth and the resurrection and asoen-
6. The sion. These can appear strange only

Jl^***^" when the intervening life is looked

SLMarrM* upon as that of a merely human being,
^^"*®' endowed, no doubt, not only with un-

usual qualities, but also with the im-
usual favor of God, yet after all nothing more than
human and therefore presumably entering the

world like other human beings, and at the end
paying the \miversal debt of human nature. From
the standpoint of the evangelical writers, and of

the entirety of primitive Christianity, which looked

upon Jesus not as a merely human being but as

God himself come into the world on a mission of

mercy that involved the humiliation of a himian
life and death, it would be this assumed commu-
nity with common humanity in mode of entrance

into and exit from the earthly life which would seem
strange and incredible. The entrance of the Lord
of Glory into the world could not but be super-

natural; his exit from the world, after the work
which he had undertaken had been performed,

could not fail to bear the stamp of triumph. There
is no reason for doubting the trustworthiness of the

narratives at these points, beyond the anti-super-

naturalistic instinct which strives consciously or

unconsciously to naturalize the whole evangelical

narrative. The " infancy chapters '' of Luke are

demonstrably from Luke's own hand, bear evident

traces of having been derived from trustworthy

sources of information, and possess all the author-

ity which attaches to the communications of a hifh

torian who evinces himself sober, careful, and
exact, by every historical test. The parallel chap-

ters of Matthew, while obviously independent of

those of Luke—recording in common with them
not a single incident beyond the bare fact of the

virgin-birth—are thoroughly at one with them in

the main fact, and in the incidents they record fit

with remarkable completeness into the interstices of

Luke's narrative. Similarly, the narratives of the
resurrection, full of diversity in details as they are,

and raising repeated puszling questions of order and
arrangement, yet not only beetr consentient testi-

mony to all the main facts, but fit into one an-

other so as to create a consistent narrative—which
has moreover the support of the contemporary
testimony of Paul. The persistent attempts to
explain away the facts so witnessed or to substi-

tute for the accoimt which the New Testament
writers give of them some more plausible explana^-

tion, as the natuaalistic mind estimates plausibility,

are all wrecked on the directness, precision, and
copiousness of the testimony; and on the great

effects which have flowed from this fact in the rev-

olution wrought in the minds and lives of the apos-

tles themselves, and in the revolution wrought
through their preaching of the resurrection in the

life and history of the world. The entire history

of the world for 2,000 years is the warranty of the
reality of the resiurection of Christ, by which the

forces were let loose which have created it. " Unique
spiritual effects," it has been remariced, with great

reasonableness, '' require a unique spiritual cause;

and we shall never understand the full significance

of the cause, if we begin by denying or minimising

its uniqueness."

For details see the separate articles on the several

distinct topics, e.g., Christoloot; Gobpelb; Mir-
acles; Parables; Resurrection; Virqin-birth.

Benjamin B. Warfibld.
B. I. XiimltatioB of the Field: The means of wri-

ting a satisfactory life of Christ have never existed.

From the outset what the Church attempted was
no more than the story of Jesus covering a twelve-

month. Even in this its object was not historical

but apologetic. There exists a bare mention by a
few secular writers of 110-120 a.d. of the origin of

the obnoxious " Christians." Pliny, the earliest

(112 A.D.), merely describes the sect. Tacitus, an
accurate historian, c. 115 a.d., dates its rise from
the execution of " Christus " by PUate, procurator

of Judea under Tiberius. Secidar writers have no
more to tell. They would have been compelled to

refer inquirers to the tradition preserved by the

sect itself. Now even the latest of our four Gos-
pels can be traced in some form by its use in or-

thodox, heretical, and even anti-Christian writers,

to about the same period; so that the whole ques-

tion of the historical investigator resolves itself

into a valuation and comparison of the writings

preserved by the Church itself, in the interest of its

own defense and edification.

S. The Souroea: The story of Jesus included

what was needful for the uses of the Church. For-
tunately the severest tests known to the science of

literary and historical criticism leave the Church
in possession of two groups of writings which cir-

culated in Christian conventicles 50-100 a.d. These
are (1) apostolic letters, homilies and " prophe-
cies," writings directly addressed to the edification

of particular churches; and (2) etiological nar-

ratives, purporting to give account of Christian

origins.
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Of these souroes the former contain from the
nature of the case but slight and incidental allusion

to the tradition; but for the very rea-
1. The
Bpistles

son that no effort is made to prove a

^^^^JJ^ case, the readers being merely re-

minded of generally accepted facts,

this testimony, so far as it goes, is of far greater

vahie than apologetic narrative. Moreover, the

nucleus of this group consists of extensive '^ epis-

ties " by a known author addressed at a fixed date
to definite localities critically authenticated, and
firom twenty to fifty years earlier in date than the

anonymous narratives. It is needless, in view of

this, to explain why the historical critic takes his

stand priniarily at the situation of belief and prac-

tise indirectly revealed by the great Pauline Epis-

tles, employing them as a standard. The minor
elements of this group, disputed letters of Paul,

later and doubtfid writings attributed to Peter,

John, James and Jude add little in any event to the

knowledge of Christianity as it existed in Corinth

c 55 A.D. derivable from the two Epistles to the

Corinthians alone.

The narrative writings (2) are four in number, all

ancmymous, none earlier than 65 A.D.y the latest, at-

tributed in veiled language, in a subsequently at-

2 ,-. tached appendix, to the Apostle John

Gospels. ^^^ earlier than 98 a.d. They show a
large degree of mutual dependence,

but certainly have no mere partial presentation in

mind. Each aims to furnish to its respective re-

gion " the Gospel " as locally imderstood inclusive

of all essential features. Not in the case of Mark,
admittedly representing the tradition as it circu-

lated at Rome, nor even in the case of John, repre-

senting that of proconsular Asia, can it be supposed
that the writer intended merely to supplement cer-

tain standard authorities already current. Just as

Mark represents '' the Gospel ** as imderstood in

Rome, one of the two chief Pauline centers, and
John that of Ephesus, the other, so the double
work attributed to Luke, whom tradition declared

of Antiochian parentage, represents '^ the Gospel "

(Luke i. 4) as imderstood in " Syria and Cilicia
"

(Acts XV. 23; Gal. i. 21); while southern Syria,

whose historic relations are with Egypt, seems to

be represented by the Gospel attributed to Mat-
thew. Critical examination shows these four Gos-
pels to be laigely interdependent so that practically

the whole of Mark has been transcribed to form
the narrative outline of both Matthew and Luke
while John shows dependence on all three. Yet
in each there persists a significant local type. Both
Syrian gospels, besides the conspicuous Mark ele-

ment, make large use of a factor absent from gos-

pels of the Pauline or Greco-Roman field, that of

the commandments of Jesus. This factor (Q) de-

termines the very nature of Matthew, whose whole
mission is to teach men '^ to observe all things

whatsoever I oonmianded you " (Matt, xxviii. 20).

Luke's drafts from this same " teaching " source

are only second in extent to his extracts from Mark,
and are transcribed with much greater exactness.

He adds, however, quite a body of narrative not

used by Matthew, including his whole second
" treatise," and by such additions, as well as the

VI.—11

treatment of material, generally approximates more
nearly than Matthew to Mark's idea of " the Gos-
pel " as the whole drama of Jesus' career (Acts
i. 1). The motive of the Ephesian Gospel is differ-

ent. While in form lai^ly composed of dialogue,

often tending to monologue (iii. 1-21), it does not
aim to transmit ** commandments of the Lord."
Its discourses are controversial expositions of the
great Pauline doctrines of new birth, life in the
Spirit, etc. Nor does the author aim at history.

The " works " he relates are seven symbolic " signs "

'' manifesting the glory " of the incarnate Logos.
The explicit aim is to produce faith in Jesus as the
incarnate Son of God, and thus convey that mys-
tical '' life " which is the essence of Pauline religion

(John XX. 31; cf. Gal. ii. 20).

The great Pauline Epistles recall the conditions out
of which the Greek Gospels have grown. They re-

8 The Prod^ceinotonly Paul's own conception

Pauline °^ " *^® Gospel " including an outline

Qom^l, of the story, but certain fundamental
differences between Paul and the older

apostles, which in some degree correspond to and
explain the persistent differences of type in the

Greco-Roman and the Syrian tradition. Paul was
both unable, and of principle unwilling, to com-
pete with those who claimed to report acts and ut-

terances of the Lord from their own observation.

Even had he known a flesh and blood Messiah,

such a Messiah, were it even the earthly Jesus

himself, he would know no more (II Cor. v. 16),

because since his experience in conversion, re-

demption had lost all interest save as a spiritual

experience beginning in the individual soid. His
own hopeless struggle for the righteousness of the

law, on which participation in the Messianic age, the

rabbinic " world to come," was in his view condi-

tioned, had issued in a moral death, from which he
had been raised by vision of the risen Lord of

Stephen and of many another Christian mart3rr.

Dawning faith in the crucified Messiah of the pub-
licans and sinners, outcasts from synagogue ortho-

doxy, had brought to him not merely hope of a
forgiveness without the works of the law, but an
experience similar to that he witnessed in them,
though of loftier moral type, an influx of life and
power from '* the spirit." The starting-point of

everjrthing was to Paul the risen, glorified Christ,

giver of the Spirit. He had been revealed as the
Son of God with power by the resurrection (Rom.
i. 4). This inward experience made Paul an apos-

tle (Gal. i. 16) and gave him his message. Confer-

ence with those who were apostles before him was
not needful to prepare him to preach it (Gal. i. 16-

17). And yet without the safe anchor of connec-

tion with the historic Jesus, this doctrine of a spiri-

tual Chnst was exposed to all kinds of vagaries.

From what it actually suffered at the hands of

docetic Gnostics (see Docetism), and of ultra Paul-

inists like Marcion (q.v.), it seems that it would
soon be assimilated in the hands of Greek converts

to the myths of the redeemer-gods {theai aOUrea),

who, incarnate in the form of demigods, or as in-

visible eons, " powers," or " emanations," were
held to participate in the life of men. The whole
ethical content of Paul's religion of the Spirit was
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4. Its
Balfttiona

dependent on the identification of this Spirit, whose
manifestations formed the basis of all church life

with " the mind that was in Christ Jesua." Rigidly

his converts must be disciplined in the subordina-

tion of the spectacular gifts of the Spirit, ** mir-

acles/' "tongues," "prophecies," to the "abi-
ding," the moral (I Cor. ziii.).

It is no surprise, therefore, to find Paul, three

years after his conversion, going up to Jerusalem

to " become acquainted with Peter, " literally

" to hear his story " (Gal. i. 18). From that Pe-

trine story must have come many an
allusion in Paul's letters to Jesus'

^^^ teachings (I Thess. iv. 15; I Cor. vii,

Charaotar. ^^» "^* ^^)» *^® purity of his life (II Cor.
'
V. 21), the tragedy of his betrayal and

death (I Cor. sd. 23), the manifestations of his res-

urrection glory (I Cor. xv. 3-7). From it came cer-

tainly the institution of the Eucharist (I Cor. xi.

23-25; see below, II., { 8), but not that of baptism
(I Cor. i. 17). Moreover, if it related, as may surely

be assumed, marvels of healing and exorcism out-

shining those of the " strolling Jews, exorcists
"

and even the " gifts of healing " and " miracles "

boasted in the Church (I Cor. xii. 28-29), it is

somewhat significant that Paul ignores this whole
element, large as it looms on the pages of Mark.
Ultimately in the latest of the undisputed epistles

Paul states the essence of his Qospel in a '' nut-

sheU" (Phil. ii. 4-11; cf. Mark. x. 42-45). Such
is Paul's messianism, the starting-point of which
is the glorified one of his vision, but in its backward
look almost overleaps the earthly career as a mere
episode, a period of " humiliation," in the great

economy of God, with whom this second Adam
had enjoyed the riches of heaven (II Cor. viii. 9)

before tli^ first Adam walked in Paradise. Essen-
tially and fundamentally Paul's Gospel is an in-

carnation doctrine, closely allied in its sacraments,

its aspiration to life by mystic union with Christ

and God in the Spirit, and even in its terminology,

with Greek and Oriental mystery religion. Its

8oteriology recalls the avatar doctrine of the re-

deemer-gods (see Hinduism). That which gives

it power to assimilate rather than be assimilated

in the maelstrom of intermingling religious ideals,

is its ethical root in the life and teaching of the

historic Jesus.

It can not be too emphatically insisted that the

gospel of Peter was essentially, in its starting-point,

and in religious value, identical with that of Paul
( r Cor. XV. 1 1 ; Gal. ii. 2, 6-8, 15-16). It also did not

start from the story of the ministry,

P tr^ but from the resurrection (Acts iv.

Qospel ^^' ^* rested upon an experience of

Peter only less profoundly ethical than
Paul, a rescue by the felt presence of the risen

Christ from the abyss of moral agony. The four

canonical Gospels have uniformly canceled the

story of this fundamental event in the history of

the Cliristian religion in favor of more concrete,

more tangible and marvelous tales of the empty
tomb and reappearances of Jesus in palpable form.

Not a trace of this appears in Paul His account
of the tradition of the resiurection appearances is

unassailable, and certainly complete. It puts his

own experience in Ime with Peter's, and coincides

with the remnants and allusions in the Gospel nar-

rative of how first of all " the Lord appeared to

Simon " (Luke xxiv. 34). Many traces of this in-

itial vision of Peter exist in the canonical story

itself (Mark xiv. 28, xvi. 1, d. ix. 2-10), in addi-

tions to it (John xxi. 1-13), in extra-canonical frag-

ments (Gospel of Peter, end), and above all in the

recorded prayer of Jesus for the " turning again "

of Simon (Luke xxii. 32). These amply corrobo-

rate the statement of Paul that the firat " appear-

ance " was " to Simon," and establish the essential

justice of the tradition which explains the name
of " Cephas " or " Peter " (" Rock ") as given be-

cause the Church owed its foimdation to the new-
bom faith of this disciple. Because Peter in Gali-

lee rallied his " brethren " with the assurance of

his experience of a manifestation of Jesus in glory,

Christianity became a religion. What was—^what

is the experience of the presence of the risen Christ?

This is not a problem of history but of religious

psychology. With Peter's experience, soon re-

peated in that of his " brethren," of 500 at once,

of Pentecost, of James, of Paul (I Cor. xv. 3-8)
" the Gospel " began its career. It was essen-

tially the stoiy of the resurrection as a message of

redemption (II Cor. v. 19-21). The psychological

phenomenon, vital as it is in the spiritual history

of the race, falls from its very nature outside the

limits of tbJs discussion; yet it alone aocoimts for

the preservation of the implied story of Jesus' pre-

vious career.

In Peter's case as in Paul's this starting-point

was the resurrection. But that which tradition

reports (Papias, in Eusebius, Hist, ecd., III.,xxxix.

15) of the nature of Peter's preaching is that which
could be anticipated from all known of his past.

To Peter the remembrance of Jesus' earthly

g J
career would not be, as to Paul, a

Ohuaoter ™®'* episode in the eternal plan of re-
' demption, an avatar of God's redeem-

ing Spirit suffering humiliation and death. It

would be a priceless jewel of personal recollections

filled with foregleams of the later glorification.

Peter's Christology would be fundamentally not
an incarnation doctrine, but just as it is actually

found in the Petrine speeches of Acts (ii. 32-36,

iii. 18-23, 26) an apotheosis doctrine. An early

source even sketches the outline of Peter's story.

It " began from Galilee, after the baptism whidi
John preached; how God anointed Jesus of Naaa-
reth with the Holy Ghost and with power; who
went about doing good, and healing all that were
oppressed of the devil, for God was with him."
From this point it passes immediately to the story

of the crucifixion in Jerusalem and the witness to

the resurrection (Acts x. 37-41). The correspond-

ence of this outline with the outline of that Gospel
(Mark) which tradition declares to be foimded on
Peter's narrative, is a phenomenon of great signifi-

cance. Disregarding the portions elaborated in

the Pauline interest, which show connection at

many points with Q and perhaps also with the
" special source " of Luke, and taJdng only the un-
derlying narrative, three essential data appear in

Mark: (1) the beginnings in Galilee after the bap-
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7. Cksn-

tism of JohD, including the healings which center

in Capernaum, and in fact at the very door of

Peter's house (Mark i. 15-39, ii. 1-22, iv. 35, v.

43); (2) the journey to Jerusalem, interpreted by
Peter as a Messianic enterprise (Mark viii. 27 sqq.,

xL 15 sqq.); (3) the night of betrayal (cf. I Cor.

xi. 23), the crucifixion and resurrection (Mark xiv.

16). In all these Peter's figure is central.

Two unavoidable inferences from what Paul has

shown of Peter's Gospel confirm the tradition which
connects the story of Jesus with him. (1) With-
out the impression of an extraordinary personality

and an extraordinary career, the ini-

tial experience of Peter, echoed in

that of his brethren and of Paul (I Cor.

XV. 3-11), the true foundation experience of the

Church, could never have occurred. (2) Having
occurred, all Peter's remembered intercourse with

Jesus would be shot through with transfiguring

rays from the later vision oif his heavenly glory.

The process is artlessly acknowledged in the case

of the so-called trimnphal entry in John xii. 16.

What proved Jesus to have been the Christ whose
coming to establish his kingdom only awaits Israel's

repentance (Acts iii. 19-26)—^this formed the sub-

stance of Peter's story.

Turning to the second and later group of sotirces,

the fourfold tradition, the four canonical Gospels

in their fimdamental character may fairly be com-
pared with the four tendencies so distinctly marked

by Paul among the Ck>rinthian believ-

SlJ^^^ ers of 55 a.d. The Roman Gospel

Ephesian (John) those " of Apollos,"

the Antiochian (Luke—^Acts), those ''of Cephas,"
the Palestinian (Matthew) those " of Christ." Mark
and John are both Pauline in the sense of making
faith in the person of Christ essential rather than
obedience to precept. But in Mark it is the ex-

ternal side of Paulinism which is presented. It ap-

pears with the same crudity in its doctrine of the

Spirit, and brusqueness in repudiation of Jewish
scruples, which calls forth Paul's rebuke of his too

inconsiderate adherents in Corinth.

The Fourth Gospel systematically idealizes the

tradition both of *' sayings " and ** doings " for

the inculcation of a Christology now openly allied

to the Logos philosophy of Ephesiis

®\^^* ^ and Alexandria. Differences exist

John &°^ong critics as to its authorship, but

comparatively none as to its specula-

tive and theological character. Its slender modicum
of underlying historic tradition can be employed
only with utmost critical caution to criticize or

supplement the Petrine story in a few details, so

completely has it been volatilized in the domi-
nant interest of presenting (Dhristological theory.

Aiming only to depict the drama of the incarnate

Logos, this Gospel takes indeed the foremost rank
as a source for the later history of Pauline Chris-

tology, but is almost imusable for the history of

Jesus of Nazareth.

The two Grospels assigned respectively to Jerusa-

lem and Antioch have much in common after the

subtraction of Mark. They do not, with Paul,

Mark and John, ignore the D&vidio desonit of Jesus

(of. Rom. i. 3-4 with Mark xii. 25-37; John vii. 40-

43), but prefix independently to the Petrine narra-

tive two genealogies, followed by accounts of Jesus'

lO Mat. ™*ra<5^^^ birth and childhood. The

thewand P^^^^g"*^* though mutually exclu-

John. ^^^f ^^ really ancient attempts to

justify the tradition alluded to by Paul
(Rom. i. 3), which possibly had some foundation
in the claims of Jesus' family. The stories of the
virgin-birth are equally inconsistent with one an-
other, and merely seek in a crude way to adjust
the Jewish-C!hristian doctrine of the pedigrees
(Jesus the Christ as son of David) to the Greek or
Pauline incarnation doctrine. These also have
significance for the history of Christological doc-
trine, but not for the history of Jesus. The most
important new element contributed by Matthew
and Luke is the source which they share in com-
mon. This was certainly in its fundamental char-

acter more closely allied in aim to Matthew than
to Luke, its principal object being not to narrate the
career of Jesus, but to embody his precepts. If it

be supposed that those of Corinth who said *' I am
of Christ " meant " my conduct is governed by the
precepts delivered as from him," their later devel-

opment may be traced in the combination effected

in Matthew, as all critics now admit, of the Gospel
of Mark with that primitive compilation of Jesus'

teachings made by the Apostle Matthew in the

tongue of Palestine, to which Papias refers in 145
A.D. as the ** Logia or Syntagma of the Dominical
Oracles." The greater leaning of Luke to narra-

tive material, his less intolerant attitude toward
teachers and workers of " lawlessness," and the

central position accorded to Peter and to the Pe-

trine solution of the great issue at Antioch in his

second treatise (Acts xv.; cf. Gal. ii.), justify in

classifying the Antiochian Gospel as corresponding

to those who declared " I am of Cephas."
It will readily be seen that the most invaluable

of all sources for that extraordinary character and
career which through its influence on Peter and

Paul has given rise to the Christian re-

^^•J5^* ligion, is the imderlying non-Mark
element common to Matthew and Luke
(Q), whose relation to the reported
" Hebrew " compilation (the Logia)

is as yet unexplained. Unlike the " wonder-lov-

ing " Mark, Q is not dominated by the effort to

prove by accounts of prodigies surrounding his

career that Jesus was the Son of God in the Pauline

sense (Mark i. 1), but aims primarily to report his

teaching. Even more, while it alludes to Jesus'

miracles, as Paul alludes to those of his time, it

presents Jesus' attitude toward them as one of

severe rebuke of the popular craving for signs

(Matt. xii. 38 sqq.; Luke xi. 29 sqq.) as well as of

the suggestion that he might violate by his himian
will the divine order of the world (Matt. iv. 3-7;

Luke iv. 3, 4, 9-12). This aim, and this relative

independence of Pauline Christology qualify Q,
fragmentary as it is, for use as a corrective in rela-

tion to the Petrine tradition, much as the Pauline

epistles have been used in relation to the fourfold

narrative.

The foregoing analysis of the sources in their

the
Araznaio
Source.
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nature and their relation to one another and to

doctrinal development in the Church or its equiva-

lent, 10 indispensable to every serious-minded mod-
em student of the subject. The har-

18. Besulta monistic method, satisfying to an age
of Source which made the equal value and error-

Analysis, lessness of all Biblical writings its

point of departure, confronted a rela-

tively simple task. Whatever each evangelist said

must be added to, or dove-tailed into, the report of

every other. Discrepancies could be ignored or ex-

plained away. Variant forms could be attached

one after tfa« other, as subsequent similar occur-

rences or repetitions. To-day the comparative

method is displacing the harmonistic. The more
vital the subject, the less can the truth-loving and
reverent mind be satisfied to exempt it from the

most searching analysis possible under the methods
of docimientary and historical research. The re-

sults concern not mere individual anecdotes or say-

ings, but the traditional story of Jesus as a whole.

As already seen, the beginnings of the Christian re-

ligion do not deal so much with the career of the

carpenter of Nazareth, as with the glorified Lord,

whom Paul identified with the redeeming Spirit of

God (II Cor. iii. 17), in whom he even sees that

semi-personal wisdom which the ** wisdom " writers

had presented as the agency of God in creation

(I Cor. viii. 6; cf. Prov. viii. 22 sqq.; Wisdom of

Sol. vii. 21-30). It is this Hellenistic incarnation

doctrine which became " Christianity." And 3ret

" Christianity " was saved from absorption in eclec-

tic Gnosticism only by virtue of the persistence of

the career and teaching of the historic Jesus, the

contribution of the Syrian type of Gospel tradition,

whose respective elements " Petrine " and " Biat-

thean " fall now to be analyzed.

It is true that Paul was dependent on Peter;

but it is at least equally true that Peter, or more
exactly those secondary sources which represent

the Petrine tradition, show to an enormous extent

the influence of Paul. Only the ultimate substra-

tum of narrative in the Greek Gospels can claim

to represent the Aramaic story of the Galilean fish-

erman. The one source which in its original Ara-

maic form was comparatively unaffected by Paul-

ine soteriology was the Matthean collection of the
" Sayings," which survives only in fragments from
a Greek version utilized by Luke in connection with
an otherwise imknown narrative source, and by
Matthew to complete his manual of " command-
ments." Even the Logia must have started with
the presupposition of Jesus' superhuman authority,

and, at least in the Greek form, applied to him
the apocalyptic title " Son of Man " from Dan.
vii. 13.

m. Oritioal OatUneofthe Story of Jesns: The
task here is to draw from these materials a
consistent outline of Jesus' historical career and
teaching, determining from these the character of

the man, and the nature of the movement which he
set on foot *' first in Galilee and afterward in Jeru-
salem."

The story of Jesus began " after the baptism
which John preached." (On the infancy chapters of
Matthew and Luke see above, I., % 10). The further

back the sources are traced the more apparent is it

that the movement which Jesus inaugurated was
a continuation of that of John, from

ti
*

^wJtti
^^ch the Church subsequently boi^

j^^ ^^^ rowed its rite of initiation. Great

Baptist, stress is laid in the earliest source (Q)
on the distinction between John's as-

cetic life, emphasizing his stem warnings of judg-

ment and wrath to come, and that of Jesus, who
came into the populous haunts of men with his

winning proclamation of forgiveness. The latest

source (John) is deeply concerned to show how
void of all significance was the whole Johannine
movement, except as premonitory of the Gospel.

And yet the true relation is evident in the rever-

ential r^ard of Jesus for John, in whose movement
he saw no less a matter than the great repentance,

to be effected according to Scripture " before the

great and terrible Day of Yahweh " (Q, Matt. xi.

2-19, xii. 41, xxi. 32; Luke vii. 19-28, 31-35, xi.

32, xvi. 14-16). EquaUy apparent is it in the

fimdamental note of Petrine story, which b^ina
with Jesus' coming into GaUlee after John's arrest,

with an invitation to the fishermen to join him in

gathering men, rescuing the strayed sheep of the

flock of Israel. There is all the less reason to doubt
the statement that Jesus had been himself bap-
tized by John, inasmuch as later evangelists expe-

rience great difliculty in adjusting this fact to their

doctrine of Messiah's sinlessness (Matt. iii. 13-15;

Gospel of Hebrews, fragment 3).* But the so-called

Prologue of Mark (i. 1-13), wherein this scene is

depicted on the basis of the Jewish legend of the

anointing of Messiah by Elias, with employment
of the voice from heaven of the transfiguration

apocalypse (see below II. 7) does not belong to the

basic Petrine tradition, which begins at verse 14

(cf. Acts X. 37).

The real impulse imder which Jesus took up the

standard of the martyred prophet and carried it

away from the wilderness into the centers of half-

heathen Galilee, is clearly apparent

£r_^* from his invitation to the fishermen

, (with Mark i. 17 cf. Jer. xvi. 16, and
Kotlve

for Jesus'
^Q^iistry ^A^^- ^i- ^7)» ^°^ kindred utterances

from Q (Matt. ix. 36-38, x. 6, xviii. 12-

14; Luke x. 2, xv. 3-7). It is made even more un-

mistakable in the special source of Luke, in which
the humanitarian and sociological aspect of Jesus'

work is strikingly emphasized. Synagogue relig-

ion imder the domination of the scribes had in fact

made it almost impossible for the *^ people of the

land " to expect any " share in the world to come."
The spiritual inheritance of Israel as a whole had
been monopolized by the scribes and their devout
followers the Pharisees. The ideal since even the

times before the monarchy (Ex. iv. 22; Hos. xi. 1)

had been that Israel was to be a people of God's
*' sons." Now none were allowed to be so reckoned
who did not " do the will," as revealed in the sa-

cred law and interpreted by the scribes. The Jo-

hannine movement as interpreted byJesus (Q, Matt,
xxi. 32« Luke vii. 29) was a protest against this

* In John L 32-34 the haptinm and voice of adoption be-
come a mere manifestation to John and Israel. The Logos
is of course already oonsdoua of his nature and mission.
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usurpation. The rite of baptiam itaelf, foreign as

it is to the Mosaic code, and spontaneous in its

symbolism, justifies this view of the movement of

John. The epithet '* friend of publicans and sin-

ners/' flung at Jesus by his foes the synagogue au-

thorities, the scene of his early ministry, the veiy
class in society to which he belonged, make it ap-

parent that the beginning of Jesus' ministry in

Galilee had exactly this character of protest in the

name of the ** little ones " whose poverty alone would
have made the yoke of the law, ever heavier as the

scribes were making it, a yoke which in Peter's words
(Acts zv. 7) *' neither we nor our fathers were able

to bear." It was sociological, and ethioo-religious.

Jesus did more than merely carry on the baptism

of John. He renewed John's preaching of repent-

ance in view of the coming kingdom, but inst^d of

awaiting in the wilderness those whom curiosity

WAaaAAA ®' conscience might drive to him, he

Md*** carried the message where the lost

121^,^0^^ sheep of Israel were most niunerous.

He enlisted the aid of fishermen, pub-

licans, wage-earners like himself to proclaim it. He
went from Capemaimi to the towns of Gennesaret,

from Gennesaret to the villages of Galilee. He
preached in the synagogues and in the streets. Bap-
tism itself was for the time being left behind, since

phsrsical conditions made it impracticable. The
message also was infinitely bolder, and at the same
time infinitely more hopeful than John's. Fortu-

nately much of it is preserved in substantially orig-

inal form. The repentance itself of the sinful was
to Jesus a proof of that divine forgiveness for the

attainment of which the repentance had been de-

manded (Matt. xxi. 28-32» Luke zv. 11-32, vii.

3&-50), He declared in the name of the great

Father, Lord of heaven and earth, that there was
access to him, forgiveness, adoption, life in the

kingdom, for those who " did the will "; not in the

sense of scribe and Pharisee, but by simple imita-

tion of the spirit of the loving God of nature (Q,
Matt. V. 43-48-= Luke vi. 27-36). He welcomed
such to spiritual brotherhood with himself (Mark
iiL 35 and paraUels). Inward, not outward, purity

was made the condition of '' seeing God "; and the

essence of the law simple-hearted devotion to God,
and God-like goodness to one's fellow men, " even

to the imthankful and the evil." This was much
more than all whole burnt-offering and sacrifice.

The immense effect of Jesus' preaching was not due
alone to the reawakening in the land of the voice

of prophetic authority, with its moral imperative,
'* thus saith the Lord "; but to certain startling

accompaniments, which at their first appearance

were the occasion to Jesus of one of his vigils of

prayer (Mark i. 36-39), but were ultimately wel-

comed by him as a divine aid and seal upon his

proclamation of forgiveness. His stem rebuke of

an outcry from a " possessed " person in the syna-

gogue in Capernaum resulted in an involuntary

exorcism. The " demon " went out. In Peter's

house immediately after, a " healing " took place

on the appeal of the inmates that he would lay

hands upon the patient. Straightway Jesus was
besieged with the importunities of the sick in body
and mind, with the result that he appears divided

between the desire to give physical help, and the
vivid appreciation of the danger involved of being

forcibly diverted from his higher aims. A whole
cycle of marvels of healing and exorcisms, even the

subduing of the demons of wind and storm, appears
at this point of the Petrine tradition. Q, with
more sobriety, presents Jesus' attitude on the sub-

ject in contrast with the malignant interpretation

of the scribes. The ** mighty works " are the evi-

dence of God's gracious intervention to overthrow
the power of Satan. Such evidence would have
led Tyre and Sidon, Sodom and Gomorrah, to re-

pentance; but to that hardened generation they
were simply an occasion of '' stumbling in him."
In point of fact he was accused by leading scribes

of collusion with Beelzebub.

Before relating the irrepressible conflict with the

scribes into which Jesus was led by his champion-
ship of the " people of the land," a few words must
be devoted to a cycle of narratives presented in du-
plicate by Mark and Matthew, occupying a central

position in every one of the Gospels.

^'i^T^' The chief feature of these is the feed-

£^^^ ing of the multitude. They owe their

conspicuous position, as appears from
the features on which they dilate, to their etiolog-

ical significance, as explaining and defining the

order of the church rite of the breaking of bread;

and the veiy existence from earliest times of this

institution, with its significant name of Agape or

Love-feast (qq.v.; Acts vi. 4; I CJor. xi. 2i)-34;

Jude 12), proves the fundamental historicity of the

tradition. True, Mark's narrative is controlled by
the idea of a prodigy outstripping the miracle re-

lated of Elisha in II Kings iv. 42-44, and the later

evangelists follow this lead. Still the original mo-
tive is different. It inculcates that wonderful spirit

of absolute abandon in self-denjring service which
formed one of the primitive " gifts of the Spirit

"

(I Cot, xiii. 3; Acts ii. 44-46, iv. 32-37), and which
was rightly attributed to the influence of Jesus.

The multitude gathered about Jesus in the wilder-

ness had himg upon his words until the hour of

the evening meal. Yet instead of dismissing them
to find shelter and food as they best could in the

neighboring villages, as the disciples urged, Jesus

directed that the whole stock of their common re-

sources be set before them. He not merely made
the multitude thus materially his guests, but took

them formally into the very circle wherein he was
himself wont to act as house-father, '' blessing and
breaking the bread." The results in even a phys-

ical sense seem to have filled his followers with

amazement, but became far more memorable after

Jesus on a later occasion had exemplified the same
spirit in the surrender of his very life-blood. Paul

is the witness (I Cor. xi. 24) that on the night of

his betrayal Jesus asked the continuance of this cus-

tom of the breaking of bread as a fitting memorial
of the life which was being laid down to open the

kingdom of heaven to the spiritually disinherited. *

* In I Cor. xi. and John vi the two rites, agape and Eu-
charist, are inextricably interwoven; for church practise
had already taken this inevitable course. But in Luke
xxiv. 35 men who know nothing of the latter recogniu the
practice of the former.
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Invasion of the domain of synagogue authority

by such a movement as that of the prophet of Naz-
areth could not fail to provoke a violent reaction.

This became apparent first in the murmurs of the

Galilean Pharisees at the disregard

**J2SS*2h*'*
shown by his followers for set fasts,

I^ «» r? ceremonial ablutions, and even for the

^^^
~ Sabbath. Jesus deprecated icono-

clasm, but insisted on the prior right

of '^ the greater matters of the law, judgment, mercy
and good faith." Local orthodoxy was reenforoed

by a delegation of *' scribes from Jerusalem."

These, when their unworthy ascription of the heal-

ings wrought " by the Spirit of God " to Beehsebub
had been rebuked by Jesus, openly challenged his

authority to teach, and demanded a prophet's au-

thentication by *' sign from heaven." Jesus' reply

was a noble repudiation of such criteria in favor of

God-given ''signs of the times." He denounced
the usurpation by the scribes of the right to ad-

mit to or exclude from " sonship," and their pre-

tensions to be solely qualified to reveal " the Fa-
ther." Against them he appealed to the ** inward
light." He thanked the infinite " Lord of heaven
and earth " that his truth was not given to the

wise and prudent, but to minds as simple as babes.

As representative and champion of the '' little

ones " he even declared that leal knowledge of the

Father belongs to him who has the filial spirit;

while the Father reserves to himself alone the right

to say who is a son (Q, Katt. xi. 25-27— Luke x.

21-22).*

But the Jews required a sign. The scribes re-

mained masters of the field. Whether because of

popular desertion, or the threatening attitude of

Antipas, whose secret murder of John the Baptist

^ . at Machaenis falls at about this period

oAiSmin (^*^^ ^- ^^29; cf. Luke xiii. 31-35),

OalUee. J^us' public work in Galilee is from
now on abruptly broken ofiP. He re-

mains in hiding on the northern frontier until, after

secretly rallying his adherents in Capernaum, he
imdertakes with them the last emprise. The ulti-

mate decision was made at Csesarea Philippi, near
the ancient Dan. Jesus consulted his few remain-

ing followers as to his own career. The campaign
must either be abandoned, or else reopened on a
larger, but far more perilous scale. The impetuous
Peter, so Petrine tradition relates, broached at this

time the daring proposal of an actual Messianic

coup <Vitai at Jerusalem. It was met by Jesus with
a rebuke of crushing severity. He did indeed pro-

pose to attack the central seat of hierocratio usui^

pation, to vindicate in the temple itself the right of

all the people to their own national sanctuary, now
perverted into a mere instnmientality of extortion

by a godless band of " robbers." Jesus was con-

templating the throwing down of a gage of battle,

in the face of the degenerate priestly aristocracy

whose only relic of the splendid heritage of Macca-
bean sovereignty was the citadel of the temple.

But he would do so in the name only of " the things

that be of God." Zealot nationalists should not

For the generic use of " the son " of. John viiL 36.
For the being known ("reoognised") of God, ef. Qsl. iv. 0;

II Tim. ii. 10.

seize the reins to pervert his movement into a mere
fruitless insurrection against the Romans. Once
turned in this direction the result to himself, his

followers, his cause, as he could not but foresee,

would be inevitably fatal. Of the inmiinence of

this danger he warned them, once and again. Yet
withal, in the spirit of that unconquerable faith in

God which they had learned to know as his most
distinctive trait he assured them that even if—as

was only too probable—shipwreck did thus come
of all their earthly hopes, even if they lost their

lives for his sake and the Gospel's, they should find

them again. Within the lifetime of that unworthy
generation should come his vindication in the great
'' day of the Son of Man " of Danielic vision.

In the light of later conviction this assurance of

divine vindication in the Messianic judgment came
to be interpreted as a prediction by Jesus that he

himself would come again as the Son
«<^"** o^ Man. This term is already oon-

of Man." Bistently employed in the oldest evan-

gelic source (Q) as a self-designation

of Jesus, though not yet in Paul. From Q it passes

to Mark and thence to the entire evangelic tradi-

tion, creating the wrong impression that Jesus was
a visionary {Ekslaiiker), carried away with the

apocalyptic enthusiasm of the early post-resurrec-

tion conventicles. In reality his ideal was ethioo-

religious; and the integrity and unswervable fidel-

ity of his simple, straightforward purpose ought to

have made it impossible in the present to impute

to him a perversion from this ideal. In spite of

Jesus' crushing rebuke, a later element of the Pal-

estinian Gospel (Matt. xvi. 17) makes Peter's sug-

gestion of Messiahship at this time the foundation

of the Church. Jesus, it is said, declared it a hoJth

kol, or revelation from God. Parallel to this prose

statement is the apocalypse or " vision " story of

the transfiguration, interjected by Mark in ix. 2-

10 from some Pauline source of the symbolic type

represented in John. Jesus was " metamorphosed "

(cf. II Cor. iii. 18) before the eyes of Peter, James
and John into his glorified form, while the trans-

lated '' witnesses of Messiah," Moses and Elias,

stood beside him. The voice of God then declared

his true character. This again, it need hardly be
said, belongs to the history of Christological doc-

trine; not to the story of Jesus.

The exodus from Galilee was accomplished se-

cretly. The little body of those who were willing

to leave all and follow Jesus to possible martyr-

dom went by way of the Jordan valley, Peraea and

-^ Jericho. At this last stage of the

YiDMlL journey it received an encouraging ac-

cession, whether the story of Mark is

followed or the " sp)ecial source " of Luke. Shortly

before Passover, Jesus entered the temple, sur-

rounded by a motley company of enthusiastic, yet

orderly supporters. The priestly authorities were
overawed. The most obnoxious of abuses inaugu-

rated in the sanctuary by " the hissing brood of

Annas " was abolished, peremptorily, and yet
without mob violence. In answer to the challenge

of the sanhedrin Jesus gave as the sign of his au-
thority ** the baptism of John," a movement ** from
heaven and not of men." He had succeeded in
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averting the danger of Messianistic outbreak, and
aaaerted the religious rights of the '' lost sons " in

tiie central sanctuary, without affording a just pre-

text for Roman intervention. But his success was
short-lived. He had to deal with a hierocracy

which had no scruples about defending its suprem-
acy by intrigue and midnight assassination; a Ro-
man governor notorious for his ruthless harshness

and readiness to shed innocent blood; and for sup-

port the broken reed of a fickle populace, ready at

a moment's notice to forsake the champion of their

rights in the kingdom of God. The tragedy as re-

lated by the first witnesses has but a singte act

—

" the night in which he was betrayed." T^ scenes

of that night, the last supper with its warning of

the end, its pathetic *' memorial," Gethsemane, the

arrest, with desertion of the twelve, sequestration

of Jesus till the morning in the high priest's house,

Peter's denial and flight, show a vividness im-
equaled elsewhere in the Gospel story. AU that

follows is relatively vague and self-contradictory.

Trial was impossible from time conditions alone.

It could only prove self-stultifying to the accusers,

if attempted. Annas and his fellow conspirators

were far too shrewd to involve themselves in such
public responsibility. They merely " delivered

over " Jesus to Pilate as a Messianistic agitator.

It may well be believed that Pilate put no faith in

the disinterestedness of such accusers, and even
that he hesitated at another judicial murder. But
he soon discovered that the popularity of Jesus

was less formidable than the pressure of synagogue
authorities and priestly aristocracy. Jesus' con-

science-stricken disciples emerged from their hi-

ding-places to hear the awful issue. On the day be-

fore the Passover, as the priests had planned (Bfark

xiv. 2), Jesus was crucified. The accusation was
written as custom prescribed upon his cross. He
died as having aspired to the throne of David.

Friendly but unknown hands accorded him hasty

burial.

Such is the career whose outline critical analysis

dimly discerns beneath the tradition of the Church.

The vindication came, though not as Jesus ex-

pected it. The throne to which he had not aspired

9 Th ^"^^ given him by the love and faith

j^jj^^* of humanity. There was a " turning

again " when the influence of Jesus,

whether by the reaction of memories of the past,

or in direct spiritual intervention from the unseen
world, reawakened the faith of Simon Peter, and
Christianity began, foimded in devotion to the

risen and ^orifi^ Lord. Benjamin W. Bacon.

Biblioorapht: The literature is enormous »nd the follow-
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N. Schmidt, The Prophet of Naeareth, New York, 1906
(critical, of high value); D. Smith. The Daye of Hie
Fleeh, London, 1906 (highly esteemed); A. Whyte. The
Walk, Convereation and Character of Jeeue Chriet, Our
Lord, Edinburgh, 1906 (brilliant and original); W. Bous-
set, Jeeue, Eng. transl., London. 1906 (a judicial con-
sideration of the testimony of the Gospels); A. R^ville,

2 vols., Paris, 1906 (critical); W. Sanday. Outlinee of
the Life of Chriet, 2d ed., Edinburgh. 1906. For the
critical literature on the sources see under Gospklb;
Paul thb ApoflTLs; and under the articles on the

separate Gospels.

JESUS CHRIST, BROTHERS OF. See Jaicbs,

I., 3, a 1-2.

JESUS CHRIST, MONOGRAM OF.

I. Christ.

Different Forms (f 1).

Date of Origin (f 2).

S3rmbolism (f 8).

n. Jesus.

III. Jesus Christ.

"Monogram of Christ" is the term usually ap-

plied to a combination of the first two letters of the

Greek word for Christ (XP), although it is also

given to an abbreviated form of the name Jesus

as well as to a synthesis of both.

L Christ: The monogram for "Christ" shows

two chief forms, the " rho " being either placed
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within the "chi" (il), or the latter being set

upright and the former superimpoaed on that arm,

which thuB becomes vertical ( f ). Two additional

forms were given by the revereal of the '' rho "

TM«».«^» (*» t )f and the addition of ahorison-

in the first of the main types gave yet

another pair of monograms (rfK* §th There are also

a number of less usual forms, as when the Latin
*' r " is substituted for the Greek '' rho," which
is found in Syria (420), Gaul (after the middle
of the fifth century), and Italy (chiefly at Ravenna
and on a tombstone at Milan).

The form f is exclusively Christian, although
it closely resembles the Egyptian <mkh ( t )> the

symbol of life, which is twice altered into the Chris-

tian monogram in an inscription of the sixth cen-

tury from the island of Philae, where it marks the

transformation of a temple into a church. The
monogram f , on the other hand, is pre-Christian,

and appears on Attic tetradrachms, on Ptolemaic
coins, and in an inscription to Isis of 138-137 B.C.,

while in Greek manuscripts of the Christian period

it forms an abbreviation of various words.

It has long been a problem whether the mono-
gram for the name of Christ was introduced by the
EmperorConstantino or was in use before his time.

The inscriptions with this symbol to which appeal
has been made in confirmation of the latter hypoth-
esis are either spurious or extremely doubtful.

The oldest Roman epitaphs of certain date which
bear the monogram il are of 323 and 331, both
in the reign of Constantine, while the eariiest dated

moniunent from Gaul is in 347. Yet
*• ^^ since a monogram was made for the

Q^lgl,^^ name Jesus in the second century, it

would seem that the name Christ

underwent the same process, and that Constantine
adopted a form which was already current. This
is confirmed by the fact that f as an abbre-
viation for ''Christ " is found in certain inscriptions

of the third centuiy. The monogram occurs with
great frequeocy in the inscriptions on Christian

graves, sometimes alone and sometimes with the
" alpha " and '* omega " (see Alpha and Ombga),
with the fish, between two doves, between palm-
branches, in a garland, in a circle, and the
like. It is found throughout the Greek and Ro-
man world, as well as among the Copts and in

Germany. Nor is it confined to inscriptions, but
occius on fimend lamps, g^ass vessels, sarcophagi,

wall-paintings, ornaments, and even on clothing

and other articles of daily life. The two main forms
of the monogram long existed side by side, and
occasionally occurred on the same monument, but
in the fifth century f gradually jrielded to f , and
both finally gave place to the simple cross.

The Emperor Constantine placed the monogram,
apparently in the form 4, on his standard and
helmet, as well as on the shield of his soldiers, and
its use was very frequent on the coins of his suc-

cessors (except Julian) until Justinian I. (d. 565),

when it was replaced by the cross. In the second
half of the fourth century the monogram was placed

on public buildings, the eariiest dated instance

being from Sion (Switzerland) in 377. It was like-

wise employed in the churches, the oldest example
being a mosaic in the Church of St. Constantia at
Rome, where it appears in a scroll in the hand of
Christ. In the remarkable church of the Savior
at Spoleto, which dates probably from the second
half of the fourth century, the monogram H oc-
curs on the great arch above the altar, while the
1* is foimd on the tympanum of two side-windows
of the facade. Other structures showing the mono-
gram are the temple on the banks of the ClitumnuB
(apparently transformed into a church in the fifth

century), Sta. Maria Maggiore in Rome (fifth cen-
tury), and Sta. Francesca Romana in the same
city (twelfth or thirteenth century).

In epitaphs the monogram is either used as a
simple abbreviation of the name Christ, or, il

isolated grammatically, denotes confession of
Christ. In eariy art it stands as a symbol of Christ,

as when he is typified on a sarcophagus in the
Vatican grottos by a lamb which stands on a
mount (Rev. xiv. 1) and bears the f on its head.
It is likewise associated with the human figure of
Christ, a single monogram being placed either above
his head or in a halo, while in other cases one is

represented on each side of his head.
8. Bym- When set between two persons on
boUm. glass vessels, the monogram symbol-

ises the presence of Christ in their

midst. Particularly interesting is the symbolism
frequently found on sarcophagi which represents
the monogram f in a garland sustained by a
fljring eagle above the cross, at the feet of which
appear the guardians of the grave. Here the lower
portion typifies the crucifixion and the repose of the
tomb, while the upper part is an emblem of the
resurrection and ascension. The monogram appears
also as a purely symbolic figure, as when a tomb-
stone of 355 represents a man holding the f in

his outstretched right hand.
XL Jesus: The oldest form of the monogram

for the name Jesus is the Greek Fu, which is im-
plied in the Epistle of Barnabas ix., where in the
318 men circumcised by Abraham (a combination
of Gen. xvii. 23 with xiv. 14) is traced an allusion

both to Jesus (IH) and to the cross (T), the Greek
mode of writing 318 being i>r', an interpretation

which passed to the Latin Church. The employ-
ment of this monogram in ancient Christian monu-
ments, however, is rare, although it is found in the
catacomb of Priscilla and in the atrium of the so-

called Capella Orasca. In the Occident the form
IHS has been extremely wide-spread since the end
of the Middle Ages, this being due especially to the
sermons of Bemardin of Sienna, who used to dis-

play at the close of the addresses which he delivered

in various cities a tablet contaim'ng these letters

written in gold and surrounded by the rays of the
sun. This monogram later became the special

emblem of the Jesuits.

m. Jesus Christ: The simplest form for the
combination of both the divine names in Greek is

I?, consisting of the initials I X. This mono-
gram, though ancient, is rare, but is found on a
tombstone from Rome in 268 or 279, and on others

from Gaul in 491 and 597. It likewise occurs

between the ** alpha " and " omega " (bronse
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Ump in the muaeum of Estense) and in a circle

<aboTe a throne in the center of a sarcophagus at
TuKulum). The fonn is occasionally modified to
m, eepecially in grafiiti of the catacomb of St.

CahxtiM, while a GaUic gravestone of 498 shows
the threefonns t , M , and >¥. The monogram
ooeniB also in the mosaios of several churches of
RaimuuL
Ite usual abbreviation of the two names in the

okkst manuscripts of the New Testament is fc
re, which is also found in the Neapolitan cata-
eomba, while in the Greek Church it was frequently
placed on the base of the paten. It appeared on
t.^>e eotns of the Bysantine emperors from John
Zimifikes (960-975) to the fall of the dynasty, and
was alao employed in Greek paintings and sculp-
tures, as well as on the bronse doors of 1070,
fonneriy in the church of St. Paul at Rome. Par-
Uculariy noteworthy is the transfer of this mono-
gnm to the medieval Latin Church. In the ancient
rhurch of St. Peter at Rome were mosaics of the
time of Innocent III., which represented Christ
enthroned between Peter and Paul with the in-

scription fc Sl^, while similar mosaics are still

P»teei fed from the eariy part of the fourteenth

century in the church of Sta. Maria Maggiore at
Rome. Italian easel-pieces of the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries likewise show this form of the
monogram. The Latin fonn of the monogram for
Jesus Christ was iHs XRs; which occur in the
earliest Latin manuscripts of the Bible, the first

two letters of each part being expressly declared
to be Greek and the last Latin. In the Occident
this form was used from the earliest times in in-

scriptions, sculptures, and paintings, especially in
miniatures of the Carolingian period and in medie-
val panel-paintings, while it was placed on Bysan-
tine coins from Basilius Macedo (867-886) to
Romanus Diogenes (1068-71). (A. Hauck.)

Biblioobapht: SpieOegiutn SoUtmenM, ed. J. B. Pitra. iv.

606 sqq., Paris, 1868; E. le Blant, In^cripHona diri-
tiennea de la Oaule, vol. i., passiin, ib. 1866; G. B. de Rossi,
IntcrijtiionM chrUUanm urbia RomtM^ vol. i. passim, Rome,
1861; R. Qamicci, Storiaddla arte crittiana, i. 163 sqq.,
Prato. 1881; F. X. Kraus, Real^BneyklojOdis der diHtl^
lichen AUerlhUmer, ii. 126 sqq., 412 sqq., Freibunt, 1886;
V. Sohultse, ArdUloloffU der aUehrietUeken Kunai, pp.
236 sqq.. Munich. 1806; DCA, u. 1310-14; C. M.
Kauffmann, Handlmeh der duieUiehfen ArcKtuAogie, pp.
206 sqq., Paderborn, 1006; H. Leoleroq, Manuel d'ar-

ehMoou ehraUnne, ii.. 383 sqq., Paris, 1007; F. Gkbrol,
Dictionnaire d*archiologie tAr^Hennet i. 178 sqq., Paris, 1003.

JESUS CHRIST, PICTURES AND IMAGES OF.

I. The OldMt Viaws and Data on the
Extcnial Appearanee of Jesus.

The Apocrypha and Pseudepig-
rapha (f 1).

The Cborch Fathers (i 2).

Other Date (| 3).

L The (Mdatt ViewB and Data on the External
Appearance of Jeiiia: Neither the New Testament
nor the writing of the earlier poet-Biblicd Chris-

nan authors have any statements regarding the
peraonal appearance of Jesus, thus contrasting

*iharpljr with the Apocrypha and the Pseudepig-
rapha and especially with the works of the Gnos-
tics. In the " Shepherd " of Heimas (ix. 6, 12) the

(ofty stature of the Son of Ood is emphasised, and
&ooofding to the Gospel of Peter he even towered
above the heaven at his resurrection. Gnostic
influenoe ia betrayed by visions in which Christ

appears as a shepherd, or the master of a ship, or in

the form of one of his apostles, as of Paul and of

Tbomaa, or again as a young boy. In the Acts of

Andrsfw and Matthew he assumes the figure of a
lad, and the same form is taken in the

Acts of Peter and Andrew, in the

Acta of Matthew, and in the Ethiopic

Acta of James. Manasara is healed

by a youth in the Acts of Thomas,
and a beautiful lad appears to Peter

and Theon in the Actus VercellensU,

which also mentions the smile of friendship in the
face of Jesus. A handsome youth with smiling

(ace appears at the grave of Drusiana in the Acts
of John, but certain widows to whom the Lord
restored their sight saw him as an aged man of

indescribable appearance, though others perceived
in him a youth, and others still a boy. The
TmithfalneoB of Christ is also mentioned in

the life and passion of St. Csdlius, and the paa-

2. Pietuns of Jesus in Ancient Art.
Symbolioal and AUagorioal Repre-
senUUons (f 1).

Representations as Teacher and
Lawgiver (f 2).

IV. Orisin of the Pictures of Jesus.

1. Tht

^ipmpluL

II. Literary Data on the Oldest Pic-

tures of Jesus.

III. Extant Pictures of Jesus.

1. Portraits Ostensibly Authentic.
Portraits by Painters, Sculpton.
etc (i 1).

Alleged Supernatural Pictures (f 2).

sion of Saints Perpetua and Felicitas ascribed to

the risen Christ the face of a youth with snow-
white hair.

The eariy Christian authors were by no means
concordant in their opinions of the personal appear-
ance of Jesus. Some, baaing their judgment on
Isa. lii. and liii., denied him all beauty and come-
liness, while others, with reference to Ps. xlv. 3,

regarded him as the most beautiful of mankind.
To the former class belong Justin

2. The Martyr, Clement of Alexandria, Basil,

Church Isidor of Pelusium, Theodoret, Cyril of

Fathen. Alexandria, Tertullian, and Qyprian.
Origen declared that Christ assumed

whatever form was suited to circumstances. It

was not until the fourth century that Chiysostom
and Jerome laid emphasis upon the beauty of Jesus.

While Isidor of Pelusium had referred the phrase,
** Thou art fairer than the children of men " in

Ps. xlv. 2, to the divine virtue of Christ, Chiysostom
interpreted the lack of comeliness mentioned in

Isa. liii. 2 as an allusion to the humiliation of the

Lord. Jerome saw in the profound impression

produced by the first sight of Jesus upon disciples

and foes alike a proof of heavenly beauty in face

and eyes. From the insults inflicted upon Jesus

Augustine concluded that he had appeared hate-

ful to his persecutors, while actually he had been
more beautiful than all, since the virgins had loved

him.

The problem of the external i^pearanoe of Jesus

possessed but minor interest for the Church Fathers,
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although the Catholic Acts of the Holy Apoetles

ascribe to him an olive complexion, a beautiful

beard, and flashing eyes. Further details are first

found in a letter to the Emperor Theophilus attrib-

uted to John of Damascus (in MPO^ xcv. 349),

which speaks of the brows which grew together,

the beautiful eyes, the prominent nose,

3 Other the curling hair, the look of health.

Data. the black beard, the wheat-colored

complexion, and the long fingers, a
picture which almost coincides with a hand-book
on painting from Mt. Athos not earlier than the
sixteenth century. In like manner, Nicephorus
Gallistus, who introduced his description of the

picture of Christ (MPQ, cxlv. 748) with the words,
" as we have received it from the ancients," was
impressed with the healthful appearance, with
the stature, the brown hair which was not veiy
thick but somewhat curling, the black brows
which were not fully arched, the sea-blue eyes
shading into brown, the beautiful glance, the prom-
inent nose, but brown beard of moderate length,

and the long hair which had not been cut since

childhood, the neck slightly bent, and the olive and
somewhat ruddy complexion of the oval face. A
slight divergence from both these accounts is shown
by the so-^led letter of Lentulus, the ostensible

predecessor of Pontius Pilate, who is said to have
prepared a report to the Roman Senate concerning
Jesus and containing a description of him. Accord-
ing to this document Christ possessed a tall and
handsome figure, a countenance which inspired

reverence and awakened love and fear together,

dark, shining, curling hair, parted in the center in

Nazarene fashion and flowing over the shoulders,

an open and serene forehead, a face without wrinkle
or blemish and rendered more beautiful by its

delicate ruddiness, a perfect nose and mouth, a full

red beard of the same color as the hair and worn
in two points, and piercing eyes of a grayish-blue.

The unauthentic character of this letter is admitted
by aU.

n. Literary Data on the Oldest Pictures of Jesus:

(1) A handkerchief embroidered with the figures

of Jesus and his Apostles, and made, according to
legend, by his mother, is said to have been seen by
the monk Arculfus during his residence in Jerusa-
lem (Adamnan, De locia Sanctis, i. 11 [12]). (2) In
his acooimt of his visit to Csesarea Philippi, Eusebius
mentions (Hist. ecd. vii. 18) a group of statuary in

brass which consisted of a kaeeling woman and a
man standing with his hands stretched out toward
her. Local tradition saw in this a figure of Jesus
and the woman healed of an issue of blood, who
was said to have come from Csesarea Philippi.

This legend was accepted by Eusebius, Asterius
Amasenus, Photius, Sozomen, Philostorgius, and
Macarius Magnes, the last-named calling the woman
Beronike. The actual meaning of the group is

uncertain. Some have seen in it an emperor and a
province, possibly Hadrian and Judea, while others
have regarded it as ^sculapius and Hygeia,a view
which is vitiated by the fact that no mention is

made of the serpent-stafif characteristic of statues

of the god of healing. It is entirely possible that

the group actually represented Christ and either

the woman with an issue of blood or possibly the

woman of Canaan who implored him to heal

her daughter. (3) According to Irenaeus (Hcer.,

I., XXV. 6), pictures of Christ were possessed by the
Gnostic sect of Carpocratians, who crowned them
with gariands like the pictures of philosophers

—

Pythagoras, Plato, Aristotle, and others—^while,

according to the Carpocratians, Pilate had a
portrait of Jesus painted during his lifetime, and
the Carpocratian Marcellina possessed a picture of
Christ which she honored, like those of Paul, Homer,
and Pythagoras, with prayer and incense. (4)

The Emperor Alexander Severus had a picture of

Jesus; it must have been, however, only an ideal

portrait, like those of Apollonius, Abraham, Or-
pheus, and others, which were also included in his

lararium (Lampridius, Vita Alex. Sev, xxix.).

(5) A brass statue of the Savior was erected by
Constantino the Great before the main door of the
imperial palace of Chalce (Theophanes in MPG,
cviii. 817). (6) A picture of Jesus " painted from
life " was possessed by the Archduchess Margaret
which may be the same one as DQrer's altar-piece

of St. Luke at Brussels (M. Thausing, Dnrer,

p. 420, Leipsic, 1876).

While the portraits just mentioned were prepared
by himian agency, there were others to which a
supernatural origin was ascribed. To this cate-

gory belong (7) a picture at Camulium in Cappa-
docia, apparently on cloth and perhaps a copy of

that of Edessa (see below). It was mentioned at

the second Nicene Coimcil and was carried to Con-
stantinople by Justin II., where it was regarded as

so sacred that a special festival was instituted in its

honor, and it was frequently carried in war as a
potent icon (/. Oretsei opera, xv. 196-197, Re-
gensburg, 1741). (8) In the war against the Per-

sians the General Philippicus had a picture of Christ

which the Romans believed to be supernatural in

origin, and the same portrait served to quell a
mutiny in the army of Priscus, the successor of

Philippicus. This icon was apparently on doth,
and was a copy of an original which was frequently

confounded with a portrait in Amlda, although the
latter is expressly said to have been painted, and
was, consequently, natural in provenience (Zach-
arias, MPO, Ixxxv. 1159). (9) A Syriac fragment
mentions a picture of Jesus painted on linen and
found imwet in a spring by a certain Hypatia
shortly after the Passion. This portrait left a
miraculous imprint on the napkin in which it was
wrapped, and one of these pictures found its way
to Caesarea while the other was taken to Comolia
(possibly identical with the city of Camulium al-

ready mentioned), althou^ a copy was later foimd
at Dibudin (?) (Lipsius, Die edeesenische Abgaraage,

p. 67, n. 1, Brunswick, 1880). (10) About 570 a linen

mantle was shown at a church in Memphis which
bore the impress of the Savior's face and was so
bright that none could gaze at it (Antoninus Martyr,
De locie Sanctis, xliv. ). (11) Bjrzantine literature fre-

quently mentions pictures of Christ impressed on
bricks. According to a legend which presents sev-

eral slight variations, the portrait of himself which
Jesus had sent to Abgar at Edessa was believed to
have been walled up to save it from the attack of
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Eiog Ananun and to have been redlBoovered in

S39 together with a brick which bore a miraculous

oopj ol the original (Georgius Cedienus, ed. Bekker,
L 312, and others). (12) The patriarch Germanus,
when forced to leave Constantinople, is said to have
taken with him a picture of Christ which later came
into the poeaession of Gregory II. (G. Marangoni,
ittoria dkV oraUfHo di San Loreruo, pp. 78 sqq.,

Eome, 1747). (13) The cloth with a picture of

Christ presented by Photius to the hermit Paul at

Latio in the ninth century was merely a copy of a
miraculouB original, although only he to whom the

gift was made was able to perceive the portrait,

ochen seeing only the doth (Gretses, ut sup. p, 186).

a4) More important than all other statements con-

flcming the oldest pictures of Christ is a passage of

AogoBtine {De trin. viii. 4), stating that the por-

traits of Jesus were innumerable in concept and

UL Ertant Pietnret of Jesus. 1. Portraits Os-
tsnailtly Authaatio: (1) The paintings of Luke, of

which the best known are two at Rome. One of

these is in the chapel Sanctus Sanctorum, although
the statement that Luke painted a portrait of Jesus

dates only from medieval times, the

I. Portraits nionk Michael, the biographer of Theo-

ry Paint- dore of Studium, being one of the ear-

sra, Senlp- liest sources. In the last quarter of the
ter^ etc twelfth century the legend of Luke was

interwoven by Wemher of Niederrhein

with the tradition of Veronica (see below). Luke,
to Veronica's entreaties, is said to have

fflsde repeated attempts to portray Christ, but his

endeavors were unsuccessful. Jesus then impressed

the image of his face upon the handkerchief of

Veronica. Another picture ascribed to Luke and
painted on doth is in the Vatican library, while

a third is said to have been placed in the

cithedral of Tivoli by Pope Simplidus. Other
pictures are likewise ascribed to a similar prove-

nicnoe, and very late traditions even attribute

tatuea of Christ to the chisel of Luke. [In the

church of San Miniato at Monto, in the en-

iroos of Florence, Italy, is shown a portrait

of Cbiist, attributed to Luke.] (2) To Nicode-

mus ia ascribed a statue of the crucified Christ

carved in black cedar and preserved in the Ca-
thedral of Lucca. Its design shows that it dates

si the earliest from the ei^th centuiy, although

tradition states that the model of Nicodemus was
furnished by the impress of the Savior's body on
the linen cloths purchased to cover the corpse at

the deacent from the cross. (3) A " true and only

pQfftrait of our Savior taken from an engraved
fmerald which Pope Innocent VIII. received from

4<altan Bajasted II. for the ransom of his brother,

who was a captive of the Christians," frequently

Rpcoduoed in photograph, is in reality the copy of

A medal which ma^ have been cut at the command
of Mohammed II., and which is, at all events, of

Qomparattvely modem date. (4) The mosaic in

the Chttreh of St. Praxedis in Rome, which is ex-

hibited on festal occasions, is by no means one of the

«^il»ist Christian mosaics, although tradition re-

cuds it as a present to Pudens from the Apostle

Alleged supernatural pictures may be divided

into those which represent the entire figure of Jesus,

and those which give only his face. (1) Cloths of

medieval date containing more or less clear outlines

of the figure of a man, all claiming to be the ** nap-
kin " in which Jesus was wrapped in the grave and

on which his image was impressed,
8. Alleffol ^gpg formeriy found in Chamb^ry,

^j^JJ'^o-^ *°^» ^^^ *^® ^^^ °^ *^® eighteenth

^^^^^^ century, in Besangon, while they still

exist at Compidgne and Turin, the lat-

ter " napkin " being dedar^ authentic by a bull

of Sixtus IV. Far more famous, however, are the

cloths which bear only the impress of a head or face

and of these one of the best known is (2) the picture

of Ekiessa, or the Abgar picture. According to the
Doctrine of Addai and Moses of Choren, Hanan, the

envoy of the king of Edessa, painted a portrait of

Jesus and took it to his royal master. Evagrius,

on the authority of Procopius, states that Christ

sent to the king a picture of miraculous origin.

The legend apparently arose about 350, and may
well have been based on an actual painting which
remained at Edessa till 044, when it was brought
to Constantinople by the Emperor Romanus I. Its

subsequent fortunes are uncertain, although various

cities laid claim to its possession, especially Genoa,
Rome, and Paris, the first-named city advancing
the most probable arguments for authenticity and
receiving the confirmation of Pius IX. (see Aboab).
This picture shows only the head of Jesus, but
legend also knows a full-length Edessene portrait

on linen produced by contact with the body of

Christ. It is mentioned by Grervase of Tilbury in

the beginning of the thirteenth century, who bases

his statement on ancient sources and says that it

was exhibited on festivals in the chief church of

Edessa, and that on Easter it shows Jesus succes-

sively as a child, boy, youth, yoimg man, and in the

ripeness of years. (3) One of the choicest treasures

of the Roman Chureh is the handkerchief of Ve-
ronica, which is shown only on special occasions,

particulariy in Passion Week. This portnut is

said to have been transferred in 1297 by Boniface

VIII. from the Hospital of the Holy Ghost to St.

Peter's in Rome, where it reposes behind the statue

of St. Veronica. The picture, which is now much
faded, shows an elliptical face with a low-arched

forehead, in marked contrast with the long nose.

The mouth is slightly open, and the scanty hair is

visible only on the temples. The beard on the

cheeks is thin, but is stronger on the chin, where it

ends in three points, while the mustache is more
conspicuous for color than for strength. The
eyes, arched by scanty brows, are closed, and,

combined with features distorted by agony and
stained with blood, complete the pictiue of a
martyr pale in death. From the point of view of

esthetics and the history of art, the picture is

probably Bysantine. Although one would expect

the picture of Veronica to be regarded as the napkin
which covered the head of Christ, there is no tra-

dition as to its origin, although a mass of medieval

legends connects it with the name of a woman.
These may be divided into two classes. In the older

group, apparently written shortly before the ninth
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century, Veronica appears as the woman afiflicted

with an issue of blood, who had a portrait of Jesus

either painted by herself or at her bidding, or else

impressed by Christ himself upon a piece of cloth.

The second form cf the legend sprang up in France

and Germany in the course of the fourteenth cen-

tury and superseded the older version before 1600.

According to this tradition, Veronica gave the

Savior a handkerchief on his way to Golgotha, and
received it back impressed with his features.

Further amplifications of the tradition stated that

the napkin was brought to Rome by John VII., or

even during the reign of Tiberius, wl^e it is certain

that Celestine III. prepared a reliquary for it. At
all events, what is clear is that during the medieval

period Rome possessed a cloth picture of Christ,

which was apparently supposed to be the miracu-

lous impress of the head of Jesus in the sepulcher.

It is significant, moreover, that it bore the name
giuiarium before the rise of the legend of the hand-
kerchief given Christ to wipe his face on his way to

the cross, nor was it until the twelfth century that

the name of Veronica even began to form a part of

the tradition, a coimection suggested by a popular

etymology of Veronica as Vera ei««v (" true

image ")• This legend of Veronica gave rise to a
tendency of art which reached its culmination in

DOrer, who represented the napkin of Veronica and
the Savior with a crown of thorns, combining the

suffering in the face of Jesus with the loftiness and
the majesty of the Son of God. (4) The picture of

Christ in the apse of St. John Lateran at Rome is

supposed to have been miraculously produced when
the church was dedicated by Pope Sylvester, al-

though it is in reality a mosaic of recent date.

8. Pictures ofJesus in Ancient Art : In the course

of time pictorial representations of Jesus became
either real or symbolical and allegorical, the latter

tendency gradually giving way to the former. To
the category of symbols belong the fish, the lamb,
the various monograms of Christ, and the Good
Shepherd, the last-named leading to representations

of Jesus in human form. As early as Tertullian the

Good Shepherd adorned chalices,
1. Symbol,

^jj^j i^ ^^s a favorite form of decora-

Aii ^ami *^°^ ^ *^® catacombs, where the

Bepresen- ^S^^^ ustially carries a goat or a

tations. wether. In these pictures, often

adorned with other animals, trees,

and shrubs, and based on Luke xv. 5; John x.;

and Ps. xxiii., the Christ appears only in youth-

ful guise, although the Shepherd is usually clad in

garments of a higher rank and wears the Roman
tunic and the pallium as well as sandals. The
figure, moreover, is Latin instead of Oriental in

type, and represents a youthful and beardless,

sometimes even bo3rish, figure, a round head with

curiing hair, and a frank face with regular features.

This type of picture, purely ideal as it was, under-
went evolution in the course of time. In the third

century the face grew more oval, while the unparted
hair grew slightly over the forehead in the center

and flowed on the sides in wavy or curly locks.

The first real impulse, however, to artistic rep-

resentations of Jesus was given by his miracles,

though the risen Lord as a teacher and a lawgiver

became more and more a subject for pictorial

representation. In the midst of dl or a part of his

disciples, including Paul, Christ appears either on a
plain, as in Spain and southern France, or standing

on a mountain either within or without the four

rivers of Eden, or sitting on a throne
8. Bepre- ^^^ his feet on a footstool or on the

"*«****w
** clouds, while mosaics represent him

imdLaw. *® seated on the celestial globe. As

giver.
* ^ teacher, he is depicted as speaking

and as holding a book or scroll either

in his hand or on his bosom, while as a lawgiver

he proffers the Gospel to Peter or Paul. In

both of these latter categories, the beardless,

youthful type gradually grows less frequent, so

that on Roman, Upper Italian, and French sarcoph-

agi the central Christ appears bearded, although

in the reliefs on their sides he wears no beard, the

former representing the risen Lord and the latter

the earthly Savior. Originally a characteristic of

the ascended Christ, the beaixl was attributed to

Jesus during his earthly ministry after the end of

the fourth or the beginning of the fifth century.

The struggle between the two types is seen in the

mosaics of Sant'ApolUnare Nuovo at Raveima and
of St. Michael, but the earliest specimen of the

bearded Christ is generally believed to be the so-

called Callistinian mosaic which was found in the

catacomb of St. Domitilla. In conformity with
the manhood implied by the beard, the body in-

creased in height and breadth, while the features

became more sharply defined as the bones gained

in accentuation over the flesh. The nose became
longer and more prominent, and the eyes were
deeper and their pupils enlarged, while the angles

of the nose and mouth were more sharply outlined.

The hair, while frequently less curling thui hitherto,

was now represented as falling to the neck and
shoulders, and was often parted in the middle.

The color both of the hair and of the beard varied

through all shades from yellow to gray and black.

The upper lip was never clean-shaven, and the beard

was sometimes dose and sometimes either pointed

or roimded, the parted type being found only in

rudimentary form in eariy Christian art.

The bearded Christ represents the cUmax of the

art of early Christianity, and the fifth century

ushered in a period of decay marked by all manner
of exaggeration. Majesty became stiffness, ex-

altation unapproachability, and earnestness ^oom.
Thus the Christ of Saints Cosmas and Damian
(q.v.) in Rome, dating from the sixth century, is

a figure with long face, projecting cheek bones,

ashen complexion, attenuated nose, mane-Uke hair,

and scanty beard.

It was the task of the Middle Ages to reduce the

multiplicity of concepts of the likeness of Christ

to unity, a task which required centuries for its

completion. The Carolingian period saw a sort of

fruitless recrudescence of the process of evolution

of the eariy Christian period. Even during the
Renaissance the beardless type strug^ed for su-

premacy with the bearded, especially in miniatures

and ivories, but the former steadily lost ground,
so that its last sporadic occurrence is a Scandi-
navian Christ in glory of the thirteenth century,
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such pictures as the PieUt of Botticelli at Munich
being mere anachronisms.

IV. Origin of the Pictures of Jesus: While the

theory may be advanced that the oldest pictures of

Christ were based either on works of art still more
ancient or on tradition, it is practically certain that

they are not real portraits but ideal representations.

This is dear both from their extreme diversity and
from the words of Augustine: '' What his appear-
ance was we know not." The most primitive type,

wherein early Christian and Gnostic documents
agree, is that of a boy or youth. The youthful
vigor of the early Church in religious and in moral
thought, sustained by the belief in the second
coming of the Lord and strengthened by persecu-

tion, inspired the artist to depict the Christ as the

incarnation of undying youth, even as Noah, Job,

Abraham, and Moses were represented as beard-
less boys. Herein, too, lay the genesb of the con-

cept of the Good Shepherd.

With the fourth and fifth centuries the bearded
type was evolved side by side with the beardless.

The explanation of this change lies in the perfection,

strength, and manliness impUed by the beard.

The parted hair, on the other hand, which is charac-

teristic of the pictures of Christ in this period, espe-

cially in the mosaics, typifies his earthly lineage

and designates him as one of the children of Israel,

since of human beings only Jews and Judeo-Chris-

tians are represented with parted hair in early

Christian art. The theory, advanced by many
scholars, that Greek religious art influenced the

various early Christian concepts of the personal

appearance of Christ seems to lack sufficient evi-

dence to be in any wise conclusive.

(N1KOLAU8 Mt^LLER.)

Bibuoobapht: W. Baylias, Rex r^gum. A Painter*$ Study
cf A« lAken€99 of Chriat from the Time of the ApoeOee,
London. 1903; A. N. Didron. leonographie ehrkienne.
Hietoire de Dieu, Paria, 1843; W. Grimm, Die Sage vom
Ureprung der Chrietuefrilder, pp. 121-175. Berlin. 1844;
Mn. Jftmeaon. Hietory of our Lord ae Bxemptified in Work*
of ArU 2 vols., London, 1872; A Hauok. Die BnUtekung
dee Ckrietuetypue in der abendl&ndiechen Kunet, Heidel-
berg. 1880; T. Heftphy, lAkeneee of Chriei, New York,
1886 (iUustrations valuable): H. M. A. Guerber. Legende
of the Virgin and Ckriet, voith Special Reference to , , .

Art, ib. 1896; E. M. Hurll. Life of Our Lord in Art, Boe-
*on, 1896 (Tahiable); £. von DobechQts, Chrietuebilder,

Letpaio. 1899; F. W. Farrar. Life of Chriet ae Repreeenled
in Art, London, 1900; J. L. French. Chriet in Art, Boe-
ton. 1900; F. Johnson. Have We the Likensee tf Ckriti,

Chieago. 1903; J. Bums. The Chriet Face in Art, New
York. 1907; J. S. Weis-Liebersdorf. Chrietue- und Apoe-
tetbiider, Freiburg. 1902; J. Reil, Die friihchrietlichen Dar-
eleUungender Kreuzigung Chrieti, Leipsic. 1904; K.M. Kauf-
mann. Handbueh der chrietliehen Archdologie, Paderbom,
1906; G. A. M Oiler. Die lieUiche OeetaU Jeeu Chriet, nach
der echriftHehen und monumentalen Urtradition, Styria, 1909.

JBSUS CHRIST, THREEFOLD OFFICE OF: A
phrase connoting the functions of Christ as prophet,
priest, and king. From the earliest times Jesus has
been reoognLsed as the representative of a twofold
and yet unitary theocratic function, as king and
priest. The spiritual kingdom of the Messiah has
its foundation in the sacrifice of his life (Matt. xvi.

16-25, xz. 25-28). This thought may be traced

from the second century to the time of the Refor-
mation. But as early as Eusebius a threefold office

is ascribed to Christ, that of prophet, priest, and

king, and this is traceable to Jewish sources. The
view of a threefold office, however, did not suppress
the tradition of a twofold office, although the three

designations of Christ were always used
Historical separately. Among the medieval theo-

Survey. logians, Thomas Aquinas approaches
closely the conception of Eusebius since

he speaks of legidator, sacerdos, and rex, but with
him this is merely a mechanical division, and Thomas
makes no further use of the threefold scheme. The
Evangelical doctrine followed in the beginning the
tradition of a twofold office (cf. the works of Luther
and the older Evangelical catechisms). Calvin added
the prophetic office as a third fimction, and his

conception of the doctrine of Christ's work be-

came the basis for its treatment in Reformed theol-

ogy and soon also in Lutheran theology. As prophet
the Messiah brings the full light of intelligence and
thus becomes the fulness and consummation of all

revelations. As king of a spiritual and eternal king-

dom he not only brings his people external and
passing aid, but equips them especially with the
gifts for eternal life and guards them against their

enemies. As priest Christ secures to his people by
his atonement and vicarious sufifering the blessing

that God deals with them not as judge, but as gra-

cious father. In accordance with these principles

Calvin emphasized the truth that oommimion with
God is found in Christ's living personality and in

life communion with that personality. In the Hei-

delberg Catechism (Questions 31 and 32) the thought
of Calvin received a finished form and foimd a large

circulation. The orthodox followers of Calvin, how-
ever, attempted both to explain the full content of

the Messianic person from three points of view, and
to analyse the act of salvation in its historical de-

velopment according to the threefold scheme, thus

not easily escaping the mistaken assumption that
Christ had become first prophet, then priest, and
finally king. It became the custom to deprive

Christ of his royal function in the state of humilia-

tion and of the prophetical function in the state

of exaltation. Against this mechanical tendency,

Cocceius opened new and fruitful points of view by
returning to the living material of the Bible. The
usual Older of the offices of Christ seemed to him
justified in so far as the dignity of Christ rose in

the growing mind of the people, from the state of a
prophet to that of a king. But in reality, he states,

Christ's priesthood must be put in the first place,

since even before time he mediated between his

Father and the people; then follow the ro3ral and
prophetic offices. The first office is that through
which Christ acquires his people; the second that

through which he keeps them; and the third that

through which he leads them to the knowledge and
love of the king. This double consideration would
have resulted in an organic and simultaneous union
of the offices in the living personality, even if Coc-
ceius had not expressly added that the entire media-
torial act lasted imtU the end of days.

The Roman catechism also teaches the threefold

office of Christ. In Lutheran theology the doctrine

was adopted only at a late period. Melanchthon
had not left to the school of theology which followed

him a uniform system as Calvin had left for Re-
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formed orthodoxy. The interest in the individual

reception of justification drew attention from an all-

sided objective observation of Christ and his

gifts. There was even a tendency to

In Lu- reduce the twofold office of Christ to a
theran single function. According to Me-

Theoiogy. lanchthon and Hesshusen, Christ is be-

fore everything priest; even as king he

exercises essentially priestly fimctions. Selnecker

seems to have been the first who used the formula

of a threefold office, but his exposition is governed
also by the priesthood of Christ, to which the two
other offices are related like introduction and con-

clusion. Others again, like Gerhard, tried to iden-

tify the priestly and prophetical offices. Hemming
and Nicolaus Hunnius taught that the office of the

king was supreme and that it comprehended the

other two functions. Everywhere the same con-

centration upon one point is found. In the mean
time, however, Hafenreffer and especially Gerhard
had directed their attention to the idea of a three*

fold office as advocated by Eusebius and Calvin.

Gerhard not only used the new expression, but
tried to prove that only the siun of the three offices

offers the fulness of Christ's benevolent gifts. In
the regnum potentiae he found a specific function

for the royal office. Since the middle of the seven-

teenth century, after the old Melanchthonian scheme
of dogmatics had been replaced by an objective

and historical arrangement of the material, there

was room for a coherent representation of the work
of Christ, which was systematized according to the

threefold office. There was a reaction of the old

Lutheran sentiment in 1773 when Emesti criticized

the reigning doctrine because he could not see why
the clear and sufficient designation of the work of

Christ as aatisfactio should be obscured by meta-
phorical phrases. Moreover, he was of the opinion

that the different offices were not clearly separated

from each other, so that one title might justly cover
all of them. Other dogmaticians after him raised

similar objections on the ground that neither the
prophetical nor the royal office stands upon equal
footing with the priestly office, but that both point

to the atonement which is included in it. But the
majority of recent dogmaticians adhere to the
scheme of a threefold office. Schleiermacher took
the lead in this tendency by attempting the suc-

cessful proof that the three offices in their indisso-

luble union completely define and circumscribe the
character of redemption as accomplished by Christ.

With the exclusion of the prophetic office, he holds,

the clear consciousness of the believer would be su-

perseded by a magical mediation of salvation.

Without the royal office, there would be lacking the

relation of the individual believer to a community.
Finally, the absence of the priestly office would rob
the foundation of Christ of its religious content.

The doctrine of Christ's threefold office repre-

sents the redeemer as the fulfiUer of all Old-Testa-
ment prophecies and thus of all needs of the human
being. Everything that Israel expected of its future

Halvation had concentrated itself more and more in

the hope of the Messiah, " the anointed of God "

(Johni. 41, iv. 25). He was thought of as the king
who was to restore the glory of David's kingdom.

In the course of time the prophet, who as suooeasor

of Moses was never to be wanting amongGod'speople
(Deut. xviii. 15), became identical with the Messiah

(John vi. 14-15). The third office is

Interpreta- reflected in the picture of the Men-
tion and siah in Isa. liii. God's people can feel

Significance themselves secure only when all con-

of the ffict of the theocratic offices is excluded
Doctrine, by imity and every blessing of sal-

vation is to be foimd in one single

person (Heb. vii. 23 sqq.). There was a longing

especially for the solution of the frequent historical

conflict between kingdom and priesthood (I Sam.
ii. 35; Zech. vi. 12 sqq.). A priest-king after the
manner of Melchizedek was hoped for (Ps. ex. 4).

All these elements were combined in the idea of the

Messiah who was to possess the spirit of God in

many-sided fulness and as the power of a compre-
hensive redeeming activity (Isa. xi. 1 sqq., Ixi. 1

sqq.; cf. Luke iv. 18 sqq.; John iii. 34). The
anointing with the spirit mentioned in these pas-

sages has the significance of the anointing of kings,

priests, and to a certain extent also of prophets in

so far as they were endowed with the charismata.

By confessing Jesus as Christ, the Christian congre-

gation expresses that it finds in him the performer
of all activities which secure salvation to the people

of God. Jesus is king (Matt. xxi. 5, xxvii. 11),

prophet (Matt. xxi. 11; Luke vii. 16), and high

priest (Heb. ii. 17, iii. 1). The scheme of the three-

fold office permits of arranging the Biblical material

in its original connection, as it belongs to a com-
plete representation of the person of Christ. Its

systematic value becomes evident only from the

proof that for the fulfilment of the Messianic ac-

tivity there is necessary nothing more and nothing
less than the functions designated by it. The three

offices of prophet, priest, and king correspond to

the needs of the moral education of man and of his

connection with human society and the surround-
ing world. If the activity of Christ on earth were
restricted to atonement, it would not be possible

to speak of the perfection of the human being in

connection with Christ. It is a matter of course

that in every moment of his earthly and heavenly
activity Christ exercises at one and the same time
all his offices. Socinianism claims for the entire

activity of Christ on earth only the prophetical

office in order to reserve the other functions as faint

ornaments for the state of exaltation (Racovian
Catechism, {§ 191 sqq., 456 sqq.). The permanent
union and simultaneous exercise of the three func-

tions do not exclude, however, a fixed aim, namely,
the kingdom. To this as the organizing purpose of

the whole points before everything the Biblical

basis of the formula, the starting-point and essential

content of the Messianic office is royal dominion
over and for God's people, the peculiar modification

of which is described by the other titles.

(E. F. Karl MOllbr.)

Bibuoobapht: For history of the doctrine consult: H. L. J.

Heppe, DogmoHk d49 deut»chen ProtMianti&mua tm 10.

Jakrhunderi, pp. 200 sqq.. 222 sqq., Gotha, 1857; idem.
DogmaiH^ dmr evanoelMi^formirten Kirehe^ Elberfeld.

1861; A. Sohweiser. Olauberulehre der €vanoeli$dhrtformir'
ten Kirehe, vol. ii.. Zurich, 1847; H. Schmid, DoffmaUk
dmr evanaetiaoh^rBfarmirUn Kirdis, Fnakfort, 187B; A.
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Vtrmahmmng, i. 520 sqq., iii. 394 sqq., Bonn, 1882-88. Eng.
tniHU of vol. i.. Edinbui-gh, 1872. For expoeition of the
doctnne eonaolt the literature under Dogma, Doomatigb;
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JBSUSCHSISTy TWOFOLD STATE OF: The doc-
trine dmling with the humiliation and exaltation

of Christ. Christian faith has always spoken of a
kumiliaticm and exaltation of Christ when it com-
pared the earthly appearance of Jesus on the one
side with the mode of existence of the preexisting

Logos, and on the other side with the present world-

rule of the Mediator. But the formula

The of a twofold state has been coined only

Luflman in connection with the definite inter-

pretation given to the incarnation by
Luther and the Christological theory

that followed in his steps. From the dogmatic idea

of the unchangeableness of God and of the commu-
nieation of divine attributes to the human nature
of Chrifft there results a terminology which must
make room in the earthly life of the Redeemer for

a human development, otherwise inconceivable, by
a special *' state of humiliation." Incarnation de-

notes, accordingly, not a descent of the Logos, but
an devation of human nature, which has been re-

eeived into the most intimate connection with the

dhrine nature. In virtue of the Communicatio
Idiomatom (q.v.) which began with his incarna-

tion, it was impossible for Christ to rid himself of

his divinity. With the incarnation the exaltation

of human nature to divine glory was completed
ooee for alL " When he [Christ] began to be a
man, he also began to be God " (Luther). Ao-
oofding to Brenx, the real ascension of Christ began
with the incarnation. " Divine nature," however,
'* can neither be humiliated nor exalted." The life

of Jesus within the limits of human development
mU, therefore, upon that act of self-limitation of

the God-man—^not of the Logos—which is described

in Phil. ii. 5-9. In this way the state of self-renim-

datioQ is brought about. The exaltation or " maj-
ewty " of Christ was self-evident, but the great prob-

lem to be solved was how humiliation was possible.

Johann Gerhard among the Lutheran theologians

most fully developed the doctrine of the two states

of Christ. The commtmicatio idiomatum, accord-

ing to him, was accomplished at the moment of in-

Gtfnatioa, but Christ did not make use of them, he
lenoixnoed them, he took upon himself the form of

s servant, until he ascended to heaven and sat on
the right hand of God; hence the distinction be-

tween the state of self-renimciation and the state

of exaltation. The state of humiliation, there-

fore,does not denote the unconditional lack and ab-

wtioe of the divinity and majesty oommimicated to

tbr flrah, but only the retraction and intermission

Cff its use. In 1616 there originated a controversy

between the theologians of Giessen and those of

Tubingen (see Christx>loqt, IX.) as to the manner
m which Christ emptied himself (see Kenobib) of

his divine attributes, whether it was mere conceal-

ment (Gk. krypM) or an actual emptying (kendM).
The orthodox theologians did not consider the self-

leoimciation of Christ mere simulation, but a true

sod real self rentmciation of the plenary communi-
ated dhrine majesty and virtue. There arose also

a question as to the time when the state of self-

renunciation began. According to Luther's inter-

pretation of Phil. ii. this state began only after the
birth of Jesus. After his birth Jesus might have
exalted himself above men, if he had not been will-

ing to serve them. But according to the later dog-
maticians the state of humiliation began with the
conception. Since humiliation, however, does not
consist in the assumption of human nature, but in

the assumption of the form of a servant, incarnation
is distinguished from its incongruous form—^the in-

carnation of the Logos is not his humiliation but
an exaltation of human nature, while the act of

conception is the first act in the humiliation of the
God-man. The state of exaltation begins with the
descent of C^u-ist into hell as the triumph of the
God-man over the devil (see Descent of Christ
INTO Hell).
For Reformed theologians the doctrine of the

twofold state of Christ is of minor dogmatic im-
portance; their attention was concentrated not so
much upon the dogmatic assertion of the unchange-
ableness of God as upon the practical Biblical view

of the truly human development of

The Jesus. According to the Reformed
Reformed doctrine the Logos himself is the sub-

Doctrine, ject of the kendsis described in Phil,

ii. In this way it was impossible for

the Reformed to avoid contradiction with the dog-
ma of the unchangeableness of God. In reference

to Phil. ii. they accepted the Lutheran doctrine

that the Logos did not assume human nature in

general, but the form of a servant, and by identify-

ing incarnation with Christ's obedient conduct until

his death on the cross, the Reformed were able to

speak of a humiliation of the God-man. The exal-

tation beginning with the resurrection actually ex-

tols human nature to a higher stage.

Within Protestant orthodoxy the treatment of

the doctrine of states has led to a tendency to dis-

solve the theory of the two natures in its scholastic

form. On the Lutheran side the true

Develop- humanity of Christ became inconceiv-

ment able, on the Reformed side there was
Modem at least proposed the full revelation of

Teachings. God in Christ. Holding to the ortho-

dox standpoint of the unchangeable-
ness of God, the Lutherans could not make conceiv-

able the humiliation of C^ist, while the Reformed
could not explain the full and essential connection

of God with the humiliated Christ. By their efiPorts

to satisfy merely the inmiediate religious needs, in

consonance with the practical and empirical spirit

of modem times, theologians like Ritschl have dis-

carded altogether the doctrine of states, holding

that we must not transcend the simple belief that

the man Jesus stands over against us on the side of

God. Thus they simply cut ofiP all insoluble ques-

tions conceming the relation of the eternal to the

earthly son of God, and accordingly there is no
need to speak of a special state of htm^iation. But
the development not only of the thought, but of

practical faith results in the recognition that the

tmth of God's appearance in the flesh must in the

end suflfer if this side of the doctrine of states is dis-

carded. In this connection the question of pf»-
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existence can not be diaeuafled, but it is to be re-

membered that the Biblical paasagee relating to it

confirm an actual participation of God in the revela-

tion in Christ. God's self-offer in Christ becomes
conceivable only by the humiliating sacrifice of the

eternal son for sinful humanity. Passages like John
iii. 16; I John iv. 9; Rom. viii. 31-^2; Gal. iv. 4
testify that in Christ we have the living and deci-

sive expression of divine love, not merely a histoE^

ical phenomenon which assures this love. As to

the interpretation of Phil, ii., there has been brought
forth only one really exegetical reason which ap-

parently excludes the relation of that passage to

the descent of Christ from heaven. It has been
pointed out that the apostle desires to give in Christ

an example of humiliation which is imitable. But
this objection may be refuted if it is considered

that the imitation of Christ in the sense of the New
Testament does not always mean an actual appro-

priation of his actions in their essential quality, but
simply the mode and manner of his actions and
sentiments so that he, like God himself, may be an
example in matters which are not imitable in their

essence (Eph. v. 25; I Pet. iii. 13, 18-19; Matt. v. 45;

Eph. V. 1-2). See Christologt.
(E. F. Karl MOllbr.)

Bibuookapbt: J. J. Van Oosteriee, Chri§iian DoomaUet^
iL 404 aqq.. New York. ii.d.: J. H. Ebrud, ChrUaiehM
DogmaUk, vol. ii.. Kdnicsbers. 1852; F. A. PhiUppi, Kirch-
Uehs OlaubtuUhre, vol. iv.. Qateraloh, 1886; A. B. Bruce,
Humiliatum qf Chriat in iU Phytieal, Ethical and Official

AtjMcta, New York, 1887; J. Ktetlin, Luthen Theologie,

Stuttcart, 1901; W. A. Brown. ChriaUan ThBolooy in
Ouaina, pp. 332-336, New York, 1006; And the literature

under CoMifiTNicATio xdiomatum.

JESUS THE son OF SIRACH, WISDOM OF. See
Apocrypha, A, IV., 12.

JETZER,yet'ser, JOHANNES: Journeyman-tailor
and religious impostor; b. at Zurzach (16 m. n.n.e.

of Aarau) in the canton of Aaiigau, c. 1483; d. after

1520. In 1506 he entered the Dominican mon-
astery of Bern as lay brother. He is described

as miedueated, morally depraved and deceitful,

even suspected of theft. On Mar. 24, 1507, ac-

cording to his story, St. Barbara appeared to him
and a few days afterward the mother of God to an-

nounce that she had been indeed conceived in sin,

as the Dominicans taught. To prove the truth of

her divine revelations, she impressed upon him in

repeated visits the stigmata of Christ, and now Jet-

zer began to act the story of Christ's sufferings in

the church in lively manner. The monastery, whose
picture of Mary shed bloody tears, attracted large

crowds of people, and sold with great success hand-
kerchiefs moistened with the blood. But doubts
arose, and in July the bishop of Lausanne imder-

took an investigation which came to nothing. Sub-
sequently the magistrate of the town investigated

the case. Jetzer was imprisoned and tried; after

various denials he confessed that the whole a£fair

was an imposture in which the four head-masters
of the monastery, Johannes Vatter, Dr. Stephan
Boltzhurst, Franz Uelschi, and Heinrich Steineg-

ger, were implicated. The matter was immediately
reported to Rome and after a competent jury had
been instituted, the culprits were tried under tor-

ture. In 1509 the four monks were condemned

and burned alive as blasphemers, and Jetzer disap-

peared. The scandal caused great sensation and
indignation, especially at Bern. A laige literature

of pamphlets in Latin, German, French, and Dutch
told the scandalous story and confirmed the gen-
eral verdict concerning the corruption of monastic
life. (E. BiitecHf.)

Biblioorapht: G. Rettig, Die Urkunden dm J^
in Ardiiv dea hiMtpriaehen Vereina daa KaiUon Bern, toI.

xi.. 1886; R. Paulus, Ein JuaUzmord an viar Domnikanem
bagangan, Frankfort, 1807.

JEWEL, JOHN: Bishop of Salisbury and a noted
defender of the Reformation settlement in Eng-
land; b. in the parish of Berimber, Devonshire,

May 24, 1522; d. at Monkton Farleigh (2 m. n.w.

of Bradford), Wiltshire, Sept. 23, 1571. He went
first to Merton College, Oxford, and then, winning a
scholarship, to Corpus Christi College, taking his

bachelor's degree in 1540. Two ye&n later he was
elected to a fellowship at Corpus Christi. During
his university life he was strongly influenced in the

direction of Biblical criticism by John Parkhurst,

hb tutor, and confirmed in a general Protestant at-

titude by Peter Martyr, who came to Oxford in

1547. Some time before 1551 he took orders, and
about the end of that year became vicar of Sun-
ningwell, near Oxford. On the accession of Mary
in 1553 he lost his fellowship, and ultimately, after

seeking peace even at the cost of signing articles

which he did not believe, was forced to flee. He
arrived at Frankfort in March, 1555, but soon joined

Peter Martyr at Strasbuig, and followed him to
Zurich in the following year. On receiving the
news of Queen Mary's death he started for Eng-
land, arriving there in March, 1559, and was made
bishop of Salisbury Jan. 21, 1560. He was active

in preaching and in the visitation of his diocese, and
soon took a prominent place in the controversy

with Rome. His Apologia pro ecdesia Anglioana
(London, 1562) has been called " the first methodi-
cal statement of the position of the Church of Eng-
land against the Church of Rome." By it Jewel se-

cured acknowledgment as the official champion of

AngUcanism. He was engaged for several jreara

in an exchange of controversial works with Thomas
Harding, an old Oxford contemporary, who sup-
ported the papal cause. All his writings are noted
for learning, clarity, and precision. Of his works,
which are all deliberate, scholarly, and logical, a
complete edition was published in 1609. Modem
editions are those by R. W. Jelf (8 vols., Oxford,

1848) and another in 4 vols., published by the
Parker Society (Cambridge, 1845-50).

Bibuoobaprt: The original biography was by L. Humphrey,
Joannia JuaUi . . . viia at mora, London, 1678, and was
condensed by D. Featley in the Memoir prefixed to the
Worka, 1609; a seoond condensation was prefixed to an
ed. of the Apology and the EpiaUa to Seipio, London. 1685,
reproduced in C. Woodsworth, BeeUaiaatioal Biography,
ib. 1853. These lives were the basis of that by C. W.
Le Bas. ib. 1835. A Memoir is prefixed also to the Parker
Society ed. of the Worka. Consult further: DNB, xxix:.

378-382; J. H. Overton, The Churdi in Sngland, i. 460-
461. ii. 36-37. London, 1897; W. H. Fxwe. The SngUeh
Church (1658-1625), paosim, ib. 1904; and in flenerml tha

w worlu op the history of Jewel's time.

JBWSJ See Israel, Hibtort of.
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X. In the PrimitiYe Chnroh*
n . In the Roman Gatholio Church.

Eariy Minions (i 1).

I in Spain (f 2).

I in Other Countries (f 3).

UL In Protestant ChurdMs.

JEWS, MISSIONS TO THE.
Lutheran and Reformed Churches (fl ).

English Missions (f 2).

Minor English Missionary Sodeties

CI 3).

Missionary Societies in Other Countries

(I 4).

Missions in the United States (f 6).

L In the PrimitlTe Church: Although the king-

dom of God which Christ had come to realize was
to extend, according to the predictions of the proph-
ets, not only over Israel, but over the whole earth,

Jesus had, nevertheless, restricted his personal ac-

tivity to Israel; and had even commanded his dis-

eiplBB not to go in the way of the Gentiles (Matt.

X. 5). It was not till he was about to depart from
the earth that he commanded them to teach and
baptise all people. The Twelve, however, directed

their efforts primarily to the Jews; and the earliest

Christian congregations were composed entirely of

Jews and proselytes to Judaism. Apostolic mis-

sions among the Jews were so successful that James
could point out to Paul thousands of converted
Jews (Acts zxi. 20) . A laige number of priests were
also obedient to the faith (Acts vi. 7); and in the

congr^ations which Paul founded in Asia Minor,

Greece, Crete, etc., the nucleus was Jewish. That
the conversion of the Jews was not lost sight of in

the second or third century is proved by the dia-

logue of Justin Martyr with the Jew Trypho and
Tertullian's AdvenuB Judceas, But Jewish Chris-

tianity had long developed a heretical tendency by
insisting upon the national and religious peculiari-

ties of Judaism and by avowing the most pro-

nounced Gnosticism. The further growth of the

Jewish element in the Church would have seriously

endangered her inner life and existence, if the in-

surrection of Bar Kokba had not led to a sharp
separation of Judaism from the universal catholic

character of the Church. Deprived of their polit-

ical power and national autonomy, the Jews con-

centrated their whole spiritual life upon the study
of the Law and produced the Talmud. The trans-

formation of prophetism into Talmudism created

a wide gulf between Jews and Cliristians. From the

very beginning, the spirit of the Talmud drew a
veil over their eyes (II Cor. iii. 13-16).

n. In the Roman Catholic Church: The early

church did not possess any special institutions for

the conversion of the Jews, although

z. Early there were always those whom the love

Missions, of Christ compelled to preach the Gos-
pel to the Jews, and there were like-

wise other factors which made it advisable for the

leaders of both Church and State to win the Jews
for Christianity. Cassiodorus, when he became a
monk, felt himself constrained, in his exegesis of

the Psalms (as in his canchuio to Ps. Ixxxi.), to urge
the Jews to be converted. So the Emperor Jus-

tinian, from political motives, stated that the pur-

pose he had in ordering the synagogues to use the

Greek and Latin translations of the Old Testament,
and to abstain from Talmudio exegesis, was to lead

the Jews to Christianity. Bishops did not hesitate

to resorts to acts of violence to compel the Jews to

become Christians. Justice, however, demands rec-

VI.—12

IV. Methods and Praotioal Considera-
tions.

Methods in Christian Lands (f 1).

Methods in Non-Evangelioal Coun-
tries (I 2).

Influence of Zionism on Jewish
Missions (| 3).

ognition of the fact that many popes protected the
Jews. Gregory I. condemned all compulsory bap-
tisms, and by kindliness and rewards tried to win
the Jews for the Church. Although he put no
high estimate upon converts gained in this way, he
counted upon their descendants. '' If we do not
win the parents," he said, " we shall have their

children "— a remark which experience proved to be
ill-founded, especially in Spain. There was hardly a
century that works were not written to bring about
the conversion of the Jews, hardly one in which re-

wards were not offered to secure them for the Church,
and also not a century in which numbers of prose-
lytes, thoroughly convinced, did not pass over to
Christianity, many of whom became an honor to
the Church.

Proselytes have ever been especiaUy active in

missions to the Jews. In the seventh century
Bishop Julian of Toledo (d. 690) wrote

2. Missions the De aextcB oBtatia camprobatione con-

in Spain, tra Judceos to refute the Jewish no-
tion, then asserting itself, that Jesus

could not be the Messiah, as he was not to appear
until the sixth millennium of the world. Almost at
the same time Isidore of Seville wrote two books in

which he proved the Christian doctrine of faith

from the Old Testament and especially pointed out
that the Christians now formed the true Israel.

Raymond of Pennaforte, general of the Domin-
icans, introduced the study of the Hebrew language
and Talmudic writings in his order, especially for

the promotion of missionary activity among the
Jews; and another Dominican, Pablo Christiani

of Montpellier, a Jew by descent, was the first

real missionary preacher. He traveled in southern
France and elsewhere, preaching and disputing with
the Jews in churches and synagogues, and proving
the Messiahship and divinity of Jesus from Bible

and Talmud. At the same time the Dominican
Raymtmd Martin, a Christian by birth, but well

versed in Hebrew, Aramaic, and Arabic, wrote his

Pugio fidei contra Mauros et JudceoSf an armory for

the disputes of the following times. Abner of Bur-
gos, a respected physician and Cliristian convert,

wrote several Hebrew and Spanish books for the
conversion of the Jews. John of Valladolid, an-

other proselyte, wrote an exposition on Ibn Ezra's

commentary on the Ten Commandments and a
Concordia legum of Judaism and Christianity. Car-

dinal Pedro de Luna, later Benedict XIII., himself

had a debate in Pampelima with Rabbi Shem Tob
ben Shaprut, and took a lifelong interest in the

conversion of the Jews. He was the first patron of

Rabbi Solomon Halevi (1353-1435), later known
as Paul of St. Maria, archbishop of Burgos, and in-

terchanged controversial letters with Joshua of

Lorca, until he finally became a Christian. Among
the thousands who at that time entered the Church,
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frequently, it is true, for secular reasons, or from
fear or compulsion, there was a great number of

sincere believers in Christ. In the beginning of the

fifteenth century the Dominican Vincent Ferrer

(q.v.), who wandered through Italy, France, and
Spain as a missioner, developed an astonishing ac-

tivity in converting Jews; at least 20,500 are said

to have been baptized in Castile and Aragon. The
reason for such seal of conversion in Spain was due
to the extraordinary power of the Jewish popula-

tion which threatened to suppress the spiritual and
material development of Spain.

In France there were comparatively few efforts

in this direction; and at the court of Louis the

Pious there was even a suspicious sympathy with
Judaism. With the exception of Nicholas of Lyra

(1300-40), of Jewish descent, though
3* Missions bom a Christian, who wrote a number
In Other of controversial writings against the
Countries. Jews, there was hardly any one who

labored for the conversion of the Jews.
Still, France lacked neither pious proselytes and
families of proselytes nor numerous compulsory
baptisms, persecutions, and acts of violence. In
Italy both power and monks were deeply interested

in the conversion of the Jews. Lorenzo of Brun-
disium (d. 1619), general of the Capuchins, preached
with great power and traveled through Italy, He-
brew Bible in hand, converting rabbis and laymen.
In Rome many Jews accepted Christianity at all

periods, and in 1550 Paul III. founded an institute

for the conversion of the Jews; while Pius V. won
more than a hundred learned and rich Jews for the

Church. Many of the innumerable proselytes in

Italy occupied high positions in the Church, or

were received into the nobility of the nation. The
history of missions among the Jews in England is

singular. During the reign of William Rufus, the

Jews complained because so many of their number
became Christians; the king attempted to iorce

them to return to Judaism, but the steadfastness of

these proselytes hindered the execution of his men-
aces (1100). About 1200 Richard, prior of Ber-
mondsey, established a hospital of converts, and
the Dominicans in Oxford opened a similar institu-

tion. Henry III. set apart a special house in Lon-
don for the reception and care of proselytes, for

which it soon became necessary to organize branch
institutions. Under Edward I. 500 proseljrtes re-

ceived baptism in the Converts' House, yet this

same king was compelled, in 1290, to banish 16,500

Jews for usury and coining. Germany stands in

the strongest contrast to England. Here, there is

no record of any missionary efforts, but only of

compulsory baptisms occasioned by the persecu-

tions during the crusades, the invasions of the Tsr
tars, and the Black Death.
Modem Roman Catholic efforts for the conver-

sion of the Jews began in France. The two brothers

Lehmann, both proselytes, worked successfully un-

der Pius IX. among the Jews of France. The
proselyte Abb6 Bauer used his brilliant oratorical

gifts for the conversion of the Jews in Paris and
Vienna. The most extensive work, however, was
carried on in Palestine by the proselyte Maria Al-

phonse Ratisbonne, who joined the Roman Catho-

lic Church in 1842. With his brother he established

the order of N6tre Dame de Sion for the education

of Jewish girls and founded many charitable insti-

tutions, not only in Palestine, but also in France,

England, Chaloedon, Galatia, and elsewhere.

IIL In Protestant Churches: Luther's attitude

toward the Jews was at first favorable, as is evi-

dent from his />aM Jems ein gebomer
z. Lutheran Jude war, but in later works, as in his

and Von den Juden und ihren Lugen, he
Reformed showed utter hopelessness of the con-

Churches, version of the Jews, so that little zeal

in that direction could have been ex-

pected. Nevertheless, there were numerous pros-

elytes in the Lutheran and Reformed Churches,

among them Inunanuel Tremellius of Ferrara, who
at Heidelberg, with Ursinus and Olevianus, took
part in the compilation of the Heidelbeig Catechism.
In the seventeenth century Ezra Edzard (b. at
Hambui^ June 28, 1629; d. there Jan. 1, 1708) of

Hambui^, was greatly interested in the conversion

of the Jews, and from his own means established a
considerable f\md for that purpose. His sons Georg
and Sebastian continued his work. Similar funds
seem to have existed in other cities; as, for example,
in Geneva, where a part of the ecclesiastical rev-

enue is still called Fond dea proselytes, and again in

Darmstadt and Frankfort. Among the Pietists,

who distinguished themselves by their missionary
zeal, Spener declared it the duty of the government
to take care of the conversion of the Jews; while
the Moravian Samuel Lieberktihn labored thirty

years among the Jews. In 1728, at the suggestion

of A. H. Francke, Callenberg founded at Halle an
Institutum Judaicum, which lasted until 1792.

The two first missionaries of that institution were
Widmann and Manitius, who from 1730 to 1735
traveled through Poland, Bohemia, Germany, Den-
mark, and England. In 1736 they were joined by
Stephan Schulz, the most important worker of that
institute, who extended his travels over the whole
of Europe and the Orient. Through the instru-

mentality of Lessing, and still more through Moses
Mendelssohn, a reform movement took place among
the Jews, starting from Germany and penetrating

the East, while in the Romance countries similar

results were achieved by the French Revolution.

The gradual renunciation of the Talmud on the
part of the liberal Jews dates from that time. The
immediate result was that large numbers turned
to Christianity, especially in Berlin. In 1816-43,

3,984 Jews, and these the richest and most cultured,

were baptized in the eight old Prussian provinces.

The corruption of the churches and their institu-

tions, and the apostasy of thousands from all faith,

led many in England to believe that
2. English the end of the world was near, and
Missions, that soon a general conversion of the

Jews was to take place. With Simeon
of Cambridge, Marsh of Birmingham, the proselyte

J. F. Fry, and the preacher Legh Richmond, Lewis
Way, a wealthy clergyman, founded in 1808, under
the patronage of the Duke of Kent, the London
Society for Promoting Christianity among the Jews,
which included both churchmen and dissenters imtU
1815, when the latter withdrew from the oiganiza-
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tioo. Way traveled in Holland, Germany, and
RoKia to better the political and social position of

the Je'WB and to awaken missionary zeal among the

ChriBttanfl. He induced Alexander I. to promise,

in 1817, his special protection, as well as lands, to

hAptije4 Jews. In 1814 the Duke of Kent laid the

eorncr stone of a church for the Jews, to which was
iddcd an educational institution for children of

proselyteB, a Hebrew college for the training of mi»-

fiocaries, and a trade school for proselytes. Bap-
tisDS became so numerous that in 1832 the found-

ing of a Hebrew-Christian Church in England was
pkumed, but could not be realized. The society is

the oldest, largest, richest, most enterprising, and
best ocganiced of its type, and has auxiliary socie-

ties throughout the British Isles and Canada. The
sxiety, whose income in 1900-01 was £46,338, with

m expenditure of £36,910, employed at 52 mission-

ary stations 199 workers, among them 25 clergy-

men. 19 phsnricians, 34 female missionaries, 20 lay

in»aoDaries, 35 colporteurs, 58 teachers, and 8
apothecaries. Of these, 82 were converts from Ju-
daism. Of the 52 stations 18 are in England, 3 in

Austria, 1 in France, 4 in Germany, 2 in Holland,

1 in Italy, 4 in Riunania, 1 in Russia, 1 in Constan-
tinople; in Asia there are 10 stations, among them
Jerusalem with 27 workers; in Africa there are 7

elatioDs. About 5,000 Jews have been baptized by
the society since its foundation. Its principal or-

gans aoe the Jewish Mtasionary Intelligence and the

Je%eieh Miaeumary Advocate.

Amootg the other English missionary societies for

the eoDvereion of the Jews are the following: The
Free Church of Scotland Jewish Mission, estab-

lished in 1840, with about 77 workers

3. Minor and stations at Budapest, Constanti-

Rnglimh nople, Breslau, Tiberias, Safed, and
iMioiiaiy Exiinburgh, and publishing the Free

Sodetiss. Chisrch of Scotland Monthly and The
Children*s Record; the Presbyterian

Hiordi in Ireland Jewish Mission, established in

IMI, with stations at Hambuig-Altona (with two
ordained missionaries and three colporteurs and
Evangelists) and Damascus (with four ordained

misiooaries and four other laborers), and publish-

ing The Missionary Herald ofthe Predfyterian Church
in Ireland; the British Society for the Propagation

of the Gospel among the Jews, established in Lon-
don in 1842, its membership including representa-

Uves of the various dissenting bodies, with twenty-
two missionaries and sixteen stations in England,
Oermany, Austria, Russia, and Turkey, and pub-
bihiDg The Jewish Herald; the Church of Scotland

J«wvh Mission, established in 1841, with stations

io Alexandria, Beirut, Smyrna, Constantinople, and
Sslonica. and publishing The Church of Scotland

Heme and Foreign Mission Record; The Presby-

terian Church of England Jewish Mission, estab-

iahcd in 1860, with two missionaries in London,
one agent in Aleppo and one in Corfu; Parochial

Hitvioiui to the Jews at Home and Abroad, estab-

liihed in 1875, tmder the auspices of the Estab-

Bifaed Church, laboring chiefly in parishes with a
Isfge percentage of Jewish population, having sta-

tiam in England and Bombay, and publishing

OvKft and Synagogue; the Mildmay Mission to the

Jews, established in 1876, with stations in Russia,

South Africa, Egypt, and Bulgaria, and publishing

Trusting and Toiling; the East London Mission to

Jews, established in 1877, with a mission house and
orphans' home; the Barbican Mission to the Jews,

established in 1879; The Jerusalem and the East
Mission Fund, established in 1897 by Bishop Blyth
of Jerusalem, with eighteen assistants in Jerusa-

lem, Beirut, Haifa, Cairo, and Suez, and publish-

ing Bible Lands; The Kilbum Mission to the Jews,

established in 1896 by the proselyte Ben Oliel, es-

pecially for the well-to-do business men of London;
and The London City Mission to Jews with sixteen

laborers among the 250,000 foreign Jews in Lon-
don. Besides these societies, a Hebrew Christian

Union and a Prayer Union for Israel were founded
in 1897, the latter publishing The Friend of Israel.

In Germany there are three societies for missions

among Jews. The Gesellschaft zur Verbreitung des
Christentums unter den Juden was established in

1822 at Berlin imder the influence of

4. Mission- Lewis Way and Tholuck. It has sta-

ary tions in Berlin, Posen, Czemowicz, and
Societies Stanislau. Since its existence about
in Other 713 baptisms have taken place. Its

Coimtries. official organ is the Nathanad. Inde-

pendently of this missionary society

Prof. H. L. Strack manages the Institutum Judai-

cum, an association formed for the purpose of ac-

quainting theological students at the university

with the mission among the Jews. The Evangel-

isch-lutherischer Centralverein fttr Mission unter

Israel was established in 1871 at Leipsic. It tries

to unite all Lutheran missions among the Jews to

uniform activity and employs three laborers in

Leipsic and in Galicia; its organ is the Saai auf
Hoffnung, In connection with it Professor De-
litzsch founded in 1880 the first Institutum Judai-

cum. There is also a seminary for missionaries

among the Jews. The Westdeutscher Verein fttr

Israel was established in 1843 in Cologne. It has

stations at Cologne, Frankfort, and Strasburg. Its

organ is the MissionsblaU des westdeutschen Vereins

fur Israel.

Switzerland has a Verein der Freunde Israels at

Basel, established in 1830. It publishes Der Freund
Israels and L'Ami d'lsrael. France has a Soci^t^

frangaise pour T^vang^lisation d'lsrael, established

in 1888 by the Rev. G. Krtiger, with one mission-

ary for France and agencies in Algiers and Oran.

Its organ is Le Rdveil d^Israil. Scandinavia has

three societies for missions among the Jews: the
" Evangelical National Society," established in

1856, with a station at Hambuig; the " Society for

Missions among Israel," established in 1875 by the

Rev. A. Lindstrdm at Stockholm, with a home for

proselytes at Stockholm and lay missionaries at

Budapest and Cracow, and publishing Missions

Tidning f&r Israel; the " Norwegian Central Com-
mittee for Missions to Israel," established in 1865

at Christiania, with two missionaries at Galas and
Brada in Rumania, and publishing Missions Blad

for Israel. In Russia, where half of all the Jews of

the world live, the government limits Protestant mis-

sionary work among the Jews. Missionary work in

the proper sense is restricted to the State Church.
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In KiBhinef Faltin developed a suooeesful miBsion-

ary activity after 1859, and Joseph Rabinowits in

1882-09. In Melbourne, AuBtraJia, there is the

Friends of Israel Association, of whidi the proselyte

Abramowitz is the head.

In the United States there are eleven church mis-

sions: the Church Society for Promoting Christian-

ityamongst the Jews (Protestant E2pia-

5. Missions copal) established in 1842 in New York,
in the with stations at New York and Philsr

United delphia and five missionaries, and pub-
States, lishing The Oospel of the Circumeinon;

the Board of Foreign Missions of the

Presbyterian Church of North America, established

in 1871 in New York, working at Urumia, Teheran,

Hamadan, and Sidon, and publishing The Aeeenv-

hly Herald; the Reformed Presbyterian Mission to

the Jews, established in 1894 in Philadelphia, with

three laborers; and the Messiah Mission of Chicago,

established in 1896 and continued since 1899 as the

Mission of the Women's Association of the United
Presbyterian Church of North America. Specif-

ically Lutheran are the four following missions:

the Norwegian Zionsforeningen for Israelsmissionen

blandt norske Lutheranere i Amerika, established

1878 at Minneapolis, with three laborers in Minsk
and Odessa in Russia and New York; the Jewish
Mission of the Evangelical Lutheran Synod of Mis-

souri, Ohio, and Other States, established in 1885

in New York; the Jewish Mission of the Joint

Synod of Ohio, established m 1892; and the Mis-

sion of the German Lutheran Synod of the Jews in

Chicago, established in 1894 in Chicago. The
Methodists have the New York City Church Ex-
tension and Missionary Society, established in 1892;

the Baptists, the Missionary Society of the Seventh
Day Baptists, established in 1887; and the Quakers
the Friends' Mission at Ramallah in Palestine, es-

tablished in 1870 by English Quakers, and continued

in 1887 by American Quakers as the Eli and Sibyl

Jones Mission. Besides these, there are twenty-one
independent missions, the most important of which
are: the New York City Mission, the oldest of all

American missions, established in 1828; the Chicago
Hebrew Mission, founded in 1887 and publishing

The Jewish Era; the Gospel Mission of the Jews,

formerly the Hope of Israel Mission, established in

1892 in New York; the Brooklyn Christian Mission

to the Jews, established 1892 in New York and pub-
lishing Our Hope and the Yiddish " Hope of Israel ";

the World's Gospel Union, established in 1892 at

Kansas City, Mo., with eight missionaries, one in

Morocco; the American Mission to the Jews, es-

tablished in 1895 by the proselyte Warschaviak;
and the Immanuel Mission to the Jews in Cleveland,

established in 1898, and publishing Immanuel'e
Witnees, The American missions to the Jews en-

gage 150 laborers in all.

IV. Methods and Practical Considerations: A dis-

tinction must be drawn between missions among
those Jews who live scattered in a Christian coim-
try, and those who live in a compact mass and have
their own language and customs, and those in Mo-
hanmiedan and heathen countries. Missions to the
Jews living within the pale of C3iristian churches

can have no other purpose but to incorporate

them in the churches. This is especially the case

with the Jews of western Europe. For more than
a century they have been in a process of assimilation

with Christian nations. Self-preserva-

z. Meth- tion, if no other motive, must compel
ods in the Christian Church to carry on mis-

Christian sionary work among the Jews; for it

would be extremely dangerous if so

many thousands ofJews in the midst of

Christians were equal or even superior to them in

political, social, moral, and economical respects,

and yet opposed in religion. It is the duty of the

Church to educate suitable catechetes and evangel-

ists for this work among the Jews. All missionary

activity should start from the Church. Among the

Evangelical chiuvhes only the English and So[>tch

and some smaller free churches promote these mis-

sions as a branch of their churchly activity. It is

not the duty of the Church, however, to provide

for the material assistance of proselytes; this be-

longs rather to private charity and independent

associations. The proper persons to be employed
in converting the Jews are Christian cleigymen;

although it is much more difficult to prepare bom
Christians for work of that kind than bom Jews,

who can more easily adapt themselves to the mode
of thinking of their brethren. But it would be en-

tirely wrong to gather the Jews into a separate

Judeo-Christian ^urch, since that would lead only

to a new sect; and, on the other hand, extreme
caution must be observed that baptism may not be
granted too hastily or to unworthy recipients.

Methods of missionary work differ according to the

various conditions of the Jews. While the Jews
lived almost without any legal rights among the

Christians, the State and the Church could force

them to hear the preaching of the Gospel in their

own synagogues or in churches. Since the eman-
cipation of the Jews, this method has become im-

possible, and they have accordingly been visited

in their homes, and the Gospel has been announced
to them by the distribution of tracts and books.

But as such visits may be considered by the Jews
an invasion of their homes, nothing is left but occa-

sional meetings in public places. Public lectures,

reading-rooms, and free schools have also contrib-

uted to the success of missions. The instruction of

catechumens must be adapted to their religious con-

dition and spiritual training. Special considera-

tion must be devoted to those difficult doctrines

which for the Jew are not only offensive, but even
detestable, such as the doctrines of the Trinity, of

the divinity of Christ, and of the atonement.

Missionary activity must assume a different atti-

tude in non-EvangeUcal coimtries, where Jews live

in a compact mass. This is the case

2, Meth- principally in eastern Europe, espe-

ods in cially in the western provinces of Ru»-
Non-Evan- sia that formerly belonged to Poland.

gelical The number of Russian Jews is esti-

Countries. mated at from 4,500,000 to 6,000,000.

Thousands of Jews are also crowded
together in GaUda and Rumania. In countries like

Russia missionaries encounter special difficulties,

owing to deep-rooted Jewish fanaticism, hatred of

the Christians, Jewish narrowness, and great eru-
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dkkm in the Talmud and Cabala. A miflsionary who
not thc»oughly versed in Hebrew literature and

ieooe will l^re be little respected. As only con-

trrted Jews thoroughly know the Jewish heart and
the Jewish head, they have, almost without excep-

tion^ been used for this kind of missionary work.

But there is alwasrs danger that inefficient mission-

aries may be employed merely because they are

proselytes, and that bom Jews may be too indul-

erot to Jewish peculiarities and prejudice. Such
<Wficiencie8 and dangers will best be avoided by the
enmbined work of bom Christians and proselytes.

MissioQary activity among foreign Jews has offered

abnoet insuperable difficulties. If an individual

pTTvm or family in the midst of laige Jewish con-

gregations adopts Christianity, reception into a
Christtan congregation already in existence is ofjben

impoeBible. The conversion of whole families has

been almost impossible, but since a peculiar inter-

est m Evangeliod Christianity has arisen in Poland
sod Russia, and dozens of Jews desire instmction

from dergymen and missionaries, it will perhaps be

posable to gather eventual converts into Judaso-

Cfaristian congregations; for the Jews of the East

are neither suited nor willing to be absorbed into

Bffeother nationality and church. Literature is a
very important means of influencing Jews, espe-

cisfly as the Hebrew New Testament is well received

and much read by the Jews of the East, particu-

larly in the excellent translation of Delitzsch. Jews
m heathen or Mohammedan countries form the

snallest part of the i>opulation and they are on the

k>we8t levid in spiritual and moral respects. Though
DoC learned in the Talmud, they cling obstinately

to their old traditions, and Christianity has taken

tittle root among them.

Since 1897 the movement of Zionism has pre-

K&ted new problems to Christian missions. It

arose as a reaction against the efforts

t of assimilation, and as a means of

remedying the oppressions of anti-

Semitism; and its object is to regain

the Jewish country for the Jewish peo-

ple. It looks upon missions as an in-

strument by which an increasing num-
ber are cut off from the national body of the Jews;

but on the other hand, the Zionists seek the friend-

ship of the Christians because they need their moral
snd material aid in the realization of their plans.

Thus Zionists are enemies of missions, but not ene-

mies of Christianity. Missionaries must, therefore,

eoQvinoe the Jews that acceptance of Christianity

does not necessarily include the sacrifice of Jewish
natiooatity, and that a national regeneration of

their people is impossible without a religious re-

ffneration.

The total number of missionaries working among
the 10,000,000 or more Jews in the world is about
500. (F. Heman.)
BnuoGSAnrr: F. F. A. de I* Roi. Dit •uofi^sjwc^ Chriitgn-

ktU viHr du Jyden unter dtm O^mkitiUapunkt der MittUm^
a Tob., Csrlflrube. 1884-«2; A. A. Bonsr. NarraHv€ of a
Mimion «/ Bnquiry lo 1h§ Jww from lU Church of Scotland,

EdUbargh, 1864: J. Mmoii, Thrm Yoara in Turktyi
MtSieal Mit&ion lo Ab Jtw, London. 1860; Mrs. Edwarda,
M%mi0mary Work among A« Jmm in Moldavia, Ooltda,
•mi SOttia, ib. 1807; C. K. KaUur. i$raol und dis Kinho,
HMSbufB. 1869; G. A. Dnlmsn. Kunotfamlta Handbueh

ism on
Jswkh

der Mittion unter leraol, Berlin, 1803; J. Diinlop, Memoriee
of Ooepel Triumpha among the Jew$, London, 1804; The
Jewiah Queation and the Miaaion to the Jeum, ib. 1804;
A. L. Williams; Miaaiona to the Jew, ib. 1807; W. T. Gid-
ney. The Jewa and their EvangeliacUion, ib. 1800; idem,
Miaaiona to Jewa, ib. 1800; At Home and Abroad, ib. 1000;
A. E. Thompson, A Century ofJewitk Miaaiona, Edinburgh,
1002; J. Richter, Jiidiedte MiaaUmageadiichte, Gateraloh,

1006; H. O. Dwight. Blue Book of Miaaiona for 1907,
New York, 1007; J. Schneider, Kirehliehea JahHmeh,
Gateraloh. 1000.

JEZEBEL: Wife of Ahab, seventh king of Israel

She was a daughter of Ethbaal, king of Tyre, and
one of the most unscrupulous yet eneigetic queens
of history. She seems to have swayed the mind of

her husband, and where he was weak and vacillar

ting, she supplied courage and resolution. She e»-

tablished the worship of the Phenician Baal in the

kingdom, and, while supporting at her own table

the priests of Baal, persecuted the prophets of Israel

(I Kings xviiL 4), and vowed vengeance upon Elijah

(I Kings xix. 2). When her husband despaired of

getting Naboth's vineyard, she ordered the judicial

murder of Naboth and secured for her husband the

coveted possession (I Kings xxi. 5). She survived

Ahab fourteen years, but continued to have great

influence at court, and saw her daughter Athaliah

married to the king of Judah (II Kings viii. 26).

When Jehu drove into Jezreel, with the design of ex-

tirpating the house of Ahab, Jezebel was thrown
from the upper story of the palace to death on the

stones beneath. Her body was crushed under Jehu's

chariot-wheels, and, according to II Kings ix. 30-

35, devoured by dogs. See Ahab; and Elijah.

Biblioorapht: Consult, beaidra the pertinent sections in the
works named under Abab: DB, ii 666-057; SB, ii 2467;
JE, vu. 186.

JEZREEL: A plain mentioned Josh. xvii. 16;

Judges vi. 33; Hos. i. 5, etc. The name (" God
sows **) denotes the fruitfulness of the plain as

something imus\ial, extraordinary, and wrought
by God, and indicates that from the most ancient

times agriculture was adequately recompensed in

the region. Jezreel is the largest pkdn in the

mountain land of Israel, and is therefore caUed
the ** valley " (Judges v. 15; I Sam. xxxi. 7), and
" the great plain " (I Biacc. xii. 49). It was of

great significance in commerce, and the road from
Egypt led by three branches to the southern edge

of the plain and continued northwest to the coast,

northeast to Tabor and Damascus, while the eastern

edge was crossed by the road from Samaria to Gali-

lee. This made it a continual cause of strife. The
Israelites first gained possession of it by the victory

of Barak and Deborah (Judges v.), though the

Canaanites retained possession of Megiddo, Ibleam,

Taanach, and Dor imtil the time of the kings (Judges

i. 27). To Manasseh belonged the southern portion

(Josh. xvii. 11-13), to Issachar the eastern part

(Josh. xix. 18-20), while Zebulun was on the north

(Josh. xix. 10 sqq.). The Israelites imder Saul and
Jonathan sustained a defeat beneath GUboa (I Sam.
xxxi.); Ahab defeated Ben-hadad II. near Aphek
(I. Kings XX 26) ; and Josiah was defeated by Necho
II. at Megiddo (II Kings xxiii. 29). The city of

Jezreel, belonging to Lmchar, was situated on the

plain, at the foot of Gilboa (Josh. xix. 18), above
Beth-shean (I Kings iv. 12), not far from Garmd
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(I Kingp xviii. 45), and was the home of Ahab and
Naboth (I Kings xxi. 1) and the scene of Jehu's

exploit (II Kings iz. 17 sqq.). It is called Esdrae-

lon in Judith, iii. 9, iv. 6, and in later times, as in

the Onomasticon of Eusebius; the modem village

Zer'in has preserved the name. There were other

places of note on the plain. Josephus (Ant, XX. , vi.

1) mentions Ginaea, the modem Jenin, the old £n-
gannim of Josh. xix. 21. Taanach of Judges v. 19

is the modem Ta'annuk. The city of Megiddo lay

on the south border of the plain, and appears as

the Egyptian Maketi and as Magidda in the Amama
Tablets; it was a royal Canaanitic city, and was re-

fortified by Solomon. In the western part lay the

village of Nein, to be identified with the Nain of

Luke vii. 11 sqq. The modem Endur bespeaks the

ancient En-dor of Josh. xvii. 11, south of which is

Sulem, the Shimem of Josh. xix. 18. Aphek must
be sought not far from the city of Jezreel, possibly

in the ruins of the modem El-Fule.

(H. GUTHB.)
Bibliography: G. A. Smith, HiMiorictU Otography of ih$

Holy Land, chap, xix., London, 1807; H. Reland, PaUU-
Una, pp. 369-370. Utrecht. 1714; C. Ritter. ComparaHvo
Gtography of PaUaHne, ii. 314-315. 317. 322. iv. 333, 343-
360, Edinburgh. 1866; O. Ebera and H. Guthe. PaiH^Una
in BUd und Wort, i. 276-290, Stuttgart. 1883; W. M.
Thomaon, The Land and the Book, ii. 177-191, New York,
1886; W. M. MaUer. AHen und Europa, pp. 167-168, 167,

Leipsic, 1893; F. Buhl. Oeooraphie dea alien PaideHna,
pp. 106 sqq., 204 eqq., TObingen, 1896; Robinson.
Beeearchee, iii. 161-168; SohQrer. Oeed^iehie, i. 494-496.
Eng. transl., I., ii. 89; DB, ii. 657-668; EB, ii. 2468-2460.
JE, vU. 186-187.

JOAB: One of the most notable contemporaries
of David, son of Zeruiah, sister of David, and
brother of Abishai and Asahel (II Sam. ii. 18). He
first appears in II Sam. ii. 13 as one of David's cap-
tains in the war with Ish-bosheth, though I Sam.
xxii. 1 implies that he had then been long a com-
panion of David. In this war Abner, the leader of

Isb-bosheth's forces, slew Asahel, Joab's brother,

causing a blood feud with Joab, who avenged his

brother by killing Abner, but under such circum-
stances as to involve David in the suspicion of

playing Abner false, since he was treating with
Abner for the union of the northem tribes imder
his sway (II Sam. ii.-iii.). Joab was so powerful
in the army that David had to confess his inability

to punish Joab for the murder and the consequences
which might have resulted (II Sam. iii. 39). I

Chron. xi. 4-8 makes Joab win his position of

leader by capturing the fortress of Jerusalem; but
this does not agree with II Sam. v. 6-9 and the
context, according to which Joab was already a
leader.

According to II. Sam viii. 16, when David became
king of all Israel, to Joab was given command of

the army, but since military achievements there-

after were ascribed to David himself, the name of

Joab appears only occasionally. He waged a bloody
war in Edom and drove the Edomitic king in exile

to Egypt (I Kings xi. 15-17); defeated the Ara-
mean allies of the Ammonites (II Sam. x. 6-14);

executed the command of David to have Uriah
killed in a skirmish (II Sam. xi. 14-27); and yielded

to David the glory of a hard-eamed victory over
the capital of the Ammonites (II Sam. xii. 26-31).

It was Joab who, by employing a stratagem carried

through by a wise woman of Tekoa, persuaded
David to recall from exile Absalom, who had killed

his brother Amnon, and two years later secured a
formal reconciliation between father and son (II

Sam. xiii. 39-xiv. 33). In the rebellion of Absalom
Joab remained tme to David, killed the ^mfilial

rebel, and advised the king Wisely when the latter

in mourning for his son was likely to alienate the
affections of his people. He defeated an attempt
of David to appoint Amasa in his place (II Sam.
xvii.-xx.), killing Amasa in the war which arose

over the rebellion of Sheba and thus raising another

blood-feud. He opposed the census of the people

ordered by David (II Sam. xiv. 1-9). At the end
of David's reign Joab favored Adonijah as the rights

ful heir to the throne, and thereby incurred the en-

mity of Solomon, who was designated David's suc-

cessor and was favored by the party of Nathan.
For this and earlier offenses Joab was slain at the

altar by command of Solomon (I Kings ii. 18-34).

(H. GUTHB.)
Bibliographt: The oommentaries on Samuel and Kings and

the relevant sections in the works on the history of Israel

(named under Ahab); DB, ii. 058-659; EB, ii. 2460-2462;
JE, VU. 187-189.

JOACHIM Ly jd'a-kim: Margrave of Branden-
burg; b. Feb. 21, 1484; d. at Stendal (40 m. n.n.e.

of Magdebui^), July 11, 1635. Although only fif-

teen years of age at the death of his father he as-

sumed control of the government and appeared in

the diet of 1500 with the dignity of electoral prince,

having associated his ten-year-old brother with
himself as nominal co-ruler. Through Dietrich of

Billow the young prince had received a thorough
humanistic education, and in his intense admiration

for the new learning he sought and secured the

friendship of the famous Tritheim, abbot of Spon-
heim, who, after a long solicitation, visited Berlin

in 1505 and took part in the following year in the

foundation of the University at Frankfort-on-the-

Oder. Both by Tritheim and by Aleander Joachim
was praised as a learned prince and as a patron of

the sciences. In the government of his territories

he displayed exceptional energy in the suppression

of public disorder and he followed this up with the

introduction of the Roman law and important ju-

dicial reforms which, however, were slow in com-
ing into effect. In the imperial election which re-

sulted in the choice of Charles V., Joachim played

an imworthy r61e of mingled duplicity and weak-
ness, carrying on secret negotiations both with Em-
peror Maximilian and with Francis I. of France and
appearing finally as a candidate himself. He failed,

however, to secure the vote even of his brother

Albert, whom his influence had made, in 1514,

archbishop of Mainz (see Albert of Branden-
burg). He held himself aloof from the imperial

court until the victory of Pavia in 1525 made Charles

all-powerful in Germany. Thereupon Joachim be-

came a thorough partisan of the House of Hapsburg.
As early as 1514 he had allowed the sale of in-

dulgences to be carried on in his dominions, and
three years later Tetsel was permitted to pursue his

practises there. The theologians at the University

of Frankfort took sides against Luther, whom the
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margrave regarded with personal dislike because of

the former's bitter attack on Archbishop Albert.

A personal interview with Luther previous to the

meeting of the Diet of Worms served only to inten-

sify the opposition between the two. In the exe-

cution of the provisions of the Edict of Worms
Joachim took the leading part, gaining thereby in-

creased favors from the emperor. In 1524 he mar-
ried his eldest son to a daughter of Luther's enemy,
Geoige of Saxony, and in the following year joined

the association formed at Dessau for the destruction

of " The Abominable Sect of Lutherans." In spite

of all his efforts, however, the new teachings made
rapid progress in Brandenbuig and created dissen-

sions in his own household. In 1527 his wife Eliza-

beth received the conmiunion secretly from a Lu-
theran priest, largely through the influence of her

brother Christian II. of Denmark, whose interfer-

ence in his domestic affairs aroused bitter resent-

ment in Joachim. The electress escaped lifelong

imprisonment only by flight, and Luther's inter-

vention served but to intensify the elector's hatred.

At the Diet of Augsburg he appeared as one of the

leading champions of a policy of relentless warfare

against the Lutherans. In 1533 he concluded with

George of Saxony and Archbishop Albert a league

at Halle in opposition to the Schmalkald League.
In his will, drawn up in 1534, he laid the injunction

upon his successors to remain faithful to the Roman
communion, and, when his son Joachim's wife died,

he obtained for him the hand of Hedwig, daughter

of Sigismund, king of Catholic Poland. His death
revealed, however, that his efforts against the spread

of the reformed faith were practically vain.

(G. Kawerau.)
Bibliographt: J. G. Droyaen, OMchichie der preuBtiachen

PoUHk, u. 2. pp. 1-163. Leipsic 1870; A. MOller. Oe$chichte

der Reformation in der Mark Brandenburg, Berlin, 1839;
G. W. Spieker, Otethiehte der EinfQkruno der ReformaHon
in , . . Brandenburg, ib. 1839; D. ErdmAon, Luther und
die HohenxoUem, pp. 37 Bqq., Breitlaii, 1883; J. Heidemanzi,

Die Reformation in der Mark Brandenburg, Berlin, 1889.

For matter upon the choice of the emperor consult:

Reieheiagaakten, new series, vol. L, Ootha. 1893; ^. R.
Roealer. Die KaiaertooKl Carle F., Vienna, 1878. Consult

also the literature given under TBirnxMius.

JOACHIM n.: Margrave of Brandenburg; b.

Jan. 9, 1505; d. at Kdpenik (8 m. s.e. of Berlin),

Jan. 3, 1571. He was the son of Joachim I. (q.v.);

was educated under the supervision of his uncle the

Elector Albert (see Albebt of Brandenburg),
and at an early age conceived an interest in theo-

logical questions. By his marriage with the daugh-

ter of George of Saxony in 1524 and of Sigismund of

Poland in 1535, his father had sought to bind him
to the Roman faith. But it was early apparent

that he would not follow closely in the footsteps of

his father, whom he succeeded in 1535. At first he

attempted to play the part of mediator between

the two parties and eagerly embraced the plan of a
general council for the settlement of the religious

schism, but when the convocation of such an as-

sembly was repeatedly postponed he turned his

efforts solely in the direction of establishing har-

mony within the empire. In 1538 he submitted to

the emperor a compromise program for the attain-

ment of such an end, which led to prolonged n^o-
tiations in that and the following year without re-

sulting in any definite achievement. The death of

Geoige of Saxony in 1539 removed one of the strong-

est influences for Catholicism in Brandenburg. For
some years before this event Joachim had per-

mitted the open extension of the Lutheran influ-

ence, and in 1538 he submitted to Melanchthon a
program of church reform drawn up for him by the

dean of Elgersma. Melanchthon rejected the con-
stitutions as insufficiently Evangelical, and the wide-
spread movement among the nobles and the third

estate convinced the margrave that the time for a
radical change had come. New church constitutions

were drawn up, after preparation by Prince Georg
von Anhalt, by a commission comprising Jacob
Stratner, Georg Buchholzer, and Georg Witzel and
wereapproved by Melanchthon. In November, 1539,

the margrave formally received the Lord's Supper
according to the Lutheran form and subsequently

the revised church constitutions were sent to Wit-
tenberg, where they received the approval of Lu-
ther, Melanchthon, and Jonas, though of all Prot-

estant Church systems they represented the least

departure from the Roman Catholic position.

Joachim succeeded in obtaining the confirmation

of the emperor on the promise of submission to the

decisions of a future council. The new ordinances

were speedily introduced and the gradual aboUtion
of the monastic system was begim.

In the field of politics also Joachim attempted to

play the r61e of arbitrator between the two parties.

At the Colloquy of Worms (q.v.) in 1540-41 his rep-

resentatives sat with the " submissive " as opposed
to the " protesting " deputies, and he based much
hope upon the plan here secretly formulated for

another conference at Regensburg where it was
hoped that the reimion of the parties might be
achieved. Luther, to whom the project was sub-

mitted, rejected its terms as unsatisfactory both to

the Roman Church and to the Protestants, but
Joachim did not abandon his activity, and when the

emperor contemplated the despatch of a special

mission to Luther he offered himself for the service.

Before the outbreak of the Schmalkald War (1546)

he attempted to mediate between the leaders of the

League and the emperor, but, failing, sent a force

of cavalry in the following year to the aid of Maurice
of Saxony in return for the elevation of his second
son Frederick to the post of coadjutor bishop of

Magdeburg and Halberstadt. He pledged himself

to abide by the decisions of the coimcil to be assem-
bled at Trent and obtained the same concessions

in the religious sphere that had been granted to

Maurice of Saxony. He was active in advocating

the adoption of the Augsburg Interim (see Aqric-
OLA, Johann; Interim, 2). From this time his

political importance declines; his subsequent efforts

were directed toward dynastic aggrandizement, and
with this ambition he permitted his son Sigismund

to accept the archbishopric of Magdeburg and the

see of Halberstadt on the condition of complete sub-

mission to the pope. It was only political interests,

however, that prevented the complete introduction

of the Protestant confession in his dominions, an
event which followed the death of Joachim and the

succession of his son John Geoige.

(G. Kawbbau.)
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BiBUooBArHT: BeaidM the literature civen under Joachim
L, consult: A. Hartung, Joachim JJ. und tin Sohn Jokann
(Uorg, BerUn. 1708; F. Meine, Dm tfermiUelnde StMung
Joadtim$ii, . . . su den poliiUi^tn und reliffiC9en ParUien
Miner Zeit, LOnebuiVt 1898; artiolee in the Fored^ungen
wwr brandenburitieehien und preueeieeken OeeekiehUt ii (1880),

806 qq., and yii (1804). 181 aqq.. by F. Holtie. and vi

(1803), 520 aqq., by H. Landwehr; and new articles of im-
portaooe by N. M Oiler in Jahrbueh fUr brandenburgieehe

Geet^iehU, 1004 sqq.

JOACHIM OF nORB (Lat. Fiona) and the
<'EVERLASTniG GOSPEL " {Evangelium aetemum)

:

Joachim, abbot of San Giovanni in Fiore (in

the Sila Mountains, 25 m. e. of Co-

Joachim'B sensa), Calabria, is said to have been
Life and born of wealthy parents at Celico, a
Writings, village near Cosensa, in 1145(?), to

have made a pilgrimage to Palestine,

and then to have become a monk. In 1177 he was
abbot of a Cistercian monastery at Corazso (12 m.
s.e. of Cosenza), but often withdrew to the mother
monastery of Casamari (near Veroli, 50 m. s.e. of

Rome) to pursue his studies. Later (not before

1188) he gave up his place at Coraszo and founded
San Giovanni in Fiore, which became the center of

a congregation comprising more than thirty monas-
teries. Leading a strictly ascetic life and being re-

puted a prophet, he was highly respected by po-
tentates and popes, who encouraged him in his

Biblico-apocalyptic studies. He was very loyal to

the papacy, and required the members of his order

not to publish the writings which he left before they
bad passed the examination of the papal censor.

Of his works only the three which he considered the

most important have been printed, viz.: (1) Liber

eoncordiae novi ac vderia tettamenti (Venice, 1519);

(2) PadUerium decern chordarum (Venice, 1527);

(3) Expontio apocalypais (also called ApocalypM
nova, Venice, 1527). There are other works still in

manuscript. The commentaries on Isaiah and Jere-

miah, attributed to him as early as the middle of

the thirteenth century, are not his and differ from
his genuine writings especially by their harsh atti-

tude toward the Church of Rome. Now that they
have been eliminated (by Engelhardt and Fried-

erich), a correct estimate of Joachim is first made
possible.

He belongs in part to those of the twelfth cen-

tury who, like Bernard of Clairvaux and Gerhoh of

Reichersberg, in spite of their ecclesiaa-

His Rela- tical sentiment and attitude, had never-

tions and theless a keen eye for the shortcomings

Significance, of ecclesiastical life. To this, like the

visionaries Hildegard of Bingen and
Elizabeth of SchOnau, he added an excited expec-
tation of an impending transformation of all things.

The ancient hope of a glorious time of the Church
on earth, preceded by fearful struggles, was revived

anew. Tliis hope Joachim based not on new revela-

tions, but mainly upon the Holy Scriptures, for

whose deeper understanding he imagined himself

especially equipped through divine illumination.

This illumination, however, did not take the place

of study, but rather led him to a very thorough and,
in his way, closer examination of the Scriptures, re-

quiring much time and pains, and united to an
artificial system of historico-prophetical theology.

One may say that in this respect—^following certain

predecessors like Rupert of Deutz—4ie opens up a
new development in the department of prophetical

theology—a treatment which was afterward con-

tinued by Cocceius and Bengel, but it must not be

foii^tten that Joachim differs from both suc-

cessors at least as much as each differs from the

other. V
Upon the prihcisJes indicated above the following

notion of history is established. It is divided into

three dispensations {stattu) of the Fa-
His Ex- ther, of the Son, and of the Spirit; or,

position of with reference to the three chief classes

History, in the Church, the times of the pre-

dominance of the married, of the clerics,

and of the monks. The first commenced with Adam,
the second with John the Baptist; the preparation

for the third b^an with St. Benedict, its develop-

ment commenced with the order of the Cistercians,

and about 1260 the final development will take

place. The helping power, the Parvuli de ecdesia

kUina, will come from the Church of the West, which
he thinks of as a monastic order, the ordo justorum.

The elect in the Greek Church will also be united

with the Roman Church, and the conversion of

Gentiles and Jews will take place. This is the time

in which, as is written in the Scriptures, Spirit and
Life shall be in the Chureh, the time of the eternal

Gospel (cf. ALKGf i. 52 sqq. and iii.). But there

must still take place a last fight against the power
of evil, which appears in the person of the last and
worst antichrist, in Gog. After this will follow the

final judgment and the great Sabbath of the con-

smnmation will be ushered in.

These thoughts, as further expanded in Joachim's

writings, were favorably received. The thirteenth

century was filled with more extrava-

His Influ- gant expectations of the future than

ence and the twelfth even, and the zealous Fran-

Followers, ciscans, who thought more of the ideal

The " Ever- of poverty than of the official Church,

lasting were not the last to foster them. Here
GospeL" the ideas of Joachim found the most

ready reception, and received an inter-

pretation and expansion which were contrary to his

own meaning. Here belong also the commentaries
on Isaiah and Jeremiah. The Minorite Gerhard of

Borgo San Donnino went the furthest. He regarded

the three principal works of Joachim as truly in-

spired and canonical writings, as the last and high-

est part of the canon, which as EvangeUum aeter-

num surpassed the Old and New Testaments. He
prepared an edition of the same, supplied it with
glosses and an Introdudoriua in evangelium aeUr-

num. This work, published at Paris in 1254, caused

a great stir (cf. the passage from the Roman de la

rose in Haupt, 379, note 1). The theologians of the

University of Paris, who saw themselves threatened

in their ecclesiastical and scientific position by the

mendicant monks, took up the gauntlet and made
a complaint at Rome. In 1255 Alexander IV. ap-

pointed a commission to examine the matter (cf.

the protocols in AKLO, i. 99-142). On Nov. 4,

1255, a bull was issued which condemned the In-

troductoriue, without censuring, however, the wri-

tings of Joachim. When a synod at Aries (1260 or

1263) afterward condemned the writings of Joachim,
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this dedflkm obtained no general ecdesiastical au-

thority. His name remained as that of one beati-

Bed (beaiua) in the memory of the Church, and as

such he has a place in the Ada Sandorutn, Still less

oould this ODodemnation prevent Joachim's pro-

phetieal expositions from being read over and over

again, and finding believers, though the year 1260

passed without change in the ecclesiastical relations.

Johannes Petrus Olivi and Ubertinus of Casale, in

general the SpiritualeB of the Minorites, are under
their BpeU. There were Joachimites who adhered

to the pope as well as Ghibelline Joachimites, and
through the entire medieval period traces of Joa-

i are found. S. M. Deutsch.
BcBLaooKAPsr: B«aide8 the writinffi of Joaohim and scat-

lR«d notices, the first eottroe is: 8ynopai» virtutum heaii

/fMii, by Luca Coneentixiaa, in F. Ughelli, itoKa aaera,

a. a06 aqq.. Venioe. 1722 (alao, with the Vita by Jaoobua
Qreaeua SyUanaeua and prefatory remarks, in ASB,
May. TiL 83-112). Coneuit: J. Q. V. Enselhaidt, Kirdten-
gmdkiekOuAt Abhandlungen, pp. 1-150. 200-201. Erlangen.
1832 (fundamental); C. U. Hahn. Oe^dndUe der KeUer
«a MiUtlaUer, iii. 72-175, 26(^346, Stuttcart, 1850 (in

FnpJhardt and Hahn's comprBhenrive extracts from
loadiiin's works); Friedarioh, in ZWT, U (1850). 340-363.
444-614 (on Joai^um's oommentaries on Isaiah and Jere-

miah); J. J. I. von DOUinser. in HUtoruehea Taad^enbucK,
T^ i (1871), 257-370; W. Preeer. G^aehidUe der deuUdim
MatHk, I 10<^207, Letpsio, 1874 (defective): H. F.
Bmter. GeedUcftis d§r rtliffidmn AufkUkrung im MiUelaUer,
i. 191-218. 364-368, 536 sqq.. Berlin, 1877; S. Denifle,

Dma Evmmgelium att^rmnn und di€ CommUnon su Anaonit
m ALKG, i (1885), 4»-141; H. Haupt, Zur OeadiidUe
dm yoodWuMfmiM. in ZKO, vu (1884), 372 sqq. (acrees

with Dentfle on independent gromids); W. Bousset, Der
Aut^ekrui in der UdMrU^ferung, Q6ttin«en, 1805; E.
Wadetein, Die ut^aMogMts Idrnngruvpe, AntidvritU
Wdtaahbai und Wdiomru^ Leipdo. 1806; Neander.
CyiMiam Ckurd^ vr. 220-232 et passim; Moeller, CArts.

lim CAacrdk, ii. 416-417.

JOAHy POPB: An alleged female pope, the cen-

trd figure of a legend dating from the middle of

the thirteenth century. The story occurs for the

fint time in the chronicle of Jean de Mailly, whence
it was borrowed by his brother Dominican Stephen
of Bourbon (d. 1261), both dating Pope Joan about
1100. The legend was chiefly disseminated, how-
ever, by the chronicle of Martinus Polonus (d. 1278).

Aeeording to him, she was bom either in Mains or

England, diqguised as a man studied in Athens,

aroQted deep admiration at Rome by her learning,

sod was finally elected pope in 855, ruling two and
a half years under the name of Johannecf Angelicus.

She died in childbirth in the street during a public

proeession and was buried where she expired. In
the fifteenth century the legend of Pope Joan was
Rgarded as a fact and was one of the main argu-

meots in the controversies on the justification and
ezteoi of the papal power, additional credibility

being given the story through its circulation by
RoDoan Catholic historians. The legend is now re-

gaided as based on a local Roman tradition con-

eerning an ancient statue which has disappeared,

but iHiidi seems to have represented a priest of

Ifithra and a child. This figure of the priest was
popularly supposed to be a woman, and the imin-

telUgibfe inscription on the group was taken to be
the epit^h of the female pope. The name Joan
(Jdhaima, Johannes) is obviously due to the nu-

merous popes John, some of whom bore an indiffer-

ent repuUtioo. The double date of 855 and 1100

originated in an attempt to fill a supposed lacuna

in the list of popes at those times. (R. Schmid.)

BiBUoaRAPBT: The one book of importance is J. J. I. von
DOllinger. Paptifabdn det MitteUdlera, ed. Friedrioh.

Munid^ 1800, Eng. transl. of 1st ed.. pp. 3-74. New York,
1872. Consult also: E. Rhoides, La Pape—t Jeanne,
Paris. 1878. Eng. transl., London, 1887. Germ, transl.,

Leipsio. 1004; Neander, Chriatian Chwrd%, ill. 367, t. 286,

307; Moeller. ChriaUan Churdi, i^. 150.

JOASH (JEHOASH; the two forms are used
interchangeably in the sources): 1. Seventh king

of Judah, son and successor of Ahaziah after the

six years' usurpation of his mother Athaliah. His
dates according to the old chronology are 878-838
B.C.; according to Kamphausen, 836-797 b.c; ac-

cording to Duncker, 837-797 B.C.; and according

to Curtis {DB, i. 401), 836-796 B.C. He was hidden

by his aunt Jehoshebah when Athaliah massacred
the seed royal, and in his seventh year was brought

out from his concealment and made king under the

practical regency of the priest Jehoiada (q.v.). The
important external event of his reign was a threat-

ened or real attack on Jerusalem by the Arameans
under Hazael, which, according to II Kings xii. 18,

was averted by a heavy tribute which stripped the

city of its treasures, but according to the Chronicler

(II Chron. xxiv. 23-24) was consummated and
proved disastrous to the kingdom. Joash's relig-

ious significance lies in his services to the temple,

which, under the usurpation of Athaliah, had been
allowed to fall into disrepair. This was first com-
mitted to the chai^ge of the priests and Levites, but
was n^lected by them. The matter was then
taken out of their hands and entrusted to the chief

priest and a civil officer. The sources seem to im-
ply a defection from religious zeal after the death of

Jehoiada; both sources, Kings and Chronicles,

record his death by assassination at the hand of
'* his servants," and the Chronicler asserts that he
was not buried '' in the sepulchers of the kings."

2. Twelfth king of Israel, son and successor of

Jehoahaz. His dates, according to the old chronol-

ogy, are 840-823 B.C.; according to Kamphausen,
797-782 B.C.; according to Dimcker, 798-790 B.C.;

according to Curtis, 798-782 B.C. He gained a
series of victories over Ben-hadad of Damascus by
which he recovered lai^ge parts of the kingdom
which had been lost to Hazael imder Jehoahaz—an
event made possible by the fact that imder Sham-
shi-Ramman Assyria had renewed its battering at

the gates of Damascus (see Asstria, VI., 3, } 9),

and the Syrians were therefore fully employed
guarding their eastern frontier. A second important
nuitter was the defeat of Amaziah of Judah after

the latter had wantonly provoked a conflict, and
his pimishment by a partial destruction of the wall

of Jerusalem and reduction to vassalage. Some
light is cast upon the religious status of Joash by
II Kings xiii. 14 sqq., telling of a real attachment
between himself and the prophet which suggests that

the sentence of condemnation uttered in II Kings
xiii. 11 implies a Judaic standpoint from which aU
the kings of Israel were regarded as recreant.

Biblioorapht: For 1 the sources are IT Kings xi.-zii.;

II Chron. zzii. ll-ndr.; and for 2, H Kings xiii. 1&-2B,

xir. 8-16. Besides the literature given under Abab, con-

sult: C. F. Bumey, Notaa on the Hdfrew Text of . , ,

Kinoa, Oxford, 1008; DB, ii 566-667; BB. U. 2463.
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I. Place of the Book in the Geaon.
IL The Text.

The Septuagint Text Shorter than
the Hebrew (f 1).

Poflsible Explanations of Difference

of Text (i 2).

Paralleliam aa an Aid to Text-
Criticism (i 3).

Corruptions of Consonantal Text
Explained (f 4).

JOB, BOOK OF.

Early Condition of the Text (| 6).

III. Plan, Contents and Purpose.
The Elihu Section a Later Addition
(ID.

The Plan (f 2).

The Religion of Job and His
Friends (f 3).

Genuineness of the Prologue (f 4).

Satan in the Prologue and in Other
Scripture (f 5).

IV.

The Purpose (f 6).

Organic Interconnection of IXa-
logue and Narrative (f 7).

Result of the Divine Admonitions
(18).

Job's Attempt to Comprehend His
Misfortunes (f 9).

Job's Ultimate Position (f 10).

The Author and the Time of
Composition.

I. Place of the Book in the Canon: Among the

Kethubhim, constituting the third division of the

Hebrew canon (see Canon of Scriptube), three

books stand together as a class marked by a sys-

tem of accentuation different from that of the other

books of Scripture. These are Psalms, Proverbs,

and Job. The position of Job in the sources, how-
ever, varies greatly. The Talmud (Baba batra 14b)

places it between Psalms and Proverbs; Jerome's

Prclogua gaUatua puts it before Psalms; Origen

seems to say (Eusebius, Hist, ecd., vi. 25) that while

Psalms and the three Solomonic writings separate

the historical and prophetical books. Job stood after

the prophetical books and before Esther. Melito

places Job after Psahns and the Solomonic books
and before the prophetic writings. Indeed no uni-

formity appears and a very varying order of ar-

rangement is attested; it is sufficient to say that

the order in the English Bible—Job, Psalms, Prov-
erbs, Ecdesiastes, Canticles—^is attested by a laige

group of patristic writings. There is, on the other

hand, a group of authorities which arrange the hi»-

tory of pious Job with those of other pious persons,

Tobit, Judith, Esther, and Ezra, placing these

among the historical books. A noteworthy posi-

tion, due to the supposition that Job is a work of

Moses, k>cates it with Joshua immediately follow-

ing the Law. The idea underlying these various

arrangements is either the poetic form, the relation-

ship of contents, or the supposed authorship or the

connection of its hero with early celebrities.

n. The Text: The best helps to the text are the

direct translations, including that of the Targum
(which often gives a double rendering), the Pe-

shito, the translations of Jerome and the Greek of

Origen. The Hebrew basis of these versions wit-

nesses to the same recension of the Hebrew as \m-

derlies the Masoretic text. From this the Septua-

gint varies in an astonishing manner, not only in

its additions (like that of the speech of Job's wife

in chap, ii., explicable on psychological grounds)

but in its omissions; and with the Septuagint goes

the Old Latin derived from it. With this corre-

sponds also the Old Latin which Jerome sought to

supplement by his Latin translation of the Septua-
gint juxta Graecos and later by his editio juxla H^-
braeos, Jerome testifies to the lacunas, amounting
to seven or eight himdred verses, in the Old Latin
and the Septuagint, which Origen had supplied from
other versions in which the readings, according to

Jerome, were often without sense. The nimiber of

omissions might be suspected as exaggerated in the

foregoing statement were it not that, in the first

place, Jerome indicates that the Old-Latin version

is more defective and disfigured than the Greek
basis, and, in the second place, the statement ex-

ceeds only a little the results from stichometric

counts. Zahn gives the reckoning for the first

form as varying between 1,800, 1,700,

z. The and 1,600 stichoi, the last testified by
Septuagint a nimiber of manuscripts, for which

Text the number of the corresponding im-

Shorter proved text is 2,200. This last nimi-

than the ber as a round statement agrees closely

Hebrew, with the count of a number of man-
uscripts and editions, and also with

the Masoretic cotmt of the verses of Job as 1,070,

which gives 2,140 stichoi, allowing two stichoi to

each verse. According to this testimony, the im-

proved Greek was 500 or (according to Hesychius)

600 stichoi longer than the earlier Septuagint; but
how this result was reached or upon what basis the

statement was made is now unknown. It is further

noticeable that the statement refers to a form of

the Septuagint which differs from that of Origen.

And the situation is further complicated by the

fact that the Hexaplar notes transmitted can not
be either fully or rightly understood. At any rate,

it is possible to affirm that the Job of the old Sep-
tuagint was at least a fourth part shorter than the
present Hebrew text. The traditional explanation

was that a text corresponding to the present lay

before the Greek translator, but that the rendering

was shortened either by one of the ordinary mis-

haps attending copjring and translation, or pur-

posely because the contents were offensive to the
translator, or because the words were not imder-
stood, or because the book seemed too long. If it

is noted that in many cases corruption is inherent

in the Greek text, individual cases are explained

upon that groimd. But when it is noted that the

translator is dexterous in substituting phrases in-

telligible in Greek for obscure Hebrew phrases and
in making the condensed Hebrew luminous by ad-
ditions, it becomes more difficult to hold that the
translator wilfully shortened the text or passed
over passages because they were difficult.

On the other hand, it has often been the case

that scholars, prejudiced in behalf of the Hebrew,
have found in the other Greek versions and in the
tradition reaching back to Jerome pure creation,

even where the paraphrase is, like that of the Tar-
gum, suggested by the Hebrew. Such a passage
is vi. 7, where, instead of orgSy horml is to be read
as the rendering of naphahi in the sense of intensity

of hunger. The extension of this verse is not to be
explained by the introduction of a gloss, but by the
attempt in the paraphrase to express clearly the
meaning of the original. A similar example is

found in the passage iv. 12, where the free transla-

tion expresses well, though in expanded form, the
original Hebrew, with slight changes in reading.
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These and similar cases, of which many might be
iddaoed, show that the Septuagint is an independ-
ent and dose equivalent, and that, no matter how
changed it may be, the translator exercised thought
and criticiam upon the text which lay before him,
vhtch was in very dose relationship with that

which is now in our possession. This is shown
m vi. d in which the difficult phrase in the

present Hebrew text JWUPH ^'^2 was read in

the text before the translator of the

a. Foonble Septuajgint n^D^sn ^313. It is to be
Expiana- recognized that alongside of the pres-

tioos of ent Hebrew text, which may be called

Difference Palestinian, there was in the father-

ofTezt land of the Septuagint a second to

which the name Egyptian may be ap-
plied, and that these had the same parentage.

For both of these, the Septuagint in rather extended
form, have prologue and epilogue, the omission of

the third speech of Zophar for which another by Job
lA substituted; and both have the speech of Elihu
mod the same plan of dialogue. In the translation,

even when paraphrastic, the correspondence of the

Greek with the Hebrew is so dose that the text out
of which the translation arose can be restored. On
the other hand, the Hebrew text has often a longer

reading of which at most the rudiments appear in

the Egyptian. No a priori decision can be made in

either case, for it is a possibility both that the

Palestinian text has received additions and that the
Egyptian has been abbreviated. It is possible to

sdve the question in one of two ways. Our Pales-

tinian text may be considered as the last edition of

tn archetype meant for the Palestinian community,
which became the ancestor of the Egyptian Job.

The fact that it has certain parts which the Egyp-
tian lacks may be emphasized without attempting
to make it a characteristic of the whole. The seo-

ood way is to discriminate in the Greek Job, after

eliminating the corruptions of the Greek as such,

between the translation of the Hebrew and the ex-

pansion of the translator and to try the resulting

tfxX with reference to its congruency and to the
impression it makes of deficiency and fragmentari-
Dns. Of the Hexapla there are only fragments,
and there is no text which gives the Septuagint and
that alone; the Sahidic and the Old-Latin Job were
tiaoslated from Greek manuscripts more or less

exactly, but from them it can not be deduced how
they were related to the original. Moreover, it ap-

pean that the Alexandrian translator was influenced

tn his understanding by an Aramaic targtun (cf . F.

Buhl, Kanon und Text, p. 171; TLB, 1809, pp. 446-

447), a fact which further complicates the problem.

Another help to the recovery of the text is the

poetie form based upon the principle of parallelism.

The clearly apprehended structure of a first line is

a sure indication of the sense and the content of

the second, when couplets are in question; but when
one pasMS from the distich and possibly the tris-

ticb to the strophe of four, five, or more lines, this

canon fails as a help to the recovery of the text or

as a test upon which to decide upon the correctness

of the text. Moreover, the question of the transmis-

non of the author's text arises, since the task of the

editor was to present a text intelligible and instruc-

tive to the community, in which it is probable that

the matter of metrical and strophical structure was
disregarded. Modem studies, also,

3. Paralld- have too inexact a basis, since the pro-

ism as an ntmciation and accent of Hebrew is all

Aid to Text- but unknown, and schemes of strophes

Criticism, presented differ greatly. Moreover, it

is improbable that the author would
present a uniform meter and strophe in the varying

parts of the poem. Thus in chap. iii. the " why "

and " wherefore " of verses 11 and 20 divide that

chapter into three parts, 3-10, 11-19, 20-26, the

first of which has eighteen lines, the second eight-

een, but the third only fourteen; further, when in

verse 6 " that day " is restored for " that night

"

(as the sense requires), verses 4-6 give nine lines in

three tristichs, devoted to the cursing of the day,

while verses 7-10 give as many lines devoted to the

cursing of the night, but in distichs, except verse 9
which is a tristich. This change from the tristich

to the distich seems to be grounded in the nature

of the contents, and Bickell's attempt to do away
with the tristich of verse 9 has no basis outside of

his preconception. On the other hand, the balance

of the first two parts of the chapter raises the ques-

tion why the last part has only fourteen Unes. The
answer that we do not know may possibly be

deemed sufficient. But on exegetical grounds verse

23 can not be connected with verse 20 and the ab-

rupt introduction of the first person and of the

idea of eating in verses 24-26 suggests a loss of two
couplets from the text, though neither in the Pales-

tinian text nor in the Egyptian is there a trace that

their ancestor possessed them.
The punctuation of the Masoretic text is a most

valuable commentary upon Job, and, in view of the

great difficulties, an extremely significant one. The
passages are many in which the punctuation is in-

dicative of difficulties which the Masorites re-

solved by seeing in the consonantal text the tele-

scoping of words, as mirUam in xv. 29 is taken for

min lahem. The fact that the Masorites made so

many mistakes may be explained either as due to

false divisions of the unseparated words or to de-

fect in the text as it lay before them. Examples
explicable from both causes are at hand.

The older consonantal text is to be regarded as

the edition (established by an authority of the com-
munity) of a text still older which existed in a nimi-

ber of manuscripts, fidelity to which was traversed

by a desire to furnish to the community an intel-

ligible text, and, where the exemplar was meaning-

less or corrupt, to set carefully aside possible shocks

to the religious feeling of the reader. Examples of

this are found in i. 16-18, where in the exemplar a
defective ly was changed to the fully written Djf,

while in xxxiv. 23, 'lyo, having lost

4. Corrup- its initial sound through the effect of

tionaof the closing syllable of the preceding

Conso- D^fi^, was protected against the poa-

nantal Text ^ibie meaning iy " witness." A false

Explained,
jjiy^gjon j^ xviii. 20 has been mediated

by the introduction of a ^ in tovV,

which was then separated into the two words l23l^"?y

The short or abbreviated form of the sufiBbces and
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affixes which the earlier seribe uaed was treated

with the greatest freedom and became a potent

source of error. In such cases as xiv. 3, xix. 28
(cf. R. V. mai^), ix. 19b, the third person is in-

dicated by the parallelisin, the logical sequence,

and the versions. There are directions in rabbin-

ical instructions which point the same way, as when
in xii. 2b the instruction reads: say not tmwth, but
twmth. Changes due to religious timidity are also

in evidence. Thus in xxxii. 3c " Job " is substi-

tuted for a word which might through changes in

the text have been read as ** God." Similarly

xxxii. lb, Septuagint, reads '' in their eyes," and is

justified by logic, since there is no adequate reason

in Job's self-justification alone for the silence of the

friends. Probably also to the same cause is due
the identical expressions in xxxviii. I, xl. 6, where
*' out of the whirlwind " is to be explained by the

dropping of a word beginning with n after a word
ending with the same, which would be represented

by the expression *' out of the roar of the storm."
It is not impossible that by myo in the passages

just cited, differently from the myfc^ of ix. 17

(where the Targum reads *' hair "), was imderstood
not an atmospheric storm, but the theophanic hur-

ricane like that in which Elijah was rapt away.
But other causes have brought about changes in

the text, such causes as are conmion in the trans-

miBsion of all texts of antiquity.^ In reading the

copyist has dropped out a letter or a syllable. Thus

in xii. 2 the unintelligible word Dy, *' people," is

doubtless to be explained as the remains of the

word Dyi*n, and the verse should read: " No

doubt ye are the possessors of knowledge, and wis-

dom shall die with you " (cf. xxxiv. 2). Other mis-
takes are due to the confusion of letters that look
alike, either in the old form or in the square wri-

ting, and still others to similarity in sound when the
copy was made from dictation. Still another po-
tent source of error are glosses, which have either

lengthened the text or made it unintelligible.

From a view of all these cases it is possible to as-

sert that the Hebrew consonantal text is the edition

of a copy which goes back to an archetsrpe, trans-

mitted through we know not how many transcrip-

tions, which was also the original to which the He-
brew text which the Greek translator used is to be
traced. This archetype was aheady characterised

by mistakes and corrections, by gaps in the text

and by conflate readings. In the course of trans-

mission these changes have been so increased that,

in spite of the close general resemblance, in particu-

lar passages copies seem altogether foreign to each
other. In proportion as we are successful in recon-

structing this archetype out of its descendants and
in understanding it with its gaps, mis-

5. Early takes, and additions, we approach the
Condition form which the poet gave to his work.
of the There is a consensus among modem
Text critics to the effect that the original

Job has been enlarged by the insertion

of the four speeches of Elihu, chaps. xxxii.-xxxvii.

But the circumstance that the surviving text refers

neither in the preceding nor in the following parts

to the entrance of Elihu (for which preparation

could have been made in a few words), which is the

chief groimd for suspecting the originality of the

section, is proof positive that the one who inserted

the passage regarded with respect the text to which
he made the addition. This is indeed a guaranty
that in the earliest times Job was looked on as tl:^

inviolable possession of an inspired man for which
he himself assumed the responsibility. When it

became a book for the community, for which the

leading authorities in that community assumed ao-

coimtability, the liberty was taken of changing it

where the interests of instruction of the conmiunity
seemed to demand it.

IIL Plan, Contents, and Puxpose: Prior to con-

sideration of the artistic form of the book it is neces-

sary to take up the question of the originality of

the Elihu section. The argument from linguistic

considerations may be answered by the suggestion

that it was prematurely given out and has been cor-

rupted. The consideration that the section brings

nothing new against the friends and anticipates

what Yahweh is to say is explained by Elihu's dif-

ferent attitude toward Job and his sorrows. On
the other hand, in ii. 11-13 only the .three friends

are mentioned and in xlii. 7-8 reference to them
alone is found. Does Elihu belong to the party on
whose side the truth is, though he charges Job with
adding to his sin that of rebellion (xxxiv. 37), or to

those of whom Yahweh demanded repentance?
When Yahweh gives his testimony of

I. The truth to his servant Job or ignores this

Blihtt judge of Job, nothing more can be
Section meant than that the author of the

a Later book and the readers have also ignored

Addition. Elihu, since neither had in him any in-

terest. In other words, this points to

a time when the book of Job was read without the
speeches of Elihu, when at the silence of the friends

and the last speech of Job God entered to teach and
instruct. This is substantiated by the express tes-

timony of Elihu, xxxii. 12-14. Since the friends

have nowhere said that Job seemed to have so sur-

passed them and all men in cleverness that God
alone could overcome his error, Elihu must speak
under the impression that the intention of the au-

thor was to have deity take up the discourse that

Job might recognize his folly. Mai. iii. 16 speaks
of a book of remembrance caused by Yahweh to be
written for discernment between righteous and
wicked; and this recaUs the fact that Job wished
for such a book (xix. 23) and that Elihu (xxxvii.

20) raises the question whether a scribe is noting

for Yahweh what he has to say. Elihu comes for-

ward as a man filled with new knowledge. There
can be no doubt that he does so on the ground of

a newer insight into the instructive meaning of evil

for the community gained from the teaching of the
prophets and thus comes forward as a young man
pushed out from his position of reserve to confront
the older men who stand for the old wisdom.
Whether the writer who introduced this section

wished to identify himself with Elihu or to differ-

entiate himself from him must be decided in favor
of the latter supposition by consideration of the
stilted vanity of Elihu's introduction of himself, in

which he vaunts that he is bringing into view new,
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wm^tstj, and ineootrorertiUe aigumentB, by which
eoone he prejudioefl hk hearen against hiniBelf.

While, then, the innovator introdueed Elihu with

great pionuaea and then let him oonehide in teni-

6ed Caefakm with the statement of the misearehable-

nem of God (zzxviL 23), whither the approach of

the stonn appeals to bring him (zzxrii. 1), the oon-

chuion of the original Job so returns to the point

reached before the introduction of Elihu as to make
it dear that the book of Job rijghtly understood is

not affected by the indirect criticism represented by
Elifau. In that case the writer of the section was
s man of like spirit with the original poet and the

ipeechea of Elihu are as worthy a place in Scripture

asare those of the three friends^ But, in taking ao-

count of the book of Job in its original form, this

part must be put out of account. The meaning of

the book with Elihu included can best be seen in

Budde, who has used great industry and keenness
in alteoipting to vindicate that section.

The real body of the poem is built about the in-

tcreonrse of the four friends mentioned in ii. 11,

hum early times regarded as set forth in three sets

of speeches (chaps. iii.-xiv., xv.-xzi., xzii.-xxvi.),

followed by two addresses of Job (chaps, xxvii.-

xxviiL, TxiT.-xaori.), after which Yahweh speaks

out of the storm (chaps. xzxviii.-xxxix., zl. 6-

zH.). Since the author has placed Job's cry of

pain (which opens and defines the whole discu»-

boo) in dose connection with the seven days of

olenee and since the silence of the friends during

that time is intelligible only on the ground that Job
btt broke that silence, it is reasonable to assume
that the fint round of speeches filled the first day
of the second week, and that each of the two next
founds consumed a day. Such a reckoning is im-

plied in zziii. 2, where a distinct difference in time
is expressed. This hdps to explain

2. The the similarity of formulas in xxvii. 1

PlaiL and xxix. 1, different from that in iii.

1, and also the identity of formulas in

zzzTiii. 1, xl. 6. The reader was expected to im-

'hr^fiv^ that the two speeches of Job in xxvii.-

xxxL occupied the fourthand fifth dajrs, while the ad-

monitions of Yahweh occupied the sixth and seventh
days. So that the seven days of silence, the tor-

tures of which led Job to curse his life, are carefully

balanced against the seven days of speech, at the

end of whidi Job yields humble submission. Theo-
dore of Mopsuestia rightly compared Job to the

drama of the Greeks in which the speeches of the

rharartrrs owe their origin to the art of the poet.

To criticisms of the treatment it may be said that

the range of the poem reveals to the ear the tones

of an inner life, that a stream out of experience is

flowing in our presence which at length reaches the

appointed end of its course. In vi. 2-7 Job abanr

doos the cry of pain of chap. iii. as an error forced

from him by the very fever of his sorrow, that over

against the argumentation which had so shocked
bis friends he protests solenmly in xxvii.-xxviii. his

vOlingnefls to persevere in piety as the basis of life,

and, at the oondusion of the contrast between for-

mer happiness and present misfortune (which is in

•ptte of his good conscience'toward Qod and men),
he fweals Us heart's desire for the living Qod.

Job is no pn^het receiving his instruction direct

from God; he gets his religious instruction from
men and with it a limitation of thought and judg-
ment from which he is freed only by his experience

of God (xliL 5), through seeing him with his own
eyes. His earlier experiences do not appear as fal-

sity, but only as incompleteness. The
3. The religion of Job and his friends is not a
ReUgkm folk-religion, but that of the wise, so
of Job far as an orderly view of the world
and His goes, and it may be compared with
Friends, that of (say) Plutaroh and Seneca.

God is the incomparably wise and
mighty one, the creator, the pattern of morals who
has oidered life and its penalties for evil. Man who
is born of woman is bound up in native sinfulness,

his life-course is marked out and comprises a period
of growth, of activity in work, and of enjoyment
which makes that life worthful. There is implanted
in man knowledge of the right way of using life,

knowledge also of God as creator and giver of ail

good. Correct appreciation of this knowledge is

the pivot upon which move right and wrong, good
fortune and bad, as the direct reaction of righteous

or evil acts. And at the end, after the enjoyment
of a satisfied life, he is brought to the rest of the

grave like the wheat which is gathered to the garner
after it has reached the end of its being. Sucha view
tells of a simple mode of life in a primitive com-
munity, where the paterfamilias is directly respon-

sible to God for his household and its ordering, and
where the complexities of later society and world-

empire had not yet entered. Judgment is drawn
from standard facts and concatenations of circum-
stances as to the rule of God over man. Man the

individ\ial is brought into connection with his suc-

cessors in life, and thus the time period in which
the heaven of divine righteousness returns is pro-

longed beyond the death of the individual. The
present good fortune of the evil is balanced by the

greatness of final loss, the sorrow of the good
is compensated by the overbalancing good of man's
final end. This conception has close relations with
the religion of Israd, and the speeches of the three

friends may be put alongside the didactic Psalms.
But great dements of the religion of Israel are lack-

ing, those which relate to the world-purpose of

Israel's being and the full balancing of the great

day of Yahweh. Still there is to be discovered the
firm grip of the idea of God as a living personality

and of man as being so related to him as to find

therein possibilities of joy; there is also a firm

faith in God as the one in whom the course of nature
is fixed. A limitation which must be observed,

however, is the view of death and the life beyond,
which seems to place the soul deprived of God for

endless time in absolute darkness. Though even
here the trust in God which shines through the book
points to a possibUity of the developments which
were reached in other parts of Scripture.

But how shall the primitive irrational dogma of

the end of man's relationship with God at death be
shaken and faith be raised to a basis of confident

verity 7 Glearly by presenting the case ofone who
has faith, whose conduct in the fear of God, in self-

instruction, righteousness, and charity is univer-
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sally known, but who, in the midst of an unwonted
accumulation of misfortunes inflicted by divine de-

crees which deprive him of his dearest and best,

after he has bowed to the stroke and has been af-

flicted personally with a terrible illness, appears to

man to be delivered over to judgment, whose faith

even brings a conflict into his own soul, which faith,

short and defective as it was, is given up for a bet-

ter. The problem before the author therefore took
flesh and blood; Job appears as the

4. Genu- hero and is himself the problem. Who-
inenesB ever has caught the connection of the

of the seven days of sUence of the introduc-

PioU>gtte. tion and the seven days of the dialogue

will be prepared to see in the introduc-

tion and in the poem the work of a single hand. A
recent hypothesis sees in chaps, i.-ii. and xlii. the

remains of an independent " folk-book." And this

view has led to interesting developments, in the

course of which attempts were made to discover

how this book handled the problem. It has been
thought that Ezekiel knew it, while it was held that

the poet of the dialogue was later than Ezekiel.

Parts of this theory are not entirely new. While
Pseudo-Origen regarded the poem as older than
Moses, who (according to him) wrote the prologue,

it was probably the authority of Theodore which
led JunUius to place Job among the historical books.

Theodore thought that the historical Job could not
have spoken the irrational curses of chap. iii. nor
have given to his daughter the heathen name Keren-
happuch. Yet it seems impossible for a right un-
derstanding of the speeches to take the two parts

for anything but the necessary work of the same
author. The opening of the drama in the changing
of scene between heaven and earth, the presentar

tion of the secret divine counsel preceding the

events, and the conduct of men following them be-

tray the same hand as the dialogue. Evidences of

the intent of the author to model the narrative after

the maahal exist in the monotony of the reiteration

of the four misfortunes by the messengers (i. 13
sqq.), and in the repetitions of i. 6, and ii. 1, of i.

11, and ii. 5, of 1, 7, and ii. 2, while the introduction

of the reader to the scenes in heaven serves the same
purpose as the prologues of Euripides in giving him
the key to the action of the persons in the drama.
There is a correspondence also in the religion of

Job and his friends in the dialogue and the position

assigned them as Edomites, therefore nearly related

to Israel, with an ancestor brother to Jacob, conse-

quently heir of Abraham and his religion, but with-

out the special promises which were Israel's, while

the hero as a shepherd-prince reproduces the life of

the patriarchs. Further correspondence is found in

particular incidents, such as the sin-offering of Job
for his children (i. 5) and the curt rejection by Job
of his wife's advice to curse God and die (ii. 9), with
Job's reiterated claim to right speech (vi. 10, zxiii.

11-12) and with Bildad's statement that the death
of Job's children was punishment for the sin they
had committed (viii. 4).

A large element in the supposition that prologue
and epilogue are from a folk-book is doubtless the

figure of Satan which corresponds to the Satan of

folk-lore, the thought that as Goethe drew his Faust

from the book of Dr. Faustus, so our poet borrowed
his figure. But the analogy does not hold. Job and
his friends know nothing of a Satan or that he is

Job's foe. The friends think that God is Job's foe,

and so thinks Job; they know nothing of the coim-

cil in heaven. But the heavenly council and the

figure of Satan correspond to the representation of

Hebrew prophecy, while the relations of God to

man, spirit, and the world at laige are those of the

Old Testament. Not folk-lore, but the current ideas
of revelation in Israel are the basis of the presenta-

tion. So the creation of man and his expulsion

from Eden were the result of a heavenly council

(Gen. i. 26, iii. 22). But Job and Adam may be
regarded as counterparts. Job recognizes that God
has simply used the rights of a creator in depriving

him of the free gifts bestowed (i. 21); Adam yielded

to his wife's suggestion, Job refused

5. Satan the leading of his wife toward the same
in the end (ii. 10). The Fall was the work of

Prologue the serpent who would persuade man
• and in that the creator was a jealous tyrant

Other and would also destroy God's pleasure

Scripture, in his creation; in Job Satan begrudges
Yahweh the joy he has in his pious

servant and seeks to produce in Job the same idea

of God as a tyrant; the purpose, however, is ex-

posed in the prologue in the part Satan takes in the

heavenly council. In any case the magnificent view
of the world, one which entirely lacks the qualities

of folk-lore presentations, which makes God's many-
sided wisdom crown the climax of creation in the

creation of man, which he justifies to the spirits who
watch the work in wonder, is rooted in Gen. i.-iii.

Inherent in the contest between Satan and God is

the assumption of partiality in deity in that he
sought by unearned gifts to win man for himself

(Adam), in that he guards from attacks of misfoi^

tune by prosperity the man represented as pious

(Job), when man has fallen he saves him as a brand
from the burning (Joshua in Zech. iii.), and that

now his impartiality must come out in the calami-

ties of Job that the enemy may be silenced. In-

deed, there is a reminiscence of the creation story

in the " enmity " between the seed of the woman
and of the serpent in the play upon the name of

Job (3VK) and 3^K, "enemy" of Jobxiu. 24 (cf.

xix. 11); but the prologue shows that the enemy
is not God but Satan. The marks of derivation of

the prologue from folk-lore are wholly lacking.

Are the sorrows of Job a punishment, a chastise-

ment, or a trial? and what would the poet teach
by them? Since the prologue ascribes to God
knowledge of Job's purity, to Satan doubt of it, it

might be held that the purpose is to use Job as a
witness to show the lying nature and impotence of

Satan (cf. Budde). It is a curiosity that some have
seen in the book of Job the question opened whether
there is an unrewarded piety. But men believe in

God because faith makes them blessed; blessedness

is not the wages of faith, but the living

6. The activity of the Qod set forth in faith,

Puxpose. the very essence of which is that he is

the cause of blessedness in man. It is

the greatest folly to speak of an iminterested piety,

since piety is the prophecy of the highest interest of
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the aoul which is created by and for God. Job does

not regret his lost sheep and camels as if they were
the due of his piety; but he longs for a gracious

God. The poet has placed Job outside the region

where God's promises held and in a realm where in-

dividual faith was compelled to overcome the ob-

stacles of experience and a view beyond death was
not possible. Satan's plea is that if God cuts Job
loose from ancestral rules of guidance, Job will cast

God under his feet. But Job's entire course of ac-

tion proves that his fear of God was rooted in his

inner life. The death of Job would have convicted

Satan of lying, but would have left a puzzle for Job's

contemporaries. But the poet has not introduced

a third scene in heaven corresponding to the two
first in which Satan might be represented as saying

that a living dog is better than a dead lion (Eccles.

ix. 4). The poem would have needed then to deal

with the world beyond the grave, which would have
been against poetic canons. The makers of the ca-

tens remarked that God had left room on this side

for the rehabilitation of his pious sufferer before the

resurrection.

The trial of Job is not in order that be may turn

away from his wife's suggestion of impiety and pa-

tiently depend upon the divine, nor that he may
disown his first outbreak of impatience. A severer

trial comes when authorities upon faith and relig-

ion, teachers of it as he had been a teacher (iv. 3),

decide that his sorrows are the result of his own
wrong-doing; the very faith in which he had lived

and of which he had been an exponent is turned
against himself as a proof of his own

7* Organic impiety. According to the common
Istercon- belief implied in the poem, the narrow
Dsction of part of the universe within the ken of

Dialogue mortals makes clear the righteousness

and of the world-ruler, while the result of

Hanmtive. man's life is the expression of man's
worth before God. Job could not deny

his own godly fear and fidelity; similarly God had
not changed without right reasons. If, as the

friends might maintain, God had formerly seemed
favorable, only to emphasise and intensify his real

disfavor to be manifested later, Job only sighed the

more for a gracious God whose image he cherished

m his heart, whose truth had been his guaranty in

Job's early blessedness. He can not dismiss the

idea of a righteous God who knows his innocence;

the sharper the argument of his adversaries, the

more necessary that idea became. It is incompre-

hensible how one can assert (with Laue) that in his

speeches Job has completed his apostasy in view of

the fact that when, at the end of the dialogue, the

friends are confounded, the poet has put into Job's

mouth a solemn oath that he will hold fast to that

virtue and righteousness in which he had felt him-
self blessed, even though be had not solved the

riddle of his suffering (xxvii. 2 sqq.).

The prophetic idea of a theophany or vision is

employed by the poet to exhibit the divine coimsel

in intelligible form. Job lives in a region not of

revealed but of natural religion where man sees in

a glance the totality of natural phenomena in their

living eternal basis, and, uplifted by this intuition

of the movement of these phenomena, becomes

aware of the voice of God. But this could not ex-
plain Job's experience; the plot forbade this, since

Satan must not be permitted to call

8. Result " foul play." Job's sufferings must be
of the endured under the same conditions as

Divine Ad- those in which his aspersed piety had
monitions, existed. He experienced nothing which

might not have come in the natural

course of things; but the combination of events
brought before him God's all-power in the world
(xlii. 2 sqq.). Then God reestablished him in the
position of a servant and witness of the truth, with
which fact and with Job's intercession he boimd up
the exemption of the three friends from punishment,
a significant indication that their sin consisted in

their persecution of Job. Job acted as the intimate

friend of God when he prayed for the friends; as

such they recognized him whom they had previ-

ously regarded as a rebel from God. Job, too,

learned that God was far greater and mightier and
more an object of faith than he had supposed in

the exerdse of his earlier faith.

In chap. vi. Job explains his wild outburst in

chap. iii. as due to the unendurable weight of his

visitation which robs his soul of peace because the

hope of coming alleviation which belongs to faith

is made impossible by the unchecked diminution

of his physical strength. He can not therefore re-

gard his sorrows as those of a short period which
will be superseded by a period of restoration, as

his piety had hitherto bidden him do. To the im-

possibility of restoration on this side the grave is

added the consideration that death withdraws
man from the eye and hand of God (vii. 6-10).

Yet the experience of faith teaches that God's wrath
exhausts itself and the mood of pity for the creature

finds place. Will not the approach of death wake
up this pity in God (vii. 8, 21) for the work of his

hand (x. 8-13)? Can God, who has created man
and who knows him thoroughly and

9. Job's his sin, refuse to exercise forgiveness

Attempt (vii. 21), and will he demand absolute

to Compre- responsibility (xiv. 3) of so poor a
hend His creature? What value for God must
Misfor- a being have for whose purification he
tunes. has so great concern? Shall not man

think that, when death has completed
his penance and God's wrath is exhausted (xiv. 13),

God's yearning for his creation will cause him to

awaken that creation to new life in communion
with him (xiv. 7, 8, 13-15)? In that case Job's

hope would make him endure to the very end (xiv.

14). It may be thought that Job is on the way
here to extend his old faith to the point where
death itself is included in the region of suffering

after which God's help comes, and not merely in

his particular case, but as a general fact (cf. xiv.

10, 12 with 14a). But this idea must give way in

the face of his postulate that death is a final judg-

ment which excludes man from fellowship with

God (xiv. 20, cf. Gen. iii. 23). The poet has let

Job discover a better ground of hope for the con-

quest of death than the thought of the philosophers

from Plato to Leibnitz, who found basis for such a
hope in the indestructibility of the indivisible and
immaterial soul. Job's reason ib the ethical yearning
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of God for man, who is worthful to God as the

work of hiB hand.

The vexed soul of Job makes stiU other attempts
in the oonscioixsness that he may not hope for ree-

toration here, since he counts himself as abeady
belonging to the world of the dead whither his hopes
and his expectations may not accompany him
(xvii. 13-16). His friends charge him with de-

manding that the course of nature be changed for

his benefit (xviii. 4), but his thoughts, when allowed
full course, do change night into day. He protests

anew his innocence, while exhausting the category
of his sufferings in which nevertheless he seems to

have been treated as actually the sinner his friends

believe he must be (xvii. 7-17), in spite of the wit-

ness he has within the mystery of heaven (19-21).

God might, he thinks, at the end of

xo. Job's life, halt the processes of decomposi-
Ultimate tion and disintegration in order by
Potitkm. this unusual phenomenon to arouse

the thought that Job's case was spe-

cial and so an explimation of his lot be brought
about. But he remembers that he has already

become to mankind a sort of monstrosity which
confounds the pious (xvii. 6). His final appeal
must be to God, confidence in whom stiU remains
in his breast (xix. 23-27). A connection is con-

ceived between what God does here on earth in

order to purify the thought of the pious and the
state of the soul abiding in Hades (verses 2&-29).

There is a living religious certainty of a righteous

God and of a personal relationship to him possessed

by the pious. Account must be taken of the criti-

cism which is exercised upon the dogma of a visible

justification of a righteous God on this side of death.

The apparent good fortune of the wicked is not
requited through the eventual misfortune of his

descendants; he himself ought to bear his punish-

ment, but he is snatched away before evil comes
upon his children (xxi. 7-21). When the same lot

of death befalls the lucky tyrant and |the unfortu-

nate poor, how can man affirm that through their

hap God teaches men what is right (xxi. 22-34)?

By the question in xxiv. 1 and in the reflections

suggested Job intimates that he would be able to

understand the inactive watching by deity of the

raging of tyrants and the sufifering of the innocent

if himian history ran in cycles in which exact re-

quital was discerned. But this the Israelite could

do, having the compensations of the " day of Yah-
weh " in view—a thought to which Job's heart in-

stinctively turns. And the poet attempted to

widen and deepen the old faith in God when he
allowed God to decide that Job, in contrast with

his friends, had spoken the thing that was right,

meaning by this not Job's affirmations of innocence,

but the considerations which led him to hold that

not even the world of the dead and the burial of

man therein could deprive man of the proof of that

God who is man's final blessedness.

IV. The Author and the Tune of Composition:

The book neither names its author nor gives data

regarding its authorship, and there is no independ-

ent tradition respecting either. Its date has been

placed all the way along the ages from Moses to the

FecBian times. The apocryphal conception made

Job and the Edomitic king Jobab the same person
and made Moses the author. The thought that the
book belonged to Solomonic times, entertained

from Chrysostom to Delitzsch, rests upon the state-,

ment that the wisdom of the Israel of that time
exceeded the wisdom of the East with which Job
is connected (i. 3) and upon correspondences be-

tween Job's thought and that of Solomonic prov-
erbs; but such wisdom did not die with Solomon.
Attempts have been made to prove Job the personi-

fication of suffering Israel in Assyrian times or under
Manasseh. Neither the orthography of the book
nor the linguistic features give sure indications of

the date, since emendations and changes have ap-
peared in so great numbers as to vitiate the aigu-

ment, and there is also no history of the Hebrew
language sufficiently minute to make the language
a criterion. And the relation of the religious ideas

of the book afford no better test, since the date
when certain notions became dominant does not
exclude the possibility that such ideas were held
at other times. The supposed datum, given by the
connection of the idea of Satan with tbe same idea

in two other passages of Scripture, loses sight of the

fact that Biblical literature is the remains of a larger

literature which, if extant, might give a different

basis. The only means which might enable one to

fix the date of the book would be its literary rela-

tionship to other dated books. Undated Scriptures,

like the introduction to Proverbs or the Hexateuch
or its parts, must be left out of account. To the

dated books belong Jeremiah and Esekiel. Between
the way in which Jeremiah curses his birth (xx. 14)

and the expressions in Job iii. there is an indispu-

table connection. But the decision as to priority

may lie in subjective considerations. Note, however,
that Ezekiel speaks of Job as being as well known to

his companions as Noah and Daniel. Here again

some say that not oiu- book but a Job of folk-lore is

referred to. It is noticeable, however, that Eze-
kiel is concerned with the problem of the righteous

judgment of God, which is one of the problems of

Job. In any case it is not forbidden to assume
that Malachi had this book in his eye (iii. 16), that

Esekiel knew it, and that Jeremiah had the bitter

complaint of Job in his mind. Delitzsch has em-
phasized the touc&ing wail of the leper of Ps.

Ixxxviii. (cf. Job vi. 8) ascribed to Heman of whom
I Chron. xxv. 5 says that he was seer to the king and
that God gave him fourteen sons and five daughters.

It has seemed strange that those who argue for an
old folk-book have not connected the two, espe-

cially since the doubling of Job's possessions implied

fourteen and not seven sons. But the Chronicler

has made no such connection, and the fact that

Heman wrote a poem which strikes the same note as

the book of Job does not warrant the assumption
that our book is the expansion of it. It may be
said, however, that the origin of the book of Job lies

on this side of Heman and in dose relationship

with that which is said of him; nothing further can
be affirmed respecting the author nor can the time
of its origin be closely defined.

(August Elobtbbmann.)
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1779; M. H. Stuhhnann, Hamburg, 1804; J. W. C. Urn-
breit, Heidelberg, 1824; E. B. Kdster, Schleswig, 1831.
More modem ones are by H. Ewald, Diehier d§» aiten

Bund0§t YoL iiL. Gdttingen, 1836, Eng. transL, London,
1897; 8. Lee, London, 1837; J. G. Stickel, Leipeic, 1842;
K. Bchlottmann. Berlin, 1851; L. Hirsel, ed. Olshausen.
Leipsic 1852; J. G. Vaihinger. Stuttgart, 1856; T. J.

Conant, New York, 1857; E. Renan, Paris, 1859, Eng.
transL, London, 1889; A. B. Davidson, vol. i., London,
1862 (never completed, philological, an excellent piece of
work); idem, in (Cambridge Bible, 1884 (perhaps the best
in English); Frans Delitssch, Leipsic, 1876, Eng. transl.

of Ist ed., Edinburi^, 1869 (the introduction is very valu-
able, gives a history of the exegesis of the book); F. C.
Cook, in Bible Commentary, London. 1873; O. Zdckler, in

Lange's Commentary, Eng. transl.. New York, 1874;
E. W. Hengstenberg, Leipdc, 1875; C. P. Robinson,
London, 1876; D. Thomas, ib. 1879; S. Ck>x, ib. 1880;
G. H. B. Wright, ib. 1883; G. G. Bradley, Lectwree on the

Book of Job, Oxford, 1887; W. Volck, Munich. 1889;
A. DiUmann, Leipsic, 1891; R. A. Watson, in Bxpo9Uor*e
Bible, London, 1892; K. Budde, Gdttingen, 1896; B.
Duhm, Freiburg, 1897; E. C. 8. Gibson, London, 1889;
Friedrich Delitssch. Leipsic, 1902; M. Pritchard. London,
1903: D. Davies. vol. i., London, 1909.

On the metrics consult: J. • H. A. Ebrard, Dae Btieh
Hiob ale poeUeehee Kunehoerk, Landau, 1858; P. Vetter,

Die Metrik dee Buchee Hiob, in Bardenhewer's Biblieehe

Studien, ii. 4, Freiburg, 1897; J. Ley, Die metrieeke

BeedMffenkeU dee Buchee Hiob, in TSK, 1895, 1899; E.
KautsBch, Die Poeeie und die poetiecKen Bikher dee A. T„
Tabingen, 1902.

On critical and other questions related to the book
consult: G. Bickell, De indole ae roHone veraionie AU
exandrinae, Marburg. 1862; J. A. Froude. in Short
Studiee on Great Subjecte, London, 1867; W. H. Green,
Argument of the Book of Job, New York, 1874; K.
Budde. BeitrOoe xwr Kritik dee Buchee Hiob, Bonn, 1876;
F. Giesebreoht, Der Wendepunkt dee Buchee Hiob, Greifs-

wakl, 1879; T. K. Cheyne. Job and Solomon, London, 1887;
£. Hatch, Beeaye in Biblieal Greek, ib. 1889 (on the 8ep-
tuagint); J. F. Genung, The Epic of the Inner Life, the

Book of Job, Boston, 1891; W. T. Davison, in Wiedom
Literature of the O. T., London, 1893 (a luminous treat-

ment); L. Laue, Kompoeition dee Buchee Hiob, Halle.

1895; G. Beer, in ZATW, xvi (1896). 297 sqq.. xvii (1897),
97 sqq.. xviii (1898). 257 sqq. (deals with all the versions);

J. OwImi, Five Great Skeptical Dramae, New York, 1896;
G. V. Garland, Probleme of Job, London, 1898; R. G.
Moulton. in Literary Study of the Bible, Boeiton, 1899; M.
Jastrow. Babyloman Parattde to Job, in JBL, xxv. 2 (1906)

;

DB, ii. WO-mi; EB, ii 2464-2491; JE, vii. 193-200.

JOBSON, FRBDBRICK JAMES: English Wes-
le^ui; b. St Northwich (17 m. e.n.e. of Chester),

Cheshire, July 6, 1812; d. in London Jan. 4, 1881.

He served an apprenticeship to an architect of Nor-
wich, but in 1834 entered the Wesleyan ministry.

He was located at Patrington, Yorkshire, in 1834,

and at Manchester 1835-37. In the latter year he

went to London as assistant at the City Road
ChapeL In 1856 he was sent by the British con-

ference to the Methodist Episcopal Conference at

Indianapolis, Ind., and in 1860 to the conference

at Sydney, Australia. As book steward of the

VI.—13

Wesleyan Methodist organisation 1864-79 he greatly
extended the publishing-business of his denom-
ination. For twelve years he superintended the
Methodist Magazine, In 1869 he was elected presi-

dent of the Wesleyan Methodist conference. His
principal works are, Chapel and School Archiiedure

(London, 1850); A Mother's PortraU (1855);
America and American Methodism (1857); Auttra-

lia; with Notes by the Way on Egypt, Ceylon, Bomr
bay, and the Holy Land (1862); Perfect Love for

Christian Believers (1864); Serious Truths for Con^
sideraHon (1864); and Visible Union with the Church

of Christ (1864). A number of his sermons were
printed in B. Gregory's Life of F, J. Jobson (Lon-
don, 1884).
Bibuoobapbt: Beaidas the Life by Gregory, ut tup., oonmilt

the Weeleyan Methodiet Mayaaine, Sept. 1844, June 1871,
and 1881. pp. 150-157, 176-185, 280-294, 897; DNB,

396.

JOCELm, jes'e-lin: A Cistercian monk of Fumeas
Abbey (in northwestern Lancashire, west of More-
cambe Bay) and later of Down in North Ireland.

He flourished about 1200 and is noteworthy for his

lives of saints, especially his Life of St, Kentigem
(ed. A. P. Forbes, Edinburgh, 1874) and the Life
and Mirades of St. Patrick (published by Colgan
in the Trias thaumaturga, Louvain, 1647, 64-116,

and in the ASB, Mar., ii. 540-580; Eng. transl. by
E. L. Swift, Dublin, 1809).

JOCH, y6H, JOHAHN 6B0R6: German Protes-

tant theologian; b. at Rothenburg (31 m. 8.s.e. of

Wttrabuig) Dec. 27, 1677; d. at Wittenbeig Oct.

1, 1731. He is noted in the ecclesiastical Mstory
of his time as an ardent champion of pietistic teach-

ings in the two strongholds of orthodox Lutheran
theology, Dortmund and Wittenberg. At Jena,

where he studied from 1697 to 1709, he became an
enthusiastic follower of Spener, and when he was
made superintendent and gymnasiarch at Dort-
mund in the latter year, he applied himself to the
performance of his duties in the spirit of pietism.

He foimd a demoralised and materialistic clergy,

devoted solely to dogmatism and polemics, and at

once began a struggle for regeneration by means
of pietistic assemblies and the institution of cate-

chism classes. This brought him into conflict with
his clerical colleagues, but he enjoyed the support
of the municipal authorities until he alienated them
by his attacks upon them. In 1722 he became head
preacher at Erfurt, and in 1726 was appointed pro-

fessor of theology at Wittenbeig, where his advent
was the signal for the outbreak of a long contro-

versy in which the cause of Pietism made little

headway. Joch was a prolific writer in various

fields, but his productions, almost without excep-

tion, were pamphlets of little permanent value.

(E. Idblbr.)
Bibuogsapht: C. W. F. Waloh. Hietorie der Ketsereien,

vi. 236. 473 aqq.. 11 vols.. Leipsic. 1762-85; J. C. W.
Auffxisti, Beitrdye xur Geechichte und Statietik der evan-
yeliechen Kirche, i. 164-231, Jena. 1837.

JOEL: The second of the Minor Prophets in the

arrangement of the English version. Little is

known of the prophet; he was the son of Pethuel,

probably a Judahite, and prophesied in Jerusalem;

but that he was a Levite does not follow from i. 9^
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13, ii. 17. By most scholars his date is placed in

the reign of Joash between 875 and 845 B.C. on the

ground that Amos used his book, that the descent

of the Eldomites upon Judah under Joash was fresh

in his memory, and that his mention of temple,

priests, and ritual necessitates that early date.

Others place him in the times of Jeroboam II. and
Uzziah, others under Ahax and Heise-

Date. kiah, still others in the last years of

Josiah, while several recent critics put
him in Persian or Greek times. Against a post-

exilic dating are the following considerations: The
position of the book in the Hebrew and Greek
canon is among the early prophets and before those

of the Chaldean period. Among the peoples named
in the book there appear neither Syrians, Greeks,

Persians, Babylonians, nor Assyrians, not even
Moabites or Ammonites, but only Philistines, Phe-
nidans, Eg3rptians, and Edomites. Nothing fol-

lows from silence respecting a king and the northern

kingdom. Against the assertion that iii. 2 and 6
imply the Babylonian or an Assjrrian captivity, it

is to be noted that neither Babylonians nor Assyr-

ians are mentioned; Philistines and Phenidans
are the chief foes in iii. 4 (cf. II Chron. zxi. 16-17,

where Philistines and Arabians are said to have
aided Jerusalem in the time of Jehoram, and
II Kings viii. 22). Characteristic are the ''part-

ing of the land ** and the selling of Judean prison-

ers of war to foreign peoples, a practise of the

Phenicians (F. C. Movers, Die Ph&nuier, ii. 3, 70
sqq., Bonn, 1845), who, by the ninth century, were
in commercial contact with the Greeks. The men-
tion of Egypt in iii. 19 may be connected with the

expedition of Shishak of I Kings xiv. 25 imder Re-
hoboam. Against this the " bring again the cap-

tivity " of iii. 1 can not be urged, since in post-

exilic times this phrase means to restore and not
to return captives; and that Judah and Jerusalem
needed restoration when the northern tribes had
revolted, had assailed the capital, annexed Judean
territory, and sold captives into slavery no one will

deny. The conception of the book that Jerusalem
was the legitimate sanctuary is no proof of late

origin, since Isaiah and Micah have the same idea

(Isa. ii. 2; Mic. i. 2). Similarly, Joel's attitude to

the priesthood finds analogies in early prophetic

books. The linguistic test can not be employed,
since it gives no sure results. But more decisive

is the imquestionable dependence of Amos on Joel

(cf. Amos i. 2, 9, 13 with Joel iii. 16, 18), while the

gazam of Amos iv. 9 is repeated only in Joel i. 4,

ii. 25, and is not dependent in Joel upon Amos. If

Joel is placed in the early years of Joash when
Jehoiada was influential, the attitude toward the

priests is fully explained.

The occasion of the book was a dire plague of

locusts, accompanied by a severe drought, the re-

sults and course of which are described i. 2-ii. 17,

resulting in the prophet's call to fasting and re-

pentance. This fast must have been observed,

since in the second and remaining part

Contents, of the book promises of good abound,
relating to the immediate and the dis-

tant future. The immediate outlook is the defeat

«of the foe, healing and good fortune, so that Zion

rejoices in its God; in the distant future (ii. 28)

Yahweh's spirit is to come on all flesh, making all

prophecy superfluous, while Zion is to dwell in se-

curity. Its foes are to be gathered, a hostile army,
for judgment, and amid terrifying upheavals of

nature are to be reaped like a ripe harvest. The
book closes (iii. 18-21) with blessing upon Judah
and Jerusalem and promise of destruction for their

foes. The articulation of the book is good and its

parts are well related. The Day of Yahweh, which
in the first part appears as one of terror imless re-

pentance supervenes, is in the second part a day
of grace because that repentance has come. Against
Merx, the hostile peoples are tiot all mankind, but
the immediate neighbors of Judah, those who, in

accordance with the law of prophecy, were in the

ken of the prophet, vis., Tjrre, Sidon, and Philistia.

This issues, however, in chap. iii. in the distinction

between Israel as God's people and the people of

the world who are foes of God, a representation

which is repeated in Zech. xiv. 2. The place of

judgment of the world is the Valley of Jehoshaphat,
made memorable by the event narrated in II Chron.

XX. 22-26, a place which recalled not only Jehosh-

aphat but a noted judgment upon Judah's foes.

The plague of locusts is to be taken literally, not
metaphorically. The metaphoric interpretation de-

pends largely upon the fact that one of the names
for locusts in the Masoretic pointing means " north-

em," and Judah's enemies were northern, while the

locusts usually came from the south. But swarms
are sometimes brought from the northern Syrian

desert by a northeast wind. Moreover, the predic-

tion in ii. 20 is applicable to a swarm of locusts

driven! nto ihe Dead Sea and the Mediterranean,

not to a human enemy. There is no ground for

denying to the prophet the composition of the book
as a whole; the unity becomes dear when it is seen

that the phenomena of the first part are the basis

of the rest (ii. 28-iii. 21). (W. VoLCKf.)
It is now no longer possible to say, with the late

writer of the above article, that most scholars place

the date of Joel " in the reign of Joash between
875 and 845 B.C." [Joash of Judah really reigned

from 836 to 797 B.C.] It has been well said that
" the book is either very early or very late," and
recent critics almost unanimously plaice it in the
fourth century B.C., though a few still regard it as the

earliest of the prophetical writings. In answer to the

aiguments for the older view it may be said : (1) It

is more likely that Joel, e.g. in iii. 16, 18, borrowed
from Amos than that Amos, e.g., in i. 2, ix. 13,

borrowed from Joel, for the former passages are

brought close together as would naturally be done
in a reproduction of earlier thoughts. (2) The at-

tacks of the Edomites upon JudiJi (cf. iii. 19), dur-
ing the helplessness of the latter just before and
for centuries after the exile, finally resulted in their

actual annexation of the country even to the north
of Hebron; and it is these relations with Edom
which form the chief subject of prophetic references

(see Ob. i. 8; Jer. xlix. 7, 17, 20; Esek. xxv.
12, 14, xxxii. 29; Mai. i. 4) to that inveterate

enemy of Judah. (3) There is no allusion to the
kingdom of northern Israel. (4) The detafled ref-

erences to the priesthood and the temple ofiferings
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and aervioes (i. 9, 13, 14, ii. 14-17) suggest the

later period of Jewish church mfluenoe rather than
the days of prophetic independence. (5) The exile

and dkpereion and foreign occupation seem to be
presupposed in iii. 2, 17. (6) The allusion to the
•* Grecians " (iii. 6) is best accounted for by the
effects of the Macedonian regime in Asia. (7) The
strongest ai^gument for a late date is the apocalyp-
tic character of the book from ii. 28 to the end,
the general indefiniteness of the historical back-
ground, and lack of specific allusion to contem-
porary events and situations which forms such a
striking feature of the earlier prophets.

J. F. McCURDT.

Bibuoobapht: Tbe two best commentaries are by S. R.
Drirer. in Cambridoe Bible, 1897, and G. A. Smith, The
Book of the Ttoelvo, London, 1898. Other oommentariesare
by: A. F. Holshauaen, Hanover, 1829; C. A. Credner,
Halle. 1831; £. Meier, Tdbingen, 1841; A. WOnsche,
Leipoie, 1872 (sivee bibliography of Joel to 1872); £.
Mootet. Geneva, 1877; A. Merz, HaUe, 1879 (givee history
of interpreUtion down to Calvin); F. Hitsic, ed. J. Steiner,
Leipne. 1881; A. Schols, Warsburg. 1885; C. F. KeU,
Le^nc. 1888: E. le Savoureux, Paris, 1888; G. Preuss,
HaUe, 1889; J. Wellhausen, Die kleinen PropKeten, pp. 56
•qq.« 207 sqq., Berlin, 1892; C. von Orelli, in Kurzoefaaeter
Kommentar, 3d ed., Munich, 1908, Eng. tranal. of earlier
•d^ The Twelve Minor Propheta, Edinburgh, 1893; W.
Nowaek, Odttingen. 1897; I. T. Beck, ed. J. Lindenmeyer,
GQteraloh, 1896; J. Hyde, London. 1898; E. B. Pusey. Minor
PropheU, reissue. London. 1906; A. C. Gaeberlin, ib., 1909.

Qttsetioos of date, unity, genuineness, etc, are treated
in the works on Biblical Introduction, such as Driver's,
and in the commentaries. Special treatises are: H. Gr&ts,
Der einheiiliehe Charakler der ProjOietie Joele, Breslau,
1873; W. L. Pearson, The Prophecy of Jod : He Unity,
He Aim, and the Age of ite CompoaiHon, New York,
1885; G. Kessner, Dae ZeiiaUer dee Propheten Joel, Leipsic,

1888; H. HoUinger, in ZATW, 1889, pp. 89-131; F. W.
Farrar. The Minor Prophete, London, 1890; G. B. Gray,
in Bxpoeilor, Sept., 1893; G. G. Findlay, Bo(^ of iSke

PropheU, Ixmdon. 1896; DB, iL 672-676; BB, ii. 2492-
2407; JB, vii. 204-206.

JOHAHH. yOOito, J0HA1I]IES» yO^hOn-nfig. See
John.

JOHANHBS m. SCHOLASnCUS: Patriarch of
Constantinople; b. at Sirimis (near Antioch); d.

probably Aug. 31, 577.

The Patriarch Eutychius (q.v.) having been ban-
khed on account of his firm attitude against Aph-
thaitodocetism (see Justinian), Justinian appointed
to nioeeed him, in Jan., 665, Johannes, deputy of
the Patriarch Anastasius of Antioch. Before be-
coming a cleric, Johannes had been a lawyer. Ao-
oording to John of Ephesus (Hist Ecd., i. and ii.),

he was an unsparing oppressor of the Monophysites
of the capital. After severe illness, he died in the
twelfth year of the Emperor Justin II., whose favor
he had enjoyed. Johannes was the author of

(1) a ** collection of canons," and this while still a
pmbyter of Antioch; also (2) a legal canon (Jus-
teOut, BMujiheea Juris canonici veteria, 2 vols.,

Paris, 1661, ii. 4W-672). The former treatise con-
tains the canons of church councils down to Chal-
eedon; the latter, the ecclesiastical legislation of

the emperors; and both collections are treated
nyvtematically. According to Photius (BMiotheca,
cod, hcxv.. p. 62, ed. Bekker, 2 vols., Berlin, 1824),
Johannes wrote a *' catechetical discourse " against
the tritheism of Johannes Philoponus (q.v.); ac-

cording to John of Nikiou (ed. by Zotenbeig in JA
1878, ii. 344), also an " initiation." G. KRt^GER.
Bxbuooiiapht: A3B, Auc. 1. ^67; DCS, iii. 86<^67;

Fabricius-Harlea, BibUotheea Graeea, xL 101, xii. 146, 193,
201, 209. Hamburg, 1808-09.

JOHANNES IV. JEJUlfATOR: Patriarch of Con-
stantinople; b. in Constantinople; d. Sept. 2, 696.

He was a deacon at St. Sophia under the Patriarch
Johannes III. Scholasticus (q.v.). While not a
learned man, he was distinguished for devout works
and for his extended fasts, whence his name Jejuna-

tor. On April 12, 682, he succeeded Eutytshius

(q.v.) as patriarch of Constantinople, and stood in

high esteem with the Emperors Tiberius and Mauri-
tius. He is commemorated as a saint by the Greek
Church on September 2.

He is known in ecclesiastical history for his con-

troversy with Popes Pelagius II. and Gregory I.

In the proceedings of a synod held at Constantinople
in 688, under his presidency, he is called archbishop
and ecumenical patriarch. The first protest against

this title was urged by Pelagius (cf. Gregory, Epist,

V. 41 and v. 44). Some years later Gregory took
occasion to rebuke the patriarch's insolence and
haughtiness because, by usurping that title, which
nobody, not even the Roman pontiff, had ever as-

sumed, he exalted himself above the other bishops.

The remonstrance passed unheeded, even when
Gregory also addressed the Emperor Mauritius in

the matter (Gregory, Epitt., v. 37; cf. v. 30). At
all events, Gregory's strict decision continued bind-

ing for the Church of Rome, which denied to the
devout faster the veneration due to a saint.

Gregory was in error if he supposed that Johannes
undertook an innovation, for the title was used in

the time of Johannes II. the Cappadocian in 618.

Still again, Gregory erred in the assumption that
his own predecessors had refused the title of uni-

versal bishop or patriarch; for the contrary is true

in respect to Leo I., Hormisdas, Boniface II., and
Agapetus I. Gregory was also probably wrong in

construing the title to mean an exaltation of the
Bjrzantine patriarch over all other bishops, includ-

ing the bishop of Rome, for there are still good
reasons for the hypothesis that "ecumenical patri-

arch " meant " imperial patriarch."

The following writings are extant under the name
of Johannes, although none of them date back to

him: (1) " Rules and guide in the case of those

who make confession " (MPO, Ixxxviii., 1889-

1918; cf. 1931-36); (2) " On repentance, self-

control, and virginity" (MPG, Ixxxviii. 1937-78),

also ascribed to Chrysostom; (3) " On false proph-
ets," (among Chrysoetom's works, MPO, liv., 663-

668); (4) "Instruction for nuns and reproof of

every kind of sin " (J. B. Pitra, SpiciUgium SoUa-
mensey 4 vols., iv., 416-436, Paris, 1868). Accord-
ing to K. HoU {Enthusiannua und BussgewaU beim
grieehiachen MOnchtum, pp. 289 sqq., Leipsic, 1898)

the fvst one was composed by a Cappadocian monk,
Johannes, who lived in the Petra cloister at Con-
stantinople about 1100. G. KRt^QER.

Bibliooraprt: ASB, Auc. 1. *69-^4; Fabridua-HarlM,
Biblioikeea Oraeca, id. 108-112, Hambiii«, 1808; A. J.

Bintarim. DenkwQrdigkeiten, v. 3. pp. 883-990, Maina,
1829; A. Piohler. Oeeehiehie der kirchUehen Trennung
ewieehen Orient und Occident, U. 647-060, Munioh, 1865;
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J. Henenrotber. PhoHiu, I 178-19a R«iaiiabaf«. 1867:

J. LABcen, (htdkiehU dm r^mMhitn Kirdu, U. 446 sqq..

Bonn, 1885; F. Kattenbuaeh. Uhrbueh dm veroUiefunden
Konftuiotukufidt, 1 111-117. 262. Fieibun. 1892; K. HoIU
Bnth%maamu$ und BunomeaU bmm ffrimhiadtgn M&nektum,
pp. 280-298. Leipne. 1898; DCB. HL 367-^68; and Utenr
ture under Pelaoiui IL, and Qbbooiit I.

JOHAHHES ASKUSNAOES, da-kuB'na-jti: Greek
theologian of the sixth century. He was a pupil

of the Syrian Peter of Rhesina, whom he succeeded

as teacher of philosophy at Constantinople during

the reign of Justinian I. In a conference held in the

presence of the emperor, Johannes declared him-
self not only a monophysite, but a tritheist, and he
was accordingly banished as a heretic. Abulfaraj

makes Johannes Askusnages the founder of trithe-

ism, but the Greek sources, which ignore this the-

ologian, assign this place to Johannes Philoponos
(q.v.), the discrepancy being apparently due to the

fact that the latter was the most distinguished

representative of the tritheistic doctrine.

(Phiupp Msybr.)
Bibuoobafht: C. W. F. Wnleh, HiHorie dm KttMnitn, Tiii.

684, 11 vols.. Leipno. 1762-86; NMnder. ChriUian
Chwdi, it 613.

JOHANNES BEKKOS: Patriarch of Constanti-

nople; b. at Constantinople in the early part of the
thirteenth century; d. in the castle of St. Gregory
in Bithjmia 1293. He first became important in

the unionistic synod of 1274, when the Emperor
Michael Palaeologus, a zealous advocate of union,

sought his aid as a scholar and orator. Johannes,
however, after some hesitation declared the Latins
heretics, and was accordingly imprisoned. During
his confinement he read the older Greek literature

on the controverted points and became convinced of

the truth of what he had hitherto rejected. The
consequence was his elevation to the patriarchal

throne, but the change in ecclesiastical policy re-

sulted in his deposition in 1282 and his banishment
in the following year. His final years were spent in

prison. The Greek Church has stricken the name
of Bekkos from the list of the orthodox, but his

polemical writings were included in the Graeda
arthodoxa of Leo Allatius (Rome, 1652-59). His
theological works were chiefly in defense of the
union, the most important being " On the Union
and Peace of the. Old and New Churches of Rome."

(Phiupp Mbter.)
Biblioobapht: Krumbacher. GeKhidite, pp. 96-97 (where

th« literature is indicated); Fabridus-Harlee. Bibliotheca
Grasea, xi. 344-349, Hambuis. 1808.

JOHANNES CLDfACUS (SCHOLASTICUS, SI-

NAITA): Monk of Moimt Sinai. From the "Nar-
ratives " of Anastasius, a monk of Mount Sinai (cf.

F. Nau, Lea rdcUa inidita du moine Ana^tMe^ Paris,

1902; and OrienB Chriatianus, ii., 1902, 58-89), it

appears that Johannes Climacus died about 649.

He was presumably bom before 579, and became
a monk in the Sinai cloister about 600, being abbot
of the same before 639. If these data be correct,

then this Johannes can not be identical with Johan-
nes, the abbot of Mount Sinai to whom Gregory
I. addressed a letter dated Sept. 1, 600 (Epist. xi.

1; NPNF, ziii. 52). Johannes was called Climacus
on account of his book, " The Ladder to Paradise/'

to termed with reference to Jacob's ladder. In this

book the spiritual oondittODB by which men are

purified in preparation for the divine life are de-

scribed in thirty steps. The process begins with
renunciation of the world. The spirit turns to

penance. Salutary tribulation softens the heart,

and removes the dross. Presently the penitent

finds words only for prayer, song, and the manifes-

tation of love. Blessed hiumlity leads to the imi-

tation of Christ, and imlocks the gates of heaven.

The highest estate is that of a divinely patterned

apathy and rest where one beholds, in an undimmed
mirror, the excellences of Paradise. However,
only he who has first endured and overcome the

storms of this world, will attain to that stage of

blissful calm. Among the Greek monks, this tract,

reinforced with notes, was for centuries in use as a
guide to perfection (cf. the Scholia of Abbot John
of Balthu; MPO, bocxviii. 1211-48).

G. EbOgbb.

fiiBUooiiAPHT: The editio prinoepa of the
by M. Rader, Puis. 1633, leprodueed in MPO, Ixxxviii.

083-1248; the Vita by Daniel ie in the latter, oolumna
IW6-C06. A later edition of the work ia by 8. Erunites,

Constantinople, 1883. A very full bibliographical ap-
paratus is to be found in Krumbacher, GMoMdUc, pp. 143-
144. Consult further: J. Fessler, inaHiuiionsa pairologiae,

ed. B. Jungmann. ii. 890-897, Innsbruck, 1896: DCS,
iii. 405; KL, vi 1640-1641; P. Labbe in MPO, Izxzviii.

67»-M2.

JOHAHRBSBLEBMON: Patriarch of Alexandria;

b. at AmathuB (on 8. shore of CsrpruB); d. there

probably Nov. 11, 619. He was installed as pa-

triarch by the Emperor Heraclius, in deference to

the Alexandrians, at the close of 610 or beginning of

611. His administration meant a powerful rein-

forcement of the orthodox cause in Alexandria.

The policy of uniting the orthodox party with the

Monophysites, as fomented by Heraclius and by
Sei^us of Constantinople, encountered in Johannes
an outspoken opponent. He was famed for his

great cluuity, whence his name, Eleemon, and his

good deeds won for him the hearts of the people.

When the Persians approached Alexandria in 610(7),

Johannes fled to Cyprus, where he died. His anni-

versary day is November 12. G. Kr^gsr.

Bdlxooiiapht: The life by Leontius is in MPO, xoilL 1613
sqq., in Lat. transl., with notes in MPL, bam, 337-884;
the Lat. transl. of Leontius and of the life by Simeon
Metaphrastes, with comment, is in A8B, Jan., ii. 495-636.
H. Gelaer edited the life by Leontius. FreibuTK. 1893.
Consult: H. Gelier, Bin orieehi§dim VcikamkriftaMm
dm 7. JahrhundmU, Munich, 1889; F. Pftsl, Dts reinB . . .

Liebe dargeHelU in dem Ld)en dm . . . Johannm dm
Ahnomngtbm; Regensburg, 1862; A. von Outschmid,
KUint Sehriftmi, u. 471-475. Leipsic 1890; H. T. F. Duck-
worth, 8i. John the Alwugiver, Patriarch of AUxmubia^
London, 1901; DCB, iu. 348.

JOHANNES PHILOPONOS: Greek philosopher,

philologist, and theologian of the sixth century. Of
his life few details are known, except that he was
bom at Alexandria and was a pupil of the Aristo-

telian exegete Ammonius and the grammarian Ro-
manos. He was a man of learning, versatility, and
restless energy, but, adhering fully neither to tradi-

tion nor to dogma, his fondness for a philosophical

treatment of Christian dogma, towhich he subscribed

in general, frequently placed him in a dubious
position. He won disapproval, moreover, by his

interpretation of the Trinity in his "Arbitrator,'' a
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dialogue in ten books but now extant only in frag-

ments, since he asserted that hypostasis and nature

aie the same, so that Christ could have but one
nature, unless two hypostases were to be assumed.
In the Trinity he postulated three independent hy-
postases comprised under a unity, which was such
merely in virtue of being a generic concept. There
wna, therefore, no unity in the Trinity except that

which presupposed the triad of hypostases and was
inferred from their oonunon predicates. The teach-

ing here summarized brought upon Johannes the

charge of tritheism, and with some show of rea-

son, although he was not, as Leontius alleged, the

founder of tritheism, but merely one of its chief

representatives.

The chief work of this author still extant is his

De aei€mUaU mundi (ed. V. Trincavellus, Venice,

1535), awmiling Produs, Aristotle, and Plato, and
seeking to explain the creation rationally without
the aid of the Bible. In his *' On the Resurrection, ''

known only from excerpts in Photius, Nicephorus,

and Timotheus, he again made a concession to

philosophy by his distinction between a sensuous
snd supersensuous creation. The second work
still preserved is his Commentariorum in Mosaioam
sittiidt creaHonem Ubri atptem (ed. B. Corder, Vienna,

1690), based on older writers on the hexameron, es-

pedaUy Basil, but enriched with a mass of theories

of nature and philosophy developed by the author.

Mention should also be made of his Diapuiatio de

paacKaU, printed together with the foregoing work,

in defense of the thesb that on the thirteenth day
of the month and on the day before the legal Pass-

over Christ celebrated a mystic meal with his dis-

ciples, but did not actually eat a Passover-lamb.

(PmuFP Meter.)
BouDoaATBT: Fabricius-Harlas, Bibliotkeoa Oraeea, x. 630
qq.. Hamburg. 1807; F. Treohad. in TSK, viii (1835).

96>118: J. M. Schdnfelder, Dm KircKeno$9Aiehie det

JokanmM vofi Bphstut, pp. 286-207, Munich. 1802; By-
aamUnucht ZwUtckrifl, viii (1800), 444 sqq.; Knimbach«r.
OMiAtdUc. p. 63 «t pMom; KL, vi. 1748-1764.

johahubs scholasticus of SCYTHOPOLIS:
Bishop of Seythopolis. According to Photius (Bib-

UoUieea, cod. xcv., p. 78, ed. Bekker, 2 vols., Berlin,

1824), a certain Johannes Scholasticus of Seytho-

polis wrote twelve books against the separatists of

the Church; that is, the Eutychian party. Photius

(cod. evii., p. 187) doubtless correctly identified

htm with that Johannes Scholasticus against whom
Basil the Cilidan wrote an apolqgy in the time of

the Emperor Anastasius (401-518). The same
author aJso wrote a commentary on the pseudo-

Dionysian writings, about 632. According to Loofs

(JjeonHua of Bytantium, pp. 260 sqq., Leipsic, 1887)

he is also klentical with Bishop Johannes of Sey-

thopolis, who was in office about 540, and wrote

sgainst Severus of Antioch (cf. Doctnna po^-um,

ed. Diekamp, p. 85, Monster, 1007; and Photius

eod. ccxxxi., p. 287). Possibly, too, the Johannes
Sehohstieus whom St. Sabas encoimtered at Sey-

thopolis about 520 (Cotelerius, Ecdsnae Oraecae

mcmannUa, iii. 827, 4 vols., Paris, 1677-02) is the

G. KbOgbr.
BnuoQBAnrr: KntmbAoher, OmAidUt, p. 66; F. Loofi,

Uvmitis wm Byaafw. pp. 200-272, Leipiie, 1887; DCB,
lit. 904, 427 (no*. 868. 6fl6» 668).

JOHANNES SCOTUS BRI6BNA. See Scotus
Ebigena, Johannes.

JOHAHNBS, ADOLF: German Roman Catholic;

b. at Brendlorensen (a village near Neustadt-an-

der-Saale, 40 m. n.e. of WOrzbuig), Bavaria, Nov.
21, 1855. He was educated at the universities of

Wttrzbuiig, Vienna, Innsbruck, and Munich, and
was ordained to the priesthood in 1881. After

being curate at Heidingsfeld and Hassfurt, as well

as prefect of the Julianum at WUrsburg, he was ap-

pointed professor in the Lyceum of Dillingen in

1886. Since 1000 he has been professor of Okl-

Testament exegesis, Biblical introduction, and
Oriental languages. He has written Commeniar
tu den WeUaagungen dea Praphden Obadja (WQrs-
buig, 1885); Commentar zum enten Brief dee Apoa-
tele Pavlue an die Theaealomeher (Dillingen; 1808);

and minor contributions.

JOHN: The name of twenty-two popes. The
incoDsistenoy in the numbers of the later ones is

due to the fact that after Boniface VII. a John XV.
is described in some lists ss having occupied the see

for four months. According to some early writers

he was only elected, not consecrated, whUe others

say that he was put forward as a candidate by the

party of Boniface; but modem investigation shows
that he has no claim even to the name of antipopc.

John L: Pope 523-526. He was consecrated

Aug. 16 (or 13), 523. When in that year the Em-
peror Justin I. ordered a general persecution of

heretics, the Arian Goths of the Danube province

appealed for help to Theodoric, who conceived the

idea of sending to Justin an embassy of prominent
Romans, and John was forced to take part in it.

Arriving in Constantinople at the end of 525, he
achieved the purpose of his mission, but was thrown
into prison on his return by Theodoric, who appar-

ently considered him a supporter of the Byzantine
party, and died there May 18, 526.

(H. BOEHMSB.)
Bibuookapht: lAber ponl^/loaZit, ed. Mommaon, in MOH;

Geat, jHrnL Rom., i (1808). 138-137; T. Hodffkiii, lUUy
and Her Inpaiera, iii. 510-^520, Oxford, 1885; F. Gregoro-
Yiiu, HiaL cf iht City af Rome, i. 322, 328-320. London,
1804; G. Pfeilsohifter. in KirchenoeeehichtUcke Studien,

iii. 166-202, IfOnster, 1806; H. Griflar. OeeehiehU Rome
vnd dm P&peie, i. 481-403. Freiburg. 1808; Bower. Popee,

1. 324-327; HilmAn. LaHn Chrxetianiiy, i. 440-442; B.
PUtina, ZAvee of the Popee, I. 120-122, London, n.d.;

DCB, Ui. 380-300.

John n.: Pope 533-535. He was elected by the

influence of the Ostrogothic court, and consecrated

Jan. 2, 533. The most important event of his

pontificate was the settlement ef the Theopaschite

controversy (see Theopaschiteb). On Jime 6,

533, the Emperor Justinian laid before him a con-

fession containing the disputed formula for con-

firmation. He hesitated a long time, but finally,

on Mar. 24, 534, issued an approving document
which, with the emperor's letter, was included in

the Code of Justinian. He deposed the adulterous

Bishop Contumeliosus of Riez, and named Ccsarius

of Aries administrator of the diocese—^the first act

of jurisdiction of this kind recorded of a pope.

(H. Bobhmeb.)
BiBUOOBAnrr: Liber ponlificttHe, ed. Dueheene, i. 286-286.

Paris. 1886, ed. MoounMo. in MOH, Oeet, ponL Rom,,
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i (1806), 141; GMtiodonn. Vwriae^ed, MommMn, in MOH,
Auei. iinl. zii (1804X 279 sqq.. 831-332. and pp. xxU.-
ZZ3C.: T. Hodgldn. itaiy and Htr Invadm^, iv. 87 sqq..

Oxford. 1886: J. Langen, (htehiehU dm T&miMhmn KireU,

iL 313^24, Bonn, 1885; F. Gnsoroyiua, Hiai, cf the City

€fRoim, iL 104-lOe. London, 1804; H. Griaar. OueMchU
Rome uftd dm P&ptit, i. 407-408. Freibuii. 1808; Bower.

PopM. i. 833-^6: Milman. Latin Chriatiamty, i. 468;

B. Platina, Liiv€§ cj fke FopM. i. 124-126. London. n.d.

John nL: Pope 561-574. He was the son of

Anastasius, a prominent Roman, and was elected

after a long interregnum July 17, 561. He suc-

ceeded in bringing about the return to the Roman
obedience of the revolting provinces of Italy. Ra-
venna submitted Sept. 15, 568, and in 571 Arch-

bishop Laurence II. of Milan entered into negotia-

tions with Rome. His influence was also felt in

the Prankish kingdom in the restoration of the de-

posed bishops of Embrun and Gap, who had ap-

pealed to lum. (H. BOBHIfEB.)

BiBUOoaAnrr: L«6tr pon^i/locUM, ed. DuoheanA. i. 306-306.

Paria. 1886. ed. Mommwn. in MQH, QuL pont Rom., i

(1808). 167-168; JafF4. ReoMta, i. 13<y-137; J. Langen.
(hmiiichU dm rOmi»ekgn X«reA«. ii. 401-103. Bonn, 1886;

T. Hodgldn. lUdy and hm Invadmt, t. 66. Oxford, 1806;

DCB, iii. 801; Bower. PopM. i. 374-380; Mifanan. LaHn
Ckriatiawity, i. 476; B. Platina. Livet of fkt Pope*, i. 132-
184. London, n.d.

John IV.: Pope 640-642. The son of Venantius,

a Dalmatian teacher, he was elected Aug. 2, 640,

and consecrated September 22. Soon after he held

a synod at which he condemned Monothelitism;

and when lyrrhus, patriarch of Constantinople, de-

fended this heresy by appealing to the decisions of

Honorius, John addressed a strong letter to the

sons of the Emperor Heradius in which he asserted

the complete orthodoxy of Honorius and demanded
the condemnation of Psrrrhus' teaching. He died

Oct. 12, 642. (H. BoEHMBR.)
Bxblioorapbt: lAhm ponli/lciiZtc. ed. Duchesne, i. 330,

Paris. 1886. ed. Mommsen. in UQU, <7mI. pont Rom., i

(1808). 177; JafF4. RaguiUi, i. 227-228; J. Langen. Qo-
mhiihU dm r^m/iMll^mi, Kir^M, U. 617-^20. Bonn, 1886;
R. Baxmann. Dm PoUtik dm PikpeU, i. 171 sqq.. Elberfeld,

1868: T. Hodffldn. Italy and hm Iwoadm; vi. 18, 172.

Oxford. 1805; Mann. PopM. i. 361. 364. 367; Bower.
Pov. i. 438--441: Milman. LaHn ChriMHaniiy, U. 272;
B. Platina. lAvte of tha Popn, i. 160-162. London, n.d.;

DTB. iu. 301-302.

John v.: Pope 685-686. He was a Syrian by
birth, who, in accordance with the constitution of

Constantino VI., was consecrated immediately after

his election (July 23, 685) without waiting for im-

perial confirmation. His only known official act

was the bringing of the Sardinian church once more
into subjection to Rome. He died Aug. 2, 686.

(H. BOBHMER.)
BnuooRAPHT: LiJbm ponfi/lmZu, ed. Duchesne, i. 366-367.

Paris. 1886. ed. Mommsen, in MQH, Oett, pont. Rom., i

(1808), 206-206; JafF«. Regotta, i. 242; Mann, Popet, i..

2. pp. 64-67; Bower. PopM, i. 480-400; Milman. Latin
ChriMtianity, u. 287; B. PUtina. Livet of ffte Popee, i. 166-
167. London, n.d.; DCS, iii. 302.

John VL: Pope 701-705. A Greek by birth, he
was consecrated October 30. The Emperor Apsimar-
Tiberius, disapproving his election, sent the exarch
Theophylact to Rome to procure his deposition;

but the military force of aJl Italy is said to have
assembled around Rome in his defense. He was
in greater danger from the Lombard Duke Gisulf of

Benevento, but by means of gifts warded off this

attack also. He died Jan. 11, 705.

(H. BOBHMER.)
Bibuoorafht: Liber ponOJlcalia, ed. Duchesne, i. 383,

Paris. 1886. ed. Mommsen, in MOH, GeeL ponL Rom., i

(1808), 217-218; JafFtf, Regeeta, i. 242; Mann, Popee,

i. 2. pp. 106-108; Bower. Popee, ii. 0-12; B. Platina.

Livee of the Popee, i. 172-173, London, n.d.; DCB, iii.

302-308.

John Vn.: Pope 705-707. He was a Greek, re-

nowned, according to the Liber pontificalia, for his

eloquence, education, and taste for art. He showed
little firmness in his dealings with Justinian II. in

regard to the confirmation of the Quinisext Council.

He maintained friendly relations with the Lom-
bards. (H. BOEHMSR.)
Biblioobapht: Z^bsr pontifleaUe, ed. Duchesne. L 384, Paris,

1806, ed. Mommsen, in MOH, Gest. pont. Rom., i (1808).

210-220; Jaff«. Regeeta, i. 246-247; Mann. Popee, i. 2,

pp. 100-123: J. Lancen, Oeeehiehte dm r&mieehen Kirthe,

u. 605-606. Bonn. 1885; F. Oregororiiis. HieL of ffts CUy
of Rome, ii. 104-106, London. 1804; Bower. Popee, ii.

12-13; B. Platina. Livee of the Popee, i. 173-176, London,
n.d.; DCB, iii. 303.

JohnVm.: Pope 872-882. He was a Roman by
birth. On being elected pope Dec. 14, 872, he
took up with alacrity the task of ruling in the spirit

of Nicholas I. He had many qualities necessary

for success, including a genius for financial and
military organization and for promptly turning to

advantage each change in the politi(»J situation.

His whole force was devoted to two purely political

aims, the liberation of Italy from the Saracens and
its subjection, together with that of the empire, to

the oveivlordship of the papacy. The first, a neces-

sary preliminary to the second, he pursued in alli-

ance with the Emperor Louis II., but on his own
account he built a fleet, organized a standing mili-

tia and completed the fortification of Rome. The
greatest obstacle to the success of his plans was the

impossibility of detaching the princes of Palermo,

Naples, and Capua, and the maritime power of

Anoalfi, from their alliance with the Saracens, to

whom he was himself forced toward the end of his

reign to pay a yearly tribute. His natural unfriend-

liness to the Germans and the Carolingian dj^nasty

showed itself on the death of Louis (Oct. 12, 875),

when he invited not Louis the German but Charles

the Bald to Rome to receive the imperial crown,

which he placed on his head at Christmas. When
Charles the Bald died in the next year. John had
to reckon with the claims to the empire of his

nephew Carloman, whose adherents appeared in

Rome in the spring of 878, imprisoned John, and
took an oath of the leading citizens to support

Carloman as emperor. As soon as the pope was
released, he went by sea to France and held a
council at Troyes, where he crowned Louis the

Stammerer (Sept. 7, 878); but as Louis showed
little inclination to be mixed up in the Italian

troubles, John had another candidate. Count Boso
of Provence, who followed him back to Italy and
was to have been crowned king in Rome. The plan

failed because the German Carolingians had gained

too much ground in northern Italy. In August,

879, John was forced to acknowledge Charles the

Fat at Ravenna as king of Italy, and some time

before Feb. 9, 881, to crown him as emperor, and
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thus bid farewell to any hope of realising his Italian

plans. In the controversy between Methodius and
the Bavarian episcopate, he took the side of the

former, although in 870 he summoned him to Rome
to answer a charge of heresy. But John's attempts

to please both parties sowed the seeds of future dis-

cord in the yoimg Moravian church. He carried

on his predecessors' policy more consistently in

the Bulgarian question, but gained nothing except

vague promises, while the Greek clergy and liturgy

remained in possession. This question had troubled

the relations of Rome with Ignatius, patriarch of

Constantinople. After his death in 877, Photius

(who had been deposed by the fourth council of

Constantinople in 869) was reinstated. In 870, in

order to win the Emperor Basil's support against

the Saracens, John expressed his readiness to recog-

nise him on certain conditions, and though Photius

grossly falsified the terms when he recited them in

the council of 870, John disavowed the action of

his protesting legates and stiU sought for union.

The assertion of later historians that he reversed

this policy before his death (Dec. 15, 882) and once

more deposed Photius finds no support in his letters.

(H. BOEHMBR.)
Bibx40orafht: The letters of this pope m»y be found in

M*nn, ConeUia, xvii. 1 sqq.; S. LOwenfeld, EpUioUu
Rffmanomm ponhflcum inediia*, pp. 24-34, Leipdc, 1885;
•nd JafF^ ft^^Mfo, L 376-422. s^onmilt: Bineniax, AnnalM,
ed. O. H. Perti. in MOH, ScripL, i (1826X 405 sqq.; Lib^r

poniiftealU, ed. Duchesne, ii. 121-122, Paris, 1802: Mann.
PopeB, in. 231-^58; J. Hergenrdther, PhoHua, 3 vols.. Reg-
eosburs. 1867-00; B. Jungmann, Disssrfolumes selactes,

iii. 410-435. RevMubuig. 1882; A. Qasquet, L'Bmpire
bytatUin el la wumardne franque, pp. 432-482, Paris, 1888;
J. Tiangen, (TtscAtMls dm- rdmiadi^n Kir^, iii. 170-275,
Bonn, 1802; A. Lap6tre, L'Burope et le Saini^iiffe h
Vipoqua earoHngUnng, vol. L, Paris, 1805 (Ultramontane);
F. Oregorovius, Hi$L tf the City cf Rome, iii. 171-203.
London, 1805; Haudc. KD, iL 558 sqq., 702 sqq.; Hefele.

Ceneilienoeeehiihtet !. 447 sqq., 514 sqq.; Bower, Popee,
283-202; Ifilman, Laiin ChriaUanity, iii. 37, 81-100;
B. PUtina. ZAvee cf the Popee, L 232-233. London, n.d.

John IX.: Pope 808-000. He was a Benedictme,
and was elevated to the papacy after the expulsion

of Sei^us ni. At a synod in St. Peter's he re-

versed the proceedings of the synod of Stephen VI.

(q.v.) whidi had condemned Formosus (q.v.), and
reaffibrmed the validity of the orders conferred by the

latter. He revised the provisions for papal eleo-

tions, recognised Lambert of Spoleto as emperor,
and declared the coronation of Arnulf null and void.

At first he confirmed the decrees of his predecessors

in regard to Photius, but just before his death he
seems to have succeeded in reaching some imder-
standing with the Greeks at a synod.

(H. BOBHMER.)
Bibuoobapbt: Liber poniiflealie, ed. Duchesne, ii. 232, Paris.

1802; J. If. Watterioh, Romanarum potUi/leum viiae, i. 656
sqq.. Leipdo, 1862; Jaff^. Regeeta, i. 44^-448; J. Langen,
Oeedtiehte der rOmiechen Kirche, iii. 307-311. Bonn. 1802;
F. Gregorovius, Hiet. of the City of Rome, iii. 231-238,
London, 1805; Mann, Popee, iii. 245. 370. 384. 304; Bower.
Popee, iL 302-304; Milman, Latin Chrietianity, iii. 112;
B. Platina. Livee of ike Popee, L 240-241, London, n.d.

JohnZ.: Pope 014-028. He is said to have been
bom at Toffignano in Romagna, to have been first

a deacon in Bologna, and then to have risen to the

bishopric of that see, which he immediately ex-

changed in some uncanonical manner for that of

Ravenna, whence be was called, again uncanoni-

cally, by the primaies of Rome—meaning notably

Th^ora, to whom he seems to have been related

—to the papacy about March, 014. He displayed

some zeal and ability in ecclesiastical afiFairs, main-
taining close relations with Ciermany and France;

the instructions sent to the archbishop of Reims
for dealing with the newly converted Normans are

notable. He was, however, more important as a
politician and military commander, succeeding in

imiting the principal Italian princes and the eastern

emperor against the Saracens, and personally win-

ning a brilliant victory over them on the lower

Garigliano in August, 016. But the league soon fell

a prey to the spirit of faction, the Emperor Berengar
was murdered at Ravenna in 024, and John had a
powerful foe in Rome in the person of the intrigu-

ing Marozia. In June, 028, his brother Peter, pre-

fect of the city, was murdered and he himself was
thrown into prison, where he soon died.

(H. BOEHMBR.)
Bxbuoobapht: Sources are: Liudprand, ArUapodoeie, ed.

E. DQmmler, pp. 44-47, 61. 73. Hanover, 1877; Benedio-
tus, Chronieon, ed. Q. Waits, in MOH, Script, xiii (1881).
714-715. Consult further: Li6er pomtifleaUe, ed. Duchesne,
ii. 240-241, Paris. 1802; Jaff^ Reyeeta, i 447-453; J. M.
Watterieh, Romanorum ponHfUum vitas, i. 35-36. 661 sqq..

Leipsie. 1862; B. Jungmann. Dieeertationee eeUetae, iv.

46-62, Regensburg, 1884; J. Langen, OeediidUe der
ramiedien Kirthe, iii 310-328. Bonn, 1802; F. Grego-
rovius, Hiet. of the City of Rome, iii. 240-270, London,
1805; Bower. Popee, iL 306-311; Milman. LaUn Chrie-^

tianity, iu. 160-166; B. Platina. Livee of the Popee, I 245-
247. London, n.d.

John XL: Pope 031-936. A natural son of

Sergius III.* by Marozia, he was elevated to the
papacy aboyt 931 by his mother's influence, and
was involved in her fall when his half-brother Al-

beric gained power a year later. It is not known
whether he ever regained his freedom, but it was
undoubtedly Alberic who decided all the more im-
portant acts of jurisdiction. John died in January,
936. (H. BoEHifER.)

BnuooRAPHT: Lt5«r fNmli^IcaJts, ed. Duchesne, ii. 243, Paris,

1802; Jaff^. Reyeeta, i. 454^455; J. M. Watterioh. Roma^
norum pontifteum vitae, L 38, 660 sqq., Leipsie, 1862;
J. Langen, OeeehidUe der rdmiedien Kirche, iii. 320-331,
Bonn, 1802; GregoroTius, Hiet. of the City of Rome, iii

283-305. London. 1805; Bower. Popee, ii 311-312; B.
Platina. Livee of the Popee, i. 248-240, London, n.d.

John Zn. (Octavian): Pope 955-964. He was
the illegitimate son of Alberic, and was elected

Dec. 16, 955. The most shocking moral scandals

were rife; but with all his vices he combined the
soaring ambition of his house. First he tried to

extend his power in the south, and then to deal

with King Berengar, both without success. Bep-
engar's son Adalbert was occupying Roman terri-

tory when John decided to appeal to Otto I., pos-

sibly under pressure from the reforming party
among the Roman clergy. After exacting guar-

anties for his own position, he admitted Otto into

the city and crowned him emperor (Feb. 2, 962);

but hardly had Otto left Rome when John entered

into relations with Adalbert and attempted to do
so with the Byzantine empire. Becoming aware
of his treachery. Otto marched back to Rome.
John and Adalbert fled to Tivoli. A synod met in

St. Peter's under the emperor's presidency, which
after nearly a month's debate declared John guilty
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of perjury, murder, aaeriloge, and inoest, deposed
him, and elected the prciowcriniarius Leo, who was
then only a layman, in his place. After the em-
peror had left Rome, John's friends rose and ex-

pelled Leo. John returned to the Lateran, and
held a council of his own (Feb. 26) at which he
annulled the acts of the previous one and declared

Leo deposed. Stem vengeance was taken upon the

reforming leaders, but before Otto could return

John was struck down either by a stroke of apo-
plexy or by an injured husband, and died Ifay 14,

964. (H. BOSHMBB.)
Bibuoobapht: The Bpialolae tt privdagia are in MPL,

eocxsdiL Soutom wtt: Liudprand, D« ubu» ffuti* OUonU,
od. E. DOmmler, pp. 124-136, HAoorer. 1877; Libtr
ponai/lMlM, ed. DuehMDe. u. 246 aqq., Parii, 1802. Gon-
ralt further: JafF«. B^o^ta, i. 463-487; J. M. Watterieh,
Rowtanonam ponHfiatm vitas, I. 41-63; F. Oregorovim,
HUL tfAsCitytf Romt, iii. 828-^1. London. 1895; B.
Jnngmenn, DinmialionM Mleetat, iv. 449 sqq.. Regens-
burg. 1884; Hnuek, KD, ii. 222-236; Bower, PopM. U.

316-819; MUman, LaHn ChriaiianUy, iU. 175-184; B.
Platina, IAve» of the Popn, i. 262-264. London, n.d.

John Xm.: Pope 065-072. Formerly bishop of

Nam!, and apparently a son of the younger Theo-
dora, he was elected under the influence of Otto I.

and consecrated Oct. 1. In December the citizens

rose and imprisoned him. He escaped, but was
unable to reenter Rome except with the help of the

emperor, to whom he remained in absolute subjec-

tion, lliis relation, however, increased his con-

sideration in the West, and from countries as dis-

tant as Spain, England, and Scotland questions

were referred to him for decision. He died Sept.

6, 072. (H. BoEHMSB.)
BiBUOoaAnrr: The BputoUu «l privUagia ere in JfPL.

exsQDT. Consult: lAJbtr pontiJlealiB, ed. Duohe8n^ U. 262,
Peril, 1892; Jaff4. ftc^Mfo. i. 470-477; J. If. Wetterieh,
Bomanorum pontijleum vitas, i. 44, 66, 685-686, Leipeic.

1862; B. Jungmenn, DietertaHonM eeledas, £. 493 aciq..

Begensburg. 1884; J. Langen, Ovaehiehte der rdmitdten
ITtrdU, iiL 854-363. Bonn, 1892; Hauok, KD, iu. paasini;

F. Qregoroyius, Hit, of fht City of Borne, iil 357-377.
London. 1895; Bower. Popee, U. 321-323; B. Flatina,

Livae of the Papea, I 255-256, London, n.d.

John XIV.: Pope 08a-084. Formerly known as

Peter, bishop of Pavia and chancellor of Italy,

he was elected in Nov. 083, by the influence of

Otto II. After Otto's death the rival claimant,

Boniface VII., returned from Constantinople and
imprisoned John in the Castle of Sant'Angelo, where
he died Aug. 20, 084. (H. Bokhmbr.)
B1BL10GKA.PHT: JafF^ Beoeata, i. 484; J. M. Watterieh,
Bomanorum pontifieum vitae, i. 66, 686-687, Leipsio, 1862;
Bower, P<«m», ii. 326; B. Platina, lAvee of «ft« FopM, i. 260,

* London, n.d.; F. Oregoroviua, HM. of fke City of Borne,
m. 393, 397, London, 1895.

John XV.: Pope 085-086. During his pontificate

the political power in Rome was in the hands of

John Crescentius II., and the papacy enjoyed little

consideration abroad, as is shown by the history

of the Reims contest (see Stlvbster II.). His
relations with Germany, however, were relatively

dose, and he acted (through his legate Leo of

Trevi) as mediator between Ethelred of England
and Richard of Normandy, sanctioning the peace
of Rouen (Mar. 1, 001). He died early in April,

006. (H. BOSHMBR.)
BiBUoanAPHT: Liber . ponHfUaUe, ed. Duoheene, ii. 260,

Parim 1892; J. M. Watterioh, Bmnanorum pontijieum vitae,

t. 66-67. 687-688. Leipnc, 1862; J. Langen. OeedtidUe

der rOmiedien KiriM, iii. 369-380. Bonn, 1892; F. Orego-
roviua, Hiet. of fhe City of Borne, iii. 396-406, London,
1895; Bower, Popee, iL 326-329.

John ZVL: Pope 007-008. A Qreek of low ex-

traction from Rossano in Calabria, he was made
abbot of Nonantula by the favor of the Empress
Theophanu, who, as regent after Otto II. 's death,

procured his elevation to the bishopric of Piacensa.

When John Crescentius expelled Gregory V. from
Rome, he assumed the papacy; but Otto III. re-

stored Gregory, and John was captured in Ifarch,

008, deposMi, mutilated, and imprisoned in a Roman
monastery, where he lived apparently imtil April

2, 1013. (H. BOEHMBB.)
BiBUooaAPHT: Jatt4, Begeeia, i. 496-496; J. M. Watterioh.
Bomanorum pontifieum vitae, i. 68, 689 sqq., Leipae. 1862;

J. Langen. Oeeehiehte der rOmieehen Kirche, uL 385-387,

Bonn. 1892; F. Gregoroviua, HiaL of the City of Borne,

iil 422^27. London. 1895; Bower. Popee, it 830; B.
Platina. lAvee of the Popee, i. 263-264. London. n.d.

John XVn.: Pope 1003. He was a Roman
named Sicco, who was elected June 13 by the will

of Crescentius, and died Dec. 7. The only thing

known of him is that he was married before his

elevation. (H. Boehmbr.)
Bibliooeapht: Liber pontijlcalie, ed. Ducheene, ii. 265, PftriB,

1892; Jafftf. Beoeeta, I 501; Bower, Popee, ii 383; B.
Platina. Livee of the Popee, L 266.

John XVm.: Pope 1003-00. He was another

creature of Crescentius, named Fasanus or Phasi-

anus, son of a Roman presbyter Leo. That he was
not lacking in energy is shown by his vigorous

proceedings against the bishops of Sens and Orleans,

who had required Abbot Gauslin of Fleury to bum
the papal privileges of exemption; and he seems

to have had some success against his Byzantine
opponents. He died in June, 1000.

(H. BoSHMBR.)
Bibuoobapht: Liber PontiJIealie, ed. Duobeane. ii. 266.

Paris. 1892; Jaff^ Beffoeta, i. 501-503; J. M. Watterieh.
Bomanorum pontifieum vitae, i. 69. 699-700. Leipeic. 1862;
Mary Bateson. in Hietorieal Beviow, 1895. pp. 728-729;
F. Gregoroviue. HiaL of the City i^ Borne, ir. 7-10. London,
1896; Bower. Popea, ii. 334; B. Platina. Livea of the Popee,
i. 266. London. n.d.

John XIZ.: Pope 1024-32. He was the brother

of Benedict VIII., Romanus by name, and was
elected by the Tusculan party between April 12

and May 10. The eastern Emperor Basil II. re-

quested him to acknowledge the patriarch Eusta-
thius of Constantinople as " ecumenical bishop,"

or practically as an eastern pope. John was dis-

posed to accede, but the monastic reformers raised

such a storm of protest that the negotiations were
broken off. After crowning Conrad II. (Mar. 26,

1027), John was completely under his power, and
his decrees were treated with contempt by the em-
peror in Germany. In France, however, his au-

thority seems to have been respected, and King
Canute of England paid him a visit in 1027. Ap-
parently without much protest, he conducted a
simoniacal traffic; the only objection raised by
Canute to the demand of money for conferring the

pallium was to the laigeness 0^ the amount. He
seems to have died Nov. 6, 1032.

(H. BOEHMBB.)
Bdlioobafht: Jafff Regeata, i. 514-^619; J. M. Walterieh.
Bomanorum pontifieum vitae, i. 70. 708-711. Leipeic. 1862;

J. Lancen, Oeeehiehte der r&miadien Kirehe, iii. 418-428,
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1802; F. Gncororius, Hi§t. cf fk» City of Rome,
iir. Sl-W. London. 1800; Boww. Popm, U. 337-330; B.
PlAtiiin, iA9m of A« PofMt. i. 260-270, London, n.d.;

Hradk. KD, iii. 406. 665-A66. 660, 661.

Jolm 2ZL (Pedro Julian!) : Pope 127&-77. A
native of Liaboii, he became cardinal-bishop of
TiMetthim in 1273, and was elected pope at Viterbo
Sept. 15 or 16, 1276, taking the title of John XXI.,
tboag)i he was in reality the twentieth pope of this

name. He was a man of great learning, though
apparently of equal eccentricity; since the four-

teenth century it has been usually believed that he
waa identical with ''Petrus Hispanus," the author
of a number of medical works and a popular com-
pendium of logic. His pontificate was without in-

fluence on the development of the church. He was
injured by the fall of aceilingin the papal palace at
Viterbo, and died Ifay 20, 1277. (A. Hauck.)
BauooaAFHT: J. (Hunnd and E. GAdier, Lm Rtgiabf d€

Oitfuin X. 0t Jmh XXL, Paria, 1808; R. Stapfer. Papt
JtkmmmwB XX!., MOnstor. 1808; Boww. Popu, iii. 26-26;
F. GrafonmiM. HiaL ef Uu City cf Rom€, . 476-477, Lon-
don. 1807; B. PlAtina, Uvm cf A« Popm, ii. 106-106, ib.

s.d.: ICilBuui. Latin Chriatiamty, vl 134-136.

John ZZIL (Jacques Duesa): Pope 1316-34.

He was bom at Cahors, France, about 1244, be-

came bishop of Avignon in 1310 and cardinal-

biahop of Porto in 1312, and was elected pope at

Lyons, after an interregnum of more than two
yean, on Aug. 7, 1316, taking up his residence at

Avignon. The main object of his policy was to

get rid of the remains of imperial power in Italy,

in the interests of the papacy. He took advantage
of the contested election to the empire in 1314 to

dedan on Mar. 31, 1317, that upon a vacancy in

the imperial office its jurMictiOf regiment el div-

pomHo passed to the pope; and on this ground he
forbade the imperial vicars and other officials

named by Henry VU. to retain their offices, him-
self appointing Robert of Naples, as his predecessor

had done, imperial vicar for Italy. He maintained
a more or lees neutral position between the rival

claimants in Germany. The case was altered when
Louis the Bavarian's victory over his competitor
at the battle of Mahklorf (Sept. 18, 1322) made it

poesible for him to take hold of Italian affairs, and
his nomination of Berthold of Neiffen as imperial

viear showed that he was disposed to do so. In a
public consistory (Oct. 8, 132^) he brought charges

against Louis (the so-called " first process ")i his

action being based on the daim first made by
Gregory VII. and renewed by Innocent III. that

to the pope belonged the right of examining and
approving or rejecting the candidate elected to the

imperial throne. Louis was accused of disregard-

ing pi^ rights by taking the title of emperor
without confirmation and assuming to administer

the empire before he had received it, as well as of

favoring and protecting the ViBConti, who had been
condemned for heresy. He was suounoned, on
pain of excommunication, to lay down the reins of

government and annul his previous acts, and his

mbjeets were released from their allegiance. John
probably did not expect Louis to 3rield obedience;

what he hoped to gain was a renewal of the oonffict

in Germany. After a momentary hesitation (sec-

ond procem, Jan. 7, 1324), the sentence of excom-

munication was pronounced against Louis Mar. 23,
and a like penalty threatened against all who should
continue to render obedience to him (third proc-
ess). On July 11 he was declared deprived of all

rights supposed to follow .from his election, and
onoe more summoned to answer at the bar of Rome
before Oct. 1, while his adherents were excommu-
nicated (fourth process).

In reply to the first process, Louis had made a
declaration which asserted the validity of an elec-

tion independent of papal confirmation, raised the
chaxge of heresy against John himself, and appealed
to a general council. This declaration appears not
to have been published; but on May 22, 1324, he
came out publicly with a renewed appedl to a coun-
cil. The attempt to set up a rival emperor failed,

and the menace of excommunication and interdict

had but little effect in Germany. Early in 1327
Louis came down to Italy with unexpected success,

had himself crowned in Rome (Jan. 17, 1328) by
four syndics elected by the people, and brought
about the election (May 12) of an antipope, known
as Nicholas V. John met these proceedings by
declaring that Louis had forfeited aU fiefs which he
held from either Church or empire, especially the
duchy of Bavaria (fifth process, Apr. 3, 1327); by
condemning him as a heretic (Oct. 23); by pro-
claiming a crusader's indulgence for all who should
bear arms ac^dnst him for a year (Jan. 21, 1328);
and by ordering a new election to the empire kiter

in the spring. Louis was not strong enough to

keep the control of Italy, and was obliged to leave

it in the winter of 1329-30, after which his anti-

pope made his submission. In a sermon on All

Saints' Day, 1331, the pope declared that the bea-

tific vision of God was not granted to the saints un-
til after the resurrection. Doubts had already been
expressed as to his orthodoxy, and this statement
gave fresh offense, all the more that the Italian

cardinals were unfriendly to the Gascon pope.

Taking advantage of this situation Louis, in con-

cert with Cardinal Napoleone Orsini, addressed a
formal request to the sacred coUege in 1334 for the

summoning of a general council; but before any
result could follow this new attack, John died on
December 3 of that year.

John is described as a small, thin, ugly, bakl-

headed man. He was incessantly busy without
accomplishing anything worth while. Germany
was injured, Italy distracted, and the Church and
papacy lowered in the general esteem by his pon-

tificate, which earned a bad name also by the finan-

cial methods developed by him. He needed money
to enrich his relatives, and he delighted in amass-
ing it for its own sake. Giovanni Villani estimated

his fortune to be 25,000,000 florins (over 16,000,-

000); but about 800,000 florins is probably mudi
nearer the mark. As a means of money-getting
he made wide use of reservations (see Rxbsbva-
TioKB, Papal). Immediately after his election he
reserved all benefices whose previous holders had
received another position from the pope, and a
year later, by declaring that no one might hold

more than two benefices, he created a large num-
ber of other vacancies, which he likewise reserved

to himself. In 1322 he reserved all the benefices
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in the patriarchate of Aquileia and the archbishop-

rics of Ravenna, Milan, and Genoa. The same
purpose was served by the foundation of a large

number of new dioceses by division of the older ones.

For John's relation to the Franciscans, see Francis,
Saint, of Absisi, III.,* {{ 6-7; for his activity in

the field of canon law, see Canon Law, II., 6, { 3.

See also Beoharob, Bbguines, { 6. (A. Haucx.)
Bibuoorapht: The weightiMt documenta of John's reign

are published in the AnnalM ecclemattici of O. Raynaldiu
ed. A. Theiner. vol. xxiv., Bar le Due, 1872; in AMA,
XV. 2. ei aqq.. xvi. 2. 156 sqq.. xvii. 1. 160 sqq.. 1880-«6;
in VatikanUche Studien, Innsbruck. 1890; W. H. Bliss,

Calendar . . . Papal LeUer», ii. 123 sqq.. in RoUa Seriea,

London, 1806; the bull Licet jiuUa doctrinam is quoted in
Mirbt, Qttellen, pp. 152-153; important also are Lettree
du pape Jean XXli., 1316-34, reUUivea h la France, Athens,
1000 sqq. The earlier lives are collected in S. Baluse.
Viias paparum Avenioneneium, i. 113 sqq., Paris. 1(103,

and in Q. Villani, Cromeo, books ix.-zi.. Florence, 1823.
Consult: Pastor, Popee, i. 68-83; C. Mflller, Der Kampf
Ludwige . . . mil der r&miechen Kurie, vol. i., TQbingen,
1870; 8. Rieiler. OeeehichU Baieme, ii. 348 sqq.. Gotha,
1880; W. Felten, Die BvUe Ne preUrtai, 2 vols., Treves.
1885-87; B. Jungmann. Dieaertaiionee aelectae, vi. 156
sqq., Regensburg. 1886; M. Faucon, La lAbrairie dee papee
d'Avionon, 2 vols.. Paris. 1886-87; Regulae canceltariae
apoetolicae, Innsbruck. 1888; L. K6nig, Die p&petliehe
Kammer unier . . . Johann XXII^ Vienna, 1804f Nean-
der. Ckriatuin Church, iv. 358 et passim; Hefele, ConcUien-
oeeehi€ide, vi. 575 sqq.; Bower. Popee, iii. 73-78; B.
Flatina, Livee of the Popee, ii. 140-147, London, n.d,;
llihnan, Latin Chrietiani^, vii. 18-120.

John XZm. (Baltasare Cossa): Pope 1410-15.
He came of a noble Neapolitan family. At first

he took up the profession of arms, but later he
studied at the University of Bologna and became
cardinal in 1402 and legate of Bologna in 1403.

In this position he rendered distinguished services

for the restitution and protection of the Papal States

(q.v.) and for the increase of the papal finances.

He fell out with Gregory XII. and became the

leading spirit of the Council of Pisa (q.v.); the

newly elected pope, Alexander V., was only an in-

strument in his hands. After the death of Alex-

ander, John himself was elected pope May 17, 1410.

He carried on a successful war against Ladislaus of

Naples (battle of Roccasicca, Apr. 29, 1411), but
was forced to flee and throw himself into the arms
of the Roman King Siegmund. By his ignominious

flight from the Council of Constance (Mar. 20 to

21, 1415), John incurred the hatred of the whole
assembly. On May 29, 1415, the council deposed
him and delivered him into the hands of Count
Palatine Louis of Bavaria. He was then impris-

oned in Radolfszell, Gottlieben, Heidelberg, and
Mannheim till 1418, when he was released by Martin
V. and made cardinal bishop of Tusculum. He died

Dec. 22, 1419. (B. Bess.)

Biblioorapbt: Pastor, Popes, i. 101-199; Creighton. Pap-
aey, i. 267-344; C. Hunger. Zur Qeechiehte Papet Johan-
nee XXIII., Bonn. 1876; J. Sohwerdfeger. Papet Johann
XXIII. uni die Wahl Siegmunde, 1410, Vienna, 1895; H.
Blumenthal, in ZKO, xxi. 1900; Neander, Chrietian
Church, V. 90 sqq.; Bower. Popee, iii. 171-201; E. J.

Kitts. In the Daye of the CouneUe; a Sketch of the Life and
Timee of Baldaeeare Coeea, Edinburgh. 1909.

II.

nieMan.
His Position Among the Apoetles

(I 1).

His FamUy (i 2).

His Character (f 3).

The Writings Attributed to
John.

The Apocalypse.

JOHN THE APOSTLE.

Preliminary Considerations (I 1).

External Testimony (I 2).

John the Presbyter (I 3).

The Date of Composition (| 4).

2. The Epistles.

IJohnd 1).

II and III John (| 2).

3. The Gospel.

Its Character (I 1).

Internal Testimony to Authorship
(12).

Objections to Johannine Author-
ship (i 3).

John's Residence at Ephesus
(§4).

Conclusion ($ 5).

L The Han: The picture which the name of

John calls up in the mind of every educated Chm-
tian b a reflection of the traits apparent in the
writings transmitted imder his name; but whether
he was the author of those writings has been for a
hundred years a question to which diverse answers
have been given, many denying his authorship ab-
solutely, while others regard it as uncertain. The
attempt must be made to arrive at the historical

position of the apostle from these writings and
from the traditions as to his later life which are so
closely connected with them.

In nearly all the lists of the apostles, after the
names of Peter and Andrew come those of James
and John, the sons of Zebedee. That in Acts i. 13

John comes before James, and both
I. His before Andrew may be explained by

Position the fact that in this book John was to
Among the be frequently named as a prominent
Apostles, man in the apostolic circle, while James

appears only once, in the mention of
his martyrdom (xii. 2). On the other hand, it may
be concluded from the almost constant precedence
given to James in the Gospels that he was the elder
brother, for the greater historical importance of

John was well known by the time the Gospels were

written. According to an old and wide-spread tra-

dition, John was the youngest of all the apostles.

If this is accepted, it adds to the probability of the

assertion that he died a very old man after the

accession of Trajan, 98 a.d.

The father of James and John pursued with them
and with several hired men (Mark i. 20) the trade

of a fisherman at Capernaum. More
2. His is known of the mother; she accom-
Family. panied Christ on his last journey to

Jerusalem, and by her request for

places of honor in the Messianic kingdom for her
sons showed not only her own ambition but her

firm belief in the coming of that kingdom; she was
seen again at the cross, and appears as one of the

women who had helped to support the Savior in

Galilee and on this last journey, and cared for the
proper burial of his body after the crucifixion.

Her name, Salome, is preserved by Mark (xv. 40,

xvi. 1; cf. Matt, xxvii. 56). The comparison of

John xix. 25 with this last passage and Mark xv. 40
leads to a tempting hypothesis that she was the sis-

ter of Mary, the mother of Jesus, which would tend

to explain more than one traditional statement
about the boldness of her demand for her sons.

Their call, as well as that of Peter and Andrew, is
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John the Apottla

pfcsAed by the Evangelists among the first acts of

the mmistry of Jesus in Galilee after the imprison-
iTaent of John the Baptist, whose disciples they had
apparently been, therefore being fully acquainted
with the personality and teaching of Jesus.

With Peter the two brothers formed the inner

rircfe of his associates, whom he took with him to
the bouae of Jalrus, to the mount of the transfig-

urmlion, and to Gethsemane. A comparison of

Mark x. 35 with Biatt. xx. 20 shows that they
shared their mother's ambitions for

3. His their future; though it must not be
Cfaancter. forgotten that in reply to the search-

ing question of Jesus, they declared

their readiness to go through all the trials and suf-

ferii^ which must precede his glorification. It is

they, with Peter, who come to the mind in reading
of strife as to precedence among the apostles (Matt.
xriiL 1; Mark ix. 33; Luke xxii. 24). In connec-
tioa with one of the admonitions of Jesus on these

orrmanns occurs the account of John's complaint
of the man who worked wonders in his name with-
out being his avowed disciple (Luke ix. 49). It

was not their own honor, however, that they wished
to see avenged by a divine judgment upon the
Samaritan village in the following passage (ib.

\frraea 51-56). It can scarcely be doubted that it

was sueh expressions of an unchastened spirit that
caused Christ to give them the name of Boanerges
(Mark iu. 17). That both the brothers afterward
learned to master their impetuous wrath and their

jeakxifl ambition is amply attested. A story of

James preserved by Eusebius {HUt, ecd,, 11., ix.

2. 3) gtvee a touching evidence of it; and the whole
history of John speaks for it, though his natural

dispositicHi appears not extirpated but purified and
regulated in the words and actions of his old age.

It must have been his natural gifts and fiery zeal

which procured for him, even in the lifetime of his

ekier brother, so commanding a position among the

apostles and in the church of Palestine (Acts iii.

1-1 i, hr. 13, 19, viii. 14). In Acts xv., indeed, he
does not appear so prominently as Peter and James
in the discussions of the council at Jerusalem; but
Pkul names him with them as a pillar of the Church
(GaL ii. 0). Paul refutes the assertions of his Gala-
tian opponents by facts which he could not have
invented and would not have adduced if they were
not demonstrable; all that those assertions prove
is that John, like Peter and James, continued to

live, with the churches immediately subject to their

gukiance in Palestine, according to the forms of the

Jewish law, while they solemnly declared them-
sehrea satined with the missionary vocation of

Paul and the independence of his non-Jewish con-

verta. The position of John in regard to these

burning questions of the middle of the first century
is the last historical notice of him in the New Tes-

tament, outside of the Johannine writings them-
•elvea.

n. The Writings Attributed to John: The works
to be discussed under this heading are five books
of the New Testament, vis., the Fourth Gospel,

three Epistles, and the Book of Revelation or

Apocalypse.

1. Tke Apooalypae: This comes first in order

because it is the only one which bears John's name
upon its face. If the author of such a pastoral

letter to the seven churches of Asia

1. Prelim- did not think it necessary to identify

inary Con- himself any further than by the bare
iderations. mention of his name and his designa-

tion as a servant of God, it follows that

his personality must have been well known to all

these churches, somewhat widely scattered through-

out Asia Minor, and that at the time of its composi-

tion there was no other John in those parts with
whom he could be confused. It follows, again,

from the addresses to the individual churches that

the writer was as well acquainted with the circum-

stances of these churches as the churches were with

him. A third fact to be borne in mind is that the

book was not only destined originally to be read

in their gatherings, but that in these very churches

it was actually received from the beginning of the

second century as a divine revelation.

Papias, bbhop of Hierapolis near Laodicea, at-

tests its credibility about 125; Justin includes in his

''Dialogue with Trypho" (written about 155 a.d.)

a report of a discussion held at Ephesus
2. External to prove that the gift of prophecy had
Testimony, passed over from the synagogue to the

Church; the " pre8b3rters in Asia,''

whom Irenaeus reveres ss disciples of John, taught

by his own lips, occupied themselves with a dis-

cussion of the number of the beast (Rev. xiii. 18)

;

the ** Acts of John," composed in the same prov-

ince hardly later than 160-170 by one " Leucius "

of the school of Valentinus, attributes the order of

the seven churches to the successive migrations of

the apostle. About the same time the Alogi (q.v.),

who, in their opposition to Montanism, wished to

see all prophecy, and thus the Apocalypse with the

other Johannine writings, banished from the Church,
could press this demand only by the assertion that

the heretic Cerinthus, John's contemporary at

Ephesus, had foisted the Apocalypse* on the Chiu-ch

under John's name. Baur and his school held to

Johannine authorship, and, in fact, considered the

Apocalypse the only authentic work of the apostle.

Those who could not accept the book as written

by the brother of James, and yet shrank from the

pseudonymous theory, at lesst in the

8. John the startling form in which it was held by
Presbyter, the Alogi and Caius of Rome, cast

about to find another John who would
serve the purpose. Thus Dionysius of Alexandria

(c. 260) attempted to support the possibility of

there having been such a man, at the time and place,

by the fact of the existence of a twofold tradition

as to the burial-place of John at Ephesus. Euse-

bius followed him, and discovered the other John
in the prologue of Papias (Hist, ecd., III., xxxix.

5, 6), callii^j him "John the Presbyter." This

view has been taken by LUcke, Bleek, Ewakl, and
others in modem times; and recently a strong

tendency has shown itself to make this " John the

Presbyter" responsible for all that bears the name
of John (Meyer-Bousset, Hamack). Even John
Mark, who was set aside by Dionysius as out of the

question, has been taken up by Hitzig as the author

of the whole Apocalypse, and by Spttta as the
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author of what he considers the original nueleua

(i. 4-vii. 17, xxii. 8-21).

Space forbids going into the long history of the

hjrpotheses whi^ have been set forth as to the

growth of the book, which is frequently held to

have been a lengthy process. The fol-

4 The Date lowing conclusions, however, seem safe.

of Oom- The assertion of Irenaeus (Haer., V.,

poaitioii. xzx. 3) that the visions were seen and
the book written toward the end of

the reign of Domitian, or about 95, finds support
in the numerous historical data of the opening
chapters. The designed and immediately accom-
plished introduction of the book into public litur-

gical use precludes the possibility of any notable

alterations in it between 100 and 150. The author,

as his name and idiom show, is of Hebrew birth,

and about 95 had a recognised position of authority

over the church of the province, without having any
contemporary rival of the same name. He is the
only John of Ephesus of whom anything is known
from a tradition reaching back into his l^etime and
in decisive points independent of his own writings.

That he does not call himself an apostle is no proof

that he was not one; his apostleship had no imme-
diate connection with his apocalyptic purpose, and
he does not describe himself at alL

2. TheXpUtlee: Of the Epistles, the first, which
Papias cites and Polycarp obviously imitates, is

not in form a letter. Not only is the introduction

(i. 1-4) imlike the ordinary beginning
1. I John, of a letter, but it lacks at its close, too,

what would be expected. There is

almost no allusion to any local conditions of the

readers. From v. 21 it may be inferred that the

readers lived amid pagan surroundings; the re-

peated " I write unto you " shows that it was not
a homily delivered before an assembled oonununity,
but rather a treatise addressed from a distance to

a number of local churches of non-Jewish origin.

The tone is that of an aged man who enjoyed high
consideration as a teacher, and who spoke not only
in his own name but in that of others who have
likewise seen and heard Christ on earth, and stood
as witnesses to a great fact (i. 1 sqq., iv. 14). A
personal follower of Christ (named John, accord-

ing to all tradition except that of the Alogi), who,
with his colleagues of similar qualifications, had
been occupied in other fields, in his old age ad-

dressed himself to some conununities of Gentile

converts as a teacher possessing great authority,

presumably superior to that of others laboring

among them. History knows of no one who ful-

fils all these conditions except the John who at the

end of the first century ruled the Chiu-ch of Asia

Minor from Ephesus. That the writer was an apos-

tle, as in the second century not only his disciples

but (in their way) his opponents admitted, is ren-

dered extremely probable by the strong expres-

sions of the opening verses.

The second and third Epistles are intimately

connected with the first by their language and line

of thought, by the combating of the same errors

(I John u. 18-26, iv. 1-3, v. 5-12; II John 7-11),

and by the position of the writer, which stands out
even more clearly from them than it does from the

first Epistle and the Apocalypse. That this position

was not unquestioned appears from I Jolm iv. 6;

and in II John 8-11 the author

2. ZZ and charges the churches to have nothing
in John, to do with those who refused to re-

ceive his teaching. From III John 9,

10 it appears that a leader of the Church has not

only employed ** malicious words *' against John
but has renounced communion with John's asso-

ciates and attempted to cut off those who received

them. Asserting his authority, John writes not
to the insubordinate Diotreph»s, but to one Gaius
who is in close relation with himself, sending a
letter at the same time to the whole Church of the

region—for there should be no doubt that the refer-

ence in III John 7 is to II John. In II John 12

and III John 13, 14, the intention is expressed of

coming to call Diotrephes to account. John's con-

fidence in his own position is noteworthy, especially

in connection with the question why and in what
sense he designates himself (II John 1; III John
1) as "the elder." Since in the province there

were certainly far more than the seven churches

of Rev. i., each with its own local presbyter, be
could hardly, writing to another chiurch (II John
13) as one of the elders of his own conununity, have
called himself simply " the elder," even if (as

III John and Rev. i.-iii. seem to show) the monar-
chical episcopate had already developed in that
region. It \a more probably a title of honor, not
chosen by himself but open to him to use after it

had become customary in the churches to call him
by it in the sense of the venerable teacher of the
whole region, the father who calls all the Christiana

in it his children. That there was such a vener-

able old man in Asia Minor at that time, who
would be designated with quite sufficient clearness

by the title " the elder," and that his name was
John, is known from Papias, who was a disciple of

his (Eusebius, Hitt, ecd,. III., xxxix. 15), and so
return is made to John of Ephesus as the assumed
or actiuil author of the two short letters. That
elsewhere, in places where this designation was not
familiar, doubts were raised as to the identity of
authorship with I John precisely on the ground of

this peciiUar designation, can be readily understood,

as also that after the discovery of a " John the
Presbyter " these epistles were ascribed to him, as
by Jerome (De vir. iU., ix., xviii.) after the sug-

gestion of Eusebius (Hist, ecd,. III., xxv. 3).

8. The Gospel: This resembles the works al-

ready discussed in being directed not to a general

public, but to a definite circle of read-

1. Its ers, whom the author twice addresses
Oharaot«r. (xix. 35, xx. 31) as a preacher might

his hearers. By this fact and by tra-

dition the view is supported that the author of the
Apocalypse and the Epistles is here addressing the
same churches; and it is confirmed by the undeni-

able likeness of both language and religious views,

to say nothing of the obvious fact that the Gospel
is destined for readers unfamiliar with the speech
and customs of the Jews. In i. 14, 16, as well as in

xix. 35, he reckons himself, precisely as in the
Epistles, among the eye-witnesses of the facts which
he relates.
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Note must be taken, however, of the theory of

Weiiafteker, that the book is a product of the

school of John the apostle, written in

d. Internal the spirit and the name of the master,

Testimony and that of Renan (from the thirteenth

to An- edition of his Vie de Jims on; fol-

thorahip. lowed, thou^ a little leas definitdy, by
Hamack) that "John the Presbyter,"

a disciple of the apostle and depending on his narra-

tive, wrote it. If it be noticed that throughout the

whole Gospel the two apostles who with Peter stood

next to Jesus are never once named, it appears

that this is too constant an attitude to be fortui-

tous, and that it can be explained only by the

author's feeling that it was unfitting to introduce

into the sacred history his own and his parents'

names. The " disciple whom Jesus loved " of the

last supper (xiii. 21-25) must have been an apos-

tle, and one of the inner circle even among the

apostles. That he was the author of the book is

expressly stated in the supplementary chapter

xxi. The solemn close of chapter xx., looking back
upon a completed work, shows that this was not

written at the same time with the rest: but the

fact that neither in the Fathers nor in the oldest

versions and the extant Greek manuscripts is there

any trace of an existence of the book without this

chapter shows that it must have been added before

the Gospel had been widely circulated, or soon
after the composition of the first twenty chapters.

Whoever, then, wrote xxi. 24 testified in the apos-

tle's lifetime that he was the author of the book;

and the internal evidence for its authenticity is

supported by a unanimous tradition which appar-

ent^ can be traced up to his very friends and dis-

ciples. If the relation between the writer and the

first readers was as close as it appears to have been,

there is no room for deliberate deceit on the part

of the former, or for unconscious error of the latter.

Those who have upheld the opposite theory have
depended far too little on positive study of the

text and positive information to assert that the

book was written by Cerinthus, or by a second-cen-

tury Gentile Christian with Gnostic tendencies, or

by a Jewish Christian who had never been outside

of Syria, or by a disciple or disciples of John at

Ephesus, or by a " Presbyter John."
The upholders of these various views have agreed

only in the negative judgment that an immediate
disciple of Christ can not have written the book,

for the reason that its contents are

8. 01]|Jao- incredible on historical, psychological,

tiona to or philosophico-dogmatic grounds. Of
johannina th£»e grounds the following brief

Author- sketch will suffice: (1) On account of
*^^^ the great difiFerence in language and

manner of thought it seems impossi-

ble, they say, that the same man (even at different

periods of hiis life) could have written the Gospel

and the letters on one side and the Apocalypse on
the other. (2) If the synoptic Gospels are older

than the fourth, as both tradition and criticism

show, and are a trustworthy reproduction of the

general tradition of the years 60-100, then the in-

compatibility of their narrative with John's in the

whole plan of the story and in certain important

details (for example the chronology of the Passion)

will render impossible a belief in the composition
of the Fourth Gospel by an eye-witness. (3) StiU

more, the picture given in it of the person of Jesus,

his relation to his disciples, and the tone of his re-

puted speeches differ fundamentally from those

given by the synoptics; and this difference leads

to the belief that the Fourth Gospel was written

by a man of the second or third generation, under
the influence of speculative and churchly ideas.

(4) One of these ideas is the doctrine of the Logos,

which comes from Philo or the Alexandrian phi-

losophy and can not have been known by the Gali-

lean fisherman. (5) The way in which the writer

introduces himself with apparent unconsciousness,

at the same time putting himself forward as the

favorite disdplei is morally more conceivable in a
later writer who more or less assumed the charac-

ter of the apostle than in the latter himself. (6)

Evidences of ignorance of the historical and geo-

graphical conditions of Palestine in the time of

Christ are adduced, though less confidently in

modem times than was formerly the case. (7) The
tradition as to the residence of the apostle John at

Ephesus is partly uncertain, because depending
on the testimony of writings bearing his name;
partly equivocal in that the apostolic character of

the John who lived there between 70 and 100 is

not clearly shown; and partly unfavorable to the

composition of the Fourth Gospel by this John, of

whom words and acts are reported (e.g., in connec-

tion with the Quartodeciman controversy) which
do not harmonise with the thought of the evangel-

ist. While a discussion of the first six points is

impossible here, the last must be dealt with at

some length, because it relates to the last period

of the apostle's life and because the whole histor-

ical foundation for his literary activity is involved

in it.

Even if the Apocalypse is pseudonymous, which
few nowadays maintain, it still teaches that at the

date of its composition (about 95 a.d.) there was a
well-known and revered Christian of

4. John's Jewish birth named John, whose per-

Baaidanoa manent home was on the mainland
at and his enforced habitation at that

Xphaana. time the island of Patmos. Ai far as

tradition speaks clearly, it constantly

designates him as an apostle, whether it mentions
him as the author of the Johannine writings, or as

a teacher in the province of Asia, or as an author-

ity for the ecclesiastical usages prevalent there.

There has been much discussion of the passage in

Eusebius where he cites Papias, and apparently in

part at least misunderstands him. Without dis-

cussing this at length, it is safe to say that the
" Presbyter John " is a product of the critical and
exegetioal weakness of Eusebius; and the question

becomes merely who was the John who (according

to the testimony of the Apocalypse and of lus dis-

ciples Polycarp, Papias, and the other "presby-
ters " mentioned by Irensus) lived at Ephesus in

the closing years of the first century, exercised a
predominant influence on the Church of the prov-

ince, died after the accession of Trajan or about

100, and (by the testimony of Polycrates, bishop
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of Ephesus, who waa baptized about 125-130) waa
buried there. All clearly intelligible tradition says
that he was the son of Zebedee choeen by Christ as
an apostle. There is not a counter-statement to
be found in the first eight centuries; an apparent
assertion of Papias that the apostle John was put
to death by the Jews in Palestine is seen when in-

vestigated to refer to John the Baptist.

It is safe, then, to say that the apostle John,
with other disciples of Christ, came from Palestine
to Asia Minor. If Polycarp, on the day of his death

(Feb. 23, 155), was looking back on
5. Oon- eighty-six years of life as a Christian,
olnoion. not as a man, and was thus baptized

in 69, and if his conversion (according
to Irensus, Haer,, 111., iii. 4) was the work of an
apostle, this migration to Asia Minor must have
occurred before that date, possibly as a result of
the outbreak of the Jewish war. John, then per-
haps not more than sixty or sixty-five, would thus
have been able to devote some thirty years to the
fostering of Christian life in the province. His
image as a priest in pontifical garments long lived

in the memory of the Christians of Ephesus (Euse-
bius, Hist, eccl., V., xxiv. 3). The whilom "Son
of Thunder " was not in his old age a subtle phil-

osophical disputant nor the soft-hearted preacher
of a weak tolerance, but stands out a sharply de-
fined character, his own position firmly taken and
earnestly pressing others to decide between light

and darkness, Christ and Antichrist. The John of

the years between 27 and 52 pictured in the older

New-Testament writings, stands out less clearly in

the Apocalypse, in which his task was merely to
reproduce what had been given him, than in the
Epistles, in which he exercised his office as teacher
and head of the Church of Asia Minor with unex-
hausted power. He is recognized again in the story
left by his disciple Polycarp (Irenaeus, Haer., III.,

iii. 4) of his encounter with the heretic Cerinthus
in the public bath at Ephesus, and in the account
(Eusebius, Hist, ecd., V., xxiv. 3, 16) of his cele-

bration of the Christian Passover in the form bor-
rowed from the old covenant and familiar to him
in Palestine. (T. Zahn.)
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Schaff, ChritHan Church, i. 406-431; in works on the
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in the Bible Commentary.
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in TU, ii.3 (1886): H. 8ch6n, L'Oriifine de VApoealypee,
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mar, Zurich. 1862; H. Kienlen, Paris. 1870; E. Renan,
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T. Kliefoth, Leipsic, 1874; F. DOsterdieck, Gdttingen*
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cox, in Cambridge Bible, Cambridge, 1800; D. Brown,
London, 1801; B. Weiss, Leipsic, 1801; W. Milligan,

London, 1802; W. Bousset. Gdttingen, 1806; J. M. Gib-
son, ApoealypHe Skelehee, London, 1001; E. Huntingford,
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Leipsic, 1001; A. Reymond, Lausanne,1003; J. B. Knap-
penberger. Syracuse, N. Y., 1008; J. J. L. Ruttow. Beeaye
on the Apocalypee, London, 1008; J. L. Scott, ib. 1000.
Commentaries on the Epistles are: B. F. Westcott.

London, 1802; W. Augusti, Die kathoUedien Britfe, 2 vols.,

Lemgo, 1801; J. W. Grashof, Essen, 1830; J. H. A.
Ebrard, Kfinigsberg, 1850, Eng. transl., Edinbuxigh, 1860;
W. Alexander, in Bible Commentary, London. 1881; idem,
in Expoeitor'e BibU, ib. 1880; A. Plummer, ib. 1886; J. J.

Lias, The Firet Epietle of St. John, ib. 1887; E. Dryander.
The Firet EpietU of St. John, ib. 1800; J. E. Belser, Frei-
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in: F. C. Baur. Kritieehe Untereuehungen Hber die kanon-
iedien Bvangelien, TQbingen, 1847; A. Hilgenfeld, Die
Evangelien nadt ihrer Bntetehung, Leipsic, 1854; A.
Sabatier. Beeai eur lee eoureee delaviede Jieue, Paris, 1866;
G. Volkmar. Der Ureprung uneerer SvangeUen, Zurich,

1866; G. Mailer, Die Entetehung der vier Evangelien,

Berlin, 1877; C. Tischendorf, Wann unarden uneere Evan-
gelien verfaeH t Leipsic, 1880; B. F. Westcott^ Introduc-

tion to the Study of the Ooepele, London, 1805; C. Weii-
sftoker. Untereudtungen Hber die evangeUeche Oeechichte,

ihre QueUen und den Oang ihrer BntwidUung, Tubingen,
1001. Consult also the special discussions: B. Bauer,
Kritik der evangeliedun GeediidUe dee Johannee, Bremen.
1840; C. Wittichen, Der peeehidMitAe Charakter dee Bvan^
gdiume Johannee, Elberfeld, 1868; J. Orr, AuffkenHcity of
St. John'e Ooepel, London, 1870; C. E. Luthardt, Der
johannieche Ureprung dee 4. Evanaeliume, Leipsic, 1874,
Eng. transl., Edinburgh, 1885; W. Beyschlag, Zur jo-

hanniechon Frage, Gotha, 1876; W. Sanday, AuthordUp
and Hietorieal Character of the FowrOi Ooepel, London,
1876; idem, Criiiciem of the FawrfBh Ooepd, ib. 1005; E.
Abbot, Authorthip of the Fourth Ooepel, Boston. 1880;
A. Thoma, Die Geneeie dee johanniedien BvangeUume
BerUn, 1882; F. Godet, AuthordUp of lAs Fowrik Ooepel,
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W. Richmond. The Ooepd of the Rejection: a Study cf the
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Relation of the Fourth Ooepel to the Three, London, 1006;
E. F. Soott, The Fourth Qoepel, Ue Purpoee and Theology,

Edlnbxusli. 1907; £. A. Abbott, Johannine Vocabulary,
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Paris. 1881-85. Eng. transl., 2 vols.. New York, 1885;
B. F. Westoott, new ed„ London, 1008; P. Schani, TO-
bingen, 1885; A. Hovey, Philadelphia, 1886; R. Govett.
London, 1887; O. Holtzmann, Darmstadt, 1887; G. F.
Wahle, Gotha, 1888; T. Whitelaw, Glasgow, 1888; W.
Bruoe, London. 1801; M. Dods, 2 vols., London, 1800-02;
W. Milligan and W. F. Moulton, Edinburgh, 1808; J. C.
Ceulemans, Molines, 1001; A. E. Hillard, London, 1001;
E. W. Rice, New York, 1002; A. Loisy, Paris. 1003: A.
Plummer, in Cambridge Oreek Teetament; J. E. Belser,

Freiburg, 1005; W. Kelly, London, 1008; T. Zahn, Leip-
sic, 1008.

JOHN OF AVILA. See Avila, Juan de.

JOHN THE BAPTIST: The forerunner of Christ.

The date and place of his birth are uncertain, pos-

sibly at Hebron, six months before Christ (cf.

Luke i. 36); d. c. 29 or 30 a.d. He was the son
of the priest Zacharias and of his wife Elizabeth,

of Aaronic descent, bom in their old age. His birth

was announced by an angel (Luke i.

Life and 13). The angelic injunction that he
Preaching, should drink neither wine nor strong

drink points to his taking the vows of

a Nazarite. Luke i. 80 does not definitely indicate

a priestly education, but hh familiarity with the

prophets, especially with Isaiah, must have had
some basis in instruction. His early retirement

into the desert of Judah may be connected with
the death of his aged parents and also indicates a
break with Pharisaic conceptions. His appearance
was that of an ascetic: his clothing consisted of a
garment of camel's hair bound by a leathern girdle;

his food, locusts and wild honey (Matt. iii. 4; Mark
i. 6); indeed, John shared with the Essenes and
related spirits the ascetic tendency which had its

basis in the earnestness of the time. The ideals of

the independent tendency of his spirit were the

prophets of Israel, Elijah, the man of actions, and
Isaiah, the man of words. The central theme of

his preaching was, in opposition to the righteous-

ness of works, repentance because of the near ap-

proach of the kingdom of God; but God's kingdom
and God's judgment were in the eyes of this great-

est of prophets, as well as in those of his pre-

decessors, inseparably connected. In the coming
judgment God's wrath ip^ill reveal itself; whoever
intends to escape it must make mighty efforts

(Matt. iii. 7, 8) ; the announcement of the kingdom
and of the judgment involves the Baptist's Messianic

preaching. The Messianic salvation is for him so

near that he considers himself the herald who pre-

cedes the appearance of the king. He was in reality

the second Elijah, although in his humility he re-

jected this claim. There is an important distinct

tion between John's Messianic preaching of judg-
ment (as compared with the earlier prophets) and
the expectation of the people. According to the
latter, the judgment spares the people of Israel;

according to John, Israel is affected first by it.

Here is that break with narrow nationalism which
was developed more fully in Paul. The preaching by
John of the kingdom, the judgment, and repentance

created a sensation in the land. His fame extended
far and wide and among all classes, publicans and
soldiers, Pharisees and Sadducees (Matt. iii. 7, xi.

7); but these representatives of official and pious

Judaism he greeted as a " generation of vipers
"

(Matt. iii. 7) of whom the first requirement was re-

newal of the heart. John represented himself, in

accordance with Isa. xl. 3, as a '' voice crying in

the wilderness " (John i. 23).

In accordance with the words of Isa. i. 16, " Wash
ye, make you clean; put away the evil of your
doings," he introduced baptism as an action sym-

bolic of his spoken word. He bap-

His tized all who came receptively to hear

Baptism, him at Bethabara, of the Jordan (Matt.

Teaching, iii. 6; Mark i. 5), connecting with the

and Death, rite a confession of sins, and the pur-

pose was forgiveness of sins. John
gathered his disciples from all sides, and, accord-

ing to Luke xi. 1 and Mark ii. 18, taught a definite

form of prayer, inducing them not only to adopt
an ascetic mode of life, but also to engage in regu-

lar fasts. It was at Bethabara that the meeting
of Jesus with John and his baptism took place.

Josephus mentions John the Baptist in connection

with the war between Aretas, king of Petra, and
Herod. The Jewish people, according to Josephus
(Ant., XVIII., V. 2), saw in the defeat of Herod a
just divine punishment for having unjustly killed

John " called the Baptist." Herod, he continues,

killed him because of fear that his powerful influ-

ence upon the people might lead to rebellion. John
was cast into the prison of Machaerus and then be-

headed. Josephus describes John as an excellent

man, who admonished the Jews to come to baptism,

practising virtue and justice toward each other and
piety toward God. 'To Josephus John was only a
preacher of morals; the political historian could

not do justice to John's religious and Messianic

importance. The accounts of Josephus and of the

Gospels, Matt, xiv.; Mark vi.; Luke ix., differ in re-

gard to the motive for the execution of John; Jo-

sephus considers it merely political, while the Gospels

positively connect it with Herod's marriage with his

sister-in-law contrary to Levitical law (Lev. xviii. 16).

The time of the death of John can not be defi-

nitely decided. Herod's journey to Rome with the

following marriage of Herodias must have taken

place before the overthrow of Sejanus, 31 a.d. If

John appeared pubUcly in the fifteenth

Chronology year of Tiberius and labored about six

and Sig- months, and if there followed an im-

nificance prisonment of several months, his exe-

of John, cution may have occurred in the fall

of 29 or in 30. Jesus praised John for

his indomitable firmness (Matt. xi. 7 sqq.) and con-

ceded to him the highest rank in the economy of
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the old covenant (llatt. zi. 11). But at the same
time he did not fail to define his limitations in that

the trend of his teaching was Pharisaical, concerned

with the covenant of the law and with a l^gal jus-

tice that could not dispense with fasting (Mark iL

18 sqq.) and therefore did not lead further than to

the baptism of water. Yet a large number of pas-

sages in the Gospels make dear John's importance

in relation to the Messianic kingdom, the immediate

coming of which he was able to announce.
(A. RUBQO.)

BiBLxooaAFHT: The sobjeet is diMuaied with fiibie« in

BBAny of the works on the life of Chriet—this literstore is

often espeeinlly rich—snd in the works on the Apoetolio

a«e of Christianity. Speoiel treAtment is to be found in:

R. Hohnee, On Cfce FropKedm and TmUmony ef John Cfce

Baplui, London. 1788; W. C. Duncan. 7^ Life, CkaraeUr,

tmd Ad9<^Jokn Cfce BapUtt, New York. 1858; E. Hnupt,
Johannm der Titufwr, Qatersloh, 1874; E. Breesh« Johannn
der Tihtfm', Leipeie, 1881; A. M. Rymington. Vox elamanUM:

Life and Miniatry qf John Ms BapHH, London. 1882; H.
K6hler. JohannM dor T&nfor, HnUe. 1884; A. MoCuUach.
Tho Pssrlsss Prophol: or, Tho USo and Ttsnet of John the

BapUat, New York. 1888; R. C. Houghton, John th* Bap-
Hat, , . , hU Ufo and Work, ib. 1889; R. H. Reynolds.

John tho BapUai, London. 1890; E. Bnrde. Joan^Baptioto,

PMis. 1892; A. C. MoQiffert. HiM. of ChruilM,nii»y in Ms
ApooMic ilffs. pessfan. New York. 1897; P. A. E. BiUevis

Smith, Johannoo do Doopor, do Wooboroider dot Hooron, Am-
sterdnm. 1906; T. Inniteer. Johonnoo dor Tlkufor, Viennn.

1906; Sehttrer. Oooehiehto, L 436 sqq.. Eng. tmnsl.. I., ii

23-29; i>J3.ii. 877-880: EB, it 2496-2004; JB, tiL 218-
219.

JOHH OF BASEL. See HiLTALiNaiB* Jorann.

JOHH OF CAPISTRAHO. See GAPmBANO,
QlOVANin DI.

JOHH OF CHUR (COIRB), sumamed RUBT-
BBRO. See Fribndb of Qod.

JOHH OF THB CROSS. See CABiflBLiTBB, { 3.

JOHH OF DAMASCUS (called Chrywrrhoas,
"streaming with gold/' i.e., the golden speaker):

The last of the Greek Fathers and the most author-

itative theologian for the whole Eastern Church; b.

presumably in Damascus and before 700; d., in

all probability at the monastery of Mar Saba (8 m.
s.e. ofJerusalem), shortly before 754 (cf. acts vi. and
vii. of the Second Council of Nicea, 787, in Mimsi,

ConcUia, xiii. 356, 400). His family,

Life. though Christian, held a high heredi-

tary public office under tl^ Moslem
rulers of Damascus, apparently that of head of the

tax department for Syria. John's father filled this

position, as did John himself for a time. The Arabs
gave to the family the surname Mansur, which was
also borne by John. Shortly after 730 he became
a monk and went to Mar Saba, whither his brother

by adoption, the poet Cosmas, and his teacher

had preceded him. The latter was an Italian monk
who had been brought to Damascus a prisoner of

war and was freed by John's father. To him John
owed his introduction into theology and philosophy

and his comprehensive knowledge of secular science.

He was ordained priest by Patriarch John V. of

Jerusalem shortly after entering the monastery, but
declined further advancement in hierarchical rank.

When caUed to Jerusalem as priest of the Church
there he soon returned to Mar Saba. There he

wrote his chief works. Toward the end of his life

he gave his writings a careful revision. His grave
was shown at Mar Saba in the twelfth century, but
in the fourteenth his body is said to have been
transferred to Constantinople. He is honored as a
saint by the Greek Church on Dec. 4, by the Latin
on May 6.

Probably the earliest of John's writings, at any
rate those which made his reputation, are the three
" Apologetic Treatises against those Decrying the
Holy Images " (Eng. transl. by Blary H. Allies, St.

John Damaacene an Holy Jmagea, Followed by Three

Sermone on the Astumptionf London, 1890), called

forth by the vigorous measures of the

Writings Emperor Leo III. (see Imaqes and
in Defense IiiAOK-woRftHip, II.). The first (MPG,
of ImageB. zdv. 1232 sqq.), written while John

was still in public life in Damascus, is

complete, learned, and skilful, and straightway put
a good literary defense in the hands of the friends

of images. Since John was out of his power, Leo
attempted to bring him under suspicion of treason

to the caliph (cf. " Life," ut inf., chaps, xv.-xvi.).

Addressing himself to the people and patriarch of

Constantinople, John professes to write reluctantly,

from a sense of duty, wishing only " to reach a
helping hand to truth when attacked." His man-
ner is definite and incisive, yet restrained and dig-

nified, that of a man of good breeding, inflexible

energy, and knowledge of ecclesiastiiud matters.

Images are justified on the ground that God, who
is " not to be' attained unto, without body, invis-

ible, not circumscribed in space, and without form,"
yet has become visible in the Logos, which was
made flesh. Therefore an image of '' the flesh of

God which has been seen " can be made, and in

making it there is nothing forbidden or unchristian.

The Mosaic prohibition was directed against some-
thing quite difl^erent. "Worship" {proskunisie) is

a symbol of dependence and reverence; it has many
forms, the highest being latreia, which is due to

God alone; elsewhere for Christians it is merely an
expression of reverence («e6eta), and is properly

accorded to everything connected with salvation

—the cross, the Gospels, the altar, etc. *' I wor-
ship not the material [hyU\" he declares, " but I

worship the fabricator [d^miourgon] of the material,

the one who . . . through the material has wrought
my salvation." The image becomes for him one of

the means of salvation, and it and the God-man
approach so close together that there is little prao>

ti(»d difference between them. Refined specula-

tions, like the attempt to measure the extent of

the consonance, belong to a later stage of the con-

troversy. Furthermore, John does not attempt to

brand the Christology of the iconoclasts as heretical.

Images of the *' mother of God " are to be tolerated

beside those of Christ, and also of the saints.

Finally, he cites passages from the Fathers with
comments to show that the entire doing away with
images would be a sad departure from tradition.

The second and third treatises (MPO, zdv. 1284
sqq.) contain nothing essential which is not also

in the first. The second is the most popular and
vehement, the third the most formal and theolog-

ical. The second presupposes the situation of 730
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when Leo had deposed the Patriarch Germanus,
the third may have been written or revised after

John became a monk; it is to some extent a com-
pilation of the other two. The " Demonstrative
Treatise about the Images " (MPO, xcv. 300 sqq.),

the " Letter to Theophilus " (MPG, xcv. 346 sqq.),

and the tract in MPO, xcvL 1348 sqq., are not
genuine.

John was no mystic, and he hardly touched the

problems which later agitated the mystagogic the-

ology (see Mtbtagogic Theology); but nearly all

fruitful and instructive theological

Chief questions were treated by him, and his

Dogmatic treatment is definitive for the East.

WoA In the West, too, his influence has been
considerable, but here men like Peter

Lombaid and Thomas Aquinas surpassed and dis-

placed him. For the East his great work, the

''Fount of Knowledge" {MPG, xciv. 521 sqq.)

became the standard. It is commended by sub-

stantial merits in the author. He is pious and
scientific, deferential to authority but learned and
acute, able to accept the current body of dogmas
and yet give it new significance and spiritual vi-

tality. If he never rises above the level of a good
average excellence, he never faUs below it. He
had no ideas of his own and so never disturbed the

peace of the Church or fell under suspicion as an
unsafe leader. For modem times he presents a
convenient and instructive sunmiary of what the

ancient Greek Church accomplished in the field of

dogma—a sum total of holy concepts enigmatical

in character and supematurally perceived. The
work is dedicated to John's brother by adoption,

Cosmas, at one time a monk of Mar Saba, later

(743 T) bishop of Majumas (the port of Gaza). John
explains this plan as threefold. First, he will pre-

sent "the best things of the wise among the Greeks "

and, like a bee, " will gather salvation from the

enemy" (i.e., the philosophers, especially Aris-

totle). Then he will set forth " the vaporings of

heresiefl hated by God." Thirdly, he will exhibit

the truth in the words of " the God-inspired proph-

ets and the God-taught fishermen and the God-fiUed

[tkeophoroe] shepherds and teachers "; that is, by
quotations from the Bible and the Fathers, the

latter receiving much the greater consideration.

The ''Philosophical Cliapters" (part i.; 68 chapters

in Le Quien and Migne; a shorter edition in 15

may be earlier) comprise a comprehensive treatise

on dialectics and are cited under this title. In the

second part John follows Epiphanius for the older

time (the first 80 heresies), then Theodoret and
otheiB, and finally makes some independent re-

marks, especially concerning Mohammedanism.
Some codices give 1(X) heresies, others a few more.

The third part ("Exposition of the Orthodox
Faith "; Eng. transl in NPNF, 2d ser., ix.) was
divided by John himself into 100 chapters. Later

and in the West it was made up in four books, of

which the first treats of the God-head (the Trinity),

the second of the created universe (heaven and
earth, angels, devils, mankind, freedom of the will,

providence), the third chiefly of the person of (Christ,

then the mysteries, images, church festivals and
customs, and the like, finally of Antichrist and the

VI.-14

resurrection. Manuscripts often contain only parts
i. and iii., part ii. being less important and copied
separately.

John writes clearly and concisely, speaking for

the most part in the words of his sources, but sel-

dom names his authorities, the chief

His of whom are Gregory Naziamsen, Basil,

Teaching. Dionysius the Areopagite, and Leon-
tius. As philosopher he is an Aris-

totelian of the fifth and sixth centuries, that b, with
a strong infusion of Neoplatonism. Philosophy
furnishes the first principles, but it is unable to ap-
prehend and develop them aright especially as con-
cerns the true knowledge of God, being but the
handmaiden of faith, which is the queen. In final

analysis, philosophy for John is merely the teacher
of the right terminology, theology is nothing more
than a working over of the opinions of " tb» holy
fathers," who have first been able to understand
the terms correctly. It is the juristic method ap-
plied to dogmatics—in fact, scholasticism in gen-
eral is the incursion of jurisprudence into the field

of theology. John's conception of God stops short

of making him a person. It is true he ascribes

personal attributes to the supreme being and here-

in influenced appreciably the Eastern Church; but,

notwithstanding, he attained to no other idea of

fellowship and communion with God than a phys-
ical blending through thedria, ** vision." Herein
is the religiously significant motive of the image
question. More extended analysis of John's idea

of God will be foimd in F. Kattenbusch, Vergleich"

ende Konfesnarukunde, i. 310 sqq., Freiburg, 1892.

For his doctrine of the Trinity and Christology the

histories of dogma mentioned in the bibliography

must be consulted; that by Bach (i. 49 sqq.) is

particularly instructive. John does not allegorise

the Scriptures, and he propounds no doctrine of the

Church or the hierarchy. He refrains from discus-

sion of the creed and characterizes the formula of

faith {" Orthodox Faith," iv. 11) as a simple and
inartistic composition, ejiowing that he had the

creed before him. His section on the creation (" Or-
thodox Faith," ii.) is a whole treatise on astronomy
and geography with the science of water, air, and
fire. His doctrine of the Eucharist deserves men-
tion because it is one of the few vital questions on
which he did not speak the final word for his

Church, although he gave the direction to later

thought (cf. Steitz, Die AbendmahUlehre der griechr

ischen Kirche in Jahrbucher fur deutsche Theologie,

xii. 275 sqq., Gotha, 1867; Kattenbusch, Konfet-
siorukunde, ut sup., i. 415 sqq.). The chief points

are three: (1) that there is a real change (melaboU)

and remaking {metapaUM) ; (2) that the eucharis-

tic body which results from the change is that bom
of the Virgin Mary; (3) that the change is analogous

to that by which food is assimilated and changed
into our flesh. He disclaims the doctrine that

Christ's body comes again to earth in any manner
in the eucharistic form, and teaches not transub-

stantiation, but " transformation " through " as-

stunption." The " Fount of Knowledge " was
brought to the West in the twelfth century and
was translated into Latin by Buigundio of Pisa in

the time of Pope Eugenius III. (1144-53). Neither
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Bui^^undio's translation nor another by PanetiuB,

a Carmelite, has been printed.

A counterpart to the '' Fount of Knowledge " is

furnished in the '' Sacred Parallels " (MPG, zcv.

1040-xcvi. 544), ascribed to John of Damascus, but
not universally accepted as his work. As printed

in Le Quien and Migne it has two prefaces, of which
the second outlines a collection of

The ethical and hortatory maxims from the
" Sacred Bible and the Fathers arranged alpha-

Paxallels." betically imder titles. There are to

be three books treating respectively

of God, human things, and virtue and vice. The
title is given simply as ** the Holy Things " (to

hiera), and, indeed, it is hard to see how the matter
of books i. and ii. could be arranged in parallels.

The first preface, however, which is much shorter,

gives a description for the entire work applicable

only to the third book of the second preface, and
promises to set '* the virtues and the correspond-

ing vices " as " parallels." Quotations from Philo

and Josephus are to be added to those from the

Fathers. The work which follows in Le Quien and
Migne is not in three parts, but is a single book,

although it contains material which fits the plan
of the second preface and is alphabetically arranged.

It is very evidently a revision of another and more
extensive writing, made, presiunably, by combi-
ning and compressing the three books into one and
arranging the matter alphabetically. The manu-
scripts differ widely. Loofs showed that the two
manuscripts known to Le Quien are both based
upon an original work in three parts, two of which
are preserved independently and separately and
the third in a revision by the so-caUed Antonius
Melissa (more correctly in the Mdisda of the monk
Antonius) of the eleventh century. The conclu-

sions of Holl are to be accepted in the main as cor-

rect. He says: " The Hiera comprised originally

three books. ... In each the matter was arranged
in a long list of chapters (tiUoi), some more com-
prehensive, some more concise. . . . The chapters

of the first and second books were arranged alpha-

betically according to the catch-words; in the third

book the author abandoned this arrangement and,

following a favorite method, chose to set a virtue

and a vice one against the other, whence he named
this book ' the Parallels.' ... In richness and
copiousness the work surpassed all similar collec-

tions; the citations reached to the thousands and
included parts of sermons of Basil and Chrysostom.
To this great extent of the work is it due that it

has not been preserved entire. . . . Neither of the

two extant codices of books i. and ii. is a faithful

copy, but each is an abridgment of the correspond-
ing book of the original work." Concerning the

author, Holl pronounces decidedly for John of

Damascus, arguing from the very good tradition

which ascribes the work to him and a comparison
of the "Sacred Parallels" with the "Fount of

Knowledge." Loofs, relying on a scholiimi to the
manuscript of the second part, suggested Leontius
of Byzantium (d. 543). Holl finds that John was
largely dependent on Maximus Confessor, from
whom he borrowed the idea of an edifying book
made up of sentences from the Bible and the Fa-

thers, even incorporating a work of Bfaximus in

his own. However, in the number of themes treated

and authorities cited, as well as in the length of the
passages quoted, he greatly siupassed Maximus;
and he attempted to give an orderly arrangement
to his work as Maximus did not. " It is surprising,"

Holl continues (p. 392), '' what antitheses are set

side by side—^motives of the most paltry worldly
wisdom by the side of ideas of the highest moral
import; and there is as great lack of connection
between the individual ethical problems as of effort

to solve them by any principle." The explana-
tion is not far to seek. '* There is no close connec-
tion between dogma and moral duty. Only two
dogmas enter at all—^the doctrines of the Trinity
and of the last judgment form the framework in

which the whole is enclosed." The "Parallels"
are a true picture of the type of moral thought
which remains peculiarly that of the Greek Churoh.
John is not only the most renowned theologian

of the Eastern Church, but, with his brother Cos-

mas, he is also its most esteemed hymn-writer. He
was formerly thought to be the originator of the

dkUriiChoB (the hymn-book for the daily

Hymns service), but more probably he only
and Minor revised and improved it. Like East-
Writings, em hynm-^ters in general he com-

posed both words and music. His
" canons " (compositions of highly complicated
structure consisting of eight or nine hynms, each of

three or four strophes and each having its own form
and melody) reached the highest point of art and
skill. Those in iambic meter for Christmas, Epiph-
any, and Pentecost are peculiar in that they are
both quantitative and rhythmical; they are sJso

very difficult acrostics and two have each 130 lines

and the same number of letters in the distichs.

Of minor writings ascribed to John, the early " Tract
on Right Thii]iing" {MPQ, xdv. 1421 sqq.) is

genuine. It is a reverent and submissive apology
for everybody under the metropolitan of Damas-
cus, treating first of the creed, then naming all

heresies which were to be rejected. A dislike, even
contempt, for Origen, is evident (vi.). Theolog-
ically the tract has little significance. But it shows
the regard felt for John in Damascus. Perhi^
the same may be said of the " book " which im-
mediately follows in Migne (xciv. 1436 sqq.), said

to have been written at the request of Peter, met-
ropolitan of Damascus, for an exposition of the
faith. Other tracts are interesting because of their

form (some of them dialogues) or because they are

designated as '* dictated " by John and so present

him answering questions propounded by disciples

(e.g., the " Dialogue against Manicheans," MPO,
xciv. 1605 sqq.; the " Conversation between a
Saracen and a Christian," MPQ, xciv. 1585 sqq.;

the " Introduction to Elementary Dogmatics,"
MPG, xcv. 99). For other dogmatic tracts, con-
sult Langen, 161 sqq., 173 sqq. The contents of

John's ascetic writings are important for the Greek
Church. Langen gives summaries of them, as of all

of John's writings (for " On the Fasts," MPG, xcv.

64 sqq., cf. Lax^n, 166 sqq.; for " On the Eight
Spirits of Vice," MPQ, xcv., 80 sqq., cf. Langen,
169 sqq., and O. Z6ckler, Das LekrstUck von den
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Sieben HauptaUnden, pp. 53 sqq., Munich, 1893).

The " On Dragons " and " On Witches " (MPG,
xdv. 1600 sqq.) are only fragments of a laiger work.
The two short expositions of the Eucharist (MPG,
xov. 401 sqq.) and the tract ** On the Unleavened
Bread " (MPO, xcv. 388 sqq.) are of doubtful au-

thenticity. The great commentary (on all the

Pauline epistles and the Hebrews) ascribed to John
(MPG, xcv. 441 sqq.) needs further investigation.

For the many homilies which go imder his name
{MPGy xcvi. 545^14; Eng. trajisl. of three on the

Assumption in Allies, St. John Damaacenej ut sup.),

consult Langen, 213 sqq. For the " Barlaam and
Josaphat," see the article under that title. The
** Letter on Confession and on Binding and Loos-
ing " (MPGf xcv. 284 sqq.) belongs to Symeon the
New Theologian (cf. K. Holl, Enthtuiasmua und
Bus9gewaU im griechiachen M&nchtum, Leipsic, 1898)

.

(F. Kattenbusch.)
Bibuograpbt: The indupenBable edition of the works of
John is by M. Le Quien. 2 yob., Paru, 1712, Veniee. 1748.
practically reproduced in MPO^ xdv.-xcri. The prole-

gomena to Le Quien are excellent. There is an Eng. transl.

of the De fide orthodoxd in NPNF, 2 ser.. yol. ix. His work
on *' Holy Images " and three ** Sermons on the Assump-
tion " are translated by Mary H. Allies, in St. John Danuu-
eene, ut sup. The early life, by " John, Patriarch of Jeru-
salem *' (possibly the one who died c. 970, of. Le Quien,
Orieiu ChrUHanua, iiL 466 sqq., Paris, 1740) and based
upon an older lost Arabic work, is in MPO, xdv. 429-489.
It is hagiographic in style and selection of facts. The best
modem treatise is J. Langen, JohannM von Damatihu,
Gotha, 1879, in which summaries of the writings of John are
given. Other monographs are: F. A. Perrier, Strasburg,
1861; J. D. Qrundlehner, Utzeoht, 1877; J. H. Lupton,
London, 1883. On the theology of John consult the works
on the history of doctrine {DogmmtotHhiAU) of F. A. B.
Nitssoh, Berlin, 1870; J. Bach, Vienna, 1873; G. Thoma-
fdua. ed. Bonwetsch, Leipsic, 1886; F. Loofs, Halle, 1893;
R. Seebeig, vol. i., Erlangen, 1895; A. Domer, BerUn,
1899, and Hamack, Dogma, vols. iii.-vii., panim. Further
references are F. N^ve, in Revue beige et itrangbre, xii

(1861), L sqq., 117 sqq.; DCB, iii. 409-423 (an elaborate
discussion); Knmibaoher, OeethidUe, pp. 68 sqq., 674 sqq.;

O. Bardenhewer, Patraiogte, Freiburg, 1894; and especially
F. Kattenbusch, Vergleichende Ktnifeeeumekunde, vol. i.,

Freiburg, 1892. On the ** Sacred Parallels " consult
Krumbacher, ut sup., pp. 216 sqq., 600 sqq.; F. Loofs,
Studien Hber die dem Johannee von Damaekue Mugeediri^
enen ParaUelen, HaUe, 1892; K. HoU, in TC/, xvi 1 (1897),
XX. 2 (1899). On John as a hymnologist and for sped-
mens of his hymns consult: MPO, xcvi. 817-866, 1364-
1408 (the canons at 1372-1408 are for the most part
erroneously ascribed to John); Anthologia Oraeoa, ed. W.
Christ and M. Paranikas, pp. xliv.-xlv.. 117 sqq., 206
sqq.. Leipsic 1871; Kattenbusch, ut sup., i. 484 sqq.;

Krumbacher, ut sup., pp. 674 sqq., 690 sqq.; J. Jakobi,
in ZKO, V (1882), 177 sqq.; A. Nauck, Miiangee grico-

romain, vi. 2 (1894); Julian, Hymnology, pp. 603-604; Eng.
transl. of nineteen pieces in B. Pick, Hymna and Poetry of
the Eaatem Church, pp. Ill sqq.. New York. 1908. Con-
sult also W. F. Adeney, The Greek and Eastern Churches,

pp. 211. 284, New York, 1908.

JOHN OF DARA: Jacobite bishop of Dara, in

Mesopotamia, in the first half of the ninth century.

He was a contemporary of Dionysius of Tehnera
(d. 845), who dedicated to him his great chronicle.

Four of his works are known: (1) '* On the Resur-

rection of the Bodies," in four books: (2) " On the

Heavenly and E^cclesiastical Hierarchy/' two books,

based on the pseudo-Dionysius Areopagita (cf.

Frothlngham, Stephen bar Sudaili, Leyden, 1886,

p. 66); (3)
•' On the Priesthood," four books (frag-

ments in Overbeck, Opera Ephraemi Syri, Oxford,

1865, pp. 40&-413, and Monumenta Syriacat i., Inns-

bruck, 1869, pp. 105-110; cf. notice by Zingerle in

TQ, 1867-^); (4) a book on the soul (extracts in

Codex VaHcanua SyrUunu 147). There is also an
anaphora. £. NsarLi.
Bibuoorapht: J. S. Assemani, BibUotheca orienialie, ii.

118, 219. 347. Rome. 1719-28; G. Bickell. Conepeetue rei

Syrorum lUerariae, p. 42, MOnster, 1871; W. Wright,
Short HieL of Syriae LUeraiure, London, 1894; R. Duval,
LitUraiwre eyriaque, Paris, 1899; DCS, iii. 869.

JOHN OF EPHESUS JOHN OF ASIA): Mono-
physite church historian of the sixth century; b.

at Amida in Mesopotamia early in the sixth cen-
tury; place and date of death unknown. He be-
came deacon in Amida in 529, was in Palestine at
the outbreak of the plague in 534, and from 535
was in Constantinople, where the Monophysites
had a monastery near the Golden Horn. For thirty

years he was a favorite of the Emperor Justinian,

who from 546 employed him to combat heathenism
in Asia Minor and the capital. He styles himself
" the teacher " or '^ overseer of the heathen " and
" the destroyer of idols." He is said to have con-
verted 70,000 and to have built ninety-six churches.

He was interested in the missions to the Nubians
and Alodes and recommended not to trouble them
with the Christological controversies. After the
death of Justinian, John suffered in the persecution
of the Monophysites and excused the confused state

of his church history by the incidents of his life,

which forced him to write it in single leaves and to
keep it concealed for several years. The first two
parts, each in six books, extend from GsBsar to the
sixth year of Justin (571); part i. is entirely lost;

a good portion of part ii. is preserved in the so-

called " Chronicle " of Dionysius of Tehnera. The
third part, containing biographies of men personally

known to the writer—Jacobus Baradsus, Severus,
Theodosius, Anthimus, and others—collected about
569, is a source of first-rate importance for the time.

E. Nbstlb.
Bibliogbapbt: The third part of the "Eedesiastical His-

tory '* was edited by W. Cureton, Oxford, 1853, Eng. transl.

by P. Smith, ib. 1860; the rest of his writings were edited
by J. P. N. Land, in Aneedoia Syriaea, vol. iL, 4 vols.,

Leyden, 186^76, and translated into Latin by W. J. van
Dowen and J. P. N. Land, Amsterdam, 1880. An analysis
of the second part of the "History " by F. Nau is in Revue
de Vorient ehritien, ii (1807), 4 sqq. Consult: J. 8. Asse-
mani, Smiotheca orientaUe, L 350, il 48, 84. Rome, 1710-
1728; Gregory bar Hebraeus, Chronicon eccleeiaetieum,

i. 106; J. P. N. Land, Johannee von Bpheeue, Leyden, 1856;
idem, in Vereiagen en Mededeelingen der Koninklijke
Akademie, LeUerkunde, vol. iiL, part v., Amsterdam, 1888;
W. Wright, Short HieL ef Syripc Literature, London, 1804;
R. Duval, LiUiraJture eyriaque, Paris, 1800; DCB, iu.

370-373.

JOHN FREDERICK, THE MAONAlflMOnS: Son
of John the Steadfast and elector of Saxony, 1532-

1547; b. at Torgau June 30, 1503; d. at Weimar
Mar. 3, 1554. He received his education from Spala-

tin, whom he highly esteemed during his whole life.

His knowledge of history was comprehensive, and
his library, which extended over sJl sciences, was
one of the largest in Germany. He came early into

personal relations with Luther, beginning to cor-

respond with him in the days when the bull of ex-

communication was hurled against the Reformer,

and showing himself even then a convinced adher-

ent of the Gospel. With vivid interest he observed
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the development of the reformatory movement.
He eagerly read Luther's writings, urged the print-

ing of the first complete (Wittenberg) edition of his

works, and in the latter years of his life promoted
the compilation of the Jena edition. His father

introduced him into the political and diplomatic

afifairs of the time, and he conducted the first nego-
tiations of a treaty with Hesse in Ereuxbuig and
Friedewald. He took an active part in the dis-

turbances caused by the Pack afifair (see John the
Steadfast), and Luther was grateful to him for his

exertions, in spite of his youth, for the mainte-
nance of peace. During the second diet of Speyer
(1529) he temporarily assumed the reins of govern-
ment in place of his father. The intrigues of Arch-
duke Ferdinand induced him after the diet to draw
up a federal statute for the Evangelical estates, which
shows that he was more decidedly convinced of the
right and duty of defense than his father. He accom-
panied the latter to the diet of Augsburg in 1530,

signed with him the Augsburg Confession and was ac-

tive in the proceedings. His attitude did not remain
unnoticed, and won him the emperor's dislike.

At the age of twenty-one John Frederick suc-

ceeded his father. In the beginning he reigned

with his stepbrother, John Ernest, but in 1542
became sole ruler. Chancellor Brack, who for

years had guided the foreign relations of the coun-
try with abUity and prudence, remained also his

councilor, but his open and impulsive nature often

led him to disregaid the propositions of his more
experienced adviser, so that the country was in

frequent danger, especially as John Frederick was
not a far-sighted politician. He consolidated the
State Church by the institution of an electoral con-

sistory (1542) and renewed the church visitation.

He took a fiimer and more decided stand than his

father in favor of the Evangelical league, but on ac-

count of his strictly Lutheran convictions was in-

volved in difficulties with the Landgrave of Hesse,

who favored a union with the Swiss and Strasburg
Evangelicals. He was averse to all propositions of

Popes Clement VII. and Paul III. to win him for a
council, because he was convinced that it would
only serve " for the preservation of the papal and
anti-Christian rule "; but to be prepared for any
event, he requested Luther to summarise all arti-

cles to which he would adhere before a council, and
Luther wrote the Schmalkald articles. At the diet

of Schmalkald in 1537 the council was refused, and
the elector treated the papal legate with open dis-

regard and rejected the propositions of Dr. Held,

the imperial Ic^te.

He followed the efforts at agreement at Regens-
burg in 1541 with suspicion and refused to accept

the article on justification which had been drawn
up under the supervision of Contarini to suit both
parties, and Luther, his steady adviser, confirmed

him in his aversion. The efforts at agreement
failed, and the elector contributed not a little to

broaden the gulf by his interference in the ecclesi-

astical affairs of Halle and by aiding the Reformation
which had been introduced there by Justus Jonas.

His attitude became more and more stubborn and
regardless of consequences, not to the advantage
of the Protestant cause. In spite of the warnings

of the emperor, of Briick, and of Luther, he arbi-

trarily set aside in 1541 the election of Julius von
Pflug to the episcopal see of Naiunburg, instituted

Nioolaus von Amsdorf as bishop, and introduced

the Reformation. In 1542 he expeUed Duke Henry
of Brunswick-WolfenbQttel from his country to

protect the Evangelical cities Goslar and Bnms-
wick and introduced the Reformation there. New
war-like entanglements hindered Charles V. from
interfering and by apparently yielding he succeeded
in concealing his true intentions, llie elector ap-

peared personally at the diet of Speyer in 1544.

The harmony of the emperor with the Evangelicals

appeared never greater than at that time. He
permitted the R^nsburg declaration of 1541 to

be embodied in the new recess and acknowledged
all innovations which the Evangelicals had made
between 1532 and 1541 because he needed the aid

of the Protestants against France (see Speter,
Diets of). John Frederick actually thought that

peace had come and continued the ecclesiastical re-

forms in his country. Even the growing discord

among the allies did not disturb him.

When the Schmalkald War broke out (1546) he
marched to the south at the head of his troops, but
the unexpected invasion of his coimtry by Duke
Maurice compelled him to return. He succeeded

in reconquering the larger part of his possessions

and repelling Maurice, but suddenly the emperor
hastened north and surprised the elector. The
battle of MUhlberg, Apr. 24, 1547, went against

him and dispersed his army; being wounded, he
fell into the hands of the conqueror. The emperor
condemned him to death as a convicted rebel; but,

not to lose time in the siege of Wittenberg, which
was defended by Sibylla, the wife of the elector,

he did not execute the sentence and entered into

negotiations. To save his life, John Frederick con-

ceded the capitulation of Wittenberg, and, after

having been compelled to resign the government
of his country in favor of Maurice, his condemnation
was changed into imprisonment for Ufe. He was
never greater and more magnanimous than in the

days of his captivity, as is evident from the cor-

respondence with his children, his wife, and his

councilors. Friends and foes were compelled to

acknowledge his calm behavior, his unwavering
faith, and his greatness under misfortune. He
steadfastly refused to renoimce the Protestant faith

or to aclmowledge the Interim, declaring that by
its acceptance he would commit a sin against the

Holy Ghost, because in many articles it was against

the Word of God. The sudden attack upon the

emperor by Elector Maurice made an end of his

imprisonment, and he was released on Sept. 1, 1552.

He firmly refused to bind himself to comply in mat-
ters of religion with the decisions of a future coim-

cil or diet, declaring that he was resolved to adhere

until his grave to the doctrine contained in the

Augsburg Confession. His homeward journey was
a triumphal march. He removed the seat of gov-

ernment to Weimar and reformed the conditions of

his country, but died within two years. A special

object of his care was the University of Jena, which
he planned while a prisoner in place of Wittenbeig,

which he had lost (1547). (T. Eolde.)
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BiBuoomAPHY: A. Beok« Jdhann Friedrith der MittUre,

2 yob.. Weimar. 1868; F. Yon Beiold. O^tckichte der

deut9dten Reformation, Berlin, 1886; and literature under
Lothcr; Rkfobmation.

JOHN OF GOD. See Charitt, Bbothbbs of.

JOHN OF GORZE: A monastic reformer of the

tenth century; b. at Vendi^re (near Pont-Jt-Mous-

son, 18 m. 8.8.w. of Metz); d. at Gorze (9 m. w.s.w.

of Metz) Mar. 7, 974. His tastes early led him in

the direction of theological study and asceticism,

but when he wished to retire from the world he
could find no monastery near him in which strict

discipline was maintained. After a visit to Rome
and Monte Cassino, he drew still closer the relations

which had bound him to several men of like aims,

especially Einald, formerly archdeacon of Toul;

and in 933 they were charged by Bishop Adelbero

of Metz with the restoration of the decayed monas-
tery of Gorze, of which Einald became abbot, with

John as his principal assistant. The number of

monks soon became considerable, and the influence

of the movement wide-spread. Gorze became a
model for the reform of all the monasteries of the

diocese, and in 950 Pope Agapetus II. sent thither

for monks to restore discipline in the monastery of

St. Paul in Rome. After many years of zealous

activity at Gorze, John was sent to Cordova by
Otho III. on a mission to the Calif Abdalrahman
III., and spent several years in Spain. Returning
to Gorze, he was elected abbot on Elinald's death in

960. The life of Gorze by his friend John, abbot of

St. Amulph at Metz (MGH, Script,, iv (1841), 335-

377) takes a high rank among historical documents
of the tenth century.

Biblioorafht: The Vita by John, ut sup., with oommen-
tary. is also in ASB, Feb., uL 886-715. Consult: W.
Gieoebrecht, Gtadiiehte der deutaehen Kaiaerteit, I 745.

785. Brunswick. 1855; Wattenbach, DOQ, i (1885). 344.
i (1893). 370.

JOHN, GRIFFITH: Welsh Congregational mis-

sionary; b. at Swansea, Wales, Dec. 14, 1831. At
the age of fourteen he began to preach in Welsh,

and from 1850 to 1854 studied at Brecon College,

after which he spent a few months at the Mission-

ary College at Bedford, England. In 1855 he was as-

signed by the London Missionary Society to China.

Until 1861 he lived in or near Shanghai. Then he
removed to Hankow, being the first Protestant

missionary in Central China, and made that city

his headquarters until 1906. As at Shanghai, he
made numerous journeys into the surrounding

coimtry, and established many churches and mis-

sions in neighboring provinces. He was in Great
Britain on furlough in 1870-73 and again in 1881-

1882, the latter time visiting the United States, where
he has resided since 1906, when failing health ob-

liged him to retire from active missionary life. He
is the author of a large number of tracts in Chi-

nese, and also translated the New Testament and
a portion of the Old into both easy Wen-li and
Mandarin colloquial.

Bibliography: R. W. Thompson. Orifflth John, the Story

of Fifty Year* in China, New York. 1908.

JOHN OF LBYDBR: The common designation

of Jan Beukelszoon, the leader of the Anabaptists
in MUnster. See Anabaftistb; MOnstbr, Ana-
baptists IN.

JOHN THE LITTLE (Johannes Parvus, Jean
Petit): French theologian; b. in Normandy; d.

1411. He became known in 1394 by the publica-

tion of ComptairUe de 1^1x86, a French poem dis-

cussing the ecclesiastical schism and the remedies

recommended in 1394 by the University of Paris.

He represented the Norman people at the univer-

sity and was professor of theology there 1400. He
treated of the church politics of Buigimdy at the

national council of 1406 with imusual rigor, and
on Mar. 8, 1408, defended the murder of Duke
Louis of Orleans, committed at the instigation of

John the Fearless of Bui^^undy. In this he ap-

pealed to the scholastic doctrine of tyrannicide

regnant since John of Salisbury; but a council of

Paris condemned the doctrine (Feb. 23, 1414). A
commission of cardinals instituted by John XXIII.
reversed the decision on Jan. 15, 1416; moreover,

after the death of John, the rising power of Bur-
gimdy so tied the hands of Martin V. that there

followed a vindication of the theologian.

(B. Bess.)
Bibuoorafht: J. B. Schwab. Johannea Geroon, pp. 429

sqq., 608 sqq.. Wflrsburg, 1858; P. Tschackert. Peter von
AiUi, Gotha. 1877; M. D. Chapotin. La Ouerre de cent ana,

Paris, 1889; B. B«88. Studien ntr Oeachichte dea Konatanzer
Konaila, Marburg. 1891; M. Loasen. Die Lehre vom Tyran-
nenmord in der chriatlidten Zeit, Munich. 1894; H. Denifle
and E. Chatelain. Chartutarium univeraitaOa Pariaienaia,

vols. iii.. iv.. Paris. 1894-97; KL, vi. 1746-1748.

JOHN OF MONTECORVINO: Franciscan mis-
sionary in China; b. at Montecorvino, Rovella (14

m. e. of Salerno), Italy, 1247; d. at Khanbaligh
(now Peking), China, 1330. In 1272 he was sent

by the Byzantine Emperor Michael Palseologus to

Gregory X. in the matter of the union of the Greek
with the Roman Church. Subsequently he visited

Mongolia. On his return in 1288 he reported to

Nicholas IV. the willingness of the Tatar princes

to receive Christian teachers, and in 1289 he was
sent by Nicholas as a missionary to the Mongolian
empire. After laboring for a time in Persia and
India he settled at Peldng about 1292. Until 1303
he carried on his work alone. He won the friend-

ship of the Great Khan, enlisted his interest, and,

despite the determined opposition of the Nestorians,

by 1305 he had built two churches and baptized

6,000 heathen adults, besides 150 boys, whom he
had bought of heathen parents and collected into

a school. He taught them Greek and Latin, and
wrote for them psalteries, hymnaries, and brev-

iaries. He also translated the Psaltery and the

whole of the New Testament into Tatar. On hear-

ing of the great work accomplished by him Clement
v.. in 1307, made him archbishop of Khanbaligh
(Peking) and gave him a number of suffragans.

His work was continued by his successors till

1368. His two letters are in Wadding, AnncU.

frat. min,, for year 1305, one in Eng. transl. in

Yule's ed. of Marco Polo (London, 1875).

Bibuoorafht: KL, vi. 1719-1721. ix. 292.

JOHN OF NEPOMUK: The most popular na-

tional saint of Bohemia, considered the protomar-

tyr of the seal of confession and a patron against

calumnies and floods. The historical starting-

point of the Nepomuk-legend is the person of John
of Pomuk or Nepomuk, a city of Bohemia (55 m.
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8.W. of Prague). He was bora probably about

1340 and studied at the new university in Prague.

In 1393 he was made vicar-general of Archbi^op
John of Jenstein. In the same year, March 20, he
became a martyr to the cause of clerical immunity,
being thrown into the River Moldau at the beh^
of King Wenoeslaus IV., who was at variance with
the clergy, as a penalty for his confirmation, against

the king's will, of a new abbot for the Benedictine

monastery at Kladrau. Dr. Johanek, as he was
called because of his small stature, enjoyed no
special reputation; he was rich, possessed houses,

and lent money to noblemen and priests. The de-
velopment and transformation of the legend can
be traced through successive stages. 'Ae arch-

bishop, who hastened to Rome soon after the crime,

in his chaige against Wenceslaus, called the victim

a martyr; in the biography written a few yeare
later miracles are already recorded by which the
drowned man was discovered. The uncritical Bo-
hemian annalists from the fourteenth to the six-

teenth century fostered the fable. About the mid-
dle of the fifteenth century the statement appean
for the first time that the refusal to violate the seal

of confession was the cause of John's death. Two
decades later (1471), the dean of Prague, Paul
Zidek, makes Johanek the queen's confessor. The
unscrupulous chronicler Wenceslaus Hayek, the
" Bohemian Livy," speaks in 1541 (probably owing
to carelessness in the use of his sources) of two
Johns of Nepomuk being drowned; the first as con-
fessor, the second for his confirmation of the ab-
bot. The legend is especially indebted for its

growth to tbB Jesuit Balbinus, the "Bohemian
Pliny," whose services to the history of his coun-
try were so conspicuous that he was persecuted by
the government, which preferred oblivion and
silence. He was, however, as credulous as he was
patriotic, and even became a foiger to honor his

saint. Although the Prague metropolitan chapter
did not accept the biography dedicated to it, "as
being frequently destitute of historical foundation
and erroneous, a bungling work of mythological
rhetoric," Balbinus studc to it. In 1683 the Prague
bridge was adorned with a statue of the saint, which
has had numerous successors; in 1708 the first

church was dedicated to him at KOniggr&tz.
Meanwhile, in spite of the objection of the Jesuits,

the process was inaugurated which ended with his

canonisation. On June 25, 1721, he was beatified,

and on March 19, 1729, he was canonized under
Benedict XIII. The acts of the process, comprising
500 pages, which cost more than 180,000 crowns,
distinguish two Johns of Nepomuk and sanction

the cultus of the one who was drowned in 1383 as

a martyr of the sacrament of penance.

The ingenious suggestion has been made that

the historical kernel of St. John Nepomuk is really

Hubs, who was metamorphosed from a Bohemian
Reformer into a Roman-Catholic saint; and that

the Nepomuk-lpgend is a Jesuit blending of the

John who was drowned and the John who was
burned. The resemblances are certainly striking,

extending to the manner of celebrating their com-
memorations. But when the Jesuits came to

Prague, the Nepomuk-worship had long been wide-

spread; and the idea of canonization originated in

opposition not to the Hussites, but to Protestant-

ism, as a weapon of the Counter-Reformation

—

though his cultus was also intended to supplant
Hubs in the hearts of the Bohemian people. In
the image of the saint which gradually arose the

religious history of Bohemia is reflected. This

much is historically certain, that the Vicar-general

John of Pomuk was drowned in 1393 because of

the choice of the abbot, and that Rome, making
use of a foiged biography, has canonized a man
whose very existence can not be demonstrated.

Georg Lobbchb.

Bzbuoobapbt: Tha Viia by Bohualav Balbinus is in ASB,
Ifay, iii« 668^-680. The Acta leading up to the oanonisation
wen published at Veiona« 1725. and the Acta canomMo-
iUmU at Rome, 1727. Naturally a large part of the litera-

ture on the subject is in Bohemian—for a list consult

Potthast. W^gvMimr, pp. 1400-1401. Consult O. AbeL
Dis Legtnd€ vom keiUgen Johann von Nepomuk, Berlin.

1856; A.W Qrfel. Legtndedm hmiiotn Johann von Nepomuk,
Prscue, 1862: A. Frind, Dm- onchithUiche . . . Johannf
von Nepomuk, Pngue, 1871; A. H. Wratislaw, Life,

Legend and Canonuahon </ St. John Nepomueen, London,
1873; DU Frage fl5«r . . . Johann von Nepomuk, in Der
KalkoUk, i (1882). 273-300. 390-414; T. Schmude. in

ZKT, Tii (1883). 52>123: KL, vi. 172»-1742.

JOHH OF SALISBURY: English ecclesiastic, and
bii^op of Chartres; b. at Salisbury between 1110
and 1120; d. at Chartres (54 m. s.w. of Paris) Oct.

25, 1180. He was of humble Saxon origin, but
in 1136 left his native land to study in France, es-

pecially in Paris. Among his teachers there were
the famous Abelard, Robert of Melun, and Alberic

of Reims. After stud3ring dialectics at Paris for

two jrears, he went to Chartres, where
Life. for three years he heard the lectures of

William of Conches, and later studied

under Richard r£v^ue, Hardewin the German,
Theodoric, Peter Elias, and others. He returned

to Paris and began the study of theology, his teach-

ers being Gilbert de la Porr^e, Robert Pulleyne, and
Simon of Poissy. Despite bitter poverty, he spent

twelve years in France, passing the latter portion

of the time with his intimate friend Peter, abbot of

the Cistercian monastery of Moutier la Celle near

Troyes, through whom he became acquainted with

Bernard of Ckirvaux. This powerful head of the

Cistercians brought John to the attention of Theo-
bald, archbishop of Canterbury, who had fled from
England to escape Stephen. When the archbishop

was able to retiun to his see, John was invited, in

1148 or the beginning of 1149, to act as his chan-

cellor or secretary. He was a firm defender of the

spiritual and secular supremacy of the pope and
of the independence of the clergy, regarding these

principles as the means of protecting mankind
against the injustice of the secular arm and the con-

sequences of sin. He sought to carry out his doc-

trine in practical ecclesiastical life, even though
his views that only the Roman Catholic hierarchy

could unfold the blessings of Christianity aroused

the opposition of the court and of the bishops, the

latter regarding themselves as peers of the realm

rather than as subject to a distant pope. The in-

creasing age and infirmity of the archbishop brought
additional ecclesiastical responsibilities upon John,

while he was able to render many important polit*
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ical aervioes to Henry II. after the death of Stephen
in 1154. Sent on repeated miasionB for both prel-

ate and king, he crossed the Alps, aooording to hia

own statement, ten times, visiting the Curia dur-

ing the reign of Pope Eugenius III. and living for

three months at B^vento with Adrian IV., with

whom he was on terms of personal friendship. His
position became difficult, however, after the death
of Adrian in 1169, when he took sides with Alexan-
der III. against the antipope Victor IV. He se-

cured the recognition of Alexander in England, but
came in conflict with the king and the royalist

bishops as the exponent of the Roman Catholic

hierarchy. He was deprived of his preferments

and emoluments, and was even in peril of his life,

80 that he contemplated flight from England,
but was rehabilitated at the petition of the pope,

the archbishop, and Thomas Becket. His power
leached its climax when the latter, his close per-

sonal friend, succeeded Theobald as archbishop of

Gsnterbuiy in 1162. Throughout the struggle be-

tween the archbishop and the king, John remained
the faithful friend of the former, whom he pre-

ceded into exile in 1163. When a nominal peace
was patched up between the archbishop and Henry
in 1170, John returned to England, and, though he
was not present at the actual scene of the arch-

bishop's murder, he hastened there soon enough
to receive some of the martyr's blood as a relic. A
tinae of peril followed until the papal influence and
popular opinion forced the king to change his

course. John, who had fled from Canterbury, again

received his preferments, and cooperated sealously

with Richard of Dover, the successor of Thomas.
He was likewise active in the canonization of the

murdered prelate. In 1176 he was unanimously
chosen bishop of Chartres, and was consecrated in

August of the same year. There, however, he was
obliged to struggle against all manner of opposi-

tion, although he enjoyed the support of the pope,

and in 1179 attended the third Lateran Coimcil,

where he uttered a solenm warning against unjusti-

fiable innovations and urged the clergy to conform
to the Gospel.

The most important and comprehensive work of

John of Salisbury was his PolieraHcua give denugia
curdUum ei veatigiis phUo9(}phanim, written in 1159

and dedicated to Thomas Becket. It is a system
of ecclesiastical and political econom-

Writingi. ioB and ethics based on Christianity

and the wisdom of the ancients, and
designed to lead from the triviality of secular and
court life to a true knowledge and government of

the world. In his book the author wove from his

wealth of experience both a picture of actual life

and the kleal of true Christian living, in which the

Church should rule and lead all mankind as the

guardian and representative of divine law and
true human justice. The Policraticu$, the first

great theory <k the State in the Middle Ages, exer-

cised an influence on Thomas Aquinas and Vin-

cent of Beauvais. It was first edited, apparently

by the Brethren of the Common Life, at Brussels

about 1480. Immediately after the PoUcraticua

John wrote the Mdalogicus, which may be regarded

as its continuation; this was also dedicated to

Thomas Becket. This work, which is in four books
and which was first edited at Paris in 1610, is a
presentment of true and false science, in which
the author castigates not only contempt of science,

especially of logic, but also false and sophistie

scholasticism. These aberrations of his contem-
poraries were compared with the sound views of

Plato and the academic school, and especially with
Aristotle, whose Organon John of Salisbury was the

first in western Europe to know and use. His
earliest work was his Enthdtcus (EutheHcua, Nu-
theHcua)f aive de dogmaU philoaophorumf written

about 1155, and consisting of a philosophical and
satirical poem in 926 distichs, dedicated to Thomas
Becket. The first part contains a critical presen-

tation of the basal concepts of the Greek and Ro-
man philosophers, who are imfavorably contrasted

with the higher truth of Christianity. The second

part exhorts Thomas to consider the plight of the

threatened and afflicted Church, and describes the

lamentable condition of England. The poem is

extant in only two manuscripts, and was first edited

by C. Petersen at Hamburg in 1843. John was
likewise the author of a Hialoria panHficalia, em-
bracing the yeare 1148-52 and written about 1165

as a supplement to the chronicle of Sigibert and his

immediate successors. The fragment begins with
the Council of Reims, which John attended, and
breaks off abruptly in the middle of a sentence di»-

cussing the events of 1152. The only edition is

that by W. Amdt in MGH, Script., xx (1868), 515-

545.

The minor works of John of Salisbury were his

Vita Sancti Anaelmi, written in 1163 as a supple-

ment to Eadmer's laiger biography of Anselm and
designed as an aid in the projected canonization of

the saint at the Council of Tours, and his Vita et

paaaeio Sancti Thomae, composed shortly after 1170

as an aigument for the canonization of Thomas
Becket. His letters, collected by him in four books,

although the present collection of 327 is contained

in two parts, are of great importance both for his

biography and for the ecclesiastical history of his

time, since they are addressed to popes (Adrian

and Alexander III.), to princes, and to many eccle-

siastical and secular potentates. The first edition

of J. Masson (Paris, 1611) contained only 302
letters, but others have since been discovered. A
number of additional works have been ascribed to

this author. Some titles may refer to treatises

now lost, while certain others may represent indi-

vidual chapters of the PoUcraJticua, A complete

edition of the works of John of Salisbury (not with-

out flaws) was published by J. A. Giles (5 vols.

PEA, Oxford, 1848) and reprinted in MPL, xcix.

(K. SCHAABSCHMIDT.)

Bibuoorapht: The best touroes of knowledge are hie own
works, partioulerly hie lettere in vol. i. of QUee' edition,

ut sup. Two livee ere thoee by H. Reuter, Jchcamn eon
Salidntry, Berlin, 1842; K. SehMrsohmidt. Jokaninm
8ar€thttni$n»U naek Letien und Studi^n, S^riflen utid

PhihtophU, Leipsio, 1862. Consult further: K. PauU.
in Ztilichrift fUr XtrcAenrecM. 1881, pp. 206 sqq.: R. L.

Poole. /ttiMAnolume c/ the Hitlory of Mediaeval TKouoht.

chape, iv.-vu., London. 1884; W. Btubbs. Seventeen

Leeturee on the Study cf , . . Hietory, lecU. vi.-vii.. ib.

1886; P. Gennrieh, in ZKO, ziii (1803). 644-^1; J. H.
Overton. The Church in England, i. 207. 217. 218, London.
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1897; HiMtoin liUSrmre de la France, xiv. 89-161; Ceillier.

Auteura aacrSa^ xiv. 676-4S80; Netuider, ChriMHan Church,
hr. 194-195, 367-308, 416 et pMsm; DNB, xzix. 439-446.

JOHN, SAINT, CHRISnAHS OF. See BIan-

DJBANS.

JOHN, SAINT, FIRE OF (SAINT JOHN'S FIRE):
A fire lighted in accord with ancient custom in va-

rious countries, especially in southern Germany,
on the evening or eve of the day of St. John the

Baptist (June 24) in the open air on hills and moun-
tains, or in the streets and villages. It must be
needfire, and the ceremonies attending it are the

dancing of the young around it, the throwing of all

sorts of flowers, herbs, and garlands into it, the

priestly blessing of the fire, the kindling and rolling

of a wheel wrapped with straw (" St. John's wheel ")

the erection of a tree, the driving of cattle through
the fire, the carrying of torches and fire-brands, and
the like. All manner of healing and beneficent

properties are ascribed to the fire, such as protection

against sickness, cure of all diseases (especially

epilepsy), fertility, exemption from fire and storm,

and safety against witchcraft. Although the origin,

extension, and significance of these customs are un-

certain, it is at least clear that they are survivals

of a primitive cult of the light, fire, and sim, cur-

rent throughout the Indo-Germanic peoples. Par-

allels are accordingly found not only in the Greco-
Roman world, as in the Vesta-cult and the Palilia,

but also among the Celts, Germans, and Slavs,

though there is no evidence that one people bor-

rowed from another. The festival was obviously a
celebration of the summer solstice. The garlands,

like the rolling of the wheel and the dancing round
the fire, symbolize the sun, but the so-called '' sol-

stice-girdle," as the ironwort and wormwood hal-

lowed in ancient custom are called, represent the

girdle bound about his loins by the Apostle John
lest he should become weary in his wanderings. The
fire of St. John celebrates the solstice, the time
when the days are longest, and also the time when
the bloom of spring passes over to the harvest.

At that period the heat of sunmier threatens sick-

ness, so that the blessings of fertility must be as-

sured, and all impending danger be averted. It is

the time when lost treasures rise and are exposed
to the light of the sun, and spirits seeking release

wander about. All plants then develop especially

healing properties, and water is then particularly

good both for bathing and drinking. This is ex-

plained by the ancient Germanic belief in Baldur,

the god of light, whose place is here taken by John
the Baptist. The fire of St. John thus represents

victory of light over darkness, the shortest night

of the year, on which in the far north the sim does
not set, being transformed into day by the fires.

The Church was fully conscious of the relation of

the feast of St. John to the summer solstice, and
endeavored to suppress the custom of kindling

fires; but it was forced to yield to popular usage, so

that finally the fire was not only tolerated, but the

clergy and the nobility took part in the celebration.

Attempts were made at an early time, however, to

give the fire of St. John a Christian interpretation,

and medieval theologians of the twelfth and thir-

teenth centuries interpreted it with reference to

John i. 8. Others sought to explain the fire from
the legend of the burning of the Baptist's bones at

Sebaste, while the dance was supposed to be a rem-

iniscence of the dance of the daughter of Herodias,

all efforts being made to avoid any allusion to pa-

ganism. In many places, especially in Evangelical

countries, the fires of St. John have been forbidden

in modem times, or have become obsolescent of

themselves. (A. Fbetbe.)

Bxbuoqrapht: P. M. Padandi, De cultu 8, JoannU BajAittae

afUiquiUUea Chri$iianae, Rome, 1768; C. F. de KhMits,
Da rtitt ignia in nakUi S. JohannU aeoenai, Vienna, 1769;

Ench and Gruber, AUoemeina Encifdopddia, section II.,

vol. xzii., p. 206; F. Nork. Faatkalander, pp. 406 aqq.,

Stuttgart. 1847; J. Grimm. Dautadie Mylhdoffia, p. 678
qq^ GOttinBen, 1854; R. Chambers, Book of Dau9, under
June 24, 2 vols.. London, 1862-^.

JOHN, SAIRT, OF BBVERLBY: Bishop of Hex-
ham and of York; d. at Beverley (27 m. e.s.e. of

York) May 7, 721. He was bom in Northumbria
of noble parentage, studied at Canterbury under
Archbishop Theodore, and was an inmate of Hilda's

monastery at Streanaeshalch (Whitby). In 687 he

became bishop of Hexham, and on the death of

Bosa in 705 was transferred to York. He estab-

lished a convent at Beverley, and in 718 gave up
his bishopric and retired thither. He was elo>

quent, learned, and holy, a foimder of schools, and
a famous teacher. Bede was ordained by him and
may have been his scholar. After St. Cuthbert, he

was the greatest of the North English saints and
the mirades related of him rival those of Cuthbert

and Aidan. Henry V. attributed the victory at

Agincourt to his intercession, the battle beiug

fought on his day.

Bxbuoorapht: The fundamental source ia Bede, HuL accL,

iv. 23, V. 2-6, 24. Consult also: FaaU Eboraeenaaa, ed.

W. H. Dixon and J. Raine, i. 84-02. London, 1883; J.

Raine, The Hiatoriana of the Churdi of York, i„ pp. Ui.-lx..

239-348, 511-641 (no. 71 of RoUa Seriea, ib. 1879); W.
Bright, Early EngUah Church Hial., pp. 398-399, Oxford.

1897: DNB, xxU. 435-436; DCB, in. 377-378.

JOHN, SAINT, ORDER OF HOSPITALERS OF:
One of the most famous of the so-called military

orders of the Middle Ages (see Military Religious
Orders). They are known by various names: the

Knights Hospitalers of St. John of Jerusalem, Mil-

ite8 hospUalia S, Joannis HieroaoLymiianiy Johanr
niiae, etc.; later, from their chief seats. Knights of

Rhodes and Knights of Malta. The origin of the

order is obscure, but it was evidently based on an
older foundation, a " hospital of Jeru-

Origin salem," which seems to have been an
and Devel- independent establishment of the citi-

opment zensofAmalfi. Previous to the capture

into a of Jerusalem by the Crusaders (1099)

Military the rector of the hospital was a Brother

Order. Gerhard (or Gerald; in later time the

name Tunc or Tonque was added), who
enlarged the institution after the city was taken
and reoiganized it. With the cooperation of the

Crusaders the hospital increased in importance, and
Gerhard may thus be regarded as the founder of

the Hospitalers of St. John. He was succeeded by
Raymund du Puy, who gave the brothers a rule

which was approved by Innocent II., Eugene III.,
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and LUcius III., and in 1287-90 William of Stefano

made the first collection of statutes; a second was
made in 1303 and these two collections formed the

basis of all subsequent ones. At first all members
wore a black robe with a cross of eight points of

white linen affixed to it, worn on the left breast.

In 1259 Alexander IV. granted to members of the

first class a red mantle with a white cross.

In hospital service the order was most active;

its institutions were models for the age, and its

rules and regulations formed the patterns for the

other orders of Hospitalers (q.v.). The chief hos-

pital at Jerusalem was built opposite the Holy
Sepulcher and was a large structure with wide

colonnades, in which hundreds of pilgrims and in-

valids found welcome and assistance. This institu-

tion continued its activity even after the capture

of Jerusalem by Saladin, whfle the order sup-

ported hospitals in numerous other places, particu-

larly in Acre, Cyprus, Rhodes, and Malta. Skilled

physicians were soon found in the hospitals, and
all clothing, food, wine, and other necessities for

the sick were furnished by the various houses.

Gradually, however, as the struggle against the in-

fidels claimed every energy, the knights were re-

leased from the care of the sick, and complaints

were soon heard, especially in the East, that in-

valids were neglected by many houses. The order

became more and more knightly, and steadily lost

its monastic character, whereas originally the

monks had almost outnumbered the knights in the

membership of the order. With surprising rapid-

ity valuable possessions and privileges were ac-

quired both in the Orient and in the Occident. In

Palestine the castles of the knights stretched from
north to south, especially along the threatened

frontier from Hebron to Ascalon, on the eastern

shore of Lake Tiberias, and in the vicim'ty of Trip-

olis and Antioch. The seat of the grand master,

after the fall of Jerusalem, was the citadel of Mar-

gat, which was supposed to be impregnable, until

it was taken by Sultan Kalaun in 1285, Acre, the

last possession of the knights in Palestine, being

captured six years later.

A scanty renmant of the order fled to Cyprus,

where the king provided them a refuge in the city

of Limisso. In 1309, so speedy was its revival,

the Grand Master Foulques de Vil-

The laret captured the island of Rhodes
Knights and founded a kingdom which lasted

in Rhodes for two centuries, was a bulwark of

and Malta. Europe against the Turks, and only

fell through treachery in 1522. This

was the period of the order's great prosperity. Its

wealth was increased by the greater portion of the

estates of the Knights Templars (q.v.) after their

suppression in 1311, and the income of the Knights

of St. John was at least 36,000,000 francs annually,

eighteen or twenty times that of the king of France.

The order was divided into eight '' languages,"

Provence (always considered the first), Auvergne,

France, Italy, Aragon, England, Germany, and Cas-

tile. Each "langi^ige" was subdivided into grand

priories and these into commanderies, the latter

visited periodically by the grand prior. At the

head of the entire order stood the grand master,

aided by the chapter-general which convened at

stated intervals and had legislative power.

After the loss of Rhodes the knights had no
home until 1530, when Charles V. gave them the

island of Malta (whence the name "Knights of

Malta ")» which they defended courageously against

the Turks. With the grand-mastership of Jean de
la Valette (1557,-68) the order reached its climax,

but the Reformation brought them one disaster

after another, while internal dissension added to

the calamities, and the knights became mere pro-

tectors of merchantmen against pirates. Under the

Grand Master Ferdinand von Hompesch, the island

was betrayed to Bonaparte and on Sept. 4, 1800,

it was seized by the English. The order was sup-

pressed in Bavaria and Spain, while Paul I. of

Russia, who had been elected grand master in place

of Von Hompesch, was not recognized by the pope.

The Roman Catholic renmants were collected under
the administration of a grand master who is ap-
pointed by the pope and who has resided in Rome
since 1834.

In Prussia the commandery of Brandenburg
preserved its existence as the Protestant part of

the order, although its property was confiscated

in 1810 and it became a meaningless

Modem Af- decoration. In 1852, however, it was
filiations, reorganized by Frederick William IV.,

and has since been extremely active as

a hospital order. It has founded some fifty hos-

pitals, including one established at Beirut during

the persecutions of the Christians by the Druses of

Lebanon in 1860. In the wars of 1864, 1866, and
1870 the Hospitalers gave invaluable aid to the

sick and woimded. In like manner the Roman-
Catholic Hospitalers, called distinctively Knights of

Malta, have revived the original functions of the

order, at least in Ciermany. (G. UHLHORNf.)

Biblxoorapht: A very complete review of the literature of

the subject is given by F. de Hellwald, BiUioffraphie
mifhodiquie de Vordre . . , de 8t Jean de Jeruediem^
Rotm, 1885. The sources are oolleoted in Codiee dipUtm-
del micro mxLHare ordine OeroeolimUanot Lucca, 1733, and
in the great work begun by J. Delaville de Roulx, Cartu-

Unre gSnSmle de Vordre dee hoepUaUere 8. Jean de Jeruedlem,

of which 2 vols, have so far appeared, Paris, 1894 sqq.,

with which cf. the same author's De prima origine hoe-

pUaliorufn HieroeolvmUarum, Paris, 1885, and his Lee
Statute de Vordre . . . , in BiUiothiq^e de Vioole dee

ehartee, xviii., pp. 341-356. Consult: R. Aubert de Verto;

d'Aubeuf, Hiet, dee chewdiere hoepUaUere^ Paris, 1726;

A. von Winterfeld, Oeeehiehte dee ritterlicken Ordene St.

Johannie vom Spital zu Jemealem, Berlin, 1850; M. J. J.

Q. Saige, De VancUnniti de VhdpUal St, Jean de JenuaUm^
in BMiothivie de I'icole dee duaiee, 1863, p. 552; H. von
Ortenburg, Der RUterorden dee heiliffen Johannee von
Jerueaiem, Regensburg, 1866; J. Wilson, Conciee Account

qf St, John'e Oate, Clerkenwell^ and of the KnighU of St.

John (^ Jeruealem, London, 1869; F. C. Woodhouse, The
MUitary Religioue Ordere cf (he Middle Agee, New York,
1879; A. T. Drane, The Knighte t^St. John, London, 1881;

W. K. R. Bedford, The Regulatione of the Old Hoepital cf
the Knighte cf St, John at Valetta, ib. 1882; Q. inuhom,
in ZKO, vi (1882). 46; H. Pruts, KuttwrgeediicMe der

KreuzsQge, pp. 235 sqq., Berlin, 1883; F. von Finck,

Uebereicht aber die OeechidUe dee ritterUchen Ordene St,

Johannie, Berlin, 1890; C. Herrlich, Die Bailey Branden^

burgh dee Johanniterordene, ib. 1891; J. von Pflug-Hartung,

Die Anfitnge dee Johanniterordene in Deutechland, ib. 1899;

Helyot, Ordree monaatiq^ee, iii. 72 sqq.; Heimbuoher,
Orden und Kongregationen; KL, vi. 1791-1803; 8: F. A.

Cauiaeld. Dawn of Chrietianity in Modem Europe . . .

KnighU of the Hoepital .... London, 1909.
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JOHN THE STEADFAST: Elector of Saxony
1525-32, brother of Frederick the Wiae (q.v.); b.

at Meissen (15 m. n.w. of Dresden) June 30, 1468;

d. at Schweinitz (54 m. n.e. of Merseburg) Aug.
16, 1532. He received a scholarly education, was
trained in the arts of knighthood, and is said to

have distinguished himself in the struggle against

the Turks. Luther's writings soon won his heart,

and he followed the development of the reforma-

tory movement with ever increasing interest. It

was he who, in the absence of the elector, omitted
to publish the bull directed against Luther. In his

letters to his brother he warmly recommended
Luther and admonished the cautious elector to

adopt more decidedly the reformer's cause and to

influence other princes in the same direction. His
influence decided Frederick to protect Luther in

the Wartburg. During the printing of his New
Testament, Luther sent John the single sheets, and
thenceforth he read the Bible daily. In October,

1522, Luther came for the first time, as it seems,

on bis journey to Erfurt to the court of Weimar
and preached several times. His sermons on the
limitations of secular authority caused John to de-

sire further discussion of the subject, and Luther
published his treatise Von weUlidier Obrigkeit, the

principles of which John conscientiously tried to

carry out throughout his life. Too one-sided em-
phasis of these principles and his anxiety not to

interfere improperly in spiritual matters, seem to

have been the reason why he tolerated for a long

time the agitation of MUnzer and Carlstadt. Sim-
ilarly he did not interfere with the abolition of the
Corpus Christi procession, and allowed the reading

of the mass and the celebration of the Lord's Sup-
per after the Protestant fashion.

When he became sole ruler, after the death of

Frederick (May 5, 1525), he announced to the clergy

that in future the pure word of God should be
preached without human addition, and that all

useless ceremonies should be abolished. He reso-

lutely refused an agreement with his cousin, George
of Saxony, and with the landgrave of Hesse openly

confessed the Evangelical doctrine. To be pre-

pared against machinations of his opponents, a
treaty was ratified Feb. 27, 1526, between him and
Philip of Hesse, which was soon joined by other

Evangelical estates, so that John became the leader

of the Evangelical party. As such he appeared at

the Diet of Speyer in 1526 (see Speter, Diets op).

Difficult problems awaited him at home. Before
he had become elector, Nicolaus Hausman, preacher

of Zwickau, had called his attention to the miser-

able condition of the Church and advised him to

imdertake a general visitation, pointing to Luther
as the most suitable man for that purpose. Luther
now proposed to institute four or five conmiissions

of visitation for the whole country, and there fol-

lowed a demand of the visitators that the privilege

to install or depose clergymen should belong ex-

clusively to the sovereign. It was a step in the

development of the State Church, and the acknowl-
edgment of the secular ruler as the protector of the

Church.

Owing to the influence of Luther, John reorgan-

ized the University of Wittenberg and checked the

greed of the nobility in appropriating the pos-

sessions of the Church, which had become a real

danger for the country. During this constructive

activity of the elector the rumor spread of the

formation of a league of Roman Catholic princes

at Breslau (1528) for the annihilation of the Evan-
gelical estates and the extirpation of the new her-

esy. Otto von Pack reported to Landgrave Philip

of Hesse that he and the elector were required to

reestablish the Roman religion in their countries.

Both were convinced of the genuineness of the re-

port and prepared for defense by trying to gain

new allies in the north and south. At the advice

of Luther and contrary to the wish of Philip, John
desisted from assuming the offensive. In full con-

fidence of the justice of his cause he went again to

the Diet of Speyer in 1529, and, by openly avowing
his Evangelical convictions, incurred the enmity
of the majority. He defended the Evangelical in-

terpretation of the Recess of Speyer of 1526, ac-

cording to which the privilege of ecclesiastical ren-

ovation had been granted, and protested against

the resolution of the majority, which threatened

the further existence of the new Church. At first

he was inclined to meet the efforts of the Stra»-

buig Evangelicals who tried to imite the Protes-

tants on the question of the Lord's Supper, but
Luther dissuaded him. His acceptance of the

Schwabach Article (q.v.), drawn up by Luther,

showed his determination to renounceeven his league

with the landgrave, if the latter would not separate

himself from the union efforts of Switzerland and
Upper Germany. Although he had sustained many
an insult from the emperor, he acknowledged obe-

dience to him, except where it conflicted with the

honor of God and his soul's welfare. At the Diet

of Augsburg, in 1530, his conduct was heroic. He
firmly maintained his Evangelical position, and
refused to forbid Evangelical preaching at the de-

mand of the emperor. The great services he ren-

dered to the final success of the Augsburg Confes-

sion are well known. On his homeward journey
he learned of the warlike preparations of his ene-

mies, but his interpretation of the Word of God
withheld him from opposing an attack of his em-
peror. After some weeks, however, he, as well as

Luther, was convinced by jurists that the relation

of the emperor to the estates was not strictly mo-
narchical, both parties being bound by law and
right, and that the emperor, in attacking the Evan,
gelicals, acted not only against God, but against

his own imperial rights; therefore a defense of the

Evangelicals would be justified, and in 1531 the

Protestants formed a defensive league under the
leadership of John. On the question of the elec-

tion of Ferdinand as Roman Idng, he took a much
firmer stand. At the beginning of the Diet of

Augsburg he had been determined to oppose it for

legal reasons, and what he heard later of the prac-

tises of the emperor and Ferdinand confirmed him
in his opposition. Luther advised him, though
hesitatingly, to concede the election, but in this

point John followed his chancellor, BrQck, who
asked him to protest against it. The elector was
declared disobedient because he did not appear
personally at the election, and thus the rupture
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between him and the emperor waa decided. Polit-

ical conditions^ however, forced the emperor again

to approach the Evangelical estates, and on July

23, 1532, the religious peace of Nuremberg (see

NuRKifBKRG, Rbligious Pbacb of) was ratified.

John had not the gifts of statesmanship which his

brother Frederick possessed, but he was a man of

fearless courage, deep Evangelical convictions, and
unsullied life. (T. Koldb.)
BiBUoaBAPHT: SouroM «re: Spalatin's BiographiBt in J. B.

Menoke, Cangpeeiua 9eripL r«r, Otrm,, ii. 1123 aqq., Leipsic
1728; C. E. FOrstenuum, UrkutuUnbudi gur O^diu^te df
R0i€haiag9 tu Aug&buro, 2 vols., Halle, 1833-36; idem«
ArdUv far die Oteehiekie der kirdUiehen ReformaHon^ i.,

part 1, ib. 1833; idem, NeuM Urkundenbueh gur Getehidtte
der . , , Ktrdien-R^ormaHan, voL I. Hamburg, 1842;
C. G. Neudeeker. AkienetOdee aue dem ZeUaUer der R^orma-
fum, Nuremberg, 183(^-40; and the various editions of
Luther's oorreepondenoe. C. A. H. Burekhardt, OeeckidUe
der eHeheieehen KirAen^ und SdnUvieUalionent Leipaio,

1879; H. Sehwars, Landffnuf Philipp von Heeeen und die

Pa€k%edien-Hilndel, Leipsic, 1884; O. Winckehnann. Der
eekwtalkaldieehe Bund und der Marburger ReUoionafriedet
Strasburg, 1892; L. von Ranke, Deuiethe Qeet^uhte^ vols,

iii-iv., Leipaio. 1894; Com6rid0« Modem Hietory, ii. 233-
276, New York, 1904; and the literature under Luthbr;
REfOaUATION.

JOHN OF THESSALONICA : Archbishop of

Thessalonica. He was delegate of the pope at the

sixth ecumenical council (Constantinople, 680). In
the proceedings of the second s3niod held at Nicsea

(Mansi, sdii. 164) occurs a fragment of his dialogue

between a Christian and a pagan, in which image-
worship is justified. Image-worship, he says, re-

lates to the saints and not to the pictures, to God
as he used to walk among men; even the angels

have a certain corporeality. There has also been
handed down a speech of John entitled '' On the

death of the most holy . . . mother of God and
ever vii^gin Mary." It is complete only in an old

Slavonic translation (in Popov, BibliografXetkija

materialy, pp. 40-65, Moscow, 1879); fragments of

the original are in Tischendoif, Apocalypses apocry-

phae (Leipsic, 1866). The speech follows closely

the De donmttone Mariae of Pseudo-John and has
been ascribed to him. There is also extant a wri-

ting entitled *' On the glorious, victorious Deme-
trius" (ASB,, Oct., iv. 104-160) which bears the

name of John of Thessalonica.

(N. BONWSTBCH.)
Bibuoorapht: Leo Allatius, De Symeonum eeriptiet pp. 105.

110, Ptai*. 1664; M. Le Quien, Oriene ChrieHanue, it 42,

3 vols.. Pari*. 1740; W. Gave, Seriptorum eecUeiaeHeorum
hietoria lUeraria^ i. 507, Oxford, 1740; Fabridue-Harles,
BibUotheea Oraeca, x. 219, 250, 286, Hamburg. 1807;
Krumbacher. OeechidUe, p. 192; DCB, iii. 396.

JOHN-BOmXES: An order of hermits, founded
by Giovanni Buono (b. at Mantua 1168; d. Oct.

23, 1249), who, after long years as a strolling jon-

gleur, was converted in 1206. Retiring to a lonely

spot near the church of Santa Maria di Budriolo,

not far from Ceeena, he is said to have lived first

as an absolute hermit, but about 1217 began to

gather companions around him. Although he
never took orders, and could neither read nor write,

the fame of his extraordinary mortifications wrought
marvellous conversions, both among his immediate
followers and among the heretical Lombard Pata-

renes, many of whom he restored to the Church.

Without formulating a written rule, or even a defi-

nite mode of life, for his spiritual children, com-
munities of hermits are said to have originated in

his own lifetime, located at Bertinoro (near Forli),

Mantua, Venice, Bologna, Parma, Ferrara, Pog-
giolo, Faenza, Poncelia, and Rimini. A few years
before Buono's death, the John-Bonites (Johann-
bonitaef JambanUae), whom their founder had vest^
with a gray habit, were bound by Innocent IV. to

the Augustinian rule. Alexander IV., by bull of

Aug. 13, 1256, forced them to enter his newly
founded order of Augustinian hermits, thus ter-

minating their independent existence. The efforts

to canonize Giovanni Buono, originating chiefly

from Mantua and begun as early as the middle of

the thirteenth century, resulted only in his beatifi-

cation by Sixtus IV. in 1483; nevertheless, he is

the chief patron of Mantua, where his remains have
reposed in the church of Santa Agnese Nuova since

1451. (O. ZOCKLBRf.)

Bibuoorapht: The Vita of the founder, by A. Calepino,
with oommentary, is in ASB, Oct., ix. 693-886; Helyot,
Ordree monaetiquee^ iiL 8 aqq.

JOHNS, CLAUDS HERMANN WALTER: Church
of England; b. at Banwell (22 m. s.w. of Bath),
Somersetshire, Feb. 20, 1857. He was educated at

Queen's Ck)llege, Cambridge (B.A., 1880), and was
second master successively at Horton College, Tas-
mania, in 1880-84 and Paston Grammar School,

North Walsham, Norfolk, in 1884-86. He was
ordered deacon in 1887 and ordained priest in the
following year, and from 1887 until 1892 was tutor

in St. Peter's Training College for Schoolmasters,

Peterborough, as well as curate of St. Botolph's,

Helpston (1887-«8), and of St. John's, Peterbor-

ough (1888-91). Since 1892 he has been rector of

St. Botolph's, Cambridge. He was also chaplain

of Queen's College from 1893 to 1901, and since 1897
has been lectiu*er in Assyriology in Cambridge Uni-
versity, as well as in King's College, London, since

1902. He has likewise been Edwards fellow in

the former imiversity since 1900, and was honor-
ary secretary of the Cambridge Pupil Teachers'

Centre in 1894-1900. In theology he is a moderate
Anglican. He has written Assyrian Deeds and Doc-
uments (3 vols., CJambridge, 1898-1902); An As-
syrian Doomsday-Book

f
or Liber Censualis of the Dis-

trict round Harran (Leipsic, 1901); The Oldest Code

of Laws in the Worlds PromtdgaUd by Hammurabi
(Edinburgh, 1903); and Babylonian and Assyrian
Laws, Contracts, and Letters (New York, 1904).

JOHNS, JOHN: Protestant Episcopal bishop of

Virginia; b. at New Castle. Del., July 10, 1796; d.

at Alexandria, Va., Apr. 5, 1876. He studied at

Princeton (B.A., 1815), and subsequently spent

two years in the theological seminary there. In

both college and seminary he was a classmate of

Charles Hodge, with whom he formed a lifelong

intimacy. He was ordained deacon in 1819, and
priest in 1820. His first parish was All Saints,

Frederick, Md., where he remained till 1829, when
he became rector of Christ Church, Baltimore.

This charge he held till he was elected assistant

bishop of Virginia in 1842. He became bishop in

1862. He was for a number of years the head of

the Protestant Episcopal Theological Seminary of
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Virginia. He wrote A Memoir of the 'Life of the

Right Rev. William Meade (Baltimore, 1867).

Bibuookapht: W. 8. Perry, Tke Bpimopaie in Ammiea,
p. 87, New York. 1896.

JOHNSON, BLIAS HENRY: Baptist; b. at Troy,

N. Y., Oct. 15, 1841; d. at Chester, Pa., Bfar. 10,

1906. He was educated at the University of

Rochester (A.B., 1862), and from 1862 to 1864 con>

tinued his studies, a part of the time at Rochester

Theological Seminary. After being acting assist-

ant paymaster in the ITnited States Navy in 1864-

1866, he entered the Baptist ministry in the latter

year, holding a pastorate at Le Sueur, Minn., in

1866-68. He then reentered Rochester Theolog-

ical Seminary, from which he was graduated in

1871, spent two years in travel in Europe, the Holy
Land, and Egypt, after which he was pastor at

BaUston, N. Y., from 1873 to 1875 and at Provi-

dence, R. I., from 1875 to 1883. From the latter

year until his death he was professor of systematic

theology at Crozer Theological Seminary, Chester,

Pa. He edited Songs of Praise for Sunday Schools

(Philadelphia, 1882); Our Sunday School Songs
(1885); and the hyinnal Sursum Corda (1898); be-

sides being associate editor of The Baptist Hymnal
(Philadelphia, 1883). He also wrote Uses and
Abuses i^ Ordinances (Philadelphia, 1890); Outline of
Systematic Theology (1892); Review of Ethical Monr
ism (New York, 1895); Ezekid Oilman Rolrinson

(1896); Religious Use of Imagination (1900); The
Highest Life (1901); The Holy SpirU Then and Now
(Philadelphia, 1904) ; and the posthumous Chrietian

Agnosticism as Related to Christian Knowledge^ ed,

with Biographical Sketch, H. C. Vedder (1907).

JOHNSON, FRANCIS: English Separatist; b. at

Richmond (42 m. n.w. of York), Yorkshire, 1562;

d. at Amsterdam Jan. 10, 1618. He studied at
Christ's Ck)llege, Cambridge (B. A., 1581), and be-

came fellow. In 1589 he was expelled from the
university for preaching in favor of Presbyterian

polity, went to Zealand, and became minister of

the English Church at Middelbuig. In 1591 he
was instrumental in destroying the entire edition

of a book by Barrow and Greenwood (A Plain
Refutation of M . Giffard's Book EntiOed *' A ShoH
Treatise against the Donatists of England ": wherein

is discovered: (1) the forgery of ihe whole ministry;

(B) the confusion; {3) false worship; and (4) anti-

christian disorder of those parish assemblies called

the Church of England; reprinted Amsterdam,
1605), saving, however, two copies for his own use,

and by reading them was converted. In 1592,

with (Greenwood, he oiganized a congregation in

London and was imprisoned in consequence ; in

1597 he settled in Ainsterdam and became minister

of the Separatists living there; because of disagree-

ment with Henry Ainsworth concerning the au-

thority of elders he went to Emden about 1612,

but later returned to Amsterdam. He wrote sev-

eral controversial treatises.

Biblioobapht: D. NeiO. HUt. of the PwilanM, ii. 40-41.
London. 1822; B. Brooke. Livea tf the Purikm$, I 306-
397, ii. 80-90. ib. 1813; H. M. Dexter, ConoreffoHonalimi

ef the LaH Three Hundred Yeara, New York, 1880; W.
Walker, Creede and Plaiforma ef CongreoaHonaliem, p. 41.

n. 4, New York, 1893; DNB. xxx. 9-11.

JOHNSON, FRANKLIN: Baptist; b. at Frank-
fdrt, O., Nov. 2, 1836. He was educated at Col-

gate University, but left before taking his degree,

and at Colgate Theological Seminary, from which
he was graduated in 1861. He held successive

pastorates at the First Baptist Church, Bay City,

Mich. (1862-«4), Lambertville, N. J. (1864-66),

Passaic, N. J. (1866-72), and the Okl Cambridge
Baptist Church, Cambridge, Mass. (1872-^), in-

terrupted only by a year of study in Germany and
travel in Egypt and Palestine in 1868-69. He was
president of Ottawa University in 1890-92, and
since the latter year has been professor of church

history and homiletics in the University of Chi-

cago. In addition to being associate editor of The
Watchman in 1876, his writings include: The Gos-

pel According to Matthew, with Notes (New York,

1873); Moses and Israel (1874); Heroes and Judges

from the Law-Oivers to the King (1875); The Dies

Irae (Cambridge, Mass., 1880); The Stabat Mater
Dolorosa and the Stabat Mater Speciosa (Boston,

1886); The New Psychic Studies in their Relation

to Christian Thought (New York, 1886); The Quo-
tations qf the New Testamentfrom the Old Considered

in the Light of General Literature (Philadelphia,

1896); The Home Missionaries (Chicago, 1889);

Have We the Likeness of Christ? (1902); and The
Christian's Rdation to Evolution (1904).

JOHNSON, FREDERICK FOOTS: Protestant

Episcopal bishop coadjutor of South Dakota; b.

at Newtown, Conn., Apr. 23, 1866. He was grad-

uated at Trinity CoU^, Hartford, Conn., in 1894,

and at Berkeley Divinity School, Middletown,

Conn., in 1897. After being minister at Glenwood
Springs, Col., 1896-97, and curate of St. Stephen's,

Colorado Springs, 1897-99, he was rector of Trinity,

Redlands, Cal., 1899-1904. He was then diocesan

missionary in Western Massachusetts for a year,

and in 1905 was consecrated bishop coadjutor of

South Dakota.

JOHNSON, 6ISLB CHRISTIAN: Norwegian the-

ologian; b. at Fredrikshald (58 m. s.s.e. of Chris-

tiania) Sept. 10, 1822; d. at Christiania July 17,

1894. He was educated at the cathedral school

of Christiansand and at the University of Chris-

tiania, after which a scholarship enabled him to

travel and study in Berlin, Leipsic, Erlangen,

Heidelberg, Tdbingen, and Paris. He returned to

Norway in the fall of 1847, and was appointed lec-

turer in theology at the imiversity two years later,

becoming professor in 1860. He lectured on sys-

tematic theology, history of doctrine, theological

encyclopedia, and, after 1877, on church history.

Johnson exercised an important influence on
Christian life in general as well as on his students

by his devotional lectures in Christiania and else-

where. He spent many of his vacations in travel-

ing through the country in search of health, and in

these travels, which were generally on foot, he
visited awakened Christian laymen. His theo-

logical standpoint was strict orthodoxy of the old

Lutheran tjrpe, and he worked for the home mis-

sions in Christiania, the Norwegian Luther-foimda-

tioD, the students' home, and similar institutions.

Despite his thorough learning, he was not a pro-
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lifio author, for his rigid self-criticism made him
too timid, but when, in 1857, the pietistic preacher

G. A. Lammers, of Skien, left the established Church
and undertook to found a ** free apostolic and Chris-

tian congregation," abolishing, among other things,

infant baptism, Johnson published his Nogle Ord
om Bamedaaben, He also collaborated with C. P.

Caspari in translating the Old Testament until

1890, and with ¥, W. Bugge in making a version of

the New Testament. With Caspari, furthermore,

he edited Tidsskrift for den evangeliMtUherske kirke

% Narge, In 1863 he foimded the LtUherak Kirke-

Hdende, which he edited till 1875, and to which he
contributed many articles. In 1878-79 he pub-
lished his Orundrida of den ayetemcUiake Theologies

while his Forelcteninger over den ckriHelige Ethik and
ForeUBsmnger over Dogmekietorien appeared pos-

Ununously in 1896. J. BBLSHKiMf.

JOHNSON, HERRICK : Presbyterian; b. at

Kaughnewaga, N. Y., Sept. 22, 1832. He was
graduated at Hamilton College in 1857 and at

Aubium Theological Seminary in 1860. After be-

ing associate pastor of tl^ First Presbyterian

Chiirch, Troy, N. Y., in 1860-62, he was pastor of

the Third Presbyterian Church, Pittsburg, Pa., in

1862-67 and the First Presbyterian Church, Phila-

delphia, in 1868-73. He was then professor of

homiletics and pastoral theology in Aubium Theo-
logical Seminary from 1874 to 1880, after which he
was pastor of the Fourth Presbyterian Church,
Chicago, until 1883. He taught sacred rhetoric and
pastoral theology in McCormick Theological Semi-
nary, Chicago, 1880-1906. He was president of the

Presbyterian Board of Ministerial Education in

1869-73 and of the Presbyterian Board of Aid for

Colleges and Academies in 1883-1903, moderator
of the General Assembly at Springfield, 111., in 1882,

and a member of the Presbyterian Board of Pub-
lication in 1868-73, and of two committees of the
Presbyterian Church for the revision of the Con-
fession of Faith in 1890 and 1900. In theology he
is a liberal conservative, describing himself as " a
thorough believer in both the doctrines and polity

of the Presbyterian Church, as warranted by the
Word of God and represented in the Presbyterian

Confession of Faith and form of government." He
has written: Christianity*8 Challenge (Chicago, 1880)

;

Plain Talks about the Theatre (1882); RevivaU, their

Place and Power (1883); Predbyterian Bultoarks

(New York, 1887); Presbyterian Book of Farms
(Philadelphia, 1889); From Lave to Praise (1903);

and Ideal Ministry (1908).

JOHNSON, JOSEPH HORSFALL: Protestant
Episcopal bishop of Los Angeles; b. at Schenec-
tady, N. Y., June 7, 1847. He was educated at
Williams College (A.B., 1870) and General Theo-
logical Seminary, from which he was graduated in

1873. He was ordered deacon in the same year
and advanced to the priesthood in 1874. He was
minister, curate, and rector of Holy Trinity, High-
land, N. Y., in 1873-79, and rector of Trinity, Bris-

tol, R. I., in 1879-81, St. Peter's, Westchester, N. Y.,

in 1881-86, and C^hrist Church, Detroit, Mich., in

1886-96. In the latter year he was consecrated
bishop of Los Angeles.

JOHNSON, SAMUEL: 1. First president of

King's College, now Coliunbia University; b. at

Guilford, Conn., Oct. 14, 1696; d. at Stratford,

Conn., Jan. 6, 1772. He studied at Yale College

(M.A., 1714), and became a tutor there in 1716, on
the removal of the college from Saybrook to New
Haven. He was ordained pastor of a Congrega-
tional church at West Haven in 1720, but became
a convert to episcopacy in 1722, and was reordained

in England in 1723. On his return to Connecti-

cut he was assigned to the mission at Stratford,

where he remained till 1754. Thereupon he was
president of King's College, New York, till 1763,

when he resigned this position and returned to

Stratford. In 1764 he was reappointed to his old

charge, which he retained till his death. He formed
a close friendship with Bishop Geoige Berkeley (q.v.)

during the latter's visit to America, and accepted
his teaching. For many years his pen was par-

ticularly active in the defense of episcopacy, an
unpopidar cause in the colonies, and his adoption
of it created a profound sensation. He engaged in

long controversies with Jonathan Dickinson, Thomas
Foxcroft, and John Graham. His principal works
are : A Letter from a Minister of the Church of Eng-
land to his Dissenting Parishioners (New York, 1733)

;

A Second Letter (Boston, 1734); A Third Letter

(1737); A System ofMorality (1746; 3d ed., London,
1754), which was published by Benjamin Franklin

under the title Elementa PhUosophica (Philadel-

phia, 1752); and An English and Hebrew Grammar
(London, 1767).

Biblioorapht: T. B. Chandler, The Life qf 8. Johneon . . .

Firet Preeident of King'* CoUege, New York, 1806; W. B.
Sprague, AntuUe qf the American Pulpit, v. 52-61. ib. 1860;
1. W. Riley, American PhUoeophy; the Early Schoole, pp.
03-126, New York. 1007.

2. Independent clergyman and reformer; b. at

Salem, Mass., Oct. 10, 1822; d. at North Andover,
Mass., Feb. 19, 1882. He was graduated from
Harvard in 1842 and from the Harvard Divinity

School in 1846. He entered the ministry without

ordination and never associated himself with any
denomination, though in his views he was closely

related to the Unitarians. His first chaige was tfa^

Unitarian Church at Dorchester, where he re-

mained one year. From 1851 till 1870 he was pas-

tor of the Free Church at Lynn. He took a prom-
inent part in the antislavery agitation. His prin-

cipal publications are: A Book of Hymns (Boston,

1846), in collaboration with Samuel Longfellow;

The Worship of Jesus (1868); and Oriental Retig-

ionSf and their Relation to Universal Religion : Inr

dia (1872), China (1877), Persia (1885). Samuel
Longfellow collected his Lectures, Essays, and <Ser-

mons (1883), to which he prefixed a Memoir.

JOHNSON, THOMAS GARY: Presbyterian; b.

at Fishbok HiU, Va., July 19, 1859. He was edu-

cated at Hampden-^idney CoUege (B.A., 1881), the

University of Virginia (1883-84), Union Theolog-

ical Seminary, Richmond, Va. (graduated in 1887),

and the Yale Divinity School (1887-88). After

being professor of Old- and New-Testament exe-

gesis in Austin Theological School, Austin, Tex.,

in 1888-90, and pastor elect of the Third Presby-

terian Church, Louisville, Ky., in 1890-91, he was
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appointed professor of the English Bible and pas-

toral theology «n Union Theological Seminary,

Richmond. In the following year (1892) he was ap-

pointed to his present position of professor of eccle-

siastical history and polity in the same institution.

Besides editing the collected writings of Rev. Prof.

T. E. Peck (Richmond, Va., 188S-87), he has written:

Tht Life and LeUen qf Robert Leuns Dabney (Rich-

mond, 1893); Hitiary qf the Southern Prabyierian

Church (New York, 1894); John Calvin and the

Genevan Reformation (Richmond, 1900); Ltf^ ond
Letters qf Benjamin Morgan Palmer (1906); and
Virginia PreAyterianiem and Rdigioue Liberty in

Colimal and Revolutionary Times (1907).

JOHNSON, WH^LIAM ALLEN: Protestant Epis-

copalian; b. at Hyde Park, N. Y., Aug. 4, 1833.

He was educated at Coliunbia (A.B., 1853) and at

the General Theological Seminary, from which he
was graduated in 1857. He was ordered deacon
in 1857 and ordained priest in 1858. He was min-
ister and rector of St. Peter's, Bainbridge, N. Y.,

and of Christ Church, Guilford, N. Y., from 1857

to 1862, after which he was a missionary in upper
Michigan for two years (1862-64). From 1864 to

1870 he was rector of St. Mary's, Biuiington, N. J.,

and from 1871 to 1883 of St. John's, Salisbury,

Conn. From the latter year until his retirement

as professor emeritus in 1900 he was connected with

the Berkeley Divinity School, Middletown, Conn.,

where he was suoceasively professor of homiletics

and Christian evidences from 1883 to 1886 and of

ecclesiastical history from 1887 to 1900.

JOHNSTON, HOWARD AGNEW: Presbyterian;

b. near Xenia, O., June 29, 1860. He was educated
at the University of Cincinnati (B.A., 1882) and
Lane Theological Seminary, Cincinnati, from which
he was graduated in 1885. He was pastor succes-

sively of the Seventh Presbyterian Church, Cincin-

nati, in 1884-90, Central Church, Des Moines, la.,

in 1890-93; Forty-First Street Presbyterian Church,
Chicago, in 1893-99; and Madison Avenue Pres-

byterian Church, New York City, in 189^1905.
In the latter year he resigned to be for a couple of

years special representative of his denomination to

its Asiatic miB.sions, and in 1908 became pastor of

the First Presbyterian Church, Colorado Springs,

Col. He has written Mosee and the Pentateuch (Cin-

cinnati, 1893); Sttjidiee in God*8 Methods of Training

Workers (New York, 1900); Bible Criticism and the

Avero^s Man (Chicago, 1902); Studies for Personal

Workers (New York, 1903); Scientific Faith (Chi-

cago, 1904); The Beatitudes of Christ (1905); Brief

Studies through the Bible (New York, 1905); and
Famine and the Bread (1908).

JOHNSTON, JAMES STEPTOE: Protestant Epis-

copal bishop of Western Texas; b. at Church Hill,

Miss., June 9, 1843. He was educated at Oakland
College, Miss., and the University of Virginia, but
left in 1861, before graduation, to enter the Con-
federate Army. He served throughout the Civil

War, first as a private in the Eleventh Mississippi

Regiment, and later as a second lieutenant in

Stuart's cavalry. After the end of the war, he

studied law and was admitted to the bar in 1868.

He soon turned, however, from the law to the

Church, and, after pursuing his theological studies

privately, was ordered deacon in 1869 and priested

two years later. He was successively minister and
curate at St. James', Port Gibson, Miss., in 187Q-

1876, and rector of the Church of the Ascension,

Mount Sterling, Ky., in 1866-80, and of Trinity,

Mobile, Ala., in 1880-88. In the latter year he was
consecrated missionary bishop of Western Texas.

Within his diocese he has enlarged St. Mary's Hall,

a girls' college, and has founded the West Texas
Military Academy, both at San Antonio.

JOKTAN, jak^ton: According to Gen. x. 25 sqq.

a son of Eber, the grandson of Shem, brother of

Peleg, and father of thirteen sons (twelve accord-

ing to the LXX). According to this chapter the

Semitic stock divided into two branches, a northern

and a southern, long before the migrations of the

Abrahamio family; and the names of the thirteen

sons of Joktan point to southern Arabia, while

Genesis is right in distinguishing between the

Joktan peoples and the later Ishmaelites. The Ara-
bic ethnographers make the same distinction be-

tween the sons of Kahfan (pure Arabs) and Ishmael-

ites. The location of the Joktan peoples as given

in Gen. x. 30 is disputed. Mesha is placed by De-
litssch on the northwestern comer of the Persian

Gulf, and by Knobel about fifty miles southeast of

Mecca. In the first case Sephar is placed in the

Himyaritio Zaphar in Yemen and the " moimtain
of the east " is the range in the east of Hadramaut.
In the other case, Joktan's possessions were a tri-

angle in southwest Arabia. But neither situation

furnishes good locations for Ophir (q.v.) and Havilah
(verse 29). See Tablb of thb Nations.

(E. Kautzbch.)
Bibuookapht: The oommentariM on Geneaa and the

literature under Tablb of Nations; £. C. A. Riehm,
HattdwMarbueh de9 biblMektn AUertumt, pp. 703-764,
Leipne. 1803; DB, iL 743-744; EB, u. 2564; JS, vii 225.

JONAH: Fifth of the Minor Prophets in the ar-

rangement of the English version. He is called

the son of Amittai, and, according to II Kings xiv.

25, uttered a prophecy concerning Jerobotun II.

The book is distinguished from other prophetical

books by the fact that it is not the prophecy, but
the personal experiences of the man, in which the
interest seems to center. To escape the divine

summons to preach repentance to Nineveh, Jonah
embarked from Joppa for Tarshish, but during a
storm was, at his own advice and by the issue of a
lot, thrown overboard, and swallowed by a great

fish (i. 17). Three days afterward he was thrown
up upon the land, and, after a second summons,
began preaching to the Ninevites. When both king
and people began to repent, Jonah became indig-

nant at the divine compassion, but was convino^
by God of his foolishness through a gourd (iv.).

Many have regarded the book as an allegory or a
poetic myth, while oUiers hold that it was a national

prophetic tradition designed to serve a didactic

aim, and contained some elements of historic truth.

Those who regard the book as history appeal to the
geographical and historical notices in the prophecy;
for example, the accuracy of the description of
Nineveh and the fitness of Jonah's mission at that
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particular period, when Israel was coming into con-

tact with Assyria. Those who deny the credibility

make much of the abimdanoe of the miraculous,

especially of the story of the great fish; but this in-

cident is consistent with our Lord's use of it (Matt.

xiL 39 sqq.) to illustrate his own resurrection by
the use of material gathered from folk-lore. The
central purpose of the book is to teach that the

heathen world is called to the knowledge of Yahweh
to take its place in his kingdom (iv. 10-11).

That the Jonah of II Kings ziv. 25 has set down
in this book his experiences is nowhere indicated.

The narrative at beginning and end is so abrupt
that it has probably come out of a cycle of narra-

tives like those which center about Ebsha; indeed,

an old Haggadah calls Jonah a prophet of Elisha's

school. There is much differenpe about the date.

Because of the use of the perfect tense in iii. 3b,

the book must postdate the fall of Nineveh (606

B.C.); and linguistic indications agree with this,

though it should not be brought below the fifth

pre-Christian century. Attempts to find Jahvistic

and Elohistic sources in the book are not a success.

(W. VOLCKf.)
BiBLiooBAPHr: Commentariefl are: Ephnem Ssmis, The

Repentanet of Nineveh, Eng. traiiBl., London, 185i3; 8.

MitdieU. Philadelphia. 1875; H. Kaliseh. in Bible Studiee,

part iL, London, 1878 (gives oonspeotus of earlier litera-

tore); A. E. O'Connor. Geneva, 1883; C. H. H. Wright,
Biblical Studiee, Edinburgh, 1886; H. Martin. Edinburgh,
1891; C. von OreUi, Munich, 1896, Eng. trand.. New York,
1893; J. Kennedy, London, 1895; W. Nowaok, OfitUngen.
1897; O. A. Smith, Book of the Twelve, vol. ii.. London,
1898 (beat); F. Hitxig. ed. H. Steiner. Leipeic. 1904;
E. B. Pueey, Minor PropheU, new issue, London, 1907.

Special treatises are: J. Friedriohsen, Ueberticht Hber die

. . . Aneiehten Hber Jona, Leipsic, 1841; W. Drake, Notee
an Jonah and Hoeea, London, 1853; T. K. Chesme, Theo-
loffieal Review, 1877, pp. 211-219; K. Vollers. in ZATW^
iii (1883). 219 sqq.. iv (1884), 1 sqq.; W. B5hine. in

ZATW, vii (1887). 224 sqq. (on the Uterary composition);
A. Merz. ChrutonuUhia Targumica, pp. 132-139. Berlin,

1897 (gives the Targtun on Jonah); H. Schmidt. Jona.
Eine Untereuehuno nor vergleiehenden Rdioionaaeeehiete,

QAttingsn. 1907; DB, ii. 744-753; BB, u. 2565-2571; JE,
11225-230.

JONAS OFBOBBIO : Hagiographer of the seventh
century; d. after 659. He was a native of Susa
(the Roman S^g^io), at the foot of Mt. CenLs

(about 28 m. w. of Turin). In 618, still quite

young, he entered the monastery at Bobbio, and
was educated there. He accompanied BertulJf, the

third abboty> to Rome in 627. Since he had a pei^

sonal acquaintance with Eustasius, abbot of Lux-
euil, who died in the spring of 629, he may have
gone to Gaul (where he remained permanently) as

early as 628. While temporarily visiting Bobbio
at a later time he promised to write the life of O)-
lumban and his successors and disciples, and com-
pleted the work between 640 and 643. About this

time he was engaged with St. Amandus in trying

to convert the heathen Franks on the Scheldt and
Scarpe. While staying in Arras he was induced
to write the life of St. Vedastes, the first Prank-
ish bishop of Arras, and in Nov., 659, having
meanwhile obtained the dignity of abbot, he com-
posed the life of St. John of Reomans. Of the last

events of Jonas' life and of his death nothing Lb

known. The Vita Columbantf Jonas' principal work,
including also, in its second part, Eustasius, Attala,

Bertulf, and Buigundofara (in MPL, Izxxvii.

1009-46; cf. Krusch in MiUheilungen dea IrutUtUa

/Or Cufteireichiache Oeachichtsforachung, xiv. 385 sqq.,

Innsbruck, 1893; Eng. transl. by D. C. Munro in

Tranalaiiona and ReprinU published by the depart-

ment of history of the University of Pennsylvania,

ii. 7, Philadelphia, 1895) has established his literary

fame. In spite of its silence on important matters
—like the Easter controversy and the first applica-

tion of the rule of St. Benedict in Gaxil—notwith-

standing the preference for marvelous stories in

accordance with the spirit of the times, it rises by
a certain historical sense above many like works.

The language, too, is peculiar and novel (cf . Krusch,

435), and proves identity of authorship for the Vita

Cohmbani and the Vitae of Vedastes and St. John
of Reomans. O., Seebass.
Bxbuoobapht: Hietoire UtUraire de la France, iii. 604 sqq.;

Hertel. in ZHT, xxrix. 397 sqq.; St6ber. in Siteunge-
beriehte der Wiener Akademie, 1885. pp. 319 sqq.; Krusch.
in MiUheilunoen dee Jnetiiute fOr deterreiehiedie QeeehidUe-
forechung, xiv. 385 sqq.. and in MQH, Script, rer. Merov.,
W (1902). 30 sqq.; Wattenbaeh. DOQ, i (1893). 116. 118-
119. ii. 503.

JONAS OF ORLEANS: Bishop of Orleans from
821 tiQ his death in 844. He was a native of

Aquitania and succeeded Theodulf (d. Sept. 18,

821) as bishop of Orleans. He attended a synod
called at Paris by Louis the Pious in Nov., 825,

to consider the question of image-worship, and
was sent to Rome to lay the resolutions adopted
before Pope Eugenius II. He was also prominent
in the synod at Paris in 829, called by the em-
peror to find remedies for abuses of the time. In
825 Jonas had written on the subject in his Z>e inn

stitutione laicali, which gives in three books valuable

descriptions of the prevalent moral corruption and
urges renovation of the churchly spirit. Another
topic of the synod's discussion, the duties of secu-

lar rulers, had also been anticipated by Jonas in

828 in a little work De instititiiane regia, which now
was embodied in the resolutions of the synod.

Jonas' remarks on the relation between the spiritual

and secular authorities are interesting. The latter

are dependent upon the former. The power of the
keys has been entrusted to the spiritual office by
the Lord so that even kings have to submit to it.

Man can not judge God; and therefore he can not
judge the representatives of God (ecclesiastics).

Louis again addressed himself to Jonas when the

energetic measures of (Claudius of Turin (q.v.)

against image-worship became known in the Prank-
ish realm; and sent him an excerpt from the doc-

trinal works of (Claudius with the request to refute

them. The death of (Claudius induced Jonas to

withhold his refutation at the time. But about
842 he laid his work before (Charles the Bald, the

son of Louis. Jonas still labored imder the super-

stition of his time. He distinguishes a double ad-

oration—one that is due to God alone, and one that

is addressed to the holy images; he advocates the

worship of martyrs and relics, believes in an effect-

ive intercession of the saints and the mother of

God, and demands worship of the cross.

(AlBBRT FRBTSTBDTt.)
Bibuookapbt: His works are in MPL, <nri; also partly in

L. d'Achery. SpieUegium, I 26a-828, 824-336^ Fteto, IMS.
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Conault Hitknn liUtravrt d« la FrancB, vr. 5M-4)OS, t. 20-
31; A. Ebert, AUgemtinB Omehiehie dm' lAkraiw dm
MiUOaUtn, U. 224-23a Leipde, 1880; Pottlutft, W^th

r. p. 082.

JONAS, JUSTUS: German Reformer, dose friend

and associate of Luther; b. at Nordhausen (38 m.
w.n.w. of Erfurt), Saxony, June 5, 1493; d. in Eis-

feld (40 m. s. of Erfurt), Saxe-Meiningen, Oct. 9,

1555. His real name was Jodocus Koch, but he
adopted his father's Christian name as a surname
during his university career. In 1506 he matricu-

lated at Erfurt, where he entered into close friend-

ship with Eobanus Hess, whom he emulated in his

devotion to humanistic studies and the practise

of verse-writing. Having chosen jurisprudence as

his special field, he followed the cdebrated teacher

Henning Gode to Wittenbeig in 1511, but returned

about three years later to Erfurt, received ordina-

tion, and became prebend in the Church of St.

Severus and professor in law at the university. A
member of the circle of enthusiastic humanists who
acknowledged Eobanus as their *' king " and wor-

shiped Erasmus as their idol, Jonas took advan-
ta^ of a pilgrimage made by Eobanus in 1518 to

enter into communication with the great scholar.

In the following year he made his personal acquaint-

ance, and Erasmus conceived a liking for his young
admirer, and subsequently exerted himself to pre-

vent his conversion to the party of Luther. Jonas
in return spoke of Erasmus as his " father in

Christ," his instructor and guide in the way of

right living.

In 1519, while absent in the Netherlands, Jonas
was chosen rector of the university, and at the

same time comprehensive reforms were enacted

whereby the study of Hebrew and Greek together

with the " true " philosophy and theology was
made a part of the curriculum. On his return

Jonas began a series of Bible-readings, in the spirit

still of Erasmus and not of Luther. His adhesion

to the cause of the great Reformer dates from about
the time of the Leipsic Disputation, shortly before

which event Luther, through Johann Lang, offered

his friendship to Jonas; the latter's first letter

bears the date of June, 1520. Upon the death
of Henning GOde at Wittenberg in Jan., 1521,

Spalatin recommended Jonas as his successor. The
elector offered the vacant professorship to Mutianus,

who declined, and likewise recommended Jonas.

The latter received the appointment at Worms,
whither he had accompanied Luther. In June of

the same year he removed to Wittenberg, and,

embracing with enthusiasm the doctrines of the the-

ologians there, devoted himself to an active cham-
pionship of the Protestant cause. With some dif-

ficulty he succeeded in obtaining his transfer to

the theological faculty, in order more freely to de-

vote himself to the religious propaganda.

In the controversies concerning the reform of

worship at the court church during Luther's so-

journ at the Wartburg, Jonas was one of the most
earnest advocates of Protestant innovations. From
1523 to 1533 he was dean of the theological faculty

and delivered lectures on the Old and New Testa-

ments, but gradually his professional duties were

abandoned for literary labors in the great cause

For Luther he carried on a polemic against Johan-
nes Faber over the celibacy of the clergy (1523) and
later came into conflict with his fellow student at

Erfurt, Greorg Witzel. His gifts revealed them-
selves, especially, however, in his translations from
the works of Luther and Melanchthon, from Ger-

man into Latin and vice versa, gifts of which the

two men gladly availed themselves, allowing him
full liberty in the handling of their writings; among
such translations were the German versions of

Luther's De 9ervo aHntrio and Melanchthon's Loci.

At the same time Jonas played an active part in

the great events of the Reformation, such as the

Blarbuig Conference and the Diet of Augsburg. In
1532 he became adviser to the three Anhalt prin-

cipalities and in 1538 drew up a set of church
oniinances for the city of Zerbst. Preeminent, how-
ever, were his services as visitator during the in-

troduction of the Protestant faith into the duchy
of Saxony, and as author of the new church ordi-

nances there enacted. In the establishment of the

Reformation in Halle he also played a leading part.

In 1541, while passing through that city, he was
invited by some of the councilors to remain with

them for some time and to instruct them in the

Gospel. Jonas began his work under the protec-

tion of the elector of Saxony who made use of his

long neglected power as burgrave of Halle to

further the establishment of the Reformed faith in

that town. In 1541-42 the new ritual was intro-

duced into the various churches, and in the simimer
of the latter year Jonas was made superintendent.

In 1543 he drew up the church ordinances for the

town. With the aid of the Wittenberg jurist

Kilian Goldstein, who had been sunmioned to Halle

as syndic, Jonas carried on the organization of the

Protestant Church with a resolute energy that left

him little time for literary labors. In 1546 he ac-

companied Luther on his last journey to Eisleben,

stood beside his death-bed, and delivered his fu-

neral oration. Their friendship had never known
any interruption and the '* Table Talk " and cor-

respondence of the Reformer testify to the intimate

relations that prevailed between the two.

Upon the outbreak of the Schmalkald War, Jonas
vigorously assailed the emperor and Maurice of

Saxony, and on the capture of Halle by the latter

in November, 1546, he was compelled to flee. He
returned in January, 1547, and made use of the

situation to drive the monks and nuns from the

city and to wipe out all traces of Roman practise

in the church system. But Halle fell a second

time into the hands of Maurice, and Jonas was once

more a fugitive. His exile seems to have aged him
rapidly and to have weakened his powers, but
he longed nevertheless for active employment.
Through petitions and the intercession of others he
sought to appease the anger of Maurice, but it was
not until 1548 and after a himiiliating submission

that he was permitted to return to Halle. There,

however, disappointment awaited him; the town
council, reluctant to place at the head of affairs a
weak old man who numbered among his opponents
the powerful elector and the new archbishop of

Magdeburg, declined to restore him to his pulpit

and restricted him to a lectureship in Latin. In
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1550 he became court preacher at Coburg. His

friendship with Melanchthon had cooled and on
the subject of the Interim Jonas appears as his op-

ponent. Melanchthon, in return, spoke of him as

an old man unfit for the performance of active pas-

toral duties. After a short activity in Regensburg,

in 1553 Jonas became superintendent at Eisfeid,

where he remained till his death, occupied partially

with his old labors as a translator. The picture of

a aealous champion of the Reformation, devoting

his great gifts and capacity for effort to the cause

of tibe faith, is somewhat tarnished by the imspar-

ing wrath of his polemic and an avarice that was
notorious. (G. Kawerau.)
Bibuoosapht: His letters were publiahed by Q. Kawerau,

2 vols.. Halle, 1884-85; additions have been made, e.g.,

by C. A. H. Burkhardt, in ZeiUchriftfQr kirchluM Wi$9enn
9ehaft und Leben, 1889, pp. 430 sqq. His life has been
written by L. Reinhard, Altenburg. 1731; O. C. Knapp,
Halle, 1817; H. Q. Hasse, Leipsic, 1862; T. Pressel,

Elberfeld, 1862; while the Feattehrift of his four hundredth
anniversary was edited by K. Meyer, Nordhausen, 1893.
Different phases of his life are treated in: W. Beste,
Karuelr^dner der htAeriachen Kirehe d€$ ReformaHoni-
Znuaun, i. 149 sqq., Leipsic, 1856; K. Krause. H, E.
He99U9, vol. I, Ootha, 1879; F. Kropatschek, J. Ddltch
auM Feldkirth, Qreifswald, 1898; G. Bauoh. Die BinfUhrung
der m^nchihomechen DeklamaHonen, Breslau. 1900. Con-
sult also the literature on Luther and on the Reformation.

JONCOURT, jfln^cOr', PIERRB DE: French
Protestant; b. at Clermont-en-Beauvoisb (16 m.
s.s.e. of Beauvais) c. 1650 ; d. at The Hague 1715.

In 1678 he went from France to Holland and be-

came pastor at Middelburg. In 1686 he was elected

secretary of the Walloon Synod of Rotterdam. He
was pastor at The Hague from 1699 till his death.

His most important work is Entretiena aur lea dif-

firentea nUthodea d*expliquer V^criture (Amsterdam,
1707), in which he violently attacked the allegor-

ical interpretation, which Ck>cceius had carried to

its extreme limits. In the heat of the ensuing con-

troversy Joncourt said certain things about Coc-
ceius which the Synod of Nimeguen compelled him
to retract in 1708.

Bibuoobapht: E. Haas, If**^* dee dogmee^ Paris, 1862;
Liehtenberger, E8R, vii. 427-428.

JONES, JENKINS LLOYD: Independent ; b. at

Llandyssil (44 m. n.w. of Swansea), Cardiganshire,

Wales, Nov. 14, 1843. He emigrated to the United
States in childhood and was a farm hand until the

age of nineteen. He served in the Union Army for

three years, and soon after the close of the CHvil

War entered Meadville Theological School, from
which he was graduated in 1870. He then entered

the Unitarian ministry and was pastor of All Souls'

Unitarian Churoh, Jaynesville, Wis., until 1879,

being at the same time secretary of the Western
Unitarian Oonference. He also organized the

Western Unitarian Sunday School Society, of which
he was secretary for fourteen years. After leaving

Jaynesville for Chicago he organized All Souls'

Churoh, of which he has been pastor since 1882.

In 1894 this society formally withdrew from all de-

nominational affiliations to emphasize its inde-

pendency. In 1894 he was one of the founders of

the World's Parliament of Religions held in con-

nection with the Chicago Exposition, and was sec-

retary of the meetings of that congress, while as

VI.—15

early as 1878 he had been one of the founders of

Unity, which he has edited since 1879 and which
is now the organ of the Congress of Religion move-
ment. He likewise established the Abraham Lin-
coln Center, of which he is now superintendent, as

well as the Chicago Browning Society, and has been
first president of the Illinois State Conference of

Charities, lecturer in English in the university ex-

tension course of the University of Chicago, and
president of the Tower Hill Summer School of Lit^

erature and Religion. He was one of the organ-
izers of the Municipal Voters' League of Chicago,

and takes an active interest in all movements for

the advancement of civil service, independency in

politics, and similar aims. In theology he was a
member of the radical wing of the Unitarians and
sympathized and cooperated with the Free Re-
ligious Association and kindred organizations. He
has now, however, renoimced all vestiges of de-

nominationalism. He has written: The Faith that

makea Faithful (Chicago, 1886; in collaboration

withW.C. Gannett); Practical Piety (IS90); Ward
of the Spirit (1897) ; Bita of Wayaide Goapd (2 vols..

New York, 1899-1901); and Nuggets from a Welah
Mine (Chicago, 1902).

JONES, JEREMIAH: Welsh Biblical critic and
Independent minister; b. in Wales 1693; d. there

1724. He was a grandson of Samuel Jones (1628-

1697, see Jonbb, Samusl, 1) and was educated by his

uncle, Samuel Jones (1680-1719; see Jones, Sam-
uel, 2), at Gloucester and Tewkesbury. Among
his colleagues in his imde's aCademy were Joseph
Butler and Thomas Seeker, afterward archbishop
of Canterbury. After serving Independent con-

gregations at Market Harborough, Leicestershire,

and Cold Ashby, Northamptonshire, he became
pastor of the Independent church at Nailsworth, in

the parish of Avening, Gloucestershire, in 1719, and
in the same year took charge of his deceased uncle's

pupils. Jones is remembered for his admirable
New and Ftdl Method of Settling the Canonical Au-
thority of the New Teatament (3 vols., London, 1726-

1727; reprinted, 3 vols., Oxford, 1798, again 1827).

He also published A Vindication of the Former Part

of St. MaUhew*a Goapel from Mr. Whiaton*a Charge

of Dialocationa (London, 1719; reprinted, Salop,

1721, Oxford, 1803).

Bibliookapht: J. Jloolmin], in OenUeman'e Moifoeinet June,
1803; DNB, zxx. 121-122.

JONES, RUFUS MATTHEW: Friend; b. at

South China, Me., Jan. 25, 1863. He was educated

at Haverford College, Havcrford, Pa. (A.B., 1885).

Heidelberg L^niversity (1887), and the University

of Pennsylvania (1893-^5), and was principal of

Oak Grove Seminary, Vassalboro, Me., from 1889-

1893. Since the latter year he has been professor of

philosophy in Haverford College, and has also been
editor of The American Friend since the same year.

He has been a trustee of Bryn Mawr College since

1896 and is a member of the American Philosoph-

ical Society. In addition to editing George Fox:
An Autobiography (Philadelphia, 1903) and Social

Law in the Spiritual World (1904), he has written

Life of Eli and SybU Jonea (Philadelphia, 1889);

Practical Christianity (1899); A Dynamic Faith
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(London, 1900); and A Boy'8 Rdigion from
Memory (Philadelphia, 1902).

JOHBS, SAMUEL: 1. One of the founders of

Welsh nonconformity; b. near Chirk Castle, Den-
bighshire, Wales, 1628; d. at Llangynwyd (15 m.
w.n.w. of Cardiff), Glamorganshire, Sept. 7, 1697.

He studied at Oxford (B.A., 1652; M.A., 1654),

first at Merton College, from which he was expelled

in 1648 for refusing to submit to the parliamentary

boflurd of visitors, and afterward at Jesus College,

where he was elected fellow in 1652 and bursar in

1655. In 1657 he was given Presbyterian ordina-

tion and inducted to the living of Llangynwyd.
On the passing of the Act of Uniformity in 1662
he was ejected from his living and subsequently

imprisoned, but in 1672 he was lioensed to preach
in four private houses besides his own. About this

time he established in his farmhouse the first non-
conforming theological academy in Wales. In 1689
Jones' school was selected as one of the places for

the education of the exhibitioners of the Presbyte-

rian board. To this institution the present Car-

marthen Presbyterian College traces its origin.

Jones is described by Calamy as " a great philoso-

pher, a considerable master of the Latin and Greek
tongues, and a pretty good Orientalist." He was
also a poet of some reputation.

Bxbuoohaphy: Samuel Palmer, NonconformiaU* Memorial.
ii. 024. London, 1778; T. Reee. HiH. of PraUatant Noneon-
formUy in WaUa, pp. 163, 177, 230-242, ib.. 1883; DNB,
xxx. 160-101.

2. Non-conformist tutor in England; b., probably
in Peimsylvania, c. 1680; d. in England 1719. He
was the son of one Malachi Jones, a Welsh preacher

who had emigrated to America. He studied under
private tutors in England and in 1706 entered the

University of Leyden, where he became the pupil

of Herman Witsius and Jacob Perizonius. A few
years later he opened an academy at Gloucester,

which in 1712 he removed to Tewkesbury. By
this time his school had attained considerable re-

pute and numbered among its pupils Joseph But-
ler, Samuel Chandler, and Thomas Seeker. It was
from here that Butler carried on his anonymous
correspondence with Samuel Clarke (1675-1729).

In 1714 the Presbyterian board began to send pupils

to Jones. With the exception of two Latin dispu-

tations (Leyden, 1708) Jones published nothing.

A manuscript copy of his Latin lectures on Jewish
antiquities has been preserved. Samuel Clarke

gave various transcripts of Jones' lectures to Philip

Doddridge, for use in his academy.
Biblioorapht: Walter Wilaon, in MowOUy Repaaitory, 1809,

pp. 651-652; DNB, xxx. 161 (where other notices are

iDdicated).

JONES, SAMUEL PORTER: Methodist Epis-

copal Church, South; b. in Chambers County, AJa.,

Oct. 16, 1847; d. near Memphis, Tenn., Oct. 15,

1900. He was educated by private tutors and in

boarding-schools, and, after serving in the Con-
federate Army in the Civil War, was admitted to

the Georgia bar in 1869. He became addicted to

liquor, however, and his career as a lawyer was se-

riously affected. He was converted in 1872 and
was admitted to the ministry of the Methodist

Episcopal Church, South, in the same year. He

held various pastorates from 1872 to 1880, after

which he was agent of the North Georgia Orphan-
age (1880-92). From that time until his death he
was extremely active as a revivalist and advocate
of total abstinenoe, and became one of the best-

known Evangelists in the United States, attracting

popular attention by his unconventional addresses,

which abounded with witty and pregnant sayings.

He wrote: Semuma and Sayings (Nashville, Tenn.,

1883); Mu9ic Hall Series (Cincinnati, O., 1886); Qmt
your Meanness (1886) ; Sam Jones' Own Book (1887)

;

St. {Louis Series (1890); and ThunderboUs (1895).

JONES, WILLIAM, OF NAYLAND: English theo-

logian; b. at Lowick (19 m. n.e. of Northampton),
Northamptonshire, July 30, 1726; d. at Nayland
(14 m. S.8.W. of Ipswich), Suffolk, Jan. 6, 1800. He
studied at the Charterhouse and at University Col-

lege, Oxford (B.A., 1749). Here, largely through
the influence of his friend, Geoige Home, he adopted
the views of John Hutchinson (q.v.). After his

graduation he was curate for a number of years, first

at Finedon, afterward at Wadenhoe, Northamp-
tonshire. In 1764 he was presented to the vicar-

age of Bethcrsden, and in 1765 to the rectory of

Pluckley, both in Kent. On June 22, 1775, he was
elected a fellow of the Royal Society. In 1777 he
obtained the perpetual curacy of Nayland, Suf-

folk, and exchanged Pluckley for Paston, North-
amptonshire. Thenceforth he resided at Nayland
and came to be known as Jones of Nayland. In
1788 he became chaplain to George Home (bishop

of Norwich). He was the originator, though not
the editor, of the Briitsk Critic^ a theological quar-
terly, of which the first number appeared in Lon-
don in May, 1793. In 1798 he was presented by
Archbishop Moore to the sinecure rectory of

Hollingboume, Kent. Jones was a man of vast

learning and soimd piety, and one of the most
prominent churchmen of his time. The school repre-

sented by him is regarded as forming a link between
the non-jurors and the Oxford school. His works,

some forty in number, are written from the Hutch-
insonian point of view. The best-known are: The
Catholic Doctrine of the Trinity (Oxford, 1756; ed.

J. Ii. F. Russell, London, 1866; published by
S.P.C.K., 1899); An Essay on the First Principles

of Natural Philosophy (Oxford, 1762); Physiolog-

ical Disquisitions (London, 1781); Lectures on the

Figurative Language qf the Holy Scripture (1786;

new ed., 1863); An Essay on the Church (1787; new
ed., 1863); and Memoirs of . . , George Home
(1795). William Stevens collected and edited his

Works (12 vols., 1801; reprinted in 6 vols., 1810).

Some of his tracts were reprinted under the title,

Tracts on the Church (Oxford and London, 1850).

Bibliography: W. Stevens, A Short Account of the Life and
Wriiinoa of WilUam Jonea, London, 1801; John Hunt,
Hiet. of Relioioue Thought in Enoland, iii. 306-319, ib.

1873; L. Stephen, Hiet. of Englieh Thought in the ISth

Century, viii. 18-20, xii. 89, 2 vols.. New York, 1881; J. H.
Overton, The Church in England, u. 268. 290-291. London.
1897; J. H. Overton and F. Relton, The Englieh Church
U714-1800), pp. 206-207 et passim, ib. 1906; DNB, xxx.
177-178.

JONES, WILLIAM BASIL: Bishopof St. Davids;
b. at Cheltenham Jan. 2, 1822; d. at Abergwili (2

m. n.e. of Carmarthen), Wales, Jan. 14, 1897. From
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the SbrewBbury School, where he spent seven years,

he passed to the University of Oxford (B.A., 1844;

M.A., 1847). He was a scholar of Trinity Coll^^,

1840-45, fellow of Queen's College, 1848-51, feUow
of University College 1851-57, tutor 1854-58, lec-

turer on modem history 1858-65, and select preacher

1860-62, 1866-67, 1876-78, as also select preacher

at Cambridge in 1881. He took a prominent part

in the formation of the Cambrian Archeological

Association in 1845-47, was one of its general sec-

retaries, 1848-51, and joint editor for the association

in 1851. At Oxford he formed an intimate friend-

ship with William Thompson, afterward archbishop

of York, through whom he received many prefer-

ments. He was examining chaplain to Thompson
1861-74, prebendary of York Minster 1863-74,

perpetual curate of Haxby 1863-65, vicar of Bish-

opthorpe 1865-74, archdeacon of York 1867-74,

rural dean of Bishopthorpe 186^74, chancellor of

York 1871-74 and canon residentiary of York
1873-74. He was elevated to the see of St. David's

in 1874. He was remarkably successful in advan-
cing the work of education and missions in his

diocese.

His more important works are: Veaiiges of the

God in Gwyngdd (London, 1851); The Hilary and
Antiquities qf St. David's (4 parte, 1852-57), in

collaboration with E. A. Freeman; The New
Tetiament Ithutrated with a Plain Exptanalory

Commentary for Private Reading (2 vols., 1865),

in collaboration with Archdeacon Churton; The
Peace of Ood: Sermons on the HeconcUiaJtion of God
and Man (1869); and Ordination Addresaes (Oxford,

1000), with a preface by Gregory Smith.

BiBLiooaAPBT: L O. Smith, HolyDay, p. 07. London. 1900;

DSB, supplement, Ui. 47-40, where reference to scatterad

Dotioes is (iven.

JORAM (JEHORAM; the two forms are used
interchangeably in the sources)

:

1. Fifth kixig of Judah, son and successor of Je-

hoshaphat. His dates according to the old chron-

ology are 892-885 B.C.; according to Kamphausen,
851-844 B.C.; according to Duncker, 848-844 B.C.;

accordmg to Chirtis (DB, i. 401), 851-843 B.C. The
(luvnicler (II diron. xxi. 2-4) reporte that on
Jorsxn's accession he put his brothers to death.

No notice of Ihis occurs in Kings, but the fact is

not improbable since he had married Athaliah,

daughter of Ahab and Jezebel of Israel, where as-

sassination was not uncommon. Moreover, Atha-
liah 's usurpation of the kingdom through assassina-

tion (see Joash), together with her known influence

over her husband, increases the probability. The
notable event of Joram's reign was the revolt of

Edom and his narrow escape from capture when he
was trying to reduce the Edomites to subjection.

The revolt of Edom is but the reflex of the prior

revolt of the Moabites from the northern kingdom
(see 2, below). The indications of a general revolt

are increased by the Chronicler's narrative concern-

ing a body of Arabs and Philistines who sacked

Joram's palace and carried off all his sons but one.

The Chronicler attributes his death to a loathsome

disease (probably the same as that described in

Acts xii. 23), and asserts that his burial was dis-

hooorabk (but cf. II Kings viii. 24).

8. Ninth king of Israel, second son of Ahab and
successor to his brother Ahaziah. His dates, ac-

cording to the old chronology are 895-884 B.C.;

according to Kamphausen, 854-843 b.c; accord-
ing to Duncker, 851-843 B.C.; according to Curtis,

852-842 B.C. (>ne of the events of his reign was an
unsuccessful attempt, in company with Jehosha-
phat of Judah, to reduce to subjection the Moabites
who, according to the Moabite stone (q.v.), had re-

volted from his brother. The army arrived before

the fortress of Kir-hareseth and besieged it; and
in the straits of the siege the " king of Moab '' sac-

rificed his son on the wall in sight of the besiegers.

This act dismayed the allies and they withdrew.
It is not impossible that the " great wrath " of

II Kings iii. 24 (R. V., margin) indicates a pestilence

which attacked Israel and was attributed to the

offended deity. A second event was the attempt
to recover Ramoth-gilead from the Arameans, in

which Joram was assisted by Ahaziah of Judah. He
was wounded and obliged to retire to Jezreel, near
which he fell at the hands of Jehu. It is an open
question whether the events of II Kings iv.-viii.

15 belong to Joram's reign, as the king of Israel of

that narrative is not named. It is clear from
II Kings ix. 22 and x. 18-27 that the Baal cult

had flourished in Joram's reign, while II Kings iii.

13-14 is emphatic as to the continuing influence of

Jezebel.

Biblioorafrt: The eoureee for 1 are: I Kings xadi. 60; 11

Kinica viii. 16-24. 29; II Chron. xxi.; and for 2 are: II

Kinsfl i. 17. iii.. yiii. 28-iz. 26. The literature is given
under Abab. ConmiJt also: C. F. Bumey. Noiu on the

Hebrmc Text cf . . . Kino; Oxford, 1903; DB. ii. 669-
660; EB, u. 2360-2362.

JORDAN. See Palestine.

JORDAN, HERMANN SIEGFRIED ARNOLD:
German Lutheran; b. at Sandau-an-der-Elbe (35

m. n.w. of Brandenburg) July 30, 1878. He was
educated at the universities of Erlangen (1896-97)

and Greifswald (1897-99; lie. theol., 1902), and
after being a private tutor in Deyelsdorf, Pomer-
ania, from 1899 to 1903, was connected with the

cathedral-chapter of Berlin in 1903-04. Since the

latter year he has been privat-docent for New-Tes-
tament exegesis and church history in the Univer-

sity of Greifswald. He has written: Die Theologie

der neuentdeckten Predigten Novations (Leipsic,

1902); Rhythmische Prosa in der aUchristlichen

lateinischen Literatur (1905); and Rhythmische Pro-

satexte aus der dUesten Christenheit (1905).

JORDANIS (originally perhaps Jomandei): The
first and only Gothic historian whose works are

extant; d. c. 560. He descended from a noble

family related to the royal family of the Amali.

His grandfather had been notary of the Alanic King
Candac in Moesia. Jordanis was also notary until

his conversion, which probably implies that he as-

sumed an ecclesiastical position. He was probably

bishop of Croton, in any case not an Arian, but a
Catholic. Vigilius, to whom he dedicated one of

his works, seems to have been the pope of that

name (538-555), and they were both in Constanti-

nople about 551. Jordanis left two works, a his-

tory of the Goths or rather of Moesia, which seems

to have had the title De crigine et actiJlmegue Gttr
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arum, and a oompendium of univeisal history, often

called De regnorum ae temporum micceBaiane, also

De bremoHam ehroniioorumf by Mommsen De Bum-
ma temporum vel origine actibueque gentie Romano-
rum, The fonner he dedicated to his otherwise

unknown friend Gastalius or Castulns, the latter

to Vigilixis. The history of the Goths, which ex-

tends to 661, was written probably in that year in

Constantinople or in Chaloedon. The chronicle of

the world had been begun between Apr., 660, and
Apr., 661, before the other work, but is continued

until 662. The history of the Goths shows little

originality as it follows closely the lost work of

Gassiodorus which seems to have had the same
title. Toward the end Jordanis used also the an-

nals of Maroellinus Comes. The style is obscure,

artificial, and sententious, but this is undoubtedly
due to the source used by Jordanis. The fundi^

mental view of the identity of the Getae and Goths
is probably also borrowed from Cassiodorus. The
universal history is practically a history of Rome;
for the rest Jordanis furnishes merely genealogies

and names of kings. The work contains nothing

but eztracta from other historians.

(WlLHBLM AlTMANN.)

Bduoobafht: His History of the Goths has been printed

often, beet ed., by A. Holder. Freiburg, 1882. Both his

works are edited by T. Hommsen in MOH, Anti, Ant,,

T. 1 (1882), 1-138. with prefatorial notes, pp. v.-lxxiv.

A very useful list of editions and literature is given by
Potthast. TFivtMissr, pp. 682-684. A useful artide on
his life and works is in DCB, iii. 431-438. Consult: L.
on Ranke, WOiofehidiU, W, 2. pp. 313-327, Leipeio,

1884; A. Ebert, AUgemeifi^ GMchidii^ der LUaraiur dte
MitMalUra, i. 666-562, Leipsie, 1880; W. 8. Teuffel.

OmehidUe tUr r&mUekm LOeralur, pp. 1266-1269, 1283,
lb. 1890.

JOmS (or JORISZOON, *' the son of George ")>

JAN DAVID: Dutch Anabaptist; b., probably at
Ghent or Bruges, 1501 or 1502; d. at Basel Aug.
25, 1556. He was originally a glass-painter, but
was of an adventurous disposition, and after long

wanderings abroad settled in Delft and married.
An ultra-enthusiast, he eagerly embraced the Ref-
ormation, circulated hymns and tracts, and vio-

lently assailed the priesthood and the mass. In
1628 he publicly insulted a religious procession, for

which he was imprisoned, pilloried, flogged, and
had his tongue burned through, in addition to being
banished for three years. He then joined the Ana-
baptists, among whom he speedily became promi-
nent, although he disapproved the Anabaptist in-

surrection at Manster (q.v.) and openly opposed
Battenburg, the leader of the extreme radicals.

After the fall of MUnster, Joris sought to reunite

the Anabaptist factions, but his success was only
temporary, and he was attacked by sectaries of all

shades. On the other hand, enthusiasts called him
" the hallowed of the Lord," and proclaimed him a
prophet and bringer of judgment, so that in 1536
he himself became convinced of his divine mission.

At the same time he began to have visions, and
gradually gathered about him a circle of followers

(the *' Davidists ") who trusted him implicitly,

even forming a distinct Anabaptist sect with a
chiliastic basis. The chief centers of its activity

were Oldenburg, eastern Friesland, and the Nether-

lands, but after 1538 the authorities sharply opposed

it, and many of its adherents were executed. Joris

himself, however, repeatedly escaped in such re-

markable ways as to give rise to the belief that he
could make himself invisible. Meanwhile he was
untiring in his activity. He had aheady had much
success among the followers of Battenburg, and
for a time among the Anabaptists of Mttnster, but
the adherents of Melchior Hoffmann in Strasbuig,

like Johannes a Lasco and Menno Simons, reject^

his overtures. The Landgrave Philip of Hesse, on
the other hand, granted him protection on condi-

tion of his accepting the Augsburg Confession. His
unceasing personal propaganda was aided by his

numerous writings, of which the most important
was his VWondiiifoedef waenn dot van der wereUU
aan vereioten gheopenbaert ie (Deventer [7], 1542), a
jumbled mass of fantasy, mystery, and aUegory.

With the amassing of wealth from his adherents

and the despair of gaining a great following, a new
period began in the career of Joris. In Aug.,

1544, he appeared at Basel under the name of

John of Bruges, a rich and distinguished fugitive

from Holland for the sake of the Gospel. He was
accepted as a citisen, led an irreproachable religious

life, was conspicuous for his charities, and acquired

considerable property, including a small castle at

Binningen. His propaganda was now restricted to

writing mystic treatises and epistles to his follow-

ers, whom he urged to conform externally to the

existing Ghurch. On the other hand, he was in

touch with opponents of the dominant Church,

pleading for Servetus in an anonymous petition of

1553, writing to Schwenckfeld (though he opposed
his deification of the humanity of Christ), and being

acquainted with Castellio. The identity of " John
of Bruges " with the Dutch Anabaptist Jan David
Joris was not discovered until three yeetn after his

death and burial. In Apr., 1559, the University

of Basel oondenmed Joris as a heretic and on May
13 his body was exhumed and burned, together

with his books and portrait. His Basel adherents

were obliged to do penance in the cathedral on
June 6, but in Holstein and Holland the sect lin-

gered, heresy-trials of the Davidists occurring as

late as the end of the sixteenth century.

(A. HBGLERf.) K. HOLL.

BiBLiooKAnnr: A fftvorably pertiBan aooount ie given by
O. Arnold, JCtrdben- uttd Kttnr HitiorUt 4 toIb., Fnnk-
fort, 1700-16, eorrected by the oritieal diBCuasion of

Nippold, in ZHT, 1863, 1864, 1868. Joris' biography
WM written by A. van der Linde, The Hague, 1867, ef.

BibliopKUM B9ioe, 1866, pp. 187. 168, 1866, pp. 129 sqq.

On liie tea4^hing consult A. Jundt, HUtairw du panlA/isms,

pp. 164 sqq., Strasburg, 1876.

JORTIN, JOHN: Archdeacon of London; b. in

London Oct. 23, 1608; d. there Sept. 6, 1770. He
was the son of a Huguenot exile from Brittany,

who in 1691 became a gentleman of the privy
chamber. He received his education at the Chai^
terhouse School, and at Jesus OoUege, Cambridge
(B.A., 1719; M.A., 1721), where he held a feUow-

ship 1721-28. He was ordained in 1724, and pre-

sented to the college living of Swavesey, Qunbridge-
shire, in Jan., 1727, which he resigned in Feb.,

1731, to become preacher at a chapel in New
Street, London. In 1731 he started a magazine
entitled, Miecellaneoue Obeervalions upon Authore,
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AncierU and Modem, which continued for two yean.
In 1737 he was presented to the vicarage of East-

well, Kent, which he soon resigned. In 1747 he
resigned his position in New Street to accept an
appointment to a chapel in Oxenden Street, where
he preached till 1760. He was assistant to War-
burton at Lincoln's Inn, 1747-50, and Boyle lec-

turer in 1749. In 1751 he was presented to the

rectory of St. Dunstan'a-in-the-East by Thomas
Herring, archbishop of Canterbury, who gave him
the Lambeth degree of D.D. in 1755. In 1762 he
became chaplain to Thomas Osbaldeston, bishop
of London, who gave him a prebend in St. Paul's

and presented him to the vicarage of Kensington,
which he held with St. Dunstan's. He was made
archdeacon of London in 1764. Jortin was a scholar

of liberal views, and wrote with an engaging light-

ness of style. His more important works are: Z>m-

oourses on (he Truth of the ChrieUan ReUnion (Lon-
don, 1746); Remarka upon Ecdeattutical Hietory

(5 vols., 1751-73); Six DteeertaHons (1755); The
Life of Eraemue (2 vols., 1758-60); Semunu (7

vols., 1771-72); and Trada, Phikioffiad, Critical,

and MiaeeUaneaua (2 vols., 1700).

BnuooEAPHT: J. Dbney, Meinoin cf the Lif» and WritiiHf
44 John Jortin, London, 1702; A Momoir by R. Haftthooto
to the 3d ed. of Jortin'i Sormont, ed. R. Jortin. ib. 1787;
another to the edition of the TVoete, ut sup.; while » lAfo
u pieftxed by W. TroUope to an edition of the Romarko,
2 Tola., ib. 1846. ConmUt DNB, xzx. 201-203.

JOSEPH OF ARDCATHEA: A wealthy and pious

member of the Sanhedrin who begged the body of

Jesus and laid it in his own tomb, which had not
hitherto been used—a fact in which the Evangel-
ists evidently see symbolic significance. The story

is told in all four Gospels (Matt, zxvii. 57-60; Mark
XV. 42-46; Luke zziii. 50-54; John six. 38-42),

and the manner of telling betrays a warm interest

in Joseph's personality, his courage, and his piety.

Arimathea is probably to be identified with Ramah
or Ramathaim (Josh, zviii. 25; I Sam. i. 1; I Mace,
zi. 34), five miles north of Jerusalem. Won by the

preaching of Jesus concerning the kingdom of God,
Joseph opetdy joined himself to the disciples of

Jesus, and he did not consent to the judgment of

the Sanhedrin. The differences of the reports in

the Gospels are probably to be solved as follows;

Mark and Luke have in mind simply the fact that

Joseph had prepared a worthy grave; how he had
come to do it was not a question with which they
concerned themselves. Matthew took this into

account and explained that it had been prepared
for Joseph himself. John, who appears to have
had the other accounts before him, seems to have
raised the question why Jesus was not laid in a
grave of his own instead of in a stranger's, and
answers it by reference to the nearness of the Sab-
bat h, the consequent lack of time for preparations,

and the hsndinesn of the grave abeady prepared.

(K. Schmidt.)
BieuooaAPBT: The subieet b diiewimrt in ib& aectione
deroled to the burial of Jeeue in Um piindpel li^ee dted
nader Jmim CBner. end in the Bible Dictioneriee. Vw-
tinent metter will be found in the diieuirioni of the Qoepel
of Rrter end the Aete of Pilate mentioned under Afoc-
STniA, B, 7.

JOSEPH AND ASBNATH, 8T0RT OF. See
PSKTTDBFIORAPHA. OlD TBflTAllKNT, II., 36.

JOSEPH BRYBNIHOS: Byiantine theologian of

the fifteenth century; b., probably in Laoedaemon,
about 1350; d. apparently m Crete about 1436.

Bryennios, whose original name was Bladynteros,

entered a Oetan monastery about 1375, but some
twenty years later was obliged to leave the island

on account of a conflict with the clergy. He then
went to Constantinople, joined the Studites, and
soon became the court chaplain of the Emperor
Manuel PalflBolqgus, thus gaining an important in-

fluence in ecclesiastical polity. In 1416 and 1418

he was imperial amhasflador to the West, and at

first enjoyed the favor of John Palaologus, but
when the emperor, for reasons of state, favored

union with the Latin (Thurch, Joseph, a rigid an-

tagonist of this measure, retired from public life,

and apparently spent the last years of his life in

Crete. He was primarily a theologian, although
his writings (first edited by Eugenius Bulgaris, 3
vols., Leipsic, 1768-84) contain a mass of material

on ah brandies of Byzantine learning, especially

rhetoric, dialectics, geometry, astronomy, physics,

and philosophy. He was the author of twenty-one
addresses and three dialogues on the Trinity, while

other sermons are devoted to the Virgin, redemp-
tion, eschatology, faith, the plan of salvation,

Easter, the Transfiguration, and the Tabor-light.

His attitude toward union is given in his '* Speech
of Counsel " and *' On the Union of the Cretans,"

while his twenty-six letters contain many theo-

logical allusions. Bryennios was rigidly orthodox
ami had no sympathy with humanism or with
western thought. The prime source of authority,

in his opinion, was the Bible, which was supple-

mented by the Church Fathers, who had estab-

lished the truth of the dogmas contained in the

Scriptures, so that these principles required no
further proof and were superior to human reason.

God can be defined only negatively, and man was
created as the end of creation. Seeking to gain hu(

apotheosis by his own powers, however, he lost the

fellowship of God, though he retained the freedom
of the will. The mission of Christ was to enable

man to attain the end for which he was created,

the special agency being the manifestation of the

person of the Lord. (Phiupp Mxtkr.)
Bibuoobafht: Fnbriciue-Herles, BiftUoCfteea Graeoe, xi. 60^

eeO. HembuTE. 1806; Knimbaeher. Gom^iehto, p. 114; P.
Meyer, in T8K, Ixix (18M). 282-319; idem, in ByaanHn-
ioeho ZoUoekrifi, 18M. pp. 74-111; J. Driaeeke. in NKZ,
18M. pp. 2(»-228.

JOSEPH THE CARPBRTBR, HISTORY OF. See
Apocbtpha, B, I., 4.

JOSEPH, THE HUSBAND OF MART: In the

primitive Churoh there are no historic records of a
special cult in honor of Joseph, and the earliest

monuments of Christian art represent him only in

groups with Mary and the Christ-child. In this

period he appears as a young man, and it is not

until the fifth or sixth century that he is repre-

sented as aged, a concept borrowed
The Yen- from the apocryphal Gospels of the

emtioB of Infancy. According to the legend in-

Joaeph. corporated in these documents, Joseph,

when he married Mary, was an aged
widower, having as sons by his first marriage James,
Joses, Judas, a^ Simon (ef. Matt. xiii. 65; Mark
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vi. 1 sqq.). This tradition persisted througliout

the Middle Ages, but is now disregarded by occi-

dental Roman Catholicism, which regards Joseph,

if not as a young man, at least in the prime of man-
hood. It is very possible that he died early, as

mention of him disappears from the Gospels; and
since the days of Ambrose and Jerome it has been
a Roman dogma that his marriage with Mary was
merely noininal, although this view receives no
certain confirmation from the New Testament.
Legend, followed by later medieval art, holds that

Joseph died in 18 or 27 a.d., with Mary and Jesus

by his side, and, according to some accounts, John
the Evangelist. This tradition, combined with the

fact that older legends occasionally speak of his

grave, but never mention his remains, forms the

kernel of the medieval legends and regulations for

the Joseph cult. Jean Gerson, Bernardino of Siena,

and Francis of Sales declared that he had been
translated bodily to heaven. The cult of Joseph
flourished in the West after the seventeenth cen-

tury, and relics began to appear, although these

were never corporal, but such objects as his ring of

betrothal, or pieces of his garments.
In the early Church Joseph possessed no special

day, and until the medieval period the traditions

on this subject were divergent. The Ck>pts cele-

brated July 20, while among the Greeks his day
was the Fourth Sunday in Advent, which was also

dedicated to Mary, David, and James the Just.

Another day, however. Mar. 19, said to have been
brought to the West by a Syrian Carmelite of the

fourteenth century, gradually found acceptation,

and was finally confiraied by Gregory XV. in 1621.

Pius IX., in 1870, made this feast one of the first

class, and declared St. Joseph the patron saint of

the entire Roman Catholic Church, and Leo XIII.,

in 1889, ordered a series of rosary prayers to St.

Joseph for the whole of October.

All orders founded in honor of St. Joseph and
called by his name are modem in origin. The fol-

lowing orders of men, established imder his protec-

tion as the Biblical ideal of obedience, may be
mentioned: (1) The Secular Priests of St. Joseph
were founded at Rome in 1620 by Paolo Motta,

and their rule, partly based on that

Joseph of the Oratory of St. Philip Neri, was
Orders, confirmed by Innocent XI. in 1684.

(2) The Cr^tenists, or Missionaries of

St. Joseph (Josephites), were established about the

middle of the seventeenth century by Jacques Cr^
tenet, a surgeon of Lyons. They were chiefly mis-

sion-preachers and spread through many dioceses

of France, but were overwhelmed by the Revolu-
tion, although they were later revived as heads of

educational institutes in various places. (3) The
Brethren of St. Joseph were founded at St. Suscien,

near Amiens, by Bishop J. P. de Chabons in 1823,

imitating an elder body of the eighteenth century,

to conduct primary schools, assist the clergy in

catechizing, promote singing, and similar purposes.

(4) The Josephites, or Sons of St. Joseph, were es-

tablished at Grammont, Belgium, by Canon Van
Combrugghe in 1817 for the education of young
men of the better classes. Besides the mother
house at Grammont, they have daughter houses at

Melle, Jouvain, Tillemont, and Brunelle, in Bel-

gium, and St. George's College, at Weybridge, Eng*
land; they are assisted by the Josephite nuns of

Bruges. (6) The Josephite Brothers of the Holy
Cross were founded in 1821 in the diocese of Le
Mans by the priest Dujarrie. Until recently they
possessed some forty houses in France, the French
colonies, and North America, and devote them-
selves primarily to the training of artisans, although
some conduct secondary schools. (6) The Brothers
of St. Joseph, founded at Quillins (department of

Rhdne) by Abb6 Rey in 1835 for the education of

destitute children, had their chief center at Citeaux
from 1848 to 1888, but are now suppressed.

The majority of female orders of St. Joseph are

French. The oldest and most widely extended is

(1) the Congregation of St. Joseph at Bordeaux,
founded in 1638 by Marie Delpech de TEstang; it

extended rapidly to other cities of northern and
western France, forming at La Rochelle in 1672 a
new branch called Religieuses de la Congregation de
Saint Joseph, dite de la Trinity (or, de Jesus, Marie,

et Joseph). (2) The Hospital Sisters of St. Joseph
of La Fldche (in Anjou) were established in 1642,

while about 1650 the Jesuit Medaille foimded (3)

the Daughters of St. Joseph at Le Puy. These
three orders in twenty years had over 9,000 mem-
bers and 1,200 houses throughout all France. The
order last named established at Clermont in 1666,

through the advice of Canon Laborieux, (4) the

Nuns of St. Joseph of the Good Shepherd to con-

duct refuges for fallen women. It survived the

Revolution and still has its mother house at Cler-

mont, with some sixty daughter houses. About
1800 Mother Javouhey founded (5) the Sisters of

St. Joseph at Cluny, whence they spread to Sene-

gambia, French Guiana, and other colonies of

France, excepting Algiers and Cochin-China. (6)

The Sisters of St. Joseph of the Visitation were
founded at Marseilles about 1840 by Emilie Vialard,

who, in 1834, had established a similar sisterhood

at Alby for the instruction of the young and the

care of the sick. Daughter houses of these two
sisterhoods have spread to Algiers and Tunis (from

Alby), as well as to Jerusalem (from Marseilles).

(7) A North American order of Sisters of St. Joseph
was founded at Emmitsburg, Md., in 1809 by Eliza

Ann Seton, which in 1850 was united with the

American Sisters of Mercy and as early as 1868
had ninety-one houses with some 1,100 sisters.

(O. ZOCKLERf.)
Bxblioorapht: On the cult: ASB, 19 Mar., vol. iii.; Bene-

dict XrV., De 9ervcrum Dei heatifloaiwne, iv. 2, ohap. 20,
7-68. Bonona, 1738; Primauti de 8. Joeeph d'aprhe Vipie-

copal catholique et la ttUologie, Paris. 1897; J. Seiti. Die
Verehrung dee heUioen Joeeph in ihren geeehiehUiehen ErU-
wicfduno, Freiburs, 1908; KL, vi. 1878-1879. On the
orders: Helyot, Ordree monoMtiquee, vr. 406. 411 sqq., viii.

25 sqq., 186 sqq.; Heimbuoher, Orden und Kongregationen,
vol. iu. paaaim; KL, vi. 1874-1878.

JOSEPH OF METHONE: Greek theologian of the

fifteenth century. Of his life little is known, ex-

cept that he lived in Crete and was a zealous advo-
cate of the union between the Greek and Latin

Churches, the majority of his writings, which are

collected in MPO, clix., being devot^ to this ob-

ject. His most noteworthy work was his defense
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of the five chief theses of the Council of Florence,

discussing at length the procession of the Holy
Ghost, unleavened bread, purgatory, eternal life,

and the supremacy of the pope. This treatise was
at first erroneously ascribed to Gennadius Scholarius.

Joseph also discussed the same ooimcil in the long

dialogue first edited by Leo Allatius in his Oraecia

arthodoxa, i. 583-654 (Rome, 1652).

(Philipp Mbybr.)
Bibuoobapht: Fabridus-HArlefl, BibHothsea Orasoa, xi. 468,

Hamburg. 1806; Krumbaoher. (TetcAicAle, pp. 118-110.

JOSEPH THE PATRIARCH: Oldest son of Jacob

and Rachel. The name " Joseph " (Hebr. Yoaeph)

was probably originally Joseph-el, " may God add "

(Gen. XXX, 24; see Jacob) . The relation of the sources

of the story of the patriarch as given in the Book
of Genesis (xxx. 22-24, xxxvii., zzxix. 1) is similar

to that in the history of Jacob (q.v.). E and J pre-

dominate, P being used more ezten-

The sively only toward the end (Gen. xlvi.

Sources. 1). The attempt to distinguish be-

tween E and J iis without convincing

success. It is asserted that J calls the traveling

Arabian merchants Ishmaelites, while E calls them
Midianites; that E (Gen. xxxvii. 28) makes them
take Joseph out of the pit without the complicity

of his brothers and so "steal" him (Gen. xl. 15)

while, according to J, he was sold by his brothers

(also according to Gen. xlv. 4); that for J Joseph's

Egyptian master was a wealthy private citizen,

for E, the captain of the guard and keeper of the

prison. In all essential points, however, the story

must have been told in the same way by both E
and J. Joseph's character justifies Jacob's especial

love. Its fundamental quality was his earnest fear

of God (Gen. xxxvii. 2, xxxix. 9, xli. 16, xlii. 18,

xlv. 8, 1. 19-20), who showed him grace both in his

own sight and before men, making him appear the

purest and the nobl^est of the sons of Jacob.

In considering the historical value of the tradi-

tion of Joseph, the references to 'Ejgypi, its cus-

toms, manners, etc., are of especial importance.

Modem investigation of the monu-
Historicity ments has explained and justified the

of the recital. While formerly many schol-

Narratiye. ars thought to find in Joseph's story

erroneous statements of Egyptian
conditions, Hengstenberg and the Egyptologists

Ebers and Brugsch have shown that the story is

almost entirely concordant with the monuments
of Egypt. Caravan trade was carried on by
the Arabs from the most remote times between

Syria, Palestine, and the country of the Nile; pre-

cisely the three spices mentioned in Gen. xxxvii. 25
(cf. xliii. 11) were always staple articles of com-
merce between Gilead and "Egypt; the caravan

route, after crossing the Jordan at Beth-shan, passed

by Dothan; there was a good market for young
slaves in Egypt; Potiphar bears a genuine Egyp-
tian name (" devoted to Ra "); such stewardships

as that with which Joseph was entrusted by Poti-

phar appear frequently in the Egyptian inscriptions

and on the monuments; the scene between Joseph
and Potiphar's wife is practically duplicated in a
story preserved in the D'Orbiney Papyrus (" The
Tale of Two Brothers "), written down for Seti II.

when he was crown prince (cf. H. Brugsch, Aiis

dem Orient, Berlin, 1864, pp. 7 sqq.; Eng. transl. in

W. M. F. Petrie, Egyptian Tales, London, 1894-95;

cf. A. H. Sayce, Higher Criticism and the Monuments,
London, 1894); dreams were matters of intense

interest in E^rpt; the two coiu*t officials of Gen.
xl. 1 appear as representatives of the court butlers

and the court bakers, even the title " chief of the

bakers " has been found; an illustration of the

dream of the court baker is given in a representa-

tion of the court bakery of Rameses III. (J. G.
Wilkinson, Manners and Customs of the Ancient

Egyptians, ii. 385, London, 1837), wherein a
lead of freshly baked bread on a board or mat
(elsewhere a basket, Wilkinson, ii. 393) is borne
away on the head; according to the Rosetta stone

and the Decree of Canopus, Egyptian kings on
their birthdays were accustomed to issue anmes-
ties; the double dream of the Pharaoh (Cren. xli.) is

thoroughlyEgyptian; the verywords ye'or, "stream"
(—Nile) and ahu, " reed-grass," are E^gyptian; the

number seven was significant in the land; the kine,

that is, the good and the lean years, quite properly

come up out of the stream which was the object of

divine honors as the fructifier of the entire country;

the cow is symbolical of Isis-Hathor, the female

principle of fertility, and therefore especially ap-

propriate for the representation of the productivity

of the land; the " magicians " of chap. xli. 8 cor-

respond to the sacred scribes who, besides devoting

themselves to the arts of writing, mensuration, and
astronomy, were also entrusted with the task of

explaining portents; the shaving of the hair and
the changing of clothing on the occasion of an ap-

pearance before the Pharaoh (Gen. xli. 14) was re-

quired by ancient Egyptian custom, while among
the Israelites baldness was regarded as an infir-

mity; the ceremonies accompanying the conferral of

his new dignities upon Joseph (Gen. xli. 42) are all

faithfully represented on the monuments; the cry

abrech (Gen. xli. 43, E. V. margin) which was
shouted by a runner appears, indeed, to have been
an Assyrio-Babylonian title, but the names given

in xli. 45 are clearly Egyptian. As master of the

granaries, Joseph re^y held the place in the king-

dom next after that of the Pharaoh; hence he

properly calls himself (xlv. 8) Pharaoh's father,

lord over his whole house, ruler of all the land of

Egypt; in chap. xlii. 6 he is called " governor "

over the land; the designation adhon, " lord," has

even foimd its way into Egyptisai and the title

ab-en-pira^o in the sense of " counselor of the Pha-
raoh " occurs often in the papyri. The economic
regulations promulgated by Joseph must be judged

according to the standard of Egyptian conditions.

The tax imposed (xli. 34) was, in the rich land of

Egypt, neither hard to bear nor unusual, and the

fact that the State assumed possession of all landed

property, with the exception of that belonging to

the priests, was a result of the centralizing tendency,

more necessary and therefore more justifiable in

that land than elsewhere. Two cases of this kind

are given in EL Brugsch, Geschichte Aegyptens,

Leipsic, 1877, pp. 130, 244 sqq., Eng. transl., Lon-
don, 1879. The fact that Canaan suffered from a
drought at the same time is also in accord with
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natural oonditioiis, and the Amama Tablets re-

cord that Canaan imported com from Egypt (ef. H.
BrugBchy Die hibliKhen wieben Jahre der HungerB'
not, Leipeic, 1891; Sayoe, ut sup., pp. 217-218).

Sinoe Egypt was the great producer of wheat, the
Semitic tribes in times of scarcity naturally mi-
grated thither, where they were not seldom received

with justifiable suspicion (xlii. 9). The settlement

of the Hebrews in the land of Goshen (q.v.) is in

accord with the conditions, since this territory had
for a long time been the resort of invading S^nites
and was adapted to the nomadic manner of life.

Finally, the embalming of Joseph and the seventy
days mourning (or him (1. 1 sqq.) are thoroughly
E^^tian. Taking all these facts together, it is

impossible to escape the conviction which Ebers
expresses: " The whole of Joseph's history, even
in its smallest details, must be regarded as in ac-

cord with the actual conditions in Egypt." To be
sure, tlus general agreement with Egyptian condi-

tions and manners does not of itself positively es-

tablish the historic character of the recital; but the
assertion that the authoror compiler was not familiar

with EgS^tian conditions is equally pure assump-
tion. It is true that several things, especially the
mention of the " Land of Rameses " (Gen. xlvii.

11), a name which could scarcely have been used
before the nineteenth dynasty, make it unlikely

that Joseph's story is from a nearly contempora-
neous source. It seems probable that the account
was written about the time of the Exodus (A. H.
Sayce, ut sup., pp. 212-213).

The determination of the period of Egyptian
history to which the Hebrew immigration belongs

depends upon the relations of the He-
The brews with the Hyksos. Josephus'

Date of supposition (Apian, i. 14) that this

Joseph, nomadic people of Semitic race was
identical with the Hebrews does not

agree with the modest position the Hebrews occu-
pied in the land according to the Biblical narrative.

But Joseph's activity must have fallen in the Hyk-
sos period. The 430 (or 400) years of the Egyp-
tian bondage (Ex. xii. 40; Gen. xv. 13), even if the

Exodus took place under Memeptah and certainly

if it took place earlier, point to that period. Geor-

gius Syncellus gives Aphophis as the name of the

Pharaoh of the Exodus, that is, the Apepi of the

monuments, who, according to Brugsch, reigned

shortly before the beginning of the eighteenth dy-
nasty. To this time belongs also, in the opinion of

BrugBch, the famine of many years mentioned in

his Geachichte Aegyptena, pp. 243 sqq. The Hyksos
kings may have been as anxious to attract Semitic

settlers as the first rulers of the New Empire (eight-

eenth dynasty) were to hold them aloof or to op-

press them. The darkness, however, which en-

shrouds the period of the Hyksos, especially the

ruthless destruction of their monuments by a later

dynasty, may have obliterated all definite informar

tion of Josoph and his family. In general, in the

memory of the Egyptians, this tribe was confused

with the other Semitic inhabitants of the Delta,

and consequently separate features of the history

of Joseph and Moses appear confusedly interwoven

with other events in Egyptian tradition. Among

Jews and Mohammedans the tale of Joseph's fate

was especially fancied, and it has been embellished

with much legendary matter, especially by the

Mohammedans (cf. Koran, surah xii.).

C. VON Orslu.
BnuooBATBT: The aouroBB sue: Gen. xxx. 22-*24, xxmrii.,

zxidz. 1. The best eondenaed traaiment of the mibieet
is either the article by Driver in DB, ii. 787-776, or the
article in SB, ii. 2683-2604. There is a monograph by
H. G. Tomkine, Ufe and Timew of Joteph in thB Ligki

of BgypHan Lore, London, 1891. ConmiJt further, besides
the literature mentioned in the text: E. W. Hencstenbeisi
Die BUektr Motm und dig Aogytfier, Berlin, 1841; C. von
Lengerke, Kanaan, pp. 331 sqq.. KOnigsberg, 1844; Q.
Ebers, Die AeffypUr und die BiUher Moeee, vol. i., Letpsie,

1868; A. H. Sayoe, Pairiankal Paleetine, pp. 200 eqq..

London, 1886; W. Staerk, Studien ew Relioione- und
Bpraehooeehi^ie, ii. 21 sqq., Berlin, 1800. For the bearing
of ressareh in Egypt on the Joaeph story see the literature

dted under Egypt. Some parallels to the story and to
that of the '* Two Brothers " are gxrsn in A. Laog. Myth,
Ritual and B^igion, ii. 30a-306, London, 1887. On the
general relations of archeology cf. the article by Driver
in D. G. Hogarth, AulKoriiy and Archaeology, London, 1800.

JOSEPH n.
The Enlightenment. Political Reforms (| 1).

Governmental Control of the Church (| 2).

Position of the Oeigy in the State (| 3).

Reforms Affecting the Cure of Souls (| 4).

Religiow Toleration Established (| 5).

Successes and Failures of the Reforms (| 0).

Joaeph II., Holy Roman Emperor 1766-00, aon
of Francis I. (grand duke of Tuscany, emperor,
1745-65) and Maria Theresa (queen of Bohemia
and Hungary, archduchess of Austria, 174(M8),
was bom at Vienna Mar. 13, 1741, and died there

Feb. 20, 1790. Austria stands in the front rank
of strictly Roman Catholic countries which in the

second half of the eighteenth century found them-
selves compelled to break with their antiquated

system to find the way for a new ez-

I. The En- istenoe. The defeats of Austria, espe-

lightenment ciaUy in the Seven Years' War (1756-
Political 1763), had shown Maria Theresa the

Reforms, lack of centralization, of financial,

intellectual, and moral power in her

country and the necessity of reforms. Although a
good Catholic and personally antagonistic to the

Enlightenment, she permitted the leaders of this

inteUectual movement to expand the new views of

Territorialism (q.v.) and Febronianism (see Hont-
HBiM, JoHANN NiKOLAUB von). Archdukc Joseph
became one of the most prominent and fervent

advocates of the new ideas, and when he became
coregent after the death of Emperor Francis (Aug.

18, 1765), ecclesiastical reforms were carried out in a
more thorough and independent manner, especially

as popes like Qement XIV. (176^74) and Pius VI.

(1775-1799) tried to save the hierarchy by the most
far-reaching concessions. On the death of the em-
press in 1780 Joseph became sole ruler, and now
began an entirely new system, which was carried

out within a few years. The old feudal order was
to make room for the monarchical state of the En-
lightenment, in which no privileged classes and
estates existed. In the political sphere Joseph con-

tinued the centralization of the old Hapsburg coun-
tries; in the social sphere he attempted to raise the
state of the peasants and of industry. Serfdom
was abolished, taxes on landed property were equal-
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iied, and the industrial life was freed from its parar

lyiing fetters.

Joseph was a pronounced territorialist. All ex-

ternal relations of the Church (i.e., everything out-

side of the dogmas in the proper sense), the ad-
ministration of the sacraments, and

a. GoT«m- inner discipline over the clergy, were
mental to be placed under the regulating and
Contxol supervising power of the State. He
of the thought of the relation of the churches

Cfanrch. of his countries to Rome entirely in

the Febronian sense. The peculiarity

of his system of church polity has been styled

Josephinism, a term which implies the union of

Febronianism, Episcopalianism, and territorialism,

with the political viewpoint dominating. He was
in no way hostile to the Church; Roman Catholi-

cism appeared to him the historically developed and
therefore the natural form of churchdom in his

countries; but he did not subject his government to

merely ecclesiastical points of view. The Church
appeared to him only as the oiganisation of one of

the spheres in which the life of the people develops,

and which is therefore subordinated to the whole,

the State. The ultimate aim of all his reforms was
the supremacy of the State. The means was the

introduction of the enlightenment to raise up new
ethical and intellectual power. Accordingly, the
churches of the Hapsburg co\mtries were to be de-
tached, as far as possible,^m their legal connection
with the papacy and consolidated into a uniform
ofganisation under the church government of the
sovereign. Consequently the Fbicet (q.v.) for all

kinds of papal bulls and briefs was renewed and
strictly carried out. The bull UnigenUiLa was never
to be mentioned, and the bull In coena Domini torn

out of the books of lituigy. In 1781 all relations

were broken off between the religious orders and
their superiors and brethren in foreign countries.

At the same time, the orders were subordinated to

the disciplinary power of the bishops and arch-

bishops. Simdar ordinances were applied to the
whole clergy. Communication with Rome was to

be through Austrian ambassadors. Nobody was
allowed to ask for papal titles in Rome, or to send
money there. The bishops received the right to

absolve and dispense, especially in matrimonial mat-
ters, and to institute new festivals, devotions, etc.

Every appeal to Rome was forbidden. As at many
points along the boundaries, Austrian dominions
were under the authority of foreign bishops, a
new dreumscription of the dioceses was necessary.

Moreover, the connection of the bishops with the

secular ruler was made closer, closer even than that

with the pope. There was demanded of them a
new oath of subjection to the temporal ruler which
preceded that to the pope. Nevertheless, there

remained for the pope a certain privilege over the

internal and external relations of ihb Austrian

Church; and, when possible, the emperor tried to

gain his consent to the ecclesiastical reforms.

The special jurisdiction of the clergy was abol-

ished, the deigy was subjected to the legislative

and judicial powers, bishops were to wait for the

plaoet for their consecration and the State assumed
matrimonial legislation (1783). As it was the aim

of Joseph to bring the clergy into closer connection
with the Austrian State and make its representa-

tives more efficient in their profession

3. Position than had been possible under the old

of the system, he placed their education in the
Clergy in hands of the central authority of civil

the State, instruction, the imperial commission of

schoob. The theological students were
forbidden to visit the Collegiiun Germanicum et
Hungaricum in Rome (Nov. 18, 1781), which insti-

tution was replaced by a Collegium Germanicum et

Hungaricum in Pavia. In 1783 the theological

schools in the monasteries were closed, and *' general

seminaries " were opened as State institutions under
the superintendence of the imperial commission.
As the monasteries were regarded as the chief seats

of all sentiments inimical to the State, and as they
deprived the State of a great number of efficient

men that were urgently needed for the multitude
of new parishes, a law of Jan. 12, 1782, ordered the
dissolution of all religious orders not engaged in

preaching, teaching, or nursing the sick. In this

way the number of monasteries in Austria and
Hungary was reduced from 2,163 to 1,425.

No less comprehensive, and evincing the same
character, were the reforms relating to the internal

life of the Church. The emperor made
4. Re- the greatest efforts to elevate the cure

forms of souls and to adapt its organisation

Affecting to the needs of the changed conditions.

the Cure Many of the monastic churches were
of Souls, transformed into parish churches. The

emoluments of a religious State fund
were used for the foundation of churches, pastor-

ates, and chaplaincies; former monks were em-
ployed in pastoral work. At the same time Joseph
deeply influenced the order of the* church service.

His aim was to do away with the merely external

and mechanical practise of religion and further the

ideal of the Enlightenment, the worship of God in

spirit and in truth, and the practical love of fellow

men. He paid special attention to preaching, to

the instruction of youth, and to congregational

singing. On Apr. 21, 1783, there was issued a new
church order for Vienna, which served as a pattern

for the whole country. All orders of service which
went beyond the Roman ritual were done away.
The Latin language was abolished, and the German
introduced into the services. Rules were given

with respect to the luxurious ornamentation of the

churches, the magnificent processions, the brilliant

illuminations, exhibition of relics, pilgrimages, etc.

A rational and systematic care of the poor and sick

was substituted for begging and the arbitrary giv-

ing of alms.

An edict of Oct. 13, 1781, established religious

toleration for the whole Hapsburg monarchy, for

the German and Bohemian countries, Hungary and
her dependencies, Italy, and the Neth-

5. Relig- erlands. The adherents of the Augs-
ious Toleia- burg and Helvetic confessions, as well

tion Es- as members of the Greek Church, ob-

tablished. tained a limited freedom of worship.

Each group of a hundred families was
permitted to buikl a meeting-house, but without

beUs, steeples, or street entrances, and a school
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and employ their own teachers and subordinate

pastors, who were to be oonfirmed by the emperor.
Civil disqualifications arising from denominational
differences were abolished. In German countries,

Bohemia, and Bloravia the number of non-Catholics

in 1782 was 73,722. By 1788 this number had in-

creased to 156,865. The nimiber of tolerated con-

gregations in Hungary and Transylvania in 1783
was 272; in 1784 it was 758. By collections in

Austria and Hungary, in the empire, in the Evan-
gelical Netherlands, in Switierland, Denmark, and
Russia, considerable sums were raised for the or-

ganization of Evangelical congregations. The gov-
ernment itself made efforts to establish order and
develop the inner conditions of the Protestant

churches. A special consistory was formed for the

Protestants in Germany, Bohemia, and Moravia.
It is self-evident that such an enormous revolu-

tion in all spheres met with the strongest opposition,

especially from the Curia. On Mar. 22. 1782, Pius
VI. paid a visit to Vienna to expostu-

6. Sttccanes late with the emperor; but he was
and Fail- received with cold politeness and re-

ures of the turned without having accomplished
Refonna. his purpose. In the old countries of

the Hapsburg crown the sentiment was
very different. Among the bishopsJosephhad friends

and foes. The Febronian views of the Enlighten-

ment (q.v.) were represented by the archbishop
of Salsburg, as well as by the bishops of Konig-
gr&tz, Wiener Neustadt, I^aibach, Seckau, etc., whLhe

the old ecclesiastical views were adhered to by the
archbishop of Vienna and the Hungarian episcopate

under the leadership of its primate. In the German
and Bohemian coimtries the ecclesiastical reforms
as a whole went through peacefully, though the

changes in the cultus and in ecclesiastical ethics

caused some bitterness. The political-social reforms

pleased peasants and citizens, but aroused the op-
position of the privileged classes. In Hungary the
ecclesiastical reforms were carried out without op-
position, but the political and social revolutions

necessitated by the centralizing tendency of the

emperor, as, for instance, the attempts to break the
old constitution of Hungary and Transylvania, to

govern the country in a despotic manner by State

officers, to introduce German as the official language,

and to abolish serfdom with the privileges of the

nobility and the clergy, enraged the Magyar nobility

in such a way that on Jan. 30, 1790, all political

and social reforms had to be repealed. In the

Netherlands the edict of toleration was promulgated
November, 1781, and was carried out without diffi-

culty, in spite ojf the opposition of the estates and
the clergy. The other ecclesiastical provisions were
opposed only by the clergy and the monastic orders.

But here, too, the attempt to break the old feudal

constitution, the self-government of the estates and
the privileged position of the clergy and nobility in

city and country, met in 1787 with the most violent

opposition in all prominent circles. On Jan. 7,

1790, the provinces declared themselves independ-
ent, and the general political condition deprived the
emperor of all hope of victory. Disappointed and
defeated he died the following month. There is no
doubt that the impatience and haste of his reforms

greatly injured his work, and yet his reign became
the starting-point for a new and higher develop-

ment of Austria. The system of ecclesiastio&l

legislation continued after his death, except that in

the Netherlands his brother and successor Leopold
was compelled to sacrifice all ecclesiastical innova-

tions, even the edict of toleration, in order to re-

gain his provinces. In Hungary and Transylvania

the main bulk of the ecclesiastical reforms, and es-

pecially the edict of toleration, remained in force.

In Austria most of the estates required the restitu-

tion of the old feudal conditions and the old dom-
ination of the Roman Catholic Church; but Leo-
pold refused both. Of the ecclesiastical legislation

only the ** general seminaries " were discontinued.

The bishops were allowed to erect their own insti-

tutions and to dispose of the order of church serv-

ice. The great mass of reforms within the Church
remained until 1848. At the time of Napoleon I.

Josephinism extended over all the South German
states, Bavaria, Wilrttemberg, Baden, and Hesse.

It was only in 1848 that it was entirely broken in

Austria, as well as in the South German states.

Only the edict of toleration remained in force in

Austria, and was embodied in the constitution.

(Karl MOllbr.)
Bibuoobapht: Soutom are: A. von Ameth, Maria Thenaia
und Joteph II., ihre Korreapondefu, 3 vols., Vienxu^ 1807;
J. Kropatachek, Hanibuch . . . Verardnungen und Ge-
aete, 19 vols., Vienna, 178JM)1; Codex iurit eedeaiaatici

Jotephini, 2 vols., Preaburg, 1788; Sammluno der Vercrd-
nunoen und GeteUe Kaitera Joaejph II., 10 vola., Vienna,
1788. Consult: K. Ritter, Kaiaer Jo§eph und mine kir^
lidien Rtformen, 2 vols., Regensburg. 1867; S. Brunner«
Die theologiaehe Dieneraehaft am Hofe Joeephe II„ Vienna,
1868; idem, Die Myeterien der AufkUtrung in Oeeterreich

1770-1800, ib. 1809; T. von Kern, Die Reformen der

Kaieerin Maria Thereeia, Leipaio, 1869; A. Wolf. Die
At^hebung der Kldeter in InnerOeterreick, Vienna, 1871;
idem, Oeeterreich unter Maria Thereeia, Joeeph II., und
Leopold II., Berlin, 1883; E. Friedberg, Die Oreneen
Bwiedten Stoat und Kirehe, Ttkbingen, 1872; A. von Ameth,
OeechiehU Maria Thereeia, ix. 1-269, Vienna, 1879; C. von
Hook, Der delerreichitehe Staaterath 1780-1848, ib.. 1879;
E. Hubert, La CondiHon dee proteetante en Belgique depuie
Charlee V. juequh Joeeph II., Bruaeels. 1882; G. Fnmk,
Dae Toleranepatent Kaieer» Joeeph II., Vienna, 1882; L.
Leger, Hiet. of Auetro-Hungarv, London. 1889; H. Sohlit-

ter. Die Regierung Joeefa II., vol. i.. Vienna, 1900; F.
Frishe, Kaieer Joeeph II., ib. 1903; J. Bryoe, The Holy
Roman Empire, New York, 1904; F. Geier, Die DurehfUhr'
ung der kirchlichen Reformen Joeephe II., Stuttgart, 1905;
E. Gothein, Der Breiegau %mter Maria Thereeia vnd Joeeph
II., Heidelberg, 1907; H. Franx, Studien tur kirehlu^en
Reform Joeephe 11., 1908.

JOSEPHUS, FLAVIUa
I. Life,

n. Works.
" Jewiah War " and ** AntiquitieB " (i 1).

Remaining Works (| 2).

Editions ($ 3).

I. Life: Flavins Josephus, the Jewish historian,

was bom in the first year of the reign of Caligula,

37-38 A.D.; d. at Rome after 100 a.d. His father

Matthias belonged to a respected family of priests

in Jerusalem. Josephus reports proudly that at

the age of sixteen he went through the three " phil-

osophical schools " of the Jews, those of the Phari-

sees, Sadducees, and Essence, and that for the next
three years he lived with a hermit named Banus.
At the age of nineteen he publicly joined the Phari-
sees ( Ftto, i.-ii.). In 64 a.d. he imdertook a journey
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to Rome to obtain the release of certain imprisoned

priests. He had hardly returned to Palestine when
the great insurrection against the Romans broke
out (66 A.D.). In the beginning Josephus was
without doubt opposed to the rebellion, but after

the first victories of the Jews, he, too, joined it,

more by force than by free will; he even became
commander in Galilee. As such he oiganised in

the winter of 66-67 the military forces of Galilee

and made preparations for the campaign which
b^an in the spring of 67. Activities centered

around the fortress of Jotapata, which was for six

weeks bravely and cleverly defended by Josephus
against the army of Vespasian. After the captiu«

of Jotapata he became a prisoner of the Romans;
after the second year of his imprisonment he was
released by Vespasian, who in 69 had become em-
peror. He then adopted the name of Flavins

Josephus and devoted the remainder of his life to

the interest of the Flavian emperors. He accom-
panied Vespasian to Alexandria, returned thence

in the suite of Titus to Palestine and was in the

army of the latter during the whole siege of Jeru-

salem in the year 70. After the capture of Jerusa-

lem Titus took him to Rome, where he seems to

have settled down to literary work. Vespasian
gave him a dwelling-place in his own former resi-

dence, made him a Roman citizen, and presented

him with an annual salary and a considerable tract

of land in Judea. With the following emperors,

Titus (79-81 A.D.) and Domitian (81-96 a.d.), Jo-

sephus enjoyed the same favor. It is not Imown
how long he lived and in what relation he stood

to the later emperors. He must have been living

in the time of Trajan, since in his Vita he mentions
King Agrippa II. as having already died (100 a.d.).

n . WorkB : The works of Josephus were all com-
posed in the Greek language, with the exception of

his first draft of the " Jewish War,'' which was in

Aramaic. His principal purpose was
z. ** Jewish to commimicate to the Greco-Roman
War " and world the knowledge of the history of
" Antiq- his people, whom he defends and glori-

oities." fies in every possible way. The " His-

tory of the Jewish War," in seven

books, is his earliest and most carefully written

work. The first and second books gave a survey
of Jewish history from the time of the Maccabees
to the outbreak of the insurrection against the

Romans. The rest of the work is a detailed ac-

count of the war from the beginning in 66 to the

complete suppression in 73. It was written late in

the reign of Vespasian (69 to 79 a.d.; cf. War, pref-

ace, chap, i.; Anl., preface, chap. i.). It was pre-

sented to Vespasian, Titus, and Agrippa II., and
the author received commendation for the accu-

racy of his account. The " Antiquities " (" Jew-
ish Archeology ") is a comprehensive history of the

Jewish people from the b^innings of Biblical his-

tory to the outbreak of the war in 66 a.d., in twenty
books, after the model of the RomaikS archaiologta

of Dionysius of Halicamassus. It was completed
in the thirteenth year of Domitian, 93-94 a.d. For
the Biblical period (books I.-XI.) Josephus draws
almost exclusively from the Bible in the Septuagint
version, but he modifies the Biblical story and sup-

plements it by legends, following current traditions.

Here and there he seems to have employed also

Hellenistic compilations of Biblical history, espe-

cially those of Demetrius and Artapanus. Finally,

he inserted notices from Greek writers of profane

history when he dealt, for instance, with the flood,

with primitive man, with Phenician history, and
the like. The post-Biblical period of Jewish his-

tory is treated by Josephus without any due sense

of proportion according to the condition of his

sources. He has little to say on the period from
Alexander the Great to the time of the Maccabees,
filling the gap with an extensive extract from
Pseudo-Aristeas (see Abisteas) on the origin of the

Greek translation of the Bible. For the history of

the Maccabees (175-135 b.c.) he had an excellent

source in I Maccabees (see Apocrtpha, A, IV., 9),

which he supplemented from the works of Polyb-

ius. The later history of the Hasmoneans seems
to depend upon the more general works of Strabo
and Nicolas of Damascus. The main source for

the history of Herod (books XV.-XVII.) was Nico-

laus Damascenus, who, as an intimate councilor of

Herod, was acquainted with the internal history of

the court and described in great detail the history

of his land. The history from the death of Herod
to the outbreak of the war (books XVIII.-XX.) is

treated quite meagerly. For the last decades Jo-

sephus was able to draw from oral information or

from his own experience. He inserted a number
of documents—decrees of the Roman senate, let-

ters of Roman magistrates, decrees of cities of Asia

Minor under Roman influence, and the like—the

majority of these dating from the time of Csesar

and Augustus and having high value. The genu-

ineness of the passage on Jesus Christ (XVIII., iii.

3) is generally given up.

The title affixed to the autobiography (Vita) of

Josephus is misleading, since it recounts and justi-

fies his activity in Galilee in the winter of 66-67

A.D. In this work Josephus attacks

3. Re- especially Justus of Tiberias, who, be-

maining ing a man of conservative tendencies,

Works, had, like Josephus, joined the insur-

rection more by force than by free

will and had subsequently tried to exonerate him-
self for participation in the rebellion and to place

the responsibility upon Josephus. The latter re-

taliated in his Vita by representing Justus as the

chief agitator and himself as the r^ friend of the

Romans. The work was written after the death of

Agrippa II., therefore after 100 a.d. The Contra

Apionem presents a well-written systematic apolt^gy

for Judaism in reply to various attacks, especially

in the literary world. The usual title Contra Ap'
ionem is misleading, since only a part of the work
is occupied with the polemic against Apion. Por-

phyry (De abstinentia, iv. 11) quotes it under the

title Pros Urns HelUnas, the oldest Church Fathers

under the title Peri lis tdn Joudaidn archaiotHos,

Jerome was the first to use the title Contra Apiofir

em. Since Josephus quotes in this work the " An-
tiquities " it must have been written later than
93 A.D. That IV Maccabees was wrongly ascribed

by the Fathers to Josephus is now universally rec-

ognized. Similarly the work discussed in Photius,
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BMiatheca, ood. 48, under the title Peri tou pantoa

or Peri Ua iou pantos aitias or Peri Ua tou pantoa

oueiaa, ia of Christian origin and is quoted by the

author of the Pkiloaophumena as his own. The
author of both is most prol>ably Hippolytus, among
whose works there is mentioned one entitled Peri

tou pantoa. A work projected by Josephus on the-

ology seems never to have been written.

The first edition of the Greek text of the works
of Josephus was published by Frobenius and Epis-

oopius (Basel, 1M4). It was followed by the Ge-
neva editions of 1611 and 1634, and by the edition

of Ittig (Leipsic, 1691). A text of the complete
works, revised after manuscripts, was furnished

by Hudson (2 vols., Oxford, 1720). Then came
the editions of Havercamp (2 vols.,

3. Bdi- Amsterdam, Leyden, Utrecht, 1726),

tions. of OberthQr (3 vols., Leipic, 1782-

1785), and of Richter (6 vols., Leip-

sic, 1826-27). On the basis of Havercamp 's ma-
terial the text was revised by Dindorf \,2 vols.,

Paris, 1846-47). This was followed by the pocket
edition of Bekker (6 vols., Leipsic, 1855-56). A
comprehensive collation of all good manuscripts

was made only in recent times by Niese; his efforts

resulted in a critical edition which by the richness

of the ap])aratus far excels all former editions

{Flavii Joaephi opera edidit et apparatii crUico in-

atruxU Benedidua Nieae, 6 vols., Berlin, 1887-94;

vol. vii. is a carefully compiled index, 1895). On
the basis of Niese's apparatus appeared an edition

by Naber (6 vols., licipsic, 1888-96). There exisU
an early Latin translation of the complete works of

Josephus, with the exception of the Vita. Cassio-

dorus seems to be the author of the Latin transla-

tion of the " Antiquities " and of the ContraA pionem.

Tbe first printed edition of the Latin Josephus was
published by Johann Schassler in Augsburg, 1470.

Since then until the appearance of the first Greek
edition it has been printed frequently, and the later

editions were frequently corrected after the Greek.
A critical edition of the Latin version, resting upon a
comprehensive use of the sources, was begun by Boy-
sen as vol. xxxvii. of the ViennaCSEL (Vienna, 1898)

.

With the Latin translation of the BeUum Judaicum
is not to be confounded a Latin condensation which
is known under the name of Egesippus or Hegesip-

pus. The name Egesippus is onlj" a corruption

from Josippus, a Latin form of " Josephus." The
work has some original additions, dates from the

second half of the fourth century a.d., and has been
doubtfully ascribed to Ambrose. The first edition

appeared in Paris, 1510; a critically revised text

appeared under the title Hegeaippua qui dicilur aive

Egeaippua de beUo Judaico ope codicia Caaellani

recognituat ed. Wtber, opua morte Wtberi interrup-

turn abaolvit Caeaar (Marburg, 1864). Under the

name JoRippon or Joseph, son of Gorion, there

exists a history of the Jewish people to the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem, in the form of a compendiimi
written in Hebrew, which is in the main excerpted

from Josephus, but in many respects differs widely

from him. There appeared an edition of it with

a Latin translation, by J F. Breithaupt (Gotha,

1707, 1710). Since the sfarteenth century the

works of Josephufs have been translated into almost

all modem European languages. Among the Eng-
lish translationR Traill's, giving the Vita and the
WoTf are especially esteemed (London, 1862). [The
standard En^tlLsh translation has long been that of
W. Whiston (London, 1737, often reproduced, la-

test ed. by D. S. Margoliouth, 1906). Others were
by T. Lodge (1602, and often); Sir R. L. I'Estrange

(1702 and often); J. Court (1733, and often); E.
Thompson and W. C. Price (2 vols., 1777-78); and
T. Bradshaw (1792)]. (E. ScHtJREH.)
Bibuoorapbt: The best diaouaaion U in SchQrer, Geachiehiet

i. 7^106, 007-613. iii. 370. Eng. tranal. I., i. 77-82, ii.

214-223, II. iii. 221-222; Scharer fumishea very abundant
mAterial in the original article in Hauck-Heraog. RE»
iz. 377 aqq. A very full diacuaaion ia to be found in DCB,
iii. 441-400. The older material ia suggested in Fabriciua-
Harlea, Biidiothsca Oraeea, v. 40-66. Consult further:
V. E. P. Chaalea. Da VautoriU hittoriqw de Flaviut Jo§iph^
Puia, 1841; Creuaer. in TSK, xxvi (1853), 45-86, 006^28;
Reuaa, in Revua de OUologie, 185Q. pp. 253-^10; W. A.
Terwogt, Het Leven van . . . Flaviue Jotephue, Utrecht,
1863: R. Nioolai, Onedhiaehe LUenUurffeeehithU, ii. 2, pp.
553-550, Magdeburg. 1877; A. von Gutachmid, Kleine
Sckriften, iv. 336-384, Leipaio, 1803; C. Waehamuth,
Einieitung in doe Studium der alten Oeeehic/Ue, pp. 438-
440. ib. 1805; Nieae. in HUtoriidie Zeitaehrift, Ixzvi (1806).
103-237; Unger, in SMA, philoaophiBch-philologiache

Klaaae. 1805. pp. 551-604, 1806. pp. 357-307. 1807. pp. 180-
244; H. Peter, Die geechiehUiche lAterahtr abet die rdmiaehe
Kaiaeneii, i. 304-101. Leipsio, 1807; P. Krflger, Philo
und Joaephua ala Apologeten dee Judentuma^ ib. 1006;
GeUlier. Aufaura aacrie, i. 314-327.

JOSHUA, jesh'yu-a: An Ephraimite, son of

Nun, servant and helper of Moses (Ex. xziv. 13),

and his successor m the leadership of Israel (Num.
xxvii. 18-23). On assuming the leadership, Joshua
sent spies who were entertained by Rahab in Jeri-

cho, and on their return reported the situation in

Canaan (Josh. i. 10-ii. 24). He then ordered prep-

arations to be made for the invasion, which took
place on the tenth day of the first month of the

forty-first year after the exodus from Egypt. It

has been said that Joshua used the fords of the

Jordan; but the place and the season of the year

are unfavorable to this supposition, since at that

time the Jordan overflows its banks (Josh. iii. 15;

I Chron. xii. 15). According to the narrative the

upper waters of the river stayed as if dammed up,

while the lower waters flowed off into the Dead
Sea. The suggestion of Klostermann that the phe-
nomenon may have been caused by a severe earth-

quake which raised the bed of the river or pro-

duced a landslide across the river bed, which was
afterward carried away by the flood, offers a nat-

ural explanation of the way in which the river was
crossed dry-footed. To preserve the memory of

this crossing, the leader had twelve stones carried

from the bed of the river and set up at Gilgal, mid-
way between the river and Jericho (Josh. iv. 1-8,

20-24). The people were then circumcised and
the feast of the Passover was celebrated. The
promise made to Joshua that Yahweh, the leader

of the host of the people which had become Yah-
weh's, would be his helper was fulfilled in the ta-

king of Jericho, the walls of which were thrown
down in an earthquake (Josh. v. 13-xxx. vi.), while

of the inhabitants only Rahab and her family were
saved alive. The punishment of Achan and the
treaty secured by the Gibeonites' device followed.

According to Deut. xxvii., after the capture of Ai
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Joshua led the people in a northerly direction to

Ebal and Gerizim, and overcame a combination of

Canaamtee gathered to punish Gibeon for its treaty

with Israel, on which occasion occurred what has

been read as a miracle in the staying of the sun
and the moon in their courses, to be interpreted

probably as a subjective effect of the quickness and
completeness of the victory (Josh. x. 1-14). This

was followed by the conquest of the southern part

of the land as far as Kadesh-bamea and westward
to Gaza (Josh. x. 29 sqq.), succeeded by a third

campaign in which the kings of the northern cities

were subdued near Merom. While by these wars

the country was won, with the exception of the

Philistine and Phenician coast, not all was actu-

ally in the possession of the Hebrews; and several

years after the ending of the campaigns Joshua's

seat of government was still at GUgal (Josh. xiv. 6).

It was at this place that Joshua's second task

, was begun—^the division of the land among the

tribes. Judah, Ephraim, and Manasseh first re-

ceived their allotments, and the ark was carried

from Gilgal to Shiloh in Benjamin (Josh, xv.-

xviiL 1). This was followed by the allotment of

the portions to the other tribes, and the permission

to the EasWordan tribes to return to their own
district, having fulfilled their duty to the tribes

west of the river (Josh. xviii.'Xxii.). In anticipa-

tion of his death Joshua gathered first the elders

and then the people at Shechem to receive his last

instructions, which he commemorated by a pillar

or stone under the terebinth at Shechem (Josh,

xxiv. 26-27). He died at the age of one hundred
and ten. (W. VoLCKf.)

BiBUooRAMrr: J. H. StAhelin. in TSK, udv (1849). 394
•qq.; J. Sookel, Die Erdberung <Ut Keiligen Landea dutch
J<mta, OWwiti, 1870; J. B. Meyer, Joahua and th» Land of
FramiM, London, 1883; and the literature under Joshua,
Book of.

JOSHUA, BOOK OF: The sixth of the books
of the Old Testament in the arrangement of the

English Bible. According to the Hebrew canon,

It is the first book of the second part, containing

the prophetical-historical books. It was originally

the conclusion of the Pentateuch. The
Coatenti conception of the Talmud (Baba baihra,

and 14b) that Joshua was the author of

Sources, the book is no longer tenable; nor is

that of Keil, who regarded it as a uni-

fied book drawn up by an eye-witness of the events

(cf. Josh. v. 1, R.V., margin). For contents see

HsxATXUCH, f 2. The part which deals with the

conquest bears the impress of those sections of the

Pentateuch derived from JE (hardly to be distin-

guished in this book); the second part resembles

more the style of the priestly writer, but with in-

sertions of JE (xviii. 3-10). But throughout, these

elements are more or less interwoven, with Deuter-

ODomic portions also thrown in (especially in viii.;

ef. viii. 30 sqq., with Deut. iv. 41-43, and note the

Deuteronomic expressions in Josh, xxiii. 5, 11, 14).

There are also expressions which linguistically

belong neither to JE nor P, indicating that the

redactor has employed other material: such are the

combinations " the Lord, the God of Israel " (four-

teen times, only elsewhere in the Hexateuch in Ex.

V. 1, xxxii. 27), and the term "mighty men of

valor'' (Josh. i. 14, etc.). Thus the work of several

hands is distinguishable in the composition of the

book. It appears from analysis that the parts

belonging to P are later than those which are as-

signed to JE; and that JE and P lay before the

Deuteronomist who composed the book found in the

times of Josiah. It was he who closed the Penta-

teuch and made Joshua the beginning of the his-

torical narrative, reediting it and working it over,

but bestowing upon it no such care as he exercised

upon the Pentateuch. There are indications that

its text has had an independent history.

In the book data are found which tedd to fix

the date of the sources out of which it was com-
piled or from which it was derived. Thus chap,

viii. 28 must have been written long prior to Isa.

X. 28; xvi. 10 must be earlier than the beginning of

Solomon's reign (I Kings ix. 16); xv. 63 must pre-

cede the incident told in II Sam. v. 6; x. 13 can

not be earlier than the time of David, since the

book of Jasher contained David's elogy on Saul

and Jonathan; vi. 25 and xiv. 14 do not imply that

the source was contemporary with Rahab and
Joshua, since the reference is to the descendants

of Rahab and Caleb. That the part dealing with

the division of the land rests on documents is in

itself probable (cf. xviii. 9); and the absence of

reports of strife over tribal boundaries implies that

the boundaries were based on an old decision. The
list of kings, xii. 9 sqq., is regarded by Ewald as an
old document. But variations in, e.g., the count

of cities shows that the text has not remained un-

altered (xv. 32, xix. 15, 38). This book with the

first four boolu of the Pentateuch and parts of

Deuteronomy was known to the prophets Hosea,

Amos, and Micah. Thus the general scheme of

history regarded by Micah as kaown to his con-

temporaries under Heiekiah agrees with that pre-

sented in Numbers and Joshua (liicah vi. 1 sqq.,

which recalls the narrative of JE). So in Amos
there are reminiscenoes of the narrative of P (as

in ii. 10, v. 25, vii. 4; cf. particularly ii. 7 with

Lev. XX. 3, xxii. 2, 32). So Hoe. xii. 4 may be

compared with Gen. xxxv. 9 sqq., in which minu-
ti» of agreement suggest that Hosea had the re-

port of P before him.

The credibility of the narrative of the book has

been assailed on the ground that it contains not

history but legend. "Die chief occasion for this is

comparison with Judges i. It is said that while

Joshua implies the conquest of Canaan by the

tribes in unison, Judges i. records the

Hit- piecemeal occupation by individual

toricitj. tribes or aggregations. But Judges
i. 1 professes to deal with what oc-

curred after the death of Joshua, not with the

events of his life. Moreover, while the general im-

pression which the book of Joshua gives is that of

a complete conquest, its individual expressions

limit this (xxiii. 7, 12). Thus at Joshua's death no
tribe had fully completed the conquest of the por-

tion allotted to it, and especially the fortresses and
plains remained in Canaanitic possession. Thus
Judges i. appears as the story of the continuation

of the subjugation of the land, and there is no
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contradiction between that chapter and the ac-

count in Joshua. The credibility is also attacked

on the ground that the narrative concerning the

East-Jordan tribes is unnatural. Similarly the

narrative of the division is assailed, needlessly,

since the prospective nature of the division is im-

plied in the allotment of the Philistine and Pheni-

cian coastland, which was not conquered. The
objection urged because of the miracles stands

upon the same ground as objections to the super-

natural in other books of Scripture. As Israel's

origin is to be dlBtinguished from that of other

peoples, so is the shaping of its subsequent history.

The relation of the book of Joshua to Judges is

such that the latter appears in several cases to have
borrowed from the former. The Septuagint has

at the close of Joshua an addition, partly apocry-

phal and partly derived from the book of Judges,

to the effect that the Israelites of that time changed
the location of the ark, that Phinehas succeeded

his father Eleasar in the priesthood and was buried

in his father's grave, and that Israel worshiped the

gods of the people who surrounded them and were

under the dominion of Eglon, king of Moab,
eighteen ye&n. (W. VoLcxt.)

For the Samaritan book of Joshua see Samaria,
Samaritans.

Bibuooraprt: Gommentanei are: C. Steuemacel, G5t-
tingen. 1900; F. J. B. Maurer, Stuttgart, 1831; C. F.

Keil, Erlangen. 1847. 1874. Eng. tztuua.. Edinburgh, 1857;
A. Knobel, Leipsic. 1861; T. £. Espin, in Bible Commen-
tary, London, 1872; H. Crosby. New York, 1876; G. A.
McLeod, Cambridge, 1878; J. J. Lias, in Pulpit Commen-
tary, London. 1881; C. F. A, Dillmann, Leipsic, 1886;
J. Lloyd, London, 1886; J. S. Black, Cambridge, 1801;
8. Oettli, Munich, 1803; W. H. Bennett, in SBOT, Balti-

more, 1805; F. W. Spurting, London. 1001. Questions
of criticism are discussed in: J. E. Gaipenter and G. Har-
ford-Battersby, The Peniateueh, London, 1000; L. Kdnig.
AlUeatamentliche Studien, vol. i.. Meurs. ia36 (decides the
book a unit and Joshtia its author); J. W. Colenso. The
Penlateudi and the Book of Jothua criticaUy Examined,
London, 1862-71; Himpel, in TQS, 1864-65; J. Hollen-
berg, in T8K, xlvii (1874), 462-506; idem. Die alexan-
driniache Uiibertetauna dee Buchee Joeua, Meurs, 1876; K.
Budde, in ZATW, vii (1887). pp. 03 sqq.; E. Albers, Die
QuellenberidUe in Joeua i.-xii., Bonn, 1800; DB, ii. 770-
788; EB, ii. 2600-2600; JB, vii. 284-288: and the vari-
ous works cited under Biblical Intboduction, and the
pertinent sections in works on the history of Israel given
under Arab.

JOSIAH, jo-soi'd: Fifteenth king of Judah, son
and successor of Amon. His dates, according to

the old chronology, are 641-610 b.c, according to

Kautzsch, 640-609 B.C., and he became king at the

age of eight years. The detailed accounts of his

reign (II Kings xxii-xxiii; II Chron. xxxiv.-
XXXV.) begin with his eighteenth year; the Chron-
icler's remark in II., xxxiv. 3 probably depends
upon II Kings xxiii. 4 sqq. According to II Kings
xxii. 3 sqq., Josiah ordered the temple to be re-

paired, which had probably not been done since

the reign of Joash (II Kings xii. 11 sqq.) and Hil-

kiah the priest then reported that he had found in

the temple the book of the law. Its contents so

overwhelmed the king with apprehensions of evil

that he rent his clothes, and an oracle was sought
from Huldah the prophetess, who reported that the

threatenings were to be realized, since the book
was true. The king then summoned to Jerusalem

the elders of the people, the priests, and the proph-

ets (" priests and Levites," II Chron. xxxiv. 30),

and to them the book was read. There followed

a thorough cleansing of the temple and city of the

accessories to idolatrous worship, and to this was
added abolition of the worship on the high places,

while the priests of that service were brought to

the capital, where, though excluded from service

at the sanctuary, they received the emoluments of

their order. Josiah then turned his attention to

high places in what had been the northern king-

dom, especially to that at Bethel, and they were
defiled with the bones of the dead. The work was
concluded by a notable observance of the Passover

rendered memorable apparently by the numbers
and unity of those celebrating.

The historic value of the reports about the re-

form of the cultus is bound up with the question

as to what the law book was which was discovered,

and can be solved only in connection with criticism

of the Pentateuch (see Hexateuch). In case this

book was not one which had been lost to sight, but
was an unknown and new codification having for

its purpose the abolition of worship at the high

places and concentration of worship at Jerusalem,

the conclusion is forced that it was practically

identical with Deuteronomy; but it does not fol-

low that the transaction was due to Hilkiah and
the prophets of that time, while priestly interests

were not served by the publication of the book.

The noteworthy fact is the forcible impression it

made upon Josiah and his contemporaries and its

bearing upon the Josianic reformation. The re-

sults were important for the history of Israel, since

the unity of cult had symbolic relation to the mon-
otheistic conception of deity. Josiah's reform

created a new basis for the activity of the proph-
ets, it affected worship in the second temple, and
set forth the unity of God as the center of thought
in the religion of Israel. The questions arise, with

what right did Josiah extend his efforts in behalf

of a pure cultus into the northern kingdom, and
why did he throw himself across the path of Pha^
raoh Necho when the latter was on his way to the

Euphrates. While the northern region was nom-
inally under the rule of Assyria, that power was
about to fall. The time would seem ripe for what
had been foretold by the prophets, the imification

of Israel and Judah, and religious unification was
the first step toward political reunion. Such a
plan he might hope to carry through as a loyal vas-

sal of Babylonia, especially in withstanding the at-

tempts of Egypt to gain new position as a world
power. But the issue did not correspond to his

hopes, and Josiah was defeated and killed, and
brought back for burial to Jerusalem. Some de-

bate has arisen over the place of the battle, since

Herodotus (ii. 159) names instead of the Biblical

Megiddo Magdolus, which corresponds to the mod-
em al-Majdal, two miles west of Carmel or (Winck-
ler, in Benzinger, Die BUcher der Kdnige, p. 207,

Tubingen, 1899) Strato's Tower. Possibly Megiddo
appears in the Biblical narrative because it was
the place to which the wounded king was carried

and where he died. Yet it hardly seems as though
the Jews could have completely lost the correct
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tradition. Another and somewhat variant report

appears in II Chron. xxxv. 22 sqq., aooording to

which the remonstrance of Necho takes the form
of an oracle from God, makes Josiah put on a dis-

guise, and when woimded has him carried to Jeru-

salem with the impUcation that he died there (on

holy ground?) ; the Chronicler tells also of a lament

of Jeremiah for Josiah and a collection of dii^ges in

his memory, with which Jer. xxii. 10 and Zech.

xii. 11 may be brought into connection, perhaps as

indicating a yearly memorial celebration.

(E. Kautzsch.)

Bibuoobapht: The pertinent sections in the literature

mentioned under Ahab; the articles in the Bible diction-

aries; the literature under Hbxatbucr, since the discus-

sions of Deuteronomy and of the Pentateuch involve dis-

cussions of Josiah's reform and its legal basis.

JOST, yest, ISAAK MARCUS: German Jew-
ish historian; b. at Bemburg (23 m. s. of Biagde-

burg) Feb. 22, 1793; d. at Frankfort Nov. 22, 1860.

He studied at the Samson school at WolfenbUttel,

at the gymnasium at Bnmswick, and at the uni-

versities of GOttingen and Berlin (Ph.D., 1816),

became principal of the Bock school in Berlin in

1826, and in 1835 was called to the Jewish Real-

schule (Philanthropin) at Frankfort. His princi-

pal works are, Oe^ichte der Israeliten sett der Zeit

der Afaccabder his auf unsere Tage (10 vols., Berlin,

1820-47); AUgemeine Geschichte dea israditiachen

Volkes (2 vols., 1831-32); a German translation of

the Mishnah, with Hebrew commentary (6 vols.,

1832-34); and Geschichte des JuderUhuma und
seiner SekUn (3 vols., Leipsic, 1857-69). He also

prepared school text-books, wrote poUtical tracts

in the interest of Judaism, made many contribu-

tions to the Jewish press, and to almanacs and
year-books, edited the Israditiache Annalenf 1839-

1841, and, in collaboration with Michael Creixenach,

edited Zion, 1841-42. He holds high rank as his-

torian, though he has been criticized for his ration-

alistic attitude toward the narratives in the Tal-

mudic sources.

Biblxoorapht: JE, vii. 296-297, where further literature

is given.

JOTHAM, j6'tham: 1. The youngest son of

Gideon (Jerubbaal), who alone escaped the mas-
sacre of the Gideon family by his half-brother

Abimelech, uttered his famous parable of the trees

which sought a king, and then fled to Beer (Judges

ix. 5-21).

2. Tenth king of Judah, son and successor of

Uzziah. His dates, according to the old chronol-

ogy, are 756-740 B.C., according to Peake
(Z)B, ii. 789) 751-735 B.C. Confusion in the

chronology of Israel is marked about thb period,

since II Kings xv. 30 assigns to Jotham at

least twenty years, while data from the Assyrian

annals allow only twelve years for his reign and
that of Ahaz. It is supposed that the regnal years

accredited to Jotham include those of his regency

during his father's disability. Of his reign little is

reported in the Book of Kings except that he ** built

the higher gate of the house of the Liord.'' The
Chronicler adds that he built much of the wall of

Ophel, also cities and fortresses; and that he sub-

dued the Anmionites and imposed a heavy tribute

upon them. The Book of Kings notes also that in

his days the coalition between Syria and Israel

against Judah began to be effective, the object be-

ing apparently to force Judah into the combina-
tion against the Assyrians, who were beginning to

press heavily upon the Mediterranean region. The
time seemed ripe for such plans, since Tiglath-Pi-

leser was at the time engaged in the East. The
great prophet of the times was Isaiah, and the pic-

ture in Isa. ii. 5 indicates that, in spite of apparent
prosperity in the land, the internal conditions were
not favorable. (E. Kautzbch.)

Bibuoorapht: 1. The oommentaries on Judges, particu-
larly those by Moore and Budde.

2. Sources are: II Kings xv. 5, 32-38; II Ghron. xxvii.

Consult the pertinent sections in the literature given under
Ahab, and the articles in the Bible dictionaries.

JOVIANUS, j6"vi-<l'nus, FLAVIUS CLAUDIUS:
Roman emperor; b. at Singidunum (the modem
Belgrade, Servia) about 331; d. at Dadastana,
Bithynia (125 m. e.s.e. of CJonstantinople) in the

night between Feb. 16 and 17, 364. Taking part

in the campaign against the Persians, as ranking

officer of the palace troops, in the crisis following

the death of Julian he was hastily elected emperor
by the army in sight of the enemy, June 27, 363.

The fact that Jovian was a Christian and had with-

stood attempts during the reign of Julian to render

him apostate seems to have played no part in his

election. The newly elected emperor, in view of

the military and political situation of the time, was
induced to conclude an inglorious peace with the

Persians, giving up to them the eastern outskirts

of the empire, including the important city of Nisi-

bis. On his return from the East at Antioch Jo-

vian publicly stated his attitude in regard to the

controversies in the Church. He took the side of

the Nicene party and their leader Athanasius, uig-

ing the latter in a written appeal to resume his

episcopal see at Alexandria and asking to be re-

membered in his prayers. He commanded Atha-
nasius, who visited him at Antioch, to issue a new
statement of the orthodox creed, and thus his au-

thority certainly influenced the controversies re-

garding the nature of CThrist, although he tried to

hold aloof from them officially. His aim was to

restore matters as they were before the reign of

Julian, and so he replaced on the army standards

and on the coins the monogram of Christ, recalled

the bishops from exile, renewed the privileges of

the Church and of the clergy, widows, and virgins,

and restored the donations of com. He imposed
the death penalty on whosoever married a virgin

or a widow who had taken the vows, even with the

woman's consent, and forbade the inheritance of

their parents' property by the children of such an
imion. Yet he also showed much tolerance toward
pagans. Victob ScHUiyrzE.

Biblioqbaphy: V. Sohultse, Ottchiehte det Unterganges dei

oriMhuehrdmUchen HeidetUuTM, i. 176 sqq., Jena, 1887;
H. Riohter. Da$ V)e$trdmi$ch0 Reich, pp. 168 sqq.. Berlin,

1866; H. SohiUer, OMdiichU der rdmieehen KaUerzeit, iL

344 sqq., 1887; Gibbon. DecUne and Fall, ii. 506. 517 sqq.;

Neander, Christian Church, ii. 87-80 et passim; Sohaff.

Chrittian Chwrth, iii. 60; the literature under Jovinianus.
and De la Bleterie. Hiet. de Vempereur Jovien, 2 vols.,

Amsterdam, 1740.
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JOVINIAN: A "heretic" who became conspio-

U0U8 in Rome after 385 as a polemical writer against

undue valuation of the celibate and ascetic life.

Prior to this time he had lived in celibacy as a
strict ascetic, but coincidently with his appearance
in public he modified his ascetic living, allowing

Imnself indulgence in flesh food, wearing better

clothing, visiting the baths, and by no means shun-
ning association with youths and women. Neveiv
theless he stayed single, deeming this estate the

one divinely enjoined for him. He lived quite

after the manner of the pre-monastic. Western as-

cetics, and may be considered an advocate of the

ancient ascetic regime, which waged a desperate

battle in Rome against the new and intensified

forms of Oriental monasticism. In this process he
came to certain fimdamental conclusions that stood

opposed to theories which had long been shared by
the Church. As a consequence of his agitation

against monasticism, many men and women gave
up the celibate life. That frivolous natures also

attached themselves to Jovinian, considering him
an advocate of relaxed Christian morality, may
easily be believed on the testimony of Jerome. The
Roman Bishop Siricius, in deference to denimciation

by the monastic circle at Rome, excommunicated
Jovinian and his followers in 390, and forwarded

the decision to foreign bishops, in particular to

Ambrose of Milan. Jovinian having betaken him-
self with his most loyal adherents to Milan, Am-
brose made haste to exconmiunicate him in 391;

and Jerome, about 392, by instigation of his Roman
friends, wrote two books against him. Since these,

however, were considered somewhat too polemical,

Jerome sought to soften their tone without really

yielding (Epist. , xlviii.-li) . The strife revived again

at Milan, and Ambrose wrote a warning against

Jovinian's heretical doctrines (Eput., bondii.).

Augustine wrote the tract De bono conjugali against

the Jovinian heresy, but without expressly naming
Jovinian. He was dead in 406 (Jerome, Adv, Vigi-

lanUumf i.).

Jovinian's doctrinal views are known only through
the writings of his opponents, who have transmitted

some of his theses verbatim, but as regards the inner

connection of thought, we are limited to hypothet^

ical constructions. He wrote a work which Jerome
calls commentariofi, seeking to adduce Scriptural

evidences for his theses, but by no means exclud-

ing support from profane literature. His doctrines

all converge upon opposition to monasticism. In

the letters of Siricius two erroneous teachings of

Jovinian are named. According to the first, viiv

gins, widows, and married people, baptized in

Christ, have equal merit, save in so far as otheiv

wise they differ in respect to their works; and, sec-

ondly, fasting is nowise better, more meritorious

and pleasing to God than the enjoyment of food,

observed with thanksgiving. In the sjmodal de-

cision of Ambrose at Milan, two other erroneous

teachings are attributed to Jovinian; viz., that he

denied the inviolate virginity of Mary, and a differ-

ence in the celestial reward of the righteous. In

combating the growing dogma of the unimpaired
virginity of Mary, wherein the monks were espe-

cially interested for the glorification of celibacy,

Jovinian desired to deal a stinging blow on the fol-

lowers of monasticism. He adhered to the viigin

birth of Jesus, but affirmed that by bringing to

birth, Bfary ceased to be vixgin. As a deduction
from the parity of marriage and virginity, Jovinian

appears to have advanced another proposition

transmitted by Jerome; viz., that all the regener-

ate who have preserved their baptismal grace re-

ceive the same recompense in the kingdom of heaven,

irrespectively of their having lived in the married
estate or as vii^gins. In the light of these thoughts,

the last and most difficult proposition of Jovinian

becomes intelligible. He affirmed the essential

sinlessness of the regenerate. How he expanded
this proposition in detail is not known. On the

strength of this tenet, Jerome related him theo-

logically to Pelagius; Julian of Eclanum classed

him witli Augustine; and Augustine, in turn, asso-

ciated him with Pelagianism. G. GRt^rucACHEB.
Bibuoorapbt: Soutom are: Jerome, Advtrtut Jovinianum,
and EpUt., zlTiii.-l., Eng. tranal. in NPNF, 2d Mr., vi.

6&-82. 334-346; Augiutine, Hoar., chap. Ixzxu.; Siri-

eius, EpiU, it. ad divtrmM 9pi§eopo9, in Mansi, Concilia,

iii. 683 eqq.; AmbroM. BpiH., viii., Ixzziii., in Manai,
Concilia, i. 669 aqq., t. 554 sqq. Consult: Q. B. Lindner,
De Joviniano ot Vioilantio, Leipaie, 1830; J. H. Blunt,
Dictionary of 8eeU and Hontiu, pp. 242-244, Philadel-

phia, 1874; W. Haller, Jovinianut, Leipne. 1897; G.
GrOtimacher, Hicronymu*, u. 145-172, Berlin. 1906;
DCB, iii. 465^*66.

JOWBTT, jau'et, BENJAMIN: English educa-

tor and author; b. in the parish of Camberwell,

London, Apr. 15, 1817; d. at Headley Park, Lip-

hook (22 m. e. of Winchester), Hampshire, Oct. 1,

1893. He studied at St. Paul's School, London, and
at Balliol CoUege, Oxford (B.A., 1839; M.A., 1842),

where he was elected fellow in 1838. In 1837 he
won the Hertford university scholarship for Latin,

and in 1841 the chancellor's prise for the Latin

essay. He was ordained deacon in 1842, priest in

1845. In 1842 he was appointed to a tutorship at

Balliol, which he held tiU he became master of the

college in 1870. He was public examiner in classics

1849-51, and 1853. At Oxford he had fallen into

the very midst of the Tractarian movement, and his

Evangelical views were shaken by daily intercourse

with his friend William Geoige Ward (q.v.). In
after years he said, " But for the providence of God,
I might have become a Roman Catholic." A more
lasting influence, however, was that of A. P. Stan-

ley, the leader of the Broad Church school, with

whom Jowett traveled and studied in Germany in

the summers of 1845 and 1846. On being defeated

for the mastership of Balliol in 1854, Jowett, in his

disappointment, took up with renewed eneigy a
work that he and Stanley had projected on St. Paul,

and published The Ejniles of St. Paid to the The9-

Bolonian&f GaJatiana, and Romana: with CriUool

Notes and Dieaertatuma (2 vols., London, 1855).

This work brought forth a storm of protest from
conservative quarters; and when, in the same 3rear,

Jowett was appointed regius professor of Greek at

Oxford, those who condemned his views at once
began to oppose him. He was denounced to the

vice-chancellor, who required him to sign the Arti-

cles anew in his presence. Jowett's opponents
kept up the agitation against him for ten years,

preventing him from receiving the full emoluments
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of his chair till 1865. Meanwhile he had reiterated

his objectionable views in a second edition of the
Epitdn (2 vols., 1859) and confirmed the suspi-

cions of his heresy by his essay On the InUrprdor
Hon cf Scripture, published in 1860 in the famous
Emayu and ReviewB. A prosecution begun against

him in the vice-chancellor's court at Oxford, Feb.

20, 1863, was soon dropped (see Ebsatb and Re-
viswb). Henceforth Jowett refrained from pub-
lishing anything of a theological nature. Though
he preached frequently in the college chapel and
in Uie university pulpit, and preached annually in

Westminster Abbey from 1866 till the year of his

death, he would not allow any of his sennons to be
printed; nor would he permit a third edition of

the EpMea to be issued during his lifetime (pub-

lished after his death, condensed by Lewis Camp-
bell, 2 vols., 1894). He was waiting to attain to

greater clearness and certainty, hoping that these

would come with time; but the eidiausting labors

which he took upon himself as master of Balliol

after 1870, and as vice-chancellor of the university

1882-^, left him no leisure for elaborating his

views.

Jowett was an indefatigable worker. For ye&n
he made it a rule to see every undergraduate in the

collage once a week. He spared himself no efforts

in tuition. Even as master of Balliol he continued

the custom, begun in 1848, of taking a few pupib
with him on the sunomer vacation. After 1866 his

authority at Oxford was predominant in matters

of university oiganisation. He effected many
needed reforms at Oxford, and exerted a large in-

fltienoe over the life and thought of his time. If he
formed no school of philosophy or theology, by
launching T. H. Green upon the study of Hagel he

affected indirectly the whole development of recent

q)eeu]ation in England and America. As early as

1839 he had joined Stanley and Tait in the move-
ment for university reform which led to the Com-
misBion of 1850 and the Act of 1854. He also took
part in the educational reform which threw open
the Indian civil service to competition and was a
member of Lord Kacaulay's committee, which re-

ported in 1854. He was laigely responsible for the

University Tests Act of 1871, abolishing the theo-

logical test, which had been required for the vari-

ous degrees, and for collage and university offices.

The literary achievement that made Jowett
famous was his translation of Plato's Dialogues (4

vds., London, 1871; 2d ed., 5 vols., 1875), which
has become an EngUsh classic, and, with the intro-

ductory essay to the several dialogues, secures

Jowett a permanent place in the history of English

literature. He also translated Thucydides (2 vols.,

1881), and Aristotle's Politics (2 vols., 1885), and
spent many years on an edition of the Greek text

of the ** Republic " (completed by L. Campbell, 3
vols., Oxford, 1894). Though his work in theology

was important, it was rather of a transitional na-

ture. Tliree volumes of his sermons have been
edited by W. H. Fremantle, vis., College Senmme
(London, 1895), Sennons, Biographical and Mis-
csOaneous (1899), and jS^rmons on Faith and Doc-
trine (1901). Evelyn Abbott and Lewis CampbeU
have edited his Letters (1899), and the latter a vol-

VI.—16

ume of Theological Essays (1906). The famous
essay of Essays and Reviews, with the Dissertations

from The Epistles of St. Paul and a sketch of Jow-
ett's life by Sir Leslie Stephen from the National
Review, 1897, is reprinted in The Interpretation of
Scripture and Other Essays (1906) and also in Scrip-

ture and Truth, Dissertations, ed. Lewis (Campbell

(1907). Note also Sded Passagesfrom the Theotogi-

cal WrUings of B. Jowett, ed. L. Campbell (1909).

BiBuoaRATBT: E. Abbott and L. Campbell, Benjamin
Jowett: Life and Lettere of the Maeter of BaUiol CoUeoe
Oxford, 3 vols., London, 1897-M; L. A. ToUemadw, Ben-
jamin Jowett, Maeter of BaUial CoUetfe, ib. 1896; DNB,
Supplement, iii. 49-66.

JOWETT, JOHN HENRY: English CongregSp
tionalist; b. at Halifax, Yorkshire, Aug. 25, 1864.
He was educated in Hipperholme grammar-school
and in the universities of Edinburgh (1883^7)
and Oxford (1888-89). His first ministerial charge
was as minister of St. James' Congregational Church
in Newcastle-on-Tyne, where he was settled from
1889 till 1895, when he was caUed to succeed
Robert William Dale (q.v.) as minister of Carr's

Lane Congregational Church in Birmingham, and
has ever since ministered to that people. In the
summer of 1909 he visited the United States and
was a prominent speaker in the NorthfieM Con-
ference. His publications embrace: From Strength

to Strength (London, 1898); Meditations for Quiet

MomenU (1899); Brooks by the Traveller's Way:
26 Week-night Addresses (1902); Thirsting for
Souls: 26 Week-night Meditations (1902); Yet
Another Day: a Prayer for Every Day in the Year
(1904); The Passionfor Souls (1905); The Epistles

of Peter {1905); The SUver Lining (IWf); The High
Calling: Meditations on St. Paul's Letter to the Phi-
lippians (1909).

JUAN DB TORQUEKADA See Torqubmada,
Juan db.

JUBILEE, YEAR OF: An institution of the

Roman (Catholic Church the origin of which is very

closely connected with the tendency increasingly

prevalent throughout the Middle Ages to make pil-

grimages to the tombs of the apostles in Rome.
Toward the end of the thirteenth century this tend-

ency was stronger than ever, and the throng of

pilgrims was increased by the rumor that on the

first day of the new century a plenary indulgence

might be obtained, and throughout the remidnder
of that year one valid for a hundred years. It was
found impossible to trace the rumor to any authori-

tative source; but an aged peasant professed to

remember that his father had gone to Rome a hun-

dred years before to win a great indulgence, and
had admonished him to look, if he were alive, for

the recurrence of the opportunity a century later.

Finally, Feb. 22, 1300, by the bull Antiquorum habet

fidem, Boniface VIII. officially proclaimed a ple-

nary indulgence that might be gained from Christ-

mas throughout the next year, on condition of

visits paid during thirty days by Romans, fifteen

by strangers, to the basilicas of Saints Peter and
Paul. Such indulgences had never previously

been granted for more than seven years, and this

liberal extension caused immense crowds to throng

to Rome. If there had been no other cause for
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the maintenance of the institution, the large rev-

enues which flowed from it into not only the papal

coffers but the pockets of the townspeople would
have been a reason to await eagerly the time of its

recurrence. In 1342 the Romans sent a deputa-

tion to Clement VI. at Avignon to ask him to

shorten the interval to fifty years. The request

was supported by St. Bridget of Sweden and by
Petrarch, and in response to it the pope proclaimed

a similar indulgence for 1350. In spite of the

Black Death and the obstacles offered by the Hun-
dred Years' War, a greater multitude visited Rome
than on the first occasion. The pilgrimage was
rendered more desirable by the suspension for the

year of all the ordinary indulgences, and easier by
the permission given to all conditions of men to

make it without obtaining the leave of their imme-
diate superiors; while those who were lawfully

hindered from taking the journey might gain the

indulgence by proxy. An innovation to be later

of great importance was the granting of the indul-

gence to certain royalties without pilgrimage; the

same privilege was conceded to the Augustinians
assembled in chapter at Basel, and to the arch-

bishop of Brindisi for thirty persons, these latter

paying a simi equivalent to the cost of the visit to

Rome. Urban VI. in the bull Salvator nosier (Apr.

8, 1389) altered the period to thirty-three years, in

honor of the earthly life of Christ. The third jubi-

lee was thus held in 1300, and the fourth in 1423
imder Martin V., this time with diminished num-
bers and not without protests such as had been
heard at the councils of Pisa and Constance against

the impoverishment of the nations by the avarice

of the Curia. Nicholas V., returning to the older

period, proclaimed the fifth jubilee for 1450.

Through the bull IneffabUis (Apr. 19, 1470), hav-
ing regard to the shortness of human life, Paul II.

established the interval at twenty-five years. The
sixth jubilee under Sixtus IV. in 1475 was com-
paratively poorly attended. The seventh, imder
Alexander VI. (1500), was more important, and in

connection with it the ritual since in the main ob-

served for the opening and closing of the '' golden
door " in the vestibule of St. Peter's was settled.

The eighth, imder Clement VII. (1525), was only
notable for the sharp criticisms of Luther on the
" bull of indiction." The ninth, proclaimed by
Paul III. in 1549, shortly before his death, could not
be inaugurated until the coronation of his successor

Julius III., Feb. 22, 1550. The tenth, under Greg-
ory XIII. (1575), was rendered notable by the lav-

ish hospitality offered to the pilgrims by the Ro-
man sodalities, and by the fact that the influence

of the Reformation is seen in there being no men-
tion of money payments. The succeeding jubilees,

at regular intervals of twenty-five years from 1600
to 1775, present no special features. The troublous

situation did not allow one to be held in 1800, and
the nineteenth, proclaimed by Leo XII. in 1825,

found few participants from outside of Italy. After

a break of seventy-five years, the twentieth was
held with all the traditional ceremonies under Leo
XIII. in 1900. For the Year of Jubilee among the

Hebrews, see Sabbatical Year and Year of
Jubilee. (T. Kolde.)

BniLiooBAFHT: H. C. Lea, Hialorv cf Aunadar ConftuUm
and Indu!oeneu, vol. iii., Phil*delphiA, 1896; F. Beringer.

Die iiMoMe, ihr Weaen und Otbraueh, Paderbom. 1805;
Creighton. Papacy, i. 30. 103. 113. 166-167, u. 116, iv. 79.

V. S-9, yi 68-75; V. PrinaiTalli, OH anni aanH, Rome,
1809; A. de Waal, Da$ heUi4fe Jakr in Rom, Frankfort,

1899; J. C. Hed]ey. The Holy Year. London. 1900; H.
Thurvton. The Holy Year €f Jidfilee, ib. 1900.

JUBILEBSp BOOK OF: See P8Budepigrafha,
Old TEOTAiiBNT, IV., 33.

JUD, LEO: The most prominent associate of

Zwingli and after him of BuUinger; b. at Gemar
(30 m. S.W. of Strasbuig), Alsace, 1482; d. at Zurich

June 19, 1542. He received excellent humanistic

instruction at Schlettstadt, and in 1499 entered the
University of Basel where he first studied medicine.

Influenced by the lectures of Thomas Wyttenbach
on the Epistle to the Romans, he devoted himself

to theology, together with Zwingli, whose intimate

friend he became. In the second decade of the
sixteenth century he was preacher at St. Pilt in

Alsace. In 1518 he succeeded Zwingli in Einsiedeln,

where he worked for the Reformation in the spirit of

Zwingli. In 1523 he became pastor of St. Peter's

in Zurich. On the occasion of Zwingli 's first dis-

putation with the papists, Jud openly expressed his

determination to preach the pure Gospel, and in the

autunm of 1523 he married a mm. He assisted

Zwingli much as Melanchthon did Luther, support-

ing him in his struggle against the Anabaptists, in

the controversy on the Lord's Supper, and in his

literary labors by editing his expositions of Scrip-

ture and translating his published works into Ger-

man or Latin. On the death of Zwingli after the

battle of Cappel he stood temporarily at the head
of the Zurich Church, but the opposition party

turned against him as one of the chief instigators

of the war. Heinrich Bullinger, the successor of

Zwingli, was assisted by him in the same unselfish

and successful manner as was Zwingli.

Leo denuinded the mutual independence of

Church and State. The Church, he maintained,

should not be hindered in the execution of its pe-

culiar tasks, especially of discipline, to which, like

Calvin, he attached great value. At the same time
all compulsion in matters of faith should be abol-

ished. In the efforts for union of the Lutherans
and Reformed he defended Zwingli and Oecolam-
padius against Luther and warned the Strasburg

theologians of the ** new pope." He took a prom-
inent part in the discussions on the formulation of

the first Helvetic Confession, in Aarau and Basel,

and his German translation of the Latin original

was declared the authentic text. He laid the foun-

dation of the Zurich liturgy by his compilation of

a formula of baptism (1523) and other parts of the

church service. He possessed extraordinary gifts

as a translator and was the leading spirit in the

translation of the Zurich Bible, which, beginning

in 1538, he compared word by word with the orig-

inal text, being assisted by Michael Adam, a con-

verted Jew (see Bible Vebsionb, B, VII., § 5).

Besides this German translation of the Bible Leo
rendered great services by his famous and careful

Latin translation of the Old Testament which may
be considered the principal work of his life. He
published also a larger (1534) and a smaller cate-
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chism (1534) in Qennan and a Latin catechism

(1538). He translated the " Imitation of Christ/'

Augustine's De apiritu ei littera, and works of con-

temporaneous authors. (Emil E^Lif.)
Bibuoorapht: A Vita was written by hb Bon Johannes,

printed in IfueeOansa Tigurina, Zurieh, 1724; the later

tife is by C. Ptatalossi, Elbeifeld, 1860. Consult also:

KL, Ti. 1911-14; J. J. Meiger. (TsseftuAte der deuUtAen
U^)er§ettuno9n, pp. 07 sqq., Basel, 1876; 8. M. Jackson,
HuUrneh ZwinoU. New York. 1003.

JUDAH (Hebr. Yehudhah; LXX, laudaB,
** praise/' originally combined with the name of a
deity, later a very common name among the Jews)

:

Fourth son ofJacob and Leah, coming, however, to

occupy the place of the first-bom; also the leading

tribe of the Hebrews, tracing descent from him.

His character, in the combined narratives of J and
E, while not without its faults, is on the whole
noble, eneigetio and trustworthy, in spite of Gen.
xzxviii., which is regarded as Ephraimitic in

origin and consequently written with a bias. Later
writers incline to the view that the name is not
that of an individual but of a clan, and explain the

Hirah of zxxviii. 1 as also that of a clan, extend-

ing the same notion to the names Er, Onan, Shelah,

Phares, and Zarah. But the narratives suggest

rather the traits of an individual from whom the

tribe inherited its eneigy and faithful adherence
to law. Jacob's blessing (Gen. xlix. 8-12) trans-

fers the birthright of Reuben to Judah, passing

over Simeon and Levi, and describes the lion-

hearted tribe of the future in its land of wine and
milk. In Egypt the tribe became the laigest in

numbers, including three principal clans and two
lesser clans (Num. xxvi. 20-21; cf. I Chron. iv. 1),

while in Csleh (q.v.) there is seen a non-Israelitic

tribe which coalesced with Judah. The genealogy
in I Chron. ii. 3 sqq., is given with especial refer-

ence to the descent of David through Nahshon
(verse 10, cf. Num. i. 7). The two censuses in the

wandering give respectively 74,600 and 76,500 men
(Num. i. 27, xxvi. 22), and the arrangement of the

camp gives the primacy to Judah (Num. ii. 3),

which the energetic Caleb led (Num. xiii. 6). After

Joshua's death, the tribe took the leadership in the

conflict with the Canaanites (Judges i., cf. xx. 18),

though confining its operations to its own territory

and that of Simeon, in the south.

The tribal possessions, described in Josh. xv. 1-

12, were divided into four parts: the mountains of

Judah, the eastern declivity down to the Dead Sea,

the southern slope toward Edom, and the plain

toward the Mediterranean, which last, however, re-

mained in the hand of the Philistines (see Judea).

During the period of the Judges, the tribe took

little part in the conflicts of its northern neighbors

(Judges iii. 9, xii. 8, cf. x. 9, xv. 9 sqq.). It had
no share in the campaign against Sisera or in Gid-

eon's struggle with Midian; in the former case

because it was politically isolated from the Joseph

tribes, though not to the extent asserted by Stade.

Even in Saul's time it was not prominent in the

army (I Sam. xi. 8, xv. 4), but with the accession

of David its eminence began (II Sam. ii. 4). The
capture of Jerusalem gave it increased prestige

through its possession of a center of strength. Its

fidelity was constant, and even in the return the

greater number of the returning exiles belonged to
this tribe. Its greatest honor, however, consisted

in its giving to the world the Messiah who, as the
"lion of tl» tribe of Juda" (Rev. v. 5), overcame
the world and established an eternal kingdom.
For the history of the kingdom of Judah, see

Israel, History of. (C. von Orjblli.)

Biblioorafht: In addition to the literature given under
Arab; Isbael, Histort or; and Judea, consult: L. B.
Paton, Early Hiatory of Syria and PtUeBtine, New York.
1901: O. A. Barton. SemiHe Origina, pp. 271-286, ib. 1902;
DB, il 792-794; EB, u. 2617-2623; JE, vu. 326-330.

JUDAS, ja'dos: One of the twelve Apostles.

The name occurs in the New Testament only in

the lists of the Apostles, yet, including the matter
of the reading of the text, it raises several knotty
problems. This Judas is to be distinguished from
Judas Iscariot on the basis of John xiv. 22; and
from Jude (Judas, Juda), the brother of our Lord
(Matt. xiii. 55; Mark vi. 3), on the basis of Luke
vi. 16 and Acts i. 13 (" the brother [better, the ton]

of James "). The chief difficulty is raised by the
fact that in two of the lists of Apostles the name
of this Judas is omitted and apparently in its place

is found either " Lebbeus, whose surname was
Thaddeus " (Matt. x. 3 A. V., a conflate reading,

cf. R. v., which, following the leading textual crit-

ics, omits ** Lebbeus, whose surname was "), or

''Thaddeus" (Mark iii. 18). Accordingly most
scholars accept the identification of this Judas with
Lebbeus and Thaddeus, though some have sup-

posed that James had died and that his place was
taken by Lebbeus-Thaddeus. Of the career of

Judas nothing is known except that he asked the

question recorded in John xiv. 22. Yet a consid-

erable mass of legend grew up (cf. Acta Thaddaei;

see Apocrypha, B, II., 12) in connection with his

mission (as Thaddeus) to Abgar (q.v.), in which
confusion is apparent as to his relation to Jesus

or perhaps as to his identity. Eusebius {H%9t,

ecd.f I., xii., NPNF, 1 ser., i. 99) makes him one
of the Seventy (not of the Twelve), while Jerome
(on Matt. X. 4, MPL, xxvi. 61) calls him an apos-

tle. The later accounts professing to tell the story

of his life and work have no historical value.

Geo. W. Gilmore.

JUDAS: A chronographer mentioned by Eusebius
(Hi9t. ecd,, vi. 7, NPNF, 2 ser., i. 254). In this pas-

sage Eusebius speaks of a certain Judas, otherwise

unknown, who, in a tract on the '' Seventy Weeks
of Daniel," put forth some chronological reckon-

ings on the basis of Daniel's prophecies, coming
down to the tenth year of Septimius Severus (202),

and predicting the speedy return of the Lord.

Closer identification of the author is impossible.

G. KrOqer.
Biblxoorapbt: A. Schlatter, in TV, xii. 1 (1894); K. Erbee,

in TLZ, 1895, pp. 41&-418.

JUDAS OF GALILEE: The leader of a Jewish

insurrection against the Romans, mentioned in

Acts V. 37. According to Josephus {Ard,, XVIII.,

i 6; War, II., viii. 1; cf. Ani., XX., v. 2; War,
II., xvii. 8), when the taxing of the Jewish people

in the governorship of Quirinius (q.v.) under Augus-
tus aroused strong opposition, a certain Judas, bom
in Gamala but generally called " the Galilean,"
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with the help of a Pharisee named Zadok, oiigan-

iaed an insurrection which was baaed on religious

motives. The taxation emphasised the Iom of

Jewish independence under Roman rule and of

their theocntcy. The two sources (Gamaliel in

Acts, and Josephus) agree in viewing the insurreo-

tion from a religious standpoint, though differences

of another sort appear. Gamaliel reports the de>

struction of Judas and of his following, of which
Josephus says nothing. The latter connects the

outbreak with the fermenting sealotism manifested
later, in the outbreak under Gessius Florus, and
he is corroborated in this by the prominent part

taken by the sons of Judas in that outbreak. Of
this nothing is manifest in the speech of Gamaliel.

The chronological datum is the relation of the in-

surrection to the taxing, put by Zahn in 4-3 B.C.

(Neue kirehUche ZeiUchnft, iv. 1893, 633-^64, and
Exnleitufig in das Neue Tutamerd, ii., Leipsic, 1900,

395 sqq.). The differences in the two accounts
prove that the author of Acts was here independent
of Josephus and drew from other sources.

(K. Schmidt.)
Bibuoorafht: DB, U. TW^TM; EB, tt. 2628-30; JE,

rii. 870-871; SohOrer. GetehiehU, l 420-421. et pMnm,
Ent. trsad., L, ii 4. et pMnm.

JUDAS ISCARIOT, is-car'i-et: One of the twelve
disciples, and the betrayer of Jesus. The references

to Judas in the New Testament are: (1) Mention
in the list of the disciples, Matt. x. 4; Mark iii. 19;

Luke vi. 16. (2) Occasional allusions, John vi. 70,

71, xii. 4, xvii. 12. (3) History of the betrayal.

Matt. xxvi. 14-16, 21-25, 46-50; Mark xiv. 10, 11,

18-21, 42-46; Luke xxii. 3-6, 21-23, 47-48; John
xiii. 2-11, 18, 21-30, xviii. 2-9. (4) Account of his

death, Matt, xxvii. 3-10; Acts i. 16-25. Only John
writes the full name, '' Judas Iscariot the son of

Simon." The ordinary surname is Iscariot (Hebr.
hhkeriyyoih), " Man of [the village] Keriyyoth "

(Kerioth, Josh. xv. 25), a place in northern Judea,
the modem al-Karyatain, south of Hebron.
The synoptic tradition is limited to a few chief

details. It gives nothing from the earlier life of

Judas, but begins about the time when the author-
ities in Jerusalem had determined to kill Jesus,

and Judas engaged to betray him into their hands.
Matthew and Luke do not imply that the betrayal
was induced by anything more than the money
offered or that opposition to Jesus was Judas' mo-
tive; indeed Judas appears as the instrument of

higher powers—notice the words of Luke, " Satan
entered into Judas." The event was not unex-
pected to Jesus, since at the Last Supper he an-
noimced his coming betrayal by one of the twelve.

While to the twelve this event seemed at the time
most improbable, to Jesus it was not so and in-

deed was in keeping, in his view, with the divine

purpose as expressed in the Scriptures and was a
necessary means for the accomplislmient of the
divine plan. Consequently results followed not
without the assistance of Jesus himself. While
the leaders out of fear of a popular uprising would
have let the feast go by, immediately after the Last
Supper, at which Jesus had predicted the betrayal,

Judas appeared at the head of a force furnished by
the authorities. As Judas' question at the supper

had been answered with a categorical " yes," it

appeared that Judas was fearful that his purpose
was fully known to Jesus and might be thwarted;
the action of Judas was therefore hastened, while

Jesus went to the place where he would be ex-

pected to go (Luke: " as his custom was "). It

was then by the cooperation of Jesus that he was
delivered to his enemies. The mildness with which
Jesus received the betraying kiss suggests that the
method of betrayal proceeded not from shameless
effrontery, but from fear of an outbreak from Judas'
codisdples. Even here Judas appears not as a
consummate villain but as one who in consequence
of an unhappy frailty was constrained to accom-
plish a revolting deed.

Compared with the synoptic narrative, the Jo-

hannine report seems to have been intended to

supplement and add coloring; thus John does not
report how Judas came to put himself at the dis-

posal of the enemies of Jesus, but in the account of

the anointing of Jesus (x. 1 sqq.) remarks that

Judas was a thief. John (xiii. 27) and Luke (xxii.

3) both testify to the entrance of Satan into Judas,
but John (xiiL 2) teaches that the way had been
prepared though the height of evil conception had
not been reached till the supper, that Judas was
already predisposed to evil before the actual re-

ception of the Satanic influence. John notes also

that when, at the betrayal, Jesus met the force sent

against him, Judas stood with that force and was
affected as they were at the words of Jesus. John
brings out into strong relief the thought that Jesus
foreknew the treachery of Judas, that indeed in

the choice of Judas as a disciple the fulfilment of

Scripture by this means had been in mind, that the
loss of this one from those whom the Father had
given Jesus was also a matter of fulfilment of proph-
ecy (xvii. 12), and that all this was but the carry-
ing out of the will of Qod. Similarly John empha-
sises the self-surrender of Jesus in his cooperation
with the plans of Judas.

The Gospel of Matthew in its interest in Mes-
sianic prediction carries the history of Judas fur-

ther, but fully in accord with the supposition that
Judas was not animated with hostility to Jesus,

so that he attempted to return the price of the be-

trayal, and when it was not received, threw it on
the ground and went away and hanged himself.

This relation is to be brought into connection with
the narrative in II Sam. xvii. and with another
Old-Testament passage regarded as Messianic. A
variant account of the end of Judas is given in

Acts i. 18-19, which furnishes one of the problems
of New-Testament criticism to be solved by re-

calling that the central point in the speech of Peter
was that a vacancy had occurred in the apostolic

college which was to be filled. The essential dif-

ference in the two accounts is that in one case the
purchase of the field is attributed to Judas, in the
other case to the authorities. The narration by
Papias of the story of the end of Judas (cf. Zahn
in TSK, 1866, pp. 680-689) had as its purpose the
reconciliation of the two accounts.

(K. Schmidt.)

Biblioorapht: Exoellent critical diacusatons are found in

DB, iL 7M sqq.; SB, ii. 2623-2628. The older literature
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b given in O. B. Winer, BibH^ekM lUalwOrterbu^ t 63fi.

Laipae, 1M7«48. GonBult further: Abraham a Senoto
Cbrm. Jvda$ der Bntekdm, in hie Werke, Pmmu, 183^
1837; Z^adt, Comm^tUatio d€Judapndilor^ Lfipnc, 1799;

E. DMib. Jyda$ lackariot, Heidelbers, 1816-18; JS, viL

371; end the litemture on the life end paMion of Jevua
and eommentariee on the Qoepeb and Acts.

JUDAS MACCABEUS. See Hasiionsams.

JUDBy EPISTLE OF: One of the seven Gen-
eral Epistles. The title ascribes it to Jude the

brother of James, and nowhere does the epistle

claim to be by an apostle; on the contrary, verse

17 gives the impression that the author was not of

the Twelve. The James who is mentioned can

hardly be any other than James the brother of the

Lord, one of the three pillars of the Jewish-Chris*

tian Church, while the Jude must be the Judas
(Juda) of Matt. xiii. 55; Mark vi. 3, a son of Mary
and therefore not an apostle. It is noticeable that

neither Jude nor his brother James in their epistles

claims other than a spiritual relationship to Christ

(" servant of Jesus Christ "—and in a subordinate

sense solely the mark of a becoming modesty).

Between the epistles of James and of Jude there are

many points of contact. The titles are so similar

that the first verse of Jude seems a reminiscence

of Jas. i. 1; both lack personal greetings and neither

is directed to a local conununity, but rather each
is meant for a wide circle of the Church and has

the character of an encyclical, though of the two
the epistle of Jude seems to have the larger scope,

not being directed to " the twelve tribes " (Jas.

i. 1). With this laige circle of readers (" them that

are sanctified by God the Father, and preserved

in Jesus Christ ") everything in the epistle agrees.

The matters discussed are those in which the whole

Church has interest; while the occasion might be

local, the theme is general—salvation (verse 3).

The epistle, like that of James, is directed against

a form of worldliness which might arise either from
Jewish or heathen surroundings, and may have in

mind a developed form of antinomianism. Jude
has also in mind actual moral depravity against

which he gives warning. The persons addressed

live in carnal impurity, perhaps in unnatural sin,

are sensual, behave unseemly at the love feasts,

and are guided by their own lusts (verses 8, 10, 12,

16). While these are practical irregularities of life,

false teaching is in view, and the hearers are ex-

horted to hoki the faith (verses 3-4), against those

who turn grace into lasdviousness and deny God
and Jesus Christ. The evils are also of a specula-

tive nature (''dreamers," verse 8), out of which
ethical evils arise. The teaching here guarded
against is neither the Gnosticism of the second cen-

tury nor Ckrpocratianism, though a sort of dual-

ism is evidently put forward (verse 19), but evi-

dently of the same sort as that in Paul's mind in

the distinction between spiritual and carnal ex-

pressed in I 0>r. ii. 14-15. It is to be noted that

the errors against which the writer speaks appear
in the communities; they do not constitute a sep-

arate mavement. They may be regarded as the

incipient stages of what beoune types of Gnosti-

cism. The reports of Hegesippus of error which
arose in the Christian communities of Palestine,

the heresy of the Epistle to the Colossians, of the

pastoral letters, and the teaching of Cerinthus,

having a tinge of libertinism with its spiritualistio-

dualistic Jewish Christianity, all suggest a relation-

ship with the errant teaching against which Jude
speaks. While, then, error of a Jewish origin is

suggested, there is also a reminder of a chancter-
istically heathen form of sin as shown in the Cor-

inthian libertinism denounced by Paul. And, once
more, the error of the Nicolaitans (q.v.) is recalled

by the deeds of the people against whom Jude gives

warning. Such numifestations were a danger to

the whole Church, and the epistle directs itself to

this peril.

After the greeting (1-2) and the preface (3-4),

follows the aigument, which condenms teachers of

error (5-19); three examples of gross sin are cited

from history and the punishment recalled (5-7),

the similarity of these historic cases with the pres-

ent error is asserted (8), an example of moderation
is given (9), and with it a description of the errant

course (10-13); punishment was predicted as long

ago as Enoch's period and later by the Apostles

(14-19). An exhortation follows and then a mag-
nificent doxology (20-25). For the date of the epis-

tle the employment of the Assumption of Moses
(44 A.D.) and acquaintance with the Epistle to

the Romans (cf. 24-25 with Rom. zvi. 25-27) set

the higher limit. The tenmmu ad quern is not so

easily fixed, but the time just prior to Domitian
is the latest date to which it can be postponed,

since according to Hegesippus Jude was not alive

during Domitian's reign (Eusebius, Hist, eed., III.,

XX.). This ssmimfw the genuineness of the letter,

which is not strongly attested. The Muratorian
Canon names the epistle, but not as written by
Jude; Origen knows that it has been questioned;

the early Peschito did not receive it and Eusebius
reckons it among the AntHegomena; Jerome notes

that it was rejected by most on account of its

citation of apocrjrphal books. Yet it is diffi-

cult to account for an ungenuine letter being

put forth in the name of a man whose repute

was so small as that of Jude, the brother of

our Lord, and it is noteworthy that the writer

makes no pretension o^ being an apostle.

(F. StxnrBBT.)
BiBuooaAPHT: Pbadbly the beat eommentariea are by

J. B. Mnyor (with II Futer), London. 1907; and H. von
Soden, GOttingen, 1809. Otbars are by: W. Jenkyn
(1619-65). ed. J. Sbennan, London. 1839; R. Stier. Ber-
lin. 1850: M. F. Rampf. BuUbaob. 1854; F. Gardiner,

Boeton. 1856; J. T. Demareet (on the OathoUo Epistlee).

New York. 1879; E. H. Plumptre (on Pster and Jude).

in Cambridg* BihU, Cambridge, 1879; K. F. KeU (Futer

and Jude). Leiptio. 1883; P. Spitte (on Ftoter and Jude).

Halle, 1885: A. P. Manoury (on the Gbthotte Epictlee).

Bar-le-Due. 1888; A. Plummer. in BxpoHior'9 BibU, Lon-
don. 1891; C. Bigg (on Peter and Jude). Edinburgh. 1901.

Queetiona of introduction are treated in the work* on
Biblical Introduction (q.r.) and on N. T. theok)gy (e.g..

W. BeyecUag. Edinburgh. 1896). Consult further: F.

Maier. Dtr Judaabrirf, Mint BchtktU, Akfa»»ungta§U und
Ltmr, Freibuig, 1906; E. Amnud. Rtehtrcktt eriHgym
mw Ptpttrt de JwU, Btraebuig. 1851; P. J. Otoag. Inirth

dueH4m le Oe CoAoUe BpitUM, Edinbuigh. 1887; A. C.

McGiffert. HiaL of CJMaliaiiay <fi CM Xjioifolic its*, pp.
585-588. New York. 1807; Hamaek. LJItaroliir. U. 1. pp.
465-469; DB. II 799-806 (minute and aearehlng); BB,
11.2680-82.
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JUDEAy ju-di'o.

I The Name and the Territory.

History (| 1).

Boundariet of Judea Proper (| 2).

II. Detailed Description.
1. The Territory of Judah.

Limits, Population and Divisions

(ID.
The Shephelah (f 2).

The Hill Country (| 3).

Hebron (| 4).

Mamra (| 6).

Other Cities of Josh. zr. (| 6).

Plaoss Named in Later Records (| 7).

2. The Territory of Benjamin.
General Description; Jericho (f 1).

The First Group of Benjamite Citise (|2).

The Seeond Group (| 3).

Other Places of Note (| 4).

3. The Judean Territory of Dan.
4. The Judean Territory of Eph-

raim.

5. Cities on the Western Plain.

0. The Eleven Toparchies of Judea
Acoordinc to Josephus.

L The Name and the Territory: Judea is the

term applied from about 300 B.C. by Greeks and
Romans to the land inhabited by the Jews. The
limits of the country are to be gathered from pas-

sages in Nehemiah (iii. and vii.) and in I and
II Maccabees. These reports, while not entirely

accordant, yet supplement each other, and start

from the point of view either of governmental rule,

of tribal possession, or of relationship to the relig-

ious community. The boundaries are

z. History, fairly well indicated in Neh. iii.; on
the south Bethzur marked the border,

in the north Bethhoron, and on the west Emmaus,
and these are approximately the limits implied in

the Books of Maccabees (cf. the list of fortresses
" in Judea " in I Mace. ix. 50 sqq.). Under the Per-

sians, as under the Greeks, this region shared the

fate of southern Syria. After the death of Alexander
the Great it fell into the hand of the Ptolemies (q.v.),

who held control of it almost continuously till 198

B.C. It was a part of the province of " Celesyria "

(I Mace. X. 69) or of " Celesyria and Phenioe "

(II Mace. iii. 5). The inhabitants, on account of

their religion, were granted many privileges imtil

the time of Antiochus Epiphanes, but the payment
of tribute was enforced, if necessary, by the pres-

ence of garrisons, a situation which the Maccabean
revolution brought to an end (I Mace. x. 25-45).

The Greek name for this territory, loudaia^ as well

as the adjective loudaioSf is not to be derived from
the Hebrew Yehudhi but from the Aramaic Ye-
hudhay (Ezra iv. 12; Dan. iii. 8). The earliest sure

traces of the use of this name are found at the end
of the fourth century B.C., contemporaneously with
the beginning of Greek control of the Orient. In
I Maccabees the usage is divided between the nor-

mal Greek form and a Hebraizing form louda,

with a preference for the latter. As a result of the

Hasmonean uprising (see Habmoneans) the territory

was enlarged and the name had both a narrow and a
wider content. The extension of territory was be-

gun by Jonathan, when in 147 B.C. Alexander
Balas gave to him the city of Ekron with its sur-

rounding territory. In 145 B.C. Demetrius II.

added three districts in the north and west which
had belonged to Samaria (I Mace. xi. 28, 34, 57),

named ** Apherema, Lydda, and Ramathem " after

the names of their chief cities. Apherema is prob-

ably the Ephraeim or Efraea of the Onomaaticon
(ccliv. 118, cdvii. 121), about twenty Roman miles

north of Jerusalem; Lydda corresponds to the Lod
of the Old Testament (Ezra ii. 33) ; and Ramathem
was about nine miles northeast of Lydda and six

West of Thamna. The probable reason for this

grant was that the population was largely Jewish.

Boon after, Bethzur was taken away from the Sel-

eucidffi (I Mace. xi. 66), and in 142 B.C. Joppa was

taken and then Judaized (I Mace. xii. 33), and the

same happened to Gezer (I Mace. xiii. 43 sqq.).

John Hyrcanus took Medaba and Samega across

the Jordan, also Samaria and Scythopolis, and in

the south the territory of the Idumeans. Aristo-

bulus conquered from the Itureans a part of their

territory. Alexander Jannseus annexed consider-

able territory across the Jordan and Raphia, An-
thedon, and Gaza on the Mediterranean. In 63
B.C. Pompey restricted Judea to strictly Jewish
territory. Herod came into possession of Samaria,
Batanea, Auranitis, Trachonitis, and the region of

the Jordan sources. During the first century of

the Christian era the changes in apportionment of

the territory were numerous. In the second cen-

tury Judea came to be called Syria PaletHna, and
after the fourth century simply PalesHna. Jose-

phus distinguishes Judea from Samaria, makes Ju-

dea stand for the region under Hyrcanus or Herod,
or for the district ruled by procurators after 6 a.d.,

or for the region granted to Vespasian. When he
extends the use of the word, he uses the phrase
" all Judea," equivalent to the " Canaan '' of the

Old Testament.

Judea as treated in this article is the smaller re-

gion as distinguished from Samaria, Galilee, and
Perea, defined partly in Josephus and in the Tal-

mud. Josephus (Ant. XIV., iii. 4) makes Korese,

the modem Karawa, the most northern city, and in-

cludes the regions of Thamna, Gophna,
2. Boun- and Akrabattine (that is, the Akrab-

daries of bein of the Onomasticon ccxiv.), while

Judea Josephus draws the line of the northern

Proper, boundary through Anuath BorkaioSy

possibly the 'Othnay of the Talmud.
The Talmud also locates Antipatris as a boundary
city, possibly the modem Kalat Ras al-Ain north-

west of Jaffa and north of Lydda. Whether Judea
at the beginning of the Christian era included a
part of the coast is doubtful. Joppa had been in

the possession of the Jews and Jamnia had a large

Jewish population, but the way in which Josephus
mentions these places (TTar, III., iii. 5) implies that

they were not regarded as strictly Judean. The
fact that the seat of Roman government was at

Csesarea does not involve that any portion of the

seacoast was properly within the territory of Ju-

dea. The western boundary was not stable, vary-

ing in different periods. Only at times was any
part of the Philistine territory under the Jews, as

when Gaza or Ekron or Ashdod was under Jona-

than or Herod. On the south, Judea was boimded
by the toparchies of Idumea and Engedi, but the

exact limits fluctuated. The eastem boundary
was the Dead Sea and the Jordan.

n. Detailed Deacriptton.—1. The Territory of
Judah: According to the Old Testament this re-
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gi(Ki was inhabited by the tribes of Judah, Benjamin,
Dan, and a part of Ephraim. In spite of the exact

details given in Josh. xv. 1-12, the limits assigned

to the tribe of Judah can not be determined for

lack of identification of many places named in the

passage. It is probable also that the boundary
there given was not one which re-

1. lamita, mained constant as separating the

Snd***"'^"*^' and the limits assigned to the

Biviflioiui. tribe and those of the kingdom of

Judah may not be taken as equiva-

lents. Still further, it must be remembered that in

Joshua the limits are rather ideal than actual, as

when the Mediterranean ib given as the western

boundary, a condition which was realized only in

small part and not till the time of Alexander Jan-
nsus and of Herod the Great, though the Philis-

tines were at times tributary. The northeast comer,
according to the passage, was where the Jordan
enters the Dead Sea, and the boundary passed by
Beth-hoglah (Kasr Hajla) to Adummim (Talat al-

Damm), then by En-rogel through the Hinnom
valley on the west down to Kirjath-jearim, and
thence westward to the seacoast. In this Old-
Testament territory of Judah dwelt others than the

members of the tribe, the chief city of which was
Bethlehem. The three great families of the tribe,

Sbelah, Perez, and Zerah (Gen. xlvi. 12) are in part

connected with the Canaanitic Shua and partly

w^ith Tamar (Gen. xxxviii.), which is perhaps
identical with the city (or region) of Tamar
on the border of the Negeb, inhabited by
Kenizzite or Jerahmeelite affiliations

—
^the stock

which furnished new life to the waning tribe

of Judah. A part of the Danites which re-

mained in the south became incorporated into

the tribe of Judah (Josh. xv. 33, xix. 41).

Farther south dwelt the numerous families of the

Caiebites and Kenizzites in the region of Hebron,
and still to the south the Kenites and Jerahmeelites.

While the Caiebites appear in early times to have
been a dominant family, this dominance was lost

under David and the whole territory received its

name from the principal element of the population

at that time, though stiU later the Caiebites came
to the front again, until in the Exile the inroads of

the Edomites pressed them northward and com-
pelled them to seek homes in the neighborhood of

the depopulated Jerusalem, where they became
fully identified with the Judaic element. From
the Edomitic intruders into the southern region

that part received the new name of Idumea, and
in Maccabean times Bethzur was on the boundary
between the two regions.

The passage in Joshua divides the whole region

into four parts: the Negeb (q.v.), the Shephelah,

the hill country, and the desert (see Palestine).

According to the original text of Josh, xv., the

Shephelah had three groups of cities, according to

the extended text, four groups, and a distinction is

made between towns (protected by a wall), forty-

^ _^ four in number, and villages. The

SlM^lieUh. ^"^ group (Josh. xv. 33-36) includes
'
fifteen towns, of which the following

are known: Eshtaol, identified by Gu^rin with

Ashu'a on the basis of its earlier name Aahtu'al;

Zorah, possibly the Zarha of the Amama Tablets;

Zanof^, the modem Zanu'a; Adullam, identified

by Clermont-Ganneau with Khirbat 'Id al-Miya;

Socoh is Shuwaika, on the south bank of the Wadi
al-Sant. The second group, of sixteen towns, is

located to the west and southwest of the first,

toward Gaza (verses 37-41). Mizpeh is placed at

the foot of the hills near the Wadi al-Sant, west-

ward from Shuwaika. Lachish is identified with
Tell el-Hesy, recently excavated, mentioned in the

Amama Tablets as an important Canaanitic cen-

ter, and appearing in the Assyrian records and in

the Books of Kings. Eglon is the modem Ajlan,

and Lahmas or Lahmam is the modem Lahm. The
third group (verses 42-44) of nine (Septuagint, ten)

cities includes Libnah (known to Eusebius as Lobna
in the neighborhood of Eleutheropolis); Keilah,

located by the Onomasticon seven Roman miles east

of Eleutheropolis on the Wadi al-Sur (but this is

in the highland, not in the Shephelah); Achzib,

placed by the same authority near Eleutheropolis

and possibly the modem Ain el-Kazba; and Maiv
esha, located two Roman miles from Eleutheropolis,

possibly at Merash. On the fourth group, includ-

ing Ekron, Ashdod, and Gaza, see Philistines.

The towns of the hill country of Judah are in the

Hebrew text (verses 48-60) divided into five groups,

to which the Septuagint adds a sixth. The first

group of eleven cities lay south from Hebron, south-

east of Jibrin. Shamir is placed by Gu^rin at

Somara southwest of Hebron. The

Trm
^ Ononuutican locates Jattir twenty Ro-

Ooantry. ™^" miles from Eleutheropolis, the

modem Attir; Socoh is Shuwaika
north of Attir; Debir (Kirjath-sannah or Kirjath-

sepher) was a royal Canaanitic city of some import-

ance, possibly the modern al-Dahariya; Anab is

the present Anab, about three miles southwest of

Debir; Eshtemoah may be al-Samua east of Shu-
waika; Anim is put by the Onomastican nine Roman
miles south of Hebron. The second group of nine

cities lay north of the first group and includes

Hebron (verses 52-54). Arab appears in the Septu-
agint as Airem, but its location is doubtful; Du-
mah is represented by the modem al-Doma north
of al-Dahariya, and is placed by Eusebius and
Jerome seventeen Roman miles from Eleutherop-

olis; Beth-tappuah is the elevated village Taffuh,

six miles west of Hebron in a wine-growing country.

It was in early times a fortress and was fortified in

the Maccabean war (I Mace. ix. 50). The Orwrnaa-

ticon makes it a boimdary city between Palestine

and Egypt.
Hebron was regarded as of considerable antiq-

uity, built seven years earlier than 2k>an (Tanis) in

Egypt (Num. xiii. 22), and with this corresponds

the notable part Hebron takes in the narratives

. _ . concerning the patriarchs. It appears
• • ^^' as a city of the Anakites, who were of

the race of the giants (Num. xiii. 33), and its old

name was Kirjath-arba, " fourfold city," explained

in Jewish legend as the place of settlement of Abra-

ham, Isaac, Jacob, and Adam or Caleb. P in sev-

eral passages locates the Hittites there. The Idu-

mean inhabitants of the time of Josephus sakl that

the city was older than Memphis in £^;ypt. The
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ooncuirenoe of tradition makes it poesible that

Hebron was the oldest of the southern cities of

Judah. Its situation in a defensible location and
in a comparatively fruitful r^on makes the tra-

dition of its age still more probable, and to this is

added that its site was on the principal roads which
traverse the r^on, making it a center of commerce
also. Hommel would connect the name Hebron
with the Jjiabiri of the Amama Tablets (q.v.) as

originally J^abiran, i.e., town of the Habiri. Ac-
cording to Josh. X. 36 it was conquered by Joshua
when at the head of all the people after the cam-
paign against the five kings, but Judges i. 10

ascribes its conquest to the tribe of Judah alone.

It was the home of the Calebites, and the narrative

in Josh. XV. 13-19 attributes to Joshua the gift of

the r^(Ki to them. The later history of Hebron
is little known. It became the home of David and
his company, where he was sought by the Judah-
ites, and was his capital until the capture of Jeru-

salem, after which it lost its importance. The
rebellion of Absalom began there, Rehoboam forti-

fied it, in the time of the exUe the Edomites re-

duced it and held possession of it till Judas liacca-

beus took it in 164 B.C. The priest code made it

one of the cities of refuge and the Chronicler re-

gards it as Jewish at the time of Zerubbabel. The
place on the site now identified as that of Hebron
is called al-Halil or Halil al-Rahman, ** Friend of

the Mereiful," in memory of Abraham, whose tomb
is still pointed out in the neighborhood. Accord-

ing to Qen. xxiii. 9 sqq., the tomb was in a cave

in Machpelah " before Mamre," and Mamre is iden-

tified with Hebron in Gen. xxiii. 19; consequently

the cave was to the east of the city. But this does

not correspond with the present situation, since

the greater part of the city is to the east of the

tomb. But there are clear evidences that a hill

to the west of the present city was in early times

thickly populated, and that would correspond with
the old Mamre. The tomb is said to have received

the bodies of Sarah, Abraham, Isaac, Rebecca, Leah
and Jacob. Josephus speaks of a monument of the

Abrahamic family in Hebron, of marble and beau-

tifully worked, while the tomb was hewn out of

the rock—a description which agrees well with the

Genesis account of the cave. The Pilgrim of Bor-
deaux (c. 333 A.D.) mentions a monument there,

Antoninus Martyr (570 a.d.) notes a basilica with

a court in the middle, which in the seventh century

passed into the possession of the Mohammedans,
the haram of the present dty, the lower walls of

which are old and built of large stones. The en-

trance is on the east, and between the inner and
outer walls are two octagonal chapels in which
stand the cenotaphs of Abraham and Sarah. The
mosque itself measures some ninety feet by sixty-

eight, and is divided into three aisles with nine

vaults, the middle one containing the monument
of Isaac and Rebecca. The cave in which were the

graves of the patriarchs is asserted to be under the

mosque, and it is regarded as double in form and
has two entrances. The northern part of the

haram area contains a number of modem grave
monuments, and one of them contains the ceno-

taph of Jacob and Leah. What is called the tomb

of Joseph is in an addition built against the endi^

ding wall at some time later thui the crusades.

The description of the interior is gathered from the

observations of notables to whom the privilege of

entrance has in recent years been granted through
the special favor of the sultan, since admission to
" unbelievers " is refused by the fanatical Moslems
of Hebron. This favor was granted to the Prince

of Wales (1862), the Marquis of Bute (1866), the

Crown Prince of Prussia (1869), and Prince Albert

Victor and Prince George of Wakss (1882). The
report based on examination next preceding that

of these later observations was made by monks of

the Latin Chureh in 1119 a.d., and stated that there

were chambers under the mosque. The oldest part

of the entire structure is the splendid endreling

wall, and De Vogtl^ remarks upon the resemblance

of the stones which compose it to those of the south
wall of the haram in Jerusalem, rightly attributed

to Herod the Great; the Pilgrim of Bordeaux knew
such a wall, though Josephus says nothing about
it. Some of the capitals of the colimms have a
Byzantine character and the inclusion of old parts

in what is evidently more modem agrees with the

statement of Samuel bar Simson (c. 1210 a.d.) to

the effect that the sanctuary at Hebron was built

600 3rear8 before his time. The present Hebron,
divided into seven quarters, has a population of

some 19,000, of whom 1,500 are Jews having three

synagogues, and the rest Moslems who display a
specially fanatical spirit against all foreigners. The
immediate region is fruitful, and some industries

and considerable commerce are conducted there.

In connection with the Mamre of Abraham are

mentioned oaks or terebinths where the patriarch

built an altar (Gen. xiii. 18); if Mamre is a location

opposite the tombs of the patriarchs (Gen. xxiii. 19,

XXXV. 27), there is a connection with a holy place.

Gen. xiv. 13 speaks of Mamre as a man, an Amorite

B Maibm *°** brother of Eshool and Aner. Esh-
' col is mentioned as a place (Num. xiii.

23 and elsewhere), possibly the modem Iskahal six

miles northwest of Hebron. This representation

in Gen. xiv. is now regarded as that of a later and
special source, and is taken as less reliable than
those which make these names apply to places and
not individuals, especially as Aner is identified with

the hill Na'ir in West Hebron and Mamre with

Nimra in the northem part of the dty. Yet it

must be said that these identifications are uncer-

tain and do not fit the data of the Old Testament.

The Septuagint of Gen. xiii. 18 uses the singular

in speaking of the oak, and this agrees with Jose-

phus, Ant, I., X. 4, though the latter suggests the

weaving of a myth about the place, and in Josephus,

War, IV., ix. 7, mention b made of a large tere-

binth as old as the world situated six stadia from
Hebron. Echoes of this sacred tree with its sanc-

tuary come from the times of Hadrian and of Con-
stantine; possibly the tree was destroyed under
the latter emperor, as Jerome says that it was in

existence while he was still a youth. A place which
corresponds weU is mentioned in itineraries, and
this agrees with the present Ramat al-Halil (" Ra-
mah of Abraham ") two miles north of Hebron
east of the road to Jerusalem, where ruins suggest
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an old aanetuary. Farther to the east are the re-

mains of a laige church, possibly those of the basil-

ica built by Constantine. Traces of recollection of

the tree in this locality were found as late as 1856.

Since the thirteenth centuiy there have been traces

of a tradition of an Abraham's oak to the south,

on a site possessed by the Russians. The diffeiv

ences in the traditions and locations assigned

may be due to the fact that a grove or groves

existed in the earlier times, which dwindled to a
single tree perhaps as early as the time of the

Septuagint.

The third group of cities of the hill country in-

cludes ten cities (Septuagint, nine), located east of

the second and north of the first group. Maon, the

modem Ifa'in, appears as the home of the Calebite

Nabal (I Sam. xxv. 2), and on the site

mfStt^S *"* remains of walls, caves, and cis-

^SI!a^. *«™- Tl» "wilderness of Maon"
(I Sam. zxiii. 24) was probably the

r^on to the southeast. Garmel, a possession of

Nabal, is the modem al-Karmal, about seven miles

south of Hebron. Ziph (I Chron. ii. 42; I Sam.
xxiii. 19) corresponds with the present Tell Zif

southeast of Hebron, while Josh. xv. 24 refers to an-

other place in the Negeb. Juttah (Josh. xzi. 16)

retains its name and lies south of Hebron, a large

village whose inhabitants possess great herds of

sheep. Jesreel is treated in a special article. Of
the Qibea of this region no traces remain, though
the Ofiomaaiieon names it. The fourth group (Josh.

XV. fiS-^) includes six cities situated north of Heb-
ron. Halhul retains its old name, an important

village five and a half miles distant from Hebron.

Bet^iur is regarded (I C^ron. ii. 45) as Calebite,

and in Neh. iii. 16 as a double district It was an
important fortress in the Maocabean wars, lying a
little west of the road to Jerusalem, near a good
spring where ruins attest the situation. Qedor, the

inodem Jedur, north of Beth-sur, is mentioned in

I Chron. xii. 7 and after the exile was inhabited by
Galebites. Betb-anoth (probably meaning ** sanc-

tuary of the goddess Anath ") is possibly the mod-
em Bat Ainun, southeast of Haihul, where ruins

still exist. The other places are unidentified. The
fifth group is known only through the text of the

Septuagint, and includes eleven places of which

eight can be placed. Tekoa appean in Amos i. 1;

II Sam. xiv. 2 sqq., xxiii. 26, and was often men-
tioned in the regal and post^^xilic periods. The
present Tekua, nearly ten miles south of Jerusa-

lem, contains ruins of a Christian church and da-

teras and tombs. Ephrathah is in the Greek text

equated with Bethlehem (cf. Gen. xxxv. 19), though
there is doubt whether Ephrathah was not the name
of a district. Veor, in the neighborhood of Bethle-

hem, corresponds with the present Faghur. Etam
appears in I Chron. iv. 3 and II Chron. xi. 6, and
corresponds with the modem 'Ain Atan. Kulon
may be the present Kaluniyeh, northwest of Jerusa-

lem, on the road to Jaffa. Sores may be the present

Saris, west of Jerusalem, south of the same road.

Karem is poHibly 'Ain Karim, four and a half miles

west of Jerusalem. Bether is regarded as the true

name for the Gibeon of Neh. vii. 26, the modem
Bittir, six miles southwest of Jerusalem. The sixth

group (Josh. XV. 60) includes only two cities, Kir-

jath-baal (Kirjath-jearim) and Rabbah, clearly west
of Jerusalem. The name of the first varies in dif-

erent passages. It was one of the cities of the
Gibeonites, the ark remained there a long time, it

was the home of the prophet Uriah, and after the

exile was reckoned among the possessions of the Jew-
ish community. While its direction from various

places is in different passages given with apparent
exactness upon the boundary between Judah and
Benjamin, and according to the Onomaaticon some
nine or ten Roman miles from Jerusalem along the

old road to Diospolis (Lydda), the exact location is

still disputed. The . last portion of the Judaic ter-

ritory (Josh. XV. 61-62) takes in "the wilderness,''

i.e., the eastern slope of the hills toward the Dead
Sea. The Hebrew text mentions six cities, the Sep-
tuagint seven with very different names. Two of

them are identified. The City of Salt lay probably
in the Valley of Salt (II Sam. viii. 13), thei^fore to

the south corresponding to Tell al-Milh, about fif-

teen miles east of Beersheba. En-gedi lay on the

Dead Sea (Ezek. xlvii. 10), and, according to the

Onoffuuticon, was a large village. The name cor-

responds with that of the present Ain Jidi on a
terrace above the sea, near which are the remains

of an old wall. It is identified with Hasaxon-tamar
in II Chron. xx. 2, and was one of the places of

refuge of David (I Sam. xxiv. 1).

This list of places belonging to Judah includes

ninety-four " cities," apart from those in the Ne-

geb, but can not be supposed to be exhaustive.

Thus the Adoraim of II Chron. xi. 9 does not ap-

pear, though it receives frequent mention in the

later records. It is the modem Dura,

2-' ^^•P?* about six miles southwest of Hebron.

rlti-
Another is the Coseba of I Chron. iv.

Peoords- ^' ^^^ ^ ^^ history other cities

appear, like the Herodia of Herod the

Great, sixty stadia south of Jerusalem, with its

splendid buildings and its Herodium or tower. Im-
mediately above the coast of the Dead Sea and not

quite ten miles south of En-gedi was the fortress

liasada, of great importance in Herodian times and
in the first century, the site of which is placed at

al-Sabba, the ruins of which indicate partly He-
rodian origins and partly Roman. The northem
part of the wildemess of Judea was from the fourth

till the seventh century inhabited by thousands of

recluses and monks, but to-day has only the single

monastery of Mar Saba (founded by Sabas c. 478

A.D.), where are some fifty Greek monks. The
names of fifty or sixty establishments for recluses

or ascetics have been preserved which were located

between the Dead Sea and the watershed to the

west. On the west slope of the hill country the city

of Eleutheropolis, very often mentioned in the Ono-

moBtieon, becomes known under its earlier name of

Bethgubrin, known still as Bet-Jibrin. This city

became somewhat celebrated under Christian rule,

and the names of many of its bishops are on rec-

ord. Its position was at the crossing of several

roads between Gasa and Jerusalem, west of Heb-

ron, near the ancient Marasha. After the Arabian

conquest it lost its significance, though it is men-
tioned several times afterward.
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S. The T«rrltoiy of Bwijainlii : The part of

Judea which belonged to the tribe of Benjamin is

described in Joeh. xviii. 11 sqq. Its southern

boundary coincided with the northerp boundary of

Judah from the Jordan in the east to Kirjath-

jearim in the west, its western boundary ran from

Am Kirjath-jearim to Beth-horon, its

TimlnTi
northern boundary from Beth-horon

^JJ"**" to the Jordan by Bethel and Jericho,

Jarioho. ^^^ the Jordan limited it on the east,

thus including a territory not quite

twelve miles by thirty-one. The region about

Jericho was very fruitful, the eastern slope unpro-

ductive, the upland poor in water and infertile ex-

cept the strip between Bethel and Beth-horon.

From the west and the north the country is not

easily reached, and naturally its population was
regarded as warlike and inclined to brigandage

(Gen. xlix. 27). The account in Josh, xviii. em-
ploys earlier sources, but, when considered his-

torically, raises many difficulties, especially in con-

nection with political relations. The boundary
between the two kingdoms fluctuated with the for-

tunes of the kingdoms themselves; probably the

picture in Joshua registers the conditions after

the time when the northern kingdom fell. Jerusa-

lem seems to have been connected with the terri-

tory of Benjamin, not that of Judah. The cities

as described in the Joshua passage fall into two
groups, one to the east of twelve cities (verses 21-

24) and one to the west of fourteen (verses 25-28).

The chief city of the first group is Jericho, called

also in some passages " the city of palm-trees "

(Deut. xxxiv. 3). The book of Joshua tells of the

miraculous capture of the city and of its complete

destruction by Joshua, as well as of his impreca-

tion upon the man that should rebuild it. This

last item does not agree with statements in Judges

iii. 13; II Sam. x. 5; but I Kings xvi. 34 tells of

its rebuilding and the realization of the curse by
Hiel. A company of prophets made it their home
in the time of Elijah and EUsha. It was inhabited

after the return (Neh. iii. 2), Bacchides fortified it

against Jonathan (I Mace. ix. 50), and in a fortress

near by Simon the Maccabee was treacherously

murdered. Herod secured possession of the city

and beautified it, placing there one of his palaces,

though his buildings seem to have been south of

the ancient city site. In the time of Josephus the

region was a very garden for fertility, watered as it

was by the streams of the wady which debouched
upon its plain. It was Herod's city at which Jesus

rested on his last journey to Jerusalem (Matt. xx.

29), and the Onomasiicon implies that it was des-

troyed at the fall of Jerusalem. A new city arose

near by, where Justinian built a church, and this

was destroyed either by the Persians or the Arabs.

The Crusaders erected a city which soon fell into

disrepair. In recent times a new era has come to

it. The Jordan valley from the Sea of Tiberias to

the Dead Sea belongs to the sultan personally, and
one of his representatives resides at Jericho. The
Russians have a church and a hospice there.

A second city in this group was Beth-hoglah, on
the boimdary line, three Roman miles from Jericho

and two from the Jordan, according to the Ononuu-

tieon, Betharaba lay on the plain of the Jordan,

but its site is not recovered. Zemaraim is prob-

ably to be sought on the highland south of Bethel

(II Chron. xiii. 4). Bethel is the well-known
Betin, and the outlook corresponds

2. The entirely with the requirements of Gen.

Orw^ot ^'- ^' ^*- ^^^' "^^* ^^* ^' though

BraJamlta ^^ ^^^^ °^ *^® name was necessarily

Oltiae. ^^PArt from the sanctuary situated there

from which the city took its name.
It appears as on the boundary between Joseph and
Judah, and near it was the oak of weeping by
the grave of Deborah (Gen. xxxv. 8). This may
have been one of the oldest Yahweh sanctuaries in

the highland, and it was selected by Jeroboam as

one of the two great sacred places of his realm.

There or near by a company of the prophets had
its settlement (II Kings ii. 3 sqq.), and the priests

sent by the Assyrians to teach the people religion

dwelt there (II Kings xvii. 24 sqq.); Josiah des-

troyed the sanctuary (II Kings xxiii. 15), and Bac-

chides fortified the place in the Maccabean wars.

North of it is a singular group of stones which is

recognized by some scholars as a cromlech (Hebr.

GUgal). Awim is sometimes identified with Ai,

but without certainty. Para is identified with Fara,

a little over nine miles west of Jericho in Wadi Fara.

Ophra, probably the same as the place mentioned
I Sam. xiii. 17, the Ephron of II Chron. xiii. 19,

and the Ephraim of II Sam. xiii. 23, is mentioned in

John xi. 54 and Josephus, War, IV., ix. 9. Geba is

the Gibeah of I Sam. xiii. 16, the present Jeba, to

be distinguished from the Gibeath of Josh, xviii. 28.

The second group of Benjamite cities includes,

according to the Hebrew, fourteen places, accord-

ing to the Septuagint, thirteen (not all the same
as the Hebrew). Gibeon comes very often into

notice in the history of the people. It formed one

of a league of cities at the time of the conquest,

and its inhabitants are called Hivites

J^^J (Josh. ix. 7). It had a notable sanc-

Oronp. ^^^T (^ Kings iii. 4 sqq.), became one
of the priestly cities, and by indications

from the Onomasticon is placed at al-Jib about five

and a half miles north of Jerusalem, occup3ring the

northern peak of a twin hill. Ramah lay north of

Jerusalem and Gibeath, on the road that leads

northward, a border town between Israel and
Judah in the time of Asa. The tomb of Rachel

seems to have been in the vicinity (Jer. xxxi. 15).

The Onomasticon places it six Roman miles north

of Jerusalem, opposite Bethel, the modem al-Ram,

the site of old ruins. Beeroth (" wells ") was one

of the places which joined in the league with Gibeon
(Josh. ix. 17), but was evacuated before the Ben-

jamites (II Sam. iv. 3). The Onomasticon locates

it seven Roman miles from Jerusalem on the road

to Nicopolis which leads from Jerusalem by Gibeon
and Beth-horon to the western plain. This suits bet-

ter than the location of al-Bira, eleven Roman miles

north of Jerusalem near Bethel. Mizpeh was forti-

fied by Asa against the northern kingdom, and was
the residence of Gedaliah after 586 b.c. (I Kings
XV. 22; II Kings xxv. 23). It is frequently men-
tioned in both the earlier and the later annals of

the people, and lay on the road from Jerusalem to
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Shechem, and, according to the Onoma^iconf near
Kirjath-jearim. Robinson places it at the lofty

Nabi S^unwil, two miles south of Gibeon, where is

a village and a mosque said to contain the tomb
of Samuel. In Byzantine times this was the site

assigned to Rama or Ramathaim, and the Crusaders
built here a church of St. Samuel, changed into a
mosque by the Mohanmiedans. Chephirah is the

modem Kafira, north of Kirjath-jearim. Mozah
is placed by the Talmud at the modem Kaloniye,

near which is a Bet Mizza, which, however, does
not fit the situation. Zelah is given (II Sam. xxi.

14) as the place of Saul's burial, but is unidentified.

The Gibeath of Josh, xviii. 28 is not to be confused
with the Geba of verse 24, but is to be placed near

Ramah (ut sup.). The Kirjath of Josh, xviii. 28
is probably shortened from Kirjathjearim.

This list does not include all the cities which be-

longed to Benjamin. In the plain of the Jordan
lay the sanctuary of Gilgal, often mentioned in

both early and late annals. The Hebrew gener-

ally uses the article with the word, hence it is not
a proper name, but signifies merely a ** circle ** (of

stones). It was a locus of significant historical

events at the conquest (Josh, iv.-v.), and, accord-

ing to the OnomasHcony lay two Roman miles from
Jericho, between it and the Jordan.

PiAOM *^ The name lingers in the vicinity as

N^. Jaljul or Jiljuliye. Dok (Docus), a
fortress of Maccabean times (I Mace,

xvi. 15) seems to be Ain Duk at the northeast foot

of Jebel Earantal, preserved also in the accoimts of

the early Christian monasteries and as a Templar's
fortress. I Sam. xiii.-xiv. brings into prominence a
Michmash which reappears in post-exilic times

(Ezra ii. 27; I Mace. ix. 73); the name is preserved

in the present Mahmas. North of this is the mod-
em Maikrun, which recalls the Migron of Isa. x. 28.

Near the large village of Der Diwan is the site of

Ai (Josh, vii.-viii.), which reappears in history as

Aiath or Ai (Isa. x. 28; Ezra ii. 28); the exact

location is disputed. Northeast of Der Diwan is

a rocky height called Rammon, which recalls the

old Rinunon (Judges xx. 45). South of Jeba (ut

sup.) is a village, Hizma, the name of which re-

minds of Azmaveth (Ezra ii. 24; Neh. xii. 29, cf.

vii. 28, Beth-azmaveth). Anata, an hour northr

east of Jerusalem, suggests Anathoth (Jer. i. 1).

Other place-names are Laishah (Isa. x. 30), Almon
(Josh. xxi. 18), and Bahurim (II Sam. xvi. 5).

Two places on the Mount of Olives are often men-
tioned in the history of Jesus. Bethany was two
and a half miles from Jerusalem, on the road to

Jericho, on the eastern slope of the mountain, the

modem al-Azariya (" Place of Lazarus ")» where
the grave of Lazarus and the house of Martha and
Mary are still shown. Not far from Bethany lay

Bethphage (Matt. xxi. 1), the site of which was
shown in the time of the Crusades between Beth-
any and the simimiit of the mountain. To the west

or northwest must have lain Enmiaus, the scene of

the events told in Luke xxiv. 13 sqq., which the

t€xiu8 receptits places sixty furlongs from Jerusalem

but Codex SxnaiticuB 160 furlongs. Josephus (War,

VII., vi. 6) mentions a place of the name thirty

furlongs from the city, while the Crusaders in 1099

knew of a Castle of Emmaus which is identified

with the modem alrKubaba, about sixty-three fur-

longs from Jerusalem. Hitzig and Sepp located

Emmaus at Kaluniyeh, called in the Talmud Mosa,
thirty-four furlongs from the capital. Somewhere
within the territory of Benjamin should be placed

the grave of Rachel. Gen. xxxy. 16, 21 reports

that Rachel died between Bethel and the tower of

Eder (Jerusalem) on the road to Bethel, north of

Jerusalem, with which agrees Jer. xxxi. 15. On
the other hand, Gen. xxxv. 19, xlviii. 7 connect the

grave with Ephrath or Bethlehem, where the tomb
is still shown. But Schick has shown that the

Mohammedan sanctuary Kubbat Abd al-Aziz, north-

west of Jersualem, is also called Kubbat Rahil and
corresponds better with the earlier data.

8. The Judean Territory of Dan (Josh. xix. 40-

46): Though the boundaries are not given, it is

known that the eastern boundary coincided with

the western boundary of Benjamin, its southern

border with the westem part of the north boundary
of Judah, and its northern limits extended to the

southern boundary of Ephraim from Beth-horon
by Gezer to the sea, reckoning Joppa as part of the

territory of Dan. Judges v. 17 places Dan on the

coast, i. 34 states that the Amorites forced them
back, and chap, xviii. tells of a migration of 600
men to near the sources of the Jordan, while else-

where places are assigned to Dan which some other

parts of Scripture give to Judah or Ephraim. This

is the case with the first two towns on the list,

Zorah and Eshtaol. Ir-shemesh is the same as

Beth-shemesh, a place which is often named in the

history, is put by the Onomasticon east of the tenth

milestone on the road to Eleutheropolis, and agrees

with the modem uninhabited Ain Shams, where
ruins are still to be found, on the south side of the

Wadi al-Surar. Shaalabin (Shaalbim, Judges i.

35) has been located, probably wrongly, at Selbit,

southwest of Beth-horon. Aijalon appears in the his-

tory often as a fortress, also as a city of refuge and
Levitical city, and as belonging either to E^phraim

or Benjamin. The OnoTnasiicon locates it two Ro-
man miles east of Emmaus-Nicopolis, the mod-
em Jalu two miles east of Amwas. The plain of

Aijalon lies to the north of the village. Timnah is

probably the same as the Timnah of Josh. xv. 10,

west of Beth-shemesh, and in the history is con-

nected with the Philistines and with the campaign
of Sennacherib in 701 b.c. Ekron is the well-

known city of the Philistines, which in Josh. xv.

45 is reckoned to Judah. Eltekeh, a Levitical city

(Josh. xxi. 23), corresponds to the Altaku, where
Sennacherib overthrew a hostile army, but its site

is not known. Gibbethon, also a Levitical city, is

not identified. Jehud is located at al-Yehudiya,

north of Lydda and east of Jaffa, while Bene-berak
is Ibn Ibrak near Jaffa. Westward of Jalu is the

little village Amwas, the name of which corresponds

to Emmaus, a place often in question in the Mac-
cabean wars, situated on the westem edge of the

highland, known as Nicopolis about 250, often men-
tioned in the OnonuisHcon. Gezer (q.v.) is named
Josh. X. 33; Judges i. 29; I Kings ix. 15-17, and
often elsewhere, is called one of the border cities

of Joseph, and appears as belonging to Ephraim,
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as a Levitieal city, of importanoe during the Da-
vidio and Maocabean ware, and is located by
Clermont-Ganneau four miles west of Amwas at

Tell al-Jesar.

4. The Jndeaa Territory of Bphralm: The most
northern part of Judea as ahready defined took in

a part of the territory of Ephraim, the rest of which
was reckoned to Samaria. There is no list of the

places in this region, but of many cities there is in-

cidental mention. Josephus mentions Phasaelis, a
town in the Jordan valley built by Herod in honor
of his brother Phasael, the name of which survives

in that of the village Fasail, south of the hill Kam
Sartaba. The fortress Alexandrium crowned the

sunmiit of this hill and was of importance in the

war of Pompey. Akiabatta is mentioned by Jo-

sephus (War, III., iii. 5) and in the Onomastioon: it

is the inodem Akraba. Janoah of Josh. zvi. 6 cor-

responds to the present Janun, north of Akraba.

Borkaios, mentioned by Josephus (War, III., iii.

5) as on the boundary between Judea and Galilee,

is possibly the heap of ruins at Barkit, in Wadi Ishar.

To the southwest of this is al-Lubban, correspond-

ing to the Lebonah of Judges xxi. 19. Farther

southeast is Satlun, which points to the old sanc-

tuary of Shiloh, apparently destroyed in the Philis-

tine war, since the descendants of Eli (II Sam.
Txi.) went to Nob; yet the priestly document re-

gards Shiloh as the place of the Tabernacle. The
OnomasUcan locates Shiloh ten Roman miles from
Neapolis: it was north of Bethel and east of the

road to Shechem. To the west of the road and
southwest from al-Lubban lies Jiljilya, recalling

another of the places called in the history Gilgal.

Farther to the south lies Ain Sinya, the Jeshanah

of II Chron. ziii. 19, and near by is Jifna, which

suggests the Gophna of Josephus, War, I., zi. 2.

To the northwest is the heap of ruins called Tibna,

perhaps the Thamnatha of I Mace. ix. 50, known
also from the OnofnasUcon, which locates there the

tomb of Joshua (the Timnath-heres of Judges ii.

9). Not far to the north of this is Rima, possibly

the Ramah of I Sam. xvi. 13, the Ramathaim of

I Sam. i. 1, the Ramathem of I Mace. xi. 34, and
the Arimathea of Mark xv. 43. But the Onomastv-

eon locates it toward the modem Rentis (6 m. w.

of Tibnah). The two Beth-horons of the Old Tes-

tament (Josh. zvi. 3, 5) are located farther to the

south at Bait Ur al-Fuka and Bait Ur al-Tahta.

The upper Beth-horon, by reason of its command-
ing the road from Jerusalem to Geesarea and the

coast, was of high importance in all periods and is

mentioned prominently in the accounts of the wars

from the time of Joshua to the Roman period. At
al-Midya, on the plain northwest of Beth-horon, is

ordinarily located the home of the Maccabees, the

Modin of I Mace. ii. 1, ziii. 25, with its seven

pyramids to the memory of the membera of that

family.

6. Oities on the Western Plain: There were other

places in the plain west of the highland which in

later times were reckoned to Judah, but do not ap-

pear in the lists of places given in Joshua. Indeed,

the assignment of the places named in the Joshua

lists is not entirely concordant with that of other

passages. Doubtless the possession of these places

on the plain was often contested with the Philis-

tines. So was it with Gimso (II Chron. zzviii.

18), the modem Jimzu north of (jezer. The Hadid
of Ezra ii. 33 may be the Aditha of the Onomasti-

eon, east of Diospolis, the present al-Hadithe, and
perhaps the Adida of I Mace. zii. 38. Lod, men-
tioned with Hadid in the E^ra passage, is the Greek
Lydda, is often assigned in the Old Testament to

the Benjamites, was ceded with its outlying re-

gion to Jonathan the Maccabee by Demetrius
(I Mace. zi. 34), and was an object of strife between

the Jews and the Romans. It is mentioned in

Acts iz. 32 sqq., and after the destruction of Jeru-

salem became the residence of Jewish scholars, for

ezample, of Rabbi Elieser. In the third century

it took the name of Diospolis and became there-

after the seat of a bishopric. The legend of St.

Geoige was localized here. The present Ludd is a
town inhabited by Mohammedans and Greeks, not

far from the road from Jerusalem to Jafifa. Ono,
also mentioned in the Ezra passage, may be the

modem Kafr Ana, five and a half miles northwest

of Ludd. On the northem boimdary of the later

Judea lay Antipatris, a city built and named by
Herod in honor of his father: it is mentioned Acts

xziii. 31. The pilgrim of Bordeauz locates it ten

Roman miles north of Lydda, the Onomaatioon ax
miles south of Galgulis, the modem Jiljuliya in the

plain northeast of Jaffa. A passage in Josephus

would suggest Kalat Ras al-Ain as the site. Ten
miles north of this is Kafr Saba, recalling the Char
berzaba of Josephus (Ant. Xlll., xv. 1).

6. The Eleven Toparohies ofJudea Acoordin* to
Joeephna: In War, III., iii. 5 Josephus names as

the first district of Judea Jerusalem with its vicin-

ity. The others are (2) Gophna, (3) Akrabatta,

(4) Thanma, (5) Lydda, (6) Emmaus, (7) Pella,

(8) Idumea, (9) Engedi, (10) Herodium, and (11)

Jericho. Pliny (Hist, naturalia, V., ziv. 70) names
ten, including 2-6 and 10-11 above, and gives in

addition to these Jopica (Jaffa), Betholethephene,

and Orine. The last includes the district of the

capital. Josephus mentions a Betholethepha (War,

IV., viii. 1), which is probably the present Bait Nat-

tif west of Bethlehem on the edge of the highknd
and the Netopbah of Ezra ii. 22 and other Old-

Testament passages. Therefore Pella above seems

to be replaced by Betholethepha. Pliny was in

error in assigning the region of Joppa to Judea,

since it was independent. For the coast region

which abutted on Judean territory see Phiubtinbs;

and Phenicia, Phenicianb. (H. Guthe.)

BiBLtooRAPHT: Literature on the history is given under
Ahab; Israel. Hxbtort or; to which add: H. Kosters,

Met Henld van ItraeU Leyden. 1893; H. Willrich, Jvden
und Griechen vor der makkab&iBchen Erhebung, G<)ttingen,

1895; E. Meyer. Die Entatehung dea JudefOuma, Halle,

1896. For the geography much of the literature given

under Jerusalem is available. Of peculiar value are the

works of R6hrioht. Tobler, Q. A. Smith, E. Robinson,

W. M. Thomson, and Reland, as well as the publications

of the Palestine Pilicrims' Text Society, described in vol.

i., p. 13 of this work, and the publications of the Sod^^
de I'orient Latin, ed. T. Tobler and A. Molinier, Geneva,
1877-80. The following publications of the FEF are of

importance: Ths Survey oS Western PtUeetine; Mrnnoire,

vols. u.-iu.. 1882-83; Thirty Yeare' Work, 1896; C. Cler-

mont-Qanneau. Arehmolofneal Reeearehea. 1896-99: Q.
Armstrong, Namee and Placee in the Old and New TeHa-
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iiMfUf and Apocrypha; the QuarUrlv Statementt; and, of

their mape, the Ortat Map of Western PaletHne, the Photo-

Reluf Map of PalMline, and the Raised Map of Palutine.

Indispensable are: OnomatHca wacra, ed. P. de Lacarde.
G<)ttingen, 1887; A. Neubauer. La OSographie du Tabnudt
Paris, 1868; V. GkuSrin, DMcripHon de la PaUtHne, l-ii.,

Paris, 1868-76. A very convenient check-list of place-

names is given in P. Thomsen, Loca aancta. Fsrseic/ints

dtr im l.-O. Jahrhundert eno&hnten Oriachaften PalAatinaat

vol. i., Halle, 1907; cf. idem, SysUmatiache Biblioffraphie

der PaldsHna-IAteratur, Leipeic, 1906. A considerable lit-

erature of travel may be found in J. F. Hurst, Literature of
Theoloov, pp. 119-130, New York, 1896. Consult further:

C. Bitter, Comparative Geography of P<Ueetine af%d the Sinai-
tie Pemnmda, iii., 174-350, Edinburgh, 1866; O. Ebersand
H. Guthe, PalAetina in BiJd und Wort, 2 vols.. Stuttgart,

1881-83; F. Buhl, Oeographie dee alten PaiOetina, Tttbin-

gen, 1896; F. J. Bliss, Development cf Paleetine Explora-
Uon, New York, 1906; DB, iL 791-792; EB, ii. 2616-
2623; K. Baedeker, Paleetirte and Syria, Leipeic, 1906.
On Hebron consult: M. de VogQ^, MacpHa ou Umbeau

dee patnarthee b, Hebron, Lausanne, 1869; E. Pierotti,

Maepila ou tombeau dee patriarchee h Hebron, ib. 1869;

E. Rosen, in Berliner Zeitechrift fOr aligemeine Erdku-de,
ziv (1863). 36^-429, xv (1864). 160-162: idem, in ZDMO,
xii (1858). 477-513; H. Outhe. in ZDPV, xvii (1894),

238 sqq. On Gil^: H. Zschokke, BeitrAge tur Topo-
graphie der toeetUehen Jordaneau, Jerusalem, 1866. On
Bethphage: C. Clermont-Qanneau, in Revue archio-

logique, December, 1877. On Emmaus: H. Zschokke,
Dae neuteetamentiiehe Emmaue, Schaffhausen, 1865; M. J.

Schiffers, Amwae, doe Emmaue dee heUigen Lueae, Frei-

burg, 1890; H. Guthe, in ZDPV, xvi (1893). 298 sqq.

On Mispeh: P. A. Raboisson, Lee Maepeh, £tude de
gSographie ezSg^que Umchant lee diffSrentee localitie de ce

nom, Paris, 1897. Also see Gezer.

JUDGES.
I. The Office. • 1. Conservative View.

General Concept (i 1). Divisions; the Narrative
Character of the Period (f 1).

(i 2). CriUcal View Rejected (f 2).

History of the Period (f 3). 2. Critical View.
Chronology of the Judges Analysis (§1).

(i 4). IdeaUsing (| 2).

n. The Book. The History (| 3).

L The Office: Judges (Hebr. Bhophepim) was
the name applied to the rulers of Israel at the time

described in the book of Judges (see II. below).

They find their analogues in the '' judges " of the

Tyrians (Josephus, Apion, i. 21) and in the Cartha-

ginian sufetes (Livy, xxviii. 37, xxx.

X. General 7); they must not be regarded, how-
Concept ever, as heads of regularly organized

states, but rather as dictators who,
having first evidenced their capabilities by their

prowess, naturally became the leaders of a tribe

or group of tribes. In time of peace their fimction

was primarily the decision of cases which could not

be settled by the " elders "; and some of them,

such as Deborah (Judges iv. 4) and Samuel (I Sam.
vii. 6), were judges by virtue of their prophetic gifts

even before th^y became the liberators of their

countrymen; while others, as Samson, seem never

to have delivered judgment. The name, however,

was borne by the rulers of the Israelites from the

conquest of Canaan by Joshua to the establish-

ment of the kingdom, with the exception of Abime-
lech, the son of Gideon, who seems to have had the

title of king (Judges ix.).

The character of the period of the Judges is out-

lined in the introduction to the book of Judges,

especially ii. 10 sqq. After the subjection of the

chief Canaanitic peoples, the Israelites had relaxed

their energies, and had entered into friendly rela-

tions in many cases with their former foes. The
result was an oppressive subjugation of the Israel-

ites, until they remembered Qod, who
2. Chaxac- raised up judges to deliver them,
ter of the Nevertheless, as soon as a judge passed
Period, away, his iniSuenoe vanished, and the

people returned to their coquetry with
the surrounding nations, again falling into political

and spiritual bondage. The period was also char-

acterized by a centrifugal tendency both in national

and religious life. It was the time when the tribes

enjoyed the greatest freedom, and only when mu-
tual perils imited them did they recollect their com-
mon origin and invoke their common God. The
tendencies of the time thus powerfully favored the

confusion of the worship of Yahweh and Baal, as
well as of other gods whose symbols, oracles, and
cult were openly adopted; but, on the other hand,
the horrors resulting from gentile immorality were
washed out in blood (Jud^ xix.-xx.), and faith

prompted the vows of mighty sacrifices (Judges
xi. 31; I Sam. i. 11). In like manner, low though
the culture of the Israelites sank during this period

of storm and stress, the power of the nation was
still strong and unbroken. It was an age of heroes,

not only phjrsical but moral, finding exemplifica-

tion in the Song of Deborah, the fable of Jotham,
and the humor of Samson. Nor was the disunion

of the Israelites at this period, as some maintain, a
preliminary to their development as a nation, for

the Song of Deborah itself clearly shows a strong

consciousness of the religious and national homo-
geneity of the tribes.

The period of the Judges was opened by an eight

years' subjugation of Israel by Chushan-rishathaim
of Aram-naharaim (Judges iii. 8), apparently a king

of the Mitanni (A. H. Sayce, The Higher CriHciem
and the ManumenU, pp. 297, 304, London, 1894)

who repeatedly sought to establic^ themselves in

Canaan against Eg3rpt. The Israel-

3. EQstoiy ites were delivered from this yoke by
of the Othniel, the son of Kenaz, who dwelt

Period, in the south (Judges i. 12-13), after

which there followed forty years of

peace (Judges iii. 9-11). During this period of re-

pose, two events happened which, although related

at the end of the book of Judges, can not have
taken place long after Joshua's death: the migra-

tion of a portion of the tribe of Dan, prevented by
the hostile Amorites from occupying their territory

along the sea (Judges i. 34), to the north, where
they founded the city of Laish, or Dan (the mod-
em Tell al-Kadi, west of Banias), and introduced

an idolatrous cult (Judges xviii.); and the war of

revenge on Benjamin for the outrage conmiitted

in Gibeah (Judges xix.-xx.). Others, however,

place both these events before the Mesopotamian
invasion (cf. Josephus, Ant, V., ii. 8 sqq., iii. 1);

but there is no ground for the view that these epi-

sodes are later interpolations. After the death of

Othniel at the expiration of the forty years' peace,

the Israelites were again subjugated for eighteen

years by the combined Moabites, Anmionites, and
Amalekites, until the Benjamite Ehud killed the

Moabite King Eglon (Judges iii. 12 sqq.). Eighty
years of peace followed, after which the Israelites
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were subject for twenty years to the Ganaanitic

Jabin and Sisera, to which period belongs the heroic

deed of Shamgar, which freed a portion of the land

from the oppression of the Philistines (Judges iii.

31; cf. v. 6). Relief from their bondage, which by
some is held to be Hittite, was brought to Israel,

especially in the north, by the prophetess and
judge Deborah, who roused Barak to war against

Jabin and Sisera (Judges iv. 2 sqq.); though the

tribes east of the Jordan, as well as Dan and some
on the sea, took no part in the struggle for free-

dom (Judges V. 15 sqq.); while Judah seems to

have been prevented from cooperating by its own
war with the Philistines. Another forty years of

peace ensued; but then the Midianites and other

nomadic tribes invaded the plain of Jesreel, op-

pressing the Israelites for seven years, until they

were driven out by Gideon (Judges vi.-vii.). Gid-

eon piously declined the proffered kingship (Judges

viii. 22 sqq. ; but after his death his unworthy son

Abimelech brought misfortune on his house (Judges

ix.). Abimelech was followed by Tola, of the tribe

of Issachar, who ruled twenty-three years (Judges

X. 1 sqq.)> and by Jair, a GUeadite, who was judge

twenty-two years (x. 3-6). With the death of

Jair, Israel was oppressed on the east by the Am-
monites and on the west by the Philistines. The
former, after oppressing Israel eighteen years, were

conquered by Jephthah (Judges x.-xi.), who was
also later involved in a civil war with the tribe of

Ephraim (Judges xii. 1 sqq.). He ruled in peace

only seven years, and was succeeded by Izban of

Bethlehem (seven years), Elon, a 2iebulonite (ten

years), and Abdon, an Ephraimite (eight years;

Judges xii. 8 sqq.). After their rule, the Philis-

tines oppressed Israel forty years (Judges xiii. 1),

their deliverer being the hero Samson (Judges xiii.-

xvi.). The power of the Philistines revived, how-
ever, in the latter part of the judgeship of Eli, who
ruled forty years (I Sam. iv. 18), and they were
crushed only by Samuel and the kings anointed by
him. The thread of the book of Judges breaks off

with the death of Samson, and, although Eli is said

to have " judged " Israel, and the same is stated

concerning Samuel (I Sam. vii. 6, viii. 1 sqq., xii.

1 sqq.), they form the transition from the judges

to the kings.

The chronology of this period is difficult. The
period given by the book of Judges from the sub-

jugation by Chushan-rishathaim (Judges iii. 8) to

the death of Samson (xvi. 31) is 410

4. Chronol- years; but this is far too long when
ogyof the compared with I Kings vi. 1, which
Judges. gives only 480 years for the time from

the Exodus to the commencement of

the Temple in the fourth year of the reign of Solo-

mon, including the forty years in the wilderness,

the equal length of David's reign, and the unknown
duration of the rule of Samuel, Saul, etc. The best

explanation of these conflicting data seems to be the

synchronization of Judges x. 8 sqq. with xiii. 1 sqq.,

thus placing the oppression by the Philistines at the

same time as that by the Ammonites, and regarding

Samson as the contemporary of Jephthah, Ibzan,

Elon, and Abdon; with a resultant reduction of

the 140 years to about 360 (cf. Judges x. 6 sqq.;

the figures in Judges xi. 26 would then be round
numbers). It is also tempting to assume a further

synchronism between the forty years' oppression

by the Philistines (Judges xiii. 1) and the rule of

Eli and the early part of Samuel's judgeship, thus

reducing the period to about 340 years. See Time,
BiBUCAL RECKONINa OF.

n. The Book: 1. OonMrvative View: In its pres-

ent form this book is relatively late, although its

oldest sources date from the events they describe.

It falls into three parts: an introduction (i.-iii. 6);

the main portion, a unified narrative (iii.

1 . DiTl- 7-xvi.) ; and two additions (xvii.-xxi. )

.

ions; the The introduction treats of the general
Vamttive. condition of Israel after the death of

Joshua and gives the underlying re-

lation of the stormy events of the period, together

with the occupation of the land by the tribes (i.)

and their impious toleration of the former inhabi-

tants (ii. 1-5). In ii. 6 the thread of the narrative

is taken up, with a preliminary prophetic descrip-

tion of the period (ii. 6-23). A list of the peoples

still unsubdued is given in iii. 1-6, this passage be-

ing by another hand. Nevertheless, it is clear that

the redactor deliberately planned the introduction

in its present form, and that he interwove fragments

of other historical writings wherever he thought
best, doubtless drawing from some source common
to Judges and Joshua (cf. Judges i. 10-15 with

Josh. XV. 14-19; Judges i. 20 with Josh. xv. 13;

Jud^s i. 21 with Josh. xv. 63; Judges i. 27-28 with

Josh. xvii. 11 sqq.; Judges i. 29 with Josh. xvi.

10). The main portion narrates six great events,

the heroes of wUch are Othniel, the conqueror of

the Arameans (iii. 7 sqq.); Ehud, the liberator

from the Moabites (iii. 12 sqq.); the victory of

Deborah and Barak over Jabin and Sisera (iv.-v.)

;

Gideon and his sons (vi.-ix.); Jephthah 's victory

over the Ammonites (x. 6 sqq., xi.-xii.); and Sam-
son, the hero against the Philistines (xiii.-xvi.).

Six other judges are also briefly mentioned. The
two additions on the sanctuary at Dan (xvii.-

xviii.) and the war against Benjamin (xix.-xxi.)

seem to have been written by one who lived in the

flourishing period of the kings (cf. xviii. 1, xix. 1,

xxi. 25).

It is assiuned by the majority of modem scholars

that the redactor of the book of Judges had two
systems of chronology before him: one of genera-

tions of forty years each; and the other of smaller,

but more accurate, figures. These
8. Oritioal two systems were then interwoven.
View the smaller being assumed to refer to

BeJected. the periods of subjugation, and the

larger to the rules of the judges. But
the problem is still unsolved, although it would
seem that the apparently over-long period arose

from the addition of contemporaneous periods, and
that the number forty is only approximate. The
critical school has assailed not only the chronology,

but also the historicity of the book of Judges.

Thus Othniel, Ehud, Tola, Jair, and Elon are re-

solved into " eponymous heroes "; but in no case

is the evidence favorable to the theories of this

school. On the contrary, the book gives an im-
pression of relative unity and independence; nor
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is it to be regarded as an extract from some larger

work, extending from Joshua's death (or from the

Creation) to the Exile. Equally untenable is a
derivation of the book from J and E, and their

combination into JE. Since, on the other hand,

the Deuteronomic redactor was not the first to

combine the accoimts given in the book, the ques-

tion of its date admits of no single answer. The
redactor doubtless lived in the period of the later

kings; but there is no evidence to show that the

book belongs to the exilic or post-exilic period.

Textually the book of Judges is one of the best

preserved of all the historical writings. Never-

theless, a comparison with the versions, especially

the Septuagint, shows noteworthy variants, espe-

cially in proper names. So ancient a fragment as

the Song of Deborah naturally gives more scope

to textual criticism, although here also great cau-

tion is necessary. C. von Orelli.

8. Oritioal View: A cursory reading of the book
of Judges shows that it consists of two main ele-

ments, one of these containing stories and histor-

1. Analy-
ical notices without conmient, and the

other comprising detailed narratives
"*"'

with an explicit or implicit conmien-

tary on the events described. The latter, com-
prising most of the book, extends from iii. 7 to

xvi. 31, and has a prefatory note containing the

moral of the history (ii. 6-iii. 6). It is this main
portion which not only gives character to the book
as a whole but also explains its aim and motive.

It is written to show, in the Deuteronomic spirit,

the course of Israel's history before the movement
began which ended in the founding of the king-

dom—how fidelity to Yahweh and his conmiand-
ments was invariably attended by prosperity, and
how calamity, especially by the inroads and op-

pressions of national enemies, siurely followed false

worship and impiety, according to the principles

laid down in Deut. xxviiL Ad the lives of the
** Judges " are narrated in this principal section.

The introduction (i. 1-ii. 5) is quite different in

character and style, not only running parallel to

portions of the book of Joshua (see Joshua, Book
of) but actually giving a divergent account of the

conquest of the Canaanites. Quite different also,

and falling as clearly without the sphere of the

Deuteronomistic compiler, are the last five chap-

ters (xvii.-xxi.) which narrate important events

belonging to the early period of the occupation of

Canaan, and therefore out of the chronological

order followed by the author of the main part of

the book. Both the introduction and the conclu-

sion are lacking in the religious and homiletic com-
ments which dominate chaps, iii. 7-xvi. 31.

The most important question for the Bible stu-

dent is the amount and degree of the idealizing of

history which are employed in the book in its pres-

ent form. The introduction (i. 1-ii.

2. Ideal- 5) contains a plain narrative of facts

islnff. of the highest value; only the fact

must be noted that the words in i. 1
'' after the death of Joshua " are a late gloss due
to a misunderstanding of the historical situation,

for, as ii. 6-9 shows, the events described here took
place during the life of Joshua. Chaps, xvii.-xviii.

are also of great importance for the early political

and religious condition of Israel and contain merely
a statement of facts, which set forth the causes

and incidents connected with the migration north-

ward of the tribe of Dan and the founding of the

city of that name at the point which became the

northerly limit of Israel and the seat of a famous
sanctuary. Chaps. xix.-xxi. are a highly embel-
lished account of some incidents which occurred in

the early days of the settlement, an outrage per-

petrated by some members of the tribe of Benja-
min (chap, xix.) and avenged by the other tribes

(xx., xxi.). Chap. xix. would appear to rest on a
considerable basis of fact, but the last two chap-

ters are full of nmnerical exaggerations; they rep-

resent Israel as forming a political and religious unit

at a very early date, and they give other evidences

of a priestly authorship. Thus it must be assumed
that certain old traditions were worked over in

them at a late date in conformity with the spirit of

the priest code.

The stories which make the main part of the

book so readable are at the same time the source

of nearly all direct knowledge of the period between
the settlement and the founding of

8. The the kingdom. They belong in their
Hietory. original form to some of the earliest

collections of prose compositions in

the literature of Israel. Beginning with the de-

liverances effected by Othniel (iii. 7-11) and Ehud
(iii. 12-30), the motive of the collection comes out

more clearly in the story of the final suppression

of the Canaanites under Deborah and BartJc. This

is given in its original form in the oldest long poem
of the Bible (chap, v.), the prose version which
was of course later being found in chap. iv. The
poem is our best authority for the condition and
activity of the tribes of Israel about 1130 b.c. Of
equal importance is the great story of Gideon and
his deliverance of his tribesmen from the oppres-

sion of the Midianites (chaps. vi.-viii.). The se-

quel of their expulsion is specially instructive since

it shows how the tribes felt themselves helpless in

their disunion and were conscious of their need of

hereditary " judges " or kings. The fact that here

as elsewhere in the book more than one version of

the original tradition was drawn upon is illustrated

by the variations of vii. 24-viii. 3 and viii. 4-21,

the latter being the briefer or earlier account. The
history of Samson (xiii.-xvi.) dealing as it does

with the period of Philistine domination over west-

em Judah brings the account one step nearer to

the epoch of the monarchy; but the subject lent

itself so much to romance and legend that it is more
difiicult to learn the real facts behind this story

than elsewhere in the book. In any case the Sam-
son episodes form, from the historical point of view,

merely a preparation to the history of Eli and
Samuel, who carried on the contest with the Philis-

tines till the crowning of King Saul. Thus the

closing of the original book of Judges was reaUy
the beginning of a history which began with Sam-
son (cf. xiii. 5) and ended with I Sam. xii. It was
then a Deuteronomistic editor who compiled the

first edition of the book, beginning with ii. 6 and
unifying the whole by his " pragmatic " treatment
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of the stories and his assumption of the solidarity

of ** Israel " under the regime of the successive

judges, each of whom actually ** judged '' only a
portion of the country occupied by the disunited

tribes. The post-exilic priestly redactor prefixed

chaps, i. 1-ii. 5, added chaps, xvii.-xxi., and the

allusions to the minor judges, six in nimiber (iii. 31,

X. 1-5, xii. 8-15). These with the six judges of the

original work (Othniel, Ehud, Barak, Gideon, Sam-
son, Jephthah) make up the ideal number twelve.

The story of Abimelech (chap, ix.), which is an
episode in the history of the old Canaanitic city of

Shechem, lies without the general scheme of the

book and is probably a later addition . It is valuable

as showing how readily the idea of kingship was
embraced by the conmion people, and still more
valuable for the parable of Jotham (verses 8-15)

which shows that despotic rule was estimated at

its real worth even in those early times.

As to the chronology of the book it is hopeless

to attempt to reduce the given numbers of years

to any reasonable scheme (see Timb, Bibucal
Reckoning of). The best that can be done is to

take the probable date of the eastern invasion

(about 1170 B.C.) and the accession of David (about

1000 B.C.) as two working extremes, within which
approximation to the facts may be reached by
placing Deborah and Barak about 1130, Gideon
about 1100, Jephthah about 1080, Samuel about

1050, Saul about 1030 B.C. J. F. McCurdy.
Bibuoorapht: On the history of the Judges consult the

literature under Ahab: the commentaries named below;
C. Piepenbring. HUt. du peuple d'ltnui, Paris, 1808. The
three indispensable commentaries are: G. F. Moore, New
York, 1896 (high-water mark in critical exegesis); K.
Budde. Tdbingen. 1807 (thorough); and W. Nowaok, Odt-
tingen.lOOO (also excellent). Other commentaries are: G.
L. Studer. Bern. 1842; C. F. Keil and F. Delitssch. Edin-
burgh, 1865; J. Bachmann, Berlin, 1868-60; Hervey, in

Bible Commentarv, London, 1872; P. Cassel, in Lange,
New York, 1876; E. Reuss. Paris, 1877; J. J. Lias, in

Cambridge Bible, Cambridge, 1882; E. Bertheau, Leipsic,

1883; A. R. Fausset. London. 1885; 8. Oettli. Munich,
1803; G. H. S. Walpole, London, 1001; M. J. Lagrange,
Paris. 1003.

On questions of introduction consult the works men-
tioned in and \mder Biblical Introouciion; T. N6ldeke.
Untereuchunoen Mta- Kritik dee A. T., pp. 173-108. Kiel,

1860; E. Meyer, in ZATW, i (1881), 117-146; J. C. A,
Kessler, Ckronologia judicum et primorum regum, Leipsic,

1885: S. R. Driver, in JQR, i (1880). pp. 268-270; O. A.
Cooke. Hiat. and Song of Deborah, London. 1802; R. Kit-
tel. in TSK, Ixv (1802). 44-71; P. de Lagarde. Septua-
gintaetudien, pp. 1-72. G5ttingen, 1802; W. Franken-
berg. Die Compoeition dee . . . Richierbuche, Marburg.
1806; F. Perles. AnaUkten zur TextkriHk dee A. T., Mu-
nich, 1805; C. Bruston, Le Caniique de Deborah, Paris,

1001; DB, a. 807-820; EB, ii. 2633-42; JE, vii. 376-381.

JUDOHENT, DIVINE: The final expression

of God's will respecting man's future destiny. The
idea of judgment in the Old Testament presupposes

a transcendent Qod and a divine interest in the

moral order of the world, and was drawn from the

analogy of human justice. The divine judgment
which precedes the Messianic kingdom

Scriptural is concerned with guilty angels, with

Idea. Gentiles to be destroyed or to become
subject to Israel, with Israel and Judah

as nations for which their enemies were to be em-
ployed as instruments of retribution, and with in-

dividuals of whom a remnant would be saved.

The soene is the earthly life. To this judgment
evils of various kinds were referred (of. Job; also

Luke xiii. I sqq.). Later the judgment was con-

ceived of as following the Messianic kingdom (of.

Psalms of Solomon, i.-xviii., Eng. transl. in Prea-

byterian Review, iv. 1883, 775 sqq.). In Alexan-
drian Judaism no distant final judgment is taught
—each soul goes at death to its true place. In the

New Testament the final judgment is connected
with the parousia df Christ, yet the judgment is

there both present and future. The judge is rep-

resented as either God or Christ, and judgment is

according to works as expressive of character. In
the teachings of Jesus this note is repeatedly strudc

especially in the parables, and apostolic preaching

resounds with it. All men appear to be the sub-

jects of it, and not those only who have known
Christ (II Cor v. 10; Matt. xxv. 31 sqq.). One
aspect of the judgment is that it creates nothing

but only discloses what already exists, i.e., the re-

lation of the person and his deeds to the divine

moral order. There are particular judgments
which, however overwhelming in themselves—the

flood, the downfall of Sodom and of Jerusalem

—

are not final but only prefigurations of the last

judgment. The New Testament knows of no gra-

dation through imperceptible stages of judgment
from highest to lowest; all men are either within

or without the kingdom of God. One is warned
against self-deception and against hasty judgment
respecting others (Matt, vii.; Rom. xiv. 7-12). A
person may be unconscious of his real actions or

character, but these wiU come to light and receive

retribution. The full realization may be long de-

layed, but no stage of the process is indifferent and
the end wiU surely come. There is no evidence of

a private judgment at death.

The central idea embodied in the various pic-

tures of judgment is that of human responsibility

and of infallible retribution. This rests upon the

conviction of an indestructible moral order, of laws

as expressive of a personal divine will, and of Christ

in such essential relation to mankind that God wiU
have no one reach his final destiny

The apart from Christ. Yet according to

Nature of the Scriptures the judgment is not

Judgment final in the sense that ethical develop-

ment has reached its limit, but only

so far as this is conceived as related to the consmn-
mation of the kingdom of God. This is a teleo-

logical view of man's life in which he is lifted above
the necessitated causal order, offered a divine goal,

albeit a flying one, as the aim of ethical endeavor,

and bidden to rely only upon an all-seeing, right-

eous God for recompense. The process is essen-

tially teleological, so that, as Schiller declared, the

history of the world is the judgment of the world.

Two general theories of judgment have been
proposed: (1) The common view, which is set

forth in the following positions, (a) It takes place

at a definite moment—immediately

Theories of after the general resurrection (see Rbs-
Judgment urrection of thb Dbad). (b) It wiU

be universal; the whole human race is

to appear, each one in the completeness of per^

sonal life, " body, soul, and spirit." (c) It will
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be public—^tbe grounds of it open and evident to

all; whether sins of the saints will be disclosed may
be left in question, (d) The decision will be based
on the deeds done in the body; probation has ended
at death, (e) The law of judgment will be the

will of God as it has been severally revealed to all

men: to those under the written law, by that law;

to those without that law, by the law in their

hearts; to those under the Christian revelation, by
what they have known of it. (0 It will be final

and thus fix the changeless state of all—the good
in felicity, the wicked in wo. (g) The hour when
this is to occur is unknown, but is purposely
retained within the secret counsel of God. A modi-
fication of this view, while conceiving of the par^

ousia of Christ as a spiritual process and the resiu^

rection as the rising of each man to life after death,

holds that there is no other judgment than that

which occurs at death. (2) The other idea of

judgment presents it as a process which endures as

long as law and moral being endure. It involves

experience of good and evil results of choice, and
the revelation of the nature of these within the

moral consciousness. The conscience is the seat of

this solemn process. By means of it all that op-
poses the will of God is gradually disclosed, con-

demned, and separated from the good, so that the

good progressively triumphs. The results of this

process of judging abide in the blessed or baleful

conditions and character of personal and social life.

C. A. Beckwith.
BtBUOoaATHT: For the idea in Uie Bible the reader will

eonsult works on Biblical theology* such as thoee by
Befattlti and Beyschlac (aee Biblical Thsoloot); for

the theokigica] content, the appropriate sectione of trea-

tises on systematio theology suoh as the works by Hodge,
Shedd. and others (see DoaiiA, Doomaticb); also the
literature under Ebchatoloot. Special treatment is

gi'ven by: J. B. Mosley, UnivertUy Sermona, pp. 72-06,
London. 1883; T. T. Munger. The Freedom of Faith, PP.
337-350. Edinburgh, 1884; J. M. Whiton, Bevond the

Shadow, pp. 141-102, ib. 1886; W. N. Clarke. OutUne nS
Chnttian Thooiogy, pp. 450-486, New York. 1808; C. A.
Beekwith, RoaliiiM cf Chrittian Thoolon, pp. 361-366,
Boston, 1006. Consult also A. Jukes, The Second Death
and BertiiuHon ef All Thina^, London, 1878.

JUDITH. See Apocbtpba, A, IV., 8.

JUD60H, ADOHIRAM: The Apostle of Bunna
and one of the first and most devoted of the for-

eign miasionaries of the American churches; b. at

Maiden, Mass., Aug. 9, 1788; d. on board of a
vessel off the coast of Burma Apr. 12, 1850. He
graduated first in his class at Brown University in

1807. After teaching school for a year at Hym-
outh, he entered Andover Seminary in the autumn
of 1808, although " not a professor of religion, or a
candidate for the ministry, but as a person deeply

in earnest on the subject, and desirous

Baily oi arriving at the truth " (Wayland).

Lift and The following May he made a profes-

Work. sion of his faith in the Third Congrega-

tional Church at Plymouth, of which
his father was then pastor. His attention was first

drawn to the subject of missionary effort in heathen
lands by the perusal, in 1800, of Buchanan's Star

in the Bad; and in Feb., 1810, he devoted himself

to that woric About this time he entered into in-

timate relations with that iUustrioua band of young

VI.—17

men—^Mills, Nott, Newell, and Richards, and joined
the first three in submitting a statenoent to the
General Association of Ministers at Bradford, Mass.,
which led to the organization of the American Board
of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. In Jan.,

1811, he was sent to England, by the American
Board, to promote measures of affiliation and co-

operation between it and the London Missionary
Society. He returned unsuccessful in the imme-
diate design of his journey, but was appointed, with
Nott, Newell, Hall, and Rice, a missionary to India.

He was ordained, with these four men, on Feb. 6,

1812, at Salem, Mass. Judson sailed on the 19th,

from New York, with Mrs. Judson and Mr. and Mrs.
Newell, for Calcutta, where he arrived June 17.

On the voyage his views on the mode of baptism
imderwent a change; and, after his arrival in India,

he and Mrs. Judson were baptised by immersion in

the Baptist Church of Calcutta. In consequence
of this change of views, he passed under the care of

the American Baptist Missionary Union at its for-

mation in 1814. The East India Company forbade

his prosecution of imssionary labors in India; and,

after various vicissitudes, he landed in July, 1813, at

Rangoon, Burma, taking up his residence at the

Mission House of Felix Carey. Judson devoted
himself to the acquisition of the language, in which
be afterward became a proficient scholar. After

six years of labor, the first convert, Moung Nau,
was baptised at Rangoon, June 27, 1819. He was
the first Burman accession to the Church of Christ.

From 1824 to 1826, during the war of England with

Burma, Judson suffered almost incredible hardships.

He was imprisoned for seventeen months in the

jails of Ava and Oung-pen-la, being bound during

nine months of this period, with three, and during

two months with no less than five, pairs of fetters.

His sufferings from fever, excruciating heat, him-

ger, repeated disappointments, and the cruelty of

his keepers, form one of the most thrilling narra-

tives in the annals of modem missionary trial.

Mrs. Ann Hasseltine Judson suffered no less than
her husband, though she was not subjected to im-

prisonment. Her heroic efforts to relieve the suf-

ferings of the English prisoners re-

MxB. ceiv^ the tributes of warmest grati-

Judson. tude and praise at the time. She was
bom in Bradford, Mass., Deo. 22, 1789,

and had been married on Feb. 5, 1812. She en-

tered with great enthusiasm into missionary effort,

and established a school at Rangoon for girls. In
1821 she paid a visit to America. Her heUth was
never robust; but she combined with strong intel-

lectual powers a remarkable heroism and fortitude.

During the imprisonment of her husband she was
unremitting in her self-sacrifice, and walked fear-

less and respected from palace to prison among the

excited Burman population. She died Oct. 24,

1826. Hers is one of the immortal names in mis-

sionary biography.

In 1826 Judson transferred the headquarters of

his mission to Amherst, in Tenasserim, Lower
Burma; and in 1830 he began preaching to the

Karens. In 1835 he completed the revision of the

Old Testament in the Burmese language, and in

1837 that of the New Testament. In the latter
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year there were 1,144 baptized converts in Biurma.
After an absence of more than thirty years, he
returned, in 1845, for a visit to his native land.

On the voyage his second wife (Sarah
Later Hall Boardman) died (Sept. 1) at St.

Work. Helena. She was the widow of the mis-

Visit to sionary. Dr. Boardman, and was mar-
America. riedtoJudson in 1834. Judson's arrival

in the United States was the signal

for an enthusiastic outburst of admiration for the
missionary, and interest in the cause he represented.

Everywhere crowded assemblies gathered to see

and hear him. He, however, shunned the public

gaze, and was diffident as a speaker. In 1823
Brown University had honored him with the degree
of D.D. On July 11, 1846, he again set sail for

Burma, having married, a few days before. Miss
Emily Chubbuck of Eaton, N. Y., who was already
well known under the name of " Fanny Forester."

He arrived safely at Rangoon, and spent much of

the remaining period of his life in revising his Eng-
lish-Burmese dictionary (ed. E. A. Stevens, Maul-
main, 1852). His health, however, was shattered;

and he died while on a vojrage to the Isle of Bour-
bon. His body was buried in the ocean.

Judson was a man of medium height and slender

person. He was endowed with strong intellectual

powers, and sought in his Christian life, by the
perusal of the works of Mme. Quyon and others, a
fervent type of piety. His confidence in the suc-

cess of missionary effort never wavered. Being
asked, on his visit to America, whether the pros-

pects were bright for the conversion of the world,

he inmiediately replied, ** As bright. Sir, as the
promises of God." Adoniram Judson's name will

always have a place in the very first rank of Amer-
ican missionaries to heathen lands. He belongs

to the first band of those missionaries, and his hero-

ism, wise judgment, and diligent labor have not
been excelled if equaled by any who have followed

him. D. S. ScHAFT.
BnuooBAPHT: BiocraphiM of Adoniram Judaon have been

witten by F. WayUnd, 2 voIb., Boston, 1863; H. Bonar,
London. 1871; and E. Judeon (hiaaon). New York. 1883.
The Uvea of hia three wives were written by W. Wyeth, 3
ola.. New York, 1892; A. W. Stuart, Auburn, 1851; A. W.
Wilaon, New York. 1853; and by C. B. Hartley, ib. n. d.

JUDSON, EDWARD: Baptist; b. at Maul-
main (95 m. s.e. of Rangoon), Burma, Dec. 27,

1844. He was brought to the United States while

still an infant, and was educated at Madison (now
Colgate) University and Brown University (A.B.,

1865), after which he was principal of the academy
at Townshend, Vt., for two years (1865-67). He
was then pr6fessor of Latin in Madison University
from 1867-74, and, after a year of travel and study
in Europe in 1874-75, accepted a call to the pas-
torate of the Baptist church at Orange, N. J., where
he remained imtU 1881. In the latter year he be-

came pastor of the Berean Baptist Church, New
York City, where he engaged actively in educar
tional and philanthropic work among the poorer
classes. The church becoming too small for the
congregation which he gathered, he raised funds
for the erection of the Judson Memorial Church,
New York City, which is one of the leading " in-

.ititutional " churches of the city. He has since

been pastor of this church, which is named in honor
of his father, Adoniram Judson (q.v.). He was
president of the American Baptist Missionary
Union in 1885-^7 and has been a trustee of Brown
University, Vassar College, and Colgate Univer-
sity. He has written: Life of Adoniram Judson
(New York, 1883); and The Inetihdional Church:
Primer in Pastoral Theology (1899).

JUELICHER, yOOiH-er, GUSTAV ADOLF: Ger-
man Protestant; b. at Falkenbei^ (a suburb of

Berlin) Jan. 26, 1857. He was educated at the
University of Berlin (Ph.D., 1880), and was chap-
lain of the orphan asylum at Rununelsbeig, a
suburb of Berlin, from 1882 to 1888. In 1887 he
became privat-docent at the university of the same
city for New-Testament history and church history,

and in the following year was appointed associate

professor of the same subjects at Marburg, where
he has been full professor since 1889. He is a
member of the committee on Church Fathers of the

Ro3ral Prussian Academy of Berlin and in this ca-

pacity is engaged in the preparation of a Prosopo-
graphia imperii Romani from the reign of Diocletian

to Justinian. In theology his position is that of

a rigid limitation to strict historical investigation.

He has written: Die Oleiehnisreden Jesu (2 vols.,

Freiburg, 1888-99), Einleitung in das Neue Testa-

merit (1894; Eng. transl., Introduction to the New
Testament, London, 1904); and Paulus und Jesus
(TQbingen, 1907).

JULIAN: The Emperor Julian (Flavius Clau-
dius Julianus), frequently known as ** the Apos-
tate," was bom at Constantinople in 331, some
time after June 26, the son of Julius Constantius,

a younger stepbrother of Constantine the Great,

by Basilina, his second wife; d. in Persia June 26,

363. Among the authorities for his

Authorities life and policy, his own works take the
for his first place, although their history is

Life. obscure and their text defective.

They include eight orations; a long
treatise addressed to Themistius and another to the

Athenians; the '' Symposium "; the ** Beard-
hater " (Gk. Misopogon); more than eighty letters,

some decrees, and some fragments contained al-

most wholly in Cyril's ten books against Julian.

In the '^^rmposium" (also called Kaisares) he
criticises his predecessors in the empire, assembled
at a feast on Olympus, chastises their vices, and
ends with a panegyric of Marcus Aurelius. The
** Beard-hater " is a satirical treatise written at
Antioch in the beginning of 363, containing a witty
characterization of himjBelf and of the Christian

population of Antioch. The letters, of which a
few are spurious or doubtful, were almost all writ-

ten during his reign, and are the best source for his

philosophic and political standpoint. Unfortu-
nately the work " Against the Christians," with the

composition of which he was busy in the last months
of his life, is only partially extant.

Next in importance come the pagan historians,

especially Anunianus Biarcellinus, Eutropius, and
Zosimus. The first-named is the main authority

for the external events of Julian's reign; he was a
writer of great impartiality, and, like Eutropius, a
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contemporary if not an eye-witnen. Zosimus
writes with unconcealed sympathy for the restorer

of Hellenism. Aurelius Victor tells little. Among
the orators and men of letters, Libanius is the most
important; seven of his orations refer directly to

Julian and offer valuable material. The statements

of Eunapius in his lives of the sophists and of the

panegyrist Mamertinus are to be received with
caution.

As to the Christian writers, their hatred of the

emperor led them sometimes into distortions of

fact or malicious lies, or at least made them willing

to lend an ear to calumny, except during the short

period when Julian's recall of the orthodox bishops

won a favorable judgment from some, such as

Hilary. The two orations in which Gregory Nazi-

ansen denounced the emperor, his contemporary
and acquaintance, form a strong contrast to Euse-
bius' life of Constantine. Among the historians,

even Socrates here lays aside his usual impartiality.

Rufinus, as a contemporary, deserves most atten-

tion; then follow Socrates, Sozomen, Theodoret,

with some fragments of Philostoigius. Isolated

notices occur in most of the Fathers, and there

are four poems against Julian by Ephraem S3rrus

written in 363 and containing legendary material

mingled with valuable notes. In spite of their

prejudice, the ecclesiastical writers are not to be
undervalued, as they complete the material of the

pagan historians in some important pM&rticulars, and
demonstrably rest in not a few places upon docu-
mentary evidence. Modem historians have learned

only in the last two centuries to take a broad and
abstract view of Julian's career, and to see with in-

creasing clearness that his admirable qualities were
his own, while his obvious and by no means insig-

nificant defects were the product of his education

and environment.
When the sons of Constantine secured the em-

pire in 337 by the slaughter of their male relations

(see Constantine the Great and his Sons),

Julian was spared on account of his

Skateh of tender age, and remained in Constan-

Hii Life, tinople under the chaige of his distant

kinsman, Bishop Eusebiua of Nico-

media, and of the eimuch Mardonius, who was a
professing Christian, though his ideals seem to have
been Hellenistic. It is possible that he laid the

foundation for Julian's later attitude; but he also

awakened in him the enthusiasm for what was noble

and good that distinguished his manhood. In 342
EusebiuB died, and the suspicious Constantius con-

fined Julian and his sickly half-brother Gallus in

the fortress of Macellum in Cappadocia for the next

six years, surrounded by Christian clerics. The
lad read the Bible, copied religious books, built a
chapel to St. Mamas, and is said to have officiated

as a lector in public worship, which presupposes

(unless there was some departure from the ordinary

practise) that he had been baptized, as indeed

Cyril positively asserts, though neither Julian nor

any of his contemporaries speak of his baptism.

At any rate, there is no reason to suppose that

Julian's religious views were at this time hostile to

the Christian Church. About 350 the brothers

were allowed to leave Macellum, and Julian, re-

turning to Constantinople, devoted himself to study.

The emperor objected, however, to his presence in

the capital, and he went to Nioomedia, promising
not to attend the lectures which Libanius was then
delivering there. But he read them; and here at

this time, later in Pergamum, and finally in Eph»-
sus he was introduced by the foremost Hellenistic

teachers of the day to the Neoplatonio philosophy
and mysticism. In 351 he formally, though unolv-

trusively, became a convert to paganism. The
dreams of poets and the speculations of philoso-

phers were to him the living truth; in Neoplato-
nism he found the revelation of all the wealth of the
highest ideals of antiquity and of Greek civih'za-

tion. His feelings, principles, and aims were, how-
ever, not those of the ancient masters whom he
thought to follow, but modem, and such as might
nearly all have been justified from the teachings of

Christian leaders of his day. The fortunes of his

life, his imagination and his education inclined him
to Greek mythology and learning, as similar ele-

ments had brought thousands of others to Chris-

tianity. The great task of reforming Hellenism
and abolishing the system of his predecessor seems
to have been put before him by his philosophic

friends in Nicomedia and Ephesus. Whether he
was already longing for the throne is not definitely

known, but it is likely that he was; and the teach-

ers, who never lost their hold over him, seem to have
exacted promises as to his conduct in the event of

his accession. In 354 Constantius put Gallus to

death, and kept Julian practically in confinement

at Milan for six months. Then be was allowed to

return to Bithynia, and in the summer of 355 to

go to Athens, where he associated with the most
prominent Hellenic leaders and was initiated

into the Eleusinian mysteries. In October he was
recalled to northern Italy, where the emperor
needed an heir^pparent and a leader against the

Germanic inroads in Gaul. He played a valiant

part for four years of military activity amid great

difficulties, carrying the war into the enemy's own
country and winning the respect and confidence of

the army. He was in Paris in the winter of 35^
360. There he received the command to send his

best soldiers to the East to Constantius. They an-

swered by hailing Julian as Augustus, apparently

without any suggestion from him, if not against his

will. After some hesitation he allowed them to

crown him, and notified Constantius of what had
happened, without assuming the imperial title.

Constantius answered with the sword; but Julian

was ready to meet him. During the winter of 360-

361 he was making his preparations at Vienne.

He celebrated the feast of the Epiphany with Chris-

tian rites; then he threw off the mask, and went
south by forced marches, opening the closed pagan
temples wherever he passed. Constantius came
from Syria to meet him, but died Nov. 3 in Cilicia;

and on Dec. 11, 361, Julian entered Constantinople

as undisputed emperor. He remained there the

rest of that winter, occupied with plans for far-

reaching reforms, but at the same time making
preparations for a campaign against the Persians.

In the sununer of 362 he went through Asia Minor,

receiving discouraging reports of the results of his
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policy, to Antioch, where the excitable and vivar

cious populace received him with open scorn of his

views and plans, and the Christian portion indulged

in ominous demonstrations. On Mar. 4, 363, he

started oUt for his campaign, pressing forward

boldly to meet his Persian enemies, sharing all the

fatigues and privations of his soldiers, and busily

occupied at the same time with his studies and his

great reform plans. After several successful skir-

mishes, he received a spear-wound in the battle of

June 26, and died a few hours afterward. The
famous narrative of Theodoret, according to which
he cried out just before he died, '' Thou hast con-

quered, O Galilean!'' is apparently an outgrowth
of the account written by Ephraem Syrus in the

same year, which relates how ** he turned aside,

groaning, and thought of the threats which at his

departure he had made by letter against the Church. ''

It is significant that the Persians, according to

Ammianus (XXV., vi. 6), on the following day
mocked the Romans as traitors to their own em-
peror, since it was a Roman spear that had pierced

his side. The rumor soon spread in the empire,

and Libanius in his funeral oration put into words
the suspicion that a Christian had been responsible

for his death. Gregory Nacianzen, Rufinus, and
Socrates treat the question as indififerent, and So-

somen shows that the Christians were capable of

the deed by claiming it for one of them and laud-

ing it. But Libanius did not offer the slightest

evidence in support of his accusation, and several

considerations may be urged against it. Similar

rumors have often arisen in the case of a sudden
death; Julian was a bold and reckless soldier, who
had often exposed himself to great danger; he him-

self gave utterance to no suspicion—according to

Ammianus he thanked the gods that he had fallen

by ''no clandestine ambush''; Eutropius says ex-

pressly that he was wounded by one of the enemy,
and Ephraem knows nothing different; and Am-
mianus sa3rs that no offers of reward produced the

Persian who had given the wound—he may have
been dead—^which gave rise to their reproach of

the Romans, and thus to the growth of the legend.

Julian was buried at Tarsus, leaving no heir; and
his wife, Helena, the sister of Constantius, had
died at Vienne in the winter of 360-361.

The restoration of Hellenism was the great aim
of Julian's reign. On his arrival in Constantinople

he made a clean sweep of the old court, and the

Neoplatonic philosophers, with Maximus at their

head, hastened to appear there in support of one
who was an emperor after their own

His heart. The worship of the ancient

Policy and gods in its traditional form was de-

Chaxacter. clared the privileged religion; the

temples were ordered to be opened or

rebuilt, and their property restored. Julian was
especially anxious to restore the complete sacri-

ficial system; and the way in which he went to

work shows that the ideas \mderlying the old pub-
lic worship were not his, but that he designed to

bring about the restoration of the old paganism
under the forms of certain msrstic cults, and to

unite all the older religions into a sort of pagan
imperial church. It is from the mysteries that all

the determining lines of his policy are taken. If

the whole of public life was to be ordered accord-

ing to the piety prescribed in the mysteries, the

plan would not have been a reaction but a reform
in the highest sense. The return to the ancient

gods is tfa^ only reactionary feature of it; the as-

cetio-pietistic and mystic-hierarchical ordering of

the worship, with its organized associations and
priesthood, would have been an unheard-of inno-

vation. To change paganism into a State religion,

and thus to modify the whole relation between re-

ligion and the State as it had been understood in

antiquity, was a thing which could be done only
by force. The renmant of the pagan population

showed itself indifferent or actually hostile to the

plans which Julian promulgated in a series of edicts

which combined, so to speak, imperial and papal

characteristics. The reforming tendencies of his

plans were displayed especially in his provisions for

the ceremonial reception of converts to paganism,

who were to be admitted to draw near to the gods
only after spiritual and bodily purification, and for

the creation of a definitely graduated and strictly

organised hierarchy, with the emperor as ponttfex

maximuSf and high priests (answering to metropol-

itans) for the provinces. In yet other particulars

the imitation of the Church's discipline is obvious.

It is most direct in regard to the care of the poor,

as to which Julian made no secret of his admiration

for the Christian model; other resemblances are

indirect, coming through the influence which the

mysteries had already exercised upon the Christian

sjrstem.

In discussing the question of Julian's actual re-

lations to the Christian Church, it is necessary to

distinguish between what was in his mind and
what he actually did, and even between the differ-

ent parts of his short reign—since, though his pol-

icy did not essentially change, there are traces of

increasing irritation in his mind, which influenced

his edicts. In principle, however, he rejected the

use of force as an aid to conversion. Christianity,

which he regarded as a pitiable superstition of

weak-minded people, a distorted form of worship

suited to barbarians with no knowledge of history,

an assemblage of discordant elements held together

only by an ambitious clergy, was to be allowed to

fall to decay of itself. In the army the cross was
to be replaced by pagan emblems, and the pre-

torian guard was to be purged of Christians. Chris-

tian officials were to be removed from the govern-

ment. All privileges were withdrawn from the

clergy and the Church, including support from
State funds and such rights of jurisdiction as had
been conceded. The restoration of pagan temples

at the cost of those who had destroyed them im-

posed this burden upon the Christians. All Chris-

tian factions were to be treated alike, including the

Donatists, and this involved the recall of the ban-

ished orthodox bishops. The old idea that he did

this with the purpose of fostering discord among
his antagonists, while in view of the short-sighted-

ness of his policy it is possible, is not probable;

and the result was actually beneficial to the Church.

His school law of Jime 17, 362, which required

candidates for teachers' positions to obtain the
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lioenfle of the local authorities or of the emperor,
while apparently not affecting religious quefitiona,

really excluded the Christiana from such positions.

The assertion that he forbade them to attend the

schools is apparently based on a misunderstanding.

Another weapon in his religious campaign was hiis

treatise '' Against the Christians/' which he ciiv

culated not long before his death. The whole first

book is extant, some fragments of the second, and
scarcely any of the third. For knowledge and
acutenees it is not to be compared with the works
of Celsus and Porphyry. It tells much of the re-

ligious and historical attitude of Julian and his

partisans, but little of his relations with the Church,
whose real weak points are seldom touched upon.
If it were possible positively to decide as to the

truth of the statements that he threatened severe

repressive measures against his return from the

Persian campaign, it would be easier to arrive at

a final judgment of the man; but sober history will

at least regard him most truly as a belated son of

a great bygone age, deceived in his ideals but noble

in nature, and deserving of honor as a man who
attempted to do justice to his fellows at a time
when this was a rare virtue. (A. Harnack.)
Bibuogkaprt: The best edition of the works of Julimn in

the original Greek is by F. C. Hertlein, 2 vols., Leipeic.

187&-76; the frngments of his Books esainst the Chris-
tians were edited by K. J. Neumann (ib. 1880), who also

translated them into German, Kaimr Jxdiant Budter
gtgm die ChriaUn, ib. 1880. In English translation are
Gregory Nasiansen's two invectives against, and Liba-
nius' funeral oration upon Julian; and Julian's essays
'* Upon the Sovereign Sim," and " Upon the Mother of
the Gods " (transl. by C. W. King. Julian the Emperor,
London. 1888). In French there is a complete transla-

tion of Julian's works and letters, by Eugene Talbot,
(KuvTM eomptHta ds Vempereur Ju/iM, Paris, 1863. The
most elaborate biography of Julian is by G»tano Negri,

transL from the 2d cd. of the original Italian, 2 vols.,

London and New York, 1005; other noteworthy biog-
raphies are by Neandw, Eng. transl., London. 1850;
F. J. Holgwarth, Freiburg. 1874; A. NaviUe, Neuchitel,
1877; O. H. RendaU. Cambridge. 1877; AUoe Gardner,
London and New York, 1805; W. Koch, Leipsic, 1800;
E. MQller, Hanover. 1001; P. Allard, 3 vols., Paris. 1002.

Special treatises are: F. Rode, Oeadkichie der RwcHon
Kaiaer JuHane gegen die chrietUehe Kirehe, Jena, 1877;

E. J. Chinnock, A Few Nolee on Julian and a Tranalaiion

ef hie Publu: Letter; London, 1001. Consult also Tille-

mont, Mimoiree, vi; CeilUer, Auteure eaerfe, iil 308-412;
Gibbon, Decline and Fall, chaps, xxil-xziv.; Schaff,

Ckrietian Chwdi, iil 41-60; DCB, iii. 484-525.

JULIAR CBSARIHI, CARDINAL. See Cesarini,

GlULIANO.

JULIAH OF BCLAHTTM: The most gifted and
oonristeDt champion of Pelagianism; b. in Apulia

between 380 and 390; d., according to Gennadiua,

under Valentinian III. (426-455). Well educated in

Hamiful literature, he learned from Aristotle the

art of dialectioB which he used so cleverly in later

times. While still a youth, he became bishop of

F^li^fnim near Beneventum and seems to have been

greatly respected. It is not known how he was
won over to Pelagianism, but this doctrine corre-

sponded to his whole disposition, which was not

leUgious, but intellectual. By an edict of the

Emperor Honorius and the Epiatola tradaiona of

the Roman Bishop Zosimus (see Pblagius), Julian

with seventeen other bishops was crowded out of

bis episcopal position in 418 and eq)eUed from his

native country. Entrusted with the defense of his

associates, he assumed the leadership in the strug-

gle against Augustinianism, and attadced it first

in a letter to Bishop Rufus of Thessalonica, wherein
he laid down his views concerning the divine crea-

tion of each individual man, concerning nuuriage,

law, the freedom of the will, and baptism against

Augustine and his adherents, whom be regarded as

Manicheans. In connection with this letter there

was issued a circular letter to the adherents of

Pelagius in Italy, which, however, was probably
not written by Julian himself. Against Augus-
tine's De nupHis el amcupiscentia he directed the

four books of his work Ad TurhanHum (419); its

main thought is the natural goodness of man vouch-
safed by God's creation. Augustine wrote a sec-

ond treatise De nupiixa et concupiacenHa and Julian

answered by addressing eight books to Florus (Libn
viii ad Flarum contra Augustine Ixbrum secundum de

nuptiia). This is Julian's most important writing,

full of personal, passionate, and spiteful polemics

against Augustine, but also fraught with dialectical

acuteness and logical sequence of thoughts; it

forms the proper source for the knowledge of Ju-
lian's theology. The efforts of himself and his as-

sociates at the court of the Byzantine Emperor
Theodosius II. (d. 450) to be restored to their posi-

tions were without success, and Marius Mercator
especially caused his expulsion from Constantinople.

At the Council of Epbesus in 431 he was expressly

condemned.
The fundamental presupposition of Julian's doc-

trines is that sin is a matter of the will and not of

nature. Will again presupposes the freedom of

choice, and this consists in the possibility of ad-

mitting or rejecting sin. In virtue of this liberty

of will man bears the image of God within himself

and is akin to him just as according to his sensual

nature he is related to the animal. In free wiU
man possesses such a perpetual possibility of will-

ing and not willing that Julian denies even the force

of motives. From this conception of free will it

follows that it is a possession which can not be lost

and can not be restrained or limited by sin. The
conception of sin as a work of the will implies that

it can arise only under an entirely free choice.

Therefore Julian found himself in entire opposition

to Augustine's doctrine of hereditary sin. It is a
cantradidio in adjedo since sin and guilt can exist

only where there is freedom of decision. Children

can not sin because they have no will. It is per-

fect nonsense to deny the virtue of pagans. Augus-
tine's doctrine is altogether Manich^ since only

the devil can be the creator and lord of an evil

nature. Augustine is even worse than Mani, since

he makes God the author and multiplier of sin.

Since God creates the nature of each individual

man, it must be good. If man were evil by nature

he would not be capable of redemption; disgrace

of nature would therefore imply the denial of grace.

The doctrine of original sin contradicts also the

justice of God, since according to it he recom-
penses and punishes that which is not a matter of

liberty and not due to one's own fault. Justice,

however, is a generally acknowledged and funda-

mental law, and a contradiction to this law suflBces
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for the refutation of the doctrine of hereditary ein.

Death is not evil; it is natural for a creature to die.

The doctrine of hereditary sin destroys also the
sanctity of marriage. Marriage is pleasing to God
as the sexual impulse is his work. Even Christ

possessed concupiscence, and if there was no not-

uraU peceaium in him, it is also not in our nature.

At the same time Julian does not deny the impor-
tance of God's grace. Our bodily and especially

our spiritual endowments are works of divine grace.

He does not deny the loss of the meritum innocerir

Htte, In baptism we receive forgiveness of sin and
incitement to good works. Thus the good will of

man is aided by God. The increase of divine bene-
factions is useful and necessary although virtue

and sin remain always a matter of free will. Julian

always tried to prove his position from Scripture,

but he did not consider this his last and highest

authority; for him reason was higher than Scrip-

ture and tradition. Scripture can never contra-

dict what reason teaches. No one ever understood
how to use the art of dialectics more cleverly than
Julian, and he tried to decide all questions by log-

ical conclusions. (N. Bonwbtbch.)
Bxbuoobapht: The chief BourMs are: NotioM in Auciutine
(who had Icnown Julian's parents and took an interest

in him), vols. ii. and x. of the Benedictine edition of his
works and MPL, xxxiii., zliv., xIt.; cf. zlv. 1736 sqq.
For further notices: Marius Meroator, MPL, xlviii.; Vin-
cent of Lerins; Prosper; and Gennadius. Consult A.
Bruckner. Juiian von Bkianum, tein Leben und §^ns
Lehr€, in TU, xv. 3. Leipsio. 1897; C. T. Q. SchOnemann.
Biblwihsea . . . patrum LaHnorum, ii.. f 18, ib. 1794 (con-
densed account, but valuable); W. Smith, Dictionary of
Qrodc and Roman Biography and Mythology, ii. 643-644,
London, 1890; Hamack, Dogma, . 171 sqq.. 186 sqq.,

203, 235, 236, vi. 303; Oeillier. Auteurt aaerU, ix. 483-
638, consult Index; Neander. Chr%»lian Churdi, iL 660-
665 et passim; Schaff, Chritian Chvrdi, ill. 800, 837-
838. 937; DCB, iii. 469-^73; Von Schubert, in TU, xxiv.
4 (1908).

JULIAR OF HALICARNASSUS: Bishop of Hali-

camassus. Little is known of Julian's life and
personality. As bishop of Halicamassus in Caria,

he took part with the later patriarch of Antioch,
Severus, (q.v.) in the intrigue which led to the down-
fall of the Patriarch Macedonius of Constantinople

in 511. After his banishment at the beginning of

the reign of Justin I. in 518 (see Monophysites),
he took up his abode in the cloister of EInaton, be-

fore the gates of Alexandria. Here he became in-

volved with Severus, likewise in exile, in a dispute

over the question whether Christ's body during his

life on earth was incorruptible or corruptible

(see below). At Alexandria the dispute led to a
division of the Monopbysite party which continued

till the seventh century. Julian's later destinies

are unknown; at all events, he did not return to

Halicamassus. His doctrine circulated as far as

Arabia, and also found acceptance in the Armenian
Church.

There are extant the following works of Julian:

his correspondence with Severus, in the Syriac

translation of Bishop Paul of Callinicus; ten anath-

emas; and a commentary on Job printed among
Origen's works, and only lately recognised by Use-

ner as a work of Julian's.

The expressions " incorruptible," " corruptible,"

or " imperishable," " perishable," do not correctly

reproduce the debated meaning of aphikartas,

phihartoaf as understood by Julian and Severus.

The controversy hinges not upon phJtkora, as indi-

cating total dissolution of the body into so many
atoms, but on the phtkora existing in the natural

infirmities of the body; such as hunger, thirst,

weariness, sweat, tears, bleeding, etc. So, as

Julian conceived it, the body of Christ was not
subject to this manner of " corruption," which is

a characteristic of human nature in consequence of

Adam's sin. When Christ hungered and thirsted,

he did so because he willed it, not of necessity; and
he willed so, because only in that way could he
free us from corruption. But Julian did not ad-
mit that, in order to redeem us, Christ must have
possessed a body subjected to corruption through-

out. He could not believe that one and the same
being was both " corruptible " and " incorruptible."

With singular inconsistency, however, he did not
believe himself compelled to deny the doctrine of

the like nature of Christ's body to that of ours;

on the contrary, he expressly rejected the opposite

doctrine, that of Eutyches. The Julian party re-

proached their opponents for being ** corruption

worshipers "; whereas these retorted with the re-

proach of docetism, insomuch that the epithets

'^-aphthartodocetics" and '' phantasiasts," or illu-

sionists, ever afterward stayed attached to the

Julianists. In this matter, the orthodox and the

Severians made conmion cause, although there were
some " aphthartodocetics " among the orthodox
themselves. For the fact that Emperor Justinian

himself was open to this line of argument see Jus-
tinian; and for the significance of the contro-

verted question generally, as a phase of Monophy-
sitism, see Monophysites. G. KrCger.
Biblxoorapht: C. W. F. Walch, Hiatorie der KetMereien,

ill 650 iqq., 886 sqq.. Leipeio. 1778; J. C. L. Gieaeler,

CommenioHo, qua Monophyntarum . . . variae de ChrisU
pertona opinionoB . . . Ulusiraniur, 2 parts. (SAttingen,

1835; J. P. N. Land. Aneodota Syriaca, iii. 263-271. Ley-
den, 1870; H. Usener, in H. Lietsmann, Catenen, pp. 28-
34. Freiburg, 1897; idem, in RheinitJtoM Mtueum, W
(1900). 321-340; E. Ter-Minassiants. in TU, zxri 4
(1904), passim; Krumbacher, (TescAtcUe. pp. 52-63;
Ceillier. Auteura oaerSa, viii. 364, xi. 109. 344; DCB, iii

476-476.

JULIAN OF TOLEDO. See Pomeriub, Jnu-
ANUB.

JULIUS: The name of three popes.

Julius I: Pope 337-352. According to tradi-

tion he was the son of Rusticus, a Roman, and
elected after a long interregnum Feb. 6, 337. Little

is known of his pontificate, except in regard to his

spiritual care for the rapidly growing Roman com-
munity—he built no less than five new churches

—

and to his position in the Arian controversy, which
had scarcely affected Rome before his time. He
took part in it only when both parties sought a de-

cision from him. The request came first from the

Eusebians, who sent three Eastern clerics in 338 to

ask his approval of their deposition of Athanasius
and putting Pistus in his place. Soon afterward
an embassy appeared from Athanasius, who so suc-

cessfully presented their case that the Eusebians
themselves, so Athanasius asserts, proposed the

reference of the matter to a new council. Pres-
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ently, however, the Euaebians got the ear of the

Emperor Constantius, and by Easter, 339, Athana-
siiis himself was seeking refuge in Rome, to be fol-

lowed by other banished orthodox prelates. The
friendly reoeption which they received in Rome
gave the Ensebians an excuse for rudely refusing

Julius' invitation to the proposed council. It met
at Rome in 340, and absolved Athanasius and Mar-
oellus of Ancyra from the charges brought against

them. Julius conmiunicated the result to the

Orientals in his famous epistle to Flacillus, a mas-
terpiece of diplomacy. He considers the question

from the standpoint of ecclesiastical law, asserting

that the Council of Nicea had permitted the revi-

sion of the acts of one synod by another, though no
foimdation is known for this statement, and justi-

fies his reopening of the case of Athanasius by the

assertion that the custom of the Church requires

the bishop of Rome to be notified of charges against

bishops (or against the bishop of Alexandria) and
to lay down the law. This does not apparently

cover the later claim to a supreme judicial func-

tion; and it did not even attain the result which
Julius hoped. The relations between Rome and
the East were more strained than ever, and it was
not Julius but Hosius of Cordova that determined
Constans to summon the Council of Sardica in 343.

This council recognized the pope as the strongest

support of the Nioene party, and passed canons
which really allowed him a more limited authority

than the Council of Chaloedon gave in similar cases

to the exarchs and the patriarchs of Constantinople,

although their importance lies in the use which
later popes made of them, interpolating them
among those of Nicssa and deducing from them a
final judicial authority over the whole Church.

Julius seems to have had no opportunity to act on
these provisions, since the change in the emperor's

attitude toward the Nicene party left him no longer

the central figure in the strife. He welcomed
Athanasius in Rome on his homeward journey in

346, and shortly after, at the request of a synod
in Milan, he investigated the orthodoxy of Ursa-

duB and Valens, and received them both again into

communion. He died Apr. 12, 352, and was early

honored in Rome as a saint, while the number of

forgeries passing under his name shows the impres-

sion which his clever policy made on succeeding

generations and the extent to which it was held to

have strengthened the papal authority.

(H. BOhmer.)
Biblxoobapht: Souroee are: lAbtr poniijlcalxa, ed. Duchesne,

i. 205, Ptuifl, 1886. ed. Momxnaen in MOH, Oft. ponL
Rom.t i (1898), 75-76; Catalooua Liberianut, ed. Momm-
aen in MOH, Auet. ant., ix (1892), 76; BpUt. in MPL,
viiL Consult: B. Jungmann, DiMertaHone§ teleetae, u.

7-31, Regensburg, 1881; L. Rivington, Primitive Church
and the See of St. Peter, pp. 173 sqq.. 467 sqq., London.
1894: W. Bright, Roman See and (he Early Chwch, pp. 81
sqq., ib. 1896; MibnaA, Latin ChrieHanity, I 100-101;
Bower, Popee, I 54-^59; KL, vi 1997-98.

Julius IL (Giuliano Rovere—^he was not con-

nected with the highly aristocratic Delia Rovere
family): Pope 1503-13. He was bom at Albiz-

sola, near Savona (25 m. s.w. of Genoa), 1443.

When his uncle, Francesco (later Pope Sixtus IV.),

became cardinal, he turned to the spiritual career,

likewise becoming cardinal by 1471; and in 1480-

1481, he was legate to the French King Louis XI.
He exerted only a moderate influence over his

uncle, Sixtus IV. (d. 1484), who stood imder the
sway of another nephew. Cardinal Riario; but he
determined the policy of his successor, Innocent
VIII. (q.v.). However, when Borgia (Alexander
VI.) ascended the papal throne, Julius was com-
pelled to secure his life by flight to France (1494).

It was not untU 1498, when the growing power of

the pope drew the second successor of Louis XI.
to his side, that Julius became ostensibly recon-

ciled with Alexander, and now wrought for the con-
clusion of a compact between the two rulers which
occasioned fresh war over Italy. He did not ven-
ture back to Rome till after the death of Alexander
VI. (Aug. 18, 1503). On Oct. 31, 1503, after the
sudden end of the pontificate of Pius III., lasting

less than a month, he was chosen pope. He had
gained the Spanish cardinals by the degrading
promise not to contest the Romagna against Bor-
gia's son Gesare. Nevertheless, in the first year
of his pontificate, he demanded the delivery of the
fortresses in that region and made Gesare captive.

Then the Venetians interposed, and occupied the

Romagna; but, owing to a league of the pope with
France and Germany in 1504, they were compelled
to surrender all the occupied points except Rimini
and Faenza. Julius then at the head of an army
wrested these cities from the Venetians and united

the entire district with the Papal States. The en-

mity toward Venice continued, and in 1508 Julius

again contrived, in the League of Cambrai, to com-
bine the mightiest sovereigns of the West—Spain,

France, and Germany—against the republic. The
Curia now began a system of deceitful and oppor-
tunist seesaw statecraft whereby it maintained its

position among the nations. Hardly were the dis-

tricts that had been occupied by Venice won back
by the help of France, when Julius arrayed himself

against France on the side of Venice. The French
king's resentment went so far that in 1510 he as-

sembled a national synod against the pope at

Tours, and sought an alliance with Emperor Maxi-
milian, with a view to depose the pope from his

dignity. Maximilian actually thought of crpwn-
ing his own head with the tiara. Meanwhile, Julius

in person waged war on the duke of Ferrara, who
had remained on the side of France, hoping to

imite his city and territory with the States of the

Church; and he succeeded, in the winter of 1511;

but France retaliated by occupying Bologna, and
an antipapal council was convened at Pisa. In
opposition, Julius convened the Fifth Lateran
Council in 1512, and, by foimding the " Holy
League," he secured the retreat of the French across

the Alps in the same year. He still managed to

add Parma and Piacenza to the States of the

Church; but all the results of his war-lust and of

his statecraft continued insecure, since the States

of the Church, being subject to a policy of constant

vacillation, lacked the conditions of independent
existence. He died Feb. 21, 1513.

K. Benrath.

Biblioorapht: For souroea consult hia bulla in A. M.
Chembini, Ma^fnum buUarium Romanum, i. 477 sqq.,

Lyona, 1656, and in Turin ed.. v. 399 sqq.; R. Brown,
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Calndar cf SlaU Paptn, rob. L-il. London. 1804 aqq.;
Pmdi Jovii Hitloria tm iemporig, Baael 1617; O. lUy-
naldua, AnnaUa ^edmaaHei, Cologne, 1604-1727. Con-
rait further: A. von Reumont, <h$ehichU dmr Stadt Rom,
iu. 10 aqq.. Berlin, 1870; O. Balbi, Jvlitu II., Berlin,

1877; J. Burokluurdt. Die Culimr dmr fUnaiMaancB in Jtalim,
I 112. 231 iqQ.. Leipeie, 1877; idem. OMcMehU der Re-
niMMaiMe in IlaUtn, pp. 11 aqq., ib. 1877; M. Broeeh,
Pajmt JvUua II. und die OrHndung dee Kirehenetaaiee,
Goth*. 1878; F. OrBcoroviua. Oeeehiehie der Stadi Rem,
vol. viil. Stuttgvt, 1881; Creigkton, Papacy, r. 08-202;
Raoke, Popee, i. 89 aqq.. iii 11*14; Bower. Pepee, iii.

283-200; KL, vi. 1008-2002.

Julius UL (Giovanni Maria del Monte): Pope
1560-65. He was born of a distinguished Roman
family, being nephew of Cardinal Antonio del

Monte, in Rome in 1487. By favor of Julius II.

he succeeded his uncle as archbishop of Siponto,

and in 1636 became cardinal under Paul III. As
papal legate at the opening of the Council of Trent
in 1546, he managed to thwart all the plans of the
emperor. In spite of the opposition of the car^

dinals with imperial sympathies, he was elected

pope after the death of Paul III. in 1550. Hence-
forth he thoroughly reversed his policy toward the

emperor, inviting him to reopen the council after

its suspension, and turned away from Henry II. of

France, whereupon the latter sided with the Far-
nese nephews and tried to constitute them proprie-

tors of the contested possessions in southern Italy

which heretofore they had held from the Church as

retainers. The pope was again obliged to suspend
the council when Maurice of Saxony, in 1552,

turned unexpectedly against the emperor, and al-

most captured him at Innsbruck. The most mo-
mentous event during the pontificate of Julius III.

was the death of Edward VI. of England, and the

return of England to the Roman obedience. Ju-

lius despatched Cardinal Pole (see Pole, Rboinald)
as plenipotentiary legate to Queen Mary Tudor,
and he brought it to pass that Parliament again
recognised the papal supremacy, though subject

to acceptance of the consummated transfer of

church property to state or private possession.

He then achieved the bloody realization of the
Counter-Reformation in England. The pontificate

of Julius III. occurred at a time when in Italy, too,

the nullification of the reforming movement was
prosecuted with every instrument of force and
cunning. He assured free play and advancement
to the Inquisition, even though his indolent nature
did not so energetically and personally interest him
in this matter as proved true of his successors.

That his moral life before and after his elevation to
the papal throne bears no strict scrutiny, is at-

tested by the utterances of many contemporaries.

The avowed favorite Innocent, originally a street

urchin of Parma, was not the only unworthy re-

cipient on whom he bestowed church dignities and
goods. He likewise endowed his relatives in this

way; but the full time of political nepotism was
past. Julius died May 23, 1555, shortly after send-

ing Cardinal Morone to Germany, with the purpose
of giving such a turn to the religious peace at the

impending Diet of Augsburg, that Germany should

be led back-to the bosom of the Roman Church after

the precedent of £2ngland. The same aim was to

be promoted also by the Collegium Germanicum in

Rome, founded by Ignatius Loyola, and formally

opened in 1552, where the 61ite of the Jesuit order

were to be educated for the battle against German
Protestantism. K. Bsnrath.
Bxbuogbafht: The bulla of JuUua are in A. M. Cherubini,

Maonum buUarium Romanum, i 778 aqq.. Turin ed.. vi
401 aqq. Conault: De» faiU et geetee du pape Jutea III,

CleneTB (T). 1661; O. lUynaldua. Annalee eeeleeiaatiei, Co-
locne. 1004-1727; Paolo Sarpi. The Hietorie </ the CowneOL
ef Trent, pp. 208-303, 871. 370. 382-^80. London. 1020;
C. Weiaa, Papiere de VHai du oardimU de OranveHe, voL ilL.

Fitfia. 1841; W. Q. Soldan. OeeehiehU dee Proteetantiemve
in Prankreieh, I 220 aqq.. Leipoio, 1856: Petnioelii della
Gattina, Hiel. diphmalique dee etmdavee, ii. 23 aqq..

Pteifl, 1804; A. von Reumont, OeeehidUe der Stadt Reen,
til 2. pp. 603 aqq., Berlin. 1870; L. Maynier. 6tude kie-

torique eur le eondle de Trente, pp. 680 aqq., Paria, 1874;
M. Broach. OaadkicAla dee Kin^enetaate, i. 180 aqq.. Gotha.
1880; De Leva, in Rivieta etoriea lUdiana, 1884, pp. 032
aqq.; Ranke, Popee, i 200-210 et paaaim; Boiver. Popaa,
iii. 317; KL, vi. 2002-06; and literatuxe under Tbxkt.
Council or.

JULIUS AFRICANUS, SEXTUS: One of the
most learned ecclesiastical writers of the third cen-

tury; b. probably about 160 in Africa, perhaps in

Libya; d. probably soon after 240. In early life

he may have been an officer, but after the ejq>edi-

tion of Septimius Severus against Osrhoene (195)

he settled at Emmaus (Nicopolis) in Palestine.

About 215 he spent some time in Alexandria study-
ing under Heraclas, and later, in the reign of EHk-

gabalus or Alexander Severus, went to Rome on
behalf of his fellow citizens. He published his
*' Chronography " in the fourth year of EUgab-
alus, and his heterogeneous work entitled Kettoi

C' Embroiderings ") under Alexander, to whom it

was dedicated. His extant letter to Origen, whom
he calls '' son," was written in his old age. That
he was ordained in later life is doubtful. He is one
of the few ancient Greek Fathers who were in rela-

tion with Rome, and this was an advantsge to his

" Chronography." Divided into five books, and
beginning with an apologetic purpose, it develops

a scientific aim and shows a good knowledge of

earlier pagan and Jewish sources. The whole work
was practically incorporated into the chronogra-

phies of later writers, especially Eusebius, and de-

serves to be considered not only as the basis of

Christian chronography, but as relatively better

executed than the attempts of Julius' successors.

Critical study of the Kestoi has made so little prog-

ress that it is scarcely worth while to summarise its

conclusions. It appears to have been intended as

a sort of encyclopedia of the material sciences with
the cognate mathematical and technical branches,

but to have contained a large proportion of merely
curious, trifling, or miraculous matters, on which
account the authorship of Julius has been ques-

tioned. Among the parts published are sections

on agriculture, liturgiology, tactics, and medicine
(including veterinary practise). The two letters,

that to Aristides on the genealogies of Christ, of

which only fragments are preserved, and that to

Origen on the story of Susanna, are admirable bits

of critical historical work. (A. Habnack.)
Biblzograpbt: Incomplete oollectiona of the fregmenta are

in A. Qallandi. Bibliotheca veterum patrum, ii 337-370.
14 vola., Venice, 1706-81, and in M. J. Routh, Reliqtnae
eacrae, vol. ii.. 6 vola., Oxford. 1840-48. The beat ed. of
the " Chronocraphy " is in Gelser, aee below; for the
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Ksttai eonralt Vtttrum ma^ematieonm oimto. ed. M.
Tbervnol aod J. BoiTtn. Pftria, 1008; And for the Letter
to Aiittklee, F. Spitta. Dm' Bri^f dm JmUu* AfrieanuB an
AritUdm, Halle, 1877. An Eng. tranal. at the fngmente
b in ANF, yL 123 eqq.; and a list of fiteratun ii giyen
in ANF, Bibliography, pp. 68HI0. Conaalt: Jerome, i>«
vir. iU., hdiL; H. GeUer, ^Mtiie Juliu$ Afirieanuu und dis
6vni»l»flM«Ae CkronograpkU, 2 vole.. Leipeio, 1880-08;
Sohair. CkriMtian Churdi, iii. 803-806; KrOgur, HiHory,
pp. a«8-263; Hamaok, LUUraiw, I 607-^618, ii 1. pp.
12i eqq.. ii part U.. paaeim; DCB, I 63-57.

JULIUS BCRTER: Biahop of WOnbiug 1573-

1617; b. at the castle of Mespelbnmn in the Spe»-
sart (northwestern Bavaria) Mar. 18, 1545; d. at
WOnbufg Sept. 13, 1617. The circumstances
under which his work was b^g^un were as follows:

Not till after 1540, after the death of Bishop Con-
rad II., did the Reformation prosper in the diocese

of WUrsbuig. Then almost all citi-

Bariy sens and noblemen separated from the

AdMtf. old church and inaugurated Lutheran
preachers. Roman Oatholio institu-

tions decayed and the secular clergy was without
means and protection, so that many of its members
adopted the new doctrine. Bishop Friedrich of

Wirsberg (1558-73) did not possess the necessary

energy to stem the tide of the new movement, al-

though he sought a very close political union with
Bavaria and in 1567, against the opposition of the

cathedral chapter, realised the foundation of a
Jesuit college in WOrsbuig. On Dec. 1, 1573, Julius

Echter was elected bishop. He had been educated
in the Roman Catholic spirit from 1560 to 1569 at

Mains, Louvain, Douai, Paris, Angers, Pavia and
Rome. As a licentiate of law and with a fund of

knowledge often praised in later times he came in

1560 to WQrsbuig where he was received as an
active member of the cathedral chapter. In 1570

he became dean of the cathedral and in his twenty-
eighth year was elected bishop, to the great satis-

faction of Rome. In spite of contrary statements,

it has been proved that he never had Protestant

inclinations. He represented the interests of the

Roman Catholic estates of the realm at the diet of

Regensbuig in 1576 and of Augsburg in 1582. Con-
tinuing the policy of his predecessor, he kept in the

ckMCst touch with Bavaria. He was thought to be
secretly inclined toward Protestantism because of

bis cooperation in the deposition of Balthasar of

Dembach, abbot of Fulda, in 1576 at Hammelbuig,
but this action was due to a youthful ambition to

incorporate the abbacy of Fulda and to become the

successor of Balthasar. His act caused general in-

dignation among Roman Catholics, and the abbot

was reinstituted in 1602.

It was only with great hesitanQy that Julius un-

dertook the work of counteracting the Reformation

in his diocese. Although he had been urged by
Rome in 1575 and 1577, he did not convoke a di-

ocesan synod because he dreaded the

Hk hatred of the Protestant princes.

Timidity. Moreover, he feared to proceed against

heretical ecclesiastics lest whole re-

gions should be deprived of ecclesiastics for whom
there were no substitutes. From the noble fam-

ilies he dkl not dare to demand the oath of adher-

ence to the Roman confession of faith because he

i that none of them had remained faithful.

In 1582 he still asked for a papal brief that should
censure him on account of the conditions in his

diocese and impose upon him a visitation and ex-

amination of all ecclesiastics, and a second similar

brief to be directed to the chapter. The Curia
granted both of them. His implication in the
afifair of Fulda also hampered his attempts against

the Reformation, but, on the other hand, it required

him to give clear proof of his fidelity to Roman
Catholidsm. But the weakness of the Protestant
princes became so evident at the diets of 1576 and
1582 and on other occasions that Julius lost his fear.

Nevertheless, even in the early years of his ad-
ministration he had made some important changes.
In 1575 all concubines, even those of the canons,

were forced to leave the city of Warzburg; in 1577
fourteen preachers were expelled from tl^ chapter;
in 1581 Julius rejected the interference of the no-
bility with religious afifairs. In 1578 the seminary

of priests was newly organized, and in

His 1582 there was established again the
Achieve- University of WOrzbuig as an institu-

ments in tion of the Counter-Reformation, under
Counter- the dominating influence of the Jes-

ReforoL uits. A new church order (1584 in

Latin, 1589 in a remodeled form in

German) impressively reminded the clergy of their

duties in the spirit of the Council of Trent and en-
forced a stricter ecclesiastical organisation. All

Lutheran preachers (about 170) were deprived of

their offices; Protestant officers were dismissed.

A visitation of the whole diocese (1585 to 1587)

was directed against all Protestant members of the

population. In 1587 all who did not become Cath-
olic were compelled to emigrate; in the course of

three years about 100,000 had been converted.

Only a few hundred remained true to their convic-

tions and preferred to emigrate in spite of the fact

that they had to leave one-third of their posses-

sions to the bishop. Julius preserved an attitude

of calm amid the resentment of the Protestants.

Pamphlets were published against him, and the

electors of Saxony, Palatinate and Brandenbuig,
the landgrave of Hesse, the margraves of Branden-
burg and Baden, the prince of Anhalt protested,

some addressing themselves to the emperor with
complaints about the violation of the religious peace;

but Julius no longer overestimated the importance

of these Protestant admonitions, feeling himself

secure under the protection of Duke Wilhelm of

Bavaria and of the pope and assured of the favor

of the emperor. The reform of ecclesiastical insti-

tutions went hand in hand with the suppression of

Protestantism. The new church order contained,

beside regulations for the conduct of the deigy,

instructions concerning the church service, claimed

possession of the chui«hes, and ordered observance
of the decrees of councils. There appeared re-

vised editions of books for the church service, of

breviaries, psalters, and missals. The book-trade

was so controlled that only unobjectionable books
were circulated. The monasteries, too, felt the re-

forming influence of the bishop—the possessions of

those that were hopelessly ruined were used for

other purposes (university, hospital), the others

were restored and subjected to rigorous visitations;
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in the same way the chapter was reformed. A few

of the nobility opposed the new state of affairs, and
remnants of the Reformation were still found at the

beginning of the nineteenth century; but on the

whole Warzbui^g had become thoroughly Catholic,

and the generation following that of Julius was de-

voted to the church and the Jesuits. See Baltha-
zar OF Dernbach and the Counter-Reformation
IN FULDA. (W. GOBTZ.)

Biblioorapht: J. N. Buchinger. Julitta Sehter van Afetp«(-

brunn, WOrsbuis, 1843; H. L. J. Heppe, Rettauration df
KaiholicUmuB in . . . Wttnburo, Marburg. 1850; F. X.
Wegele. OetchichU der Univer»iiat WUriUmrg, 2 vola.,

Warsburg, 1882; Lossen, in Forachungen der deuUchen
Oeachichte^ vol. xxiii.; M. Rittar, DeuUche Oe»chiehie im
ZeitaUer der OegenrtifomuxHon, i. 624 sqq., Stuttgart, 1887;
J. Janasen. Hist, of the German People, viU. 336. 360.

London, 1005; KL. vi. 2009-16.

JUMPERS: A name applied in derision to the

Webh Calvinistic Methodists (see Presbyterians)
since they not only expressed their emotion in the

outcries frequent in Methodist meetings, but also
" leaped and sprang for joy." These ecstatic mani-
festations first appear^ about 1760 in circles of

Welsh Methodists, and spread with such contagion

that they were for a time regarded as a character-

istic of the sect. Justification for the practise was
sought from I Sam. vi. 16; Luke vi. 23; and Acts
iii. 8. The custom later became obsolete.

(C. ScHOELLf.)

JUnCKER, yunk'er, ALFRED: German Protes-

tant; b. at Ida- und MarienhUtte, Silesia, July 4,

1865. He was educated at the universities of

Breslau, Berlin, Leipsic, and Halle from 1884 to

1888 (Uc. theoL, Halle, 1891). From 1892 to 1895

he was pastor at Bunzlau, after which he was ap-

pointed inspector of the Sedlnitzkysches Johan-
neum, Breslau. In 1896 he became privat-docent

at the University of Breslau, where he was ap-

pointed to his present position of associate profes-

sor of New-Testament exegesis in 1904. He has

written Daa Ich und die Motivation dea WiUena im
Christentunif ein Beitrag zur Ldsung des eud^mo-
nistiachen Problems (Halle, 1891); Die EUiik des

Apostels Pavlus, vol. i. (Halle, 1904); and Das Gtbet

bei Pavlus (Gross-Lichterfelde, 1905).

JUNXLIUS: Ecclesiastical writer; b. in Africa;

d. about 550. He was a contemporary of Cas-

siodorus and lived at Constantinople under Jus-

tinian, where he held some high civil office (accord-

ing to Procopius, Historia arcana, xx., that of

Quaestor sacri palatii). According to his own
statement, his work entitled: InstittUa regidaria

divinoB legis, which he dedicated to Bishop Prima-
sius of Hadrumetum at the time of the Three
Chapter Controversy (q.v.), is based on the com-
munications of a Persian Paulus. In the form of

question and answer, this work, in two books, con-

tains a methodical introduction into the sacred

Scriptures. The first part (book i. 1-10) treats of

the various rhetorical styles, of the varied author-

ity and authorship of the Scriptures, distinction

between poetry and prose, of the proper sequence
between the two Testaments. The books of Chron-
icles, Job, Ezra with Nehemiah and Esther, and
also Canticles, James, II Peter, Jude, II and III

John, and Revelation are not reckoned among the

canonical Scriptures. The second part (book i.

11-ii. 27) presents a synopsis of the doctrinal con-

tent of Scripture: of God, his being, the persons of

the Trinity, God's modes of operation, and his rela-

tion to his creatures; of the present world, creation,

divine government, nature, free wiU; and of the

world to come, the story of salvation, election and
calling; of types and prophecies, and their fulfil-

ment both in time and in eternity. In conclusion,

there are some hermeneutical rules (ii. 28), grounds
for the credibility of Scripture (ii. 29), and an ex-

planation of the relation between reason and faith.

G. KrOger.

Bibuoorapht: The work of Juniliiu waa edited by J. Gast,

Baael. 1546. reproduced Paris, 1644, and reprinted in

MPL, Ixviii. 16-42; also by H. Kihn, Freiburg. 1880.

and in pp. 466-628 of Kihn's Theodor von MopeuewHa und
JuniliuB AJricantu, ib. 1880. Consult: A. Rahlfs, in

Nachrichten der OeeeUechaft der Wieaeneehaflen . . . nt
OdtHnoen, 1890. pp. 242-246; DCS, iu. 634-636.

JUNIUS, FRANCISCUS (FRAlVgOIS DU JON):
Reformed theologian; b. at Bourges May 1, 1545;

d. at Leyden Oct. 13, 1602. At the age of thirteen

he began the study of law, but soon gave it up in

order to repair the deficiencies of his earlier educa-

tion at the school of Lyons, where he succumbed
for a time to the temptations of atheism, but soon
was converted and then studied theology at Ge-
neva. In 1565 he was called as preacher to the

Walloon congregation of Antwerp, whence he had
to flee in 1567, owing to intrigues of Roman Catho-

lic and Anabaptist opponents. He accompanied
Prince William of Orange on his campaign to Cham-
pagne, then he became pastor of the Walloon con-

gregation at SchOnau in the Palatinate. In 1573

Elector Frederick III. called him to Heidelbei^ to

assist in a Latin translation of the Old Testament.
After the death of the elector, Count Palatine John
Casimir called him to the newly established Oasi-

mirianum at Neustadt-on-the-Haardt. Soon afteiv

ward he became preacher of the Walloon congrega-

tion in Otterberg. In 1582 he returned to his

professorship at Neustadt and in 1584 removed to

the University of Heidelberg. In 1592 he followed

a call to Leyden. In his theological convictions he
was always a genuine pupil of Calvin. His Ecde-
siastici sive de natura et administraiione ecdesiae

Dei libri tres (Heidelberg, 1581) had great influence

upon the development of synods and presbyteries.

His ParaUela sacra (1588), a treatise on Old-Testa-

ment quotations in the New, was epoch-making
for Biblical exegesis. In his Animadversumes
(1602), against Bellarmine, he defended Protestant-

ism against Romanism, and in De/ensio catholicae

dodrinae (1592) he attacked the Antitrinitarians.

Le Plaisible Chrestien ou de la paix de Viglise

caiholiquef written a few months before the renun-

ciation of Protestantism by Henry IV., is a defense

of an independent Gallico-Catholic Church. He
also made several translations, and wrote works of

philological and historical interest. His contem-
poraries esteemed him very highly.

(F. W. CuNot.)
Biblioorapht: The early Vila by P. Memla appeared Ley-

den. 1696, and Esslingen. 1709, also reprinted in the
Opera of Junius, Geneva, 1607, 1613. The beet modem
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life is by F. W. Cuno, AmstanUm, 1801; othen «re by
J. RttUnuK Oronincen, 1864, ftnd A. Danine, Paris,

1882. Consult also Nioaron, M^moim, toI. xvi.; P.
Bayle, Dietionary Hulorioal and CriHoal, iii. 023-628.

1736.

JUlOmi, jnn'kin, GEORGE: PreBbyterian; b.

near Carlule, Pa., Nov. 1, 1700; d. in Philadel-

phia Bfay 20, 1868. He was graduated at Jeffei^

son College, Pa., in 1813, studied theology under
John M. Blason in New York, and in 1819 became
pastor of the Associate Reformed Church at Milton,

Penn. In 1822 he went over to the Presbyterian

Church. He was principal of the Pennsylvania
Manual Labor Academy, Germantown, Pa., 1830-

1832, president of Lafayette College, Easton,

Pa., 1832-41 and again 1844-48, and president

of Miami University, Ohio, 1841-44. In 1848 he

became president of Washington College (now
Washington and Lee University), Lexington, Va.

On the secession of Virgmia in 1861, which he had
strongly opposed, he removed to Philadelphia. He
was one of the leaders of the Old School Presby-

terians, and was moderator of the General Assem-
bly in 1844. The more important of his publica-

tions are: The VindieaUan: A Reply to the Defence

cf RobeH Bamee (Philadelphia, 1836); A Treatise

on JuatificaHon (1839); Lectwree oh the Prophecies

(1844); PoliHoal FaUaciee (New York, 1863); A
TreaHae on SandifiotUum (Philadelphia, 1864);

The Two Mieeume, the Apostolical and the Evan-
gelical (1864); The Tabernacle (1865); and A Comr
mentary upon the Epistle to the Hebrews (1873).

BnuooKAPHT: His lAf* was written by his brother. D. X.
Jonkin. Philadelphia. 1871. Consult: E. H. Gillett. Hi^
torw of tJU Pn^nfttrian ChircK, ii. 473-475 et passim.
Philadelphia, 1864; R. E. Thompson. American Church
Hialary 5«Sss. vi lOIHin et passhn. New York. 1895;

J. H. Patton. Popular Hiat, cf tk$ PrmbyUrian Church,

U. a. A., pp. 402-404. 422. ib. 1900.

JURIBn, ihO'M-O', PIBRRB: With the possi-

ble exception of Pierre Bayle (q.v.), the most im-

portant theologian and strongest controversialist

of the French Calvinists at the close of the seven-

teenth century; b. at Mer (11 m. n.e. of Blois),

where his father was pastor, Dec. 24, 1637; d. at

Rotterdam Jan. 11, 1713. He studied philosophy

at the Academy of Saumur and divinity at Sedan
1666-58, then traveled through the Netherlands

and England. In 1671 he succeeded to his father's

curacy at Mer, was ordained, and remained there

till 1674, when the Academy of Sedan elected him
lecturer in Hebrew and soon after preacher. He
filled both offices with such ability that Bayle, who
had obtained through him a lectureship in philoso-

phy in 1675, designated him *' one of the first men
of this century, the first of our communion." Dur-

ing the ten years spent at Sedan, Jurieu aealously

defended the Reformation against the attacks of

Boaraet and others. In July, 1681, when the

Academy of Sedan was dissolved by Louis XIV.,
as his stay in France had become dangerous, he

went to Rotterdam, where, besides a pastorship,

he received a lectureship founded specially for him.

There he worked hard to promote the cause of the

Freneh Reformed Church by his writings, and

caring for the exiled French pastors. Like Come-
nius and others he had to pass through sad ex-

periences, having become too sanguine of the im-

mediate restoration of the French Church through
his interpretation of the prophecies in the Apoca-
lypse, and later on by expecting too much from the

fanatical prophets of Dauphin6. Meanwhile ad-
vancing age warned him to bring to completion a
work on which he had long been busy, his Histoire

critique des dogmes et des cuUes, published in two
parts at Amsterdam, 1704-05 (Eng. transl., 2 vols.,

London, 1705). Thenceforth ill health kept him
from work.

Jurieu, like Calvin, held that the true Church is

known by two signs: the preaching of the pure
word of God and the right dispensation of the

sacraments. It should be governed by the repre-

sentatives of the Christian congregation, and has

the right to exclude all those who do not accept the

confession of faith. However, later on, to refute

Bossuet and to satisfy new conceptions of his own
mind, he came to a broader view of the Church. In
his Histoire du ealvinisme et du papisme (2 vols.,

Rotterdam, 1683) he nuikes a distinction between
the temporal and the spiritual power. In the name
of the latter, he demands full liberty of conscience.

But the church service must be approved by the

majority of the nation because the sovereign is

only the representative of the nation. When, in

1685, the Edict of Nantes was revoked by Louis

XIV., many Protestants besides Jurieu began
to doubt the divine right of kings and stood for

the rights of the people. As in Bayle 's writings

many of Voltaire's ideas are to be found, so in

Jurieu's works is the germ of Rousseau's Contrat

social.

Since many of the controversial works of the

time were published anonymously, it is not always
possible to determine their authorship with cer-

tainty. The principal works undoubtedly by
Jurieu are: on dogma and controversy, against the

Roman Catholics, La Politique du dergi de France
(Amsterdam, 1680); Reflexions sur la cradle per-

sicution que souffre Viglise rifomUe en France

(1685); Pr^jugH Ugitimes contre le papisme (1685);

Le Vrai Systhne de Viglise et la veritable analyse de

la foi (Dort, 1686) ; Lettres pastorales addressees auz
fiddes de France (Rotterdam, 1686; Eng. transl.,

London, 1689); concerning the Lutherans or the

Reformed, Des droits des deux souveraira en fnaiih-e

de religion (1687); Unit4 de Viglise et points fonda^
mentaux (1688); on history and politics, Histoire

du ealvinisme et du papisme unis en paralUle (2 vols.,

1683); edifying and apocalyptic, L*Accomplissement

des prophHies ou la dllivrance de Viglise (2 vols.,

1686; Eng. transl., London, 1687); TraiU de

Vamour divin (1700). G. Bonxt-Maurt.
BiBLiooaAPBrr: The biocraphies by C. van Oordt, Oenera,

1879 (best): and C. E. M^snin. Strasburg, 1864. Con-
milt also: J. C. F. Hoefer. NouvtUc bioffraphit glniraia,

xzYii. 267 eqq.. 46 toU.. Pane, 1852-66; F. Puaux, Lm
Prfcurweura franccM de la toUranee, D61e, 1880: J. B. Kan.
in BuUelin dc la commitaion dc I'hUtoire dee Hfliaee WaU
lonee, Paris. 1890; H. M. Baird. Huouenote and the X«v-
oeatian cf the Sdici cf Nantee, 2 vole.. New York, 1896;

Uohtenbarier. E3R, vi 661-660.
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JURISDICTION, ECCLESIASTICAL.

. Tlw Eariy Mid Roman OathoUo
Churebaa.

, PbhaI and DiaeipUnary Juriadietion.

The Pint Three Centuries (I 1).

The Christian Roman Empire (I 2).

The MeroTincian Period (I 3).

The Oarolincian and Later Periods

(14).
Deposition, Decradation, and 8us>

.(15).

Matters CaUiDc for Penalty (| 6).

The Oiinn of Eoeleeiastioal Jurisdic-

tion (I 7).

Competenee of Eoeleaiastioal Juris-

diction (i 8).

Seeular Jurisdietion over the Clergy

(l»).
Method of Procedure (i 10).

. Administrative and C^Til Jurisdio-

L The Early and Eonum Catholic Churchia.

—

1. Penal and PtaoipHnary Jnriadlotion: In the

apostolio period, the Church ezercised such disci-

plinary jurisdiction as any organisation naturally

has over its members^ expressed in the case of

grave faults by exclusion from the

1. The First Church, with a possibility of restora-

Three tion to membership on proof of re-

Oenturiea. pentanoe and amendment (I Cor. v.

11; II Cor. ii. 5 sqq.)- In the sub-

apostolic era this exclusion is not only from the

local community but from the whole Church; and
the bishop, who now, with the other clergy and the

whole body of believers, exercises this jurisdiction,

appears as a divinely appointed organ of it, acting

in the place of Christ. With the second century

appears a stricter principle, denying the possibility

of more than one restoration to communion, and of

even one in the case of such grievous sins as idola-

try, unchastity, and murder. Where restoration was
allowed, it followed upon public Penance (q.v.); but
this was of the nature of a preliminary voluntarily

assumed, not ofapenalmeasure. In the third century
deposition and deprivation of income are employed
against clerics, in addition to excommunication.
With the recognition of Christianity by the State

and the increasing conciliar activity, the system
developed in more detail. Against laymen differ-

ent forms of Excommunication (q.v.) were em-
ployed; against clerics, deposition, degradation, or

suspension, sometimes with depriva-
8. The tion of clerical income or (in the case

O^stian Qf young clerics and those in minor
Boinan

opdej-g) corporal punishment. At first,mp re.
^^ course, there was no definite code

for these proceedings, but the community (or later

the bishop) had to decide the individual case. By
degrees, however, legal principles were developed

to regulate the life of the Church. Thus the Fa-
thers distinguish between peccatum and delictum or

crimen, and it is expressly recognised that a sin of

thought alone is not subject to external or legal

penalties. By the fourth century a definite basis

is reached for the infliction of ecclesiastical penal-

ties; for the severer, certain forms of apostasy, im-

morality and homicide; for the lighter, some cases

of contact with paganism or neglect of Christian

duties (e.g., of attendance at public worship). A
distinction is drawn between poena vindicativa and
poena medidnalie or censwra, the latter having the

amendment of the offender for its chief purpose

and terminating with the removal of the offense.

These latter are employed mainly against the clergy;

those imposed on laymen, including excommunica-
tion, are all practically vindioaHvae. The exercise

n. The Protestant Churehes.
Uodmm Tmod (| 1).

Fundamental Law in the Unitad
States (i 2).

Elementary Principles (f 3).

limits of E^deaastical Jurisdiction

(14).
lisgal Aspects of Discipline (f 5).
Relations of Churches and Officers

(I «).

of jurisdiction over laymen and deigy below the
rank of bishop belon|^ to the bishop, who was
bound to consult his priests and deacons before

pronouncing sentence. A court of appeal (and for

bishops of first instance) existed in the provincial

synod. The Synod of Sardica (343) provides, in

case of the condemnation of a bishop, for an appeal

from either party to the Bishop of Rome, who may
either confinn the sentence or order a new investi-

gation by neighboring bishops, together with priests

delegated by him as assessors. On the basis of this

decree, which never obtained ecumenical recogni-

tion, the popes based the claim to supreme juris-

diction, and to a right of judging in the first in-

stance all metropolitans, primates, and patriarchs;

and such a claim was carried into practical effect

throughout a laige part of the West, under the sanc-

tion of the imperial power.

A similar sanction was given to the competence
of other ecclesiastical tribunals; and certain of-

fenses against ecclesiastical law, especially the

abandonment of the dlatholic faith, were made
crimes under secular law; secular penalties were

also imposed upon some offenses against discipline

on the part of the clergy (such as gambling, illegal

marriage, wilful abandonment of the clerical state).

By Roman law, however, the clergy were not ex-

empted from secular jurisdiction, except that bish-

ops accused of a breach of secular law were to be

tried first by a synod of their peers, who were never-

theless obliged to hand over a convicted offender to

the State after the imposition of their own penalty,

imtil Justinian reserved the right to sanction secular

proceedings against a bishop to the emperor alone.

During the Merovingian period, the character of

exoonmiunication was changed by the acceptance

of the doctrine of the indelibility of baptism, which
rendered a complete and absolute sep-

8. The Xer- aration from the Church impossible,

oTinvlan while desertion of the Church's faith

Period, was unlawful and punishable. Besides

the earlier penalties there were now
added flogging for slaves and inferior persons, im-

prisonment in a monastery, and in the Visigothic

kingdom banishment, decalvation (scalping), con-

fiscation of property, money fines, the loss of secu-

lar dignities, and reduction to slavery. In this

period corporal punishment was applied to clerics

in major orders as well as minor. The performance

of works of penance was now enforced as a penalty,

either alone or with others, for life, for a fixed pe-

riod, or until amendment or removal by ecclesias-

tical superiors. The judicial system remained much
as before, except that the policy of the Visigothic

and Prankish kingdoms left little room for appeals
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to the pope. In regard to the judgment of clerical

offenden, the Fraxi^h law was that crimes pun-

ishable by death or exile (treason, homicide, rob-

bery) were referred, in the case of bishops, to a
provincial or national 83rnod, and when this had
pronounced sentence of deposition the offender

came under rojral jurisdiction for death, banish-

ment, or confiscation. As to the lower cleigy, the

Church as early as the sixth century demanded a
change in the old Roman law, requiring the secular

courts to abstain from all action untU the bishop

bad proceeded against the accused in the way of

ecclesiastical discipline. The edict of Clothair II.

(614) conceded this in regard to priests and dea-

cons, and forbade the execution of capital punish-

ment upon them until they had first been deposed

by ecclesiastical authority.

From the ninth to the sixteenth century, the

ssrstem of jiuisdiction received its further develop-

ment, and has remained practically unchanged in

the Roman Catholic Church since the latter date.

Partly through the Carolingian capit-

*^^* ularies, and then through a long series

2^J^ of papal enactments, a number of

X^l„ further secular penalties were imposed

Firrlftils. upon offenders, of the most varied

kind, including the deposition of kings

and princes, the absolution of their subjects from
allegiance, the piercing of the tongue for blas-

phemy, death for sodomy and abortion, withdrawal

of all communication with Christians for Jews, etc.,

etc. llie Roman Catholic Chiirch has not yet

abandoned the medieval view that it is entitled to

inflict secular penalties, though in consequence of

the changed relations between Church and State

these have fallen into disuse against laymen, ex-

cept infamy regarded as a ground of irregularity;

and the Church is empowered by modem legislation

to inflict them upon the clergy only in the forms of

money fines and confinement in a house of correc-

tion. In the line of purely spiritual penalties, there

were added the local Interdict (q.v.), the refusal of

diristian burial as a separate penalty, suspension

from particular churchly rights, incapacity to hold

ecclesiastical offices, and the indignaHo of the pope
(loss of papal favor and breaking off of communica-
tion). Apart from the limitation of the prohibi-

tion of intercourse with excommunicated persons

(see ExcomnmxcATiON), a distinction was made
in the eighteenth century between suspension from
the privileges of church membership (for which in

this period the terms irUerdidum penanale, inUt-

didum ingrtwuM ecdetiae came into use) and the

minor excommunication.

By the end of the twelfth century, in connection

with the development of the doctrine of the indeli-

bility of holy orders and the struggle of the Church
to maintain the privUegium fori for its clergy, the

earlier penalty of deposition was distinguished into

two cissses—what was now called deposition, and
degradation. The former deprived tbs offender of

bk offiee and benefice, of the right to exercise his

ofders, and of the capacity to be again employed in

the service of the Church; the latter, in addition,

took away from him all the privileges of the clerical

state, and delivered him over to the jurisdiction of

secular tribunals. This was employed only in defi-

nitely fixed grave crimes, especially heresy. Depri-

^ vation, which does not render the
*• ^•J'®" offender incapable of holding another

Panada- ^^^^^t ^^8 seldom used l^ore the

^I^^^J^ twelfth century, but has been frequent

SunMin. since. A modem variation of it is the

ion. removal of a cleric from one benefice to

another less desirable one. Suspension

has also been developed in detail, and may be ab

officio, ab ordine, a heneflciOf or totalis, from all three.

The Cbundl of Trent gave the right to biBhops to

infiict suspension ab officio or ab ordine for a sin

not publicly known without any preliminary hear-

ing; the only recourse lies to the pope.

A distinction, first occurring in the Visigothic

kingdom at the end of the sixth century, has since

been made between poenae ferendae aententiae and
poenae kUae aentefUiae, The latter class take effect

immediately upon the commission of the act with

which they are connected, without requiring any
judicial process. Excommunication and suspension

when they are penalties ferendae aententiae, require

a threefold or at least a single peremptory admoni-
tion before they can be imposed, thus giving the

offender ah opportunity to avert the penalty by
the performance of due penance. From the twelfth

century on, both the popes and general and local

councils established an inordinate number of pen-

alties latae aententiae; but Pius IX., in the consti-

tution Apoatolieae aedia of 1869, aboUshed all those

which rested on the common law, the later general

councils, and the papal constitutions, with the ex-

ception of such as were established by the Council

of Trent, had to do with papal elections and the in-

ternal management of orders, congregations, col-

legiate bodies, and church institutions, or were ex-

pressly named in this decree.

In regard to the development of the matter cov-

ered by ecclesiastical penalties, in the Carolingian

period the offenses legislated against were in large

measure those of a grave moral nature,
••*•**•'• such as sexual immorality, perjury,

"^^' and robbery. After the eleventh cen-

Penalty. ^^^' *^ papal legislation is deter-

mined predominant^ by the hierarch-

ical interests of the Church, and directed against

heresy, the invasion of ecclesiastical liberties, the

subjection of clerics to secular tribunals, the ap-

propriation by laymen of ecclesiastical property,

Uy investiture, and the like. It is true, however,

that a large number of penalties provided against

the neglect of spiritual duties (the keeping of Sun-

day, the Easter duty, fasting), and against robbery,

false coinage, desertion of children, tournaments,

false accusation, abuse of power, and so on; and
that the Church, by the erection of the " Tmce of

God " (q.v.) into a general institution, did much to

put down a large cIms of crimes against person and
property. But in spite of all these undeniable

services to civilisation, it still remains true that

where the criminal legislation of the medieval pope

is determined by any dear and consistent policy, it

is in cases affecting the position of the Church as a
hierarchical power.

If the earlier penal legislation of the CHiurch is of
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a purely occasional character, with no attempt to

build up a thorough-going system, the same is true

to a large extent of the period from the fifteenth to

the eighteenth century, including the Tridentine

alone among general councils. And again, although
the council deals with such ethical crimes as duel-

ing, adultery, seduction and forced marriage, and
the papal constitutions with such others as big-

amy, sodomy, the slave-trade, piracy, wrecking,

and the bearing of false witness, they still impose
the majority of their penalties upon what may be
called hierarchical offenses. It is for these that

the latest constitution of the kind, the ApostoUcae

sediSf maintains the penalties IcUae aententiaef which
it keeps up for dueling and abortion alone among
offenses of a general ethical nature.

The principal organ for the exercise of ecclesias-

tical jurisdiction on this system is the pope, who
since the twelfth century has succeeded in main-
taining his claim to be the judex ordinariua singti-

lorum. The Coimcil of Trent, however, following

the precedents of the Concordat of

f7*^^ ^ Basel and the Council of Constance,

^^J*^^ decreed that controverted questions

tioalJuris- ^^^^^ come in the first instance before

diotion. ^^® bishops. The direct jurisdiction

of the pope finds its greatest practical

significance in regard to the ecclesiastical dig-

nitaries whose immediate superior he is, the car-

dinals and metropolitans, and outside of these to

the bishops. The Council of Trent, in subjecting

the latter to his jurisdiction, did but confirm the
established medieval law from the end of the

eleventh century, that in all cases of serious of-

fenses, for which degradation, deposition or de-

privation were the penalties, they should be wholly
subject to papal decision, while less grave matters
might be dealt with by the provincial councils.

The Council of Trent, again following the two
earlier reforming councils, attempted to exclude
as far as possible the final decision of cases in Rome,
and so provided for the nomination by provincial

or diocesan synods of certain clerics to be known
as judices synodales to whom the pope might dele-

gate the decision of certain cases brought before

him. This arrangement never had much practical

significance, as the popes preferred to place appeals

in the handis of their nimcios or of archbishops and
bishops, or in some cases to give the nuncios the

appointment of those who should hear them. At
the present time many cases are finally disposed of

by the Roman congregations, especially the Con-
gregatio concUn and the Congregatio epiacoporum

et regiUarium (see Curia).

In regard to the competence of ecclesiastical ju-

risdiction, the Church has always claimed the right

to punish any violation of its ordinances either by
clergy or by laity, independently of the question

whether the offense was also against
8. Oompa- secular law. As long as it employed

i^^rTi^l. purely ecclesiastical penalties, there
*^*"

could be no conflict between the two
Boclealaa-
tloal Joria-
diotion. jurisdictions. This was the case not

only under the Roman empire but also

in the Merovingian and Carolingian periods—all

the more because the Germanic penal code con-

tained but few crimes on which public punishment
was inflicted. Up to the twelfth century the Church
was thus able to fill up a serious gap in penal legis-

lation by taking cognisance of a number of grave
crimes for which the secular law provided no pub-
lic penalty. When, from the twelfth century on,

the latter began to increase the number of crimes

which it punished, conflicts could no longer be
avoided, and the secular tribunals protested against

the invasion of their rights by the Church courts.

In practise, then, there developed out of these con-

ditions a distinction of offenses into ddida mere
aeculariaf ddida mere ecdesiaetica, and ddida mixta
or mixti fori. No general agreement could be or
has been reached as to what constitutes the third

class, in which both secular and ecclesiastical au-

thorities have competence. Usually it has been
held to include the principal offenses against chas-

tity, usury, sorcery, magic, perjury, blasphemy,
and the foigery of papal briefs. For modem prac-

tice see below, II. The action of the Church against

secular offenses is thus confined nowadays tdmost
wholly to theforum internum, Le., to the impositicm

of penance in the confessional; and the established

ecclesiastical courts only take part in the process in

so far as it is a question of cases reserved to the

pope or bishop for decision (see Casus Rksbrvati).
The question of secular jurisdiction over the

clergy was raised early in the ninth century by
ecclesiastical reformers, with the help of the for-

geries of Benedictus Levita and the pseudo-Isidore;

and they succeeded to a large extent

0. Seoolar ^ enforcing their claim of Exemption
Jarisdictlon(q.v.). Throughout the Middle Ages,

over the indeed, secular rulers maintained their
Oleivy. right to punish even bishops for a

breach of their obligations as vassals,

officials, or subjects, with imprisonment or exile;

but they made no attempt, except in rare instances,

to exercise a power of deposition, which by the

eleventh century was recognised as a right reserved

to the pope. In respect to the other clergy, the

Church's claim was never acknowledged for clerics

who were not recognisable as such by the tonsure

and clerical garb, and with the fourteenth century

a strong reaction began against such exemption,

which finally led to its complete abolition in most
countries. The Church, however, still held to it

in theory, even in the Syllabus of 1864.

The opening of ecclesiastical proceedings was
conditioned from the earliest times by the notori-

ety of the offense, or by self-denunciation on the

offender's part, or by the accusation of another;

lo X thod °^ ^* niight follow ex officio when the

of Pro-
authorities had sufficient cause, as in

Q^ju^, well-grounded suspicion. In all these

cases, the bishop might proceed first

by a brotherly admonition, on the basis of Matt,

xviii. 15-17 (the so-called denundatio evangdica);

if the offender remained obstinate, formal trial and
pimishment might follow, or in the opposite case he
might take upon himself the canonical penance
without being shut out of the communion of the

Church. From the fourth century the Church
adopted the Roman regulations in regard to accu-

sations: the formal charge to be signed by the ao-
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euaer, the obligation to prove the charge, and the

lez talionit, instead of which excommunication was
frequently the penalty for accusers who failed to

follow up or to prove their charges. Under the in-

fluence of Germanic ideas, the Church further

adopted the oath of purgation, especially in the

case of clergy who had been tried and not con-

victed, when some suspicion still remained. The
compurgators were dropped, and the process was
regarded less as a privilege of the accused than as

his duty, to clear himself from suspicion. In the

Carolingian period the Prankish Church employed
still more of the Germanic procedure; the accuiaed

had the right to clear himself by an oath, and if it

was made with compurgators he went free of either

the charge or the siupicion (in case of ex officio

proceedings). Under the joint influence of the

Roman and Germanic systems, by the end of the

eleventh century this had become the common law
of the Church, except that the accuser in the case

of clerics was always required to prove his charge.

The pwrgatio canonica was opposed to the pwrgcUio

vulgaria or Wager of Battle (q.v.), which the popes
were endeavoring to suppress. The objection to the

use of this method in ex officio proceedings, that it

allowed no objective investigation of the offenses

suspected to have been committed, and the need of

stricter discipline for the clergy, especially in view
of the increasing accusations brought against them
by the heretical sects, caused Innocent III. to re-

form the procedure in ex officio cases, distinguish-

ing two courses, per inquieilionem and per denun-
ciaiionem. The former was rather a disciplinary

than ^ criminal process, and permitted piugation

by oath when no positive result had been reached

by the investigation, or when the preliminary pro-

ceedings had raised a strong presumption in favor

of innocence. The other process required the de-

nuneiatio evangelica to precede further action, which
followed the course of criminal procedure in case of

recalcitrancy. But this method gradually disap-

peared from the practise of the Church in conse-

quence of the limitation of its power over the laity

in criminal cases. There was the less need for it

when, as was frequently the case from the fifteenth

century, special officials (called promotorea or pro-

euraiares fiBcales) were appointed as assessors to

the ecclesiastical courts, to investigate suspected

crimes or disciplinary offenses, bring them before

the courts, and represent the public interests at the

trial. By the seventeenth century, when the d^-

nuncialio evangelica had ceased to be practical in

view of the office of these promaUrree, and when the

requirement of an insinuoHo damoea or in/amia for

the opening of a process per inquieitionem had lost

its significance, the place of both methods was
taken by a modified form of the latter, the purpose
of which was to establish the facts, whether they
pointed to the guilt or the innocence of the accused.

The purgatio canonica, for which in any case it was
increasingly difficult to find compurgators, was out
of place in this form of procedure, and disappeared
with the seventeenth century. Since papal legis-

lation had made no attempt at a univeraEd recon-

truction of the penal and disciplinary procedure
from the pontificate of Innocent III. until the be-

ginning of the nineteenth century, the newer sys-

tem developed variously in different places; but
there was a general tendency, caused by the limi-

tation of ecctesiastical jurisdiction and by the di-

minution of the revenues which had formerly sup-

ported the courts, to dispense with all but the

essential forms. A similar tendency is displayed in

the instructions of the Congregation of Bishops and
Regulars issued in 1880, which sets forth an im-

proved and simplified form of procedure, to take

place privately and in writing, and allows the bish-

ops to use it when the older form is impossible or

inexpedient.

2. AdxalxLlstratlve and OivU JnrladioUcn: The
development of the civil jurisdiction of the Church
is described under Audientia Episcopalis. Be-
sides this, the imperial legislation expressly recog-

nized the competence of the bishops de religione,

i.e., in controversies to be decided according to

ecclesiastical rules, concerning, for example, the

right to the incumbency of Chureh offices. In Gaul
also such matters were under the jurisdiction of the

bishops and synods; but since there was a differ-

ence of law between Chureh and State, and the State

did not undertake to execute the ecclesiastical de-

cisions, those matters which required state action

(matrimonial causes, questions of chureh property,

etc.) came before the secular courts. In 614 the

Chureh succeeded in getting all cases de poeeeanane

(questions of property, to be settled by award, not

by public penalty) in which the clergy were con-

cerned before its courts. In the Carolingian period

the claims of the Church were recognized by the

ordinance that disputes between clerics should be

settled by the bishop, and that the bishop should

sit with the court in any question de poaeeeeione

between derics and laymen. In the Middle Ages

the Church succeeded to a great extent in enforcing

its contention that the laity had no competence in

ecclesiastical matters, helped by the contrast be-

tween the confusion or weakness of secular courts

and its own prompt and thorough execution of its

decisions, with the power of excommunication to

back them. According to the canon law, the spir-

itual courts took cognisance of all eauaae incid^Uea

apirihJuUee (those which touched the sacraments or

offices of the Chureh, especiaUy marriage); the

caiaae spiritualibue annexae (such as the right of

patronage, tithes, betrothals, wills, and agreements

ratified by oath); causae civilee ecdeeiaalicie accea-

soriae (questions of dowry, legitimacy, etc.). Fur-

ther, all civil proceedings, in so far as the injustice

of one party could be construed as sin, might be

brought into the chureh courts; and so might the

cases of peraonae Tniaerabilea (widows, orphans,

paupers, pilgrims), as weU as those in which secu-

lar judges denied justice. Clergy, monks and nuns,

all ecclesiastical institutions, crusaders belonged in

any case to the ecclesiastical jurisdiction, except in

cases of feudal rights. Here also the Roman Catb-

olic Chureh still clings to these claims in theory,

although they have long ceased to be practical in

most countries. (P. HmBCHiuat.)
n. The Protestant Churches: The jurisdiction

exereised at the present time by the churehes

of western Europe and the United States differs
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both in nftture And extent from the juriadietion

of the ancient and medieTBl Chureh. The
ehangee have been brought about very Uu^gely

by the changed relations of political

I. Modem and ecdeeiaetical inetitutionB. These

Tmd. modifications have been developing

since the sixteenth century and
have paralleled the changes in doctrine and forms

of worship. They have at times originated with

the churches themselves, but more frequently have
resulted from the action of the dvil power. While

the jurisdiction of the medieval Church covered to

a varying extent the institution of marriage, the

execution and probate of wills, and the descent of

property, and included also a considerable minor
criminal jurisdiction over the clergy, the modem
churches are by the State deprived of such juris-

diction and confined to matters defined by the

dvil power as purely spiritual in their objects.

Where an ecclesiastical body is by law established,

as is the case with the Churoh of EngUnd (see

Enqlanb, Chubch of), the dvil power fixes for

the Church its organisation and jurisdiction. The
modifications since the Reformation have been

gradual. The changes in jurisdiction have been
most radical where, as in the United States, the

Churoh has ceased to be a govenunental institution.

The sphere of ecclesiastical jurisdiction exer-

cised by the American churohes has been outlined

by the supreme court of the United

3. Fonda- States in the case of Watson vs. Jones

mental Law (13 Wallace, U. S. Reporto 679, as

in the follows:

United
** ^ ^^^ eountry the full snd free richt to

St&tsa.
«ntertaiii any religioua belief, to praetiae

oiaies. ^^^ religioiu luineiple, uid to teebh eny re-

ligious dootrine wbioh does not yiolate thelewe
of moimlity end property, end which doce not infrince per-

eonal richte, is conoeded to aU. Hie law knowe no heraey.

ia ooDunitted to the support of no docma, the estabHehment
of no sect. The rifht to organise voluntary religious asso-

ciations to assist in the expression of any religious dootrine

and to create tribunals for the decision of eontroTerted
questions of faith within the association, and for the eode-
siastioal government of all the individual members, eongre-
gations and officers within the general association is un-
questioned. All who unite themselves to such a body do
so with an implied consent to this government and are

bound to submit to it. But it would be a vain consent and
would lead to the total suppression of such religious bodies,

if any one aggrieved by one of their decisions could i^peal
to the secular courts and have them reversed. It is of the

essence 6i these raligious unions, and of their ri^t to ee-

tablish tribunals for the decisions arising among themselves,

that those decisions should be binding in all eases of ecclesi-

astical cognisance, subject only to such appeals as the or^

ganism itself provides for."

This sphere of liberty for the purpose of religion

has been defined in detail by prindples laid down
by the civil power. While modem states have in

some cases relinquished the power to legislate in

eodesiastical matters, they have everywhere re-

served the power to define the sphere of eodesias-

tical jurisdiction; and no matter what may be the

desires of a churoh body for added powers over its

members, the rule of the State is absolute. Mod-
em states, in defining the powers of bodies organ-

ised for the purposes of religion, have not enacted

foTmal codes stating the jurisdiction of such bodies

in detail; but they have laid down general princi-

ples in the dvil courts in the adjudication of cases

brought about through chureh oontrovenieB. The
dvil courts of the United States have in the cen-

tury past developed some fundamental prindpleB

applioable to all the religious organisations of the

land which have become law wherever American
sovereignty has been extended. Similar prindples

have been worked out by the dvfl courts in all

parts of the British empire.

The banc prindple of modem ecclesiastical juris-

diction is that all ecclesiastical relations must be

voluntary both in their inception and
3. Blemen- in their duration. This rule applies

tuy Prin- as well to church membership as to the

ciplet. holding of ecclesiastical of&ot. No
ecclesiastical relations are of the na-

ture of a dvil contract in law. The dosest juridical

analogy is to an obligation in equity. Such relsr

tions can be severed at any time without ineuiring

dvil disabilities. The polity of the denomination
and the obligations laid down in a disdpline as as-

sumed by a member do not, from the standpoint

of the State, change the voluntary character of the

relationship. Another elementary prindple limit-

ing ecclesiastical jurisdiction is that the law of the

Und is law for the churohes. So much of the dvil

law as applies must be read into the internal or

canon law of all religious oiganisations. So also

the internal law of reUgious bodies can validly con-

tain nothing that contradicts the prindples of the

common and statute law of the land. The churches,

therefore, may enact no rule overriding, restrain-

ing, or curtailing the civil rights of their members.
Nor can the churches make a valid attempt to ex-

empt their members from their dvil and pqUtical

obligations. Thus a church body may not validly

discipline its members for exeroising the elective

franchise or serving upon juries or taking up arms
in defense of the State. A further limitation of

ecclesiastical jiuisdiction is found in the prindple

that churoh courts can not with legal sanction ad-

judicate civil controversies among their members,
although the parties may have voluntarily sub-

mitted their cases to such courts. No deddon can
be rendered that will bar the parties from their

right of appeal to the dvil courts.

With these as fundamental prindples of limita-

tion found in the polity of all the states of western

dvilisation, modem ecclesiastical ju-

4. Limits risdiction and disdpline are definitely

of Ecdesi- limited to the conduct of moral and
astical Ju- spiritual operations, oo(^ration for

risdiction. the purposes of religion, propaganda
of faith, charity, and education. The

churches are at liberty to define their faith and to

regulate their own affairs. They may lay down
mies of conduct for their members and prescribe

what manner of life they shall live. Sudi a life,

however, must be in accord with the prevailing

standards of public morality, and such standards

are in the last analysis fixed by the exerdse of the

police power of the State by the dvil authorities.

In many instances modem religious oiganisations

have endeavored to prescribe for their members
modes of life not in accordance with the prevailing

standards of public morality. There have been

attempts to institute abnormal relations of the
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aezeB, the infliction of physical suffering, cruel

penance, exhausting testa of physical endurance,

and lewd aaaemblies, and acts which constitute a
disturbance of the public peace. All such acts on
the part of religious bodies bring about the inter-

vention of the civil power. No argument based
upon any assumed sanction of revealed religion

will validate such acts. Within these well-de&ied
limits the churches may exercise a complete and
detailed jurisdiction over their members. They
can bring members to trial for violations of disci-

pline and for acts and modes of life contrary to the

principles of their faith. They are at liberty to

prescribe the rules by which their courts shall be
oiganiied and the procedure of trials. Such courts

are under legal obligation to proceed according to

the law of the body that created them, and should
they not live up to their own law, their decisions

can be set aside by the civil courts.

The discipline that can be meted out to church
members upon the findings of church courts may

extend only (1) to admonition, (2) sus-

5. Legal pension of privileges, (3) penance,
Aspects of (4) excommunication, and (6) expul-

DiacipUne. sion from membership. If the church
law provides for an appeal to a higher

judicatory, such an appeal may not be refused by
the trial court. If an appeal be refused, the higher

judicatories may be compelled by the civil courts

to entertain it. If the decision of a chureh court

affects the civil rights as well as the ecclesiastical

relations of a church member, so much of the de-

cision as relates to the civil rights will be regarded

by the dvil courts as null and void, while due
effect will be given to so much of the decision as

affects purely ecclesiastical relations. Where mem-
benhip in a particular congregation carries with it

the right of sepulture in a certain ground, the loss

of membership wiU result in the loss of that right,

as the civil courts have held that such a right is a
privilege that can be lost with membership. Bfar-

riage, the annulment of marriage, and divorce are

now matters within the exclusive jurisdiction of

the civil courts, so that chureh discipline in rela-

tion to these matters is entirely without legal

effect and can affect only the ecclesiastical stand-

ings of the parties.

In general the same principles govern the juris-

diction that the chinches exercise over their minis-

ters and other officials. Here the

6. Rela- modem jurisdiction is in deepest con-

tkms of trast with that of the medieval Chureh.

Chorehsa From the standpoint of civil law the

and holding of ecclesiastical office is en-

Ofllcen. tirely a voluntary matter, no perpet-

ual tenure or obligation being possi-

ble. Any ecclesiastical office may be renoimosd at

any time without incurring civil disabilities. One
who aeoepts office in a religious body voluntarily

assumes the obligation to obey the rules of that

body not only in all matters pertaining to his

office but also as to the mode of life required of

him. Under the principles of modem ecclesias-

tical jurisdiction church office is not a civil right,

but is in the nature of a vested interest to be en-

joyed upon a certain tenure. In several ways the

VI.-.18

State recognises the ministry of the churehes. Or-
dained ministere and priests are among thoee au-
thorised by the State to perform the marriage cere-

mony, and such chureh officials are exempt from
jury duty and from enforced military service. The
civil courts will entertain the case of a chureh offi-

cial when deprived of his office in any other manner
than according to the law of the organisation to
which he belongs. The deposed official can ap-
peal to the dvil courts for restitution and can
compel the church authorities to grant him a trial

according to the law of the body. If, however, he
has been duly tried and properly deprived of his

office, he has no redress in the dvfl courts, as he has
not been deprived of a dvil right and his relation

to his chureh was not contractual Although the

discipline of a chureh body may require that its

ordained ministers refrain from secular employ-
ment as means of livelihood, an ordained minister or

priest has no daim on his church or superior offi-

cials for support unless such a daim is specifically

recognised by the law of the church, "nie penal-

ties which may be prescribed by the judgment of

an eodesiastical court rendered against an official

are: (1) censure, (2) the temporary suspendon of

the right to exercise the functions of his office,

(3) deprivation of his office, and (4) expuldon from
chureh membership. No financial penalties can
be infficted nor can the defendant be compelled to

share the costs of trial. The chureh courts have
no power to compd the attendance of witnesses,

but they can compd, with the aid of the dvil

courts, the production of books and papere in the

custody of those over whom they have jurisdic-

tion. The proceedings of ecclesiastical courts

need not be made public, but in the event of testi-

mony being given in public or such testimony be-

ing subsequently published and proved false on
material points, such testimony may constitute

libel and an action will lie for damages for defama-
tion of character.

When there is controversy as to the person en-

titled to a chureh office, the dvil courts will not
take the initiative, but if a proper action can be
plaimed involving the title to property, especially

in the case of chureh trustees, the dvil courts wiU
take cognisance of the matter collaterally. Sudi
matters come within the equity jurisdiction of

the dvil courts. The methods employed by the

civil courts when they intervene in ecclesiastical

matters are usually the issue of writs of mandamus
directed to the ecclesiastical authorities compel-

ling certain action, or the issue of writs of injunction

restraining certain proposed action. In case a de-

posed chureh offidal has had in his possesnon
funds belonging to the organisation, an action for

an accounting will lie in the same maimer as against

any dvil treasurer or trustee.

Gborqb Jambb Batubb.
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JUSTICE, ETHICAL, AND EQUTTT: Justice

(in the ethical sense) in itself is the maintenance of

positive legal order, assuring the peaceful and
thriving existence of human society, the supreme
political virtue

—

fustitia regnorum fundamentum,
Aristotle distinguishes fustUia di^rinUtva ei cor-

rectiva. The firat distributes riches, power, and
honor according to desert; the other compensates

for inequalities and balances the loss and gain in

the transactions of life. Justice provides the ex-

act proportion of duties and rights, and punishes

every violation of positive legal order. Justice

establishes general lines of direction by laws, which

prove themselves emanations of justice whenever
they correspond to the original conception of right

and reveal it in the decisions and ordinances based

upon them.
Equity (Lat. aequitaSf Gk. uotia) is to be asso-

ciated with justice. What the latter establishes in

a general way, sometimes appears insufficient when
applied to the individual case

—

tummuin jua, ntmma
injuria. What is just in general and what is in-

dividually just may diverge considerably. In such

a case equity regards and vindicates rationality of

natural right and corrects positive law in its too

wide or too narrow comprehension.

Justice as a personal quality is the demeanor of

man in accordance with the legal order, his recti>

tude. Its principle is exact compensation

—

ntum
cuique. Benevolence can not stand in its place.

Rectitude obliges us to conscientious practising of

the law, even when thereby evil may arise to our

neighbor. It is wrong and contrary to our duty
to spare him out of fear or weakness. In actual

practise rectitude becomes probity or honesty.

Here also equity forms the morally indispensable

complement of rectitude (Ck>L iv. 1). In our con-

duct toward our neighbor equity consists in yield-

ing up and desisting from our just claims, where,

relentlessly pursuing them, we should damage the

neighbor in a degree detrimental to charity; and,

on the other hand, in acknowledging and fulfilling

cliums of our neighbor on us which are not founded

on strict legality, if they are of true profit to him
and if we do not neglect other duties by complying
with them. In the union of rectitude and equity

alone true justice of moral conduct is achieved.

(Earl BTTBosHf.)

In theology justice has been given many signifi-

cations. In the doctrine of the divine attributes it

has been regarded as an inviolable characteristic of

holiness, and as such has been set over against love

as its opposite (see Hounesb). It has, however,

been most important in relation to theories of the

atonement. On the one hand, justice has been de-

fined as ** general " or ** rectoral " and " distribu-

tive," where " general " justice refers to the well-

being and " distributive '* to what is due the indi-

vidual. In the atonement the latter was conceived

as suspended in favor of the former (cf. E. A. Park,

The Atonement, Discovrees, etc., Boston, 1859).

On the other hand, it has been maintained that jus-

tice (righteousness) must be satisfied before love

could offer pardon to the sinner (see Satisfaction).

The word has been employed also to designate the

original state of man as one of integrity, obedience

to God, and harmony of all personal powers. More-

over, it represents that renewed condition in which
man as forgiven stands toward God and his law

—

a putative position to the unmerited favor of God.
In its deepest sense justice and love in God are

identical, while in man justice pertains to character

and volimtary actions.
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Othar New-TMUnMiit Writers
(14).n History of the Doetriiw.

L New-Teitftment Doctrine: In theScriptural pres-
entation one starts naturally with PauL He alone of

the first witnesses of the Gospel had the inner expe-
rience of the sharp opposition between Old-Testa-

ment piety and the new thing in Christ out of which
as an inevitable interpretation the doctrine of

justification arose. After his conver-

z. PAoI's sion he was completely occupied with
Doctrine of the contrast between his own right-

Rlfhteoiit- eousness and God's righteousness, be-

ncM. tween the works of tli^ law and faith,

between Law and Gospel. Any mis-

take alleged against Paul's earlier life could not be
attributed to the law; nor may one adduce a rad-

ical distinction between Galatians and Romans.
Both affirm that the law was given '* because of

transgressions " (Gal. iii. 19), " that sin . . . might
become exceeding sinful " (Rom. vii. 13); in the

redemptive history, however, both see in the law

a divine ordinance, and in faith in Christ a fulfil-

ment of this law (Rom. xiii. 8, 10; Gal. v. 14).

For his failure to fidfil the law Paul blames neither

the law nor his own seal (Phil. iii. 6). A bitter

experience had convinced him of the impossibility

of a perfect righteousness under the law. One who
with such sincerity and energy seeks to unify his

action, can hardly have failed before his conversion

to struggle with the doubt (cf. Rom. vii. 7 sqq.)

whether he could really fulfil the law of God. As
a Pharisee he could not resolve this doubt by a re-

newed effort after a righteousness of his own, and
therefore a righteousness proceeding from the law.

The appearance of the exalted Lord convinced

him that the one he was persecuting in the name
of God was the Messiah. This experience was in-

deed individual, but it was an instance of the uni-

versal weakness of man's fleshly nature (Rom. viii.

3) which no law coukl quicken (Gal. iii. 21). In

the Epistle to the Romans Paul showed that with

reference to justification by faith the Jew has no
advantage over the Gentile. The law which pro-

notmces a curse upon all men can not, however, be

given for this purpose, but for a '' schoolmaster, to

bring us to Christ " (Gal. iii. 24).

The righteousness of God with which the Gospel

is coDcemed can mean only either an attribute or

a relation of God (Rom. i. 17, 19), or else a right-

eousness created by God (II Ck>r. v. 20

;

a. Rela- Rom. x. 3). In any case, it is directly

ttouof opposed to Pharisaic self-righteous-

FiaHli and ness under the law; having its sole

SJghtioaa- source in God, man is only a recipient

iiHi. of it. The significance of faith ap-

pears in two characteristic passages

of Paul (Rom. iii. 26 and II Cor. v, 21). Thus
righteousness or communion with God is possible

JUSTIFICATION.

PMiisUo DoetriM tiU AugiuUiM
(ID.

Ai««utiiie'a TeMshiag (I 2).

BoholMtie and Roduui Oatholio
TMching (f 3).

The Lutheran Podtion (f 4).

Lfttcr ViewB ({ 6).

RltMhl and Doner (f 6).

III. Dootrinal Diaeuasion.

The Fundamental Podtion (| 1).

Jurtifieation Eatabliehes New Rela-
tion* with God (i 2).

Conditions of Justification (| 3).

Relations of Faith and Justlfiea-

tion (I 4).

JusUfieation and Baptism (f 5).

Condusion (| 6).

Additional Note (f 7).

in Christ, since only in him in virtue of his atone-
ment is there righteousness. This divine arrange-
ment for salvation must be realised by the subordi-

nation of man in the form of faith (Rom. x. 3 sqq.).

Legal justification being impossible, faith in Christ

alone remains. The distinction between law-works
and faith was for Paul the fundamental question of

religion, vis., whether communion with God is from
man or from God; if the latter, it can be experi-

enced by faith alone. Faith includes an intellec-

tual element—related to historical facts, as the
death and resurrection of Jesus, yet only so far as

by means of these facts Christ has become what he
is for man. According to its peculiar nature, how-
ever, faith is essentially trust in the person of the
Lord in its historical and present meaning. Where-
ever faith is there is also a condition of justification

as God's act. This signifies not a making but a
declaring righteous (cf. Luke xviii. 14; Matt.
xii. 37; Gal. iii. 11; Rom. iii. 20, iv. 4; also the
notion of forgiveness of sin, Rem. iv. 7). Fur-
ther, this meaning accords with the entire under-
standing of Paulkilsm. Moreover, justification is

both a result and a completion of the historical

redemptive work of Christ. This has its continuity

in the Word, and aims at the justification of the in-

dividual. Paul does not teach empirical sinlessness.

He refers to a conflict of the flesh with the spirit

and does not underestimate the danger of a Chris-

tian's falling into sin. He even applied this warn-
ing to himself and toward the end of his life knew
of remaining imperfection; but this does not des-

troy the Christian position. One's safety lies in a
constant renewal of that which the Christian has
essentially, i.e., Christ and his righteousness.

Joined with this in Paul's thought was the cer-

tainty of future perfection and blessedness. He
urges the Christian to self-examination, but at the
same time to a looking wholly away to Christ in

faith. But faith is derived from the Holy Spirit,

in it is given the possession of the Spirit—a witness

of sonship, and even pledge and sud of salvation.

According to the Synoptics Jesus' preaching seems
at first opposed to Paul's message; over against

his doctrine of justification, Jesus emphasised the

permanent demand of the law, the judgment of

works and even reward for the same. One asks

only whether Paul's doctrine is a necessary infer-

ence from Jesus' self-witness. Jesus connects the

kingdom, salvation, and the judgment with his own
person, a fact which the disciples first understood

after lus suffering and death. Two remarks of

Jesus concerning the meaning of lus death (Bfatt.

XX. 28, xxvi. 28) coincide with the kleas of Paul.

With Jesus, forgiveness of sin occupies a central

place, likewise dikaiotynB, '* righteousness," al-
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though thii both agrees with and diverges from
Paul's view. Paul's presentation of the kingdom
of Qod as a gift corresponds with that of Jesus.

Jesus diBtineUy emphasises the mutual relations be-

tween the rel^ous and the ethical aspect of son-

ship. On the ethical side as a condition of entering

that kingdom there is repentance. Faith is con-

ceived as the right relaticm to Christ—trust not

merely in his wonderful power to help, but in his

person. Faith affirms that in him the kingdom of

God has come and that he is the Messiah. Jesus

complains of lack of faith, prays for increase of his

disciples' faith, and he designates those as his fol-

lowers who have faith in him. Of this the Pauline

teaching is only a continuation.

The self-witness of Jesus, according to John,

stands in dose relation to the *Pauline circle of

thought, yet with its own characteristic features.

Paul's secret of religion recalls John's living com-
munion with God. The Synoptics

$• Johan- designate this as divine sonship, which
nean in John is mediated through Jesus.

Doctrine. Here both the person of Jesus and
faith in him are far more strongly ac-

centuated; also the saving significance of his death.
The central good is the "life," which includes the
foigiveness of sins—a present salvation and a future

perfection. In sonship the ethical and religious

elements are inseparable and conditioned through
faith in Jesus and a new birth, wherein one discerns

a leaning toward the Pauline view of the new birth

as mediated by faith. In faith the aspect of trust

is not lacking, but the intellectual element is con-
spicuous. There is an approach to Paul's idea of

faith—^the mystic fellowship with Christ. Nor is

the ethical element wanting: " he that is bom of

God doeth no sin" is an ideal judgment and is to
be understood empirically, as is Paul's statement
that the Christian is dead to sin. More strongly

than Paul, John affirms that the Christian is de-

ceived who declares that he does not sin. Divine
sonship is traced whoUy to God's love, and the
Christian is led to ground his salvation not on his

love to God but on God's love to him, guaranteed
in the sending of his Son and the atonement for sin.

In the rest of the New-Testament writings, James'
Epistle mainly demands attention. The author's

interest is wholly practical. The Christian com-
munity is presupposed, but the content of faith is

never developed and no warmng to the Christian

community rests on it. Owing to un-

4. Other certainty in the date of this epistle,

New-Testa- no intentional polemic against Paul
ment can be affirmed. One must, however.

Writers, reckon with the possibility that James'
presentation was directed against a

practical abuse of Pauline preaching. James holds

that a separation of faith and works is impossible;

rather does faith prove itself alive through works.

With reference to other passages in the New Testa-

ment: at Pentecost, salvation is connected with the

person of the crucified and risen Christ, and forgive-

ness of sins with faith in him. With this agrees I

Peter, where, however, faith appears rather as trust

in the redemptive activity of Jesus, and the ethical

element and fear before God are strongly accentu-

ated. The Epistle to the Hebrews accords with

Paul's view in emphasising perfection (vii. 11) in

Christ's work, and forgiveness of sins in baptism,

as well as the enduring high priesthood of Christ.

n. Histoiy of the Doctrine: Outside of the

canonical Scriptures one seeks in vain for a full con-

ception of the Pauline doctrine of justification.

Christianity is imperfectly understood. Men were
aware of something completely new in Christian-

ity, but could not specifically distinguish tlus from
the law; thus Christianity was in

I. Patristic danger of becoming a new law, and
Doctrine faith an obedient acceptance of re-

till vealed doctrine, to be completed by
Augustine, works. Of the Apostolic Fathers,

Clement did not gain complete uiuier-

standing of the Pauline faith. For salvation faith

and works are combined, and even forgiveness of

sins is mediated through love. Ethical acticm is

based on the command of God. For Barnabas the

content of the Gospel was the foigiveness of sins, yet

he teaches that the way of light is the fulfilling of

the law. In the Ignatian Epistles the thought not
of faith but of the indwelling of God and Christ is

prominent. Ignatius relates faith to the historical

person of Christ and especially to his death—

a

trust which rescues from death. From him comes
the formula, " first faith, then love." The Shep-
herd of Hennas and the second Clementine Epistle

are the classic representatives of a Christianity

which is profoundly convinced of the essential

significance of faith as the foundation and power
of the entire Christian position, but for the prac-

tise of the Christian life lays all weight on obe-

dience to the divine requirements. Faith and
works are the saving formula, and the doctrine of

merit is adumbrated: fasting is better than prayer,

alms better than both. In Hennas appears the

thought of a supererogatory action which may
hope for recompense from God. By Tertullian and
Cyprian the notion of merit was inade at home in

the Church. Tertullian also marked out the path
by which the Roman Church has sought to adjust

merit to the religious character of Christianity.

He knows of a supernatural endowment by which

one is qualified for meritorious action. On the

other hand, he does not know of a grace through

which one becomes pleasing to God. Thus the en-

tire Christian life is under the stamp of fear. The
understanding prepares for a distinction between

natura and gratia, but uses it only to obliterate the

opposition of ffratia and merit. It was more fatal

still that the doctrine of Tertullian was made
effective by the authority of Cyprian. Almsgiv-

ing is paralleled with the forgiveness of sins through

baptism. No longer is justification by faith held

in the Pauline sense; faith is acknowledgment of

the truth; it is trust only as an expectation that

God will not withhold reward for meritorious deeds.

Yet one must not conclude that for actual piety

the Evangelical thoiights of the Scriptures had
wholly disappeared. These were still influential

for personal piety. Augustine reminds thoee who
cavil at his notion of grace of the prayers and in-

stitutions of the Church. Even the Didache had
required conf«nion of sins before the sacrifice of
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the Lord's day. And Tertullian's piety was not
simply self-righteousness, as one may see from his

tractate on baptism and his writing conoeming
repentance. Jovinian, as opposed to the idea of

a special reward for supererogatory action, such as

that of virginity, admits only a Christian position

which rests on Christ and is established by faith

and baptism, in which the Father and Son dwell in

the believer.

More clearly than Augustine, Ambrose rests sal-

vation and the certainty of it on the historical work
of Christ. Yet he advances the doctrine of merit,

almsgiving, and especially virginity. To Augus-
tine more than to any one the Roman Church owes

its doctrine of justification. For him
2. Augus- Christianity is a present rest in God

tine's —a conception, shaped, although not
Teaching, immediately, by his experience, first,

of distance from God, and then by the

inward oonmiotion of a finding of God. His earlier,

differing from his later, teaching on sin and grace is

drawn not directly from his conflict with Pelagius

but from his study of Paul and from Neoplatonic

sources. His personal experience is for him the

key, and as with Paul and later with Luther sin

and grace are the two poles of all Christian knowl-

edge. Outside of grace mankind is a '^mass of

lost souls '' which may through God's grace be re-

imited to God. According to Augustine the Law
said: " Do what thou orderesti " the Gospel: "Give
what thou orderesti ** That is,*grace is preeminently

a power of religious and ethical renewal. Concern-
ing forgiveness of sins Augustine holds that (1)

baptism as foundation of Christianity confers for-

giveness of sins; (2) forgiveness is bound to justi-

fication; (3) there exists a continual forgiveness

even for the baptized Christian. Fruitful for piety

is the personality of Christ—his inner life, his

himiility, his entire manifestation the highest proof

of love, his death the ground of forgiveness of sins.

But grace through Christ is present by means of

"word and sacrament,'' not clearly connected with
Christ's historical work but in the strict sense crea-

tive. As operating or prevenient it establishes, as

cooperating it alone sustains, the Christian position.

From it comes justification, i.e., renewal, which
makes one actually righteous; instead of evil con-

cupiscence comes good concupiscence. The entire

Christian life becomes a process of sanctification

wherein is merit which the Christian must gain for

himself. He teaches a justification by a faith that

works through love. In De fide et operibus, along

with faith, works are so emphasized as to make this

writing valuable to Roman Catholic histories of

dogma to>day. He approaches the Reformation
doctrine when he gives a more mystical turn to

faith—such a union with Christ that all that is

Christ's becomes ours. In love to God a present
^ life from and in God is attained. But here is no
personal certainty of salvation.

Scholastic theology adhered to Augustine's di-

dactic definitions, at the same time it was influ-

enced by the religious impulse origmating in him.

Yet here Semipelagianism and Augustinianism ap-

peared in many shades of conflicting differences.

According to the Tridentine confession, justification

is not simply, but indudes, foigiveness of sins.

According to Thomas Aquinas, it is a consequence
of forgiveness of sins—a physical infu-

3. Scholas- sion of grace. Other church teachers

tic and regard the connection as ethical, thus
Roman its elation to the historical redemptive
Catholic work is imcertain. The infusion of

Teaching, grace is variously interpreted: the

substance of the Holy Spirit is planted

in men (Peter the Lombard); sanctifying grace is

identified with love (Duns Scotus); the Tridentine

seeks to combine both views. Later dogmatics
side with Thomas. According to the Roman teach-

ing, justifying grace is a pure gift of grace—a heri-

tage from Augustine. Merit (meritum de condigno)

is first grounded on sanctifying grace, while the

corresponding action of man is rewarded by infu-

sion of justifying grace (meritum de congruo). Con-
cerning this the Tridentine was silent. Later the-

ology teaches that grace is not given for merit.

Yet if one does what he can he may humbly hope
that God will lend his grace. Others do not admit
a psychological necessity of a preparation for re-

ception of grace. In the Roman Catholic Church
the increase of grace received, eternal life, and the

winning of a higher glory in that life are subjects

of human merit. According to Thomas the three

signs of a state of grace are: joy in God, scorn of

worldly things, consciousness that one is not guilty

of mortal sin.

For Luther the fimdamental question was con-

cerning the gracious God, and how one might be
justified in the judgment of God. Through a pain-

ful experience in the complete renunciation of his

own righteousness, he understood the Pauline word
—by grace alone through faith in Christ. Justifi-

cation includes not merely forgiveness,

4. The which has precedence, but inner justi-

Lutheran fication. Grace is pardoning mercy.
Position, and faith is trust. Christ himself in

lus person and his historical work is

man's righteousness. The law can only increase sin

and it demands God's righteous judgment against

the sinner. The law must indeed be preached; yet

God's proper work begins when he comforts the

alarmed conscience by the gospel of forgiveness in

CJhrist. Wherever faith lays hold on Christ and
becomes one with him, Christ's righteousness be-

comes oiur righteousness; God declares man right-

eous and forgives his sin. Thus Christ becomes the

power of a new life. Later, Luther speaks of a be-

ginning, an advancing, and a completed justification

yet to be hoped for. Never cotdd faith by reason

of an inner quality be regarded as justifying. The
Christian position is grounded in God's gracious

judgment. Luther warns against confusing the

certainty of salvation with the feeling of it. He
combines baptism and justification but without

precise theological treatment. Through Melanch-

thon the doctrine of justification received its first

symbolic form (The Augsburg Confession, q.v.).

We are righteous before God, not "by our own
strength, merits or works," but by faith alone.

Justification is grounded in Christ and is mediated

by faith flJone. In the " Apology " the impelling

interest of the Reformation against the Roman
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doetrine firat eune to dear ezpressioii. In the

Fonnula of CoQoord all human action is exduded
as a condition of the certainty of salvation; justi-

fication as distinguished from regeneration is in-

terpreted as forensic, the righteousness of Christ

is imputed so that sins are foigiven, and the doc-

trine of justification is so formuUtted that nothing

whatever in man but simply the historical work of

Qirist is the true ground of salvation.

The later dogmatists distinguished not merely
between the himian and the divine aspect of the

appropriation of Christ's righteousness (Baier), but
within faith itself a certainty before,

5. Later in, and after regeneration (Quenstedt).

Views. The certainty of salvation was to be
experienced by looking whoUy away

from self to Christ as the promise. Thus the proc-

ess of justification was conceived as purely trans-

cendental for which faith is only an essential pre-

supposition. According to Burk, who presents this

view, justification is withdrawn frcMn all vadllation

of the inner life so that assurance becomes possible

to those whose peace has been disturbed. But the

question arises as to the criteria of faith. The
Lutherans presupposed the universality and prom-
ise of Christ's redeeming work; to the Reformed
who restricted this to the elect, personal assurance

of salvation must be gathered from the works of

foith as supematurally caused. Schleiermacher co-

ordinated justification with conversion; to be taken
up into living communion with Christ is, as a
changed form of life, conversion, as a changed
relation to God, justification. He, however, con-

ceives this as purely general and progressively real-

ised. Some theologians resolve the objective proc-

ess of justification into subjective consdousness,
others emphadse the ethical aspect. Hengsten-
beig towani the end of his life distinguished stages

of justification; according to Beck, in justification

mediated through Christ one enters on a condition

of life where on the one hand aU earlier sins are

wiped out, on the other hand a new ethical condi-

tion is awakened which must express itself in right-

eousness of conduct; with Bfartensen the justify-

ing power of faith lay in God beholding in it the
seed-corn of future blessedness, and in the pure wiU
the already realised ideal of freedom. In the so-

called Bornholmer movement (see Bornholmers),
since the world is justified in Christ, justification is

identified with his redemptive work and faith is

simply a becoming aware of what one has in Christ.

Ritschl combines justification with the historical

work of Christ. In Christ the community is so far

justified as God reckons to the conmiunity belong-

ing to Christ the position which Christ himself

maintained toward God, and for his sake admits the

community to fellowship with himself. The indi-

vidual is justified on the ground that

6. Ritschl through faith in the Gospel he is a
and member of the community. Justifi-

Dotner. cation and recondliation have the same
content. Reconciliation is the result of

justification. Ritschl's entire treatment has en-

during significance on account of the many problems
involved, especially the relation of justification to

the historical work of Christ and to faith. Dorner

characteristically emphasized the historical deed of

recondliation in relation to the Christian's present

position: faith is thus simply ** the assimilating

organ " of forgiveness already complete so far as

the divine aspect is concerned. Justification is

identified with reconciliation: the central signifi-

cance, the express founding, and the certainty of

justification on the basis of the historical work of

Christ is a peculiar characteristic of Cremer's the-

ology.

nL Doctrinal Discussion: A comprehensive dis-

cussion of this subject must be limited to the clear

presentation of the controlling interest and the

simplest possible designation of the points on whidi
it depends. Communion with God and personal

assurance of this stand or fall together. If Chris-

tianity is a present personal conununion with God,
a necessary and radical implication is

X. The that it can only be a conscious expe-

Fonda- rienoe. This being established, one

mental has further to ascertain whether the

Podtion. Christian can be certain of it. There
is finally only the alternative, the initi-

ative of communion with God is wholly from God
or wholly from man. Whenever the question con-

cerning conununion with God wakens in a man, it

always occurs at first in his desire to make himself

pious, and so to work in fellowship with God. This

has its source in the painful consdousness of sepa-

ration from God in sin; if one recognizes his re-

sponsibility for this, it is quite natund for him to

establish his own righteousness before God. Yet
in all such attempts, on account of their abiding

imperfection, one does not escape from inward un-

certainty. This has, however, its objective ground:

only from God himself can men be admitted to

conmiunion with him. It is therefore a more cor-

rect understanding when the Catholic view refers

the initiative in the entire process of justification

definitely to God, and sees the final ground of justi-

fication in a justifying act which proceeds from God;
this, resulting from suitable preparation and made
fruitful in congruous activity, assures one of eternal

life. In reality, however, what is here under dis-

cussion is such a kind of mediation as brings vividly

to consciousness how every attempt to effect recon-

ciliation actually points man after all to his own
self-doing, and thrusts him into inner uncertainty.

But one can arrive at an actual assurance of a gra-

cious state only when he is dear that this rests

solely on God's offer, and that nothing remains for

him except in faith to appropriate this divine gift,

or rather to let trust in it be begotten in him. God
has completed this offer of himself in the work of

Christ in which, through an atonement for sin, he

has recondled the world to himself. In so far, then,

certainty of salvation is based* wholly upon a jus-

tice outside ourselves: the righteousness which has

been created by Christ's undertaking in mAu's be-

half is the real ground, or, on the ground of his suf-

ferings and death, he now represents man before

God. So far, however, as that historical work of

Christ reaches man only in the Word and the sacra-

ment therein contained, the Word and the sacrar

ment are the ground of assurance. Later on, these

positions will require completion and confirmation.
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But they desjgnafe the central interest which can
not be surrendered; that form of the doctrine of

justification can alone be adequate which satiBfies

this interest.

It is now plain in what sense justificaticm as a
forensie act is to be understood. If conununion

with Qod is established only by him,

a. Jostifica- and if, on the other hand, both on ac-

tion Bslab- count of the personal nature of this

Ushss New relation of communion and because of

Relations the remaining imperfection of the jus-

with Ood. tified, the thought of a magic trans-

formation is excluded, then the justi-

fying act of God on which the Christian position is

based can be thought of only in the form of a gra-

cious judgment of God which is not analytic but
synthetic. In a word, since the justifying act of

God does not first of sJl contemplate the establish-

ing of * new ethical quality in man, but the found-

ing of a new relation to God, it must be understood
not as the confirmation of an ethical quality exist-

ing in man, but simply as a judgment of God's gra-

cious will which passes over the sinner and in and
with forgiveness of sins justifies and takes him up
into communion with God. Even faith, without
which there can be no justification, may not, as a
meritorious attainment, be made the real ground
of justification, nor may the continuance of the

state of justification be grounded in part on the

life-work of the Christian as a completing of God's
act of justification. On the contrary, from begin-

ning to end, the Christian position rests exclusively

on God's gracious judgment, so that this, in spite

of remaining imperfection, depends solely on affirm-

ing the judgment of faith. As a matter of terms,

one may question whether God's relation to the

sins of the justified person is to be interpreted as

daUy forgiveness or with older dogmaticians as a
continuous justification. According to the former

phraseology, the fundamental character of God's
justifying act comes indeed to the clearest possible

expression, but one may doubt whether the believer

can Avoid thinking of the daily forgiveness of sins

as a constant and radical renewal of his relation to

God. In any case, by the acceptance of the notion

of a justification continually renewed one is not

warranted in supposing that the Christian position

is composed of ever new additions. On the con-

trary, a continuous state of grace is grounded in the

original divine act of justification.

If, however, the continuity of this gracious state

is due to the historical work of Chrbt, but origi-

nates and is sustained by the gracious judgment of

justification, it follows at once that under all cir-

cumstances justification and the historical work of

Christ must be brought into the closest connection.

But the limits within which this con-

3. Condi- nection is to be sought are designated

tlonsof Jos-by the following propositions: (1) jus-

tiflcatkwL tification may not be identified with

the historical work of Christ
—

^the Bib-

lical connection between justification and faith

woukl be obscured and the reality of a reciprocal

eommunion of God and man lost. (2) It would be

* relapse into the Roman Catholic way of think-

iag to ne in the historical work of Christ only the

general ground of possible justification—^manifestly

the final decisive ground of the divine justifying

act of God must then be somehow sought in man
himself. If one carries through the combination
already suggested in the Biblical presentation, then
an adjustment between the apparently divergent

interests is possible only when justification is un-
derstood as an actual fulfilment of God's offer of

himself as completed in the historical work of

Christ. Paul does not conceive that the reconcilia-

tion in Christ renders the demand " be ye reconciled

to God " (II Cor. V. 20) superfluous; rather he

sees in the word of reconciliation the necessary ac-

complishment of reconciliation. On the other

hand, he believes that in the Gospel righteousness

is disclosed and made efficacious. A combination

of these two lines of thought compels one to see

that God's historical offer of himself in the work of

Christ endiues in his Word and so reaches the in-

dividual. It is not the fact that God has reopened

the way of access to himself in his historical rev-

elation, while man must work his way through

to God in reliance on the divine deed; on the con-

trary, self-disclosure of God in the Word effectively

reaches the individual, and wherever through God's
offer of grace one lets himself be won to trust in

this, the judgment of justification is passed upon
him, and th^ both objectively and subjectively

establishes the condition of justification.

The same conclusion foUows from the answer to

the other question—What position and meaning
belong to faith in the act of justification? That
faith alone can be regarded as justifying is clear

from the foregoing (III., { 1); there it was re-

marked that the justifying power of faith may not

be foimd in its ethical quality. If fellowship with

God rests solely on Christ's redemptive

4. Rela- work and the righteousness procured

tions of by it, then faith can be regarded sim-

Fsithand ply as the assimilating organ and as

JttStifica- justifying only on account of the ob-

tion. ject apprehended by it. The peculiar

difficulty first emerges in the question,

how this understanding of faith which is to be

maintained under all circumstances is consistent

with the other proposition which must be as firmly

emphasised, that only where faith exist is there jus-

tification. Does not the latter position indeed in-

volve that somehow on man's part faith appears as

an efficient condition of justification? In reality

this consequence would be unavoidable if one had
to suppose that man—always of course under the

influence of the Word—first himself ripens faith in

Christ, and then God completes the judgment of

justification on the ground of confirming this faith

as if it were a finished achievement. The element

of truth in such a view is that in fact faith in the

strict sense is an offering of Christ to the wrath of

God, and precisely for this reason jiutification comes
to pass by means of it. Evidently these proposi-

tions which aim to complete the doctrine of justifi-

cation really point to such a method as will not

allow faith to appear in any way as real ground of

justification. If, on the other huid, the conclusions

just indicated are to be drawn, this means nothing

less than that the original mterest of the Reformat
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tion doctrine would be auirendered. For the Chria-

tiaa would then again be directed to ground his

aaauranoe of salvation by reflection upon himself,

i.e., on the existence of faith in hiinself. There
would be no place for a simple and radical ground-
ing of certainty on Christ and the Word to which he
witnessed. Manifestly that kind of judgment of jus-

tification, which amounts to a confirmation of faith

already existing in man, can not be thought of as
mediated by the Gospel; and again a suggestion of

such a judgment of justification could not be pre-

sented by means of the Qospel. For the Word,
whether it is applied to the individual as a sacra-

mental word or as absolution, can never establish

the existence in man of a qualification of justifica-

tion, but remains simply an active offer of the uni-

versal promise. If, therefore, one believes that the
reality of the process of justification can be de-
fended only when it is interpreted as confirmation

of existing faith, then one must not deceive himself

by supposing that a corroboration of such a justify-

ing judgment must be sought in an inmiediate

witness of the Spirit, or won by reflection on the
criteria of faith. The Reformed way, on the con-
trary, which allows the assurance of salvation to be
experienced only in the trust springing from the
promise, points in another direction—^justification

is mediated by the Gospel, so that the word of

promise becomes itself a justifying judgment
wherever it is able to awaken acceptance in man.
Thus the position is fully warranted that only where
faith exists is there justification, and faith justifies

only because it makes Christ avail before God : Christ

is indeed the central content of the Word and he
it is wiio is apprehended in the Word. Accordingly
justification takes place before God and not in

the heart of man—^in the strict sense an act of

God, and not a conscious process in man. Only in

this way is it seriously maintained that every action

of God necessarily aims at establishing a present
conununion with himself. But this is manifestly

not attained by a purely transcendent process.

Where justification is mediated by the Gospel, the
meaning is that this rightly demands trust for and
in itself; where man trustfully accepts this, he has
what he believes; justification and a state of com-
munion with God is subjectively and objectively

realised. One can make this plain to hknself in

the simplest possible way with reference to abso-
lution. Absolution is not confirmation of a faith

existing in noan, nor an ineffective announcement
of a foigiveness bound to conditions; just as little

does it bring forgiveness to all who hear it irre-

spective of their faith; but being an efficacious

offer of forgiveness, it is really forgiveness wher-
ever it is received in faith. Thus understood, jus-

tification and certainty concerning it are grounded
in faith. This excludes neither a possible nor an
actual series of degrees in faith and in certainty;

the completion of the divine justification is of sig-

nificance for faith. Here then the Biblical writers

have their place, according to whom, where faith

and justification are, there the Holy Spirit who was
already active in man for this end becomes for the
believer a personal possession in such a way that

he witnesses to the existing kinship with God and

appears as its seal and pledge. Hence it is possi-

ble to apprehend the element of truth in the dis-

tinction of faith before and after justification, and
in the distinction of justification and confirmation.

The last intimations, if they are to receive con-

crete form, depend on the answer to a previous
question which can not be solved in this article.

The foregoing discussion suffers from an unavoid-
able abstracticm in that it can not

5. Justifica- show whether the original justification

tion and is mediated by the Word or by bap-
Baptiam. tism, in the case of cluldren or adults.

In fact, manifold difficulties and ob-

scurities beset the treatment of the subject when one

does not seriously consider how the general pn^xisi-

tions concerning justification are necessarily modi-
fied according as they are put to the test in a com-
munity of those who were baptised in infancy, or

are maintained in the mission field. It is, e.g., plain

how the question of the relation of ccxifinnation to

justification gains a wholly different meaning when
it is put on the basis of child-baptism. Yet these

questions can not be settled here because they pre-

suppose the understanding of baptism (see Bap-
tism, I.-U.). Only this, however, may be directly

inferred from the treatment of the doctrine of the

Scripture, that justification and baptism are to be
combined. If this Lb true in the first instance of

baptism itself, then it must of necessity apply to

child-baptism, if only this is regarded as a real bap-
tism. Here the question concerning the relation

of justification and faith takes on a new meaning
and raises serious difficulties. For a solution of

these a path has already been so far prepared as it

was expressly emphasized how faith springs from
the divine offer. In any case, one must believe

that in the baptbm of adults there is a completion

both of the divine offer of salvation and, under its

influence, of faith, and just in this way the Chris-

tian position is both objectively and subjectively

established. With reference to the baptism of

children, it is to be maintained under all circum-

stances that even in such cases faith, which affirms

baptism, must somehow grow out of baptism. But
the question, whether and in what sense one is to

connect the origin of faith with baptism, can not

here be settled.

The discussion concerning the nature of Chris-

tian assurance begun in III., } 1, may now be

completed so far as need be in accordance with

what has been established in III., }§ 2-5. First

then one may formulate the signifi-

6. Condtt- cance of Rom. viii. Id for the assurance

sion. of salvation. If faith in the historical

divine revelation, by which the Chris-

tian position is created, takes place only by the Holy
Spirit, the inmianent certainty of the Christian there-

in given could not maintain itself without the con-

tinuous witness of the Spirit. This repudiates the

Methodistic view which will experience this witness

of the Spirit in an immediate feeling of peace; pref-

erable is the Lutheran view which has the entire

economy of salvation on its side as it relates the

continuous witness of .the Spirit to the historical

process of salvation, mediating this by the Word
and the sacrament. Yet the strictly supernatural
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character of that witness may not be lost sight of;

in thisy as well as in the possession of the Spirit, the
Christian has the pledge of his salvation. In the

same way may be defined the significance of self-ex-

amination for Christian assurance. If the Christian

position is connected with faith, the serious Chris-

tian can not avoid testing faith and salvation by the
criterion of the whole life. On the other hand, it can
be of service to one in trouble when faith is hidden
from him to become certain of it by means of its

criteria. In both of these ways this self-examina-

tion is to be conceived as a point of departure.

One recognises the normality of the Christian as-

surance in its unreflecting appeal to the divine d^d
which produces the Christian position. All finally

comes to this, that the pledge of faith is also the
pledge of certainty. If the existing Christian posi-

tion is assured to faith by historiotl divine revela-

tion, apparently there is no occasion to go behind
that historical revelation to an eternal counsel of

God. Yet in reality not merely the Reformed view
but also the Formula of Concord makes predestina-

tion fruitful for Christian assurance. In fact, re-

course to this can not be dispensed with by one
who seeks an assurance not simply for the present

but also for the future. Only one must add im-

mediately, certainty concerning one's election is to

be sought in Christ alone. But wherever the be-

lieving Christian, so long as he believes, is certain

of the divine election, he knows that his entire sal-

vation, present and future, is in the hand of the

eternal God. Two points yet require mention, the

brevity of which he&n no relation to their signifi-

, canoe: (1) in the necessarily personal nature of

faith and assurance of salvation one may not for-

get that these will be experienced in the community
of believers in which the Word and the sacrament
are in use; and (2) this is in precise analogy to the

first—the energy with which, in the matter of the

certainty of salvation, the entire life is related to

God and to God alone, may not obscure the other

truth, that after all man meets God only in the

concrete reality of an individual life, and he there-

fore eaqseriences and maintains the certainty of sal-

vation in the limitless riches of the concrete situa-

tions of this life. Only where this is imderstood

does one avoid isolating the witness of the Spirit

from the actual life. And now it is possible to

make fruitful the profound thought of James, that

the Christian is blessed, and that too not by means
of his deed but in his deed. (L. H. Ibmbis.)

While a majority of critical authorities favor the

forensic interpretation of dikaiount ** pronouncing

righteous," as the only meaning in Paul's writings,

there is a not inconsiderable niunber of scholars

who defend the view that it also sig-

7. Addi- nifies ** making or becoming actually

tional Hote. righteous." Among the passages dted
to substantiate the latter claim are

Rom. iU. 24, 26, 28, 30, vi. 7; Gal. u. 16, 20, v. 6.

That this word is there and in other places used in a
real sense is evident from a variety of considerations,

such as, the forensic view is inconsistent with an in-

telligible interpretation of Paul's words referred to

above; the real interpretation alone meets the exe-

getical and rational demands; and in all the passages

dxka%o8yta, " righteousness," is used in the proper
sense as the basis of the judgment. Two further

argimients for this position are adduced: the prin-

ciple of character running through the whole of life

is one and the same, being that on which the final

judgment is based; faith which works by love is

the essential principle of righteousness and is ao-

cordingly an inward quality of ethical excellence.

Even when a forensic judgment is signified by di-

kaioun, this is grounded not in an outside condi-

tion but in an actual inner virtue. It does not, like

works, make a demand on God, but it constitutes

a ground on which one is forgiven who forsakes his

sin and identifies himself with Christ. Some of

those who hold this general view of dikaioun restrict

its main reference to the initial moment of conver-

sion, while others extend it to cover the entire period

of Christian experience—one is justified according
as he is sanctified. Justification may relate to that

aspect of the new life in which the person freely

and progressively accepts the grace of God in

Christ, while sanctification refers to the gradual
inner purification of the sources of desire, thought,

and will. C. A. B.
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JUSTIH: A Onoatio writer refuted by Hippol-

ytus {Haer,, v. ia-22, x. 11; ANF, v. 69-73, 146).

Accoiding to him there are three prineiples in the

universe, two male
—

^the Good and the Father of
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all things, also called Eloblm—and one female,

called Eden and Israel, who had the form of a
snake from her waist downward. From the inter-

course of Elohim and Eden arose twelve paternal

and twelve maternal angels; through whose medi-
ation men were formed from the noble parts of Eden,
and from the ignoble parts animals. Men were
provided with a soul by Eden and with a spirit by
Elohim. Eden was deserted by Elohim, who went
aloft to sit at the right hand of the Good. Eden
now filled the world with sin and evil, and fought

with Elohim, having the maternal angels on her

side. Elohim sent Baruch, the third paternal

angel, to aid the spirit of man which had been
overcome by Naas, " the serpent," the third ma-
ternal angel. Baruch found Hercules who per-

formed his twelve labors against Eden, but at last

was overcome by Eden by means of Omphale.
Finally Baruch foimd Jesus who withstood the ser-

pent, which brought about his crucifixion, when
his spirit returned to Elohim, but his body and
soul to Eden. The initiated, who faithfully keep
the oath of Elohim to keep the mysteries and not

to turn from the Good to the creature, enter into

the Good and drink of the water of life. To under-

stand more fully the relation of Justin to the other

Gnostics see Ophites. (G. KRt^oBB.)

Bibuoorapht: W. MdUer, OMchiehte der KomHotogie in der
griechiBdun Kirche, pp. 241-248, Halle, 1860; A. Hilgen-
feld, in ZWT, v (1862). 446-462; idem. Die Ketaerge-

achiehle des UrdiriaUrUuma, pp. 64, 67, 270, 277, Leipaio,

1884; G. Salmon, in DCB, iii. 587-689; idem, in Herma-
tKtna, ad (1886), 380-^2; H. St&helin, in 7C^. vi. 3 (1891).

JUSTIH MARTYR.

Life and Writings (| 1).

The '* Apology " (| 2).

The " Dialogue " and " Returreotion " (| 8).

Justin's Theology (| 4).

His (yonvennon and Teachings (| 6).

His Doctrine of the Logos (| 6).

[The facts of the life of Justin Martyr, the famous
Christian apologist of the second century, so far as

they are known, are gathered chiefly from his own
writings. He was bom at Flavia NeapoUs (the

ancient Shechem and modem Nablus) in Pales-

tine probably about 114. He suffered

I. Life martyrdom at Rome imder Marcus
and Aurelius when Rusticus was prefect of

WritingB. the city (i.e., between 162 and 168).

He calls himself a Samaritan, but his

father and grandfather were doubtless Greek or

Roman, and he was brought up in heathen customs.

It seems that he had property, studied philoso-

phy diligently, became converted to Christianity

(see below, } 5), and thenceforth devoted his life

to teaching what he considered the true philosophy,

still wearing his philosopher's gown to indicate

that he had attained to the truth. He probably
traveled widely and ultimately settled in Rome as

a Christian teacher.] The earliest mention of Justin

is found in Tatian (Oratio ad QraecoB, xviii., xix.),

who calls him " the most admirable Justin,'' quotes

a sajring of his, and says that the Cynic Cresoens

laid snares for him. Irenaeus (Haer, I., xxviii. 1)

speaks of his martyrdom, and of Tatian as his dis-

ciple; he quotes him twice (IV., vi. 2, V., xxvi. 2),

and shows his influence in other places. Tertul-

lian (AdveratiB Valentimanoa, v.) calls him a phir

losopher and martyr, and the earliest antagonist of

heretics. Hippolytus and Methodius also mention
or quote him. Eusebius deals with him at some
length (Httt, ecd,, iv. 18), and names the following

works: (1) The " Apology " addressed to Antoni-

nus Pius, his sons, and the senate; (2) a second
*' Apology " addressed to Marcus Aurelius and
Verus; (3) the " Discourse to the Greeks," a dis-

cussion with Greek philosophers on the character

of their gods; (4) a " Hortatory Address to the

Greeks "; (5) a treatise " On the Sovereignty of

God," in which he makes use of pagan authorities

as well as Christian; (6) a work entitled " The
Psalmist "; (7) a treatise in scholastic form '' On
the Soul "; (8) the " Dialogue with Trypho." He
implies that a number of other works were in cir-

culation; from Irenaeus he knows of the apology
" Against Marcion," and from Justin's " ^x>logy "

(i. 26) of a '' Refutation of all Heresies " (Hise.

ecd.f IV., xi. 10). Epiphanius (Haer., zlvi. 1) and
Jerome (De mr. ill., ix.) mention Justin. Rufinus

borrows from him the Latin original of Hadrian's

letter. After Ruflnus Justin was not known in the

West for a long time, and the Eastern writers got

their knowledge of him mainly from Irenaeus and
Eusebius, or from spurious works. The Chranicon

Paschale is possibly independent in assigning his

martyrdom to the year 165. A considerable num-
ber of other works are given as Justin's by Arethas,

Photius, and other writers; but their spuriousness

is now generally admitted. The ExposiHo rectae

fidei has been assigned by Dr&seke to ApoUinaris

of Laodicea, but it is probably a work of as late as

the sixth century. The Cohartaiio ad Oraecas has

been attributed to ApoUinaris of Laodicea, Apol-

linaris of Hierapolis, and others. The EpiMola ad
Zenam et Serenum, an exhortation to Christian liv-

ing, is dependent upon Clement of Alexandria, and
is assigned by Batiffol to the Novatian Bishop Si-

sinnius (c. 4(X)). The extant work under the title

" On the Sovereignty of God " does not correspond

with Eusebius' description of it, though Haraack
regards it as still possibly Justin's, and at least of

the second centmy. The author of the smaller

treatise " To the Greeks " can not be Justin, be-

cause he is dependent on Tatian; Hamack places

it between 180 and 240. For another work wrongly
attributed to Justin, see Diognbtus, Epistle to.

On the other hand, the authenticity of the two
** Apologies " and the " Dialogue with Trypho " is

universally admitted. They are preserved only in

the Sacra paraUela; but, besides that they were
known by Tatian, Methodius, and Eusebius, their

influence is traceable in Athenagoras, Theophilus,

the pseudo-Melito, and especially Tertullian. Euse-
bius speaks of two " Apologies," but he quotes them
both as one, which indeed they are in substance.

The identity of authorship is shown not only by
the reference in the '' Dialogue," cxx., to the
" Apology," but by the unity of treatment. Zahn
has shown that the " Dialogue " was originally

divided into two books, that there is a consider-

able lacima at chap. Ixxiv., as well as at the be-

ginning, and that it is probably based on an actual
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occurrence at Ephesus, the personality of the Rabbi
Tarphon being employed, though in a Hellenized

form. The treatise " On the Reflurrection/' of

which extenflive fragments are preserved in the

Sacra jtaraUda^ is not so generally accepted. Even
earlier than this collection, it is referred to by Pro-
oopius of Gaza (c. 465-628), and Methodius ap-
peals to Justin in support .of his interpretation of

I Cor. XV. 50 in a way wluch makes it natural to
assume the existence of a treatise on the subject,

to say nothing of other traces of a connection in

thought both here, in Irenaeus (V., ii.-xiii. 5), and
also in Tertullian, where it is too close to be any-
thing but a conscious following of the Greek. The
" A^inst Marcion " is lost, as is the " Refutation
of all Heresies " to which Justin himself refers in
" Apology," i. 26; Hegesippus, besides perhaps
Irenaeus and Tertullian, seems to have used it.

Of the date of the '' Dialogue " it can only be
said that it was later than the '' Apology "; the

time of composition of the latter, however, can be
determined with comparative closeness. From
the fact that it was addressed to Antoninus Pius,

Marcus Aurelius, and Verus, its composition must
fall between 147 and 161. The refer-

a. The ence to Felix as governor of Egypt,
** Apotogy." since this can only be the Lucius

Munatius Felix whom the Oxyrhyn-
chus papyri give as prefect Sept. 13, 151, fixes the

date still more exactly. Its occasion is evidently

a recent occurrence, and the Chronicon of.Euse-
bins gives 152-153 as the date of the attacks of

Crescens. What is designated as the "Second
Apology *' was written as a supplement to the first,

on account of certain proceedings which had in the

mean time taken place in Rome before LoUius
Urbicus as prefect of the city, which must have
been between 150 and 157.

The purpose of the " Apology " is to prove to

the emperors, renowned as upright and philosoph-

ical men, the injustice of the persecution of the

Christians, who are really the representatives of

true philosophy. Chaps, i.-xii. give the prelimi-

nary negative proof; chap. xiii. begins a positive

exposition of what Christianity reaJly is. Chria-

tians are the true worshipers of God, the Creator of

all things; they offer him the only sacrifices worthy
of him, those of prayer and thanksgiving, and are

taught by his Son, to whom they assign a place

next in honor to him. This teaching leads them
to perfect morality, as shown in their teacher's

wonls and their own lives, and founded on their

belief in the resurrection. The doctrine of the

Logos made flesh is specially emphasized in xxi.,

xxii. What interferes with belief in this fact is the

deceitful work of demons (xxiii.-xxvi.), in contrast

with which Christian righteousness is still further

described (xxvii.~xxix.). Then follows the proof

that Christ is the Son of God from Old-Testament
prophecy, fulfilled in every detail (xxx.-l.), no
matter what evil spirits may pretend (liv.-lvii.)

;

even Plato learned from Moses (lviii.-lx.). The re-

maining chapters (lxi.-lxvii.) give a glimpse of the

daily life of Christians at the time—baptism, com-
munion, and Sunday worship. The supplemen-
tary or "Second Apology" depicts the behavior

of the Christians under persecution, of which the
demons are again set forth as the instigators.

In the " Dialogue," after an introductory sec-

tion (i.-ix.), Justin undertakes to show that Chria-

tianity is the new law for all men (x.-xxx.), and to
prove from Scripture that Jesus is the Christ (xxxi.-

cviii.). The concluding section (cix.-cxlii.) dem-
onstrates that the Christians are the

3. The true people of God. The fragments of

"Dialogue" the work " On the Resurrection " be-

and gin with the assertion that the truth,
*' Resur- and God the author of truth, need no
rection." witness, but that as a concession to

the weakness of men it is necessary

to give arguments to convince those who gain-

say it. It is then shown, after a denial of un-
founded deductions, that the resurrection of the
body is neither impossible nor imworthy of God,
and that the evidence of prophecy is not lacking

for it. Another fragment takes up the positive

proof of the resurrection, adducing that of Christ

and of those whom he recalled to Ufe. In another
the resurrection is shown to be that of what has
gone down, i.e., the body; the knowledge concern-

ing it is the new doctrine in contrast with that of

the old philosophers; the doctrine follows from the

command to keep the body in moral purity.

Fladus discovered " blemishes " in Justin's the-

ology, which he attributed to the influence of pagan
philosophers; and in modem times Semler and S.

G. Lange have made him out a thorough Hellene,

while Semisch and Otto defend him from this

charge. In opposition ta the school of Baur, who
considered him a Jewish Christian, A. Ritschl has
pointed out that it was precisely becatise he was a

Gentile Christian that he did not fully

4. Justin's understand the Old-Testament founda-
Theology. tion of Paul's teaching, and explained in

this way the modified character of his

Paulinism and his l^gal mode of thought. M. von
Engelhardt has attempted to extend this line of

treatment to Justin's entire theology, and to show
that his conceptions of God, of free will and right-

eousness, of redemption, grace, and merit prove the

influence of the cultivated Greek pagan work! of

the second century, dominated by the Platonic

and Stoic philosophy. But he admits that Justin

is a Christian in his unquestioning adherence to the

Church and its faith, his unqualified recognition of

the Old Testament, and his faith in Christ as the

Son of God the Creator, made manifest in the flesh,

crucified, and risen, through which belief he suc-

ceeds in getting away from the dualism of pagan
and also of Gnostic philosophy.

In the opening of the '' Dialogue," Justin relates

his vain search among the Stoics, Peripatetics, and
Pythagoreans for a satisfying Imowledge of God;
his finding in the ideas of Plato wings for his soul,

by the aid of which he hoped to at-

5. His tain the contemplation of the God-
Conventon head; and his meeting on the sea-

and shore with an aged man who told him
Teachings, that by no human endeavor but only

by divine revelation could this blessed-

ness be attained, that the prophets had conveyed
this revelation to man, and that their words had
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been fulfilled. Of the truth of this he assured him-
self by his own investigation; and the daily life of

the Christians and the courage of the martyrs con-

vinced him that the charges against them were un-

founded. So he sought to spread the knowledge
of Christianity as the true philosophy. He had,

like others, the idea that the Greek philosophers

had derived, if not borrowed, the most essential

elements of truth found in their teaching from the

Old Testament. But at the same time he adopted
the Stoic doctrine of the '' seminal word," and so

philosophy was to him an operation of the Word—^in fact, through his identification of the Word
with Christ, it was brought into unmediate connec-

tion with him. Thus he does not scruple to de-

clare that Socrates and Heraditus were Christians

(Apol.f i. 46, ii. 10). His aim, of course, is to em-
phasize the absolute significance of Christ, so that

all that ever existed of virtue and truth may be
referred to him. The old philosophers and law-

givers had only a part of the Logos, while the whole
appears in Christ. While the heathen, seduced by
demons, had deserted the true God for idols, the

Jews and Samaritans possessed the revelation given

through the prophets and awaited the Messiah.

The law, however, while containing command-
ments intended to promote the true fear of God,
had other prescriptions of a purely pedagogic na-

ture, which necessarily ceased when Christ, their

end, appeared; of such temporary and merely rela-

tive regulations were circumcision, animal sacri-

fices, the Sabbath, and the laws as to food. Through
Christ the abiding law of God has been fully pro-

claimed. In his character as the teacher of the

new doctrine and promulgator of the new law lies

the essential nature of his redeeming work. The
idea of an economy of grace, of a restoration of the

union with God which had been destroyed by sin,

is not foreign to him. It is noteworthy that in the
** Dialogue " he no longer speaks of a " seed of the

Word " in every man, and in his non-apologetic

works the emphasis is laid upon the redeeming acts

of the life of Christ rather than upon the demon-
stration of the reasonableness and moral value of

Christianity, though the fragmentary character of

the latter works makes it difficult to determine

exactly to what extent this is true and how far the

teaching of Irenaeus on redemption is derived from
him. Still, it is safe to say that Justin's theology

is characterized throughout by an ethical strain.

Faith does not justify but is a preliminary to jus-

tification, which is accomplished by repentance,

change of heart, and a sinless life according to God's
commandments. Baptism confers the remission

only of previous sins; the Christian must there-

after show himself worthy of union with God by a
life without sin. In the Eucharist he shows his

devotion by offering bread and wine and by prayer,

receiving in return the food consecrated by a for-

mula of Christ's institution, which is the flesh and
blood of the incarnate JesuE, and by which our

flesh and blood are nourished through a kind of

transformation (hata metabolBn),

Justin is confident that his teaching is that of the

Church at large. He knows of a division among
the orthodox only on the question of the millen-

nium and on the attitude toward the milder Jew-

ish Christianity, which he personally is willing to

tolerate as long as its professors in their turn do
not interfere with the liberty of the Gentile con-

verts; his millenarianism seems to have no con-

nection with Judaism, but he believes firmly in a

millennium, and generally in the primitive Chris-

tian eschatology.

His use of the idea of the Logos has always at-

tracted attention. It is probably too much to as-

sume a direct connection with Philo in this particu-

lar. The idea of the Logos was widely

6. Hii familiar to educated men, and the

Doctrine designation of the Son of God as the

of the Logos was not new to Christian the-

Logos. ology. The significance is clear, how-
ever, of the manner in which Justin

identifies the historical Christ with the rational

force operative in the universe, which leads up to

the claim of all truth and virtue for the Christians

and to the demonstration of the adoration of Christ,

which aroused so much opposition, as the only

reasonable attitude. It is mainly for this justifi-

cation of the worship of Christ that Justin employs
the Logos-idea, though where he explicitly deals

with tluB divinity of the Redeemer and his relation

to the Father, he makes use of the Old Testament,

not of the Logos-idea, which thus can not be said

to form an essential part of his Christology.

The importance which he attaches to the evi-

dence of prophecy shows his estimate of the Old-

Testament Scriptures, which are to Christians ab-

solutely the word of God, spoken by the Holy
Ghost, and confirmed by the fulfilment of the

prophecies. Not less divine, however, is the teach-

ing of the apostles, which is read in the assembly

every Lord's Day—though he can not use this in

his '* Dialogue " as he uses the Old Testament. The
word of the apostles is the teaching of the Divine

Logos, and reproduces the sayings of Christ au-

thentically. Ab a rule he uses the synoptic Gos-

pels, but has a few unmistakable references to John.

He quotes the Apocalypse as inspired because pro-

phetic, naming its author. The opposition of Mar-

cion prepares us for an attitude toward the Pauline

epistles corresponding to that of the later Church.

Distinct references are foimd to Romans, I Cor-

inthians, Galatians, Ephesians, Colossians, and
II Thessalonians, and possible ones to Philippians,

Titus, and I Timothy. It seems likely that he

also knew Hebrews and I John. The apologetic char-

acter of Justin's habit of thought appears again in

the Acts of his martyrdom (A<SB, Apr., ii. 108 sqq.;

Ruinart, Acta martyrum, Regensbui^, 1859, 105

sqq.), the genuineness of which is attested by in-

ternal evidence. (N. Bonwbtbch.)
Biblioorapht: Lists of literature are giTen in ANF, Bib-

liography, pp. 21-26, and in J. M. Baldwin. DicHonarv of
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JTJSrnilAll L, BMPBROR OF THE BAST.

Life (I 1). Ecclesiastical PnUcy (| 3).

Religious PoUcy (I 2). Relations with Borne (| 4).

Writings (I 6).

Flaviufl AniciuB Julianus Jufltinianus was born,

probably May 11, 483, at Tauresium (120 m. n.w.

of Saloniki); d. at Constantinople Not. 13 [14],

665. Coming to Constantinople during his youth,

he completed the usual ooune of edu-

I. Life, cation, busying himself mainly with

jurisprudence and philosophy. His

mother being a sister to the highly esteemed Gen-
eral Justin, Justinian's military career was one of

rapid advancement, and a great future was opened

up for him when, in 618, Justin amnmed the gov-

ernment. Consul in 621, later in command of the

army of the east, he was virtual regent a long time

before Justin made him associate emperor, on Apr.

1, 627. Four months later he became the sole sov-

ereign. His administration was of world-wide

momenti constituting a distinct epoch in the his-

tory of the Bysantine Empire and the Eastern

Church. He was a man of unusual capacity for

work, temperate, affable, lively; but also unscrupu-
lous, and crafty. He was the last of the emperors
who attempted to restore the Roman Empire to

its former glory. For this end were his great wars
and his colossal activity in building directed.

Starting from the premise that the existence of a
oonunonwealth rested upon arms and laws, he paid

particular attention to legislation, and wrought a
lasting memorial for himself by codifying the Ro-
man law (Codex JtutinianuBf NovtUae Constitur

HoneB). In this article, however, there will be con-

sidered only his participation in religious and eccle-

siastical movements, by means of statecraft and
legislation.

Justmian's religious policy was upheld by the

imperial conviction that the unity of the empire
unconditionaUy presupposed unity of faith; and

with him it was a matter of course

a. Religions that this faith could be only the or-

Policy. thodox. Those of a different belief

had to recognise that the process

which had been b^gun by imperial legislation from
Constantius down was now to be vigorously con-

tinued. The Codex contained two statutes (Cod,,

I., xi. 9 and 10) which decreed the total destruo*

tion of Hellenism, even in the civil life; nor were
the appertaining provisions to stand merely on
paper. The sources (Malalas, Theophanes, John
of Ephesus) tell of severe persecutions, even of men
in high positions. But what proved of universal

historic account, was the ruling whereby the em-
peror, in 629, abrogated philosophical and juridical

instruction at the University of Athens, thus put-

ting an end to this training-school for Hellenism.

And the Christian propaganda went hand in hand
with the suppression of paganism. In Asia Minor
alone, John of Ephesus claimed to have converted

70,000 pagans (cf. F. Nau, in Revue de VonerU ehrS-

(ten, ii., 1897, 482). Christianity was also accepted

by the Heruli (Procopius, BeUum OoUneum, ii. 14;

Evagrius, Hid, ecd., iv. 20), the Huns dwelling near

the Don (Procopius, iv. 4; Evagrius, iv. 23), the

Abaogi (Procopius, iv. 3; Evagrius, iv. 22) and the

Tsani (Procopius, Bettum Penieum, i. 16) in Cau-
casia. The worship of Ammon at Augila in the

Libyan desert (Procopius, De Aedifieiie, vi. 2) was
abolished; and so were the remnants of the wor-
ship of Isis on the island of Philae, at the first cata-

ract of the Nile (Procopius, BeUum Penicum, i.

19). The Presbyter Julian (DCB, iii. 482) and the

Bishop Longinus (John of Ephesus, Hial. ecd., iv.

6 sqq.) conducted a mission among the Nabataans,
and Justinian attempted to strengthen Christian-

ity in Yeman by despatching thither an ecclesiastic

of Egypt (Procopius, BMitm Penieum^ i. 20; Mal»-
hw, ed. Niebuhr, Bonn, 1831, pp. 433 sqq.). The
Jews, too, had to suffer; for not only were their

civil rights restricted (Cod,, I., v. 12), and their re-

ligious privileges threatened (Procopius, HiaUma
Arcana, 28); but the emperor interfered too in the

internal affairs of the synagogue (Nov., cxlvi., Feb.

8, 663), and forbade, for instance, the use of the

Hebrew language in divine worship. The recal-

citrant were menaced with corporal penalties, exile
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and I068 of property. The Jews at Borium, not

far from Syrtis Major, who resisted Belisarius in

his Vandal campaign, had to embrace Christianity;

and their synagogue was changed into a church
(Procopius, De A^ificiis, vi. 2). The emperor had
much trouble with the Samaritans; refractory to

Christianity, as they were, and repeatedly in in^

urrection. He opposed them with rigorous edicts,

but yet could not prevent a fresh outbreak against

the Christians from taking place in Samaria toward
the close of his reign. It was no less consistent

with his policy, that the Manicheans, too, were per-

secuted severely, both with exile and threat of

capital punishn^nt {Cod,^ I., v. 12). At Constan-

tinople, on one occasion, not a few Manicheans, after

strict inquisition, were executed in the emperor's

very presence: some by burning, others by drown-
ing (F. Nau, in Revue de Vorient, ii., 1897, p. 481).

The like despotism was also shown in the empe-
ror's ecclesiastical policy. He r^ulated everything,

both in religion and in law. At the very begin-

ning of his reign, he deemed it proper to promul-
gate by law his belief in the Trinity and the incar-

nation; and to threaten all heretics

3. Ecdesi- with the becoming penalties {Cod,^ I.,

astical i. 5); whereas he subsequently de-

Policy, clared that he designed to deprive all

disturbers of orthodoxy of the oppor-

tunity for such offense by due process of law (MPQ,
Ixxxvi. 1, p. 993). He made the Nicseno-Constan-

tinopolitan creed the sole symbol of the Church
(Cod.f I., i. 7), and accorded legal force to the

canons of the four ecumenical councils {NoveUae,

cxxxi.). The bishops in attendance at the Synod
of Constantinople in 536 recognized that nothing
could be done in the Church contrary to the em-
peror's will and command (Mansi, ConcUia, viii.

970B); while, on his side, the emperor, in the case

of the Patriarch Anthimus, reinforced the ban of

the Church with temporal proscription (NoveUaef

xlii.). Bishops without number had to feel the

tyrant's wrath. On the other hand, it is true, he
neglected no opportimity for securing the rights of

the Church and clergy, for protecting and extend-

ing monastidsm. Indeed, were not the despotic

character of his measures so glaring, one might be
tempted to call him a father of the Church. Both
the Codex and the NoveUae contain many enact-

ments regarding donations, foimdations, and ad-
ministration of ecclesiastical property; election

and rights of bishops, priests and abbots; monastic
life, residential obligations of the clergy, conduct of

divine service, episcopal jurisdiction, etc.

From the middle of the fifth century onward in-

creasingly arduous tasks confronted the emperors
of the East in the province of ecclesiastical polity.

For one thing, the radicals on all sides

4* Rela- felt themselves constantly repelled by
tions with the creed which had been adopted by
Rome, the Coimcil of Chaloedon with the de-

sign of mediating between the dog-
matic parties. The letter of Leo I. to Flavian of

Constantinople passed far and wide, in the East,

for a document of Satan; so that, where such was
the case, nobody cared to hear aught of the Church
of Rome. The emperors, however, had to wrestle

with a twofold problem. In the first place, the

unity between East and West, between Byzantium
and Rome, was to be preserv^; and this was pos-

sible only if they swerved not from the line defined

at Chaloedon. In the next place, the factions in

the East which had been stirred up and disaffected

on accoimt of Chaloedon must be restrained and
pacified. This problem was the more difficult be-

cause the dissenting groups in the East excelled the
party for Chaloedon in the East both in nimierical

strength and in intellectual ability; and so the
course of events showed the two aims to be incom-
patible: whoever chose Rome and the West must
renounce the East, and vice versa. For the prog-
ress of affairs under Zeno and Anastasius see Mono-
PHTBrrBS. Justinian entered the arena of ecclesi-

astical statecraft shortly after his uncle's accession

in 518, and put an end to the schism that had pre-

vailed between Rcune and Byzantium since 483.

The recognition of the Roman see as the highest

ecclesiastical authority (of. NoveUae^ cxxxi.) re-

mained the cornerstone of his policy in relation to

the West, although he thus grievously offended

those of the East, and though he felt himself en-

tirely free to show a despotic front toward the pope
(witness his behavior toward Silverius and Vigilius).

But the controversies in the East were alone suffi-

cient to keep the emperor busy all through his reign;

and he plainly paid much more attention to them
than to the external affairs of the realm. Yet his

policy bore marks of greatness, and strove with

large understanding to satisfy the religious instincts

of the devout in the East, a signal proof of which
was his attitude in the Theopaschite controversy

(see Theopaschitbs). At the outset he was of

the opinion that the question tiumed on a quibble of

words. By degrees, however, he came to under-

stand that the formula at issue was not only ortho-

dox, but might also be used as a conciliatory meas-
ure toward the Monophysites, and made a vain

attempt to do this in the religious conference with

the Severians, in 533. Again, he reviewed the same
approvingly in the religious edict of Mar. 15, 533

(Cod.f I., i. 6), and congratulated himself that Pope
John II. admitted the orthodoxy of the imperial

confession {Cod., I., i. 8). The serious blunder that

he had made at the beginning by abetting after

Justin's accession a severe persecution of the Mono-
physite bishops and monks and thereby embittering

the population of vast regions and provinces, he rem-

edied eventually. His constant aim now was to

win the Monophysites, yet not to surrender the

Chalcedonian faith. For many at court, he did

not go far enough: the Empress Theodora espe-

cially would have been glad to see the Monophysites
favored unreservedly. Justinian, however, was re-

strained in that policy by the complications that

would have ensued with the West. Neither, for that

matter, could he escape these issues; for instance,

the Three Chapter Controversy (q.v.; see also Vig-

ilius). In the condemnation of the Three Chap-
ters Justinian tried to satisfy both the East and the

West, but succeeded in satisfying neither. Although
the pope assented to the condemnation, the West
believed that the emperor was acting contrary to

the decrees of Chaloedon; and though many dele-
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gates were found in the East subservient to Justin-

ian, yet there were many, especially the Monophy-
aites, left unsatisfied. So the emperor's efforts were
wasted on an impossible task; the more bitter for

him because during his last yeare he took greater

interest in theological matters.

It can not be doubted that Justinian also took an
actual, personal hand in the theological manifes-

toes which he put forth as emperor; although, in

view of the author's exalted position,

S Writings, it is a difficult matter to ascertain

whether the documents current under
his name are the direct product of his pen. Apart
from letters to the Popes Hormisdas, John II.,

Agapetus I., and Vigilius, and sundry other composi-
tions (collected in MPL, bdii., Ixvi. and bdx.), the

following documents may be noted (all to be found
in MPO, bcxxvi. 1, pp. 945-1152): (1) the edict on
Origen's heterodoxies, in 543 or 544; (2) summons
to the bishops assembled at Constantinople on oc-

casion of the council of 553, with reference to their

sitting in judgment on errors in cireulation among
the monastic followers of Origen at Jerusalem;

(3) an edict on the Three Chapters, probably
framed in 551; (4) an address to the coimcil of

553, concerning the Antiochian theology; (5) a
document probably antedating 550, addressed to

some tmnamed defenden (perhaps Scythians) of

the Three Chapters; (6) writ of excommunication
against Anthimus, Severus and companions; (7) an
address to some £{gyptian monks, with a refutation

of Monophysite errors; (8) fragment of a docu-
ment, mentioned in (7), to the Patriarch Zoilus of

Alexandria. The theology upheld in these wri-

tings agreed, in general, with that of Leontius of

Bysantium (q.v.); that is, it aims at the final solu-

tion of the problem by interpreting the Chalce-

donian symbol in terms of the theology of Cyril of

Alexandria. Two points are worth noting in this

ooonection. First, the clever way in which the

emperor, or his representative, contrives to defend
the reputation and the theology of Cyril; secondly,

his antagonism to Origen: a clear sign of the char-

acteristic disinclination of that age for independent
thinking; at least among personages of weight and
influence. A word or two should be subjoined on
the subject of Aphthartodooetism; a doctrine pro-

fessed by the emperor toward the close of his life.

Evagrius reports {Hial. ecd,, iv. 39), and other

sources confirm the point, that Justinian promul-
gated an edict in which he declared Christ's body
to be incorruptible and not susceptible to natural

Buffering, and commanded bishops ever3rwhere to

accept this doctrine. The fall of the Patriarch

Eutychius (q.v.) is associated with this final phase
of the imperial policy. The sources saw a lament-

able decline from the right faith in Justinian's latter

eooduet. The train of thought underlying Aph-
thartodooetism, however, is not necessarily unortho-

dox (see Julian or Halicarnassub); because it

need not be exposed to the acceptance of the essen-

tial identity of Christ's nature with human nature.

Hence it is not necessary to regard Justinian's final

theological views as those of an old man, to be dis-

regaided in surveying the aims of his full-bodied

•ettvity* G. KKt^oER.

Bxbuoorapbt: Gibbon, Dfdin* and Fall, ehsiM. zl-zliv.;
C. W. F. Walch. Hutorirndsr K^UtrtUn, yoIb. VL^riiL, Leip-
io. 1773-78: J. B. Bury. Bitt. of the Latar Raman Empire,
2 vols., London. 1889; A. Knecht, Die RelioiontpoUHk
Kaiser JtuHniane /., Wllrsburg, 1890; idem, Syelem
dee iuetinianiechen Kirdtenvermdgenerechtee, Stuttcart,
1905; W. H. Button, The Church qf the Sixth Century,
London, 1897; C. Diehl, Juatinien et la culture fryian-
tine, Paria, 1901; Q. Pfannmtiller. Die kirchliche Oe-
eettffebung Juetiniane, Berlin, 1902; W. Norden. Dae
Papettum und Byeane, ib. 1903; J. Pargoire. L'tgliee
hyaanHne, 627-8A7, Paria. 1905; W. G. Holmes, The Age
of JuMiinian and Theodora, 2 vola., London, 1906-07;
Hefele, ConeilienoeechichU, yoL ii., Eng. tranid., vol. iv.;

DCB, ill 538-559 (elaborate diacuaeion): Neander, Chri^
tian Church, vol. iii. paaaim; Schaff, Chrietian Church,
iii. 768 aqq. et paaaim; the literature under the articles
referred to in the text. Consult further: F. A. Biener,
Oe»4^idUe der Novellen Juetiniane, Berlin, 1824; J. Gau-
vet, L'Emptreur Juetinien et eon 4guvre lSoielative, Gaen,
1880.

JUSTUS: First bishop of Rochester and fourth
archbishop of Canterbury; d. at Canterbury Nov.
10, 627. He was sent to England with Mellitus

(q.v.) and others in 601. Augustine (q.v.) conse-

crated him bishop for West Kent in 604 and Ethel-

bert, king of Kent, built him a church at Rochester.
In 617 during the heathen reaction under Eadbald,
with MeUitus he fled into Gaul, but was recalled

after a year and restored to his bishopric (see Lau-
rence OF Canterbury; Mellitus). He succeeded
Mellitus as archbishop in 624, consecrated Romanus
as his successor at Rochester, and sent Paulinus
(q.v.) to Northumbria. He received the palliuip

from Boniface V.

Bibuoobaprt: Bede, Hiet. ecd„ I 29, ii. 3, 4, 8, 18; Had-
dan and Stubba, Couneile, iii 72^1; W. F. Hook, Livee

<4 the Ardibiehope of Canterhury, I 09-100, London, 1860;
W. Bright, C^ptera q/" Early Englieh Church Hiet,, paa-
aim. Oxford, 1807; DCB, iu. 502-503.

JUVENAL, ju've-ncd: First patriarch of Jeru-

salem; d. c. 458. Of his life little is known, and
the date and place of his birth, consecration, and
death are also uncertain. The aim of his life was to

make Jerusalem one of the important sees of Chris-

tendom, and the Council of Nic»a had, as a matter
of fact, accorded the bishop of Jerusalem special

rank and honor, though it placed him under the

jurisdiction of the metropolitan of Ciesarea. Ju-
venal endeavored to realize the concession, and took
the first step in this direction by transcending his

authority in consecrating in the neighborhood a
certain Peter bishop of a newly converted tribe of

Saracens, and attaching him as so-called bishop ** of

Tarembolae" (i.e., "of the camp") to the see

of Jerusalem, most probably in 425. This was con-

sidered a distinct breach of canon law by the met-
ropolitan of Cesarea. The resulting difficulties

came to a head at the Council of Ephesus in 431.

The conditions of the time favored Juvenal. Nes-
torius, patriarch of Constantinople, was accused of

heresy; Cyril of Alexandria was temporarily im-
prisoned; John of Antioch held a separate council;

and the see of Rome was represented only by
legates. To Juvenal, therefore, in Cyril's absence
fell the right of precedence in signing the resolu-

tions; or, in case Cyril was present, Juvenal's name
came second. Juvenal did not hesitate to make
the most of these conditions. He summoned John
of Antioch to proceed at once to Ephesus, ranked
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the see of Jerusalem as on a par with that of Rome
and gave it the title " apostolic/' which he denied

to Antioch. These indications show plainly that

Juvenal aspired not only after an independent see

within the archbishopric of Gaesarea, but after su-

periority over, or at least, equality with, that of

Antioch. He aimed to have the three bishoprics

of Palestine attached to Jerusalem, and also, if pos-

sible, those of Phenicia and Arabia. The reisult

wouM be to make the holy city the principal see in

the Orient.

Several bishops who had been ordained by Ju-

venal and were present at Ephesus, supported his

claims; this fact, and the absence of the above-
mentioned bishops from the principal sees were ex-

tremely favorable to his ambitions. Cyril of Alex-

andria appeared, however, at the fourth session of

the coimdl, and at once took charge of the pro-

ceedings. He saw the danger not only for the see

of Antioch but for that of Alexandria in the exist-

ence of a masterful bishop of Jerusalem. He
therefore opposed every plan of Juvenal. Neither

did the idea of a new competitor for supremacy in

Christendom please the fancy of the legates of the

Roman see. It could not be foreseen what compli-

cations might arise in favor of Jerusalem, particu-

larly since pilgrimages to the holy city were be-

coming more frequent every year. But Juvenal
had gained an advantage of which he made the

most. He ordained several new bishops in Pales-

tine without having any stipulated right by canon
law. His influence was growing constantly, and
Bfaximus of Antioch at the Council of Chalcedon
in 451 acknowledged Juvenal's claims to the three

sees of Palestine on condition that the latter aban-
don his claims to the sees of Phenicia and Arabia.

The council confirmed the agreement.
Juvenal had numerous difficulties with the mon-

ophysitic monks of Palestine; and even his life was
threatened. He introduced the celebration of

Christmas on Dec. 25, possibly to win the favor of

Rome. See Jbbubalbm, Patriabchatb of; and
MONOPUTBITBB, § 2. (F. KaTTENBUBCH.)
BnuooRAPHT: Sources ar«: The aots of the ooundb of
Epheeus and Chaloedon, given in Hefele, Caneilunge'
•cMehtet vol. it passim, Eng. transl.. vol. iii. passim; the
letters of Leo the Great Eng. transl. in NPNF, 2 ser..

vol. xii., cf. pp. 66, 82, 86, 97; Evagrius. Hi»L aocL, ii.,

in MPO, Ixzxvt 2. Consult: M. Le Quien, Orien§ Chri^
Hantu, ill 110 sqq.. 164 sqq., Paris. 1740; Vailhe. in R«vu€
de Vorient, iv (1809), 44 sqq.; DCB, iii. 696 sqq.; Neander,
ChrtBtian Churchy vol. il. passim.

JUVENCUS, ju-ven'cus, CAIUS VETTIUS AQUI-
LINUS (or AQUILIUS): Spanish presbyter and
religious poet, in the reign of Ck>nstantine the Great,

^ whom he refers at the close of his principal poem.
This is a rendering of the Gospels into Latin dac-

tylic hexameters, with a close adherence to the

original text, and contains 3,210 lines. The pro-

logue speaks of earlier poets such as Homer and
Vergil, whose names are well-nigh immortal though
their subjects were only the deeds of men, and their

narratives fictitious; places on a much higher plane

the acts of Christ; and hopes, under the guidance

of the Holy Spirit, to create a work that shall worth-

ily set ihNn forth, last beyond the conflagration of

the world, and save the author himself from the

fire* The events of the life of Christ are narrated

now from one Evangelist and now from another,

in what seemed to the author chronological order.

Matthew is throughout his main source, and Mark
does not seem to be used at all. The division into

four books seems to have been an afterthought,

intended to correspond with the number of the

Evangelists. Juvencus adheres closely to the

scriptural account, and is apparently withheld by
reverence from any attempt to enlarge upon it.

He was evidently at home in classical literature,

and his diction is full of Vergilian echoes; the verse

is flowing and for its period strikingly correct. This

first Christian epic, although it made no pretense

to be a complete narrative or a scientific harmony
of the Gospels, and although it does not offer much
help in the way of exegesis, of the history of dogma,
or of textual criticism (it is based on the Itala as a
text), was yet highly regarded in the early Church
and continued to be pr^ed throughout the Middle
Ages, being frequently used as a text-book in schools.

Its popularity is attested by the large number of

manuscripts in which it is preserved. A work by
Juvencus on the sacraments mentioned by Jerome
has been lost. Some of the later manuscripts give

under the name of Juvencus two other poems, De
laudibus Domini and Triumpkua Christi, of 148 and
108 verses. The former is probably older than
Juvencus and the work of a rhetorician from Augus-
todunum (Autun). The 6,000 verses on the Old-

Testament history which Cardinal Pitra discovered

and attributed to Juvencus are now thought to have
been written by a fifth-century Gallic Cyprian (not

the famous Carthaginian bishop). The style is dry
and jejune, and the poetical execution far inferior

to that of Juvencus. Nor is it possible now to at-

tribute to him the Liber in Oenesim (1441 verses)

which Mart^ne published in 1723 from a Codex
Corbeiensis, and which Galland, Arevolo, Gebser,

B&hr, Teuffel and others believed to be his.

(K. LEIMBACHt.)
BnuooRAPHT: The poem has often been edited and printed

since the editio prinoeps of Paris, 1440, is in AfPL. xix.;

ed. C. Marold, Leipdo, 1886; and. ed. J. Huemer. in CSSL,
xxiv.. Vienna, 1891. Consult: J. Huemer. in Wiener
Studien, ii. 81-112. Vienna. 1880; A. R. Gebser. Die-
eeiiatio de . , , Juvend vita et eeripHa, Jena, 1827; A.
Ebert, AUo^meine OeechidUe der Liieraiwr dee MittelaUera,

I 100 sqq., Leipdo, 1880; J. T. Hatfield, A Shtdy V
JuvetuMB, Bonn, 1800; Osillier, Auieun eaerie, iii. 116-
118; DCB, lit 608-600.

JUXON, WILLIAM: Archbishop of Canter-

bury; b. at Chichester (57 m. s.w. of London), bap-

tised in Oct., 1582; d.'in London June 4, 1663.

He received his education at St. John's Collejt^,

Oxford; became vicar of St. Giles, Oxford, 1609;

rector of Somerton, Oxfordshire, 1615; head of St.

John's, 1622, and vice-chancellor 1626-27, and in

1626, dean of Worcester; became bishop of Lon-
don in 1633; on Mar. 6, 1635-36, he became lord

high treasurer, a difficult post; he attended Charles

I. to the scaffold as his most faithful servant;

was deprived of his see in 1649; and in 1660 was
recognized as the only eligible candidate for the

primacy, and was elected. He left a well-deserved

reputation for strict honesty, loyalty to Church and
king, and great charity to the poor.

Bibuoorapht: W. H. Marah, Memoire ofArthbiehcpJuxem^
London, 1860; DNB.xxjl 238-287.
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K
KAABA, ka'o-ba: The pre-Mohammedan sano-

tiuuy at Meeca, adc^>ted by the MohammedanB aa
the chief aanctuMy of their faith« It is situated

in the heart of Meeca, the sacred city of Islam (see

MoHAMMBD, MosAifMBDANisM), in a oourt approxi-
mately 535 feet by 355 feet which forms an irregu-

lar oblong, the long axis of whidi is approximately
n.e.-fl.w., while its sides are only approximately
parallel. The wall which bounds the enclosure

does not preserve its direction throughout on any
one of the four sides, while on the northeastern and
southwestern sides are projections forming two
laige halls. The wall is pierced by nineteen un-
gated entrances. On the inside and next to the
bounding wall a triple or, in some places, a quad-
ruple, colonnade a little over twenty feet in height
limits the open area, while each group of four col-

umns supports a small dome as a part of the roof

of the colonnade. The ground level of the area
inside the walls is lower than that outside. The
Kaaba itself is near the center of the enclosure, a
structure in the form of a trapezium, no two sides

exactly parallel, with its long axis transverse to
that of the court, the diagonals being nearly in the
direction of the cardinal points, one comer of the

building being said by the Arabs to face the North
Star. The structure is about fifty-five feet by
forty-five, and between thirty-five and forty feet

in height, built of the common gray stone of the

district, the courses of which are irregular. Its

roof is nearly flat, yet sufficiently inclined to shed
the rainfall easily. The main structure rises from
a sloping base two feet in height. It has no win-

dows and but one door, placed on the eastern side

about six feet from the southeast comer and seven

feet from the ground. At the southeast comer is

the Black Stone, an irregular oval about seven
inches in diameter, the pieces of whicli it is com-
posed being joined by cement. It has an uneven
surface, though it is wom smooth by the constant

Idasing and nibbing to which it has for ages been
subje^ed by the faithful. It is described now as

being a deep reddish brown, but whether it is ba-

saltic or a meteorite is undetermined, with proba-

bilities in favor of the latter. It is set in the wall

about fifty inches from the pavement, and is sur-

rounded by a border of composite cement so set

as to forai a boss, and this is supported by a circle

of giM or silver or gilt. In the northeast comer
is another stone of the material common about
Mecca, eighteen inches by two in siae, set horizon-

tally hi the wall, which receives a secondary ven-

eration, being mbbed by pilgrims with the right

hand but never kissed. A slight hollow in the

northeastern side in the pavement is lined with

marble and ii hallowed as the place where Abra-

ham and Ishmael mixed the material with which

they built the Kaaba. The roof is sustained by
three cross beams, each supported in the center by
a ccrfumn covered with decorated aloe wood. In

the northern comer is a small door leading to a
•tairease and the roof, used only by the attend-

VI.-19

ants for purposes oi work. The roof of the Kaaba
is covered by a robe or mantle which hangs over

the sides. This is made at Cairo by a fi^iily in

which the monopoly is hereditary, and is made of

coarse silk and cotton. The interior of the court

about the Kaaba has three levels: (1) a pavement
of marble inunediately surrounding the Kaaba in

an irregular oval, about which is an oval of small

columns between which lamps are suspended;

(2) a second pavement about twenty feet broad
and slightly higher than the interior pavement;

(3) a pavement six inches higher and about forty

feet in width, surrounding the two inner pavements.

Between the outer edge of this last and the colon-

nade the ground is gpraveled except where the stone

walks lead to several of the gates. There are a
number of smaller stmotures at different points of

the outer pavement which serve various purposes,

one of them covering the sacred well Zem Zem.
The lowest pavement next the Kaaba is that upon
which the sevenfold circuit of the building is made
by the pilgrims.

Arabic legend asserts that the present stracture

is the tenth in historical order. The first was built

by the angels before the creation; the second by
Adam; the third by Seth, and was destroyed in the

deluge; the fourth by Abraham; the fifth by the

Amalikah, descendants of Shem; the sixth by the

Beni Jurham, about the Christian era; the seventh

by Kusay bin-Kilab, fifth in order of ascent amcMig

Mohammed's paternal ancestors; the eight in Mo-
haouned's twenty-fifth (thirty-fifth) year; the

ninth in 686 a.d. (64 a.h.) by Abdullah bin-Zubaye,

nephew of Ayesha, after the Black Stone had been
split by fire or by the weapons of an enemy; the

tenth between 1652 and 1662 a.d., after the partial

destmction of the house by flood in 1652. The
ceremony of drcumambulation was performed

about aU of these, according to Arab tradition.

That the Kaaba has a high antiquity is made cer-

tain by Diodorus Siculus who asserts that " there

is in this country (Arabia) a temple greatly revered

by all the Arabs." The very universality of rever-

ence asserted here and supported by Arab tradition

guarantees an early origin for the structure.

Geo. W. Gilmobs.
Bibuoobapbt: Tlie foragoing deMription of Um Kuba ii

taken from a careful oomparuon of the eeeounts of R. F.

Burton* NarraHM of a Fiignmao§ to Meeeah and MtdHmak^
ehape. xxvi.-xz3c, and Appendix, London, 1870; A.
Bprencer, Dot Ltben und dim Isktn ijm M6hamm»d^ ii.

340-347. 3 Tols.. Berlin. 1861-66; and J. L. Burelchardt,

TroMiM in ArMa, pp. 136 eqq.. London, 1820. Tlie bia-

tory is talcen from W. Muir, Lift i4 Makomtt, voL I, pp.
oez. Bqq., London. 1861; and A. P. Cauado de PBrecval,

EMoi tur VMaloin dea Anhm ovaiU VUlamitm^, L 170-

176. Puis, 1847.

KABASILAS, ka-ba'rf-los: Two metropolitans

of Thessalonica during the fourteenth century.

Hflos, the elder, lived about 1340 under John Oan-

tacusenus, and belonged to the strict anti-Romaa

party, so that his writings were first noticed among
the Protestants (e.g., De primalu jxipae, ed. M.
Flacius lUyricus, Frankfort, 1553). Far more im-
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portant was his nephew Nikolaos (d. 1371). Of his

life the only details known are that he was origi-

nally bursar at Constantinople and sided with the

Palaeologi, but afterward became a friend of John
Cantacuzenus, who used him on political missions.

In the Hesychastic controversy (see Hestchasts)
he sided with the monks of Athos, and was later

appointed metropolitan of Thessalonica. Nikolaos

is known as a philosopher, but more especially as

a theologian. Among his philosophicsd writings

special mention may be made of one directed against

skepticism (ed. Elter and Radermacher in Analecta

Grdecaf Bonn, 1899.) The most important of his

theological writings was his " Seven Books con-

cerning the Life in Christ " (ed. W. Gass, Greifs-

wald, 1849). The line of thought la briefly this.

True to the development of Greek theology, Ka-
basilas regards the aummum bonum as exaltation

above the sensual, the introduction into life and
inunortality, as given through Christ. Man is to

be transplanted from the present world to the fu-

ture. This transfer is made by Christ himself.

The life in Christ which transfers man to the other

world is perfected through the sacraments and the

himmn will. Baptism means to man the begin-

ning of a new existence. The second sacrament,

that of unction, is unction of the spirit, and initi-

ates man into the true Christian calling. The
Eucharist adds the third degree of perfection, and
produces an inward change, causing a mystic kin-

ship with Christ. By the side of this physiological

mysticism stands a non-monastic system of ethics.

Kabasilas teaches that the will must conform un-

reservedly to the sacramental influences, being

thereby supplied with a train of pious thoughts.

Through joy and sadness it becomes purified.

Finally the climax of love is reached, and with it

perfect altruism. Kabasilas indulges in lofty ex-

pressions when he describes the power of love, de-

claring that as once it had caused God to descend

to man, so now it breaks the bonds of selfish isola-

tion and constrains man to live for God, and not
for self. This power of love rises to complete self-

renimciation and self-forgetfulness, and this is the

state of him in whom sacrament and will work to-

gether in perfect harmony. Philipp Meyer.
Bibuooraprt: The Works are in MPO, cl. Consult:

FabrioiuB-Harles, Bibliotheca Oraeca, x. 20-30; Demetra-
kopulos, Oraecia orihodoxia, pp. 76 sqq., 83 sqq.. Leipsic,

1872; Knimbacher, OfdiichU, pp. 109-110. 158-159;
W. Gass, Die MyaHk dea Nikolaoa KabatiUu, Leipaio, 1899.

KABIR: Hindu religious leader. See India,

I., 3, S 3; Sikhs, Sikhism.

KADESH. See Neobb.

KAEHLER, k^ler, CARL MARTIN AUGUST:
German Protestant; b. at Neuhausen (7 m. n.e. of

Kdnigsberg), Jan. 6, 1835. He studied law at

Kdnigsberg (1853-54), and theology at Heidel-

berg (1854-55), Halle (1855-58), and Tlibingen

(1858-59); became privat-docent at Halle, 1860;

associate professor of theology at Bonn, 1864;

went in a similar capacity to Halle, 1867, and has

been full professor of systematic theology and New-
Testament exegesis in Halle since 1879. His wri-

tings include: Augtjut Thohick, ein Lebenaabriaa

(Halle, 1877); Jtdiua MHUer, der haUische Dog-

maliker (1878); NeuU^amentlicke Schri/ten in
genauer Wiedergabe ihrea Oedankenganges darge-

stelU (3 vols., comprising Hebrews, Galatians, and
Ephesians, 1880-94); Die Wissenschaft der christ-

lichen Lehre (3 parts, Erlangen, 1883-87); Der so-

genannte kUtorische Jesus und der geschichtliche

Christus (1896); Jesus und das AUe Testament

(Leipsic, 1896); Dogmatische Streitfragen (2 vols.,

(1898); Wiedergeboren durch die Auferstehung Jesu
Christi (1901); and Die Sakramente als Gnadenmil-
tel (1903).

ELAEHLER, LUDWIG AUGUST: German Prot-

estant; b. at Sommerfeld (44 m. s.s.e. of Frank-
fort-on-the-Oder), Prussia, Mar. 6, 1775; d. at

KOnigsberg Nov. 7, 1855. He attended the Royal
School at Meissen, the Gymnasium at Gorau, and
the University of Erlangen, and, after spending
two and a half years as private tutor, became
assistant pastor at Kanig, near Guben, in 1798.

Here he foimd leisure to write a number of ro-

mances, some of which won even Goethe's approval.

He declined a call to the office of general superin-

tendent of Lower Lusatia, but in 1809 entered

upon the diaconate at Guben. Ten years later he
was called to Kdnigsberg as oonsistorial counselor,

professor of theology, and superintendent of the
L()benicht parish. He took an important part in

the direction of the provincial Church, and after

Borowski's death officiated four years as acting

general superintendent. In 1841 he resigned all

his offices on account of a paralytic stroke. K&h-
ler was one of the chief representatives of a ra-

tionalistic-idealistic school, which, like that of

Schleiermacher, rejected both supematuralism and
the older rationalism of the Enlightenment. He
was largely under the influence of the philosophy

of Kant and Jacobi. His principal works are:

Geschichte von Cotthus^ lodhrend der Jahre 1813-14
(Cottbus, 1814); Supematuralismus und Rational-

ismus in ihrem gemeinschaftlichen Ursprunge, ihrer

Zwietracht und hdhem Einheit (Leipsic, 1818);

PhUagathos: Andeutungen aber das Reich des Guien
(Kdnigsberg, 1823); the unfinished ChrisUiche Sit-

tenlehre (1st section of part 1, 1833); and Wissen-

schaftlicher Abriss der chrisUichen Sxtterdehre (2

parts, 1835-37). Hermann Herino.
Bibliography: S. A. K&hler, Ludtng August KdhUr, . . .

MUtheUungen Hber «etn Leben und aeine Sehriften^ KtaiffB-
berg, 1856 (by his son).

KAFTAIT, kof'ton, JULIUS WILHELM MAR-
TIN: German Protestant; b. at Loit (a village

near Apenrade, 35 m. n. of Schleswig), Schleswig-

HoLstein, Sept. 30, 1848. He was educated at the
universities of Erlangen, Berlin, and Kiel from
1866 to 1871, and in 1873 was appointed associate

professor of systematic theology at Basel, where
he was promoted to a full professorship in the sanae

subject in 1881. Since 1883 he has been professor

of apologetics and the philosophy of religion at
Berlin. He has written SoUen und Sein in ihrem
Verhdltnis zu einander (Leipsic, 1872) ; Die Predigt

des Evangdiums im modernen GeistesM)en (Basel,

1879); Das Evangelium des Apostels Paulus in Pre-

digten der Gemeinde dargelegt (1879); Das Wesen der

chrisUichen Religion (1881); Das Ld>en in Christq
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(sennoDB, 1883); Die Wahrheii der chrMichen Re-

ligion (1888); and DogmaJtik (TUbingeii, 1897).

KAHNIS, hd'nts, KARL FRIEDRICH AUGUST:
German Lutheran theologian; b. at Greu (49 m.
8.8.W. of Leipsic) Dec. 22, 1814; d. at Leipsic June
20, 1888. Despite the poverty of his parents, he
was educated at the gymnasium of his native town,

and after acting as private tutor for several years

began the study of theology at Halle. He was at

first an ardent Hegelian, but becom-
Earlier ing conscious that Hegelianism failed

Life. to recognize the value of individual

Piofenor effort, personality, and the influence

atBreslao. of the Christian faith, he passed to

orthodox Lutheranism. The transi-

tion may be dated from the publication of his Dr.

Ruge und Hegel: Ein Beitrag zur WUrdigung Hegel-

echer Tendemen (Quedlinberg, 1838). At the in-

vitation of Hengstenberg, Kahnis went in 1840 to

Berlin, where he studied imder Neander, Marhein-
eke, Twesten, and others. To Tholuck's Litter-

ariecher Ametger/iir chrisUiche Thedogie he contrib-

uted a criticism of Strauss, which appeared in

expanded form under the title Die modeme Wieserir

echafi dee Dr, Strauss und der Glav^ unserer Kirche

(Berlin, 1842). In 1842 he became privat-dooent

and then spent two happy years in close relation-

ship with Neander, Steffens, and the circle of ro-

manticists who gathered afcK>ut Ludwig von Ger-

lach. In 1844 he was called to Breslau as professor

extraordinary to represent the orthodox party in a
rationalistic faculty, but in his inaugural speech

De Spiritus Sancti persona he departed from the

accepted doctrine of Trinitarianism, ranking the

Son as subordinate to the Father, and assigning the

last place to the Holy Spirit, which he described

as the impersonal principle of life, binding together

the other two. This first venture of Kahnis into

the field of theology is important for his subse-

quent development. Hampered to a large extent

in his academic work by the lack of harmony be-

tween himself and his colleagues, he devoted him-
self to scientific investigation in theology, the first

residts being his Lehre vom heUigen Geiste (Halle,

1847), which marked no departure from the doc-

trines enunciated in his earlier work, yet voiced his

protest against the liberalism of the times.

After the revolution of 1848, in which Kahnis
supported the king and the established order, he

came to believe that the safest defense against irre-

ligion was in rigid orthodoxy, and
Piofenor gradually drifted into an attitude of

at Leipsic opposition to the Union (the consoli-

dation of the Lutheran and Reformed
churehea in Prussia effected by a royal decree in

1817). He strove to preserve the integrity of the

Lutheran creed. Convinced at last that the Lu-
theran confession possessed neither a logical nor a
legal basis under the Union, he joined the old Lu-

theran party in Nov., 1848, a step by which his

academic activity at Breslau became still more dif-

ficult. In 1850, therefore, he gladly accepted a
call to Leipsic, where he succeeded Harless in the

chair of dogmatics, to which he later united that

of church history. In the following year the Uni-

versity of Erlangen gave him the degree of D.D.,
and he acknowledged this honor by his Lehre vom
Abendmahle (Leipsic, 1851), one of the best formu-
lations of the type of Lutheranism taught at Er-
langen. His professorial work at Leipsic was at-

tended with success, but, feeling himself out of

sympathy with the prevailing tone in the faculty,

he would have accepted a call to Erlangen in 1856
had not the authorities promised to fill the first

vacancy in the faculty by a theologian entirely in

agreement with his own views. In the same year,

Luthardt was called from Marburg, and he and
Kahnis, together with Delitzsch, who came to Leip-

sic from Erlangen in 1867, constituted a triumvi-

rate which raised the imiversity to an unrivaled

eminence in the realm of theology. In addition to

his academic duties, Kahnis found time for much
useful labor in the field of practical Christianity.

From 1851 to 1857 he was a member of the board
of missions, from 1853 to 1857 edited the Sdchsische

Kirchenrund SchulblaU, and from 1866 to 1875 was
one of the editors of the Niednersche Zeitschrift fur
histarische Thedogie. At Leipsic in 1854 he pub-
lished Der innere Gang des deutschen Protestardi^

mus seit MiUe des vorigen Jahrhunderts (Eng. transl.

by T. Meyer, Interned History of German ProiestanL-

ism since the Middle of Last Century, Edinburgh,

1856), expanded in the second edition (1860) so as

to include the entire period from the Reformation.
These same years witnessed a literary controversy
with Nitzsch over the question of the Union and
confessional latitudinarianism, a controversy in

which Kahnis sought to demonstrate the lack of

doctrinal unity prevailing among the supporters of

the movement.
In 1860 Kahnis became canon of the cathedral

at Meissen and in 1864-65 he was rector of Leipsic

University. Before that time, however, his relig-

ious views had undergone the change which found
expression in his Luthcrische Dog-

Later nuUik (3 vols., Leipsic, 1861-68). The
Views and character of the work was foreshad-

Works. owed in the second edition of Der In-

nere Gang, which revealed an approxi-

mation to rationalism, the abandonment of his old

belief in inspiration, a readiness to admit the ne-

cessity of progress in doctrine, and an insistence

upon the importance of recognizing the facts of

human nature and natural morality. The five di-

visions of the DognuUik deal with the history of

Lutheran dogmatics, religion, revelation, creed,

and system. The problem which Kahnis set him-
self was the derivation of the doctrines of the

Lutheran Church from the basic principle of justi-

fication by faith, and the proof of their verity by
the sole authority of the Scriptures. He found the

nature of Christianity in the conmiunity of salva-

tion between nuin and God through Christ in the

Holy Spirit, seeking his proof in history, philosophy,

and the common facts of life. It was not the sys-

tem he advanced that aroused opposition, but the

liberal attitude assumed by him toward the higher

critics of the New Testament, his readiness to

adopt the most of their theories, and his conse-

quent modification of the doctrine of inspiration,

as well as his dissent from the dogma of the Church
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in respect to the Trinity and the Lord's Supper.

Hengstenbeig was the most prominent amcMig those

who now Aoewsed Kahnis of apostasy. In 1864 he
published the second volume of his Dogmatik, where-

in he traced the history of the development of dogma
in connection with the history of the Church, so as to

prove the Lutheran doctrines of the present day
the logical result of this twofold development. The
third volume, Daa System, which appeared in 1868,

was disappointing, partly because its contents re-

peated the matter contained in the first two vol-

umes, and partly because it contradicted the basic

principle of investigation laid down in the first part.

In 1871 he published at Leipsic a condensation of

the historical portion of the work imder the title

CkristetUum und Luthertum, a treatise written in

a masterly fashion and constituting, together with
the third edition of Der innere Gang, the best of his

literary productions. After the completion of his

Dogmatikf Kahnis devoted himself especially to his

historical studies, wherein his work may be charac-

terized as marked less by the modem spirit of pain-

ful research, than by a strong sympathy with his

subject and an exceptional charm of style. To
this period belong his Deutsche ReformaJtion (Leip-

sic, 1872) and his Gang der Kirche in Lebetubildem

(1887). His success as a teacher was due both to

the graciousness of his personality and his lofty

conception of his duties. (Johannbs Kunzs).
BnuooBAPHT: F. J. Winter, Karl Friedrith Augutt KahnU,

Leipsio, 1896; C. Sohwars, Zw Oe»<^idUa d«r neuultn
Theoloifie, pp. 311-317, Leipsio. 1864.

KAIRES, ka'i-r6s (KAnUS), THEOPEXLUS:
Modem Greek liberal; b. on the island of Andros
Oct. 19, 1784; d. on the island of Syra Jan. 12,

1853. After attending the academy at Cydonia,
he studied for eight years in Pisa and in Paris,

coming under the influence of Count Frayssinous
(q.v.) and imbibing the political doctrines of the
French Revolution. Returning to his fatherland

in 1810, he taught in Smyrna and in Cydonia.
After the successful termination of the War of

Liberation, in which he took an active part, he was
admitted to the priesthood and fom^ the plan
of founding an orphan asylum on Andros espe-

cially for ^ sons of those who had fallen in the
war. He collected funds for the project by a
journey to westem Europe and in 1835 opened an
institution which soon became the resort of all

Greeks who would leam modem culture in their

native land. Then rumors were spread that the

fasts were not observed on Andros, that the cus-

tomary prayers were not offered in the school, and
that scientific doctrines were taught which were at

variance with those of the Church. Writings were
disseminated, treating of the ** Fear of God,''

asserting the purely human character of the Scrip-

tures and attacking ecclesiastical dogmas and mys-
teries. The national synod felt called upon to in-

terfere and by an official ordinance of July 10,

1839, demanded from KaKres a statement of his be-

lief. He attempted to evade the issue, claiming

that he was no theologian and had not taught dog-

matic theology; in philosophy, however, he had
taught the existence of God and immortality as

well as a final judgment. When the synod re-

newed its demand be asked for a few months more
time and offered to close his orphan asylum and go
wherever the authorities might require. 1^
synod, influenced by the narrowly orthodox patri-

arch Gregory VI. (q.v.), had him brought to Athens
and put him on trial Oct. 21, 1833. He repeated

his former declarations, adding that he had taught
nothing contrary to Christianity, refused to give a
more detailed exposition of his faith, and offered

to leave the country. By intervention of the gov-

ernment he was sent for further reflection, first to
a monastery on the island of Sdathus, then at his

own request to a more healthful and agreeable

place of confinement in a monastery on Thera.

Persisting in his course, in Oct., 1841, he was
deposed and excommunicated. He then lived

abroad, most of the time in London, until 1844,

when he was permitted to return to Aiidros. Pro-

tected by an old school friend, the minister Koletti,

he resumed his former activity more boldly than
ever. Koletti died in 1847, however, and when
KaXres published (Athens, 1849) his most impor-

tant book, TvuoTuci^ the best exposition of his re-

ligious system, his opponents made formal chaige

against him under a section of the criminal law,

declaring that all adherents of religious sects not
recognised by the government should be treated

as members of forbidden societies. On Dec 21,

1852, Kalres was condenmed to two years and one
month imprisonment in Syra; two of his friends

were sentenced for shorter terms. The judgment
was set aside by the Areopagus on appeal Jan. 26,

1853, but in the mean time Kalres had died in

prison at Syra. (Phiupp Mbtsr.)

Bibuooaapht: C. A. Brandii. MitteUuno«*^ Hber Orieehm^
land, i. 29»-304. Ul 86-38. Leipsio. 1842; J. Wenger. Bei^
iriige 9ur KenntnU des gegmtwdrtio^n OeUitM und Zualandet
d$r gristhimktn Kireke, pp. 11-13, Berlin, 1839; A. D.
Kyriako»-RAUBoh, OeicKidiU der on«nlalMcA«n Kirthtn,

pp. 101-104. Leipeic. 1002; E. Curtiue. Bin LA€fuHnld in
Britfen, ed. F. Curtiua, pp. 166. 216. Berlin. 1003; Fur-
ther Utersture in Greek is given in Hauok-Henog. RE,
zix. 660-670.

KAISER, koi'ser (KABSBR), LEONHARD: Ger-

man reformer; b. at Rab (a market-town near

Sch&rding, 8 m. s.s.w. of Passau) about 1480; exe-

cuted at Sch&rding Aug. 16, 1527. He was edu-

cated at Leipsic, and about 1517 became vicar of

Waitzenkirohen, but in accordance with the Re-
gensburg Edict of 1524 was cited before the

consistory of Passau for preaching Evangelical doc-

trines. After a brief imprisonment, he was per-

mitted to return to his congregation, whereupon,

in defiance of the duke's prohibition forbidding his

subjects to attend the University of Wittenberg, he
matriculated there June 7, 1525, and for a year

and a half enjoyed the teaching of Luther and his

colleagues. Despite personal danger, he returned

to Rab in the early part of 1527 on account of his

father's mortal illness, and himself fell sick. De-
noimced by the parish priest of Rab, Kaiser was
arrested and imprisoned at Passau on Mar. 11,

1527. He refused to retract his views, and his

trial, because of the prominence of his family, at-

tracted wide attention. Luther sent him a letter

of consolation {LuJlhere Briefweched, ed. E. L. En-
ders, vi. 54-55, Frankfort, 1895), but all petitions,
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including those of the count of Schaumbeig, the
margrave of Brandenburg, and even the elector of

Saxony, were in vain. On July 18, he was con-

demned to be unfrocked and executed and the sen-

tence was carried out on Aug. 16, when he was
delivered to the secular arm and binned at the

stake. (T. Koldb.)
BiBuooKArarr: F. Rolh, Bin •van^tltaeUr M&rtyrw oim
dmn inwvwrtd, Halle. IMO; V. A. Winter. (htdiiekU dw
SckiekaaU dm mano^iMktn Likn, L 237 aqq., Muxiioh,

1800; A. Sehmid. in Z^itaekriit fitr aUQmmgint O^diidiU,
IT (1887). 308 aqq.

KAISBRSWERTH. See Dbaoonsss, III., 2, a;

Flibonbr, Thbodor.

KALDI, kol'dt, OYOROY: Hungai^ Jesuit; b.

at Tymau (60 m. e. of Vienna), Hungary, 1670;

d. at Presbmg (35 m. e. of Vienna) Oct. 30, 1634.

He held various positions in his order, preached in

Vienna, taught theology at Olmats, and finally be-

came head of the college at Presbuig. He translated

the Bible into Hungarian (Vienna, 1626), and pub-
lished a part of his sermons (2 vols., Presbuig, 1631).

His translation of the Bible (see Biblb Vbbsions,
B, ix., 2) has been frequently reprinted.

Bduoorapbt: A. mnd A. de Baeker, Lm Arivotfu ds la

compagwiB de Jinu, ... 7 vols., Li^. 1803-61; JCL,

il 50. u. 770-771.

KALISCH, kaOish, (MORTTZ) MARCUS: Bib-

lical scholar; b. of Jewish parentage at Treptow,

Pomerania, Prussia, May 16, 1828; d. at Rowsley

(18 m. n.n.w. of Derby), Derbyshire, England, Aug.

23, 1885. He studieid classical and Semitic laih-

guages at the universities of Berlin and Halle

(Ph.D., 1848), and Tahnudic literature at the rab-

binical college in Berlin. On the subsidence of the

revolutionary movement of 1848, in which he had
been actively interested, he settled in London.

From 1849 till 1853 he was secretary to the chief

n^bi, N. M. Adler, through whom he obtained a
tutorship in the family of Baron Lionel Rothschild.

Throughout the remainder of his life he was inti-

mate with the Rothschilds and their munificence

enabfed him to devote himself to scholarly work.

He planned a Hutorieal and Critical Cammeniary
on the Old Tedament with a New TranakUionf and
published Exodus (London, 1855), Oenene (1858),

and LevitieuM (2 vols., 1867-72), which at the time

of publication were the best commentaries on the

respective books in the English language and are

not yet wholly superseded, having especial value

as the work of a learned Jew. HI health prevented

the continuation of the work and also interrupted

a projected series of Btbk Shtdiea after the appear-

ance of The Propheciee qf Balaam (1877) and The
Book f4 Jonah (1878). Kalisch also published a
Hebrew grammar (2 parts, 1861^-63; 2d ed. of part

i., 1875); a book of poems in Cierman (Leipeic,

1868); Life and Writinge €{ Oliver Ooldemiih (Lon-

don, 1860); and Path and Ooal; a Diecueeion on
the Elemenie </ CivHiMaiion and the Conditume of

Happineee (1880).

BiBUOOBArBT: H. 8. Momb, Smintni ttratUim cf fkt

Ninetmntk CmHiry. pp. 170-173. Fhilnd«lpbia, 1880;

DSB, ncx. 287; JB, vil 420.

KALKAR. kOlOcar, CHRISTIAll ANDREAS
HBRMARH: Danish theologian; b. in Stock-

holm Nov. 27, 1803; d. at Copenhagen Feb. 2,

1886. He was the son of a Jewish rabbi, spent his

childhood at Cassel, (jermany, where his father

heki a high position in the Jewish community, and
upon the latter's death went to Copenhagen (1812),

being later admitted to the university of that city.

From 1810 to 1823 he devoted himself to the study
of law, but on being baptised chose a theological

career, and was graduated in theology in 1826. In
the following 3rear he was appointed adjunct at the

Latin school of Odense, and in 1834 became rector.

During his stay in Odense he published a commen-
tary on the Okl Testament (1836-38), a history of

the Bible (2 vols., 1837-1839; German transl.,Kiel,

1839), and lectures on the apostolic history (1840).

In 1842 he received a royal stipend enabling him to

travel through European countries to collect mate-
rial for a hirtory of Denmark during the Reforma-
tion, and on his return was appointed minister at

Gladsaze, near Copenhagen. In 1845 he published

as the result of his travels " Documents relating to

the History of Denmark in the Time of the Refor-

mation," which was intended as an introduction to

a contemplated Corpue reformalorum Dameorum,
but he was prevented from accomplishing his task

by a fire which destroyed his coUeoted material. In
1847 he published, with other theologians, a new
Danish version of the Bible, with maps and illus-

trations. During the foUowing years Kalkar de-

voted himself more to the history of missions, and
published numerous works on Protestant and Ro-
man Catholic missions in general as well as mia-

sions among Jews and Mohammedans. As a his-

torian in this field, however, he displayed a lack of

critical and thorough investigation, which detracts

from the value of his works. In 1868 he retired

from active life, and spent the remainder of his days
in Copenhagen, engaged in literary purmiits.

(F. NmLBENt.)
KALTBISBll, kolt-cl'ien, HEIHRICH: Domin-

ican; b. at Ehrenbreitstein (2 m. e. of (}oblens),

Rhenish Prussia, c. 1390; d. at Coblens Oct. 3,

1465. He early entered the Dominican convent at

Coblens, and studied subsequently at Vienna and
at Cologne, where he became professor of theology

and also a preacher of note. Later he was sta-

tioned at Mains as inquisitor-general for Germany.
He attended the Council of Basel, and, in 1433,

made himself famous by a three days' speech

against the demand of the Hussites for the free

preaching of the word of God (printed by Canisius,

in Theeaurue monumentorum eedeeiaeUoorum et hie-

torieorum, ed. J. Basnage, iv. 628-708, Antwerp,

1725). During his residence at Basel he seems to

have been prior of the Dominican convent there.

In 1443 he was made magieter aacri palaHi by
Eugenius IV., and in 1452 Nicholas V. made him
titular archbishop of Trondhjem. In 1463 he re-

tired to the cloister of his order at Coblens. Fried-

rich Steill edited a few of Kalteisen's writings in

Ephemeridee doimmbafio-socra (Dillingen, 1692),

but most of his works remained in manuscript.
Bibuoobapht: J. Quetif ud J. Eohard, Saipiorm ortftnif

vnmUeaionun, L 828* Fftik, 1710; KL, vii. 68.

KAM, kflm, JOSEPH; Dutch mlaionary to the

Moluccas or Spice Islands; b. at Boia-le-Duc (28

m. s.s.e. of Utrecht) 1770; d. on the island of Am-
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boyna, Malay Archipelago, 1833. He early de-
sired to be a missionary, but yielded to his father's

wishes and became a business man. At the age of

forty he resigned his position as court messenger
at Amsterdam, and entered the missionary sem-
inary at Berkel, where his elder brother was edu-
cating candidates for the Netherlands Missionary
Society. The Indian colonies being at that time
in the hands of the English, he entered the service

of the London Missionary Society, in whose sem-
inary at Gosport he spent a jrear. In 1813 he was
sent to the Moluccas. The heathen population
there had been forcibly Romanised by the Portu-
guese in the sixteenth centmy, and in like manner
transferred to the Reformed Church by the Dutch
at the beginning of the seventeenth century.
When Kam appeared on the scene, everything was in

a sad state of decline. At rare intervals a preacher
would make a hasty visit to the islands to baptize
children by throngs, and to solenmize marriages.
Kam took up his abode on Amboyna, where in

1817 he was appointed government preacher. He
now developed a wonderful activity in reviving

the defunct Christian congregations. The twenty
thousand or more baptized members were organ-
ized under his charge, into eighty congregations,

the remotest of them being 300 miles away. For
his journeys he had a vessel built, which he him-
self conmianded as captain. Thanks to his exer-

tions seventeen missionaries were sent out during
the years 1819-32, including Schwarz and Riedel,

who became distinguished for their success in

Celebes. Honored as "apostle of the Moluccas,"
Earn labored on indefatigably till his end.

R. Grundehann.
BiblxOobapht: L. J. van Rhijn, ReU door den indischen

Archipel, pp. 443 sqq., Rotterdam, 1861; £. F. Kruijf.
Oeachied€ni§ van het Nederlandsche ZendelingoenooUcKap,
Groningen, 1894; P. Wurm, in AUgemeine 3ftMum«-
Zeit$chrift, 1897, pp. 865 sqq.

KAMMIN, kdm'mm, BISHOPRIC OF: A bish-

opric named from the town of Kftmmin (Cammin)
in Pomerania, near the Baltic (38 m. n.n.e. of Stet-

tin). Among the companions of Otto of Bamberg
(q.v.) in his missionary work in Pomerania was a
priest named Adalbert, who, when Otto's plan for

the erection of a bishopric at Julin, the present

WoUin, was carried out, became its first bishop.

At Adalbert's request, Innocent II. took it in 1140
under papal protection, and assigned to its juris-

diction, besides the town of WolUn, ten other cos-

tra. Nothing was said about its inclusion in any
ecclesiastical province, though in 1160 the imperial

pope, Victor IV., placed it under Magdeburg. A
little later WoUin was destroyed in the war between
the Danes and Saxons, and the see was conse-

quently transferred to Kammin in 1175, appar-
ently once more as an exempt bishopric. This
status it managed to retain, except between 1216
and 1244, when it was again subject to Magdeburg.
Three attempts were made in the fourteenth cen-

tury to assert over it the metropolitan rights of

Gnesen, but the Curia decided against them in

1371. The Reformation found the diocese in a
state which facilitated its introduction. Its spread
began from the Premonstratensian monastery of

Belbuck, of which Bugenhagen was an inmate.

The Dukes Bogislas X. and George were hostile to it;

Bamim, however, forwarded it, and after the death
of the last Roman Catholic Bishop Erasmus von
Manteufel (1544) a Protestant was appointed in his

place, and the estates of the bishopric and the

monasteries secularized.

Biblioorapht: K. F. W. Haaaelbach. J. G. L. Kosecarten
and F. von Modem, Codex diplotnaticua Pomeraniae, vol.

L, Greifswald, 1843; L. Giesebrecht, Wendiuhe Geeekich-

ten, 3 vols., Berlin, 1843; Pommereckee UrkunderUntck, ed.

R. Klempin and R. PrOmera, 3 voIb.. Stettin, 1868-91.

KAMPHAUSEN, kOmp-hau'zen, ADOLF HER-
MANN HEINRICH: German Protestant; b. at

Solmgen (18 m. n.n.e. of Cologne) Sept. 10, 1829;

d. at Bonn Aug. 13, 1909. He studied at the

University of Bonn (Ph.D., 1855), where he was
privat-docent for a few months before he went to

Heidelberg as private secretary of C. K. J. Bunsen.
Still in the service of Bunsen, he was privat-docent

at the University of Heidelberg from 1856 to 1859,

when he returned with his employer to Bonn; there

he was associate professor of Old-Testament exege-

sis 1863-68, full professor 1868-1901. From 1871

to 1890 he was a member of the committee for the re-

vision of Luther's translation of the Old Testament.

He regarded Christ as the bodily son of Joseph and
Mary, and held that the Resurrection was an ob-

jective or real vision. He contributed the transla-

tion of the Books of Kings, Proverbs, and II Mac-
cabees to £. F. Kautzsch's Heilige Schrift des AUen
TestamerUa (Freiburg, 1894), and wrote inde-

pendently among other works Die Hagiographen
dea Alien Bundea nach den iiberlieferten Grundiexten

itbersetzt und tnit erkldrenden Anmerkungen veraehen

(Leipsic, 1868); Die Chronologie der hebr&iachen

Konige (Bonn, 1883); Daa Buck Daniel und die

neuere Geachichtaforachung (Leipsic, 1892); Book of
Daniel in The Polychrome Bible (New York, 1896);

and Daa VerhdUnia dea Menachenopfera zur iaraeli-

tischen Rdigion (Bonn, 1896).

KANT, kflnt, IMMANUEL: German philoso-

pher; b. at K5nigsberg, Prussia, Apr. 22, 1724; d.

there Feb. 12, 1804. His father, of Scotch descent,

was a saddler in humble circumstances, his mother
a woman of great natural force and fervent piety.

His entire life with exception of a few
Life and years as tutor in a coimtry family was
Works, spent in his birthplace. After grad-

uating from the University of KOnigs-

berg and teaching for several years, in 1755 he be-

came privat-docent, in 1770 full professor at the

university. Here his chief subjects were logic,

metaphysics, physical geography, anthropology,

moral philosophy, and mathematics; other sub-

jects were natural law, encyclopedia of philosophy,

natural theology, pedagogics, theoretical physics,

mechanics, and mineralogy. His philosophical

writings fall into two groups—the dogmatic or

pre-critical, influenced by Leibnitz and Christian

Wolff, imtil 1770; the critical, due in part to

Hume's influence (1770-1804), wherein his prin-

cipal works appeared, combating both the dog-
matism of Leibnitz and Wolff and the empiricism

of Hume. The writings of the earlier period may
be passed over here, for it is upon the great sys-
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tematic works of the second period that Kant's
fame rests. His new point of view is first seen in

the Latin dissertation De mundi aenaibilis atque

xfUMgOnLit fcrma et principiia (KOnigsberg, 1770);

but more important for the critical philosophy

were the epoch-making KriHk der reinen Vemun/t
(Riga, 1783; revised ed., 1787; best £ng. transl.

by F. Max Mailer, Critique of Pure Reaaon, 2 vols.,

London, 1881, 1 vol., 1897) and the briefer and
more popular Prolegomena gu einer jeden kUnftigen

Metaphyaik die ale Wiaeenechafi wird auftreten

kdnnen (Riga, 1786; Eng. transl.. Prolegomena to

Every Future Meiaphyaic which can appear ae a Sci*

ence, London, 1819). These works are concerned
with epistemology and metaphysics. Of fundamen-
tal importance for Kant's ethics and religious phi-

losophy are: Grundlegung twr Metaphyaik der SUten
(Riga, 1785); Kritik der praktiachen Vemur^t (1788);

Die Rdigion innerhalb der Orenxen der blaaaen Ver-

nunft (KOnigsberg, 1793; Eng. transl., Theory of
ReUgiarif Edinburgh, 1838); and Die Metaphyaik
der SiOen (2 parts, KOm'gsbeig, 1797; Eng. transl.,

Meiaphyaiea of Ethica, 3d ed., with introduction by
H. Calderwood, Edinbuigh, 1871). Other works
belonging to this period are: Metaphyaiaehe An-
fangagrUnde der Naturwiaaenachaft (Riga, 1786) ; and
Kritik der Urtheilakraft (Berlin and Libau, 1790;

Eng. transl., Kritik of Judgment^ London, 1892).

Kant's works were edited by G. Hartenstein (10
vob., Leipsic, 1838-39; another ed., in chronologi-

cal order, 8 vols., 1867-69), by K. Rosenkrans and
F. W. Schubert (12 vols., 1838-40), and by J. H.
von Kirchmann (8 vols, and supplement, Berlin,

1868-73). Other translations from Kant are: Pro^
legomena and Metaphyaieal Foundationa of Natural
Science, Tranalated . . . toiih a Biography and Inr

troduction, by E. B. Bax (London, 1883); Critique

of Practical Reaaon, and Other Worka onthe Theory of
Ethica, Translated by T. K. Abbott (4th ed., 1889);

and Fundamental Principlea of the Metaphyaica cf
Ethica . . . , translated by T. K. Abbott (1896).

Kant characterized his metaphysical standpoint

as transcendental idealism (see Idsalibm). In his

epistemology he taught that there are two sources

of knowledge: sensation—given through the senses,

and thought—^intuitions of space and time and
categories of the imderstanding. This

PhikMOphy knowledge is restricted to phenomena.
in OtttiiDe. By pure reason a priori we are, how-

ever, compelled to affirm the reality of

a noumenal world, not as this is in itself, but as it

appears to us, and then only as to its form. A
basis is here laid for the later divorce of theoretical

knowledge and religious faith, as in Mansel's Limita

</ Religioua Thought (London, 1868), and in the

theology of Albrecht Ritschl (q.v.). Religion is the

recognition of one's duty as divine conunands.
Commands are proved to be divine through our
nenae of them as duties (natural religion); whereas
those which we know as divine commands become
our duty (revealed religion). Religion is essen-

tially belief in God as a good will realising itself

in nature and history, evinced by neither proph-
ecy nor miracle, but by the same good will in our-

selves—its object to develop and confirm the will

of good in us. The sovereign test of the Bible is

our own morality. Sin, which presupposes free

causality, is an extra-temporal, voluntary adop-
tion by the reason of an evU motive, but incapable
of further explication. Regeneration takes place

through one's becoming aware of the ideal of moral
perfection, and forgiveness through the ethical re-

production of the same ideal as that which the
Church attributes to Christ. The Church is the in-

visible body of the redeemed. Kant subjected the
traditional theistic arguments to a searching scru-

tiny, with the result that these lost most of their

cogency. His criticism reached the following con-

clusions: (1) concerning the ontological argiunent

—

the idea does not prove the objective existence of

its content; (2) as to the oosmological aigument,
an infinite series of finite causes is thinkable, the
cause which this argument postulates is not a nec-

essary cause, and even if the necessary cause were
thus reached, this would not be the God of theol-

ogy; (3) the teleological proof—^mentioned with
respect—rests on the unproved assertion of uni-

versal adaptation and teleology, and leads to an
artificer not to a Oeator; (4) the moral proof,

drawn from conscience and feeling of responsibil-

ity, the universality and teleology of tl»& moral
order, is invalid in the light of pure reason, al-

though it holds good for the practical reason.

Kant's denial of the worth of the theistic argu-

ments, to which must be added freedom and im-
mortality, means not that these are finaUy to be
rejected, but, incapable of proof by reasoning, are

removed to the jurisdiction of the practical reason.

In the moral consciousness are given those ideas

of God, freedom, and immortality. The reason

had not denied freedom, but conceived it as an
intelligible, not as an empirical, reality; and since

freedom was the absolute condition of moral re-

sponsibility, the practical reason postulated im-
mortality as the sphere within which this moral
problem was to be solved, and God as the guaran-
tor both of the moral order and the ultimate real-

ization of the good will. The only good without
qualification is a good will. The categorical im-
perative as addressed to the will compels a teleo-

Ipgical interpretation of reality and a recognition

of the autonomy of the practical reason. In the
aummum bonum virtue and happiness must be
thought of as combined, but virtue is supreme and
is alone worthy of happiness. Owing to the su-

premacy of the practiced reason, man is to act as

if the postulates of the moral consciousness were
proved. Kant's ethical teaching is marked by
" vigor and rigor." Duty stands in no relation to

feeling. Duty is for dutjr's sake alone. The moral
law admits of no exceptions. His categorical im-
perative enjoins, *' Act only on that maxim which
thou canst at the same time will to become a uni-

versal law."

Kant's philosophy as a whole may now be char-

acterised: (1) We know phenomena, not things

in themselves. (2) Objects are scientifically known,
i.e., by the reason, a priori, since they

Sommaiy. are created by the understanding.

(3) Our knowledge is objectively vaM
for phenomena or for possible experience, but not
outside of these. (4) Things-in-themaelves are
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intelligible ideal realities, belonging to the unity

of the All-Real Being, teleologicudly related to tlra

highest good. (5) Philosophy culminates not in

the theoretical but in the practical reason, giving

rise to a rational working faith (ef. F. Paulsen, Im^
manud Kant, Eng. transL, pp. 115-116, New York,
1902. The philosophy of Kaiit has been profoundly
influential in religious thought. First, in the fur-

ther working out of the dualism involved in his

epistemology (neo-Kantian theology); secondly,

in the transcendence of that dualism in the asser-

tion of the ultimate imity of thought and being

(idealistic theology); thirdly, in the supremacy of

the practical reason as related on the one hand to

theological construction and on the other to per-

sonaUsm as the solution of the conflict between
naturalism and religion (cf. R. Otto, Naiuraliam
and Rdigion (London, 1906). See Panthbuui, { 5.

C. A. Bbckwith.
Bibuoorapht: The literature upon Kant is enormous

—

cf. the list of works in J. M. Baldwin. DicHonary cf Phi-
loBophy and Ptychology, iii 1. pp. 286-320, New York.
1005. On the life the best single book is F. Paulsen, Im-
manuel Kani^ ssin Leben und 99ine Lehre, Stuttgart, 1898,
Eng. transl., Immantid Kant, hit Life and Doctrine, New
Yo^, 1902; L. E. Borowski, Daretellung dee Lebene und
Charakier Kanie, Kdnigsberg, 1804 (revised by Kant him-
self); H. Schmidt, Immanuel Kanfe Leben, Halle. 1868; K.
Fischer. Kante Leben %md die Orundiagen eeiner Lehre,

Mannheim, 1800; J. H. W. Stuckenberg, Life cf Immanuel
Kant, London, 1882; M. Kronenberg, Kant, eein Leben
und eeine Lehre, Munich, 1891.

On his philosophy consult: J. Bami, Phitoeophie de
Kant, Paris. 1861; M. B. W. Bolton, Kant and HamiUon,
London, 1866; K. Fischer, Commentary on Kanfe *' Cri-

Hckcfihe Pure Reaeon,** ib. 1866; C. Dawell, Kanfe Re-
ligionephiloeophie, FOrstenwalde, 1872; J. Kaftan. Die
reiioionephUotophiadie Anechauung Kante, Basel. 1874;
F. Paulsen, Vereudi einer EntwiekelunoeoeeehidUe der
kantiedten Brkenntnieatheorie, Leipsio, 1875; E. Caird,
The Philoeophy cf Kant Explained and Examined, Lon-
don, 1877; idem. The Critical Philoeophy cf Emmanuel
Kant, 2 vols.. Glasgow. 1889; C. Ritter. Kant und Hume,
Halle, 1878; J. O. Schurman. Kantian Ethiee and the

Bthice vf Evolution, London, 1881; J. H. Stirling, Text-
book to Kant, ib. 1881; O. 8. Morris, Kanfe Critique of
Pure Reaeon, Chicago, 1882; O. Thiele. Die PhUoeophie
Immanuel Kante, 2 vols., Halle, 1882-87; W. Wallace,
Kant, Oxford, 1882; J. McCosh. A Critieiem of tiie Crit-

ical Philoeophy, New York. 1884; J. P. Mahaify, Kanfe
Critical Philoeophy for Englieh Readere, 2 vols., London,
1889; J. Royce, The Spirit of Modem Philoeophy, Bos-
ton, 1892; T. H. Green. Worke, ed. R. L. Nettleship, il.

2-155, London, 1893; C. W. Hodge. Kantian Epietemol-
ooy and Theiem, Philadelphia, 1894; V. Basch, Eeeai . . .

•ur VeMthttUiue de Kant, Paris. 1896; A. Cresson, La Mo-
rale de Kant, ib. 1897; W. M. Washington. The Formal
and Material Elemente of Kanfe Ethiee, New York. 1898;
T. Ruyssen. Kant, Paris. 1900; H. 8. Chamberlain. Im-
manuel Kant, die Perednlidikeit ale EinfOhrung in doe
Work, Munich. 1905; O. Gerland. Immanuel Kant, eeine
oeographiedienund anthropologieehen Arbeiten, Berlin, 1906;
J. Guttmann. Kante OoOetbeipiff in eeiner positiven Ent-
wicklung,ih., 1906; M. Apel, Kommentar zu Kante ** Pro-
legomena,** ib., 1908; O. Ewald, Kante kritiecher Idealiemue
ale Orundlage von Erkenntnietheorie undEthik, ib., 1908; J.

Watwn. The PhUoeoj^y of Kant Explained, Glasgow. 1906.

KANTZ, S:ASPAR: Reformer of N6rdlingen;
b. at NOrdlingen (38 m. n.n.w. of Augsburg) in the
last quarter of the fifteenth century; d. there Dec.

6, 1544. Some time before 1501 he appears to

have entered the monastery of the Carmelites in

Ndrdlingen and in 1501 went to the University of

Leipsic. In 1502 he became bachelor, 1505 master,

1511 hiblicu8f and 1515 aententiariua. He returned
to his native city and became prior of the monas-

tery, but was deposed in 1518, although he waa
allowed to remain in the monastery. Whatever
may have been the reason for his deposition, it is

certain that at a very early time he advocated the
ideas of the Reformation. After the church of the

Carmelites had opened its doors to the Gospel,

there followed the church of St. George, where Bil-

lican preached from Nov., 1522. Although the
city council ccmsidered public sentiment, it was
averse to all decisive measures, and when Kanta
openly announced from the pulpit that he had
taken a wife, he was expelled from the city on June
26, 1523. From one of his sermons, printed in

1524, he appears to have been recalled. In 1530
he applied in vain for the position of ** Latin school-

master" in NOrdlingen. In the list of preachers
he appears as dtacanua first in 1535, but before that

time he held the position of German schoolmaster.

On June 21, 1535, he was placed as preacher at the

head of the churches in NOrdlingen in place of the

wavering BiUican. The first church order of NOrd-
lingen of 1538 was his work. He also promoted
catechetical instruction, which had been neglected

by BiUican, and succeeded in bettering the moral
conditions.

Kants was the real reformer of NOrdlingen. He
enriched E>vangelical devotional literature by wri-

tings which bear comparison with those of the

more famous men of the sixteenth century. He
deserves an honorary place in the history of the

Evangelical church service because he drew up and
put in practise a German Evangelical mass four

years before Luther's German mass, under the tiUe,

Von der EuangeUschen Measg, Mit CkriMUehen
Oebetten vor vnd nach der empfahung dee Sacramenta

(1522). It was the first attempt to arrange a Ger-
man celebration of the Lord's Supper according to

Evangelical principles in close relation to the Ro-
man formulary. Kantz also wrote an excellent

book for the sick, Wie man den krancken vrmd Ster^

benden menschen ermanen, trOsten, vnnd Oatt be-

felhen 8oU, das er van diser Wdt, seligklich abachaide

(Augsburg, 1539; Strasburg, 1556; Nurembeig,
1568, and 1580; Tabingen, 1577), which was read

also by the Roman Catholics. He published also

Die Historia dee leydea Jeeu Chrieti nach den vier

EtUlgeliaten, Vnd atu:h van der Juden Oate/iam;

mit traatlicher auaalegung (Augsburg, 1538; en-

larged 1539; Nuremberg, 1555), a book distin-

guished by its religious depth, and left a cate-

chism (NOrdlingen, 1542), besides composing some
hymns. (C. Gbybr.)
Bxblxoorapht: C. Geyer, Kaepar Kante, in BeiirQge tur

bayerieehen KirchengeediidUe, ed. T. Kolde. v. 101-127,
Erlangen, 1898; idem. Die NSrdlinger eoangeUe^cn Kir-
dienordnungen dee 16. Jahrhunderte, pp. 1-23, Munich,
1896; J. D. Haakh, in V. L. von Seokendoif, Hiet, Lu-
theraniemi, iii. 183 sqq., Leipsie, 1092; A. Steiehele, Dae
Bietum Augeburg, iii 964-955. 1024 sqq., Augsburg. 1872;
H. Beok. Die Erbauungelitteratur der evangelieehen Kird^
Deutechlande, I 168 sqq., Erlangen, 1883; idem. Die
religidee VoVcelUteratur der evangeUechen Kirche DeuteA'
lande, p. 40, Gotha, 1891; J. Smend, Die evangelieehen
deutechen Meeeen, passim, Gdttingen, 1896.

KAPFF, SIXT KARL: German Protestant; b.

at Gtiglingen (20 m. n.w. of Stuttgart), WOrttem-
berg, Oct. 22, 1805; d. in Stuttgart Sept. 1, 1879.

From early childhood he was religiously disposed,
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and at the Univenity of TQbiogeii he engaged in

daily prayer with his intimate friend, Wilhehn
Hofacker. After filling the positions of vicar at

Tuttlingen, teacher in the Fellenberg school at

Hofwyl, Switserland, and repetent in Tubingen, he
became, in 1833, pastor of the colony of Pietists at

Komthal, near Stuttgart. In 1843 he was made
Dekan at MUnsingen, and in 1847 at Herrenbeig.
He was transferred to Eeutlingen in 1850, and to

Stuttgart in 1852, where, for the remainder of his

life he was PrdltU and the greatly beloved and in-

fluential pastor of the SH/takirche.

Kapff combined the genial manners, trustfulness,

and sympathetic warmth of the Swabian character.

He was a friend to ministers all over WQrttembeig,
and attracted all classes who had an interest in re-

ligion. As a preacher, he did not represent any
shaiply defined theological or ecclesiastical tend-

ency. His sermons had much of the supematiual-
ism of the old Ttlbingen school, but more warmth
and sympathy than belonged to it. He had an eye
to the domestic and social wants of his people, and
drew largely upon his every-day intercourse with
them for his subjects. He also took a warm inter-

est in the ecclesiastical affairs of Warttembeig, and
in foreign missions as advanced by the missionary

institution in Basel. For more than a quarter of a
century, he was the center of the pious circles of the

huid.

The best known of his publications are : Oebetbuch

(Stuttgart, 1835; 21st ed., 1905); Communianbuch
(1840; 24th ed., 1901); Daa kleine Commumovbuch
(1841; 36th ed., 1905); Wamung eineB Jugend-
freundes (1841; 20th ed., 1902); Achizig Predig-

ten aber die aUen Epiatdn (1851; 6th ed., 1879);

SS PndigUn iiber die alien Evangdien (1862; 6th
ed., 1876); and Caeuahreden (ed. C. Kapff, 1880).

(Karl von BuBsfO
BnuooaAPBT: C. Kapff. LtbtnabiU von 8isi Karl Kapff,

2 Tola.* Btuttgvt. 1881 (by bb on).

KAPPBLy PBACB OF. See Zwingli, Huld-
BBICH.

KARAITBS, k^ra-<iit8.

TiM fleet in BabylonU (| 1). Egypt and tbe Crimea (i 4).

In PlOMtine (i 2). Conctantinople (| 6).

ReUgioiia Fbilowpby (i 8). Poland (i 6).

Doetrine and Law (i 7).

The name of the Karaites (Hebr. flara'tm, sing.

Kara), a veiy important Je¥dBh sect, may be an
intensiye noun from the verb kara, " to read," sig-

nifjring " readers," i.e., readers of the Bible par
exeeUenee, It is better, however, to take ^ara as

a denominative form from mikra (Aram, kera)^
" Scripture " and to interpret it as an '' adherent

of the Scriptures," i.e., one who follows strictly the

text of the Bible and rejects the rabbinical tradi-

tion of the Talmud. This explanation finds sup-

port in the fact that the Karaites are also called

Bene MH^, " sons (adherents) of the Scripture,"

as opposed to the Bene miehnahf or "sons of the

mishnah " or of tradition.

The founder of the Karaite sect was Anan ben
David, who, aooording to tradition, was disap-

pointed in his expectations of becoming either gaon
(head of one of the Babylonian academies) or reek

galuta (head of the Babylonian diaspora), and there-

fore renounced the Talmud, founding at Bagdad
in 761-762 a new community which

z. The rejected mishnaic and talmudic tra>

Sect in dition. Like all prominent Karaites,

Bab^nia. he wrote a Sefer ha-Mizwoi (" Book
of Precepts ") and two other works,

of which only a few fragments are extant; the
statement that he wrote a oonunentary on the
Pentateuch is without proof. Anan's pupfl Mocha
and his son Moses (780-800) introduced a new
system of vowels and accents which displaced the
former system and promoted the Masorah, while

other Karaites applied the so-called hermeneutical
rules (middot), borrowed from Mohammedan the-

ology, to the interpretation of the law. At a veiy
early period the Karaites followed the philosoph-

ical tendency of Mohammedanism, and about 800
Judah Yudghan attacked the rabbinical doctrine

of the anthropomorphism of God. His system was
elaborated by Benjamin ben Moses Nahawendi,
who flourished about 830. According to him, God
is too exalted to reveal himself to man, and revela-

tion was accordingly made by the medium of an
angel, who not only created the world but also per-

formed all the acts of God recorded in the Torah.
Benjamin's writings, with the exception of his

Sefer dinim (" Book of Laws ") are known only

from citations. With Benjamin and a few others

the Arabic period of Karaism came to a dose, and
the Karaite communities of Babylonia and Persia

soon lost their importance.

Under the impulse of the Messianic expectations

which are a marked characteristic of Karaism,
Palestine now became the center of a Karaite prop-

aganda, which, in the tenth and eleventh centuries,

reached even to Greece and Spain, while the Ksr
raites living in Jerusalem took the

2, In name of Shoahanim or McuktHnif with

Pdestina. reference to Dan. xii. 3. Karaite con-

gregations already ensted in Egypt,

and Cbnstantinople was select as a missionary

field; but the chief object of attack was the first

and last great teacher of Judaism to polemise

against them, Saadia Gaon (b. 892; d. 942), who
had assailed Hiwi al-Balkhi and Ibn Sakuyah in

his Kitab alrTamyie ("Book of Distinction ")»

written in 926, and in his Sefer Emunot we-De'ol

(" Book of the Articles of Faith and Doctrines of

Dogma"), written seven years later. The first

Karaite who wrote against Saadia was Solomon ben

Jeroham (b. at Fostat c. 915-920; d. about 960),

whose Miihamoi Adanai C Wars of the Lord '0 ^
still extant in its main portions. He also wrote

commentaries on Ecclesiastes, the Song of Solo-

mon, The Psalms, and Lamentations, as well as

others which are now lost. He denounced phi-

losophy and all other sdenoes, and acknowledged

only the study of the Torah, although he respected

the Mishnah. His partisan, the Jerusalem Ka-
raite Sahl ben Masliah also wrote against Saadia and
the latter's disciple, Samuel ben Jacob. Solomon
ben Jeroham's successor, Yafith ibn Ali (Japheth

ha-Levi) of Bassora, the greatest and most fruitful

Karaite exegete, was also an opponent of Saadia,

but he was moderate in his polemioB and in his com-
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mentaries quoted many paasages from his oppo-
nent. He paid special attention to grammar, and
in lexicographical respects his commentaries, which
are extant on the entire Old Testament, are very
instructive. Like Benjamin Nahawendi, he referred

Isa. liii. to the Messiah and his sufiFerings, in oppo-
sition to the Rabbinical exegetes, who, on accoimt

of their hostility to Christianity, referred the chap-

ter to the people of Israel. Yafith lived about
915-1008, and wrote his commentaries in the last

quarter of the tenth century, apparently compos-
ing his Sefer horMis^wot before his commentaries.

In the first half of the eleventh century Uved Abu
al-Faraj Hanm of Jerusalem, the author of a gram-
matical work entitled Musidamil (" The Compre-
hensive 'Oi u^ which he compared Hebrew with

Arabic. He also wrote an Arabic commentary on
the Bible, in which he explained all difficult words
and sometimes entire sentences. To the middle of

the eleventh century belongs Jacob ben Reuben,
the author of commentaries on the Bible, composed
chiefly of compilations from older authorities.

With the first half of the tenth century began
the first epoch of Karaite religious philosophy which
was based upon the Arabic scholastic theology of

the kaiam (UteraUy "word"; cf.

3. Relig- logos), a system developed in the sec-

k>U8Phi- ond century of the Hejira, and in-

loaophy. tended, according to the statements of

the Arabs themselves, to harmonize
tradition with philosophy. It therefore afforded a
means of defending religious doctrines by argu-

ments based on reason, and was primarily directed

against the tenets of the heterodox sects, and sec-

ondarily against the teachings of the philosophers.

Thus Aaron ben Elijah (see below, § 5) could con-

trast the MutakaUamun (" teachers of the word ")i

with the " philosophers," or the Aristotelians,

whereas the main elements of the kalam were
evolved from the Peripatetic philosophy. The
MviakaUamun also include the Mohammedan sect

of the Mutazilites (''Separatists, Dissenters"; see

Mohammedanism), who were founded by Wasil ibn

Ata (b. 699/700; d. 748, 749), a contemporary
of Anan and the founder of an Islamitic religious

philosophy which professed a rationalistic formu-

lation of Mohammedan dogmas in opposition to

the liberal belief of traditional orthodoxy. The
Karaites were closely allied to this sect, and their

teachers even called themselves MutakaUamun.
The first religious and philosophical work of Kara-

ism was the Kitab airAnwar (" Book of Lights "),

written by Jacob al-Kirkisani in 937, and devoted

to a siunmary of the marriage law of the Kara-
ites, so far as it deviated from the rabbinical sys-

tem. He also wrote a commentary on the Penta-

teuch, and was followed in the eleventh century

by Joseph ben Abraham ha-Roeh, who is men-
tioned by Maimonides in his Moreh Ndmkim as

a representative of the kalam and an opponent
of Hai Gaon. Joseph was the author of Kitab oZ-

MtLhtatoif a philosophical work on ** the roots of

religion." Hitherto the Karaites, interpreting Gen.
ii. 24 to mean that husband and wife form a unit,

had made it almost impossible for them to marry
aniong themselves. Tl:ds theory was abolished by

Joseph and his pupil Joshua ben Judah (Abu al-

Faraj Furkan), although an exaggerated appUca-
tion of the method of analogy prohibited marriage

within many degrees of affinity which were per-

mitted by the rabbinical Jews. About the middle
of the eleventh century Joshua ben Judah wrote
an extensive commentary on the Pentateuch and
a treatise on the law of marriage. According to

his pupil Ibn al-Taras, the works of Joshua pro-

moted Karaism in Spain, although they were soon
counteracted by rabbinical Judaism.

In the twelfth centiuy Egypt took the place of

Jerusalem as the center of Karaism, and this cen-

tury also marks decay of Arabo-Karaite literature,

for its last representative was the

4. Egypt physician Daniel, who wrote a work
and the in 1682 in imitation of the Hobot ha-

Crimea. Ldnibot ('* The Duties of the Hearts "),

composed by Bahya of Saragossa in

the eleventh century, while Egypt was also the

home of the Hebrew poet Moses Dari. There were
also many congregations of Karaites in the Crimea,

where a community is said to have existed in 1279.

Crimean Karaite literature was extremely scanty,

and little of it has been preserved, although it is

known that the Karaites of the Crimea applied

themselves diligently to the study of the law.

Since they laid great stress on a sojourn in Jerusa-

lem, which could easily be reached by way of Con-
stantinople, several books of travel were written

by Karaites, including Samuel harKadosh ben
David (1641-42), Moses ben Elijah ha-Levi (1654-

1655), and Benjamin ben Elijah of Koslov (1785-^).
About the middle of the eighteenth centiuy there

were 500 families in the Crimea, represented by
four communities at Kala, Koslov, Kafa, and Man-
guf. In the Crimea the Karaites enjoyed special

privileges, as when, in 1796, the Empress Catharine

remitted half the poll-tax for every young man and
also exempted them from military service.

The Karaite conmumity which existed at Con-
stantinople in the early part of the eleventh cen-

tury, and numbered 500 families in the second half

of the following century, is important for the his-

tory and literature of the sect. There is no doubt
that Karaites lived in Constantinople

5. Constan- at the time of Judah Hadassi (b. at
tinople. Jerusalem 1075; d. at Constantinople

1160), who began his Eahkol ha-Kofer
(also called Sefer ha^Peles) in 1148. He classified

all religion on the basis of the ten commandments
and sought to oppose all heresies known to him.
In natiu^ history he had no superior among his

contemporaries and he gave an extended and val-

uable account of the progress of philosophy, a sub-

ject which he also treated in his Sefer Teren bi-

Teren on Hebrew homonyms. Karaite literature

was especially promoted by two scholars named
Aaron. The first of these was Aaron ben Joseph,

whose literary activity falls between 1270 and
1300. He was a physician and wrote commentaries
on the Pentateuch, the earlier and later prophets,

and the Psalms. His most important work was
his commentary on the Pentateuch, entitled Mibhar
("Choice") and completed in 1294. Aaron was
likewise the author of a grammatical and exeget-
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ical hand-book entitled KelU Yofi ('' Diadem of

Beauty'') and a book of prayers which enjoyed

great popularity among the European Karaites.

The second Aaron was Aaron ben Elijah of Nico-

media (b. at Cairo 1300; d. at Constantinople

1369), who wrote Ez ha-Payyim (" Tree of Life "),

in which he developed the doctrinal system of the

new faith, showing how the Jew should practise

his religion to gain eternal life. He sought to

blend the system of the MutakfUlamun with the

school of Maimonides, and thus produced an eclectic

system, although at the same time he defended the

kalanif which he followed rather than the Aristo-

telian method. In his Oan 'Eden (" Paradise ")

he recapitulated all his predecessors. This work,

which is to the Karaites what the Maimonidean
Yad horHazakdh is to the rabbinical Jews, is based

upon the principle that the belief in the unity and
other attributes of God as well as in his government
of the world forms the end and aim of the law,

while his KeUr Tarah (" Crown of the Law "), a
commentary on the Pentateuch, is intended as an
elucidation of his philosophical Ez ha-Hayyim,
The latest bloom of Karaite literature in Constan-

tinople is represented by the writings of Elijah

Bashyazi (b. at Adrianople c. 1420; d. there 1490),

the author of the Aderet Eliyahu (" Mantle of

Elijah ''), a smnmary of the works of his predeces-

sors. His pupil and nephew, Caleb Afendopolo (b.

1465), completed the work of his master, in addi-

tion to writing independent works on theology, as-

tronomy, and medicine, while his two kinot (" Lam-
entations **) on the expulsion of the people of God
from Spain, Russia, and Lithuania (1493) are his-

torically interesting. A contemporary of Caleb

was Judah ben Elijah ha-Gibbor, who enriched the

liturgy of the Karaites, while his son Elijah Shusbi

wrote a poem on the calendar. Moses Bash3razi, a
great-grandson of Elijah Bashyazi, was a distin-

guished figure of the sixteenth century.

While the literature of the Karaites in the By-
zantine countries was mainly doctrinal, their Po-

lish coreligionists, who were the last to produce

Karaite literature, were obliged to write contro-

versial books, owing to the inquiries of

6. Poland. Christians. The first Karaites en-

tered Poland at the end of the four-

teenth century at the request of the king, coming
from the Crimea to Lithuania, where Grand-duke
Witold took them under his protection and granted

them privileges which were afterward (1446) con-

firmed by King Casimir Jagellon. The first com-
munities were at Lutsk and Troki, the two prin-

cipal cities of Lithuania, and in 1581 Stephen
Bathori allowed the Karaites to settle also in Vol-

h3mia, Podlasie, and Kiev. The first Karaite to

make an open attack on Christianity was Isaac ben
Abraham Troki (b. 1533), who opposed the Christian

faith in the first part of his Hizzuk Emunah (" Con-

firmation of Faith ") on the groimd that the prophe-

cies of the Old Testament can not refer to the founder

of Christianity, while in the second part he criticized

the contradictions in the Gospels. Mention may
also be made of Mordecai ben Nisan, who wrote a

treatise in answer to foiu* questions propounded

by Jacob Trigland, professor at Leyden, in Apr.,

1698, the first being whether the Karaites were the

ancient Sadduoees or originated with Anan. Though
full of anachronisms this treatise (entitled Dod Mor-
dechai) possesses a certain amount of importance,

since it was long the chief source for the history of

KaraisnL For the king of Sweden Mordecai wrote
his Lebush Malkvt on the differences between the

Karaites and the Rabbanites, and was also the

author of a book of granunatical rules (Kelalim).

Equally noteworthy was Solomon ben Aaron Troki,

the author of Appiryon (c. 1700), containing an
account of the distinctive features and the origin

of Karaism, together with an outline of its cere-

monies, written for the information of the minis-

ter of the Swedish government. The second part

of another work of the same name contains refu-

tations of Christianity. In 1756 Simhah Isaac

Lutski, one of the most revered and learned of the

Karaites, wrote his Orah Zaddikim, containing a
list of the most celebrated Karaites and their works.

Karaite literature ends with Abraham Firko-

vich of Lutsk (d. at Chufut-Kale, 1874), whose val-

uable services to the criticism of the Old Testa-

ment are overshadowed by the systematic falsifi-

cations of manuscripts and epitaphs by which he
sought to prove that the Karaites were the de-

scendants of the Israelites who had been led into

the Assyrian captivity and who had settled in the

Crimea during the reign of Cambyses. Since 1830
the Crimean Karaites have had a printing-estab-

lishment at Eupatoria, where editions of their

most important manuscripts have been published.

Karaite communities are found not only in the

Crimea but also in Jerusalem and Constantinople,

as well as throughout Eg3rpt, Galicia, Moldavia,

Wallachia, and southern Russia. In 1871 the Kar-
aites numbered about 6,000, but this mmiber has

decreased to some 5,500, the majority of whom live

in Russia.

The Karaites recognize as binding precepts for

religious and moral conduct only those which can
be deduced from the Bible by means of an accu-

rate exposition of the literal sense according to

usage and context. From this main doctrine,

which has been compared with that of Protestant-

ism, other principles are inferred as necessary

corollaries. They acknowledge no tra-

7. Doctrine ditional exposition of passages of the

and Law. Bible, but every experienced teacher

is permitted to correct or change for-

mer interpretations according to the best of his

knowledge and belief, provid^ his views are justi-

fied by the text; and such rabbinical laws as are

recognized by the Karaites are regarded as valid

solely because they are based on the Bible, this

category including injunctions concerning slaugb-

tering, fixing of the new moon, circumcision, and
marriage. The introduction of new laws and the

recognition of those which are non-Biblical are for-

bidden, and the Karaites, therefore, do not cele-

brate the Feast of Lights {Hanukkah), This strict

adherence to the letter of the law, as based upon
textual hermeneutics, has also exerted an influence

upon individual rules and regulations. Important
divergencies exist between the Karaites and the rab-

binical Jews with regard to the Sabbath, phylac-
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teries, (see Tbfhillin) and the calendars, while less

essential differences concern the celebration of the

feasts, especially Passover, the Feast of Trumpets,
and the Feast of Tabernacles, as well as the fasts

and religious exercises. The earliest Karaite

teachers formed the liturgy by omitting all rab-

binical additions, so that religious customs have
been exempt from change or discussion. The rigor

with which the Karaites observe all their customs
has had a deep influence on their lives. They are

not content with religious worship on festivals and
on semi-festivals like Purim, but refrain from work
even on the intermediate days, while on fast-days

they abstain from all commercial pursuits. The
laws of ritual purity are also extremely exaggerated,

and their strictness in the observance of legal obli-

gations extends to the moral duties. They attend

to their avocations in quiet simplicity, and generally

wear dark clothing in their aversion for everything

which pleases the sight.

The main principles of the religious system were
fixed as early as the time of Hadassi, and were
formulated in ten articles by Elijah Bashyazi and
his pupil Caleb Afendopolo, as follows: (1) The
universe was created (made out of nothing); (2)

there is a Creator, who was neither created by any
other power nor self-created; (3) he has no form,

is one in every respect, and is like none of his crea-

tions; (4) Ckd sent Moses, our teacher; (5) through
him God revealed the Torah, which contains the

absolute truth; (6) every Jew is bound to read the

Torah in the original; (7) God also revealed him-
self to the other prophets; (8) God will raise the

dead on the Day of Judgment; (9) God will recom-
pense every one according to his deeds; (10) God
will deliver Israel from their affliction and send to

them the son of David. On the whole it may be
said that the Karaites agree with the rabbinical

Jews in fundamental doctrines, but differ from
their opponents in carrying them out.

(Victor RTssBLf.)
Bxbuoorapht: A minute, critioal and extensive guide to

literature oonoeming the Karaites, including the pro-
ductions of their leaders, is given in Hauck-Heriog. RB,
X. 64-eO. cf. 881-882. Consult also: 8. Pinsker, lAlpute

kadhmoniot, Vienna, 1800 (in Hebrew, on Karaite his-

tory and literature); A. Neubauer. in JA, 1865, I 534-
642; idem, Au» der PeUrtbwrger Bibliothek; Beiiriige und
Doku$nente nr QucfUehU d— Kartunihum; Leipsio, 1866;
G. Karpeles, Ot^ehichte der jtuiuehen LiUeratur, pp. 404-
412 et passim, Berlin, 1886; The AnU-Karaiie WriHno*
of Saadiah Gaon, in JQR, x (1898). 238-276; A Commen-
tary on Ihe Book cf Daniel by Jephet ben AH the Karaile,

ed, in Arohie wUh traneL by D. 8, Margolumtht in AneO'
dota Oxomenea, 3d ser., i., part 3, Oxford, 1880.

On the history consult: J. M. Jost, Cfeeehichte dee Ju-
dentumt und eeiner Sekten, 3 vols., Leipsic, 1857-59; J.

FOrst. Oeeehiehte dee KariUrtume, 8 vols., ib. 1862-69
(to be used with caution); A. Qottlober, Bikkoret letoledot

JCorotm, Vilna, 1865; J. Ourland, Oinee Yierael, St.

Petersburg. 1865-66; W. H. Rule, Hiet. of Ihe Karaite
Jewe, London, 1870; A. Harkavy, DenkmOler aue der
JTrim, St. Petersburg, 1876; M. Steinsohneider, Polemieeke
Literatur, Leipsic, 1877; idem, Araln$ehe Literatur der
Juden, Frankfort, 1902; H. Gr&ts, Oeeehiehte der Juden^
especially v. 163-204, Leipsic, 1895, Eng. transl., Lon-
don, 1892; Semitic Studiee in the Memory cf Rev. Dr. A.
Kohut, pp. 435-456, BerUn, 1897; David ben Sa'del, Ibn
al-Hiti*e Arabic Chronicle cf Karaite Doetore, tran^. by
O. MargoUouth, London, 1897; Ersoh and Gruber, En-
eydopOdie, section II., vols, xxvii, xxxiii.; JS, vii 438-447.

KARBHa See Bubma.

KARG, GEORG (GEORGIUS PARSmOHIUS)

:

German Lutheran theologian; b. at Herokiingen
(near Harburg, 31 m. n.e. of Augsburg) 1512; d.
at Ansbach (25 m. s.w. of Nuremberg) Nov. 20,
1576. He was educated at Wittenberg, and then
began to preach, though unauthorized by the uni-
versity to do so. He promulgated heretical doc-
trines, however, and in 1537 was imprisoned in the
castle of Wittenberg. He soon regained the con-
fidence of Luther and Jonas, and the former, at the
request of Oount Louis of Oettingen, ordained Kai^g
minister at Oettingen, where he worked zealously
for the Reformation until forced to flee in 1547.
He foimd a welcome in the district of Ansbach and
was appointed pastor in Schwabach. In 1552 he
received a call to Ansbach, and was soon made su-
perintendent for the entire district. There he grad-
ually allowed the rites of the Roman C)atholic

Church to fall into abeyance, and against the wishes
of the government sought to abolish all usages of
the Auduarium, a sort of modified interim which
had been introduced in an attempt to comply with
the imperial demand. At the request of the prince,

Karg took part in 1551 in the conferences of the
Wittenberg theologians on the Council of Trent,
and also attended the sessions of the conferences

at Frankfort and Worms. His heretical tend-
encies had not entirely disappeared, however, and
in 1557 he was involved in a discussion on the
Eucharist, and later caused a commotion by his

teaching concerning justification by faith, declaring
that the law exacted either punishment or obedi-
ence, but not both, and that Christ had su£fered

passively for man, but had rendered obedience for
himself. His active obedience, accordingly, was
not part of his vicarious task, nor was his right-

eousness imputed to man in the Scriptures, Luther's
interpretation of Phil. iii. 9 being incorrect. The
atonement for the sins of mankind was due to the
death of Christ, not to his righteousness, and he
had confirmed the law, not abrogated it. The
enunciation of these views resulted in a contro-

versy, and Karg was suspended from office and
obliged to make a solenm retraction before he was
reinstated by Jakob Andreft (q.v.) on Oct. 31, 1570.

The most important of his numerous writings was
his Katechiamua, which was first printed in 1564
and was still used in Ansbach in the early part of

the nineteenth century. (T. Koldb.)

Bibuoorapht: P. F. Karrer, in Zeitechrift fOr kUherieAe
Theologie und Kirche, 1863, pp. 661 sqq.; G. Frank. (?•-

echichte der proteetantiedten Theologie^ L 158 sqq., Leipde.
1862, of. J. J. I. D61Unger. Die Reformation, iii 664 aqq.,
Regensburg, 1846.

KARTAIIOS, kOr'ta-nes, JOANNIKIOS: Greek
theologian of the sixteenth century; b. in Corfu at
the end of the fifteenth or the beginning of the six-

teenth century; place and date of death unknown.
He was originally a monk and protosyncellus at
Corfu, and in the first third of the sixteenth cen-

tury was sent to Venice, where he incurred the hos-

tility of Arsenios Apostolis and was imprisoned.

He was later released and returned to Greece, but
no further details of his life are known. Kartanos
was one of the first to revive a knowledge of the

Bible and the teachings of the Church among the
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common people by writing in Romaic, since they

were no longer familiar with classic Greek. His

chief work was his " Flower," written during his

imprisonment and first published at Venice in

1536. It enjoyed immense popularity, but the ad-

inixtiu« of apocr3rphal elements roused the hostil-

ity of the Orthodox Greek party. His heresies

were successfully assailed and the movement which

he had inaugurated was stopped. The ethical

treatises of Kartanos were incorporated in the

Theaaurua of Damascenus the Studite and thus

gained a certain degree of currency in the Greek

Church. (Phiupp Meter.)
Bibuogbapht: E. Legrand, Biblioffraphie HelUmque, t 226,

Paris. 1885; P. Meyer, in T8K, 1898. pp. 315 eqq.; idem.

Die AeologUehe LiUenUwr der griechiaiAen KireKe im 16,

Jahrhunderte, pp. 120 sqq., Leipsic, 1899.

KASSHITES. See Babtlonia, VI., 5.

KASSIA (KilSIA): Byzantine poetess of the

ninth century. Krumbacher (ut inf.) suggests

that the form " Icasia '* (Gibbon, Decline and FaU,

V. 199) is possibly a corruption of «} Kaaia, She
lived at Constantinople under the Emperors The-

ophilus (829-^2) and Michael III. (842-867) in

a cloister of her own founding. Both ecclesiastical

and secular poems are extant under her name; but,

excepting such as were adopted in lituigical books,

they occur rarely in manuscript. Her three best

known sacred hymns are the '' Idiomela " on the

birth of Christ, the birth of John the Baptist, and
on Ash Wednesday. The last-named is identical

with the song Eib Un pcmin, W. Christ and N.

Paranikas edited the three songs in their Anthologia

Orasca (pp. 10-104, Leipsic, 1871). Four short

poems were published by Papadopulos-Kerameua
(Byzantimsche Zeiiachrift, x. 60-61, 1901), and an

acrostic dirge and some epigrams were issued by
Krumbacher (ut inf.). G. KrCoer.
Bibuoobapht: K. Knunbaoher, Kama, Munich, 1897;

idem, OteehidOe, pp. 71&-716; P. Maaa, in BynanJtiniHhM

Zeitadtrift, x (1901). 54-59; 8. Petridee, in Revue de

rorierU ehriHan, yii (1902), 218-244.

KATBRKAMP, kfl'ter-kOmp, JOHANH THEO-
DOR HERMANK: German Roman Catholic; b.

at Ochtrup (25 m. n.w. of Mtlnster), Westphalia,

Jan. 17, 1764; d. at Mtinster June 9, 1834. He
studied in MQnster, was ordained priest in 1787,

and for ten years was tutor to the sons of Baron
Droste-Vischering, spending a part of this time

traveling with his wards in Switzerland and Italy.

From 1797 till 1806 he resided in the home of Prin-

cess Amalie GaUtzin. In 1809 he became profes-

sor of church history at Mtinster, and in 1831 was
appointed dean of the cathedral at MOnster. His

principal work is his church history to the year

1153 (6 vols., Monster, 1819-34). He also pub-

lished DenkwUrdigkeiten atta dem Lfben der FUrsHn
Amalia van GaUitzin (1828).

Bibuoorapht: Trauerrede, by H. Brookmann, Monster,
1834; E. Raaamann, Nacknehten von dem Leben und den
Sehriften MUnaterl&ndieeher Schnfteteller, ib. 1866; KL,
yii 333-335.

KATTBNBUSCH, kat'ten-bOsh, FRIEDRICH
WILHBLM FERDINAND: German Lutheran; b.

at Kettwig (7 m. s.s.w. of Essen) Oct. 3, 1851.

He studied in Bonn* Berlin, Halle (1869-73), and

Gdttingen (lie. theol., 1875); became privat-dooent

in Gdttingen, 1876; professor of systematic theol^

ogy at Giessen 1878, at Gdttingen 1904, and at

Halle 1906. He was created a privy ecclesiastical

councilor in 1897 and since 1903 has been a mem-
ber of the Norwegian Videnakabaadakabet, In the-

ology he is a follower of Albrecht Ritschl, and has
written among other works: Lehrbuek der vergleich-

enden Car^eaaionakunde, i. (Freiburg, 1892); Daa
apoatoliache Symbol, aeine Entatehung, aein ge-

achichUtchcr Sinn und aeine taraprHngliche SieUung
im KuUua und in der Theologie der Kirche (2 vols.,

Leipsic, 1894-1900); and Daa aitUiche Rechi dea

Kriegea (Giessen, 1906).

KAULEN, kau'len, FRANZ PHIUPP: German
Roman Catholic; b. at DOsseklorf Mar. 20, 1827;

d. at Bonn July 11, 1907. He studied in Bonn
(184d-49) and at the theological seminary in Cologne

(1849), and was chaplain at Duisbuig (1850-52) and
Dottendorf (1852-53), rector and prison chaplain

at PQtzchen, near Bonn (1853-59), lecturer in the

theological seminary at Bonn (1859-63), and privat-

docent in the University of Bonn (1863-80). In
1880 he became associate professor of Old-Testa-

ment exegesis in Bonn, and full professor in 1882.

After 1892 he was a domestic prelate to the pope.

He edited the fifth to the eighth editions of C. H.
Vosen's Rudimenta linguae hebraicae (Freiburg, 1872-

1899); the twelfth to the eighteenth editions of the

same author's Kurte EinleUung xum Erlemen der

hebr&iachen Sprache (1874-1900); the second edition

of the KL (12 vols., 1882-1903); and the second
and third editions of K. Martin's translation of the
*' Antiquities " of Josephus (Cologne, 1883-92). As
independent works he wrote: L^ber Jonae prophetae

(Mainz, 1862); Legende van dem aeiigen Hermann
Joaeph (1862); OeachichtederVulgaia(lS^9); Hand-
buck zwr Vulgaia (1870); EinleUung in die heUige

Sckrift AUen und Neuen Teatamenta (2 parts, 1876-

1881); Aaayrien und Babylonien naeh den neueaten

Enldeckungen (Cologne, 1877); Kune Einleitung in

die heUige Sckrift dea AUen und dea Neuen Teatamenta

(Freiburg, 1897); and Der bibUacke Sck&pfungabe-

rickt erkUtrt (1902).

KAUTZ, kauts (CUCIUS), JAKOB: Anabap-
tist; b. at Groesbockenheim (8 m. s.w. of Worms),
Bavaria, c. 1500; d. after 1532. In 1524 he was
preacher in Worms, where the reformatory move-
ment took on a radical character, and Anabaptism
found a favorable soil. The resentment of the citi-

zens, caused by their long and violent struggles

with the bishop, found expression at the beginning

of the Reformation in violent attacks upon the

Church and the clergy. The same tendencies

showed themselves in the participation of the city

in the Peasants' War. By the intervention of

Count Palatine Ludwig, the bishop and the clergy

were reinstated in their rights, but Evangelical

preaching was continued. Among the Evangel-

icals there was a conservative and a radical party.

Ulrich Preu and Johann Freiherr, two of the preach-

ers, were in coimection with Wittenberg while

Kautz and Hilarius represented a more radical

tendency, especially after the appearance of the

two leading Analxiptists, Denk and H&tzer, in
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Worms, whose teaching Kautz adopted in 1527.

The number of Anabaptists in Worms grew rapidly.

Kautz with Denk, Hfttzer, and Melchior Ring pub-
hshed seven theses against their Evangeliod op-

ponents in which the peculiar teachings of Denk
find expression: the distinction between the exter-

nal and internal word of Scripture; the impossi-

bility of all external words and sacraments to as-

sure the inner man of his salvation; rejection of

the baptism of children and of the essential pres-

ence of Christ in the Lord's Supper; universal sal-

vation; denial of the objective value of Christ's

satisfaction; and exhortation to follow him. The
Lutheran preachers in Worms immediately replied,

also Cochlaeus as representative of the Roman Cath-

olics. The excitement in the town increased and
the clergy of Strasburg declared themselves against

the theses and warned the people of Worms. At
the urgent request of Count Palatine Ludwig, the

preachers of both Evangelical parties were dis-

missed, and severe measures were adopted against

the adherents of Anabaptism among the citizens;

but the power of Anabaptism in Worms and its

neighborhood was not broken. The movement had
found a sympathetic response among the people,

and it was possible to hold it down only by force.

As the Lutheran preachers had been banished at

the same time, the progress of the Reformation in

Worms was considerably retarded. Kautz wan-
dered from place to place, leading the restless life

of an agitator. In the siunmer of 1527 he appeared

for some little time at Augsburg, then at Rx>then-

burg-on-the-Tauber with Wilhelm Reublin. In

June, 1528, they were both at Strasburg, disputing

with the preachers; in October they were arrested

for their inflammatory speeches. Capito and
Schwenckfeld tried in vain to divert Kautz from his

revolutionary ideas, and he was expelled from the

city. In 1532 he reappeared before the town, beg-

ging to be admitted; disappointment, despair, and
exhaustion had broken his courage; but the coun-

cil did not receive him, and thenceforth he disap-

pears from history. (A. HEOLERf.) K. Holl.
Bibliography: Sources are in the works of Zwingli. yol.

viii. passim, ed. of Zurich, 1828-61. Consult: T. W.
Rdhrich, Oetchichte der Reformation in EUom, i. 338 sqq.,

ii. 76-77. 1830-32; idem, in ZHT, 1860, pp. 20 sqq., 43
sqq., 60 sqq.; L. Keller, Ein ApotUl der WiedertAnfer,

Leipsic, 1882; C. Oerbert, Oeaehichte der Straeeburoer Sek-
tenbewegung, pp. 57 sqq.. 83-84. Strasburg. 1889; A. H.
Newman, in Ameriean Church Hiatory Series, iL 25, New
York, 1894; idem. Hist, of Anti-Pedobaptiem, pp. 170,

245 sqq., Philadelphia, 1897.

KAUTZSCH, kautsh, EMIL FRIEDRICH: Ger-

man Protestant; b. at Plauen (21 m. s.w. of Zwick-

au) Sept. 4, 1841. He studied in Leipsic (Ph.D.,

1863), taught in the Nicolai Gjrmnasium of Leipsic,

1863-72; became privat-docent in Leipsic, 1869,

associate professor, 1871, full professor of Old-Tes-

tament exegesis at Basel, 1872; at TObingen, 1880;

at Halle, 1888. In 1877 he shared in foundmg the

Deutscher Palftstina-Verein. He has written: De
Veteria TeatamerUx locis a Paulo apoatolo aUegaiia

(Leipsic, 1869); Die EchtheU der moMiiechen AU
tertumer (1876; in collaboration with A. Sodn);
Johann Buxtorf der Aeltere (Basel, 1879); Uebunga-

buck zu Gesem'v^'Kautzsch hebrdiacher Grammaiik
(Leipsic, 1881); Orammatik des Bibliech-Aramd-

xachen (1884); Predigten aber den zweiten Jahrgang
der wurttembergiechen Evangelien (TObingen, 1887;
in collaboration with H. Weiss); Die Geneeie mit
dvMerer UrUerscheidung der Quellenschriften Ober"

aetzt (Freiburg, 1888; in collaboration with A.
Socin); Die Psalmen HberaeUt (1893); Abries der
Geachichte dee olUeetameTUlichen SchrifUuma (1897)

;

Btbelwiaaenachaft und ReligionaurUerricht (Halle,

1900); Proverba m the Polychrome Bible (Sew York.,

1901; in collaboration with A. MOller); Die Poeaie
und die poetiachen BUcher dea AUen Teataments
(Tubingen, 1902); and Die Aram&iamen im AUen
Testament (Halle, 1902). He has also edited the
second to the eighth edition of H. Scholz's Abrias
der htbrdiachen Lavir und Formenlehre (Leipsic,

1874-99); the twenty-second to the twenty-seventh
edition of W. Gesenius' Hebrdiache Grammatik (1878-
1902); and the tenth and eleventh editions of K. R.
Hagenbach's Encyklopddie und Methodologie (1880-
1884). He likewise published, in collaboration with
other scholars. Die heUige Schrift dea AUen Teala-

menta (Freiburg, 1894) ; Die Apokryphen und Paeud-
epigraphen dea AUen Teatamenta (1899); and Text-
bibel dea AUen und Neuen Teatamenta (TObingen,
1900).

KAWERAU, ka'v6-rau, PBTER GUSTAV: Ger-
man Protestant; b. at Bunxlau (65 m. n.w. of
Breslau), Silesia, Feb. 25, 1847. He studied at the
University of Berlin (1863-66), and was pastor
at Langheinersdorf, Brandenburg (1871-76), and
Klemzig (1876-82). He became professor and
spiritual inspector at the Kloster Unserer Lieben
Frau, Magdeburg, 1882; professor of practical the-

ology at Kiel, 1886; at Breslau, 1894. He was ap-
pointed university preacher at Kiel in 1888 and at
Breslau in 1894, was created a consistorial councilor

in the latter year; became provost of St. Peter's

at Berlin, 1907. In 1883 he was one of the found-
ers of the Verein fOr Reformationsgeschichte, and
has edited: Der Briefxvechad dea Juatua Jonaa (2
vols., 1885); shared in the Brunswick edition and
edited the third, fourth, eighth, and part of the
twelfth volimies of the Weimar edition of Luther
(Weimar, 1885-91); Zwei dUeate Catechiamen der

lulheriachen Reformation (Halle, 1891); the third

volume of W. Mdller's Lehrbuch der Kirchenge-

achichU (Ttibingen, 1907); SMeaiackea Hauachoral-

buck (Breslau, 1898); and the fifth edition of J.

Kdstlin's MaHin Luther (2 vols., Berlin, 1904-
1905); As independent works he has written: Jo-
hann Agricola von EiaUben (Berlin, 1881); Caapar
Guttelf ein Lfbenabild aua Luthera Freundeakreiae

(Halle, 1882); (/e&er Berechtigung und Bedeuiung
dea landeaherrlichen Kirchenregimenta (Kiel, 1887);
De digamia epiacoporum (1889); Luthera Ld>enaende
in neueater uUramontaniatiacher Beleuchtung (Bar-

men, 1890); C. H. Spurgeon, ein Prediger von
Gottea Gnaden (Hamburg, 1892); Hieronymua Em^
aer (Halle, 1898); Die Verauche Melanchthon tur
katholiachen Kirche zurQcktufUhren (1902); and
Luthera RUckkehr von der Wartburg nach WiUerv-

berg (1902).

KATE, k6, JOHN: Bishop of Lincohi; b. at
Hammersmith, London, Dec. 27, 1783; d. at Rise-
hohne (2 m. n. of Lincoln), Lincolnshire, Feb. 18,
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1853. He studied at Christ's College, Cambridge
(B.A., 1804; M.A., 1807; B.D., 1814; D.D., 1816),

where he became fellow in 1804. He was tutor of

Christ's College, 1808-14, master 1814-30, vice-

chancellor of the university 1815, and regius pro-

fessor of divinity after 1816. In this capacity it

was his peculiar service to recall theological stu-

dents to the study of the Fathers. He was conse-

crated bishop of Bristol in 1820, and translated to

Lincoln in 1827. His episcopal administration

was marked by aggressiveness and efficiency. He
increased the niunber of resident clergy in the di-

ocese of Lincoln, revived the office of rural dean,

and was the first bishop to require candidates for

orders to pass the theological examination of the

l^niversity of Cambridge which up to that time
bad been voluntary. His principal works are: The
Eccienastical History of the Second and Third Cenlu-
riea, lUiutraiedfrom the Writings of TeriuUian (Cam-
bridge, 1825); The Writings and Opinions of Justin
3fartyr(1829); The Writingsand Opinions ofClemenl
of Alexandria (London, 1835); The Council of Ni-
ctea, in Connexion tvith the Life of Athanasius (1853)

;

The External Oovemment and Discipline of the Church

of Christ during the First Three Centuries (1855).

All of these, with his sermons, charges, and mis-

cellaneous writings, were collected in his Works (8

vols., London, 1888).

Bibuoobafht: A Memoir ia prefixed to the Work; ut sup.

Goamilt DNB, xjox. 252-263.

KAYSER, koi^ser, AUGUST: German Protes-

tant theologian; b. at Strasburg Feb. 14, 1821; d.

there June 17, 1885. He was educated at the uni-

versity of his native city, and was appointed assist-

ant librarian m 1840. From 1843 to 1855 he acted

as private tutor at Havre and Gebweiler. In 1858

he was appointed pastor at Stossweier, Upper
Alsace, whence he went to Neuhof, near Strasbuig,

in 1868, and nine years later became associate pro-

fessor of theology at the University of Strasburg.

Influenced by his teacher, Eduard Reuss, Kayser
was especially attracted to the study of the Old
Teff^ament, althougn his first scientific investiga^

tions dealt with the literature and theology of the

first centuries of the Christian era. The results of

these investigations were embodied in La philoso-

phie de Celse et ses rapports avec le Christianisme

(Strasburg, 1843), De Justini Martyris doctrina dis-

sertaiio historica (1850), and Die Testamente der

zwoff Patriarchen (in Reuss and Cunitz, Beitrdge

tu den theologischen Wissenschaften, iii., 1851).

By comparing the commandments with the his-

torical traditions of the Pentateuch Kayser had
early come to the conviction that the Elohistic code

could not possibly antedate the restoration of the

Jewish commonwealth imder Persian rule. He
had just prepared a work on this question when
C. H. Graf's Die geschichtlichen BOcher des Alien

Testaments (Leipsic, 1866) appeared, voicing the

same view. Kayser therefore refrained from pub-
lishing his own book, and devoted himself to the

problem from the point of view of literary history.

The results of his studies appeared under the title

Das vorexilische Buch der Urgesehichte Israels und
ttrine Enceilerungen (Strasburg, 1874). He wrote

the posthumous Die Theologie des Alien Testaments

inihrer geschichtlichen EfUwiekeiung dargestdU (Stras-

burg, 1886). (A. ERicHSONt.)

KEACH, BBHJAMHf: Particular or Calvinistic

Baptist; b. at Stoke Hammond (11 m. n.e. of

Aylesbury), Buckinghamshire, Feb. 29, 1640; d.

at Southwark, London, July 18, 1704. He entered
the Baptist ministry as a self-taught man in 1659,
and sujGTered during his career frequent persecu-

tions. On Oct. 8, 1664, he was tried at Aylesbury
before Sir Robert Hyde, for having taken ** certain

damnable positions " regarding the second advent
in a catechism he had published. He was sen-

tenced to a fine of twenty poimds and two weeks'
imprisonment, with the pillory on separate days at
Aylesbury and Winslow. This sentence was rig-

orously executed, and Keach's little book was
burned by the public hangman. In 1668 he re-

moved to London and becune pastor of the Bap-
tist church in Tooley Street, Southwark. On the
indulgence of 1672 his congregation erected a large

wooden structiu« at Horsleydown. Keach was an
advocate of congregational singing, and his church
is said to have been the first Baptist church to in-

troduce that practise (1688). He attained consid-

erable fame as a preacher and defender of Baptist

doctrines. His most important works are: Tro-

pologia: a Key to open Scripture Metaphors (Lon-
don, 1682; new ed., 1855); and Oospel Mysteries

Unveiled (4 parts, 1701; new ed., 1856). Other
works still remembered are, Travels of True Qodlir

ness (1683; new ed., 1849); The Pfigress (^ Sin:

or the Travels of Ungodliness (1684; new ed., 1849);

and A Golden Mine Opened (1694).
Biblioorapbt: DNB, xzx. 254-265, where msj be found

references to aoatterad notices; » Ar«mo«r, by H. Maloom,
was prefixed to his Traveis of 7Vim GodlifUM, New York,
1831.

KEARB, JOHH JOSEPH: Roman Catholic arch-

bishop of Dubuque, la.; b. at Ballyshannon (22 m.
n.e. of Sligo), County Donegal, Ireland, Sept. 12,

1839. At the age of seven he was taken by his

parents to the United States, and after engaging in

business for some years, studied at St. Charles' Col-

lege, Ellicott aty, Md. (1859-62), and St. Mary's
TheologicalSeminary, Baltimore (1862-65). He was
ordained to the priesthood in 1866, and from that

year until 1878 was curate of St. Patrick's, Wash-
ington, D.C. In 1878 he was consecrated bishop

of Richmond, Va., whence he was translated, in

1888, to the titular see of Ajaaso, that he might de-

vote himself to the upbuildiog of the Catholic Uni-

versity of America, Washington, D. C, of which he
had been appointed rector two years previously,

when he had resigned his diocese at the request of

the American hierarchy and of the pope. He re-

mained at the head of the Catholic University until

1897, when he was elevated to the titular arch-

diocese of Damascus. On his return from a visit

to Rome he was translated to his present arch-

diocese of Dubuque. During his curacy at Wash-
ington he helped to oiganise the Catholic Total Ab-
stinence Union of America and the Catholic Young
Men's National Union, while during his episcopate

at Richmond he established in his diocese the Con-

fraternity of the Holy Ghost, besides taking part

in the Third Plenary Council, held at Baltimore in
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1884. He was likewise active in the promotion of

religious and educational work among the colored

pec^le of his see. He was Dudleian lecturer at

Harvard in 1800, and has written Onward and
Upward (Baltimore, 1902).

KBATOR, FREDERIC WH^UAM: Protestant

Episcopal missionary bishop of Olympia, Wash.;
b. at Honesdale, Pa., Oct. 22, 1855. He was grad-

uated at Yale College in 1880, the Yale Law School
in 1882, and the Western Theological Seminaiy,
Chicago, in 1891. He practised law in Chicago
from 1882 to 1890, and after completing his theo-

logical training was ordained to the priesthood in

1891. He was then rector of the Church of the

Atonement, Chicago, 1891-96, Grace Chiux^, Free-

port, 111., 1896-99, and St. John's, Dubuque, la.,

1899-1902. In 1902 he was consecrated missionary

bishop of Olympia.

KEBLE, JOHN: A leader of the Oxford move-
ment in the Church of England (see Tractarian-
ism); b. at Fairford (24 m. s.e. of Gloucester),

Gloucestershire, Apr. 25, 1792; d. at Bournemouth
(25 m. s.w. of Southampton), Hampshire, Biar. 29,

1866. He was educated by his father (a clergy-

man) and at Corpus Christi College, Oxford; be-

came fellow of Oriel (at the time the foremost col-

lege in Oxford) in 1811 and was tutor 1818-23;

was ordained priest in 1816; became curate of

East Leach and Burthorpe (near Fairford) in 1818,

curate of Hursley, Hampshire, in 1825, vicar of

Hursley in 1836. From 1831 to 1841 he held the
lectureship on poetry at Oxford.

Keble's reputation rests on his contributions to

devotional poetry and his share in spreading sacra-

mentarian views in the Chiuxsh of England and in

the development of the Oxford movement. In
1827 he published, anonymously, The Christian

Year (2 vols., Oxford), a collection of sacred lyrics,

which had been issued in 140 editions when the
copyright expired in 1873. Some of the poems
have been pronounced faultless of their kind. In
1839 appeared The Psalter, or Psalms of David in
English Verse, and in 1846 Lyra InnocenHum, a col-

lection of sacred poems for childhood. Of Keble's
hymns the best in common use are '' O God of

mercy, God of might,'' and '^ Sun of my soul, thou
Savior dear," the latter taken from the second poem
in the Christian Year, entitled " Evening." With
the help of his brother Thomas, and Charles Dy-
son, an intimate friend, he edited the works of

Richard Hooker (3 vols., Oxford, 1836), spending
five years on the task and producing what is still

the standard edition (revised by R. W. Church
and F. Paget, 3 vols., Oxford, 1888). In 1838 with
F. W. Newman and E. B. Pusey he began to work
on the Library of the Fathers, for which he trans-

lated Irenteus. At Oxford he was intimate with
Newman, Pusey, and Richard Hurrell Froude, and
his views concerning the sacraments—he regretted

that circumstances did not admit of his introducing

the confessional—and the episcopal constitution

of the Church inevitably brought him to the front in

the Oxford movement. Newman in his Apologia

pronounces Keble its " true and primary author."

He wrote nine of the Tracts for the Times (nos. 4,

13, 40, 52, 54, 57, 67, 60, 89), the first being on
apostolic succession and the last on the mysticism
attributed to the early Fathers. He approved of

Newman's Tract 90, but did not leave the oom-
mimion of the English Church and regarded the

doctrine of the immaculate conception as an in-

superable barrier to ecclesiastical union. Other
works are Praelectiones Academioae (2 vols., Ox-
ford, 1844), his lectures on poetry; Sermons (1847);

and a Life (^ Bishop Wilson (2 vols., 1863). After

his death appeared Occasional Papers and Reviews
(Oxford, 1877) and eleven volumes of sermons
(1876-80). Keble was not eloquent as a preacher,

but scriptiutd and impressive. He had a remark-
able power of attracting both old and jroung.

Shortly after his death his friends and admirers
raised a fund and erected to his memory Keble
College at Oxford, which was opened in 1869.

D. S. SCHATT.
Bibuooeapht: BioKrapfaiM are by J. T. Ooleridce, 2 vob.,

Oxford, ISeQ; W. Look. Boston. 1898. ConraH also:

J. C. Shairp. John KMb: Btmy <m Ihe Author €^th»** ChriB-
tian Ymxr," Edinburgh. 1866; The Strtikjrfaot. HofM.
ChurehsB and other Plaem eonneeted with th» Author of
" The ChrUHan Yearr wWi Notet by J, F, Moor, Oxford.
1867: J. H. Newman. Beeaye CriHeal and HittoriaO, ii

421 sqq., London. 1873. and of. the Apologia; 8. W. Duf-
field. Bnolioh Hymna, pp. 600-«02. New York, 1866;
Julian, Hymnolon, pp. 610-«13: DNB, xxx. 291-205.

KECKERMANH, BARTHOLOMAEUS: German
Reformed theologian; b. at Dansig 1571 (15737);

d. there Aug. 25, 1609. He studied at Witten-
berg, Leipsic, and Heidelberg, where he became
professor of Hebrew. From 1601 till his death
he was rector and professor of philosc^hy at the

Reformed Gymnasium of his native city. All

his literary works grew out of courses of lectures.

His Opera om^ta (2 vols., Geneva, 1614) comprise
the whole sphere of philosophy, which he tn^ted
in the spirit of a strict Aristotelianism, while many
other Reformed theologians adopted the method
and ideas of Petrus Ramus. His theological works,
Rhetorica ecdesiastica (3d. ed., Hanau, 1606), and
Systema theologicum (1602, and often; Eng. transl.,

A Manuduction to Theology [London, 16207]) form
only an appendix; and his dogmatic system is inter^

esting chiefly on account of its method. Keeker^
mann starts from a subjective point of view, from
the enjoyment of God by man. The first book of

the Systema treats of God as the highest aim of

man. From the highest aim Keckermann proceeds
analytically to the means for its attainment, which
are knowledge of our misery and deliverance from
it. Hence he distinguished two parts of theology,

a theologia pathologiki (book ii., doctrines of the orig-

inal state, fall, and sin), and a theologia therapeutiki

(book iii., election, redemption, justification, and
perfection) . But he did not follow the consequences
of his subjective starting-point beyond the structure

of the external frame. Keckermaim's attempt to

transfer ethics from theology to philosophy is still

worthy of note. (E. F. Karl MCllbb.)

Bibuoorapbt: M. Adam. Vitae Oermanor%tm philoeophorum,
pp. 232 eqq.. Frankfort. 1706; P. Bayle, DieHonary His-
torical and Critical, iii 666, London, 1736; A. Sdiweiaer.
Olaubenalehre der evangelitch^ormierten Kirdle, I 08,
ii. 161 sqq.. Zurich, 1844; F. W. J. H. Qaoa. Oeechit^Ue
der proteetantieehen Doomatik, I 406 sqq., Berlin. 1864.
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KBDNET, JOHH STBINFORT: Protestant Epis-

copal; b. at Bloomfiekl, N. J., Feb. 12, 1819. He
was educated at Union Colk^ (A.B., 1838) and
General Theological Seminary (1841). He was oi^

dered deacon in 1841 and priested in 1843. After

being a missionary in North Carolina from 1842 to

1845, he was rector of St. John's, Salem, N. J.

(1847-52), Bethesda, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

(1852-59), Trinity, Society Hills, S. C. (1859-«5),

Trinity, Potsdam, N. Y. (1865-70), and Trinity,

Camden, S. C. (1870-71). Since 1871 he has been

professor of divinity in Seabuiy Divinity School,

Faribault, Minn., although advancing years have
compelled him to retire from active work. He has

written: Catatoba River,and Other Poeme (New York,

1846); The Beautifrd and the SMime (1884);

Hegel*8 jBeOutice ((Chicago, 1886); ChrietUm Doty
trine Harmonized (2 vols.. New York, 1888); Mena
Chriati (1890); and PrMeme in Ethics (1900).

KBDROH. See Kidbon.

KBBHB, JAMES BKmiBTT: Church of Ire-

land, bishop of Meath; b. at Dublin Oct. 25, 1849.

He studied at Trinity College, Dublin (B.A., 1871),

and was ordered deacon in 1872 and ordained priest

in the following year. He was curate of St. Mat-
thias, Dublin (1872-74), diocesan curate of Meath
(1874-77), Y. M. C. A. chaplain at Dublin (1877-

1879), incimibent of Ballyboy (1879), and rector of

Navan (1879-97). In 1897 he was consecrated

bishop of Meath. He has been examining chap-

lain to the bishop of Meath (1885-94), prebendary
of Tipper and canon of St. Patrick's Cathedral,

Dublin (1892-97), and rural dean of Skiyne (1896-

1897).

KEBRBR, JOHH CHRISTIAN: Methodist Epis-

copal (South) bishop; b. at Baltimore, Md., Feb.

7, 1819. He was graduated at Wesleyan Univer-

sity, Middletown, Conn., in 1835, and, after being

engaged in business for six years, entered the minis-

try of his denomination in 1841. For the next

seven yean he was pastor of churches in Alabama,
and from 1848 to 1861 was pastor at New Orleans,

being also presiding elder in 1858 and 1860. He
was then superintendent of the chaplains attached

to the Confederate Army west of the Mississippi

until 1864, when he returned to New Orleans as

presiding elder and editor of the New Orleans Chris-

Han Advoeaie. In 1870 he was elected bishop. In

1873 he established a Methodist Episcopal mission

in Mexico. He has written: The Post Oak Circuit

(Nashville, Tenn., 1857); Studies of Bible Truths

(1899); and The Garden </ Eden and the Flood

(1900).

KBIL9 kail, KARL AUOUST GOTTLIEB: Ger-

man theologian; b. at Qrossenhain (19 m. n.n.w.

of Dresden), Saxony, Apr. 23, 1754; d. at Leipsie

Apr. 22, 1818. Left an orphan at an early age, he
was adopted by an unde in Leipsio in 1763, and
studied at the university of that city. In 1785 he
was appointed assistant professor of philosophy;

became assistant professor of theology two yean
later, and in 1792, upon the death of his former

teacher, Professor Morus, he succeeded to the chair

of theology. Ketl may be regarded as a worthy

V1.-20

representative of the Leipsio school of theolpgy,

which exerdsed a considerable influence during the

latter part of the eighteenth and the beginning of

the nineteenth century. He published a Lehbuch
der Hermeneutik des Neuen Testaments (Leipsio,

1810) and wrote a number of essays, which were
collected by J. D. Goldhom and published under
the title Keilii opuscula academica ad Novi Tetior

menti interprelationem grammatico-historicam et

theologiae christianae origines pertinentia (1820).

From 1812 to 1817 KeU collaborated with Tisohir-

ner in editing the Analeklen /Or das Studium der

exegetischen und systematisdien Theologie.

(WoLDBMAR ScHianrt.)
BxBUOOBArar: His autobiosraphy is included in Kretisler,

BMchrmbung der FeUrlidhkmim am Jubelfule der Uni-
vereiUU Leijteio, Dee. 4. 1909, pp. lO-lS, Leipsio, 1810.

KEIL, JOHANH FRIEDRICH KARL: German
Protestant exegete; b. at Lauterbach near Olsnits

(25 m. S.W. of Zwickau), Saxony, Feb. 26, 1807; d.

at ROdlita (8 m. s.e. of Glauchau), Saxony, May 6,

1888. He studied theolpgy in Doipat and Berlin,

and in 1833 accepted a call to the theological fac-

ulty of Doipat, where he labored for twenty-five

years as docent and professor of Old- and New-Tee-
tament exegesis and Oriental languages. With Sar-

torius, Busch, later Philippi, Theodosius, Hamack
and Kurts, he educated for the Baltic provinces a
generation of preachers who faithfully adhered to

the confession of the Church. In 1850 he settled at

Leipsie, where he devoted himself to literary work
and to the practical affairs of the Lutheran Church.

In 1887 he removed to Rddlits, continuing there his

Uterary activity until his death. He belonged to the

strictly orthodox and conservative school of Heng-
stenberg. Ignoring almost entirely modem criti-

cism, all his writings represent the view that the

books of the Old and New Testaments are to be re-

tained as the revealed word of God. Till the very
last he regarded the modem development ofGerman
theological science as a passing phase of error.

His chief work is the commentary on the Oki Testa-

ment (4 vols, in 14, Leipsie, 1861-75; Eng. transl.,

25 vols., Edinburgh, 1864-78), which he undertook
with Frans Delitzsch. To this work he contrib-

uted oonunentaries on all the books from Genesis

to Esther inclusive, Jeremiah, Esekiel, Daniel, and
the minor prophets. He also published commen-
taries on MaocfU)ees (Leipsie, 1875), Matthew (1877),

Mark and Luke (1879), John (1881), Peter and Jude
(1883), and Hebrews (1885). Other works are: Der
Tempd Salomes (Doipat, 1830); Eiideitung in die

kanomschen Schriflen des AUen Testaments (Frank-

fort, 1853; 3d ed., 1873; Eng. transl., 2 vols..

Manual of Historico^riiical Introduction (0 . . .

The O. 7*., Edinburgh, 1870); and Handbw^ der

biUischen ArchOologie (1858-^60; 2d. ed., 1875; Eng.
transl.. Manual 0/ BiUieal Archaology, 2 vols.,

Edinburgh, 1887-88). (W. J. A. Knu)
KEDf, koim, KARL THBODOR: Geraoan his-

torical theologian; b. at Stuttgart Dec. 17, 1825;

d. at Giessen Nov. 17, 1878. He studied theolpgy

from 1843 to 1847 at Tubingen, devoting himself

with special seal to Oriental languages, cmd being

influenced by F. C. Baur. He was tutor in the

family of Ck>unt Sontheim, 1848-50; in 1850
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tinued bis studies at Bonn; was lecturer at Tu-
bingen, 1851-55; pastor in EssHngen, WOrttemberg,
1856-59. From 1860 to 1873 be was professor of

bistorical tbeology at tbe University of ZUricb, and
from 1873 until sbortly before his deatb, when ill

health compelled his resignation, held a correspond-

ing position at Giessen. The three years of preach-

ing and pastoral labor at Esslingen, of which a
memorial exists in Freundenoorte zur Gemeinde, a
collection of sermons (Stuttgart, 1861), show him to

have been an eloquent and edifying preacher; but
he was essentially a scholar. His chief importance
for Evangelical theology lies in the sphere of his-

tory, especially in the investigation and scientific

establishment of the historical foimdations of

Christian faith. After his first theological examina-
tion he published a priae essay, VerhOUnis der Chris-

ten in den ersten drei Jahrhunderten bis Konstantin
zum romiachen Reiche (1848). The Revolution of

1848 caused him to leave Tubingen and return to

his native city where he occupied himself first with
the study of primitive Christianity, but soon turned
to the history of the Refonnation, especially in

Swabia. In the latter field he published: Die Re/or-

rmUion der Reichsetadl Ulm (Stuttgart, 1851);

Schwdbieche Reformationageschichte bis zum Augs-
burger Reichstag (Tiibingen, 1855); Ambrosius
Blarer (Stuttgart, 1860); ReformationsblaUer der

Reichsstadt Esslingen (Esslingen, 1860). His his-

torical investigations show scientific earnestness and
great freedom from prejudice combined with a deep
insight into the character of the Reformers as

Thinkers upon the great religious and political

questions of the time. At Zurich Keim devoted
himself exclusively to the study of primitive Chris-

tianity. His special eflfort was to explain the

development of the Christian Church from its apos-

tolic origin up to its conquest over the old faith

and the military power of the Roman Empire,
and to give a scientific representation of the

historic origin of our faith, the history of Jesus.

The results along the first of these two lines are set

forth especially in: Die rdmischen Tcleramedikte fur
das Christentum und ihr geschichtlicher Wert and
Bedenken gegen die EchtheU des hadrianischen

Christenreskripts (in Theologische Jahrbucher, 1852,

1856); Der UebertriU Konstantins des Grossen zum
Christentum (Zurich, 1862); Celsus' Wahres Wort
(ib. 1873); Aus dem Urchristen^m. Geschichtliche

Untersuchungen in zwangloser Fclge (ib. 1878) ; and
Rom. und das Christentum (Berlin, 1881). In re-

gard to the origin of oiu* faith he wrote: Die mensch-
liche Entwickdung Jesu Christi (Zurich, 1861), Die
geschichtliche Wilrde Jesu (ib. 1864); he then re-

published the two just named, with a new lecture,

imder the caption, Der geschichtliche Christus (ib.

1865); then followed his greatest works, Die Ge-
schichte Jesu von Nazara in ihrer Verkettung mit
dem Gesammtleben seines Volkesfrei untersucht und
ausfuhrlich erklart (3 vols., ib. 1867-72; Eng. transL,

The History of Jesus of Namrethy 6 vols., London,
1873-82). In order to give his views a wider cur-

rency, Keim published Die Geschichte Jesu nach den
Ergebnissen heutiger Wissenschaft fur weitere Kreise

abersichUich erzdhlt (1874, 1875). Although he em-
phasized chiefly the hiunan side in Christ, he can

not be called a " Unitarian." While minimising the

miraculous element in Christianity, and in spite of

the most concrete conception of the human limita-

tions and development of its founder, he considered

Jesus not only the greatest upon earth, but the Son
'* in whom the Father reveals himself." In his criti-

cism of the historical sources he starts from Paul,

whose epistles he regards as the firm basis for

Evangelical history and the decisive test for judg-

ing all other events; and in this criticism he pro-

ceeds entirely according to objective points of view,

unhampered by any dogmatic theory of inspiration.

He rejected the fourth Gospel; among the synoptic

Gospels he gave the preference to Matthew, which,

according to him, originated as early as 68 and is

distinguished by primitive simpUdty and absence

of preconceived notions, showing only slight traces

of revision. Luke, according to Keim, obscured

the simple representation of Matthew by his medi-

ating Pauline standpoint. Mark wrote in tbe in-

ter^t of a world-embracing imiversalism, chang-

ing the picture of Jesus in Matthew by omitting

the most important speeches wherever they dash
with his theory. Keim's work shows rare scientific

solidity and deep penetration, and holds a

position in the literature of the life of Jesus

which can not be neglected even by those who
do not share his rationalistic standpoint.

(H. ZlSGLER.)

KEIMANN, koi'mOn (KEYMANN), CHRISTIAll:
Saxon educator and hynm-writer; b. at Pankraz,

near Gabel (50 m. n.n.e. of Prague), Bohemia, Feb.

27, 1607; d. at Zittau (50 m. e.s.e. of Dresden),

Saxony, Jan. 13, 1662. He attended the gymna-
sium at Zittau and the University of Wittenberg

(M.A., 1634), became associate rector of the gym-
nasium at Zittau in 1634 and was rector from 1639

till his death. His Easter hymn, Meinen Jesum
Ic^s ich nicht ('' My Savior will I not forsake ") has

been extremely popular. Also the Christmas hymn,
FreudCf Freude aber Freude (" O joy all joys ex-

celling **)f the Advent hymn, Hosianna^ Davids

Sohn (" Hosannah to the Son of David '*)» and the

Passion hynm, Sei gegrUssetj Jesu guHg (** Hail to

the Savior benign **), a paraphrase of Salve^ Jesu,

summe bonus by Bernard of Clairvaux, found much
acceptance. Chi July 31, 1651, he was crowned
imperial poet-laureate. He was also active as a

pedagogic^ author. Religious education was fos-

tered by his Mnemosyne sacra (GSrlitz, 1646), and
Micae evangelicas (Zittau, 1655); also by the col-

lection of proverbs originally issued by Gerlach,

Sententiarum sacrarum ceniuriae duae (Dresden,

1635). Of wide use in linguistic instruction were

his Tabulae dedinationum (Leipsic, 1649), and the

Enchiridion grammaJticum Latinum (Jena, 1649),

and his books on his logic, rhetoric, and arith-

metic were issued repeatedly. He also wrote a

mmiber of school dramas. Georq Mueller.
Biblioorapht: An early life is by C. Weis, Memcria C,

KeimanrU, Zittau, 1689; the modem one by H. J. Ktai-
mel, Christian Keimann, ib. 1866; idem, in ADB, zr.

535-536. Consult further: O. E. Koch. O^et^idtte det

Kirchenlieda, Stuttgart, 1867; A. F. W. Fischer, Kircket^
liederlexikon, i. 195, 312. iL 52. 248. 282. 449. Gotha.
1878-79; Julian, Hymnology,' pp. 613-614. A large

literature is indicated in Hauck-Heraog, RE, z. 202.
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KBITH, kith, ALEXANDER: Clergyman of the

Free Church of Scotland; b. at Keith Hall (11 m.
n.w. of Aberdeen), Aberdeenshire, Nov. 30, 1791;

d. at Buxton (160 m. n.w. of London), Derbyshire,

Feb. 8, 1880. He studied at the Marischal College

and University of Aberdeen (B.A., 1809; D.D.,

1833), was licensed to preach in 1813, and was pre-

sented the same year to St. Cyrus, Kincardineshire,

which he resigned in 1840 on account of ill health.

In 1839 he visited Palestine as a member of a com-
mission sent out by the Church of Scotland to in-

quire into the condition of the Jews, preparatory

to the establishment of a mission among them.
At the disruption of 1843 he joined the Free Church.

He was the author of several works on prophecy,

the best known being Evidence of the Truth of the

Christian Rdiffionf Derived from the Literal Ful-

filment of Prophecy (Edinburgh, 1828; 40th ed.,

London, 1873). Other works are: The Signs of the

Times (2 vols., Edinburgh, 1832); Demanstraiion

of the Truth of Christianity (1838); The Harmony
of Prophecy (1851); and The History and Destiny

of the World (London, 1861).

Bibuoorapht: A. Black, Jewish Miaaionary Travda to the

Jew, pp. 3 sqq., Newcastle, 1841; Hew Scott, FmH
eedeaiae Scoticanae, iii, 2, pp. 805, 881, London. 1871;
DNB, xxz. 315-316.

KEITH, GEORGE: Scotch Quaker, afterward

Anglican clergyman and missionary to America;

b., probably in Aberdeenshire, 1639; d. at Edbui^
ton (20 m. e. of Chichester), Sussex, Mar. 27, 1716.

After receiving the degree of M. A. from Marischal

College, Aberdeen, he became tutor and chaplain

in a noble family. He was designed for the Pres-

byterian ministry, but about 1664 adopted the

tenets of the Quakers, and soon won a prominent
position in the councils of the sect. He was inti-

mately associated with Robert Barclay, George
Fox, and William Penn. After having been fre-

quently imprisoned for preaching in England,
Keith emigrated to America about 1685, served for

a time as surveyoi^general in New Jersey, and set-

tled in Philadelphia in 1689 as principal of a Friends'

school. Subsequently he traveled in New England
and defended the principles of the Quakers in con-

troversy with Increase Mather and others. Hav-
ing become involved in bitter disputes with other

leaders of the sect, in 1692 Keith headed a faction

called " Keithites," or " Christian Quakers." In

1694 he returned to England, where he was de-

nounced by Penn as an apostate and dismissed

from the society at the Annual Meeting of 1695.

After preaching to his followers for five years at

Turners' Hall, London, he united with the Estab-

lished Church in 1700, and subsequently led several

hundred Quakers to conform. From 1702 till 1704

he traveled in America as a missionary of the So-

ciety for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign

Parts. From 1706 till his death he was rector of

Edburton, Sussex. He is said to have been one
of the most scholarly and versatile men ever en-

rolled by the Quakers. The more important of

his numerous writings are: The Deism of William
Penn and his Brethren (London, 1699); The Stand-

ard of the Quakers Examined (1702); and A Journal

of Travels (1706),

Bxbuoobapht: DNB^ xxx. 318-321, where referencea to
scattered notices &re given.

KEITH-FALCONER, HONORABLE ION GRANT
NEVILLE : Church of Scotland layman; the third son
of the ninth earl of Kintore ; b. in Edinburgh July

6, 1856; d. at Aden, Arabia, May 11, 1887. He
was educated at Harrow Public School, and at

Cambridge University, at both of which he distin-

guished himself not only by scholarship but by his

bicycle-riding. He was appointed Lord Almoner's
professor of Arabic at Cambridge, 1886. He also

taught himself Pitman's system of shorthand and
attained uncommon speed for a non-professional.

He became deeply interested in evangelistic work
in Cambridge and in London, and so his thoughts
turned to making his remarkable Oriental learning

available on the foreign field. With this in view he
paid a visit to Aden to see for himself the pros-

pects of a mission to the Mohammedans and being
convinced that his lifework lay in that direction

he laid aside his ambition as an Oriental scholar

in England, and in 1886 went to Aden as a lay

missionary of the Church of Scotland. There, how-
ever, he quickly succumbed to an attack of fever.

He was destined to be of much more consequence
in inciting others to labor for the conversion of

Mohammedans and other non-Christians than as

a worker himself. It was one of the sources of this

influence that he was a nobleman of wealth and
therefore one who could not be accused of sordid

motives. He died too soon to do much in litera-

ture. Still his article on shorthand in the ninth
edition of the Encydopcedia Britannica, his edition

(1885) of Kalilah and Dimnah, otherwise known as

the Fables of Bidpai, and some of his papers at-

tracted wide attention.

Bxbuoobapht: R. Sinker, Memoriala of , , , KeilhrFal-
eoner, Cambridge, 1888.

KELLER (CELLARIUS), ANDREAS: Early Ger-
man Evangelical; b. at Rottenburg (25 m. s.w.

of Stuttgart), Wiirttemberg, 1503; d. Sept. 18,

1562. He probably studied at Vienna. In the
spring of 1524 he preached the Gospel with youth-
ful fire in his native town and combated the pa-

pacy, and accepted in the same year a call to Stras-

burg as assistant at St. Peter's. In Dec., 1524, he
became pastor at Wasselnheim, near Strasburg.

By means of brief tracts he sought to promote the

cause of the Gospel, and also wrote his now van-
ished catechism, Bericht der Kinder zu Waselheim
in Frag und Antwort gestelU (Strasburg, 1530). In
Sept., 1536, he became pastor at Wildberg, Wtirt-

temberg, and later superintendent. In 1542 Stras-

bui^ wished to recall him, but he remained at Wild-
berg, reformed the neighboring cloister of Reuthin,

and participated in the weightiest affairs of the

State Church, e.g., in the memorial with reference

to the attitude of the Evangelicals toward the coun-
cil, 1543-44; and in the matter of advisement con-

cerning the Confessio Wirlembergica, Jime, 1551.

As a writer he now confined himself to German ver-

sions of foreign works. G. Bossert.
BtBUooRAPHT: Sources are: L. M. FiBchlin, Memoria the-

ologontm Wtrtmnbergenaium, supplement, pp. 46, 376,
Uhn, 1709-1710; C. F. Schnurrer, Erl&uterungen dor
wirtombergiechen Kirchen' Rsformaiione- und OeUhrten-OO"
t€hichte, pp. 80, 209, Tabingen, 1798; T. W. Roehrioh,
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GmcAmAI* dtr lUformaHon im Bl»aa$, I 2n. 875. iL 19.
Struburg. 1830-82. Conralt alM: C. T. Keim. SekwA-
hiaehs B^ortnationtffMckiehU, pp. 24 sqq.. Tdbingwi.
18M; WHrtUmbtrg%§dis KvrehmH/emAidU*, pp. 272 eqq..

Stuttcart, 1802.

KELLER, LUDWIO KARL: German Refonned
layman; b. at Fritslar (16 m. 8.w. of Caasel), Prus-

sia, Mar. 28, 1840. He was educated at the uni-

versities of Leipsie and Marburg (Ph.D., 1873),

and from 1874 to 1895 was connected with the

state archives of Westphalia at Monster, where he
was successively second assistant (1874-81), and
director (1874-05). Since 1895 he has been privy
state archivist at Berlin. Besides being editor of

the MonatBachrift der Comemua-OeaeUschafif he has
written the following works of theological interest:

Geachiehie der Wiedert&iifer und %hre$ Reicha tu
MUfuUr (Manster, 1880); Die Oegenreformation in

WeetfcUen und am Niedarhein, Adenetiicke und Er-
lauterungen (3 parts, Leipsie, 1886-95); Ein ApoOd
der Wiederi&vfer (biography of Hans Denk; 1882);

Die Reformation und die dUeren Reformparteien in
ihrem Zuaammenhange dargeetelU (1885); Die WaMr
eneer und die deutachen BibeliiberaeUungen (1886);

and Johann von StaupiU und die Atrfdnge der Re-
formaHon (1888).

KELLNER, KARL ADAM HEINRICH: Ger-
man Roman Catholic; b. at Heiligenstadt (15 m.
n.w. of MUhlhausen), Prussia, Aug. 26, 1837. He
studied at the academy of MOnster, the University

of Tubingen, and the seminary of Treves, and was
ordained to the priesthood in 1861. He was then
vicar at Treves 1862-65, parish priest at Bitbuig
1866-67, and professor of canon law in the theo-

logical seminary at Hildesheim from 1867 to 1874,
when the institution was closed as a result of the

Kulturkampf. In 1874 he was appointed professor

of church history in the University of Bonn, and
held this position until his retirement from active

life in 1902. He has written Buaa- und Straffver-

fahrungen gegen Kleriker in den aecha eraten chriair

lichen Jakrhunderten (Treves, 1863); HeUeniamua
und ChriaterUum (Cologne, 1866): AuagewOhUe
Sehriften TertuUiana OberaeUt (2 vols., Kempten,
1870-72); Verfaaaung, LehranU und Uirfehlbarkeit

der Kirche (1872); TertuUiana aammtiiche Sehriften

aberaetzt (2 vols., Cologne, 1882); and Heartologie

Oder daa Kirchenjahr und die HeUigefrfeate in ihrer

geachichtlichen Enttvicklung von den dUeaten Zeiten

bia zur Oegenwari (Freiburg, 1901). He also re-

vised the eleventh voliune of Rohrbacher's Uni-
veraalgeachichte der katholiachen Kirche (MOnster,

1880).

KELLS, SYNOD OF: A synod convened in 1152

at Eells (38 m. n.w. of Dublin), by Eugenius III.,

for the purpose of reorganising the Church of Ire-

land. It divided the country into four archbish-

oprics, established a hierarchy, introduced tithes

and the PeterVpence, acknowledged the papal su-

premacy, etc. See Csimc Chubch in Britain and
Irsland, III., 2, ( 5.

KELLY, THOMAS: Irish dissenting preacher

and hymn-writer; b. at Kellyville (4 m. w. of Athy),

County Queen's, July 13, 1769; d. there May 14,

1855. He was graduated at the University of

Dublin and studied law in London, but took orders
in the Established Church in 1792 and began to
preach in Dublin. For his fervent Evangeliod ser-

mons he was soon inhibited by the archbishop from
preaching in the diocese of Dublin. After preach-
ing for a time in two unconsecrated buildings in the
city, he became a dissenter and, from his ample
means, erected chapels at Athy, Portarlington,

Wateriford, Wexford, and other places, where he
continued to preach. His reputation rests upon his

Hymna on Varioua Paaaagea of Scripture (Dublin,

1804). The ninety-six hymns of the first edition

grew to 765 in the seventh (1853), the last that ap-
peared before his death. His best-known hymns
are, " Come, see the place where Jesus lay," and
" On the mountain's top appearing."
Bibuoorapht: B. W. DuffieM, Bngluh Hymna, pp. 206-

207 et pMom. New York, 1886; JuU«n. HymnoloQy, pp.
614-615.

KELLY, WILLIAM: Plymouth Brother; b. of
Episcopalian parentage in the north of Ireland

1821; d. at Exeter, England, Mar. 27, 1906. He
was early left fatherleas, supported himself by
teaching in the island of Sark, and joined the Plym-
outh Brethren (q.v.) in 1840. He retained a cloee

connection with the Channel Islands for thirty

years, residing in Guernsey, but for the latter haLT

of his career his home was at Blackheath, London,
S. E. He graduated with classical honors at Trin-

ity Cbllege, Dublin, and by his writings established

a reputation for soimd scholarship and acquired
distinction as an able controversialist. Besides
aiding TregeUes in that eminent scholar's investi-

gations as a Biblical textual critic, he himself pub-
lished, in 1860, a critical edition of the Revelation
of John, which earned a commendatory notice from
Ewald in the Qi5ttingen JahrhUcher. Such studies

were carried on concurrently with the editing of a
periodical entitled The Proapect, which gave way to
The Bible Treasury, carried on by Kelly to the time
of his death. This brought the editor into corre-

spondence with such men as Dean Alford, Dr. Rob-
ert Scott the lexicographer, Principal Edwards,
Professor Sanday, and other theologians. In his

last days Archdeacon Denison was wont to speak
of The BibU Treaaury as the only religious magazine
worth reading, so steadfast was the editor in rejecv

tion of what he believed to be Christ-dishonoring

views of the Bible put forth by higher critics.

Kelly identified himself whole-heartedly with the
body of doctrine developed by the late John Nel-

son Darby (q.v.), whose CoUeded Writinga were
edited by him. According to Neatby, he '' was
essentially the interpreter of Darby to the uniniti-

ated." Kelly's own merits were, however, mani-
fest alike in living as in written ministry. Spur-
geon, judging by the latter, has applied to him, in

the Guide to Commerdariea, words of Goldsmith,
" bom for the universe, who narrowed his mind **

by Darbyism. Although friction at last arose be-

tween tl^m, the younger retained his veneration for

the older man.
In the list of Kelly's writings will be foimd lec-

tures on or formal expositions of all the books of

the Bible. Kelly exercised considerable influence

upon outside readers by his Ledurea on the New
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Te§iamerU Doctrine of the Holy SpirU (London,
(1867); On the Chwrch of Ood (10th ed., 1906); On
the Peniateueh (1877); On the Qoepd </ MaUhew
(1868); and On (^ Book o/Revdatum (1861). " In
the Beginning" (Moaaic Cosmogony), Expoeitione

of the Fropheciea qf laaiah and the Goepd of John
(enlaiged ed. by E. E. Whitfield, 1907); The EpietU
to the HArtwe and the Epietlee of John; a work on
God*9 InepiroHon qfthe ScriptureM, and his last words
on Chriet'e Coming again (in which he vindicated
the originality of Darby in regard to the ** Secret
Rapture " after its impugnment by an American
writer) are other works which warrant notice.

E. E. Whiitibld.
BnuooaAPHT: W. B. Neatby, Wittiam KtUy at a TUo-

iogian, in BxpotUor, 7 ter.. no. 17.

KELSO, JAMES ANDERSON: Prasbyterian; b.

at Rawal Pindi (90 m. s.e. of Peshawur), India,

June 6, 1873. He was graduated at Washington
and Jefferson College in 1892, Western Theological

Seminary in 1896, and studied in Berlin and Leip-

aic (Ph.D., 1902). He was tutor of Greek and
Latin at Washington and Jefferson (}ollege 1892-

1893, instructor in Hebrew in Western Theological

Seminary 1897-1901, professor of Hebrew and Okl-
Testament literature in the same institution 1901-
1909, and president since 1909. He is "an adher-
ent of the confessional Theology of the Presbyterian

Church, U.8.A." He has written Die Klagelieder,

der maeontiache Text und die Venionen (Leipsic,

1901).

KEMPIS^ THOMAS A.

Llif^ Minor Writinis.
IL Tlw hniution of Christ.

IILDiqmitod Authonhip of
the ''ImitationofChrist."

General Survey (f 1).

Gersen's Claims (I 2).

Genon's Oaims (| 3).

Thomas k Kempis ({ 4).

L Life, Minor Writings: Thomas k Kempis,
German mystic and author of the " Imitation of

Christ," was bom at Kempen (40 m. n.w. of Co-
logne) in 1380 and died near Zwolle (52 m. e.n.e.

of Amsterdam) in 1471. His paternal name was
Hemerken or H&mmerlein, *' little hammer." In
1395 he was sent to the school at Deventer con-

ducted by the Brethren of the Common Life (q.v.).

He became skilful as a copyist and was thus en-

abled to support himself. Later he was admitted
to the Augustinian convent of Mount Saint Agnes
near ZwoUe, where his brother John had been before

him and had risen to the dignity of prior. Thomas
received priest's orders in 1413 and was made sub-

prior 1429. The house was disturbed for a time

in consequence of the pope's rejection of the bishop-

elect of Utrecht, Rudolph of Diepholt; otherwise,

Thomas' life was a quiet one, his time being spent

between devotional exercises, composition, and
copying. He copied the Bible no less than four

times, one of the copies being preserved at Darm-
stadt in five volumes. In its teachings he was
widely read, and his works abound in Biblical quo-

tatiooSy especially from the New Testament. His

life is no doubt fitly characterised by the words
under an okl picture, first referred to by Francescus

Tolenali: ** In all thmgs I sought quiet and found

it not save in retirement and in books." A monu-
ment was dedicated to his memoiy in the presence

of the archbishop of Utrecht in St. Michael's Church,
Zwolle, Nov. 11, 1897.

Thomas k Kempis belonged to the school of

mystics who were scattered along the Rhine from
Switserland to Strasburg and Cologne and in the
Netherlands. He was a follower of Geert Groote
and Florentius Radewijns, the founders of the

Brethren of the Common Life. His writings are

all of a devotional character and include tracts and
meditations, letters, sermons, a life of St. Lydewigis,

a Christian woman who remained steadfast under
a great stress of auctions, and biographies of

Groote, Radewijns, and nine of their companions.
Works similar in contents to the "Imitation of

Christ " and pervaded by the same spirit are his pro-

longed meditation on the life and blessings of the

Savior and another on the Incarnation. Both of

these works overflow with adoration for Christ.

n. The Imitatton of Christ: The work which
has given Thomas k Kempis universal fame in the

Western churches is the De imUatione Chrieti. It

is the pearl of all the writings of the mystical Ger-
man-Dutch school of the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries, and with the ** (}onfessions " of Augus-
tine and Bunyan's FOgrim'e Progrtee it occupies a
front rank, if not the foremost place, among useful

manuals of devotion, after the Bible. Protestants

and Roman Catholics alike join in giving it praise.

The Jesuits give it an official place among their
" exerdses." John Wesley and John Newton put
it among the works that influenced them at their

conversion. General Gordon carried it with him
to the battlefield. Few books have had so exten-

sive a circulation. The number of counted edi-

tions exceeds 2,000; and 1,000 different editions

are preserved in the British Museum. The Bul-

lingen collection, donated to the dty of (}ologne in

1838, contained at the time 400 different editions.

De Backer {Eaaai, ut inf.) enumerates 545 Latin

and about 900 French editions. Originally writ-

ten in Latin, a French translation was niade as

early as 1447, which still remains in manuscript.

The first printed French copies appeared at Tou-
louse 1488. The earliest German translation was
made in 1434 by J. de Bellorivo and is preserved

in (}olQgne. The editions in German began at

Augsburg in 1486. The first English translation

(1502) was by William Atkinson and Maigaret,

mother of Henry VII., who did the fourth book.

Translations appeared in Italian (Venice, 1488,

MiUm 1489), Spanish (Seville, 1536), Arabic (Rome,
1663), Armenian (Rome, 1674), Hebrew (Frank-

fort, 1837), and other languages. ComeiUe pro-

duced a poetical paraphrase in French in 1651.

The " Imitation of Christ " derives ita title from
the heading of the first book, De imiUMone ChrieH

et coniemptiA omnium vamUUum nrnndu It consists

of four books and seems to have been written in

meter and rime, a fact first announced by K.
Hirsche in 1874. The four books are not found in

all the manuscripts, nor are they arranged invaria-

bly in the same order. The work is a manual of

devoticm intended to help the soul in its communion
with God and the pursuit of hoUness. Its sentences

are statements, not aiguments, and are pitched in

the hi^est key of Christian experience. It was
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meant for monastics and recluses. Behind and
within all its reflections runs the coimcil of self-

renimciation. The life of Christ is presented as the

highest study possible to a mortal. His teachings

far excel all the teachings of the saints. The book
gives counsels to read the Scriptures, statements

about the uses of adversity, advice for submission

to authority, warnings against temptation and how
to resist it, reflections about death and the judg-

ment, meditations upon the oblation of Christ, and
admonitions to flee the vanities of the world.

Christ himself is more than all the wisdom of the

schoob and lifts the mihd to perceive more of eter-

nal truth in a moment of time than a student might
learn in the schools in ten years. Excellent as

these counsels are, they are set in the minor key
and are especially adapted for souls burdened with

care and sorrow and sitting in darkness. They
present only one side of the Christian life, and in

order to compass the whole of it they must be sup-

plemented by counsels for integrity, bravery and
constancy in the struggle of daily existence to which
the vast mass of mankind, who can not be recluses,

are called. The charge has even been made that

the piety commended by the '* Imitation" is of a
selfish monkish type. It was written by a monk and
intended for the convent; it lays stress on the pas-

sive qualities and does not touch with firmness the

string of active service in the world. That which
makes it acceptable to all Christians is the supreme
stress it lays upon Christ and the possibility of im-

mediate commimion with him and God. The ref-

erences to medieval mistakes or superstitions are

confined to several passages, viz., the merit of good
works and transubstantiation (iv. 2), purgatory

(iv. 9), and the worship of saints (i. 13, ii. 9, iii. 6,

59). In other works, however, Thomas k Kempis
exalts Mary as the queen of heaven, the efficient

mediatress of sinners, and to her all should flee as

to a mother. She should be invoked. He also

gives prayers to Mary (cf. the De tabernacuUa, and
Hortus roaarum, Pohl's ed., ut inf., i. also iii. 357,

vi. 219, 235 sqq.).

IIL Disputed Authorship of the "Imitation of

Christ": To some extent national sentiments have
entered into the controversy which for 300 years

has been waged over the authorship

I. General of the ''Imitation," France and Italy

Survey. contending for the honor of furnishing

the author as against the Netherlands.

The weight of opinion is in favor of Thomas k
Kempis. Among the recent treatments of the sub-

ject are: K. Hirsche, Prolegomena zu einer neuen
Ausgabe der Imitatio Cknati (Berlin, 1873, 1884,

1894), containing a copy of the Latin text of the

manuscript dated 1441; C. Wolfsgruber, Giovanni

Qersen^ aein Leben und sein Werk De Imitatione Chrisii

(Augsburg, 1880); L. Santini, / diritti di Tommaao
da Kempis (2 vols., Rome, 1879-81); S. Kettlewell,

Authorship of the " De Imitatione Chrieti " (London,

1877; 2d ed., 1884); V. Becker, L'AiUeur de VImi-
tation et lea documents Neirlandais (The Hague, 1882)

;

also Les demiers traveaux sur Vauteur de Vlmitation

(Brussels, 1889); H. S. Denifle, KrUische Bemerk-

ungen tut Geraen-Kempis Frage^ in ZKT (1882-

1883); O. A. Spitzen^ Thomas a Kempis als st^jver

der navolging (Utrecht, 1880), also NouveUe de-

fense en r6ponse du Denifle (1884); F. X. Funk,
Gerson und Gersen, also Der Verfasser der Nachfdtge

ChrisH, both in his AhhandLungen (ii. 373-444,

Paderbom, 1899); P. E. Puyol, Descriptions bib-

liographiques des manuscrits et des prindpales idi-

tions du livre De Imitatione ChrisH (Paris, 1898);

PaUographiSf dassementf g&nMogie du litre de Imi-

tatione Christi (1898), and L*Auteur du livre De
Imitatione Christi (2 vols., 1899-1900); G. Ken-
tenich, Die Handschriften der Imitatio und die Autar-

schaft des Thomas^ in ZKG^ xxiii. 18 sqq., xxiv. 504
sqq.; J. E. G. De Montmorency, Thomas h Kempis,
his Age and his Book, New York, 1906; and L.

Schubse, in Hauck-Hensog, RE, xix. 719-733. For
other works, see the bibliography below. Pohl gives

a list of thirty-five persons to whom the authorship

has at one time or another been ascribed, among
them Thomas k Kempis, Jean Charlier de Gerson,

chancellor of the University of Paris, Giovanni
Gersen, the reputed abbot of Vercelli, Italy, St.

Bernard, Bonaventuj*a, David of Augsbuig, Johann
Tauler, Heinrich Suso, and even Innocent HI., the

last chiefly on account of the second part of the title

of the '' Imitation," recalling Innocent's work on the

contempt of the world. The only claimants worthy
of attention are Thomas k Kempis, the Chancellor

Gerson (d. 1429), and the Abbot Giovanni Gersen,

who is said to have lived about 1230. The uncer-

tainty arises from several facts: (1) a number of

manuscripts and printed editions of the fifteenth cen-

tury have no note of authorship; (2) the rest are di-

vided between these three men and St. Bernard;

and (3) the manuscript copies show important di-

vergences. The matter has been made more pei^

plexing by the forgery of names and dates in man-
uscripts of the " Imitation " since the controversy

began, these forgeries, however, being largely in the

interest of Gerson and Gtersen. A reason for the

absence of an author's name in so many of the

manuscripts is to be found, if Thomas k Kempis
was indeed the author, in his wishing to remain
unknown according to his maxim Ama nesdri,

Love to be unknown. Of the Latin editions be-

longing to the fifteenth century, Pohl gives twenty-
eight as accredited to Gerson, twelve to Thomas,
two to St. Bernard, and six anonymous. Gr, to

follow Funk (p. 426), forty editions of that century

ascribed the work to Gerson, eleven to Thomas,
two to St. Bernard, one to Gersen, and two are

anonymous. Spitzen gives fifteen as ascribed to

Thomas k Kempis. Most of the editions contain-

ing Gerson's name were printed in France; a few
were issued in Italy and Spain. The editions of

the sixteenth century show a change. There,

thirty-seven Latin editions ascribe the authorship

to Thomas k Kempis, twenty-five to Gerson. As
for the manuscripts, all of them dated before 1450»

the dates of which are probably genuine, were writ-

ten in Germany or the Netherlands. The oldest is

included in a codex preserved since 1826 in the royal

library of Brussels. The codex contains nine other

writings of Thomas besides the "Imitation." It is

dated 1441, containing the note, in Latin, finitus et

completus MCCCCXLI per mantta fratris Th, Kern-

pensis in Monte <S. Agnetis prope Zvx>Uia, ** Finished
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and completed in 1441 by the hands of brother

Thomas k Kempis, at Mount Saint Agnes near
ZwoUe " (cf. Pohl, ii. 461). If this be a genuine
writing the numuscript is an autographic copy.

The text of the Imitation is written on older paper
than the other documents comprised in the codes.
It also contains corrections which are found in the
first Dutch translation of 1420. For these reasons

Spitzen, Funk and others place this text of the

Imitation between 1416 and 1420.

The literary controversy over the composition
began in 1604 when Dom Pedro Manriquez, in a
work on the Lord's Supper issued at Milan, declared

the "Imitation" to be older than Bonaventura,
basing his statement upon an alleged

2. Oexien's quotation from it by that schoolman.
Claims. In 1606 Bellarmine inlusDe 9criptaribua

eedeaiasticia stated it was already in ex-

istence in 1260. About the same time the Jesuit

Roesignoli found in a convent at Arona near Milan
a manuscript without date bearing the name of the

Abbot Giovanni Gersen as its author. The house had
at one time belonged to the Benedictines, and the

Benedictine Cajetan, secretary of Paul V., defended
the abbot's claim in his Gersen resHtutua (Rome,
1614) and later in his Apparatua ad Oeraenem reati-

tutum. Cajetan also annoimced the discovery of

a manuscript in Venice containing the statement,
" Not Johannes Gerson but Johannes abbot of Ver-
oelli wrote this book." Gersen's claims were at-

tacked by the Aiigustinian Heribert Rosweyde in

his Vindiciae Kempenaea (Antwerp, 1617), and so
cogently that Bellarmine withdrew his statement.
The Congregation of Propaganda, urged by the
Benedictines, gave permission for the book to be
printed in Rome and elsewhere imder the name of

Gerson. A revival of the assertion of the Italian's

authorship was started by the Piedmontese noble-

man, Gregory, in his lataria delta Vercelleae leUera-

iura (Turin, 1810). He was confirmed in his view
by a manuscript of the " Imitation " purchased in

Paris in 1830, containing the statement that in

1550 it was the property of an Italian Girolamo
d'AvQgadri. The family Avogadri had its ances-

tral seat near Veroelli, and an old diariumf which
Gregory found, contained under the date of Feb.

5, 1347, the record of the transmission of a book
called the " Imitation of Christ." Gregory issued

his manuscript (Paris, 1833), and in his Hiatoire du
livre de VimUaHone (Paris, 1842) he defended the

alleged authorship of the abbot of Vercelli. He
was thoroughly answered by J. B. Malou, bishop of

Bruges, in his Racherehea hiaUmquaa H critiquea aur

la vfrUable auteur du livre da VlmUaHon Chriati

(Toumay. 1848; 3d ed., Paris, 1868). The Italian

origin again foimd a vigorous advocate in Coelestin

Wolfsgruber (ut sup.). The abbot's claim has at

present little or no standing; and it has been shown
that the details of his life are simple conjectures.

Funk pronounces him a fiction. A monument was
dedicated to the Italian's memory at Veroelli in

1884.

After the decision of the Congregation of Propar
ganda the matter of the authorship was taken up
with spirit in France. A careful examination of

the maouseript copies of the Imitation was made,

but with uncertain result. Richelieu in his splendid

edition of 1640 issued the work without name of

author, but in 1652 the French Parlia-

3. GexBon's ment ordered the work issued under the

Claims, name of Thomas k Kempis. Bfabillon

made a fresh examination of manu-
scripts at three gatherings (1671, 1674, 1687), the

case being decided against Thomas k Kempis.
Dupin, in his edition of Gerson 's works (cf. 2d ed.,

172^, vol. i., pp. lix.-lxxxiv.), made a comparison of

Gerson's writings with the " Imitation " and showed
that it was possible that Gerson was the author of the

latter, but closed his discussion with the statement
that it is not possible to come to a final decision

between the claims of Gersen, Gerson, and Thomas
k Kempis. The controversy again broke out with
the edition of 1724 made by the Benedictines £r-
hard and Mesler, who ascribed the authorship to

Gerson as also did Vollardt in his edition (Paris,

1758). A strong reply was made by the Augus-
tinian E. Amort of Polling, Bavaria, who defended
with much learning the claims c: Phomas k Kempis
in his InfamuUio de atatu contraveraiae (Augsbuig,

1728), and especially in his Scutum Kempenae aeu

vindiciae IV librorum de Imiiatione Chriati (Cologne,

1728). The editions of De Sacy (Paris, 1853) and
Caro (ib., 1875) leave the authorship undecided.

After the claims of Thomas k Kempis seemed to be
very generally acknowledged, still another stage in

the controversy was opened by P. E. Puyol (1898,

ut sup.), who gave a description of 348 numuscripts
and annotated the variations between fifty-seven of

them. His conclusion was that the text of the

Italian manuscript is the more simple and conse-

quently the older. He has been followed by Ken-
tenich; Puyol's work may lead to a more careful

comparison of the texts of the Imitation. The
claim that Gerson b the author of the ** Imitation

of Christ " is based upon editions and manuscripts

made before 1500 bearing his name and upon prob-

abilities drawn from Gerson's style and mystical

temper of thought. The manuscript upon which
chief stress used to be laid is at Valencieimes and
is dated 1462. It contains Gerson's sermons on
the Passion of Christ and a book called InUmdU
ConaokUion. On^ime Leroy in his ^tttdea aur lea

myaUrea et aur le divera manuacrUa de Geraon (Paris,

1837), and in his ComeiUe et Geraon dana VImita-
tion de Jeau Chriati (Paris, 1841), drew the con-

clusion that all these works must be by the same
author. It was later shown from a manuscript in

Amiens dated 1447 that the work IntemeUe Conao-

lotion was a translation of the Imitation made by
Hesden from the Latin. The similarity between
Gerson's writings and the " Imitation " was amply
refuted by J. B. Schwab in his life of Gerson
(WUrzburg, 1858, pp. 782-786). Gerson in his

judgment would have required the endowment of

a wholly new tongue to write the work. The first

edition of Gerson's works (1483) does not contain

it. Again, the lists of the chancellor's writings given

by his brother John (1423) and by Canesius (1429)

do not mention it. The author was by his own
statement a monk (iv. 5, 11, iii. 56), and Genon
was not a monk. The attachment of Gerson's name
to the book can be explained only by the considera-
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tion that the " Imitation " first went forth anony-
mously, and Qerson's mystical treatises gave to

French editors and copyists the supposed cue to

its authorship.

The claim of k Kempis has many arguments in

its favor. Jan Busch in his Chronicon Windea-
hemerue, written in 1464, seven years before the

death of Thomas k Kempis, expressly states that

Thomas wrote the '' Imitation." This

4. Thomas statement might be considered suffi-

it Kempis. dent of itself were it not for the fact

that the so-called Gaesdoncker Codex
of the Chronicon does not contain this statement.

Caspar of Pforzheim, who made his German trans-

lation in 1448, says the work was written by '' a
devoted father. Master Thomas, a canon regular.''

Hermann Rheyd, who met Thomas at the chapter of

"^^^desheim in 1454, speaks of him as the author.

John Wessel, who spent some time with Thomas,
was according to his early biographer attracted by
the book at Windesheim. Funk gives thirteen

dated numuscripts written before 1500 ascribing

the " Imitation " to Thomas k Kempis. The original

Brussels Codex of 1441 has already been referred

to above. Its date is accepted by Hirsche, Pohl,

Funk, Schuke, and others; and the conclusion

drawn b that the manuscript of the " Imitation " it

contains was written before 1420. The date 1441

has recently been disputed as ungenuine by Puyol
and Kentenich on the basis of its diveigenoes from
other texts by the way of additions and also the

conclusion. A second manuscript in Louvain is

also subscribed as autographic and seems to be
nearly as old (cf. Pohl, vi. 456). Another manu-
script preserved in Brussels has the date 1425 and
states that Thomas was the author. The Codex
Magdalenu8 in Oxford, dated 1438, strangely gives

the work under the title De musica ecclesiastical

the title of a work by Walter Hylton, an Eng-
lish mystic. Of printed editions of the fifteenth

century, at least twelve present Thomas as the
author, beginning with the Augsbuig edition of

1472. Finally, in style and contents the ** Imita-

tion " agrees closely with other writings of Thomas
k Kempis; and the flow of thought is altogether

similar to that of the Meditatio de incamatione,

Spitsen has made it seem probable that the author
was acquainted with the writings of Jan van Ruys-
broeck and other mystics of the Netherlands. Funk
has brought out tl^ references to ecclesiastical cus-

toms which fit the book into the early part of the

fifteenth century better than into an earlier time.

Scholars like Schwab, Hirsche, Pohl, Schulze, and
Funk (and also the Italian Santini) agree that the

claims of Thomas k Kempis are almost beyond dis-

pute. On the other hand, Denifie cleared the deck
of all suggested names and ascribed the work to

some unknown canon r^ular of the Netherlands.

Karl MQller in a brief note (Kirchengeschichtef ii.

122) pronoimoes the theory of the Thomas author-

ship to be '' more than uncertain "; and Loofs
{Dogmengeschichte, 4th ed., p. 633) expresses sub-

stantially the same judgment. In addition to the

historic considerations for the Thomas authorship

the philosophical consideration certainly has weight,

that no sufficient reason can be given why the name
|

of Thomas k Kempis should have been attached to
the book if he did not write it. D. S. Schaff.
Bibuoobapht: The first ed. of the Opera by N. Ketetoar
and Q. de Leempt appeared at Utrecht, 1473 (eontained
fifteen writings, not including the ** Imitation"). Others
are by P. Danhassor, Nuremberg, 1494 (includes twenty
oompositions): J. BiMliuB, Antwerp. 1620. 1521, 1523;
O. Dupuyherbault, with Vita by J. B. Asoensius, Paris,

1540; O. Putherbeus, Antwerp, 1574; H. Sommalius,
8 vols., ib. 1600. 5th ed., Douai, 1636 (regarded as the
best until the next to be mentioned); IC. J. Pohl, to
be in 8 vols., vols. L-y., Freibuis, 1003 sqq. On the
Imitation there is a discussion of the literature by R. P.

A. de Backer, B—ai h%bliograj)hiqt$e sur U livrs De tiiMla-

Hone CkrieH, Li^, 1864. The editions of the work are
past counting. Among them may be singled out: the
first Latin ed.. Augsburg. 1472 (bound up with a copy of

Jerome's De vir. iU., and writings of Augustine and Thomas
Aquinas), cf. Faeeimiie Reproductum of the Firet Edi-
tion of 1471 with Hietorieal Introduction hy C. Knox-IAttie,

London, 1804. Of the many English translations may
be noted: the first, by W. Atkinson and the Princess

Margaret, mother of King Henry VIL. London, 1502;
reprinted ib. 1828. new ed. by J. K. Ingram, ib. 1883;

The Imitation of Chriet, Being the Autograph MS. ef
Thonuu a Kempie, De imUaHone ChrieO, Reproduced in
FaeeimHe from the Original Freeerved in the Rotfol JJhrwrn
at Brueeele, with Introduction hy C. AueCens. London*
1870; The Imitation cf Chriet, now for the Firet Time Set

forth in Rythm and Sentencee, with Preface hy Canon Hd-
don, ib. 1880; Meditatione on the Life of Christ . . .

Tranelated and Edited ... by Ardideacon Wright . . .

and . . . S. Kettlewell, with a Preface hy the Latter, Ox-
ford. 1802; The Imitation of Chriet; Tranelation hy Canon
W. Benham, with IM Photogravuree after Celebrated Paint'
inge, ib. 1006; J. H. Srawley. The Imitation of Christ or
the Ecdeeiaetieal Music, (Cambridge. 1008.

On the life of Thomas the fundamental source is J.

Busch. Chronicon Windeehemense, ed. H. Rosweyde. Ant-
werp, 1621, and K. Grube, Halle, 1886; with which
should be used H. Rosweyde, Chronicon ML S. Agnetis,
Antwerp, 1616. ed. cum Roeweydii vindiciie Kempeneibue,
ib. 1622. (Consult further: Vol. i. of the Opera by Pohl (ut

sup.) contains a discussion of the life and writingB; B.
B&hring, Thomae h Kempie der Prediger der Naehfolge
Chrieti, Leipsic. 1872; S. Kettlewell. Thomae h Kempie and
the Brethren cf the Common Life, 2 vols.. London, 1882,
abridged ed.. 1885; F. R. Ouise. Thomas h Kempie, with
Notee cf a Visit to the Soenee in which hie Life wae Spent,
with Some Account cf the Examination of hie SieUce, ib. 1887;
L. A. Wheatley. Story of (As /mOo^um <^ CWrist, ib. 1801;
Rdring. Thomae h Kempie, Zijns voorgangere en tijne tOdgs-
nooten, Utrecht. 1002; C. Bigg, Wayeide Sketdisein Beets'
eiasUeal History, ib. 1006; KL, viil 1666-50.

KEN (KENN), THOMAS: Bishop of Bath and
Wells; b. at Great (or Little) Berkhamsted, Hert-
fordshire, July, 1637; d. at Longleat (22 m. wji.w.
of Salisbury), Wiltshire, Mar. 19, 1711. He stud'

ied at Winchester College, and at New Ck>l]egey Ox*
ford (B.A., 1661; M. A., 1664; D.D., 1679), wa»
fellow of New College 1657-66, and tutor in 1661.

In 1665 he went back to Winchester, became chi^p-

lain to Bishop George Morley, and took gratuitous

charge of the parish of St. John in the Soke. He
was elected fellow of Winchester in 1666, and col-

lated to a prebend at Winchester in 1669. He was
rector of Brightstone, Isle of Wight, 1667-69, and
of East Woodhay, Hampshire, 1669-72. With the
exception of a visit to Rome in 1675, he again re-

sided at Winchester, 1672-79, resuming chai^ of

the parish of St. John in the Soke. In 1679 he
went to The Hague as chaplain to Bfary, the king's

sister, wife of William II. of Orange, but returned

to England in the autumn of 1680 and became cha2>-

lain to Charles II. In the summer of 1683, when
the court was about to visit Winchester, he refused
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to allow his prebendal house to be appropriated for

the use of Nell Gwyn. Charlee respected his atti-

tude in the matter, admired his courage, and in

Nov^., 1684, gave him the bishopric of Bath and
Wells. He was consecrated Jan. 25, 1085. In the

mean time he had sailed for Tangier in Aug., 1683,

as chaplain to Lord Dartmouth, commander of the
English fleet, returning to Enghuid in Apr., 1684.

In Feb., 1685, he attended the king on his death-
bed, gave him absolution, and vainly urged him to
receive the sacrament. He was loyal to James II.,

but hi Ifay, 1688, refused to publish the second
Declaration of Indulgence. He was one of the
seven bishops thrown into the Tower Jime 8, 1688.

With his six brethren he was tried on June 29, and
acquitted and liberated June 30. For refusing to

take the oath of allegiance to William and Mary he
was deprived of his see in Apr., 1691. He then
retired to the home of his friend, Lord Weymouth,
LoDgleat, Wiltshire, where he resided chiefly dur^

mg the remainder of his life. He was not in sym-
pathy with the more violent non-jurors, and op-
posed the clandestine consecrations of 1694. For
joining the other deprived bishops in a " charitable

recoomiendation " on behalf of the deprived deigy,
he was summoned before the council in Apr., 1696,

but was quickly set at liberty. In June, 1704,

Queen Anne granted him a treasury pension of

£200, he having declined, in 1702, her ofi^er to re-

instate him in his see.

In early English hymnolpgy Ken occupies an
important place. The morning hymn, ''Awake,
my soul, and with the sun," and the evening hymn,
" Glory to thee, my God, this night " (or, as it is

usually written, " AU praise to Thee, my God, this

night "), are among the best hymns in the language,

and are known wherever English is spoken. £Mh
of these, as also the midnight hymn, " My God, now
I from sleep awake," ends with the familiar dox-
olpgy, " Praise God from whom all blessings flow."

He wrote these hymns for the boys of Winchester
College, and first printed them in the 1695 edition

of his Manual /or the Um qf WineheaUr ScholarB

(London, 1674; printed by 8. P. C. K., 1880), as

Hymm for Morning, Evening, and Midnight (ed.

R. Pahner, 1898). Owmg to their length these

three hymns have been rearranged in modem
hymnals, and divided into about a dozen separate

hymns. Other works by Ken are: iln ExpomHon
Hf the Church Caiechiem, or the Practice of Divine
Love (London, 1685; new ed., 1849); Prayers for
the Use of ail Permme who come to the Bathefor Cure
(1692; 8. P. C. K., 1898); and the posthumous
Hymnefor AU the Feetivala qf the Year (1721; new
eds., 1868, etc.). Selections from his devotional

writings have been frequently published under
various titles. W. Hawkins published his Works
(4 vols., 1721), including only poetical compositions.

J. T. Round collected his Prose Works (1838),

which have been reedited and augmented by W.
Benham (1889; new ed., 1899).

Ken was one of the best and most fearless preach-
ers of his time, and a man of rare piety and sweet-

nev of spirit. He was anxious to do good; and
duiiog his incumbency of the see of Bath and Wells

be devoted his revenues to charitable purposes.

On coming into the possession of £4,000 in 1686
he gave the greater part of it to the fund for Hu-
guenot refugees. He was an accomplished lin-

guist, and a musician, as well as a poet. He was
accustomed to sing his hymns to his own accom-
paniment on the lute. The reverence felt for Ken
was revived by the Oxford Movement. In Tract
85 (London, 1836) Newman gives a form of service

for Mar. 21, the day of Ken's burial.

Bibuoobapht: The (Poetical) Works appeared ed., with
a Life, W. HawkioB (Ken's great-nephew), 4 vole.. Lon-
don. 1721. and his ProM Works and Utters, ed. J. T.
Round, ib. 1838, also containing the Life by Hawkins
(which is the original authority). Besides this, consult
the Lifs by a layman (J. L. Andiexxlon). 2 vols.. London,
1851-M (admirable); E. H. Plumptre, ib. 1800; and
F. A. (Clarke, ib. 1806. Valuable material is also found
in T. Lathbury, Hisi. ofths Noniurors. ib. 1862; J. Evelyn,
Diary, ed. W. Bray. vob. ii.-tii., passim, ib. 1870; 8. W.
Duffield, Bngliah Mffmns, pp. 40-60. New York, 1880; J. H.
Overton, The Church in England, vol. ii. passim, ib. 1807;
W. H. Button, The English Churth {ieM6-1714\ passim,
ib. 1003; Julian, ^ymiioI<w. PP. 616-622 (valuable); DNB,
zxx. 300--404.

KENDRICK, ASAHEL CLARK: Baptist; b. at
Poultney, Vt., Dec. 7, 1809; d. at Rochester, N. Y.,

Oct. 21, 1895. He was educated at Hamilton Col-

lege, Clinton, N. Y. (B.A., 1831), and after being
professor of Greek in Madison University, Hamil-
ton, N. Y., from 1832 to 1850, occupied a similar

chair at the University of Rochester until his death.

He was also professor of Hebrew and New-Testa-
ment interpretation in Rochester Theological Sem-
inary from 1865 to 1868, and from 1852 to 1854
studied and traveled in Europe, especially in Greece.

Although ordained to the Baptist ministry, he
never held a pastorate. From 1871 to 1881 he was
a member of the New Testament Company of the
Anglo-American Bible Revision Committee. He
was the author of: Life and Letters of Mrs. Emily C.

Judson (New York, 1860); Commenlary on the Epis-

tUtotheHa)rews(P\u\ade\phl&,l8S9); sndTheMoral
Conflict of Humanity, and other Papers (1894). He
likewise collaborated on several biographies, and re-

vised the translation of H. Olshausen's Biblieal

Commentary on the New Testament (6 vols., New
York, 1836-58), besides translating C. B. Moll's

commentary on Hebrews for the American Lange
commentary (1868) and H. A. W. Meyer's commen-
tary on John (1884).

KBRDRICK, JOHll MILLS: Protestant Epis-

copal missionary bishop of Arixona and New Mex-
ico; b. at Gambier, O., May 14, 1836. He was
graduated at Marietta College, Marietta, O., in

1856, studied law, and was admitted to the New
York bar, but feeling himself drawn toward the

Church, entered the theological seminary connected
with Kenyon College, Gambier, O. He interrupted

his studies to serve in the Union Army during the

Civil War, and rose to be assistant adjutant-gen-

eral. Graduating from the theological seminary
in 1864, he was ordered deacon in the same year,

and advanced to the priesthood in 1865. He served

as a missionary for two years at Put-in-Bay, O., and
was then rector of St. Andrew's, Fort Scott, Kan.
(1867-69), St. Paul's, Leavenworth. Kan. (1869-

1875), and the Church of the Good Shepherd, Co-

lumbus, O (1875-78). In 1878-^ be was a gen-
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eral diocesan missionary, and for five years of this

period was superintendent of city missions in Ck>-

lumbus. In 1889 he was consecrated missionary

bishop of Arizona and New Mexico.

Bibuoorapht: W. S. Ftorry, Tht Bpiaeopoit in Anmiea,
p. 71. New York, 1806.

KENITBS. See Cain.

KENIZZITBS. See Caleb.

KENNEDY, ARCHIBALD ROBERT STIRLING:
Church of Scotland; b. at Whitehills (2 m. w. of

Banff), Banffshire, Scotland, Dec. 21, 1859. He
studied at the universities of Aberdeen (M.A.,

1879), Glasgow (B.D., 1883), GOttingen (1883),

and BerUn (1883-85), and in 1885-87 was fellow of

Glasgow University. He was professor of Hebrew
and cognate languages in the University of Aber-

deen 1887-94, and since 1894 has been professor of

Hebrew and Semitic languages in the University of

Edinburgh. He prepared the English editions of

the Hebrew, Syriac, Ass3rrian, and Arabic gram-
mars in the Porta Ltnguarum OrienUMum (London,

1885-95), and has edited Exodus, Joshua, and
Judges in The Temple Bible, besides writing the

commentary on Samuel for The Century Bible (1905).

KENNETT (KENNET), WHITE: Bishop of

Peterborough; b. at Dover Aug. 10, 1660; d. at

Westminster Dec. 19, 1728. He studied at the

Westminster School and at St. Edmimd's Hall,

Oxford (B.A., 1682; M.A., 1684; B.D., 1694;

D.D., 1700), and was vicar of Ambrosden, Oxford-

shire, 1685-1700. As a student he had been an
admirer of James II., but afterward he became an
open supporter of the Revolution and a zealous

Whig partisan. In 1691 he returned to Oxford as

tutor and vice-principal at St. Edmund's Hall, and
gave a considerable impetus to the study of Brit-

ish antiquities. He was rector of St. Botolph,

Aldgate, London, 1700-07, and then rector at St.

Mary, Aldermary, London. In 1701 he became
prebendary of Salisbury Cathedral, archdeacon of

Huntingdon, and one of the original members of

the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in

Foreign Parts. In the same year he entered into

a famous controversy with Francis Atterbury (q.v.)

regarding the rights of convocation. In 1708 he
was collated to a prebend in Lincoln and installed

dean of Peterborough. Through the influence of his

friend Charles Trimnell, bishop of Norwich, he was
made bishop of Peterborough in 1718, despite the

fact that he was a Low-churchman and had taken
the side of Benjamin Hoadly (q.v.) in the Bango-
rian controversy. Kennett's most important works
are: Parochial AnHquUies , , . of Oxford and
Bucks (Oxford, 1695; greatly enlarged from the

author's manuscript notes, 2 vols., 1818); the third

volimie of A Complete History of England (3 vols.,

London, 1706), covering the period from Charles I.

to Queen Anne; and the unfinished Register and
Chroniclef Ecclesiastical and Civil . . . from the

Restoration of King Charles IL (vol. i., 1728).

Bibuoorapht: An anonymouB Lift of . . , W. Ktnnet
appeared. Ix>ndoii, 1730; also Remarkt on Some Pa$»age9
in the Life of Dr. KenneU (by J. Sharp), ib. 1730. Con-
sult: A. k Wood. Athenae Oxanieneea, ed. P. Bliss, iv.

792, 1003, London, 1820; DNB, xxxl 2-6; J. H. Over-

ton, Churdi in Bnglani, London. 1897; W. H. Button,
The Bngliek Church UeM6-1714). ib. 1903.

KENNICOTT, BENJAMIN: BibUcal scholar; b.

at Totnes (22 m. s.s.w. of Exeter), Devonshire,

Apr. 4, 1718; d. at Oxford Aug. 18, 1783. He
spent seven years in the grammar-school and be-

came master of the charity school at Totnes, and
subsequently studied at Wadham and Exeter col-

leges, Oxford (BA., 1747; M.A., 1750; B.D. and
D.D., 1761). He was fellow of Exeter College

1747-71, Whitehall preacher 1753, vicar of Culham,
Oxfordshire, 1753-83, chaplain to the bishop of

Oxford 1766, RadcUffe librarian at Oxford 1767-

1783, canon of Westminster Abbey 1770, canon of

Christ Church, Oxford, 1770-83, and held the vicar-

age of Menheniot, Cornwall, 1771-81. His life was
spent chiefly in the study of the Hebrew texts of

the Old Testament. After the publication of The
StaU of the Printed Text of the Old Testament (2

vols., Oxford, 1753-59; Latin transl., Leipsic,

1756-65), he was induced by Thomas Seeker to

imdertake a collation of the text. For this work
the sum of about ten thousand pounds was raised

by subscription, and many scholars were employed,
both at home and abroad. During the progress

of the imdertaking (1760-69) ten annual reports

were published, which were afterward collected in

one volume (Oxford, 1770). The result of these

labors was Kennicott's Hebrew Bible, Vetus Testor-

menium Hebraicum cum variis lectumibus (2 vols.,

1776-80). To the second volume he appended a
Dissertatio generalis (also separately, Oxford, 1780;

Brunswick, 1783), giving an account of the manu-
scripts of the Old Testament. The text is that of

Van der Hooght, but without points, and the va-

rious readings are placed at the bottom of the page.

The number of manuscripts collated was 615.

Kennicott has been criticis^ for his preference for

the Samaritan Pentateuch, for his neglect of the

Massorah, for his disregard of the vowel points, and
for occasional inaccuracy. A considerable literature

was issued embodying these and other objections,

to which Kennicott and his friends made answer.

His Letter to a Friend Occasioned by a French Pam-
phlet (issued anonymously, 1772) answers a French
attack, and his Contra ephemeridum Goettigenaium

criminationes (1782) replies to German criticisms.

Bibuoorapht: The Oenileman*9 Maoaeine, 1747, 1768,
1771. 1783. 1789. 1830; S. Davidson. Leeturee on BiblieaZ

CrUietem, Edinburi^ 1839; DNB, zxxi 10-12.

KENNION, GEORGE WYHDHAM: Church of

England, bishop of Bath and Wells; b. at Harro-
gate (27 m. w. of York), Yorkshire, Sept. 5, 1845.

He studied at Oriel College, Oxford (BA., 1867),

and was ordered deacon in 1869 and ordained priest

in 1870. After being domestic chaplain to the
bishop of Tuam in 1869-70, he was diocesan in-

spector of Yorkshire 1871-73 and vicar of St.

Paul's, Sculcoates, Yorkshire, 1873-76 and of All

Saints', Bradford, 1876-82. In 1882 he was con-

secrated bishop of Adelaide, and in 1894 was trans-

lated to the see of Bath and Wells. He was also

visitor of Wadham College, Oxford, in 1882, lec-

turer in pastoral theology in the University of

Cambridge in 1900, and Ramsden Preacher in the
same university in the following year.
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Ever sinoe the middle of the nineteenth century,

it has been usual among Protestant, and especially

Lutheran, theologians to find the basis for a special

doctrine of what is called the kendna or self-empty-

ing of Christ in the passage (Phil. ii.

1. Scrip- 6-8) where Paul says that Christ

toxal " being in the form of God, thought it

Basis of not robbery to be equal with God, but

KenoBts. made himself of no reputation (Gk.

heautan ekendsen) and took upon him
the form of a servant.'' Although this doctrine is

now of little influence among dogmatic theologi-

ans, the popularity which it enjoyed and its rela-

tion to the older dogmatic development makes a
detailed treatment of it useful for the knowledge of

the present condition of the Christological prob-

lem (see Christologt, IX., X.).

The regular Lutheran orthodoxy had seen in the

phrase quoted an aphorism relating to the historic

Christ, partly because the subject of the verb,
*' Christ Jesus," is a term usually so applied, and
partly because " a kenosis properly so called can

not be predicated of the Logos apart

2. Modem from the flesh, of the abstract Deity,

Rise of the who is immutable and invariable
"

Doctrine, (J. Gerhard, Loci, IV., xiv. 294). The
application of the expression to the

preexistent Christ was made first, among modem
Lutheran theologians, by Ernst Sartorius, tenta-

tively in 1832 and then more fully in his Lehre von

iler heUigen Liebe (ii. 21 sqq., Hamburg, 1844). In

the same year Johann Ludwig KOnig expressed

similar ideas in Hegelian phraseology; and in 1845

began to appear Thomasius' BeUrdge zur kirMichen
Christologie, which inaugurated the triumph of the

modem conception of the kenosis. Here, appar-

ently, the perfect oneness of the person of Christ

was assured, since it was the divine Logos himself

who laid aside the fulness of his divine Nature in

all the relations in which it manifests itself exter-

nally, bringing himself down to the level of a hu-

man individual; the possibility of a real human de-

velopment of Jesus was assured, since the Logos
determined to subject his divine being to the forms

of human existence, under the laws of human de-

velopment, retaining the use of his absolute power
only so far as it was required for his redeeming

work; the Calvinistio theory of the union of God-
head and manhood so that the whole of the former

<ii\ existed outside the latter was avoided; and
the doctrine of the Communicatio Idiomatum (q.v.)

was preserved. Substantial assent was given to the

teaching of Thomasius by Lutherans like Kahnis,

Luthardt and Delitzsch. by United theologians like

Gaupp and J. P. Lange, and by some Reformed
writers, especially Ebiurd and later Qodet in his

commentary on John. Thomasius took heed of

criticism so far as to attempt, in his most important
work, Christi PerBon und Werk (part ii., Erlangen,

1855), to avoid the alleged Apollinarianism of his

Beitrdge by a distinction between the essential at-

tributes of God (absolute power, truth, holiness,

love) and the merely relative attributes affected by
the kenosis (omnipotence, omniscience, omnipres-
ence), thus meeting the charge that he had taught
a mutability of the divine nature. He maintained,

however, that his doctrine of the kenosis was the

necessary outcome of the whole previous dogmatic
development. He did not deny that the view of

the early Church had in geneml been a different

one, but he was convinced that Lutheran Christol-

ogy, in which the Incarnation was more deeply
reaUased, required his conclusion.

The passage in Philippians was used as early as

Marcion; but the important phrase for him was
** the likeness of man **: for his Docetic position

the ekendsen phrase could be nothing more than a
general indication of the apparition of the Logos
in the lower world. The work ekendsen is quoted

first by the Gnostic Theodotus, Clem-

3. Eariy ent of Alexandria, and TertuUian, to all

Orthodox of whom it seems to be nothing more
Exegesis than an expression designating the

not Incarnation. As long as the estimate

Kenotie. of the person of Christ took its depar-

ture from the historic Christ (which,

apart from Gnosticism, was the case down to the

apologists), no reflection was likely to be made upon
the kenosis of the preexistent Logos. It is only

after the beginning of Catholic theology with Clem-
ent, Irenaeus, and TertuUian that the text in Phi-

lippians belongs to the passages regularly used to

describe the Incarnation; Origen, in fact, imder-

stands the official doctrine to assert that the Son
of God ** emptying himself (se ipsum exinaniens)

and becoming man was incarnate." With scarcely

an exception the early writers saw the subject of

ekendsen in the logos asoHbos, the Word apart from
the flesh. Only Novatian, Ambrosiaster, Pelagius,

and the commentary based on him which goes under

the name of Primasius of Hadrumetum understand

the subject to be the Word made flesh. An exe-

getical predisposition was therefore extant in the

early Church for a theory similar to the modem
kenoeis-theory. But that is the most that can be

said. For the usual exposition of the text sees in

the " self-emptying " of the Logos merely an equiv-

alent for the " taking the form of a servant," and
that again is merely an equivalent for " becoming
incamate. " Origen asserts that the rule of faith lays

down that the Logos " being made man remained
that which he was before "; and Augustine, echo-

ing the voice of the older tradition, says: " Thus
he emptied himself, taking the form of a servant,

not losing the form of God; the form of a servant

was added, the form of God not subtracted."

Athanasius and Gregory of Nyssa, while admitting

that the Word so far emptied himself as to appear

not in his native majesty but in the humiUty of

human nature, yet insist on his unaltered subetan-
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tial greatness; and this remained the established

view. Athanasius, in opposition to the Arians,

who made the Son of God mutable in nature and
immediately subject to human development, ne-

cessities, troubles, and sufferings, fights for the un-

changeableness of the Logos as the palladium of

orthodoxy; the Logos does not increase in wisdom
(Luke ii. 52), is not hungry or troubled even unto
death (John xii. 27), is not in ignorance of the day
of judgment, does not suffer or die—all these things

happen only to his " flesh," to his hiunan nature.

And after Athanasius not only the Antiochian

school but even Apollinaris and Cyril make simi-

larly strong assertions of the imchangeableness of

the Godhead of the Logos, such things as ignorance,

sleeping, being troubled, and still more suffering

and death being referred only in a derived or loose

sense to the Logos proper. By a corresponding

train of thought, the " exaltation " of Phil. ii. 9
is always in patristic theology referred exclusively

to the hiunan nature of Christ. In all this there

is no room for such a theory as that of Thomasius;
in fact, it is more than once expressly opposed.

Hilary mentions something not dissimilar as one
of the views on the Incarnation to be avoided, and
Cyril of Alexandria controverts two different ke-

notic theories, the exact meaning of the more im-

portant of which is disputable and obscure—^but

Cyril's attitude is unmistakable; he rejects both
with equal firmness, and insists again on the way
in.whidi the Godhead fills all in all; a limitation of

the Godhead in Christ is essentially imthinkable

on aocoimt of his unity with the Father. But the

very energy with which the Fathers reject any
mutability of the Godhead, as much in relation to

the Incarnation as anywhere else, would, taken by
itself, make the whole conception of the Incarna-

tion practically unsustainable. Its inunense im-

portance to early Christian thought would be im-

intelligible if this were all we knew about primitive

Christological development.

But this is not all. It must be borne in mind
that the idea of the Incarnation is older than any
realization of the difficulties which beset it. It

springs not only from the passage in Philip-

pians, but also from such thoughts as those of II

Cor. iv. 4; John i. 14; I John i. 1. It appears
definitely in Ignatius, in a form as far

4. Con- as possible removed from Docetic

creteneM imaginings. With almost paradox-
of Eariy ical sharpness he contrasts the God-

Christology. head and the passible manhood of

Christ, in a way that by no means
suggests what woidd now be called kenoeis; he is

rather filled with the conception that the invisible,

incomprehensible, impassible God became visible,

tangible, passible in the historical person of Jesus.

How the revelation of the invisible God in the his-

toric Christ came to pass, he does not imdertake to

say; he merely asserts the fact with firm conviction,

dealing with a condescension of the revelation of God
to our level, in a '' simple modalistic '' manner. Ideas
of this kind did not die out with Ignatius, but
through the theology of Asia Minor leavened the
later development. Irenaeus, although he does not
quote the ekendsen, obviously connects them with

the thought of the passage. With him, however, it

is clear that the basis is not a met^hysical kenosis-

theory of the self-transformation of the Logos, but
the " simple modalistic " conviction that " the
man without beauty and subject to suffering," the
historic Christ, was, '* in a different way from all

men who then lived, God and Lord and King eter-

nal, the only-begotten, the incarnate Word pro-

claimed by all the prophets and apostles " {Haer,

IV., XX. 2). The faith in " God manifest in the

flesh," centering around the indivisible historic

personality of Jesus, is what carries the belief in

the Incamction through all the difficulties which
arose as soon as men b^an to attempt to define the
manner of the Incarnation. It is this unquestion-

ing belief in " God in man " (Ignatius, Ephegians,

vii. 2), not any formal theory of a kenosis or any-
thing else, which forms the real basis of the primi-

tive doctrine on the subject.

Nor, when theories b^gin to appear, are they ke-

notic, at least not in the sense of Thomasius. The
oldest occurs in Irenaeus—the same Irenaeus who
speaks of ** the impassible becoming passible " and

of " the very Word of God incarnate

5. Fore- suspended on the tree," and who ve-

shadow- hemently opposes tbs Gnostic div-

ings of tinction between ** Jesus who suffered
"

Kenoticism. and ** Christ who departed before the
Passion." In so far, however, as he

had a theory, he distinguished in the historic Christ

the Logos and the homo ejus, and, quite in accord
with the later development, regarded the man as
the object of temptation, suffering, death, in which
the Logos had no part, being, on the other hand,
" with " " the man " in victory, resurrection, and
ascension. Here is the source of the appearance
of kenotic ideas, in this doctrine of the Logos taking

into himself a part of his creation. He who '' ac-

cording to his invisible nature contains all things "

came " to us not as he was able to come, but as we
were able to receive him." Here is indeed a self-

limitation of the Logos; but it is a progressively

less and less self-limited conununication of him-
self on the part of a Logos remaining all the while

in undiminished majesty, to man who progressively

responds more and more to the approach; it is the

sort of self-limitation asserted, not of the Logos
but of the ** One God," by dynamic Monarchian-
ism. This conception of the dynamic indwelling

of the Logos in the man Jesus is not peculiar to

Irenaeus, but is to be perceived down to the final

disappearance of the Antiochian tradition in the

reign of Justinian. Origen is the special represen-

tative of this view. In his controversy with Cel-

sus, who had objected that if God came down in

person to men he must have left his throne and suf-

fered change, Origen reph'es that Celsus knows not
the power of God nor that " the Spirit of the Lord
fiUeth the earth " (Wisd. i. 7); that even if the

God of all, according to his power, came down to

take part with Jesus in earthly life, if the Logos
who in the beginning was with God and was God
came to us, it did not mean that he lost or left his

throne, or that he quitted one place to fill another
which before had not contained him. That in

I
some of Origen's expressions there is ronm for "u^
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earthly and human development of Jesus 10 clear

enough; but these views have nothing in common
with a kenosis theory like that of Thomasius.
Through Paul of Samosata and Lucian, with

Bome direct influence from Irenaeus, these views

came down to the Antiochian school; and it is

neither unfair nor surprising that Cyril

6. The and Apollinaris object to their the-

Antkichian ology that it goes only as far as

School and uniting man with God, not as far as

TertuDian. God in man (enarUhropesia), But
this weakness of the early teaching on

the Incarnation shows itself not only in Origen and
the Antiochian school. Similar thoughts are met
with in Athanasius, though already with the com-
plementary ideas which alone remain in Cyril; and
from the Council of Nicsea a direct road leads

through BlaroelluB to the dynamic Monarchianism
of Photinus. In the West also, which followed

Antiochian lines down to 553, in spite of the in-

sistence on the single personality, there are clear

enough traces of the idea of a dynamic indwelling

of the Logos in the mtax Jesus. It is evidently not

worth while to seek echoes of kenotio ideas in Tei^

tullian; if it could be done at all, it could only be
after all danger was past of getting lost in the mase
created by a mixture of " simple-modalistio

"

thoughts, of apologetic conceptions of a theophany,

and of traditions of a dynamic indwelling of the
verbum (— sapierUia — apiritua) in Christ. The mat-
ter is still more complicated in the case of Hilary,

even after the painstaking labors of Baur, Domer,
Thomasius, and WirthmtlUer. But a minute ex-

amination of the works of that eloquent and deep-

thinking theologian should convince the unpreju-

diced student that his doctrine is as little kenotic,

in the sense of Thomasius, as that of Irenaeus, on
whom he shows a certain dependence.

That in theoretical expositions of the Incama-
tion which held strongly to the immutability of the

Godhead expressions should now and then be used
which give color to kenotic ideas is not to be won-
dered at; and the phenomenon occurs not only in

Hilary, not only in Irenaeus and Ori-

7. Kenotic gen, but also in the two Gregories,

Under- of Nazianzus and of Nyssa. This was
currant natural enough, both becaiise the doo-

trine of the Incarnation rested on the

thought of " God manifest in the flesh," and be-

cause simple souls understood " the Word was
made flesh " for themselves, regardless of the re-

strictions of theologians; and when " simple-do-

cetic *' views were ruled out, there was scarcely any-

thing left for them but the kenotic. The spread of

Arianism may possibly be explained by the fact

that without hair-splitting it recognises its Logos
as the passible subject of the historic person Jesus.

The kenotic undercurrent is partly responsible for

the title " Mother of God " and for the phrase (very

old in a simple-modalistic sense) ** God crucified."

In proportion as the Antiochian school, which dis-

approved of these expressions, was suppressed, the

undercurrent came to the surface; and Apollinaris,

the antithesis of the Antiochian theologians, sought

to give a theological dress to the ideas which it bore

with it. After the condemnation of Apollinarian-

ism, such kenosis theories as he had framed were
of coiuse impossible—^though it is strange that the

Alexandrian theology won its victory over Nesto-
rianism and its final triumph at the Council of

Chalcedon without showing traces of them. For
if (as was de fide after 553) the hypotUuia Urn logon

took to itself an impersonal human nature, a real

human life of the historic Jesus is unthinkable if

the real subject of this historic person, the Logos,
retained his onmiscience and his impassibility.

But so far as it was possible without endangering
the conceptual integrity of the two natures,

theologians combated the undercurrent; and they
were content to guard the formulas which set

the " mystery of the Incarnation " beyond under-
standing.

In the medieval West, the scholastic theolqgy

spent much formal labor on the doctrine oi the In-

carnation, without paying any attention to the

passage in PhUippians. That " the Word of God
was not changed " in the Incarnation

8. The was an accepted axiom; but whether
Problem the finally prevalent fonnula, that not
Ignored the nattire common to the divine Per-

by Scho- sons, but the person of the Word, be-

lasticism. came incarnate, was ever brought into

connection with the Philippian pas-

sage, it is impossible to say. In any case, its dis-

tinction between the nattire and the person of the

Word would have no significance for the question

under discussion; and in regard to the kenosis the

medieval Church did not get beyond the early con-

sensus indicated above. The present Roman
Catholic theology is in the same position, and pays
no heed to the question of kenosis.

Nor did Calvinistic theolqgy go beyond the early

consensus, although the use made of the text in

Philippians has given the impression that there was
a spedal Calvinistic doctrine on the subject. Cal-

vin says (InatUuUa 11., xiii. 2): "Paul shows in

Phil. ii. 7, that Christ, since he was
9. Calvin- God, might have at once manifested

ism not his glory openly to the world, but
Really waived his right and <^ his own will

Kenotic. emptied himself, puttmg on the form
of a servant and, content with that

humble station, suffering his Divinity to be hidden

by a veil of flesh." This kenosis is sometimes de-

scribed in language which seems to imply a real

alteration of the condition of the Logos; but too
much weight must not be laid on these expressions,

the limitations of which may easily be shown by
other more authoritative words, especially the so-

called Extra CalvinUtieum: "Since the Godhead
can not be comprehended and is everywhere pres-

ent, it follows of necessity that it exists outside of

(extra) the human nature which it assumed, but
none the less abides within it and personally united

with it " (Catechimn, ques. 48); " the Logos united

human nature with himself in such a manner that

he totally inhabited it, and yet totally remained
outside of (extra) it, since he is immeasurable and
infinite " (Maresius in Schneckenbuiger, p. 0).

There is really here no self-emptying; the Oalvii^

ist theologians said with Augustine that the Logos
" hid what he was/' and the veil was humanity
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which was capable of containing the Godhead only

in a limited measure.

The question now arises whether the Luther-

an theology supplied the defects of the earlier

teaching on the Incarnation. Luther's own teach-

ing has so many sides that great care is needed to

avoid misrepresenting him. Certain points may be
brought out safely, however. (1) Lu-

10. Lu- ther adhered with equal firmness, dur-

ther's ing his whole public career, to the true

Christol- divinity and the true hiunanity of the

ogy. one historic person of Christ. (2) He
was never inclined to bring the two

into relation by anything like the theory of Thoma-
sius, and as early as 1518 gave an exegesis of Phil,

ii. 7, which would cut all Scriptural ground from
under such a theory. (3) Phrases reminding us

of Domer's view are indeed present in Luther's

earlier work; but it is impossible to explain his

Christology by insistence on these. (4) He rather

shaped his Christology from the first, and especially

after the Lord's Supper controversy, along the lines

of a doctrine of the two natures imderstood in an
anti-Nestorian sense; and it is indisputable that

his view of the suffering of the Son of God and of

the conmiimication of the divine attributes (in-

cluding omnipresence) to Christ according to his

humanity was a scholastic development of the cam-
municatio idiomaium as taught in the early Church
(see Ubiquity). (5) But in spite of all Luther's

polemics against the aUoisia of Zwingli, it may
fairly be asked whether he always regarded the

communication of the divine attributes as real and
actual. A number of logical difficulties in the way
of this might be collected from his works, and sober

thought must be convinced that the root of his

doctrine was not in the teaching as to the two na-

tures into which his historical position forced it to

grow. (6) It is rather the ultimate datiun of his

Christology, that the historic person of Jesus was
and is the God of revelation. The essential feature

of his Christology is really this imderstanding of the

revealing condescension of God, this harking back
to ** simple-modalistic " ideas. In connection with

the notion of the d}rnamic indwelling of God in the

man Jesus, this understanding of the historic per-

sonality of Jesus might have led to a new construc-

tion of Christology—if theologians had not been
bound to the old tradition which constructed from
above downward and to the scheme of the natures.

But since they were, the Lutheran development
could lead to nothing but a scholastic working out

of the idea of the communicaiio tdiomatum as ex-

tended by Luther beyond the traditional content

of the term. Schools differed in the manner of this

working out; but they agreed in denying any real

kenosis of the Logos. Chemnitz and Brenz are at

one not only in saying that in the Incarnation the

Word retained the fulness of his God-
XI. Eariy head, but that this fulness was im-

post- parted to the humanity of Christ at

Lutheran the Incarnation. The only place where
Doctrine, real kenotic ideas are found in the

Lutheran theology of this period is

among the Philippists; but even here they occur in

nothing like the modem sense. When they speak

of the Son of God " hiding " his majesty in our
flesh and blood, or of an " exaltaticm acceding to

both natures," they are merely Crypto-Calvinists.

It is against them that the condemnation of the
Formula of Concord is pronoimced: " We reject

the opinion that to Christ according to his divine

nature all power in heaven and in earth was re-

stored at his resurrection and ascension, as though
he had laid aside and stripped himself of that

power, even according to his divinity, while he was
in the state of hmrdliation." The condenmation
goes further than was necessary at the time, for

neither Philippists nor Calvinists taught a " trans-

mutation of the divine natiu« "; the important
point is that it goes far enough to reach the modem
kenotics.

For the Giessen-TObingen controversy see Chris-
tology, IX.
The official or ecclesiastical theology of all ages,

then, has rejected the idea of kenosis as now held.

Just as in the early Church it appeared only in in-

ferior undercurrents and with the " heretical

"

Apollinarists, so it was in the period

12. Sum- from the sixteenth to the eighteenth

maxy. century. Echoes of kenotic thought
appear especially in Schwenckfeld, and

an indubitable kenosis theory in Menno Simons;
but in anything like official Protestant theology

they occur first in the reckless speculation of Zin-

zendorf—although here there is no consistently

worked out theory, and the kenotic ideas are crossed

by regard paid to the official doctrine, including

the communicatio tdiomatum. But if not the men-
tal ancestors, at least the forerunners of the modem
kenotics are (with the nameless persons condemned
by Hilary and Cyril and with the Apollinarists)

Menno Simons and Zinzendorf. The kenosis theory
is an attempt, made at the cost of breaking with
certain undeniably ecclesiastical traditions, to save
what has been characteristic of the official Chris-

tology of 1,700 years—a doctrine of the Incar-

nation constructed from above downward. Were
it tenable in itself, modem theology would have
no ground to reproach it with not being tradi-

tional. But its weaknesses, nay, its impossibili-

ties, have been frequently indicated, and there

is not space here to go into them again. It might
be pointed out that the theory proc^ds from views
of the Trinity which are not far from an intoler-

able tritheism. If the Logos can become man in

such a manner that " outside of the hiunan form
assumed by him, he has not reserved to himself a
special existence, a special consciousness, a special

sphere of operation or possession of power " (Tho-
masius, ii. 201), little is left of the principle of the

Athanasian Creed, '' not three Gods, but One God."
The justification of the theory, so far as it has one,

lies in the recognition, on the negative side, of the

insufficiency of the old Christology, and on the

positive in the necessity of leaving room for a real,

true hiunan life of Jesus. But all theories men
can make of the Incarnation of God are temerarious

at best; and the most temerarious of all, because

it assumes to describe the inmost secrets of the

Word as he becomes man, is the modem doctrine

of kenosis. (F. LooFS.)
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EDglish and American theories of kenosis are

aearoely more than reproductions of German specs

Illation on the same subject, influenced by the

same motives and exhibiting the same general

types (see CRRisTOLoaY). The conditions which
determined this movement in Christolqgy were

—

the pantheistic philosophy of Hegel and Schleier-

macher which broke down the division wall be-

tween God and man and introduced a
13. Eng* universal principle of identity; a hu-

Ijshand manitarian spirit which directed at-

American tention to the nature, the ideals, and
Treatment the possibilities of man; a new intei^

est in the historical Christ, fostered

and made fruitful by a more adequate study of

Christ and his times, especially by means of the

synoptic Gospels; and a better method of psychol-

o^ by which the human consciousness is inter-

preted and a truer estimate of personality reached.

The three types of kenosis represented by English

and American writers are: (1) During the whole
period of the Incarnation, although the essential

deity existed necessarily at all times and in all

places, yet his conscious and efficient deity was
wholly quiescent; he became very man. Only at

the resurrection did he reassume the full power of

deity—^a condition insoluble to the reason (H.

Crosby, The True Humanity of Christ, New York,

1880). (2) The Son of God voluntarily surren-

dered or abandoned certain natural prerogatives

or external attributes of God, while he yet re-

tained the essential, ethical properties of truth,

holiness, and love (C. Gore, The Incarnation, New
York, 1891, p. 172; A. M. Fairbairn, The Place

<4 Christ in Modem Thought, New York, 1893, p.

476). (3) On the basis of an original kinship of

God and man, in the incarnation by self-limitation

God has become man (W. N. Clarke, An Outline of
Chritittan Theology, New York, 1898, pp. 291-293;

H. Van Dyke. The Oospd for an Age of Doubt:

The Human Life of Ood, New York, 1897, pp.
123-167). Two explanations of this alleged inner

change of the Logos in the Incarnation are given.

One is the capacity of consciousness to retire a
portion of its riches into the region of the sub-

conscious so that for the time they become as if

they were not (R. H. Hutton, Essays Theological

and Literary, London, 1871, pp. 259-260). The
other suggestion is derived from the assumption of

a self-limitation of God in the creative action and
with reference to future choices and deeds of moral

beings: and the Incarnation is a further exhibition

of the principle by which God governs himself in

relation to the world (D. W. Simon, Reconciliation

through Incarnation, Edinburgh, 1898). There is

at present a strong tendency to seek a solution of

the problems raised by the personal life of Christ

by the ethical, rather than by the metaphysical,

path. C. A. B.

Bibuoobapbt: The history of th« rabject is PBpeieirily

daalt with in the treatises on the history of doctrine and
on docniAtics. especially in the sections on Christology.

Consult further: F. C. Baur, Di» ehri§Uidte Lehre von der

Dnitinickeii und Menaehwerdung OotU$, 3 vols., TObin-
gen, 1841-43; U, Schneckenburger. Zur kirchliehm ThfO-

kgU, Die orthodoxy Lehre vom doppelUn Slande, Pfors-

hsam, 1848; I. A. Domer, BtUwiekelunoveechiehU der Lehre

von dsr Pereon CkrieH, 2 vols., Stuttcvt, 1846-68. Eng.
transl.. B%d.Qfths DneU>]fmmt oftht Doctrine <^ the Pereon
tffChnel, 5 vols., Edinbuixh, 1861HS8; idem, in JahHHUhsr
far dmUeeke THmIooU, 1 (1866). 361-416; A. Tholuok, Die-
IfuiaHo diristoloffiea do . . , PhiL n. tf-P. Halle. 1848;
O. Thomasius. ChrieU Pereon und Work, vol ii., Erlangen,
1857; H. Bchults, Die Lohre von dor GottheU Chrioti,

Ootha, 1881; F. J. Hall The Konotie Theory Conmdored,
vfilh Partieidar R^orenee to ite AngUean Forme, London,
1808; O. Bensow. Die Lehre von der Kenoee, Leipeio. 1003;
R. C. Morgan, Ood'e Setf-emptied Servant, ib. 1006; Har^
nack. Dogma, iv. 140. 161>162. vil 244; DCG, I 027-
028; and the commentaries on Philippians.

KBKRICK, FRANCIS PATRICK: Archbishop
of Baltimore; b. at Dublin, Ireland, Dec. 3, 1797;

d. at Baltimore July 8, 1863. He received his the-

ological training in the College of the Propaganda,
Rome, and came to America in 1821. He was the
head of the Roman Catholic seminary at Bards-
town, Ky., 1821-30, coadjutor bishop of Philadel-

phia 1830-42, bishop of Philadelphia 1842-61, and
archbishop of Baltimore 1851-63. As apostolic

delegate he presided over the first plenary coun-
cil of the United States, convened at Baltimore
May, 1852 (see Baltimorb Councils); and in 1850
the pope conferred upon him and his successors

the "primacy of honor" over other American arch-

bishops. Besides polemical works, he wrote Theo-
logia dogmatica (4 vols., Philadelphia, 1839-40;

2d ed., 3 vols., Mechlin, 1858), and Theologia mar-
alis (3 vols., 1841^3; 2d ed., Mechlin, 1850).

These volumes constitute a complete body of di-

vinity, and are considered classical in the Roman
Catholic seminaries of America. He also pub-
lished an annotated and revised translation of the
entire New Testament (2 vols.. New York, 1849-

1851), and of the Psalms, Book of Wisdom, and Can-
ticles (Baltimore, 1857), Job and the Prophets

(1859), the Pentateuch (1860), and historical books
of the Old Testament (1862).

Bibuoorapht: J. J. O'Shea, The Two Kenncke, Philadel-
phia, 1904.

KENRICK, PETER RICHARD: Archbishop of

St. Louis, brother of Francis Patrick Kenrick (q.v.);

b. at Dublin, Ireland, Aug. 17, 1806; d. at St.

Louis Mar. 4, 1896. He studied theology at May-
nooth, came to Philadelphia in 1833, took chiuge

of The Catholic Herald, and became pastor of the
cathedral parish of Philadelphia in 1835. After
having been for a time president of the diocesan

seminary he became vicar-general about 1837. He
was coadjutor bishop of St. Louis 1841-43, bishop
1843-47, and archbishop 1847-96. In the Vatican
Council he opposed the dogma of papal infallibility,

but accepted it when it was promulgated. Be*
sides a number of translations, he published The
Holy House of Loretto (Philadelphia, n.d.), and ThB
Validity (^Anglican Ordinationa Examined (1841).

BiBuooRAPirr: J. J. O'Shea, The Two Kenrieke, Philadel-

phia. 1904.

KENT, CHARLES FOSTER: CongregaUonal-
ist; b. at Pahnyra, N. Y., Aug. 13, 1867. He was
educated at Yale (B.A., 1889; Ph.D., 1891), Yale
Divinity School (B.D., 1891), and the University of

Berlin (1891-92). After being instructor in the

University of Chioago(1893-95) and professor of

Biblical literature and history in Brown University

(1895-1901), be became, in 1901, Woolaey profe
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of Biblical literature in Yale University. Be-
sides his work as editor of The Historical Seriesfor
Bible Students (in collaboration with F. K. Sanders;

New York, 1899 sqqOi he has published: The Mes-
sages of the Bible (1899 sqq.); Library of Ancient

Inscriptions (in collaboration with F. K. Sanders;

1904 sqq.), and The Student's Old Testament (1904

sqq.), he has written Outlines of Hebrew History

(Providence, R. I., 1895); The Wise Men of Ancient

Israel and their Proverbs (New York, 1895); A
History of the Hebrew People: The United Kingdom
(1896); A History of the Hebrew People: The Divided

Kingdom (1897); A History of the Jewish People:

The Babylonian, Persian, and Greek Periods (1899);

The Messages of the Earlier PropheU (1899); The
Messagesof the Later Prophets (1900); The Messages

of Israel's Lawgivers (1902) ; Narratives of the Begin-

nings of Hflbrew History (1904); Israel's Historical

and Biographical Narratives (1905); Origin and Per-

manent Value of thfi Old Testament (1906); Israel's

Laws and Legal Precedents (1907); Founders and
Rulers of United Israel from . . . Moses to the Divi-

sion of the Hebrew Kingdom (1908) ; Heroes and Crises

of Early Hebrew History (1908) ; and Kings and
Prophets of Israel and Judah (1909).

KENTI6ERN, ken'ti-gem, SAINT: known also

as St Xungo: The apostle of the Strathdyde
Britons and patron of the city of Glasgow; accord-

ing to his twelfth-century lives, b. at Culross, prob-
ably in 518; d. in Glasgow Jan. 13, 603. His birth

is surrounded with a halo of mystery, and his

mother may have been a nun. He was trained in

a monastic school at Culross, and in early manhood
settled at Cathures (Glasgow) and became bishop
of those who had remained Christian from the time
of Ninian. Because of attacks from the heathen he
went to Wales and founded there the monastery of

Llanelwy (St. Asaph) . In 573 the Christians gained
the supremacy in the north and Kentigem returned.

He reclaimed the Picts of Galloway and the Strath-

dyde Britons who had lapsed into paganism, visited

the land northeast of the Forth, and is even said to

have sent missionaries to the islands, to Norway,
and to Iceland. His life was written by Jooelin of

Fumess, c. 1180.

Bibliographt: IAv€% of St. Ninian and St. Kentioem^ ed.

A. P. Forbes. Edinburgh, 1874; idem. Kaiendart cf Scot-
ti»h SainU, pp. 362-373. Edinburgh, 1872; T. Maclauch-
lan. The Early Scotch Church, chsp. x.. Edinburgh. 1865;
DNB, xTxi, 26-27; DCB, 603-606 (excellent for aouroes).

KEPHART, kepOiOrt, ISAIAH LAFAYETTE:
United Brethren; b. in Decatur Township, Pa.,

Dec. 10, 1832. He studied at Otterbein Univer-
sity, WesterviUe, O. (1857-61), was licensed to

preach in 1859, joined the Allegheny Conference

of his denomination, and was at East Salem, Pa.,

1861-63. He was chaplain of the Twenty-First

Pennsylvania Cavalry throughout the war, and
preached at Hummelstown, Pa., 1865-67. He be-

came principal of the public schools of Jefferson,

la., 1867; superintendent of schools in Greene
Coimty, la., 1869; professor of natural science in

Western College, la., 1871, actuary of the United
Brethren Aid Society of Pennsylvania, residing at

Lebanon, Pa., 1876; professor of mental and moral

science in San Joaquin Valley College, GaL, 1883;

president of Westfiekl College, Westfieki, HL, 1885;

editor of Ttie Religious Tel^cope, the official oigan

of his denomination, 1889. He has written: Biog-

raphy of Rev, Jacob 8, KessUr (Dayton, O., 1867);

EvUs <^ the Use of Tobacco by Christians (1882);

The Holy Spirit in the Devout Ltfe (1904); and Life

of Exekid Boring KephaH (1908).

KBRI AND KETHIBH: Words (in the fonn of

Aramaic participles) employed by the Masoretes

(see BiABORAH) to diistinguish the pointed or vow-
eled from the unpointed text of the Oki Testament.

Kethibh, " written " or " what is written," desig-

nates the original form of the text of the Oki Tes-

tament in which the words were represented by
their conscmants alone; keri, " read *' or " what is

to be read," refers to the completely voealiBed text.

Of the kethibh it is necessary to say only that it

was intended to represent the form in which all the

Hebrew Scriptures were written (without vowels)

by their authors, and that after it was adopted as

the authorized text, no alteration in the words or

letters was ever permitted. The keri serves two
main purposes. It makes the exact reading or

pronunciation of the words perfectly dear by in-

serting their vowels; and it is used to correct the

possible errors which, perhaps from the very be-

ginning, were observed in the kethibh or traditional

text. Since the second purpose could not be at-

tained by introducing notes into the body of the

text, the divergences of the keri from the kethibh

were pointed out in the mai^ by characteristic

methods and devices which may be observed in

any current copy of the Hebrew Bible. As a help

to the understanding of them, several modem edi-

tions contain a useful Masoretic davis.

Some conmion and natural misconceptions may
be alluded to. The keri, when dted in the maigin,

is not always intended as a substitute for the ke-

thibh or official reading. It often merely records a
traditional variant reading. Nor, on the other

hand, was the kethibh made an unchangeable text

because it was thought to be infallible. The official

text (authorized not long after the destruction of

Jerusalem, 70 a.d.), was chosen not because it was
perfect but because it was thought to be the most
correct, and because a single archetype was (per-

haps wisely) deemed necessary. This is proved

by the fact that even the acddental peculiarities

of the copy thus chosen were retained and still re-

main. Again, the Masoretes or Jewish editors did

not establish or even seek to influence the keri or

the traditional readings as marked by the vowd
signs. The received form of words goes back to

times several centuries before the Masoretes began
their work. It was perpetuated chiefly by the

synagogal services (see Stnagogue); and, of course,

without the pronimdation of the words the kethibh

itself could not have been preserved.

J. F. McCURDT.

BiBUOoaAPHT: C. D. Ouuburg, Introduetitm to tk» Mas^
•or^Hoo^rUieal Edition cf Ihe Hcbrtw BibU, London,
1897; F. Q. Kenyon. Our Bibh and tk$ Andent Mi88„ ib.

1806; T. H. Weir. A Short HiaL cf the Hebrew Text ef Ike

O. r., ib. 1800. Much of the literature in the bibUosraphy
under Bible Text, I., contains information on the subject.
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KBRll, JOHll ADAM: Methodist Episcopal,

South; b. near Winchester, Va., Apr. 23, 1846.

He studied at the University of Vii^inia 1868-70,

having abeady entered the ministry of his denom-
ination in 1864. For twenty-one years he was en-

gaged in pastoral work in the Baltimore Confer-

ence. From 1886 to 1893 he was professor of

moral philosophy in Randolph-Macon College, of

which he became vice-president in 1893 and presi-

dent in 1897. Since 1899 he has been professor of

practical theology in Vanderbilt University, Nash-
ville, Tenn. He has been elected four times to the

General Conference of his denomination, and in

theology is Evangelical, and favorable to all revei^

ent and scholarly study of the Scriptures and devel-

opment of Christian doctrine. He has written The
MirMry to the Cangregatum (Nashville, Tenn.,

1897); The Way qf the Preacher (1902); The Idea of
the Church (1906); and The Listening Heart (1908).

KBRO: A monk said to have lived in the mon-
astery of St. Gall during the rule of Abbot Othmar
(720-759) and formerly supposed to have been the

author of the Old High German interlinear version

of the Benedictine rule and the '' Keronian glosses."

This tradition, however, originated with Jodocus
Metzler (d. 1639), and owes its currency chiefly to

Melchior Goldast (d. 1635). Other works were also

attributed to Kero, probably on the basis of the

name Kero or Kerolt written at the end of a St.

Gall nuinuscript which was burned in 1768. There
was actually a Kero at this monastery in the latter

part of the eighth century, but he can not have
been the author of the translation of the Benedic-

tine rule prepared shortly after 802 at the com-
mand of Charlemagne, for this version, uncouth,

corrupt, and grossly unintelligent, was the work of

several hands. The Keronian glosses, moreover,

are an extract from an Old High German interlinear

translation of a Latin dictionary, the version ap-

parently originating at Freising about 740.

(E. Steinmeter.)

BnuooBAPBT: On Kero ooniult: B. Pei, Thtaaunu ante-

dokfrum noviaHmut, i. 3. p. 686, Augsburg. 1721; W.
Schaiv. in Ztita^nfi fikr dtuUdhet AUertum, xviii. 145-

140: XL. vii. 303. On the Benedictine rule, P. Piper.

Ntuktr^O* «vr Oltem deulNAm Litteraiwr, pp. 22-162. Stutt-

gATt, 1806: on the gloasea, R. Kfigel, UAer da* Kwro-
niMkiOhMar, Halle. 1870.

XBS8LBR, JOHAim JOHANNES CHESSELIUS,
or AHENARIUS): Reformer and chronicler of

8t. Gall; b. at St. Gall, Switzerland, 1502 (1503?);

d. there Feb. 24, 1574. He studied theology at

Basel, and in 1522, attracted by Luther's fame,

went to Wittenberg, where he was fully won for the

Refonnation. On his return to St. Gall in 1523 he

abandoned the idea of taking orden, and became
a saddler. Nevertheless, in 1524 he began to

preach and hold meetings in private houses, and
the impression he made was so strong that the mag-
istrates became alarmed and interfered. In 1525

he resumed his ministerial work, and in 1536 he

became, with the consent of the council, the regular

preacher to the Evangelical congregation of St.

Margaret. Vadian introduced him into the circle

of his friends, and the council elected him to vari-

ous positions. In 1537 he became teacher of an-

VI.-21

dent languages at the gymnasium, and in 1542 reg-
ular pastor of St. Gall. Gn the death of Vadian
in 1551 it became the task of Kessler to continue
the Reformation. He was a careful observer and
made use of his leisure hours to write a chronicle
on the persons and events of his time, which he
entitled iSa&6ato (ed. Ernst GOtzinger, in MtUeil-
ungen gur vaterldndiechen Oeachichte, v.-x., St. Gall,

1866-68). It is one of the best and most fruitful

sources for the history of the Swiss Reformation
from 1519 to 1539, and for the history of the inner
life of the time. (Emil Eauf.)
Biblxoorapbt: Souroee are his own letten, preeerrBd at

St. OaU and hifl writinss. A new ed. of the Scbbaia, with
notes and biosraphy, waa publiahed by E. EcU and R.
Sohooh. St. OaU, 1002. Consult also: J. J. Bernet,
Johann Keulm; ib. 1826; Bohaff. ChritHan Church, ri.

386, yiL 127; 8. M. Jaekson, HvUrtuh Zwinffti. New York,
1003.

KESWICK COHVERTIOR: A summer religious

reunion, lasting one week, which has been hekl
annually at Keswick (24 m. s.s.w. of Carlisle), Eng-
land, since 1875, chiefly '' for the promotion of

practical holiness ** by means of prayer, discussion,

and personal intercourse. It may be said to have
had its origin in the general revival that swept over
England in the early seventies (Moody and Sankey,
and others). The first meeting was held at Broad-
lands, near Romsey, July 17-23, 1874, followed by
a convention at Oxford Aug. 29 to Siept. 7, 1874,
and one at Brighton May 29 to June 7, 1875. At
the Brighton convention Canon Harford-Battersby,
vicar of St. John's, Keswick, suggested a conven-
tion at Keswick, to be held the foUowing July on
the grounds of his own vicarage. Since then the
convention has met annually at Keswick, the last

week in July, and year by year it has grown in

numbers and influence. The meetings are held in

a large tent and are attended by several thousand
people, including representatives from foreign

countries. The services are notable for their spir-

itual character, for the prominence given to silent

prayer, and for their apostolic simplicity, music
and all else being subordinated to the one object

—the glory of G^ through the promotion of truth

and holiness. Since the Holy Spirit is recognised

as the leader of all meetings, there has never been
any formal election of a chairman. During his

lifetime Canon Harford-Battersby presided over
the convention. After his death the chairmanship
passed by general consent to Mr. Heniy Bowker,
and, after him, to Mr. Robert Wilson. The Kes-
wick movement is distinctly Evangelical in eharao>
ter, and is supported chiefly by the Evangelical
branch of the Church of England. Keswick stands
for no new school of theological thought. The
Keswick speakers and teachers, some fifty in num-
ber, are conservative in spirit, clinging to old truths

and avoiding new and strange doctrines. With-
out exception they hold to the absolute plenary

inspiration of the Holy Scriptures in every part.

To them the Bible is the final court of appeal in

matters both of faith and duty. In the Keswick
teaching stress is laid upon the infilling of the

Spirit, and upon the power of faith to da^ prom-
ised blessings. The convention takes an active

interest in missions and maintains a number of
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missionaries in foreign fields. The literature of

the convention includes the Lift of Faith (Lon-

don, 1879 sqq.)> the weekly oi^gan of Keswick
teaching, The Keswick Week (an annual volume
containing addresses delivered at the convention),

and the Keswick Library (London, 1894 sqq.), a
series of religious booklets.

Bibuoorapbt: The Kennek Convention; ite JfMtoo*, ite

Method, and ite Men, ed. C. F. Harford, London. 1907;

A. T. Pierson, The Keewick Movement, New York, 1907;

E. H. Hopkins. The Story of Keswick, London. 1802;
and T. D. Harford-Battersby, Memoire ofthe Keewick Cofft-

vention, ib.. 1800.

KETHE, WILLIAM. See Sternhold, Thomab.

KETHUBHIM. See Canon of Scripture, I., 4,

§2.

KETTELER, ket'te-ler, WILHELM EMANUEL,
BARON VON: Bishop of Mainz; b. at Mttnster

Dec. 25, 1811; d. at BurghaOsen (58 m. e. of Mu-
nich), Upper Bavaria, July 13, 1877. He was ed-

ucated by the Jesuits at Brieg, Switzerland. He
studied law at G5ttingen, Berlin, Munich, and
Heidelbeig, and was Referendar at Mttnster 1834-

1838. After studying theology at Munich and Mttn-

ster he received ordination in 1844, became pastor

at Hopsten, Westphalia, in 1846, and provost of

the Hedwigskirche, Berlin, in 1849. He was ap-

pointed bishop of Mainz in 1850. To restore the

Church of Rome to its old power and splendor was
the great idea of his life; and, as the acknowledged
leader of the Ultramontane party in Germany, he

fought for this idea with as much adroitness as au-

dacity. At the Council of the Vatican he belonged

to the minority, but, as soon as the dogma of papal

infallibility was promulgated, he accepted it and
published it in his diocese. Well aware of the dan-

ger to the realization of his ideas which arose from

the establishment of a German empire under the

Protestant house of Hohenzollem, he resisted the

consolidation of the new oiganization in every pos-

sible way. He opposed vigorously Bismarck's

policy of placing the Roman CathoUo Church, in

its relation to the State, on an equality with other

social institutions, and advocated a policy of re-

sistance to state legislation involving ecclesiastical

affairs. His numerous writings include, Freiheit,

AtUoriidt, und Kirche (Mainz, 1862); Die wahren
Onindlagen dee religidsen Friedene (1868); Dae all-

gemeine KonzU und seine BedevJtung fUr unsere Zeit

(1869); Die Katholiken im deuischen Reich (1873);

Der KvUurkampf (1874); and Predigten (2 vols.,

1878).

Biblioorapht: O. PfOlf, Bischof von KetteUr, 3 vols..

Mains. 1890; F. Oreiffenrath, BUthof . . . von KetteUr
und die deutache Sodalreform, Frankfort, 1893; J. Wen-

* sel. W. E. ... von KetteUr, der Lehrer . . . der katho-

lUeh-^ociaUn Beetrebungen, Berlin, 1895; £. de Girard,

KetteUr et la queetion ouvrihre, Berne, 1896; KL, vi 402-
406.

KETTENBACH, ket'ten-bOH, HEINRICH VON:
German Franciscan monk. The place and year of

his birth and death, as well as his ancestry, are im-
known, and there seems to be little foimdation for

the common belief that he was a member of a
noble family, although from the style of his writings

it might be presumed that he was of Franconian
origin. In the latter part of 1521 he was in the

Franciscan monastery at Ulm, where he displayed

great zeal as a preacher and denoimced the idleness

and corruption of the clergy with fearless satire.

In a controversy with the Dominican preacher

Peter Nestler he denied that the Church was em-
powered to amend or supplement the sanctions of

the Scriptures, declaring that it was based on an
unalterable Gospel, ridiculing the doctrine of papal
infallibility, and praising Luther, Melanchthon and
Karlstadt as soldiers in the divine cause. In his

sermon Von der christiichen Kirche (Ulm 15227),

delivered in the siunmer of 1522, he expounded the

doctrine of a Church consisting of the community
of the elect, living in common possession of service,

chattels, joys and sorrows, and foimded upon Christ

and not upon Peter, whose church was rather the

synagogue of Satan, the imposture of the western
world, as Mohammed's is of the East. Luther is

hailed as the prophet of the times, laboring in the
spirit of Elijah and with the wisdom of Daniel. In
spite of the Edict of Worms and the opposition of

the bishop of Constance, Kettenbach remained at
his post till late in 1522, supported by the good-will

of a large part of the popidation. At the end of

the yea,Tf however, he was obliged to make a pre-

cipitate retreat from the city. It is not definitely

known where he went, although, from his active

participation in Franz von Sickingen's expedition

against Treves, it might be inferred that that region

was his immediate place of refuge. The imprint
of his later works would point to a residence in

Saxony.
The character of Kettenbach's works reveals the

growth of an opposition to the Roman Catholic

Church which foimd vent in exhortations to the
clergy and the cities to take up arms for the Re-
formed religion. The VergUichung des AUerheilig'

sten Herm und Voters, des Papsts, gegen den seltsam

fremden Qasi in der ChriHenheit, genannt Jesus
(Augsbui^, 1523) is a succession of sharply drawn
antitheses between the doctrines of the Gospel and
those of the Church. In his Practical praktisiert

aus der Bibel aufvieL zukUnftige Jahre (1523), Ket-
tenbach addressed himself to the inhabitants of the
imperial towns, uiging them to embrace the cause of

the lower nobility against the princes, and defend-
ing Luther against the charge of having brought
disorder into the coimtry. The magistracy of Nu-
remberg prohibited and confiscated the Pradiea on
Sept. 15, 1523, because of its attack on the pope
and the emperor. After the death of Franz von
Siddngen in May, 1523, Kettenbach published the

Vermahnung Framens von Sickingen an sein Heer,

in which the attempt was made to vindicate him
from the accusation of having brought civil war
into Germany. There is no certain proof, how-
ever, that Kettenbach himself was the author. The
last of his important writings was Eine neue Apologia
und Verantwortung Martini Luthers under der Pa-
pisten Mordgeschrei (Wittenberg, 1523), in which
the Reformer is cleared of such charges as those of

opposing the sacraments, minimizing the impor-
tance of confession, attacking the mass, and intro-

ducing disorder into the Church. After such in-

tense literary activity during 1522 and 1523 it is

surprising to find him silent during the following
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year. He is known to have preached a sermon
on Matt. vii. 15 in the summer of 1525, but this is

the last trace of his existence. It has been con-
jectured that he may have perished in the Peas-
ants' Revolt or that he may have been identical

with the Franciscan Heinrich Spelt who was still

active in 1526. (G. Kawerau.)
Bibxjographt: G. Veesenmeyer, BeytrOoe zur Oetchichte der

Litteratur und Reformation, pp. 79-117, Ulm, 1792; ADB,
XV. 676-678.

KETTLER, 60TTHARD: Last master of the
Teutonic order in Livonia and first duke of Cour-
land; b. in Westphalia 1511; d. at Mitau (25 m.
s.w. of Riga), Courland, May 17, 1587. He was of

prominent family and was educated for the minis-

try. When about twenty years old, he went to

Livonia and entered the service of the Teutonic
order, in which he won high respect by his prudence
and energy. The Reformation had already found
its way into Livonia, and Kettler did not oppose
its progress; he was strengthened and confirm^ in

Evangelical convictions by repeated sojourns at Wit-
tenbeig (1553 and 1556), where he became person-
ally acquainted with Melanchthon. To strengthen
his order against attacks from Russia, he worked
eagerly for an alliance with Poland, and became
the foremost representative of the Polish party in

Livonia. He soon overcame the opposition of Wil-
helm Fih^tenbeig, the master of the order in

Livonia, and in 1559 succeeded to his position.

Kettler's main efforts were now directed toward a
secularization of the order in Livonia after the
model of Prussia (see Teutonic Order). The
king of Poland would assist Livonia against the
Russians only on condition of its entire submission
to Polish rule, and under the force of circiunstances

Kettler had to comply with this demand; he be-

came merely feudal duke of Courland (1562). As
such he devoted his whole time and energy to the
reform and r^ulation of ecclesiastical conditions

in his state and achieved remarkable results.

Church affairs in Courland were in a very entangled
and neglected condition. The people hiskd adopted
Christianity only in an external form, and heathen

traditions and superstitions still prevailed among
them. The introduction of the Reformation bad
effected no essential change. A lack of preachers
and churches obstructed all efforts toward a thor-

ough-going reform. In 1567 the state assembly
decreed at Kettler's instance the erection of seventy
new churches. Church visitations were instituted,

and Superintendent Alexander Eichhom was com-
missioned to draw up a church order which was ap-
proved by the duke in 1570 and printed in 1572.

The first part, the " Church Reformation," relates

chiefly to the oiganization of the Church, to the
foimdation and maintenance of churches, schools

and charitable' institutions, and regulates the ap-
pointment of preachers and their visitation by the
superintendent. In the second part, the '' Church
Visitation," the confessional writings of the Lu-
theran Church are treated as the norm of the Church,
beside the Bible and the ecumenical symbols. Then
follow the precepts for pastors in regard to their

practical dealings with the congregation. The at-

tendance at church was strictly controlled by the
elders; fines and other piuushments were to be
imposed, and culprits to be delivered to the secu-

lar authorities if they did not change their lives.

Church government was exercised in the beginning
by the superintendents and visitators; a consistory

was instituted later. (F. HoERSCHBLMANNf.)
Bibuoorapbt: S. Henning, BeridU wU e* in Relioiona-

•achen im . . . Ktarlandffehalten warden, Rostock, 1589; T.
Kallmeyer, Die Beorandung der evanaeUechrlutheriadkien

Kirche in Kurland, Riga, 1851; T. Sohmmann. inHietor-
ieehe Daretellunoen und ardUvaliMche Studien, p. 91, Ham-
burg-Mitau, 1886.

KEVIN, SAINT. See C<smoen, Saint.

KEY, JOSEPH STAUNTON: Bishop of the

Methodist Episcopal Church, South; b. at La
Grange, La., July 18, 1829. He was educated at

Emory College, Oxford, Ga. (A.B., 1848), and was
a pastor or presiding elder from the year of his

graduation until 1886, when he was elected a bishop

of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South. In h^
official capacity he has made repeated tours of

Mexico, Clhina, Japan, and Korea.

KEYS, POWER OF THE.
L Biblieal Souroee of the Doctrine.

IL The PMristio Period.

8ab-Apo8toUc Views (f 1).

Extension of the Power (| 2).

Origen, Cyprian, and Augustine
(§3).

Bins GontroUed by the Power (f 4).

Treatment of the Lapsed and Pen-
itent (f 6).

The Power and the Priesthood (f 6).

Ill The Middle Ages and the Roman
Gatholio Doctrine.

Penance (f 1).

The Priest as Judge or as Mediator
(12).

Combination of the Two Views
(13).

The Twofold Key and Thomas
Aquinas (f 4).

The Tridentine Decree (( 5).

L Biblical Sources of the Doctrine: The " power
of the keys '' is a symbolical term which in its

more extended sense denotes the whole range of

the power of the Church, while in its restricted

usage it connotes simply the power of granting

or refusing absolution. The concept goes back to

Christ's words to Peter (Matt. xvi. 19), " I will

give unto thee the ke3rs of the kingdom of

heaven." This is doubtless based on " the key of

the hoiise of David " mentioned in Isa. xxii. 22,

The Problem of Priertly FalUbiUty
(16).

The Keys in the Greek Churdi (| 7).

IV. The Reformation and the Protes-
tant Doctrine.

Luther and Melanchthon (| 1).

The Calvinistio Theory (| 2).

Lutheran Attacks on the Doctrine

(13).
Theological Aspect of the Doctrine

(J 4).

and quoted in Rev. iii. 7, and implies that the

steward of the house received the keys so that no
one might open the door he had shut, or shut the

door he had opened. This metaphor is not carried

through in Matt. xvi. 19, but passages like Matt,

xxiii. 13 and Luke xi. 52 prove that ** binding and
loosing " must have been related to the concept of

admission and exclusion. In Matt, xviii. 18, where
the power of binding and loosing is conferred upon
all disciples as the representatives of the Church,
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the oonneetion of the passage leaves no doubt that

it refers to the exclusion of sinners from or the ad-

mission of penitents to the congregation. Nor can
the similar words in Matt. xvi. 19 have an essentially

different meaning, so that the concept of the early

Church, which is shared by the Greek exegetes,

can not be wrong in interpreting the passage by
John XX. 23. It is especially to be emphasized that

in both passages the disciples receive no commis-
sion of a new function, but are merely assured that

the exercise of their former function is valid before

God. It is still more desirable to interpret the

passage in Matthew from the whole connection of

the Synoptic Gospels, and it thus becomes plain

that in consideration of such passages as Matt.

xxiii. 8-10 we can not ascribe any legislative power
to the disciples. The sense of the ** power of the

keys " seems to be, therefore, that Jesus gave Peter,

or his disciples, or the body of Christian believers,

authority to receive into the kingdom of heaven by
forgiveness of sins or to exclude from it by refusal

of pardon, thus forgiving sin (especially on earth)

in the name of God and with efficacy with God in

the same way as the Son of Man had hitherto ex-

ercised it (cf. Matt. ix. 6).

n. The Patristic Period: In the patristic period

the '' power of the keys " was held to connote

strictly the remission (or retention) of sins, and
not legal enactments. This is clear from Tertul-

lian (Scorpiace, x.; De pudicitia, xxi.), from the

letter of the churches at Lyons and Vienne (Euse-

bins, Hist, ecd,, V., ii. 6), from Cyprian (Epist,,

Ixxiii. 7, Ixxv. 16), and from other sources (Am-
brose, De pomitentiay i. 2; Augustine, CarUra ad-

veraarium legia et praphetarumf 136; Faustus of

Ries, Sermo vi.; Leo the Great, Sermo xlix. 3;

Apostolic Constitutions, ii. 11 sqq.). It would be
erroneous to suppose that this was a

I. Sub- narrowing of the concept. The de-

Apostolic velopment was rather in the opposite

Views, direction, for when the " power of the

keys ** came to be interpreted as a ju-

dicial act, especially in relation to the lapsed, tbe

furtherance of the juristic aspect of the concept was
easy. Thus the pseudo-Clementine Homilies (iii.

72; cf. Clement, Epiat, ad Jacobum^ 2) see in the
" power to bind and loose " the functions of the

episcopal office.

While in the primitive Church the " power of the

keys " may be regarded, roughly speaking, as

ascribed to the Church, or to its officials, or to those

endowed with the Spirit, in the sense that all three

concurred, nevertheless the official element grad-

ually superseded the other two. In this early

period the " power of the keys " was indubitably

possessed by the Church as a whole (cf. Tertullian,

Scorpiace, 10; Cyprian, Epist,, Ixxv. 16), the

Church consisting of the bishops, the clergy, and
the body of the faithful (Cyprian {Epist., xxxiii. 1).

Cyprian is the first to permit to the clergy what he
ascribes to the Church, since " the Church is foimded
upon the bishops, and every act of the Church is

controlled by these same rulers ** {Epist,, xxxiii. 1),

although he still mnintAins that ** remission of sins

can not be given by those who, it is certain, have
not the Holy Spirit " {Epia,, bdx. 11). Elsewhere

the idea is found (cf. Eusebius, Hitl, ecd.^ V., xviii.

7; Cyprian, Episi., xviiL 1, xix. 2, xxxiii. 2; De
laptie, 10) that apostles and prophets, as well as
martyrs, have the right to forgive sins as posses-

sing the Holy Ghost. It is not dear, however, that
they exerdsed this function without

3. Exten- the cooperation of the other agents al-

sion of the ready mentioned, nor does Cyprian
Power, grant the martyrs more than interces-

sionary powers, the remission itself be-

ing granted by the priest (De lapeiSf 16, 29; Epiai.,

Iv. 24) who is "judge in the place of Christ " {Epia.,

lix. 7). But these three daisses were never held to
be tl^ sole decisive possessors of the " power of the
keys," and Montanistic expressions contain indubi-

table innovations. Thus Tertullian menticms
" God's dear ones " {De pcmiienJtia, 9) as those to
whom the lapsed should kneel next after the
presbyters. When, however, he grants the " power
of the keys " to the " spiritiial," whether prophets
or apostles (De pudicitia, 21), he indudes the
Church, instead of exduding it, opposing only a
priesthood in which he fails to find this spiritual

characteristic.

Alexandrine theology seems to have made little

change. Origen, while eneigetically vindicating

the " power of the keys " to Christians of true

spiritual insight, presupposes, in the case of griev-

ous faults, the participation of priests or bishops in

the forgiveness ofsins (Deorationef 28; Commentary
on Matthew, xii. 14), thus restricting to them such a
spiritual character. It is evident, moreover, that
the " power of the keys " was held to be vested in

the bishop (d. Tertullian, De baptiematef 17; Apos-
tolic Constitutions, ii. 11); but there is no evidence
in Cyprian to show that Peter, to say nothing of

his successors at Rome, had any prerogative of this

power over other apostles or bishops

3* Origen, (Epiat., Ixxv. 16), his view being that
Cyprian Christ gave this privilege first to Peter,

and and then to his fellow apostles {Epist.,

Augustine, lix. 19; De uniUUe, 4). So according
to Augustine, the keys were given to

the Church, represented by Peter {Epist,, cxlix.

7, ccxcv. 2). The Church is administered by
the bishops {Sermo ccdi. 9), but it is the Holy
Ghost which remits sins both " above man " and
" through man " {Sermo xdx. 9). The bishops

of Rome, however, laid special claims at an early

date to the " power of the keys " in virtue of their

succession to Peter (d. Tertullian, De pudicitia,

1, 21; Cyprian, Epist., Ixxv. 17); while Leo the
Great (on Matt. xvi. 19), maintaining the '' priv-

ilege of Peter," held that the " power of the keys "

was extended to the other apostles and to all tbe
heads of the Church; and Optatus {De schismate

Danati, vii. 3) believed that Peter received this

prerogative that he might communicate it to the

other apostles.

The " power of the keys " was used by the Church
especially in the administration of baptism, and
also in penance for grievous sins committed after

baptism, more venial faults being atoned for by
the daily penitence of the faithful heart, the fifth

petition of the Lord's Prayer, fasting, the oblations,

and the Eucharist. Although the list of grievous
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1X18 was somewhat uncertain (cf. Tertullian, De
pudieiHa, 19; Advenus Marcionem, iv. 9; Augus-
tine, Sermo cccH. 4; Pacianus, ParcBnena ad pemv-

tentiam, 3), practically idolatry, murder, and adul-

tery were from the very first the chief

4. Sins objects of ecclesiastical discipline.

Controlled The passages supposed to prove that

by the in the Greek Church the belief was
Power, early prevalent that all sins might be

foigiven (Clement, Stromata, ii. 13;

Origen, Contra Cdaum^ iii. 51; Dionysius of Corinth

in Euaebius, Hxti. ecd., iv. 23, 6) are too vague to

admit of this interpretation; and while it is clear,

from TertuUian's De pudicitia that no rigid rule

was followed with respect to carnal sins, he states

as a general principle (De pudicitia, 12; cf. 22 and
Origen, De oratione, xxviii.) that idolatry and
murder were considered unpardonable.

The Western Church, on the other hand, steadily

extended pardon to all sins, thus connecting the
" power of the keys " more closely with the epis-

copal office. After 250 even the lapsed (see Lafsi)

were admitted to pardon, thus postiUating for-

giveness for idolatry, although in many regions

the more rigid practise was retail^ a.s

5. Treat- in Spain at the beginning of the fourth

ment of century and at Ciesarea in Cappadocia.

the Lapsed Pardon for a second lapse, however,

and was forbidden by Pope Siricius and
Penitent was unknown to Augustine {Epist.

cliii. 7), besides being rejected by the

eleventh canon of the third Synod of Toledo, al-

though Sozomen had already declared his convic-

tion that " God has decreed that pardon should be

extended to the penitent, even after many trans-

gressions " (Hist, eccl., vii. 16).

As a matter of fact the ** power of the keys " was
exercised by the clergy under the supervision of

the bishop, and the laity took no further part as

early as the middle of the third century (cf. Cyp-
rian, Epitt,, xix. 2, xlix., lix. 15; Augustine, Sermo
cccli.). After excommunication and penance for

a mortal sin, the penitent was again received into

the Church. This act was temoed reconciliation,

and was performed by the laying on of hands,

prayer, and the Idss of peace by the bishop, ataisted

by the clergy before the altar in the presence of the

congregation. The pardoning power of the Church
thus coincided with absolution (see CoNrBSsiON),
though not in the medieval sense, since the atoning

force of penance rested in the act of the penitent

himself, not in the reconciling power of the Church.

While God alone forgave sins, the Church, as his

merciful institution, could not refuse her coopera-

tion, but pointed out to the penitent the way in

which the wound of sin might be healed. Then
evolved the attitude represented by Cyprian:
*' Outside the Church there is no salvation,'' even
though the absolving power of the Church was not
final, but must be confirmed at the Last Judgment,
thus requiring prayer and the laying on of hands.

Begixming with Augustine, the tendency arises

to bring the priest's activity in the exercise of the
** power of the keys " into closer connection with
divine grace; and the sinner is no longer consid-

ered as a wounded man to be healed, but as a corpse

to be revived. Since this is impossible for th?

Church, a preliminary working of grace in the heart

is assumed, which is later to be completed by the

operation of the " power of the l^ys." While
Augustine bases forgiveness in reconciliation sim-
ply on the petition of the congregation of the faith-

ful, Leo the Great regards the priests

6. The as the specific intercessors for the

Power fallen, basing his view on Matt, xxviii.

and the 20, which hd restricts to the clergy

Priesthood. (Epiat., Ixxxii.; Ad Theodorum, 2).

The Roman Catholic concept of a
clerical priesthood independent of the laity, and
with whose mediation all works of grace are con-

nected, thus received sharp and conscious expres-

sion, and the accretions of later times are but the

development of the basal idea of Leo. There was,

however, as yet no formal pronouncement of

absolution. An entirely different view is advanced
by other Fathers. On the basis of Lev. xiv. 2 sqq.,

Jerome (Commentary on Matthew, iii.) held that

ecclesiastical authority possessed merely the right

to decide that they were set free whom the inward
grace of God had freed, and that they were bound
whom divine grace had not set free. Very similar

are the terms used by Gregory the Great (HomUia
xxvi. in Evangelia, 6), but it is clear from his own
statements how little this theoretic distinction prac-

tically implied.

HL The Middle Ages and the Roman Catholic

Doctrine: The primitive Church distinguished be-

tween three classes of members—the faithful, cate-

chumens, and penitents. The ** power of the kejrs
"

was established chiefly for the third class, though in

some respects also for the second; for these two
classes alone stood in need of ecclesiastical recon-

ciliation or absolution. Early in the Middle Ages,

however, a tendency arose among the newly con-

verted Germanic peoples to make penance, which
originally was a special institution for special occar

sions, a general characteristic of the

I. Penance, whole Church, and to establish the
" power of the keys," which originally

dealt with penitents only, as a general court of judi-

cature above all the faithful. The first indication of

this tendency was that, through monastic discipline,

sins in thought gradually became subject to the

"power of the keys," deviating herein from the

practise of the early Church. In the monasteries it

was considered a rule of discipline to confess to the

brethren even the slightest occurrences of sinful

emotions. The penitential of the Irish Vinniana

prescribes for sins in thought a rigid fast for half a
year, and abstinence from wine and meat for a whole
year. The Anglo-Saxon penitential, which bears

the name of Theodore of Canterbury, prescribes

from twenty to forty days' fast for feeling lust.

This system was introduced into the Prankish

Church by St. Columban of Luxeuil (q.v.) and his

pupils, and received the support of the Prankish
bishops, as is evidenced by the eighth canon of the

Synod of Chalon-sur-Sa6ne (after 644). It must
also be noted, however, that as early as the fifth

century, Johannes Cassianus of Marseilles (q.v.), a
semi-Pelagian influenced by Eastern monasticism,

had postulated eight " principal sins " of thought,
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which later developed into the seven deadly sins

of scholasticism. The first provincial synod which
made confession a general duty was that of Aenham
(1109), and Innocent III. (1108-1216) finaUy in-

traduced confession, and the consequent extension

of the " i>ower of the keys " over all Christians,

throughout the Church in spite of the opposition

which the penitentials produced in France, his

evident object being to check the growth of heresy.

The result was a radical change in the treatment of

penance and reconciliation; for whereas since the

fourth century reconciliation had invariably been
public, while private penance had been prescribed

for secret sins, private penance was now restricted

to cases of voluntary private confession; and pub-
lic penance (followed by public reconciliation,

gradually termMBd absolution) was reserved for open
sins attested by witnesses, or for such heinous

crimes as murder (Councils of Aries [813], canon
26; ChMon-sur-Sadne [813], canon 25; Mainz [847],

canon 31; Pavia [850], canon 6; Mains [852], canon
10 sqq.; CapUularia Regum Francorum, ed. S.

Baluze, Paris, 1677, v. 112). Public penance and
reconciliation still remained the prerogative of the

bishop, while private confession and absolution were
delegated to the priests, though only as the dele-

gates of the bishop (cf. Ratramnus, conJtra QrcBcor-

urn opposttOf iv. 7; CapitiUaria Regum Francorunif

vi. 206). Whereas, moreover, reconciliation prima-
rily followed inunediately after the completion of

penance, the penitential of Gildas (§1) permitted

private reconciliation on the expiration of half

the period of penance, and that of Theodore of

Canterbury after a year or six months (i. 12, § 4),

while in the so-called Statutes of Boniface (cap.

31) reconciliation must inunediately follow confes-

sion. In the course of the Middle Ages, however,
public penance and public reconciliation—the lat-

ter performed in the Roman Church on Maundy
Thursday as early as the fifth century, and on
Qood Friday in the Milanese and Spanish churches—^were steadily superseded by private confession

and private absolution, so that since the Reforma-
tion they have become entirely antiquated.

With regard to the theological definition of abso-

lution, and the share of the priest in its administra-

tion, two opposing views, inherited from the patristic

period, run almost parallel with each other during

the first part of the Middle Ages. According to

the one, the priest is simply judge in foro ecdesice;

he declares that forgiveness has taken
2. The place by the act of divine grace in the

Priest penitent soul, but takes no part him-
as Judge self in the act of forgiving. The divine

or as foi^giveness takes place before the ab-

Mediator. solution by the priest, and even before

confession, in the very moment the

heart repents; so that the Church's absolution is but
the declaration of what God has already done. How
prominent this view was, even in the thirteenth cen-

tury, may be seen from the manner in which Gratian

treats the subject. He raises the question whether
a sinner can satisfy God by repentance and secret

penance without confession, then states the argu-

ments and authorities on both sides, and finally

leaves the reader to decide the question for himself.

Peter the Lombard, the contemporary of Gratian,

defines (iv. 17) the priest's power to bind and to

loose merely as a power of declaration, signifying

simply he loosed before the Church him who was
loosed in the sight of God. Similar but still more
explicit were the views of Cardinal Robert Pulleyn

(Sent, vi. 52, 61, vii. 1) and Peter of Poitiers, clum-

cellor of the University of Paris (d. about 1204).

According to the other view, represented by Leo
the Great and Alcuin, the priest is not simply a
judge inforo ecdesice, but is a mediator, intercessor

and reconciler between God and the penitent. This

position, taken by the priests throughout the peni-

tentials, and exercising a profound influence on the

development of the doctrine of the " power of the

keys,'' attained increased importance in the De
vera et falsa pcenitenHa, a work belonging to the

eleventh or twelfth century, but ascribed to Au-
gustine. Here the priest appears as the representa-

tive of God in confession, and his forgiveness is the

forgiveness of God; while the view of Gr^ory the

Great, that sins in themselves beyond forgiveness

become forgivable through penance (but not through
absolution), is here modified so that the sinner in his

confession does not become clean in 'the sight of

God, but has his mortal sin changed to venial. This

residue of venial sins no longer involves eternal

punishment, but must be atoned for either by pen-

ance on earth or purgatory after death (chaps. 25,

35). These concepts were now evolved into a for-

mfd system by the Victorines. To Hugo of St.

Victor the priest represents the humanity of Christ,

is the visible medium needed by sin-bound man to

draw near to God, and is used by God to pour his

grace into the human heart. Thus the priestly ab-

solution not only declares forgiveness, but effects it

(De 8acramentiSf ii. 1 sqq., 8). Hugo regards the

sinner as bound by the inner bondage of hardness

of heart and the outer chain of merited damnation,
the former loosed by God alone through contrition,

and the latter by the priest as the divine instrument.

Going still further, Hugo's pupil, Richard of St.

Victor, in his De potestate ligandi et solvendi held

that God himself released from sin either immedi-
ately or through the mediation of men who were
not necessarily priests, this being done by contri-

tion even before confession. He also held that

through the priest, who possessed the *' power of

the keys," God transformed eternal punishment
into a transitory one, and that the priest trans-

formed transitory punishment into penance.

In the case of two views so divergent, yet run-

ning parallel, further progress could be possible

only in their dialectic reconciliation and combina-
tion. This was attained by the great scholastics

of the thirteenth century, especially by Thomas
Aquinas, although Richard of St. Victor had plainly

sought to effect such a result. In his

3. Combi- Summa theologicB (pars iv., qusestio 20,

nation of membrum iii., art. 2; qusBstio 21,

the Two membrum i.; membrum ii., arts. 1-3)

Views. Alexander of Hales, closely followed

by Bonaventura and Albertus Magnus,
held that, while the power to bind and to loose

belonged to God alone, the priest merely praying

for and obtaining absolution, but not imparting it.
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nevertheleBB, the priest, as the medium between the

fliniier and God, being the sfrakesman both of the

sinner and of God, was deprecator and judge in

one. Eternal punishment can not be remitted by
the priest, but only by God. On the other hand, the
" power of the keys " extends to temporal punish-

ment, since the priest \b a divinely appointed judge;

while puigatory is remitted only per accidena, the

priest being able to change the pains of puigatory
into temporal punishment, and thus into penance.

On this basis Thomas Aquinas completed the

Roman Catholic doctrine of the " i>ower of the

keys." He distinguished between the davia or-

dims and the davia jitnadiciionia (Summa, qusestio

19, art. 3, resp.), the former, received by the priest

in his ordination, opening heaven immediately to

individuals through sacramentary absolution; and
the latter having this effect only through excom-
munication and absolution before the forum of the

Church. The davia ordinia alone having a sacra-

mental nature, laymen and deacons may possess

the davia furiadicHonia, which also includes the

granting of indulgences (qusstio 25,

4« The art. 2 ad 1 m.). The exerdse of the

Twofold davia ordinia presupposes the posses-

Key and sion of the clavia furiadictiania; but,

TImmoias on the other hand, the davia ordinia be-

A^nliiM. comes effective only through the davia

jtariadicUonia (qusstio 20, art. 1-2,

resp.), so that by depriving sclusmatics, heretics, and
the like of the davia juriadictioniaf a bishop may
withdraw from them the power of exercising the

davia ordinia (quiestio 19, art. 6, resp.). The sacra-

mental davia ordinia finds its exercise in priestly

Absolution, and it was through Thomas Aquinas that

the individual elements of the sacrament of penance
were united in the Roman Catholic doctrine of the
" power of the keys.'' He bases his view on the

concept that God alone remits sin and eternal pun-
ishment as a return for a contrition which is per-

fected by fulness of love and by a desire for

sacramental confession and absolution. Such a
penitent has the grace given him increased by the
" power of the keys "; and in case his contrition is

not sufficiently deep, the same power removes the

obstacles to the entrance of the atoning grace, pro-

vided the sinner himself sets up no opposing bai^

liers. The "power of the keys" remits a i>ortion

of the temporal punishment, the residue being

Atoned for by the prayers, alms, and fasting pre-

scribed to the penitent by the priest as satisfaction

(quBstio 18, art. 2-3). These latter, moreover,

may be remitted by the davia juriadidionia through

indulgences (qusestio 25, art. 1, resp.), which, in

view of the concept of vicarious satisfaction on
which they are based, may be used for the benefit

of souls in puigatory. This development of the
*' power of the keys " essentially changed the form
of absolution; for although Alexander of Hales

states that in his time the deprecatory formula was
foDowed by the indicative, the latter must have
been an innovation, since until thirty years before

Thomas Aquinas the formula used by all priests

had been AbadtUianem d remiaaionem tibi iribuat

Deua. He himself defended the use of Ego te ab-

adw OQ its analogy to the other sacraments, and

as exactly expressing the effect of the sacrament
of penance and the " power of the keys," even
though retaining the deprecatory fonnula as a
prayer before the indicative, a usage still followed

by the Rttuale Romanum.
The teaching of Thomas Aquinas on the " power

of the keys " was essentially adopted by Eugene
IV. at the Council of Florence (1439) and still more
fully by the fourteenth session of the Council of

Trent (Nov. 25, 1551). While the Decree (cap. 6)

and the Canons (9-10) of the Council

5. The of Trent declare that the absolution is

Tridentine not a mere statement of forgiveness, but
Decree, is a judicial and sacramental act, the

Roman Catechism makes the ** power of

the keys " extend to all sins without exception (i. 11,

5), while the absolution pronounced by the priest,

who represents in all sacraments the person of

Christ, actually effects the forgiveness of sins (ii.

5, 10, 11, 17). .While, moreover, in contrition, con-

fession, and satisfaction the penitent is active

{opua operaria), he is absolutely passive and recep-

tive toward absolution, which works entirely ex

opera operato.

From another point of view, the Roman Catholic

priest is essentially a judge, not only in foro eccle-

ai(B, but in foro Dei. In this capacity he investi-

gates the sins of the penitent to determine their

proper punishment, and considers the spiritual

state of him who makes confession, that he may
know whether to bind or loose. Since, however,

on the one hand, the formula Ego te abaolvo implies

that the absolution is infallible and absolute; while,

on the other hand, the possible error

6. The of the priest, the infrequency of his

Problem of ability to know completely the state of

Priestly his penitent's soul, and the insuffi-

FAllibility. ciency of confession as a substitute for

omniscience, render his decision only

conditional, Roman Catholic dogmatics wavers as a
result of the combination, without true union, of the

two courses of development sketched above. Prac-

tically, however, the entire remission of sins requires

from the penitents only contrition (repentance

made perfect in love), confession, and satisfaction.

For contrition is substituted attrition (mere fear

of pimishment), and what it lacks in earnestness

and depth is made up by confession in its entirety

and by absolution. The latter transmutes eternal

punishment into temporal, and temporal into pen-

ance, this being remitted by indulgences. Thus
the infallible judgment of the priest becomes falli-

ble only in the- case of the deliberate hypocrite;

and the one firm and immutable result of the con-

fused course of development here sketched is the

infallibility of the power of the Chivch to bind and
loose, the single tmalterable kernel of the entire

dogma of the '^ power of the keys " and of the sacra-

ment of penance.

In the Greek Chivch private confession was in-

troduced for the monks by Basil (d. 379); and from
about the end of the iconoclastic controversy (see

Images and Imaqb Worship, II.) until the middle

of the thirteenth century the "power of the keys''

was vested exclusively in the monks according to

their ecclesiastical grade. Collision with the priest-
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hood was avoided by ordaining monks as priests

and api>ointing them as confessors; but since the

thirteenth century, without annulling

7. The the prerogatives of the monks, the

Keys in '' power of the keys " has gradually

the Greek bc«n taken from the monastic orders

Chnrch. and entrusted to the priests; while,

under Roman Catholic influence, pen-

ance has become a sacrament. The doctrines of the

Greek Church in this respect, however, have re-

mained more general tlum the Roman Catholic,

and have not assumed so juristic a character.

IV. The Ref6rmatk>n and the Protestant Doc-

trine: The entire concept of the " power of the

keys " was transformed by the Reformation, Luther

especially representing a return to early beliefs.

Holding that the ** power of the keys " was not

legalistic, but denoted simply the forgiveness or

retention of sins, he emphasized its entirely spiri-

tual character as contrasted with its secular usage.

He taught, moreover, that it concerned

z. Luther the personal relation of the sinner to

and Me- God, and that it opened or closed the

lanchthon. path to sharing in the divine grace,

and was not a mode of punishment.

As a power conferred on man by God or Christ, it

belonged to the Church, this being not the pope or

the clergy, but the body of the faithful who have the

Holy Spirit. While, however, in theory every Chris-

tian luis this power and can exercise it in the name
of the Church, practically only one commissioned by
the Church may do so, again in the name of the

Church, and as obeying God and acting in his stead.

The spiritual Church thus becomes a mediator be-

tween the individual and God. The key of binding

proclaims the unrepentant sinner doomed to eter-

nal death; but if he repents, the key of loosing

pronounces him free from sin and renews the prom-
ise of everlasting life (Von den SchlUsaeln, Erlangen

edition, xxxi. 178). The " power of the keys " is

exercised by the Church first in preaching, the

preaching of the law binding and the preaching of

the Gospel loosing; in public and private absolu-

tion; and in excommimication, or prohibition to

receive the Sacrament or to share in the other

blessings of the Church until repentance and amend-
ment, although the person so excommunicated was
not to be prevented from hearing sermons. All

forgiveness was conditioned by faith, but excom-
mimication was to be pronounced only on gross

and open sinners, who were to permit this judg-

ment of God and the Church to work in them to

repentance. Melanchthon agreed with Luther in

his doctrine of the " power of the keys," and main-
tained the right of the Chmrch to appoint oflicials

to exeroiBe it. He insisted, moreover, on confes-

sion and absolution before receiving the Sacrament,
and, influenced by Roman CathoUdsm, he distin-

guished the '' power of the keys,'' as a potestas ju-

risdicHonia, from the potestas ordinia. He likewise

held that the *' power of the keys " belonged, at

least in practise, to the clergy, while the Reformed
concept of the Church regarded her as the essential

possessor of this power.

The divergent view of the " power of the keys "

held by the Reformed, and especially by Calvin,

was intimately connected with their distinction be-

tween the invisible Church of the predestined and
the visible Church which was to be

2. The organized and ruled according to the

Calvinlstic word of God; additional elements be-

Theoiy. ing the line drawn between the divine

and the created factors of salvation and
a concept by which forgiveness of sins presupposed

only the true renewal by the Holy Ghost in regener-

ation. Accordingly, Calvin, distinguishing between
Matt. xvi. and John xx. on the one hand and Matt,

xviii. on the other, postulated a double " power of

the keys " (Institutes, IV., xi. 1). Proceeding from
the theory of individiial need and individual pastoral

care, he approximates the Lutheran idea of the

consolation of private absolution (III., iv. 14, IV.,

i. 22) although this never gains the importance of

an actual absolution. From this '' power of the

keys," which rests in the '' ministry of the word "

(cf. III., iv. 14, IV., vi. 4), must be distinguished the
'' spiritual jurisdiction and discipline " of the

Church, which concerns the punishment meted out

by the Church as a theocratic and secular institu-

tion. It is clear that here there is no question of

a direct relation to God. Despite the difficulty of

the reconciliation of Calvin's view with the prom-
ises of Christ regarding the " power of the keys,"

his double interpretation was retained in the Re-
formed confessions, as in the Helvetic Confession,

14, and the Heidelberg Catechism, 83. The Council

of Trent, on the other hand, in its opposition to the

Reformation, while abandoning the old theory of

the two keys, retained the substance of the ancient

dogma (session xxiii. 1); and postulated still more
explicitly that the " power of the keys " was a
prerogative granted by Christ to Peter and his suc-

cessors.

In the Evangelical churches, and especiaUy the

Lutheran, the exercise of the " power of the keys "

became more and more restricted to the clergy,

who used it, on the one hand, in private absolution

after a general confession, and, on the other, as a
punishment in the form of excommunication,
though, as a matter of fact, the latter was restricted

by the consistories to carnal sins. Gradually, how-
ever, protests were raised against the " power of

the keys," in part through a more or less mistaken
idea regarding the Reformatory concept of the con-

solation and the sacramental signification of the

foigiveness of sins. The pioneer of this tendency
was Theophilus Grossgebauer, who required only

confession to God for secret sins, but held public

confession and reconciliation to be

3. Lu- necessary for open sins, in which alone

theran he believed the power to bind and
Attacks loose to be effective, judgment being

on the exercised by a body of elders chosen

Doctrine, by the congregations concerned. Spe-

ner sought to transform private confes-

sion and absolution into a declaration before the

pastor for coimsel and spiritual investigation; but
insisted that only the penitent might be absolved,

doubtful cases being referred to a body of elders for

judgment. While he held that the " power of the

keys " belonged to the entire Church or brotherhood,

and had wrongly become restricted to the clergy and
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the authorities, his followers assailed private con-

fession still more vigorously. On Nov. 16, 1698, as

a result of the diatribes of Johann Kaspar Schade of

BerliUi an electoral resolution made general confes-

sion and absolution binding on all, private confession

and absolution being left to the discretion of the in-

dividual. Prussia's example was followed by the

other national Churches; and what Pietism began
rationalism completed. This development dimin-

ished the stress laid on the concept of the ** power
of the keys." Schkiermacher, though reintroducing

it into dogmatics, restricted it, with the express

exception of the sermon, to the legal and judicial

authority of the Church. He was closely fol-

lowed by Domer; but, on the other hand, the
'' Neo-Lutherans ** of the nineteenth century en-

deavored to revive the " power of the keys " as a
specific attribute of the pastoral office which had
succeeded the apostolate, only to meet the opposi-

tion of the Erlangen school.

From the point of view of dogmatics the '' power
of the keys " may be defined as the duty and the

authority of the spiritual Church to make the ever-

lasting decision for mankind and for individuals de-

pendent on the relation to her as the body of Christ.

In this sense it presupposes not only

4* Th«>> special and general absolution, but the

logical entire administration of the sacra-

Aq^t ments; and this must be exercised in

of the the Holy Ghost. The determination of

Doctrine, its concrete forms and its transmission

from the spiritual to the earthly Church
falls within the province of practical theology.

Naturally, however, the " power of the keys " can
be ignored only where the Church is regarded merely
as a religious association based on the pious thoughts
of men; but not where it is held to have arisen

from the determination and the participation of the

living God. (Johannes Kunze.)
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KHLTSTY. See Rubbia, III., § 4.

KIDROll: A valley or ravine east of Jerusa-

lem, now known as Wadi Sitti Maryam {** Valley

of St. Mary "). At present it is always dry except

occasionally after severe rains in the winter (see

Jerusalem). The name (Hebr. kidhron) occurs

eleven times in the Old Testament and once (John
xviii. 1) in the New Testament, where the A. V.

has ** the brook Gedron " (following the Greek form,

kedrOn), the R. V. " the brook Kidron." The mar-
ginal reading of the R. V., "of the Cedars/' is a
possible translation of the Greek, but not applicable

to a Hebrew word; kidhron is usually referred to

the root kadhar, " to be dark, gloomy."

KIEF, ki^ef (KIEW, SIJEW): A city of Rus-
sia, on the Dnieper, noted in ecclesiastical history

as an ancient metroi>olitan see, the cradle of the

Russian Church. In 1320 it came into the posses-

sion of the Lithuanians, and thus in 1386 became
part of the kingdom of Poland, which ceded it to

Russia in 1686. Greek missionaries were the first

to preach Christianity in this region, and Christians

are found there as early as the b^inning of the tenth

century. After the conversion of Vladimir in 088,

the Greek patriarch sent thither the first archbishop,

Michael, a Syrian by birth (988-992). Under the

episcopate of Theopemptus (1035-47) the great

cathedral of St. Sophia was built, and the province

then included twelve dioceses, to which Smolensk
was added in 1137. Early in the twelfth century

the relations of the see with Rome became more
and more strained. Under Matthew (1200-20)
Kief was destroyed by the Mongolian invaders, and
in 1290 the see was formally transferred to Vladi-

mir, and under Peter (1308-26) to Moscow, the old

title being still retained of *' metropolitan of Kief

and all Russia." Under Gregory I. (1416-19) the

Ruthenian Church was completely separated from
Moscow and Constantinople, and he seems to have
been disposed to promote a reunion with Rome
and to have attended the Council of Constance.

Isidore (1437-68) took more decisive steps in the

same direction, labored diligently for the reunion

scheme of the Council of Ferrara-Florence, and
died a cardinal and (Latin) patriarch-elect of Con-
stantinople in 1463. But the reunion project found
little favor among the people, and a state of schism

and conflict followed, the union being wholly dis-

solved at the death of Joseph II. (1498-1517) under
the influence of Helen, the Russian wife of King
Alexander II., who instigated the employment of

harsh measures against its adherents. In 1595,

however, the metropolitan of Kief with all his eight

suffragans, decided once more to look to Rome for

help against the disorders of the times, and Clem-
ent VIII. received them, permitting them to re-

tain their own ecclesiastical language and customs.

By the influence of Moscow a rival line of Greek
metropolitans was kept up until 1707 without a
break. The successive divisions of Poland and the

anti-Roman influence of the Empress Catherine II.

tended to weaken the position of the Uniat Church
in the eighteenth century, and under Russian pres-

sure in 1839 most of its adherents returned to the

communion of Moscow. In 1771 they had num-
bered twelve millions; in 1834 scarcely a million

and a half were left.
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KIERAN, SAINT. See Ciaran, Saint.

KIERKEGAARD, kyer'ke-gdrd, SORBN AABT:
Danish philosopher and religious author; b. in

Copenhagen May 5, 1813; d. there Nov. II, 1855.

He was naatriculated at the University of Copen-
hagen in 1830, and took up the study of theology,

devoting also considerable time to philosophy and
esthetics. His first literary product was a small
pamphlet in which he attacked Hans Christian

Andersen, contending that the latter was mistaken
in making the hero of his '' Only a Fiddler " a
peevish nature, and maintaining that genius can
know of no defeat, but that, like a thunder-shower,
it will force itself against the wind. This utter-

ance may serve as a specimen of Kierkegaard's
thought. In 1840 he obtained his first degree in

theology, and in the following year the master's

degree for a dissertation on the conception of irony,

with special reference to Socrates. Shortly after-

ward, he went to Berlin. He wished to demon-
strate the truth of Christianity, but not, like other

apologists, by explaining its dogmas. On Feb. 20,

1843, the first part of his large work " Whether—
Or " appeared pseudonymously, rapidly followed

by the second part, entitled " Neither," in which
he answers the question propounded by himself as

to whether the esthetical or the ethical type of life

ought to be chosen. Between 1843 and 1846 nu-

merous other works appeared from his pen, of which
may be mentioned ** Fear and Trembling," " Bits

of Philosophy," " What is Fear?" and " Stations on
the Path of Life," in all of which he conceals his

identity behind various alleged contemporary au-
thors, representing himself as merely the pub-
lisher of their pseudon3rmous literature. Only his

sermons were published over his own name.
The first part of these works endeavors to impress

the solemnity of Christianity upon an age which
lived, either without Christianity, or with a Chris-

tianity founded on custom only. The theme
" only the truth which builds is worth having "

forms the substance of the entire pseudonymous
literature published by Kierkegaard, and by his

treatment of this theme he became a religious re-

viver of great importance. His positive construc-

tion of Christianity, however, did not fail to find

opponents. Dogmatically he defined Christianity

as the paradox; ethically, as unmixed suffering;

psychologically, as a passionate departure from the

ways of the world. He rejected the ideas of creed,

church, priest, etc., and according to his conception

a Christian is an isolated individual, alone with

God, and in contact with the world only through

suffering. When this part of his literary activity

was completed he felt as though he had fulfilled his

mission, and desired to retire to a secluded pai^

sonage; the attacks of which he now became the

subject in the press, however, led his activity into

a new channel, and the mental suffering which he
had endured led him to consider the influence

which mental agony exerts upon the life of a Chris-

tian. The fundamental idea in his subsequent
writings became more religious, more Christian; bis

sermons treated of the gospel of suffering.

From his early childhood Kierkegaard had re-

garded the old bishop of Zealand, J. P. Mynster
(q.v.), with great reverence, for the latter had been
'' his father's pastor." But now that he had come
to consider it the duty of a Christian to lead a life

of suffering he asked himself if Mynster's preaching

was not rather an esthetic misrepresentation of

the paradox and the gospel of suffering than true

Christianity; and was Mynster's life a martyrdom?
For a long time Kierkegaard hoped that Mynster
would admit that the Christian ideal had been cor-

rectly defined in his writings, and also that he, the

primate of the Danish church, did not live accord-

ing to this ideal. M3mster, however, maintained
silence, and as Kierkegaard did not wish to dis-

turb the old prelate's tranquillity of mind he also

refrained from uttering his opinions. On the death
of Mynster, however, a sermon preached by Mar-
tensen, in which the latter designated the late

bishop as " a faithful witness of truth,"aroused
Kierkegaard's ire, and he wrote a protest, the pub-
lication of which, however, he delayed for some
time. But when Martensen, nine months later,

was appointed Mynster's successor as bishop of

Zealand this protest appeared in the periodical

Fcedrelandet of Dec. 18, 1854, under the title " Was
Bishop Mynster a Witness of Truth, a Faithful

Witness of Truth—Is this Truth?" Martensen
practically ignored this attack, simply stigmatizing

Kierkegaard as a Thersites who danced upon the

tombs of heroes; this, however, enraged Kierke-

gaard all the more, and he returned to the attack

with various articles and brochures in all of which
he censured " official Christendom," its divine ser-

vices, its religious acts, and its adherents. As an
advocate of individualism Kierkegaard had no sym-
pathy for the multitude, or for the awakening
tendency to organization. The enormous mental
strain which his attack on organized Christianity

had necessitated left him physically weak, and
hastened his death. Kierkegaard's works have es-

tablished in Denmark a literature so rich, so original,

and so complete in form that it is absolutely with-

out parallel in that country. (F. NiSLBBNt.)

Biblioorapht: Selections from Kierkegaard's unpublished
papers, which throw much light upon his books, ed.
H. P. Barsod and H. Gottsched, appeared in 8 vols, at
Copenhagen, 1869-81. His "Works," ed. A. B. Drmob-
mann, J. L. Heiberg, and O. H. Lange, appeared, 14 yob.,
Copenhagen, 1901-1906. There are biographies in Da-
ni^ by Q. Brandes, Copenhagen. 1877, Germ. transL,

Leipsio, 1879; C. Koch. Copenhagen. 1898: P. A. Rosen-
berg, Copenhagen, 1898. Of the voluminous literature,

mention may be made of A. B&rthold, Sfiren Kierk^
gaard, eine Verfaeeer-Exietene eigener Art, Halberstadt,

1873; idem, Aua und Hber S&ren Kierkegaard, ib. 1874;

idem, Noten su Suren Kierkegaard'e LebenspMcfckMs,
Halle, 1876; idem. Die BedetUung der Hethetiedien Stkrif-

ten Sdren Kierkegaard'e, ib. 1879; idem. Sfiren Kierke-

gaard'e PereOnlichkeit in ihrer Verwicklung der Ideate,

Oatersloh, 1886; V. Deleuran, Eequieee d'une itude evr

S&ren Kierkegaard, Paris, 1897; AnegewOhUe thriMHicke

Reden, German by Julie von Reiacke, with an acoount ol
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his family and life from personal reminisoenoes of his

fueee. Gieesen, 1901; P. Mflnoh, Dis tfotcpt- utxf Grund-
Otdamktndm PhilMopkU SOnn KitrktgaanU, Leipuo. 1902.

glT^HAM, ALBXAUDSR: Founder of the Meth-
odist New Connection, frequently called Kilham-
ites; b. at Epworth (21 m. n.n.w. of Linooki),

Ltnoolnahire» July 10, 1762; d. at Nottingham Dec.

20, 1708. He began to preach in 1783, and was
received by Wesley into the regular itinerant min>
Lstry in 1785. On the death of Wesley (1791) he
became an energetic leader of the faction favoring

complete separation of the Methodists from the

Church of England and published a number of

rather violent pamphlets in support of his views.

At the conference held in London in 1792 he was
censured, and at the conference of 1796, also held

in London, he was unanimously expelled from the

conference. On Aug. 9, 1797, Kilham met three

other Methodist clergymen and a number of lay-

men at Leeds and organised the Methodist New
Connection. See Methodists, I., 3.

BxauooaATBT: His Lif0 (written by himself) was edited
with a prafaoe by J. Onmdell. and R. Hall. Nottinsham.
17W: (J. BlaekweU.] Lif* V A«v. AUxander Kiiham,
London. 1838: W. J. Townsend. Alexander Kilham, the

FirmMethodidlUformer, ib. 1880; DNB, zzzL 102-103.

KILIAll, SAINT: Irish cleric in Crermany,

who. with several companions, met a martyr's

death at WUnburg in the eighth century. He is

called Bishop Chilianus in a necrology of the time
and in the martjrrology of Rabanus is spoken of as

coming from Ireland to preach the Gospel of Christ

in those regions and meeting death because of his

faith. There are difficulties connected with the

tradition, not the least being that the Franks
dwelling on the middle Main were no longer a pagan
people and Kilian's labors, therefore, were not

those of a missionary. Only the fact of the Cel-

tic bishop's violent death is undoubted; the exact

period of his martyrdom at the hands of a Dux or

a Judge Gotbert can not be verified. Concerning
the form of the name ** Kilian " the following seems
to be well established. The Ch of the " Chilianus "

in the oldest authority is to be ascribed to the reg-

ular working of the laws of Germanic phonology.

Irish names ending in an, iane, ene are always
nicknames, appellatives, etc., as in the case of the

abbot of Armagh, about 640, addressed by Pope
John V. as Tomian and Tomene. The old Irish cell

(>^n. oeffe, dat. and ace. ciB, c being always pro-

nounced like k) signified the cell of an anchorite,

a monastery or a church, and Cellan and Cillene

were common names among the Irish clergy in the

!M'\'enth and eighth centuries, signifying " anchor-

ite." On the analogy of Tomian and Tomene, Kil-

lian. spelled with two I's might properly be regarded

oA a variant of Cillene. The difficulty presented

by the fact that the Prankish form is Kilian, with

hingle 1, may be explained by supposing the sub-

stitution for the liquid double 1 of a single letter

U*aring the same sound. St. Kilian's reputation

dates from the time of Burchard, bishop of WUrz-
burg (d. about 764). (A. Hauck.)

BiBLiooBAnrr: An sariy Viia, with eominent, is in A8B,
July. U.. 090-614. Conault: T. D. Hmrdy. Dferiptirt

Caialeffm <4 MaleriaU, i. 1. p. 339» in RolU Serie: no. 26.

London, 1M2; W. D. Killen, Eedeeiaatieal Hiet, of Irrland,

2 vok., London, 1875; H. Zimmar, The Irieh ElemetU in
Medienal Ctdtun, New York. 1801; Rettberg. KD, ii. 303.-

Hauok, KD. I 370: DCB, I 644-666; XL. vil 440-448*

DNB, X. 363-364.

KILLEN, WILLIAM DOOL: Irish Presbyterian;

b. at Ballymena (23 m. n.w. of Belfast), County
Antrim, Apr. 5, 1806; d. at Belfast Jan. 10, 1902.

He studied at the Belfast Academical Institution,

and in 1829 was ordained minister of Raphoe,
County Donegal. From 1841 he was professor of

church history and pastoral theology, and from
1869 until his death was president of the Presby-

terian College, Belfast. In theology he was a lib-

eral Evangelical. He wrote: The Ancient Church
(London, 1859); Memorial of John Edgar (Belfast,

1867); The Old Catholic Church from the Apoetolic

Age to A.D, 766 (Edinburgh, 1871); The Ecdeeir

atkcal History of Ireland from the Earlieet Period

to the Present Time (2 vols., London, 1875); The
IgnaHan Letters Entirely Spurious (Edinburgh,

1886); The Framework of the Church: A Treatise

on Church Government (1890); and Reminiscences

of a Long Life (London, 1901); he also continued

J. S. Reid's History of the Presbyterian Church in
Irelandfrom 17SS (Belfast, 1853).

KILWARDBY, ROBERT: Archbishop of Can-
terbury; b. in England c. 1200; d. at Viterbo (42

m. n.n.w. of Rome), Italy, Sept. 11, 1279. He
probably studied at Oxfoni, but certainly at the

University of Paris, where he first distinguished

himself as a lecturer and writer on grammar and
logic. Later he joined the order of St. Dominic and
devoted himself to theology, distinguishing him-
self in this field by dividing most of Augustine's

works into chapters and prefixing to each an anal-

ysis of its contents. He was provincial prior of his

order in England 1261-72, archbishop of Canter-

bury 1272-78, and cardinal-bishop of Porto 1278-

1279. He was the first mendicant advanced to a
great post in the English Church. As archbishop

he held frequent synods. Those of 1273 and 1277

mark imi>ortant developments in the representa-

tion of the lower clergy. On leaving England in

July, 1279, he took with him, along with other

property of the see, all the records of Canterbury.

To this day the oldest records of the see date from
the time of Archbishop Peckham, Kilwardby's suc-

cessor. Kilwardby was a voluminous writer, and
in his day he was widely studied. Ifanuscripts of

his De ortu seientiarumf his most important work,

are preserved in the Bibliothdque Nationale, Paris,

and in the Bodleian Library, Oxford.

BiBUOonAPHT: Soutom nre: N. Trivet. Anmalee eex reoum
Angliae, ed. T. Hoc. London, 1846; nnd in the RoUe
Seriee: Annalee Monaatiei, 6 toIb., London, 1864-60
(ooneult Index); Chronielee qf the Reione qf Bdward I.

and 11., ed. W. Stubbe. 2 toIs.. ib. 1882-83; Bnrtholomew
of Golton, Uiet Anglieana, ed. H. R. Lunid, London. 1860.

Consult: J. Qutftif nnd J. Ekshnrd, Scriptoree vrdinie pna»'

dieatorum, I 874-380. Pnri«, 1710; W. F. Hook, Arth-
biehope ef Cafdmbwy, vL 304-326. 12 vole.. London.
1860-76; J. B. Haurteu. HiHL de la phUoeophie Moioe-

Iwue. IL. U. 28-33. Pnru. 1880; DNB, zxzi. 120-122.

KmCHI, kimld (KOfHI): The name of a
Jewish family of scholars of Spanish descent, flour-

ishing in France in the twelfth and thirteenth cen-

turies.

1. Joseph ben Inac Kimchi, b. in southern
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Spain c. 1100; d. probably in Narbonne c. 1175;

migrated from Spain to Narbonne. In his gram-
matical studies he was influenced by Judah ben
Qayyuj, Abul-Walid, and Abraham ibn Esra. His

granmiar, Sepher zikkaron, " Book of remembrance "

(cf. Mai. iii. 16), gives for the first time the division

of the Hebrew vowels into five long ones and five

short ones. The Sepher haggalutf " Book of Open
Evidence" (cf. Jer. xxxii. 14) is a criticism of the

dictionary of Menahem ben Saru^ and its defense

by Jacob ben Meir. Joseph wrote also commen-
taries on Proverbs, Job and the Song of Songs.

Codex de Rossi 166 contains excerpts from an ex-

position of the Pentateuch, and marginal notes in

the Codex de Rossi 1070 give comments on the

prophets. A commentary on the whole Bible be-

longed, according to the catalogue CoUectio Davidis,

p. 525, to the library of Oppenheimer. According
to Zunz {LitteraturgeschichU der eynagogalen Poeeiey

p. 460, Berlin, 1865), Joseph wroto also six Utur-

gical poems. From the Arabic he translated the

Mibhhar happentnim of Solomon ibn Gabirol and a
large part of the ** Duties of the Heart" of Bachja
ibn Pakuda. Of his Sepher habberith, ** Book of

the Covenant " (cf. Ex. xxiv. 7), a conversation

between a beUeving Jew and an infidel, only the

beginning has been preserved.

2. Moees Kimchi, the older son of Joseph, d.

about 1190, has become generally known by his

Mahalakh ehdnle hadda'ath, '' Guide to the Paths of

Science," a concise epitome of Hebrew grammar.
His grammatical work Sepher Tahbaeheth quoted
by David Kimchi seems to have been lost. Zunz
(ut sup., p. 462) enumerates four liturgical poems
by Moses. His exposition of Proverbs was com-
pleted 1178, that of Job 1184.

8. David Kimchiy usually called Reda^, the

younger son of Joseph, was bom at Narbonne c.

1160; d. there 1235. He often calls his father and
his brother his teachers. As a granmiarian and
exegete David distinguishes himself by his diligent

compilation of facts, sober judgment and clear ex-

pression. By making an exhaustive use of Abul-
Walid, he enjoyed great authority among both
Christians and Jews, although he possessed little

originality. Reuchlin and Sebastian MQnster made
large use of his works. These have been very fre-

quently printed, many of his commentaries with
Latin translations. E. E6nig's Lehrgebdude der

hebrdiachen Sprache (Leipsic, 1881 sqq.) was com-
piled " in constant dependence upon Qhnchi," and
even now scholars may receive many a suggestion
from Kimchi 's works. (H. Lu Strack.)
Biblxoorapht: In general: O. B. de Rossi, HiMtori$eh€9

WOrterhucK der jUdUchm SehriftateiUr, pp. 164-171.
Bautxen, 1839; Eraoh and Gruber. Encydopddie, II.
xxxvi. 54-57; J. Winter and A. Wflnache, Die jUdiechs
Litteratur, iL 191-206. 306-314, Treves, 1894; JB, yii.

494-497.
On 1: E. Bluth, in Matfonn /Or dis Wii$tn9<^t dea

Judenthunu, 1891-92 passim; W. Bacher. in lUvue dee
itudee ittivee, vi (1883). 208-221. On 2; W. Bacher.
ut sup., xxi (1890). 281-285. On 8: J. Tauber. Stand-
punkt und Leietuno dee David Kimchi ale Orammaiikert
Breslau, 1867; Encydopadia Britannica, xiv. 77-78.

KING, HENRY CHURCHILL: Congregation-
alist; b. at Hillsdale, Mich., Sept. 18, 1858. He
studied at Hillsdale Ck>llege, Oberlin Ck>llege (B.A.,

1879), Oberlin Theological Seminary (from which
he was graduated in 1882), Harvard (1882-84),

and Berlin (1893-94). While a student in the
seminary he was tutor in Latin (1879-81) and math-
ematics (1881-82) in the preparatory department
of his college. He returned to Oberlin in 1884 and
was associate professor of mathematics there until

1890, when he was transferred to the department of

philosophy, being promoted to a full professorship

of the latter subject in the following year. Since

1897 he has been professor of theology in the same
institution, of which he was elected sixth president

in 1902. He was a member of the committee of ten
appointed in 1893 by the National Education As-
sociation to report on studies in secondary schools,

and has written: Outline of Erdmann^a History of
PhOoeaphy (New York, 1892); Appeal of the CkOd
(baccalaureate sermons; Oberlin, 1900); Ovt-
line of the" Microcoema " of Hermann Lotxe (1901)

;

Reconstruction in Theology (New York, 1901); Th^-
ology and the Social Conaciousneee (1902); Personal
and Ideal Elements in Education (1904); Rational

Living: Some Practical Inferences from Modem
Psychology (1905) ; LeUen to Sunday School Teachers

on the Great TnUhs of our Christian Faith (Boston,

1906) ; Seeming Unreality of the Spiritual Life (New
York, 1908); and Laws of Friendship—-Human and
Divine (1909).

KING, JOHN: Bishop of London; b. at Worm-
inghall (8 m. e. of Oxford), Buckinghamshire, c
1559; d. in London Mar. 30, 1621. He studied at
the Westminster School and at Christ Church, Ox-
ford (B.A., 1580; M. A., 1583; B.D., 1591; D.D.,

1601) and, on taking orders, became domestic chap-
lain to John Piers, archbishop of York. He was
made archdeacon of Nottingham 1590, rector of

St. Andrew, Holbom, 1597, prebendary of St. Paul's

1599, dean of Christ Church, Oxford, 1605, preb-
endary of Lincoln 1610, and bishop of London
1611. He was vice-chancellor of the University of
Oxford 1607-10, and was also a royal chaplain, both
under Queen Elisabeth and James I., who styled

him the " King of preachers." The report that on
his death-bed he became reconciled to the Church of

Rome is unfounded. He published several single

sermons and Lectures upon Jonas, Delivered at

Yorke in , , . 1694 (Oxford, 1597), reprinted in

Nichols' Commentaries of the Puritan Period (vol.

i., London, 1864).

Bibliooraprt: A. it Wood. Athenae Oxonieneee, ed. P.
BUbs. ii. 204. 634. 861. iiL 889. FaeU, i. 248. 255. 4 vols.,

London. 1813-20; DNB, xxxi. 136-138 (when refereaoe
to scattered notices b given).

KING, JONAS: Congregational missionary; b.

at Hawley, Mass., July 29, 1792; d. at Athens,
Greece, May 22, 1869. He was graduated at Will-

iams College, 1816, and at Andover Theological

Seminary, 1819; entered the Congregational minis-

try; labored as missionary in Syria 1823-26, and
in Greece from July, 1828, till his death. From
1821 till 1828 he held (nominally) the professorship

of Oriental languages and literature at Amherst
and spent a part of his time studying in Paris, with
a view to entering upon the duties of his chair. He
published several volumes of translations, and orig-

inal works in modem Greek. His work in Athens
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was at an times disliked by the ecclesiastical au>

thorities; and in Mar., 1852, he was convicted of

teaching doctrines contrary to the religion of the

Greek Church, and sentenced to fifteen days' im-

prisonment and to exile, with costs. A protest

from the United States government prevented the

execution of this sentence, and in 1854 it was re-

voked. King's '' MiBcellaneous Works" (Modem
Gk., 2 vols., Athens, 1859) include documents re-

ferring to his trial.

Bibuoobapbt: Un. F. E. H. Haines, Joiuu King, MU-
manary to Syria and Orweee, New York, 1879.

JCaGt THOMAS STARR: Unitarian; b. in

New York Dec. 16, 1824; d. in San Francisco Mar.

4, 1864. His education was interrupted by the

death of his father, a Universalist clergyman then

residing at Charlestown, Mass., and he was com-
pelled to go to work in a dry-goods store. Later,

while engaged in teaching, he studied theology in

his spare time, and began to preach in 1845. He
was pastor of the Universalist Church at Charles-

town 1846-48, of the Hollis Street Unitarian Church,
Boston, 1848-60, and of the Unitarian Church in

San Francisco 1860-64. He was a brilliant speaker

and achieved a national reputation as a lecturer.

At the outbreak of the Civil War, when it seemed
probable that California would secede, King threw
himself into the breach and by his eloquence saved
the State to the Union. During the war he was ac-

tive in the interest of the United States Sanitary

Commission. While located at Boston he spent

much time exploring the White Mountains and
published The While Hills, their Legends, Land-
scape, and Poetry (Boston, 1859). PatrioHsm and
oihier Payers (1864), Christianity and Humanity
(1877), Substance and Show, and other Lectures (1877)

were published posthumously.

BDUooBAnrr: A Memoir, by E. P. Whipple, wm prefixed

to Christianity ani HumanUy, ut mip., pp. vii.-lxxx.

Oonault Also: R. Frothingham. A TrUbuU to Thorntu
Starr King, Borton. 1804; O. T. Shuck, Thorntu Starr

King in Verse, privately printed, 1906.

CHG, WILLIAM: Archbishop of Dublin; b.

at Antrim, Ireland, May 1, 1650; d. at Dublin May
8, 1729. He studied at Trinity College, Dublin
(B.A., 1670; M.A., 1673; D.D., 1689), and took

orders in 1674. He became provost of the cathe-

dral church of Tuam 1676, chancellor of St. Patrick's

and rector of St. Werburgh's 1679, dean of St. Pat-

rick's 1689, bishop of Deny 1691, and archbishop of

Dublin 1703. For espousing the cause of William

of Orange he was imprisoned by James II. in 1688
and again in 1690, but was liberated after the de-

feat of James' army at the battle of the Boyne (July

1, 1690). Though a Whig, he was an Irish patriot,

and defended vigorously the interests of the Irish

against the encroachments of the English. His
major work is De origins mali (Dublin and London,
1702; Eng. transl. by Edmund Law, London, 1731),

which attempts, on a Lockean basis, to reconcile

the eidstence of evil with the goodness of God. The
work attracted considerable attention, and was
criticised by Bayle, Leibnits, and others. King also

published a number of sermons and The State c/ this

Protestants in Ireland under ike Late King James*
Government (London, 1691), an important vindica-

tion of the principles of the Revolution.

Biblioobapbt: The chief authority is J. Ware, Archiepie-

coporttm Cauelieneium et Tuameneium vitae, Dublin,
1626; very valuable is A Oreat ArehbieKop of DvJUin.
WQttiam King, hie Autotnograjthy, Family, fnd a Selection

from hie Correepondence, ed. Sir Charies Simeon King,
London, 1008. For other eoattered referenoee consult
DNB, xxzL 163-167.

KIHGDOM, brotherhood of the: An
organization having for its aim the study of the

teachings of Jesus regarding the kingdom of God
and the realization of these teachings in a spirit of

brotherhood. There are no officers except an ex-

ecutive conmiittee elected annually, with chair-

man, and corresponding and recording secretaries.

The Brotherhood was founded in Dec., 1892. Shortly

thereafter the compilation of a series of essays on
the kingdom in its various relations was suggested

and the work of their preparation was imdertaken
by a small group of men. Later, it was agreed that

the writers should nieet at Marlborough on the

Hudson, N. Y., in the month of August, 1893, for

the purpose of comparing their essays and bringing

them into a full agreement and unity. The sim-

ple basis of organization, entitled Spirit and Aims
of the Brotherhood, was then adopted, and the first

executive committee was elected. Thirteen annual
conferences have since been held, all but one at

Marlborough, and a few smaller conferences have
been held at various times between these annual
conferences, in the city of New York and elsewhere.

The first conference was attended by eleven men.
The second being more laigely attended and ex-

citing considerable neighborhood interest, the

meetings took on a more public character, so that

in announcing the third conference it seemed de-

sirable to extend a public invitation to all interested

in the movement, and since that time the confer-

ences have been entirely open to the public, with

the exception of a short business session each morn-
ing, confined to the enrolled members of the Broth-
erhood. Reports of four of these conferences have
been published, besides tracts, leaflets, and maga-
zine articles from time to time.

While the Brotherhood has as yet attempted
little beyond the holding of its annual conference

and the putting forth of occasional expressions of

opinion regarding current questions of a social and
religious character in pamphlets and circulars, it

has made preparation for a larger sphere of activ-

ity in the future in several ways. It has a standing

committee on evangelization, whose aim is to pro-

mote evangelistic effort on a social basis. It has

also a committee on foreign correspondence, through
which it seeks to come into touch with those of

similar views and aims in England, on the continent

of Europe, and elsewhere. And latterly, as the

need of more permanent organization and lateral

extension has become manifest, provision has been

made for local chapters of the Brotherhood, receiv-

ing their charters from it and pledged to its spirit

and aims as their unalterable htusw of constitution.

Lbiqhton Wiluamb.
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Jewish Views of the Kingdom (f 1).

The Pauline Doctrine (f 2).

The Teaching of Jesus (f 3).

The Kingdom Preyious to Augustine
(§4).

Augustine's Doctrine of the Kingdom
(§6).

KINGDOM OF GOD.
Luther on the Kingdom (f 6).

Luther's Earthly Kingdom of God
(§7).

Theories of Zwingli and Cklyin (f 8).

Pietism and the Rnlightenment on the
Kingdom (f 9).

Kant and Herder (f 10).

In the teaching of Jesus '' kingdom of God " is

a phrase denoting his adherence to the expectation

of salvation developed from the Israelitic belief in

God as the king of the people; although in modem
systematic theology it impli^ a body of subjects

who obey a ruler, so that the highest good, in the

religious and ethical sense, is regarded as a saving

gift of God and as a common aim to be attained.

Since, however, the Oriental kingdom is not an
oiganic nation, but dominion over a territory, the

dominant idea is not so much the rule of God over

his people, as manifested in their obedience, as the

realization of the future kingdom (Isa. lii. 7; Ob.

21), overcoming its present obstacles in favor of his

people. From this kingdom mankind shall reap

abundant blessings, though for its progress they

can do nothing, since it comes only through the

miraculous intervention of God, and by means of a
total and sudden change of the world (Dan. ii. 44).

These deviating concepts of history and of system-

atic theology, however, are supplementary rather

than contradictory, since the realisation of the

kingdom of God in favor of his people presupposes

that they are obedient to the divine governance,

as is evident from the prophetical writings (cf. Isa.

vi. sqq., x. 20 sqq., xlv. 8, Ix. 21).

The hope of the future *' kingdom of Qod " in

Jewish eschatology had various forms regarding

the obstacles to God's rule, whom the kingdom con-

cerned, the manner in which it was to be realised,

and the consequences of its establish-

I. Jewish ment. The obstacle to God's rule was
Views seen at first in the oppression of God's
of the people by neighboring nations and by

Kingdom, the imiversal empires which followed

each other; later in the oppression of

the pious by impious factions and rulers; subse-

quently in the dominion of hostile spiritual powers,

such as stars, avenging angels, and Satan; and
finaUy, about the first century B.C., in the belief

that the whole present world is evil and doomed.
Those whom the kingdom of God concerned were
originaUy the people of Israel; then righteous in-

dividuals, first in Israel, and later also outside the

chosen people. Its realisation meant primarily

the restitution of the old national glory by the aid

of God and the cooperation of man; but later, as

conditions became worse, solely by miraculous di-

vine intervention. Finally there was expected an
entire change of all things, a new world which al-

ready exists in heaven and is brought about by the

conquest of Satan, the last judgment, the resurrec-

tion of the dead, and the downfall of the old world.

The gifts of the kingdom are partly temporal and
partly heavenly, consisting on the one hand in the

universal rule of Israel or of the pious, with peace

on earth; and on the other hand in eternal life, the

cessation of evil. Sabbath rest, and oommimion

The Theory of Sehleiermaeher (f 11).
Reoonealiation of ConflietingViews by

Sehleiermaeher (f 12).

Ritsohl's Theory of the Kingdom
(I 18).

The Kingdom of Qod and the Chureh
(I 14).

with God and the angels. Nevertheless, there was
only a partial spiritualisation, and the expectation
of the blessings of salvation was still more or less

connected with the idea of a recompense for the
fulfilment of the law.

In the New Testament both the old elements of
Judaism and the new concepts of Christianity are
clearly represented by Paul. He shares with Juda-
ism the pessimistic view of the present world which
stands under the dominion of Satan (II Cor. iv. 4;

cf. Gal. i. 4; Rom. viii. 20 sqq., xii. 2); and, as in

Judaism, only the righteous, who fulfil the law, can
inherit the future kingdom of God (Gal. v. 21;
I Cor. vi. 9; I Thees. ii. 12, iii. 13; cf. I Cor. xv. 50
sqq.). With him, too, the " kingdom " is the do-
minion of God, who will be '' all in all " (I Cor. xv.

28), and the just shall rule with him (Rom. v. 17,

iv. 13). He goes beyond the Jewish conception,

on the other hand, by dating the arrival of the
kingdom from the coming of Jesus the Messiah, by
substituting universal human moral requirements
for spedfiodly national conditions, by spiritual-

ising the gifts of the kingdom (Rom. xi. 17, cf. viiL

19 sqq.), and by abolishing the concepts of legal-

ism and reward, which are replaced by ethical ful-

fihnents (Rom. xiv. 18; Gal. vi. 7 sqq.). While
these changes may still be considered as purifying

and completing the Jewish idea. Paid
2. The differed essentially from Judaism by
Pauline the new concept that the future world
Doctrine, with its miraculous powers projects

into the present world (Rom. viiL 24
sqq.; Phil. iii. 20), and that upon earth God grants
the blessings of the kingdom to those who believe

in Clirist, as partaking already, in a sense, of the
life of the world to come (II Cor. i. 22, v. 5, 17;

I Cor. XV. 24 sqq.; Gal. i. 4; Col. i. 13). Nor does
the Pauline equation of the Church and the king-

dom of Christ (which represents no essential change
in the concept, but only a diveigent view of the

initiation and the development of the oonsummi^
tion) denote a hiunan society for the independent
solution of ethical problems, much less a l^galis-

tically organised association, but an oiganism of

divinely granted powers or "graces," by which
God permits the Church to grow as the body of

Christ (Eph. ii. 19-22, iv. 16). Paul again tran-

scends the Jewish concept by not considering these

divine powers to be ethically indifferent " graces,"

but by regarding the moral life of the Christians in

sanctification and love as the fruit of the supra-

natural and supramundane power of the Spirit

(Gal. V. 22 sqq.), and by valtung the other " graces "

according to their usefulness for the moral up-
building of the Church (I Cor. xiv. 6).

In consequence of this projection of the future

kingdom of God with its powers into the present

world, the fundamental ethical and religious ideas
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of the kingdom as, on the one hand, an obedient

people ruled by Ood, and, on the other, as the

totality of gifts which God's rule vouchsafes to its

members, approach each other much more closely

than in the Jewish scheme. The exercise of the
" graces," by which the kingdom of God or Christ

is extended, becomes an ethical task for the Chris-

tian, however much before and after the efforts of

his will he may be filled with the consciousness of

his dependence on the working of divine grace

(Rom. xii. 6-8; I Cor. xii. 14 sqq.); so that Paul
calls his missionary associates ** fellow workers unto
the kingdom of God " (Col. iv. 11).

The Apocalypse, in like manner, recognizes not
only a future kingdom of God (xix.-xxi.), but also

one that is active in this present world. The be-

lievers are already rulers (i. 6, v. 10), though the

special blessings of the divine kingdom are prom-
ises and there is no organic connection between
obedience and promise. On the other hand, the

Gospel and Epistles of John set forth the same con-

cept as that of Paul, except for the individualism

and spiritualism of Hellenistic terminology, as ex-

emplified in the substitution of eternal life for the

kingdom (except in John iii. 3, 5, xviii. 36 sqq.).

While, however, Paul makes the arrival of the

kingdom in this world dependent upon the eleva-

tion of Jesus to the right hand of God, for John the

kingdom comes immediately through the knowl-

edge of God (xvii. 3, xviii. 37, xiv. 9).

In distinction from Paul and John, the preach-

ing of Jesus follows the Jewish scheme, in that he
urges the will of man to the acquisition of moral
justice by i>ointing to the future kingdom, since

God will reward such an attitude alone with a share

in his kingdom (Matt. v. 1-12, vi. 2, 33, vii. 21,

xviii. 3, 8 sqq., xix. 21, 27-29, xxv. 34; Luke xii.

35-48). By the kingdom Jesus imderstood the

establishment of the rule of God in the immediate
future, with a general resurrection and judgment
by a miracle of God, accompanied with a renovation

of the world denoting for the just the enjoyment
of an abimdance of blessings, such as participation

in the divine governance (Matt. xix. 28), a share in

the Messianic meal with the patriarchs (Matt. viii.

11, xxvi. 29), and the sight of God, whose children

tbey become, being equal to the angels (Matt. v.

6, 8, 0; Luke xx. 36). From Jewish hopes he drew

« the political and national factor and
3. The the portrayal of physical pleasures, but

Teaching he did not use the term " kingdom of

of Jesus. God " to signify the obedient subjects

of God, or an organized conununity of

such subjects. Whether the view of Paul and John
concerning the projection of the future kingdom
of God into this world was foreign to the spirit of

Jesus depends on the question whether the justice

demanded by him as a condition for a share in

God's kingdom was of the same high quality as the

gifts of the kingdom; whether he considered those

gifts as an organic completion of justice or as a re-

ward which stood only in a mechanical relation to

it; and whether his preaching was merely manda-
tory, or possessed a creating and saving power, so

that volimtary obedience to it could at once be

felt to be the reception of miraculous, morally sa-

ving, and beatifying powers of God. As to the first

pointv we know that Jesus abolished the heteronomy
of the legalistic attitude, and consequently the basis
of a mechanical concept of a future reward, by lay-

ing all stress upon the disposition of the hesrt
(Mark vii. 16; Matt. vii. 16-17), by substituting

for the legalistic relation the relation of children to
a father (Mark x. 14 sqq.), by denying any legal

claims to reward (Matt. xx. 1 sqq.; Luke xvii. 7-
10), by making God himself the model (Matt. v.

48), and by promising the kingdom of God to those
who long for righteousness (Matt. v. 6). At the
same time, Jesus subordinated temporal rewards
to the spiritual blessings of the kingdom, so that
with him there is an organic relation between the
moral condition in this world and the blessings of

the world to come. Jesus himself knew that son-

ship with God was a blessed thing (Matt. xi. 27),

and he admonished others to feel themselves to be
the children of God (Matt. x. 29-32; Luke x. 19).

He promised rest to all who should take his yoke
upon them (Matt. xi. 28-30), and he urged his hear-

ers to trust boldly in God with the full assurance
that their prayers were heard (Mark xi. 22 sqq.;

Matt. vii. 7), and to live in purity of heart and in

love even of their enemies. It is thus clear that,

despite divergencies in terminology and concept,

the teachings of John and Paul on the kingdom of

God were in harmony with the preaching of Jesus.

It is plain from Matt. xii. 28 and Luke x. 18-20

that Jesus held that the kingdom of God had al-

ready come in its religious, though not in its ethical,

concept; and in like manner the comparison of

John the Baptist to the least in the kingdom of

heaven (Matt. xi. 11; cf. Luke xvi. 16) implies that

with him the time of prophecy had ended and that

of fulfilment begun. Such parables as those of the

grain of mustard seed, the leaven, and the tares

also teach that the kingdom had already begun,

and foreshadow the progress of revelation and of

the divine power entered into the world; while the

victories over the powers of evil and the divine suc-

cess of his preaching of the kingdom also confirmed

his belief.

In later primitive Christianity the kingdom of

God was an exclusively eschatological concept, so

that, according to Hegesippus, kinsfolk of Jesus

declared to Domitian that ** the kingdom of CbiiBt

is not cosmic or earthly, but heavenly and angelic at

the consummation of the age " (cl. also I Clem,

xlii. 3; Hennas, iSimaitudss, X. 12, 8). The Church
is distinguished from the kingdom of

4. The God; s^ will be gathered from the

Kingdom four comers of the earth into the king-

Pnviottfl dom which God has prepared for her

to Angus- (Didaehe, ix. 4, x. 5). For Tertullian,

tine. Cyprian, Justin, and Irenaeus the

characteristic feature of the coming of

the kingdom is the rule of God, by which they un-

derstood the discontinuance of their state of serv-

itude and oppression, and the enjoyment of a won-

derfully increased fertility of the earth. On the

other hand, Lactantius {Divinae xruHtutUmeB, VII.,

xxiv. 4) held that the righteous would reign with

God and Christ on earth, the wicked being not en-

tirely destroyed, but doomed to perpetual bondage
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and the objects of the victory of God and the tri-

umph of the just. Irenaeus (Haer., v. 32 sqq.), in

opposition to the Gnostic allegorical interpretation of

the New Testament, understood the cosmic Sabbath
of the millennium (cf. Heb. iv.), and the heavenly

feast (Matt. viii. 11) as the expectation of the king-

dom, that the just might rightly enjoy the reward
of their patience where they had siififered oppres-

sion. Among the Greek Fathers it was Origen who,
under the influence of the Greek ideal of the do-

minion of reason over the passions, originated an
ethical and individualistic concept of the kingdom
of God based on Luke xvii. 21; Rom. xiv. 17, vi.

12; I Cor. xv. 28, but so modified that the gift of

God and of his saving blessings transcends ethical

duty, and the spiritual state of the Christian is con-

sidered the beginning of heavenly perfection. He
understands the second petition of the Lord's

Prayer expressly after the analogy of the rule of a
king over his subjects in a well-ordered city, so that

the soul must submit to the governance of God
and obey Ms spiritual laws. The perfection of the

kingdom of God, so that God will be all in all, takes

place in every individual when Christ has con-

quered the enemies in him, and he progresses im-

oeasingly until knowledge, wisdom, and other vir-

tues come to perfection in him. The same thoughts

are found in Cyril of Jerusalem (" Mystagogical

Lectures," v. 13) and Gregory of Njrssa (De ora-

Hone, ii.), while Chrysostom, influenced by the Stoic

idea of the wise man as king, develops the thought
that with the coming of the kingdom the soul itself

will become a king, thus coming into harmony with
the New-Testament test of the kingdom of God
that we shall acquire dominion in it (De oratione

daminica horn.). Ephraem (CohortaUo ad paniten'

Ham, xxiv., cf. ix., x.), like Johannes Cassianus (Co-

hartatiOf i. 13), following Origen, laid stronger stress

on the mystic indwelling of God.
Augustine unites in the concept of the kingdom

of God the two characteristics of ** being rul^ by
God " and of ** reigning with God," the latter, which
begins after the resurrection, being the decisive indi-

cation. The saints or the just themselves constitute

the kingdom of God, since their hearts are governed
inwardly by Christ or God (MPL, xxxix. 830, 832);

but the kingdom, strictly speaking, is still in the

future (MPLf xxxiv. 1814, xxxvi. 388), and he de-

clared it madness to connect temporal life with the

kingdom of heaven. With Augustine

5. Angus- the future ** reigning with God " had
tine's Docr no analogy with a rule to be exercised

trine of the over others or with an influence upon
Kingdom, others, but consisted wholly of the con-

templation and enjoyment of God.
Nevertheless, Augustine gave up his former expec-

tation of the millennium and referred the promises

of Rev. XX. to the present (De civitate Dei, xx. 9),

so that the reign of the saints with Christ promised
for the millennium must exist in the present, though
with a power far inferior to that of the future. The
kingdom consequently implies for him, as for Bamsr
bas before him. Sabbath rest (ed. MPL, xxxvi.

1108). However personal this conception of the

kingdom in which God rules may be, Augustine re-

garded it from the veiy first as a community, a

phase in the battle which is waged in the course of

the world between the " kingdom of heaven " and
the " kingdom of earth " or " of the deviL" On
the other hand, he also identified the empirical

church, which includes sinners, with the kingdom
of God (MPL, xxxvi. 409, xxxvii. 672 sqq.). This

oiganization is for him an instrument of the rule

of God, and the activity of its ministers is useful to

the kingdom, even if their personal conduct is evil

(MPL, xxxvi. 1169). It was not strange, there-

fore, that scholasticism should make Augustine's

ethical "Church of conflict" the "Church mili-

tant," and in like manner he influenced the course

of medieval development by Ms idea that the secu-

lar state should submit to the guidance of the
Church, which embodies true justice for the com-
munity. Alongside the concept of the kingdom of

God as relating to organized society, there developed
after Augustine the idea of the kingdom in relation

to the individual. St. Bernard, like the Greek
Fathers (cf. Thomas Aquinas, Catena avrea, on Matt,
vi. and Luke xi.) and Augustine, distinguished, on
the basis of Luke xvii. 21, between a free submis-
sion of man's will to the will of God in the present

world, and the future reign with Christ. Bona-
ventura (Stimtdtia amorie, iii. 17) regards devotion
to God and the experience of salvation as the high-

est good, which is the indwelling of God; while ac-

cording to Tauler (Predigten, Frankfort, 1703, 774,

926, 1202, 1206), the kingdom of God is God hun-
self, dwelling in the soul in his own nature and
essence, with all his heavenly gifts and treasiu^es.

Luther follows, on the whole, the thoughts of

Augustine, though with important modifications.

He treats the kingdom of God from the standpoint

of the law and the Gospel, the law expressing the
eternal destiny of man, which is reaUzed by the
Gospel, so that life according to the law is life in the

kingdom of God. In this connection

6. Luther he also uses the analogy of a conmiand-
on the ing king and an obedient people. The

Kingdom, life of voluntary submission to the will

of God is at the same time the blessed

life, so that " blessedness means that God rules in

us, and we are Ms kingdom " (Werke, Erlangen ed.,

xxi. 184). Thus the kingdom of God as the ethical

rule of God is for him the highest good in the eth-

ical as well as in the religious sense. Bian is under
the dominion of sin, but the Gospel comes as a mes-
sage of redemption through Christ, whereby the

law is fulfilled, or the rule of God is realized ac-

cording to its two factors, beginning in the present

and completed in the future. Upon earth this is

called the kingdom of Christ, but for Luther there

is no real difference between the kingdom of Christ

and that of God. Owing to Luther's concept of

redemption, he differs from Augustine in regard to
the realization of the kingdom of God. While both
regard the kingdom as voluntary devotion un-
trammeled by the law, and as a miraculous gift of

the spirit of God, Luther derives the effect of this

change, which still takes place through the miracu-
lous powers of God, psychologically from the indi-

vidual assurance of foigiveness through Christ.

Moreover, in consequence of his doctrine that, more
than all human actions, faith resting upon the
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pledge of foigiveness in Christ is the certainty of

salvation, the faith of the Christian means for

Luther experience of salvation in a way quite dif-

ferent from that of Augustine, and thus for him the

future " reigning with God " coincides with the

present " rule by God " both in time and in con-

tent. Luther extends the thought of the royal

dominion of the believers over all creatures and
over heaven and earth, in the sense that the assur-

ance of the fatherhood of God includes the assur-

ance that all things work together for good, i.e., for

eternal life. Thus by his concept of the kingdom,
which is a share in the dominion of God or Christ

over all, he avoids the disregard of the good and
evil of this world which had been taught by Augus-
tine and, at first, by himself.

As the kingdom of God consists of the Christians

over whom and in favor of whom God or Christ

rules, and who rule with him, it was but natural

for Luther to regard the kingdom on earth as in an
extensive and intensive state of growth, so that it

is the duty of every Christian to in-

7. Luther's crease the number of the faithful or to

Bardily build up God's kingdom (Erlangen ed.,

Kingdom viii. 241, xii. 319, xxxiii. 344, xxxix.

of Ood. 14, 1. 153, 235). But Luther did not

go far enough to regard the kingdom
of God as the highest ethical good or as an all-com-

prehending ethiod end. This was because, in the

first place, his ethics was not teleological but ex-

periential, and in the second place because he did

not subordinate the spheres of the economic and
political states which, together with the Church,

make up his ideal of life on earth, to a common and
eternal purpose. The secular spheres and their

various vocations have for him only earthly aims,

and their works are governed by natural law. He
did not think of the possibility and necessity of

elevating earthly callings to a higher sphere of

morality by means of Christianity; yet he did not

contradict the view of Melanchthon, who saw in

the good works of Christians in their secular call-

ings a *' i>olicy of Christ to show his kingdom be-

fore the world." For Luther, as for others, the

realisation of the kingdom of Christ was the Church,

which, however, he held to be the congregation of

believers whom Christ rules through the Word and
tbe Spirit. On the other hand, he recognized the

kingdom of God wherever faith and love were mani-

fest in earthly callings, and he held the Church to

be the kingdom only where her activity tnily pro-

ceeded from faith and love (Erlangen ed., xxiii.

385).

With Zwingli tbe ethical conception of the king-

dom of God preponderated. For him it is con-

tained, in the first place, in preaching, i.e., in the

offering of heavenly blessings and of the grace

vouchsafed in Christ, and, in the second place, in

the Churdi, to which preaching calls. Where the

Gospel is received, there is established

ft. Theories the kingdom of God, which consists of

of Zwisfli faith, piety, justice, and innocence, so

and Calvin, that it coincides with those who are

r^nerated through Christ {Operas ed.

H. Schuler and J. Schulthess, Zurich, 1828-42, vi.

210, 236, 230, 289, 302, 352, 390, 609, 693); and he

VL-22

emphasizes the view that the " people of God " are

characterized simply and solely by their striving

to have the kingdom of God within them. With
Calvin the fundsjnental characteristic of the king-

dom was the rule of God, in the sense of the sub-

ordination of man to the divine will {Commentarii
in N. T., ed. A. Tholuck, Berlin, 1833-34, i. 167).

It is not in the future, but begins in faith upon earth

through the Word and the secret working of the

Holy Spirit (ib., i. 167, iii. 44, 336). It is, therefore,

a product of divine as well as human activity; nor
did it first come with Christ, whose office it was
" to spread through aU the world the kingdom of

God, which was then restricted to a comer of Ju-
dsea '* (ib., i. 287). The future kingdom is thus
the completion of the one b^gun on earth, and is

characterized by continued progress (ib., i. 167;

CR, XXX. 667). Unlike Luther, Calvin sought to

bring the kingdom of God to expression in the ex-

ternal forms of life. The realization of the rule of

God is, in the eyes of Calvin also, the Church, and
the oonmiunion of saints is the test of the empirical

church (ed. A. Tholuck, i. 146, 262, ii. 198; CR,
XXX. 757). He again differed from Luther in so

far as he was inclined to regard the constitution of

the New Testament as an eternal law given by God,
and to regard church discipline as an order insti-

tuted by God for the ccmservation of the spiritual

state (CR, 776 sqq., 867 sqq., 891 sqq.); while he
carefully distinguished political from ecclesiastical

dominion (CR, xxv. 1092 sqq.).

In Pietism (q.v.) the longing for the betterment
of religious conditions led to a distinction between
the kingdom of God and the official Church or

Christian morality. Spener advocated the expec-

tation of better times for the Church, interpreting

this as a preparatory triumph of the

9. Pietism glorious kingdom of Christ; a time of

and the the expansion and awakening of the

Enlighten- Chureh, which was to begin with the

ment on the destruction of Babylon (the Roman
Kingdom. Catholic Chureh); and the conversion

of the Jews. The younger generation

of Pietists, like J. J. Moser, dated the banning of

the kingdom from the movement of Spener, think-

ing of the contrast between traditional and genuine

Christianity. Emancipation from dogmatics, a
deeper study of the Bible, and its historical inter-

pretation led to the tenet that the Scriptures con-

tain the records of a history of revelation and re-

ligion passing through a series of developments
comprised under the general term '' kingdom of

God," a theory represented especially by Bengel,

C. A. Cnisiufl. and Johann Jakob Hess. The period

of the Enlightenment (q.v.) emphasized primarily

the active ethical side in the kingdom of God and its

analogy with a community of obedient subjects,

but did not overlook the religious side, since it was
only through God's government of the world that

the harmony between the sphere of morality and
that of nature was accomplished, or that the com-
prehensive union of himmnity was effected which

was necessary for the realization of the moral idea.

Owing to the indelible goodness of the heart, it was
held that there is no sharp distinction between the

history of natural humanity and the history of sal-
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vation, so that the kingdom of God progreeses even
outside Judaism and Christianity. Leibnits in-

terpreted the " kingdom of grace " as the dominion
of God in the spirit-world, while Semler understood

it as the new spiritual reign of God in the Church,

and Reinhard conceived it as an ethical brother-

hood established by Jesus to include all peoples.

Kant, on the other hand, made morality entirely

independent, even regeneration being an act of the

individual. Morality leads, however, to a religious

faith of reason in so far as the duty is felt to aim
at a highest good. The power of morality is insuf-

ficient to realise this; and it must,
10. BLant therefore, postulate a moral ruler of

and the world, since a society must be es-

Herder. tablished according to the laws of vir-

tue for the protection of the individual

against the evil principle which surrounds him.

lliis ethical commimity, which can be realized only

as a people of God under laws of virtue, Kant calls

the kingdom of God on earth, and uses its idea as

a test for the criticism and purification of the em-
pirical Church. Herder considered the kingdom
of God to be the development of hiunanity as it

proceeds under the laws of nature or of the good-
ness, power, and wisdom of God, who furnish^ the

means and endowments; and he was the first con-

sciously to combine the ethical and religious sense

of Christianity with the Greek universal and free

development of the entire personality.

The founder of the specific use of the concept
of the kingdom of God in modem theology was
Schleiermacher. The idea of the kingdom of God
forms the basis of his teaching, governing his sys-

tem both of doctrine and of ethics. The kingdom
of God is the purpose and realization of redemp-
tion; and it is not only the highest purpose of ac-

tion, but also the highest blessing

11. The (CkrMiche SiUe, Berlin, 1843, p. 78).

Theory of He conceives the kingdom of God after

Schleier- the analogy of the relation between
macher. a ruling king and his obedient sub-

jects, yet so that the king's will is the

will of all who serve and live under him. The man-
ner in which the nile of God (or the being of God)
is exercised in man is consciousness of God, which
is real only as motivating activity or, more specifi-

cally (since God is the supreme all-embracing imity),

as the love of all mankind {Glavbendehrej Berlin,

1821-22, §§ 90, 94). This consciousness of God
raises man above the world, and through it is real-

ized the further progress of the kingdom of God
throughout the earth. Unlike Kimt, Schleier-

macher not only conceived moral activity as im-
mediately religious, as having its motive in the

consciousness of God; but he was also able to im-
derstand human activity as the working of the

Divine, in virtue of his ethical fundamental con-

cept of the highest good. By this he understood
such a result of moral activity as both included this

activity within itself and propagated it. Never-
theless, Schleiermacher's restriction of the blessed-

ness arising from the consciousness of God to those

filled with the love of all mankind was, at least in

terminology, an ethical narrowing of the concept

of the immanent kingdom of God. For Schleier-

macher the realization of the kingdom of God was
the work of Christ, in so far as he, through the

strength and bliss of his consciousness of GgkI, ex-

ercised a creative power of attraction which origi-

nated a common life ruled by the same impulse of

divine consciousness; since before Christ there had
never been so great a power of pure consdousness
of God, and hence no society comprising all man-
kind.

In endeavoring to harmonize Christian tradition

with the point of view of historical development,
Schleiermacher saw, cm the one hand, a course of

evolution, first realized in Christ, and, on the other

hand, he looked upon conditions before Christ as

a universal life of sin, i.e., an impediment of human
nature contrary to its destiny, and upon the work
of Christ in founding the universal life of the king-

dom of God as redemption. For both
12. Recon- points of view he presupposed the
cQiation of original, or indelible, perfection of

Conflicting man and the world. He thus shared
Views by the view of primitive Christianity, re-

Schleier- garding a kingdom of evil opposed to

macher. the kingdom of God, even though he
rejected the rule of a personal devil,

and replaced the Pauline view of ''the flesh" and
Augustine's doctrine of original sin by that of \mi-

versal sin; but he contradicted himself by consider-

ing sin a necessary step in development. The king-

dom of God becomes real through redemption from
sin and evil. The consciousness of God, given by
Christ to the believer, is pure and blessed will di-

rected toward the kingdom of God; but this con-
tinual 'mpulse toward the kingdom of God becomes
real in the individual only in so far as the spirit of

the imiversal life foimd^ by Christ becomes his

own impulse (Glavibenakhref § 121). This universal

life of the kingdom of God coincided for Schleier-

macher with his concept of the Church, since for

him the existence of the Church was a matter (rf

faith in Christ, who alone can be sure that in a
world of sin and evil the empirical Church is a place

of goodness and salvation. His position here is

similar to that of Luther in so far as he too held

that the kingdom of God can not be tested by the

legal organization of the Church and does not coin-

cide with the empirical Church. While there is a
wide divergence between the concept, both in primi-

tive Christianity and later, that the immanent king-

dom of God comes to pass through the miraculous

power of the Spirit proceeding from the exalted

Christ, and Schleiermacher's view that the personal

life of Christ on earth became the motivating power
of the universal spirit of the universal life, this di-

vergence is based merely on a changed psychology.

On the other hand, there is an essentifld limitation

of Christian hope when it is reduced to an expecta-

tion of infinite organic progress, with a rejection of

the eternal perfection of the individual and the mass.

Schleiermacher marked, however, an important
development not only in the doctrine of faith, but
also in the doctrine of ethics, since the doctrine of

faith developed for him into the ethical impulse to

do all that is in our power for the realization of the

kingdom of God, while in the religious satisfaction

granted by God is found a sufficient motive for mo-
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nlity. At the same time it becomes possible to
harmoniie the divergent incentives to morality pre-
sented in the New Testament, and to blend in the
concept of a single moral highest good the two pre-
vious varieties of Christian ethics, the thecMy of
duty and the theory of virtue. It likewise obvi-
ates the danger of quietism in case there is no end
to stimulate the will, and, finally, it affords a basis

of uniting early Christian and pre-Christian ethics.

RitschI followed Schleiermacher, but deepened
his thoughts by a closer approach to the New Tee-
tament and to Luther. He took his stand in the
historical life of the body of believers, which is as-
sured that it is established through the revelation

of the free grace of God in Christ which
13. Ritsdil'ft brings foigiveness of sins. Like Schlei-

Theoiy ermacher, he united the recognition
of the of a moral development whidi cul-

Kingdom. minates in Christ with the concept of

sin, but to him sin was more than im-
perfect development, it was the contradiction of

good, and its judgment as our own action and guilt

was not phenomenological, as it was with Schleier-

macher, but inherent, and according to the judg-
ment of God. The spiritual movement of believers

proceeds in two directions, in the specifically re-

ligious fimction of the consciousness of reconcilia-

tion with God, and in the moral fimction of activ-

ity for the kingdom of God. This kingdom RitschI
understood after the analogy of a people that heart-

ily obeys its ruler; the will of God, however, he re-

garded not as a sum of norms, but as a uniform
purpose. For both Schleiermacher and RitschI,

the kingdom of God is the highest good, not only
as a problem to be solved progressively by the ac-

tivity of all mankind, but also as a religious good,
as a gift and work of God, and as something that
makes life and blessedness. Although RitschI was
rightly led by Kaftan to emphasise not only the
divinely fixed purpose of the kingdom of God, but
also the divine blessings to be enjoyed, he justly

refused to speak with Kaftan of two sides of the
kingdom of God, of an ethical side by which man
faces the world, and a mystical side by which he
retires from the world; for not only does the super-

mundane kingdom of God in the New Testament
include the ethical side, but Kaftan's idea leads to
quietism.

The ethical results of Schleiermacher's concept
of the kingdom of God were fully accepted by
RitschI, and he was thus enabled to obviate a dual-

ism between the moral requirements of holiness

and justice on the one hand, and love on the other,

by recognising love, as directed toward the ends
of the kingdom of God, to be itself the moral will.

He likewise removed Luther's and Schleiermacher's

Isdc of clearness in defining the relation of the king-

dom of God to the Church by distin-

14. Tbe guishing between the religious, ethical,

Xlogdom and legal concepts of the Church. In
of Ood so far as both are regarded as the work-
sod tbf$ ing of God, the Church and the king-

dnrclL dom of God coincide; they are both
the sum total of persons who have

been transposed by the Gospel of Christ into the

life of an ethically active faith, independently of

any l^gal organisation. The Church has the special

duty of worship, acknowledgment, and education;
the kingdom of God that of the organisation of hu-
manity through love. The legal organisation of
the Church is only a means for the solution of her
ethical problems. If systematic theology retains

the concept of the kingdom of God, it must always
be in objective continuity not only with theology
since Origen, but also with primitive Christianity

although its formulas must be amended by modem
historical knowledge. (J. GoTTScHicKt.)

BiBUOomAPsr: A rayiew of the gubjeet is given In J. Wcias.
IhMldmdM RmehM GoUm in der ThsoUHht, QiMMn. 1901.
Miieh of Um literature under MBaeiAR; PAmABLBs; and
Biblical Thboloot trente the mibieot (eepednlly the
diMUBiione by Weis, Holtmuuin, nnd BeyidilBc) ma do
many of the treBtieee on the life of Christ. Consult fur-
than SohOrar. GssdkidUs. iL 496-6M. En*, trmnsl.. II..

iL 126 sqq.: F. Theremin, Lekn vam fftfttfuAsn lUieh,
Berlin, 1828; K. Wittiohen, I>yt Idm dm Rmehet GoUm,
OAttingen. 1872; J. 8. Gandlish, THb Kingdom </ Ood
BibUeaUy and HitionoaUy Conoidorad, Edinbuxgh, 1884;
O. Wilson. Th§ Kingdom nf God . . . According io (ho

Jnopind tUoordo, Bloomington. HI.. 1888; A. B. Bruoe.
Tho Kingdom 0/ God; or CkrioVt Tooekingt according to

Iho Synoptieal GotpaU, Edinburgh, 1889; E. lasel. Di£
LtktB 00m Roi€k Gottoa, Leyden. 1801; O. Behmoller. Die
Lektc vom Boiek GotUc, ib. 1891; E. Hnupt, in T8K, Ixv
(1892); Bering, in Zoitachrift fikr Thooiogio und Kirthe,
1892; O. Holtsmann. HouiodamoniUeho Zoitgctehiehte,

new ed., Tabingen, 1906; O. 8ohnederm*nn, Jcou Ver^
kUndigung und Lckrc vom Boiek Gottcc, 2 perts. Leipeie,
1898-96; H. HoUnnd, God^c Ciiy and IK0 Coming cf tfks

Kingdom, London. 1894; L. Tolstoi. The Kingdom ^ Ood
io wOftin you. New York, 1894, and often; L. Paul. Dio
VorotMungmi vom Mcooiao und vom GoUoaroieh hoi don
Synoptikom, Bonn, 1896; A. Titius, Jcou Ltkrc vom Roidkc
Gottoc, Freiburg. 1896; R. Belaney, Kingdom <^ Ocd on
Earth, London, 1896; Kldpper. in ZWT, 1897; F. Krop,
La Ptnaie do J4tu$ our U royaumo do Dtsw, Paris, 1897;
J. SohAfer. Dos Rt^Oi Gottcc im LidU dor Parabdn, Mains.
1897; R. Wegener. RHodOc Idoc doc Roiekoa Gottcc, Leip-
sio, 1897; G. Dalmann. Die Worto Jcau, pp. 76-113.
Leipsie. 1898; A. JQlieher. Dio OUieknicrcdon Jcou, vol.

il. Freiburg. 1899; W. Baldensperger. Doc SdhcAowuoot^
odn Jcou, Strasburg. 1900; J. Weiss. Dio Prcdigt Jcou
vom Roieh Gottoc, OOtUngen. 1900; W. Bousset. Dio its-

Ugion doc Judonlhumc im noutcdamonUiekon ZcitaUor, pp.
19»-276. Berlin. 1903; P. Vols. Judioekc Ecekaioiogio von
Damd 5is AkHba, f f 27. 42-48, Tabingen, 1903; P. Wemle.
Dim RoiekgoUcckoffnung in don lUloHon ekridUekon Dok^
Msnlsfi umd boi Jccuc, fb. 1908; W. Bousset. Jccuc, pp. 71-
98. New YoriE. 1906; J. B6hiner. DcrnUgionagccokiekaidio
Bakmon doc Bciekcc GoUoc, Lsipsle, 1909.

KmOO, THOMAS HANSEN: Danish bishop

and hymn-writer; b. at Slangerup (15 m. n.n.w. of

Copenhagen) 1634; d. at Odense, island of FOnen,
Oct. 14, 1703. He studied at the University of

Copenhagen, being graduated in 1054, and for some
time act^ as tutor in private families. In 1661 he
was appointed vicar to the pastor at Kirke Hel-

singe (50 m. s.w. of Copenhagen), and in 1668 he
was ordaioed minister at his native town, where
his poetic activity began. At first he essayed pa*

triotic poems, but later devoted himself almost en-

tirely to the writing of hymns, and in 1674 the first

part of his AanMige Sjwige Char (** Spiritual Song
Choir") appeared; followed in 1681 by part ii.

This work consists of a collection of beautiful hymns
several of which are still popular in the Danish
Church. In 1677 Kingo was appointed bLshop of

Zealand. Charged by the government with the

compilation of a new hymn-book, he edited (1699)

the so-called Kin^'t Pgalnuboff which contains
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^^le to prophetic teachings, this last especially

P^^^j^rifltic of these books. The point of view of

^^f'^tor of the sources from which the book was

^^piled is immistakably that of the Deuterono-

^^ and preexilic prophecy; viz., that the cause of

^ destruction of the kingdoms was the ever-re-

newed cult of the high places and the idolatry con-

nected with it. Yet it is not to be maintained, with

>Vellhausen, that the priestly view is excluded and

that there is no knowledge shown of the distinction

l^tween Levites and priests or of the Mosaic taber-

nacle (I King vii. 4), and that consequently the

chronicler's representation is to be set aside. Simi-

larly the assertion that the Aaronic line of priests has

no mention either overlooks the Zadokite succession

which came in with the supersession of Abiathar

(jie Zadokite-Levite conception). The dis-

f^km between priest and Levite as made in

j)eaL xviii. 3, 6, is certainly preexilic.

Tbe terminus a quo for the final redaction of the

book is set by the mention of the restoration ci

Jehoiachin to honor (II Kings xxv. 27sqq.) in 561 b.c
But the original author must have worked before

the exile about 600 b.c. under Jehoiakim, who is

the latest king in connection with whom occurs the

usual Deuteronomic formula closing

2. Date and the account of a reign. A second

Sources, editing is seen in the passage II Kings
xvii. 19-21, still before the exile oi

Judah. From this second hand proceeded the syn-

chronistic data given for the two kingdoms,

—

materials not found in the sources employed by
the first editors. Reference to these sources is very
characteristic of the whole work. Thus there is

note of the book of the acts of Solomon (I., xi. 41),

fourteen references to the book of the Chronicles of

the kings of Judah, and seventeen to the book of

the Chronicles of the kings of Israel. These have
been supposed to be the official records of tbe re-

spective kingdoms, but the frequent changes of

dynasty in the northern kingdom make this sup-

position untenable. They must rather have been

works which indeed employed official doounents and
sources but were freer handling of the materials

than were official records. From such sources were

obtained the statistical data such as the age of the

king at accession, the length of his reign and the

political situation. It is also debatable whether
the editor had in mind two works as sources (for

Israel and for Judah) or one in two parts. Be-

sides these sources others were employed, such as

a prophetic-historical narrative like that from which
the Elijah-Elisha portion is taken: also the piece

II, xviii. 13-xx. 19, repeated in Isa. xxxvi.-xxxix.,

in which xviii. 14-16 is from a still different source

(as is shown by the spelling of the name Hezekiah).

This duplicated passage is probably original neither

with Kings nor Isaiah. Similarly II., xxiv. IS-xxv.

30 is paralleled by Jer. Iii. but is not original with
Jeremiah. The Septuagint refers in I., viii. 53 to

a *'book of the ode," possibly the book of Jasher

(Josh. X. 13), the word " ode " coming in through a
misreading by transposition of letters (ahyr in-

stead of yahr).

So far as the political relations are concerned, the

historicity of these books is recognised. The es-

pecial point of attack in this matter has been the
Elijah-Elisha narratives, so rich in miracles paral-

leled only in the events ascribed to

3. Histo- the times of Moses and Joshua. But
ricity and it is to be noted that the marvels at

Chronology, the Carmel sacrifice, as in the desert

at the giving of the law through
Moses, and again in Elijah's removal from earthly
life without passing the gates of death, are no
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Vtraordinary than the work he was called

vrm, midway between Moses and Christ, in

a victory for the worship of Yahweh.
mstanoes of the northern kingdom at the

re such as to correspond with the atmosphere
racle in which this prophet lived. Difficulties

found also in the chronology of the books. The
.egnal periods of the kings are given in full years, a
result of a round rather than an exact reckoning.

The Talmud suggests that the reckoning was from
Xisan to Nisan, after a method which appears in

the New Testament in the account of the resur-

rection, which equates the parts of three days
with three full days, and in Josephus. This method
of reckoning appears definitely in II Kings xviii.

9-10, where the siege of Samaria is given as lasting

three years, though beginning in the seventh and
ending in the ninth year of Hoshea. Similarly,

while David's reign in Hebron is given in II Sam.
V. 4-5 as seven and a half years, in I Kings ii. 11 it

is given as seven years. Other cases of disregard

of portions of a year might be given, but not in a
uniform and consistent manner, the consequence
being that an exact chronology can not be obtained

from these books. The totals are vitally affected,

as when the reigns of the kings of Judah from
Solomon to the destruction foot up to 260 years

and of the kings of Israel to 241 years. A recognised

means of correction is found in the Assyrian annals,

and of the attempts to use this means especially

noteworthy is that of Kamphausen, who requires

only six changes in the data of Israelitic succession

to reconcile the differences in Assyrian and Israelitic

chronology. See Time, Biblical Reckoning of.

The original text of the Biblical authors is

no longer extant; the Masoretic text does not ex-

actly reproduce this, nor does it agree with that

which formed the base of the early versions. If

reference is made to the extreme care

4. The exercised by the Masoretes in regard

Text to the text they received, it must also

be recalled that this care was not ex-

ercised in the earliest times, as is proved by the

widely different texts sometimes found in parallel

passages. Thus in the parallels II Kings xviii. 13-

XX. 19 and Isa. xxxvi.-xxxix. the Isaiah passage

affords fifteen examples of the acriptio plena, that in

Kings only three, as opposed to corresponding

acriptio defediva in the other. Other changes are

due to glosses and marginal notes which copyists

have received into the text. The testimony of the

manuscripts of the Septuagint testify to changes

in the Hebrew; thus the Alexandrine codex is nearer

to the Masoretic text than is the Vatican, yet the

intent of the translators to be faithful is nuinifest

in that they reproduced in Greek letters Hebrew
words which they no longer understood. Moreover,

that the Greek translators had access to some of the

sources of the Hebrew is shown by additions not

found in the present Hebrew text. Care must be

exercised, however, not to overestimate the value of

the Septuagint for textual criticism, since the dif-

ferences between extant representatives of this text

differ so widely. Of the fragments preserved in the

Hexapla of Origen the version of Aquila is a close

reproduction of the Palestinian text, that of Sym-

machus is clear and elegant, that of Theodotion
partakes of the character of a recension of the

Septuagint on the basis of a text approximating
the Masoretic. The Targum of the prophets af-

fords little textual help, partaking as it does of

the paraphrastic rather than of the literal and
containing additions to the text. Where it can be
used, however, it is the earliest witness to the

Palestinian text on its mother soil. The Vulgate of

Jerome has also considerable value since it testifies

to the text of the end of the fourth Christian century.

(W. VOLCKt.)
Bibuoorapht: The leadinc commentaries are: O. Thenius,

Leipsic, 1873; K. C. W. F. B&hr. in Lange, Eag, tranal..

New York. 1874; G. RawUnaon, in Bible Commentary,
London. 1874; C. F. Keil. Leipaio. 1876, Enc. tranal..

Edinburgh. 1877; G. Hammond and G. Rawlineon, in

Pulpit Commentary, 2 vols.. London. 1881-80; A. Klo»-
tennann. Munich. 1887; J. R. Lumby, in Cambridge
Bible, Cambridge, 1888; F. W. Farrar. in Expoeilor'e
BibU, 2 vols., London, 1803-04; R. Kittel, Gottingen.
1000; W. E. Barnes, in Cambridge Bible, 1008. Special
topics are treated in: A. Clemen. Die WunderberidUe Hber
Elia und Eliea, Grimma, 1877; J. Meinhold. Die JeeaiertT'

MAhlungen xxsvi-xxxix, Gdttingen. 1807. On text-criticism,

B. Stade. in ZATW, iu.-vi (1883^6). passim; A. Morgen-
stem. Die Scholien dee Oregcriue Abulfarag . . . gum Buck
der K&nige, Berlin. 1805; J. Berlinger. Die Peeehitta gum /.

Buck der Ktmige, BerUn. 1807; F. C. Burkitt. Pragmente of
the Book of Kinge according to . . , Aquila, Cambridge.
1807; C. F. Kent. Student'e Old Teetament, vol. ii.. New
York, 1005 (valuable); W. D. Cn>ckett. A Harmony of the

Books of Samuel, Kinge . , . inthe Text of the Vereion of
1884, London. 1006. Consult also the principal works on
Old Testament Introduction under Biblical Imtboduo
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KIUGSHIP in Israel : The israelitic king-

dom was later in origin than Israelitic nationality.

The latter b^gan as a theocracy at Sinai under an
eldership whidi appeared sufficient for the demands
both of peace and war. The astonishment that

Moses " founded no state " (Vatke)

Hebrew and the conclusion therefrom that the

Ideals of Pentateuchal legislation must have
Kingship, arisen later in a state already in ex-

istence proceed from a false view of

the Hebrew state. The bond of Hebrew nationality

was the covenant with Yahweh, which based legal

relations upon prophetic authority. A human
kingdom was superfluous since Yahweh was king

and leader in war (Ex. xv. 18, xiv. 14; Num. xxi.

14), with that leadership incarnated in Moses. But
the time came when no mighty and prophetically in-

spired man like Moses or Joshua stood at the head of

the people, when the spiritual bond was not strong

enough to hold the scattered tribes together, when
even the Yahweh worship was endangered by the

disintegrating influences of Canaanitic heathenism.

In the days of the Judges the need was felt of a
central power to unify action, and this tendency
was exemplified in the history of Gideon (q.v.) and
Abimelech (Judges viii.-ix.), though the results of

this premature attempt postponed for a long time

definite establishment of the kingdom. When Sam-
uel became too old for the performance of his duties

and his sons proved unworthy, while the Philistines

were aggressive, the demand became clamorous

and Samuel yielded to the request of the people

to anoint a king. Wellhausen mistakenly regards

I Sam. ix. I-x. 16, zi. as the early account of the
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founding of the kingdom and chap. viii. as the post-

exilic view. But chap. viii. is entirely consonant
with the person and character of Samuel (see Sam-
usl; Saul). It was not by chance that a man from
the smallest tribe was chosen king; the will of Yah-
weh determined the selection and chap. viii. supplies

the account, basing the selection on Saul's worth.

A similar reason underlay the choice of David. In
both cases consecration to the kingly office was by
anointing (I Sam. x. 1, xvi. 13), as was customary
among the neighboring peoples. This anointing

was connected with religious usage and implied

divine sanction. In David's case it was repeated

when he was made king over Judah and again when
he became long of Israel (II Sam. ii. 4, v. 3). Pro-

phetic anointing is often mentioned, as in the cases

of Absalom, Solomon, Jehoahas, and Jehu (II Sam.
zix. 10; I Kings i. 30; II Kings xi. 12, xxiii. 30).

The rabbis regarded anointing as necessary only to

the establishment of a new dynasty and thus ex-

plain omissions of anointing in other cases. A
symbol of kingly power was the scepter, in place of

which Saul appears to have used the spear. From
early times the crown also is in evidence (I Sam.
L 10), and the throne appears with Solomon (I

Kings X. 18).

The position of the king was from the first not

that of an Oriental despot with unlimited power.

The law of the kingdom (I Sam. x. 25; cf. Deut. xvii.

14-20) was naturally not a mere embodiment of

popular law and custom, but arose out of the relig-

ious situation of the Hebrews. The king was to be

an Israelite, was not to multiply wives or wealth or

horses (as evidences of lus glory).

Kingly Further he was to regard the torah,

Dttttetand written and prophetic, as lus guide.

Privileges. In war he was the leader, and in peace
the chief authority in justice. As

judge he was to be humble in mind, giving access

to those who sought relief; his responsibility to

Yahweh was luged by the prophets. As Yahweh
had made free choice of the king, so he might re-

ject and displace him (I Sam. xiii. 13-14; I Kings
xi. 29 sqq.). The succession was hereditary, but the

power of appointment of a successor was in the reign-

ing king, with the mothers of the various princes

exercising influence behind the throne. Often the

succession was otherwise determined—by the

nobility, the priesthood, and indeed the people. The
queen mother had a high and influential position

from which, however, she might be deposed (I

Kings XV. 13). In the northern kingdom also pro-

phetic sanction was given to the kingship, as in the

case of Jeroboam I. and Jehu (qq.v.). But in gen-

eral other forces, including that of usurpation, were
at work in Israel (Hoe. viii. 4). In the cult the long
took a commanding position, offering sacrifices,

praying, and blessing tl^ people. But in sacrificing,

it might be that the priest was the actual officiant;

indeed in later times it may be said that the king

yielded to the priest his priestly functions. A limita-

tion of the kingly privileges doubtless came into

play and is in view in the legislation of Esekiel. It

was his duty (according to Eaekiel) to care for the

ordinary and festival offerings, and in preexilic

times he might appoint and dismiss priests (I Kings

ii. 35), though he was in these matters not left to

the exercise of arbitrary power.

The king was surrounded with councilors and
ministers who came to bear the name of princes as

inmates of the royal palace; in addition to these

he had personal servants about him, who often mis-

used their power. The nimiber of the officers was
not set by law, but varied with the

The Royal needs of the times; thus under David
Court and there were the general of the army, the

Revenues, captain of the guard, the recorder,

the chancellor, and the overseer of

labor; under Solomon appeared an upper officer

over the twelve prefects of the districts, and an officer

in chaige of the household (I Kings iv. 5-6); with

these went a large number of lesser officials of various

grades and service, while later there came in eu-

nuchs (perhaps the name of an office, I Kings xxii.

9, maigin). The royal revenues were not at all

times on the same basis, and I Sam. viii. 11 sqq. in-

dicates possibilities of arbitrariness in the king's

demands. Yet only profligate kings would over-

ride the rights of their subjects, as in the instance of

Naboth, and in cases of aggression would usually

have at least the semblance of right of action. Cus-

tom developed the perquisites of the king. Thus
Amos vii. 1 indicates that to the long belonged the

first cutting of the grass. The custom of making
presents to the long is very early, and regular-

ity developed it into tribute. 0>nquered peoples

brought tribute (II Sam. viii. 2), as did those who
placed themselves under the royal protection or did

homage (II Sam. viii. 10; I Kings x. 25). Solomon
put the Canaanites and even Israelites to forced

labor. Of booty taken in war a considerable part

was appropriated by the king, and the kings had usu-

ally their private estates. For the idealistic and
prophetic development of the idea of the kingdom
see Messiah^ Mebsianism. C. von Orelu.
Bibuoorapht: S. Oettli, Dot K6nioMidealdet AUen Teslametd,

Qraifswald. 1899; R. SmaDd, AUtettafMnUiche Religiofu-

gtchiehie, TabingeD, 1899; the literature on the Hi8tor>- of

Israel under Ahab; later works dted under A&cbboloot,
Bibucal; and for the idealistio view of the monarchy the
works under Mbsbiah.

KINGSLSY, CHARLES: English clergyman and
author; b. at Holne (20 m. s.w. of Exeter), Devon-
shire, June 12, 1819; d. at Eversley (26 m. n.e. of

of Winchester), Hampshire, Jan. 23, 1875. He was
a precocious child, fond of athletics and romantic

in disposition; the scenery with which he was sur-

rounded made a profound impression on his charac-

ter. He received his education at Clifton, Helston,

King's College, London, and Magdalene College,

Cambridge, where he studied fitfully and allowed

himself to be distracted by manifold interests.

He had at this time little taste for theology, but
finally decided to take orders, and was ordained in

July, 1842, to the curacy of Eversley. There his

duties were practical rather than theoretical, for

the parish was in a state of utter decay. In 1845 he

received the honorary appointment of canon of Mid-
dleham. His literary activities had already begun,

and at London in 1848 appeared his drama The
Saint's Tragedy^ a play based on St. Elizabeth of

Hungary, in which he voiced his disapproval of

medieval asceticism, which, in his opinion, detracted
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from the sanctity of marriage. He became inter-

ested, on the otb^r hand, in *' Christian socialism,"

and contributed numerous papers to aid the cause.

To this same influence were due his first two novels,

AUan Locke (1850) and Yeast (1851), the latter

originally contributed to Fraser^s Magazine. In
1851 he caused considerable excitement by his

defense of *' Christian socialism " in a sermon in a
London church, and was forbidden to preach in the

diocese, although the prohibition was soon with-

drawn, especially as the working classes warmly
championed him. He was by no means a revolution-

ist, however, but in later life inclined to the Tory
side, the explanation of his interest in " Christian

socialism " being his desire to mold popular trends

by practical d^tianity. His position naturally

exposed him to frequent attack, and in 1851, after

refuting the criticisms aimed at the alleged immo-
rality^ his Yeaai, he sought to gain much-needed
rest by his first trip abroad, in which he visited the

Rhine, thus laying the foundations for his Ttm> Yeare

Ago (1857). Meanwhile his pen had not been idle,

and in 1853 appeared his HypoHa, a novel in which
he attempted a covert attack on the asceticism of

the HiglM^urdi party. The novel had an immense
vogue, although it did not escape criticism and is not

without serious faults of construction.

His wife's health now obliged Kingsley to spend
the winter and spring at Torquay and Bideford, his

studies of natural hi^ry at the former place giving

him the foundation for his Olaucua (1855) and th^

latter for his great historical novel Westward Ho/
(1855). At Bideford, moreover, he formed a draw-
ing class for young men in the same spirit of prao-

tiodity with whi(£ he had lectured for a year on
English literature at Queen's College in 1848. The
unpopularity and prejudice against which Kingsley

had thus far struggled were now ending. In 1859 he
was appointed one of tb^ queen's chaplains and in

the following year received the professorship of

modem history at Cambridge. Yet his tenure of

oflSce, which ended in his retirement in 1869, can
scarcely be termed successful, for his mind was too

versatUe and too superficial for him to be a reliable

historian. In 1864, moreover, he became involved

in a controversy with John Henry Newman. In a
review of a work by James Anthony Froude he
accused the Roman Catholic deigy in general and
Newman in particular of having but faint regard

for truth for its own sake. Newman retorted, and
upon Kingsley's replying with a pamphlet What,

thenj doee Dr, Newman tnean f his antagonist com-
pletely routed him with his famous Apologia pro

vita eua (1864). About this time he wrote his

Water Babies (1863) and a few years later his histor-

ical novel Hereward the Wake (1866), but his health

was beginning to fail, and in 1864 he was obliged to

make a trip to France, while in the following year

he was likewise forced to take a vacation of three

months on the Norfolk coast. After resigning his

professorship at Cambridge he was for a time promi-

nent in the Educational League and also acted as

president of the section for education at the So-

cial Sdenoe Congress at Bristol in Oct., 1869. In

the same year he made a visit to the West Indies,

embodyinf the result of his observations in his Xt

Last (1870). He now took up his residence at Ches-

ter, where he had been appointed canon, and founded
a class in botany, his interests in science becoming
more and more pronounced, so that he finally

regarded Darwinism as in harmony with theology.

He remained at Chester only three years, however,

for in 1873 he was appointed canon of Westminister.

His enfeebled health again forced him to seek a
change of scene, and in 1874 he made a tour of

America, but returned to England with little benefit

from his trip, dying on a visit to his old parish.

Charles Kingsley was an earnest and consistent

advocate of what was somewhat derisively called
" muscular Christianity," and his enthusiasm for

practical work among the poor, like his interest in

science, especially in its popular aspects, was un-

feigned. He can scarcely be regarded, on the other

hand, as a theologian, idthough he was throughout

his life a firm adherent of the Broad-chiu>ch party,

his opposition to the Tractarian movement being so

pronounced as to lead Pusey and his colleagues in the

High-church wing to make a successful protest

against conferring an Oxford degree on him. The
inscription on his tomb in the churchyard at Evers-

ley strikingly attests the affection of his parish-

ioners: Amatdmus,amamuSfamabimuSf "We loved,

love, and shall love (him)." His chiief theological

works were his Ttceniy-five VxUage Sermons (Lon-

don, 1849); Sermons on National Svhjeds (2 vols.,

1852-54) ; Sermons for the Times (1855) ; The Qood
News of Ood (1859); Town and Country Sermons

(1861); Sermons on the Pentateuch (1863); David
(foiu" University sermons, 1867); The Water qf
Life and Other Sermons (1867); Discipline and other

Sermons (1868); Westminster Sermons (1874); and
the posthumous All Saints' Day and Other Sermons

(1878).

Bibuoobapbt: The ehief touroo ii ChoHet Kingdey, Hit
LeUtn and MtmoriM cf hi» Life, •diUd by Am Wift, Lon-
don. 1877. Gonault further: J. H. Rio, Modem An-
gUaan Theology, Vfiih a Memoir <nf Canon KingeUy, ib.

1880; A Memoir is prefixed by T. Hughes to AUon Loeko,

ib. 1881; M. Kaufmenn, Charlee Kingeley, Chrietian So-

eialiai and Social Reformer, ib. 1802; J. A. R. Marriott.

CkarUa KingeUy, Noveliet, ib. 1892; E. Groth. CharUe
Kinetloy ale DidUer und Sotialreformor, Leipsie, 1883;

C. W. Stubbe, CharUe Kingeley and the ChriaHan Socitd

Movement, London. 1800; DNB, xjod. 175-181.

KINSHIP, PRIMITIVE. See Comparativs R»-
UGION, VI., 1, b, i 1.

KmSMAH, FREDERICK JOSEPH: Protestant

Episcopal bishop of Delaware; b. at Warren, O.,

Sept. 27, 1868. He was educated at Keble Col-

lege, Oxford (B.A., 1894); master at St. Paul's

School, Concord, N. H. (1896-97); rector of St.

Martin's, New Bedford, Mass. (1897-1900); pro-

fessor of ecclesiastical history in Berkeley Divinity

School, Middletown, Conn. (1900-03); and in the

General Theological Seminary, New York City

(1903-08). In 1908 he was consecrated bishop of

Delaware.

KmSOLVmO, OEOROE HERBERT: Protes-

tant Episcopal bishop of Texas; b. at Liberty, Va.,

Apr. 28, 1849. He was educated at the University

of Virginia and received his theological training at

the Virginia Theological Seminary, from which he

was graduated in 1873. He was ofdered deacon in
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1874 and priested In the following year. After being

assistant at Christ Church, Baltimore, in 1874-75,

he was rector of St. Mark's, Baltimore (1875-79),

St. John's, Cincinnati, O. (1879-91), and the Church
of the Epiphany, Philadelphia (1891-92). In

1892 he was consecrated bishop coadjutor of Texas,

and in the following year, on the death of Bishop
Alexander Gregg, be<»me his successor.

KXNSOLVmO, LUCIEll LBS: Protestant Epis-

copal bishop of Southern Brazil; b. at Middleburg,

Va., May 14, 1862. He studied at the University

of Viiginia and was graduated from the theological

seminary at Alexandria, Va., in 1889. He was
ordered deacon and ordained priest in the same
year, and from 1889 to 1898 was a missionary of the

Protestant Episcopal Church in the state of Rio
Grande do Sul, Brazil, while in 1899 he was con-

secrated missionary bishop of Southern Brazil.

KIP, WILLIAM mORAHAM: Protestant Epis-

oopaX bishop of California; b. in New York City

Oct. 3, 1811; d. in San Francisco Apr. 7, 1893.

He was educated at Rutgers and Yale (B.A., 1831),

the Protestant Episcopid Theological Seminary of

Virginia (1832-33), and the General Theological

Seminary, from which he was graduated in 1835.

He was ordered deacon in 1835 and priested in the

same year. He was successively rector of St. Peter's,

Morristown, N. J. (1835-^), curate of Grace
Chureh, New York City (1836-37), and rector of St.

Paul's, Albany, N. Y. (1837-53). In 1853 he was
consecrated first missionary bishop of California,

and four years later, when California was made a
full bishopric, became diocesan. He wrote: The
History, Object, and Proper Obaervation of the Holy
Season of Lent (New York, 1843); The Double
Witneae of the Church (1884); Chrietmae Holidays
at Rome (1845); Early Jesuit Missions in North
America (1846); The Early Conflids of Christianity

(1850); The Catacombs of Rome (1854); The Un-
noticed Things of Scripture (1868); New York in

the Olden Time (1872); Historical Scenes in the old

Jesuit Missions (1875); The Church of the Apostles

(1877); and The Early Days of my Episcopate

(1892); besides many addiesses and episcopal

chaiges.

KIPPIS, ANDREW: English non-conformist; b.

at Nottingham Mar. 28, 1725; d. in London Oct.

8, 1795. He was prepared for the Presbyterian

ministry at Philip Doddridge's academy at North-
ampton, where he spent the years 1741-46. He
was pastor of dissenting congregations at Boston,

Lincolnshire, 1746-50; at Dorking, Surrey, 1750-53;

and at Westminster, London, 1753-95. From 1767
tiU 1784 he was classical and philological tutor in the

Coward Academy at Hoxton, and was afterward

a tutor in the dissenting academy at Hackney.
He early abandoned Calvinism for Socinianism,

was associated with many charities, and was a volu-

minous writer. His reputation rests upon his un-
finished edition of the Biographia Britannica- (5 vols,

and part of vol. vi., London, 1778-95). Other works
are; A Vindication of the Protestant Dissenting

Ministers (1772); Sermons on Practical Subjects

(1791); and lives of Nathaniel Lardner and Philip

Doddridge for editions of their works.

BiBUoamArar: Walter WUaoii, HiaL and AnHquiHea qf
DiMerUino Chwxhe; iv. 103-117. 402, Londocu 1814;
DNB, xxi. 106-197 (where references to other literature

may be found); Julian, HymmAogy, p. 625.

KIR, ker: A place-name mentioned II Kings
zvi. 9; Isa. xxii. 6; and Amos i. 5, ix. 7 as within the

Assyrian r^ion and as the dwelling-place of an
Aramaic people. Even the early translators did

not know its location; the later translators followed

J. D. Michaelis in placing it on the river still known
as Kur and flowing into the Caspian. But the As-

syrian kingdom never included this region. Schroder
sought it in South Babylonia. The correct position

is given by Wmckler as the plain of Jatbur, between
the Tigris and the moimtains, and bordering on
Elam, the land of the Karians mentioned by Arrian

(III.» viii. 5) near Sittakene. Winckler re^trds the

^ir as a mistake for Kor, That Aramaic peoples

were inhabitants of the region appears both from

the Bible (II Kings xvi. 9), and from the inscrip-

tions, since Tiglath-Pileser transported Damascans
thither. It seems probable that this was the original

home of the Arameans, whither they were deported
after the manner of Isa. zxzvii. 29. In Amos i. 5
and ix. 7 the word seems to be a later intrusion.

(A. Jereioab.)

Bibuoobatht: H. Winckler, AUteBtameniliehe UnienuA-
ungen, ii. 263 aqq., Nachtrac, p. 378, Leipsic, 1892;
idem, AUarvtntaiiMcke Fondiungen, pp. 17S-179, ib. 1804.

KmCHBR, kir^Her, ATHARASIUS: German Jes-

uit; b. at Geisa (30 m. n.e. of Fulda) May 2,

1602; d. in Rome Nov. 28, 1680. He joined the

Society of Jesus at Mainz in 1618, and afterward
became teacher of philosophy and mathematics at

Warzbuig. On the invasion of the Swedes in 1631
he fled to Avignon, whence he repaired to Rome in

1635. For eight years he taught mathematics at

the Collegium Romanum and founded in the college

a museum that has preserved his name. He was a
scholar of varied attainments and wrote numerous
books on mathematics, physics, natural history,

philosophy, philology, history, and archeology.

While his writings are now antiquated, Kircher is

important for his work as a pioneer, particularly

in the field of Egyptian hieroglyphics. To be men-
tioned are: Prodromus Coptus sive JSgyptiacus

(Rome, 1636); (Edipus Mgyptiacus (3 vols., 1652-

1655); China . . . iUustrata (Amsterdam, 1667);
and Latium (1671).

Bxbuoorapht: Hu autobiography U in A. Langenmantel.
FaaciciUua epiatolarum, A. Kircheri, pp. 65 sqq., Auic^
burs, 1684; A. and A. de Backer, Bihiiothiqua dea 4cri-

vaina de la aociiU da Jiaua, U4ea, 1853-^1; KL, vii. 716-
717.

KIRCHHOFER, kirHOidf-er, MELCmOR: Swiss
church historian; b. at SchafiFhausen Jan. 3, 1775;
d. at Stein (11 m. e.s.e. of Schaffhausen) Feb. 13,

1853. He studied theology and philosophy at

Marbuig 1794-96, took orders in 1797, and held
various country pastorates till 1808, when he be-

came pastor at Stein, in the canton of Schaffhausen,
and remained there tiU his death. In his works
Kirchhofer combined a calm and objective manner
of presentation with thoroughness and soimdness of

investigation. He wrote monographs on Sebastian
Hofmeister (Zurich, 1808), Oswald Myconius (1813),
Werner Steiner (1818), Berthold Haller (1828),
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and QuiUaume Farel (2 vols., 1831-33; Eng. transl.

London, 1837), and continued Hettinger's Hel-

vetiache Kirchengeachichte (ed. L. Wirz, 5 parts,

1808-19). He also published the Schaffhauaerische

JahrhQeher (Schaffhausen, 1819-29), and Neu-
jahrtbldtter /Or die achaffhauaerische Jugend (1822-

1843), which contain a history of Schafifhausen until

the incorporation of the city into the Swiss Confed-

eracy in 1501, besides some smaller pamphlets,

tracts, and criticisms. (C. A. Baechtold.)

Rxbuoobaprt: Biographical material ia contained in th«
funeral addre« of J. B^taohenBtoin, Schaffhauaen, 1853.

DRCHMEYER, klrH'mai''er, THOMAS (HAO-
6B0R0US): Protestant theologian and religious

dramatist; b. at Hubelschmeiss near Straubing (25

m. s.e. of Regensburg) c. 1508; d. probably at

Wiesloch (8 m. s. of Heidelberg) Dec. 24, 1563.

He was educated at Tubingen, though his name does

not appear in the university lists, and received an
excellcsit training in the hiunanities and took the

master's degree. He embraced with passionate

seal the cause of the Reformation but at the same
time was bold in maintaining his individual beliefs

against the authority of the great Protestant the-

ologians. He first appears as pastor of Suiza, in

present Sax&-Weimar, 1535. In 1537 he is described

by Nicholas Medler of Naumbuig as a thoughtful

man, who did not hesitate to express his dissent from
the authorities at Wittenberg, and was therefore
" prone to all heresies and seditions. '' In 1541 he

became pastor at Kahla. Before this, however, he

had written his trilogy of dramas against the Roman
church upon which his fame is founded: Pam-
tnachiua (Wittenberg, 1538), Mercatar (1540),

and Incendia (1541). At Kahla the Wittenberg

theologians refused to allow his commentary on the

first epistle of John to be printed because in it he

taught that the elect, even when they sin against

their own conscience, remain in a state of grace and
in possession of the Holy Ghost. Melanchthon

sought to gain him over from this opinion; and
in 1544 Luther, Melanchthon, and Bugenhagen
justified their condemnation of his work in a com-
munication to the elector with whom Kirchmeyer

stood in great favor. He accompanied the court to

the diet of Speyer in 1544 and in the same year

published the prohibited book with a dedication to

Johann Ernst of Saxony. The followers of Luther

thenceforward regarded Kirchmeyer as an op-

ponent and after the death of the great Reformer
new controversies arose as to his orthodoxy. In

addition to the chaige already brought against him
he was accused of preaching the Zwinglian con-

ception of the Lord's Supper. Impeached by
Kasper Aquila of Saalfeld he was tried before the

consistory of Weimar under the presidency of Duke
Johann Wilhelm, and acquitted of the charge, but

being ordered to explain himself on some points to

his congregation he left Kahla and spent many
years in wandering through Switzerland and South
Germany.

Kirchmeyer's dramas contain little action and
deal with personifications instead of real persons,

after the fashion of the old Moralities, but they are

marked by a spirit of bitter criticism of Roman

Catholic teachings and practises which naturally

made them popular in Protestant circles. Besides

the three plays already mentioned he wrote also

three Biblical dramas, Hamanua (1543), Hiaemiaa
(1551) and Judaa lacanoiea (1553), all translated into

German. Of polemical works, the most celebrated

is the Regnum papiaticum (Basil T 1553), an unre-

strained denunciation in verse of the Roman church
[Eng. trans., The Popish Kingdome, London, 1570,

rep. 1880]. Minor works are the AgricuUurm aacra

ICbri V. (1550), and the Saiyrarum libri guinque

(1555). He was also the author of many transla-

tions from Greek into Latin, including Sophocles,

Isocrates, Epictetus, Dio Chrysostom, Plutarch,

and Synesius. In 1551 he published a summary of

canon law which attained great popularity, owing
to its impartial treatment of many controverted

subjects; yet strangely enough it is this work that

led the way to the Regnum papiaticum. His in-

dependent spirit finds repeated expression in his

Latin verse wherein he does not hesitate to sing

the praises of men of the old faith, among them
Erasmus, to whom he concedes much merit as a
pioneer of the Reformation. (G. Kawerau.)
Bibuoobapht: L. Theobald, in NKZ, 1006, pp. 764 sqq.;

idem, Daa Leben und Wirken de» . . . Tkomaa Naogeargua
. . . , Leipaic, 1008/ G. T. Strobel. MiseeUansen litUrar-

iachen InhalU, ili. 107-154. Nuremberg 1780; J. J. I. von
DdUiDger, Die RefomuUion, ii. 134 sqq.. Regeniburg, 1848;

H. Hobtein, Die Reformation int Spiegellnlde der drama-
Haehen LiUerahtr dee 16. Jahrhunderte, pp. 108 sqq., Halle,

1886; J. JaDssen, Hiet. cf the German People, zii. 75-02,
London. 1007; ADB, xziil 245 sqq.

B3RK, EDWARD HORRIS: American Con-
gregationalist; b. in New York Aug. 14, 1802; d. in

Boston Mar. 27, 1874. He was graduated at the

College of New Jersey (Princeton) in 1820 and at the

Princeton Theological Seminary in 1825, and trav-

eled in the southern States as agent of the American
Board 1826-28. He was pastor of a Presbyterian

church in Albany 1828-37, secretary of the Foreign

Evangelical Society 1839-42, and pastor of the

Mount Vernon Congregational Church in Boston
1842-71. During the years 1837-39 he traveled in

Europe and preached for several months in Paris.

He was a successful evangelist, one of the first mem-
bers of the Evangelical Alliance, and a vigorous ad-

vocate of the evangelization of the Roman Catholic

countries of Europe. His writings include: Memo^
rial of Rev. John Cheater (Albany, 1829); Sermona

(New York, 1840); Lectwrea on Chriat'e Parablea

(1856); a second volume of Sermona (Boston, 1860);

and Ledurea on Revivala (ed. D. O. Mears, 1874).

Bibuoorapht: D. O. Meaxv, Lif* <ff Edward Norria Kirk,

Boston. 1877.

KIRK, HARRIS ELLIOTT: Presbyterian; b.

at Pulaski, Giles Co., Tenn., Oct. 12, 1872. He is

a graduate of the academic and theological depart-

ments of the Southwestern University, Clarksville,

Tenn.; was pastor of Cottage Presbyterian Church,

Nashville, Tenn., 1897-99, of the First Presbyterian

Church, Florence, Ala., 1899-1901, and of Franklin

Street Presbyterian Chiu-ch, Baltimore, 1901-09.

In 1909 he was called to the chair of polemics in

Princeton Theological Seminary. He is a ** pro-

gressive conservative, believing in the adaptation of

the essential views of the conservative theology to
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modem oonditions in a Bympathetio and oonstruo-

tive way." He has written a number of easayB, and
The Lost Book (Richmond, 1905).

KUtKLAND, JOHNTHORNTOH: American Con-
gregationalist, son of Samiiel Kirkland (q.v.); b.

at Herkimer, N. Y., Aug. 17, 1770; d. in Boston
Apr. 26, 1840. He studied at Phillips Academy
(Andover), and at Harvard College (B.A., 1789),

where, while preparing for the ministry, he was tutor

in logic and metaphysics 1792-94. He was pastor of

the New South Church, Boston, 1794-1810, and
president of Harvard College 1810-28. Under his

vigorous administration three new buildings were
erected and the course of study was greatly ex-

tended. He published several sermons, and a Ltfe

of Fiiher Ames, printed in Ames' Worka (Boston,

1809).

BiBUOOBArHT: A, E. Dunnins. CanorwooHonalitU in Amsr-
tea, pp. 208. 296, New York. 1804; National Cydopmdia
cfAmmean Biography, vi 417, ib. 1806.

KntKLANP, SAMUEL: American missionary

to the Iroquois Indians; b. at Norwich, Conn., Dec.

1, 1741; d. at Clinton, N. Y., Feb. 28, 1808. He
was graduated at the College of New Jersey (Prince-

ton) in 1765, and on his return from a visit to the

Senecas in 1766 was ordained into the Congrega-

tional ministry and sent as missionary to the Six

Nations. During the Revolution he served as a
chaplain in the army. For persuading the Oneidas

and Tuscaroras to remain neutral he was rewarded
by Congress with a large grant of land in 1785.

At the close of the war he resumed his missionary

work. In 1791 he conducted a delegation of some
forty warriors to Philadelphia to meet Congress

and discuss methods of introducing civilisation

among the tribes; and in 1793 he founded the Ham-
ilton Oneida Academy (now Hamilton College)

for the education of American and Indian youth.

BiBuooAArar: 8. K. Lothrop, in J. Sp«rk« lAbrory of
Ammiean Biography, 10 toIc, New York. 1848-61; W.
B. Sprague, Annait cf IJU Amgriean Pulpit, I 623-630, ib.

1860.

BIRKPATRICK, ALBZANDBR FRANCIS: Church
of Elngland; b. at Lewes (50 m. s. of London),

Sussex, June 25, 1849. He studied at Trinity

College, Cambridge (B.A., 1871), where he was
elected fellow in 1871. He was ordered deacon in

1874 and ordained priest in 1875. He was assist-

ant tutor in Trinity College 1871-82 and junior proc-

tor 1881^2, and from the latter year until 1903

was regius professor of Hebrew and canon of Ely.

Since 1903 he has been Lady Bfargaret professor of

divinity and honorary canon of ^y. He was uni-

versity preacher in 1875, 1878, 1882, 1889, 1897,

and 1903, Cambridge Whitehall preacher in 1878-

1880, Lady Bfargaret preacher in 1882 and 1893,

and Warburtonian lecturer at Lincoln's Inn in 1886-

1890. He was eramining chaplain to the bishop

of Winchester 1878-90, the bishop of Rochester

1891-95, and again to the bishop of Winchester

1895-1903, and since 1903 has been examining
chaplain to the archbishop of Canterbury. He has
also been master of Selwyn College, Cambridge,
since 1898, and besides being the general editor of the

Old Testament and Apocrjrpha for the Cambridge

Bible for SchooU and Colleges, for which series he

has prepared the volumes on I and II Samuel (2

vols., London, 1880-^1) and the Psahns (3 vols.,

1890-1901), has written The Divine Library of the

Old TeetamerU (1891) and The Doctrine of the

Prophets (Warburtonian lectures; 1892).

KIRKUS, WILLIAM: Protestant Episcopalian;

b. at Hull, England, May 9, 1830; d. in Brooklyn,

July 10, 1907. He was educated at Lancashire

Independent College, Manchester, and at the

University of London (B.A., 1849). He then

entered the Congregational ministry, and was
assistant minister of Craven Chapel, London,
1850-52, minister of St. Thomas Square Chapel,

Hackney, London, 1852-68, and of Longsight

Chapel, Manchester, 1868-70. From 1870 until

1872 he was headmaster of Broughton High
School, Manchester. In 1872 he was admitted to

deacon's orders in the Church of England and
became curate at Cheatham Hill, Manchester.

In the same year he came to the United States, and,

being ordained to the priesthood, was curate of

Grace Church, New York City, from 1873 to 1875.

He was then rector of Christ Church, Baltimore,

Md., 1875-76, and rector of St. Michael and All

Angels in the same city 1876-92. In 1892 he re-

tired from active parodiial work to devote himself

to literature. Besides editing The American Lit-

erary Churchman (Baltimore) from 1881 to 1885 and
writing two novels under the pseudonym of Florence

Williamson, he published Christianity, Theoretical

and Practical (London, 1854); Miscellaneous Essays

(2 vols., 1833-69); Orthodoxy, Scripture, and
Reason (1865); and Religion, a Revelaiion and
RuU qfLife (New York, 1886).

KIRN, OTTO: German Protestant; b. at Hes-
lach (a suburb of Stuttgart) Jan. 23, 1857. He
studied at the theological seminaries of Maulbronn
and Blaubeuren and at the University of TQbingen
(1875-80; lie. theol., 1886; Ph.D., 1889), and after

being lecturer at the theological seminary at Tu-
bingen 1881-84, was deacon at Besigheim, WOrttem-
berg, imtil 1889. In 1889 he became privat-docent

at the University of Basel, where he was appointed

associate professor in 1890 and full professor in

1894. Since 1895 he has been professor of dogmatic
theology at the University of Leipsic. He has

written Ud)er Wesen und Begriindung der religidsen

Geunssheit (Basil, 1889); Schleiermacher und die

Romantik (1895); Olaube und Oeschichte (Leipsic,

1900) ; Grundriss der evangdisehen Dogmatik (1905)

;

Grundriss der theologischen Ethik (1906); and many
addresses and sermons.

KIRWAN, WALTER BLAKE: Church of Ire-

land; b. of Roman Catholic parents at Gort (18 m.
s.e. of Galway), County Galway, Ireland, in the

year 1754; d. at Mount Pleasant, near Dublin, Oct.

27, 1805. He studied in the Jesuit College of Saint

Omer, France; lived at Saint Croix (or Santa Cnu),
Lesser Antilles, with a relative who was a large

landed proprietor, but ill health caused his rettim to

Europe. He entered the Franciscan order, studied

in the College of St. Anthony of Padua, at Louvain,
where he became instructor in natural and moral
philosophy, and in that city was admitted to the

priesthood. From 1778 to 1785 he was chaplain
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to the Neapolitan ambassador at the Britiah court.

His eloquent sermons attracted attention, but,

shaken in his allegiance to the Roman Chiu>ch in

1786, he went into retirement and two years later

declared himself a Protestant. On June 27 he

preached his first sermon as such in St. Peter's

Church, Dublin, and was henceforth identified with

the Church of Ireland. He never would, however,

say anything against his former coreligionists. In

1788 he became rector of St. Nicholas-Without,

Dublin, and held this place till his death, from 1800

in connection with the deanship of Killala, County
Mayo. In 1708 he married and was survived by
his wife and four children. He had great pulpit

power, but is chiefly remembered for his sermons in

behalf of charities, as he had remarkable ability

in inducing persons to give. Of the thirteen ser-

mons whi(£ were published by his widow (London,

1814, 2d ed., 1816, reprinted Philadelphia, 1816)

eleven are charity sermons, and although the pres-

ent reader can not give them their pristine attrao-

tiveness, they are interesting and moving discourses

(one of them is reprinted in H. C. Fish's MatUr-
pie€M of PulpU Eloquence, i. 681-592). In the

British Museum are two volumes of his Latin theses,

one on Biblical chronology and the other on the

Decalogue (Louvain, 1775 and 1776).

Bouoobapht: A kstoh of his life, probably by his widow,
is pnimo&d to his S^rmonM as abow. Consult also DNB,
zxzit280.

KIS^ STBPHAHUS (called Szegedhios from his

birthplace): Hungarian Reformer; b. at Sieged

(96 m. s.e. of Budapest) 1515; d. at RAcskeve
(22 m. S.S.W. of Budapest) 1572. He studied at

Vienna and Cracow, and under Melanchthon at

Wittenbeig 1543-45. He served as school-teacher

in his native land, suflfering persecution for his faith

until Peter Petrovics, commander of Temesvar
under Queen Isabella and a Cslvinist, took him
into favor and made him rector of his school (1548).

Political changes brought Temesvar under Ferdi-

nand of Hapebuig, Petrovics was succeeded by a
Roman (Catholic in 1552, and all Protestant pastors

and teachers were driven from the town. Kis
found refuge under Turkish dominion, but the ill

will of the Romanists followed him and, on their

complaint, he was kept imprisoned in chains for a
year and a half by a Turkish pasha until his friends

released him by a heavy ransom in 1563. Hence-
forth he lived in quiet at lUcskeve, acting as super-

intendent of thirty-five congregations under Turk-
ish rule. He was the greatest scholar among the

Hungarian Reformers and his works made him
known in all Europe. They are: (1) Theoioffiae

nneerae tod eommunee (Basel, 1585), preceded by
a sketch of his life by his scholar and successor at

RAcskeve, Matthaus Skaricsa, which is also an
important source for the history of the Reformation

in Hungary and contains a couplet by Paulus Turi,

another of the pupils of Kis, on Calvin's '* Insti-

tutes":

P>—

I

f spostoBoM post q>risti toPtpofm ghsrtM
Hul0|

(el. The PrmifffUnan and Rrformed Review, Apr.,

1890, p. 194). (2) Speculum pontiflcum Roma-
nonm (Banl, 1584; 5th ed., 1624; Oerm. transl..

1586); (3) Auenio vera de trinitaie (Geneva, 1573,
edited by Besa); (4) Tabulae analyticae (Schaff-

hausen, 1592). F. Bauoqb.

BiBUoomAPHT: The Life by Bfatthsus Skariesa was r»-

published. Basel, 1608, of. AfisetUansa Orotninaana vi
1. pp. 508-550. 1702. A life in Huncerian. by Ladislaus
FAldvari, appeared at Buds^Met. 1890.

KISS OF PEACE: (Gk. phgnna hagion, phUtma
agapH, aepaamoe, eirini; Lat. oeculum eanctum,

cicidum pacie, ealutatio, pax) : An expression which
occurs five times in the New Testament at the dose
of an apostolic message (Rom. xvi. 16; I 0>r. xvi.

20; II Cor. xiii. 12; I Thess. v. 26; I Pet. v. 14)

in the exhortation "Salute one another with an
holy kiss " or an equivalent expression. A con-

gregational assembly before which the letters were
read aloud is assumed, and a custom of the syna-

gogue may be involved (cf. The Expoeitor, ix. 1894,

p. 461). The import of the holy kiss is a general

attestation of brotherly love on the ground of re-

ligious fellowship, and it is not to be considered an
independent liturgical ceremony.

After the middle of the second century the kiss

of peace has an established place in public worship

and a definite connection with the Eucharist, in

the transition from the prayers preceding and in-

troducing that solemnity to the act of consecration.

This pliU3e is assigned to it in Tertullian, and
Clement of Alexandria terms it "a mystery."
The liturgical sources and lituigies of the Eastern

Church attest the subsequent continuance of the

practise in the same context. At the outset,

moreover, this ordinance appears to have been
frequently in force in the West. Only in Rome and
North Africa, the kiss of peace occurred not before

the consecration, but between consecration and com-
munion, an arrangement, which, in course of time,

became the prevailing one in the Latin Church
(see Mabs, II.). The modification is doubtless to be
explained by an endeavor to associate the practise

immediately with the eucharistic solemnity, to-

ward which it is directed. For in this context the

kiss of peace has its basis and significance under the

words of the Lord, " First be reconciled with thy
brother, etc." (Matt. v. 23 sqq.), wherein agree-

ment or unity is accentuated. The ceremony was
begxm by the deigy among themselves, and the

congregation followed. It is to be assumed that

originally the separation of the sexes was duly ob-

served; and to prevent disorder, this point was
repeatedly and insistently emphasiaed in later

In Western (}hristendom the kiss of peace con-

tinued to be observed until the waning period of the

Middle Ages, though it is an open question to what
extent and in what particular forms. The East ap-

pears to have given up the general kiss of peace still

earlier. In both divisions of (Christendom there was
substituted in its place the practise of kissing the

altar, the sacred elements, or the stole by the deigy,

and Idssing the hand by both clergy and laity. It

was only transiently that they followed, in the West,

the precedent purporting to have been adopted by
Bishop Walter of York (1250), of using the " kiss

tablet " (oecuUUoriumf pax), a metal, or, in some
cases, marble disc eschibiting the cross or sacred
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figures. Relics or even the book of the Gospels were
sometimes employed in the practise. At a later

period the OBculatorium was withheld from the laity

and reserved exclusively for the clergy.

If not quite unrelated, still in only a very general

relation to the holy kiss, is the kiss bestowed on
neophytes, after the sacrament of baptism; on
penitents when reinstated in full communion; on
the dead; and on candidates for ordination.

Victor Schui/tzb.

Bibuooraprt: DB, iii. 5-6; EB, iv. 4252-^64; Bingham,
OrioinM, IL. xl 10, xix. 17. IV., vl 16. XIL, iv. 6, XV..
iiL 3; E. Mart^De, De arUiquia «edMUM ritihu; L. iii. 4-

6, Antwerp. 1736; A. J. Binterim. DenkteHrdiokeiten,

1 1, pp. 163. 492. iv. 3. p. 485, Maini. 1825-27; W. Palmer.
AnHquUiet of the BnglUh Ritual^ vol. it. London. 1845;
DCA, ii. 902-^06.

KIST, NICOLAAS CHRISTIAN: Dutch theo-

logian; b. at Bommel (25 m. e. of Dort) Apr. 11,

1793; d. at Leyden Dec. 21, 1859. After com-
pleting his theological education at Utrecht, he
served for five years as pastor at Zoelen, but in 1823

was appointed professor of historical theology at

Leyden, where he spent the remainder of his life.

His chief works were De Chrislelijke Kerk op
aarde (Haarlem, 1830); Nederlanda bededagen en
hiddagBbrieven (2 vols., Leyden, 1848-49); and
Oratwnea quae ecclesiae reique Christianae apectant

historiam quaUuor (1853). He likewise collaborated

with H. J. Roijaards in establishing and editing the

Archief voor kerkelijke geschiedenie and its inmiediate

continuations under similar names (22 vols., Ley-
den, and Schiedam, 1829-^), and with W. Moll

in founding and editing the Kerkhistorisch archie/

(4 vols., Amsterdam, 1855-66). (C. SBPpf.)

EITCHIIV, OEORGS WILLIAM: Church of

England; b. at Naughton Rectory, Ipswich (23 m.
s.e. of Bury St. Edmunds), Suffolk, Dec. 7, 1827.

He studied at Christ Church, Oxford (B.A., 1850;

M.A., 1852), and was ordered deacon in 1852 and
ordained priest in 1859. He was classical tutor of

his college, censor and junior proctor, chaplain to the

bishop of Chester (1871-72), tutor of the crown
prince of Denmark, censor of non-collegiate students

in the University of Oxford (1868-83), and lecturer

and tutor in history in Christ Church (1870-83).

In 1883 he became dean of Winchester, and in 1894

dean of Durham and warden of the University of

Durham. He was select preacher at Oxford 1863-

1864, Whitehall preacher 1866-67, commissaryto the
bishop of Gibraltar. 1874-1904, and is an honorary
fellow of King's College, London, and an honorary
student of Christ Church. In theology he is a
moderate liberal. His publications indude: Bii-

con*8 Novum Organum (2 vols., Oxford, 1855);

Bacon*8 Advancement of Learning (London, 1860);

Catalogxie of MantiacripU in the Library of Christ

Church, Oxford (Oxford, 1867); A History <^ France

(3 vols., 1873-77); Life of Pope Pius IL (1881);

Winchester Cathedral Records (2 vols., Winchester,

1886); Documents Relating to the Foundation of the

Chapter of Winchester, AM, 1541-1547 (London,

1889); Winchester (1890); Rolls of the Obedient

taries of St, Sxpiihin*s Priory, A.D, 1S09-1534
(Winchester, 1895); The Manor of Marydoum,
Hampshire (1895); Edward Harold Browne, Bishop

of Winchester: A Memoir (London, 1895); and
Ruskin in Oxford, and other Studies (1904).

KITTEL, RUDOLF: German Protestant; b. at
Ehningen (15 m. s.w. of Stuttgart), Wflrttemberg,

Mar. 28, 1853. He studied at Tdbingen 1871-76

(Ph.D., 1879), and, after being a pastor 1876-79,

was lecturer at Tabingen 1879-81. He was then
professor in a gynmasium at Stuttgart until 1888,

when he was appointed professor of Old-Testament
exegesis at the University of Breslau, where he was
rector in 1896-97. Since 1898 he has been professor

of the same subject at Leipsic. He has translated

Judges and Samuel for E. F. Kautzsch's HeiUge
Schrift des Alien Testaments (Freibuig, 1892);

and the Psalms of Solomon for the same scholar's

Apokryphen und Pseudepigraphen des AUen Tesia^

ffUJnte (Tabingen, 1898); edited Chronicles for iSBOT
(New York, 1895); C. F. A. Dillmann's Handbuch
der aUtestamenUichen Theologie (Leipsic, 1895); the

sixth edition of the same scholar's Kommentar zu

Jesaja (1898); and Biblia Hdtraica (in collabora-

tion with various other scholars; Leipsic, 1905-07).

He is likewise the editor of Saat auf Hoffnung, and
has written: Sittliche Fragen (Stuttgart, 1883); Ge-

schichU der Hd^rOer (2 vols., Gotha, 1888-92; Eng.
transl. by J. Taylor, H. W. Hogg, and E. B. Spiers,

2 vols., London, 1895); Aus dem Leben des Prophe-

ten Jesaia (Gotha, 1894); Die Anfdnge der hebrdi-

schen Oeschichtsschreibung tm AUen Testament (Leip-

sic, 1896); commentaries on Kings and Chronicles

(in W. Nowack's Handkommentar zum AUen Testa-

ment; Gdttingen, 1900-02); Die orientalischen Aus-
grabungen und die dUere bibUsche Geschichte (Leipsic,

1903); DerBabel^BibelstreU und die Offenbarungs-

frage (Leipsic, 1903); and Siudien zwr hebr&ischen

Arch&ologie und Religionsgeschichte (1908), in Bei-

trdge zur Wissenschaft vom AUen Testament, which
he edits.

KUTDL See Table of the Nations.

KITTO, JOHN: English Biblical scholar; b. at

Plymouth Dec. 4, 1804; d. at Cannstadt, Germany,
Nov. 25, 1854. In his eleventh year he had to leave

school to assist his father, a stonemason, and in

1817, while carrying slates up a high ladder, he
suffered a fall that rendered him completely deaf
for the rest of his life. Cut off from ordinary society

by this infirmity he now devoted himself to study
and resorted to various expedients for earning pen-

nies to prociue books. With the exception of a few
months spent as apprentice to an iU-natured Plym-
outh shoemaker, he was in the workhouse from
Nov., 1819, till July, 1823. Friends then provided
for his support and secured permission for him to

use the public library, and in 1824 A. N. Groves
(q.v.), a dentist at Ebceter, took him as a pupil.

In July, 1825, he entered the Missionary College

at Islington to learn printing, and in June, 1827,

he went to Malta as a printer in the employ of the

Church Missionary Society. In Jan., 1829, he re-

turned to England, and the following June he
joined Groves' private mission party as tutor to

Groves' children. The party reached Bagdad in

December. In 1833 he returned to England, ob-

tained employment with Charles Knight, then

editor of the publications of the Society for the
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Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, and wrote indus-

triously for Knights' Penny Magazine and Penny
Cydapcedia, Through connections formed with Lon-
don and Edinburgh publishers be was now enabled

to follow his literary bent and make for himself an
enviable reputation as a popular writer on Eastern

and Biblical subjects. In 1844, though a layman,

he was created D.D. by the University of Gtessen;

in 1845 he was elected a fellow of the Society of An-
tiquaries; and in 1850, in recognition of his '' use-

ful and meritorious literary works," a civil list

pension of £100 per anniun was conferred upon him.

His last years were saddened by ill health and finan-

cial difficulties. When, in Feb., 1854, he was forced

to stop work, generous friends contributed to his

support and enabled him to spend the last three

months of his life in Germany. The works for which
Kitto is particularly remembered are: The PidarUd
Bible (3 vols., London, 1835-38); Cydopcedia of
Biblical Literatwre (2 vols., Edinburgh, 1843-45),

which he edited and largely wrote; and Daily Btble

lUuetratians (8 vols., 1849-^). Other works
deserving mention are: Pictorial History of Paies-

tine (2 vols., London, 1841); and The Lost Sensee

(2 parts, 1845). He also founded and edited the

Journal of Sacred Literature (London, 1848-^53).

BiBUooKAniT: Biocrmphical matter is oonUined in The
LoU Senaet, ut sup. ConBult: J. E. RyUnd. Memoira of
John Kitto. . . . with a eriUeal EatinuUe c/ Dr. Kitto*M

Zjife and WrUino§ by Prof€$§or Sadie, Edinburgh, 1856;
J. Eadie. Life <^ J. Kitto, ib. 1882; W. M.Thayer. From
Poar-Houee to Putpil; the Triumj>ha cf . . . JoAn Kitto,

Boston, 1859; DNB, xxxi. 233-235.

KLARENBACH, klOr'en-bacH, ADOLF: German
Reformer; b. at Liittringhausen (17 m. s.e. of

DasseldorO, in the latter part of the fifteenth

century; executed at Cologne Sept. 28, 1529. He
was educated at Lennep, at MQnster (where he

came under the influence both of the Brethren of the

Coomion Life—see Common Life, Brsthbbn op
TRK—and of the humanists), and at the Lau-
rentian seminary in Cologne, over which pre-

sided Arnold of Tongem, later one of his judges.

For a time after receiving his degree in 1517 nothing

is known of him, but within a few years he was a
teacher in a Latin school at MQnster. He had al-

ready come to sympathise with the principles of the

Reformation, perhaps through the influence of his

mother, and ho was obliged to leave the city on a
charge of insulting the cross. In 1524 Klarenbach
was associate rector at the municipal school of Wesel,

a town strongly in favor of the new faith. There,

though he had never taken orders, he seems to

have assumed ecclesiastical functions, aided by a
number of others who had become disaffected with

Roman Catholic tenets. The hostility of the monks
obliged him to leave Wesel for OsnabrQck after

two yean, and in his new home he taught Latin,

in addition to giving Protestant lectures on certain

books of the New Testament and the dialectics of

Melanchthon. His activity roused the opposition of

the cathedral chapter of Osnabrilck, but he declined

a can to Meldorp, feeling that his duty sunmioned
him rather to Lennep, where he settled shortly after

Easter, 1527. The attacks there made upon him
evoked his chief literary work in 1527, in which he
assailed the doctrines of the Roman Catholic Church

and defended Protestant tenets. Expelled from
Lennep, Klarenbach turned to his old friend Johann
Elopreis, the ex-parish priest of BOderich, who
had already been dted before the spiritual court at

Cologne. Under Elarenbach's inspiration, however,
Klopreis became so outspoken in his sentiments that

he was again summoned to appear before the court

and was imprisoned, while Klarenbach, who had
accompanied him to the trial to give him encourage-

ment, was likewise placed in confinement on Apr.

3, 1528. Klopreis succeeded in making his escape

Jan. 1, 1529, but his comrade was denied all hope of

freedom.

The problem before the Roman Catholics of

Cologne was a serious one, for Protestantism was
beginning to work its way insidiously into this

stronghold of Roman Catholicism in Germany; the

citizens were distrustful of the clergy, and the uni-

versity was declining under Luther's influence. In

view of the importance of Klarenbach in the Protes-

tant movement and his audacity in invading the

center of archiepiscopal power, it became doubly
necessary to make a terrible example of him. His
trial was a long one, since not only the ecclesiastical

court, but also the civil court of Cologne and even
the imperial supreme court at Speyer were con-

cerned. The latter wished Klarenbach to be re-

leased on condition that he would bring no daim
for damages, but the court of the Inquisition refused

to agree, and on Mar. 4, the sentence of death was
imposed. The execution took place on Sept. 28,

the delay being due to the fact that the populace was
displeased at the verdict and must first be pacified.

During the course of the summer, however, the city

was visited by a plague, so that the conviction

spread that this was a divine retribution for mercy
to heretics, and the execution accordingly became
feasible, eepeciaUy in view of the repeated failures

of the efforts mside to induce him to retract his

teachings. The German Protestants regarded

Klarenbach and Peter Fliesteden, a somewhat fa-

natical character of whom little is known, but who
was imprisoned with Klarenbach and died with

him, as the martyrs of the Lower Rhine, and in

1829 the third centennial of the execution was
publicly celebrated and a monument was erected

in his honor.

The exact relation of Klarenbach to the Reforma-
tion is somewhat uncertain, but it seems probable,

on the whole, that he was Biblical rather than
professedly Lutheran, although he had read the

works of the Wittenberg reformer, approving por-

tions of them and rejecting others. On the other
hand, the circumstances of his trial led him to em-
phasis certain aspects of his beliefs and to pass

over others more lightly. Noteworthy features of

his defense were his frequent use of the term " breth-

ren," an appellation rare with Luther, and his rigid

avoidance of taking an oath, apparently due to the

influence of the old Evangelical thought as exem-
plified by the Waldenses, Moravian Brethren, and
the Anabaptists. [While he held that *' there is

no satisfaction for sin save the death of Christ

alone," he yet insisted that " our good works are

signs, witnesses and pledges of such faith in Christ."

He rejected transubstantiation and consubstanti*-
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tion alike, inmBting that the elements in commu-
nion are " only external signs and nothing more."
He defines baptism as " dipping into the water and
drawing out again'' and as inviting death to all

fleshly lust and a putting on of a new man and the

leading henceforth of a spiritual life. Cf. extracts

in Rembert, pp. 134 sqq. a. h. n.]

(E. BRATKBt)
Biblioorapbt: BpiaMa JohanmU Romberdi ... in 911a

narratur . . . iraoomHa . . . Adolphi Clargnbaeh, Co-
logne, 1530. ed. E. Bratke and A, Cknted in ThmOo-
OiithB AibtiUn out dem rhtimtohgn . . . JVtrfiflWPgrtin,

Freibms. 1898; C. Krafft. Ch^ehichU . . . Addlf Clarm^
hadi und PeUr Pliettedm, Elberfeld, 1886; E. Dennner,
Oe»diieht$ dtr R§farmaHon am Niederrhein^ DQMeldorf,
1800; K. R«mbert. Die ^'WiederUkufer** in HerMoghtm
JlUieh, pp. 114-137 et pudm. Beriin, 1899.

KLARBR, kldr'er, WALTER: Swiss Reformer;
b. at Hundwil, canton of Appensell, 1400; d. there

1666. He attended the schools in St. Gall, Schaff-

hausen, and Bern, and then spent four years in the

Stipendium regium at Paris, where he studied canon
law. He joined the Reformation at its very start,

and in 1522 became pastor in his native town. In

1531 he officiated at Herisau, in 1532 at Gossau.

During the following ten years he was preacher of

Umftsch, in the canton of Appensell, and from
1543 to 1566 again in Hundwil. He took part in a
number of important conferences and disputations,

including the Disputation of Bern in 1528. In 1565

he wrote, from memory, a brief history of the Ref-

ormation in Appensell from 1521 to 1531 (ed. J. J.

Simler, from a German copy, the original being lost,

in SamnUung aUer und neuer Urkunden^ pp. 803-840,

Zurich, 1750; reprinted by Heim from another

German copy in the Appensell Year Book for

1873, pp. 86-106). (Emil EGuf.)

Bibuoobafht: Some data from autobiocrmphic sources ap-
peared, ed. Waller, in AppenaMer Chronik, 1740, pp. 390-
391; other material is scattered through the sources ol

the history of the Swiss Reformation.

KLAUS, BROTHER. See Fluv, Nikolaxts von
(dbb).

KLBINERT, kloin'ert, HXTOO WILHELM
PAUL: German Protestant; b. at "^elguth (near

Bemstadt, 22 m. e. of Breslau), Silesia, Sept. 25,

1837. He studied at Breslau and Halle (Ph.D.,

1857; lie. theoL, Breslau, 1860), and was deacon

and teacher of religion at the gymnasium of Oppeln
1861-63, and teacher in the Friedrich-Wilhelm

gymnasium in Berlin 1863-65. He was then in-

spector at the Domkandidatenstift, Berlin, 1865-

1867, and preacher at St. Gertrude's in the same city

1867-77. Meanwhile, in 1864, he had become privat-

docent for Old-Testament exegesis at the University

of Berlin, where he was appointed associate professor

of the same subject in 1868. Since 1877 he has been

professor of Old-Testament exegesis and practical

theology. He was made a oonsistorial counselor in

1873 and in 1804 was created a supreme oonsistorial

counselor. In theology he is Evangelical, although

he belongs to the critical school. He has written

Ufber daa Buck Kohdeth (Berlin, 1864); Auguatxn
und Ooethe*B FauM (1866); SchiOers rdigidw Bedeu-

tung (1866); the commentary on Obadiah, Jonah,

and Micah in J. P. Lange's Bibdwerk (Bielefeld,

1860; Eng. transl., New York, 1874); Unterauch-

ungen mtr alUedamenUichen ReehUh und Literatur-

geichichte (1872); Ahrisa der Einleiiung gum AUen
TutamenU in TabeOenform (Berlin, 1878); Die
revidierte Lutf^erbibel (Heidelberg, 1883); Zur
chritUichen KuUtwr und KuUurgeachichte (Berlin,

1880); Der preuasitche AgendenrEntwurf (Gotha,

1804); Sdbttgesprdche am Krankeip- und Sierbelager

(Berlin, 1806); Die Pro/eten leraels in eodaler

Betiehung (Leipsic, 1005); HamileUk (1007); and
Mumk und ReHgion, OaUeedienai und VoUcefeier

(1008).

KLBUKBR, kleincer, JOHANR FRIEDRICH:
German Protestant apologete; b. at Osterode

(41 m. s.s.e, of Hanover) Oct. 24, 1740; d. at Kiel

May 31, 1827. He studied philosophy and theology

at Gdttingen, where he distinguish^ himself by
his restless energy and capacity for work. As pri-

vate tutor at BQckebuig he formed a friendship

with Herder, through whose influence he was ap-
pointed prorector at Lemgo. This post he ex-

changed for a gymnasial rectorship at OsnabrOck
in 1778. During the last twenty-eight years of his

life he was professor of theology at Kiel. He was a
stanch adversary of the rationalism of the time and
a prominent representative of a theosophical-

Biblical supematuralism on a historical basis.

His theology was distinctly Christocentric. He
regarded Christianity as the highest revelation of

God, to teach man the nature of the highest good,

the kingdom of God, and to enable him to partici-

pate in its realisation. His numerous works attest

not only lus industry, but also his sound scholar-

ship, especially in Oriental languages, patristic, and
classical literature. They include: Mensehlicher

Versuch Hber den Sohn OoUes und der Menschen
(Leipsic, 1776); Johannes, Petrue und Paulua
ala Christologen hetracktel (Riga, 1785) ; Sahmoniet^
Denkurtirdigkeiten (1785); Neue PrO/ung und
Erkldrung der vortUglichaten BeweUe far die

Wahrheit dee Chrietenthuma (3 parts, 1787-04);

Auafahrliche UnUreuchung der OrUnde fur die

Aechtheit und Olaubtourdigkeit der achri/thchen

Urkunden dee ChriBtenthuma (5 parts, Leipsic,

1703-00); and Grundrisa einer Encydopddie der

Th^iogie (2 parts, Hamburg, 1800-01).

(F. Arnold.)

Bibuoobapht: H. Ratjen, Johann Fritdritk KUuker und
Briefe an eeine Preunde, QOttingen. 1882; C. £. Oarstons,

GetehidUe der tKeotooieehen FakuWU tu Kid, 1875; Vol-
behr, Prcfeuoren und DoetnUn dm" CArisluifi-A26r8cAlt

UnivereiUU gu Kid, Kiel. 1887.

KLIEFOTH, klt'fOth, THSODOR FRIEDRICH
DETHLOF: German Lutheran; b. at Kdrchow
near Wittenbuig (17 m. s.w. of Schwerin), Mecklen-
burg-Schwerin, Jan. 18, 1810; d. at Schwerin Jan.

26, 1805. He was educated at the gymnasium of

Schwerin, and at the Universities of Berlin and Ros-
tock. In 1833 he was appointed in-

Life, structor of Duke William of Mecklen-
burg, and in 1837 accompanied Grand

Duke Frederick Francis as tutor to Dresden. He
became pastor at Ludwigslust in 1840, and super-

intendent of Schwerin in 1844. Since 1835 he had
been the leading spirit in the ecclesiastical and
theological affairs of his state. With the abolish-

ment of the old constitution of the estates in 1848
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and the organiiation of a parliamentary government,
the rule of the Church by the State had become an
imposubility. Thua there originated in 1850 a
superior ecclesiastical court with Kliefoth aa chief

ecclesiastical councilor. In 1886 he became its

president. During the decades 1850-70, he was
actively engaged in ecclesiastical reforms. Being
convinced that the prosperity of the Church is prin-

cipally dependent upon the efficiei^ of the admin-
istrators of the means of grace, he was intent upon
filling the deigy with the spirit and doctrines of

the Lutheran Church. To this end the faculty of

Rostock was reorganised with teachers of strictly

Lutheran tendency, the institution of church in-

spections by superintendents was again called into

life, abuses in the church service and in the admin-
istration of ecclesiastical acts were abolished, and
the rationalistic spirit was removed from the pulpit.

New formularies of liturgy on the basis of the old

church orders were made, and the old treasures of

Lutheran church music were embodied in a new book
of melodies.

Kliefoth laid down his conception of the Church
and church polity in his Achi BUeher von der

KxrekB (vol. i., Schwerin, 1854). The first four

books treat of the kingdom of God founding of

the Church, of the means of grace, of the con-

gregation and its service, and of the

His Views Church and its order and government.

of the The last foiu* books, which were to

Chnich and treat of the development and comple-

Cbnxch tion of the Church never appeared.

Polity. Kliefoth's peculiar conception was due
chiefly to his occupation with the old

Lutheran church orders. With great energy he
emphasises the divine foundation of the Church
through the acts of salvation of the triune God;
its divine basis in the means of grace, which mediate

and vouchsafe the continuous effect of Christ and
his spirit; the divine institution of the office of

the means of grace; and the necessity of the oi^

ganiaation and incorporation of the Church in

churdi order and chuitsh government. The Church
is for him the empirical congregation of the called,

and not merely the congregation of true believers;

and for him Lutheranism is not merely a doctrine or

dogmatical tendency, but a distinctive church body
whose peculiar historical development is to be pei^

petuated. He opposed the territorialism of state

omnipotence, which denied the independence of

the Church, the coUegialism of modem represent-

ative church government, which originated in the

Reformed Church and seemed to him to endanger

the privilege and authority of the office of the means
of grace; unionism, which threatened to absorb

the Lutheran Church as such, or at least its confes-

sion; and the amalgamation of Church and politics,

with its tendency toward the establishment of a
national German Evangelical Church. On the other

hand he aimed at the restoration of the Lutheran

state churches and the strengthening of Lutheran-

ism through a closer union. In this sense he repre-

sented the government of the Mecklenburg church

at the Eisenach Conference after 1852; and in 1868

he founded with others the AUgenmns evangeUtch'

Kliefoth was one of the strongest men among the

churchmen and theologians of his day, and one of

the most effective preachers of the nineteenth

century. The political and ecclesiastical liberals

decried him as a dangerous reactionist, the unionists

hated his strict Lutheranism, the representatives

of pietistic subjectivism were offended by his eo-

desiasticism, and popular sentiment diiliked his

hierarchical tendencies. He was also the most no-
table authority of his time on liturgies and the

old Lutheran church orders. His LUwrgiaehe Ab^
haruUungen (8 vols., Schwerin, 1854-61, 2d. ed.,

1858^9) is his most prominent work, the most pecu-

liar expression of his spirit. Other important works
are: Einleitung in die DofftnenguchuJUe (Ludwigs-
lust, 1839); Thearie des KuUtu der evangelxeehen

Kirche (1844); Ud)er Prtdigt und Katecheee in der

Vergangenheit und in der Oegenwari (in Meek-
lenburgUcKea KirehenblaU, ii. 1-55, 169-245,

Rostock, 1846); Die tareprUngliche OoOeedienstn

ordnung in den deutechen Kirehen hUheriechen

Bekenntnieaea (Rostock, 1847); Dos VerhaUnie der

Landeeherren aU Inhaber der KirchengewaU tu
ihren KirchenbehOrden (Schwerin, 1861); Der preu*-

eiache Stoat und die Kirehen (1873); and Chrietliche

Eeehaioiogie (Leipsic, 1886). He also wrote com-
mentaries on Zechariah (Schwerin, 1859), Esekiel

(2 parts, Rostock, 1864-^), Daniel (Schwerin, 1868),

and Revelation (Leipsic, 1874). With Prof. O.
Mejer of Rostock he edited the KirMiehe ZeiUehrifi

(Schwerin, 1854-59), which, with A. W. Dieckhoff,

he continued as Theotogiaehe ZeiUdirift (1860-64).

He published several collections of sermons, and
a great number of single and occasional sermons.

(Ebnst Haack.)
BxBUOomAPHT: AUgtm»in$ €v«moM»ck4uihmi9eK0 KirtKn^

aeiiiMO, 1883. no. 10. 1805. nos. 10-15; L. von Hinch-
feld. Frisdrick Frwu //.... und mins Vcrgdnger, 2
Tolc. LeipMo, 1801; C. Meuael. KirtMieKM Handlexikim,
iT. 11-13, ib. 1804.

KLINO, CHRISTIAN FRIBDRICH: German
Protestant; b.at Altdorf (11 m. s.w. of Stuttgart),

WQrttembeiig, Nov. 4, 1800; d. at Marbach (15 m.
s. of Heilbronn), WOrttembeiig, Mar. 8, 1862. He
studied at Tttbingen and BerlLa, became pastor at

Waiblingen in 1826, professor of theology at Mar-
burg in 1832, at Bonn in 1842, pastor at Ebers-

bach in 1849, and dean of Marbach in 1851. He
was a pupil of Schleiermacher and Neander. In his

writings, as in his lectures, he was instructive, sound,

and winning, and showed himself a man of fine dis-

crimination and independent judgment. He edited

the sermons of the Franciscan Bertholdt (Ber-

thoUU dea Frandseanere Predigien, Berlin, 1824),

prepared for J. P. Lange's BiMwerk the conunen-

tary on the Epistles to the Corinthians (Eng. transl.,

in Schaff's edition of Lange's Commentary (N. T.,

vol. vi., New York, 1868). He also published a
number of treatises in TSK.

KLOPSTOCK, klep'stek, FRIBDRICH OOTTUBB.
Evly Life Mid StudiM (I 1).

BtudiM at Leipaio. Eartter Pootie Work (| 2).

Life and Works after 1748 (| 3).

Hit Inlluenoe and Importanoe (| 4).

Friedrich Gottlieb Kk>pstock, the great German
religious poet, was bom at (^uedlinburg (31 m. s.w.

of Biagdeburg), Prussia, July 2, 1724; d. at Ham*
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buig Mar. 14, 1803. He was descended from a
family which for three generations had attained a

fair measure of distinction m the law and the govern-

ment service. When Friedrich was nine years old

his father removed to Friedeburg in

X. Early the county of Mansfeld where the

Life and boy revealed even then that profound

Studies, love for nature which was to find ex-

pression in his poetry. At the age of

thirteen he returned to Quedlinbuig and b^an
his studies at the gymnasium, with Uttle en-

thusiasm and success, however. A free scholarship

enabled him to enter, in 1739, the Schulpforte, the

ancient Schola Portensis founded by the Elector

Maurice of Saxony for the education of Protestant

youth. This was the time of the great struggle

between the classicists and the romanticists,

between Gottsched and Bodmer, and young
Klopstock fell easily under the sway of the

"revolutionary" ideas of the Swiss school. It

was in 1737 that Gottsched opened the conflict

by his attack on Milton's Paradise Lost and Bodmer
replied in the celebrated Vom Wunderbaren in der

Poeaie (1740) which Klopstock took as his guide in

the study of the epic, going at the same time to

Homer and Vergil for his models. For a time he was
possessed with the desire of celebrating in epic form,

the deeds of Henry the Fowler, liberator of Germany
from the Himgarians, but it came to him after

many sleepless nights that the Messiah was the

worthiest subject for the pen of an epic writer, and
the youthful poet then entered upon his life's task

which was to take twenty-five years in the comple-

tion. He graduated from the Schulpforte in 1745,

delivering a valedictory address which must be re-

garded as marking, with the work of Bodmer already

mentioned, the opening of a new era in the history

of German literature. Abandoning the standards

of the spiritless verse-literature of the modern clas-

sicists, Klopstock sounded an appeal for a national

epic in the spirit of the great epics of the ancient

world. He called for a German epic hterature with-

out knowing that such a treasure of national

lore was in existence. At a time when Vergil

was generally set above Homer because the one
was " refined " and the other " rude " the youthful

Klopstock dared to reverse the order and to proclaim

the Greek singer as the prince of poets.

In the autumn of 1745 Klopstock began the study
of theology at Jena; but his disgust was speedily

aroused by the rudeness of student life there, and in

the spring of the following year he removed to

Leipsic. Before his departure, however, he had
written the first three cantos of the

2. Studies MessuUf in prose form. At Leipsic he
at Leipsic. came into intimate association with

Eariier Gftrtner, Andreas Cramer, A. Schlegel,

Poetic Rabener. Zacharift, Giseke, and Ebert,

Work. who, with others, formed a poetic

circle whose productions were pub-

lished in the Bremer Beitrdge edited by G&rtner.

Here in an atmosphere of culture and personal affec-

tion, Klopstock began the composition of odes on
the Horatian mode?. From the year 1747 date the

Lehrling der Griechen, Wingolf Die KUnftig Gelidfte,

and from the following year, Sdmar und Sdma, An

Ehertf An Giseke, Petrarca und Laura, and others.

In 1746 he had selected the hexameter as the most
suitable form for his epic, and after laboring for

nearly two years on the recasting of lus prose ma-
terial into verse published the first thx«e cantos

of the Messiae in the Bremer Beitrdge in 1748.

The effect produced on the popular mind was
tremendous; in the national hterature they opened
a new line of development. Above the musical

and empty verse jingle of the time the opening
songs of the Meseias towered incomparable, with

their fervid religiosity and poetic fire cast in noble

Homeric phrase forms. As Kleist said, so lofty

and rich a style had been deemed impossible in

Germany. Less enthusiastic natures were carried

away by the exalted piety which now found ex-

pression in such full-mouthed utterance. In spite

of much that was personal in the Messias, much
that was historically and critically unwarranted, no
one could deny its author the gift of poetic, soul-

stirring, Christian inspiration.

In 1748 Klopstock left Leipsic and took up the

post of tutor in the house of a relative at Limgen-
salza, where his duties gave him ample leisure for

the pursuit of his poetic works. At the same time
he was at work on the fourth and fifth cantos of

the Meseias; happy, it may be presumed, in the
enjoyment of a vast popularity. Hos-

3. Life and tile critics, however, were not wanting;
Works the orthodox clergy assailed his " boki

after 1748. fictions," while the followers of Gott-
sched found fault with the technique

of the poem and the excessive sentimentality that

characterises it in parts. In the spring of 1750
Klopstock returned to Quedlinburg, but went soon
after to Switzerland, where his Messiae had achieved
its greatest triumph. He remained in Zurich till

the spring of 1751 when he went to Copenhagen
at the invitation of Frederick V. whose minister,

Bemstorff, was one of his warmest admirers.

The recipient of a liberal pension, he could
now devote himself to the completion of his great

poem. In 1754 he married Margareta Moller,

whom, three years earUer, he had met in Ham-
burg, and had subsequently simg imder the name
of Cidli, and with whom he lived happily till her

death in 1758. From this period date many odes
and the plays, Der Tod Adams (1757), Sahmo (1764),

and Die Hermannsschlacht (1769), the latter reveal-

ing his complete lack of the dramatic sense and all

contributing, by their unrestrained sentimentality,

to the deterioration of dramatic standards in Ger-
many. Frederick V. died in 1766; Count Bemstorff
soon after fell from power, and, retiring in 1770 to

Hamburg, was followed by Klopstock who passed
the remainder of his life in that city with the excep-
tion of the years 1774 and 1775, when the Margrave
Charles Frederick of Baden sxmmioned him to Carb-
ruhe. There, in spite of honors conferred upon him,
the poet found conditions httle to his taste. It was
on his return to Hambui^ that he met Goethe, but
the acquaintance then formed soon came to an end.
In 1774 there appeared Die Gelehrtenrepubltk con-
taining Klopstock 's opinion on literary questions,

conditions, and personalities of the times as well as

his investigations in the history of the German
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language. This work fell far below expectations, as

Goethe tells in the twelfth book of his Dichtung und
WahrheU, In 1779 there appeared the FragmenU
iib€r Sprache und Dichtkunat nnd in the following

year the definitive edition of the Meanaa, Klop-

stock's last years were passed in a leisurely activity,

devoted to the composition of odes and the prepara-

tion of an edition of his collected works. The out-

break of the French Revolution aroused his enthu-

siasm and he was honored with the citizenship of

the French Republic, but the excesses of, the later

revolutionists were learned with horror and
anger. In 1791 he married Frau von Winthem
(n^ Dimpfri), a niece of his first wife. He
had no children. Among his last productions

are several epigrams directed against the Kantian
philosophy.

It was Elopstock who, to quote Platen, gave
new life to the German language and liberated it

from the thraldom of the French. Poesy became
the beautiful and noble expression of

4. His In- the artist's soul finding full satisfaction

fluence and in the sincere formulation of the prob-

Importance, lems that beset it. This has been the

main characteristic of German poetiy

since the time of Klopstock and only they have
achieved and retained primacy who have remained
faithful to it. Klopstock's joyous and enthusiastic

nature found its most grateful expression in the

national and sacred song. Whenever he wanders
outside of these realms he falls beneath his own
level. If the great period in German literature that

followed him may be characterized as being marked
by a successful assimilation of national poetic ele-

ments with foreign elements of ancient and modem
times, Klopstock must be regarded as the one who
ushered in this new era. The one quality that he

possessed above his contemporaries was the ele-

ment of Germanic patriotism which evinced itself

in his life and thought. He is Germanic in the

delight he takes in tales of heroic deeds and in nature,

home, and love ; Germanic above all in thatpassionate

longing for salvation which is the great inheritance

of the German people. His admiration of the heroic

finds utterance in odes like Kaiser Heinrich, Mein
Vaierland, Hermann und ThusneldOf Heinrich der

Vogf^, Die beiden Mueen, Die Kdntffin Luiee, His
love of nature speaks in the Bardale, ZOrichereee,

Frisdenaburgf Rheinumn, Dae Roeevhand, Die tote

Claneea, A mighty current of faith pulsates in such

odee as An Ook, Dem Erldeer, Der Erharmer, Dae
groeee HaUAujah, as well as in his magnificent hymn
of the Resurrection. This confidence in the Savior

reveals itself in the certain hope of a rising from the

dead and of an eternal life, and Klopstock is the

poet of the future life primarily. When Gervinus in

his life characterises the Mesaiae as " an unbroken
ion of monstrous errors " he has overlooked

this great fact. At the same time he has failed to

reopgnize the essential weakness of the poem which
consists in this, that an individual here attempts to

create an epic where the necessary conditions and
presuppositions are absent. A national epic can

arise only on the basis of a common national life

and the poet in this case becomes only the mouth-
piece as is the case with the Heliand, A " poetic

VI.~23

invention " such as Klopstock resorts to in his cre-

ation of a Christian mythology is fatal to the epic

story from the very beginning, since the true epic

poet finds his activity not in creation but in narra-

tion of traditional facts; as far as diction is con-

cerned it must be the simple language of the people.

Judged by these standards, the Meaaiaa as an epic

is a failure. But on the other hand it must not be
denied the merit of having disseminated through-

out the European world, this joyous message of sal-

vation free from all dogmatic and credal restrictions.

Klopstock's most imsuccessful attempt was his re-

casting of the old hynms of the Chiu>ch which, in

their utter lack of sympathy for an objective world
and a consciousness of nationality, proved ungrate-

ful material for his talents. On the other hand
what he excelled in was his knowledge of classi-

cal antiquity and especiaUy of the poetry of the

Greeks.

His works first appeared in Leipsic, 7 vols., 1708-

1810, but not in complete form tiU 1844-45, 11

vols.; his correspondence appeared in 3 vols, at

Stuttgart, 1839-40. There are numerous editions of

all or part of his works; e.g. Oden (Stuttgart, 1889;

Eng. transL, London, 1848). Of Meaaiaa, on which
his fame rests, an Eng. transl. appeared in 4 vols,

at Hamburg, 1821-22. (A. Frxtbx.)
BnuoGRAPRT: C. F. Cnmer, Kloptioek, 2 vols.. H*inbuTs.

1777-78; idem, Kloptioeky Br; und flfrw tAm 6 vols., ib..

1780-02; J. M. H. During, Klop^toeka Leben, W«imAr.
1826; J. W. LObell. DU EtUwidBaung der detUaehm Poetu
vor Khpttock'9 wrttem Avftreten hU tu Ooetkn Tod, 3 vob..

BnuDBwick, 1866HI6; R. Hamel, KlopstodtUudien, Roetoek,
1879-80; K. Heinenuum. Khpatoekt Ltben und Werke,
Bielefeld, 1890; F. Muncker, Khpttoet, OMchiehie mnea
LeUn9 und mner Schriften, 2 vols., Stuttgart, 1900; Julian,

HymnoloQy, pp. 625-626.

KLOSTERMANH, AUGUST HBDIRICH: Ger-

man Protestant; b. at Steinhude (16 m. w.n.w. of

Hanover) May 16, 1837. He studied in Erlangen
and Berlin 185&-58, and was assistant pastor in

BQckeburg until 1864. From 1864 to 1868 he was
tutor and privat-docent at Gdttingen, and since

1868 has been professor of Old-Testament exegesis in

Kiel He has written: Vindica Lucan4B {G6ttiDgen,

1866); Dos Markuaevangelium naeh aeinem QueUen-

weriefOr die evangdiaehe Oeachichte (1867); UrUer-

auchung zur aUieaUimefidichen Theologie (Gotha,

1868); Korrekturen aur hiaherigen Erkldrung dee

R&merhrie/ee (1881); Die GemiUaatimmungen der

Chriaien in R&mer v. 1-11 (Kiel, 1881); Ueber

deutache Art bei Martin Luther (1884); Die Gctr

tea/urchi ale HauptatOck der Weiaheii (1885);

Die Bucher Samudia und der Kdnige auagelegt

(NOrdlingen, 1887); Zur Thearie der hibliaehen

Weiaaagung und aur Charakteriatik dea Hebrder-

briefee (1889); Der Pentateuch, Beitrdge tu aeinem

VerstAndnia und aeiner ErUatehungageaehichte (Leipsic,

1893); Deulerojeaaia, hebraiach und deuiaeh (Mu-
nich, 1893); Oeachichte dea Volkea larael bia aur Rea-

tauration unter Eara und Nehemia (1896); Ein
diplomatiacher Briefwechael aua dem tweiien Jahr-

tauaend vor Chriato (Kiel, 1898); Devieronomium
und Grdgda (1900) ; and Schulweaen im alien larad,

(Leipsic, 1908).

KLOSTBRHANH, kles'ter^non, ERICH: Ger-

man Protestant; b. at Kiel Feb. 14, 1870. He
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studied at the academy of NeucMtel and the univer-

sities of Leipsic, Kiel, Berlin, and Erlangen (Ph.D.,

Kiel, 1892). In 1901 he became privat-dooent for

New-Testament exegesis and early Christian litera-

ture in Kiel, where he was appointed full professor in

1905. He has written De hbri CoheUth versione Alex-

andrina (Kiel, 1892); GrieckUche ExzerpU aus Ha-
milien dea Origenes (Leipsic, 1894); Analekia zur

SeptuaginUif Hexapla und Patristxk (1895); Die
StJiriften dea Origenes und Hieronymus Brief an
Paula (Berlin, 1897); Ueberlieferung der Jeremiaa-

homilie dea Origenes (Leipsic, 1897); Eitadnua*

Schrift iftpl Tuv ToiriKov ovofidruv ruv kv ry dtig, ypa^
(1902); Resie dea Petruaevangeliuma, der Petruaapo-

kalypae und dea Kerugma Petri (Bonn, 1903); Utber
dea Didymua van Alexandrien In epiaidaa canonicaa

enarratio (Leipsic, 1905) ; and commentary on Mark
(Tabingen, 1907; in collaboration with H. Greas-
mann).

KIVAPP, ALBERT: The most distinguished Ger-
man writer of spiritual songs in the first half of the
nineteenth century; b. at Tabingen July 25, 1798;
d. at Stuttgart June 18, 1864. He was the son of a
councilor of the superior court in Tabingen, and
his boyhood was spent in the poetic and inspiring

atmosphere of the Black Forest. He enterend the
seminary of Maulbronn in 1814, and from 1816 to

1820 studied at the Evangelical theological seminary
in Tabingen, where he imbibed more poetry than
theology and found the pranks of student life more
to his taste than the supematuralism of the time. In
1820 he was sent to Feuerbach as vicar, and later

to Gaisberg, both villages near Stuttgart. In
Gaisberg he met Ludwig Hofacker (q.v.) and under
his influence Knapp's life became more serious and
his convictions more Evangelical. In 1825 he was
appointed deacon in Sulz-on-the-Neckar and in 1831
in Kirchheim, at the special request of Duchess
Henrietta of Warttemberg. In 1836 he became
deacon at the Hospitalkirche in Stuttgart, then
archdeacon at the SUftskirche, and in 1845 pastor
of St. Leonardskirche. He declined the office of

rural dean and was not active in the Christian

and charitable associations of the town, preferring

to confine himself to parochial duties, by which
he won many personal friends and the love of his

congregation.

Knapp 's character was eminently broad, strong,

and natiual, his motto being Homo aum, nil hu-

mani a me cUienum puto. His mind was open to
everything noble and sublime in art and nature.

But this susceptibility was kept within the limits

of a spiritual orthodoxy, and he attacked every
philosophy and theology which attempted to shake
or undermine the fimdamentals of Christian truth,

which was for him also the absolutely beautiful. He
was averse to all extremes, to those of orthodoxy as
much as to the negative tendencies of the theolo-

gians, nor had he any sympathy with the one-
sided views of sect. His standpoint was that of a
pure Evangelical Christianity and a moderate con-
fessionalism. He was not as powerful a preacher
as Ludwig Hofacker, but his sermons are distin-

guished by a varied wealth and depth of thought
expressed in vigorous language. His addresses to

his fellow preachers at ministerial conferences were
no less remarkable.

Knapp was an original poet and hymn-writer
and his claim to permanent fame rests upon his

gift for spiritual poetry. His collections of poems

—

ChriaUiche Oedichte (2 vok., Basel, 1829); Neuere
Gedichte (2 vols., 1834); Chriatenlieder (Stuttgart,

1841), a collection of hynms including forty-eight

original; NeueaU Folge (1843); AuauHxhl (1854,

1868); HerbatbliUen (1859)—reveal his fertility,

though some of them lack final finish. Nature and
its glories fiu'nish him inexhaustible material and
inspiration, but he also treats facts of history and
powerful personah'ties. In his Chriatolerpe, a
Christian almanac and year-book, which he edited

from 1833 to 1853, he celebrates poets like Goethe
and Schiller, warriors like Napoleon, musicians like

Bach, Handel, Mozart, and Beethoven, German
heroes like the Hohenstauffens, classical antiquity,

and modern history. He aimed to unite in his poems
" transient nature and the fleeting life of man, and,
raising itself above them both, the Word of God in

its eternal youth." As far back as the twenties be
conceived the idea of offering to the Christian public

an Evangdischer LiederachaU fOr Kirche und Houa.
From more than 80,000 hymns he selected 3,590 and
published them at Stuttgart in 1837. He con-
sidered some changes of the text necessary, especially

the removal of harsh expressions and granmiatical

faults; but he went further and took the liberty of
" putting shallow and feeble expressions into a
more vigorous, Biblical language and of filling up
apparent gaps by new strophes and of freely re-

producing whole songs." In single cases he suc-

ceeded brilliantly, but on the whole he had to con-
fess in the second edition (1850) that he had been
frequently guided too strongly by his subjective

feelings. Even in this revised edition he did not
properly reproduce the original, as he was still

guided by the principle that the old hynms should
be adapted to modem taste. The same may be said

of the third edition (1865), The work received

bitter criticism from G. C. H. Stip in his Hymnolo-
giache Reiaebriefe (Berlin, 1852) and from Philipp

Wackemagel in the Kircheniag at Bremen in the
same year. A collection of Knapp's prose works
appeared under the title OeaammeUe proa&iache

Schri/ten (2 parts, Stuttgart, 1875). It consists

chiefly of biographies of men like Ludwig Hofacker,
Dann. Flatt, Eberhard Wdmer, Hedinger, Zinsen-

dorf, and others. Here the poet perceived many
traits of character and motives of life which would
be lost to the ordinary eye.

(Richard LAUXMANNf.)
Biblioqrapht: A Leben&bild, begun by himself and fin>

ished by his son. J. Knapp, appeared Stuttgart, 1867.
Brief sketches are by K Gerok. ib. 1879. and O. BrOssan.
Hamburg, 1902; Julian, Hymnotogy, pp. 627-628.

KIVAPP, knap, OEORG CHRISTIAN: German
Protestant; b. at Glaucha, Halle, Sept. 17, 1753; d.

at Halle Oct. 14, 1825. He was the son of the pietist

Johann Georg Knapp, and was one of the last ex-

ponents of Pietism in Halle. After studying at the

universities of Halle and G5ttingen he became ex-

traordinary professor of theology at Halle in 1777

and full professor in 1782. In 1785 he assumed,
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with A. H. Niemeyer, the direction of the Francke
foundations, comprising the orphan-house, the

Latin school, and the Bible and Missionary Institute.

In spite of failing health he administered lus labo-

rious offices for more than four decades with great

fidelity and success. Though diffident and re-

served, Knapp was a popular teacher, and his lec-

tures on the Old and New Testaments, as well as on
Christian doctrine, were largely attended. When
Tholuck visited him toward the dose of his life, he
produced a bundle of letters from former students,

remarking, ** Here is my comfort, in the letters of

those in whom the scattered seed first began to

sfting up during their professional experiences.''

As a writer Knapp turned mainly to exegesis. His
principal works are a translation of the Psalms,

with notes (Halle, 1776; 3d ed., 1789); an excellent

edition of the New Testament (1797; 5th ed., 1840);

and the collection of treatises, Scripta, varii argur

menti maximam partem exegetici atque kisUrrici

(2 vols., 1805; 2d ed., 1824). Posthumous were
VorUsufigen iiber die ChrisUiche Glattberulehre (ed.

K. Thilo, 2 parts, 1827; En^. transL, Lectures

on Chrietian Theology, 2 vols., New York, 1831-

1833); and BibliecheGlaubenslehre vomehmlich gum
praktischen Gebrauch (ed. E. F. Guerike, Halle,

1840); and Beitrage lur Leberugeschichte AugtMt
Goitlub Spangenberga (ed. O. Frick, 1884). Men-
tion may be made of two popular anonymous
tracts. Was soU ich thun, doss ich selig werdef

(1806); and ArUtitung zu einem goUseligen Leben

(1811). In collaboration with I. L. Schulze and
A. H. Niemeyer he edited the review, Frankens
Sti/tungen (3 vols., Halle, 1792-96). In this he

published, among other things, Spener's Leben,

Verdienste und Streitigkeiten (vol. i., pp. 79-114);

Speners und Frankens Klagen iiber die Mdngel der

ReligiansUhrer (vol. ii., pp. 3^-84, 161-220); and
Johann Anastasiiu Freylinghausen (vol. ii., pp. 305-

333). Knapp collaborated in the Beschreihung des

HalUsehen Waisenhauses (Halle, 1799), and also

edited MissionsberichU (HaUe, 1799-1824).

(GeORO MtLLEB.)

BtBuoomAmT: P. TschAckert. in ADB, xvl 28<^267: H.
HoltnBAiui mad R. Zdpffel, Lexikon far Thiaologie und
Kirekenwfen, p. 600. Bninawick, 1888; P. Yigourouz,
DieUannain dt 2a Bible, iu. 1910-11. Paria. 1903.

EHEELANP, ABNBR: American editor and
deistic writer; b. at Gardner, Mass., Apr. 6, 1774;

(1. at Farmington, la., Aug. 27, 1844. He was first

a Baptist, then a Universalist minister, but ulti-

mately became a deist. After editing universalist

periodicals in Philadelphia and New York, he went
to Boston and founded there in 1831 the Investigator,

For views expressed in this paper he was tri^ for

blasphemy before the supreme court at Boston
in 1836 and sentenced to imprisonment for a short

time. His works include: The New Testament in

Greek and English (2 vols., Philadelphia, 1822);

Lectures on the Doctrine of Universal Salvation

(1824); and A Review of the Evidences of Christi-

anity (New York, 1829).

BiBUOoaArar: The trial in reviewed in his own Review cS
A« TViot, Conm<tfioft and Final ImpriMonmeni . . . <^f A.
KmtOani, Bo«ton. 1838: 0. G. Greene. Read and Judge,
lb. 1634: 8. D. Parker. Report of the Argumenie of the

Attorney . . . at the TriaU of A. Kneeland, ib. 1834;
Coemopolite. Review of the Proeeeution aoainet A, Knee-
land, ib. 1853.

KNEELING. See Worship.

KNEELING CONTROVERSY IN BAVARIA: An
incident of Bavarian ecclesiastical politics under the

ministry of Karl von Abel between 1838 and 1845.

King Ludwig I. (1825-48), an arbitrary ruler, par-

ticularly in the later years of his reign, longed for

the restoration of the old glory of the Roman Church,

and appointed Abel, an outspoken Roman Catholic

reactionary, minister for the interior. As such he
aimed blow after blow at the Protestants. On
Aug. 14, 1838, an order of the war department re-

quired all soldiers, regardless of confession, to kneel

in the mass and likewise if they happened to be
on guard duty when the host was carried by in the

Corpus Christi procession. Numerous petitions

for the revocation of the order were sent to the su-

preme consistory and the council of state, but proved
fruitless, Abel persuading the king that plots of the

Uberal opposition were concealed in all Protestant

complaints. The consistory remained silent till 1843,

but then, incited by the increasing arrogance of

Abel and the determined resistance of the Protes-

tants, they represented that the act required of the

latter was for them a sin. An attempt was made to

annul the order by legislative action but failed.

Even J. J. I. von Ddllinger defended it, claiming that

kneeling was, for the Protestant soldier, merely a
motion of the body having nothing to do with

faith and conscience, and a vehement Uterary con-

troversy was carried on between G. C. A. von
Harless (q.v.) and other Protestants and Roman
Catholic theologians. The first modification of the

offensive order exempted Protestant soldiers from
attending Roman Catholic services, and in Dec,
1848, its more objectionable requirements were
annulled by the personal intervention of the king,

who finally listened to other counselors than Abel
and learned the true import of the opposition and
its serious character. Abel's administration was
overthrown in 1847. The entire movement bene-

fited the Protestant Church more than it ad-

vanced the Roman. (£. Dorn.)

Bxbuoorapht: E. Dom, in BeitrAQt swr hai/eHe€hen Kir-
tkengeechichU, ., parts 1-2, Erlanjcen, 1899; K. Fuoha.
Annalen der proteetaniiechen Kirthe in . . . Bayem,
Munich. 1839; G. Eilers, Betraehtunoen und Urtheile dee

. , . E. L. von Aetere fiber die . . . Parteibewegungen
uneeree Jahrhunderte, Saarbradcen. 1859; G. ThomasiuB.
Dae Wiedererwaehen dee evangelieehen Lebene in der lu-

theriaehen Kirche Baj/eme, Erlangen, 1867.

KNEXrCKBR, kneik'er, JOHANN JAKOB: Ger-

man Protestant; b. at Tauberbischofsheim (19 m.
s.w. of WUrzburg) Feb. 12, 1840. He studied in

Heidelberg, 1861-65, where he became privat-

docent in 1873. In 1880 he was appointed associate

professor of Old-Testament exegesis and Semitic

languages in Heidelberg. He was also engaged in

pastond work from 1865 to 1904, holding the pas-

torate of Eppelheim, near Heidelberg, for the last

twenty-one years of this period. In theology he

belongs to the critical school, and besides editing

F. Hitzig's Vorlesungen aber bOUische Theologie

und messianische Weissagungen des AUen Testaments

(Oirlsruhe, 1880), has written SHoah, QuOl, Teich
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und Tal in Jerusalem (Heidelberg, 1873); Das
Buck Baruch (Leipsic, 1879); Die Arrange des

rOmischen Christentums (Karlsruhe, 1881); Un-
glaube oder Qlavbet (Heidelberg, 1895); and Die
GleichberechHgung des kirchlichen Liberalismus mit

der ktrchlichen RedUgUtubigkeit im Lichte des bib-

lischen ChristenhimSf der reformatorischen Orund-
sdtze und des badistJien Bekenntnisstandes (1898).

KNIGHT, ALBION WILLIAliSON: Protestant

Episcopal bishop; b. at White Springs, Fla., Aug.

24, 1859. He studied at the University of the South,

Sewanee, Tenn., but on account of illness took no
degree. In 1881 he was ordered deacon, was ordained

priest in 1883, and, after being a missionary in south-

em Florida 1881-^, held parishes at Palatka,

Fla., 1884-86, and Jacksonville, Fla., 1886-93. He
was dean of the cathedral at Atlanta, Oa., 1893-

1904, and was consecrated bishop of Cuba in 1904.

KNIGHT, GEORGE THOMSON: Universalist;

b. at Windham, Me., Oct. 29, 1850. He was edu-

cated at Tufts Coll^ (B.A., 1872; M.A., 1875)

and at the Tufts Divinity School (B.D., 1875), and
has taught in the latter institution since 1875, as

instructor in rhetoric and church history 1875-83,

as professor of church history 1883-1901, and as

professor of Christian theology since 1901. He is

also secretary and librarian of the Universalist

Historical Society. He has published: The Good-

ness qf God (Boston, 1904); and The Praise qf
Hypocrisy (Chicago, 1906).

KNIGHT, WILLIAM ALLEN: Congregational-

ist; b. at Milton, Miss., Oct. 20, 1863. He studied

at Adalbert College, Western Reserve University,

Hiram College, Hiram, O. (B.A., 1889), Oberlin

Theological Seminary, from which he was graduated

in 1900, and Harvard University (1903-05). He
was associate pastor of the First Presbyterian

Church, Cleveland, O., 1891-94, and became pas-

tor of the First Congregational Church, Saginaw,

Mich., in 1894, of the Central Congregational

Church, Fall River, Mass., in 1897, and of the

Brighton Congregational Church, Boston, in 1902.

In theology he belongs to the liberal sdiool, and
has written: The Song of our Syrian Guest (Boston,

1903); The Love Watch (1904); Saint AbigaQ of the

Pines (1905); The Tryst by the Sea (1906); and
Signs in the Christmas Fire (1908).

KNIPPERDOLLING (KNIPPERDOLLINCK),
BERNT: German Anabaptist; bom in Mdnster;
executed there Jan. 23, 1536. He came of a re-

spected family and was himself a merchant; he
became involved in the riot of 1527 at MUnster and
was imprisoned by the bishop, but by a fine seciu^
his release. He adopted the faith of the Anabap-
tists, sheltered some of the leaders in his house, and
was after the victory of the faction made bQi^ger-

meister. He aided in the placing of John of Ley-
den at the head of affairs at Mtinster (see MCnbter,
Anabaptists in), and became sword-bearer and then

governor; but when the city was retaken, he was
captured and put to death.

Bibuoobapbt: Consult the literature under M^hrarsR. Ana-
baptists IN.

KNIPSTRO, kntp'stro, JOHANNES: German the-

ologian and one of the founders of the Protes-

tant church in Pomerania; b. at Sandau (49 m.
n.n.e. of Magdeburg) May 1, 1497; d. at Wolgast
(33 m. s.e. of Stralsund) Oct. 4, 1556. Little is

known regarding his early life, but in 1516 he went
from a Franciscan cloister in Silesia to a Minonte
convent at Frankfort-on-the-Oder, probably for the
prosecution of his studies there. A legend dating
from the end of the seventeenth century describes

Knipstro as meeting and overcoming the celebrated

Tetzel in a public debate on indulgences in Jan.,

1518, but earlier sources contain nothing to support
this tradition. It is more correct to say that Knip-
stro embraced the teachings of Luther at an early

age, and that about the year 1521 he began to

preach the new doctrines publicly at Pyritz, whither

he had been transferred in the hope of counteract-

ing his heretical tendencies. Erasmus of Man-
teuffel, bishop of Cammin, ordered the arrest of

Knipstro, who succeeded in making his escape to

Stettin and was a preacher in Stralsund in Nov.,
1525. There he remained till 1531, taking an
important part in the organization of the chiut^h sys-

tem and acting as a zealous supporter of the Lu-
theran doctrine against the principles of Zwinglian-

ism which found favor among some of his colleagues.

After two years' sojourn in Greifswald Knipstro
returned to Stralsund, where he rose to a position

of eminence, and continually endeavored to im-
press conservative Lutheranism on the religious

life of the city. He represented Stralsund in the

important religious assembly of the Hansa towns
which met at Hambui^g in 1535, and subsequently
became court preacher to Duke Philip of Pomerania-
Wolgast. When the country was divided into the

three sees of Wolgast, Stettin, and Stolp, Knipstro
was appointed general superintendent of the first

diocese, displaying in the periormance of his office

an active zeal for the improvement of discipline and
the moral uplifting of the clergy. From 1539 to 1541
he was professor of theology at the new University of

Greifswald, and though he held no academic de-

gree, he continued iminterruptedly to fill this posi-

tion after 1543, resigning his pastorate in Wolgast.

In 1552, however, he left Greifswald and returned to
his parish. Together with Paul von Rode, he drew
up, in 1542, a new constitution for the church
which was adopted by the provincial synods. To-
ward the Interim Knipstro maintained an attitude

of politic compromise in deference to the wishes of

D\Uce Philip, who nominally accepted it for his

dominions and made his peace with the emperor.
In the Osiandrian controversy which broke out soon
after, Knipstro, as an opponent of Osiander, entered

into controversy with Petrus Artopdus of Stettin,

and published, in accordance with the instructions

of the synod, his Antwort der Theologen und Pastoren
in Pommem avfdie Confession A, Osiandri (Witten-
berg, 1552). The dispute lasted several years and
resulted in the deposition of Artopdus.

Of far greater importance was the contest which
Knipstro carried on against Johann Freder over the
question of ordination, a controversy in which
political and doctrinal interests were closely in-

termingled. Freder, who was a brother-in-law of

Justus Jonas, had been summoned from a tutorial

position to the post of preacher in the Hamburg
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cathedral in 1540, but had not been inducted with
the laying on of hands on account of the opposition

of the Roman Catholic canons. In 1547 he be-

came superintendent at Stralsund and accordingly

exercised the powers of examination and ordination

over the city clergy. Knipstro now demanded that

Freder shoidd receive ordination at his hands, an act

which would have been an official recognition of the

authority of the general superintendency of Wol-
gast over Stralsund. The authorities of Stralsund

forbade Freder to submit to such ordination, and
in 1549 the dispute was interrupted for a time by
the dismiBwal of Freder on account of his opposi-

tion to the Interim. In 1549 Freder became pro-

fessor of theology at Greifswald, and in 1550 super-

intendent at Rtigen, then part of the ecclesiastical

province of the Danish bishop of Roeskilde, who
had the power of confirmation. To nullify this

authority Knipstro introduced Freder into office at

RQgen without waiting for the confirmation of

Bishop Palladius of Roeskilde, who now required

Freder to appear in Copenhagen. Philip, however,

forbade him to make the journey, whereupon Knip-
stro entered into a sharp controversy with Freder,

denying the power of ordination to one who had
not himself been ordained. Freder in reply denied

that the imposition of bands constituted an essential

part of ordination, and appealed to the Wittenberg

theologians, who declared, through Melanchthon
and Bugenhagen, that the custom of imposition as a
praiseworthy practise was derived from old apos-

tolic times and that it should not be abandoned,
although one might be considered duly ordained

who had not observed it. In 1551 Freder was or-

dained by Palladius in Denmark, and though he
was deprived of his professorship at Greifswald he

still remained superintendent at Rtkgen and in 1553

came to an agreement with Knipstro. The contest,

however, was speedily renewed, and as Freder as-

sumed a radical position in defiance of a decision of

the synod of Greifswald, he was compelled to leave

RQgen and became superintendent at Wismar.
Knipstro, who had thus vindicated the authority

of the ruling powers against that of a foreign bishop,

continued in the active exercise of his duties for

the remainder of his life. (G. Kawkrau.)

BnuooBArrr: J. Rimce (d. 1696), Br^via deti4fnaHo,

partly printed in J. O. L. Koiecarten, De aeademia Pom-
0rana, pp. 26 iqq., Qreiftwald. 1830; J. F. Mayer. Sffno-

dologia Pomtranica, ib. 1703; F. Bahlow. Johanmea

Kmpatro, Halle. 1808. Conmalt alw: O. Foek. RHoenaek-
Pommmmiyt OMcAuAlm. . 217 aqq., Letpde. 1868; O.
Rieteehel. lAtOm und di* Ordinaiion, pp. 00 qq., Witten-
berE.1880.

KNOBSL, AUGUST WILHBLM: Gennan Prot-

estant ez«gete; b. at TsKhecheln near Sorau (55

m. s.s.e. of Frankfort-on-the-Oder), Lower Lusatia,

Aug. 7, 1807; d. at Giessen May 25, 1863. He
studied at the gymnasium of Sorau and at the Uni-

versity of Breslau (Ph.D., 1831; Th.D., 1838), where

be became privat-docent in 1831 and professor ex-

traordinaiy of theology in 1835. HLb PraphetU-

mm der Helniier (2 vols., Breslau, 1837) secured him
a professorship in theology at Giessen in 1839.

At Giessen he lectured exclusively on the Old Testa^

ment. His lectures were of great value from the

liDguistie, historical, and aroheological side, though

the decidedly rationalistic bent of his mind pre-

vented him from thoroughly appreciating the poeti-

cal and theological value of the Old Testament.
His works are distinguished by sober-mindedness

and discretion, by sound linguistic and historical

views, and by a comprehensive knowledge of Orien-

tal antiquity. With the exception of the above-
mentioned work and Vdlktrtafd der Oenetis (Gies-

sen, 1850), he published exclusively exegetical

works; vis., commentaries on Isaiah (Leipsic,

1843; 3d ed. 1861), which involved him in a con-

troversy with Ewald, and occasioned him to write

his Exegetiachea Vademeeum /Ur Herm Etoald in
Tubingen (Giessen, 1844); Genesis (Leipsic, 1852;

2d ed. 1860); Exodus and Leviticus (1857); and
Numbers, Deuteronomy, and Joshua (1861). They
all appeared in L. Hirsel's Kungefautee exege-

tieches Handbuch turn Alien Teetament, and with
the contributions of Otto Thenius and Ernst Ber-
theau, form the most valuable part of that col-

lection. Knobel also wrote a commentary on
Ecclesiastes (Leipsic, 1836). (O. Z6cKLBRt.)
BiBUOoaAPHT.* H. E. Scriba. BiooraphiaehrlitarOriaehm

Lexikon, u. 387. Darmetadt. 1843; C. Meuwl. KirdUieUa
HandUxikon, iv. 23. Letpaic. 1804; ADB, xvi. 300-304.

KNOEPFLBR, kniTp'fler, ALOIS: German Ro-
man Catholic; b. at Schomburg Aug. 29, 1847.

He studied in Tubingen (Ph. D., 1873) and at the

theological seminary at Rottenbuig, and after being

a lecturer at the Wilhebnstift, Ttlbingen, 1876-^,
was teacher at the Realschule at Schramberg and
professor in the Lyceimi of Passau from 1880 to 1886.

Since 1886 he has been professor of church his-

tory in the University of Munich, of which he was
rector in 1893-94. Besides editing the fifth and
sixth volumes of the second edition of C. J. von
Hefele's Coneaiengeaehichie (Freibuig, 1886>90) and
Verdffentlichungen aua dem kircktngeschichUiehen

Seminar Munehen (Munich, 1899 sqq.), to which he
has contributed editions of Walafried Strabo's Liber

de exordiis et inerementia rerum ecdeeiaeticarum

(Munich, 1890) and Rabanus Maurus' De inatih^

Hone dericorum libri tree (1900). he has written

Kdchbewegung in Bayem unter Albrecht V. (Munich,

1891); Wert und Bedeutung dee Studiume der

Kirchengeachichte (1893); Lekrbvch der Kirchenge-

achiehU (Freiburg, 1895); Johann Adam MdUer
(Munich, 1896); and Daa Vaterunaer im Geiate der

KirchenvOter in Wort und BUd (in collaboration

with L. Gldtsle; Freiburg, 1898).

KNOKB, kn6'ke, KARL: German Lutheran; b.

at Schmedenstedt (near Peine, 13 m. n.w. of Bruns>
wick) Oct. 15, 1841. He studied in Gdttingen and
Erlangen, and was private tutor (1865-67), prin-

cipal of a school at Walsrode (1867-69), teacher in

the normal school at Alfeld (1869-75), and prin-

cipal of a similar institution at Wimstorf, near

Hanover (1875^2). Since 1882 he has been pro-

fessor of practical theology in Gdttingen. In

1904 he was made abbot of Bursfekle, and is also

a consistorial councilor. He is the founder of the

Evangelical Lutheran Association in the province

of Hanover, and has written: Zur Melhodik der

bibliachen Oeachichie, i. (Hanover, 1875); Der
Chriat und die politiache OeprAge der ZeU (1876);

Daa eraie TVimfittim dea Sehtdiehrtraeminara m
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Wunstorf (1877); Ud)er KatechismuaurUerricht

(1886); Prakti8ch-4heologischer Kommentar tu den
Pastoralbne/en dea ApoaieU PaiUus (2 vols., Gottin-

gen, 1887-^9); Orundriss der praktiachen Theologie

(1889); GrundrUs der Podagogik und ihre Oe-

8chichte aeit dem ZeitaUer dea Humaniamua (Berlin,

1894); Zur Geachxchte der bibliachen Figur-Spruch'

Biicher (Gotha, 1899); and Ansgabe dee luther-

iachen Enchiridiona bi8 zu Lulhere Tode (Stuttgart,

1903). He also edited the fourth edition of J. J.

van Oosteraee's Paatandbriefe und der Briefan Phile-

mon (Bielefeld, 1894), and editions of T. Biancinus'

Die Paaaion Chriati (GOttingen, 1898) and Luther's

smaller catechism (Halle, 1904).

KNOLLTS, n0l2, HAHSERD: English Particu-

lar Baptist; b. at Cawkwell (20 m. e.n.e. of Lincoln),

Lincolnshire, c. 1599; d. in London Sept. 19, 1691.

He studied at Cambridge, took orders in 1629, and
became vicar of Humberstone, Lincolnshire, but
resigned his living in 1636, became a separatist

and renounced his orders. The same year he was
arrested on a warrant from the High Conmiission

Court and imprisoned at Boston, Lincolnshire.

Escaping through the connivance of his keeper he

fled to New England early in 1638, and later in that

year founded a church at Dover, N. H., over which
he presided till his return to England in 1641.

It \a not known when, or where, he was baptized

into the Baptist faith; but in 1645 he was ordained

pastor of a Baptist congregation that he had gath-

ered in London. He held several offices under
Cromwell's government, and preached to large au-

diences without interference till the Restoration

(1660). After an enforced absence of some three

years in Germany he resumed his pastorate in Lon-
don and preached there almost up to the day of his

death. In 1670 he was arrested and imprisoned

imder the second Conventicle Act (q. v.) , but was soon
discharged. In 1689 he took a leading part in the

movement to unite the Baptists. He wrote several

books, including: The Shining of a Flaming Fire

in Zion (London, 1646); The Rudiments of the He-
brew Grammar in English (1648); GrammaHccs
Lalince, Grtscce et Hebraicce Compendium (1665);

and his autobiography to the year 1672 (1692),

which was completed by W. Kiffin. The Hanserd
Knollys Society was organized in London in 1845
to republish early Baptist writings; it was dissolved

after ten volumes had been issued.

Biblioorapht: DNB, xxzi. 279-281 gives a list of the scat-

tering sources and accounts.

KNOPKEN, knep'ken (KNOP, KNOPPE), AN-
DREAS, AND THE REFORMATION IN RIGA:
Andreas Knopken, the Reformer of Riga, was bom,
probably in a village near KUstrin (17 m. n.e. of

Frankfort), possibly in 1493, and he died at Riga
Feb. 18, 1539. In 1511 he was a student at Frank-
fort-on-the-Oder, and shortly afterward went to

Riga. Becoming discontented with his environment,
he devoted himself anew to study, and accordingly

went to Treptow, where, under the leadership of

Bugenhagen, he soon acquired such proficiency in

the Bible that he was appointed assistant to his

teacher at the school in the same city. The teachers

were under the influence of Lutheranism, and the I

new movement thus spread among the monks and
clergy, and prepared the way for the Reformation
among the laity. The measures taken by Erasmus
Manteuffel, afterward bishop of Kammin, resulted

in the closing of the school, but Knopken had al-

ready returned to Riga, together with a number of

Livonian scholars, in 1521.

Even before his coming, however, the works of

Luther were eagerly read in Livonia, and in ground
which had been thus prepared Knopken, intro-

duced by a letter of Melanchthon, actively im-
planted his propaganda. The number of his ad-
herents increased continually, and to confirm them
in their faith he lectured on the Epistle to the Ro-
mans (Wittenberg, 1524), laying his chief stress on
the presentation of Evangelical doctrines, and
especially on the cardinal dogma of justification,

the position being that of the writings of Luther and
Melanchthon between 1519 and 1521. He likewise

polemized sharply against the Roman Catholic

Church. To check this Protestant propaganda,
Jasper Linde, archbishop of Riga, urged the grand
master Plettenbeig to take repressive measures
against the Evangelicals, but the request was re-

fused, and the grand master advised a disputation

instead. The debate accordingly took place in the
choir of St. Peter's on June 19, 1522, and was ad-
judged to be a victory for Knopken. Under such
circumstances it became easy for the authorities to

declare their allegiance to the Reformation, and
after a letter addressed to the archbishop with a
request for a reform of the Church and the appoint-
ment of Evangelical teachers had proved fruitless,

the municipal council, aided by the elders of both
gilds, elected Knopken archdeacon of St. Peter's,

where he delivered his inaugural sermon Oct. 23,

1 522. The protection of the authorities enabled him
to officiate without fear of molestation, and he soon
received assistants in his personal friend Joachim Mdl-
ler and in Sylvester Tegetmeier. The denunciatory
speeches of the latter, however, led to grave excesses
on the part of the Protestants, and, though they
were checked for a time, they broke out again in

1524. In this time of riot Tegetmeier had no part,

for soon after the first commotion he had changed
his course, and had so won the confidence of the
authorities that he was soon invited to become the
pastor of St. James, entering upon his duties there

on the first Sunday in Advent, 1522. The number
of Evangelical preachers in Riga steadily increased,

while the efforts of the archbishop to induce the
German government to suppress the movement were
imsuccessful, and served only to incite the citizens

of Riga to greater hostility. They refused aUegiance
to Linde 's successor, Johann Blankenfeld, and the

grand master was obliged, in accordance with the
terms of his agreement with the Lutherans, to give

them his protection. The archbishop was suspected

of coquetting with the Russians and was arrested by
the grand master, but regained his freedom by an
ostensible submission and hastened to Livonia to

complain to the emperor. He died on the way,
however, and his successor, Thomas SchOning,

desiring to regain his archiepiscopal rights and es-

tates, granted the Lutherans their privileges and
freedom.
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In 1530 Knopkenand Johann Briessmann (q. \.),

who had been called from KOnigsberg three years

previouflly, prepared a church order for Riga, basing

it primarily on the Kdnigsbeig articles of 1525 and
closely following Luther's Formula misaiE. After

the separation of the community from Roman
Catholic control, the council took charge of the ad-

ministration of ecclesiastical affairs, electing and
calling pastors in cooperation with the gilds, and
providing for the maintenance of the clergy, the

churches, and the schools. Two members of the

council, with the mayor as a "superintendent,''

formed a sort of consistory for the administration

of external affairs after 1532, but the internal control

remained in the hands of the chief clergy. The
congregations were represented by their elders in

the election of pastors and in the administration

of the funds for the church and the poor. By the

time of Knopken's death, the Reformation had been

carried through in Riga, and in 1554 Evangelical

preaching was officially proclaimed free from
restrictions in all Livonia.

(F. HORSCHELMANNf.)

Bibuoorapht: F. HdrachelmMm, Andrmu Knopken, <Ur

lUJormalofr Rigaa, Leipnc. 1896; T. Schiemann, Die Re-
formaHon AU-IAvlamU, Hamburg, 1885.

KNOWLEDGE, THEOLOGICAL, PRINCIPLE OF.

Christ the Sourae of Theologioal Knowledge (S 1).

Knowledge a ProgresBion (S 2).

The BibUcal Christ (( 3).

Summary (( 4).

In the early Protestant theology the entire

Scripture was the basis of theological knowledge;

in modem theology the historic Christ

I. Christ is regarded as ^he only source of

the Source knowledge of God and things divine.

of Theo- It is admitted that God makes himself

logical known by inner workings in the spirit,

Knowledge, but it is claimed that real, that is,

dear, certain, and general knowledge
flows only from that medium through which the

subjective experiences of Christians are conveyed,

from the Christ of tradition. Nature and extra-

Christian history are considered as sources' which,

without Christ, are ambiguous and enigmatical.

Even the practical reason can give only a religion

of morality, and not a sin-forgiving grace.

If it be asked what is there in Christ that gives

knowledge of God and things divine, the answer
miist be, his faith in them and his communion with

God, his self-consciousness and his moral character

as it influences the world. The primitive Christian

tradition concerning the words of Jesus and His
deeds, by which His inmost being is made known,
is dominated by faith in the infinite value of his

death, in his resurrection and exaltation to lordship

over the world, and in his return to earth. More-
over, inasmuch as the inner life of Jesus, his spirit,

i.e., his faith and moral character, became to a
certain extent the common spirit of the congrega-

tion of his disciples during their intercourse with him,
the primitive Christian knowledge of God himself,

of divine things, and of moral relationship must
to some extent be regarded, in general, as the in-

fluence of the earthly Christ. The Holy Spirit,

who spoke and speaks out of the oral and written

preaching of the primitive Christians, can not be
regarded as a new and second principle of the

knowledge of God. For if we, like them, by no
means conceive our religious and moral knowledge
as a mere after-effect of the earthly Christ, we never-

theless do regard it as an effect of Christ himself

—

of the exalted Christ. "The historic Christ, the

only principle of divine knowledge," means for us

also the Christ who manifests himself from heaven
as the risen one, thus converting a Saul, and now
delaying his return. The Lutheran view, that in-

spirations are bound to external media, from which
the real knowledge flows, is true also of primitive

Christianity: the matters of common knowledge
proceed from the pnetimatic manifestations of the

exalted Christ and from the tradition of the pneu-
matic life of the earthly Christ. We may abide by
the interpretation of John xvi. 12-15, which declares

that the Spirit only glorifies the sole exegete of

God (John i. 18) by teaching how he may be more
and more perfectly known.
But did the human race have a finished knowledge

of its Redeemer by the time the apostles died?

There was no want of great men after

3. Knowl- this, who were able, under the influence

edge a of new historic manifestations, to

Progresswn. discover here and there some unhewn
stones in the Evangelical tradition;

AthanasiuB, Augustine, Luther may be named.
Though they have not in the least surpassed the

apostolic knowledge of Christ, they none the less

have deepened the understanding of the apostles

and their knowledge of him. The effects of the im-

personal spirit of Jesus, of the spirit, originating

from him, in the first primitive Christian Church
as a whole, and of the spiritual factors at work in sev-

eral individual cases in the days of primitive Chris-

tianity, unfold themselves in the whole history of

the Church. The progress of secular science does

not embarrass Jesus himself, who wished to be
neither a naturalist nor a historian. We ought to

permit ourselves no doubt concerning the fact,

that it is not simply from a development within

the Church that we have learned to separate the

temporary husks from the divine, infallible spirit

of Christ. If we believe that the living Christ

dominates the whole history of thought, we can say
that he interprets himself, the earthly Jesus, by
means also of events and advances in knowledge
that take place out of the sphere of church history;

he spoke not only through the destruction of Jeru-

salem, but also through the destruction of the an-

cient conception of the world. The field in which
Jesus sowed his word was time, his time, the future

times. His spirit was not of time but of eternity;

his word a germ which makes its full content and its

peculiar character known only in the course of the

historical development. Christ in the inmost con-

tent of his spiritual being was more than he could

manifest (Schleiermacher, Der chrMiche Glaxibe,

I 93, 2). It is only in the entire course of the hia-

toric^d development of the Church that he can be

understood in his entirety.

That the apostolic beginning of the process,

which bore its fruit in the establishment of the

Church and in the New Testament, has for this
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purpose a unique worth, goes without saying. The
understanding of Christ made known in the New
Testament bears so unique a relation to the

unique working of the exalted Christ,

3. The that it is well, by means of the term,

BiUioa the ''Biblical" Christ, to express the

Christ difference in intensity between his re-

vealing activity in the apostolic age
and that of the later periods. This term will differ-

entiate the unique b^^inning of the post-terrestrial

revealing activity of Christ from the later acts of

revelation, and combine the former with his earthly

work. This Biblical Christ is for us the historical

Christ, the only principle for the knowledge of

God. But the term ''Biblical" Christ is not to

denote that everything in primitive Christianity,

everything apostolic, belongs to the eternal; not
even all that is meant to ^rify Christ. By this

conception we merely wish " to suggest how impor-
tant for all posterity, provided we believe at all in a
real revelation of our Ood in oiur Lord, is the knowl-
edge of Christ which the first witnesses had and
which he himself as the Lord of the Spirit called

forth in them " (H&ring). But if nevertheless we
differentiate in the primitive Christian conception

of Christ the elements taken from the notions of the

day and an eternal germ which grew out of the

spirit of Christ, we must inquire what is to be
recognised as such. Will the simple answer suffice:

all taken from the history of that time is imessen-

tial, and only that which is unanimously received,

which has devel(^)ed from the spirit of Christ, is

the essential, that is, that which truly reveals the

eternal?

But, j\ist as the answer, that the essential is the

unanimously received, is for several reasons unsatis-

factory, so aiao is the assertion that everything taken
from the history of the time is unessential. Does
the denial of an independent newness in the case

of all the New-Testament views conditioned by
the history of the time mean also the sacrifice of

their value as revelations? For example, is the

thought that Jesus had a personal preexistence con-

demned merely because it is conditioned by a Jew-
ish formula? Baldensperger has declared that even
for Jesus himself it was a formula that explained

his own personality, which he experienced as a won-
drous mystery. la this, too, consists his origin-

ality, to speak with Wellhausen, that he perceived

the true and eternal in the mass of chaotic rub-

bish, rejected the incidental, the caricatured, the

dead elements, and in the lens of his individuality

gathered together that which has eternal worth,

the hmnan-divine. But may not such a gathering

have been also the pneumatic achievement of the

spirit of a Paul, or of primitive Christianity as a
whole? In this way, e.g., the whole primitive

Christian angelology could be stamped as revelation.

Scientific theology will no longer raise question

about that. But not only that which the earthly

Jesus himself gathered as eternally valid out of the

mass of New-Testament factors theit are historically

conditioned is to be received as imperishable, but
also that which, without contradicting the spirit of

Jesus has, under the pneumatic manifestations of

the Exalted One, undergone a new development

out of that gathered by him. Thus, e.g., we judge
the thought of Paul's faith concerning the incarna-

tion of Christ Jesus as an ethical act of self-deny-

ing love, by virtue of which he " entirely emerges
from the bounds of Jewish speculations about the
Messiah" (Pfleiderer), without antagonizing the
hmnble spirit of Jesus. On the other hand, it is

impossible to construe the whole angelology com-
mon to primitive Christianity as a development of
Jesus' belief concerning angels, which was, compared
with that, meager and super-Jewish.

When we place restrictions upon the principle,
" only that in the New Testament has value as a
revelation which is not conditioned by the his-

tory of the time," we have, in the

4. Sum- last analysis, to look back to the
maxy. earthly from the exalted Christ who

glorified himself in primitive Chris-

tianity. The two taken together nutke the Biblical,

the historical Christ, the only principle for the knowl-
edge of God and things divine. We conclude, then,

that this is the pneumatic life of the earthly Christ

and that which has logically imfolded itself there-

from in the primitive Christians under the influence

of the pneumatic manifestations of the exalt^^

Christ. This presupposes that the pneumatic life

of the earthly Christ can be ascertained from the

Evangelical tradition, in order that by this touch-

stone the primitive Christian preaching may be
tested as to its consistency. In declaring that such
testing IB necessary one declares, by this very fact,

that the earthly Jesus is the real foundation of the

knowledge of God—but his resurrection must also

be added—this alone, not also the proofs of it, viz.,

the appearances ofthe risen one, which belong to the

exalted Christ. In Rom. i. 3-4, we find that which
is fundamental in the principle of theological knowl-

edge, by which both the Old Testament, mentioned
in V. 2, as well as the preaching even of a Paul
(v. 1, 6) must be tested; he ia indeed, by virtue

of an act of revelation by the Risen One, his greatest

apostle, and yet no absolutely infallible lawgiver

in matters of faith. Karl Thubme.

Bibliograpbt: A. Ritschl, Theotooie und Mtiapkytik,
Bono. 1887; J. Kaftan, in Znt$dirift /Or TKeologis und
Kirche, i (1801). 479-M9: M. Kfthler. Die WiatmiadMfi
der i^iritUidten Lehn, pp. 11 sqq., Leipno. 1893; idem«
Der 9O09nannU hiMtoriache Jemu und der geadiidtiUche

hibliatAe ChriBtuM, ib. 1806; M. Reischle. Der Glaube an
Jeaue Chrietue und die oeeehichttiche Erforeckung eeinea

Lebene, Leipsic. 1893; idem. Der Streit Hher die Beffrand-

uno dee Olaubena auf den " OMchiehUichen " Jeeue Ckri»-'

tue, in ZeiteckriftfUr Theologie und Kirche, vii (1897). 171-
264; O. Ritsohl. in Zeiteehrift fUr Theologie und Kirche,

iii (1803), 371-426: W. Hermann. Der Verkehr dee Chrie-

len mit Oott, Stuttgart. 1896; P. KOlbing. Die heilioe

Sdurift ale oherete Norm der chrietlichen Olaubeneerkenntnie,

Onadau. 1896; G. Ecke, Die theoloffieche Schule AlbredU
Riieehle und die evanoeli»che Kirche der Oeoemcart, Berlin,

1897.

KNOWLEDGE, THEORY OF RELIGIOUS. See
Truth, Tbuthfulnbss, I.

KNOWLING, nOling, RICHARD JOHN: Church
of England; b. at Devonport (2 m. w.n.w. of Plym-
outh), Devonshire, Sept. 16, 1851. He studied at
BaUiol College, Oxford (B.A., 1874), and was or-

dered deacon in 1875 and ordained priest in 1876.

He was classical master in Abingdon Grammar
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School 1874-76, and curate of Wellington, Somer-
set, 1876-78 and of St. Martin-in-the-Fields,

London, 1878-84. He was then called to King's

College, London, where he was successively cen-

sor and lecturer (1884-W), vioe-prindpal (1890-

1897), and professor of New-Testament exegesis

(1894-1905). Since 1905 he has been canon of

Durham and professor of divinity in Durham Uni-
versity, and fellow of King's College. He was
examining chaplain to the archbishop of Canter-

bury and the bishop of Exeter 190^-05 and ex-

aminer in the University of London 1905-06, be-

sides being select preacher at Cambridge in 1895

and Boyle Lecturer in 1903-05. His theological

position is conservative. He has written The WU-
fiess (/ the EpMeB, a SHuiy in modem Criticism

(London, 1892); AdU of the Apostles in The Ex-
posUor'a Qrtek Testament (1901); Owr Lord's Virgin

Birth and the Criticism of To-day (1903); The
Epistle qf St, James (1904); The Testimony of St,

Paid to Christ (Boyle Lectures for 1903-05; 1905);

and Literary Criticism and the New Testament

(1907).

KNOW-ROTHniO MOVBMEHT: A popular
movement which had considerable influence in the

United States in the middle of the nineteenth cen-

tury, partly political, partly inspired by a not un-

natund nervousness in view of the experience of

all European countries with the meddling of the

Roman Oatholic Church in national politics and the

fact that there was no official deliverance to show
that it would not do the same in the United States.

It was based on the theory that the republic would
be in danger unless the Roman Ckitholic CSiurch

were held in check and foreign-bora dtiaens,

especially Roman Ckitholios, excluded from all

share in the government. As the successor of

various " native American " movements which had
nursed similar beliefs even in colonial times, the

Know-Nothing*party (so called from the injunction

laid upon its members to profess utter ignorance of

even the existence of any such organization) was
formally organised in 1852, when political condi-

tions favored the launching of a new party which
should attract the dissatisfied elements of the older

ones. It was begun as a local oiganization in New
York City, and at first aimed at local and munici-

pal victories. As stated in its ritual after a na-

tional council had been formed, its objects were
among other things " to resist the insidious policy

of the Church of Rome and all other foreign influ-

ence against our republican institutions in all law-

ful wa3rs " and ** to place in all offices of honor,

trust, or profit in the gift of the people or by
appointnnent none but native-bora Protestant citi-

sens." These and other uncompromising declara-

tions were for the initiated; a statement of princi-

ples was drawn up for the general public which
professed to aim at " no interference with religious

faith or worship and no test or oaths for office."

After several successes in municipal elections, in

1854 the party sent forty representatives to Con-
gress and elected a goveraor and legislature in

Massachusetts. In the following year they carried

the elections in nine States, and elected the gov-

ernors of New Hampshire, Connecticut, and Rhode

Island, while in the next Congress there were seven-

ty-five Know-Nothing members elected as such.

The inflammatory talk of the promoters of the

movement produced its natural results. Riotous
mobs assembled in various New England cities,

and Roman Catholic churohes were set on fire there

and in New York, New Jersey, and Ohio. At least

twenty persons were killed in Know-Nothing riots

in Louisville, and attempts were made to assassi-

nate Archbishop Bedini, nuncio in Brazil, who had
been commissioned to examine various ecclesias-

tical matters on his passage through the United
States. In 1856 the party held a national conven-
tion and nominated Millard Fillmore for president.

The northern delegates, however, seceded from the

convention on failing to secure a definite anti-sla^

very declaration, and Fillmore secured only the

eight electoral votes of Maryland. From this time

Know-Nothingism as a political movement may be

said to have collapsed, although in 1860 Bell and
Everett, candidates of the " Constitutional Union.''

received thirty-nine electoral votes laigely through

the support of Know-Nothing elements which had
refused to merge in either of the two great parties.

With the outbreak of the Civil War an opportunity

was aflForded to American citizens of foreign birth

and Roman Catholic religion to demonstrate their

loyalty to the land of their adoption; and the fact

that no less than 150,000 men of Irish birth en-

listed in the Union army proved that the laity of

that church were not scheming against the govern-

ment. The general decay of religious intoler-

ance tended in the same direction—although in

comparatively recent years, especially from 1891 to

1897, the " American Protective Association " has

attracted some attention as representing substan-

tially the same principles.

Bibuoorapht: T. B. Whitney, Defence of American Poliey,

New York, 1856 (by an advocate); J. Kehoe, Life and
WrUinge cf Archltiehap Uughee, ib. 1866; J. L. Spalding,

Life ofArehtUhop Spaldino, Baltimore, 1872; T. V. Cooper
and H. T. Fenton. American Policiee, Chicaco. 1884 (con-

taining the ritual); J. B. McMaster, The RioUma Career

of the Know-Nothinge, in WUh the Fathere, New York.
1896; L. F. Schmeokebier, HiaL of the Kntno-Nothing
Party in Maryland, Baltimore, 1899; J. A. Woodbum,
PoliHeal Partiee, New York, 1903; T. J. Jenkin*. in Ca^-
olic World, Ivii (1893). 611-622; and the worka on the

history of the period.

KNOX, nex. EDMUND ARBUTUNOTT: Chureh
of England, bishop of Manchester; b. at Bangalore,

India, Dec. 6, 1847. He studied at Christ Church,

Oxford (B.A., 1869), and was ordered deacon in

1870 and ordained priest in 1872. From 1868 to

1885 he was fellow of Merton College, Oxford, where
he was tutor from 1875 to 1885 and chaplain from
1879 to 1885, besides being curate of Holy Trinity,

Oxford, from 1870 to 1874 and vicar of St. John the

Baptist, in the same city, from 1874 to 1879. He
was rector of Kibworth-Beauchamp from 1884 to

1891 and also of Smeeton-Westerby, Leicestershire,

in 1887-88, and was then vicar of Aston-juxta-

Birmingham from 1891 to 1894, being likewise

examining chaplain to the bishop of Worcester from

1892 to 1894. In 1894 he was consecrated suffragan

bishop of Coventry, being at the same time both
rector of St. Philip's, Birmingham, and archdeacon
of Birmingham from 1894 to 190a From 1892
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to 1903 he was surrogate of the diooese of Worcester,

and was appointed honorary canon of Worcester in

1892. In 1903 he was translated to the diooese of

Manchester. He has written Pastors and Teachers

(London, 1902).

KNOX, GEORGE WILLIAM: Presbyterian; b.

at Rome, N. Y., Aug. 11, 1863. He was graduated

at Hamilton College in 1874 and Aubiun Theologi-

cal Seminary in 1877. He then engaged in mission-

ary work in Japan, and was professor of homiletics

in Union Theological Seminary, Tokyo, 1881-93and
of philosophy and ethics in the Imperial University

of Japan in 1886. In 1893 he returned to the United

States and was pastor of the Presbyterian church at

Rye, N. Y., 1894-99. He was lecturer on apologet-

ics in Union Theological Seminary, New York
City, 1897-99, and since 1899 has been professor of

philosophy and history of religion in the same in-

stitution. He was vice-president of the Asiatic

Society of Japan 1891-92, Nathaniel Taylor lecturer

at Yflde in 1903; also lecturer on the history of

religion in 1905-06. In addition to works in Japa-

nese he has written: The Christian Point of View (in

collaboration with F. Brown and A. C. McGifFert

(New York, 1902); Dired. and Fundamental Proofs

of the Christian Religion (1903); Japanese Life in

Town and Country (1904); The Spirit of the Orient

(1906); and The Development of Religion in Japan
(1906).

KNOX, JOHN.

EarUerLife(S 1).

Oonyeraion to Protestantism (( 2).

Ministry at St. Andrews (( 3).

Confinement in the French Gallesrs ({ 4).

Ministry in England. 154(K54 (S 5).

On the Continent, 1554-60 (( 6).

Ors>^Mfction of the Church in Scotland (S 7).

Knox and Queen Mary (( 8).

Ministry in Ekiinbuish and Private Life (| 9).

Personal Appearance and Manner (| 10).

Testimonies to his Gharaoter (ft 11).

Neither the place nor the date of the birth of

John Knox, the great Scotch Reformer, is settled

beyond dispute; but the weightiest considerations

favor Giffordgate, a suburb of the town of Hadding-
ton (16 m. e. of Edinburgh) as the place and 1513 or

1614 as the year (cf. H. Cowan, John Knox, pp. 22-

25, 45-48). He died at Edinburgh Nov. 24, 1572.

His father was William Knox, of fair, though not dis-

tinguished, descent, who fou^t at

I. Earlier Flodden, and had his home in the

Life. county of Haddington. His mother's

name was Sinclair. He received the ele-

ments of a liberal education in Haddington, which
early possessed an excellent grammar-school—one
of those schools originally monastic and due to the

public spirit which, at least as regards education,

animated the Scottish Church even antecedently to

the Reformation. Thence he proceeded either to the

University of Glasgow, where the name " John
Knox " occurs among the incorporati in 1522, or to

St. Andrews, where he is stated by Beza to have
studied imder the celebrated John Major (q.v.), a
native, like Knox, of East Lothian and one of the
greatest scholars of his time. Major was at Glasgow
in 1522 and at St. Andrews in 1531. How long

Knox remained at college is imcertain. He certainly

never made any pretense to be such a scholar as his

contemporaries Geoige Buchanan and Alesius; nor

is there evidence that he even graduated. That
he was a fair Latinist, and accustomed to study, ap-
pears from the fact, which seems to be well attested,

of his familiarity with the writings of Augustine and
Jerome. He acquired the Greek and Hebrew lan-

guages at a later period, as his writings indicate.

He was ordained to the priesthood at some date
prior to 1540, when his status as a priest is

first mentioned. It appears from evidence ad-

duced by Laing (in his ed. of the Works of Knox),
that in 1543 Knox had not yet divested Imn-
self of Roman orders; at any rate, in his char-

acter as a priest, he signed a notarial instru-

ment dated Mar. 27 of that year, the original of

which is still to be found in the charter-room at

Tyninghame Castle. Up to this time, however, he
seems to have employed himself in private tuition,

rather than in parochial duties; and, at the moment
when he last signed his name as a priest, he was
probably already engaged in the office—^which he
held for several years—of tutor in the family of

Hugh DouglajB of Longniddry, in East Lothian, with
the further ohaige of the son of a neighboring gentle-

man, John Cockbum of Ormiston. Both of these

lairds, like Knox himself, had even at this time a
leaning to the new doctrines.

Knox first publicly professed the Protestant faith

about the end of 1545. His mind had in all probabil-

ity been directed to that faith for some
2. Conver- time before the change was avowed.
8k>n to According to Calderwood, Thcmias

Protestant- Guillaume, a native of E^ast Lothian,

isnL of the order of Blackfriars and for a
short time chaplain to the R^ent

Arran in 1543, was the first " to give Mr. Knox a
taste of the truth.'' Beza attributes his original

change of opinion to the study in early manhood,
as already stated, of Augustine and Jerome. But
the inmiediate instrument, probably, of his actual

conversion was the learned and amiable George
Wishart (q.v.) who, after a period of banishment,
returned to his native country in 1544, to perish,

within two years, at the stake, as the last and
most illustrious oif the victims of Cardinal Bea-
ton. Among other places where he preached the

Reformed doctrines Wishart had come to East
Lothian in Dec., 1545, and there made Knox's
acquaintance. The attachment which the latter

formed for the person as well as for the doctrine of

Wishart, must be described as of the nature of a
youthful enthusiasm. Knox followed the Reformer
everywhere, and constituted himself his body-guard,
bearing, it is said, a two-edged sword, that he might
be prepared to defend him against the cardinal's

emissaries, who were known to be seeking Wish-
art's life. And, on the night of the latter's appre-
hension, Knox was hardly restrained from alluring

his captivity, and consequently, in all probability,

his fate. The words of Wishart's remonistranoe are
well known: " Nay, return to your bairns [pupib].

One is sufficient for a sacrifice."

Knox was first called to the Protestant ministry
at St. Andrews, which was throughout his life

intimately associated with the Reformer's career.
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There appears to have been no regular ordina-

tion. Of course, he had been abeady ordained

as a priest in the Church of Rome.
3. Mixiistxy But imposition of hands and other

at St forms were not regarded by Knox as

Andrews, of more than secondary importance.

A graphic account of the whole pro-

ceedings connected with his call to the ministry,

together with a report of the first sermon he de-

livered in St. Andrews, will be found in his History

of the Reformation,

At this time he was residing in the castle of St.

Andrews. After Beaton's death, this stronghold be-

came a place of refuge for many of the

4. Confine- Protestants. Along with his pupils,

ment in the sons of the lairds of Longniddry
the French and Ormiston, already mentioned.

Galleys. Knox passed there some comparatively

peaceful months. His repose was
rudely interrupted by the investiture and capitu-

lation of the castle in the end of July, 1547, succeeded,

aa regarded Knox and some of the rest of the ref-

ugees, by confinement in the French galleys. He
spent nineteen months as a galley-slave, amid
hardships and miseries which are said to have per-

manently injured his health. " How long I con-

tinued prisoner/' he said at St. Andrews, in 1559,
** what torments I sustained in the gaUeys, and
what were the sobs of my heart, is now no time to

recite." He adds, however, that he always con-

tinued to hope for a return to his native country.

In the Hislory (vol. i., p. 228), the same confidence

of a return is referred to as never having forsaken

him; and he gives a curious testimony to the fact,

by mentioning how, on one occasion, " lying be-

twixt Dundee and St. Andrews, the second time

that the galleys returned to Scotland, the said John
[Knox] being so extremely sick that few hoped his

life, Maister [afterwards Sir] James [Balfour, one of

his fellow prisoners] willed him to look to the land,

and asked if he knew it. Who answered, ' Yes,

I know it well; for I see the steeple of that place

where God first in public opened my mouth to his

glory; and I am fully persuaded, how weak soever

I now appear, that I shall not depart this life, till

that my tongue shall glorify his godly name in the

same place.'

"

On his release, which took place early in 1549,

through the intervention, apparently, of the Eng-
lish government, Knox found that, in the existing

state of the country, he could be of little use in his

beloved Scotland. For nearly ten shears, accord-

ingly, he submitted to voluntary exile, like many
of the worthiest of his countrymen in those troub-

lous tiroes. All these years, however, he devoted

himself to ministerial labors in connection with the

Reformed Church. His first sphere of duty was
provided for him in England, for the

5. Mittlitiy space of about five years as a minister

in England, of the English Church. It is to be

I54^'S4- remembered that, during the whole
reign of Edward VI., the Church of

E^igland was in a transition state; some of its

most marked peculiarities (to which Knox himself

and others in Scotland and abroad afterward ob-

jected) were then in abeyance, or at least not

insisted upon as tenns of communion. Thus the
use of the prayer-book was not enforced, neither

was kneeling at the communion. Episcopal govern-
ment was of course acknowledged; but Knox held
his conmiission, as a Reform^ preacher, directly

from the privy council, and was virtually inde-

pendent of diocesan jurisdiction. Moreover, he
seems to have had no strong objection to episcop>acy

itself, although he disapproved of ** your proud
prelates' great dominions and chaige, impossible by
one man to be discharged;" and on this, along with
other grounds, he declined the bishopric of Rochester
in 1552. The offices he held in the Church of Eng-
land are briefly indicated in the History, which says,
" He was first appointed preacher to Berwick, tben
to Newcastle; and last he was called to London
and to the southern parts of England, where he
remained till the death of Edward VI." (Works,
i., p. 280). From other sources it appears that in

1551 he was appointed one of the six chaplains in

ordinary to the king; and in this capacity there was
submitted to him, and, after revisal, he joined the

other chaplains in sanctioning, The Articles con-

cerning an Uniformity in Rdiffum of 1552, which
became the basis of the Thirty-nine Articles (q. v.)

of the Chiurch of England.

From England, after the death of Edward, Knox
proceeded to the continent, traveling for a time
from place to place in some uncertainty. In Sept.

1554, while living at Geneva, he accepted in accord-

ance with Calvin's counsel a call to

6. On the the English Church at Frankfort.

Continent, Here controversies in connection with

1554-59* vestments, ceremonies, and the use of

the English prayer-book met him, and,

notwithstanding the great moderation which he
showed from first to last, led, in Mar., 1555, to his

resignation of his chaige (cf. his treatise, A Brief
Narrative of the Troubles which Arose at Frankfurt,

reprinted in Laing's edition of his works). He
returned to Geneva, where he was invited to be-

come minister of the refugee English congregation.

In August, however, he was induced to set out for

Scotland, where he remained for nine months,
preaching Evangelical doctrine in various parts of

the country, and persuading thoee who favored the

Reformation to cease from attendance at mass, and
to join with himself in the celebration of the Lord's

Supper according to a Reformed ritual. In May,
1556, he was cited to appear before the hierarchy

in Edinburgh, and he boldly responded to the sum-
mons; but the bishops found it expedient not to

proceed with the trial. In July an uigent call from
his congregation at Geneva, along, probi^bly, with
the desire to prevent the renewal oi persecution in

Scotland, caused him to resume his Genevan
ministry. His marriage to Marjorie Bowes, daughter
of Richard Bowes, captain of Norham Castle, had
meanwhile taken place, and his wife along with her

mother accompanied him to Geneva, where they
arrived in September. The church in which he
preached there (called the ^lise de Notre Dame la

Neuve) had been granted, at Calvin's solicitation,

for the use of the English and Italian congregations

by the municipal authorities. Knox's life in Geneva
was no idle one. To preaching and clerical work
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to 1903 he was surrogate of the diocese of Worcester,

and was appointed hoooraiy eanoo oC Worcester in

1802. In 1903 be was translated to the diocese oC

Manchester. He has written Fostort and Trnteken

(London, 1902).

KNOX, GEORGE WOUAM: Presbyterian; b.

at Rome, N. Y., Aug. 11, 1853. He was graduated

at Hamilton College in 1874 and Auburn Theologi-

cal Seminaiy in 1877. He then engaged in misBioD-

ary work in Japan, and was professor oC homiletiGs

in Union Theological Seminary* Tokyo, 1881-^and
of philosophy and ethics in the Imperial University

of Japan in 1886. In 1893 be returned to tbe United

States and was pastor of the Presbyterian church at

Rye, N. Y., 1894-99. He was lecturer oo apoioget-

ies in Union Theological Seminary, New York
City, 1897-99, and since 1899 has been professor of

philosophy and history of religioo in the same in-

stitution. He was vice-president of the Asiatic

Society of Japan 1891-92. Nathaniel Taylor lecturer

at Yaie in 1903; also lecturer oo the history of

religion in 1905-06. In addition to works in Japa-
nese he has written: The CkritHan Point <^ View (in

collaboration with F. Brown and A. C. McGiffert

(New York, 1902); Dirtti and FundameMUU Prw^i'

rf ike Ckrietian Reiigian (1903); Japanem lAfe ?

Tmrfi oimI Country (1904); The SpirU qfiheOn
(1906); and The Development </ Retiifiom in Jr

(1906),
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that, whatever their faults, they are works of

je genius, and well worthy in their character.

jpoD the whole, of the great leader and statesman

wifeo wrote them. At the very beguming of his

labors as minister of Edinburgh, he had the mis-

fortune to kise his much-loved and helpful young

vrile« whom C^hin described as suarisnnia. She

left two sons, one of whom, Xathanael, died at Cam-

bridge in 1580; the other. Eleaaer, became vicar <^

Clacton Magna in the archdeaconry of Colchester

and died in 1591. In 1564 Knox made a seoood

marriage, whidi was greatly talked of at the time

because tbe bride vrss rcmcrtely connected with the

royal family and stiD more because she vras a maiden

I
of seventeen while Knooc was three times as old. The

young lady vrss Margaret Stevrart. daughter of An-

drew. Lord Stewart of Odiihree. She bore Knox

three daughters, of vrhom the youi^est, Eliiabeth,

became the wife of the famous John Welsh, minister

of Ayr. At this time the Reformer lived a very

laborious file. He was mudi engrossed with tbe

public affairs of the national Churdi, and at the

same time devoted to his work as a parish minister,

to say nothing of his continual, and perhi^, in his

po^itioQ. unavoidable eontrovmsies, more or less pe>

sooal with the ecclesiastical and political factions

of the day. vrhich he regarded as his country's en-

emiesL He vras. however, not vnthout social and

family enjoymentSL A fair stipend of four hundred

marks Scots, equal to about forty-four pounds of

EJurlish mooey of that day. enabled him to exercise

hoFpitality and to advance money to a friend in

ne^. He had a good house, which was provided

and kept in repair by the municipality. His home,

durinjt tbe greater part of his ministry in Edin-

biirsh. stood on the site now occupied by the City

Cvxmcil Chambers. Another house in Edinburgh,

still preserved with tittle change and known since
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.ear [slowly and warily], with a
6 about his neck, a staff in the one

^xi godly Richard Ballantyne, his

ing up the other oxter [arm-pit], from
to the parish church; and by the said

and another servant lifted up to the pulpit,

he behoved to lean at his first entry; but ere

isd done with his sermon, he was so active and
tgorous that he was like to ding that pulpit in

blads and flee out of it." A Latin epistle sent by
Sir Peter Yoimg to Besa in 1579, contains a de-

flcriptioQ of the Reformer's personal appearance in

later years. His stature was " a little under
middle height "; his " limbs were graceful "; his

head " of moderate sise "; his face *' longish ";

his nose " beyond the average length "; his fore-

bead '' rather narrow "; his brows '' standing out

like a ridge "; his cheeks '' somewhat full " as well

aa " ruddy "; his mouth " large ''; his '' com-
plexion darkish ''; his eyes dark blue (or bluish

grey) and his glance " keen "; his beard '^ black,

with white hairs intermingled '' and a '' span and
a half long." In his countenance, which was
'^ grave and severe," *' a certain graciousness was
united with natural dignity and majesty."

John Knox died as he had lived—full of faith,

but always ready for conflict. He found a devoted
nurse in his yoimg wife; and all the noblest and
best men of Scotland hung about his house for

t&dingB of the progress of Mi malady, in the vain

hope of his being longer spared. His servant.

Richard Ballantyne, after detailing the incidents
of his last hours, says of him: *' Of this manner
departit this man of God, the lycht of Scotland,

the comfort of the Kirke within the
iz. Testi- same, the mirrour of Godliness, and
monies patrone and exemple to all trew min-
to His isteris, in puritie of lyfe, soundness

Character, in doctrine, and in bauldness in re-

proving of wicketness, and one that
' not the favore of men (how great soever

""^ to reprove thair abuses and synes
dexteritie in teiching, bauldness in

^mtred of wickedness was in him,
.ess is not able to dedair." A

J to the worth of a man not with-

ds pronounced at his grave in the
of St. Giles by the Earl of Mortoun, the

. Scotland, in the presence of an immense
.j^e, who had follow^ the body to its last

.og-place: "Here lyeth a man who in his life

jver feared the face of man, who hath been often

threatened with dagge and dagger, but yet hath
ended his dayes in peace and honour."

W. LiBt, revised by Hknrt Cowam.
Bibuoorapht: The Wark% of Knox are best eonmilted in

the exoellent edition by David Laing, printed for the
Bannatyne Club, 6 vols.. Edinburgh, 1864, which in-

cludes the principal aouroea for a biography, vii., hie /fie-

Utry cf tht R^ormaiion, his correspondence, and other his-

torical matter, such as Smeaton's account of his last illness

and death. Other sources are: the MtmoriaU <4 Tran9-
aelum§ in Scotland by Richard Bannatyne and the Afe-

movn ofJ. Melville, both published for the Bannatyne Club,
Edinbuigh. Of modem lives the first was that by T.

McCrie, new ed. with additions by A. Cricbton, London,
1889. Other biographies or discussions of phases of the
life are: by F. Brandes, Elberfeld, 1862; P. Lorimer,
J. Knox and the Church of England, London, 1875;
T. Carlyle. Heroee and Hero Worehip, Essay iv.. ib. 1884;
W. M. Taylor. New York, 1886; R. W. Oosse, London, 1888;
R. L. Stevenson, in Familiar Studiet cfMen and Booke, ib.

1888; P. H. Brown, 2 vols., Edinbuigh, 1805; J. C. Car-
rick, John Knox and hie Land, Glasgow, 1902; R. Mulot,
John Knox, 1606-79, Halle. 1904; J. Stalker. John Knox,
hie Ideale and Ideae, London, 1904; H. Cowan, New York,
1905: J. Glasse. New York. 1905; A. T. Innee, Edin-
burgh, 1906; A. Lang, John Knox and the Reformation,
London. 1906; D. MacMUlan, London. 1906; 0. Martin,
La Qenkae dee dodrinee de John Knox, Paris. 1906; I.

Crook, Cincinnati, 1907; W. Walker. Oreaieei Men ^ tho

ChrUHan Churdi, Chicago. 1908; DNB, zzxL 30»-328.
Besidee this the various works on the Reformation of
Scotland discus the subject.

KNOX-LITTLB, WILLIAM JOHN: Church of

England; b. at Stewartstown (12 m. n. of Armagh),
County Tyrone, Ireland, Dec. 1, 1830. He was
educated at Trinity College, Cambridge (B.A.,

1862), and was ordered deacon in 1863 and ordained

priest in the following year. He was curate of Christ

Church, Lancaster (1863-64), assistant master of

Sherborne School (1865-70), curate of Turweston,

Bucks (187(V-74), and of St. Thomas, Regent Street,

London (1874r-75), and rector of St. Alban's, Cheet-

wood, Manchester (1875-85), and vicar of Hoar
Cross, Burton-on-Trent (1885-1907). He has also

been canon of Worcester since 1881, proctor

for chapter in Convocation of Canterbury since

1888, and subdean of Worcester since 1002. He
has written: The Three Hours* Agony <^ Our BUued
Redeemer (Manchester, 1877); Sermons prtaeked/cr

the moH Part in Manchester (London, 1880); Char*

aeUrittics and Motives of tAs Chritiian Life (1880);
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of an exacting kind he added a large correspond-

ence; and he was constantly engaged in literary

work. His publications at Geneva included his

First Blast against the Monstrous Regiment [Rule]

qf Women; and his long and elaborate treatise on
predestination (published 1560) was composed in

Geneva. With the exception of some months spent

at Dieppe (1557-58) when he was contemplating a
return to Scotland, he continued to officiate in

Geneva (while deeply interested in his native land

and in constant conununication with the reform
party there) till Jan., 1559, when he finally left

for home.
He arrived in Edinburgh May 2, 1559. The time

was a critical one. During his absence the reform
party had become more numerous, more self-reliant

and aggressive, and better consolidated. The queen
dowager, Mary of Lorraine, acting as regent for her

daughter, the young Mary, queen of

7. Organ- Scots, then in France, had become
ization of more desirous to crush the Protestants

the Church and determined to use force. Civil

in Scotland, war was inmiinent, but each side shrank
from the first step. Knox at once

became the leader of the Reformers. He preached
against " idolatry " with the greatest boldness,

and with the result that what he calls the *' rascal

multitude " began the '' pui^ng " of churches and
the destruction of monasteries. Politics and religion

were closely intertwined; the Reformers were strug-

gling to keep Scotland free from the yoke of France,

and did not hesitate to seek the help of England.
Knox negotiated with the EngUsh government to

secure its support, and he approved of the declara-

tion of the lords of his party in Oct., 1559, sus-

pending their allegiance to the regent. The death
of the latter in June, 1560, opened the way to a cessa-

tion of hostilities and an agreement leaving the

settlement of ecclesiastical questions to the Scot-

tish estates. The doctrine, worship, and government
of the Roman Church were overthrown by the pai^

liament of 1560 and Protestantism was established

as the national religion. Knox, assisted by five

other ministers, formulated the confession of faith

adopted at this time (see Scotch Confession of
Faith) and drew up the constitution of the new
Church—^the First Book of Discipline (see the sec-

tion on the Church of Scotland in the article Pres-
BTTERIANS).

Queen Mary returned to Scotland in Aug., 1561,

thoroughly predisposed against Knox; while he and
the other Reformers looked upon her with anxiety

and suspicion. Fimdamental differences of chai^

acter and training made a keen encoun-

8. Knox ter between the two inevitable. Five

and Queen personal interviews between Knox and
Mary. the queen are recorded (each at Mary's

invitation). He foimd her no mean
opponent in argument, and had to acknowledge
the acuteness of her mind, if he could not commend
the qualities of her heart. His attitude for the

most part was imyielding and repelling, his lan-

guage and manner harsh and uncourtierlike. In

his preaching and other public utterances he was
sometimes even violent. It must be remembered,
however, that the momentous issues at stake re-

quired a plain-spoken prophet, not a smooth-
tongued courtier. Still it might have been wiser

as well as more Christlike for Knox, at the outset
of their intercourse, to seek to win rather than
repel. Perhaps the Reformer feared Mary's well-

known power of fascination and steeled himself

against it. Later his heart became wholly hardened
toward the adulterous accomplice, as be believed,

of her husband's murderer.

Knox's life from the time of his return to Scot-
land in 1559 is a part of the history of his country and
its full story is to be sought in the histories of Scot-

land. Only details which have a more personal

interest can be noted here. When the Reformed
religion was formally ratified by law in Scotland in

1560 he was appointed minister of the Church of

St. Giles, then the great parish church of Edin-
burgh. He was at this time in the fulness of his

powers, as is manifest abundantly in the style of

his History of the Reformatum—Sk work
9. Ministry which appears to have been begun
in Edin- about 1559, and completed in the course

burgh and of the next six or seven years. The
Private Historyf if sometimes rough and even
Life. coarse in language, and not always

commendable in temper and spirit, is

written with a force and vigor not surpa^ed by
any of his other writings—of all which it may be
said, that, whatever their faults, they are works of

true genius, and well worthy in their character,

upon the whole, of the great leader and statesman
who wrote them. At the very beginning of his

labors as minister of Edinbuigh, he had the mis-
fortune to lose his much-loved and helpful young
wife, whom Calvin described as suavissima. She
left two sons, one of whom, Nathanael, died at Cam-
bridge in 1580; the other, Eleazer, became vicar of

Clacton Magna in the archdeaconry of Colchester

and died in 1591. In 1564 Knox made a second
marriage, which was greatly talked of at the time
because the bride was remotely connected with the

royal family and still more because she was a maiden
of seventeen while Knox was three times as old. The
young lady was Mai^garet Stewart, daughter of An-
drew, Lord Stewart of Ochiltree. She bore Knox
three daughters, of whom the youngest, Elizabeth,

became the wife of the famous John Welsh, minister

of Ayr. At this time the Reformer lived a very
laborious life. He was much engrossed with the

public affairs of the national Chm-ch, and at the

same time devoted to his work as a parish minister,

to say nothing of his continual, and perhaps, in his

position, unavoidable controversies, more or less per-

sonal, with the ecclesiastical and political factions

of the day, which he regarded as his country's en-
emies. He was, however, not without social and
family enjoyments. A fair stipend of four hundred
marks Scots, equal to about forty-four poimds of

English money of that day, enabled him to exercise

hospitality and to advance money to a friend in

need. He had a good house, which was provided

and kept in repair by the municipality. His home,
during the greater part of his ministry in Edin-

burgh, stood on the site now occupied by the City

Council Chambers. Another house in Edinburgh,

still preserved with little change and known since
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the eighteenth century at latest as " John Enox'»
house/' may have been occupied by him toward

the dose of his life. With all his severity, there

must have been much sympathy in a man who was
repeatedly invited to reconcile the sundered, hus-

band with wife, friend with friend. He lived in

kindly relations with his neighbors, many of whom,
in every rank, were among his intimate friends,

and he was not indisposed to mirth and humor, of

which, as of other traits of his character, his wri-

tings furnish abundant evidence.

An interesting description of Knox's appearance,

and especially of his style as a preacher, in his

later years, is furnished in the Diary of James
Melville (published by the Bannatyne Club, Edin-

burgh, 1829, pp. 26, 33). Melville was at the time

a student in St. Andrews, and the pe-

10. Per- riod he refers to is the year 1571, when
•onal Ap- Knox, for his personal security, had,

peanmce not for the first time in his life, taken

and refuge in that city. " Of all the bene-

Manner. fits I had that year," writes Melville,
" was the coming of that most notable

prc^het and apostle of our nation, Mr. John Knox,
to St. Andrews, who, by the faction of the queen
occupying the castle and town of Edinburgh, was
compelled to remove therefrom, with a number
of the beet, and chose to come to St. Andrews. . . .

Mr. Knox would sometimes come in, and repose him
in our college*yard, and call us scholars unto him, and
bless us, and exhort us to know God and his work
in our country, and stand by the good cause; to

use our time well, and learn the good instructions,

and follow the good example, of our masters. . . .

He was very weak. I saw him every day of his doc-

trine go hulie and fear [slowly and warily], with a
furring of martriks about his neck, a staff in the one

hand, and good godly Richard Ballantyne, his

servant, holding up the other oxter [arm-pit], from
the abbey to the parish church; and by the said

Richard and another servant lifted up to the pulpit,

where he behoved to lean at his first entry; but ere

he had done with his sermon, he was so active and
vigorous that he was like to ding that pulpit in

blada and flee out of it." A Latin epistle sent by
Sir Peter Young to Beza in 1579, contains a de-

aeriptkm of the Reformer's personal appearance in

later years. His stature was " a little under

middle height "; his '' limbs were graceful "; his

head " of moderate siise "; his face " longish ";

his nose " beyond the average length "; his fore-

head ** rather narrow "; his brows '' standing out

like a ridge "; his cheeks ^* somewhat full " as well

as " nkldy "; his mouth '* laige "; his ** com-
plexion darkish "; his eyes dark blue (or bluish

grey) and his glance ** keen "; his beard " black,

with white hairs intermingled " and a " span and
a half long." In his countenance, which was
*' grave and severe," " a certain graciousness was
united with natural dignity and majesty."

John Knox died as he had lived—full of faith,

but always ready for conflict. He found a devoted

nurse in his young wife; and all the noblest and

best men of Scotland hung about his house for

tidin^B of the progress of his malady, in the vain

hope of his being longer spared. His servant,

Richard Ballantyne, after detailing the incidents

of his last hours, says of him: ** Of this manner
departit this man of God, the lycht of Scotland,

the comfort of the Kirke within the

zi. Testi- same, the mirrour of Godliness, and
monies patrone and exemple to all trew min-
to His isteris, in puritie of lyfe, soundness

Character, in doctrine, and in bauldness in re-

proving of wicketness, and one that

caired not the favore of men (how great soever

they were) to reprove thair abuses and synes

.... What dexteritie in teiching, bauldness in

reproving, and hatred of wickedness was in him,

my ignorant dulness is not able to dedair." A
higher testimony to the worth of a man not with-

out faults was pronounced at his grave in the

churchyard of St. Giles by the Earl of Mortoun, the

regent of Scotland, in the presence of an immense
concourse, who had foUowisd the body to its last

resting-place: ''Here lyeth a man who in his life

never feared the face of man, who hath been often

threatened with dagge and dagger, but yet hath

ended his dayes in peace and honour."

W. LBsf, revised by Hknrt Cowan.
Biblioorapht: The Work* of Knox are beet oonsulted in

the excellent edition by David Laing, printed for the

Bannatyne Qub, 6 Tola., Edinburgh, 1864, which in-

cludes the principal aourcee for a biography, vis., his Hi»-
tory of the keformaiion, his correspondence, and other his-

torical matter, such as Smeaton's account of his last illness

and death. Other sources are: the MmwriaU qf Trana-

aeUont in Scotland by Richard Bannatsme and the Afe-

ifMNTs ofJ. Melville, both published for the Bannatyne Club,

Edinburgh. Of modem lives the first was that by T.

lCe(Me, new ed. with additions by A. Oiohton, London,
1889. Other biographies or discussions of phases of the

life an: by F. Brandee, Elberfeld, 1862; P. Lorimer,

J. Knox and the Church of England, London, 1875;

T. Ckrlyle. Heroee and Hero WorAip, Essay ir.. ib. 1884;

W. M. Taylor, New York, 1886; R. W. GkMse, London. 1888;

R. L. Stevenson, in Familiar Shidiee ofMen and Booke, ib.

1888; P. H. Brown, 2 vols.. Edinburgh. 1896; J. C. Car-

rick, John Knox and hie Land, Glasgow. 1002; R. Mulot.

John Knox, 1606'7», Halle. 1904; J. Stalker, John Knox,
hie IdeaU and Ideae, London, 1904; H. Gowan, New York.

1905; J. Olasse. New York. 1905; A. T. Innee. Edin-
burgh, 1906; A. Lang, John Knox and the ReformaUon,
London, 1906; D. MacMillan. London. 1906; C. Martin.

La Geniee dee doetrinee de John Knox, Paris. 1906; L
Crook, Cincinnati. 1907; W. Walker. Oreaieel Men of lAs

Chri^^n CKunX, Chicago. 1908; DNB, zzxL 806-328.

Besides this the various works on the Reformation of

Scotland discus the subject.

KHOX-LITTLS, WILLIAM JOHN: Church of

England; b. at Stewartatown (12 m. n. of Armagh),

County Tyrone, Ireland, Dec. 1, 1830. He was
educated at Trinity College, Cambridge (B.A.,

1862), and was ordered deacon in 1863 and ordained

priest in the following year. He was curate of Christ

Church, Lancaster (1863-64), assistant master of

Sherborne School (1866-70), curate of Turweston,

Bucks (1870-74), and of St. Thomas, Regent Street,

London (1874-75), and rector of St. Alban's, Cheet-

wood, Manchester (1876-85), and vicar of Hoar
Cross, Burton-on-Trent (1885-1907). He has also

been canon of Worcester since 1881, proctor

for chapter in O)nvocation of Canterbury since

1888, and subdean of Worcester since 1002. He
has written: This Three Houre' Agony of Our BUued
Redeemer (Manchester. 1877); Sermons preached for

the most Pan in Manchester (London, 1880); Char-

aderistics and Motives qf the Christian Life (1880);
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The Mystery qf the Paseion of Our Most Holy Re-

deemer (1881); The Witness of the Passion of Our
Most Holy Redeemer (1884); The Hopes and De-

cisions of the Passion of Our Most Holy Redeemer

(1886); The Broken Vow: A Stcry of Here and Here-

after (1887); The Child of Stafferton; A Chapter

from a Family Chronicle (1888); The Light of Life

(sermons; 1889); Sunlight and Shadow in the

Christian Life (sermons; 1889); The Christian

Home, Us Foundation and Duties (1891); The
Journey of Life (sermons; 1892); Sketches in Suiv-

shine and Storm (1892); Labour and Sorrow (ser-

mons; 1894); The Waif from the Waves: A Story

qf three Lives (1894) ; Treasury of Meditation (1896)

;

St. Francis of Assisif his Times, Life, and Work
(1897); The Perfect Life {aennom; 1898); Sketches

and Studies in South Africa (1899); David the Hero
King of Israel (1903); and The Conflict of Ideals

within the Church of England (1905).

KNUDTZON, knut'zenJOERGEN ALEXANDER:
Norw^ian Orientalist; b. at Trondhjem (240 m.
n. of Christiania) Sept. 9, 1854. He studied at

the universities of Christiania (Ph.D., 1889), Ber-

lin, and Leipsic (studying in Germany from 1885
to 1887). He studied theology primarily at the

request of Prof. C. P. Caspari of Christiania, who
intended to have Knudtzon as his successor, but
the latter, after completing his training in Germany
and delivering a course of lectures for a term at

Christiania, was regarded not sufficiently conserva-

tive. He accordingly withdrew from theology in

favor of Assyriology, holding that theology "as a
science must be historical and critical"; and was
lecturer in Assyriology at the University of Chris-

tiania, 1894-1907; and since 1907 professor of

Semitic languages there. He has written Om det

saakaldte perfektum og imperfektum i hebraisk (Chris-

tiania, 1889); Assyrische Gd>ete an den Sonnengott

fur Stoat und kdnigliches Haus aus der Zeit Asar-

haddons und Asurbanipals (2 vols., Leipsic, 1893);

Die zwei ArzawarBriefe, die dUesten Urkunden in

indogermanischer Sprache (in collaboration with S.

Bugge and A. Torp; 1902); and Die EUAmama
Tafdn in Umschrift und Uebersetzung (1907).

KOCH, kdH, ANTON: German Roman Catho-
lic; b. at Pfronstetten (near MOnsingen, 23 m. w.
of Ulm), Wtlrttemburg, Apr. 19, 1859. He studied

at the University of Tubingen and the seminary
of Rottenburg, and was ord^ed to the priesthood

in 1884. He was stationed at SchOnberg, near
Ellwangen, for two years, and from 1886 to 1889
was lecturer at the Wilhelmstift, Tubingen. In
1889-91 he was privat-dooent in Tubingen, and
then teacher of religion at a gynmasium in Stutt-

gart for three years. In 1894 he was recalled to

Tubingen as associate professor of moral and pas-

toral theology, and since 1896 has been professor

of the same subjects there. He has written Der
heilige Faustus, Bischof von Riez (Stuttgart, 1895),

and Lehrbuch der Moraltheologie (Freiburg, 1905).

KOEBERLE, to'ber-16, JUSTUS ADOLF: Ger-
man Lutheran; b. at Memmingen (33 m. s.e. of Ulm)
June 27, 1871; d. at Rostock Feb. 7, 1908. He
studied in Halle, Berlin, and Erlangen from 1889 to

1893, and after four years of pastoral work in

Mimich became a lecturer in the University oi

Erlangen in 1898, privat-dooent in 1899, and in

1904 professor of Old-Testament exegesis and
Oriental philology. In theology he was an adher-
ent of the Erlangen school. He wrote: De
Elohistae Pentateuchi prioris qui vacatur ethica

(Erlangen, 1896); Die Tempels&nger im Alien
Testament (1899); Natur und Geist nach der Avf^
fassung des AUen Testaments (Munich, 1901); Die
Motive des Glaubens an die Gebetserhorung im AUen
Testament (Leipsic, 1901); Die geisUge KuUur der

semitischen Volker (1901); Babylonische KuUur und
biblische Religion (Munich, 1903); Sunde und Gnade
im religidsen Ld>en des Volkes Israel bis auf C?tristum

(1905); Das Rdtsd des Leidens, eine Einfukrung
in das Buck Hiob (Berlin, 1905); and Zum Kampfe
um das AUe Testament (Wismar, 1906; 2d ed.,

with title Die alttestamentHche Offenbarung, 1908);
Der Prophet Jeremia. Sein Leben und Wirken
(Calw, 1908) ; and has been since 1907 one of the

editors of Theologie der Oegenwart,

KOEGEL, kO'gl, THEODOR JOHANNES RU-
DOLF: German Protestant; b. at Bimbaum (44
m. w.n.w. of Posen), Prussia, Feb. 18, 1829; d. in

Berlin June 2, 1896. He attended the gymnasium
at Halle, and afterward studied philosophy and
theology at the universities of Halle and Berlin.

He became intimate with Tholuck, was his aman-
uensis, and later accompanied him on a journey to
France and Spain. He was a gymnasial teacher in

Dresden 1852-54, pastor in chai^ge at Nakel, near
Brombeig, 1854-57, and pastor of the German
Evangelical congregation at The Hague 1857-63.

Early in 1863 he was called to Berlin as court

preacher, and in 1873 was appointed first court

preacher, general superintendent of the Kurmark,
and ephorus of the Cathedral Probationers' Foundar
tion.

K5gel was distinguished particiilarly as a
preacher, and also for his part in ecclesiastical

affairs. His sermons are true to the text, but they
invariably bear a definite stamp of their own.
Their wealth of content is conveyed in a concise,

sharply pointed style; and the copious illustrations

from history and human life are vividly presented
in terms exceedingly brief and plastic. His sermons
bear the impress of a powerfi4 moral earnestness,

psychologicflj acumen, and discriminating taste.

Esthetic and poetical endowment becomes distinctly

subservient to the art of preaching. K6gel exercised

a considerable influence over the internal and exter-

nal development of the Prussian State Church in the

decade after 1870. Two of his characteristic traits

are conspicuous in this connection : first, his uncondi-
tional championship of the Union; second, his sharp
opposition to the Protestant Association. In conform-
ity to this last was his antagonism toward Emil Herr-
mann's synodical constitution plans, which seemed to

him to jeopardize the integrity of the confessional

standard of doctrine. These antagonisms became es-

pecially acute on occasion of the extraordinary gen-
eral synod of 1875, and led to the founding of t}ie

Positive Union party under Edgel's leadership.

The final consequence was that in 1878 EOgel was
called to the superior ecclesiastical coimcil, from
which soon afterward President Herrmann with-
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drew. In the course of the years 1892-94 he re-

tired from his offices on account of infirmity. His

sermons form the bulk of his writings. Of these he

published numerous collections, including: Der ersU

Brief Petri (Mainz, 1863); Die Sdigpreisungen der

Bergpredigt (Berlin, 1869); Dae Vateruneer (1873);

Aue dem Vorhof ina HeOigthum (2 vols., Bremen,
1875-76); Der Brief Pavli an die R&mer (1876);

Waeh avf, du Stadt Jeruaalem (1882); Dae Evarir

gdium Johannie (2 parts, 1892-93); and Gelaut

und GeleU durche Kirchenjahr (2 parts, 1895-96).

Other works are: Reden und Aneprachen (1887);

Ethiechee und Aeethetiechea, VortrOge und Betrach-

htngen (188S); and OedicfUe (IS91), WithW. Baur
and E. Frommel he edited the year-book Neue
ChriaMerpe (Bremen, 1880 sqq.).

GSORQ RiETBCHXL.

Bibuoobapbt: Q. KOgel. Rydolf Kdgel, Mtn WenUn und
IFtrftvn. 3 vols.. BerUn. 1800-1904; ChntUieha Well, 1807.

pp. 258 iqq. (on Kfigel u a poet).

KOSHLER, ktrh'ler, (PHILIPP) AUGUST: Ger-

man Protestant Biblical scholar; b. at Schmalen-

berg (50 m. s.s.w. of Heidelberg), in the Rhenish
Palatinate, Feb. 8, 1835; d. at Erlangen Feb. 17,

1897. He began his education at the gymnasium of

Zweibrttcken, and then studied theology at Bonn,
Erlangen, and Utrecht. In 1857 he established him-
self as privat-docent at Erlangen, and in 1862 be-

canoe professor extraordinary forOld-Testament exe-

gesis. In 1864 he was called as ordinary professor to

Jena, in 1866 to Bonn, and in 1868 back to Erlangen
as successor of DeUtzsch. Here he labored for

twenty-nine years, becoming one of the most influ-

ential members of the theological faculty. His en-
dowments fitted him for testing the views of others,

rather than to enter new paths of investigation.

His theological tendency was influenced chiefly by
Delitssch and Hofmann. Like them, he emphasized
throughout his life the importance of Old-Testap

ment history as a history of salvation preparatory

to Christianity. His first comprehensive work was
exegetical. Die nachexiliecken Propheten erkldrt:

part i., Die Weiaeagung Haggaie (Erlangen, 1860);

part ii., Die Weieeagung Sacharjaa (1861); part

ill.. Die Weiaeagung Sacharjaa (1863); part iv.. Die
Weiaeagung Maleachia (18(55). But the most im-

portant work is his Ijehrhueh der Bibliachen Oeachichte

Alien TeatamerUa (2 parts, in sections, Erlangen,

1875-65, Leipsic, 1889-93). It was not a history

of the people of Israel that he undertook to write,

but only an account of what the Old Testament
itself teUs about the origin and history of its people,

with a detailed examination of the Old-Testament
sources by the aid of the modem scientific appara-

tus. He freely admits the existence of different

accounts of single events and whole periods of

Israelitic history, as, for instance, the Jahvistic

and Elohistic sources in the Pentateuch, his aim
being to show from the Old Testament what
finally developed in the post-exilic time as the com-
mon view of the Old-Testament community in

regaid to its history on the basis of the differing

accounts. He made a distinction between the secu-

lar and theological content in Biblical history.

From the use which Jesus made of the Okl Testa-

ment he inferred that it was to be considered as

God's instruction to his congregation concerning his

former revelations. The books of the Bible, he
states, originated in the same way as other books.

The historians of the Old Testament never show
that in the composition of their works they had
not the same freedom or independence of judg-

ment as other historians. But if those books in

spite of that fact have been regarded by Jesus and
the apostles as the word of God to his congregation,

the Christian congregation has a sure test that

there Lb to be found in them the most faithful repre-

sentation of the deeds and revelations of God. On
the other hand, the Old Testament does not pretend

to be a God-given document concerning the knowl-

edge of the things of the natural life, as, for instance,

of the primitive history of man and the secular his-

tory of Israel, but only a God-given document con-

cerning the Imowledge of the revelations of God in

so far as they reflect themselves in the consciousness

of Israel as the congregation of God. Of other

works may be mentioned. Die niederldndiaehe re-

formierte Kirche (Erlangen, 1856); De pronunci-

atione ac vi aacroaandi teiragrammatia rnn^ (1866);

and UAer BerichHgung der Lutheriaehen Bibdaber-

aeUfung (1886). (Ernst Sbllin.)

Bibugorapbt: ffKZ, viii (1807), 273-207.

KOSHLER, WALTER ERICH: German Lu-
theran; b. at Elberfeld (16 m. e.n.e. of DOsseldorO,
Dec. 27, 1870. He studied in Halle, Heidelberg

(Ph.D., 1895), Strasburg, Bonn, and Tabingen
(lie. theol, 1898), and in 1900 became privat-do-

cent for church history at Giessen, associate pro-

fessor of the same subject in 1904; and professor of

church history at Zurich, 1909. In theology he

belongs to the critical school. He has written: Die
katholiachen Kirchen dee Morgenlandea (Darmstadt,

1896); Luther und die Kirchengeachiehtef i, (Er-

langen, 1900); Reformation und KeUerprozeaa (Tu-

bingen, 1901); Dokumenle mm Ablaaaatreit von

15/7(1902); Die Entalehung dea Problema Stoat und
Kirche (1903); Exn Wort zu Deniflea Luther (1904),

Die Anf&nge dea Pictiamua in Gieaaen 1689-1696
(Giessen, 1907); besides preparing a Kritiaehe Aua-
gabe von Luthera fanfundneunzig Theaen mU Oegen-

achriften (Leipsic, 1903).

KOERIO, ko'nig, ARTHUR: German Ronum
Catholic; b. at Neisse (46 m. s.s.e. of Breslau)

June 4, 1843. He studied at the University of

Breslau 1861-66 and at the theological seminary
in the same city 1866-67, and was ordained to the

priesthood in 1867. He was instructor in religion

at the gymnasium of Gross Glogau 1867-68, going

thence in a similar capacity to the Realschule at

Neisse. In 1882 he was appointed professor of

dogmatic theology at the University of Breslau,

exchanging this position in 1898 for the profes-

sorship of pastoral theology. He has written: Die

Echiheit der ApoatdgeachichU (Breslau, 1867); Daa
Zeugida der Naiur far Oottea Daaein (Freiburg,

1870); Ldvrhudi fur den katholiachen Religiona-

unterrieht in den cheren Klaaaen der Gymnaaien und
Realaekulen (IS79); Handbuch fUr den katholiachen

Religioneunterricht in den rmttleren Klaaaen der Gym-
naaien und Realachulen (1880); Sch&pfung und Oot-

teaerkenntnia (1885); Der katholiaehe Prieeter vor
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1600 Jahren (Breslau, 1890); Officium des heiligen

Rosenkranzes (IS91); LeberubUder und CharaktertOge

au8 der KirchengeBchichU (G\£X%, 1890); Ein BlaU

aiA8 der Oeschichte dea schlesiachen SchtUweaena

(Breslau, 1903); and Au$ dem Kamp/e urn den
Gotteaglauben (1904).

K0ENI6, FRIEDRICH EDUARD: German Prot-

estant; b. at Reichenbach (56 m. s. of Leipsic),

Saxony, Nov. 15, 1846. He studied in Leipsic

(Ph.D., 1874), where he became privat-docent in

1879 and aissociate professor of Old-Testament exe-

gesis in 1885. In 1888 he went to Rostock as full

professor of the same subject, and since 1900 has

occupied a similar position at the University of

Bonn. In theology he is one of the leading ad-

herents of the conservative school. His writings

include: Gedanke, Laui und Akzeni aU die drei Fah-
toren der SpracJibildung (Weimar, 1874); Neue
Siudien uber Schrift, Aussprache und generelle For-

menlehre des AeUiiopiechen (Leipsic, 1877); De
criiicae aacrae argumento e linguae legibua repetOo

(1879); Hiatoriach'kritiachea Lehrgebdude der hdirO-

iachen Sprache (3 vols., 1881-97) ; Der Offenbarunga-

begriff dea Alien Teatamenla (2 vols., 1882); Die
Hauptprobleme der aUiaraelitiachen Religionage-

achichU (1884; Eng. transl. by A. J. Campbell,

The Religiaua Hiatory of larael, Edinbui^gh, 1885);

Falache Extreme in der neuren Kritik dea Alien

Teatamenla (Leipsic, 1895); Der Olaubenaact der

Chriaten nach Begriff und Fundament unteraucht

(Erlangen, 1891); The ExiUa' Book of ConaoUOion
contained in laaiah xl.Axvi. (Edinbui^h, 1899); Die
Originalitdi dea neulich entdeckten hdfrdiachen Sirach-

textea (Freiburg, 1899); StUiatik, Rhetorik, Poetik in

Bezug avf die htbliache Literatur (Leipsic, 1900);

Neueate Prinzipien der altteatamentlichen Kritik (Ber-

lin, 1902); Bibel und Babel (1902; Eng. transl. by
K. T. PUter, Bible and Babylon, London, 1905); Die
Bibel^BabelrFrage und die vnaaenachaftliche Methode

(1904) ; and Prophetenideal, Judentum und Chriaten-

(urn (1906); Hebrdiache OramnuUik (Leipsic, 1908);

Talmud und Neuea Teatament (Gross-Liohterfelde,

1908) ; and Geachiehte dea Reichea Oottea bia aufjeaua
Chriatua (Brunswick, 1908).

K0ENI6, kiT'nig, SAMUEL: Swiss Pietist; b. at

Gerzensee (9 m. s.s.e. of Bern), 1670; d. at Bern
May 31, 1750. He studied theology at Bern and
Zurich, and after passing the examination for en-

trance into the Bernese ministry set out on a tour of

Holland, England, and Germany. In England the

mystical writings of Jane Lead (q.v.) exercised an
extraordinary influence over him. Returning to

Bern in 1693, he became preacher at the Church of

the Holy Ghost and gained approval by his sermons,

in which, from a desire of popularity, he espoused

the cause of orthodoxy against the yoimger school

of Pietists, including GUldin, Christian Lutz, and
others. Personal association with the leaders of

Pietism, however, won him over to their side, and
with the same vehemence with which he had as-

sailed them he now turned against the orthodox
cause, thus arousing tremendous excitement in the

religious world of Bern. Kftnig speedily ingrafted

in the Pietistic teachings chihastic and separatist

tendencies which enabled the clergy to bring the

Pietist leaders before the courts on the charge o£

heresy. The trial b^gan in 1698 and continued till

the spring of the following year, the Pietists being

accused of disseminating heretiod teachings, viola-

ting the ordinances and discipline of the Church,

and disturbing the public peace. They defended

themselves with great skill, and their arraignment

of the orthodox system might have influenced any
but the most stubborn of opponents. The verdict,

however, had been determined beforehand, and
Kdnig, as the most obnoxious critic of the existing

system, was degraded from his clerical ofl^oe and
banished. Though the outcome of the trial was a
severe blow to the Pietists, it wrought harm to the

Church, since the severity of the sentence intensified

the separatist tendency among the members of the

sect, and it was only the labors of the younger Luti
that prevented a complete rupture with the Church.

KOnig wandered through Germany for many yean,
until in 1711 he was appointed French preacher to
the count of Isenburg at Budingen. Unceasing
yearning for home and the conviction that he had
been unjustly treated made his loDg exile an unhappy
one, and his antiorthodox writings increased in acer-

bity. Gradually, however, he withdrew from the

field of theology, and successfully devoted himself

to studies in Oriental languages and mathematics.

In 1730 he was permitted to return to Bern, and the

government created for him an associate professor-

ship in languages and mathematics at the Univer-

sity, where his inability to maintain discipline still

further embittered him. His renewed activity in

Pietistpropaganda exposed him to censure, but he es-

caped punishment in view of his age. The last years

of his life were darkened by the banishment of his

two sons, who were found guilty of taking part in

the conspiracy of Hentsi against the aristocratic

city government. Of K6nig's works the most note-

worthy is his Etymologicon hdleno-hebraicum (Frank-

fort, 1722), in which he sought to derive the Greek
language from Semitic sources, while his Theolo-

giachea Prognoatikon vom Untergang dea tOrkiachen

Reicha (Bddingen, 1717) is characteristic of his doc-

trinal bias. (W. Hadorn.)

Biblioo&apht: F. Trechsel, Samusl Kdnio und d^r Pieti»-

miM in Bern, Bern. 1862; A. Ritsohl. (TetcfcicAto dm PieHa-
mu9, pp. 406 aqq., Bonn, 1886; Hadorn, in Kirehenfremnd,

1808, »nd 1899, pp. 194 sqq.

KOESTLIN, kOstOin,HSINRICHADOLF: German
Lutheran; b. at Tubingen Sept. 4, 1846; d. in Cann-
stadt (4 m. n.e. of Stuttgart) June 5, 1907. He
studied at the seminary of SchOnthal (1860-64) and
the University of Tubingen (1864-68), after which
he was vicar in Weilheim, near Tubingen (1868-

1869), private tutor to the family of Baron von
W&chter, ambassador of WUrttemberg, at Paris

(1869-70), chaplain of the Second WUrttembeiig
Field-Brigade in the Franco-Prussian war (1870-

1871), tutor at the theological seminary at Tubin-
gen (1871-73), and deacon at SuU-on-the-Neckar
(1873-74). He then held pastorates at Maulbronn
(1875-78), Friedrichshafen (1878-81), and Stutt-

gart (1881-83). From 1883 to 1891 he was pro-

fessor of theology at the seminary for preachers at

Friedbei^g, Hesse, and from 1891 to 1896 was su-

preme consistorial councilor and superintendent
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of the province of Starkenbuig. In 1805 he became
privy eodesiaatical councilor and was appointed

profeswr of theology in GiesBen. He retired from
active life in 1901, and resided at Darmstadt (1901-

1904) and Cannstadt (after 1904). In 1883-85 he

was a member of the committee for the preparation

of a new hymnal for Hesse, and in 190(M)4 was
engaged in preparing the Hessian Kirchenbuch, the

Hessian OtmeindegSelbuch, and similar works. In
theology he held that " the object of all theology is

to understand the person and message of Jesus

Christ as the Savior of mankind, all creeds being

but an approximate expression of the life and sal-

vation in him.'' Besides editing the MonaUackrift

for PoMtaraUheologie at Berlin since 1904, he wrote

Aim enuUn Tagen, Fddpredigten (Stuttgart, 1871);

KandidaUf^ahrien (TQbingen, 1875); OeachtefUe der

MvMik (1875) ; Friedrich SUeher und Carl Maria von
Weber (Stuttgart 1877); Die Tonkunel, Eifrfahrung

in die Aeeihetik der Mueik (1878); Die Muaik ale

ehrMiehe Volkamacht (1878); Jaaephine Lang
(Leipsic, 1881) ; Luther ale der VaUr dee evangeliachen

Kirehengemmge (1882); Der Begriff dee geieUichen

Amie (Ludwigsbuig, 1885); Im Felde (Darmstadt,

1886); Oeechiehte dee ckrieUiehen GoUeedienete

(Tubingen, 1887); Die Lehre von der Sedaorge nach

evangdieehen GrundeOUen (Berlin, 1895); and Pre-

diglen und Reden (Giessen, 1901).

KOBSTUHy JULIUS THBODOR: German Prot-

estant; b. at Stuttgart May 17, 1826; d. at Halle

May 12, 1902. He was educated at the univeiv

sities of Tubingen (1844-18) and Berlin (184^
1850), and in 1850 became lecturer in the theologi-

cal seminary at Ttlbingen. Five years later he was
i^pointed associate professor of theology at GOttin-

^en, whence he was called in 1860 to Breslau as full

professor of the same subject. From 1870 until

1896, when he retired from active life, he was
professor of New-Testament exegesis at Halle. In
1849 he visited Scotland, where he studied Presby-

terianism, later introducing certain Presbyterian

features into German consistorial government.
Among his numerous writings, spedid mention
may be made of his: Die eehMeche Kirche, ihr in-

neree LAen und ihr VerhOUnie eum Stoat (Gotha,

1852); Luthere Lehre von der Kirche (Stuttgart,

1853); Der Olaube, eein Weeen, Orund und Gegenr

eland (Gotha, 1859); Luthere Theologie in ihrer ge-

eehichmdien Entwicklung und ihrem inneren Zu-
eammenhange (2 vols., Stuttgart, 1863; Eng. transL,

from the second German edition, Theology of Lu-
ther in ite Hietorical Devdopment and Inner Harmony,
2 vob., Philadelphia, 1897); Martin Luther, eein

Leben und eeine Sduiften (2 vols., Elberfekl, 1875);

Luthere Leben (Leipsie, 1882; Eng. transl., London,
1883); Martin Luther der R^ormaior, Feetechri/t

(Halle, 1883; Eng. transL, London, 1883); Auto^
biograpkie (Dansig, 1891); Die BegrUndung uneerer

eittHeh^reUgideen Ueberteugungen (Berlin, 1893);

ReUgion und Reich Gottee, Abhandlungen eur Dog-
matik und Etkik (Gotha, 1894); Der Glaube und
eeine Bedeutung /Or Erkenntnie, Leben und Kirche

(Berlin, 1895); and ChrieUiehe Ethik (1899).

K0HLBRUB06B, k6ll>rOg^, HERMANN
FRIEDRICH: Founder of the Dutch-Reformed

VI.—24

congregation at Elberfeld; b. at Amsterdam Aug.
15, 1803; d. «l Elberfeld (16 m. e. of Dttsseldorf),

Rhenish Prussia, Mar. 5, 1875. He was brought
up as a Lutheran, and after attending the Latin
school and the Athenaeum became assistant

preacher to the Lutheran congregation at Amster-
dam. He soon perceived that there was little left

of Luther's spirit in the Lutheran Church of Hol-
land, and his sermons on the radical corruption of

human nature aroused the opposition of his ration-

alistic colleagues and resulted in his being deposed.

After living in retirement for several years he became
a convert to the Reformed faith; but the Reformed
Church, fearing the disturbance of its peace, refused

him admission. In 1833, while traveling for his

health through the Rhine region, he accepted a call

to Elberfeld, where his eneigetic personality, the

peculiarity of his doctrinal system and the profound
earnestness of his sermons made a deep impression.

Already Gottfried Daniel Krummacher (q.v.) had
aroused many earnest believers, and KohlbrOgge
was eagerly demanded to continue his work; but
the Prussian government, considering him a danger-

ous enemy of the plan of uniting the Lutheran and
Reformed churches, forbade him the pulpit. For
a number of years Kohlbrdgge lived in retirement at

Utrecht, interpreting the Scriptures every Sunday
to some friends. Meanwhile the act of union had
produced a great fermentation in the Rhine region,

especially among the Reformed congregations.

In Elberfeld a rupture occurred in the Reformed
church, and in 1847 the dissenters elected Kohl-
brdgge as their pastor, and constituted themselves

as the '* Dutch Reformed '' congregation. This body,

which was recognised by royal patent of 1847,

considered itself a member of the Dutch State Church
and adopted the Confeeeio Belgica and the Heidel-

berg catechism. It still exists secluded from all

outside movements of Christianity with a strict

church order, legal church discipline, and well-

organised charities.

The peculiarity of Kohlbrdgge consists less in an
actual deviation from the doctrine and confessions

of the Reformed Church than in a one-sided con-

ception of certain doctrinal points. In his efiFort to

oppose to Pietism the objectivity and self-glory of

grace, he did not emphasise strongly enough sancti-

fication and renovation of the heart. His sermons,

which constitute the bulk of his works, spread far

beyond the borders of his congregation. Of his

writings may be mentioned: Dae ei^bente Kapitei dee

Briefee PauU an die RUmer (Elberfekl, 1839; Eng.
transl., London, 1854); Betrachtung iJher dae erete

Kapitel dee Evangdiume nach MatthOue (1844); Dae
alte Teetament nach eeinem wahren Sinne geuktrdigt

aue den Schriften der Evangdieten und Apoetd

(1846); SchriftmOeeige ErlOuterung dee chrietUehen

BekemUnieeee : " Ich glaube an den heiUgen Geiel
"

(1855; Eng. transl.. Scriptural Elucidation of the

Artide on the Chrietian Faith: I Bdieve in the Holy
Ghod, 1856); Dae Amt der Predtyter (1856); and
BUcke in dae erete Kapitd dee ereten Buchee SamueKe
(1868). His numerous collections of hij sermons

include: Sid)en Predigten aber Sacharja m.
(Elberfeld, 1848); Sieben Predigten Ober den Pro-

pheten Jona (1849); Acht Predigten iOm Bvangdium
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Johannia (1849) ; Predigten aber die erste Epistd de8

AposteU PetruB (1855; Eng. transl., 1856); Zwanzig
Predigten im Jahre 1846 gehaUen (Halle, 1857); and
Apostdgeschichte. Cap, 2-10, in 26 Predigten (Elber-

feld, 1874). Some of these sermons have appeared
in English mider the title Miscellaneous Sermons
(London, 1855). (H. Calaminus.)

Biblioorapht: Zur Brinneruno an Hermann Friednch
KohiJbrikaQ€t Elberfeld, 1875; Bine Erinneruno an H. F.
KofUbr1i4fge, Weiiand PaUor der niederl&ndisehe^e/ormirten

Kirehen, Haceo. 1882; A. RitschI, Oueh%d%te des Ptetitmut,

I 593 sqq.. Bonn, 1880.

KOHLERy CHRISTIAN and HIERONYMTJS:
Swiss fanatics and impostors, founders of the sect

of the Brdgglers. Christian was bom in 1710 and
Hieronymus in 1714 at Brtigglen near RQggisberg

(9 m. s. of Bern), Switzerland, in a region dominated
by the influence of sectaries, prophetesses, and
mjTstics. From their father the two brothers in-

herited a reputation for hydromancy, and soon

discovered how to turn their knowledge to material

profit, revealing at the same time a certain degree

of native talent and a cunning and ambition which
became an important factor in gaining a following.

They had received no regular education, one being

a day-laborer and the other a wagoner, had married

at an early age, and were conspicuous for their moral
delinquencies. In 1745 a remarkable movement,
traceable to the influence of pietistic separatism,

broke out in BrOgglen and its vicinity, when children

began to pray and to preach to their elders. Among
these inspired children were the offspring of the

Kohler brothers, and from them the fanatic spirit

passed to their parents, who now experienced visions

and dreams, and related to their neighbors the

wonderful revelations vouchsafed them during pe-

riods of ecstasy. It has been supposed that in the

beginning the two men were subjects of self-decep-

tion, but it is not impossible that their ecstatic

visions were deliberate mendacities. They made
use of the plentiful apocalyptic literature of the time

for all their revelations with regard to the millen-

nium and the antichrist, while they shared with all

separatists an irreconcilable hatred for the Church.

Their sole innovation was their audacious imper-

sonation of the Trinity, a claim in which they were
assisted by a woman of evil repute named Eliza-

beth Kissling. Christian Kohler proclaimed himself

the temple of the Father, Hieronymus that of the

son, and the Kissling woman that of the Holy Ghost..

The success of their impostmre evidently turned

their heads, for they made no attempt to preserve

any consistency of deception, but annoimced them-
selves at various times as the two witnesses of the

Apocalypse, as the servants of Christ and his repre-

sentatives, and as the successors to the throne of

God. The Kissling woman was not only the in-

carnation of the Holy Ghost, but also the woman of

the Apocalypse who was to give birth to the Sa-
viour. At the same time they continued to practise

divination and answered questions concerning the

condition of the dead, being able to speak with
authority since Christian Kohler was in constant

communication with heaven. In case the departed
soul was declared by them to be in hell, they pro-

fessed themselves able to absolve it, and thus

profited by an active trade in indulgences. In 1750,

after they had pursued their practises for more than
five years, they were arrested and banished from the

canton for six years. They frequently returned in

secret, however, and renewed their prophecies until

a price was set upon their heads. Hieronymus was
seized Oct. 8, 1752, and executed Jan. 16, 1753;

Elizabeth Kissling was imprisoned; and Christian,

after incarceration, professed himself ready to

abandon his beliefs. His subsequent fate is un-
known. Most of the BrUgglers were quite ignorant

of the vicious character of their prophets and ab-
jured their heresies, but some remained faithful to

the ** murdered Messiah,'' and awaited his speedy
return. The sect disappeared, but about fifty years

later the Antonians renewed many of their doc-
trines and practises (see Antonians, 2).

(W. Hadorn.)
Biblioorapht: J. R. Kjrburs, Das entdeekte OeheUnniM dar

Sosheit in der BrUogUnekte, 2 vols., Zurich, 1753; L.
Meiflter, Helv^iMche Swenen der neueren SchwOrmerei und
Intolerana, pp. 161 isqq.. ib. 1786; J. R. Schkagel Kir-
ekenoeschu^Us dea 18. JahrhunderU, 11.. it 1062 sqq.. 3
vols., Heilbronn, 1784-96; K. R. Haeenbach, HisL cf
the Chtareh in the 18th and 19th Centuriea, 2 vols.. New
York. 1869; Hadorn, in Theologieche Zeitedtrift aua der
Schweit, 1900, part iv.

KOHLER, KAUFMANN: German-American
rabbi; b. at Fttrth (5 m. n.w. of Nuremberg),
Germany, May 10, 1848. He studied at the rab-

binical schools of Hassfurt, HOchberg, Mainz, AI-

tona, and Frankfort, and at the universities of

Munich, Berlin, Leipsic, and Erlangen (Ph.D.,

1868). In 1869 he came to the United States and
was rabbi of Congregation Beth-El in Detroit until

1871. He then became rabbi of Sinai Congrega-
tion, Chicago, where he introduced Sunday lectures

into the service of the American synagogue. In
1879 he was chosen rabbi of Temple Beth-El, New
York City. In 1903 he was made honorary min-
ister of that synagogue for life, thi&t he might ac-

cept the proffered presidency of Hebrew Union Col-

lege, Cincinnati, O. He is one of the leaders of Re-
formed Judaism in the United States. He edited

the weekly Sabbath Visitor 1881-82 and the weekly
Jewish Reformer in 1886, and was editor of the de-

partments of theology and philosophy of the Jew-
ish Encyclopedia, He has edited David Einhom*8
ausgewOhUe Predigten und Reden (New York, 1880)

and has written: Der Segen Jakob^s (Berlin, 1867);
Die Bibel und die Todesstrc^e (Leipsic, 1868); Das
hohe Lied Hbersetzt und kritisch neu bearbeitei (New
York, 1878); Backwards or Forwards: Lectures on
Reformed Judaism (1885); The Ethical Basis cf
Judaism (1887); Church and Synagogue in their

Mutual Relations (Chicago, 1889); and A Ouide to

Instruction in Judaism (New York, 1898).

KOLB, FRANZ: Reformer; b. at Intzlingen,

near L()rrach (28 m. s.s.w. of Freiburg), Baden,
1465; d. at Bern Nov. 10, 1535. In 1491 he entered
the University of Basel, where humanism was well

represented; in 1497 he became master and teacher
in St. Martin's school, but in 1502 he retired to a
Carthusian monastery in Swabia. Zwingli was
probably his successor in Basel. In 1504 KcSb went
to Freiburg as cantor and preacher and after-

ward was active for some time in the neighboring
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Murten. In 1507 he became rector of the schools in

Freiburg. In the same year he went to Italy as

field-chaplain with Swiss mercenaries in the service

of Emperor Maximilian. In 1509 he left Freiburg

and went to Bern as cathedral preacher. He was
a stem moralist and arraigned the people for their

vices. With less success he attacked the demorali-

zing mercenary traffic, and because of these attacks

was forced to leave Bern in 1512 and again retired

to a Carthusian monastery, this time at Niiremberg.

He preached the Reformation in Nuremberg, but
was persecuted in 1522 and fled. On the recommen-
dation of Luther, apparently, he received the post

of preacher from Count George II. of Wertheim.
Here he was active in the reform of the church ser-

vice, but inclined toward the doctrinal conceptions

of Zwingli with whom he soon afterward came in

personal contact at Zurich. On this account in 1525
he lost the confidence of his protector and returned

to Nuremberg, where the Reformation in the mean
time had achieved its fuU victory. Kolb was sus-

pected, however, of sympathizing with the teach-

ings of sectaries like Denk and Mtlnzer, who at that

time were active in Nuremberg, and although cleared

of this suspicion, he applied in 1526 to Zwingli for

a position, and in the following year became the

assistant of Berthold Haller in Bern. With Haller

he took the most prominent part in the great dispu-

tation of 1528 which achieved the victory of the

Gospel in Bern (see Bern, Disputation of).

Kolb's Wertheimer Ratschlag (1524) gives his views;

and some of his letters are in the Luther and the

Zwingli correspondence. (E. BLOscHtO
Bibuoorapht: L. EUaaenlfiffel, Frans Kolbt Zell. n. d.;

8. FiBoher, Reformation und DitpuUUion in Bern, Bern,
1828.

KOLDE, THEODOR (FRIEDRICH HERMANN):
German Lutheran; b. at Friedland (26 m. s.e. of

Kdnigsberg), Upper Silesia, May, 6 1850. He stud-

ied in Breslau (1869-70) and Leipsic (1871-72;

Ph. D., Halle, 1874; lie. theol., Marburg, 1876), and
in 1876 became privat-docent for church history in

Marbuig, where he was appointed associate profes-

sor in 1879. Since 1881 he has been fuU professor

of church history at Ek'langen. He has written : Der
Kander Brack und seine Bedeutung fur die Entr

wicklung der ReformaHon (Gotha, 1874); LiUhera

Stellung zu KonzU und Kirche bie zum Wormser
Reichstag (GUtersloh, 1876); Die deutsche Angus-
Hner-Congregation und Johann van StaupiU (Gotha,

1879); Friedrich der Weise und die Anfdnge der Re-

farmation (Erlangen, 1881); Analeda LuJtkerana

(Gotha, 1883); Luther und der Reichstag zu Worms
(Halle, 1883); Martin Luther, eine Biographie (2

vols., Gotha, 1884-93); Die HeUsarmee nach eigener

Anschauung und nach ihren Schriften (Erlangen,

1885); Der Methodismus und seine Bek&mpfung
(1886); Beitrdge zur Re/armaiionsgeschichte (Leipsic,

1888); Die Loci communes Philipp Mdanchihons
(1890); Luthers SelbstmoTd: eine Geschichtslilge P.
Majunkes beleuchtet (1890); Ueber Gremen des his-

torischen Erkennens (1890); Die kirchlichen BrUder-

schaften und das religidse Leben im modemen Katholi-

zismus (Erlangen, 1895); Andreas AUhamer der

Humanist und Re/ormator (1896); Die Autburger

Corrfession lateinisch und deutsch kurz erldiUert

(Gotha, 1896); Das religidse Ld>en in Erfurt beim
Ausgange des MitteUdters (Halle, 1898); Dr. Johann
Teuschbein und der erste Reformationsversuch in
Rothenburg ob der Tauber (Leipsic, 1901); Edward
Irving (1903); Das bayerische ReUgionsedikt vom
10. Jan. 1803 (Erlangen, 1903); Der Staatsgedanke

der Reformation und die rdmische Kirche (Leipsic,

1903); P. DenifUf seine Beschimpfung Luthers und
der evangdischen Kirche (1904); Der Kaiholizismus
und das zwantigste Jahrhundert (1905) ; Die Anfdnge
einer katholischen Gemeinde in Erlangen (Erlangen,

1906); Die dlteste RedaktUm der Augsburger Kon-
fession mil Melanchthons Einleitung (Gtitersloh,

1906); and Historische Einleitung in die symboli-

schen BUcher der Evangleischrlutherischen Kirche

(1907). He has also edited the Beitrdge zur

bayerischen Kirchengeschichie (Erlangen since 1895).

KOL NIDRE, kelnt'dr^ (" AU vows"): The
name given to the evening service taking place in

the synagogue before the beginning of the Day
of Atonement, derived from the opening words.
The service is opened by the formula Kol nidre which
runs as follows: "All vows, renimciations, bans,

konams and [other] cognomens [with which vows may
be designated] and kinase and oaths, which we vow
and swear and ban and bind upon our souls, from
this day of atonement imtil the [next] day of atone-

ment which shall come for ovu* welfare—we repent

them all; they shall be solved, remitted, abolished,

be void and mill, without power and without validity.

May our vows be no vows, and ovu* oaths be no
oaths." Then cantor and congregations recite to-

gether Num. XV. 26. The cantor closes with an
offering of thanks in that God has kept alive his

praying people.

This ceremony has caused many accusations

against the Jews, especially one concerning the im-
trustworthiness of an oath by a Jew. It is to be
noted, however, that in this formula there is no
allusion to oaths sworn to others, but only to ob-
ligations which one imposes upon himself. Because
the Oriental, through his emotional temperament, is

easily moved to make imconsidered vows, the
Talmudists declared vows unmeritorious and even
sinful, and some vows were declared initially in-

valid; others could be solved if repentance was ex-

pressed. Besides that, a general absolution of

future vows was allowed by a solenm declaration on
New Year's Day. In post-Talmudic times this

usage was chang^ so that the declaration was to be
made on the first evening of the day of atonement
by the whole congregation and with reference to the

past, not to the future.

Kol nidre is first mentioned in the time of the

Geonim (589-1034 a.d.) It was only slowly that the

formula was recognized and expanded. Even in the

twelfth century and later it was rejected by men
like Jehuda Hadassi (c. 1148); Isaac ben Sheshet of

Saragossa (d. c. 1406); Jacob Landau (flourished

c. 1480 in Italy) in a collection of ritualistic decrees

called Agur; and Mordecai ben Abraham Jaffe

(d. Mar. 7, 1612), rabbi in Poland and in Prague.
Kol nidre was abolished in Mecklenburg-Schwerin
in May, 1844, in Hanover at the end of the sixties,

and still later in Magdeburg. There was substituted
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either a German hymn or a new Hebrew prayer; but
the majority of ** orthodox ** congregations, in

Germany, Austria-Hungary and other ooimtries, ad-

hered to the early formula.

An important change in the formula was made by
Meir ben Samuel (d. after 1135). Up to his time

the solution of the vows of the past year had been

pronounced, but he allowed the vows of the year

just begun to be declared invalid. This restitution

of the original idea was widely adopted, especially

in the German ritual See also Oath; and Vows.
(H. L. Sthack.)

Biblioorapht: J. A. Etaenmencer, BntdeckUa Judenthttm^

part ii. ehap. 9. Kfinissberi. 1711; M. PhUipMn. Utber
dia VmbMttruno df JtuUntidt, Neuftrelits. 1797; Z.

FrankeU Dia BidetUUiuno dtr JtuUn, Drewlen, 1840;

L. Zuni, OtmxmmMUe Schriften, ii. 241-264. Berlin, 1876;

L. LOW, GMomuMtttf Schriflmt, ill 369-366. Siegedin.

1898. Gonmilt alad Lehouum, in Dm' Itraelit, 1863, not.

26.38.

KOMARDBR, k6-m(ln'der (DORFMAHN), JO-
HANN: Reformer of the canton of Orisons; b.

at Maienfeld (12 m. n. of Chur); d. at Chur early

in 1657. He studied at Basel with Zwingli in 1502-

1 503, was settled as pastor in Chur as early as 1523,

and was active there till his death. Though the

Reformation had made considerable progress in the

vicinity of Chur, Komander met with violent op-

position at first, but Zwingli's influence induced the

authorities of the town to protect him. Forty
other preachers joined his cause. The papal party,

however, found in 1525 a peculiar ally in the Anabap-
tists. Theodor Schlegel, the clever abbot of St.

Lucius in Chur, secretly favored the Anabaptists,

and then at the federal diet in 1525 accused Koman-
der and his friends as the instigators of their heresy.

Komander calmly and courageously requested the

coimcil to let him justify his faith from Holy Scrip-

ture. A religious colloquy was ordered at Ilans on
Jan. 7, 1526, for which Komander prepared eight-

een theses on the basis of Zwingli 's theses for the

first disputation of Zurich. The colloquy lasted two
days, but only the first thesis on the authority of the

Bible was disctissed, all further efiforts being frus-

trated by the intrigues of Schlegel. On the whole,

the result of the colloquy was favorable to the Ref-

ormation; the authority of Komander increased,

and seven other clergymen of Orisons joined his

cause. But imder pressure from the Roman strong-

holds in the confederation, and to free certain re-

spected Evangelical citizens of the Valtellina (q. v.)

who had been captured by Roman noblemen, the

federal diet, assembled in 1526 at Chur, resolved

to maintain the old usages in regard to public wor-

ship, although preaching was to remain free. Soon
after the issue of this decree, some Evangelical

preachers were banished for refusing to restore the

mass and images. Nevertheless, Komander ven-

tured to expound the Evangelical doctrine of the

Lord's Supper at Easter, 1526, and it was adminis-

tered according to Evangelical rite in 1527. Soon
afterward the odious decree was revoked, and
freedom of choice between the two conflicting re-

ligions was permitted. An Artikdbrief, favorable

to the Evangelicals, was issued June 25, 1526. It

gave the congregations tho right to choose their

own pastors, restricted the rights of patronage of

the cathedral chapter, and forbade the election of a
bishop without the consent of the federal diet.

Irritated by these decisions, the bishop and Schlegel

entered into treasonable relations with the Medici;

but the conspiracy was discovered, the bishop was
exiled, and Schlegel was beheaded in 1529.

After the outward security of the Reformation had
been achieved, Komander busied himself with its

internal development. Zwingli gave him an ex-

cellent assistant in Nicolaus Baling. Komander
learned Hebrew, and studied so di^ently that he
injured his eyesight. From his correspondence with
Zwingli, it is evident that he had many disagreeable

encounters with the Anabaptists. He was a genuine
disciple of Zwingli, and was always in close relation

with his friends at Zurich. In agreement with
Bullinger, he proposed at the federal diet of 1536
a firmer oiganisation of the Church. This idea was
realised in 1537 by the institution of a synod. The
catechism of Orisons is Komander's work, and he
took a prominent part in the composition of the Con-
feMio Rhaeticaf which was chiefly directed against

Antitrinitarian heresies. In the latter years of

his life he devoted his efforts to the development
of the high school at Chur, foimded in 1539, which
soon began 'to flourish under Johannes Pontiaella

and Simon Lemnius. Komander's last public ap-
pearance was in a fiery discourse delivered before

the federal diet in 1556 against the sending of a
submissive embassy to the pope.

(B. RlOGENBACHt.)

Biblioobapht: The louroee and treatment of Komaxxler
aie best sought in the literature cited under Zwn«GU, e.f;..

Zwingli's Opera^ vols. Yu.-viii.: R. Staehelin. HvUreick
Zwingli, 2 vols.. Basel, 1806-07; 8. M. Jackson, Huldrmck
Zwinglif New York, 1003 (consult Index " Comander ");

and the literature under Rbporuation in the section on
Switserland. Ck>n8u]t: U. Campell, HitL RaeHai, ed.

P. Plattner. 2 vols.. Basel. 1886-00; F. Trechsel. Die
protegtanHtehen AtUiirinHarisr, vol. ii.. Heidelberg. 1844;
H. G. Sulsberger, GesditdUe der Reformation im Kanton
OraubUnden, Chur, 1880; Schaff, Chrittian Church, vii.

138-140; BuUingerB Korr€9pondenM in QuMen Mur Schwci-
aer OwdiichU, vol. xxiii, Basel. 1004; E. Blteoh. Ge-
•cAtdUs dtr 9diweiaeri9eh^r*formierUn Kirche, i. 55 sqq.,

176 sqq.. Bern, 1808. For the colloquy at liana, cf.

J. C. FOsbU. BoHr&oe tur Kitchen^ und tUformatUmoo^
•ehit^Us, i. 337-382, Zurich. 1741; U. Campell. ut sup., ii.

287-308; HqfmeiaterB Ahten gum ReUoiantQmprdth in
IlanM, Chur. 1004.

KOOLHAAS, kOl'hOs, KASPAR JAHSZOOlf:
Dutch Protestant; b. at Cologne Jan. 24, 1536; d.

at Amsterdam Jan. 15, 1615. After a few years of

study at Cologne and Dttsseldorf, he joined the Car-
thusians at Coblens, but in 1560 entered the Prot-

estant ministry at Marbach, and in 1566 became
pastor at Deventer, Holland. When the city fell

into the hands of the Spaniards he fled to Germany,
but returned to Holland in 1573 and became pastor

at Leyden in 1574. At the foimding of the univer-

sity there he delivered the opening address. In a
quarrel between the government and the consistory

he defended the rights of the government in ecclesi-

astical affairs. In his opinion the Church assimied

too many rights and curtailed freedom of thought.
The ministers of the classis of South Holland now
forbade him to preach. As his views on predestina-

tion differed from those of the stricter Calvinists an
accusation was presented against him at the Synoi!
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of Middelbuig in 1581, and in 1582 he was excom-
municated at the Synod of Haarlem, though this ex-

communication was soon annulled. On account of

the continued opposition of the clergy he finally

withdrew from the Church and earned his living as a
distiller. He was a follower of Luther, rather than
of Oalvin. For his opposition to the restrictions

placed upon the Church by ecclesiastical formu-
laries he must be regarded as a forerunner of Ar-
miniusandthe Remonstrants. (H. C. RooGst.)

Biauoobavht: H. C. Rogse. Cojpor Januoon CooHhau, d€
vooHeoptr van ArminittM en der JUmonUranUn, 2 vols.,

Anutardam, 18M-I».

KOPPy 6B0R6: German cardinal; b. at Du-
derstadt (15 m. e. of GOttingen) July 27, 1837. He
studied at the Gymnasium of Hildesheim, and after

being a telegrapher in the service of the Hanoverian
government (1856-58) studied theology at the epis-

copal seminary in Hildesheim (1858-61). In 1862 he
was ordained to the priesthood, and was then vicar

of a school at Henneckenrode and curate at Detfurt

until 1865, when he became assistant to the vicar-

general at Hildesheim. In 1870 he was created

apostolic prothonotary, and in 1872 became a mem-
ber of the chapter of the cathedral at Hildesheim and
vicar-general of the diocese. In 1881 he was con-

secrated bishop of Fulda, and in 1887 became prince-

bishop of Breslau. In 1893 he was created cardinal-

priest of Santa Agnese fuori le Mura. He was a
member of the Prussian house of deputies in 1884-

1886, and since 1886 has been a member of the

upper house. He is a domestic prelate of the pope.

Bibuoobafbt: Dm- Pap^t, dis iUgitrunOf und dis VtnoaU-
«iia dm" ktUig^n KirA§ in Rifm, pp. 186, 187-188, Munioh,
IMM.

KORAH, kO'rfl, KORAHITES: Names which
appear in three connections in the Old Testament:

(1) As an Edomitic stock or clan (Gen. xxxvi. 5, 14,

16, 18; I Chron. i. 35); (2) as a family (or city) be-

longing to the descendants of Caleb, reckoned as

Judahites (I Chron. ii. 43 and perhaps I Chroa xii. 6)

;

(3) most frequently as descendants of Levi, belong-

ing to the family of Kohath in the genealogies of Ex.
vi. 21, 24; I Chron. vi. 22, ix. 15, xxvi. 1. Num. xxvi.

58 departs from the usual division of the Levi

stock into three branches and makes the Korahite

family one of five. Num. xvi.-xvii. deals with the

Kohathite Korah in connection with the rebellion of

Dathan and Abiram; the Chronicler makes the

Korahites doorkeepers of the sanctuary (I Chron. ix.

19, 26, 31). The Korahites appear also in the super-

scriptions of Ps. xlii., xliv.-xlix., Ixzxiv., Ldoev.,

Ixxxvii., Ixxxviii.

Of special importance is the passage Num. xvi.-

xvii., formerly thought to be a unit, but shown by
Kuenen to be composed of three narratives woven
t<^ther and differing in their representations. J

makes Dathan and Abiram the opponents of the

leadefship of Moses, P makes Korah the representa-

tive of the laity against Moses and Aaron who stand

for the priesthood, while the third element regards

Korah as a non-priestly Levite who champions the

cause of the Levites against the exclusive priestly

daima of the Aaronites. Evidently the Korah of

these chapters is the Korah of (3) above (cf. Num.
xxvi. 11); P must have regarded Korah as a Levite,

and the editor evidently had a pragmatic aim in com-
bining the narratives. Difllculties arise regarding the

historicity of the P narrative, though traditional

material is employed. Two Korahs—(2) and (3)

above—^may have been confused in the combination,

but from all passages cited above no secure history

of the family can be deduced.

In clearer but not altogether consistent form is

the Levitical relationship of the Korahitic Levites

set forth in Chronicles and in the priest code. The
former (I., ix. 19) regards the Korahites as door-

keepers of the sanctuary; the latter gives them more
minute and particular temple service (Num. iii. 31).

In the older parts of Ezra-Nehemiah the singers and
doorkeepers are not reckoned to the Levites but are

a special division. The Sons of Korah of the inscrip-

tions of the Psalms appear in Chronicles as door-

keepers, not as singers. Yet in II Chron. xx. 19 the

Kohathites and Korahites appear as singers, and I

Chron. vi. 18 sqq. makes Heman to be of Kohathite
stock, while I Chron. ix. 33 closes the preceding Ust

of Levites with the words "and these are the

singers." Thus the line between doorkeepers and
singers is not sharply drawn by the Chronicler, and
the title of the Psahns cited, " for the Sons of Korah,"
does not find satisfactory support in Chronicles axid

appears to be based on some variant system. It is

hardly probable, however, that a new gUd of singers

was organised in times after the Chronicles to w^ch
the name " sons of Korah " was given; possibly

this designation was a collective term embracing
the door^pers and the singers and was used in the

Greek period, to which Ps. xliv. belongs.

(F. Burl.)

BiBUoaaAPHT: W. too BaudiMin. O^tehiehU df aUlMta-
mgfUliiktn Priuttrtumt, Leipaie, 1880; A. Kuenen. ThT,
xii (1878). 130 sqq.; B. W. Baoon. THpU TrodiJtwn of
A» BxoduM, pp. 100 aqq.. Hartford. 1804; J. K6berle. Di*
Temp§Udna^ im A. T., pp. 182 sqq., Erlanfan, 1800;
J. £. Oupenter and Q. Harford-Battanby, CompMiHtm
cf th§ Hmaittteh, U. 212 aqq.. London. 1002; Smith,
07VC. pp. 204 aqq.; Driver, introduction, pp. fiO-Ol;

DB, ill 11-12; BB, ii 2086-88; JB, Tii. 666-687; and,
in teneral, literatim on the Hezateuoh.

KORAN. See Mohammed, Mohammbdanism.

KOREA.
I. The Land and Fteple. It Miaiiona

Extent, Climate. Reeouroae Roman OathoUo UimkuM
(i 1). (I 1).

Qovemment and Reoent Proteetant Mimiona ({ 2).

History (i 2). Reeults (i 3).

I. The Land and People: Korea comprises the

peninsula lying between Japan and Chinese Asia.

The name by which the country was known to its

inhabitants when first opened by treaty to foreign

entrance was Cho-sen, '* Morning-calm," later

changed to Tai-han. The term Korea comes from
Korai, Korye, or Koryu, the name of the strongest of

three kingdoms which existed in the country in the

tenth century. From the fact that foreigners were
until toward the end of the nineteenth century not

allowed to enter or reside in the land, Korea be-

came poetically known as the " Hennit Nation."

The peninsula runs approximately north and south,

having the Sea of Japan on the east, the Strait of

Korea on the south, the Yellow Sea on the west,

while Russian and Chinese territory bound it on the

north. If the dictionary definition of an island be
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accepted, Korea would more probably be termed an
island, for the small lake situated on the slopes of

" the ever white moimtain " in the

I. Extent, north is the source of two rivers, the

Climate, Tiunen, which empties into the Sea of

Resoaxces. Japan, and the Yaloo which finds its

way into the Yellow Sea, the northern

boimdary being therefore entirely of water, making
of Korea a body of land entirely surrounded by
water. The length of the country from north to

south is about 700 miles, and it has an area vari-

ously estimated as between 80,000 and 92,000
square miles, approximately that of the States of

New York and Pennsylvania combined, with a
population estimated at about twelve millions.

A chain of mountains running from north to

south divides, when about three-fourths of the

length of the peninsula has been traversed, into two
ranges which run along the whole eastern coast and
are the sources of many rapid, turbulent streams
pouring into the Sea of Japan, and of several less

rapid but laiger rivers which, flowing placidly

through the plains to the west coast, make of Korea
a fertile ooimtry, producing all kinds of cereals,

though rice is tli^ staple product and the main arti-

cle of diet. The climate is not unlike that of the

Eastern States; for although the capital, Seoul, is

as far south as Richmond, Va., the cold ocean current

that flows down between Japan and Korea very
much modifies the climate of the peninsula. With
the exception of some six weeks of rain, during
what is oonunonly known as the rainy season, the

climate is, in the main, dry and healthful, warm in

summer, and quite cold in winter, with of course the

varying degrees that come from an extreme length

north to south of about 1,000 miles. The mineral

deposits in Korea are large and varied, silver, tin,

lead and copper being found in paying quantities,

and still larger deposits of gold and coal have been
found. It is not, however, the El Dorado that some
have claimed it to be. The people are inferior

neither mentally nor physicaUy to other Orientals.

A people which has preserved its ancient civilization

and so long succeeded in maintaining itself as a
hermit nation might be expected to show peculiar

and excellent qualities, and these have appeared and
have been emphasized especially among the con-

verts to Christianity.

Korea is a limited monarchy of the paternal type,

with a written constitution limiting the power of the

monarch and in a manner guiding the administra-

tion of the government. During a considerable pe-

riod Korea was tributary to China, but this position

as a tribute-paying country in no way affected its

independence in internal government.
2. Govem- The United States recognized this in-

ment and dependence when it niade its treaty

Recent with Korea in 1882. The question of

Histoiy. independence was, however, constantly

arising, and was a matter of no little

controversy imtil the close of the China-Japan war,

when, by the treaty of peace, the independence of

Korea became a recognized fact. Japan at this

time gained the ascendency in the little peninsula;

but she failed to use her power wisely and soon
lost all inflxience, and Ruasian predominanoe be-

came a fact. At the opening of the Japan-
Russian war, a treaty of alliance between Japan
and Korea was signed, by which, in payment for

the privilege of being permitted freely to transport

her troops across Korean territory, Japan guaran-
teed in perpetuity to maintain the independence
of Korea, and the dignity of the reigning family.

However, inmiediately after the close of this war,

after the treaty of Portsmouth, Japan assimied an
entirely different attitude toward Korea, and, taking

the place of a conqueror rather than an ally, ha^
attempted to maintain this position ever since. A
forced treaty of protection vma nominally passed

by the cabinet and put into effect, since the foreign

powers by their withdrawal of the legations ac-

knowledged their willingness to yield to Japan's re-

quest. The emperor protested against this, and
having in 1907 sent an embassy to The Hague in

order to bring the matter to the attention of the

civilized powers, Japan compelled the abdication of

the emperor, had his eldest son put on the throne,

and his youngest son proclaimed crown prince. At
the present time, while there is nominally an en>-

peror in Korea, the government is administered by
a Japanese ** resident '* at Seoul, with a lai^ iane
of Japanese constabulary and soldiery, and " under-
residents *' at a number of prominent points, though
Japan still nominally maintains that Korea is in-

dependent.

U. Missions: The missionaries on their first

arrival declared the people irreligious because they
foimd a scarcity of temples and shrines, and even
such temples as they had were not crowded by dev-
otees as in some neighboring lands. They soon
found that the people would announce that those

things were good enough for women and children,

but that the educated of the land seemed to have no
faith in any one of their ancient religions. Shaman-
ism, Buddhism, or Confucianism. Shamanism had
the strongest hold, but even this was losing its grip

upon the people. The natural conclusion that they
were irreligious has been revised upon a closet

acquaintance. Their religious instincts, coupled
with their own power of reasoning, have led the

people to reject successively, in large measure, all

their ancient faiths, and as a result there is pre-

sented before the world a people ready and waiting

for the truth. Given such a people, Christianity

might be expected speedily to take root and floui^

ish, and such has been the history of the Christian

faith.

Roman Catholicism early reached Korea. Al-

though at the time of the Hideyoshi invasion, 1592-

1597, Roman Catholic Christians and some priests

followed in the wake of the Japanese army, at this

time there appears no trace of any definite results, or

in fact of any real attempt at the propagation of

Christianity. In 1777, however, the attention of a
yoimg Korean was drawn toward some Roman
Catholic books, and, securing a position in the em-
bassy to China, he attempted to find out more about
the faith, and returning in 1782 to the capital, was
soon actively engaged in propagating the new re-

ligion. The vital truths as presented by these

Christians soon took hold upon the Korean peo-

ple, and the history of early Roman Catholicism
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in the hermit nation is almost like a romance. It

was noty however, allowed to progress freely, and
at the close of that century, as well as at different

times during the first half of the nine-

I. Roman teenth century, persecution broke out

Catholic and threatened the life of the infant

MiiBioiia. ckurch. Many of the Koreans, how-
ever, remained firm, and, despite all

persecutions and opposition, the progress was steady

and constant. The latest of these severe persecutions

occurred in 1866. Many attempts had been made
from the very beginning of this work to introduce

French priests, but this failed until 1835, after which
in various guises and by various means, from time
to time they entered Korea. Many of them suffered

martyrdom, a notably large number met death in

1866. Roman Catholicism, however, did not give

the Bible. It gave very little enlightenment out-

side of a few catechisms, and did not seem to lend

itself to education and the general uplift of the

people. There are still, however, in Korea a large

number of Roman Catholics, and their figures total

up to approximately 40,000.

Protestant Christianity made several attempts to

enter the land. Notable was the effort of the in-

trepid pioneer, Gutzlaff, who landed from native

boats on Korean soil, and sold copies of Scriptures

and tracts in the Spanish language as early as 1832.

Missionaries in Chioa were also quite

a. Prot- concerned about their near neighbor,

wtmnt Korea, and the Rev. Dr. Thompson, of

Minions, the London Mission School, was at his

own earnest request permitted to make
the attempt. He had learned the language, and just

as he was ready to leave he was offered free passage

if he would act as interpreter on the ill-fated ship

*' Sherman," and while there is no definite data to

prove it, it is generally conceded that he was, with

the others, massacred by the Koreans when the ship

stranded in Pyeng-Yang. The treatymade by Japan
with Korea in 1876, followed by the first treaty with

a western power, that with the United States, made
by Admiral (then Commodore) Shufeldt, of the

United States Navy, opened Korea at last to the

residence of missionaries. In the spring of 1884,

J. W. Heron, M.D., of Tennessee was commissioned

as the first missionary from a Protestant Church to

the hermit nation. In Jime of the same year, the

same board also appointed Rev. H. G. Underwood.
Dr. H. N. Allen, stationed in Shanghai at the time,

was transferred to Korea, and he, reaching Seoul

with his family in the fall of 1884, became the first

resident Protestant missionary. Just prior to Dr.

Allen's arrival, however, Rev. R. S. McClay, D.D.,

of the Methodist Church, had been commissioned by
his board to visit Korea, and make arrangements for

the establishment of a mission in Seoul. He was
wannly welcomed by the authorities, and was in-

vited to establish medical and educational institu-

tions in the country. Reporting this to his board

they at once took action, and appointed the Rev. H.
G. Appenxeller, and Wm. B. Scranton, M.D., while

the Women's Foreign Missionary Society of the

same church appointed Mrs. M. F. Scranton as their

representative. Thus it may be seen that these two
churches began their mission work in Korea at

practically the same time, and to a large extent

upon these same missions has devolved the bulk of

the work during the past years. Very early in the

history of the work, the missionaries were led to

adopt what might be thought quite stringent rules,

looking toward self-support. The many principles

underlying these rules were: (1) to develop church
missionary work only so fast as the natives were
able to take care of it; (2) to plan church architec-

ture along native lines; (3) to insist that the

natives erect their own churches; (4) that native

Evangelists be employed only so far as the natives

were able to pay for them, and that the responsi-

bility for the salvation of their neighbors be placed

upon the native Christians.

Not only was Korea opened politically by the

treaties that had been n^e, but in a marvelous

way the missionaries seemed from the beginning

to have entrance to the hearts of the people, and
although there was no small amount of initiatory

work to be imdertaken, a literature to

3. Results, be prepared, the Bible to be translated,

etc., yet from opening of work results

in the way of conversions have been manifest. Al-

though the first missionary, a physician, did not

arrive until the summer of 1884, and the first clerical

missionary in 1885, yet the first convert was bap-
tized in July, 1886, and before the close of 1887

there were two regularly organised churches in

Korea. Steadily the work has been going forward

at increasing speed, gathering momentum as it ad-

vanced, until for some years past the speed at which
the advance has been made has far exceeded the

ability of the missionaries to keep up with it. The
latest reports concerning the work for all denomina-
tions show considerably over 1,000 native churches

with more than 120,000 Christians, and these Chris-

tians maintain, almost wholly at their own expense,

over 500 schools for the education of the sons of the

church. Students of the times believe that if the

opportunities presented in Korea are met, this will

be the first of modem eastern nations to become
Christian.

The churches working there at the present time

are the American Presbyterian North, the Amer-
ican Presbyterian Church South, The Methodist

Episcopal, the Southern Methodist, the Canadian
Presbyterian, the Australian Presbyterian, and the

Church of England. As each of the Presbyterian

churches has opened up work, it has united with

the other Presbyterian forces and from the very be-

ginning, eoclesiasticaUy, these churches have been

one. This oneness was crystallized in September,

1907, by the organization of the Presbyterians

in Korea for their work there under authority de-

rived from the four general assemblies. The two
Methodist churches also work in harmony, and
while at the present time ecclesiastically they are

not yet united, it is expected that union will take

place. There are those who are hoping for a still

greater union, that of Methodists with Presbyte-

rians, whereby the unity of the Church of Christ

may be practically demonstrated to the people of

Korea. H. G. Underwood.
Bibuoosapht: The belt work for a historical unrvy and

at the aame time for a view of the people and their eue-
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toms is W. B. QriflU, Cona iM H§rmU Nation, 8th ed..

New York. 1907. FttrhAps the beet view of the Korean
is girsQ in J. 8. Gale's Vanguard, ib. 1904; ef. the same
author's Kormn ShtUhM, Edinburgh, 1898. Ck>n8u]t

farther: P. Lowell. Chotdn, Ths Land of Morning Cabn,
Boston, 1886; W. R. Oaries. Life in Corta, London, 1888;

G. W. Gihnoie, KormfromiU Capital, Philadelphia. 1892;

D. L. Gilford, Everyday Life in Korea, New York. 1898;

A. Hamilton. Korea, ib. 1904; Mrs. L. H. Underwood.
Fifteen Yean among Ois Topknote, ib. 1904; With Tontmy
Tompkine in Korea, ib. 1905; H. B. Hulbert. Hiet. of
Korea, 2 rols.. London, 1900; idem. The Paeeing of
Korea, New York. 1900 (strongly antagonistic to Japan),

with which should be oompaxed G. T. Ladd. In Korea
vriOi Marguie lio, ib. 1908 (with strong bias in favor of

Japan, deeply antagonistic if not unfair to Korea); G. H.
Jones, Korea, Land, People, and Cuetatne, OncinDMli, 1907;

H. G. Underwood. Ths Catt of Korea, New York. 1908; F.

A. MoKenae. The Tragedy ef Korea, London. 1908.

KORBSHAN ECCLBSIA, KORESHAN UHITT.
See Communism, II., 4.

KORKTHAL.
A Center of Pietism (i 1). Doctrine. Government (i 3).

Foundation of the Gommu- The First Pastorate (| 4).

nity (i 2). Subsequent History (| 6).

Komthal, a small village near Stuttgart, is note-

worthy as the center of WOrttemberg Pietism. In

Wtlrttemberg the Pietistic movement, though in-

spired by Spener and Francke, had retained its in-

dividuality, thanks to its nonpolemic

I. A Center and popular character and the greater

of lAMTiing of its theological representa-

Pietism. tives. It also far outlived its Halle

ooimterpart, reaching its acme in the

second half of the eighteenth century. It arose

under the influence of Johann Michael Hahn (q.v.)

who renewed the speculations of Jakob Boehme
(q.v.) and gave the Pietistic laity a higher sense of

their religious independence. This feeling was
increased both by their union with the Christen-

tumsgesellschaft (q.v.) in Basel and by the rise of a
school of Biblical supematuralism. If the latter

factor was a distinct weakening of the strict adher-

ence to the Bible tatight by J. A. Bengel (q.v.), a
further impulse toward decay was given by the

rationalising policy of Frederick I. His oppressive

measures, induding a rather rationalistic agenda

in 1809 and the denial of the right of congregations

to refuse unpleasing pastors in 1810, roused an an-

tagonism among the Pietists which was augmented
not only by the Swabian tendency to cling to tradi-

tional views, but also by their acceptance of BengePs
chiliastic theories, which prophesied the coming of

the Millenniimi in 1836. Partly following the ex-

ample of the Harmonists (see Communism, II., 6),

thousands of Pietists emigrated to southern Russia,

their exodus being aided by the repeal of the emi-

gration-laws by William I. on Frederick's death.

William sought to stay such emigration, and on Feb.

14, 1817, issued directions to all civil authorities

lurging them to dissuade would-be emigrants from
carrying out their intentions. In reply, the burgo-

master of Leonberg, Gottlieb Wilhelm Hoffmann,
suggested to the king that as the emigrants sought

only religious freedom, they would readily remain
if they were permitted to establish congregations

which, although independent of the ecclesiastical

authorities, would not be essentially severed from

the Lutheran Church, whose doctrines they held.

This response of Hoffmann, himself a leader both in

Pietism and in political affairs, led the king to re-

quest him (Apr. 1) to draw up a scheme for the

creation of such congregations; and the burgo-

master accordingly formulated a plan (Apr. 14)

avowedly based on the Moravian model
On Sept. 8, 1818, a royal decree permitted the

formation of a religious conmiunity, and on Jan. 12,

1819, Komthal was purchased, the oratory ol the

community being dedicated Nov. 7,

2. Founda- 1819. In all these transactions Hoff-

tion of the mann acted in concert with other

Gommu- Pietistic leaders, particularly with
nity. Hahn, who was chosen leader of the

new community, but died immediately

after the purchase of Komthal. Yet the very pres-

ence of such a man implied that the early purpose
of the community was widened, and it was no
longer its sole intent to protect Lutheranism from
the rationalising influence of ecclesiastical authori-

ties, but to form a body of the truly converted—the

keynote of Pietism from its beginning. A certain

opposition to the Church developed, partly because a
layman was at the head of the new oiganisation,

partly because of an ascetic and legalistic tendency
in Hahn, combined with the belief in the inmiediate

Second Advent, for which preparation could rightly

be made only by gathering together the faithful. Nor
was a degree of separatism displeasing to Hoffmann,
who throughout his life regarded the Church as an
obstacle to all progress of the kingdom of God.
Under Moravian influence, he sought especially to

make the community a model in industrial under-

takings and to render it influential over the people

through educational institutions.

To show the harmony of the new body with the

established Church, the Augsburg Confession was
formally adopted, though the rejection

3. Doc- of the secua docentes was omitted, and a
trine, special paragraph was drawn up ex-

Govern- pressing abhorrence of all religious

ment intolerance. While, however, the com-
munity was not subject to the con8if>-

tory, but only to the minister of public worship, its

adherence to the old ecclesiasti<^ books was not

emphasised as clearly as might have been expected.

Yet even this was in entire conformity with its Piet-

istic basis, with its ideal of an apostolic life and the

realisation of the Sermon on the Mount. This is

shown by the program prepared by Hahn in 1817,

with its insistence on ecclesiastical discipline, partic-

ularly in admission of and exclusion from the com-
munity. These latter features, however, involved

both legal and ethical problems, the former arising

primarily from the economic principles of the com-
munity, and the latter from the possible contingency

of the breaking up of families because of variance

in religious views. On the other hand, they were
readily relieved from the obligation to military ser-

vice or to take oath. The community was em-
powered to call a regular clergyman who should also

inspect schools, etc., and should, in this capacity, be

subject to the State Church, though the community
was to appoint teachers and choose religious text-

books for the schools. A specifically Pietistic trait

was the requirement that laymen should have the
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fight to edify the oommunity, exoept in the regular

rdigioua aervices. The diBcipline extended even to

clothing, food, and reading; but the basis of it all

waa chiliaam, aeen even in the flimay construction of

the houaes, so soon waa the Second Advent ex-

pected. A third motive in the establishment of

the oommunity, beaidea the desire to escape rational-

ism and to create a pure congregation, was the foun-

dation, again borrowed from the Moravians, of a
nuaaionary institute and a printing-press. The
latter, like Hoffmann's plans for the community's
industrial enterprise, came to naught; the former,

on the other hand, by the erection of one of the first

refuges for destitute children, was a first step in

home missioDS.

The first pastor of the community of Komthal
waa Friedrich formerly at Winserluiusen, a chil-

iast, who was called in 1810. Hoffmann, however,

still remained the civU head. In these

4. The early years the basal principles of the

Fliit community were still strong. Its

Piulofmto. foundation had called forth a flood of

pamphlets, and evoked not only the

wrath of the rationalists, but the suspicions of the

ai^Mrnaturalists—^the natural result being to in-

crease the enthusiasm of the members of the commu-
nity and their friends. The settlement became a sort

of place of pilgrimage both for other Pietista and
for earnest Christians, as well as for mere curiosity-

seekers. Yet, despite this mass of religious en-

thusiasts, there were no manifestations of fanaticism,

owing to the governing genius of Hoffmann. He
waa now endeavoring to establish a second colony,

but meanwhile the opposition of the government
had increased. King William, however, mindful of

the economic advantages of such commimities, and
desiring to transform a marshy district of Upper
Swabia into fertile land by the industry of the Piet-

isU, offered them this region. Hoffmann did not

dare to reject it, and in 1824 the community of

Wilhelmsdorf was founded in the midst of Roman
Catholic Upper Swabia. It was a heavy burden for

the parent colony, and was joined only by the poorest
membera, who went not as a privilege, but as a sac-

rifice. Wilhelmsdorf struggled on, however, until

1862, when it formally separated from Komthal,
though it is still exempt from the consistory.

After Friedrich's death in 1827 there was an
interim until 1833, when Kapff was called as

his successor. The fact that he be-

5* Sobia- longed to the State Church minimised

quaal the antagonism between the commu-
Hlsftofy. nity and the Church. Non-members

were admitted to confirmation and the

Lord'a Supper; and as the remembrance of their

earlier grievances against the State Church faded

away, the danger of religious extravagance vanished

under Kapff's guidance, while the quiet course of

1836, the year setby Bengelfor the Second Advent,

dampened chiliastic hopes. On the other hand,

between 1831 and 1848, the decay of rationalism was
replaced by the warmth of Pietism within the State

Church, to which Von Kapff himself returned in 1843.

The reason for the existence of the community thus

becmroe aomewhat questionable, and since 1848 its

rrligious significance has in a great measure vanishcMl

.

Nevertheless, the third pastor, J. H. Staudt, who
presided over the community from 1843 to 1882,
was able not only to preserve KomthaPs individual-

ity, but also to make it a center for Pietists and even
for wider circles. At the same time, he kept the
community from adopting schemes at variance with
its original purpose. Between his successor, how-
ever, and a portion of the community a conflict arose,

which was settled only by the aid of the consistory.

The position of the community has become more
difficult as a result of recent legislation. The laws
of Nov. 1, 1867, granting unrestricted domicile, of

July 3, 1869, on the civil equality of confessions,

and of June 16, 1885, on membership in conununities,

have abrogated its privilege to prohibit undesirable

elements from citizenship. The result, as in the

analogous case of the State Church, has been the

strengthening of the moral power of the commu-
nity; and in 1892 both Komthal and Wilhelmsdorf
passed a sanctioned agenda empowering them to

preserve the character of their membership by ex-

clusively ecclesiastical regulations. The present

significance of the community, which now numbers
about 1,200, is essentially that of a refuge for those

who, wearied of struggle, long for a peaceful and
spiritual atmosphere. (C. Kolb.)

Bibuoorafht: 8. C. Kapff, DU wOrttembtiviBdun BrO-
dergemeinden KomtKat und WiihOmadarf, Koratha], 1830:

C. Palmer. OtftmnaekaSUn und SekUn WUrttembav, ed.

Jetter, TQbinsen. 1877; H. Schmidt. Di* innen Miitum
in WUrUembero, pp. 62 aqq.. Hamburg. 1870; further lit-

erature in Hauek-Herios. RB, nL 38-30.

KORTHOLT, CHRISTIAII: German Lutheran;
b. at Borg, on the island of Femem or Fehmam (in

the Baltic Sea), Holstein, Jan. 15. 1632; d. at Kiel

Mar. 31 (Apr. 1), 1694. He studied at the univeiv

sities of Rostock, Jena, Leipsic and Wittenberg,

became professor of Greek at Rostock in 1662 and
professor of theology and prochancellor at the newly
founded University of Kiel in 1666. He owed his

fame not so much to his church history published

after his death (HisUrria eccleniuHea Novi Tuta-
menii, Leipsic, 1697), as to some excellent mono-
graphs, for instance, on the first persecutions of the

Christians (De peraectUiontbua ecduia pnmiHva tvb

imperatanbus ethnicis, Jena, 1660, Kiel, 1689) and
on the literary opponents of Christianity {Pagantu
abtrecUUary «it« de caluinniU ^erUt/tum, libri tti,

Kiel, 1698). He waa also one of the first Protes-

tant theologians who undertook to refute Baronius
(Ditquintiones ArUi^Baronianee, 1700). He was in

harmony with the Pietists, and was the personal

friend of Spener and Francke.

(Paul Tschackxbt.)

BlBUOoaAPRT: The OfdAehini»rede, by his son-in-law linde-

mann, ta in H. Pipping, Mtmoria UuoUgomm mtaiia,

pp. 67 aqq., Leipoio, 1705.

K06TERS, WULBM HBNDRIX: Dutch the-

ologian and Old-Testament scholar; b. at Ehischede

(78 m. e. of Utrecht) Oct. 3, 1843; d. at Leyden
Dec. 19. 1897. He was the son of Dr. Jan Kosters,

a physician of some repute: received his prelimi-

nary education in the schools of his native town;

entered the University of I^eyden as a student in

theology in 1861, ending his course in 1868 and
taking his doctorate with a dissertation on Deuter-
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onomy compared with Genesis and Exodus; while

there he was greatly influenced by Kuenen, whose
successor he later became. He assumed the pas-

torate at Rockanye 1874, at Heenobet 1874, at

Barendrecht 1877, at Neede 1880, and at Deven-
ter 1883; in 1892 he succeeded Kuenen as profes-

sor at Leyden. In his pastorate he made himself

greatly beloved by his interest in the poor and the

sick, while at the same time he was an excellent

preacher, applying to his work the results of a wide
reading. In his chair as a university teacher he

was happy and successful, delivering at his inau-

guration an address on Het godtdienttig Karakter van
Israda Hi9taru)grafie (Leyden, 1892). Notwith-
standing the engrossing character of his duties in

preparing his lectures, he collaborated in the edit-

ing of the Theologische TxjiUchrifi, contributing

much of his own work to its columns; he was the

author also of Het Hertitd van Itrad in het perziache

Tijdvak (Leyden, 1893) ; the views advanced in this

book are embodied in the volume on Ezra-Nehemiah
in the Century Bible (London 1909). The views

for which he was most noted are that the ** return "

which appears in the accoimt of Ezra and Nehemiah
never really took place; that the temple was built

not by returning exiles but by the Jews who were
on the spot and had never gone into exile; and that

the reform of Ezra followed and not preceded that

of Nehemiah—in the last point following Van Hoon-
acker of Louvain and other scholars. These posi-

tions have been accepted in the main by a consid-

erable number of Old-Testament scholars, though
not by the nmjority. T. Witton Davies.

BiBUooaAPHT: H. Oor. LefMntbtrickl van Wtllgm Hendrik
Ko9ter§, Leyden. 1898.

KOTTWITZ, ket'wtts. HANS ERNST, BARON
VON: Philanthropist; b. inTschepplau,nearGlogau
(55m. n.w. of Breslau), Silesia, Sept. 2 (or 1), 1757;

d. at Berlin May 13, 1843. The facts of his life have
to be gathered from a few lettersand the biographies

of others, and events before he settled at Berlin in

1807 and became a public personality are veiled in

obscurity. He received his education in an insti-

tution of Breslau. Later he came to the court of

Frederick II. as page. About this time he had a
quarrel with his parents and decided to emigrate,

but an order of the sovereign, issued at the insti-

gation of his father, compelled him to stay. After

the death of his father in 1777, Hans Ernst, as his

only surviving son, was probably charged with the

administration of his estate. Of the following

thirty years nothing is known except his marriage,
his entrance into the order of the freemasons, his

conversion, the beginnings of his philanthropic

work in Silesia, various travels, and perhaps also

his divorce. The unfortimate outcome of his mar-
riage was probably occasioned by his liberality in

the cause of philanthropy, which sometimes seems
to have bordered on imprudence, especially from
the practical standpoint of his wife. It ia not
known in what relation Kottwitz stood to the Unity
of Brethren (Moravians), but it is certain that he
attained peace of soul and his religious convictions

by contact with this sect; Bishop Spangenberg
especially influenced him deeply, according to his

own statement. His relations with the freema-

sons date probably from the time before his con-

version, and it was undoubtedly their philanthropic

efforts that attracted him.

Kottwits took Exodus vi. 9 as the basis of his

life-work, being of the opinion that misery of the

body depresses the human spirit, and that the

tears of earthly pain must be dried before the

realization of spiritual needs can come to the poor

and unhappy. For this purpose he imdertook ex-

tensive travels over several states of Germany such

as Silesia, the mark of Brandenburg, Sleswick,

Hoktein, Mecklenburg, and Pomerania. and founded
factories in Silesia after his own ideals and an in-

stitution for voluntary occupation in opposition

to the compulsory work of the houses of correction

at Berlin. Both kinds of institutions were based

on the principle of self-help and self-respect. Kott-

witz intended to discourage begging and at the

same time remove poverty by providing remunera-

tive labor. The poor working men in Silesia were

mostly weavers. He distributed material among
them, paid for their work generously and sold their

productions, often with great sacrifices of his own
fortune. In 1807 he removed to Berlin, just at s

time when there was great misery among the work-

ing classes on account of the war with Napoleon.

Here he foimded institutions similar to those in

Silesia and in addition provided free lodgings for

whole families of working men. When a famDy by
diligence and thrift had Ufted itself out of its miser-

able conditions, it made way for another family.

The children of these working men were provided

with their own teachers, and every evening there

was held a conmion service, consisting of song,

reading of Scripture, and extempore prayer, which

was conducted by Kottwitz himself or by one of

his teachers. The maintenance of these institu-

tions must have devoured immense sums of his

private fortime, and it was only at a later time that

the king contributed an annual simi of 3,000 thalers

for the care of 120 old and invalid persons. The

whole colony numbered 600. In 1823 the financial

circumstances of Kottwitz compelled him to hand

his foundations over to the city, but he became a

member in the directorate and was allowed to keep

his residence among his people. While his work

on the whole failed, his intercourse with his friends

and his care for individual souls remained of last-

ing value. In Berlin he became the acknowledged

leader of the Pietists, and his colony their principal

place of meeting. The circle of his friends included

old and young, lawyers, army officers, and theo-

logians, among them J&nicke, Neander, Strauss,

Hengstenberg, Tholuck, Stier, Rothe, Wichem, and

others. (F. Bobse.)

Bxblioorapbt: T. Hitter, Brinnerunoen auM dem Ldttn dea

. . . Baroru von KoUwUm, Bwlin, 1867; J. L. Jaoobi.

Erinnerunoen an den Baron B. von KottwiU, Halle. 18S2:

W. Baur. in Neue Chriatoterp^, 1883; ADB, zvi 765-n2.

KRABBE, krab'be, OTTO KARSTEN: German
Lutheran; b. at Hamburg Dec. 27, 1805; d. at

Rostock Nov. 14. 1873. He studied theology at

Bonn, Berlin, and GOttingen, attending abo lec-

tures on philology, philosophy, and history. At

Bonn he was influenced by Nitzsch, Sack, and

LQcke; at Berlin he was in personal intercowse
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with Schleiemiacher and especially Neander. In
1833 he was called to the Johanneum at Ham-
bu]|; as professor of Biblical philology and philoso-

phy, and in 1840 he became professor of theology

at Rostock, where he remained until the end of his

life. He lectured chiefly on systematic and prac-

tical theology. He was also elected preacher of the

university aiid leader of the homiletical seminar,

in 1844 a member of the theological board of exam-
iners, and in 1851 a member of the consistory. He
took a very active part in the affairs of the univer-

sity, being elected six times its rector. His life-

work tended throughout toward the practical side

of religious and churchly life. He made it his chief

task to combat rationalism in the theological faculty,

and in the State Church of Mecklenburg; and he
was especially in harmony with Kliefoth's efforts

(see KuBFOTH, Theodor Friedrich Dethlop) for

the reassertion of the Lutheran confession and the
Lutheran church order. His most important dog-
matic work is Die Lehre von der Siinde und vom
Tode in ihrer Beziehung zu einander und zu der

AufersUhung Christi (Hamburg, 1836). According
to Krabbe, Schleiermacher with his doctrine of the

activity of the redemption of Christ had firmly

founded an essential basis of Christian conviction,

but because he ignored the essence and importance
of sin. he had not penetrated to an adequate imder-
standing of atonement and redemption. Krabbe
iieveloped on the basis of the Old and New Testa-

ment the Biblical doctrines of the original condi-

tion, of the fall and its consequences, emphasizing
the fact of the resurrection of Christ in its central

importance. Other works are: Varlesungen iiber

das Leben Jesu (1839); Die evangelische LaTtdes-

kirche Freuuena und ihre offentlichen RechlsverhdU-

nisae (Rostock, 1849); Auffuat Neander (Hamburg,
18o2); Die UniversiUU Rostock im IS, und 16. Jahr-

hundert (Rostock, 1854); Aus dem kirchlichen und
ausserkirchlichen Leben Restocks. Zur Geschichte

WaUensteins und des dreissigjdhrigen Krieges (Ber-

lin, 1863); Heinrich MuUer und seine Zeit (Rostock,

1866); David Chytraeus (1870); Wider die gegen-

wartige Richtung des StaatsUbens im Verh&ltnis zur

Kirche (1873). (K. Schmidt.)

bnuooBAFHr: AUifemeine evano«li»d»r4utheriMeht Kirehen^
9titung, 1874, pp. 99 sqq.; Evangeliaeh* Ktrchentxitunff,

1874. pp. 209 sqq.

KRAFFT» ADAM: Early German Protestant;

b. at FuMa 1493; d. at Marburg Sept 9, 1558. He
studied at Erfurt (B.A., 1512; M.A., 1519), preached

for a time at Fulda, and afterward went to Here-

feld. He then became court-preacher to Philip the

Magnanimous, of Hesse, who nuide him superin-

tendent at Marbuig in 1526, and professor of the-

ology in 1527. He took a prominent part in all

important measures for establishing Protestantism

in Hesse, and as the head of the Reformation in

Hesse exerted a large influence on the history of

the country. Carl Mirbt.

BiauoomApHT: F. W. Strieder. H§§9iMehe OeUhrUnonehiehU.
ii 373-883. CMael, 1782; F. W. HmMencAmp, Huntche
Kirtkgm^mekii^U, i. 70 sqq.. Frmnkfort. 1864.

KRAFFT, JOHAHN (CRATO VON CRAFFT-
HBDf): German physician and advocate of

Protestantism; b. at Breslau Nov. 22, 1519; d.

there Oct. 19, 1585. In 1534 he entered the Uni-
versity of Wittenberg, where he lived six years on
terms of intimate friendship with Luther and Me-
lanchthon. At the instance of the former he studied

medicine at Leipsic and at Padua. After his re-

turn to Germany he was appointed physician in

ordinary to his native town (1550), in 1560 to the

Emperor Ferdinand I., and then successively to

Maximilian II. and Rudolf II. He utilized the

great confidence which he enjoyed under Emperor
Maximilian for the advancement of Protestantism,

continually frustrating the attempts of Bishop
Hoseus and of the Jesuits to lure Maximilian to the

side of the opponents of Protestantism. He was an
advocate of the milder Melanchthonian tendency
of German Protestantism, and opposed the stricter

Lutherans under Flacius. After the overthrow of

Melanchthonianism in 1574 his opponents suc-

ceeded in breaking his influence with the court. In
1581 he retired to his estate, RQckerts, near Reinerz,

in the county of Glatz, but in 1583 he returned to

Breslau, where he exercised a decisive influence upon
the confessional change at the court of Li^nitz,
Bri^, and Ohlau. (Paul Tbchackert.)
Bibuoorapht: His Conailia ti epiatolm medicinalet, ed.

L. SchoU, appeared in 7 voIb.. Frankfort, 1671. Hit life

was written by A. O. E. T. Henschel. Brealau, 1863. Con-
sult further J. F. A. Gillet. Crato von Crafftheim und seine
Freunde, 2 vols.. Frankfort. 1860.

KRAFFT, JOHANN CHRISTIAN 60TTL0B
LUDWIG: German Reformed minister; b. at

Duisburg (15 m. n. of DOsseldorO Dec. 12, 1784;

d. at Erlangen May 15, 1845. He was educated at

Duisburg, and then was for five years a private

tutor in Frankfort. In 1808 he was appointed
pastor of the Reformed congregation at Weeze,
near Gdves, and in 1817 of that at Erlangen, where
in the following year he became professor of the-

ology in the university. For some years after his

marriage (1811) his mind was filled with doubts re-

garding the great truths of the Gospel, but study
opened his eyes, and at the time of his appointment
to the pastorate at Erlangen he had become a firm

Biblical supematuralist. His convittion that Holy
Scripture from beginning to end is the work of the

Holy Spirit became thenceforth the basis of his

theology. Exegesis and apologetics became his

life-work, and his chief aim was to educate theo-

logians thoroughly grounded in the Bible. During
his professors^p at Erlangen he lectured to large

audiences on pastoral theology, dogmatics, New-
Testament exegesis, and the history of missions,

being the first German professor to discuss the last-

named topic. Though he was not an exceptionally

eloquent preacher, his eneigy and earnest faith did
much to make Krafft an important factor in the

revivification of the Lutheran Church of Bavaria
at a period when the influence of ultra-rationalism

had caused its decline. He published a treatise,

De servo el libera arbitrio (Nuremberg, 1818), seven

sermons on Isa. liii., and four on I Cor. i. 30. His
Chronoiogie und Harmonie der vier Evangelien was
published after his death by Dr. Burger (Erlangen.

1848). (K. GoBBBLf.)
BiBUooRAnrr: G. Thomamus. Dot Wiedereneathen dee

evangelieehen Lebene in der luUierischsn Kirche Bayeme,
pp. 171 sqq., Erlancan, 1807.
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KRAFFT» KARL JOHANN FRIEDERICH WIL-
HBLM: German Reformed, brother of Wilhelm
Ludwig Kraflft; b. at Cologne Nov. 25, 1814; d. at

Elberfeld Mar. 15, 1898. He was educated at the

universities of Erlangen, Berlin, and Bonn (1832-

1837), after which he was instructor in religion at the

gymnasium at Bonn. He then held brief pastor-

ates at Flamersheim-GrossbtiUesheim near Bonn
and at the Reformed Church at HOckeswagen near

Lennep. In 1844, however, after a tour of Italy,

he accepted a call to DOsseldorf. Here he dis-

tinguished himself as an Evangelical preacher, re-

sisted all revolutionary tendencies in the critical

years 1848-49, labored earnestly in behalf of both
home and foreign missions, taught religion for five

years at the Realschule of DOsseldorf, conducted
the local school for girk, founded a Protestant hos-

pital, and even found time to take part in the gen-

eral inspection of churches outside the Rhein prov-

ince and to engage in literary labors. In 1856 he
accepted a call to the newly founded fifth pastor-

ate of the Reformed commimity at Elberfeld. Ex-
cept for his field service as chaplain in 1866 and
1870-7 1, his service here remained unbroken until

his retirement on account of ill-health in 1886.

KrafiFt's chief interest lay in the domain of the New
Testament, in which he held firmly to the doctrine

of inspiration, and of the church history of the

Rhein province. His writings comprise: Brief

e

und Dokumente aus der Zeii der ReformaJtUm (in

collaboration with W. L. Krafft; Elberfeld, 1876);

RiickXilick avf die synodaJU Oeechichte dee bergiachen

Landea (1878); GuckicMe der beiden Mdrtyrer der

evangelischen Kvrche, Clarenbach und Fliesteden

(1886); and Lebenibild dee Kaufmarme Daniel
Hermann (1895). (F. Sibffbrt.)

KRAFFT, WILHBLM LUDWIO: Clerman Re-
formed, brother of the preceding; b. at Cologne
Sept. 8, 1821; d. at Bonn Mar. 11, 1898. He was
educated at the universities of Bonn (1839-41) and
Berlin (1841-43), and in 1844 he made a tour of

Greece, Egjrpt, Nubia, Arabia, Sinai, and Palestine.

After further study in Rome he became privat-

docent in the Lutheran theological faculty at Bonn
in 1846, extraordinary professor in 1850, and full

professor in 1859. Here he lectured on the geog-

raphy of Palestine, and later on church history.

In 1863 he was made a member of the theologieed

examining board at MUnster and later was ap-
pointed to the Coblenz consistory. In 1894 he re-

signed from the consistory, and shortly before his

death was relieved from the obligation to lecture.

Besides minor contributions he published: Die
Topographie Jeruealems (Bonn, 1846); Die Kirchen-

geichichte der germaniechen Vdlker (Berlin, 1854), of

which only the first part of the first volume ap-

peared; Briefe und Dokumente aus der Zeit der Re-
formation (Elberfeld, 1876); and Die deuUche Bibel

vor Luther (Bonn, 1883). (F. Sibppbrt.)

Biblioobapbt: Bonner Zeihtno, J*ii. 10, 1897.

KRANICH, kra'niH, ANTON: German Roman
Catholic; b. at SQssenberg (near Heilsberg, 41 m.
B.e. of K6nigsberg), East Prussia, Aug. 20, 1852.

He studied at the Lyceum of Braunsberg (1875-

1878) and the University of WUrzburg (D.D., 1881),

and after being literal at the Selecta at Wormditt
(1882-84) was curate at Elbing (1884-88). He
was then sub-director of the seminary for priests

at Braunsberg from 1888 to 1891, became privat-

dooent at the lyceum of the same city in 1889, asso-

ciate professor of dogmatic theology and auxiliary

theological sciences in 1892, and professor of the

same subjects in 1894. He has written: Der heilige

Baeiliua in seiner SteUung gum FHioque (Brauns-
berg, 1882); Ud)er die Empfdnglichkeit der mensch"
lichen Natur fUr die Giiter der ubematarlichen

Ordnung nach der Lehre des heiligen Augustinus und
des heiligen Thomas von Aquin (Paderbom, 1892);

Die Asketik in ihrer dogmaiischen' Chrundlage bei

BasHius dem Grossen (1896); Ecdesia qutbus de
causis per se ipsa sit motivum credibUitatis et di-

vincB sucB legationis testimonium (Braunsberg,

1898); Kirche und Kirchspiel Reichenberg (1903);

and Qua m ac ratione Clemens Alexandrinus ethnicos

ad religionem christianam adducere studuerU (1903).

KRANTZ, krOnts, ALBERT: Historian of the
fifteenth century; b. at Hamburg c. 1445 or some-
what earlier; d. there Dec. 7, 1517. He was mar
triculated at Rostock 1463, continued his studies

at Cologne, at first being interested in law and then
turning to theology and history. After extensive

journeys, during which he gathered from different

libraries material later utilized in his works on his-

tory, he seems to have been appointed professor at

the University of Rostock, of which in 1482 be
became rector and in 1486 dean of the philosophical

faculty. In the same year he was appointed also

syndic of the town of Ltibeck. He seems to have
lived at that time in LUbeck, and it is not certain

whether he continued to be active at Rostock. In
1493 he became first lector of theology at the cathe>

dral of Hamburg, and after 1500 he seems to have
held also the position of syndic of Hamburg. In

1508 he became dean of the cathedral chapter and
twice, in 1508 and 1514, held strict church visita-

tions in his diocese, urging the removal of abuses
and a stricter obedience to the laws of the church.

In theology Krants took the standpoint of the

older Catholicism, but in some of his views reveals

the beginnings of the modem spirit. He approved
of Luther's vehement opposition against tl^ abuse
of indulgences, but considered the removal of them
an imdertaking beyond the powers of a monk.
A few days before his death, as he lay on his

bed, Luther's theses were brought and read to

him. He then ejaculated: ** Brother, brother, go
to thy cell and say 'God be merciful to me.'"
From the lectures of Krantz to the clergy of Han^
burg Bertold Moller edited Spirantissimum opu*-

culum in offidum misse (1506). Krants edited also

Ordo missalis secundum ritum ecdesice Hamburgen-
sis (Strasburg, 1509), but his chief fame rests upon
his historical works; he has been called a second
Adam of Bremen, although others have reproached
him with partizanship and plagiarism; but his wri-

tings show great diligence and the method em-
ployed in them marks essential progress in histor-

ical literature. Their titles are Wanddlia seu de

Wandalorum vera origine, variis gentibuSf . . . m*-
grationibus (Cologne, 1518); Saxonia. De Saxon-
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tea gentiB vetutta origine, longinquia expeditiambtu

. . . ef bellia (1520); Hyatoria von den alien Hue-
een mu Behemen in Kaiaer Sigmunda Zeiten (n. p.,

1523); Chronica regnorum aquilonarum Danue,
Sueeia et Norvagia (Strasburg, Germ., 1545, Lat.,

1546); Metropolia aeu hietaria de eccleeiis evb Carolo

Magna in Saxonia (Basle, 1548). These works
still possess value for the church history of north

Europe and of northwestern Germany; they were
continually reprinted in the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries, though the Roman Catholic

Church put them on the index.

(Carl Berthbau.)

BnuoomAPHT: N. Wilkens, LeUn de» berUhnUen Dod.
AUmti CratOmi, HambiirK. 1722; ZtUadurifi du Vereina

fikr Aain6vr9iMA« QtmkiihU, iU (1851). 396-413 (by C.

M6iiekaber|), x (1800). 385-484 (by E. SchAfer); O.
Krabbe, JHt UnivernUU Rottoek, I 224-236, Roatoek.

1864; R. LAnge. in Bantuehe OeuhiehtabiAtUr, (1885).

63-100; J. MoUer. in Cimbria liUrala, iii. 378-302;
U DMA. in Hi»ton$k TidArift, IL, !. 187 aqq.. . 225;
ADB, xTiL 43-44.

KRAPF, JOHAim LUDWIO: Pioneer mission-

ary; b. at Derendigen, near Tdbingen, Jan. 11,

1810; d. at Komthal (5 m. n.w. of Stuttgart) Nov.
28, 1881. He studied at the Latin school at TO-
bingen, at the school of the Basel Mission, and at

the University of TQbingen; after a short experi-

ence as vicar and teacher, he was sent in 183is to

join the Abyssinian mission of the Church Mission-

ary Society, but the attempt there was rendered

abortive through hostile Roman Catholic influence.

In 1839 be went to Shoa, south of Abyssinia, and
won the confidence and protection of the king of

that region, but in 1842 Roman Catholic interfer-

ence again interrupted his work. In 1844 he es-

tablished himself in Mohammedan territory at

Mombasa (see AnucA, II., British East Africa Pro-

tectorate), where he occupied himself in mission-

ary labors, in the study of the languages, the com-
pilation of dictionaries, and in the work of Bible

translation. In consequence of surveys of the ter-

ritories carried out in frequent missionary journeys,

the mission work in East Africa was systematic-

ally planned. In 1855 he returned to Komthal,
where, except for two journeys to Africa on special

missions, he carried on his lexicographical work
and that of translating the Bible into the languages

of Eastern Africa.

BrvuooaAnrr: Von W. CUub, Johann Ludwig Krapf, BmbI,
1882.

XRAUS, FRARZ XAVER: Roman Catholic; b.

at Treves Sept. 18, 1840; d. at San Remo (26 m.
n.e. of Nice), Italy, Dec. 28, 1890. He studied at

Treves, and at the universities of Freiburg and
Bonn, and after residing for a time in Paris, was
appointed to a benefice at Pfalzel, near Treves, in

1865. In 1872 he was appointed associate pro-

fessor of the history of art in the University of

Strasbufg, whence he was called, in 1878, to Frei-

bufg, as professor of church history. In 1904 the

Kraua-Cesellschaft was foimded in his honor at

Munich to promote the deepening of the Christian

life and to further harmony between Roman Catho-

lics and Protestants. Among Kraus's numerous
publications mention may be made of his Bextr&ge

tu Triencken Archdologie und GeachichU (Treves,

1868); Die chriMche Kunet in ihren fiUheeUn An-
fdngen (Leipsic, 1872); Lehrbudi der Kirchenge-
achichU fur Sttuiierende (4 vols., Treves, 1872-76);
Roma aoUeranea; die r&miachen Katakomben (Frei-

burg, 1873); Kunat und AUertum in Elaaaa-Lothar-

ingen (4 vols., Strasburg, 1876-92); Chorakler-

hilder atia der chriaUichen KirchengeachidUe (Treves,

1879); Synchroniatiache Tabellen rur chriaUichen

KunHgeachichU (Freiburg, 1880); Recdemyklopa^
die der chriaUichen AUertamer (2 vols., 1882-^);
Die Miniaturen dea Codex Egberii in der StadtiMio-
thek zu Trier (Freiburg, 1884); Die WandgemOlde
der S, Georgakirche tu ObeneU avf der Inael Reich-

enau (1884); Die Miniaturen der Maneaae'achen
Liederhandachri/t (Strasburg, 1887); Die Kunat-
denkmOler dea Groaahertogtume Baden (in collabora-

tion with J. Dunn and E. Wagner; 6 vols., Frei-

burg, 1887-1904); Die chriaUichen Inachriften der

RheiniAnder (2 vols., 1890-^); Die WandgemOlde
von 8L Angela in Formia (Berlin, 1893); GeachichU
der chriaUichen Kunat (2 vols., Freibuif^, 1895-

1908); Eaaaya (2 vols., Berlin, 1896-1901); DanU,
aein Leben und aein Werk, aein VerhOUnia tur Kunai
und nur PoliUk (1897); Die WandgemOlde der St.

SylvesterkapeUe gu Goldbach am Bodenaee (Munich,

1902); and Cavour, die Erhebung Italiena im neun-
tehnten Jahrhundert (Mains, 1902).

Bibuoorapht: K. Brmig. Zur Brinntruno an Frans Xtnm"
JCroM. Freibuxv. 1002 (oonUins complete list of hia wri-
tings); E. Hsuviller. Fratu Xav€r Kraut: LAmnbUd on*
dm- Zeit d«t R^onnkaiholiMinnu; Ck>lni«r. 1004.

KRAUSS, SAMUEL: Hungarian Jewish scholar;

b. at Ukk, county of Zala, Feb. 18, 1866. He
studied at the rabbinical seminary at Budapest and
the university of the same city (1884-^9), then in

Berlin, taking the degree of Ph.D. at Giessen in

1893 and receiving the rabbinical diploma from the

seminary at Budapest in 1894. In 1894 he became
professor of Hebrew at the rabbinical seminary at

Budapest, and in 1906 professor at the similar in-

stitution in Vieima. He was the managing editor

of the Hungarian translation of the Bible made by
him in collaboration with W. Bacher and J. Bin6csi.

In theology he is a progressive conservative. Be-
sides a Hungarian translation of the Talmudic
tractate Derekh Erez (Budapest, 1895), he has pre-

pared a Hebrew commentary on Isaiah (Zhitomir,

1904) and written Rendazerea ZM6 VaUda ea Er-

kdkstan (a manual of sjrstematic instruction in the

Jewish religion; Budapest, 1895); Griechieche und
lateiniache Lehnw&rter im Talmvdf Midraach und
Targum (2 vols., Berlin, 1898-99); David Kai^f-

mann. Biographic (1901); Daa Leben Jeeu nach
jildiachen QueUen (1902); and Bad und Badeweaen
im Talmud (Frankfort, 1908).

KRAUTH, CHARLES PORTBRFIBLD: One of

the most prominent theologians of the English Lu-
theran Church in America; b. in Martinsburg, Va.,

Mar. 17, 1823; d. in Philadelphia Jan. 2, 1883. At
ihe age of ten he came to Gettysburg, where his

father, the Rev. Charles Philip Krautb, was president

of Pennsylvania Collage and afterward profesBor in

the theological seminary of the General Synod.
He was graduated from Pennsylvania College in

1839 and in 1841, having finished his theological

course in the seminary, be took charge of a mission
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fitation at Canton, a suburb of Baltimore. From
1842 to 1855 he served congregations in Baltimore,

Martinsburg, and Winchester, Va. On account of

the sickness of his wife he spent the winter of 1852-

1853 in the West Indies, and temporarily supplied

the pulpit of the Dutch Reformed Church in 8t.

Thomas. In 1855 he took charge of the First Eng-
lish Lutheran Church in Pittsburg, and in 1859 of

St. Mark's Church, Philadelphia. After a short

pastorate at St. Mark's he became editor of The
Lutheran, which he made a powerful weapon against

the so-called *' American Lutheranism " then in

vogue in the General Synod of the Lutheran Church
in America. When the ministerium of Pennsyl-

vania, in its conflict with the General Synod, re-

solved to establish its own theological seminary at

Philadelphia, Dr. Krauth, as a matter of course,

was called to the chair of systematic theology. At
the formal opening of the new seminary and the

installation of its first faculty (Oct. 4, 1864), he,

the youngest of the faculty, delivered the inaug-

ural address defining its theological and churchly

position. A new field of activity was opened, when
the first steps were taken toward the organisation

of the General Council (see Lutherans). While
up to this time Dr. Krauth 's literary work had been
preeminently of a polemical character, the task was
now to lay a strong foundation on which a general

Lutheran body could be organized in the imity of

the faith of the fathers. He composed the Funda-
mental Articles of Faith and Church Polity, adopted
at the Heading Convention in 1866, as the basis for

the constitution of the " General Coimcil of the

Evangelical Lutheran Church in North America.''

He was also the author of the Constitutionfor Con-
gregations, finally adopted by the General Coimcil

in 1880. When the question on the principles of

church fellowship became burning in the General

Council, he wrote a series of fourteen scholarly arti-

cles on this subject in The Lutheran (1875-76),

which were afterward summed up in 106 theses on
Pulpit and Altar Fellowship, written by order of

the General CJouncil (1877). These articles and
theses may be said to represent the height of his

fully matured convictions on this perplexing and
delicate subject. He takes the strictly confessional

position that pulpit and altar fellowship means
church fellowship and that all syncretism and
unionism in the pulpit and at the altar are to be re-

jected on principle. For ten years Dr. Krauth was
president of the Council, until his failing health for-

bade his attendance on the conventions of that

body.

Dr. Krauth's eminent gifts and comprehensive

scholarship were readily appreciated beyond the

limits of his own church. Soon after he became
professor in the theological seminary he was elected

a trustee of the University of Pennsylvania, and in

1868 he was appointed professor of mental and

moral philosophy in that institution. In 1873 he

was made vice-provost, and during a long vacancy

performed all the duties of the provost. In 1881,

in addition to his other duties, he undertook the

department of history at the University of Penn-

sylvania. He was a member of the American CJom-

mitte for the Revision of the English Version of

the Bible, and was assigned to the Old-Teetament
company. His literary activity coveiB the 6eld of

philosophy as well as that of theology. Among his

more important publications may be mentioned:
An English translation of Tholuck's conunentary
on the Gospel of St. John (Philadelphia, 1859); a
new edition of W. Fleming's Vocabulary of Philoso-

phy (1860; in enlaiged form 1875); an English
translation of the Augsburg Confession, with intro-

duction and annotations (1868); The Conservative

Reformation and its Theology (1872), his prindpal
work, in which he collected the most valuable of

his essays and treatises; and a new edition of

Berkeley's Principles of Human Knowledge, with
introduction and annotations (1874). At the re-

quest of the ministerium of Penns3rlvania he had
undertaken an extended English biography of Biar-

tin Luther for the Luther jubilee of 1883, but did

not live to complete this work. A. Spasth.
Bibuoorapht: A. Spaeth. Charles Porterfidd Krauth^ vol.

i.. New York. 1898; B. M. Schmucker. in LutKeran Chunk
Review, July, 1883; American Church Hisicry Seriee, iv.

416 sqq., et pMsim, New York, 1893.

KRAWUTZCKY, kra-wuts'kl, ADAM: German
Roman Catholic; b. at Neustadt (59 m. s.e. of

Breslau), Upper Silesia, Mar. 2, 1842; d. in Breslau

in Jan., 1907. He studied in Breslau (1860-62),

Tabingen (1863-64), and Munich (1864; D.D., 1865),

and at the seminary for priests at Breslau (1864-65).

He was ordained to the priesthood in 1865, and
after being curate at Kanth and Breslau, became
subdirector of the seminary and privat-docent in the

University of Breslau in 1868. In 1885 he was
appointed associate professor of moral theology at

Breslau, and professor in 1888. He wrote Zdhlung
und Ordnung der heUigen Sakrametde in ihrer ge-

schichUichen Enttmcklung (Breslau, 1865) ; De visione

beatifica in Benedicti XIL consiituHonem '' Benedict

tus Deus'* (1868); Petrinische Studien (2 parts,

1872-73); Des Bellarmin kleiner Katechismus mit

Kommentar (1873); and EinUitung in das Stiuiium

der kathdischen MoraUheologie (1890).

KRBLL (CRELL), NIKOLAUS; Saxon states-

man and religious reformer; b. in Leipsic c. 1550;

beheaded at Dresden Oct. 9, 1601. He was the

son of the jurist Wolfgang Krell, and studied at the

Royal School at Grinuna and at the University of

Leipsic (B.A., 1572; M.A., 1575), concluding his

education with a journey to Switzerland and France.

It was here, no doubt, that he obtained the degree

of doctor of law. He soon achieved great renown
at Leipsic as a imiversity instructor, as well as a
practi^ jurist. In 1580 he was appointed aulic

councilor by Elector Augustus, and in 1581 he was
delegated as counselor and preceptor to Prince

Christian. When the latter assumed the govern-

ment in 1586 he pursued a policy which materially

diverged from that of his father. Whereas here-

tofore public officers and the clergy were required

to subscribe the Formula of Concord, this practise

now fell away. The higher clergy who had con-

tinued loyal to the Formula of (Concord were sup-

planted by men with Philippist views; and when
Court Preacher Minis objected, he was put under
custody at Kftnigstein. This attack on Lutheran

orthodoxy in the interest of Crypto-Calviniam was
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attributed to Doctor Krell, who had been appointed

privy councilor in 1586, and chancellor in 1580. In

fact Krell wrote to John Casimir, *' I'll get even
with the parsonB in short order; they must dance

as I pipe." Moreover, a new catechism was pre-

pared by the Dresden court preachers Steinbach

and Salmuth; by the latter, too, an edition of the

Bible was set afoot, with Calvinistic elucidations.

A great uprising occurred when the form of exor-

cism was stricken out of the order of baptism. A
butcher in Dresden, cleaver in hand, compelled the

baptism of his child in the earlier manner; at Wit-

tenbeig the new superintendent's house was stormed

and scenes of turbulence ensued on every side.

Krell, nevertheless, believed himself sure of com-
plete triumph. The temtorial estates, nobles and
public officers feared some prejudice to their vested

rights. The elector had retrenched the official

power of the former court positions and given

Chancellor Krell almost unlimited power. Besides,

there was dissatisfaction with the foreign policy.

Henry of Navarre was supported with troops and
funds in violation of a promise given by the elec-

tor in 1588; and the discontent was enlumoed when
the campaign of 1591 totally miscarried. But the

sudden death of Christian Oct. 5, 1591, put an end
to Krell's activity. Even before the burial of his

patron, he was thrown into prison at K6nigstein,

w^bere he languished for ten years. Under the re-

gency of Frederick William of Saxe-Weimar, a zeal-

ous Lutheran, all public officers and clei^gymen were
again pledged to the articles of faith as expressed

in the Formula of Concord. Although the estates

interceded for Krell in a measure, the judicial suit

against him was protracted year after year. There
were manifold articles of complaint lodged against

him. The Meissen Commissioner's Diet of Feb. 1,

1600. advanced four charges: seduction of the elec-

tor to Calvinism, instigation to the French cam-
paign, alienation of the emperor, and civil division.

The court of appeal at Prague condenmed him to

execution by the sword. The sword with which
the sentence was executed is still preserved. It

bears the inscription Cave, Calviniane.

Georo Musllbr.

BtBUOoRArBT: An eztonmve list of literatim ia given in

lUaek-Herioc. RE, id, 86. Ck>nBult: M. Ritter. DeuUckt
GetoMdOB im ZeUaUer der Oegemformation, I 644-645.

ti. 44-61. Stuttgmrt. 1889-06: idem, in ADB, xm 11&-
122; A. V. Richard, />«r kurfUrtUiehe §adm9ehe Karultr
. . . NieoloM KnU, Draeden, 1869; F. Bimndee. Dm-
KatuUt KrtU^ Leipaic, 1873; F. von Besold, BrUfe d«t

Pfalagnf^n Jchann Catimir, ii. 419. Munich, 1884; Q.
Giroynn, Dom ZeiiaUer d«t dreiMiffjfihrUfen KrieoM, pp.
864-376. Berlin. 1888; J. Jansaen. 0€9€h%chU d«t deutoeftan

KottM. vole, v.-viii. paasim, Freiburg. 1893-94, Eng.
tranal.. St. Louis. 1896-1906: G. Kawerau. RtfarmiUion
und OtomrtformaHon^ pp. 267. 274-276. Berlin, 1899;

B. BohnenvtJUit, Dom Frote9»v€rfahren gegen den kunAehM-
iMfKtn KanMUr N. KnU, Halle. 1901; Moeller. ChnsHan
Chunk. iU. 297-296: Cambridge Modem Hitiory, iii. 711.

713. New York. 1906.

KRIEG, kitf?. KORIIEL: German Roman Cath-

olic; b. at Weisenbach (20 m. s. of CSarkruhe),

Sept. 14, 1899. He studied in Freiburg and Bonn
(Ph.D., Heidelberg, 1876; D.D., Freiburg, 1879),

and in 1880 became privat-docent in the former

institution, where he was promoted to his present

position of full professor of Biblical encyclopedia,

pastoral theology, and Biblical introduction in

1883. He has written: Orundriu der rdmiachen Al-
ieriUmer (Altbreisach, 1872); MonoiheismuB der

Offenbarung und daa HeiderUum (Mains, 1880); Die
theotogiechen Sehriften de$ BoeUwue (Cologne, 1884);
Die liturgiachen Beetrebungen im karoUngiaehen
ZeitaUer (Freiburg, 1889); LehHmch der Pddagogik
(Paderbom, 1893); D(u Buck von den heUigen vier-

tehn Notheffem (Freiburg, 1895); FOraUibi Martin
Oerbert von Sankt Blaeien (1896); F. G. Wanker,
ein Theologe der Uebergangezeit (1896); Encydo^
pddie der theologiechen WieeenMchaften (1900); Wi^
aenechqft der Sedenleiiung, eine PasiaraUheologief t.

(1905); and Wisienachaft dee kirMichen Kateehvr
menatee (1907).

KROPATSCHECK, kr6-p(lt'sehek, FRIEDRICH:
German Protestant; b. at Wismar (18 m. n. of

Schwerin), Mecklenbuig-Schwerin, Jan. 25, 1875.

He studied in Basel, Berlin, and Greifswald (Ph.D.,

1898), and from 1899 to 1901 was inspector of the
theological Studienhaus at Greifswald. During
this period he was privat-docent at the university

of the same city, where he became associate pro-

fessor of systematic theology and New-Testament
exegesis in 1902; since 1904 he has held a similar

position in Breslau. He has edited the Bxblieche

Zeiir und StreUfragen since 1904, and has written

Johannes DdUch au» Fddkirck (Greifswald, 1898);
Occam und Luther (Gtltersloh, 1900); and Die
Schriftprineip der hUheriachen Kirche, u (Leipsic,

1904).

KROTEL, kr6'tel, 60TTL0B FREDERICK:
Lutheran; b. at Ilsfeld (25 m. e. of Carlsruhe),

Germany, Feb. 4, 1826; d. in New York City May
17, 1907. He emigrated to the United States in

childhood and was educated at the University of

Pennsylvania (B.A., 1846). He then studied the-

ology and was licensed to preach in 1848 by the

Evangelical Lutheran ministerium of Pennsylvania,

holding pastorates at Passyunk, Philadelphia, Pa.

(1848-49), Lebanon, Pa. (1849-53), Lancaster, Pa.

(1853-61), Philadelphia (1861-«8), Holy Trinity,

New York City (1868-95), and the Church of the

Advent in the same city (1896-1907). He was also

professor in the Evangelical Lutheran Theological

Seminary, Philadelphia, in 1864-68, and president

of the General Council, of which he was one of the

founders, in 1869-70 and 1888-93. He was editor

of Der hUheriache Herotd from 1872 to 1875 and
one of the editors of The Lutheran, the official organ
of the General Council, from 1881 to 1883 and edi-

tor-in-chief from 1895 tiU his death. In addition

to translating C. F. Ledderhose's Life of MeUxnch-
thon (Philadelphia, 1854) and J. G. W. Uhlhom's
Luther and the Swiaa (1876), he wrote Who are

the Bleaaedf Mediiationa on the BeaJtUudea (Phila-

delphia, 1855) and Explanation of Luther'a SmaU
Catechism (1863; in collaboration with W. J. Mann).
Bibuoorapbt: In Memoriam Rev, O. F. Krotel, privately

printed. New York. 1906.

KRUEDEKER, kroi'de-neK', BARBARA JU-
LIANA VOH: Russian mystic; b. at Riga Nov.
11, 1764; d. at Karasubasar (70 m. n.e. of Sebaa-

topol) Dec 25, 1824. She was the daughter of
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Otto Hermann von Vietinghoff, a Russian imperial

privy councilor and a man of rationalistic views

and a leading freemason, and of his wife Anna
Ulrica, a strict Lutheran. After a fashionable ed-

ucation, she was married to Baron von KrQdener
Sept. 23, 1782, who was then first Russian minister

at the court of Courland. The marriage proved
imhappy, since the husband was conscientious and
retiring, while the wife was restless, given to co-

quetry and to the enjoyment of fashionable society

in various capitals. At Paris she formed a liaison

with a young officer which she refused to terminate

at her husband's demand, and would not return to

her home even during her husband's last illness,

his death occurring Jime 14, 1802. Meanwhile she
published a graceful novel, VaUrie, ou lettrea de

Gustave de Linar h Ernest de O. (issued anonymously,
2 vols., Paris, 1804; a reissue, ib. 1878).

During a sojourn at Riga in the summer of 1804,

Juliana experienced conversion, an experience which
nothing in her past life seemed to make probable.

From this time forth, as her utterances attested,

an unwholesome, nervous " religiosity " came to be
the dominant element in her character, and, through
its extravagance, reflects a cloudy mjrsticism like

that of the enthusiasms of the Chiliasts of Baden,
Alsace, and Wttrttemberg, with whom she cultivated

relations of intimacy. Borne along by the charm
of a seductive, and yet, amid all its aberrations,

always distinguished personality, Baroness Kril-

dener contrived to bring singular effects to pass.

But even the sympathetic side of her nature, which
impelled her to numberless benefactions to the poor
and sick, came gradually to lose its purity in the

atmosphere surrounding her. What especiaUy con-

tributed to lead her astray and to impair her esteem
was her association with the WUrttemberg ** proph-
etess '* Marie Gottliebin Kununer (familiarly styled

Die Kummerin). From the close of 1808, the

baroness and her new companions traveled about
in the WUrttemberg districts, holding conventicles;

but in the sunmier of 1809, she was expelled, while

Kummer was put in ward.

Meanwhile, the apocalyptic elation of the en-

thusiasts had become powerfully enhanced by the
political and military events of that era. In Napo-
leon they beheld Apollyon (Abaddon, Rev. ix. 11);

Alexander of Russia seemed to them the deliverer.

And as the baroness learned that Pietistic influ-

ences were felt by the czar, her plan was laid. At
Heilbronn, accordingly, in June 1815, she so thor-

oughly succeeded, in an audience lasting several

hours, in beguiling this mobile potentate with her
personal views that he became a constant " guest "

at her Bible classes in Heidelberg and Paris. She
fostered in him the thoughts the material sequel

of which was the treaty later known as the Holy
Alliance, concluded between the czar of Russia,

the emperor of Austria, and the king of Prussia,

Sept. 26, 1815. Before long, however, Alexander
turned away from his new friend, whose persisting

association with Kummer and other unsalutary

elements rendered him distrustful; to this was added
his displeasure on account of her indiscreet utter-

ances regarding the Holy Alliance.

That episode marks the climax in the life of

Baroness KrOdener. In the years 1816-18, at-

tended usually by an ample retinue, she traveraed

northerly Switzerland and southern Baden, win-
ning souls, in her manner, for the kingdom of heaven,
and lavishly dispensing among the poor and suffer-

ing the money constantly supplied by her infatuated

adorers. She fell under a particularly demoralizing

influence in the person of the Post-Secretary Keller

from Brunswick, who hailed her as Deborah, Esther,

Judith, and even as that woman of the Apocalypee
(xii. 1) who should bear the Messiah; or as Mary's
'' vicaress," who should engender the New Church.
Indeed, miraculous powers were claimed by the
baroness herself. She was finally expelled from
Switzerland and the South German States, and (in

1818) returned to her home. That she and her
companions remained unmolested there was owing
to the grace of the Czar Alexander. She conducted
classes for Biblical study at Mitau, Riga, and on
her estate Kosse, near Werro. But when once again
she played the political prophetess, and acdaimed
Alexander as fut\u« liberator of the Greeks, the

Czar wrote to her in his own hand, enjoining her to

silence under pain of his disfavor. By invitation

of Princess Alexander Galitzin she journeyed to the
Crimea in 1824, both to improve her health ukI
to labor among the Pietists of that region, and there

fell ill and died. G. KBt>oxR.

Bibuoorapbt: Th« earlier literature (cf. for it Hauck>
Hersog. RB, xL 146-147) ia entirely miperaeded byK Muh-
lenbeok, £iude mr tot origin49 de la Sainte-AUianet. Avee
un portrait du Mm*, de Knidener, Paria, 1888.

KRUEGBR, kroi'ger, HERMAim 6USTAV
BDUARD: German Protestant; b. at Bremen
June 29, 1862. He studied in Heidelberg (1881-

83), Jena (1883-84; Ph.D., 1884), Giessen (1884-

85; lie theol., 1886), and GOttingen (1885-^6).

In 1886 he became privat-docent for theology in

Giessen, where he was appointed assodate profes-

sor of the same subject in 1889. Since 1891 he has
been full professor at Giessen, and in 1902-03 was
rector of the university. He is primarily a student
of patristics and the history of dogma, and belongs

to no denomination. Since 1888 he has been a col>

laborator on the Tkeciogiacher Jakretberkht, of which
he has been joint editor since 1895, first with H. Holz-
mann (1895-1901) and later with W. Kohler (since

1901). He has likewise edited the Samndung auage-

wdhUer QtuUenschriften zur Kirchenr und Dogmenr
geachichtef to which he contributed Jtutins ApoU^
gieen (Freiburg, 1891) and AugusHn de cateckusandiM

rudibue (1893). He also translated J. Reville's La
Religion h Rome sous les SMres (Leipsic, 1888) and
edited the second and third volumes of K. von
Hase's Kirchengeschichte auf der OruruUage akad^-

mischer Vorlesungen (1890-92) He has written:

MonophysiHsche Stre^keiten im Zusammenhange
mU der ReichspoHtik (Jena, 1884); Lucifer von
Calaris und das Schisma der Luciferianer (Leipsic,

1886); Oeschichte der aUchrisUichen Literatur in den
ersten drei Jahrhunderten (Freiburg, 1895; EIng.

transl. by C. R. Gillet, History of Eariy Chris-

tian Literature, New York, 1897); Was heisst

und zu welchem Ende studieri ntan Dogmenge-
schichUf (1895); Die Entstehung des Neuen Testa-

ments (1896); Das Dogma vom Neuen Testament
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(Gieasen, 1896); Die neueren BemUhungen um
WMervereinigung der chnMichen Kirehen (Frei-

butg, 1887); Petrus Canisiua in GeschichU und
Legende (Giessen, 1897); Die neuen Funde avf dem
Oebiei der aUetten Kirchengeschichie (1898); Die

Bogenannte Kirekengeachichie des Zacharias Rhetor

(Leipeic, 1899); Kritik und Ueberlieferung avf dem
GMet der Erfantkung dee Urckrisientums (Giessen,

1903); PhiUpp der QroeemOHge ah PoliHker (1904);

Dcts Dogma von der Dreieinigkeit und Gottmenech-

heil (TQbingen, 1905); PhiUpp Melanchthon, eine

CharakterekiMze (Halle, 1906); and Dae PapeUhum
(Tubingen, IWfl; Eng. transl., The Papacy; its Idea

and He Exponente, New York, 1909).

KRUMMACHER, krOrn'mOR^'er : The name of

four diBtiDguiahed Reformed preachera of Gennany.
1. FriMhich Adolf Knunmacher was bom at

Tecklenburg (22 m. n.n.e. of MUnster) July 13,

1767; d. at Bremen Apr. 4, 1845. He attended the

Latin school of his native town and in 1786 beoame
a student of theology at the small Reformed Col-

lege of Lingen. Dissatisfied with the conditions

there, he removed to Halle, where he attended,

among others, the lectures of Knapp and Bahrdt.

After the completion of his studies, he spent one

year as schoolmaster in Bremen. In 1790 he was
appointed associate rector of the gymnasium at

Hamm. In 1793 he assumed the rectorship of the

gymnasium in MOrs, on the left bank of the Rhine,

in spite of the menace of war. In 1800 he was
called to the professorship of theology and rhetoric

at Duisbuig. His theology, though tinged by the

influences of the period, was marked by a piety

and a reverence for Scriptural Christianity which
made him a valuable counterpoise to the rational-

ism of his colleague Grimm. The pressure of Na-
poleonic autocracy had a paralysing effect upon
the University of Duisburg, and it declined still

more after the town came under the rule of the

newly established grand duchy of Berg; the French
government did not even pay the salaries of the

professors, and after Krummacher's brother-in-

law MoUer had left the institution in 1805, he was

l^lad to exchange his position in 1807 for that of a
country pastor at Kettwig in the romantic valley

of the Ruhr, where he soon won the confidence of

the Westphalian peasants. In 1812 Duke Alexis

F'rederiek Christian of Anhalt-Bembuig appointed

him general superintendent, coimcilor of the con-

History, and chief preacher at Bemburg. In 1820

be declined a call to the University of Bonn as pro-

fessor of theok)gy. In 1821 the Evangelical Union
was introduced in Bemburg imder his guidance.

From 1824 to 1843, when, owing to old age, he re-

cfigned his position, he was pastor of the Church of

St. Ansgar in Bremen, where he acquired great pop-

ularity, though he could not compete with his ool-

Icai^ie Driseke as a preacher.

Krummacher possessed a contemplative, esthetic,

and poetic nature, a genial disposition with a tender

KRsrt, a dignified earnestness, and a child-like sim-

f>lscity. He was well trained in philology and the-

ology, and his education was very comprehensive.

He exnted much influence upon his contempo-

rriries, not only as professor and preacher, but also as

VI.-25

poet and prose writer. During the Duisburg period

he published Hymnue an die Liebe (Wesel, 1801),

followed by Parabdn (Duisburg, 1809; Eng. transl.,

Parablesf London, 182^ and often), which acquired

a permanent place in German literature, and a
treatise, then very popular, UAer den Geiai und die

Form der evangdisehen OesMchte in kisioriseher und
dstheHscher Hinsieht (Leipsic, 1805). In his rural

solitude at Kettwig he wrote, beside essays and
criticisms in magasines. Die KinderweU (Duisburg,

1809), a favorite book of Queen Louise; Das Feti-

bOchlein, eine Schrifi fijare Volk (1809-18); Apologen
und Paramtfthien (1809); and BibMatechismus
(1810). While at Bemburg he published the pa-

triotic poem Der Eraberer (1814); the Biblical

drama Johannes (Leipsic, 1815); and the anony-
mous polemical treatise Aposiolisdies Sendschreiben

an die Christengemeinden von dem was Ncth ihui

zur Kirehenverbesaerung (1815), called forth by the

institution of the so-called lituigioal conmiisBioa in

Berlin. Then followed: Leiden, Sterben und Afrfer-

sUhung unsers Herm Jesu ChrisH, twelve pictures

after Goltsius with preface and text (Berlin, 1817);

Paragraphen xwr heiUgen Geachichie (1818); FUrsi

Wdffgang su AnhaU, eine ReformaHonepredigt (Des-

sau, 1820), Brie/weehsd gwischen Asmus und seinem
VeUer (Duisbuig, 1820), a polemical treatise, di-

rected against Voss; Die freie evangelische Kirche,

ein Friedensgruss (1821); BUder und BUdchen
(Essen, 1823); Kaieehismus der chrisUidien Lehre

(1823); and Die chrisUiOie Volkssdiule im Bunde
mit der Kirche (1825). To the Bremen period be-

long: Katechismus der chrisUiehen Lehre nadt dem
Bekenntnis der evangeiistJien Kirche (1825); St.

Ansgar (Bremen, 1828); Das Tdubdien (Essen,

1828); Der Haupimann Comdius, sermons on Acts

X (Bremen, 1829; Ekig. transl., Comdius the Centu-

rion, Edinbuiigh, 1839); Die GesdndUe des Reiehs

Gottes nadi der heUigen Schri/t (Essen, 1831-45);

Leben des heiUgen Johannes (1833). Krummacher
was a most faithful contributor to the Bremer Kvrch'

enboie edited by Mallet. The first parts of the Festr

buchlein, the juvenile writings, and the catechism

were received with special favor and went into

numerous editions. (H. MALLBrf.)
2. Gottfried Daniel Krummacher, brother of

Friedrich Adolf, was bom at Tecklenburg (22 m.
n.n.e. of MQnster) Apr. 1, 1774; d. at Elberfeki

(24 m. n.e. of Cologne) Jan. 30, 1837. Even as a
boy he gave evidence of a peculiar and dreamy nar

ture. At the University of Duisburg he came under
the influence of its rector Frans Arnold Hasen-
kamp (q.v.), and of Professor MoUer, which pre-

served him from being carried away by the ration-

alism of Grimm. After the completion of his studies

he went to his brother Friedrich Adolf at Hamm
where he taught and preached; then he became
private tutor in Soest and in 1796 in M6rs, where
his brother now was. Thence he was oaUed as

preacher to the neighboring town of Baeri, in 1801

to Walfrath near Elberfeld, and in 1816 to Elber-

feld itself. He exerted a wide influence by the

whole-hearted sincerity of his character, evidenced

in his preaching; but owing to his peculiar educa-

tion he possessed some rugged and harsh traits.

In his theology he followed the Dutch school of
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Cocoeius and Lampe, but at the same time, espe-

cially in the beginning of his activity in EUberfeld,

taught absolute predestination with all possible

harshness according to the articles of the Synod
of Dort. Unlike Lampe, Krummacher attracted

only the elect while he repelled the imconverted.

In spite of the apparent dryness and stiffness of

his sermons, he attracted his hearers by the irre-

sistible power of his conviction, and by the depth
and fervor of his Christian experience which he
owed chiefly to writings like those of Madame
Guyon, Bunyan, Bogatzky, and Tersteegen. From
an exegetical standpoint his sermons are open to

criticism for their arbitrary Biblical interpretation.

Krummacher's appearance at Elberfeld, just at the

time of the rel^ous awakening, produced a re-

vival which caused a sensation in the whole coun-

try. Carried away by his success, he did not shrink

from the very extremes of the doctrine of predes-

tination, and the offensive conduct of his adher-

ents necessitated the interference of the ecclesias-

tical authorities. Krummacher tried to modify
his doctrine and manners, but some of his follow-

ers adhered strictly to the principles of predestina-

tion, and after his death and that of his nephew
joined the Dutch Reformed congregation of Dr.

Kohlbrilgge in Elberfeld.

Knmmiacher published a number of sermons:
Reformationspredtgten (Elberfeld, 1817), BeUrag
zwr Beantwortung der Frage: Was ist evangdischf

(1828), Jakobs Kampf und Sieg (1829; Eng. transl.,

Jacob WresUing with the Angel, London, 1838), Die
evangelxache Lehre von der Rechtfertigung (1831), Die
Wanderungen Israels dwrch die Waste tiach Kanaan,
in Beziehung atif die innere FOhrung der Ql&vbigen

beleuchtet (1834; Eng. transl., Israel's Wanderings
in the Wilderness, 2 vols., London, 1837), Die hohe-

priesterliehe Segensformel (1834), Wahrheit tur Oott-

seligkeit, oder HauspostHle (1834), GtUe Botschaft

(1838). Tdgliches Manna far Pilgerdurch die WUsU
was published posthumously by his friends (1843).

He also published a translation of Calvin's com-
mentary on Philippians (DQsselthal, 1836).

(M. GOBELf.)
8. Friedrich Wilhelm Krummacher, elder son of

Friedrich Adolf, was bom at Mora (17 m. n.n.e. of

Dtisseldorf) Jan. 28, 1796; d. at Potsdam Dec. 10,

1868. He studied at the high-schools of Duisbui^g

and Bemburg, and then studied theology in Halle

and Jena. In 1819 he became assistant preacher

of the Reformed congregation in Frankfort. In

1823 he was appointed preacher at Ruhrort, in

1825 at Gemarke (Barmen). In 1834 he went to

Elberield as colleague of his imcle Gottfried Daniel.

A sermon preached by him on Gal. i. 8, 9 in 1840
at the Church of St. Ansgar in Bremen (translated

into English under the title Paul not a Man to Suit

the Taste of our Age, London, 1841), occasioned the
'* Bremen Controveray," which extended over sev-

eral yeara and called forth numerous treatises. In
1847 he became preacher at Trinity Chiu*ch in Ber-
lin, and in 1853 court preacher at Potsdam. His
style is sometimes too picturesque and addicted to

the use of foreign words; but his homiletic power
is undeniable. As he successfully opposed ration-

alism with all the resources of wit, genius, and

faith, and tried to restore the old beliefs, so, with

Tholuck and Claus Harms, he was influential in

throwing overboard the mechanical mode of preadk-

ing which followed Reinhardt.

The most important of F. W. Krummacher's
numerous works was Elias der ThitbUer (EUberfeki,

1826; Eng. transl., Elijah the TiMite, London,
1836; a classic). Other works were: Salomo and
Sulamith(lS2S; EDg.iTami.,8olonumandSkulamite,

London, 1838); Blicke ins Reich der Gnade (1828;

Eng. transL, A Glance into the Kingdom of Oraoe,

1837); Kirchliche Lehrstimmen (1832; Eng. transL,

The Church's Voice of Instruction, 1839); Der Pro-

phet Elisa (1837; Eng. transl., EUsha, 1838); Der
scheinheHige Rationalismus (1841); Weg turn HeU
(1842); TheologischeReplik (IS46); Das Adventabueh

(Leipsic, 1847); Die Sabbathsglocke (12 parts, 1851-

1858); Das Passian^mch (lS5i; Eng. transL, The
Suffering Saviour, Edinburgh, 1856); Des Christen

WaJlfahrt nach der himmlischen Heimath (Berlin,

1858); Immanuel Friedrich Sander (1860); Chrisius

lebt; ein Oster- und Pfingstbuch (1862; Eng. transL,

TheRisen Redeemer, 1S&3); David, derKdnigvon Israel

(1867; Eng. transl., 1867); and an autobiography
(Berlin, 1869; Eng. transL, 1869). (R. KdasLf.)

4. £mil Wilhelm Krunmuicher, younger son of

Friedrich Adolf, was bom at M6ra (17 m. n.n.e.

of DUsseldorO May 7, 1798; d. at Bonn Jan. 15,

1886. From 1841 to 1876 he was preacher in Duia-

burg. Like his father and brother he published a
number of devotional works, which, however, did

not attain the same importance as thein. Amcmg
them are: Hirtenruf zur lebendigen Quelle des HeUs
(Elberfeld, 1830); Das Dogma von der Onadenwahl
(Duisburg, 1856); and Gideon, der Richter Israela

(Elberfeld, 1861). (H. MALUBrf.)
Bibuoorapht: 1. A. W. MdUer. F. A. KntmmaAgr umd
MifM FreumU, 2 vols.. BrbmBn, 1840; ADB, xru. 240-243.

2. £. W. Krummaoher, Oottfrwd Danid Krummaehan
Ltben, Elberfeld. 1888; A. W. MOller, ut sup.: ADB,
zvil 248-247;

8. Friedrieh Wilhelm Krumm*oher, SeOmtbiograpkie,

BerUn« 1889; Eng. tnmal., Auiobioifraphy, Edinburgli, 1880;
A. Nebe. ZurOeKhidHsdm-Prwdiot^WmOmdui, 1870; DNB,
ZTU. 248-246.

KXJEBBL, kul>el, ROBBRT: German Protestant;

b. at Kirchheim-imter-Teck (15 m. s.e. of Stutt-

gart) Feb. 12, 1838; d. at Tubingen Dec. 4, 18d4.

He studied theology at Tabingen, 1856-60, and, on
completing his studies, became instructor of He-
brew in the Seminary of Blaubeuren. In 1865 he
became repetent at the theological seminary in

Tabingen, in 1867 deacon in Baliogen, in 1870 pro-

fessor and director in the preachers' seminary at
Herbom, and in 1874 city pastor, religious instruc-

tor, and school inspector at Ellwangen. In 1879
he succeeded J. T. Beck as professor of Christian

dogmatics and ethics at Tabingen. His theolo^
ical position was essentially that of Beck. Indeed,
he was the last academic representative of that
peculiarly Swabian Biblical realism which was
founded by Bengel and revised by Beck.

In the center of Kuebers theologystands the con-
ception of the kingdom of God. This exists in

heaven, and has been revealed to man through the
appearance of Christ. Christ belongs essentially to
the other world and brings us the state of justifi-
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cation. Great emphasis is laid upon the authority

of Scripture, though its infallibility is restricted to

that which Christ and the apostles established by
the authority of their teachings. Regeneration is

not accomplished without the faith of the person
to be baptized. The baptism of children produces
a Christian disposition, but not regeneration. The
main task of the Christian is self-training for the

kingdom of God: but since God is also the lord of

the earth, faithful fulfilment of our earthly calling

serves as preparation for eternal destiny. Chris-

tian virtue is similarity to Christ. Kuebel distin-

guishes sharply between the secular state and the

kingdom of God. The life of the people can be
Christianized neither through a Christian state nor
through a church of the people {Volkakirche). The
test of the true Church is its membership of real

believers. The majority of church members are

catechumens who stand in the vestibule of the true

Church. He reproaches the modem Church be-

cause it strives to be a world power, in contrast to

the world-renoimcing spirit of Christianity in earlier

times. Modem Christianity preaches the recon-

ciliation of Christianity and culture, while the mod-
em view of the world is irreconcilable with the Bib-

lical view. In the Evangelizing spirit and in the

craze for forming religious associations he sees an
infringement upon family life. He holds that the

worldly spirit of modem Christianity must sooner
or later disperse the Church and produce a more
compact union of tme believers. The hope of a
millennium in the sense of a material kingdom of

Christ is to be rejected; it is the duty of the Chris-

tian in this world to remain faithful to the Lord in

patience and to long for the future; for Christianity

can never make heaven out of earth. His principal

works are: Bihdkunde (2 parts, Stuttgart, 1870);
Dob ckrxsUiehe Lehrgystem, naeh der heUigen Schrift

dargesUlU (1874); Katechetik (Barmen, 1877);

Uder den Unterschied der pontiven und der liberalen

Richiung in der modemen Theologie (N6rdlingen,

1881); ChrMiche Bedenken Hber modem-ehriaUichea

B'esefi von einem Sorgvollen (1888); Exegetisch-

homiletieches Handbuch mm Evangdium dea Mat-
thaue (2 parts, 1889); and the posthumous Chriel-

liche Etkik (1896). He also wrote commentaries on
Galatians, Philippians, the Pastoral Epistles, and
James for Grau's Bibelwerk (2 vols., Bielefeld, 1876-

i:>80), and commentaries on the Pastoral Epistles,

Hebrews, and Revelation for Strack and Zdck-

ler's Kunge/aaeter Kommentar (9 vols., NOrdlingen,

I88&-94). (Karl von BuBKf.)
Bibuookapht: Robert KUbel, naeh tigenen AufmiAnunoen

omdiiideri. Stuttcart, 1896; Burk. in NKZ, vol. vi. 1896.

XXTECBSRBR, ka'Hen-er, HERMANR: German
mystic. He is known only through his trial for

heresy at WQrsburg in 1342. The trial ended with

his recantation, but, as his sincerity was doubted,

be was detained in prison for some time. His con-

fiMflsions before the court show that he was an ad-

herent of the then widely prevalent quietistic>pan-

t heistic mysticism (see Frbb Spirit, Brethren of
nic). By a mystical absorption into the absolute

flivine being he imagined that he transformed him-
¥f\{ into God. He became impervious to all sense-

imprpssions, fancied that he was soaring high above

the earth, and that he oouki walk across the Rhine
without wetting his feet. In this " deised " state,

the person of Christ, the hierarchy, dogmas and
precepts of the Church, and even moral laws, lost

all significance for him. Herman Haupt.
BiBUoaaAFHT: McnumttUa Boiea, xl. 416-421, Muniefa,

1870; H. H«upt, Dm nlioid^en Sekitn in Franhm ver
dw R^fanntUion, pp. 6 aqq.. Wflriburg, 1882.

KUBHL, kOl, BRNST RICHARD THBODOR:
German Protestant; b. at Visbuhr (near KOslin,

100 m. w. of Dansig) Apr. 29, 1861. He studied

in Berlin (1878-«2; Ph.D., Halle, 1882), and, after

a year in Italy (1882-83), was inspector of the

Sedlnitzkysohes Johannaeum in Breslau 1883-87.

In 1887 he became associate professor of New-Tes-
tament exegesis in Breslau, and in 1893 went to

Marburg as full professor of the same subject.

Since 1896 he has been professor of New-Testa-
ment exegesis at K6nigsberg. He has written: Die
Maaaorah und die Septuaginta im Jeremia (Halle,

1882); Die Oemeindeardung in den PadoraBtrie/en

(Berlin, 1886); Die Briefe Petri und Judd (in

H. A. W. Meyer's Kritiech-exegeUedier Handkom-
merUar ii6er doe Neue TeaUimeni, Gdttingen, 1887);

Die HeiUbedeidung dea Todea ChriaH (Berlin, 1890);

Zur pavliniadien Theodicee (1897); RechiferHgung

av4 Qrund dea Olaubena und Oeriehi naeh den Wer-
ken bei Paulua (KOnigsbecg, 1904); Ueber II Kor,

V. 1-10, ein Beitrag gum Hdlenitmua bei Pavlua

(1904); SteUung dea JakobuArie/ea lum altteeia^

meniliehen OeaeU und tur pauHniadien Reehlfertig-

ungdehre (1906); Erlduternde Umadireibung der

pauliniachen Briefe unUr BeSbehaUung der Briefform,

i. (1906); and Dae SelbaAeumadeein Jeau (1908).

KUBHHOSL, kQh'neil (KUIHOL, KUIHOSLinS),
CHRISTIAll GOTTLIEB: German Protestant; b.

at Leipsic Jan. 2, 1768; d. at Giessen Oct. 23, 1841.

He was educated at the Thomas School in Leipsic,

and at the University of Leipsic (Ph.D., 1787),

where in 1788 he established himself as privat-

docent for philosophy and philology. In bis lec-

tures, as well as in his publications, he occupied

himself equally with Old- and New-Testament exe-

gesis and with the exposition of Greek and Roman
classics. In 1790 he became professor extraor-

dinary of philosophy at Leipsic; in 1799 he was
called to Giessen, where he remained until his

death. In 1809 he became ordinary professor in

the theological faculty there. His lectures suffered

from philological dryness, but he exerdsed a sound
and stimulating influence upon many of his hear-

ers, in a scientific as well as practical direction, and
his writings, in spite of their disagreeable diffuse-

ness and pedantry were in high authority and ac-

quired fame even beyond the borders of CSermany.

He wrote translations of Hosea (Leipsic, 1789), of

the Messianic prophecies (1792), and of the Pttalms

(1799), with brief German notes; Oeadnehte dea

jadiachen VoUca von Abraham bia auf Jerumdeme
ZentGrung (1791); a Latin commentary on Hosea
(1792); Obaervatianea ad Novum Teetamenium ex

libria apocryphia Veieria Teaiamenti (1794); Peri-

copce evangdiem (2 vols., 1796-97); and Specimen
obaervaHonum in Paabnoa (in CommentaHonea the-

ologicm (vol. iv., 1798). Of higher value are his

commentaries on the New Testament, espedaUy
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his CommenUtriiu in Ubroa Navi TeitamenH hia-

toricoB (4 vols., 1807-18), and the CommefUanu9
in Epiddam ad Hebrwo$ (1831). He wrote also

a number of works on clftawoal philolpgy.

(0. ZOCXLBRt.)

Bibuoorapbt: C. W. Justi and J. M. Hartnuum, HmtUeh*
DtnkwQrdU^BeiUn, hr. 2. pp. 436 aqq.. Marburg. 1806;

H. E. Seriba. Biooraphi9di4iUrdri»ehs» lAxikon, L 109-

200. ii. 410. Daimstadt. 1881-43; ADB, zriL 854-857.

KUBNEll, kH'nen, ABRAHAM: Dutch theo-

logian and Biblical scholar; b. at Haarlem Sept.

16, 1828; d. at Leyden Dec. 10, 1891. He studied

at the gynmasium in Haarlem and the University

of Leyden, and at the latter institution attracted

the attention of his teachers, particularly of the

orientalist JuynboU and of the theologian Scholten.

In 1851, by editing passages of the Samaritan
Pentateuch and of the Arabic version of Abu Said,

he gained his doctorate and also an assistant-cura-

torship in the University of Leyden; he also be-

came assistant professor of the Semitic languages,

and, in 1855, professor of theology. He lectiu^

on introduction to the Old Testament, on the his-

tory and religion of Israel, on the branches of New-
Testament studies which were especially in his

charge, on propedeutics and methodology, and,

from 1860, also on ethics. As a member of the

theological faculty until 1877 it was his duty to

preach regularly at the academic services. Tiele

says that the sermons thus delivered were uttered

with warmth but without emotion, and that while

the convincing logic of Kuenen's exposition ap-

pealed to the intelligence of his hearers, the philo-

sophical repose of the man did not attract the mul-

titude. Kuenen was neither a brilliant speaker

nor a popular orator, but he was an excellent

teacher and a convincing lecturer, possessing the

gift of clear communication of ideas. His style

was simple, but warm and impressive when a
question of principle was involved. He sought to

convince not by showy rhetoric but by a wealth of

illustration, keen criticism and convincing aigu-

mentation. The variety of subjects taught by
him is sufficient proof of his versatility. In a new
partition of the branches of instruction among the

professors, Kuenen retained the department of the

Old Testament.
Kuenen was one of the founders and editors of

the Theologisdie Tijdachriftf was president of the

Teyler Stichting, secretary of the Haagsche Ge-
nootschap tot Verdediging van den Christelijken

Godsdienst, and president of the Koninklijke Aka-
demie van Wetenschappen at Amsterdam. In the

struggle between orthodoxy and the liberal move-
ment, he was a leader of the modern school. In
his De rdigione Christiana per continuat thsologim

commtUationea nbi constanti et incolumi he com-
bated the orthodoxy which demanded belief in

the contravention of natural law. On the other

hand, he often preached moderation to the more
ardent advocates of liberalism. Industrious from
his youth, Kuenen was endowed with a remark-
able memory, so that the volume, variety, and
exactness of his learning were phenomenal. He
was not a discoverer of truth, but was a scholar of

great acumen, a critic of the first rank, whose im-

portance can be explained by the combinaiion of

a pure ohantcter with a high intelligence. His pei^

mmaMty was revealed both in his great modesty
and in his stern devotion to duty, which led him
to accept from opponents as weU as from sympa-
thetic fellow workers whatever he recognised as

truth. In his writings he aimed to present simply

the facts as he believed he had found them, while

his readers were left to draw the conclusions.

Kuenen's most noteworthy production is his His-

tan9ch'Kriii9ch Onderzoek naar het onstaand en de

vermmeling van de Boeken dee Ouden Verbonde (3

vols., Leyden, 1861-65; Eng. transl. of part,

Hisiorico-critieal Inquiry into the Origin and
Composition of the Hexateuch, London, 1886),

an exhaustive study of the sources for the

history of the people and religion of Israel pre-

served in the Old Testament. In this he adopts

the hypothesis of Graf that the priest code is of

later date than the other Pentateuchal documents,

and defends and illustrates it with a wealth of

learning and quiet moderation, and with great

sobriety of judgment. He also contributed much
of value to the knowledge of the structure of He-
brew poetry. Of less value is Kuenen's other

principal work, De Godsdienat tot den ondergang

van den Joodechen etaat (2 vols., Haarlem, 186^
1870; Eng. transl., Religion of lerad to the FaU of
the Jewi^ State, London, 1873-75), which, in its

sympathy with the recoil from a one-sided super-

naturalism, faib to take account of the divine fac-

tor in history; e.g., when merely natural evolution

is discerned in prophecy. This comes out espe-

cially in De Prqfeten en de profetie onder lerad (2

vols., Leyden, 1875; Eng. transl., Prophets and
Prophecy in Israel, London, 1877). Another valu-

able contribution is Kuenen's Hibbert Lectures

on National Religions and Universal Rdigione

(London, 1882), which appeared also in Dutch,
Germaq, and French. He rendered great ser-

vice by his collaboration with H. Oort and I.

Hoojrkaas in the translation of the Old Testament
from the Hebrew into Dutch in De Bijbel voor Jon-^

geUeden (8 vols.. The Hague, 1871-78, new ed.,

1900, Eng. transl., Bible for Learners, 6 vols.,

1873-79), and in Kinderbijbd (2 vols., 1887-88;

cf. E. Kautssch in TSK, bnriv., 1901, pp. 670-
681). He wrote also: Het goed redU der modemen
(Leyden, 1866); Friedrich Schleiermacher in de

akademische godsdiensloefening (1868); and Lee
Origines du texte masorithique de VAncien Testa-

ment (Paris, 1875), while his contributions to peri-

odicals were exceedingly numerous and weighty,

especiaUy those to Nieuw en Oud and to the The-

ologische Tijdsdirift, A. Kamphausen.
Bibuoorapht: A oompleta list of Kuenen's works is siren

in OMommsUe AhhamUunoen Kuenmu, ed. K. Budde, |»p.

601-611. Freiburg. 1894. For his life consult the sketches
by P. H. Wioksteed, in JQR, v (1802). 571-606; C. H.
Toy. in New World, i (1882). 64-88: C. P. Tiele. hi the
** Year Book of the Amsterdam Academy of Seienoee

**

for 1802: H. Oort. m ThT, 1882. pp. 113-116. and in

De Oide, 1882: W. C. van Bianen. m ProteetanOtt^ Kir-
cKetueUunQ, 1802, passim: A. It6ville. in Matmen van
beteekenie, rol. zxt. Haarlem. 1800. A valuableUstd review
articles is indicated in Richardson. Bneydopaedia, p. 606.

KXTElfSTLB, kanst'le, KARL: Roman Catholic;

b. at Schutterwald (near Offenbuig, 17 m. s.8.w.
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of Qftrlsrulie) Baden, Oct. 8, 1850. He studied

in Freiburg and WQnburg, was curate at Meea-
burg (1884^86) and Rastatt (1886-88), and stud-

ied for two years in Italy. In 1895 he became
privat-docent in Freiburg, associate professor of

patristios in 1896, and honorary professor of the

same subject in 1903. He has written: Utber den
LibeUuB precum des FauBtinu» und MarceUinus
(Freiburg, 1890); Hagiographieche Studien aber

die Paseio Feliciiatie cum aepiem JUiie (Paderbom,
1894); Sine BMiothek der SytfMe und theology

ieehen Traktalen nor Bek&mpfung des PtieciUianie-

mu$ und wtstgoihteehen Arianiamua aue dem aedu-
ten Jahrhunderi (Mains, 1900); Die P/arrkirehe

Si, Peter und Paul in Reickenau-NiedeneU und
ihte neuentdeckien Wandgemdide (in collaboration

with K. Bayerle; Freiburg, 1901); Dae Comma
Joanneum avf aeine Herkutrft unteraucht (1905);

AnHprieciUiana, dogmengeediichUidie Fareehungen
und Texie (1905) ; and Die Legende der S Lebenden
und der S Toien und der ToUrdanM (1908).

KULTORKAMPF. See Ultramontanism.

KURZB, kun'ie, JOHAHlfBS WILHELM: Ger-
man Protestant; b. at Dittmannadorf, near Meis-

sen, Saxony, Aug. 31, 1865. He studied in Leip-

sie and Erlangen, and taught at the seminary in

Annaberg 1888^9 and at the Wettiner Gymna-
sium, Dresden, 1889-92. Then until 1903 he was
assistant university preacher at Leipsic, where he
became privat-docent in 1894 and associate pro-

fessor of the history of dogma in 1899. In 1903
he was appointed professor of systematic theology
in the Evangelical theological faculty in Vienna,

and in 1905 became professor of systematic and
practical theology in Greifswald. He has written

Marcue Eremita, ein neuer Zeuge /Or doe aUchriet-

liehe Ta^fbekennlnie (Leipsic, 1895); Dae nicaniech-

konetanHnapoliianiaehe Symbol (1898); Glaubene-

regd, heOige Sehrift und Tat^bekenninie (1899);

Chrietoph Emai Luihardt, ein Lebene- und Charak-
ferMd(1903); DieewigeOoUheUJe9uCkriaH{\yQ^);
and Die Udtergabe der Evangdium heim Taujun-
teniehi (1908). Kunae is one of the editora of

QueUenediriften twr QeeekidUe dee Prateetantiemue

(1905 sqq.).

KURZS, JOHH CHRISTOPHRR: Lutheran; b.

at Artem (30 m. w.s.w. of HaUe), Prussian Saxony,
Aug. 4, 1744; d. in New York July 24, 1807. He
received his classical training in the gymnasia at

Rossleben and Merseburg, and studied theology

at the Univereity of Leipsic. After teaching a
few years he came to Philadelphia in 1770 as asso-

ciate pastor of the Lutheran congregation there.

He remained in this work till 1784, maintaining
during a part of this time a theological seminary
and also serving as professor of oriental languages

and literature at the University of Pennsylvania
1780-84. From 1784 till his death he was pastor

of the Lutheran congregation in New Yoric, and
was also professor of oriental languages and litera-

ture at Cohmibia 1784-87 and again 1792-99. He
was an early advocate of the necessity of English
ediioatioo for German youth, and it was largely

thrau^ bis influence that English was introduced

into the pulpits of German churches in America.

He edited A Hymn and Prayer Book for . . . Lu-
theran Churehee (New York, 1795), the first Ekiglish

Lutheran hymn-book published in the United States.

Bxbuoorapbt: C. E. Norton, Four AwMiiean Ufd^nUiMt
New York, 1895; AppUitm*9 Cydapatdia <^ AuMrkan
Biogrwpky, Ui. 678. ib. 1898.

KURTZ, kOrts, JOHAHR HBINRICH: German
exegete and churoh historian; b. at Montjoie (16

m. s.s.e. of Aachen), Rhenish Prussia, Dec. 13,

1809; d. at Marburg Apr. 26, 1890. He attended
the Latin school of Montjoie (1821-23) and the

gymnasia of Dortmund (1825-27) and Soest (1827-

1830), studied theology at Halle (1830^1) and Bonn
(1831-33), became teacher of religion at the gym-
nasium of Mitau in 1835, and professor of church
history at Dorpat in 1849. In 1859 he became
professor of Oki-Testament exegesis, and continued

as such until 1870 when he was pensioned. From
1855 to 1866 he was dean of the theological faculty.

In 1871 he settled at Marburg, where he spent the

rest of his life in literary labors.

His first book was Die AetrononUe und die Bibel.

Vereueh einer DareteUung der bibHechen Koemologie,

eowie einer ErUtuterung und BeeUttigung deredben

aue den ReeuUaten und Aneichten der neueren As-
Ironomie (Mitau, 1842); in later editions the ma-
terial of this woric was considerably enlaiged and
the title was changed to Bibel und Attronomie^

nAti Zugaben verwandten Inhalte. Eine Daretel'

lung der bibliechen Koemologie und ikrer Beeiehung

eu den Naturwieaeneeha/ten (5th ed., Berlin, 1865;

E}ng. transl., The Bible and Aatronomy, Philadelphia,

1857). The work is characterised by a certain the-

osophical type of thought and shows the great

interest which Kurts took in the results of natural

science. He tried to prove the central position of

the earth in the history of the universe and show how
the universe is connected with, and subordinate

to, the progress and completion of man's salvation.

In the same year i^pearod Dae Moaaiaehe Opfer,

ein Beitrag eur Symbolik dee Moaaiaehen Kultua,

The same topic was treated by Kurts in theological

periodicals and culminated in Der aUteetamentliche

Op/erkultua naeh aeiner geaetdiehen Begrdndung und
Anwendung (Mitau, 1862; Eng. transl., Saerifieial

Worahip ^ the Old Teatameni, Edinburgh, 1863).

Another work on the Old Testament was the Lehr^

buck der heiUgen Oeachiehte, ein Wegweiaer tum
VeraUlndnia dea gMichen Heileplana (KOnigsberg,

1843; 19th ed., Leipsic, 1906; Eng. transl., Manual
of Sacred Hiatory, Philadelphia, 1855). From this

Lehfbuch proceeded BihUache Geachichte der heUigen

Sehrift nacheraMt und /Or doe Veratdndnia der un-
ieren Klaaaen in Oymnaaien und h6heren BUrger-

aehulen erlOutert (Berlin, 1847; 51st ed., Breslau,

1901; Eng. transl., Bible Hietory, Edinburgh, 1867),

the work that made the name of the author most
widely known. It is used even in the missionary

schools of India. From the same Lehfbuch pro-

ceeded also the principal work of Kurts in the fiekl

of the Old Testament, his Geachichte dea aUen Bundea
(vol. i., Berlin, 1848, 3d. ed., 1864; vol. ii., 1855, 2d
ed., 1858; Eiig. transl., Hiatory of the Old Covenant,

with annotations by A. Edersheim, 3 vols., Edin-
burgh, 1860), which extends, however, only to the

death of Moses. The work had been preceded by
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inveBtigatioDB on the PMitateueh such as Beitrdge

gw Verteidiffung und BegrHndung der Einheii dea

PerUateuehs (KOnigsbei^g, 1844) and Die Einheii der

Oeneaia (Berlin, 1846). Later Hurts changed his

opinion and, like Delitssch, distinguished different

sources in the Pentateuch, but considered aU as

belonging to the time of Moses. The historical

reality of the account in the Pentateuch and its

character of revelation are the fimdamental pre-

suppositions of his work. The Lehrbuch der heiligen

OeaekichU had been followed in 1844 by ChristUche

ReUffionsUhre (15th ed., Leipsic, 1002), which, like

the former work, was destined for use in secondary
schools. In 1840 appeared the Lehrbuch der Kirch'

engeediichU fOr Studierende (14th ed., by N. Bon-
wetsch and P. Tschackert, 2 vob., Leipsic, 1006;

Eng. transl.. Church History, 3 vols., Londoa and
New Yoric, 1880-00) and in 1852 the LeOfaden,

since the third ed. (1856) called the Ahriee der

Kirchengeechichte (16th ed., Leipsic, 1006). Kurts's

works on church history are distinguished by his

peculiar gift of clearly arranging and condensing his

material and making prominent the most charac-

teristic features in popular and vigorous language.

(N. BONWKTBCH.)

KUTPBR, ABRAHAM: Dutch Protestant; b.

at Maassluis (10 m. w. of Rotterdam) Oct. 20,

1837. He studied in Leyden, and was pastor at

Beest (1863-68), Utrecht (1868-70), and Amster-
dam (1870-74). In 1874 he became a figure in the

political life of Holland, being a member of the
States-Qenend for Gonda from that year imtil

1877. In 1804 he was again returned to the same
body for Sleidrecht, and in 1001 became prime
minister. In 1880 he foimded at Amsterdam the

' Free University, where he has since been professor,

lecturing on various topics as occasion requires.

In theology he is a strict orthodox Cahrimst, and
as such founded the Reformed Free Church in

1886. He has lectured extensively in the United
States, and in 1808 was L. P. Stone lecturer at
Princeton Theological Seminary. Besides editing

the Standaard (a daily newspaper) since 1872 and
the Herout (weekly) since 1878, he has written

many works, including: Eenvorrmgheid, de vloedc

van het modeme leven (Amsterdam, 1860); Het

modemismef een Fata Morgana op chrisUlijk gebied

(1871) ; Tradaat van de reformatie der kerken (1883)

;

Hel werk van den HeOigen Qeeet (3 parU, 1888^80;

Eng. transL, New York, 1000); E voto dordraceno

ToeHchting op den Heidetbergechen Cateehiemus (4

parts, 1802-05); and Calvimetn (Stone lectures,

1800). He also edited Johannes a Lasco's complete
works (2 vols., Amsterdam, 1866); Kerkeraade-

proiocoUen der hoUandsche gemeente te London, 1569-
1671 (Utrecht, 1870); and F. du Jon's Opuecula
iheologica eeleda (Amsterdam, 1882). Portions of his

Encychpaedie der heilige Oodgeleerdheid (3 vols., Am-
sterdam, 1804) have been translated into English

under the title, Encydoptedia qf Sacred Theology:

Its Principles (London and New York, 1808).

Bibuoorapht: L. H. Jordan, Comparative RMiifion, pp.
434-435, New York, 1006: W. H. de 8. Lohman, in Prm-
byUrian and Reformed Review, ix (1898), 601 sqq.; C. A.
Maaon, in Outlook, Izx (1002), 333 eqq.

KYDOlfBS, koi-dO'nlz, DBMETRIOS: Greek
theologian; flourished between 1330 and 1400,

chiefly at Thessalonica and Constantinople. He
was acquainted with many famous men, including

Barlaam, Gregorios, Palamas, Nioephoros, Gregoras,

Joseph Bryennios, and the Emperor John Ouita-
cusenus. He imderstood Latin, and in ecclesias-

tical questions of the day inclined toward Rome,
favoring the union and opposing the Hesychasts.

In this spirit he wrote ** On the Procession of the

Holy Ghost '' and ** On the blasphemous Dogmas
of Gregory Palamas," the latter one of the most
important works in the Hesychastic controversy.

Kydones also polemised against Mohammedanism,
and made a Greek translation of the Confutalio

Alcorani Muhamedici of Richardus Florentinus.

He was likewise able to prepare Greek versions of

considerable portions of such Latin theologians as

Augustine and Thomas Aquinas, was the author

of a treatise " On Contempt of Death,'' and cer-

tain other theological addresses are ascribed to

him. His works, so far as edited, are collected in

MPO, div. (Phiupp Meter.)
BnuooKAPHT: Fabrieiua-Harlea, Bibliotheea Orwea, zL

306-406; Knimbaoher, OeeekidUe, pp. 101. 487-488.

KYRIB BLEISOlf. See LrruBGics, IIL

LABADIS, W'Wdi', JBAR DB, LABADISTS:
The foimder of a Dutch quietistic sect and his ad-
herents. De Labadie, also called Jean de la Badie,
was bom at Bourg (15 m. n. of Bordeaux) Feb.

13, 1610; d. at Altona Feb. 13, 1674. He studied

in the Jesuit school of Bordeaux, and against the
wishes of his friends connected himself with the
order, although he never became a professed mem-
ber. After 1626 he devoted himself to philosophy
and theology, as well as to the Vulgate and the
writings of St. Augustine, developing a mystical
and Augustmian trend. He was ordained in 1635,
but four years later was released from his vows as
a Jesuit at his own request on the plea of ill health.

He then began to preach with much success as a

secular priest in his native town, as well as in

Paris, Amiens (where he was made canon and
teacher of theology in 1640), and Abbeville. [He
regarded himself as divinely inspired; cf. Didarth-

tion de la foi, p. 84; Historisch verhael Ltbens La-
badisten Schewingh, p. 109.] He became attracted

to the doctrines of the Reformation through his

studies of the Scriptures, but was protected against

the anger of the monks and priests by Cardinal

Richelieu, only in 1645 to be expelled from Amiens
by Mazarin as a disturber of the peace [a modi-
fication of a sentence to life imprisonment, ob-

tained through an appeal from the assembly of

the clergy of France, then in session; Traiti de la

Sol de ChreH^ne.] He went later to the Car-
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melite hermitage at GraviUe in enforced retirement,

where he read the '' Institutes " of Calvin, with
which he came into thorough agreement in doc-
trine, though still in sympathy with the practise

«f the Roman Catholic Church. [The change in

his attitude he eiEpressed in the words, " This is

the last time Rome shall persecute me in her Com-
miuion. Up to the present I have endeavored to

help and to heal her, remaining within her juris-

diction; but now it is full time for me to renounce
her and to testify against her/' Cf. G. D. J.

Schotel, Anna Maria van Schurman, p. 160, Ley-
den, 1653.] The ceaseless opposition of the Jesu-

its, who had now become his bitter foes, and his

knowledge of the life of the Reformed congrega-

tions first led him fonnally to declare his allegiance

to the Reformed Church at Montauban in 1650.

He now sought to be a reformer of the Reformed,
finding his opportunity first as a preacher and
later as professor of theology at Montauban. In
1657 he was expelled from Montauban and took
refuge in Orange, but was forced to leave when
that dty was taken by Louis XIV. in 1659. He
then started for London to become pastor of the
Reformed French congregation there, but was so

strongly urged, on the way, to remain at Geneva
as preacher that he accepted, and worked there

successfully for a revival in religion and morals
alike. He gathered about himself a circle of

disciples, including Pierre Yvon (1646-1707), Pierre

Dulignon (d. 1679), FranQois Menuret (d. 1670),

Theodor Untereyk (d. 1693), and Friedrich Span-
heim (d. 1701). His reputation and his writings

on asceticism, meditation, and contemplation were
spread throughout Holland, chiefly by the agency
of Gottschalk van Schurman, and attracted the at-

tention of earnest Christians at Utrecht like G.
Voetius, J. van Lodenstein, and Anna Maria van
Schuiman (q.v.), who came to look upon Labadie
as a possible reformer of the Dutch Reformed
Church, which had degenerated into crass worldli-

nesB. After a short stay at Utrecht, where some
of the prominent theologians denounced him as an
irresponsible visionary, he was invited to Middle-

buig in 1666 as preacher to the Walloon Reformed
congregation. His pastorate at Middelburg was
at first successful, and while there he published

his ierit stir la propMHe (Amsterdam, 1668) and
his Manud de pUU (1669).

Gradually, buDwever, Labadie's caprice and self-

will restricted his ministrations to a small circle of

ardent followers, which developed into a separatis-

tic sect. He refused to subscribe to the Belgic

Coofeasion, considering it unbiblical in many arti-

cles, and he declined to follow the Reformed lit-

U'Sy» preferring extempore prayers. The breach

widened, and in 1668 Labadie publicly refused to

submit to the judgment of the synod and was
suspended. Nevertheless he celebrated the com-
munion before tho regular service, and was ac-

cordingly deposed and forbidden to remain in

Middelburg. Retiring with his followers to the

neighboring town of Veer, he sought to gather there

and at Amsterdam a congregation of the truly re-

generate. Few of importance joined them, however,

excepting Anna Maria van Schurman and Conrad

van Benningen. Despite this, their services were
attended by such numbers that their meetings were
prohibited by the authorities in 1670, whereupon
the community of some fifty persons, with five

pastors and preachers, were invited by the Pal-

gravine Elisabeth (see Euzabeth, Albertinb) to

settle at Herford. Their presence raised serious op-
position there, and in 1672 they retired to Altona.

Shortly after the death of Labadie, his followers,

now numbering 162, returned to Holland, alarmed
at the war which had broken out between Den-
mark and Sweden, and settled in the neighbor-

hood of the castle of Waltha or Thetinga near
Wiewert in western Frisia.

Many himdreds of Labadie 's converts remained
in the Reformed Church as an Evangelical element.

Here their communism was further developed. In
the Labadist communities all dressed in the most
simple fashion without adornment, and ate to-

gether at three tables, for the leaders, the brethren,

and the guests respectively. E^h family had a
separate dwelling, but was obliged to leave the

doors open in token of the conmiunity of goods.

The colony supported itself chiefly by weaving,

soap-boiling, and the working of iron. The gov-
ernment was aristocratic and hierarchic, while the

distinctive doctrines were the inmiediate efficacy

of the Holy Ghost in the hearts of the elect, the

Church restricted to the regenerate, and chiliasm.

The sacraments were allowed only to the regenerate,

so that infant baptism was barely tolerated and
communion was rare. The marriage of the re-

generate was regarded as holy, the children being

considered as belonging not to the parents but to

the Lord, so that they were brought up in the com-
munity. On the other hand, the marriage of un-
believers was rejected as sinful. The first and
most necessary virtue was obedience. Worship
was extremely simple, and was led partly in French
and partly in Dutch by the " spesJcers." The ob-

servance of Sunday was lax. During the acme of

their prosperity in 1680 the Labadists were invited

by Cornells van Sommelsdyk, governor of Surinam,
to send colonists to his dominions. They gladly

responded, but in 1688 their plantation, which they

had named Providence, had to be abandoned when
the governor was murdered by his soldiers. A
second attempt at colonization was made at Bo-
hemia Manor, Cecil Co., Md., in 1684, after Jasper

Dankere and Peter Sluyter, agents of the Labadists,

had visited America in 1679. The Maryland colony

survived until a few years after Sluyter's death

(1722), but was gradually absorbed in the surround-

ing population. [This was the first commimistic
settlement in the New Work! (see Communism, II.,

{ 1). The principal industries were sheep raising

and tobacco culture. The peaceful existence of

the commimity was due to the religious toleration

practised in Maryland.] In 1692 the communistic
system of the parent house was abandoned and
e»ch member lost a fourth of his investment. From
this blow the Labadists never recovered. By 1703

the community at Wiewert had dwindled from be-

tween three and four himdred to thirty, and in

1732 the last '* speaker " died and the society was
finally dissolved. (G. FBANxt)
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BnuooRAnnr: Tbm evlicr litormture is mv9n in J. G.
Wftloh, BiUiotKtea Umlagiea mUOo, il 4a~66. Jena, 1767-
1768. Among Um outom (eoUeotod in the Librmry of

Um Ftnbody Inatituto, Bnltimora. Md.) are: iMdorofwm
4m J, 4m L'AbadUt . . . timiumtU Im raUona qui Foni
abiioi d quiUMT la eotmmuniom 4m VWm roinaific. Montnu-
bui, 1«50; Alflo his DManHon, ... A vtittMr la com-
ma^wion dM Vigli** HfarmM, OMMm, 1600; Hiatoin ewrimtM
dM la vis, 4m la omrfuite. «l 4m vrow 99mtiw»n» du 8r. Jwan
4m Labodu, Tb* Hacue, 1670 (this olums eontains also

the ModuU R4fukilHon capita 4m 4mu» Iwikm qiti 9i dawMtU
jcindra h Vhiato^ etc.); A. M. van Sohurman, Opuaeula,
Rsims. 1667; idem. B^tkUna, Latin Altona« 1673. Dutch
Amslardam, 1684. Otonsult furthar: M. Ooebel Ch-
sdUdkls 4m chriMUidim^ Labant, iL 181-278. Coblenta,

1853 (azisU also in Frsneh); H. Tan Barknm. Da Labadia
an 4a Labadialana, Sneak, 1851; F. Sjoeids. Baknapi U-
vanabandU von ... /. 4a Labodia, Gorinehem. 1860;

H. Heppe. Oaaekidita 4m PiaHamua 4Mt rafanmartan Kiteka,

pp. 241-374. Lsydea. 1870; A. Ritsehl, OaaekidOa 4m
Piatiamtta, L 104-268. Bonn. 1880; J. H. Kurta, Lakr-
buck 4ar KtrehanoaaeMekla, ii 166, 7-«. Lsipsio. 1800;
M. Bajorath. in TSK, 1893. pp. 126-166; B. B. James.
ThM Labadiat CoUmy in J/oryimrf. Baltimore. 1800; Von
Schubert, in Sekriflan dm Varaina fOr adOaawio-kolaiainiacka

Kirtkanoaaehiehta, iiL part 2. Kiel. 1004; LiehtenbeiKer.
BSB, Til 630-632; Journal af Jaapar Dankara and Peter
Sluytar, ed. Long, in Mamtwra t/ Long idamd Biatorieal

Boeiaty, toL i.. 1867.

LABARUM. See Jesus Chbist, Monooram of;
CONBTAMTINB THB GrBAT AND HIS SONS, I., f 4.

LABBB, WY>k', PHILIPPB: French Jesuit, one
of the most famous and prolifie authors of his

order in the seventeenth century; b. at Boui^ges

July 10, 1607; d. at Paris Mar. 25, 1667. For a
few years he taught philosophy and theology in

his native city and elsewhere, but he was soon
called by his superiors to Paris, where he devoted
the remainder of his life to investigation and au-
thorship. Of his writings, which number almost
eighty, the most important was his SacroMnda
cancUia ad regiam ediHonem exada (18 vols., Paris,

1662-72; reprinted by N. Coletus, 23 vols., Venice,

1728-32), the last ten volumes being edited after

Labbe's death by the Jesuit Gabriel CoBBArt (d.

1674). Introductory to this collection Labbe had
already written OalluB aynodorum conciliorumque
brevia ti accurata kutoria (Paris, 1646) and H\»-
iorica synoptis conciliorum nalionalium, prownr-

ciaUum, dUBceMneorum, cum viUa epUtolUque Ro-
manorum pantificum (1661). Other works were
devoted to chronology: Concordia chronologica (4
vols., Paris, 1656) and Abr^i chronohffique de Vhxa-

iovre aacrie et prqfane de iou8 lea agea et de Uma lea

aOclea (4 vols., 1663-66); martyrology: Hagio-
logium Franoo-OaUia excerpium ex atUiqito mariyro'
logic aanda abbatica Sancti Laureniii Bituricenaia

(1643); Byiantine history: Michadia Glyca an-
nalea (the first edition of this historian, 1660);
French history: Milangea curieux de phiaieura aur-

jeta rarea pour aervir d Vhiatoire de la France eccUai-

aatique et poliHque (1650); the history of literature:

BUdiotheca btbliothecarum (1664); and the Jansen-
ist controversy: Triumphua catholica verikUia ad-
veraua novatorea, aive Janaemua damnatua (1651)
and BMiotheca antijanaenicana (1654).

(O. ZOCKLBBf.)
Bnn^iooRAPHT: L. G. Miohaud. Biographie univeraeOa,

xxii. 256-258, 46 vols.. Paris, 1843-66; A. and A. de
Backer. Biblioihigue dea farivaina da la aocUU da JSaua,
ii. 540-562. 3 voU.. U4ge. 1860-76; H. Hurler, Noman-
dator lUarariua, ii. 201-210, Inntbruok, 1881; KL, vii

1281-1282. On the ConeUia eonsult: Hefete. Conciiteft-

ifaaekiekla, i. 76 eqq.. Eng. transL, L 60 aqq.; H. Quantin.
Jaan Dominiqua Manai, at Im grandm eeXLadtifima csm-

cUiairm, Psria. 1000.

LABOURS, ia'^bOr", GUnXAUHB MARIS
JOSSPH: Cardinal; b. at Achiei-le-Petit (11 m.
s. of Arras) Oct. 27, 1841; d. at Rennea 1906.

He studied at the Seminary of St. Sulpioe, Pftris,

and became professor and superior at the Petit

S^minaire of Arras. He was then vicar^neral of

Arras, in 18S5 was consecrated bislu^ of Mana, and
in 1893 was enthroned archbishop of Rennea. In

1897 he was created cardinal priest of Santa Maria
e San Francesco al Foro RomAno.
BiBUooaAFirr: Dar Papat, dia Rayiarung und die Varmlt
ung dar kaiHtam Kirtka in Ratn, Miinidh, 1004.

LACHMARlf, ida'man, CARL COHRAD FRIED-
RICH WILHELM: German philologist; b. at

Brunswick Mar. 4, 1793; d. in Berlin Mar. 13,

1851. He studied classical and Germanic phi-

lology in Leipsic and GOttingen, became privat-

docent at G6ttingen 1815, at Berlin 1816, professor

of philology at EOnigsberg 1818, and at Berlin

1825. He was one of the founders of modem tex-

tual criticism, made the restoration of texts the

special object of his studies, and edited many Latin

and old German works. His editions of Proper-

tius (Leipsic, 1816), Catullus (Berlin, 1829), Tibul-

lus (1829), and Lucretius (1850) are famous. His
excellent editions of the New-Testament text (1831;

large ed., with the Vulgate, 2 vols., 1842-50) at-

tempt to restore that current in the Eastern Church
in the fourth century. Through his BetradUungen
aber Homer*a Iliaa (1847), in which he sought to
show that the Iliad is made up of a number of in-

dependent lays he exerted a considerable influence

on modem Homeric criticism.

BiBuoaaAPHT*. M. Herti. Karl Lachmann, Berlin, 1851;
P. Sohaff. Companion to tke Oreek Taaiaaaont, pp. 254-
266. New York. 1883; Scrivener. Introduction, iL 231-
236 et paswn (a review of his work on the N. T.).

LACHMARR, IdH'man (LACHAMAlfll), JO-
HANR: German Reformer; b. at Heilbronn c.

1491; d. there 1538. He was a son of Bemhard
Lachamann, a celebrated bell-foimder, entered the
University of Heidelberg in 1505, became baeealau'

reua 1507, magiaUr and assistant in master's ezain-

inations 1508, and baccalawreua juria 1509 (Dr. jur.,

1521). In 1514 he became vicar of the parish of

his native town, which belonged to the cathedral

chapter at Warzburg, and at the dose of 1520 he
succeeded his friend Johannes KrOner of Scherding
as city preacher. Luther's ideas early found a
fertile soil at Heilbronn. Even Kr6ner is reported

to have preached that more importance rested

in diligently hearing the word of God than in

the mass. Through Lachmann's influence the old
Church continued to lose ground. In 1524 the con-
cubinage of priests was forbidden, and the man-
olatry of the Carmelites was vigorously assailed.

In 1525 the barefoot friars were enjoined to
preach the Gospel and then they were forbidden
to preach at all. The citisens reqiiested commu-
nion in both forms, which request the bishc^ re-

fused Mar. 9, 1525. The Evangelicak' leader waa
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Tiachmann, whom GOtz von Berlichiogen entreated

to serve as his pastor's colleague at Neokarzim-

mem on occasion of a disputation with an over-

bearing barefoot friar.

In the Peasants' War T<achmann proved his

Evangelical moderation, his courage, and his patriot-

ism. In a written appeal (Apr. 5, 1525), he fear-

lessly admonished the insurgent peasants to obey
the sovereign authority and return home. When
the peasants entered the town (Apr. 18) the council

turned to Lachmann, who induced the peasant

leaders to moderate their demands, and also to re-

nounce Heilbronn's cooperation, thus preserving his

native place from grievous injuries. While the re-

action fancied that it held the stakes of a game
already won, Lachmann carried the council step

by step, demanding the appointment of an Evan-
gelical preacher, more frequent preaching, inaugu-

ration of the Evangelical communion, suppression

of the numerous holidays, strict moral discipline,

and Evangelical care of the poor. In 1526 he even
dared to enter into wedlock with the daughter of

the biugomaster, dreading neither the bishop's

jurisdiction nor the revilements of the old school

of beUevers. He earnestly grappled with irregu-

larities in public worship and in moral matters,

and prompted the young schoolmaster Kaspar
Greter (q.v.) to undertake the religious instruction

of youth. Communion was observed according to

the Evangelical rite for the first time on Apr. 28,

1528; and in 1529 the German rite of baptism was
also introduced.

At the Diet of Speyer in 1529, Heilbronn joined

the Protestants, and also adopted the Schwabach
Articles, with the exception of the seventeenth,

but, at Lachnmnn's advice, in common with Hall,

Nuremberg, and Brandenburg—Ansbach declined

to enter the Schmalkald League. For the diet at

Augsburg, Lachmann prepared a memorial in-

tezided to give the emperor a clear view of the

Reformation and of the state of the Church in

HeUbronn (Cf. ZKQ, xxv., 1904, pp. 318-328,

460-474). The emperor was to see that the pastor

remained imprejudiced in his pastoral rights, not-

withstanding that Lachmann, together with the

deacons, foUowed the regular Lutheran form of

public worship, commimion, and baptism, with
daily preaching on week-days. Ccuigregational

singing in German alternated with the Latin sing-

ing by the school choir. After both coimcils and
tlMB entire citizenship had pledged themselves to

fidelity toward their native town, the diet's deci-

sion was rejected, Dec. 8, 1531, and the Reforma-
tion was approved by the whole congregation.

Thereupon all priests, cloisters, and the comman-
der of the Teutonic Order were sununoned to ac-

cept the Reformation. The priests complied; the

cloister churches and that of the Teutonic Order
were closed, on refusing their support of the Refor-

mation. A new Evangelical liturgy was introduced

Aug. 22, 1532. To relieve Lachmann from over-

work the council resolved to call a second preacher
and tried unsuccessfully to secure Erhard Schnepf

.

On May 20, 1533, Menrad Molther (q.v.) of Augs-
buig was OEdled; and in 1536, Lachmann 's faithful

colleague, Johann Bersich, was appointed pastor.

Lachmann, an ardent follower of Luther and an
intimate friend of Johann Brenz, had taken part,

with perfect conviction, in the Syngramma Snevv-

cum (1525); and, with Brenz and Schnepf, he had
constantly upheld Luther's aims. There was no
need of Melanchthon's warning him on June 3,

1530, against Zwingli (CR, ii. 30). In 1532 when
Butzer was reassuring his adherents in Kraichgau
and gaining new ones, Lachmann, with Brenz, as-

sembled the friends of Luther at Heilbronn.

Lachmann early sacrificed his strength to his

fidelity in office. He was a finely cultivated, hu-
mane, and spirited man, of inflexible courage, holy
zeal against everything evil and vulgar, and glow-
ing love of country. G. Bobsert.
Bibuoorapht: C. Jiger. Mittheilunoen aut uhwlUbiat^ien
und friknkUchen ReformatitmagttdttehU, Stuttgart, 1828:
H. Titot, Kirdienge^ehichtlidte Beitrag0 Hber SUuU und
OberanU HeUbronn, Heilbronn. 1862; T. PreBsel. Aneedota
JBnrUiana, iii. 164-166. Tabingen. 1868; F. DOrr. HeU-
bronnm' Chronik, Heilbronn, 1896; BeMckreibung de§
OberanUB Heilbronn, 2 vols., Stuttgart, 1001-03; Monu-
menta Oermaniae paedagogica, toL xxii., Berlin, 1903;
ADB, xvii. 469; Dunoker. in ZKO, xxv. 308-328; J.
Laehmann aU Patriot im Bautmhrieg naeh teinen BrUfen,
in WUrttemb, JakrbUcher, 1908, pp. 44-76. Letters from
Melanchthon to lAchmann are in CA, ii. 82, 871.

LACORDAIRE, la''oer''d&r', JBAN-BAPTISTB
HEIIRI: French preacher and theological writer;

b. at Reoey-sur-Ource (135 m. s.e. of Paris), de-

partment of C6te d'Or, Mar. 12, 1802; d. at Sor-

^ze (14 m. s.w. of Castres), department of Tarn,
Nov. 21, 1861. He was educated at Dijon, where
as a law-student he came imder the influence of

Rousseau's writings and was a pronoimced deist.

Beginning to practise his profession in Paris in

1822, he was stirred by Lamennais' EsBoi 8ur Vinr

diff6rencey and within two years was convinced
that Christianity was the indispensable basis of

modem social life. He entered the seminary of

SaintrSulpice in 1824, was ordained priest in 1827,

declined the position of auditor of the Rota at

Rome with the idea of devoting himself to preach-
ing, and b^;an as almoner of the Convent of the
Visitation in Paris and also, a little later, at the

CoU^ Royal Henri IV., where his impatience

with the old-fashioned Gallicanism of the imiver-

sity body became more and more excited. With
Lajnennais and Montalembert, enthusiastic over

the prospect of freedom offered by the revolution

of 1830, he opened a school without seeking the

sanction of the privileged state university. It was
closed by the police and its projectors were fined;

and almost at the same time their newspaper
VAvenir was condenmed by the pope. Laoor-

daire went to Rome and submitted uncondition-

ally. On his return to Paris, he took up the

defense of the Church's doctrine in a coiurse of pub-
lic addresses or eonffrencM, which were enthusias-

tically listened to by great crowds and set forth

the Ultramontane view of history in its most daz-

zling form. He now conceived the idea of bring-

ing back the Dominican order, banished since the

Revolution, to France. With this end in view, he
visited Rome again in 1838, and early in the next

year published his M&moire jwur le rUabliuement
en France de Vordre dea Frbres Prkhewn, With
two other Frenchmea he entered the order on
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Apr. 9» and after a novitiate at Santa Maria sopra

Minerva, returned to France, where he continued

to command the greatest popularity as a preacher.

After the revolution of 1848, be was elected to the

National Assembly, but resigned his seat on being

censured by his superiors for a profession of repub-

lican principles, abandoning also the publication

of his newspaper L'Ere nouveUe, In 1850 he went
to Rome to defend the cause of the archbishop of

Paris, who had condemned the reactionary news-
paper VUniverB. At the same time France was
constituted a separate province of the Dominican
order, with Laoordaire for provincial. After the
coup d^Hat of 1851 he left Paris, and preached
there but once more, in 1853, after which the gov-
ernment insisted on his absenting himself from the

capital. He delivered a course of cor^&tnoes at

Toulouse in 1854, and then devoted himself to ed-

ucation, first at Oullin and then at Sor^, where
he remained imtU his death, with the exception of

a visit to Paris for his reception into the Academy.
His complete works were published in Paris, 9
vols., 1872-73; his sermons and addresses in 4
vols., 1886-^; and three different collections of

letters in 1863, 1864, and 1886. [The following

have appeared in English translation: four volumes
of Conferences delivered in N6tre Dame in Paris

(London, 1851-72); Ltfe: Confereneea Delivered at

TauUmee (1873); St. Mary Magdalen (1880); Life

qf SL Dominic (1883); ThoughU and Teachings of
Laoordaire, selections (Dublin, 1892).]

(C. Pfbndbr.)

BiBUoaaAFHT: Licto of Laoordaire't works And a long list

of notioM of his life are given in the British Museum
Catalogue. Among the many accounts of his life the
best are by J. T. Foisset. Paris. 1874; F. Beslay. Paris,

1862; A. Quillemin, Tours, 1862; C. F. R. de Montalem-
bert. Paris. 1862, Eng. transl., London, 1878; Dora
Qreenwell Edinburgh, 1867; B. Chooame, Paris, 1873,
Eng. transl., London. 1878; H. L. Farrer (H. L. Lear),

ib., 1887; A. de Broglie, Paris, 1805; Abbe du Hamel, Abbe-
yille. 1896.

LACTANnUS, lao-tan'shius.

I. Life.

U. Works.
The De Divinit InsHtuHombus (| 1).

Loet Works (f 2).

Doubtful Works (f 8).

L Life: The most frequently reprinted of the
Latin Fathers, Lucius Gaecilius Firmianus Lactan-
tius, was probably of African birth, though he was
long thought to have been an Italian. Very little

is known of his life. Jerome asserts (De vir, ill,,

bacx.) that he was a pupil of Amobius, called by
Diocletian to Nicomedia as a teacher of rhetoric,

and forced to become a writer by lack of scholars;

and he is said to have been in his old age the teacher

in Gaul of Crispus, the son of Constantine. His
having studied under Amobius is, however, doubt-
ful; and it is impossible to determine the date of

his birth or whether he was of Christian or pagan
parentage. Since Diocletian took up his perma-
nent residence at Nicomedia in 285, the call of

Lactantius thither was probably not much later

than that date; and it is evident from the De din

vinis insHtittionibus (I., i. 8) that he was still hold-

ing his office there at the beginning of the perse-

cution of Diocletian (Feb. 23, 303). If he was a

Christian at that time, he must have lost the op-
portunity to teach in that year, and then presum-
ably he took up his literary activity. But there
is no certain evidence as to the date of his conver-
sion to Christianity or as to his fortunes in the
persecution, assuming that he was then a Chris-

tian. The facts whldi he describes as an eye-wit-

ness lead to the conclusion that he was still in

Bithynia in 305, and probably longer. His so-

journ in Gaul as the teacher of Crispus (b. 307)
was probably before 317. If the De mortOms per-

secutorum was written by him, and in Bithynia
(see below, { 3), he was there as late as 313.

n. Works: In the above-cited passage Jerome
names twelve works of Lactantius, of which seven
are wholly or almost wholly lost. Of those sUU
extant, the De opifieio Dei is a small treatise ad-
dressed to a former pupil named Demetrianus, a
wealthy man in danger of deserting his philosc^h-

ical principles for a life of pleasure. The main pur-

pose of the treatise is to determine the relation be-

tween soul and body. Lactantius shows that God
has given reason to man as a protection, and jus-

tifies the arrangements of providence by a detailed

description of the structure of the human body,
concluding with an exposition of the nature of the

soul, and referring to a treatise still to be written

against the pagan philosophers, obviously the In-

sHiuiianes, As to the date of the work, it has been
customary to draw conclusions from I., i. 7 and xx.

1, which would place it after the beginning of the

persecution; but the passages quoted do not justify

even such an approximate decision as this.

The principal work of Lactantius is the De di-

vinis insHtutionilms, in seven books. The first, De
falsa religions, combats polytheism as the basis of

all errors, the unity of God being proved philo-

sophicaJly from the concept of a Su-
I. The De preme Being and historically from the

Divinit testimony of poets and pl^osophers.

Institu- In the second book, De origins erroris,

tionibus. Lactantius endeavors to show that the
demons are the source of error. The

third, De falsa sapieniia, shows the weakness of

philosophy, pretending to unattainable knowledge
and divided into numerous conflicting sects; while

the fourth, De vera sapientia et religions, draws a
contrasting picture of Christianity. The three re-

maining books discuss fundamental ethical con-
ceptions (v.), the proper form of rendering worship
to God (vi.), and immortality (vii.). The same
difficulty exists as in the case of the De opifido
about the determination of the date; but it is a
tenable hypothesis that the outbreak of the per-

secution, covering a period of at least two years,

lies between the composition of the first four books
and that of the fifth, according to which theory
the author found leisure to continue his work only
when he had left the headquarters of the anti-

Christian movement. From such passages as V.,

xi. 15 and VI., xvii. 6 it follows that these books
were written not earlier than 305 or later than the
toleration edict of Galerius in 311. The Epitome^
or abbreviated form of the InstHutionss, was known
to Jerome, and generally, until 1712, only in a mu-
tilated form from which about one-third was miss-
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ing at the bc^ginning. In the year named it was
published by C. M. Pfaff in full from a manuscript
discovered by Maffei at Turin. It is addressed to

AfraUr PerUadiu9, possibly Lactantius' own brother,

and offers not so much a selection as a complete
recasting in briefer form of the large work, made,
according to the preface, long afterward.

The De vra Dei treats a question suggested in

the In^tUuHonta (II., xvii. 5)—whether a personal
affection like anger may properly be ascribed to
(od. According to it. Christian theology presup-
poses a God who is the ruler of the world, and
whom we must reverence and fear. Without the
fear of God, man would fall a prey to his desires,

and if God looked upon this without anger he
would be permitting sin. The date can not be
more closed fixed than by its references to the Ir^

aiUviionn; Brandt places it in 308, but it was
more probably written after the cessation of the
persecution, and thus at least as late as 311 or 312.

Of the lost works of Lactantius, outside of a few
fragments, nothing is known beyond the titles given

by Jerome. Completely lost are the Sytnponum,
the OrammaHeuSf the two books ad-

3. Loct dressed to Asdepiades, and the met-
Worka. rical description of Lactantius' journey

from Africa to Nicomedia, in which he
followed a wide-spread literary fashion of his time.

A few fragments remain of the three collections of

letters mentioned by Jerome, which seem to have
been rather small treatises on various subjects in

epistolary form than letters in the modem sense.

Damasus complains (EpUi, ad Hieronj^mum, in

Jerome, Epitt., zzzv. 1) that they are long and
tedious, insufficiently representative of Christian

doctrine, and written too much in the tone of a
pedagogue.
To the works whose authenticity is doubtful

belongs the treatise which has been known since

1679 from a single manuscript where it bears the

title L. CoKtZti liber ad Danatum confeeaarem de

moftOnu peneciUarum, Its purpose ia

3. Doubt- to show that the persecutors of Chris-

ful Works, tianity have been visited by special

divine judgments. The author ia ap-

parently well informed as to the facts he narrates,

though obviously inspired by bitter hatred of the

persecutors and disposed to give credence to any
current gossip that suited his purpose. The book
was written before the outbreak of the Lidnian
persecution in 321, and, since the death of Dio-

cletian (Dec. 3, 316) is mentioned in it, not earlier

than 317. The authorship has been questioned

almost ever since its first publication—in recent

times most vigorously by Brandt; but conclusive

grounds for denying the Lactantian authorship

have not yet been presented. The following facts

have weight in the discussion: the style shows both

resemblances to and differences from that of Lac-

tantius, and is thus inconclusive; tradition, from

Jerome down, is favorable to Lactantius; the

author evidently was in Nicomedia during the per-

seeutioo, and states the facts fairly, though making
his own selection of them; he was evidently a man
of position, from the way in which he gives impor-

tant pet^ as his authorities. The h3rpothesis of

a literary forgery presents too many difficulties,

while there is nothing in the known facts of Lac-
tantius' life which militates against the acceptance
of his authorship, since the date of his leaving Nico-
media is unsettled. The poem De ave phandee ia

a version of the old phemz legend, written by a
Christian, as is shown in the conclusion, where the
phenix comes to symbolise Christ in his resurrec-

tion. There are resemblances in diction between
this and the prose works of Lactantius, who is

known (see above, f 2) to have written verses; and
since the manuscripts ascribe it definitely to him,

there ia no reason for doubting this attribution, in

spite of the fact that Jerome does not include it in

his list. Two other poems sometimes attributed

to Lactantius are now known not to be his: that

entitled De resurrectiane or De paeeha is by Venan-
tius Fortunatus (see Fortunatub), and of the De
paaeione Domini, first published in the Aldine edi-

tion of 1515, no manuscript has yet been found, so
that it may possibly be a Renaissance forgery.

All the works of Lactantius bear the marks of

his rhetorical profession. They are pleasant read-

ing, and successfully imitate the best classicHl

models in style, showing a wide range of historical

and antiquarian knowledge and frequently citing

the classical poets and philosophers. These en-

dowments, however, which won for Lactantius

from Pico della Mirandola the title of the Christian

Cicero, are less valued to-day than those of such
technically inferior authors as Tertullikn and Au-
gustine. As a theologian he has small importance.

Becoming, as it seems, a Christian only in his ma-
ture years, he never fully penetrated the deeper
religious spirit of his new faith. In Brandt's edi-

tion the index of his quotations from classical

authors fills twenty-four pages, against four for

those from the Scriptures; and of the latter most
are given on (Cyprian's authority. His main theo-

logiod content is summed up in the belief in God
as the Creator of the world and in the power of the

new law given by Christ, the following of which
frees men from sin and its penalty. He was not

touched by the Christolpgical controversy, and his

eschatology is a reproduction of the old millena-

rian teaching. In a word, Lactantius does not be-

long to the really great men of the early Church;
but with aU his superficiality he stands out as an
attractive personality, followed as a leader by a
great many in his own and later ages.

(Ebwin Prsuscbbn.)
Bibuoobapht: litemtura on Um lubjeot is to be found in

ANF, Bibliocrmphy, i>p. 77-41; Krttger. Hi$ion/, pp.
307-317; PotthMt. Wtgw^iter, p. 703; J. M. Baldwin.
DietUmary of PhilMopky and Patfcholooy, iii 1, p. 325.

New York, 1006. The Ojmra of LaeUuitiua hnve been
frequently printed, eighty-dx edition! being known
1461-1739. Among the beet iMues are thoM by O. F.

Fritnohe, 2 vols.. Leiptto. 1842-44. in MPL, vi.-viL.

•nd in CSBL, xix., zxrii.. parte 1-2. Vienna, 1800-^.
Ettg. tnmal. with introduotory notice ie in ANF, vii.

1-32S. Aeoountfl of the life, ao far ae known, are ueuaUy
found in the prolegomena to the editions of the Optra.

Consult: It Pichon, Ladanet, Paris. 1903 (an important
eontribution to the subject); P. Bertold. Prdtoomtna mu

LadarUim, Metten, 1861; 8. Brandt. Udm' das Ltben df
LoetofilitM, Vienna. 1800; C. E. Freppel. Cewmodian, Artto-

6»tM. LaelanHat, Paris. 1893; A. Mandni. in Siudi sisrin.

ii (1803). 444 sqq.
On hie writiiws and phana of hb woik eouMilt: B
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MounUin, Summary qf the Writi$Hf ^f Loctonfitw, Lon-
don, 1839; C. Leuillier, EtutUt mr Ladanee apologUU,
Caen, 1846; C. F. Jsoob. Lactanee eontideri eomm§ apo-

AviMt, Stnaburs. 1848; £. Overlaeh. DU TkeologU dm
LaetanUua, Bohwerin, 1858; T. MOller, QuatHimM Laty

tanUaruB, Qdttingen, 1876; H. E. Hekiig. DU Sthik dm
Ladantiv, Grimmn, 1887; A. Ebert, AUomm$t€ O^-
«db»dU0 d0r LUmUw dm MUMaiUn, I 72 aqq.. Leipue,

1880; F. MarbMh, Dia PwyckoUnn* dm LoetonlitM. H«Ue,
1880; J. Belaer. in TQ, IzxIt (1802), 246-203. 430-464;

P. G. Frotaohar. D«r Apolooet LactantiuB in miimn Ver-

hAUniM sur griM^itehen Philoaophie, Leipuo, 1806; Oeil-

lier. Aulmtn Mcr^. il 404-621; Sohaff. ChrxMtian Ckureh,

U. 066-068; Harnaek, Dof/ma, L-r. pMsim; DCB, iil

613-617; and in ceneral, works on the chureh hictory

of the third and fourth oenturiea and on the history of

doctrine.

LACnCnnA: LlteraUy " milk foods," i.e. arti-

cles of food which are the product of an animal, as

distinguished from its flesh, such as milk, butter,

lard, cheese, and eggs. At an early period it be-

came customary to abstain on fasting-days, espe-

cially in Lent, not only from meat, but from other

foods. The Synod of Laodicea (between 343 and
381) restricted the food taken during Lent to xero-

phagy, or bread, herbs, salt, and water, this being

confirmed by the TruUan Council of 692, which
expressly forbade eggs and cheese, and punished

violation by the deposition of priests and the ex-

communication of liiymen. In the Greek Church,

especially in the Russian branch, abstinence from

the lacticinia begins with the end of '' cheese-

week," which extends from Sexagesima to Quin-

quagesima.

In the West the custom of abstinence from the

lacticinia on fasting-days developed at an early

date, although the rule was not as rigid as in the

East. It was recommended from Rome, however,

in the sixth or seventh century, and was confirmed

by synods after the ninth century, which subse-

quently forbade the eating of the lacticinia. Thomas
Aquinas states that this abstinence was custom-

ary in his time, and it was finally established by
Alexander VII. on Mar. 18, 1666. From Lent the

prohibition of lacticinia extended to other fast-

days, as is shown by papal dispensations for the

dioceses of Cologne and Treves (1344), and for the

landgravate of Meissen (1485). Dispensations were
also granted for the eating of lacticinia in Lent,

particularly in the North, and the power of such
dispensation is now generally placed in the hands
of the bishc^ at their quinquennial faculties, the

exact extent to which lacticinia may be eaten being

determined annually by a papal indult.

(P. HiNSCHIUBt.)

LACY, JOHH. See French Prophsts.

LADD, 0E0R6B TRUMBULL: Congregation-

alist; b. at Paineeville, O., Jan. 19, 1842. He was
graduated at Western Reserve College in 1864 and
at Andover Theological Seminary in 1869. After

acting as supply at Edinburg, O., 1869-71, he was
pastor of Spring Street Congregational Church,

Milwaukee, Wis., 1871-79, professor of mental and
moral philosophy in Bowdoin College 1879-81, and
from 1881 to 1906 held a corresponding chair at

Yale. In 1879-81 he lectured on church polity

and systematic theology at Andover Theological

Seminary, and in 1895-96 had charge of the grad-

uate seminar in ethics at Harvard, where be has
lectured repeatedly. He has also lectured in Japan
(1892, 1899, 1906), and in India (as HariceU leo-

turer of the University of Chicago, 1899-1900).
He has written: Prineiples qf Church PoUty (New
York, 1882); The Doctrine cf Sacred Scripture (2
vols., 1884); ElemenU of Physiological Peydutloffy

(1887); What is the Bibief (1888); Introduction to

Philosophy (1889); OuUines of Physiological Psy-
chology (IS90); Philosophy <^ Mind (1891); Primer
of Psychology (1894); Psychology, Descriptive and
Explanatory (1894); Philosophy of Knowledge
(1897); Outlines of Descriptive Psyctkology (1898);

Essays on the Higher Education (1899); A Theory

qf Reality (1899); Philosophy of Conduct (1902);

Philosophy cf Religion (2 vols., 1905); and In
Korea with Marquis Ito (1908). He has also trans-

lated several works of R. H. Lotae, including Oul-

lines of the Philosophy of Rdigion (Boston, 1885).

LABMMBR, HUOO: German Roman Catholic;

b. at AUenstein (65 m. s. of KOnigsbeig), East
Prussia, Jan. 25, 1835. In his early life a Lutheran,
he was educated at the universities of EOnigsbeig,

Leipsic (Ph.D., 1854), and Berlin (lie. theoL, 1856).

In 1857 he became privat-dooent in Berlin and in

1857-58 studied in Italy. He was received into

the Roman Catholic Church at Braunsbeig in 1858,

immediately entered the theological seminary
there, and in 1859 was ordained to the priesthood,

after which he continued his studies at Rome for

two years, being appointed missionarius apostoHeus

in 1861. Returning to Grermany, he was subdireo-

tor of the Seminary at Braunsberg for two years,

and then oonsultor to the Congregation of the Prop-
aganda in Rome for a year. In 1864 he was ap-
pointed professor of moral theology at Braunsberg,
and later in the same year, despite the protests of

the Protestant faculty, became professor of dog-
matic theology in the Roman Catholic faculty of

the University of Breslau. Shortly afterward, he
was created consistorial counselor, prosynodal ex-

aminer, and episcopal penitentiary. He was made
an honorary member of the DoktorencoUegium of

the theological faculty of the University of Vienna
in 1865, and in 1882 was created a prothonotary
prelate. He is also a privy counselor and is now
professor of church history and canon law in Bres-

lau and a canon of Breslau. In addition to edit-

ing Anselm's Cur Deus Homo (Berlin, 1857); the
" Ecclesiastical History " of Eusebius (2 vols.,

Schaffhausen, 1859-62); and Scriptorum Grteda
orthodoxa bibliotheoa seleda, t. (Freiburg, 1864), he
has written: Clementis Alexandrird de logo dodbrina

(Berlin, 1855); Papst Nikolaus der Erste und die

hyxantinische Staatskirche seiner Zeit (1857); De
theologia romano-catholica, gua rrformatorufn aetote

viguitt antetridentina (1857); Die vortridentiniach-

katholische Theologie des RejformationS'ZeitaUers aus
den QueUen dargestellt (a translation of the prece-

ding work, 1858); Analecta Romana, ktnhenge-
schichtliche Forschungen in rdmischen Biblioth^een

und Archiven (Schaffhausen, 1861); Miserieordias

Domini (an autobiography, Freiburg, 1861); Mof^
umenta Vaticana historiam ecclesiasticam sobcuU

sexH decimi iUustrantia (1861); Zur Kirchenge-
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sckichie dcM sechzehnlen und nsbtehnUn Jahrhwnr
derU (1863); De LeonU AUaJtix codidbuB qui Roma
in InbMhMa ValUceUana aMservarUur (1864); In
deereta ooncUii Ruthenorum ZamoadensiB cmimad-
veniones theoloffico-canonica (1865); CcdettU urbs

JeruaaUm (1866); Meletemahtm Romanorum man-
tU9a (1876); De martyrohgio Romano (1878); /n-

aiUutionen dea kaihoUachen KirdienreehU (1886);

and De Ccuaria Baromi Hterarum commerdo (1903).

LiBTARB SUNDAY: The fourth Sunday in

Lent, so called from the first word of the introit of

the mass, IcBtare, ** rejoice "; it is also called Do-
minica de roaa, because the day selected by the

pope for the blessing of the Golden Rose (q.v.).

LAGARDB, Wf^jdud', PAUL ANTOR D£: Gex^

man Orientalist; b. at Berlin Nov. 2, 1827; d. at

Gdttingen Dec. 22, 1891. His family name was
BOtticher, for which in 1854 he substituted La-
garde, the name of a grand-aunt who had part in

hiB early education. He studied at Berlin 1844-46,

and at Halle 1846-47, again at Berlin 1847-49;

became privat-docent at Halle 1851; traveled in

the interest of philosophical studies to London
and Paris 1852-53; passed the next year at HaUe;
taught school at Berlin 1854-66; under a grant

from the king spent two and a half years in work
upon the Septuagint; was called as professor of

oriental languages to Gottingen in succession to

Ewakl 1869, and labored there till his death.

Judgments of Lagarde have varied greatly. His
nature was imdoubtedly erratic, and hardships and
misunderstandings embittered his life. He has

been characterized as a prophet, who raised his

voice against abuses in Church and State, educa-

tion and worship, society and culture. It did not

disturb him in the least that his voice was often

that of one crsring in the wilderness. He was also

a poet, and several of his compositions have
found place in popular collections. His political

activity may be dismissed with the mere ihention,

though it was by no means least characteristic.

But whatever may be thought of his activity in

other fields, his importance in the world of scholar-

ship is unquestionable. His knowledge of Oriental

languages was monimiental; he was master of

An^ic, Aramaic, Armenian, Coptic, Hebrew, Per-

sian, Syriac, and other Eastern tongues, and thus

was enabled to do work in comparative linguistics

which almost no other has been fitted to carry out.

This profound erudition he gave to the service of

the Old and the New Testament and to patristics,

using it in the careful editing of texts, which he
carried through with a thoroughness producing in-

tense satisfaction among scholars and causing great

regret that his life could not have been spared to

complete some of the works which he only com-
menced. This IB especially true of his labors upon
the text of the Septuagint (Librorum Veteris Tee-

tamenH canomcorum, pare »., Orcecef G6ttingen,

1883). He left his property to the Royal Society

oi G6ttingen« A supplementary fund has been

raised to his memory, devoted to the edition of

works belonging to the culture of the Middle Ages,

ecclesiastical texts and scholastic writings, and
Semitic literature. Through the mediation of Paul

Haupt his library was bought by the University of

the City of New York.

Logarde's literary activities were immense. R. J. H.
Qottheil has published an incomplete bibliography (Pro-

eniino» of (Kb Amerioan Oriental Society, 1892, pp. ocxi.-

ecxxiz.), which includes 207 publications. Almost all

of Lagarde's works were published at his own expense.
Among those which he edited or wrote the following are note-
worthy: HormAramaiea (Berlin, 1847); Rudimenia mythologuM
SemiHea wuppUmenta lexiei Aramaiei (1848); Arica (Halle,

1851); BpiMMm Novi TeMtamenti CopHee (1852); Didat-
eaUa apoHolorum Syriaee (Leipsic, 1854); Zur UrgetdtidUe
der Armenier (1854); ReHquim juirU eecleMia$Hei aniiqui*'

Hma SyriacB, Orwee (2 parts, 1856). Analecta Syriaca,
appendix Arabiea (2 parts, 1858); HippolyH Romani qua
ferufUur omnia Ormee (1858); Tili Boaireni contra Mani-
ehtB09 libri qtiatuor Syriaee (Berlin, 1850); TiH Bottreni
qw9 ex opere contra ManiduBoe in Codiee Hamburyenei
eervata eunt Orace; accedunt luUi Romani epiatulm et

Oregorii Hummaturgi car^ iidpot wiont (1850); Oeoponi-
eon in eermonem Syriacum vereorum qwe eupemmt (Leip-
sic, 1860); Clementia Romani reeoonitionee Syriaee (1861);
Libri Veterie Teetamenti apocryphi Syriaee (1861); Con-
atitutionee apoetolorum Orace (1862); Anmerkungen eur
griedUeehen Uebereeteung der Proverbien (1863); Die vier

Bvanooii»n out cisr Wiener Handedtrift herauegegeben (1864);
Clementina (1865); CfeeammeUe AhKandtungen (1866); Der
Pentateuch Koptiech (1867); Materialen eur Cfeediichte und
Kritik dee Pentateudi (1867); OeneeU Orace (1868); Hier-
onymi quaetionee Hebraiea in libro Oeneeie (1868); Bei-
trOge eur baktrieeken Lexieographie (1868); Onomaetiea eaera
(G5ttingen, 1872); Propheta CtuUdaiee (Leipsic, 1872);
HagiograpKa Chaldaiee (1872); Pealterium juxta Hebraoe
Hieronymi (1874); Pealmi 1-49 AraJbice in ueum edtolarum
(1875); PealterU vereio Memphitioa (Q6ttingen, 1875);
Pealterium, Job, Proverbia Arahiee (1876); Armemedte
Studien (1878); Symmida (2 vols., 1877-^); SemiHea (2
parts, 1878-70); Deutedte Sdtriften (1878; 4th complete
ed.. with portrait, 1003); Prater mi—orum libri duo (1870);
Orientalia (2 parts, 1870-80); Aue dem deuiedten Oekhrten^
leben (1880); Veterie Teetamenti ab Origene reeeneiti /mo-
menta apud Syroe eervata quinque (1880); Die hteiniechen
Uebereettungen dee IgmUiue (1882); AnkCndiintng einer

neuen Auegabe der grietkiedten Uebereetsung dee A. T.

(1882); Librorum Veterie Teetamenti oanonicorum, pare i.,

Orace (1883); luda Harieii maeoma Hebraiee (1883);
Petri Hiepani {Pedro de Aleala) de Ungua Arabiea Ubri duo
(1883); PereiecKe Studien (1884); Mittheilungen (4 vols.,

1884-01); Pro6e einer neuen Auegabe der kUeiniedten Ueber-
eeteungen dee A. T. (1885); Die reoidierie Lutkerbibel dee
katteechen Waieenkaueee, beeproeken (1885); Catena in
ewangdia JSgyptiaea qua eupereunt (1886); Brinnerungen
an Friedrick BUckert (1886); Neu-Orieckieckee aue Klein-
Aeien (1886); Juden und Jndogermanen (1887); Purim;
ein Beitrag eur OeediidtU der Religion (1887); Agaffiangelue

und die Akten Oregore von Armenien, neu kerauegegeben

(1887); O. Bruno, Opere itaUane, rietampate da P. de La-
garde (2 Tols., 1888); UebereidU liber die im AramAieeken,
Arabiecken, und HebriUedten Oblidie BUdung der Nomina
(1880); Ueber einige Berliner Theologen und woe von iknen
ttt lemen iet (1800); Altee und Neuee Ober dae Weiknackte-

feet (1801); SeptuagintarSiudien (2 parts, 1801-42); Bib-
Uotkeca Syriaoa (1802). A collected edition of his (7e-

didUe was issued by his wife (G6ttingen, 1807).

E. Nestle.
BnuoaBAPHT: Autobiographic material is found in lus

MitteUungen, iii 84 sqq.; Symmieta, I 227-232; in his

edition of the Qrsek O. T., pp. 542-544. Besides the

bibliography of Qottheil. ut sup., 8. R. Driyer noticed
several of Lagarde's works in the Contemporary Review,
March. 1880. Nestle has in hand a complete bibliography
of Lagarde's writings. The one biography of note is by
his wife, Anna de Lagarde, Paul de Lagarde; Brinnerung-
en aue eeinem Leben fOr die Freunde, G6ttingen. 1804.

The oration at the burial, by U. Ton Wilamowits-MdUen-
dorf, is reproduced in the latter's Reden und Vortrige, pp.
00-06, 117, Berlin. 1001; a memorial oration by J. Well-
hausen is in Odttinger OeUkrte NadtridUen, 1804, pp. 40
sqq. Later sketches are: E. Wolff, Paul de Lagarde,

Kiel. 1802; K. Albreoht, Paul de Lagarde, Berlin, 1001;

E. Platshoff-Lejeune, Paul de Lagarde, ib. 1003. Maga-
sine articles are: A. Neubauer, in AtkenauMt Jan. 0,
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1893; Q. F. Moon, in Andover lUvime, Feb. 1803; W.
MuwAraolt, in Chrittian IfUMuiencer, Mmrch 2. 1892;
further litemture of this kind is indioatad in RidiArdson,
Bneydcpaedia^ p. 600.

LAINBZ, lai-neth' (LATIIEZ), lAQO (DIEGO):
Spanish Jesuit; b. at Almasan (95 m. n.e. of Ma-
drid), Castile, 1512; d. at Rome Jan. 19, 1565.

After graduating at the University of Aloda. he
went to Paris in 1533, joined Ignatius Loyola there,

and was one of the six young men who, with Igna-

tius, took the vows of the society in the church of

Montmartre Aug. 15, 1534. For many years he
preached in Italian cities in the interest of the new
movement, was provincial for Italy 1552-54, and
on the death of Ignatius, in 1556, he became the

head of the society as vicar-general. In 1558 he
was elected general During the eight years of his

shrewd leadership he greatly extendi the work and
influence of the society. As the most prominent
papal theologian at the Council of Trent he exer-

cised a direct influence on the history of the Ro-
man Church by his defense of papal infallibility,

and of papal views in general. So important a
factor was he in the council that frequently, when
he was prevented by illness from attendhig, the

bitting was postponed till he could be present. In
1561 he took a leading part in the Conference of

Poissy between the Roman Catholics and the Hu-
guenots. He published no important work. H.
Grisar has edited his D\9putaHone9 TrtdenUnm (2

vols., Innsbruck, 1886).

BiBUOGaAPRT: Aa sourees the eerly livee by M. d'Eane.
Douai. 1507. P. de Ribedeneira (in French). Douai, 1607
(and in Latin), Cologne. 1604, and by F. Dilarino (pwu-
donym), Rome, 1672, are to be ooneulted. Modem lives

are by J. Boero, Paris, 1804; H. MOller. L09 Or%oint§ <U
la eompaffni$ de Jinu; Ignace €t Laitin^ ib. 1808; of. KL,
vu. 1655-57.

LAITY: The body of non-clerical members of

the Christian conmiunity. The designation is

foreign to the very early Church (cf. Gal. iii. 26-

28) [though the distinction between priests and
people was clearly marked among the Hebrews].

The term arose when the officers of the congrega-

tion became prominent, and when that develop-

ment began which culminated in the monarchiod
episcopacy. The expression first occurs, as applied

to the congregation in the First Epistle of Clement
(ANF, i. 16), denoting, as in the body politic, the

subjects in contrast with the rulers, the clergy.

At the head of the deigy stood the bishop, who
appointed the rest of the deigy, and installed them
in office by the act of ordination. All ceremonial

functions were reserved for the dei^ and forbid-

den to laymen. If these principles be viewed in

the light of the Apostolic Age, they indicate an
enormous innovation, a total revolution of condi-

tions in the congregation. Indeed, for a good
while longer expressions, views, and privileges still

appear that had survived from the earher age, and
were gradually weeded out as being incompatible

with the Church episcopal. For example, the

designation of the congregation as brotherhood
(Gk. <uielphotf8)y which reflects the view of the

primitive Church, was long in use. The right of

la3nnen to baptize was restricted, ^even from Ter-

tuUian's time, to baptism in case oi necessity (see

Baftibm, III. 4); and sermons by laymen prac-

tically ceased in the third century, though it should

be added that provision for lay preaching was made
by the Apostolic Constitutions (viii. 32). For a
layman to preach in the presence of a bishop was
particularly objectionable (cf. Eusebius, H%mI, eecL,

vi. 19).* The laity's distinctive right continued to

be the election of the bishop; though this, too, be-

came gradually circumscribed through the coopera-

tion of the other bishops of the province, and
through the rights of the metropolitan. Similar^,

the congregation originaUy had the right to depose

the bishop in case of grave shortcomings—a pre-

rogative still exercised in Cyprian's time, though
contested as early as by the Roman Bishop Calix-

tus I. (d. 222). The clergy's battle against ancient

rights of laymen is shown in an interesting way by
the Syriac DidascaUa (cf. TU, new ser., x. 2, pp.
274 sqq.), the particular issue here being the ri^t
of absolution. The same Didaaealta shows the

laity grouped in classes, having their separate places

in public worship—old men and young men, old

women, young women and maidens (TU, x. 2, pp.
68-69). The Canone$ HippolyU {TU, vL 4, p. 110)

give special directions to laymen with reference to

their behavior at the agape. H. Aghkus.

A word may be added regarding lay representa-

tion. Nearly all the Evangelical parties in Europe

* In answer to the eomplaint of Demetrius of Alexandria
the bishops of Cesarea and Jerusalem wrote that " when-
ever persons able to instruct the brethren are found, they
are exhorted by the holy bishops to preach to the people.
Thus in f.iaranda Luelpis was asked by Neon, at loonium.
Paulinus by Oelsus, and at Smyrna Theodore by Atticus."
Missionary work was frequently undertaken and ehurcbes
established by laymen, as in Abyssinia (fourth century) by
Frumentius and Aedesius, younc Tyrian oaptires (Socrates*

HiaL sect., i 10). An imperial law (394) prohibited laymen
ftom diseussinc religious questions in public Pope Leo L
sought to curb Neetorian and Butyohian error by urgins the
exclusion from the teaching and preaching office of monks
and laymen (453). Frequent prohibitions of lay preacihing
in the subsequent time indicate imperfect obsenrance of
papal and imperial orders. Charlemagne forbade CTeo the
recitation of the lesson in church by a layman. Itisptx>bable
that most of the prohibitions of lay activity were directed
against heretical teaching and that any sealous layman in
sympathy with the hierarchy oould at any time have secured
pennission to exercise his gifts. The multiplication of
grades of deigy (subdeacons, readers, exorcists, aeolytas.

sextons, etc) resulted from the growth of the sacerdotal
idea in accordance with which even the more external
and mechanical duties in connection with churdk swicee
must be performed by functionaries duly consecrated, axKl
involved the exclusion of the laity from active partioipatkxn
in church work. With the growth of monastician and tbe
decline in the efficiency of the secular deigy, most of the
preaching and missionary work of the medieval time was
done by unordained monks.

Medieval Evangelical parties, like the Waldenses. innsted
upon freedom of preaching and teaching. Peter Waldo was
himself a layman. Men and women alike who were received
into the inner cirde of the sodety freely evangeliMd. Yet
when the party completed its organisation there was a dear
line of demarcation between the " Poor Men *' or Perfeeta
who renounced property and family relations and devoted
themsdves exdusively to evangelism and the *' Friends '*

of the evangelists who lived in the world, and supported
the latter in their religious work. All the Evangelical par-
ties of the sixteenth century (Lutherans, Zwinglians, Cal-
vinists, and Anabaptists) strongly reasserted the doctrine of
the universal priesthood of believers, and restriction was
put upon lay teaching and preaching only so far as wfwned
necessary in the interest of good order and sound teachiiw.
At present the utmost freedom is given to lay effort by all

Evmigelical partiec—A. H. N.
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and America now make provision for lay represen-

tation in their general meetings (synods, confer^

enoes, conventions, etc.). In Germany and in Eng-
land State control involves the preponderance of

lay authority. In the disestablished Episcopal

Church of Ireland lay representation is provided

for. In the Protestant Episcopal Church in the

United States three lay delegates from each church

participate in the diocesan conventions, and each

diocesan convention sends four lay dele^^tes to the

general convention (with an equal number of clei^

ical delegates), which l^pblates for the entire body.

The Reformed bodies of the Presbyterian type

amply provide for lay representation in the ruling

elders, appointed for life, who participate with the

ministers in the presbytery and in the graduated

synodical meetings that culminate in the general

assembly. Originial Wesleyanism made no pro-

\nsion for lay representation. A growing and in-

sistent demand for it led to controversies and
schisms. It was adopted in a limited measure,

after years of discussion and thorough testing of the

sentiments of the constituency, by the Methodist

Episcopal Church of the United States in 1872.

A still more liberal representation (equal to the

ministerial) had been accorded to laymen by the

Methodist Episcopal Church South in 1866 and put

in full operation in 1870. All the Anglo-American
congregational bodies (Congregationalists, Baptists,

Disciples, Unitarians, Universalists, etc.) have al-

ways accorded equality of privileges in general

meetings to laymen.—A. H. N.

BiauooKAPHT: E. Hatoh, OroaniMoHon of ihs Early ChrU-
Han ChwtkM, l«otare y., London, 1805; Bingham, Orio-

tiMt. I., y (giv«fl dtations from orii^nal authoritiM);

L. Colemmn, AndetU ChritHanUy Exempiijled, pp. 107-
109 at pa«nin. PhUadalphia, 1859; H. B. Rertarick. Lay
Raaden; iknr Hittory, Orgomicrfiom and Work, Naw York,
ISM; Schaff. ChriuHan ChureK n. 123-131; Neandar.
Cl^iatian Church, conmilt Index, p. 131; DCA, iL 012-
016; and tbe literatura on the Dioachb and the Aroa-
ToucAL CoNvrrrunoica. The deyelopment of the dia-

tinetion between olergy and laity ia usually treated in

diaeuMiona of poet-apoeiolie Christianity.

LAMAISIL

Tibet (ID. Deyelopment into Tjunaism
ViidU by Ooeidentals (| 2). (| 4).

iBtroduetlon of Buddhism Charaeteristios of Tjimaism

(i 3). (I 5).

Tibetan Literature (| e).

T«amaiffln is the name given to the religion of

Tibet and a large part of Mongolia. It is a com-
posite faith consisting of a debased (not the clas-

steal) Buddhism, which accommodated to itself ele-

ments of the early native " bon " (see below, ) 3)

religion and of Hinduism and then developed its

own forms of belief and of government. The word
lama means a " superior,'* and is applied by coui^

tesy to all monks above the grade of novice, though
originally given only to the abbots.

Tibet is a region of (Central Asia, bounded south

l^ the Himalaya, north by the Kuen-luen Moun-
tains (which almost meet on the west),

I* nbtt west by Kashmir, and east by C^hina.

It is a region of high plateaus cut

by extremely deep and often precipitous val-

lty9, divided by a lofty mountain range running
and west so that geographers make two main

divisions—the northern, inhospitable, entirely un-

known to occidentals, intersected by parallel moun-
tain ranges running east and west, between which
are valleys and lakes froien eight months in the

year, where the population is sparse; the southern,

richer in its possibilities and possessions, several

times traversed in whole or in part by western

travelers, and contaim'ng the sources of the Brah-
maputra, Indus, Sutlej, Ganges, Mekong, Hoang-
ho, Yang-tse-kiang and other important rivers.

The population is estimated at between one and a
half and three and a half millions, of whom about
half a million are said to be monks. The ethno-

logical affinities, as indicated by the language, are

with the peoples of the Himalayas and Assam, but
observation points to a mixing with the Chinese on
the east and the Hindus on the south. In the set-

tled regions polyandry is the rule, among the no-

mads monogamy prevails, while the wealthy are

frequently polygamous. The culture is of mixed
native, Chinese, and Indian origin. The principal

points of the history, so far as it is known, are neo-

essarily related in the story of the religion. China
claims the region as a part of the empire, and a resi-

dent at the capital, Lhasa, is the representative of

the suzerain power.

The first European visitor of record was Odoric
of Pordenone (Odoricus Forojuliensis), who in 1390

led a company of monks into the country and
reached Lhasa, which he described (cf. H. Cordier,

Lea Voyages en Ane , . . du . , . /rkre Odoric de

Pordenone, Paris, 1801). Of the result of his

preaching nothing is known. In 1624 the Portu-

guese Jesuit Antonio D' Andrada (q.v.)

a. Visits went from Delhi to western Tibet and
by Ocd- was kindly received by the local chief

dentals, of Tjaprang. His success as a preacher

was such that the foundation of a
cathedral was laid, but the position was abandoned
when apparently all was favorable. Lhasa was
again visited in 1706 by the missionaries J. de As-

culi and F. M. de Torin, who stayed but a short

time. During 1716-27 Hippolytus Desiderius and
Emanuel Freyre resided in the land, protected by
the local ruler against the prejudice of the people,

in whom the tendency toward isolation was be-

ginning to show itself. Other missionaries were
sent out in 1719 and 1730, but the c^portunity to

establish Christianity was lost. About 1760 the

isolation of the country was brought about, and
thereafter entrance was difficult to effect and was
usually accomplished only by craft. In 1811 an
English physician reached Lhasa disguised as a
Hindu and in attendance upon a Chinese general.

The Abb^ £. R. Hue (q.v.) arrived there by way of

MongoUa in Jan., 1846, but was compelled to la^ve

in March of the same year. In spite of the policy

of exclusion, reports from Hindus, from Mongolians,

and from Russian subjects have made the situa-

tion and appearance of Lhasa and its vicinity well

known. From nearly all sides the city has been

approached by numerous travelers, but access to

the capital was strictly barred until the recent

British expedition, whidi failed, however, to reach

the Lama, who retired as the English drew near,

and finally went to Feldn, where he stayed
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until 1900| when he wm induoed to start on his

return.

The early faith of the people was the " bon " re-

ligion, a shamanistio animismi the deities of which
were nature gods and spirits; ancestor worship was
an element, witchcraft and magic were dominant,

and the idea of transformation was widely diffused.

Legends, probably untrustworthy, as-

3. Intro- cribe the introduction of Buddhism to

doction of descendants of Asoka who after defeat

Buddhism, took refuge in Tibet. The introduc-

tion of the faith was probably due to

King Sron-tsan-gampo (b. 617 or 629), who mar-
ried a Chinese and a Hindu princess, both devoted

Buddhists, and at their request siunmoned teachers

and obtained books from India. The progress of

the new religion seems to have been slow and the

opposition of the old faith strenuous, for about a
century later a successor of Sron-tsan-gampo in-

vited the noted Padmasambhava from India to

complete the conversion of the land (747), and he
is celebrated as the foimder of Lamaism. His wri-

tings appear to have been the nucleus of a laige lit-

erature, of which, however, nothing is known. The
whole circle of Buddha legends was carried over and
applied to him, with fantastic additions to the effect

that he claimed to be a greater magician than
Buddha, that he overcame the magic and van-
quished the magicians of the bon religion, created

a magic draft which bestowed immortality, and
had a magic horse which carried him to distant

isles where he preached his religion to the demons
and magicians. The entire trend of the story shows
that the practise of Buddhism in Tibet, as else-

where, was to assimilate what it could not con-

quer. Buddhism had already developed a series

of Buddhas prior to Gautama, and now, in accord-

ance with the Hindu doctrine of avatars, it was
annoimced that Padmasambhava, already regarded

as an incarnation, would have successors until the

new Buddha came, while the attainment of Bud-
dhaship was to be assisted by the practise of Yoga.
For a century and a half the progress was great, but
the reputation of the founder became a menace
to the king (c. 900), the religion was proscribed, and
the monks were persecuted and driven into hiding.

Eventually this course aroused the resentment of

the people, who rallied around the monks. King
Lang-darma lost his life and the kingdom, the power
going to petty chiefs and the abbots, while shortly

after the heads of the great monasteries came to

exercise a power almost regal. In 1042 Attisa, one
of these abbots, whose life marks an epoch in the

development, invited the Indian monk Vikrasila to

Tibet, a period of great literary activity ensued and
of moral reformation of the Church. The new
teacher united the conunimities of monks and paved
the way for a reunited Tibetan Church. This was
first realized after Genghis Khan had united China
and Mongolia into one empire (1220-1340), when
his grandson Kublai Khan chose as his spiritual

adviser Ragspa, abbot of the Sa-skya monastery,

became a convert to Buddhism, inade Tibet an
ecclesiastical state in the empire, and appointed the

abbot ruler. This condition continued under eight

reigning abbots till 1340. The results were two-

fold: the conversion to this form of Buddhism of

great numbers of the Mongolians, and the subver-
sion of Attisa's reforms and a rejuvenescence of

magic. When this empire fell, the Ming dynasty
of China gave precedence to the abbots of Digung,
Phag-dub and Tshal, broke the preenunence of the
Sarfljcya monastery and made it subordinate to
Phagdub, while the political control was vested in

the great monasteries.

At the beginning of the fifteenth century a new
reformer arose who is known only as Tsong-k^ta,
" the man of Tsong-ka." He was a noted scholar,

belonged to the same sect as Attisa, and aimed at
the purification and unification of the

4. Dtv^ Church. To the monks he forbade
opment marriage and the use of magic, made

into the yellow robe and the begging-bowl
T«amaism. the badge of his sect, took as his three

guiding principles pure teaching, stem
discipline, and the absolutism of the Church, while

the individual's welfare was subjected to that of

the oiganisation. He made Lhasa the center ol the

new movement, and foimded there three great

monasteries in 1407, 1414, and 1417. The rel^gi<Ki

received as its governing characteristic the idea of

the continued reincarnation of the Boddhisat in the

chief abbot, and this incarnation was made subject

not to descent, since marriage was prohibited to

the monks, but to the choice oi the Boddhisat him-
self, who became incarnate in a babe bom after the

abbot's death. Tsong-kapa is reported to have
said that he would be continually reborn as Dalai

Lama. Alongside this official was to be another,

the Tssi Lama, the two theoretically equal, but in

fact the Dalai Lama the greater both by reason of

the larger territory ruled and because he incar-

nated Padnuipani, who is to be the new Buddha
and savior of the world. The succession of Dalai
Lamas is traced to a successor of Tsong-kapa who
in 1439 became the head of the Churdh and thus
gave to the religion its decisive cast. The second
of these officials developed further the oiganisation

of the Church, and founded a body of advisers cor-

responding closely to the Roman Catholic cardinal-

ate. Missionary efforts continued among the Mon-
golians, and the fourth Dalai Lama came from the

family of a Mongolian chief. In 200 years the
yellow Church became supreme, the red monks
sank to a mere faction, while a national conscious-

ness was awakened and bound up with the ecclesi-

astical order. The Tatar dynasty of China con-
firmed the ecclesiastical privileges of the order, but
since 1750 has kept a representative at Lhasa as a
reminder of political dependence, and it is believed

that Chinese influence is potent in determining the

succession to the chief office and the emperor cei^

tainly has the right of confirmation. The Dalai

Lama resides in the important monastery of Mt.
Potala near Lhasa; the Tasi Lama (also called
" Pan-chen ") lives at Krarshis-lhun-po.

The religion centers in the '' thiee jewels" of

Buddhism, belief in the Buddha, the law, and the

order. It is held that prior to the historical Gau-
tama there were other Buddhas, three of wh(nn are

now withdrawn from the world except as guardians

during the intervals when no Buddha is incarnated;
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a fourth corresponds to the historical Buddha
who is known as Amitabha and incarnated in

the Tasi Lama; while the fifth is the

5. Chaxae- Bodhisat Padmapani, the coming Bud-
teristifisof dha and savior of the world, incar-

TiUfniiiiini. nated recurrently in the Dalai Lama,
who is therefore sacred. The Bud-

dhist doctrines of heavens and hells is fully accepted,

while the saints of the order are objects of adoration.

The principle of reincarnation is applied not only to

the two heads of the Church but to the abbots
and monks, and most monasteries claim to have at

least one incarnated saint. Syncretism is seen in

the worship of deities and spirits whose disguise as

Buddhist saints is transparent, and in the formulas

of worship and ritual which retain elements from
the bon ceremonial and from Hinduism. Similar

traces of elementary religion are seen in the mag-
ical charms and the divination which still remain
in use. Baptism, confirmation, and the mass for

the dead are among the rites of the Church, while

the rosary is everywhere foimd. Especial efficacy

attaches to the Buddhist formula Ornmani padme
hum, '* Oh the jewel in the lotus." Hence it is ever

on the lips of the people, is inscribed on cylinders

made to revolve by lumd, water, or wind, and on
flags which flutter in the wind, each turn or wave
being regarded as a repetition of the prayer bring-

ing merit to the owner or maker. Great merit is

attached to the ascetic life, hence about one-fifth

of the population are in the cloisters. Alongside

the reincarnation of the male saints are those of

females, reflecting perhaps the influence of the

Sakti religions of India. Of two nunneries the ab-

besses are incarnations of deities probably derived

from the early bon religion. Politics has influ-

enced the Church to declare the emperors of China
and Russia incarnations of Lamaist saints; curi-

ously, the king of England is not so regarded, pos-

sibly because it is the heretical red monks who are

most numerous on the Indian border. The acces-

sion to the headship depends upon the assimiption

that when a Dalai Lama dies the soul of the Bod-
dhisat who lived in him is reincarnated in an in-

fant bom forty-nine or more days after his death.

This infant is discovered in various ways—^by the

use of the lot, by divination, or, as in the case of

the last Lama, by the intervention of a monk of

pure life, who had first to be discovered. When
found, the infant and his parents are brought to a
palace near Lhasa, kept there till the child is foiur

years of age, when he is entered as a novice; at

eight years of age he becomes a monk, then abbot
and Dalai Lama. In this way the real control of

the Church and the direction of affairs is kept in

the hands of the advisers, and the Dalai Lama is

hardly more than the living idol of the population.

Of the literature of the bon religion little is

known, but such as has been investigated is in a
native script and dialect, both of early

6. Ttbetaa date. The Lamaist literature consists

Litermtore. of translations of the Buddhist canon
and standard commentaries, and of

the Tibetan writings of the monks on encyclopedic

mibjecta. The canon embraces 1,083 titles, an
immense mass of writings, which exists in several

VI.-26

recensions. The literature includes rules for the

discipline of monks and nuns, metaphysical trea-

tises, discourses of the Buddhas, legends from their

lives, treatises on magic, hymns to deities, com-
mentaries on the canon and commentaries on com-
mentaries, dictionaries of philosophical terms and
phraseology and of language, and works on philoso-

phy, medicine, astronomy, and astrology, trana-

lated from the Sanscrit. Many of these are diglots

of Sanscrit and Tibetan, and the literature has been
translated also into Mongolian, a large collection

of the plates of which was kept at Peldng and dee-

troyed during the Boxer uprising. The red church

literature outside of the foregoing is by the yellow

church held heterodox, and the principal work is

the book of the legends of Padmasambhava, exist-

ing in many editions in Tibetan, Lepcha, and Mon-
golian. The popular literature is also immense and
various—apocalyptic, miraculous, prophetic, and
ritualistic. Noteworthy are the works of Milareba

(1038-1122), a story of his life and travels, and the
'' Collection of 100,000 Songs." Both are valuable

as pictures of the language and customs of the

times. Another monk of about the same period,

Kasarrgyalpo, wrote a huge epic on the deeds of

heroes assigned to the eighth century, which hasbeen
widely diffused in the Mongolian and Kahnuck lan-

guages. The principal printing-press is at Nartang
near Shigatse, in the jurisdiction of the Tasi Lama.
Block printing is done from wooden plates, 12x24
inches in size, each block representing a page of

text.

The language, while akin to the crude dialects of

the wild peoples of the Himalayas, has been so de-

veloped by the monks as to be capable of expressing

with fulness and precision the sublimest and subtlest

thought of India. The religion of Tjamaism hasmade
of Tibet a land of culture so far as the monasteries

are concerned, but has not raised the nuias of the

population much above the level of animistic peo-

ples, so hedged about is life with ritualistic and
magical observances. Geo. W. Gilmorb.
Bxbuooeapbt: Tbe best aooount of the religion ftvailAUe

in Englieh ia L. A. Weddell. The BvddMmn 1/ Tibti, Lon-
don, 1894. An excellent though oondeneed aeoonnt,

oovering the literature and the history, ie A. Granwedal, in

Die KuUur der Oegmwart^ 1., iii. 1, Die oHenioHmAgm Jle-

Uffionen, pp. 13&-161. Berlin. 1906. of. hie MuOuOogU dea
Buddhiamua in Tibet und der Monoolei, L^pde. 1900.

The account in P. D. Chantepie de la Bauaaaye, Lehbueh
der ReligitmeoeediidUe, vL 113-117, ie so abbreviated as to

be misleading. Material is found also in E. Soblagint-

weit, Buddhiem in Thibet, London, 1863: idem. Lebent'
beechreibuno dee Padma Sambhava, in AbkantOunoen der

kdnigliehen bayrieehen Akademie, Munich, 1899, 1908;
W. W. Rockhill, The Lamaiet Ceremony eaOed " Making
of Mam PiUe," in the Journal c/ Ae American Oriental

Society, 1890. pp. xadi.-xziy.; idem. The Uee ef SkuOe in
Lamaiet Ceremoniee, ib. pp. xziv.-xzxi; fiaraehaadra
Dasa, Journey to Lhaea and Central Tibet, London, 1902.

Still of use is B. H. Hodgson. Beeaye on Ae Languagee,
Literature and Reliffion of Nepal and Tibet, ib. 1874. For
travels consult: O. Sandberg. The SxpUfratian «i Tihtl

ie$S-1904. Calcutta, 1904; W. W. Roekhill, The Und
qfO»eLamae, New York, 1891; H. 8. Laador. In the Far-
bidden Land, London. 1898; O. T. Croeby, Tibet and
Turkeetan, New York, 1906; L. A. Waddell, Lhaeea and
ite Myeleriee, with a Reeord of fibs (BrOis^) BxpediHon of
1903-04, London, 1906.

LAMBERT LB BBOUB: Belgian ecdesiaBtic;

b. in tbe first quarter of the twelfth century of a
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family of poor Walloon artisans; d. at Li^ c.

1177. Whether he bore the name le B^gue (" the

Stanmierer "), which is by no means peculiar to

Lambert, on account of a physical infirmity is not

to be ascertained. As a secular priest he first bad
charge of a church affiliated with the cathedral

foundation at Li^; there he undertook the cure

of the small church of St. Christopher, in a suburb
of Li^ge. At the diocesan synod of 1166 he de-

manded a moral reform of the cleigy, especially

curtailment of extravagance in dress, and the pro-

hibition of admitting sons of priests to orders.

When subsequently ecclesiastical abuses grew worse

he vehemently opposed them in the pulpit. At the

same time he exerted a profoimd influence upon
the populace of Li^ through his penitential sei^

mons. To his devoted followers, the women and
maidens whom he had led to renounce the world,

he dedicated a number of religious poems in the

Walloon dialect; also a paraphrase of the Acts and
a translation of Paulas epistles. These writings are

lost; but P. Meyer believes he has discovered the

Latin Psalter which Lambert used. In his stormy
zeal for winning the widest circles to the thoughts
of the Sermon on the Mount and imitation of Christ's

life of poverty, Lambert vividly reminds of Francis

of Assisi; still more so, of Waldo of Lyons. In his

sermons he often deviated widely from the doctrine

and tradition of the Church. Thus, he ascribed a
greater importance to the devout mind and prac-

tical love of one's neighbor than to means of grace

and ecclesiastical sacraments; he characterized all

expenditures for the administration of sacraments
and for acts of consecration as simony, opposed pil-

grimages to Palestine, and taught that no obedi-

ence was due to priests forgetful of duty. In 1175
the clergy of the diocese of Li^ge, whom Lambert
had vehemently attacked, ui^ged an accusation of

heresy against him. He was condenmed and im-
prisoned, but escaped and went to Italy on a pil-

grimage to Pope Calixtus III., who permitted him
to return in peace to Li^. Lambert's most ex-

tensive polemical tract, AnHgraphum Petri, was
published by A. Fayen (in Compte rendu de s^nces
de la commission royaU d'hisUnre, vol. hcviii., pp.
255-356, Brussels, 1899). In the seventeenth cen-

tury he was niunbered with the saints of the Church.
His memory is perpetuated especially by the Beg-
uines, who without doubt were founded by him.
At first a nickname, '' Beguines " was soon adopted
by the societies themselves. See Beqhards,
Beguines. Herman Haupt.

BiBUoaaAPHT: P. Coens, DuquitUio hittorica de origine

Beghinarum, Li4g!e, 1629; Brial, in Hitioire lUUraire de
la France, xiv. 402-410; H. Delvaux, in Biooraphie no-
Honale, xv. 158-162. Brussels, 1891; Analeeta BoUandiana,
xiii. 206 sqq., Brussels, 1894; P. Frederioq, Corpus docu-
mentorum inquieUionie haretica pravitatie Neerlandica,
ii. 9-36. The Hague. 1896; P. Meyer, Le PeatUier de Lam-
bert le B^gue, in Romania, xxix (1900), 528-645; A. Fayen,
in Comptee rendua dee eSaneee de la commisaion royaU
d'hUtoire, Ixviu (1899). 255-356.

LAMBERT, ISn'^bftr', FRANCOIS: Reformer in

Hesse; b. at Avignon 1486; d. at Frankenberg (32
m. s.w. of Cassel), Prussia, Apr. 18, 1630. At the

age of fifteen he entered the cloister of the Fran-
ciscan Observants at Avignon. His calling as

** Apostolic preacher " gave him occasion to fa-

miliiBkrise himself more deeply with Holy Scripture,

and he made a great impression as a preacher of

repentance and castigation. Under the influence

of Luther's writings, which found their way to him
shortly after 1520, he left the cloister in the spring

of 1522 and went to Geneva and Lausanne, where
he was promptly suspected of heretical opinions.

At Zurich, in July of that year, he ventured to de-

fend in public debate the intercession of the saints

against Zwingli, but finally declared himself van-
quished. Under the assumed name of Johannes
Serranus he now entered Germany to study the

Lutheran Reformation at its source. Having se-

cured, throiigh Georg Spalatin, credentials to Lu-
ther and the elector, he went to Wittenberg in

Jan., 1523. His sojourn there lasted till Feb.,

1524. At Luther's advice he delivered lectures on
the prophet Hosea, the Gospel of Luke, Esechiel,

and Canticles; sought to advance the Reformaticui

by translation of reformatory pamphlets into

French and Italian; and prepared a tract on the
subject of lus exit from the cloister and a commen-
tary on the Biinorite rule. He was one of the first

monks of the Reformation era to resolve on con-

tracting matrimony. In Blar., 1524, he went to

Metz, whither he was called by secret friends of the

Reformation, but was not allowed so much as once
to venture to speak publicly. In Strasburg, whither
he turned in Apr., 1524, he found friends, but failed

to obtain a position. In spite of his extensive

literary activity, his outward status continued op-

pressive. At last, in 1526, there was opened for

him the opportunity for work and the prospect of

an assured living. Recommended by Jacob Sturm
of Strasburg to Landgrave Philip of Hesse, he was
enabled to take the leading part at the Homberg
Synod (q.v.). In 1527 he was made professor at

the University of Marburg, where in company with
Adam Kraft and Erhard Schnepf he served as one
of the university's first theological teachers. His
attachment to Zwingli's theory of the Eucharist
subjected him to much suspicion in Germany, and
his French mobility, pragmatism, and easy elo-

quence provoked opposition, but as a teacher he
found great acceptance. His favorite branch was
exposition of the Old and New Testament, although
his object was not learned exegesis, but practiod
interpretation and application. Cahl Mirbt.

Bibuoorapht: Biosraphies are by: J. W. Baum, Stras-

burg, 1840 (in German); F. W. Haaaencamp, ElberfBld.

1860; F. St. Stieve, Wratialaw, 1867 (in Latin); L. Ruf-
fet. Paris, 1873 (in French). Consult further: F. Q.
Schelhom, in AmemikUee literoruB iv. 307-380, Supple-
ment. x. 1235 sqq., Leipeio, 1730; F. W. Strieder, Hee-
eieche QeUhrtengeei^ichte, vii. 378-306. ix. 405-406, OMsel,
1787; F. W. Hassencamp, Heetietke Kirehenoeechickie,
i. 65-75. Marburg, 1852; O. Cleznen, in ZKO, zxii (1001).
133 sqq.; ADB, xvii. 548 aqq.

LAMBERT, lOm'b&rt (LAMPBRT), OF HERS-
FELD: Medieval historian; b. probably c 1025;
d. after 1078. It is not improbable that be was
educated at the famous cathedral school of Bam-
berg. He entered the Benedictine abbey of Hers-
feld Mar. 15, 1058, and was ordained priest at
Aschaffenburg in the following September, after

which he made a pilgrimage through Hungary and
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Bulgaria to the Holy Land, returning to Hersfeld a
year later. The abbey school, which Lambert may
have conducted, was a very flourishing one, and
his works are good evidence of the height which
learning had reached there. The most character-

»tic is his biography of Lullus, the reputed founder

of the abbey, a really masterly performance, writ-

ten between 1063 and 1073. He followed this with
a poem, now lost, on the later history of the abbey,

and a complete history to the year 1074, of which
only scattered sixteenth-century extracts remain.

But his most important work was his Annalea from
the creation of the world to 1077. The first part is

brief and not original, but from 1040 the narra-

tive grows fuller and becomes the most extensive

account of Henry IV. by a contemporary. In
opposition to his abbot and the majority of his fel-

low monks, Lambert was decidedly against the em-
peror, and probably wrote the annals with the pur-

pose of justifying the election of Rudolf of Swabia
by the Saxon and Church party. He shows little

of the conscientiousness of the true historian, but a
literary talent remarkable for his age, which for-

merly led to the placing of too high a value upon
his work. In fact, until quite recent times it de-

termined the conception of the character of Henry
IV. taken by modem historians, and it is still im-
portant for the large number of facts contained in

it. (O. HOLDEB-EOOER.)
Bibuookapbt: The Opera, ed. O. Holder-E^ger, are in

Scripiorm rerum Oermaniearum, HaooTer, 1894, where
mention ie made of earlier editions and literature. Con-
miit: A. EUcenbrodt, Lamport von HenfM und die nnun
Quettenfonchung, Gaeeel, 1806; idem, Lampert von Htn-
feld ttnrf d%§ WortauBUtfung, Leiptic, 1800; Wattenbaeh,
DGQ, ii. 07-100: Rettbers. KD, i. 602; OeiUier, AiUwra
mcrim, xiii. 300-401.

LAMBSTH, lam'beth, ARTICLES: A series of

nine articles drawn up in 1595 to supplement the

Thirty-nine Articles by stating the doctrine of

predestination in terms more explicit and incisive

than were used in art. xvii. of 1571, which admits

of both a Calvinistic and an anti-Calvinistic inter-

pretation. Toward the close of Elizabeth's reign

Calvinism had many sympathisers in England, not
only among the Puritans, but also in the Estab-
lished Church. Calvinistic theology was ably ad-

vocated at Cambridge by Thomas Cartwright, Will-

iam Perkins and William Whitaker (q.v.). On the

other hand Peter Baro (q.v.) taught anti-Calvinism.

He found an ally in William Barrett, fellow of Gon-
vilk> and Caius, who on Apr. 29, 1595, sharply

attacked Calvin, Beza, Peter Martyr, and others

in a sennon which he preached for his bachelor's

<l<»l?ree. A lively controversy followed at Cam-
bri<lge, Barrett being forced to recant, and the

matter was referred to Archbishop Whitgift. Whit-
nkrr drew up nine articles strongly and harshly

( alvinistic as an interpretation of art. xvii. of the

Thirty-nine Artioleo; and, after some modifications

of language by the archbishop, they were signed by
\%liitgift, Bishop Fletcher of London, Bishop
Vaughan of Bangor, and others at a conference

at Lambeth Palace Nov. 20, 1595. Archbishop
Hutton of York later added his assent. Whitgift

^ni the articles to Cambridge as an admissible

triti>rpretation of art. xvii., hoping thereby to

allay the controversy and deal a bk>w at Puri-

tanism by making concessions to the Calvin-

ists of the Church of England. Though he was
moderately Calvinistic in doctrine he was strongly

opposed to the Geneva polity, and he was too gmxi
a diurchman to insist on the articles when the queen
expressed disapproval, being displeased because the
conference had been held without her consent and
impatient with both sides for stirring up contro-

versy. Consequently the articles were soon with-

drawn—a measure rendered easier by the death of

Whitaker two weeks after the conference.

The Lambeth Articles state in the most explicit

terms that God from eternity has destined a part
of the human race for life, another part for death,

and that the '' moving cause '' of " predestination

to life " is nothing whatever in the individual

—

neither " the foresight of faith, or of perseverance,

or of good works, or of anjrthing that is in the per^

son predestinated "; the cause is " solely the good
will and pleasure of God." In different forms of

expression it is declared that the twofold decree has
made two distinct classes of men. But it is not
said—doubtless intentionally—that God's decree
occasioned the Fall; the implication is rather in-

fralapsarian. At the Hampton Court Conference
(q.v.) in 1604 the Puritans asked in vain that the
Lambeth Articles be recognised. They were in-

corporated in the Irish Articles of 1615 (see Irish
Articlbs). (F. Kattenbubgh.)

Buuoohapht: 8ehaff« Civtdt, i. Q8&-M2. iil 528-625;
J. H. Overton, The Chunk in Bnglani, i. 481-483, Lon-
don, 1897 (where the artieleiare given); and etpecially

J. Strype. Tim Life and AeU </ . . . John WhiigifU
3 Toll.. Oxford. 1822.

LAMBBTH conference (also called the Pan-
Anglican Synod): A gathering held at Lambeth
Palace approximately every ten years under the

presidency of the archbishop of Canterbury, and
composed of all the bishops of the Anglican Com-
munion. The first suggestion of such an assembly
is said to have come from Bishop Hopkins of Ver-
mont in 1851, but the earliest official action in that

direction was taken by the provincial synod of

Canada in 1865. The matter was brought to the

attention of the convocation of Canterbury in the
following year, and the first call was issued by
Archbishop Longley in 1867. In September of that

year seventy-six bishops assembled at Lambeth
and discussed various questions affecting the or-

ganisation and work of the Anglican Communion
as a whole. The second conference was held in

1878, under the presidency of Archbishop Tait, at-

tended by 100 bishops; the third in 1888, with 146
in attendance, presided over by Archbishop Ben-
son; the fourth in 1897, under Archbishop Temple,
with 194 bishops; and the fifth in 1908. The bish-

ops carefully disclaim any legislative or synodical

authority, but their deliberations and resolutions

have a wide and increasing effect upon the action

of the various national churches represented. The
largest general interest attaches to the step taken

by them in 1888, when they sanctioned, with some
final modifications, the statement as to the basts

of a possible reunion of Christendom put forth by
the general convention of the American Episcopal
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Ghureh in 1886; for the text of ths itotement,

oommonly known u the Ghic^^Lembeth Quadri-

Uteral, eee Fundaiobntal Docteinsb or CniSTi-
AMITT, i 4.

BmuoQBAPBT: R. T. DttTidaon, Th* Lambdk Confmwnem
<4 1897, 1978, ami 1988, wiA^fM QHMal tUp^rU, new ed..

London. IffM: idam. Origin mud Hiat. €f fW Lmmbalk
Confmwnem €f 1887 mud 1878, fb. 1889. Tho eneydien]
l»tt«n nnd raportt an imblichMi in tnet form by the

8. P. C. K.. London; Liw6t<fc C<mf&mu$^ 1907, London.
1007; CimMrtnM id Biuhopa ^ Ac Aitt/^iemm Commmmitm
. . . 1908, . . . Bncydie^ ib^ 1906.

LAMBRUSCHINI, Idm-brOs-kl'nt, LUIGI: Car-

dinal and etateeman; h. at Genoa May 6» 1776; d.

at Rome May 8, 1854. He early entered the Bar-
nabite Order, and rose to high rank in his order,

afterward in ecclesiastical diplomacy. With Ercole
Conaalvi (q.v.) he represented the Curia's inter-

ests at the Congress of Vienna in 1818, and after

his return, as secretary of the Congregation for

Extraordinaiy Affairs, he conducted negotiations

over oonoordate with Bavaria and Naples (see

CoNOonoAiB AND Delimitino Bvllb, VI. 2, i 2;

VI. 3). In 1819 he was made archbishop of

Genoa; and in 1823 he was sent as papal nuncio to
Paris, where he suooessfully labored to make Ul-

tramontanism (q.v.) dominant in France, and this,

too, upon the fundamental ground of legitimacy.

In 1831 he was made cardinal by Gregory XVI.,
and in 1836 secretary of state for foreign affairs.

It was in Lambruschini that the reaction now cen-

tered. Wherever measures were devised, or where
efforts were forward which reflected the tendency
of the modem era, he perceived revolution. Hence,
too, he strictly opposed the strivings toward unity
and freedom within the States of the Church; the
prisons were filled, and previously granted conces-

sions were set at nought. In the Prussian govern-
ment's conflict with the Curia, 1836-38 (see DBoeTB-
ViecHBKiNG), Lambruschini vindicated the stand-
point of the Curia and drafted the state papers
against Prussia (Rome, 1838; German text, Augs-
burg, 1839). When ultimately the government
of Gregory XVI. became extremely odious Lam-
bruschini had to bear the blame for it. Although
he had seen to it that only his adherents should be
admitted to the college of cardinals, so strong be-

came the feeling against him, that when it came to
electing a successor to Gregory XVI., he received

only ten votes. Under Pius IX. he adorned high
positions, but never regained his influence.

K. Bbkbath.
Bibuooeapht: Lambruaehini was the author of Opere

•pirituaii, Rome. 1836 (an aaoetie work); SuW irnmaeo-
lalo conetpifnenio di Maria, ib. 1843. Enc. tranal.. A PcUmi-
eal Dtsaertation on the ImmaeulaU Conception of the moH
BUaaed Virgin Mary, London. 1856. Consult: L. C. Farini,

Lo Stato romano 1816-1860, i. 78 sqq.. Turin. 1850; F. Gual-
terio, OH vUHmi rivolgimenH italiani, vol. i, Florenoe. 1850;
H. Reuchlin. OnehichU Ilalinu, vol. L. Leipeio, 1860; F.
Nippold. Th€ Papacy in the 19th Centwry, pp. 98-115. New
York. 1000.

LAMENNAIS, la^'men'^n^', HUGUES FELICITB
ROBERT DE: A prominent French Roman Cath-
olic theological author, of an increasingly liberal

type; b. at Saint-Malo (on the English Channel,

200 m. w. of Paris) July 19, 1782; d. in Paris Feb.

27, 1854. His childhood was marked by piety of

the strict Breton type and great devotion to study.

In 1808 he ^ypeared as a defender of the papal

authority in his Riflexiont mar Vital de Viglm «n

France psfidanf U XVlllme siide el 8ur la ntua-

Ham aciueOe, which Napoleon's govenunent at-

tempted to suppress. In 1811 he entered the

seminary of Safait-Malo to study for the priesthood.

In the TradUion de Vigliee ma- ViruHMion Sa
Mquea (Paris, 1814), written jointly with his

brother, he esulted over Napoleon's downfall, and

on the return from Elba sought safety in England

during the " hundred days." In 1816 he was or-

dained, and continued to write articles in the Ro-

man Catholic and legitimist papers, espedaOy

against deism. In 1817 appeared the first vohime

of his principal work, the j^ssat eur I'indiffirfnee en

mature de retigum (Bag, tranal., Beaay an Iniifir-

ence in Matters of Rdigion, London, 1895), intended

to do the woric of combating the prevaleet in-

di£Ferenoe to religion and arousing interest in the

Christian cause. Three more volumes (1820-24)

stirred up much excitement, and called forth bit-

ter accusations on the part of the Jesuits, while

the Qallican bishops and the Sorbonne were luke-

warm in their approval. In 1824 Lameimais

visited Rome, and declined the offer of a cardinal's

hat made by Leo XII. His treatise De Is retiqum

otmmderH dans eee rapports avec Vardre politique d
civU (1826) was still more displeasing to the Gal-

ilean party and, in spite of the eloquence of his

advocate, Benyer, suffered a judicial condemna-
tion. He now became more and more disaffected

to the Bourbons, whose fall he predicted in his

next work, Des progr^e de la rivolvJtum tt de la

guerre contre Viglise (1829). In this he advocated

the separation of the Church from the State which

oppressed and fettered it, and more freedom for

the people as well as for the Church. After the

July revolution of 1830 he began to publirii L'Avemr,

a newBpi^)er whose motto was '' God and freedom;

the pope and the people/' The bishops now be-

gan to bring formal chaiges against TAm^nwAM' he

went to Rome with Laoordaire and Montalembert

in 1832, but found little support, and their ideas

were condemned by the new pope, Gregory XVI..

in his encyclical of Aug. 15. The puUication of

L*Avenir was abandoned. Lamennais retired to

La Ch^naie, and gave way to the logical develop-

ment of his liberal principles, marking a definite

breach with Rome by the publication of Parola

d'un croyant (1834; Eng. transL, The Wards cf a

Believer, London, 1834, 1845, 1848, 1891), which was

condemned by a fresh encyclical of July 7, but made
a deep impression on the people, whom he addressed

in its glowing words of hope and love. His Livre du

peuple (1837; Eng. transl.. The Book of the PeopU,

London, 1838) reminds them not only of their

rights but of their duties in the tone of an inspired

prophet. This was followed by a number of fugi-

tive writings of democratic tendency, of whidi Le

Pays et le gouvemement cost him a fine d two thou-

sand francs. He attempted to bring his new ideas

into harmony with his original principles in the

Esquisss d'une pkUosophie (4 vols., 1841-46), ac-

cording to which the truth is detennined, not as in

his first book by the Church, but by human reason,
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exftmmi'ng, judging, and confirming. The revolution

of 1848 brought him fresh hopes and fresh disap-

pointments. He was elected to the National Assem-
bly, and laid before it the project of a constitution

which was considered beautiful but impracticable.

After the coup d'etat (1851) he spent the short re-

mainder of his life in retirement. He had a noble

and active nature, never content imless at work.

His unselfish piety and humility were unquestioned;

but the failure of all his plans so embittered a pos-

itive and passionate disposition as to lead him far

away from the principles with which he began his

life, into a position which his early associates consid-

ered little short of apostasy. His (Euvrea competes

were issued in twelve volumes at Paris, 1836-37; six

volumes of (Euvrea poMumea appeajred in 1855-

1859 and two of (Euvrea inidiies in 1866.

(C. Pfbndbr.)

Bibuocullpbt: Biosraphioal material may be found in:

A. Blaise, E»$ai hiographiqus mtr Lamennai; Paris, 1868;
J. M. Peign^, Lamennaia, so vie intime h la Chinaie, Paris,

1804; E. Dowden, in FortnighOy Review, xi (1860). pp.
1-26; C. Beard, in Theologieal Review, x (1873), 341 aqq.,

xi (1874), 70 sqq.; G. J. Harney, in Open Court, y (1891),

2059-62; H. Gibson. VAbbi de Lamermaia, London, 1800;
C. Boutard, Lamennaia, aa vie at aea doctrinea, v<^. i.-ii.,

Fkuis, 1005-08. For study of his thought consult: T. Passa.

^tude aur Lamennaia, Paris, 1856; M. Lami, PkHoaophie
de Lamennaia, ib. 1867; O. Bordage, La PhUoaophie de
Lamennaia, Strasburg, 1860; P. Janet, La PhUoaophie de
Lamennaia, Paris, 1800; E. fuller, Lamennaia; Mnde
d'hiaioira politi^ at reUffieuae^ ib. 1802; F. Bruneti^re.

Nouveaux eaaaia aw la litUraiura contemporaine, ib. 1805;
A. Molien et F. Deune, Lamennaia; . . . sss idSea, ib. 1800.

LAMMAS-PAT: The English name for the fes-

tival of St. Peter's Chains, Aug. 1, which oom-
memoratee the imprisonment and miraculous

deliverance of the apostle> (Acts xii. 3-19). The
ancient vernacular English name is derived from
the custom in England of celebrating at that time
a thanksgiving for the wheat-harvest, and offering

the ** first-fruits " in the form of loaves of bread;

whence the Middle English lammaese, from the

Anglo-Saxon hlammcBsae, ** loaf-mass."

LAMPE, lOm'pe, FRIEDRICH ADOLF: Ger-

man Reformed theologian; b. at Detmold Feb.

19, 1683; d. at Bremen Dec. 8, 1729. He studied

in Bremen 1698-1702, and at the University

of Franeker 1702-03. In 1703 he was called as

preacher to Weeze near Cleves, in 1706 to Dui»-

burg, and in 1709 to the church of St. Stephen in

Bremen. From 1720 to 1727 he was professor of

dogmatics and church history at Utrecht; and
from 1727 till his death he was pastor of St. Ans-
gar's and pri^essor at the gymnasium in Bremen.
From his schools in Bremen and Utrecht proceeded

a great number of men who exerted a salutary in-

fluence in all spheres of life in the Reformed Church.

Lampe's theology was essentially Biblical; and it

was his great merit to further Bible study in the

Reformed Church, and to revive the fedend theol-

ogy (see CoccBius, Johannes). His most im-

portant work is Geheimma dea Gnadenbundeaf dem
groaaen BundeagoU tu Ehren und aUen hmJbegiengen
Sedan awr Erbauung gedffnet (6 vols., Bremen,
1712 seq.; Dutch transl., 1727). The first volume
treats of the " nature of the covenant of grace "

and entirely follows the fundamental conceptions

of Coeoeius. The fdlowing volumes trace the

church of God historically through the threefold

economy of the covenant of grace imder the prom-
ise (vol. ii.), the law (vols. iii. and iv.), and the

Gospel (vols. V. and vL). Lampe adopted the sys-

tematic form which Frans Burmann had given to

the federal theology. In this framework the

whole content of theology is presented, but only
in its results for practical Christian life, and in a
form intelligible to all persons versed in the Bible.

It is owing to Lampe's peculiar union of theory

and practise that his spirit as that of no other theo-

logian entered the congregations, while the history

of theological science took little notice of him. In
the doctrine of the order of salvation Lampe gave
to Calvinism and Cocceianism a new and peculiarly

Pietistic turn, by emphasizing the Pietistic atten-

tion to the inner life of the individual and the pres-

sure of personal decision, but the fundamental view
of Calvinism guarded him against all excesses of

Pietistic individualism. The Church was for him
a divine institution, and he was averse to all sepa-

ratistic tendencies. Very popular have been his

catechisms: Milch der Wahrheitf nach Afdeitung

daa Heidelbarger Katechiamua (1718); Etnleitung zu
dem Geheimnia daa Gnadenbundea; Erate WahrheUa-
milch far Sduglinge am Alter und Veratand; also

his excellent book on communion, Der heUige

BratUachmfuek der HochzeUrGdale dea Lammea an
aeiner Bundaatafel (Bremen, 1720). He also wrote:

CammenUtriua analyHco-exegeticua in Evangdium
aecundum Johannem (3 vols., Amsterdam, 1724-

1726; Germ, transl., 2 vols., Leipsic, 1729); D^
lineatio theologicB actiwa (Utrecht, 1727, Germ,
transl., Frankfurt, 1728), the first system of ethics

of the federal theology; and Diaaertationum . . .

ayntagma (Amsterdam, 1737). Together with C.

van Hase the younger Lampe edited the Bibliotheca

hiaUjricO'philolog%ca4heologica (Bremen, 1718-27).

He also took a prominent position among hymn-
writers in the Reformed Church.

(E. F. Karl MI^llbb.)

Biblxooeapht: O. Thelemann, Friedridt Adolf Lompe^
Bielefeld, 1868; H. L. J. Heppe, Oeathi6kU dea Pietiamua,

pp. 236 aqq., 479-480. Leyden, 1879; A. Rilechl. Oa-
achidUe dea Pieiiamua, i. 427 sqq., Bonn, 1880. An index
to hie own writings and to earlier literature about him ie

in A. J. van der Aa, Biooraphiaeh Woordenbock, der Naden
landan, zi 83, Hariem, 1852 eqq.

LAMPETIAHS. See Messalians.

LAMY, la'^mi', BERIIARD: French Roman
Catholic; b. at Le Mans (130 m. s.w. of Paris),

June, 1640; d. at Rouen Jan. 29, 1715. He en-

tered the Congr^ation of the Oratory in 1658, and
became professor of philosophy in Samnur in 1671,

afterward at the University of Angers. On ac-

count of his Cartesian views he was deposed from
his chair at Angers in 1675 and driven from the

city. Through the favor of Cardinal Le Camus he
was soon given the chair of theology in the semi-

nary at Grenoble, and in 1686 was recalled to Paris

as professor of theology in the seminary of St. Mag-
loire. For publishing a book without proper pei^

mission he was transferred to the Oratory at Rouen
in 1690. His principal works are: L'art de parler

(Paris, 1675); EnireUena aur lea aciencea (Brussels,
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1684); Apparaiu8adlnbliaBacra(Gren6b)e, 1686; Fr.

tranal., Lyons, 1709; Eng. tranal., Apparatus BMi-
eus, London, 1723); Harmoma 9eu conoardia guaiuor

Evangelutarum (Paris, 1689; enlarged ed., 2 vols.,

1699) ; and the posthumous De tabernaculofcBden$, de

mnda civitaU Jeruaalum ei de tempHo (1720), upon
which he worked for thirty years.

BiBuooRArar: KL, vil 1372-74; J. Pot^ tloom hUto-
Tiqfum, Le Mana, 1817; B. Haur^u, HitL lUUrain du
Maint, ii. 117 Kiq.. Pwia, 1844; Liohtenbener, SSR, tU.
7(»-710.

LANCEy THE HOLT: The instrument with
which the side of Christ was pierced after his death
upon the cross (John xix. 31). It was believed to

have been found, with the other instruments of the

passion, by Helena, the mother of Constantine (see

Helena, Saint, 1), and in the time of Bede was
said to be preserved at Jerusalem. The metal head
was carried by the Emperor Heradius to Constan-
tinople, and later to Antioch, where it was discov-

ered by the crusaders in 1098. Baldwin II. pledged
it to the Venetians, from whom Louis IX. of France
obtained it in 1239 and broiight it to Paris. Here
it was preserved and venerated in the Sainte Cha-
pelle, together with the crown of thorns; but since

1796 it has disappeared. The larger portion re-

mained in Constantinople until 1492, when Ba-
jaset presented it to Innocent VIII.; since then it

has been preserved in St. Peter's. A second lance

was venerated in the Middle Ages among the sacred

treasures of the empire. According to some au-

thorities it was the lance of Constantine, contain-

ing some of the nails of the cross, while others main-
tained that it was the actual lance of the crucifixion.

The Roman Catholic Church has never, even when
sanctioning liturgical devotion to these relics, pro-

nounced upon their genuineness. For the so-called
*' Holy Lance " used in the E^astem Chiurch in the

celebration of the Lord's Supper, see EIabtern

Church, (19.
Bibuoobapht: Benedict XIV., De . , . canomMoiione,

chaps. XXV., XTTJ., 4 vols.. Bonoiut, 1734-38; C. Rohault
de Fleury, Mimoin 9ur U$ ifwirumente de la pamion^ Paris,

1809; KL, vil 1410-22.

LANCELOTTI, lOn'^chMet'tt, GIOVANNI PAOLO:
Professor of canon law at Perugia, where he died

in 1590, and known as the author of the InfUtu-

tiones jwrU canonxci which are appended to not a
few editions of the Corpus juris canonici. The
thought of writing a text-book of canon law on the

model of Justinian's ** Institutes ** had already occu-

pied Lancelotti for some time when in 1557 Poi>e

Paul IV. commissioned him to imdertake it. The
work was not, however, formally approved by the

pope, and appeared in 1563 as a private publication.

It was first adopted by Petrus Matthteus in his edi-

tion of the Corpus furts, 1591. The value of Lan-

celotti's InstUutiones lies in the fact that from them
it is easy to become acquainted with the law in

force prior to the Council of Trent, and with the

practise of that age. The later editors have care-

fully printed out in their notes the differences in-

troduced by the newer legislation. £. Sehlino.

Bibuoobapht: Q. B. VermigUoli, Biografia dtgli teritUjri

Peruoini, il. 40 sqq^ Peruffia, 1829: J. F. von Schulte,

0€9cMchte dm QueOen und lAteratur dee eanoni$chen RechU,

iil 451 sqq., Stuttfart, 1880; KL, vii. 1376; Laehtao-

bexier. ESR, vil 718-719.

LANDELS, WILLIAM: British Baptist; b.

Berwick, Scotland, Apr. 25, 1823; d. at Kirkcaldy,

Scotland, July 7, 1899. His father was an Auld
Kirk farmer and fisherman. Converted (c. 1841)

under Primitive Methodist influence, he was en-

couraged by the Morisonians to enter the ministry,

and in 1843 began a course of study under James
Morison at Kilmarnock, with whom he spent three

simuners. He was ordained in 1844 and became
pastor of a small Morisonian church at DarveL He
seems to have come under Baptist influence at

about this time, and when called upon as pastor to

baptise infants, his scruples led him to examine the

question of infant baptism. Having become con-

vinced that it was without Scriptural warrant, be

received believers' baptism at the hands of T. Mao-
lean, of Dunbar, and soon afterward became pas-

tor at Cupar (July, 1846). From 1850 to 1855 he
was pastor in Birmingham. His most important

work was in Regents Park Chapel, London (1855-

1883), where his eloquence attracted large audiences

and where he had as members and colaborers Sir

Morton Peto, Lord Justice Lush, Principal Angus,

and other eminent Baptists. From 1883 to 1895

he was pastor of the Dublin Street Church, Edin-

burgh, his last pastorate. He published about

twenty-five volumes, mostly sermons; among the

most important are: The QospeL in Various Aspeds
(London, 1856) ; The Message of Christiamty (1856)

;

The Unseen (1859); Woman's Sphere and Work
(1859); True Manhood (1861); The Path of Life

(1862); Seed for Springtime (1863); Everyday Re-

ligion (1863); and The Cross of Christ (1864).

Bibuoobapht: T. D. Landela, Mtmoir <^f Wiaiam LamdtU,
London, 1900 (by his son); BapHat Handbook, ib. 1900.

LANDERBR, lOnd'er-er, MAXIMILIAN ALBERT
VON: One of the most important, though not
best known, representatives of the Verm^iiunqS'

theoiogie; b. at Maulbronn (23 m. n.w. of Stutt-

gart) Jan. 14, 1810; d. at TQbingen Apr. 13, 1878.

From 1823 to 1827 he studied in Maulbronn, and
then went to the theological seminary of TQ-
bingen, just at the time when Baur had begun his

academic career, and the transition from the su-

pernatural theology of the older TQbingen school

to the Hegelianism which characterised the later

was under way. After the completion of his studies

in 1832, he became assistant to his father, who was
pastor of Walddorf, then a teacher at Maulbronn,

and in 1835 in Tubingen. Four years later he was
appointed first deacon at Gdppingen, and in 1841

professor at TQbingen.
Landerer considered it his task to mediate be-

tween the negative tendency of Baur and the or-

thodox theology of Beck. He tried to show that

the fundamental principles of the traditional faith

might be maintedned without essential rejection

of the results of historical criticism or clear and
scientific method. In opposition to HegePs abso-

lute knowledge, Landerer upheld experience in the

ethico-religious sphere as well as that of natural

science. But the facts of the ethico-religious con-

sciousness are inseparable from the revelation of
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Scripture, which again, in its historical develop-

ment, connects itself with the individual conscious-

ness. The central principle of dogmatics he con-

sidered to be the unity of the divine and human by
the perfect union of God and man in the person

of Jesus, which proves the Christian religion to be

absolute. He deviated from the teachings of the

Church in his anthropooentric construction of

Christology; yet, though placing the center of

Christ's personality in his humanity, he sought to

bring out the other side by emphasizing the abso-

lute sinkssness and supernatural birth of Christ

and the concrete facts of revelation. On the whole,

the results of Landerer's dogmatic teachings were
of a positive nature, although not in the sense of

orthodox exdusiveness. He always kept his mind
open for the results of modem science and criti-

cism—to such an extent that it was exceedingly

difficult for him to arrive at final results, and he
could never make up his mind to publish a dogmatic
system. His contributions to the second edition

of the RE show his talents in the sphere of theol-

ogy; his article on Melanchthon especially made
a remarkable impression. Not less important is

that on the relation of grace and freedom in the

communication of salvation in the Jahrhucher fur
deuUche Theologie, which he helped to found. After

his death his pupils, P. Buder and H. Weiss pub-
lished two university lectures under the title Zur
Dogfnaiik, with his memorial address on Ferdinand
Christian Baur (Tubingen, 1879); P. Lang edited

a collection of his sermons (1880); and P. Zeller a
third posthumous work, Neuetie Dogmengetchichte

von Semier bit aufdie Gegenwart (1881).

(H. SCHMIDTt.)
Bibuoorapbt: WcfU dgr Ennnerung an Dr. Max Albert

LamUrrr, Tabiasen, 1878; JahrbQeker fUr deutocA* Theo-
ioifia, 1878, part 3; O. Pfleiderer, in ProtMianUtdts
Kirektnmiiuno, 1878. no. 20.

LAHDO: Pope Aug., 913-Mar., 014. His pon-
tificate fell within the period during which the Ro-
man nobtes ruled both the city and the papal see,

so that no details of his administration are known.
(A. Hauck.)

Bibuoorafht: Liber poniiflealU, ed. L. Dueheane, i. 148,

PatU. 1880; Bower, Popet, ii. 308.

LAlfDG, ATHAHASIO. See Aqapios Monachos.

LAHFRAKC.

Eftrly Life, to 1042 (| 1).

At Bee and CMn, 1042-70 (| 2).

Arahbiihop of Canterbury. 1070^89 (| 8).

Writinc* (| 4).

Lanfranc, prior of Bee and archbishop of Can-
terbury, was bom at Pavia, Italy, about the be-

ginning of the eleventh century (10057); d. at

Canterbury May 24, 1089. Details of his life are

scanty, for he himself left no memoirs, nor was any
biography of him written until forty years after

his death. He appears to have been of noble

parentage, and was educated in rhet-

t. Early Life, oric and Roman law. After his father's

to 104a. death, he left Pavia for a time, and
according to some doubtful accounts

continued his legal studies at Bologna. Returning
to his native city a master of Lombard law, he be-

came one of the three chief jurists of the Pavian
school. Probably banished as an adherent of the

nobility in the social and political struggles which
raged in the Lombard cities from 1035 to 1043, he
suddenly left Pavia and settled at Avranches in

Normandy as a teacher. Finding little favor there,

he soon determined to go to Rouen, the capital of

Normandy, but on his way is said to have been

attacked by robbers and left bound and blind-

folded in tbe forest. In the terror of the night, he
vowed to dedicate himself to God, if he should be

freed, and in the morning, when released by pass-

ing travelers, he applied for entrance at the abbey
of Bee, near the place where he had been attacked.

The abbey, founded a few years previously by
an old warrior named Herluin (see Bec, Abbkt of),

was both poor and ill-governed, and Lanfranc
quickly determined to leave it. Herluin, however,

persuaded him to remain and in 1045 or 1046 made
him prior. In 1049 he went to Reims,

2. At Bec probably to call the attention of the

and Caen, Curia to the imcanonical marriage of

1042-70. William the Conqueror with Matilda

of Flanders, and accompanied Leo IX.
to Rome. There, at Easter, 1050, he received the

hostile letter of Berengar of Tours (q.v.), and at

the conmiand of the pope detailed his own views

on the Eucharist before the Lateran Council, gain-

ing both their approval and the favor of Leo, who
sent him to the Coimcil of Veroelli as papal theo-

logian, thus enabling him to score a second triumph
over Berengar. Equally crushing was his victory

over his opponent's adherents in Normahdy, who
were finally expelled from the country by Duke
William.

Meanwhile Lanfranc's school was steadily in-

creasing both in mmibers and prestige, and enjoyed

the special favor of Popes Nicholas II. and Alexan-

der II., so that Lanfranc became the greatest teacher

and dogmatic authority of the West. This pros-

perity was interrupted at the end of 1058 or the

beginning of 1050 by William, who, censured by
the Curia for his marriage with Matilda, banished

Lanfranc from his dominions as his chief antago-

nist. But the latter appeased the duke by going to

Rome and winning the papal sanction to the mar-
riage. The result of this diplomacy so impressed

William that he made his former opponent his chief

councilor, thus inaugurating a new period in Lan-
franc's lijfe. The exact extent of his influence is

uncertain, but William's alliance with Alexander
II. in 1066 was evidently due to him, and the

grateful duke made him abbot of the new monas-
tery of St. Stephen in Caen. In August of the fol-

lowing year William offered him the vacant arch-

diocese of Rouen, but this was declined by the

abbot who, in 1068, went to Rome as the con-

queror's envoy to secure a papal embassy to

reorganise ecclesiastical affairs in England. This

embassy entered England early in 1070 and in the

sunmier appeared in Normandy and announced
to the abbot of Caen that he had been chosen to

succeed the deposed Stigand as archbishop of

Canterbury.

On Aug. 29, 1070, Lanfranc was enthroned as

archbishop of Canterbury, where, after a vain ro>
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quest to AlflzaDder II. to be permitted to reeigo,

he triumphed both over the diBorganisation of his

archdiooeae and such powerful enemies as Odo of

Bayeux (half-brother of the king). His difficulties

aroee from two problems, the questions of the

primacy and the cathedral monas-
3. Arch- teries. During the last few decades
bishop of the archbishopric of York had not only

Canterbttxy, claimed independence in the north of

1070-^89. Engknd, but had asserted jurisdiction

over the dioceses of Worcester, Lich-
field, and Dorchester. Lanfranc, after consider-

able controversy, exacted personal submission
from Thomas, the new archbishop of York, but
was obliged to prove the ancient and legal inferioi^

ity of York to Canterbury to secure the continued
supremacy of Canterbury. In 1071, when both
archbishops appeared at Rome to receive the pal-

lium, Alexander II., declaring himself unable to
solve the problem, referred the matter to an Eng-
lish council, at the same time appointing Lanfranc
his vicar. The question was considered at Win-
chester at Easter, 1072, but the historic suprem-
acy of Canterbury was denied. At the same time
an attempt, aimed at Lanfranc himself as a monk,
was initiated to transform all cathedral monasteries
in EngUnd into secular cloisters, and the leaders of

this scheme found themselves able to win the royal

support. In this juncture Lanfranc, who feared

that a double defeat would annul ail his influence

in Church and State, forged, or had foiged, ten
papal briefs, as well as a legend and three canons
of a council, which he produced at Windsor in Whit-
suntide, 1072, thus gaining an easy victory, which
won him recognition as primate and metropolitan.

After this victory Limfranc energetically began
to reform and reoiganise the ecclesiastical condi-

tion of England, b^^inning with Canterbury. He
transferred episcopal sees from villages to cities,

secured the independence of the ecclesiastical

courts, and introduced continental canon law, at

the same time gradually filling the monasteries

with continental monks and increasing the severe

ity of their rule. Yet he was no radiceJ, as is seen

by his attitude on the celibacy of the clergy. Him-
self an advocate of this principle, he obliged only

the cathedral staff to put away their wives, though
he directed that henceforth each of the clergy, on
taking deacon's orders, should make the vow of

celibacy. Despite his exclusion of the English

from high positions in churches and monasteries,

for whidh he seems in every case to have had good
reason, he regarded himself as an Englishman; and
in this spirit he promoted the cult of national Eng-
lish saints and opposed all unnecessary harshness

toward the conquered. Since his victory at Wind-
sor, he was the mightiest man in England save the

king, whose chief councilor he was and who en-

trusted him with the administration of the king-

dom during his own absences on the continent.

Yet even this power was insufficient for him,

and in 1072 he asserted the primacy of Canterbury
over Ireland as well as all Britain, actually gaining

it permanently in Ireland and Wales, and for a
time in Scotland. But the higher he rose, the

cooler were his relations with the Curia. From the

very first Gregory VII. was scarcely in sympathy
with Lanfranc, who doubtless encouraged William

in refusing to take the oath of allegiance to Greg-

ory; while the archbishop seems only to have been

waiting for a favorable (^portunity to break with

the papal court. This chance came with the con-

quest of Rome by Henry IV., when Lanfrsno en-

tered into n^otiations with Hugo the Wise, the

leader of the Guibertines, but his plans came to

nought, and Elngland remained neutraL His great

friend, William the Conqueror, died Sept. 7, 1087,

and William II. repaid the archbishi^'s byalty

and energy with ingratitude, so that death came as

a kindly friend to save him from deeper sorrows.

As in character, so as an author Lanfranc was far

inferior to his pupil and successor Anselm of Can-

terbury (q.v.). His few works, which are ahnost

entirely occasional treatises, are as foDows: Liber

de corpore et tanguifie Domini contra Beren^arium,

which consists of two parts, one re-

4. Wri- futing Berengar's attacks on Hum-

tingSk bert of Moyenmoutier and the Roman

Church, and the other defending the

usual Roman Catholic doctrine of the sacraments,

the author's only advance over his predecessors

being his assiunption that the body and blood of

Christ are received even by the unworthy. The

treatise is really identical with the letter addressed

by Lanfranc, while abbot of Caen, to Berengar,

and was composed in 1069 or 1070. A portion oi

Lanfranc's correspondence during his primacy has

been preserved as DecreUdu eputula. The Scrip-

turn de ordinatione sua was written between 1075

and 1087 and treats of his conffict with Thomas,

archbiahop of York. The Statuta, or CofutituUones,

of the cathedral monastery of Canterbury, 00m-

posed before 1084, fall into two parts, one contain-

ing the agenda and remarkably similar to the Conr

oordia reguIarU of Athelwold of Winchester, thus

presupposing an English source; and the second

discussing the administration of the monastery and

corresponding in part word for word with the Ordo

Cluniacensis of St. Bernard. Brief and unimpor-

tant works are his Libdlua de cdanda confessione,

aermo sive sentenHaf and AnnoUUiunadaB (glosses

on Cassian's CollaUones), The OraUo in concilia

habita and the Elucidariunif printed in editions of

Lanfranc's works, are not his, and the authenticity

of his glosses on the Pauline epistles is questioned,

although it may be r^arded, on good mimuscript

evidence, as genuine. The following works as-

cribed to Lanfranc are lost: De aacramentia cxr

communicalorum; NonnuUa gcripta contra Bereur

garium; Laudes, triumphi et ree gesUe Wilhebni

comitia (possibly identic^ with the work of Qiudo

of Amiens); and Historia ecdesiattioa (probably

the same as the Scriptum de ordinatUme sua). The

influence of Lanfranc was more potent as teacher

than as author, although he neither founded nor

could foimd a theological school. Even his most

important theological scholar, Anselm, quickly

marked out ways of his own, in method following

Berengar rather than Lanfranc, who probably

taught primarily as a jurist. There is some evidence

that he lectured on canon law in Bee, where Ivo

of Chartres (q.v.) was his pupil; and it is accordingly
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poMible that to Lanfranc is really due the solution

of the problem of investiture, through which Ivo
aehieved his fame. (H. BOhmbb.)
Bibuoorapbt: The Open were edited by L. d'Aohery,

Paris, 1648, and (ineffioiently) by GUee in PBA, 2 yob..

Oxford, 1844. from both of which they were republished
in MPL, el. Some of Lenfrsnc'a letters are in D. Wil-
kins. Concilia MagtuB Britannim, toL L, London, 1767.

Sources for a life are the Vila by Eadmer, in ASB, May,
vi 84SHt62; another Kfs with commentary is in the same,

pp. 832-847. also, with Mabillon's text and D'Aohery's
notes, in AfPL, oL; Eadmer's Hiaiaria novorum in Ang-
lia, ed. M. Rule, in BoUa Seriea, no. 81. pp. 20 sqq.. Lon-
don. 1884; William of Malmesbury. Getia poniifleum
Angianan, ed. N. £. 8. A. Hamilton in BoU» SsKss. no.

62. pp. 37 sqq., ib. 1870; Guilelmus Pictavensis. Getto

GuiUlmi II., ed. J. A. Giles, in BcriptaireM rarum . . . WU-
heimi, ib. 1846. Modem lives are by: A. Gharma. Paris,

1840 (not to be neglected); W. and M. Wilks. The Three

Anskbukov Lamfrane, Aneebn, A Betkei, London. 1868;
J. de Oiosal. Paris. 1877; P. MoirachI, Pavia. 1889; E.
LAi^uemare, Paris. 1902. Further material is found in

E. A. Freeman. Ncrman Conqueet, vols. ii.-iv.. London,
1879; idem. WiUiam Rufue, i. 1-140. ii. 369-360. tb.

1882: idem. William the dmqueror, pp. 141-146, ib. 1888
(all valuable): T. Wright, Biographia Britanniea Uteraria^

u. 1-14, ib. 1846; £. Churton. Hiet. ^f the Early Bnglieh
Chwch, ehap. zv., London. 1850; W. F. Hook, lAvee of
the Arehbiehe^ of Canterbury, vol. ii. chap. ii.. ib. 1862;

M. Rule. W and Timee qf St. Aneelm, i. 163-181, ib.

1883: J. H. Overton. The Church in England, L 161-169.
173-176 et passim, ib. 1897; H. BAhmer. Kirehe und
Staai in England und in der Normandie, Leipsic, 1899;
kWm, Die FAlechungen Lanfranke von Canterbury, ib..

1902; W. a W. Stephens, The Bnglieh Churdi (1006-
irrS), passim, London. 1901; Ceillier, Auteure eaerSe,

xiit 166-176. 290-296. 440-469; Bietoire liUMiire de la

France, viii. 260-306; Sohaff. Chrietian Church, iv. 664-
672; DNB, xxxii. 83-89 (where references to other litera-

ture are given); and the literature under Bbrbmoab.

LAKO, l<lng, AUGUST: German Reformed; b.

at Huppichteroth (near Gummersbaoh, 24 m. e. of

Cologne) Feb. 26, 1867. He studied in Bonn
( LS86-«8, 188»-90; Th. Lie., 1890) and Berlin (1888-
1K89), and since 1893 has been cathedral preacher in

Ilalle; since 1900 he has also been privat-docent for

church history at the university of the same city.

He has written WurUembergg Gemeimchafien (Bai^

men, 1892); Dos hdusaliche Leben Johann CcUvina

(Munich, 1893); Die Bekekrung Johann Calvina

(Leipsic, 1897); Der Evangelienkommeniar Afatfin

BuUerg und die GrundzOge seiner Theoloffie (1900);

Die Bedeutung der reformierien Theologie fOr die re-

ligioee Lage der Gegenwart (Neukirchen, 1905); Der
HeidelbergerKatechiemue und vier verwandte Katechie-

men (Leo Jude und Microna kleine Katechiamenf aowie

die beiden Vorarbeiien Urein'e) nebat einer kistoriach-

theologiedun Binieiiung (Leipsic, 1907) ; and Johanr
nee Calvin, Bin LeberuMd tu aeinem JfiO. Gdmrta-
tag (1909).

LAHG. COSMO GORDON: Church of England,

archbishop of York and primate of England;
b. at Aberdeen, of Presbyterian parentage, Oct. 31,

1864. He was educated at Glasgow University

and Balliol College, Oxford (B.A., 1885), and then
Ptudied law, but suddenly determined to take oi^

ders and pursued theological studies at Cuddes-

don, being ordered deacon in 1890 and advanced
to the priesthood in the following year. He was
UWom of All Souls', Oxford, in 1888-93, curate of

l>c«da in 1890-93. fellow of Magdalen College, Ox-
fonl, and dean of divinity in 1893-96, vicar of St.

Mary the Virgin (the university ohurch), Oxford,
in 1894r^, and vicar of Portsea, as well as chap-
lain of the Kingston prison, in 1896-1901. He was
also examining chaplain to the bishop of Lichfield

in 1894-96 and to the bishop of Oxford in 1894-
1901, honorary chaplain to Queen Victoria in 189^
1901, and select preacher at Oxford in 1896 and
Cambridge in 1897. In 1901 he was consecrated

suffragan bishop of Stepney, and in 1906, on the
resignation of Archbishop W. D. Maclagan (q.v.),

was appointed archbishop of York. He has writ-

ten: Miradee qfjeeua ae Marks qf the Way of Life

(London, 1900); Thoughts on Some qf the Parablea

qf Jesus (1905); Oppartumiy of thg Church of Eng-
land (1905); and Principles </ Rdigious BduoaHon
(1906).

LANG, HEINRICH: Advocate of liberalism in

Switserland and Germany; b. at Frommem, near
Balingen (38 m. s.w. of Stuttgart), W(lrttembei|;,

Nov. 14, 1826; d. at Zurich Jan. 13, 1876. He
entered the University of Ttlbingen at the age of

eighteen, and there came strongly under the influ-

ence of Hegelianism. Nevertheless, he did not go
to the radical extremes of the Neohegelians, being

restrained by the tenets of Schleiermacher; yet in

the great theological struggle precipitated by
Strauss, Baur, and their school at Tubingen, he
took a decided stand on the side of unfettered in-

vestigation. Like Strauss, he accepted the nega-
tive results of philosophical and historical criticism

concerning miracles and supernatural dogmas;
while, like Baur, he held primitive Christian litera-

ture and the history of Christian dogma to be a
necessary and continuous process, whereby Chris-

tian consciousness seeks to explain its absolute

content in the formulas given it. Despite his un-
restricted investigations, Lang retained his intei^

est in practical religion, but shortly after passing

his theological examination in Aug., 1848, a speech

in favor of the abrogation of the Frankfort Parlia-

ment and the estabUshment of a German republic

exposed him to the danger of legal proceedings, and
he accordingly fled to Wartau, in the Swiss canton
of St. Gall, where he was pastor 184^-^. Li this

pastorate he first published a small collection of

sermons (St. Gall, 1853), to prove that the liberal

theologian, while still maintaining his position,

may preach in edifjring and popular manner, and
may be equally devoted to his pulpit and his studies.

HIb own theological investigations were set forth

in his Versttch einer chrisUichen Dogmatik (Berlin,

1858; 2d ed., 1868), showing that the reUgious

principle of Christianity must be revised on the

basis of modem science, this principle itself being

none other than spirituality as contrasted with the

pagan religions of nature, and childlike dependence
on God as opposed to Jewish legalism. This work
is particularly characterised by its theories of the

atonement and Christology, in which the person of

Christ is, relatively speaking, eliminated.

With Lang's next work, Bin Gang durch die

chrisUiche Welif Sttuiien dber die Entwiekdung des

chrteilichen Geistes in Briefen an einen Laien (Ber-

lin, 1859), tracing the evolution of Christian re-

ligious teaching and ethics from their beginning to
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the present, he won a hearing among the laity, and
in the same year aaeumed editorial control of the

liberal ZeiUHmmen aus der r^ormiefien Kirche der

Schweii, which he directed until 1872, and then

under the title R^orm, until his death. Despite

his open expression of radical views, his esgemess
to promote true Christianity on the basis of his

modem conception of the universe is shown in his

Stunden der Andacht (2 vols., Winterthur, 1862-65)

and also in his RdigidM Charaktere (1862), in

which he traces the lives and characters of such
divergent men as St. Paul, Zwingli, Lessing, and
Schleiermacher.

In 1863 Lang was called to the pastorate of

Meilen on the Lake of Zurich, where, without being

the nominal leader of the party, he gradually be-

came the guiding spirit of the movement for the

reform of Uie Swiss Church. In 1870 he published

at Berlin his Martin Luther, ein religidees Charah-
terbUd, with the aim of aidhig the German people

to secure independence of orthodoxy. In 1871 he
was called to St. Peter's, Zurich, as deacon, and
shortly afterward became pastor. Here his abil-

ity as a preacher first gained full recognition and
activity, both in the increased attendance at his

services and also in the approval shown his Re-
Ugidee Reden (2 vols., Zurich, 1873-75). Here too

he was chosen a member of the Evangelical church-

council of the Canton of Zurich, and during this

period published two addresses Zur kirchlichen

SihuUian der Oegemoart (Zurich, 1873). In the

first of these he set forth the struggle of modem
society with the Roman Catholic hierarchy, and
in the second the position between the conflicting

extremes of orthodoxy and materialinn. Hence-
forth his battle was waged against the latter, and
in this spirit he wrote in R^orm sgainst Strauss,

Von Hartmann, and Albert Lange; while his two
contributions to the Deutsche Zeit- und StreUfragen

of HoltsendorfF and Oncken: Dae Leben Jeeu und
die Kirche der Zukunft (Berlin, 1872), and Die Ae-
ligion im ZeitaUer Ikarwina (1873), were equally de-

signed to maintain religion in its proper place in

modem society. (P. CHRiSTf.)
Biblioobapht: A. E. Biedermann. HeinruA Lang, Zurich,

1870; K. E. Mayer. Heinrieh Lang, Basel 1877.

LANG, lang, JOHN DUIIMORE: Scotch Presby-
terian; b. at Greenock (20 m. w.n.w. of Glasgow),
Aug. 25, 1799; d. at Sydney, New South Wales, Aug.
8, 1878. He studied at Glasgow (M.A., 1820; D.D.,

1825), was ordained in 1822, and founded the Scots'

Church in Sydney the following year. He was the

first minister of the Chiurch of Scotland in Aus-
tralia. At a time when every increase to the pop-
ulation was of the utmost consequence, he was the
means of bringing out many thousands of excellent

emigrants from Great Britain to the new colonies,

as also ministers and teachers for the work of the
Churoh. He represented Port Philip, Moreton
Bay, and Sydney successively in the legislative

assembly, and was instrumental in securing the

separation and independence of Victoria and
Queensland from New South Wales. He foimded
and edited at Sydney at various times several secu*
lar weekly papers, and also published several works,
the chief of which is his Historical and Statistical

Account qf New South Wales (2 vols., London, 1834;
4th ed. revised, 2 vols., 1874).

Bibuooeapbt: Conault hU Brief Skekk cf my PorKuwew
lory Life, Sydney, 1870; G. B. Barton, Pm*m and Prom of
Now SauOi Walts, ib. 18M; DNB, tttji. d»-WL

LAHO, JOHK MARSHALL: Church of Scotland;

b. at Glassford (12 m. s.e. of Glasgow), Lanark-
shire, May 14, 1834; d. at Aberdeen May 2, 1909.

He studied at the University of Glasgow (M.A.,

1856), and became minister of St. Nicholas (East),

Aberdeen 1856; Fyvie, Aberdeenshire, 1859; Ander-
ston Churoh, Glasgow 1866; Morningside Pariah,

Edinburgh 1868, and Barony Parish, Glasgow 1873.

After 1900 he was vice-chancellor and principal of

the University of Aberdeen. He was moderator
of the Church of Scotland in 1893, president of the

Alliance of Reformed Churches in 1899, and Batid

Lecturer in 190Q-01. In theology he described him-
self as " holding the great Christian verities; liberal

in attitude as to creeds, criticism, and matters not

entering into the substance of the faith." He wrote

:

Heaven and Home (Edinburgh, 1879) ; The Last Sup-
per qf Our Lord (1881); Ltfe: Is it Worth Living f

(London, 1883); Gideon and the Judges (1890); The
Expansion qf the Christian Life (Duff lectures, Edin-
burgh, 1897) ; and The Church and iU Sadat Mission
(Baird lectures, 1902), besides contributing The Re-
ligions of Central America to the St, QUes Lectures for

1881 (Edinbuxgh, 1881) and The Anglican Church to
the same series for 1883 (1883), and preparing the
homiletic sections on Luke for The Pulpit Commen-
tary (London, 1889).

LANGS, lOng'e, JOACHIM: German Lutheran
and leader of the Halle Pietists; b. at Gardelegen

(86 m. w. of Berlin) Oct. 26, 1670; d. at Halle
May 7, 1744. After a youth of poverty, he began
his university career at Leipsic in 1689, where he
came under the personal influence of A. H. Frandce
and C. Thomasius. In 1690 he accompanied
Francke to Erfurt and thence, in 1691, to Halle.

On completing his theological studies in 1693, he
went to Berlin, where he became private tutor in

the house of F. R. von Canitz, whose poems he
later edited under the title Ntbenstunden unter-

schiedener Oedichte (Berlin, 1700). At the same
time he came in close contact with Spener and
other leading Pietists. In 1696 he was called to
Cdslin as rector of the gymnasium there, but two
years later he returned to Berlin as head of the
Friedrichswerdersches Gymnasium, and was also

pastor of the Friedrichstadt Chmt^ from 1699.

From 1709 until his death he was first adjunct and
then full professor in the theological faculty of

Halle, of which he was rector in 1721-22 and 1731-
1732. Despite the learning, piety, and discipline he
had evinced at Berlin, and notwithstanding the
immense popularity of his earlier years at Halle,

he had few pupils after 1730. His lectures, though
chiefly on dogmatic and moral theology, also in-

cluded exegetics and, for a time, ascetics.

Lange's literary activity was more potent and
lasting than his academic work, but of his long list

of writings (even an incomplete catalogue number-
ing ninety-five) only those most important for the-

ology can be mentioned here. He began his career

as an author by his Idea theologies pseudorihodoxm^
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9peetatim Schdvigiana (Berlin, 1706), first as an
appendix to J. W. Zierold's Synopna verUatis, and
in the following year as a separate work. He then

availed the Unschuldige Nachrichten, edited by
V. £. Ltecher, the orthodox leader, after 1702,

with his AvfrichJtige Nackricht von der Unechtheit

der BogenanrUen Umckuldigen Nachrichten (5 vols.,

Leipsic, 1707-14). His chief attack on the or-

thodox, however, was his Aittibarbarus orthodoxicB

dognuitico^hermeneuHcua (4 parts, Berlin, 1709-11);

while in his RichHge MitteUtraaae (4 vols., Halle,

1712-14) he sought to combat the errors and ex-

travagances of his fellow Pietists. He again at-

tacked LOscher in the name of the theological

faculty of Halle with his Die GesktU dea Kreuz^

reiehM ChrUti in seiner Untchuld, etc. (Halle, 1713);

and when his opponent sought peace with Halle

in 1716 and 1719, it was Lange whose stubborn

attitude prevented any reconciliation. Lange now
engaged in a controversy with the philosopher

Christian Wolff (q.v.), who had been appointed
professor at Halle in 1706. Wolff's prorectorial

address on the moral philosophy of the Chinese

(July 12, 1721), declaring that unaided human
reason could attain to moral truths, was bitterly

offensive to the theological faculty, and Lange, not

only by using his court influence to brand Wolff's

determinism and atheism as perilous to the State,

but especially by his Catiaa Dei advereua aiheiemum
et p9eudopkilo9ophiam pneaertim Stoicam^ Spinozi-

anam et Wolfianam (Halle, 1723), secured his oppo-
nent's banishment in 1723. Yet despite this tri-

umph, which was followed by a series of polemics,

such as the Kurze Daraiellung der Grundedtxe der

Wolf^chen PhUoaophie (Halle, 1736), could not

prevent Wolff's return in 1740, whik Lange was
prohibited from making further attacks.

Lange's writings, though highly esteemed by
his contemporaries, have now only a historical

value. His works on church history, systematic

theology, and exegesis are exemplified by his Hia-

ioria eccfenastiea VeUrie et Novi Testamenti (Halle,

1722); (Eeonomia aaliUie evangeligue dofftnatiea et

morolie (1728); and HermenetUica aacra (Berlin,

1733), and his two comprehensive works on the

Bible, BQUiacheB Lieht und Recht (7 vols., Halle,

1729-38), and HauMM (2 vols., Leipsic, 1743).

As an author of pietistic hymns he is best known
by his O Jeau, aikaaea Lieht, nun iat die Naeht ver-

gangen, and Herr, wann wirat Du Zion hauenf
(Georq MCllbb.)

BnuooEAPHT: The ehief source b tbe ftutobiofcnphy,

Halle. 1744. Gonault further: C. W. F. Walch. Uiuloru
im JCiliwrn'tn . . . und fi«iH;ionMftnrili0Aeilcii, 1 844 eqq.,

LmPHC, 1762; A. Ritschl. QtuhidhU dea PiBtumiu, i. 280-
600. Bonn. 1884; W. Schreder. OMchiehU der Friedridu-

UniMniiat w HaiU, L 133-136, 200-212. 307-320. Ber-
liii.l8M.

LAHOBv JOHAHH PETER: German theologian

and eziqgete of the Evangelical school; b. on a
farm in the parish of Sonnbom, near Elberfeld,

Prussia, Apr. 10, 1802; d. at Bonn July 8, 1884.

His father was a farmer and wagoner and brought
bis son up in the same occupations, but allowed

him to indulge his passion for reading. He stud-

ied at the gymnasium in Dtlssekiorf 1821-22 and
the University of Bonn, where he wa3 particularly

influenced by Nitzsch, 1822-25. He became assist-

ant minister at Langenbeig, near Elberfeld, 1825;

Reformed pastor of Wald, near Solingen, 1826; of

Langenberg, 1828; and of Duisbuig, 1832. At
Duisbuxig he attracted attention by hiB articles in

Hengstenbei^'s Evangeliache Kirchenaeitung and
other periodicals, by his poems, and by his book
Ueber den geachichUichen Charakter der kananiachen

Evangelien, intbeatmdere der Kindheitageachichte

Jeau; mit Beziehung at/ '* daa Leben Jeau von D,
F. Strauaa" (Duisbuig, 1836). In 1841, after

Strauss had been prevented from taking his pro-

fessorship of theology at Zurich (see Strauss,
David Friedrich), Lange was called to the posi-

tion. Here he elaborated his lAben Jeau nach den
Evangelien (5 vols., Heidelberg, 1844-47; Eng.
transl., 6 vols., Edinbuigh, 1864, 4 vols., Philadel-

phia, 1872), a positive refutation of the famous
work of Strauss, which had a wide circulation and
a marked effect upon the subsequent literature on
the subject. In 1854 he succeeded Domer as pro-

fessor of dogmatic theology at Bonn. In 1860 he

became oonsistorial councilor.

Lange was small of stature, had a strong consti-

tution, a benignant face and bright eye. He was
simple in habits, genial, full of kindness, wit, and
humor, and was always fully alive to the religious,

literary, and social questions of the day. He was
a poet as well as a theologian, his mind teeming with

new ideas, often fanciful, but always interesting

and suggestive. Some of his compositions have
gone into the hymn-book. As theologian he was
one of the most original and fertile authors of the

nineteenth century. His theology is Biblical and
Evangelical—catholic. His Theologiach'homildiachaa

Bibeltoerk (16 parts on the New Testament, Biele-

feki, 1857-71, 20 parts on the Oki Testament,
1865-76) in its English form (ed. Philip Schaff, 25
vols, induding an additional vol. on tbe Apocrypha
by E. C. Bissell, New York and Edinbuigh, 1864-

1874 new ed. 1886) made his name familiar in

Elngland and America. He originated the plan,

engaged about twenty contributors, and commented
himself on Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers,
Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi, Matthew, Mark, John,

Romans, and Revelation, giving original and bril-

liant homiletical hints. Other works worthy of

mention are: BUdiache Dichtungen (2 vols., Elbei^

feld, 1832-34); Daa Land der HeniichkeU (M6rs,

1838); VermiachU Schnften (4 vols., 1840-41; new
series, 3 vols., Bielefeld, 1860-64); Chriatliche Dog-
matik (part i., Philoaophiache Dogmatik, HeidelbeiK>

1849; part ii., Poaitive DogmaOkf 1851; part iii.,

Polemik und Irenik, 1852); Vom OeSberge, geiatliehe

Diehtungen (Frankfort, 1853); Daa apoatoliadie

Zeitalter (2 vols., Brunswick, 1854); Orundriaa

der theologiachen EncykhpOdie (Heidelberg, 1877);

Orundriaa der btbliachen HermeneuHk (1878); Grund^

riaa der chrtaUichen Ethik (1878); Orundriaa der

Bibelkunde (1881).

(PhIUP SCHAVFtO D. S. SCHAFT.
Bibuooeapht: P. Sehaff. Oermany; iU UniwertUita, TK§^

ohn and RtHgum, pp. 381-388, New York, 18S7; Worta
der Brinnerung an , , , J, P, Langa, Bonn, 1884.

LAN6BN, lOng'en, JOSEPH: German Old Cath-

olic; b. at Cologne June 8, 1837; d. at Bonn July
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13, 1901. He studied in Bonn, and was ordained

to the Roman Catholic priesthood in 1859. After

being curate in Werveliiaghoven, near Neuss, for a
year, he was chaplain and lecturer at the Roman
Catholic theological institute at Bonn until 1861»

when he because privat-dooent for New-Testament
exegesis in the university. He was appointed pro-

fessor extraordinary in 1864, and full professor in

1867. Before his break with Roman Catholicism

in 1870, he published Die detUerokanomachen StUcke

de8 Buches Esther (Freiburg, 1862); Die Utxten

Ld>emUige Jeau (1864); Dae Judentum in PalOe-

tinatur Zeit ChrisH (1866); and Orundries der Einn
leitung in daa Neue Testameni (1868). In the latter

work the author's divergence from the rising ultra-

montane school became manifest, and the secmid edi-

tion, though essentially identical with the first, could

no longer appear at Freiburg, but was published

at Bonn in 1873. It was natund that Langen should

join the protest against Ultramontanism (q.v.),

and with his colleagues at Bonn he was suqiendsd
and excommunicated by the archbishop of (3ologne

in 1872. He took an active part in the oiganizsr*

tion of the Old Catholic Church, drew up the Old
Catholic catechism and the LeUfaden fiir den As-
ligioneunterricht an den hdheren Schulen, and was
president of the committee appointed for the theo-

logical interpretation of the question of imion with
the Greek Church. When the fifth Old Catholic

synod in 1878 annulled the obligation of celibacy,

he retired from pastoral activity and thenceforth

took part in Old Catholic church-life only on q)ecial

occasions.

Becoming, through stress of drciunstances, a
historian instead of an exegete, Langen now wrote
the book which was to be at once the scientific

basis of Old Catholicism and the justification of

opposition to Vaticanism, Dae vatikaniache Dogma
von dem Umveraal-Epiakopat und der Ur^ehWar--

keit dee Papttea in aeinem Ver?iaUme eum Neuen
Testament und twr kirchlichen UeberUtfening (3
parts, Bonn, 1871-73). To this same period be-

longs Die Kirchenvdter und das Neue Teetameni

(1874); but the chief work of his later life was his

Oeechichte der rOmiachen Kirche, quellenmdaaig dar^

geateUt (4 vols., 1881-93), which extends to the
death of Innocent III. (1216) and forms the

historic counterpart of his more theoretical Vati-

kaniachea Dogma. He promised also a supple-

mentary volume which should contain a rteum^
of the history of the papal power from the death
of Innocent to modem times, but this, though it

probably exists in manuscript, has never appeared.

In his studies on the development of the papacy
Langen wrote also Die Klemenaromane (Gotha,

1890), while as an advocate of union between the
Old Catholics and the Greek Church he wrote
Die trinitariache Lehrdifferem awiachen der abend'

Idndiachen und morgerd&ndiachen Kirche (Bonn,

1876) and Johannea von Damaakua (Gotha, 1879).

Although opinions upon Langen's scholarship

differ, in great part because of the fimdamental di-

vergence of the points of view of Evangelical and
Old Catholic thought, he was, at all events, an in-

spiring teacher, despite the fact that perscmally

he was solitary, strongly pessimistic, and fre-

quently over-severe in his judgment of men and
conditions. (L. K. Goszs.)

Bibuoobapht: Oooault the tttaimtiire under OldGatbouos.

LANOTON, STBPHBH: Archbishc^ of Cantar-

buiy; b. in England (probably in Linoolndiire) o.

1150; d. at Slindon (50 m. s.w. of London), Sus-

sex, July 9, 1228. Be studied at the Univeratty of

Paris and lectured there on theok^gy till 1206,

when Innocent III., with whom he had formed a
friendship at Paris, called him to Rome and made
him cardinal-priest of St. Chryaogonus. His piety

and learning had already won him prebends at

Paris and York and he was recognised as the fore-

most English churdunan. On the death of Hu-
bert Walter, archbishop of Canterbury (1205),

some of the younger monks elected to the see

Reginald, the subprior, while another faction under
pressure from King John chose John de Grey,

bishop of Norwich. Both elections were quaabed
on appeal to Rome and sixteen monks of C^hrist

(l^iuch, who had gone to Rome empowered to act

for the whole chapter, were ordered to proceed to

a new election in presence of the pope. Langton
was chosen and was consecrated by the pope at

Viterbo June 17, 1207.

There followed a strugg^ between John and In^

nooent in. (q.v.) which brou^^t great misery upoa
unhappy England. The Idng proclaimed that any
one who recognised Stephen as ardtibishc^ should

be treated as a public enemy, and expelled the

Canterbury monks (July 15, 1207), who were bow
unanimous in siipport of Stephen. In Mar., 1206,

Innocent placed England under the interdict and
at the dose of 1212, after repeated negotiations had
failed, he passed sentence of deposition against

John, conmiittLDg the execution of the sentence to

Philip of France in Jioi., 1213. In May John
yielded and in July Stepl:^ (who since his con-

secration had lived at Pontigny in France) and his

fellow exiles retiu-ned to England. . His first epie-

copal act was to absolve the king, who swore that

unjust laws should be repealed and the liberties

granted by Henry I. should be observed—an oath
which he almost immediately violated. Stephen
now became a leader in the struggle against John
and none of the barons did more than he to rescue

England from John's tyranny. At a council of

churchmen at Westminster, Aug. 25, 1213, to which
certain lay barons were invited, he read the text

of the charter of Henry I. and suggested a demand
for its renewaL In the sequel, largely through
Stephen's efforts, John was forced to grant the

Great (Charter (June 15, 1215). Since John now
held his kingdom as a fief of the Holy See the pope
espoused his cause and excommunicated the barons.

For refusing to publish the excommunication Ste-

phen was suspended from all ecdesiastioal functions

by the papal commissioners and on Nov. 4 this sen-

tence was confirmed by the pope, although Stephen
appealed to him in person. He was released from
suspension the following spring on condition that

he keep out of England till peace was restored and
he remained abroad till May, 1218. Meanwhile
both Innocent and John died and all parties in

England rallied to the support of Henry lU.
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Stephen continued his work unremittingly and
effectively for the political and ecdesiastioBkl inde-

pendence of England. In 1223 he again appeared

as the leader and spokesman of the barons, who
demanded of Henry the confirmation of the char-

ter. He went to France to demand for Henry
from Louis Vm. the restoration of Normandy,
and later he supported the king against rebellious

barons. He obtained a promise from ^ope Hono-
ritis in. that during his lifetime no resident legate

should be again sent to England, and won other

concessions from the same pontiff favorable to the

English Church and exalting his see of Canterbury.

Of great importance in the ecclesiastical history of

England was a council which Stephen opened at

Osney Apr. 17, 1222; its decrees, known as the

Constitutions of Stephen Langton, are the earliest

provincial canons which are still recognized as

binding in English church courts.

Stephen was a voluminous writer. Glosses,

commentaries, expositions, and treatises by him
on almost all the books of the Old Testament, and
many sermons, are preserved in mantiscript at Lam-
beth Palace, at Oxford and Cambridge, and in

France. The only one of his works whidi has been
printed, besides a few letters (in The EiaUnical

Works of Oervaae of CarUerhury, ed. W. Stubbs, ii.

London, 1880, RoUa Series, no. 71, appendix to

preface) is a TractaHu de tranelatione Beati Thomas
(in J. A. Giles's Thomas of Ccmlerbury, Oxford,

1845), which is probably an expansion of a sermon
he preached in 1220, on occasion of the translation

of the relics of St. Thomas (Thomas Becket); the

ceremony was the most splendid which had ever

been seen in England. He also wrote a life of

Richard I., and other historical works and poems
are attributed to him. It was probably Stephen
Langton who first divided the Bible into chapters

(see Bible Text, III., ) 1).

Bibliooeapht: Souroes for a Ufe are a Ganterbury GSiroii-

ide in Stubbt'a Otrvaae cf Canterbury, ut mip.; Roger of
Wendover, ed. H. O. Coze, 6 vols.. London, 1841-40; the
works of Matthew of Paris (edited in RoOa Seriet); Ralph
of Coggleshall, De motSbue Anglicanue eub Johanne, in
Bouquet, Recueil, zviii. 60-120; and the LUe of Inno-
cent III. in MPL, coxiy.-coxv. Modem aketohes (a oom-
plete Life is still laoking) are: M. Pattison, in lAeee of
BngHeh SairUe, ed. J. H. Newman, yol. x., London, 1845;
W. F. Hook, in Liivee of the Arthbiatiope <tf Canteiimrv, ib.

1860-76; C. E. Maurioe, London, 1872; R. C. Jenkins,
Canterbury, ib. 1880 (on the supremacy of Ganterbury);
F. Phillips, in Pathere of the Englieh Church, 1 ser.. ib. 1891;
and DNB, zxxu. 122-128. Consult also J. H. Overton,
The Church in England, I 220-231, London, 1897; W. R.
W. Stephens, The BngHeh Church {1096-1979), ib. 1901;
and in general the works on tiae history of TCngUtxi deal-
ing with his period.

LAHGUBTy lOn^'g^', HUBERT: French diplomat
and Reformer; b. at Viteaux (21 m. w. of Dijon),

1518; d. at Antwerp Sept. 30, 1581. He entered
the University of Poitiers in order to study law,

but he was interested also in theology, history, and
natural and political science. He visited the imi-

veisitiee of Padua and Bolpgna, and traveled in

Italy and Spain. He was greatly influenced by
Melanchthon's Loci theologici, which put an end to
his doubts. In 1549 Languet went to Wittenberg,
where he was kindly received by Melanchthon as

a guest, frequently accompanying him on his

travels and being on intimate terms with his friends.

Expelled from France by the persecutions of the
Protestants, he settled i^ Wittenberg, spending the
winters there, but making extensive journeys in

the summer and fall. In 1559 Languet, on the
recommendation of Melanchthon, entered the serv-

ice of the elector of Saxony as diplomatic agent,

which position he held until 1577. The elector sent
him to various courts: to Paris, Vienna, Prague,
Frankfurt, Cologne, and the Netherlands. As a
friend of Melanchthon he exposed Uie growing
party of strict Lul^rans; but still he did every-
thing in his power to reconcile the opposing par-
ties, even trying to effect the recognition of the
French Huguenots at the diet of Frankfurt in

1562, but without success. In May, 1561, he went
to France in order to bring about a closer connection
between the German princes and the French Protes-

tants, and was present at the Religious Conference of

Poissy (q.v.). In 1562 he was in Antwerp; the
following years were spent in diplomatic journeys
to France and back to Saxony. In 1571 the elec-

tor sent him together with the ambassadors of other
Protestant princes of Germany to King Charles IX.
of France to congratulate him on the peace of St.

Germain. On this occasion Languet advocated the
equal recognition of both confessions, but the an-
swer was the night of St. Bartholomew; having
narrowly escaped death, he left France in Oct.,

1572, and returned there only once more, shortly
before his death. From 1573 to 1576 he was at the
court of Emperor Maximilian II., whom he accom-
panied on his various journeys. With the death of

Maximihan II. in 1576 his connection with the
court of Vienna was dissolved. The bitter feelings

against him as the friend of Melanchthon and a
Calvinist caused him to ask for dismissal from the
court. The elector granted his desire, but con-
tinued his salary. In 1577 he went to Cologne in

order to be nearer to the Netherlands, as hd was
greatly attracted by William of Orange.
The leading idea of his diplomacy was that of

religious and civil liberty for the protection and
expansion of Protestantism. He did eversrthing
in his power to advance the union of the Protestant
churches. The correspondence with the Elector
August of Saxony and with Mordeisen were edited
by T. P. Ludovicus under the title Arcana seculi

xvi. (Halle, 1699). Other collections of letters are
EpistolcB politiccB et hiHoriow ad P. Sydfiaeum
(Frankfort, 1633); Epistolm ad J, Camerarium,
Patrem et fiHum (GrOningen, 1646). Hb chief

work is VindicuB contra tyrannos (Edinburgh
[Basel?], 1579). The book is divided into four
parts, each of which proposes and answers a ques-
tion: (1) Must Gkxl in a case of dispute be obeyed
rather than a ruler? (2) May a ruler who violates

the law of God and devastates the Church, be op-
posed? (3) How far, and with what right may it

be allowed to expose a ruler who suppresses or des-

troys the state? (4) Have neighboring rulers a
right to assist a ruler oppressed by his subjects?

(Paul Tbchacksrt.)
Bibuoorafbt: Aoeounts of the life have been written by

Philibert de la Mare, ed. T. P. Ludovicus, HaUe, 1700;
Treitschke, Leipdo. 1846; H. Chevreuil. Paris, 1856;
J. Blaael, Breslau, 1872. Consult further: G. von Polena,
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Omehidki$ dm /mfUdtUehen Calvinitmua, UL. Beil«ce 0,

pp. 484 loq.. 6 vols.. Ooiba. 1867-^: J. F. A. Gillat. Craio
van CniOmm. Frankfort, 1860; O. Sefaoli, HyhtH Lat^-

guttt olf kwniUk&iteKtr B^rieht&ntaUm' und O^mndimr in
Frankniek JgeO-7M, HaI1», 1876.

LAHIOAH, lan'i-gon, JOHH: Irish Roman Cath-
olic; b. at Caahel (13 m. e.n.e. of Tipperary) 1758;

d. at Finglas (3 m. iuilw. of Dublin) July 7, 1828.

After a brilliant career at the Irish College in Rome
he became professor of Hebrew, ecclesiastical his-

tory, and divinity at the University of Padua in

1789, but returned to Ireland in 1796 and secured

the chair of sacred history and Hebrew in the Royal
College of St. Patrick, Maynooth. A dispute with
the bishop of Cork, who suspected him of being a
Jansenist, soon resulted in his resigning his pro-

fessorship. He was then engaged by the Royal
Dublin Society as assistant librarian, and was later

promoted to the poet of librarian and general Ittei^

ary supervisor. In 1813 he began to show symp-
toms (^ cerebral decay, and in 1821 he was removed
to a private asylum at Finglas. His principal

works are the unfinished Inatitutionea Biblica (vol.

i., Paria, 1793); and An Ecclenaatical History of
Irdand , , , to the Beginning cf the Thirteenth

Century (4 vols., Dublin, 1822; 2d ed., 1829).

BnuooRAPHT: W. J. Fitipatriek, Iri^ Witt and Wortkiet,
including Dr. Lanigan, hit Lift and Timtt^ Dublin, 1873;
DNB, xxzU. 136-180.

LAHSDELL, HBHRY: Church of England; b.

at Tenterden (17 m. 8.e. of Maidstone), Kent, Jan.

10, 1841. He studied at St. John's College, High-
bury, 1865-67, and became curate of Greenwich
in 1867, metropolitan associate secretary of the

Irish Church Missionary Society in 1869, and was
curate of St. Germans, Blackheath, 1880^2. He
was honorary secretary of the Church Homiletical

Society 1874-86, curate of St. Peter's, Eltham,
1885-86, and lecturer at St. James', Plumstead,
1890-91. Since 1892 he has been chaplain of Mor-
den College, Blackheath, London. He has been
an extensive traveler, not only touring the world,

but also penetrating deeply into Central Asia, and
has done anoateur missionary work in northern
Europe, Hungary, and Armenia. He has written:

Through Siberia (2 vols., London, 1882); Ruesian
Central And, induding KtUdja, Bokhara^ Khiva,
and Merv (2 vols., 1885); Through Central Asia

(1887); Chinese Central Aeia (2 vols., 1893); and
The Sacred Tenth: or, Studies in Tithe^Giving, An-
cient and Modem (1906).

LAODICEA, 16-od"i-si'a, SYlfOD OF: A Phryg-
ian synod held about 360, its acts being placed

between those of Antioch in 341 and Constantinople
in 381. The date may be somewhat more closely

defined by the seventh canon, which mentions the

Photinians between the Novatians and the Quar-
todecimans; compare the eighth, which alludes to

the Montanists. The number of those present is

not given, but Gratian speaks of thirty-two bish-

ops, and names as the chief author of the canons
Theodosius, who is rightly identified with a Euno-
mian or Semiarian bishop of the Lydian Philadelphia

in 36^-364 according to Philostorgius (viii. 3) and
in 359, according to Epiphanius {Haer, Ixxiii. 26).

The Laodicean canons are concerned with penance

(i.-ii.), the conditions and requirements of the

clerical oflBce (iii.-v.; cf. xi.-zii., xl.-xliv., liv.-

Iviii.), relations with heretics (vi.-x., zzxL-xxxiv.),

divine worship (xiii.-zxviii.), preparation for bap-

tism and fasting before Easter (zlv.-lii.), and the

relation of Christians to Jews and Gentiles (zziz.-

XTT1X.). The mention of femak elders in the

seventh canon and of " visitors " in the fifty-

seventh is also noteworthy. The repetitions in the

canons (cf. xxxi. with x., xxxiii. with vi., xhiL

with xzii., and zxxiv. with ix.) show that they are

a compilation or compend of an older collection.

(Edoar Henneckx.)
Bibuoohapht: Hefele, Coneilitnffttckiektt, L 746 aqq.. Ens.

tranol., ii. 296 aqq.; T. Zahn. Ottekiekte dtt neaitalamadr
liektn Kanont^ ii. 103 aqq., Leipfie, 103 aqq.; DCA, u.

028M»0.

LAOS. See Siam.

LAO-TSZB, Id'O^'-tse'': The reputed founder of

the Chinese religion called ** TAoism." He was

bom about 604 B.C., near the present Kwei-te, in

Ho-nan province, China; d. at an unknown place

and time, probably at a great sge. In 517 B.C. be

met Confucius, so that he was alive at that time.

He was keeper of the archives at the court of Ch&u,

and it was to learn something about the ancient

rites and ceremonies of ChAu that Confucius came
to him. Foreseeing the downfall of ChAu, L&o re-

tired to a far country, stopping, however, long

enough with Yin Hs6, the warden of the gate, to

write for him the remarkable volume, in five thou-

sand characters, on the subject of TOo (the " Way ")

and Teh (" Virtue "), called T&o Teh King. Lio
was a philosopher, as his name ('* the Old Philoso-

pher ") implies. His great work, Tdo Teh King, is

translated in Legge's Chinese Classics, in Chalmer's

Speculations of the*' Old Philosopher " Laurtsze, and
in Cams' Lao Tsze. It is, however, not through-

out intelligible even to native Chinese scholars,

much less to other readers. It may be briefly de-

scribed as an ethical treatise, in which the duties

of the individual and the State are set forth. It

lays great stress upon humility and upon gentle-

ness, and, in one sentence at least, approaches

Christian ethics. " It is the way of T&o not to act

from any personal motive, to conduct affairs with-

out feeling the trouble of them, to taste without

being aware of the flavor, to accoimt the great as

small, and the small as great, to recompense in-

jury with kindness.'' L&o seems to stand for ex-

treme simplicity, even for the restriction of learn-

ing, since when people have too much knowledge

they are difficult to govem; even the use of knotted

cords as means of record seemed better than writ-

ten characters. His connection with Taoism is

supposititious. The founders of that religion sim-

ply used his name and part of the title of his book
to give their ideas and practise currency. See

China, I., 2.

Bxblxoobapht: S. JuUen, Le Livre de la vote tt de la V«rfu,

Parifl. 1842; J. ChAlmere, Tht Speculatumt on Jfeta-

pkytiet, Poliiy and Moraliiy of tht *' Old PkUotopker,"
London, 1868; T. Wattera. Ijoo^Ttte, a Study in Ckinete

Philotophy, Hong Kong, 1870; P. Carua. Ijoo Ttae, Chi-

cago, 1903; I. W. Heynnger, Lao Tste, tke Light cf Ckina^

Philadelphia, 1903.

LA PLACE, JOSUE DE. See Placbub, Josua.
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LapMd

LAPPS: A people of Finno-ugric race, who
from very early time have wandered in the north-

ern parte of Norway, Sweden, Finland, and Rus-
aia. In the middle of the thirteenth century

ChrJatianity began to be propagated among those

in Norway, most of whom, however, long retained

their heathen customs. More effective measures
for their conversion were taken in the seventeenth

century by Erik Bredai, bishop of Trondhjem
(1643-72), and at the beginning of the eighteenth

by Thomas von Westen (d. 1727; see Westen,
Tboicab von), called the apostle of the Lapps.
Toward the end of the eighteenth century the mis-

sioQ declined, but new interest was awakened by
the work of Niels Stockfleth (d. 1866), who trans-

lated the New Testament into Lappish (1840).

The religious and moral life of the Lapps improved
much from this time.

In Sweden (q.v.) the Lapps came in contact with
Christianity during the late Middle Ages. Several

of the Vasa kings took much interest in the attempt
to ChriBtianise them, especiaUy Charles IX. (1604-

1611), who laid the fotmdation of an ecclesiastical

Ofganisation in Lapland. In the records of the

riksdags during the eighteenth century debates

on the Lappish missions are often met with. By
royal ordinance of Oct. 3, 1723, it was enacted
that aU the clergy in Lapland should know the

native language, that a school should be opened
near aU the larger churches, and that books i^ould

be printed in Lappish at public expense. In 1739 a
special board was created to adininister the Lap-
pish mission. Liberal grants from the riksdag

and private donations furnished a sohd fotmdar

tion. About 1740 several itinerant missionaries were
^pointed to teach the Lapps in their homes.
Chie of the first missionaries was Per HflgstrOm

(d. 1784). Per FjellstrOm, pastor at Lycksele (d.

1764) published a catechism (1738), a church nuin-

ual aiid hymn-book (1744), and the New Testar

ment (1756) in Lappish. As early as 1735 a
^lecial school-law for Lapland was enacted. The
aealous missionary work among the Lapps of Swe-
den during the eighteenth century bore good fruit

in better religious and moral conditions and an ad-

vance in civilisation. Of the clergymen who
worked in Lapland during the nineteenth century,

the brothers Petrus Lsstadius (d. 1841) and Lars

Levi Lestadius (d. 1861) are best known. New
regulations for the church organisation in Lapland
were made Apr. 14, 1846, and Jan. 31, 1896. The
entire Bible was published in Lappish in 1811.

What has been said of the Lapps in Sweden ap-

plies also in essentials to those in Finland. Until

1809 the Kemi Lapps were subject to the Swedish
crown. Missionaries of the Greek Church began to

work among the Lapps in Russia in the sixteenth

century and continued in the foUowing centiuies.

Most oi the Russian Lapps have adopted the Greek
faith, but their Christianity often consists merely
in an outward observance of the ceremonies of the

Chureh« Elof Haller.
BtBUOOSAnnr: A. Msylsii, Hitt. tU I'ivanoHimHon df

LmponB, Fwia, 1863; J. Vmhl. Uppens og tUn lapdbi M%9-
Ham, Ooprahsten, 1866; O. SooU, TMtirOm and Lap-
fantf . . . wilK IfUndudory Sketch tf Ou Stockholm Mio^
tiom, London. 1868; A. H. Kmbo, Th» Lmppo; Otoir

Origin and Cu§toma, ib. 1885; E. Haller. Svcn^ca Kvrkana
mittion i Lappmarkon, Btoekholm, 1896.

LAPSED: In the broadest sense, Christians who
have fallen into mortal sin and are, therefore, lia-

ble either to excommunication or to penance.
Commonly, however, the term is restricted to

Christians (or catechumens) who, in periods of per-

secution, either disavowed their faith publicly and
explicitly, or, by means not recognised by Chris-

tian morals, eluded their duty of profession. There
were different opinions in the ancient Church both
with respect to the definition of the act itself, and
with respect to its disciplinary treatment. The
question ran through a long development and was
not finally decided until long after the time of Dio-

cletian, but the controversy reached its climax in

the third century, especially in the years of the

Decian and Valerian persecutions.

Open profession is demanded in the Gospels,

and a verdict of condemnation is pronounced against

such as disavow their faith (Matt. x. 33; Mark
viii. 38; Luke ix. 26, xii. 9). The Epistle to the

Hebrews and the First Epistle of Peter, as well as

the messages to the seven churches in the Apoc-
alypse, exhort to constancy under the

Apostasy sufferings of persecution. During the

under first century, however, the danger of

PSTBecutton. relapses into paganism or Judaism
was not great. Christian apologists

after Justin state that, in general, the Christians

continued faithful; and Roman and Greek writers

of the second century, such as Marcus Aurelius,

Lucian, Celsus, and others often speak of the fanat-

ical contempt of death evinced by the Christians.

Indeed, a passion for martyrdom grew up in the

congregations, but was regarded with dissatisfac-

tion by the more sober and self-controlled mem-
bers. That martyrdom might become a duty was
generally accepted throughout the Church, the only
difference of opinion being with respect to the

point at which the duty b^;an. Some considered

it legitimate to flee from persecution and martyr-

dom, while the Montanists declared that every
true Christian should seek martyrdom. It must be
borne in mind that during the second and third

centuries the danger of relapse was augmented.
Many fell away, and their number increased with
each new persecution. The Shepherd of Hermas
contains many striking illustrations of the effect

which the persecutions of Trajan and Hadrian had
on the congregation of Rome, enumerating the

various motives of apostasy, and noting that re-

lapses also occurred in perfectly quiet times. The
persecutions of Antoninus Pius uid Marcus Aure-

lius likewise had their lapsed, while Tertullian's

De/uga in perucMone, De corona, and other works
were written with special reference to the perse-

cution by Septimius. What a disoiganising influ-

ence the Decian and Valerian persecutions exer-

cised IB apparent from the letters of Cyprian (q.v.)

and his treatise De lapsis. Euaebius throws a veil

over the lapsed in the persecution of Diocletian,

yet it is evident that the number of apostates was
laige, and denial was only too frequent in the last

persecution, instituted by Julian, although the

lapsed were soon permitted to reenter the churches.
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After 250, different classes of lapsed were dis-

tinguished: aacrificati, who had sacrificed to the

gods; thtsrificatif who had burned incense to them;
ICbdlatici, who by bribery had procured a certifi-

cate showing that they had already

Classes of fulfilled all requirements; and tradi-

the Lapsed, (otm, who had either actually surren-

Treatment dered their sacred books and vessels,

of Them, or had pretended to do so by substi-

tuting others for them. At the same
time a change took place in the disciplinary treat-

ment of the lapsed. In the second century it was
generally accepted throughout the Chiurh that a
Christian who had relapsed into idolatry could not

be readmitted to the congregation. The most sin-

cere repentance was not sufficient; only open pro-

fession \mder a new trial and martyrdom could blot

out the guilt. In the middle of the third century

milder views were adopted. In 250 Cyprian and
the Roman clergy still felt uncertain about the

question, but gradually a more lenient practise pre-

vailed in the churches of Carthage, Rome, Alexan-
dria, and Antioch, and between 251 and 325 a com-
plete system of penitential rules was elaborated by
the bishops. Not only was a distinction made be-

tween aacrificati and libeUatici, but regard was paid
to the individual circumstances of each case, thus
gradually transforming the penitential system into

one of casuistry. The oldest and most important
of such penitential decisions are the Liber de pcBni^

tenJtia of Petnis Alexandrinus, the first four canons
of the Synod of Elvira (306), the first nine of the

Synod of Ancyra (314), the thirteenth of the Synod
of Aries (314 or 316), and the tenth to the four-

teenth of the Council of Nicsea (325).

(A. Habnack.)
Bibuoobapby: C. Wessely, Le» PIub AfiCMtu MonumenU du

durigUanitme SeriU tur papyrue^ Faris, 1908 (oontAins at
the becioning a seriMof dooumentsof th« hi^iuBst value for
this subject); J. Marinus, De diBciplina in admini§tration0
•aerametUi jxeniterUia, Paris. 1651; H. Klee, Die Beichte,

Frankfort. 1827; M. J. Routh, ReHquia •aerm, Iv. 21-22,
116-116. 255. 256. 5 vols.. Oxford. 1846-48; J. Langen.
Oe9€hitkt» dtr rOmiacken Kirche^ i. 270 sqq.. 300 sqq..

Boim. 1881; J. H. Kurti. Church HiHory, i. 82-^. New
York. 1889; Hefele. Concilienoeechichte, and Eng. transl..

vol i. passim; Neander, ChrieHan Chur<^ i. 226-246;
SohAff, ChrieHan Church, h. 60 sqq.. 76 sqq.; KL, i. 87-4)1.

LARDNER, lOrd'ner, NATHANIEL: English
nonconformist; b. at Hawkhurst (42 m. s.e. of

London), Kent, June 6, 1684; d. there July 24,

1768. He studied in London, Utrecht, and Ley-
den, and in 1716 toured France, Belgium, and Hol-
land as the tutor of the son of Lady Treby, whom
he instructed from 1713 to 1721. After the death
of his patroness in 1721 he remained without a
position until 1729, his delivery being too dry and
lifeless to gain him the pulpit which he desired.

In 1729, however, he became assistant minister in

a Presbyterian chapel in London, and remained
there until 1751, when total deafness obliged him
to retire. The rest of his life was passed in seclu-

sion, although he maintained an active correspond-

ence with scholars at home and abroad.

Lardner's theological position may be defined as

rationalistic supematuralism, since it recognized

both the justification of reason and the necessity

of revelation. Believing that the original simplic-

ity of Evangelical doctrines had been obscured by
useless speculations, he sought to return to plain

and primitive truth. His primary object was the
proof of the truth of Christianity by historical criti-

cism, this being the basal concept of his chief work,
The CredtbiUty qf the Gospel History (17 vols., Lon-
don, 1727-57). This book, at once profound and
unbiased, is divided into two parts, with a supple-

ment as a third. The first division contains thooe
facts mentioned in the New Testament which are
confirmed by contemporary writers, while in the
second portion, whidi is much the longer, the tes-

timonies of the Church Fathers of t^ first four
centuries are collected and carefuUy weighed, be-
sides being subjected to a thorough criticism which
investigates their authenticity and determines their

date. The supplement discusses the canon of the
New Testament, which Lardner believed to have
been settled long before the Synod of Laodioea.
He dated the synoptic Gospels and Acts in 64 and
the Johannine Gospel in 68, the latest book being
Revelation, which he placed in 96. The date of

the Epistles was relatively late, since they were
written after the Gospel had been widely promul-
gated. The Gospel of the Hebrews was a trans-

lation of the Greek Matthew. Am(Hig his other
works special mention may be made of the follow-

ing: A Vindication of Three qf our Blessed Saviour's

Miracles (1729); The CircumHances qf the Jewish
People (1743); A Large Collection qf Ancient Jew-
ish and Heathen Testimonies to the Truth qf the

Christian Religion (4 vols., 1764-67); and particu-

larly A Letter concerning the Logos (1759), which
brought upon him the charge of Socinianism.
BnuoaRAFHT: The basal work on the life is the anony-
mous Memoire of Lardner, London, 1769 (by J. Jennings).
Consult further the Life by A. Kippia, in voL i of the
Worke of Lardner, London, 1788; L. Stephen, Hiai. «/
Bnolieh Thought, passim. New York, 1881; and notioes
listed in DNB, jaaal 147-151.

LA ROCHELLB, CONFBSSION OF. See Gai^
LiCAN Confession.

LARRABEE, lar'a-bt, WILLIAM HENRY:
Methodist Episcopal; b. at Alfred, Me., Sept. 20,

1829. He studied at Indiana Asbury (now DePauw)
University (B.A., 1845), and was acknitted to the
bar, although he never practised. After having been
a teacher (1846-52), fanner, and clerk in the office of
the superintendent of public instruction in Indiana,

he engaged in literary and editorial work. He was
assistant editor of The Methodist (New York City)

1862-65 and 1870-77, of The Brooklyn DaUy Union
1865-70, and of The P{ypular Science Monthly 1880-
1901. Since 1880 he has conducted the department
on " Life in the Churches '* in The Christian Ad-
vocate, He has likewise contributed to various en-
cyclopedias, particularly to Bishop M. Simpson's
Cyclopedia qf Methodism (Philadelphia, 1878), and
has written Education through the Agency <^ Religiou*
Organizations (St. Louis, 1904); How the World was
Made (Plainfield. N. J., 1906); and Volcanoes and
Earthquakes (1906).

LA SALLE, JEAN BAPTISTS DE. See Chbis-
TIAN BrOTHBBS.

LASAULZ, la''s6r, AMALIA VON: German
Sister of Charity known as '* Sister Augustine ";
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b. at Coblens Oct. 19, 1815; d. at VaUendar (3 m.
n.o.e. of Cobtenx) Jan. 28, 1872. She entered the

mother-houBe of the Sistera of Charity at Nancy
1838, served in the hospital of Aix-la-Chapelle

1842-49, and was mother-superior of the Hospital

of St. John at Bonn 1849-71. During the wars of

Pruasia with Denmark (1864), Austria (1866), and
France (1870-71) she cared for the wounded and
displayed no slight organizing ability. Her theo-

logical instruction was received from disciples of

Geoig Hermes (q.v.), and, like certain of the Bonn
prnfeoBors, she refused to accept the decrees of the

Vatican Council in 1870; she was deposed, 1871,

and transferred to Vallendar; when she died the

usual burial rites were denied to her remains.

Bibuoobapht: Her life haa been written by J. H. Reinkeno,
Bonn, 1878k nnd H. Leooultre, Paris, 1879, Eng. tranal.,

London, 1880. Consult also: Brinnerunoen an AwumIU
van Lamulx, Ootha, 1878, Eng. transl.. Sitter AtiouaHnt,
London. 1880.

LAS CASAS, Ids ca'sOs, BARTOLOMS DE:
Spanish missionary in the West Indies; b. at Se-

ville 1474; d. at Madrid July 31, 1566. He studied

the humanities and law at the universities of Se-

ville and Salamanca, and in 1502 accompanied the
(xoveraor Ovando to Hispaniola. He remained
there eight years, administering the allotment (re-

partimiento) which had fallen to his father, till

1510, when he entered upon the priest's vocation.

While in Cuba in 1512 he became familiar with the
harshness of the conquistadortn, and even then, as

throughout his life, be appeared as the protector of

the natives. That he might better fulfil this part,

he returned to Spain in 1515 and obtained a com-
mission drawn up in the name of the king empowei^
ing him to " watch over ... the liberty, the good
and proper treatment, the bodily and the spiritual

weal of the Indians " (text in Fabi^, p. 58), along
with the title of proiecior univertal de todoa los

lndio9. Repeated opposition compelled him to

frequent journeys to Spain. From the University

of Salamanca he received a pronouncement to

the effect that it is capital heresy to deny the In-

dians' capacity for conversion. He himself won
the Indians' confidence to such a degree that at

his word alone they often voluntarily did what the

Spanish brds could not achieve by force. Las
(^waa wrought subsequently dm bishop of Chiapa
in Mexico 1544-47. Since his efforts, supported by
ecclesiastical means of discipline, encroached far

too deeply upon affairs as the conquiatadarea had
shaped them to suit themselves, opposition to Las
CamB increased; and at home it was even led by
the h»torian Sepulveda, in the atrocious tract, De
jutHa belli eaueie (prohibited in Spain, but printed

in Rome). Against this. Las Casas retorted with
Brevuima relaeion de la deelniccum de lae Indiaa

(Seville, 1552). With more detail he treats the ex-

periences of his own life in his main work, Hietoria

de lae Indiaa (first printed in Colledion de doccu-

mtfUaa inidUaa para la hiaioria de Eapafia, vols,

bdi.-lxvi., Madrid, 1875-76). It is not open to

proof that Las C^aaas is involved in the responsi-

bility for the introduction of negro slavery into

America (cf. Apologte de B,de laa Caaaa in Mimoirea
da la daaae dea aciencea maraUa , , , de VInatitiU

VI.—27

de France, vol. iv. (5 vols., Paris, 1796-1804).
There is an incomplete edition of his works, with
a sketch of his life, i>y J. A. Llorente (2 vols., Paris,

1822). E. Bbnratb.
Bxbuoobapby: The life of Las 0mm hM been written by
M. Pio, Bologna, 1618; by Uoiente m an introduetion to
the (Euvnt de Laa Caaaa, Paris. 1822; A. Helpo, London,
1868; C. Gutierrei, Madrid, 1878; R. Bauoutark, Fni.
buTB. 1870; A. M. Fabie. in Cottsetion de doeumentoe inedi-

lot, with an appendix of hitherto unprinted writing! of
Lm Caaaa, Madrid, 1870-80; F. A. Mac Nutt. Bartholomew
Laa Caaaa: hie Life, Apoetolala, and Writinge, New Yoric,

1000; KL, vii. 1437>1441. Consult alao W. H. Praeeott,

Conquaat of Mexico, book il. ehap. viii., appendix. New
York, 1843 and often.

LASCO, lOs'cO, JOHANNES A QAH LASD):
Polish reformer; b. probably at Lask (90 m. s.w.

of Warsaw), Poland, 1490; d. at Pincsow (120 m.
s. of Warsaw), Poland, Jan. 8, 1560. In 1610»

probably, the archbishop of Cracow, his uncle, re-

ceived him into his home, giving him an oppor-

tunity for pursuing humanistic studies at that

time flourishing in Cracow. In 1613 he accom-
panied the archbish<^ to Rome where a coundl
was to be held. He then entered the University

of Bolqgna, devoting himself to the study of the-

ology. In 1518 he returned to Poland where in

1521 he was consecrated priest and became dean
at the metropolitan churdi in Gnesen. But, pei^

ceiving with dissatisfaction the deficiencies of his

church, in 1523 he gkidly followed his brother on a
diplomatic mission which led them to Basel and
Paris. In 1524 he settled for some time at Basel,

where he became an intimate friend not only of

Erasmus, but also of other prominent men, who,
seised by the new intellectuid and spiritual move-
ment, sooner or later joined the Reformation. He
became an enthusiastic humanist, seeing plainly

the deep-rooted defects of the Church and con-

vinced of her need of a thorough reform; but like

Erasmus he hoped that this might proceed from
within. During his absence the Reformation had
invaded Poland. By the king's order in 1526
Luther's writings were confiscated, and all men
suspected of importing them were seised. At this

critical time Lasco was called back to Poland; but
he labored ten years in vain, to bring order into

the confused conditions of the Church, until he
finally broke completely with the Roman Church,

resigning his offices and leaving the country. He
went firet to Louvain and thence to Emden where
Coimtees Anna, the regent of the country, en-

trusted him with the government of all the churches

in the countiy (1542). Lasco succeeded in im-

pressing upon the East Frisian Church the stamp
of his personality in such a way that Friesland for

a long time was called the northern Geneva. His
influence was felt also in neighboring territories, at

Wesel and thence up the Rhine to Heklelberg.

Although his success was obstructed by the vio-

lent opposition of the Lutherans, he remained true

to his convictions concerning the truth of the Gos-
pel. A few years later, in 1548, the Interim in-

duced him to leave Friesland. In 1550 he came to

England where the duke of Somerset, the lord-

protector, and Archbishop Cranmer, the primate,

took a dedsive stand on the side of the Reforma-
tion. Soon his influence was felt in the Evangel-
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ical development of tbe Church of England. The
king entrusted Laseo with the organization of a
ooDgTQgation of ail foreign Protestants in London.

It was acknowledged as a congregation independ-

ent from the government of tbe Church of Eng-
land, Lasco being its superintendent, assisted by
four clergymen. He wrote a confession {Cofifestio

Londinenns) intended as a strong defense against

the sectarian tendencies of the foreigners, and this

was to be signed by every new member; for the

instruction of youth he used a catechism which he

had compiled in Emden and was not without in-

fluence upon the Heidelbeig catechism. Lasco ex-

ercised a decisive influence upon the English Church,

as well as upon his own, also by his highly impor-

tant work on the sacraments, Brevis tt dUucida de

sacramentis ecdesia CkrisH tractatio (London, 1552).

But with the early death of Edward VI. in 1553

the whole work of Lasco broke in pieces. Mary
dissolved the congregation of foreigners and ex-

pelled them from the country. They wandered
from place to place, finding no rest, owing to the

dissensions between the adherents of the Refor-

mation. Even in Emden Lasco found no home.
He went to Frankfurt, where a part of the fugitive

congregation obtained an asylum, always and
ever3rwhere taking pains to alleviate the dreary lot

of the fugitives' way to Basel, to defend the con-

fession of his brethren as well as their legal status

within the Church of the Reformation, and to warn
the whole assembly of Evangelicals to unite against

their oonmion foe, the Roman Church. On an
urgent request from Poland he returned thither in

Dec., 1556, with the intention of devoting the rest

of his life to the service of the Evangelical Church
of his native country. During his eighteen years'

absence the Reformation hod made rapid progress

among the nobility, not so much from Wittenberg

as from Geneva since the Calvinistic system of the

congregation and of the church government met
more readily the peculiar conditions of Poland.

But there was no prominent, energetic theologian

to bring order into the confused conditions of the

Evangelical congregations. Lasco, the fittest man,
was in exile. So it happened that the Evangelicals

of Poland at the Synod of Kozminek in 1555 united

with the Bohemian Brethren, adopting their con-

fession and church order. In 1556 Lasco arrived

in Pokind. He immediately perceived that the

Evangelical Church in Poland needed her own in-

dependent development in order to guard herself

against the Roman Church in the country, and he

spared no efforts to destroy the connection with

the Moravians and to lead the Evangelical Chiu*ch

of his country into genuinely Evangelical paths.

Until the last moment of his life he had to strug-

gle against great difficulties, on the one side from
a hostile party within the Church of the Reformar
tion herself, and, on the other side, from the Uni-
tarians who had gained considerable ground in

Poland. His works were collected in two vols, by
Kuyper (Amsterdam, 1886). (H. Dalton.)
Bibuoorapht: Hia life wu written by P. Bsrtels, Elber-

feld, 1860; H. Dalton. Ootha, 1881; G. Paoeal. 1894.
Oonsult further: M. Goebel. OtaehichU de$ dirutluJten
LAtm* in der rhaini»a^r^DMtf6^%M€ken Kirchs, t 324-368,
Ck>blents, 1882; H. Dalton, Laaciana, Berlin. 1808;

idem* MueeOanea, ib., 1905; Knxske, Johann a Ltueo vmi

dsr SakranmUutreii^ Leipsic, 1901.

LASICIUS, la"si-sl'us, JOHAKIIES QAH LASI-

CD): Polish noble and author; b. in Great Po-

land or in Lithuania, 1534; d. shortly after 1599.

Of his life little is known, but about 1557 he was

in Switzerland, where he left the Roman Catholic

Church for the Reformed. He traveled extensively,

not only as a private tutor and private scholar,

but also as a diplomat, being appointed ro3ral en-

voy by King Stephan Bathory. Later he seems

to have returned to his native country, where be

occupied himself with teaching and literary work.

He took an active part in the extension oi Protes-

tantism, the imion of the Lutherans, Reformed, and

Bohemian Brethren, and the war on Polish Jesuit-

ism and Unitarianism. In consequence of his in-

terest in the Bohemian Brethren he wrote his De

origine et tnslitutis Fratrum Chrittianonim qui ntfU

in Prussia, Poloma, Boemia, el Moravia (written

in 1568), later expanded into his De origine et re-

bus gesUs Fratrum Bohemorum . . . Ubri odo (writ-

ten after 1575). Neither of these have been pub^

lished, nor are even their manuscripts oranplete,

though the eighth book of the larger work was ed-

ited, with a sununary of the other books, by J. A.

Comenius(Lis8a, Poland, 1649). His main source was

J. Camerarius's Histnrim narratio (Heidelbeig, 1605;

written in 1573). The work of Lasidus is still not

without value, since much of the material at his

disposal is now lost. He also wrote De Russorum,

Moscovilarutn et Tartarorum rdigume, aaerifidis,

nuptiarum el funerum riiu e diversis seriploribua

(Speycr, 1582), which, like his De diis Samagitarum

eceterorumque Sarmatarum et/alsorum Christtanamm

(published, with his De rdigione Armeniarum^ in

Michalonis Liluani de maribus Tartarorum, lAJtuano-

rum et Moschorum fragmina decern, ed. J. Crasser,

Basel, 1615; also ed., W. Mannhardt, Riga, 186S).

is of great value as one of the few sources for a

knowledge of the pagan religion of the Balto-Slavic

peoples. (JossPH MCller.)
Biblioorapbt: J. Lukaaiewics. Geackiehte der nformirie*

Kirehe in LUaven, ii. 182 eqq.. Leipme, 1850; R W.
Cr6ger, GMchidUe dm' aUen Bmderkirehe, n. 100 sqq.t

Qnadau. 1866; J. GoU. Quellen und Untenuektmegn wr
G€9chicfUe der bdhmisehm BrUder, I 74 aqq.. Precoe. 1878;

H. Uaener, GdtUmamen, p. 82, Bonn, 1896.

LAST THINGS. See Eschatoloot.

LATERAH CHURCH AHD COUNCH^: The

church of St. John Lateran in Rome and the coun-

cils held in the palace connected with it. The pal-

ace was the official residence of the popes for over

a thousand years. It was originally the property

of the rich patrician family of Plautius Lateranus,

but was confiscated by Nero, and later became an

imperial residence. A portion of it, bestowed by

Maximian on his daughter Fausta, second wife of

Constantine, became Imown as the Domus Fauste,

and she lived there until her husband beheaded

her. Constantine then gave it (312) to Pope Mel-

chiades, confirming the donation to Sylvester, in

whose pontificate the first basilica was built here

and consecrated in 324. It was overthrown by an

earthquake in 806, and rebuilt by Sergius III. (904-

911). This second chureh was destroyed by fire
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in 1308, and a third in 1360. The fourth was
erected by Urban V. (1362-70), and still contains

remnants of the fourth- and tenth-century build-

ings. The church of St. John Lateran is properly

speaking the cathedral of the Roman diocese; here

the pope is bishop of Rome, while St. Peter's is

the seat of his universal jurisdiction. Hence the

inscription on the west front, designating it " the

mother and head of all the churches of the city

and the world."

Of the numerous councils and synods convened
in the Lateran basilica five are designated as ecu-

menical by the Roman Catholic Church. These
are: (1) The first general council held in the West,
reckoned as the ninth ecumenical, under Calixtus

II. (1123), attended by over 300 bishops; its prin-

cipal purpose was the settlement of the investiture

controversy (see Investiture) by the confirma-

tion of the Concordat of Worms (see Concx)rdat8
AND Deumitinq Bullb, I., { 1). (2) The tenth

ecumenical, under Innocent II. (1130), with about
1,000 members; to heal the schism caused by the

antipope Anacletus II. and to condemn the hei^

esies of Peter of Bruys and Arnold of Brescia

(qq.v.). (3) The eleventh ecumenical, under Alex-

ander ni. (1179), attended by 400 bishops and
600 abbots and other dignitaries; to end the schism
caused by Frederick Barbarossa and to condemn
the Waldensian and Albigensian doctrines. (4)

The twelfth ecumenical, under Innocent III. (1215;

see Innocent III.), attended by 412 bishops and
800 abbots and priors; for the recovery of the

Holy Land and the general improvement of the

Church, including the condemnation of the Cathari

and Albigensians (see New Man^cheans, II.). It

is notable as containing in its decrees the first

official sanction of the term transubstantiation and
the requirement of annual confession. (5) The
eighteenth ecumenical, under Julius II. and Leo
X. (1512-17), with an average attendance of 100
to 150 members; the Pragmatic Sanction (q.v.) was
abolished and a concordat concluded with Francis

I . for the regulation of the status of the Gallican

Cliurch (see Concordats and Deumitino Bulls,
III, 2 { 1). Other important Lateran synods were
those held by Melchiades in 313 on the Donatist
<|uestion (see Donatism); by Martin I. in 649
against Monothelitism (see Monotheuteb); by
Stephen IV. in 769 against the iconoclasts (see

Images and Image-Worship, II.); and several re-

forming synods in the Hildebrandine epoch, of

which that under Nicholas II. in 1059 is noteworthy
for its regulation of papal elections and its imposi-

tion ci clerical oelibaoy. See Councils and Synods.

BiBUOOaAPHT: Hm Btcmture on the oouncils u givwi under
the Mtielee GbuiroDS akd Synoimi; Cauxtus II.: In-

wocxKcs n.: AisKXAMDKR III.; Innocenck III.: Ju-
uve IL; and Leo X. Cf. KL. yil 14W-1602.

LATIMBR, HUOH: English reformer; b. at

Thurcaston (4 m. n.e. of Leicester), Leicestershire,

about 1480; burned at the stake at Oxford Oct.

16, 1555. He studied at Christ's College, Cam-
bridge (B.A., 1510; M.A., 1514; B.D., 1524), and
was at first a bitter antagonist of the Reformation,
obtaining his baccalaureate of theology by a dis-

putation against the teachings of Melanchthon.

Among his auditors, however, was Thomas Bilney

(q.v.), who so influenced him that his antipathy

to the Roman Catholic Church equaled his former

enthusiasm for it. In his sermons he laid stress

on the utter corruption of man and on atonement
through the death of Christ, opposing indulgences

and the belief in tradition, and urging the need of

a translation of the Bible. His opponents now
induced Nicholas West, Bishop of Ely, to forbid

him to preach in the diocese, but the Augustinian
prior Robert Barnes, whose monastery in Cam-
bridge was exempt, opened his church to him, and
a large number, including West himself, came to

hear him. At the request of the Roman Catho-
lics, Cardinal Wolsey examined Latimer, but ac-

quitted him and gave him permission to preach
anywhere in England. In 1530 he preached be-

fore the king, and shortly afterward received the
living of West Kington, Wiltshire. His sermons
caused excitement in his parish, and he was cited

to London, threatened with excommunication, and
freed only at the intervention of the king, who was
pleased with his attitude and talents. At the rec-

ommendation of Cranmer, he was appointed chap-
lain to Anne Boleyn and in 1535 was made bishop
of Worcester, where he actively promoted the Ref-
ormation. Four years later he resigned, since he
would not sign the Six Articles (see Six Articles,
Act of the), and then lived in retirement until

detected by the spies of Gardiner, when he was
confined in the Tower until the accession of Edward.
He declined an invitation to resume his bishop-

ric and preferred to live in the archiepiscopal

palace, where a wide field of activity opened
to him, since he was now the confidant of

Cranmer, whom he assisted in the preparation

of the Book of Homilies (See Homilies). At
the same time he was conspicuous for his charity

and his justice, while he was untiring as a
preacher, sparing no hypocrisy and no tyranny.
His theology, though his sermons were drawn im-
mediately from the Bible, was Lutheran, but his

theory of the Eucharist later became Calvinistic

through the influence of Cranmer. His activity

was checked by the accession of Mary. While on
a preaching-tour he was cited to appear before the

council, and refused a proffered opportunity to

escape. On Sept. 13, 1553, he was imprisoned in

the Tower, being placed in the same room with
Cranmer, Ridley, and Bradford. In March of the

following year Latimer, Cranmer, and Ridley were
taken to Oxford, and on Apr. 18 Latimer was ex-

amined, but refused to dispute, basing his argu-

ments solely on the New Testament. After a year
and a half of imprisonment, he and Ridley were
sentenced to death Oct. 1, 1555, and died at the

stake in front of Balliol (College two weeks later.

(C. SCHOBLLf.)

Bxbuoorapht: Souroen for a life are hb Sermtma and ite-

main*, ed. G. E. Corrie for the Parker Society. 2 vob.,
Cambridge. 1844-45; and Seieet Sermon$ and LtUtn, in

BritiMh Reformen, vol. tv., London, 1830. SkatobM bave
been written by: J. C. Ryle, in Biahop$ and CUrgy ci
Other Day; London. 1864; idem, in Th$ Biahan* th» Pa»-^

tor and tK» Preacher, ib. 1854: W. GUpin. ib. 1756; J.

TuUoch. in Uadera of the Reformation, Edinbursb. 1860;

W. Beck, London. 1861; J. J. EUis. New York, 1890;
R. M. and A. J. Carlyle. London, 18M; R. Demaiub ibi
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1008. Conmilt alto: J. Qairdner. Tkt BnoHth ChunA in

Ou ietk C^niurv, ib. 1903; Cambndgt Modern Huiory, iL

638-641 ei pMnm, N«w York. 1004; DNB, zxai. 171-179;

and works oo the Refonnatioa in ElntlMid.

LATHUDIHARIARS, lAt''i-tia''di-n«'ri-ans: The
name applied to a school of thought in the Church
of England, especially in the seventeenth century.

It IB given somewhat indefinitely to men who diS-

fered widely in their theological opinions, but

agreed in a spirit of toleration toward dissenters,

and in laying stress only upon the fundamentals of

religion. According to its first representatives,

Hales, ChiUingworth, and Taylor, attached as they

were to the " Church and king " side of the great

conflict of their period, the genuine basis of Chris-

tian communion wem to be found in a common
recognition of the great realities of Christian thought

and life, not in any outward adhesion to a definite

ecclesiastical system. All who profess the Apos-

tles' Creed are, according to them, members of the

Church, and the national worship should be so

ordered em to exclude none who make this profes-

ioQ. The movement begun by these men passed

on into a higher and broader stream of thought

with the " Cambridge Platonists " (q.v.), espe-

cially Whichoote and Culverwel, who, in a philo-

sopliical spirit, dealt with questions touching the

very essence of religious and moral principles.

They carried forward the cause of religious liberal-

ity, and took up and molded into a definite form
all the nobler intellectual tendencies of the time.

Almost all the influential English divines of the

Revolution period, when these principles had free

sway, were trained in the Cambridge school, and
carried its attitude into the regulation of their

public conduct.

The spiritual apathy of the eighteenth century

in England has been attributed (em by Canon Perry,

History of the Engluh Church, ii., London, 1862,

514 sqq.) to the influence of the Latitudinarians;

but it may be truer to regard both as alike results

of a reaction from the fierce religious passions and
prejudices of the preceding age. The temper of

the Latitudinarians finds its modem representa-

tive in the so-called " Broad-church " party, whose
earliest distinguished members in EngWd were
Coleridge, Whately, Thomas Arnold, Julius Charles

Hare, Frederick l>BniBon Maurice, Charles Kingsley,

and Dean Stanley. The tendency to reduce the

number of essential doctrines to a minimum and to

lay stress rather upon the Christian temper of daily

life and earnest work for social betterment, helped

forward by the results of the " higher criticism
"

of the Bible, has become very wide-spread in re-

cent years, in America as well as England, and not

only among members of the Anglican communion
but throughout all the Protestant bodies.

Biblxoorapht: W. J. Conybeare, Church PariiM, London,
1864; J. Hunt, RelufiouB Thought in England, 3 vols.,

ib. 1870-73 (impartial): L. Stephen. Hiti. of Englith
Thought in the 28th Century, 2 Tols., New York. 1881;
J. H. Overton, The Church in England, vol. ii. paMim,
London, 1897; J. F. Hunt, Hi§t. «f Raiionalitm, New
Yoric, 1002: J. H. Overton and F. JElelton, The Englieh
Church U714-t800), London. 1906; CatrUrridge Modem
Hietory, v. 911 sqq.; KL, vii. 1604-05.

LAT0MT7S, laf'o-mus, BARTHOLOMAEUS (BAR-
THOLOMASUS HEIHRICI): Roman Catholic hu-

manist; b. at Arlon (16 m. w.n.w. of Luxemburg),
about 1485; d. at Coblenz Jan. 3. 1570. In

1516 he matriculated at the University of Frei-

burg, where he lectured three years later. In 1521

he accompanied Erasmus on a journey into Alsace,

and in Sept., 1522, he was in Treves and defended
the city against Franx von Sickingen (q.v.). He
had already made himself known as a poet by his

Vita et Mtue Maximiliani I. imperatorie (Augsburg,

1519) and an Epistola Austria ad Carolum impera-

torem (Strasburg, 1521), while he now wrote his

Actio memorabilis Franeiaci ab Siecinffen, cum Trev-

irorum cbsidiane, turn exitus ejusdem (Cologne,

1523). From Treves he went to Cologne as teacher

of dialectics and rhetoric, and in 1530 he became a
teacher at Louvain, but soon accepted a call to the

high school of Treves. In 1531 he was in Paris as a
teacher at the Collegium Sanctae Barbarae. Three
years later he was appointed professor of rhetoric at

the CoUdge Royal founded by Francis I., and in 1539
visited Italy, settling for a time at Bologna. Thence
he traveled to Rome, where his seal for the Refor-

mation seems to have abated. In 1542 he was ap-

pointed councilor at the electoral court of Treves,

with a residence at Coblenz. An attempt to in-

troduce the Reformation in Cologne occasioned a
controversy with Butser, who accused him of in-

consistency, whereupon Latomus replied that he
had never taught the Lutheran doctrine (Aesponsto

Barthohmcri Laiami ad epislolam quandam M.
Buceri, Cologne, 1544). Butser responded with
his Scripta duo advenaria (Strasburg 1544), which
wem answered by Latomus in 1545. After accom-
panying his elector to the diets of Spejrer and
Worms in 1544-45, Latomus was summoned to the
conference of R^gensbuig as a Roman Catholic

scholar, where he seems to have written the anony-
mous Actorum coUoquii RaHabonensia narratio (In-

golstadt, 1546). In 1557 he attended the colloquy

of Worms, and when the Lutherans accused the
Catholics of having broken up the colloquy, be
wrote his SpaUung der augaburgiachen Konfeaaion
durch die neuen und atreitigen Theologen. This
occasioned another dispute with Petrus Dathenus,
pastor of the Flemish congregation at Frankfurt,

and he also engaged in a controversy with Jacob
Andreft on the doctrine of communion in both
kinds. In 1569 Jacob of Eltz made him councilor

of his electoral court. In addition to his poems
and his controversial and occasional writings, the

works of Latomus include the following: Summa
toHua rationia diaaerendi (Cologne, 1527), Oraiio de

atudiia humanitatia (Paris, 1534), Oraiio de iaudibus

doquerUia (1535), as well as editions of Cicero, Ter-

ence, and George of Trebizond. (G. Kawerau.)
Biblioobapht: His letter of June 24, 1533. to Melacch-

thon. ed. Q. Kawerau, is in TSK, Ixxv (1902). 140 sqn.

Consult: L. Roersch, in Bulletin de I'acadimie royale de

Bdgique, series 3, idr (1887), 132-176; idem, Biographie
nationaU de Belgique, xi. 424-434, Bruasels, 1891: A. J.

van der Aa, Biographieeh Woordenboek der NederloMden,

pp. 191 sqq., Harlem, 1865; ADB, zriiL 14 (not partieu-
lariy Yaluable).

LATOMUS, JACOBUS aACQUES) HASSOH:
Roman Catholic theologian; b. at Gambron, Hai-

naut, in 1475; d. at Louvain, Belgium, May 29,

1544. He was educated at Paris, and in 1505 was
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called to Louvain, where he was appointed regular

profeaeor of theology and canon of St. Peter's in

1535, becoming rector of the university two years

later. He protested against the Collegium trilLigue

founded at Louvain by Erasmus in his Z>e trium

Hnguarum ef thidii theologiei roHone dialogus (Ant-

werp, 1510) and was henceforth stigmatized by the

admirers of Erasmus as an enemy of the new learn-

ing. Melanchthon and the Lutherans contributed

to the general contempt and irony heaped upon
the theologians of Louvain and Latomus defended

them in his Articulorum doctriruB fratris M, Luiheri

per iheologoB Lovanienaes damnatarum ratio ex iacria

liUrU ef veterOma tradaXorSbua (Antwerp, 1521).

Luther inunediately replied, and four years later

Latomus responded with his Dt primatu pantificia

adveraua Lidherwn. In the same year he attacked

(Ecolampadius and Beatus Rhenanus in his Z>e

confe$9ume aeereia (Antwerp, 1525), and also wrote

against Tyndale. He was likewise the author of

treatises on various doctrinal problems, and in the

year of his death published his Dua epistolcB, una
in UbeUum de ecdenaj PkUippo Melanchthoni ad-

acrxpta^ aUtra contra orcUwnern /cuiioaoTUfn in cofni~

tiia RaHabonenaibua habitam (Antwerp, 1544). He
was the object of the special antipathy of the Lu-
therans on account of his seal against heretics and
as the theological coadjutor of Frans van der Hulst,

the imperial inquisitor in the Netherlands, in 1522.

(G. Kawbbau.)
BnuooKAPirr: His Opera appearad, Louvain, 1560. Con-
mh: Biognphie nationaU de Belgiqtie, xi 434, Bninels,
1891; JTL. Til 1606-07; BiUiciheea reformnaa NerUmdiea,
ill.. 1006.

LATRIA: See Dulia; Saints, Venbbation of.

LATTER-DAT SAINTS. See Mobmonb.

LAUD, l0d, WILLIAK : Archbishop of Canter-

bury; b. at Reading Oct. 7, 1573; d. at London
Jan. 10, 1645. He was the son of a clothier, and
studied at St. John's College, Oxford (B.A., 1594;

M.A., 1596; D.D., 1608), being a fellow at the age
of twenty. In 1601 he was ordained, and in 1603

became chaplam to the earl of Devonshire. His
ability was already winning attention, and his ad-

vance was rapid. In 1607 he was made vicar of

Stanford, Northamptonshire, and chaplain to

Richard NeiJe, later archbishop of York, who in

1610 presented him to the living of Cuxton in

Kent, and he resigned his fellowship to enter upon
his parochial duties. In 1611 he was elected head
of his college. His position there was difficult;

the Oxford of his day was thoroughly Calvinistic,

while Laud was equally hostile to Roman Catholics

and Presbyterians. The Puritan antipathy to him
became intense. Robert Abbot, later bishop of

Salisbury, made a violent attack on him in 1614,

but his stanch friend Neile gave him the prebend

of Buckden in the same year and the archdeaconry

of Huntingdon in 1615, while in 1616 he became
dean of Qbucester. There, with most excellent

intentions, he roused opposition by his besetting

fault, lack of tact, when he directed that the altar,

placed through Puritan influence in the center of

the choir, should be restored to its ancient position

against the eastern wall. He increased his unpop-

ularity in 1617 by wearing a surplice at a funeral

in Scotland. His favor with the king, on the other

hand, increased. In Jan., 1621, he was installed

as a prebendary of Westminster, and six months
later was consecrated bishop of St. David's. It is

characteristic of his rigid adherence to what he
deemed right, that he refused to hold the two
offices of bishop and head of St. John's, although
he had express permission to do so. In 1622 the

affair of the countess of Buckingham, who was in-

clining toward Roman Catholicism, required him
to define his position toward the Church of Rome,
which he acknowledged to be a true Church, al-

though neither at that time nor at any other did
he approach or accept its characteristic teachings.

With the death of James I. (Mar. 27, 1625)
Laud's real power in the Ekiglish Church began.
Firmly convinced of the justice of his cause, he
sought to make the king an instrument in forcing

his own views on the entire body of the Church.
A firm advocate of the alliance between Church
and State, he stressed the doctrine of the divine

right of kings until the Puritan house of com-
mons came to regard him as the enemy both of

civil and religious liberty. On the other hand,
Charles rewarded his fidelity richly. On June 20,

1626, he was nominated bishop of Bath and Wells,

and continued his attempts at reform in his new
post, notwithstanding Fliritan opposition, which
he did not try to conciliate. In 1633, on the death
of George Abbot, who had been his bitter oppo-
nent. Laud became archbishop of Canterbury.

About this same time an event happened which
was a pusxie at once to the Puritans and the Ro-
man Catholics; Laud, suspected by the Puritans

of Roman Catholic tendencies, received the offer

of a cardinal's hat, but refused, saying " somewhat
dwelt within me which would not suffer that till

Rome were other than it is." He entered ener-

getically on his new duties, as head of the Church
of England. The use of the prayer-book was en-

forced, dignity of worship was insisted on, the

churches were repaired, the system of " lecturers,"

by which sermons attacking Anglican principles

were fostered, was curbed, and aggressive Puritanism,

as exemplified by the polemics of the oversealous

William Prynne (q.v.) was checked. On the other

hand, his insistence upon bowing at the name of

Jesus, and the placing of the altar at the eastern

wall of the church, thus distinguishing it from the

communion table of the Puritans, as well as his

plea for healthful recreation on Sunday as con-

trasted with Puritan asceticism, were violently

assailed. At the same time he incurred the hos-

tility of the queen, who was a Roman Catholic, by
his protest against the favoritism shown her co-

religionists. As he himself said he was ** very like

com between two mill-stones."

In the first year of his incumbency of the see of

Canterbury Laud attempted to force ritualism on
the Scotch churches, which were strongly Presby-

terian; the results were disastrous, leading to

riots in the churches, particularly in St. Qiles',

Edinburgh (see Giddbb, Jbnnt), and ultimately

to the renewal of the Solemn League and Cove-

nant in 1638 (see Govbnantbrb). The unfavcn^
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able termination of the two " bishops' ware

"

against the Scotch hastened the downfall of the

archbishop, already hated for his activity in the

privy council, the court of high commission, and
the star chamber. On Dec. 18, 1640, he was im-

peached of treason by the house of commons, and
was placed in confinement, although he was not

sent to the Tower until Mar. 1 of the following

year. He resigned the chancellorship of the Uni-

versity of Oxford June 28, 1641, and lingered in

the Tower until May 31, 1643, Prynne meanwhile
seising the opportunity to print damaging extracts

from the archbishop's diary. The trial began Mar.

12, 1644, but the commons perceived that they

could not count on the house of lords as they had
hoped, and in October they resolved to substitute

attainder for impeachment. Under threats of mob
violence and the claim that parliament could de-

clare whatsoever crime it pleased treason, the lords

finally passed the ordinance, and the archbishop

was beheaded on Tower HiU six days later.

Laud was a munificent patron of learning, giv-

ing 1,300 manuscripts to Oxford and founding a
chair of Arabic which is still in existence. His
complete works were first edited by W. Scott and
W. Bliss (7 vols., Oxford, 1847-60). According to

those of Puritan sympathies, he was narrow, cruel,

and an enemy of religion; according to adherents

of the Anglo-Catholic branch of the Anglican

Church, he, like his king, was a martyr. In his

favor it may be said that his faults were those of

his age and his narrowness can readily find its

parallel among many who opposed him. His sin-

cerity and adherence to what he believed to be
right are beyond question, and the same recogni-

tion should be accorded these qualities in him as

in his Puritan antagonists. He was persistent in

his warfare against the Puritanism which he re-

garded as injurious to the Church, despite scant

hopes of success. He insisted on the doctrine of

Apostolic Succession (see Apostolic Succession),

the importance of tradition, and the return to

the primitive Church of the first four centuries.

On the other hand, he rejected Roman Catholicism

as overladen with accretions not recognized by
early Christianity. His stress was laid on con-

formity in ritual, which, in his judgment, would
lead to uniformity of heart, but, on the other

hand, he did not insist on absolute harmony on
matters of mere opinion. In theology he was
an Arminian, and postulated the necessity of

good works. Though not the first Anglican to

advance High-church views, Laud may not un-

fairly be regarded as the most prominent early ex-

ponent of this school. (T. Kolde.)

BtBuooBAPHT: The account of the Laud oommemoration,
with a bibliography of the literature of the subject, ed.

W. £. Collins, appeared London, 1895. The main source

for a life, outside of Laud's Work* (ed. W. Bcott and W.
Bliss, 7 vols., Oxford, 1847-60) is the biography by Peter

Heylyn, Cyprianut AnglicuB, London, 1668 and often.

Modem biographies are by W. H. Button, London, 1896;

J. Norton, Boston, 1864; T. Rogers, in Hiatorical Glean-

ing; ser. 2, London, 1870; P. Bayne. in Chief Aeton in

the Puritan RevoltUion, Edinburgh. 1878; Frances Phil-

lips, in Father$ of the Engliah Churdi, aer. 2, London.
1892: C. H. Simpkinson. ib. 1895; A. C. Benson, ib.

1898: and W. L. Mackintosh, ib. 1907. Consult also: A.

k Wood, Athenm Oxomenam, ed. P. Bliss, Ut 117-144,

4 vols., London, 1813-20; J. H. Overton, The Churdi in

BngkMnd, vol. ii., ib. 1897; W. H. Button. The Engiiek

Churdi (1696-1714), ib. 1908 (valuable); A. inununer.

Bnolidi Churdi Hitt U676-1649), Edinburgh, 1904; W.
B. Frare, The Sntflith Churdi {lSS8-ieU\ LoiKlon, 1904;

DNB, xxsdi. 185-194. A new ed. of the ReiatUm of the

Conferenee . . . itoith) Mr. Either the JeeuU, by C. H.
Simpkinson, appeared London, 1901.

LAUDS: An office in the breviary (q.v.) which
originally was closely joined to matins, but is now
frequency separated from it. See Matins.

LAURA. See Monaoticism.

LAURENCB. See LAURSNTinB.

LAURENCE, SAINT: Christian martyr, who
suffered at Rome in the Valerian persecution, Aug.

10, 258. He was a disciple of Pope Sixtus II., who
made him one of the seven deacons of Rome, and
his martyrdom fell four days after that of his mas-
ter, whose fame he soon surpassed. According to

tradition, the Roman prefect, having heard that

the Church possessed great treasures, demanded
that Laurence should surrender them, whereupon
he gathered a crowd of the old, poor, and sick,

paupers and cripples, and said, *^ These are our
treasures."

Bibliographt: An excellent means of tracing the literature,

legends, and institutions in honor of the saint is afforded

in Ceillier, AuUure socrfo, TaJbU ghiirate, u. 90-91.

LAURENCE OF CANTERBURY: Second arch-

bishop of Canterbury; d. at Canterbury Feb. 2,

619. He was one of the original companions of

Augustine (q.v.), was sent back to Rome by the

latter probably in 598 with a letter for Pope Greg-

ory, and returned to England in 601 with Mellitus.

Justus, and others. Augustine ordained him as his

successor and he succeeded to the see of Canter-

bury on Augustine's death (604 or 605), but never

received the pallium. He tried to win over the

bishops of the Celtic Church, both in Britain and
Ireland, finished and consecrated the church of

St. Peter and St. Paul at Canterbury (613), and
translated Augustine's remains to its north chapel.

Badbald, son and successor (616) of the pious

Ethelbert, was a heathen and Laurence was on the

point of giving up his work and joining his breth-

ren, Justus and Mellitus (qq.v.), in Gaul when he
opportunely converted the king (c. 618) and was
allowed to stay.

Biblxoorapht: Bede, Hiet. EccL, i. 27, 33. ii 4, 6. 7; Had-
dan and Stubbs, CounciU, iii. 61-70; DCB, iu. 631-632;
W. F. Hook, Lives of the Ardibiahope of Canterbury, i.

79 sqq., London, 1860; DNB, I 79 eqq.

LAURENTIUS: Antipope 498. He was an
arch-presbyter in Rome, the choice of the imperial

party for the papal chair, and was elected Nov. 22,

498, successor of Anastasius II. The Roman party
chose Symmachus (q.v.). The decision was left

to Theodoric, king of the Ostro-Goths, who de-

cided in favor of Sjrmmachus; and Laurentius was
made bishop of Nocera (498) ; but when he returned

to Rome, his partisans stirred up constant strife

until the Roman council of 501 deposed him.
Biblioorapht: Liber pontiflealie, ed. Mommien, in MOH,

Qeet. poni. Rom., i (1898), 120 aqq.; Bower, Popee, L 296
sqq.; Milman, Latin ChrMamty, i. 415 eqq.; and litera-

ture under Stmmacbx78.
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LAURENTIXJS VALLA. See Valla.

LAVAL-MONTMORENCT, Ia'v(ll"-in6n"m6''-

U^"A', FRAHCOIS XAVIER D£: First French
biahop in Canada; b. at Montigny-sui^Avre, de-

partment of Eure-et-Loir, France, Apr. 30, 1623;

d. in Quebec May 6, 1708. He received the ton-

sure at the age of nine, and a can<»iry of Evreuz at

fifteen. Renouncing his rights as l^ir to the an-
cient name and estates of his family, he pursued
his ecclesiastical career, and was ordained priest

in 1G47 and made archdeacon of Evreux. In 1653
he was chosen as one of three French bishops to be
sent to the Indies, and spent fifteen months in

Rome awaiting consecration, but the opposition

of the Portuguese government brought the plan

to nothing. In 1659 he was sent to Canada as

vicar-i4>ostolic, with the title of bishop of Petrsea

in partibfus, and from his first arrival there (with

the exception of three visits to France to regulate

the affairs of his mission and to obtain from the

government hiunane treatment of the aborigines)

was active until his death in pastoral and mission-

ary labors. In 1663 he founded the Seminary of

Quebec, to which the king assigned tithes that were to

be used in supplying clergy for the whole province.

The see of Quebec, the first diocesan bishopric

in Canada, was founded in 1674, with jurisdiction

over all the French possessions in North Amer-
ica. Worn out by his arduous tasks, which were
made harder by conflicts with Frontenac and other

secular authorities, he resigned his see into the

hands of a younger man in 1684, but continued to

make himself useful in the affairs of the seminary
and the mission until his death. Laval Univer-

sity at Montreal, founded in 1852, was named in

his honor. In 1878 his remains were transferred

from the cathedral to the seminary; and in pur-

suance of the investigation connected with the

process for his canonisation, the coflSn was opened
in 1901, when his body was found in a perfect state

of preservation.

Bibuookapht: H. J. Morgan, SUUKm of CtUbrattd Cana-
dianM and Penont ConnecUd witik Canada, pp. 14 Kiq..

Mootraal, 1805; H. TAtu, Monueigntur de Laval, premier
Hique d0 QuAec, Paris, 1887; A. Gosselin, Le VininMs
Pramcoit d» Laval . . . : «a vm •! m* vertuM, Quebec, 1800;
A. Leblood de Brumath, Bi^urp Laval, Toronto, IOCS.

LAVATBR, lo-va'ter, JOHANN CASPAR: Poet
and theologian, perhaps best known as founder of

the " art of physiognomy," was bom at Zurich Nov.
15. 1741; d. there Jan. 2, 1801. He grew up in an
atmosphere of good breeding and earnest piety and

early displayed a decidedly religious

Life. nature. At the gymnasium in Zurich

he had as his teachers Johann Jakob
Bodmer and Johann Jakob Breitinger (q.v.), the

ardent standard-bearers of a poetical art that had
its wellsprings in refined sensibility. Bodmer
entered into close personal relations with Lavater

and awakened his enthusiasm for friendship and
virtue, for free political ideals, and for the poetry

of Klopstock and Yoimg. His theological growth
and thought were greatly influenced by Bishop
Butler, Samuel Clarke, and their German devotees.

In the spring of 1762 he was admitted to the minis-

terium of Zurich. The same year occurred his ac-

tion against a certain district ruler, whom he ac-

cused before the council of oppression and fraud.

A trip to Germany and a sojourn of nine months in

the Pomeranian village Barth, where he studied

with J. J. Spalding, removed him from the agitations

which that l^gal action left in its train. On his

return to Zurich in 1764 he busied himself in litei^

ary labors of a practical pastoral character. Under
the title Der Erinnerer he issued an ethical weekly,

which was largely a product of his own pen. Though
yearning for the spiritual calling it was not till

1769 that he received his first appointment as as-

sistant at the Orphan House Church, Zurich. He
succeeded to the pastorate in 1775. In 1778 he
was called as assistant at St. Peter's, Zurich; and
in 1786 he was made pastor of this famous diurch
and a member of the consistory.

Lavater assembled beneath his pulpit a large

congregation every Simday, attracted by his natu-
ralness of delivery, by the direct and practical

matter of his sermons, and by the spiritual afBu-

enoe and personal conviction of the preacher.

With his warm interest in eveiy individual, his

psychological delicacy of feeling, and his hearty
love of man, he was a pastor quite unique. Not
residents alone, but many strangers chose him as

counselor for their inner Ufe; and his pastoral cor-

respondence grew to enormous proportions. He
seldom left Zurich, but he frequently offered hos-

pitality to old and new friends in his house. In the

summer of 1774, at Bad Ems, he met Goethe, Base-
dow, and Jung Stilling; in 1786 he accompanied
his son to Bremen; and in 1793 he acceded to an
invitation of Count Bemstorff to visit Copenhagen.
His closing years are interwoven with the great

events which brought on the downfall of the an-

cient Swiss Confederacy. At the outset Lavater
hailed the French Revolution as the dawn of pop-
ular freedom. Later, however, the " liberatoto

'

"

deeds of violence filled him with indignation. An
act of great boldness was his Wort eitiea fnien
Schweizera an die framdsiache Nation (Eng., Fr.,

and Germ., London, 1798), a tract of arraignment
that he sent on May 10, 1798, to the French di-

rector Reubell. There was no procedure against him
immediately; but in the following year he was
banished to Basel. He was at home again, when
on Sept. 28, 1799, the French triumphed over the
allies near Zurich. The French entered the dty
and a soldier asked Lavater for some wine; but
hardly had he received it when he shot Lavater
through the breast, and this wound ultimately

caused his death. A few days after his departure
each of his friends received a memorial verse that

he had devised for them as a farewell greeting.

Lavater's intercoiu-se with German scholars con-

firmed in him a tendency to abstain from dogmatic
forms of expression in religious matters. His own
point of view was distinctly that of a mystic, though

he held rigidly to the Bible. All iUib-

Religkms erality and petty disputatiousness was
Views, repulsive to him. It was this that set

him at odds with the Pietists and the
Moravian school. From the observation, made in

1768, that in the New Testament the divine com-
munications of power bear a sensibly supernatural
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stamp, and that nowhere in the New Testament is

there mention of any ceasing of such sensible mani-
festations, Lavater inferred that perfect Christian-

ity should still rest upon experiences of this kind.

Thus, he acquired the habit of watching curiously

and bngingfy for manifestations of supernatural

divine powers. In the animal magnetism of Mes-
mer, in somnambulism, in Pastor Gassner's exor-

cisms, he was inclined to detect communications
from the silent deity; and to the last he believed

that the Apostle John still tarried on earth. His
predilection for occult phenomena subjected him
to considerable ridicule. However, Lavater recog-

nised the danger of his enthusiastic proclivities and
used discretion in the expression of his supernatu-

ral anticipations. Regarding Lavater's personal-

ity there was much discussion even in his lifetime.

The unfriendly and unjust criticisms of Goethe,

particularly in the Xenien, have dominated gen-

eral opinion even to the present; but in other con-

nections Goethe spoke quite differently of Lavater

(of. WahrheU und Dichtung, III. 14). In practical

life Lavater manifested deep piety, trust in God,
and love toward man, and he fulfilled the duties of

his calling with the greatest fidelity.

Lavater was a voluminous author, and he in-

variably wrote with a view to *' genend usefulness.''

Nevertheless, with his tendency to emphasise prac-

tical effectiveness he combined the

Writings, idealism conmion to the Sturm und
Drang period, characterised by a tend-

ency to contemplate and glorify the inner life.

Lavater was a prominent exponent of this move-
ment, though, in wealth of ideas and completeness

of form, his contributions to the movement fall far

behind those of Goethe, Herder, and others. At
least three works deserve special mention here. In

the case of the first the new style, for Lavater, ar-

rayed itself in the mantle of Klopstock. A lady

had besought him for a poem on the blessedness of

the glorified. As the task grew upon him, he ap-

pealed by letters to his friends for counsel. The
poem never took shape, but Lavater published his

tetters as Ausnchten in die EwigkeU (4 vols., Zu-

rich, 1768-78), being speculations as to the condi-

tions and powers of man after death. The gxiiding

genius of Lavater's ideas here is not imaginative

vision, in its proper sense, but psychological and
ethical intuition; though these ideas are neverthe-

less expected to withstand the judgment of physio-

logical and metaphysical science.

In Phyaiognomiache Fragmente (4 parts, Leipsic,

1776-78; Eng. transl., Esaayaon Physiognomy , 3 vols.,

London, 1789-98), Lavater sought to portray the

greatness of human nature under the wealth of indi-

vidual characterizations. More independently than

elsewhere with Lavater, the esthetic interest stands

forth in this work—^the esthetic in that higher sense,

wherein form is the symbol of an inner content.

At the same time, the physiognomic manner of

contemplation was to have for its object the Crea-

tor's wisdom and his peculiar working in genial

men, as the elect witnesses of his greatness. The
ethical individualism that reached its most com-
prehensive expression in this work stands in funda-

mental accord with Goethe's mode of thought, as

against the rationalistic ethics of the Enlighten-

ment. In Pondua PHatua (4 vols., Zurich, 1782-

1785) Lavater gives a portraiture of humanity in the

mirror of Christ's passion history. The author es-

teemed this work his most important; but Goethe
took offense at the form and substance alike; and
from that time these two spirits parted. It has

even burdened more indulgent readers to find their

way through this whirl of ideas; and yet in this

work the author's fimdamental thoughts, which he

was fain to call his '* system," might be supposed

to appear most comptetely centered. Humanity,
according to Lavater, lives in individualities, whose
particular manifestation is consonant with the di-

vine will, and who must mutually advance one an-

other. Each one can *' incite and enkindte the

slumbering or inactive powers in his fellow "; can
help him to become " livelier, freer, more positively

existent, more enjoyabte, and more surely discern-

ing." Even God becomes enjoyable only through

men. Uppermost on the ladder of humanity stands

Christ, the " divine man " and the '* manlike God."
The infinite is enjojrabte for lis only in the finite;

God humanizes himself in Christ. As touching the

operations of Christ, Lavater loves the image of

the physician and healing: forgiveness of sins b
restoration of lost power. The fimdamental thoughts

of Christian belief thus appear reduced and adapted
to the Gospel of the quickening, to the deification

of humanity, as advocated by the youthful spirits

of the sixties and seventies of the eighteenth cen-

tury. With Hamann, Lavater is the Christian

spirit of this cirde.

Aside from Lavater's numerous collections of

sermons and many devotional compilations, there

are a number of other works deserving mention.

The more important of these are: Schxveuerlieder

(Bern, 1767), a volume of patriotic songs with

which Lavater achieved his greatest success as a
poet; Dos geheime Tagebuch von einem Beohaddtr

aeiner adbat (2 parts, Leipsic, 1771-73; Eng. trans!..

Secret Journal ofSeLf-abaemery 2 vols., London, 1795),

the first of those sentimental disclosures whose more
distinguished parallels occur in Goethe's Werther

(1774) and Rousseau's Confeaaiona (1781); Abraham
und laaak (Winterthur, 1776), a Biblical drama;
Jeaua der Meaaiaa (4 vols., 1783-^), a Biblical epic;

Naihanad (1786), an apology for Christianity and
the Bibte; Handbibliothek far Freunde (24 vols.,

1790-94); Joaeph von Arimathia (Hamburg, 1794),

another Biblical poem; and Daa menachUche Herz

(Zurich, 1798), a poem in six cantos. Lavater also

wrote about seven hundred hynms, the best-known

collection being Chriatlicke Lieder (2 parts, Zurich,

1776-80). Of Lavater as a poet it may be said

that, while he had great facility in metriod expres-

sion, he lacked creative power.

G. VON SCHULTHSSS-RXCHBERG.
Biblioorapht: The life by his son-in-law, Q. GeBsner. 3

vols., Winterthur, 1802-03, is ezoellent as a source, but
uncritical in its use of the material. Thu best life is by
F. Munoker, Stuttgart, 1883 (those by F. L Herbst. Ans-
bach, 1832, and F. W. Bodemann. Gotha, 1877, are closely

dependent upon Gessner). Consult further: J. C. Mbri-
kofer, Dia 9chtmM9ri9d%e Liieratur de* 18. JahrkundtrU,
Leipsic 1861; H. Funok, Lavater und der Markgraf Karl
Friedrieh von Baden^ Freiburg. 1890; idem, Ooethe und
Lavaler. Briefs und Taoebitcher, Weimar, 1901: G A.
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Maner. Aua Lavaien Brieftatdte, Munich, 1897; J. C.

Fmaler, LavaUn Benekungen zu Parit , . . 1789-96,

Zurich. 1808: Johann Kaspar Lavaler, 17At'1801, ib.

1902 (a memorial on the centennial of Lavater's death).

Then is a Lif€ in Engliwh, London, 1849.

LAVIGERIE, la'M''zhe-i!', CHARLES MAR-
TIAL ALLEMAND: French prelate, cardinal, and
promoter of African missions; b. at Bayonne Oct.

31, 1825; d. at A^?ier8 Nov. 26, 1892. He was ed-

ucated for the priesthood at the seminaries of St.

Nicholas and St. Sulpioe and at the £cole des

Cannes. In the last-named, after his ordination

in 1840, he taught Latin literature, and was ad-

junct professor of theology at the Sorbonne 1854-

1856. He was then appointed director of the French

Christian schools in the East, and in Syria came
for the first time into contact with the non-Chris-

tian world, recognizing then his missionary voca-

tion. In 1861 he returned to Europe, and was
named auditor of the Rota at Rome and two years

later bishop of Nancy. By the influence of Mar-

shal MacMahon, then governor of Algeria, he re-

ceived the offer of the bishopric of Algiers in 1866,

and accepted it in preference to the coadjutor-

archbishopric of Paris which was offered him at the

same time. His new see had just been raised to

the rank of an archbishopric. He took possession

of it in Mar., 18^7, and at once plunged into mis-

sionary plans. In the next year he organized the
" Society of Algerian Missionaries " (though it did

not receive its final constitution until 1874), and in

1868 the Propaganda gave him the oversight of the

prefecture apostolic of the Sahara. His '* White

Fathers,'' as the members of his society were com-

monly called from their habit, penetrated the in-

terior, and in 1875 and 1878 some of them at-

tempted to reach Timbuctu at the cost of their

lives. In 1878 the whole of equatorial Africa was

placed under their charge. From that year La-

vigerie was prominent in antislavery agitation, and

it was by his efforts that the great congress on

that subject assembled in Paris in 1890. He was

made a cardinal in 1882. His work in Tunis led

to the reestablishment of the ancient see of Cyprian

at Carthage m 1884, and from Jan. 25, 1885, he

bore the title of archbishop of Carthage and pri-

mate of Africa. The poHcy of toleration of the

French RepubUc adopted by Leo XIII. was first

enunciated by him at a dinner which he gave to

the officers of the Mediterranean squadron in Nov.,

1890, and was confirmed by a papal brief of the

following February. A selection of his works, con-

sisting principally of letters and allocutions (2 vols.)

was published in Paris, 1884.

Bibuoobapht: A. C. Grussenmayer, VinQi<inq annie§

d*&piacopat en France et en Afrique, 2 vols., Algien, 1886;

R, F. Clarke, Cardinal Lavioerie and the African Slave

Trade, London, 1889; F. Klein, Le Cardinal Lavigerie et

lee imwuma d*Afrique, Paris. 1890; idem, Le Cardinal

Lavigerie et eee auvree d'Afrique, ib. 1897; E. Leeur and
J. A. Petit, Hiet. pcpulaire de , . . le cardinal Charlea'

Martial-AUemand Lavigerie, ib.. 1892; A. Perraud, Le
Cardinal Lavigerie, ib., 1893; F. Boumand, Son Eminence
le Cardinal Lavigerie, ib. 1893; A. Ricard, Le Cardinal
Lavigerie, Lille, 1893; X. de Pr^ville, Un grand francaia,

le cardinal Lavigerie, ib., 1894; L. Baunard, Le Car-
dinal Lavigerie, 2 vole., Paris, 1896; J. Simon, QutUre
portraiU, ib., 1896; L. d'Annam, Le Grand Apdtre de
rAfrique, Lyons, 1899.

LAW AlVD GOSPEL.

The Judaic and Pauline Conceptions ((1).
The Conception of Jesus ((2).
The Writings of John ({ 3).

Early and Medieval Church (( 4).

Luther ({ 5).

The history of these two conceptions is the his'

tory of the general conception of Christianity, be-

cause Christianity as a whole is based upon two
corresponding categories which form the standard

of the religion of redemption—^that of the obliga-

tory demand which human activity is to fulfil, and
that of the saving grace which God bestows. Juda^

ism teaches that only he whom God declares justi-

fied upon the basis of the fulfilment of the law of

Moses partakes of the promised salvation to be re-

vealed in the Gospel. Apart from the ritualism and
national particularism of the Jews,

I. The this theory is defective in so far as the

Judaic and relation between God and man is con-

Pauline sidered, after the analogy of civil law.

Conceptions, as one of human service and a divine

equivalent for it, from which follow

irreligious self-dependence, heteronomy, and he-

donistic motives of morality. For Paul both law

and Gospel are revelations of God concerning the

way to eternal life, which to him is of a spiritual

nature, a life of justice, love, and sanctity. The
law, however, does not lead to eternal life, not only

because it consists merely of ritual provisions, but
also in so far as it demands virtues like justice,

love, and sanctity. Just because it merely demands,
it can not accomplish its aim over against the flesh;

it even increases the lust of the flesh and incites

transgression. But, apart from the flesh, the law
can not give life, because it induces man to secure

his justification before God as a legal claim of re-

ward. Therefore it is not a permanent, but only a
transitory, order of God. It was to awaken knowl-
edge of sin and thus prepare the way for the per-

manent divine order, namely that of the Gospel,

an order of grace which pardons and gives gratui-

tously and demands nothing more than faith,

which gives God his honor by humbly renouncing

the assertion of one's own will and trusting in

God's grace and omnipotence. What the new
order signifies may best be seen from the stand-

point of faith. On the basis of the assurance of

God's intention of grace in Christ, the believer

knows himself to be justified and adopted by Go(f

and reconciled with him. He has the assurance

that he will escape the wrath of judgment, inherit

eternal life, and finally be endowed with perfection.

The consciousness of his freedom from the law
leads him to the consciousness of the duty to con-

centrate his will upon the struggle against the lusts

of the flesh and the earnest endeavor to fulfil the

will of God and the moral conditions of eternal

life. Paul does not consider Christians as freed

from the need of moral instruction and he expects

Christian tact only as a result of the Christian's

self-examination and self-education. But herein

he does not fall back upon the standpoint of the

law, because the reasons on which he bases his in-

dividual rules of life exclude the heteronomy of

ritualistic norms, and also all hedonistic motives.
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Thus the permanent part in the law is its content,

in so far as it corresponds to our conception of sal-

vation and as the Gospel realises it, while its legal

form is only a temporary means. Since this was
only the final result of Paul's reflections, it was
possible for him to concede previously to the

legal form that it must be satisfied by the death
of Christ before the order of grace can become
efficacious.

Jesus had a different conception of law and Gos-
pel. Not only does he use the terms differently,

in so far as " the Gospel " was for him the message
of the nearness of the kingdom of God, understood

in eschatological sense, and in so far as he sub-

jected his disciples to ** the law,'' not dissolving it,

but advocating its fulfilment to its fullest extent,

but also there is an essential difference, in so far as

Jesus, instead of starting from the experience of

the present redemption from guilt and the power
of sin, appealed to the will by means of fear and

hope so that justification of life might
2. The be brought about, and in so far as he,

Conception instead of deriving all salvation from
of Jesus, his own person and will, placed both

behind what men are to do and what
God will do. But in the innermost essence, there

is no real difference between Paul and Jesus. The
seeming contrast is to be explained from the fact

that tbe sermon of Jesus is a means of the edu-

cating and hence redeeming activity of the bearer

of revelation, while Paul speaks out of the con-

sciousness of the redeemed. Jesus filled the tra-

ditional formula *^ through fulfilment of the law
to reward " with a new content—the same which
Paul advocated. This is manifest from the most
peculiar thought of Jesus, that of Adoption (q.v.).

Without infringing upon the ritualistic commands
of the law, he asserted, as that which pleases God,
only that attitude of the heart which manifests

itself in childlike trust in God, and in imitation of

God's disposition in the love of our fellow men.
He excluded the legal conception of our relation to

God by demanding an unassuming childlike spirit

and ddling the reward a superabundant rewaid of

grace. Thus he changed the demand; but adop-
tion was for him more than an obligatory demand.
For himself, his life and activity were the reflex of

the love of God as he had experienced it in his

heart, however much in individual cases obedience

conformable to duty was not strange to him. But
as he disclosed his knowledge of the Father to his

disciples and assured them of God's forgiveness

and care, and as the impression of his unity with
God gave emphasis to his work, his admonition to

trust in the Father and become similar to God
grew powerful in such a way that it raised it into

the life of adoption which will be perfected in the

coming kingdom of God. Therefore those who
have heeded his admonition become, first of all,

certain of the fact that they have been saved.

Under the presupposition of the consciousness of

salvation, the writings of John place the self-activ-

ity to be expected of the regenerated, especially

that of love, under the view-point of a new com-
mandment, whose fulfilment is the condition for

the continuance and perfection of the new life. This

does not mean the reestablishment of law; for the
experience of the love of God is the motive of tbe

fulfilment of the commandment. Tbe
3. The new law in the sense of John is not a
Writtngs sum of commandments as they are

of John, given to servants, but a disclosure of

the entire and imiform will of God
as it is made to friends of Christ. Its fulfilment is

immediate life and blessedness. Moreover, the
consciousness of duty toward God's commandment
is overshadowed by the consciousness of depend-
ence upon the preserving, purifying, and p^ect-
ing activity of God.

In the early Church Christianity was at fiirst

imderstood as new law in the Judaistic sense, in so
far as free persons have to acquire the eternal re-

ward by their own fulfilment of moral demands,
and grace is limited to knowledge oi God and for-

giveness of sin in baptism. This was not altered

when Irenffius disclosed Christ again as

4. Early the Redeemer, because redemption in

and his sense is only physical; or when the

Medieval institution of penance mediated for-

Chorch. giveness of sins also after baptism,

because this relates only to particu-

lar sins and does not give an individual certainty

of the state of grace. The Roman spirit even in-

tensified the legal conception, since the relation to
God was considered after the manner of civil law,

and there was not only demanded that the Chris-

tian should earn for himself the reward of God, but
should give him satisfaction also for sins by volun-

tary painful works. Augustine renewed the doc-
trine of Paul concerning law and Gospel, law of

works and law of faith; both aim at the realization

of love to God as the highest good, but are opposed
to each other in so far as this love is only demanded
by the law, while it is actually given as a blessing

in the Gospel. '' By the law of works God says to
us, ' do what I conmiand thee '; but by the law
of faith we say to God, * give me what thou com-
mandest '

" (De spiritu et liUera, xxii., NPNF, 1st

ser., V. 92). They are related to each other in so
far as the law, by inciting lust, shows that the mo-
tive of its fulfilment is not love to God, but " the

fear of punishment " and " the love of gain," and
thus compels us to seek faith, which as hope and
prayer takes refuge in God's mercy. But his

mercy infuses love of him or of righteousness into

the soul of the believer, by means of which the
will after its cure fulfils the law without the law,

and desires no other reward but progress and per-

fection, being conscious that the fulfilment is due
to the grace of God. But Augustine does not
come up to the standard of Paul since he knows
grace only as a secret power and has not attained

an absolute certainty of salvation. Moreover, he
combined with Paulinism the conmion view of

Catholicism concerning the law, by repeatedly esti-

mating the achievements due to grace as merits

and satisfactions. In the Middle Ages this com-
bination of Augustine remained as basis, but by-

enlarging the conception of merit and applying it

to actions which are possible without grace and
necessary for its preparation, and by deriving all

hope of salvation by means of the uncertain de-
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duction from natural secret effects of grace, the

law practically gained the upper hand.

Luther put law and Gospel into the strongest

opposition. The law demands and frightens, the

Gospel bestows and consoles; but they

S Lotlier. belong together and exhaust the whole
content of Scripture. In order to un-

derstand this, we must distinguish in the law con-

tent and form. Its content is the unchangeable
will of God; without its fulfilment there is no salva-

tion; but it is not to be fulfilled merely as a con-

tlitioo of salvation, but in the spirit of " a loving

delight in the law," contrasted with the conmion
pleasure-seeking piety. Thus Luther advanced a
step beyond Augustine and the mystics, since with

tbcsn hope preponderates, while for him eternal life

begins here on earth in reconciliation with the law;

and since their love of God is a retired, holy in>

diCFerence, while his love of God manifests itself in

a trust in God which is elevated above sins and
death and governs the world and manifests itself in

the love of our fellow men. According to its form,

the law brings man before the " throne of judg-

ment." It is a demand and threat of pumshment
against a contradicting will. In this respect it is only

temporary; for the thought that the favor of God
might be earned is not only impossible in consid-

eration of original sin, but " a dream which is false

in itself," a robbery of the honor of God, idolatry;

God is not a " huckster," it is his nature to give

everything gratuitously. It is true, the content of

the law as humble trust in God and inclination

toward good conduct contradicts the form of the

law as a rule of retribution, but in this very form
it is a means of God to accomplish his purposes.

On the one side, it guards against external trans-

gressions and upholds public peace; on the other

Hide, by disclosing and magnifying our spiritual

transgressions it destroys our self-sufficiency and
awakens a feeling of guilt and longing after foigiv-

ing grace. After this has been accomplished, the

Gospel steps in—by assuring us of forgiving grace,

it awakens love to God which gladly fulfils the Uw
and thus experiences salvation already in this life.

The Gospel has three characteristic traits. It is

promise or attestation of the divine will of grace

to the consciousness, it is promise of the forgive-

ness of sins, it is promise of the forgiveness vouch-

safed in Christ for the awakened conscience. It is

the active cause of faith which supports conscience

without blunting it. With this faith the whole re-

demption is realised in principle; for it is the

moving power for the fulfilment of the law. By
extending over the whole life, it is the fulfilment of

tbe first commandment, and by becoming a prayer

of thankfulness and supplication, that of the sec-

ond; and the desire to pass on our blessings to

others produces in us an inclination to love our

fellow men, and by paralyzing the attraction of

worldly goods and evils by means of trust in God
it gives the power to realize this inclination. But
all these abilities Luther traces back also to a sec-

ond gift beside forgiveness, namely, the Holy Spirit.

As the unchangeable will of God, the law is also

the measure for the manner of the realization of

tbe order of grace. In this respect, the inviolabil-

ity of tbe divine will as expressed in the law must
be fully satisfied. This is the case in so far as the

forgiveness of sins in the penitent is the very means
of realizing its content. But Luther postulated

also the satisfaction of the law by the vicarious

satisfaction of Christ, in contradiction to his state-

ment that the Uw has only a pedagogical import.

The fulfilment of the law is to take place in a natu-

ral manner, without reflection on the law, just as

the good tree brings forth its fruits. The good must
spring from a good disposition; but by this compar-
ison Luther places himself in contradiction, not
only to Christ and John, but also to Paul, since it

excludes reflection on every objective norm and
the motivation of good-will by the thought of the

aim of eternal life. But since for Luther the new
life of the Christian is still in a state of growth and
maintains itself only by continual struggle with
the remnants of sin, he teaches that the Christian

still needs education through the objective Uw.
As he can think, however, of an objective order of

the law only in the l^al norm of right which
threatens punishment, instruction and admoni-
tion by the law appear to him as something that is

in contradiction to the spiritual condition of the

new man; and thus Luther makes Christian life

dualistic, instead of showing how it stands under
a moral Uw without losing the character of its

freedom. (J. GoTTBCHiCKfO
Bxbliographt: The Utsrature on H 1-3 is given under

BxBLicAii Thsologt; that on ( 4 under Doctrines, His-
tory or. On i 6 oonsult: J. Kdstlin, LtUhert Theolooie,

Stuttgart. 1863; T. H*mRok, Luthert TheoloffU, i. 47&-
480, Erlangen, 1862; 8. LommRtssch. Luthen Lehre,

Berlin, 1879; E. TrOltsch. Vemunft und Offenbaruno bei

J. Otarhard und Mdanehihon, pp. 127-143. Gdttingen, 1801.

On the genenl problem: 8. H. Tyng. Leetwru on tk^ Law
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ment.
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L Origins and Development: According to the

ancients, law and justice came from God. The
Babylonian King Hammurabi received his man-
dates from the hand of the sun-god Shamash, while

Yahweh gave the tables of the law to Moses on
Sinai. Throughout their history Yahweh was the

source of law for the Israelites, his precepts {tcroth)

being communicated to them by his

X. Sem- servants, the priests. Matters of little

itic Back- importance were not referred to him,

ground, but where the wisdom of man was in-

sufficient, or where no fixed law had
yet been established, the decision of the divinity

was sought through the priests. This ruling was
then regarded as a norm in similar cases and thus

became law, deriving its authority from the fact

that it was the will of God. This sanction gained

additional force in Israel, since there Yahweh waa
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regarded as a Qod who watched over righteou»-

nees and justice and hated iniquity. When the

Israelites first emerged into the light of history,

they possessed neither a firm political organisation

nor law. Instead of written law tribal custom pre-

vailed, and in place of an executive magistracy stood

the tribal deity, whose will was represented by the

customs of the tribe. It might, then, be supposed
that each tribe would create its own custom, with-

out regard to its neighbors, but it must not be

forgotten that since the dawn of history Arabia
and the Syro-Arabian desert had been imder the

influence of Babylonian civilisation, and that in

Babylonia as early as 2200 B.C. law had reached

a height in the Code of Hammurabi (q.v.) which
was not equaled even in the Hebrew Book of

the Covenant in the late regal period. Contact
with ancient Arabian culture, which attained a
noteworthy eminence among the Minaeans in the

second half of the second millennium B.C., is con-

firmed by the Israelitic narrative itself when it

states that Moses modeled his code according to

the counsel of the Midianite Jethro.

The settlement in the West Jordan country was
a momentous epoch in the development of law.

In its content law must have been widely extended,

since new conditions brought new legal problems;

but the independent development of Israelitic law
had not yet begun. Since the discovery of the

Code of Hammurabi, it may be regarded as certain

that the Canaanites among whom the

a. Effects Hebrews had come and whose culture

of Settle- they adopted had a highly system-
ment in atised code. This Canaanite Bystem
Canaan, was deeply influenced by Babylonia,

and this explains why IsraeUtic law,

even after being taken from the Canaanites and
worked over in the Book of the Covenant, shows
so dose an afi&nity with the Code of Ham-
murabi. This agreement is seldom verbal, but the

spirit and the basal concepts, except in religion,

are essentially the same, although the Babylonian
code deab with a far more highly developed and
more coherent political organisation. The entire

system of legal procedure was transformed by the

new home of the Israelites. Nomadic Bedouins
have no judges clothed with executive authority,

but fixed abodes change clans and families to local

oonmiimities and territorial unions. The heads of

the conununities, or elders, become the magistracy,

and behind their enactment stands the power of

the community. Thus a form of public law was
evolved, and the conmiunity assumed control of

the protection of individual rights.

The rise of the Israelitic kingdom resulted in a
definite system of Uw and in legal uniformity, in

so far as this had not already been achieved. The
date of the codification of the unwritten law is un-

known. It may have taken place at an early date

at the sanctuaries, but the most prim-

3. The itive document known is the so-called

Hebrew Book of the Covenant (Ex. xx. 24-

Codes, xxiii. 19). The Book of the Covenant
does not pronounce great principles of

law or abstract legal doctrines to be applied in indi-

vidual oases at the discretion of the judge, but it is

a collection of special instances and is restricted to

the problems of daily life. It deals with the status

of slEives, with injuries to life or limb, and with in-

juries to property, whether daughter or slave,

cattle or fruit. There is as yet no conunercial law,

while the Code of Hammurabi is highly developed
in this respect. The Book of the Covenant was
evidently a compilation of existing customaxy law,

and it is nowhere stated that it ever received sanc-

tion as official, nor is it known who compiled thr

collection or who caused it to be made. It wa.«

possibly not official, but may have been drawn up
by private persons, or, in other words, by the
priests. Far different is Deuteronomy, which was
officiaUy proclaimed as the law of the State in the
eighteenth year of Josiah (621 B.C.). Though simi-

lar to the Book of the Covenant in form and con-

tent, it marks an important step in advance in

that it seeks to bring all civil and religious law
within the scope of the point of view of the theoo-

racy. The characteristic of this code is its humani-
tarianism in providing for the poor, for servants,

for widows, and for orphans. The Priestly Code
was introduced as the law of the State after the
exile (Neh. viii.-x.). Taken as a whole, it con-
tains only religious law, although it also considers

individual questions of civil life in so far as they
concern the hierocracy of the priestly code. In it

is incorporated the independent " Law of Holi-

ness " (Lev. xvii.-xxvi.), which proceeds from the
point of view of the sanctity of the people. The
written law, as extant, concerns only a small por-

tion of civil life; imfortimately no other codification

of customary law has been preserved. The Torah
became the infallible basis for all further develop-

ment of the law, its deficiencies being supplied by
casuistic interpretation or by a codification of the

law of custom. The law thus deduced was termed
Halakhahf and with its recognition the scholars of the

law became the actual legislators. The results of

their activity are sununed up in the Mishnah (see

TALBfUD), which b based on an earlier work dating
from the time of Rabbi Akiba ben Joseph, who
flourished between 110 and 135 a.d., under whose
direction the Halakhah, which had been transmitted

orally, seems to have been codified.

n. Administration of the Law: Legal jurisdic-

tion was originally lodged in the family (Gen.

xxviii. 24; Deut. xii. 18 sqq.), or in the *' elders,''

or heads of the dans and tribes (Ex. xviii. 13 sqq.;

Num. xi, 16 sqq.; Deut. i. 13 sqq.). Par-

X. The allel with this was the decision of the

Judges, priest as the servant of God, whilf

Moses, according to the narrative, lata

the most difficult problems before God (E^x. xviii. 15,

19) . The judicial power of the elders was only moral;
they possessed no executive authority and with the

settlement in Palestine were superseded by the

heads of the local conmnmities, who acquired execu-
tive power, since a permanent community natu-

rally had an interest in the maintenance of the law.

This court of elders retained its judicial authority

in the regal period (II Sam. xiv. 4 sqq.; I Kings
xxi. 8 sqq.), while Deuteronomy recognizes them
as an organized body with full judicial powers
(Deut. xix. 12, xxi. 2 sqq., xxii. 15, etc), and as
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the representatives of the community (Deut. xvii.

7). It must accordingly be assumed that though
the Book of the Covenant does not state it, its

" judges " were the elders. The priests retained

their judicial power at all times. In the Book of

the Covenant (Ex. zxii. 9, R.V.) the decision of

God is sought at the sanctuary in cases of unusual

«iifficu]ty, while in Deuteronomy the Levites con-

^itute an ecclesiastical court which decides also

secular matters. The tendency of Deuteronomy is

to enlaige their jurisdiction, and to leave the elders

the right of punishment only in those derelictions

which directly concern the family (Deut. xxi. 1 sqq.,

18 sqq., zzii. 13 sqq., xxv. 7 sqq.). At that period

the king was the chief judge (II Sam. ziv. 4 sqq.),

although his ruling might be sought at the very
first, especially in difficult cases (II Sam. xv. 2

sqq.; I Kings iii. 16 sqq.; II Kings xv. 5). This

right of the king was then transferred to his offi-

cials, who judged in the king's name. Unfortu-
nately it is not known whether or how the author-

ity of the royal officiak was conditioned by the

elders and priests. The Chronicler ascribes to

Jehoshaphat the creation of a supreme court in

Jerusalem and the appointment of judges in the
individual cities (II Chron. xix. 4-11), but it is im-
possible to assimie that the high priest and the
** prince of Judah " were the spiritual and secular

presidents of this court, although it would agree

with the statement of the Chronicler that David
had given 6,000 Levites the office of judge (I Chron.

xxiii. 4, xxvi. 29). The local judges in the time of

EUra were chosen from among the elders of the

city (Ezra vii. 25, x. 14). In the Greek and Ro-
man period such judges were found everywhere
(Judith vi. 16; Josephus, Wars, II., xiv. 1; cf.

Matt. V. 22, X. 17; Mark xiii. 9). In small towns
the council of elders exercised judicial fimctions

(Luke vii. 3), while larger places seem to have con-

tained tpeaal courts. In later times local courts

usually had seven members, and twenty in larger

cities.

Judicial procedure was oral, although the later

period seems to have known written complaints

(Job xxxi. 35 sqq.). The judges sat at the city-

gate (Deut. xxi. 19, xxii. 15; Amos v.

a. The 12, 15), while Solomon built a " porch
Procednre. of judgment " at Jerusalem (I Kings

vii. 7). The plaintiff lodged his owncom-
plaint; if he failed to do so, no one else brought the

matter to the attention of the court, for there was no
prosecuting attorney. Proof was by witnesses, the

*aw requiring the concordant testimony of two
witnesses , especially in cases involving capital pun-
ishment (Deut. xvii. 6, xix. 15; Num. xxxv. 30; for

an exception cf. Deut. xxi. 18 sqq.). According to

the Tahnud (cf. Josephus, ArU, IV., viii. 15) adult

freemen alone were eligible as witnesses, slaves and
women being excluded; according to Lev. v. 1,

compulsory testimony was common. False wit^

ness was punished by the lex talionia (Deut. xix.

18 sqq.). In cases where witnesses could not be

fouiul, an oath was required (Ex. xxii. 6-11), and
in the okier period the Ordeal (q.v.) was frequently

invoked as a means of proof (Ex. xxii. 8; I Sam.
ziv. 41; Joshua vii. 14), although later this was re-

stricted to the single case of the charge of adultery

(Num. v.). Torture was first employed as a means
of obtaining testimony during the Herodian rule

(Josephus, WarSf I., xxx. 2-5).

IIL Criminal Law: In the Code of Hammurabi
criminal law is under the absolute control of the

State, while in the Old Testament it is stiU in proc-

ess of development from private to public law.

Private law belongs primarily to the

z. Develop- lex taliania (** Eye for eye, tooth for

ment from tooth, . . . wound for wound," Ex.
the Lex xxi. 24-25). This principle dom-
Talionis. inated even public law, as is shown by

the Code of Hammiuabi, although it

was originally the norm for private revenge. The
man who had been injured had the right to do to

his injurer the same harm as had been done him;
among savage peoples revenge is regarded as a right-

eous and holy sentiment. This appears most clearly

in the case of murder, where revenge was not merely
justified but sanctified, and was a kinsman's duty.

Absolute lex talianis, as is clear from Blood Revenge
(q.v.), makes all controversies eternal, and it there-

fore marks a long step in advance when the Israel-

ites at an early period substituted in certain cases

the wergild for blood-revenge. Such compensation
could not escape regulation by general custom, and
ancient Israelitic ussge required such settlement

in personal injuries (Ex. xxi. 18), but paralleled it

with blood-revenge, except in the case of man-
slaughter (Ex. xxi. 30). A third stage is publ'o

criminal law, in which society deprives the indi-

vidual of the right of punishment, which is then

executed by the authorities. Revenge thus be-

comes punishment, which is regulated by the in-

terests of the whole community. Punishment has,

moreover, a religious end. Sin, especially murder,
brought on the land a defilement which was puiged
by punishment (cf. II Sam. xxi., xxiv.; Num.
xxxv. 33; Deut. xix. 19). This assumption of

guilt by the State involved a family in the punish-

ment of its members, and in aggravated cases chil-

dren suffered with their fathers (Joshua vii. 21:

11 Kings ix. 26; cf. also the general principle that

Yahweh visits the iniquity of the fathers upon the

children). The concept of blood-revenge is still

retained, and if the avengers are unable to seise

the murderer, his family is slain instead (cf. II Sam.
xxi. 6 sqq.), a principle found both in the Code of

Hanmiurabi and in modem custom among the

Bedouins, which was not abrogated among the

Israelites before Deuteronomy (Deut. xxiv. 16).

Punishment by retaliation occurs only in case of

bodily injury, and substitutional punishment, fre-

quent in the Code of Hanmiurabi, is mentioned but
once (Deut. xxv. 12). The death-penalty was by
stoning (Lev. xxiv. 14; Deut. xvii. 5), since such
cases as those described in II Sam. i. 15 and II

Kings X. 7, 25 were not the execution of a pun-
ishment ordered by the court. In certain in-

stances the penalty was increased by burning or

hanging the corpse, thus depriving the criminal of

the benefit of burial (Lev. xx. 14, xxi. 9), although

Deuteronomy (xxi. 22) mitigated this portion of

the punishment. Crucifixion and stnmgulation

(the latter, according to the Talmud, tlw usual
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form of punishment) were introduoed by the Ro-
mans. Burning to death seema to have been prac-

tised in the earliest period (Gen. xxxviii. 24) but
in later times it was restricted to gross immorality
(Lev. zx. 14, XXL 9), while the Code of Hammurabi
enacts it as the penalty for incest. Punishment by
beating is first mentioned in Deut. xxv. 1-3, but
the crimes for which it was inflicted are taken for

granted, although the maximum number of blows
is fixed at forty (later forty less one; cf. II Cor.

xi. 24; Josephus, AtU., IV., viii. 21, 23). Im-
prisonment is first mentioned in the poet-exilic

period (Ezra vii. 26), but dungeons, stocks, and
iron collars were frequently employed by the kings

(Jer. XX. 2, xxix. 26 sqq.; II Chron. xviii. 25). In
all other cases, as in the Code of Hammurabi, fines

alone were exacted, and were regarded as a recom-
pense for plaintiffs rather than as punishments.
The sense of liability is well developed, as it is in

the Code of Hammurabi. A careful distinction is

drawn in the Book of the Covenant between mur-
der and manslaughter {Ex.. xxi. 12 sqq.), and the

right of self-defense is recognised (Ex. xxii. 2),

while accidental injuries are distinguished from
intentional.

In their details the punitive regulations which
have been preserved are very incomplete. Accord-
ing to the ancient view, death alone could atone
for murder (Gen. ix. 5-6), and the later law was
thus obliged to recognise the right of blood-revenge

(Deut. xix. 1-13; Num. xxxv. 16-21),

a. Capital although the tendency to transform
Offenses, this into punishment inflicted by the

authorities was early manifested (II

Sam. xiv. 4 sqq.). The factor here at work was the

distinction between murder and manslaughter. In
Deuteronomy (xix. 1-13) previous hatred is consid-

ered a proof of the intentional character of the deed,

and in the Priestly Code the use of a deadly weapon
bears with it the same implication (Num. xxxv. 16
sqq.). Murder was ptmished with death (Num.
xxxv. 31), yet the murderer had the right of asy-

lum at a sanctuary (Ex. xxi. 14), or, in later times,

at special cities of refuge (Deut. xix. 2-3; Num.
xxxv. 11 sqq.). There it was to be decided whether
the fugitive was guilty of murder or manslaughter.
In the former case he was to be driven from his

asylum (Ex. xxi. 14; Deut. xix. 11 sqq.; Num.
xxxv. 11 sqq.); in the latter eventuality the guilty

man was free within the city, although he could

not obtain full amnesty until the death of the high
priest (Num. xxxv. 25; post-exilic). In case of

malice, the lex talionis was employed, but in in-

juries inflicted in the heat of quarrel the defendant
had only to pay the expenses for the healing of the

plaintiff, and recompense him for the time of his

illness (for another case of fine, cf. Ex. xxi. 22).

Among offenses against morality, incest, pederasty,

and bestiality were punished with death (Lev. xx.

10 sqq.; Ex. xxii. 18), and the same penalty was
inflicted on both parties guilty of adultery, except
that, when force had been used, the woman was ac-

quitted (Deut. xxii. 25-26), the law agreeing herein
with the Code of Hammurabi. The seduction of

an unbetrothed girl was regarded as an injury to
property (Ex. xxii. 15; Deut. xxii, 28-29), although

the daughter of a priest was punished with death
(Lev. xxi. 9). A significant trait of Hebrew law is

the fact that it, in antithesis to the Code of Ham-
murabi, comprised crimes against religion under
civil law, pimishing not only idolatry and witchcraft

(Ex, xxii. 18, 20) with death, but even, in Deute-

ronomy (xiii. 6-18), any temptation to these crimes,

while the Priestly Code was still more severe (Lev.

xxiv. 16).

IV. Rights of Penons: Full rights were en-

joyed only by adult freemen who were capable
of bearing arms. Lists of the citisens seem to

have been prepared at an early period (Ex. xxxii.

32), and are frequently mentioi^ in later times

(e.g., Isa. X. 19). In Num. i. 3 and Lev. xxviL 3
the age of twenty is taken to be that at which
arms may first be borne, and it may be assumed
that this rule held good at an earlier period. The
legal freedom of women, on the other hand, was
limited.

V. Rights of Property: The regulations coming
under this category are concerned with purchase,

debt, and indemnity. The purchase and sale of

movable property, as well as many other commer-
cial matters regulated in the Code of Hammurabi,

were not controlled by Hebrew law.

z. Real Preexilic Israel was not a commercial
Estate, people. In the sale of real estate,

custom laid restrictions on the owner.
The ground in which father and grandfather were
buried (I Kings xxL 3) was sacred to the son and
grandson, and the law sought to keep the property in

the family, giving those kinsmen who had the right

of inheritance the privilege of preemption and re-

demption (Jer. xxxii. 8 sqq.). The Priestly Code
enacted the right of redemption of real estate to

be exercised within a year (Lev. xxv. 25 sqq.).

The antiquity of this custom is imknown, but it is

a mere theory that every fifty years purdiased
property was restored to its original owners with-

out compensation (Lev. xxv. 13 sqq.). Certain

formalities were custonuiry in purchase. Wit-
nesses were smnmoned (Gen. xxiii. 7-20), and in

the time of Jeremiah it was usual to drav^ up a
deed (Jer. xxxii. 6 sqq., 44). An ancient symbolic
act in the transfer of real estate was the giving of

a shoe to the purchaser by the seller in token of his

renunciation of the property, a ceremony no longer

clear in origin (Ruth iv. 7; cf. Ps. Ix. 8; Deut.
xxv. 9, xi. 24?).

Debt receives less detailed treatment than in the

Code of Hammurabi. Debts exist, even accord-
ing to the view of Deuteronomy, only because the

poor exist; the Old Testament knows nothing of

a system of credit in connection with trade. The
tendency of the laws, therefore, was to

3. Debt protect the debtor against oppression.

Usury was accordingly forbidden, but
unfortunately there is no statement respecting a
just rate of interest (Ex. xxii. 25). In ancient
Babylonia interest ran as high as forty per cent,

and averaged twenty per cent. In the Israehtic

code the creditor received a pledge, but could re-

tain an upper garment, the covering of the poor,
only imtil simdown (Ex. xxii. 26). Deuteronomy
went still further, and prohibited the taking in
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pledge of any article necessary for livelihood (Deut.

xziv. 6, 13, 17, zxx., xxiy. 10-11, and Code of Ham-
murabi, 241). In a like spirit interest was abso-

lutely forbidden (Deut. xxiiL 19-20; cf. Esek.

xviii. 16-17), at least so far as compatriots were

concerned. In the case of insolvent debtors, as in

Babylonian law (cf. Code of Hammurabi, 54), the

levy seems to have included the person, but though
the creditor could not deprive the debtor of his

property, he was permitted, as in the Code of Ham-
murabi (116, 117), to sell the debtor into slavery

together with his family and property (II Kings
iv. 1; Neh. v. 5, 8; Isa. 1. 1; Jer. xxxiv. 8 sqq.),

although this servitude ended after the lapse of

six years (Ex. xxi. 2; cf. Code of Hammurabi, 117,

which enacts that a wife and her children shall

work only three years; on the bondage of the

daughter, cf. especially Ex. xxi. 7 sqq.). In Deute-

ronomy this law becomes a command to remit

all debt in the seventh year (Deut. xv. 1 sqq.),

although with little success (Deut. xv. 9 sqq.;

Ezek. xvii. 7 sqq.; Jer. xxxiv. 8 sqq.). To Rabbi
Hillel was ascribed the device of the protbul, a dec-

laration before the court that the creditor reserved

the right to demand payment of the debt at any
time without regard to the year of release. In the

Priest Code the maniunission was required to take

place in the year of jubilee, but kindly treatment

of the enslaved debtor was enjoined (Lev. xxv. 35
sqq.; cf. Code of Hanunurabi, 115-116).

Indemnity for injury to property could be ex-

acted only where guilt was proved, as in theft and
embexzlement, wherein the Hebrew law was more
lenient than the Code of Hammurabi, which here

frequently imposed the death penalty. The resti-

tution for theft was to be double the

3. Injoxy amount of money (comp. Code of Ham-
to murabi, 120, 124, 126), four times the

Property, number of sheep, and five times the

number of oxen (Ex. xxii. 1-3). Guilt

was also evidenced by gross carelessness (Ex. xxi.

29-36, xxii. 5, 12). If a man's guilt was proved

and be was unable to make restitution, he was
sold into slavery as a debtor, but where there was

no evidence of guilt, there was no compensation

(Ex. xxii. 7-8, 10-11, 13). Deuteronomy contains

no details on these subjects, but the Priest Code is

ocseasionally milder, enacting that one who con-

cealed anything entnisted to him, or anything

iftolen or found, make complete restoration and add
ooe-fifth of the value as a fine (Lev. vi. 20>24).

VL Inheritance: The law of inheritance was

agnatic throughout. Unlike the Code of Ham-
murabi (172), Hebrew law denied the inheritance

to the wife, since she formed part of the heritable

estate of her husband. Daughters likewise were

incapable of inheritance, this being another point

of divergence from the Code of Hanunurabi (180,

183, 184). Lack of male offspring gave the in-

heritance to the nearest agnate, who also had the

duty ol blood-revenge. The sons of different wives

had equal right of inheritance, although the first-

born eon received a double portion (Deut. xxi. 17).

The father might, however, favor one son rather

than another, and might even transfer the inheri-

tanoe ol the first-born to a younger son, as to the

first son of a favorite wife, although this was con-

trary to custom and was forbidden by Deuteron-
omy (Gen. xlix. 3, xxi. 1 sqq.; I Kings i. 11-13;

Deut. xxi. 15-17). It is unknown whether the

real estate was divided, nor is it certain whether
the inheritance of the sons by a concubine (Gen.

xxi. 11) was equal to that of the sons by a wife,

although much seems to have depended on the

good-will of the father. It was not until the later

period that the law allowed daughters to inherit in

case there were no sons (Num. xxvii. 4 sqq.), al-

though in such instances they were obliged to

marry a husband from their father's stock (Num.
xxxvi. 1-12), in order that the estate might not
pass to an unrelated family. It was an exceptional

act of favor to allow daughters to inherit together

with sons (Job xlii. 15), but even in case of a child-

less marriage the wife had no right of inheritance,

the heirs then being the kinsmen of her husband.
I. Benzinobr.

Bibuoobapbt: J. Klein, Da» OtaeU Hber doM gendUUeh§
Beweinerfahren naeh motaUA-ialmudtMehem Recht, Halle,

1886: J. D. MichMlifl. Mo§ai»ehe9 RedU, 6 vols., Frank-
fort, 1776; Frenkel. Der o«riehUi€he BeweiM, Berlin, 1846;

J. L. Saalflchuts, Da§ momiudu Rseht, ib. 1863; L. Dieetel.

Die rdigi69en IMikU im wnielilieehen 8traJrt<M, in Jakr-
bodiiw fiJBr prote»tanHad»e TheoUtgU, v (1859). 297 eqq.;

M. Duschak. Dom moaaiaehB RedU, Vienna, 1809; A.

Kuenen. Religion of Israel, ii. 250-286, London, 1876;

idem. National Relioiona and Univenal Religion9t pp. 82
eqq.. ib. 1882; A. P. Bisael, The Law of Atylum in l9rael,

Leipdo, 1884; Smith, OTJC, pp. 298 aqq.. 428-430, and
lectuies zi.-xii.; O. Wildeboer. De Penlateuehkriiik en
het motaiaeKe Strafreeht, in Tijdschrift vor Sttafireeht, ir.

205 sqq.. v. 251 aqq.; A. Bertholet. Die SteOung der

ItraeUien und Jvden ru den Fremden, Freibuts, 1896;

E. Day. Social Life of Ae Hebrewe, New York, 1901;

C. F. Kent. Student'e OHd Testament, vol. iv., ib., 1907;

Schflrer, OeachiekU, n, 143 sqq., Eng. tranel., eoneult

Index; DB, iii. 64-72; EB, iii. 2714-30; JE, vu. 633-

638; the literature died under Hammurabi and His ConE;
and the works on Hebrew archeology and antiquities by
DeWette. Ewald, Keil, Bensinger, and Nowack.

LAW, WILLIAM: English controversial and

devotional writer; b. at King's Cliffe (28 m. n.e.

of Northampton), Northamptonshire, 1686; d.

there Apr. 9, 1761. He studied at Emmanuel Col-

lege, Cambridge (B.A., 1708; M.A., 1712), and was
ordained and elected fellow of his college in 1711.

He was a fearless nonjuror, and, in consequence

of his refusal to take the oaths of allegiance and

abjuration on the accession of George I., forfeited

his feUowship, and all prospects of advancement

in the Church. Subsequently he took up his resi-

dence at Putney as tutor to Edward Gibbon, father

of the historian. In 1740 he returned to King's

Cliffe, where he spent the rest of his life in literary

labors and works of charity. Law was one of the

most eminent English writers on practical divinity

in the eighteenth century. He was a genuine mys-

tic, although he lived in a worldly and rationalistic

age, and is best known by his Serious CaU to a De^

vaul and Holy Life (London, 1729 and often; new
ed., 1906). With the exception of The Pilgrim*8

Progress, no book on practical religion in the lan-

guage has, perhaps, been so highly praised. Gib-

bon, Dr. Johnson, Doddridge, and John Wesley,

vie with each other in commending it as a master-

piece. At one time. Law was a kind of orade with

Wesley, and his influence upon early Methodism
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was of an almost formative character. In hia later

years he became an enthusiastic student of Jakob
Boehme, but his strong churchly feeling and his

sound English sense kept him from the wild errors

and extravagances into which some of Boehme's
disciples fell. In The Spirit qf Prayer (1750; new
ed., 1893) and The SpirU cf Love (1764; new ed.,

1893), Law unfolds his mystical views, and an-

swers the objections which had been made to them.
They are remarkable works, and abound in passages

of unconmion spiritual force and beauty. Other
well-known writings by Law are: Three Letters to

the Biehop of Bangor (1717-19; new ed., 1893), the

most forceful piece of writing produced by the

Bangorian controversy (see Hoadlt, Benjamin);
and A Practical Treatiee on Christian Perfection

(1726; abridged in part by J. Wesley, 1740; new
ed., 1902). All of these maybe found in his Works
(9 vols., 1762; a beautiful reprint ed. G. B. Mor-
gan, 9 vols., Brockenhur*it, 1892-93.) Recent vol-

umes of selections from Law are: Characters and
Characteristic* of William Law (ed. A. Whyte, Lon-
don, 1893); WhoUy/or God (ed. A. Murray, 1894);

The Power of the SpirU (ed. A. Murray, 1896); and
The Divine Indwelling (ed. A. Murray, 1897) ; Lib-

eral and Mystic Writings (New York, 1908).
Biblioorapht: J. H. Overton. William Law, Nonjutor
and Mytic. London. 1881 (aatidfactory); [C. Walton],
Note§ and materiaU for an Adequate Biography of WiUiam
Lauf, ib. 1854 (privately printed): L. Stephen. Hour9 in
a Library. 2 aer.. ib. 1876: J. H. Overton. The Chwvh
in England, u. 222. 228-231, 235. 240. ib. 1897; idem
and F. Relton. The Englieh Church {1714-1800), ib.

1906: DNB, xxxii. 236-240; and the literature under
NoNJmoivPi. espM>i.illy T. Lathbury, Hiat. of the Nat^
juror*; Cambridge Modem Hiel., vi. 81 Bqq., 1909.

LAWLOR, HUGH JACKSON: Church of Ire-

land; b. at Ballymena (33 m. n.n.w. of Belfast),

County Antrim, Dec. 11, 1861. He studied at
Trinity College, Dublin (B.A.. 1882; M.A., 1885),
was ordered deacon in 1885, and ordained priest in

1886. He was curate of Christ Church, Kingstown,
Dublin 1885-93, and senior chaplain of St. Mary's
Cathedral, Edinburgh 1893-98. Since 1898 he has
been professor of ecclesiastical history in the Uni-
versity of Dublin, where he had already been as-

sistant to Archbishop King's lecturer in divinity
in 1890-93. He was university preacher in 1898-
1905, and has been examining chaplain to the
bishop of Edinburgh since 1895, precentor of Trin-
ity College since 1900 and of St. Patrick's Cathedral,
Dublin, since 1902, and curate of Bray, Dublin,
since 1905. He has edited: The Rosslyn Missal
(London, 1899); G. T. Stokes' Some Worthies of the

Irish Church (1900); and The Diary qf WiUiam
King . . . Kept during his Imprisonment in Dvb-
tin Castle, 1689 (Dublin, 1903); and has written:

Chapters on the Book of Mulling (Edinburgh, 1897);
The Kilcormic Missal (Dublin, 1900); Thoughts on
Belief and Life (sermons; 1900); and The Manur
scripts of the Vita Sancti Columbani (1903). He
has also contributed to the Peplographia DMinenr
sis (London, 1902) and The Psalms of Israel (1904).

LAWRENCE, WILLIAM: Protestant Episco-
pal bishop of Massachusetts; b. in Boston May 30,

1850. He was graduated at Harvard in 1871 and
the Episcopal Theological School, Cambridge, Mass.,

in 1875. He was ordered deacon in 1875 and
prieated in 1876. He became rector of Grace
Church, Lawrence, Mass., in 1876, professor of

homiletics and pastoral theology in the Episcopal

Theological School at Cambridge in 1884 (dean from
1888), and bishop of Massachusetts in 1893. He has
written: Life ofAmos A [(2amsJ LonDrencse (his father;

Boston, 1888); Vifione and Service (1896); Life

of Roger WolcoU, Oovemor qf MassadtueetU (1902);

and Study qf Phillips Brooks (1903).

BiBUOOBAmT: W. 8. Ferry, The Epieeopaie in Awmioa,
p. 360, New York, 1806.

LAT BAPTISM. See Baptism, IIL, 4.

LAT BROTHERS, LAT SISTERS. See Mona»-
TICISU.

LAT CLERK: A designation given to certain

members of the establishment of an Knglish cathe-

dral, whose duty it is to take a regular part in the

choral services; they are sometimes known also as

lay vicars, or vicars-choral. As in the case oi the

parish clerk, the name comes down from a time
when these functions were performed by actual

clerics; the qualifying adjective " lay," though
etjrmologically importing a contradiction, being
added to mark the difference in modem usage.

LAT COMMlTNIOll (Lat. eommunio Unea):

Originally the status of the lay members of tl^
Church as contrasted with the clergy, but restricted

after the differentiation between clergy and laity

to a deposition from the higher estate of the former
to the lower rank of the latter. It is mentioned in

this sense as early as the third century, especially

as a punishment parallel with Deposition (q.v.).

The punishment implied that a clergyman thus de-

posed resumed the status of a layman and had
henceforth only lay rights, so that he received com-
munion outside the choir instead of within the

sanctuary, like the clergy. In modem Roman
Catholic usage the development of the doctrine of

the '* indelible character " of bishops and priests

has rendered absolute reduction to lay commu-
nion impossible. A cleric of major orders can be
released from the duties of his office, espedaHy
from the vow of celibacy, oxdy by dispensation of

the pope. Those who hold minor orders, however,
may return to the estate of laymen, and if they
marry, they lose their benefices and all other priv-

ileges. (P. HnrocHiuBt.)

LAT READER: A term applied in the Ang^can
Ck>iimiunion to laymen who are licensed to read

portions of the service, usually in the absence of a
clergyman. The system received its earliest wide
development in the United States, where the num-
ber of clergy was inadequate to the needs of mis-

sionary expansion, and the services of the Episco-

pal Church were in many places kept up for long

periods almost entirely by the ministrations of lay

readers; but in recent years it has been adopted
to a considerable extent in England also. In the

United States a lay reader is required to have a
license from the bishop, which is granted for a year
at a time, and his powers are minutely defined by
the canons.
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LATmO ON OF HANDS: A religious rite, both
Jewuh and Christian. In the Old Testament, as a
preecribed act, it appears first in Lev. i. 4, for the

burnt-offering; in iii. 2 for the peace-offering; in

iv. 4 for the sin-offering; in xvi. 21 for the sending

away of the scapegoat on the Day of Atonement.
It was used also in connection with the setting

apart of priests (Ex. xxiz. 10, 15, 19), and with the

Bolenm punishment of idolatry (Ley. xxiv. 14). In
Num. viii. 10, 12 the dose connection

In the Old between the use of the rite in sacrifice

Testament and that in consecration of priests is

seen; whence it follows that it can
not be used to denote the designation of represent-

atives by the people, but rather signifies that they
belong to God. llie laying on of hands in the case

of the scapegoat is a symbolic expression of par-

ticipation between subject and object, the latter

becoming or doing what properly belongs to the

former. In the punishment of idolatry a simi-

larly close connection is established between the

bearing of witness and the punishment of the

crime. It is an easy transition to the setting apart

of Joshua as leader of the people by the laying on
of the hands of Moses (Num. xxviiL 18; Deut.

xxxiv. 9), in order to symbolise the participation

of the younger in the existed mission of the elder.

From all these cases it appears that the act either

meant the marking out of a special destiny for the

object, expressed in the words which accompanied
the act (for some words were always used), or else

it signified transmission, either of an office, or of

a blessing, or of sin.

In the New Testament there is no express men-
tion oi the rite as a part of the law. But Christ

performed a number of his miracles of healing by
the laying on of hands (e.g., Mark v. 23, vi. 5, vii.

32), and his blessing was conveyed by the same
act (Mark x. 13, 16). The same thing is related of

the miracles of heiding performed by the disciples

(Acts vi. 6, ix. 12, 17, xxviii. 8). The expression

of the will to heal or bless by this act

In the New is so natural that there is no need to

Testament attribute any magical effect to the

mere touch, against which would be

the failure of the parallel passages to mention it,

and the same working of the word at a distance

(e.g.. Matt. viii. 5-13). The imposition of hands
is merely symbolic of the healing will; but in ac-

cordance with the new dispensation, the effect

closely accompanies the sign. It is not surpri-

sing to find the laying on of hands permanently
oonnected with the washing away of sin in baptism

and with the appointment to offices in the Church.

Id the former connection it so appears in Acts viii.

17 and Heb. vi. 2, but not as a separate, substan-

tive act accompanying the baptism and with a
blessing of its own. According to Acts ii. 38, the

communication of the Holy Ghost is not a thing

separate from baptism, but follows upon it. The
separation of the laying on of hands from baptism,

and its elevation into a right reserved to bishops

in Confinnation (q.v.), is both contrary to Scrip-

ture and derogatory to the sacrament of baptism.

Acoordiog to Acts vi. 6, xiii. 3, the appointment
to office in the Church is conferred by prayer and

VI.-~28

the laying on of hands, which here again is noth-
ing more than a natural sjrmbol for the transmis-

sion of the power of the Holy Spirit necessary to
their exercise. It is analogous to the Jewish
priestly consecration (Num. viii. 10), as also to the

ordination of readers or members of

In the the Sanhedrin in the post-Maccabean
Church, period. But once more the New-Tes-

tament symbolism differs essentially

from the Old; for as long as the service of the
Church had not developed into a hierarchical con-

stitution, the conunissioning of a man with an
office was supposed to include the transmission of

the powers necessary to its exercise. Thus Paul
could write to Timothy (I., iv. 14, II., i. 6) of the
charisma which was in him through the laying on
of his hands and the hands of the presbytery, and
warn him (I., v. 22) to lay hands suddenly on no
man. For later development, see CTlbbot, IV.;

Confirmation; Ordination. (H. CREMBRf.)
BcBUooaAPHT: DCA, L 828^829; DB, liL BiSS; EB, ii.

IQM.

LAYMAN'S MISSIORART MOVEMEHT. See
MovxMBNT^ Latman'b Mibbionart.

LAZARISTS: 1. A name sometimes given to

the Mekhitarists from their monastery on the island

of San Lauaro (2 m. s.e. of Venice). See Mbkhit-
ARI8TB.

2. The common name of the congregation of

secular priests for missions founded by St. Vincent

de Paul from the old hospital of St. Laiare in Paris,

where they had their mother house. See Vin-
CBNT DB Paul, Saint.

8. The Knights of St LazamSy organised for the

care of the sick, especially lepers, probably at Je-

rusalem about the middle of the twelfth century.

The tradition that the order was founded by the

leprous King Bakiwin IV. may be partially au-

thentic, in that he probably showed special favor

to a lasaretto in Jerusalem at that period, and
knighted the brothers in attendance at it. After

the thirteenth century, they spread throughout
Europe, chiefly in Sidly, Lower Italy, and Ger-
many, and most of all in France, where the lasa-

retto at Boigni (near Orleans) became the seat of

the Grand Master. About 1490 the order was
suppressed in Italy by Innocent VIII., only to be
restored by Leo X. In 1572 they were united by
Duke Ezmnanuel Philibert of Savoy with the

Knights of St. Maurice (founded 1434 and follow-

ing Benedictine rule), and the two orders now de-

voted themselves to the defense of Roman Catho-
lic doctrine against Protestantism. The Knights
of Saints Lasarus and Maurice still exist in Ita^
as a secular order established by Victor Emmanuel
I. of Sardinia in 1816.

In France the Knights of St. Lasarus were united

in 1607 by Henry IV. with the Knights of Our
Lady of Mount Curmel, and under Louis XIV. they
enjoyed special favor in 1672, receiving the estates

of all extinct or suppressed French orders. After

1691, however, these estates were withdrawn, and
henceforth the order slowly declined, being almost
annihilated in the Revolution and being fonnaDy
suppressed in 1830.
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As special insignia both the Italian and French

branches bore a green cross with eight points, while

the French division added lilies between the arms
of the cross and pictures of Our Lady of Mount
Cannel and Lasarus rising from the dead.

(O. ZOcmcBt.)
BiBUOOKArRT: HelyoC, Orrfrat monaaHquBa, t 32. M; Heim-

bucher. OnUn und KonoregaHontH; Q. Uhlhorn, Dis
ehritUich0 Lit/betiSAtiokea im MiUtUiiUr, pp. 272-274.

403-494; CuiTi«r, lUUgunu Orden, p. 218.

LEA, HBIIRT CHARLES: Historian; b. in

Philadelphia Sept. 19, 1825; d. there Oct. 24,

1909. He was educated privately, and in 1841

entered the publishing-house of Lea and Blanchard,

in his native city, becoming a member of the firm

in 1851 and having sole control from 1865 to 1880,

when lie retired from active life. During the Civil

War he was a member of the Union League, and
always retained interest in municipal and civil re-

form. He is universally known by his studies of

medieval ecclesiastical history, which comprise:

Superttilion and Farce: EsaayB on Wager of Law^
Wager of BaUU, Ordeal, and Torture (Philadelphia,

1866); Historical Sketch of Sacerdotal Celibacy in the

Christian Chtarch (Boston, 1867; 3d ed., 2 vob., New
York, 1907); Studies in Church History: Rise cf Tem-
poral Power, Benefit cf Clergy, Excommunication
(Philadelphia, 1869); History of the Inquisition ofthe

Middle Ages (3 vols., New York, 1888); Chaptersfrom
the Religious History of Spain connected with the

Inquisition (Philadelphia, 1890); Formulary of the

Papal Penitentiary in the Thirteenth Century (1893);

History of Auricular Confession and Indulgences in

the Latin Church (3 vols., 1896); The Monscos of
Spain, their Conversion and Expulsion (1901); and
History of the Inquisition cf Spain (4 vob.. New
York, 1906-07) ; Inquisition in the Spanish Depend-
encies (1908).

LEAD (LEADS), JAUE: English mystic; b. in

Norfolk 1623; d. in London Aug. 19, 1704. Her
maiden name was Ward. Receiving the usual ed-

ucation of the well-to-do English girl of the period,

she heard, in her sixteenth year, a marvelous voice,

which so impressed her that she devoted herself

thenceforth to meditation. At the age of twenty-
one she married her kinsman William Lead, and
after his death in 1670 lived in retirement in

London. Her innate tendency to mysticism was
furthered by her study of Jakob Boehme and her
acquaintance with John Pordage (q.v.), an Anglican
clergyman, after 1652; but she was not content with
the visions of others, her vivid imagination speedily

producing phantasms of her own. These occurred
almost nightly and were recorded after 1670 in her
diary, A Fountain of Gardens; but her writings
made little impression until 1693, when one of

them was translated into Dutch. She now became
famous in an hour. An important event in her
life at this period was her acquaintance with an
Oxford scholar Francis Lee, who became succes-
sively her adopted son, secretary, and son-in-law,
and gave her writings their present literary form.
About the pair gathered a circle of mystics who
termed themselves the Philadelphian Society and
kept in close touch with Germany and Holland. In
her latter years she had to struggle against poverty

and jealousy, though she was freed from the for-

mer by an annual pension of 400 florins given by
Baron Kniphausen. She regarded herself as the
mere instrument of her visions; and her works,

though lacking in originality and style, exercised

a wide influence in limited circles. Their charac-

ter is sufficiently indicated by the titles: The
Heavenly Cloud now Breaking: The Lord Christ's

AscensionrLadder Sent Down (London, 1681); The
Revdation cf Revelations, etc. (1683); The Enochian
Walks with Ood, Found out by a Spiritual Traveller,

whose Face towards Mount Sion above was set, etc
(1694); The Laws of Paradise, Given Forth by Wis-
dom to a Translated Spirit (1695); The Wonders cf
God's Creation Manifested in the Variety </ Eight

Worlds as They were made known experimentally

unto the Author (1695); A Message to the PhUadeU
phian Society, Whithersoever Dispersed over the

Whole Earth (1696), followed by two similar mes-
sage in 1698; The Tree of Faith or the Tree cf Life

Springing up in the Paradise of God, etc. (1696);

The Ark of Faith (1696); A Fountain of Gardens

Watered by the Rivers of Divine Pleasure and Spring-

ing up in all the Variety </ Spiritual Plants, etc.

(4 vols., 1696-1701); A Revelation of the Everlast-

ing Gospel Message (1697); The Ascent to the Mount
of Vision (1698?); The Signs cf the Times: Fore-

running the Kingdom of Christ and Evidencing when
it is to Come (1699); The Wars of David and the

Peaceable Reign of Solomon, etc. (1700), with au-

tobiographical material; A Living Funeral Testi-

mony, or Death Overcome and Drowned in the Life

of Christ (1702); and The First Resurrection in

Chria (Amsterdam, 1704; dictated shortly before

her death). (Arnold RCego.)
Biblioorapht: An autobiography ezuts in S^du mygtUehe

TraetSilein, pp. 413-423. Amsterdam. 10OA. Consolt:
DNB, xxzii. 312-313; I. W. Ja««er, HiHoria eed£9iaatiea

II.. ii. 90-117. Hambuts. 1717: C Walton, ^aiea far an
Adeg[uate Biography of W. Law, London, 1854: Cknon
Jenkins, in BrUiak QwaUrly Review, July. 1873. pp. 181-
187.

LEAGUE AKD COVENAUT, THE SOLEMN. See

Covenanters, ( 4.

LEANDER, SAINT: Metropolitan of Seville; b.

at Cartagena, Spain, c. 550; d. Mar. 13, 600 or

601. The brother of Isidore of SeviUe, Fulgentius

bishop of Ecija, and Florentina prioress of a nun-
nery, he was for many years a monk, and even at

this early period seems to have exercised the in-

fluence on the Visigothic Prince Hermenegild, son

of Leovigild, which ultimately converted him from
Arianism to the catholic faith. Leander was exiled

when Hermenegild rebelled against his father; and
between 579 and 582 he went to Byzantium to in-

duce Tiberius II. to send troops to the aid of the

catholic party headed by his convert. Despite the

powerful influence of Gregory the Great, Leander
met with no success at Bjrzantium. After his re-

turn to Spain, he was consecrated bishop, or metro-
politan, of Seville, probably in 584. In this capac-
ity he not only confirmed Leovigild's successor
Recared in his conversion to orthodoxy (587). but
also aided materially in overcoming the opposition
of the Arian bishops and in effecting the final con-
version of the Visigoths from Arianism. He pre-
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sided over the famous Synod of Toledo (589) which
marked this event, and was the chief agent in add-
ing theJUioque to the creed of the Visigothic Church.
His activity in behalf of his Church is also shown
in hia correspondence with Gregory the Great, who
not only answered his questions carefully and cor-

dially, but also sent him the palliimi in 599 and
dedicated to him his MoraUa in Jdbum, The ex-

tant works of Leander are: Regula aanctimonialium,

five Kbellia de instittUione virginum et conlemptu

mundi ad Florentinam sorarem, and Homilia de

triumpho ecdeeitE ob converaionem Gotharum (de-

livered in the synod of Toledo). Both are printed

in MPL, bcxii. 873-898. He also wrote two trea-

tises against Arianism, one a sharp polemic, the

other an orthodox catechism. In the ecclesiastical

art of Spain Leander is always represented with his

brother Isidore. (O. ZdCKLBRf.)
Bibuoqbapbt: Isidora of Seville, De vir. ill., chap, xli;

ASB, March, il 275-280; ASM, i. 37»-386; P. Qama.
Kird^0noeadtiehte von Spanien, ii. 2, pp. 37 sqq., 66 oqq.,

3 vols., Recensburg. 1862-79; E. Odnres, in Far§chunoen
tur d0ut$chen GtMchichte, 1872-73; idem, in ZHT, 1873,
parte I, iv.; idem, in ZWT, xxv (1885). part iii., zxvi
(1886), part I, pp. 36-50; DCB, iii 637-640; and the
literature under Ibioors or Sevillb.

LBATHES, STANLEY: Church of England; b.

at EUesboroxigh (20 m. e. of Oxford), Bucks, Mar.

21, 1830; d. at Much Hadham (7 m. n.e. of Hert-

ford), Herts, Apr. 30, 1900. He studied at Jesus

College, Cambridge (B.A., 1852; M.A., 1855), and
after serving various churches was appointed in 1863
professor of Hebrew in King's CoUege, London.
He was also perpetual curate of St. Philip's, Re-
gent Street, London, 1869-^, and rector of Cliffe-

at-Hoo, Kent, 1880-89 and of Much Hadham, Herts,

1889-1900. He became a member of the Old-Tes-

tament company of revisers in 1870, and from 1876
until his death was prebendary of Caddington Major
in St. Paul's Cathedral, examining chaplain to the

bishop of Lichfield after 1891, and examiner in

Scripture to the University of London after 1892.

Among his publications, special mention may be
made of his WUneee of the Old Teetament to Christ

(London, 1868); The Wilneea of St. Paul to Christ

(1869); The Witneee o/ St. John to Christ (1870;

these three volumes the Boyle lectures for 1868-70);

The Structure of the Old Testament (1873); The
CUies Visited by St. Paul (1873); The Gospel iU
own Witness (Hulsean lectures for 1873; 1874);

The Religion of the Christ (Bampton lectures for

1874; 1874); The Grounds of Christian Hope (IS77);

The Christian Creed, iU Theory and Practice (1877);

Old Testament Prophecy, its Witness as a Record of
Divine Foreknowledge (Warburton lectures; 1880);

The Foundations cf Morality: Discourses upon the

Ten Commandments (1882); Characteristics of Chri^
tianity (1883); Christ and the Bible (1885); The
Law in the Prophets (1891); and The Testimony of

the Earlier Prophetic Writers to the Primal Religion

ef Israel il89S).

BtsLiooBATBT: DNB, Supplement, iii. 85-B6.

LEBANON: The western part of the mountain
system of central Syria, starting near the sources

of the Jordan and stretching northeast about one

hundred miles. Over against it to the east is An-
tilcbanon, while between the two ranges is the

plain of Coele-Syria (q.v. ) . The general character of

the entire system is that of a mighty mountain wall

between the coast and the interior. Lebanon be-

gins at the south where the Litany breaks through
on its way to the sea; its southern half reaches

northward to the pass through which the railroad

from Beirut to Damascus crosses at a height of

4,870 feet, and its highest point is Jabal Baruk,
about 6,870 feet above the sea; its northern half

extends to the valley of the Nahr al-Kabir where
the latter flows westward into the Mediterranean.

The northern half reaches a higher altitude and a
greater variety of form than the southern. Instead

of a single line of mountain crests there are numer-
ous extended plateaus, reminding of the Alpine

formation, though the Lebanon outlines are some-
what softer in outline. These plateau heights are

known as Jabal Sannin (8,060 feet), Munaitira

(8,680 feet), Khaswani (c. 9,000 feet), '' the Cedars "

(Arab. Arz Libnan, ** Cedars of Lebanon "), and
Akkar (6,610 feet). Arc Libnan culminates in two
ranges of peaks running north and south, each row
having five summits, of which the highest is Dahr
al-Dubab in the western range, altitude 9,470 feet,

just a little below the line of perpetual snow, if the

observation of C. Diener be accepted. Yet there

are isolated places where in some years snow lies

continually in the hoUows (Jer. xviii. 14), and
moraines reveal traces of the glaciers of former

times.

The cedar groves near Bsharrah (40 m. n.e. of

Beirut) cover part of a somewhat hilly basin about
6,180 feet high, and are surrounded by a high wall

pierced by two gates which, however, continually

stand open. Leo Anderlind counted on Oct. 23,

1884, 397 trees, of which eight were outside the

wall, none of them higher than seventy-eight feet.

The most vigorous trees are near the

The Cedan. little Maronite chapel, one of which at

the height of four feet from the ground
has a girth of about forty-five feet. Of trees like

this, which bespeak a great age, there are seven.

Rauwolf in 1573 counted only twenty-four trees,

but Burckhardt in 1810 reckoned in all 375, show-
ing a very large increase during the last 300 years.

Modem investigation shows the timber not to be
especially durable and aromatic, but it was much
valued in ancient times (I Kings vi. 20 sqq.; Isa.

xiv. 8, xxxvii. 24, xliv. 14; Esek. xxvii. 24, and
the cuneiform inscriptions).

The width of the stretdi between the mountains
and the sea varies from seventeen miles at Sidon,

to near eighteen and a half at Beirut and twenty-

six and a third at Tripolis. The valleys of drain-

age in the south are laigely the result of erosion in

their lower course, in the upper course following

geological cleavage. The northern watercourses are

in general formal by gorges, the sides of which
by the varying color of the strata and the mixture

of vegetation present a beautiful eflfect. Some-
times these brooks have a subterranean channel,

that of the Dog River (Nahr al-Kalb) having been

followed for nearly two-thirds of a mile.

The descent from the crest to the shore is accom-
plished in great terraces, each of which has in pop-

ular usage ita own name. The lowest is al-Sahil,
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the second is al-Wast, while the highest is aMurd;
in the latter the chalky formation overlies the sand-

stone. The chalk formation is the conserver of the

water from the melting snows, which percolates

mitil it reaches the sandstone and is then brought

to the surface. The numerous springs thus created

have much to do with the fertility and consequent

population of the region below. Much snow falb

on the range during the snowy season, and the

lower limit of snowfall is between 1,550 and 1,850

feet above the sea.

The flora in consequence of these favorable con-

ditions is very rich, and the sones marked by the

terraces have each its own characteristic plants.

For those of the coast plain see Phenicia. In the

middle region are found the mulberry, olive, and
fig, then come nuts, the apricot, peach, almond,
pear, I4>ple, pomegranate, quince and pistachio.

Vineyards are productive at an eleva-

Flom and tion of 3,100-4,600 feet, at which el&-

Fatuia. vation diligence has produced some
spots of singular fertility. The earlier

and native flora of pines and cypresses has been
superseded by the plane, maple, linden, arbutus,

and oak. Alpine flora conunences at an elevation

of 7,400 feet. The sone of the mulberry is fertile

also in fragrant plants such as the myrtle and the

lavender (cf. Hoe. xiv. 6). Continued occupation

of the country and consequent despoilment has

cleared away the former rich growth of forest so

often mentioned in the Old Testament. Some
pieces of woodland still remain and give shelter to

the panther, bear, jackal, hyena, wild boar, and
gazelle, though archeology shows that a much
larger fauna existed in the woods which once

reached nearly to the coast. There are indications

that the primitive inhabitants of the region were
cannibals.

The lofty and abrupt character of Lebanon as

well as the great number of gorges make access ex-

ceedingly difficult and fit it as a retreat not easy to

approacL It has consequently been the refuge

during the centimes of those in difficulties, who
found there security and freedom. Concerning the

inhabitants of Lebanon only too little

Inhabitants, is known. Possibly the earUest known
to history were the Amorites (q.v.),

since the Amor of the EfOT^i^n inscriptions includes

this region. In the fourteenth century the Amor-
ites fought the Egyptians, in the next century they

broke out to the south, and when Israel settled in

Canaan, they had founded two kingdoms in the

mountain region and across the Jordan. Compare
with this the independent Druse principality,

1595-1634 A.D. Among the historical examples of

refugees to the region with achievement of com-
parative freedom is the case of the Maronites and
the Druses (qq.v.). Present conditions are the re-

sult of the interference of Western powers, partic-

ularly of France. The region is now under a Chris-

tian governor who pays a yearly tribute to the

Sublime Porte.

To the east of Lebanon is the great valley of

Coele-Syria, which begins at the Lake of Horns (al-

titude about 1,545 feet), and rises toward the south,

bounded on the east by the range of Antilebanon.

Its present name is al-Bika, '* the Valley " (cf. the
" valley of Lebanon " of Josh. xL 17). The middle

and southern part has a heavy fertile

CcBle-Sjria. red-brown soil, though the climate is

somewhat harsher than on the western

slope. The highest point is not far from Baalbek,

whence the Orontes flows toward the north and the

Litany toward the south. Antilebanon begins at

the south with the mighty Hermon. North of the

post-road to Damascus the range spreads out fan-

shaped into different spurs named by the inhabi-

tants the " Eastern, Middle, and Western Moun-
tains." Damascus lies under the ** eastern " range

and in this range rises the Amana of 11 Kings v.

12, the modem Barada. In the cuneiform in-

scriptions the names Amana and Senir (cf. Deut.
iii. 9) are used for Antilebanon, Senir especially for

the northern part. (H. Guthb.)
BiBuooaAPHT: K. Baedeker, PaltttimB and Syria, London,

1906; J. L. Porter. Fiv Y§an in Dommcum, 2 toIb., ib.

1855; M. C. A CburehUU Mount Ubanan, 4 Tola., ib.

1862; R. F. Burton and C. F. T. Drake. VneijUared
Syria, ibw 1872; O. Fraaa. Drti Monate am Libanon, Stott-

sari. 1876; Q. Ebers and H. Quthe, P<da$tima in BUd
und Wort, y (1884). 1 sqq.; C. Diener. Libanan, Vienna*
1886; Leo Anderiind. in ZDPV, x (1887). 89 eqq.; M.
Blanekenhom. BnhpiekotunQ dm KroidmyaUmM in MiUtl-
und Nord^yrion, Gaaeel. 1890; K. von Fritedi, Zumtoffon*
HdkUnfund4 im Libanan, Halle. 1893; O. A Smith.
HiBtorieal Ooography i4 OU HUy Land, London. 1897;

DB, iii. 90-92; BB, iii 2756-60; JB. rii. 656-667.

LEBBABUS, leb-bfus (LBBBEUS). See Judas.

LBBWm (LIAFWIHB, LBBUINUS): English

missionary to the Frisians and Saxons in the early

part of Charlemagne's reign. He went to Gregory,

abbot and priest at Utrecht (d. 775 or 776; see

Gregory op Utrscht), who sent him with a cer-

tain Marcellinus or Marchelm to what is now Over-

yssel. Many of the people were already Christians

and Lebwin built a church at Deventer and an-

other on the west side of the Yssel. Inroads of

heathen Saxons occurred, however, and according

to Lebwin 's biographer, Hucbald, he followed them
to the heart of their country and appeared at their

national assembly at Marldo on the lower Weser,

clothed in his priestly vestments with a crucifix in

one hand and the Gospel in the other, and delivered

a threatening address. The infuriated warriors

prepared to ^y him with stakes which they tore

from the ground and sharpened; but an old noble

took his part and the outcome was that Lebwin
was allowed to return to Deventer and work there

unmolested the rest of his life. He is the patron

saint of Deventer and is honored on July 25 and
Nov. 12. The story of a missionary of the same
name in Flanders, the patron of Ghent, who is said

to have died c. 660, is probably an imitation of

Lebwin of Deventer by one Falsarius of the eleventh

century. (O. ZCcKLBRf.)
BiBuooKArar: Altfrid. Viia S. lAndger in MOH, S€ripL,

ii (1829). 405-406. Enc tranal. in H. P. Creesy. CAvrdk
Hi$tory cf BriUany, 1668; ASM, . 21. 36; Hi$Mn M-
Urair€d4la Franco, vi (1742). 210-221; Rettberc KD, U
(1848). 405, 535-536; DCB, iii. 640-641; DNB. xznL
333; Hauek. KD, U (1900). 348-3«).

LBCHLER, leeaer, 60TTHARD VICTOR: Ger-
man Lutheran; b. at IQoster Reichenbach, near
Freudenstadt (40 m. s.w. of Stuttgart). WQrttem-
berg, Apr. 18, 1811; d. at Leipsic Dec. 26, 188&
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He studied at the gymnasium at Blaubeuren 1825-

1829 and at the University of Tubingen 1829-34, and
became repetent at Blaubeuren in 1835. He was
transferred to Tubingen in the same capacity in

1838. He was appointed assistant pastor at Waib-
lingen in 1841 and dean at Knittlingen in 1853,

whence he was called to Leipsic in 1858 as superin-

tendent and pastor at St. Thomas' and professor of

theology at the university. He lectured on ecde-

siasti<»d history, symbolics, canon law, and eccle-

siastical polity, and also on certain books of the

New Testament, especially Acts and the Epistle of

James. Later he became a member of the Saxon
diet, and in 1880 privy ecclesiastical councilor. In

1883 be resigned his superintendency and pastorate

in order to devote his closing years entirely to his

academic and literary work. Some of his more im-

portant books are : GeschichU dea engliachen Deiamua
(Stuttgart, 1841); Da8 apostoUsche und nachapos-

toliaehe ZeUaUer (Haarlem, 1851; Eng. transl., Apos-

tolic and Poat'Apostolic Txmea, 2 vols., Edinburgh,

1886); Gt9ch\chU der Preahyterial- und Synodalver-

fofMung (Leyden, 1854); and Johannes von Wiclif

und die VorgeachichU der Reformaiion (2 vok., Leip-

sic, 1873; Eng. transl., John Widif and hia English

Precursors, 2 vols., London, 1878, new ed., 1884).

In collaboration with K. Gerok he prepared the

oonunentary on Acts for Lange's Bibelwerk (Biel&-

feki, 1862; Eng. transl., New York, 1869). Other
works by Lechler are, De Thoma Bradwardino

(Leipsic, 1862); Der Kirchenstaat und die Opposi-

tion gegen den papsUichen Absolutiemus im Anfang
dee xiv. Jahrhunderis (1870); Urkunder^unde des

chrisUichen AUertums (2 parts, 1885-86); and Jo-

hannes Hum (Halle, 1890). Thsodor Ficker.
BiBUooBAniT: C. Meuael, Kirehlichta Handl»»ikon, W.

201. Leipde. 1884.

LBCLBRC, le-cULrc', JBAN. See Clericus, Jo-

HAMNKS.

LBCOT, le-o&', VICTOR LUCIEll SULPICB:
Cardinal; b. at Montesoourt (40 m. n.w. of Reims),

Jan. 8, 1831 ; d. at CSiambeiy Dec. 19, 1908. He
studied at the Petit S^minaire of (Dompi^e and at

the Grand S^mmaire of Beauvais, and was appointed
professor at the Petit S^minaire of Noyon (Oise).

During the Franco-German war, he was chaplain in

the French army, and after being parish priest of

St. Antoine de Ck>mpidgne 1872-86, was consecrated

bishop of Dijon in the latter year. In 1890 he was
enthroned archbishop of Bordeaux, and in 1893

was created cardinal priest of Santa Pudensiana.
Bibuoobapbt: Der Pap$t, dig Reqiertma und di$ VerwU-

twHf dtr ktiUotn Kirdu in Romt, pp. 186, 187, 188. Mu-
nieh. 1904.

LBCTSRH: Originally a high, sloping desk,

either single or double, which stood in the middle

of the choirs of churches, and was used as a rest

for the antiphonarium and lectionarium from which

the cantors sang the antiphons and lessons. In

this shape it ia retained in some Roman Catholic

churches at the present day; but it occurs much
more frequently, usually in the shape of an eagle

with outstretched wings and frequently of brass, in

Ai^ean churches as a support for the Bible from

which the lessons are read at morning and evening

prayer. In this latter use it stands as a rule either

beneath or just outside the chancel arch.

LECTIOll, LECTIOIIARY. See Evanobliari-
uu; Pbricopb.

LECTOR ("Reader"; Gk. AnagnMis): In the

early (>hurch, an ecclesiastic in minor orders ap-

pointed to read to the congregation from the Scrip-

tures and other religious writings. From the very
first the oral reading of the sacred Scriptures occu-

pied a large place in religious services, and for a
long time it was the sole, or at least the principal

means of imparting Scriptural knowledge to the

congregation. Since during the first two centuries

Christianity diffused itself especially among the

poorer clajBses, and the congregations were fre-

quently small, it was not always easy to find a
competent reader of the sacred books, written as

they were without spacing between the words. The
position of the lector in the congregation was con-

sequently an important one. In addition to read-

ing, he often expounded passages of Scripture, es-

pecially as the sermon was not yet an official duty.

AlphiBUS, lector and exorcist at Caesarea (d. 303),

was " preacher and teacher of the word of God "

at that place, '* and had great fortitude before

every one " (Eusebius, De martyribus PalestintSt i.).

During the early centuries the lector appears to

have been reckoned with the spiritual l^ers of

the congregations, with the prophets, evangelists,

and teachers who were accustomed to conduct di-

vine worship. Certain expressions in litui^gies of

the later time reflect the ancient estimate of the

lector's office; thus the Statuta ecdesia antigua

(viii.) observe of the prospective lector, '* he is to

have a part with those who minister the word of

God," consequently the lector occasionally took

precedence of the deacon and subdeacon. The de-

velopment of polity in the Church catholic from the

second century downward was unfavorable to the

dignity of the lector's office. The bishop or the

presbyter was accustomed to appropriate the ser-

mon, and sometimes the preadier included the

Scriptural reading as a part of his functions, with

the result that the lector became superfluous. In

the ceremonially ordered public worship from the

fourth century onward, the reading of the Gospel

was regularly reserved to the deacons or presby-

ters, and the lector came to be reckoned with the

derici minoreSf being of the next to the lowest rank

in the order of ecclesiastical promotion (Siricius,

Ad Himerium, xiii.). In many church districts,

children and even catechumens were admitted to

the lector's rank, an impropriety which Justinian

sought to correct. The ritual for the installation

of the lector was furnished by the liturgies. It

usuaUy consisted in the delivery of the codex of the

sacred Scriptures. In the Roman Catholic CHiurch

the lector's ordo still exists, but in a merely formal

sense. See Orders, Holt. H. Achbub.
Bibuookafht: The MrUflr literatim it (hren Id A. Ear-

DAek, VAer den Urwprung dm UktortOt und dtr anderen

med^en Weikm, in TCT. ii 6 (1686). 67 aqq. ConraH:
Bingham, Oriowm, III., v.; P. Wieland. Bie gtneUsAe
BniwitkOiuiQ der . , , ordines minorm, Rome. 1892.

LBDA BIBLB. See Bible Versions, B, IV., f 9.
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LBBy ANN: Foundress of the sect of Shakers
in America; b. in Manchester, Eng., Feb. 28, 1736;

d. at Watervliet, N. Y., Sept. 8, 1784. Her father

was a blacksmith and gave her no education, but
put her at work in a cotton-factory; afterward she

served as cook in the Manchester Infirmary. In

175S she married Abraham Standerin (so spelled in

the register, but usually given as Standley or Stan-
ley), a blacksmith, by whom she had four children,

who died in infancy. In 1758 she had joined the
Manchester society called the " Shaking Quakers,"
which had seceded from the Society of Friends and
was imder the leadership of James Wardley. Be-
ing naturally excitable, she was quickly affected

by the religious exercises of the society, and began
to practise austerities, to have visions, and to make
revelations. But it was not imtil 1770 that she had
the epoch-making revelation against marriage, and
began her '' testimony against all lustful gratifica-

tions as the source and foundation of human cor-

ruption and misery," a course which led to her im-

prisonment. It was then that Christ appeared to

her in a vision, and revealed to her that she was the

second incarnation of Christ, and thus the head of

all women, as he was the head of all men. From
that time forth she was called by her followers
** Mother Ann," and believed by them to be per-

fectly righteous.

Henceforth she claimed to be directed by revela-

tions and visions. In 1774 she came with her fol-

lowers to America, and finally settled, in the spring

of 1776, at Niskeyuna, later Watervhet, near Al-

bany, N. Y. In 1775 or 1776 she and her husbcmd
parted, Shaker documents asserting that he de-

serted her after having been tenderly nursed through
a dangerous illness. During the Revolutionary War
she was accused of treasonable correspondence with
the British and cast into prison, but was released

by Gov. Clinton, 1777. At a later period (1780)
she was again imprisoned for refusing to take the

oath of allegiance to the State of New York, which
she could not conscientiously do, but was released

without trial by the same governor. Persecution
had the usual effect of increasing the numbers of

the persecuted. Taking advantage of a revival of

religion (1779), she gathered many converts, and
in 1780 removed the community to New LetMinon,

Columbia County, N. Y. From 1781 to 1783 she
went throxigh New England on a missionary tour.

Her influence is still felt by the Shakers, who revere

her memory. See Communism, II., 10.

Bibliooraprt: Anna White and Leila 8. Taylor. Shaker-
iem, Ita Meaning and Meetaoe^ pp. 13-67, Columbus,
Ohio. 1904; T. Dwight. Travel* in New England, iiL 149
sqq.. New York, 1822; DNB, xxxii 343.

LEE, BENJAMIN FRANKLIN: African Metho-
dist Episcopal bishop; b. at Bridgeton, N. J., Sept.

18, 1841. He was educated at Wilberforce Uni-
versity (A.B., 1872), where he was professor of

homiletics (1873-75) and president (1876-84).

From 1884 to 1892 he was editor of The Christian

Recorder, and in the latter year was elected bishop
of his denomination.

LEE, FREDERICK GEORGE: Church of Eng-
land; b. at Thame (13 m. e. of Oxford), Oxford-
shire, Jan. 6, 1832; d. at Lambeth^ London, Jan«

23, 1902. He studied at St. Edmund's Hall,

Oxford (D.C.L., 1854), and was curate of Sunning-

well, Berks, 1854-56, then for several years domes-

tic chaplain to the duke of Leeds and earl of Morton,

while from 1867 almost until his death he was vicar

of All Saints', Lambeth. He was a High-church-

man, and shortly before his death was received into

the Roman Catholic Church. He was a prolific au-

thor, among his principal works being: Tfie Beauty

of Holiness (London, 1859); NoHtia LUurgica (1866);

The VaHdUy of the Holy Orders qf the Church of Eng-

land Maintained and Vindicated (1869); The Chris-

tian Doctrine cf Prayer for the Departed (1872) ; The
Other World: or, Glimpses of the Supernatural (2

vols., 1875); Historical Sketches cf the Reformation

(1879); The Church under Queen Elizabeth (2 vols.,

1880); History and Antiquities cf the Church of

Thame (1883); Reginald Pole, Cardinal Archbishop

of Canterbury (1887); The Church cf Haddenham,
Bucks (1888); King Edward the Sixth, Supreme
Head (1889); The Sinless Conception of the Mother

of Ood (1891); and The Church cf St. Mary, Long
Crendon (1891). He compiled A Glossary of Litur-

gical and Ecclesiastical Terms (London, 1877), while

among the numerous works which he edited were
the second and subsequent editions of the Directo-

rium Anglicanum (London. 1865) and its abridg-

ment. Manuals Clericorum (1874); Altar Service

Book, according to the Use of the United Church of
England and Ireland (1867); and The Communion
Office of the Church qf Scotland (Aberdeen, 1869).

LEE, JESSE: Founder of Methodism in New
England; b. in Prince George Coimty, Md., Mar.

12, 1758; d. at Hillsboro, Md., Sept. 12, 1816. He
removed to North Carolina 1777, preached his first

sermon in 1779, entered the itinerant ministry in

1783, and during the next six years labored in

North Carolina, Vii^ginia, Maryland, and New Jer-

sey. In 1789 he was sent by conference to the

Stamford cireuit. Conn. For the next eleven years

he traveled throughout the New England States,

preaching often in bams, private houses, or on
highways. In 1796 he became assistant to Bishop
Asbury. He returned to the South in 1800.

Bibuoobapht: L. M. Lee, Life and Timea of Jeam Lee,

Richmond, 1848; W. B. Spraffue, Annale cf the American
Pulpit, vu. 80-87. New York, 1861; J. M. Buckley.
American Chtardi Hietory Seriee, vol .. ib. 1896.

LEE, SAMUEL: English Orientalist; b. at

Longnor (8 m. s. of Shrewsbury), Shropshire, May
14, 1783, d. at Barley (16 m. n.n.e. of Hertford),

Hertfordshire, Dec. 16, 1852. He received his ele-

mentary training at a charity school, and at the

age of twelve was apprenticed to a Shrewsbury
carpenter. While working at his trade he became
interested in the study of languages, and before

he was twenty-five he had learned, without a
teacher, Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Aramaic, Samari-
tan, Syriac, Persian, and Hindustani. To these

languages he subsequently added a dosen others.

The accidental loss of his took compelled him to
look for other means of a livelihood, and in 1810 he
became master of Bowdler's Foundation School,
Shrewsbury. In 1813, imder the auspices of the
Chureh Missionary Society, he entered Queen's
College, Cambridge (B.A., 1818; MJL, 1819; B.D.,
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1827; D.D., 1833). In 1819 he was appointed pro-

fessor of Arabic at Cambridge, and from 1831 to

1848 was regius professor of Hebrew. He was also

a canon in Bristol Cathedral after 1831, vicar of

Banwell, Somerset, 1831-38, and rector of Barley,

Hertfordshire, 1838-52. His publications include

editions of the Scriptures in Arabic, Coptic, Per-

sian, Syriac, and Hindustani; ' A Grammar of the

Hebrew Language (London, 1827); Prolegomena to

Ba^ster's Polyglot Bible (1829); Six Sermons on
the Study of the Holy Scriptures (1830); A Brief
History of the Church of Abyssinia (in S. Gobat's
Journal, 1834); a translation of Job, with com-
mentary (1837); A Lexicon, HebreWy Chaldee, and
English (1840); and An Inquiry into the Nature,

Ptogrtss, and End of Prophecy (1849).

Bibliogbapbt: Alioe H. Lee, A Scholar of a PoMt Oenera-
tion; . . . Memoir of . . . Samuel Lee^ London, 1806;

DNB, xcdi. 378.

LEB, WILLIAM: Church of Scotland; b. in

Edinburgh Nov. 6, 1817; d. in Glasgow Oct. 10, 1886.

His father was John Lee, principal of the Univer-

sity of Edinburgh and professsor of divinity. He
was educated at the high school and the Univer-

sity of Edinburgh, and in 1842 was chaplain to the

marquis of Bute, lord high commissioner to the

General Assembly of the Church of Scotland. In

the following year he was appointed to the parish

of Roxburgh, where he ministered with much faith-

fulness and acceptance for over thirty years. Pas-

toral duties did not prevent him from engaging in

literary labor, or from taking an active part in the

gener^ work of the church and in the business of

its Supreme Court. During his Roxburgh minis-

try be edited his father's Lectures on the History of

the Church of Scotland (2 vok., Edinburgh, 1860);

contributed to Cassell's Bible Educaior, and pub-
lished The Increase of Faith (1867), and The Days
of the Son ofMan (1874). In 1874 his learning and
ability led to his appointment by the crown to the

chair of church history in the University of Glas-

gow. He devoted himself with much seal to the

work of his classes, and to the well-being of his

students, but found time abo to continue his con-

tributions to literature, his most noteworthy wri-

tings during this later period being Scripture Biog-

raphies in the Bible Educator, Henry Cowan.

LREHHOF, Idn'hof, FREDERIK VAN: Dutch
Protestant; b. at Middelburg Aug., 1647; d. at

Zwolle (52 m. e.n.e. of Amsterdam) 1712. In 1670

he became pastor of the Flemish congregation in

Abbeville in Picaidy; in 1672 he was called to

Nieuwvliet. In 1678-70 he was preacher at the

extraordinary embassy of the general states at the

court of Louis XIV., but returned to his native

country in 1679 as court preacher to Albertina

Agnes, the widow of the Frisian stadtholder. In

1680 he became preacher at Velzen, and in 1681

at ZwoUe. He was an adherent of Cartesian Coo-

oeianiam; and in the history of Dutch Protestant-

ism be is known in connection with the contro-

versy produced by his book, Den Hemel op aarden;

of ten korte en klaare beschrijving van de waare en

Mtantvastige blydschap (Zwolle, 1703), which he

wrote to refute those who sought the test of Chris-

tianity in a morbid gloom. He maintained that

the true service of God must lead to a pure enjoy-

ment of true happiness on earth. On being ac-

cused of Spinozism and Hattemism (see Hattem,
PoNTiAAN van), he defended himself in another
work. Den hemd op aarden, opgehelderd van de
nevelen van misverstand en voaroordeelen (Zwolle,

1704). In the course of the ensuing controversy
the entire Dutch Church was thrown into a tiw-

moil, and finally Van Leenhof was deposed by the
Synod of Overyssel in 1708. The consistory and
magistrates of Zwolle, as well as the estates of

Overyssel, did not acknowledge the legality of his

deposition, but to preserve peace Van Leenhof vol-

untarily resigned his charge Jan. 1, 1711. Other
works are, De keten der bijbelsche godgeleerdheid (2

parts, Middelburg, 1678); Kort onderwijs in de chr,

religie volgens d*ardre van de H. Schrift (4th ed.,

1680); De geest en conscieniie des menschen in hoar
eygen wezen en werkingen eenvoudiglijk verklaart (3d

ed., Amsterdam, 1683). (S. D. van Veen.)
Bibuoorapht: G. F. Jeniohen, Uistoria SpinoeUmi Leet^

hoflani, Leipsic, 1707; A. Ypey and I. J. Dermout, Oo-
achiedenu der nederiandache hervormde Kerk, iU. 240 aqq.,

4 voIb.. Breda, 1819-27; E. J. Lorgion. De nederlandeehe
heroormde Kerk in Frieeland, pp. 216-223, Oronincen,
1848; L. A. van Langeraad. De nederlandsche Ambae-
eade-Kapel te Parije, i. 238-246, The Hague, 1893 (givee

Bouroefl and furtl^r literature).

LEFEVRE D'^TAPLES, le-ffivr" d^'WpX,
JACQUES. See Fabbr (Fabri) Stafuubnsib,
Jacobus.

LEFFIRGWELL, CHARLES WESLEY: Prot-

estant Episcopalian; b. at Ellington, Conn., Dec.

5, 1840. He studied at Union CkkUege and at Knox
College, Galesburg, 111. (graduated 1862). He was
vice-principal of a military school at Poughkeepsie,

N. v., 1862-65, and then studied theology at Nash-
otah Theological Seminary, Nashotah, Wis., being

graduated in 1867. He was ordered deacon and
ordained priest in 1867, and was curate of St. James',

Chicago, 1867-68. In 1868 he established at Knox-
viUe, 111., St. Mary's School for girls, of which he
has since been rector, as well as of St. Alban's

School for boys, which he foimded at Knoxville in

1890. Since 1879 he has been editor of the weekly
Living Church, an organ of the High-church party.

LEFROT, WILLIAM: Church of England; b. at

Dublin Nov. 6, 1836; d. at Zermatt (72 m. e.s.e. of

Geneva), Switzerland, Aug. 12, 1909. He studied at

Trinity College, Dublin (B.A., 1863), was ordered dea-
con in 1864, and ordained priest in 1865. He was
curate of Christ Church, Cork, 1864-66 and perpetual

curate of St. Andrew's, Liverpool, 1866-89. After

1889 he was dean of Norwich, and also vicar of St.

Mary in the Marsh, Norwich, after 1903. He was
honorary canon of Liverpool 1880-87, rural dean of

South Liverpool 1884-87, proctor for the archdea-

conry of Warrington 1886, and archdeacon of War-
rington 1887-89. He was Donnellan lecturer at

Trinity College, Dublin, 1887-88, and was regarded

as the founder of the Clergy Sustentation Fund.

Among his writings, special mention may be made
of his Lecture on Scepticism (Liverpool, 1868);

Plea far the Old Catholic Movement (London, 1875);

Pleadings for Christ (1878); The Christian Mini^
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try (1890); The ChrisHan^a StaH (IS90); TheChria-

^n'9 Duties (1891); The Christian's ReaponnbUUiea

(1892); AU the CauTMsl ofGod {iS93); AgonitsChristi

(1893); Lectures on Ecclesiastical History (1896);

History of Norwich Cathedral (1897); and Christian

Science contrasted with Christian Faith (1903).

Bibuoqeapht: B. B. Qould. In Mtmoriam: Ths Very Rev,

WiUiam Lefray, London. 1909.

LEGATES AND NUNCIOS, PAPAL: Represent,

atives of the pope. These were present at all the

ecumenical councils in the East except the fifth

(Constantinople, 553), but neither held the actual

presidency nor exercised a really decisive influence.

What they were able to accomplish de-

Eariy pended upon the position of their prin-

Papal Rep- cipal at the moment, and especially his

resentatlTes. relation to the emperor. Besides the

pope, they frequently represented Ro-
man synods also, or, in a word, the whole Roman
C^hurch. In addition to these delegates for a
special purpose, from the pontificate of Leo I.

(440-461) until at least the end of the seventh cen-

tury, the popes, like other patriarchs, had perma-
nent representatives at the imperial court, known
as apocrisiarii or responsales (see Apocrisiariub);

but these were simply intermediaries, and had no
jiuisdiction in the later sense. The canons of Sar-

dica (343) conceded to the pope a superior juris-

diction, which was fully recognixed on the part of

the State by the constitution of Valentinian III.

(445). On the basis of this, from the end of the

fourth century the popes entrusted the exercise of

such jurisdiction to individual bbhops (e.g., those

of Tl^ssalonica and Aries), who were designated

as apostolic vicars. In the succeeding centuries

other representatives appear for the decision of

definite questions, both ecclesiastical and political.

These were known as missi or legati apostolicce sedisy

in a few cases as legati a latere. Their position be-

came more important with the rise of the papal

power from Gregory VII. onward. Gregory em-
phasised this by inserting in the episcopal oath of

fealty (where it remains to this day) the clause
** I will treat with honor a Roman legate going or

coming and assist him in his necessities." Leg-

ates were now more frequently employed, some-
times empowered for whole coimtries, and endowed
with great powers, including even that of a concur-

rent jiuisdiction as ordinaries, in the pope's name,
with the bishops.

The legatine system was formulated and devel-

oped in the decretals, and the dififerent classes are

definitely distinguished. (1) The legatus nattis was
one to whom the legatine authority

Develop- came ex officio as the incumbent of a
mentand special archiepiscopal see (e.g., Can-
Qassifica- terbury). His powers were originally

tion. those of legates in general, especially

that of concurrent jurisdiction with the

bishops of all the dioceses in his province; he ap-

pears as ordinarius ordinariorum, competent to de-

cide in the first instance cases brought before him
by the parties. With the sixteenth centiuy began
a gradual disappearance of these powers, which
finally left little besides the bare title. The king
of Himgary claimed the position of a legatus natus,

and a similar claim on the part of the king of Sicily

was the foundation of the so-called monorchia Si^

cula, (2) The class called legati missi in the de-
cretals were sometimes entitled nundi apostoUd
by the writers of the thirteenth century, and more
often in the papal briefs of the fourteenth, until the
title of nuncio became the regular one. They were
sent out on a special mission, exercising an ordinary

jurisdiction in the territory afifected, and until the
sixteenth century concurrently with the bishops.

They had the power to decide many but not all re-

served cases (see Casus Resbrvati) without special

faculties, and to grant indulgences not extending
beyond one year. Red robes, a white horse, and
golden spurs were among their insignia. (3) Leg-
ates a laterSf sent " from the (pope's) side," i.e., car-

dinals, exercised practically tl»e authority of the

pope in person, on the analogy of the senators sent

out by the later emperors to represent them. Their
ordinary jurisdiction in a province enabled them
to suspend the entire authority of a bishop, to ab-

solve from all reserved cases, to confirm the eleo-

tion of archbishops and bishops (even in the case

of exempt sees), to take precedence of all bishops

and preside at councils, and to use the insignia of a
cross carried before them and a canopy over them.
They were not, however, permitted to depose
bishops, to divide or unite dioceses, or to interfere

with elective dignities in cathedral and collegiate

churches. Distinguished from these plenipotentiary

legates a latere were certain extraordinary ones sent

on a special mission, as to convoke a council or

deal with a sovereign. Nundoe were occasionally

sent out with the powers of legates a latere.

Many complaints were made against the legates,

and led to a substantial alteration of the system.

Leo X. at the Lateran Coimcil of 1515 ordered the
' cardinal-legates to reside in the places

Modem to which they were sent and attend to

Modifies- their duties. The Gouncil of Trent
ttons. (session xxiv., chap. 20) liberated the

episcopal jurisdiction from legatine

interference, and the Congregation of the Council

subsequently, on the basis of this decree, decided
numerous cases against legates. The Coimcil, how-
ever, allowed them to share with the bishops in

investigating the canonical requirements for cathe-

dral dignitaries and still conceded to them an ap-
pellate jurisdiction (ib. chap. vii.). The altered

conditions after the Reformation led to the estab-

lishment of permanent nundatiu'es. Such had
existed at the courts of Vienna and Warsaw from
the beginning of the sixteenth century, but here

they were political in origin. Others were now es-

tablished—^at Ck>logne for the Rhine district in

1582, at Lucerne for Protestant Switzerland and
southwestern Germany in 1586, and at Brussels for

the Netherlands in 1600. Their work was to a
large extent the supervision of missionary efforts,

though their ordinary faculties permitted them to
concur with the episcopal jurisdiction in such parts

of their territory as had remained Roman (}ath(dic.

In modem times the Roman CSatholic Church re-

gards the system of the decretals as still legally in

force. Nimcios are now in practise sent much
oftener than legates a latere, and there is a consid-
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erable number of permanent nunciatures. Accord-
ing to the order of precedence adopted at the Con-
greas of Vienna, legates and nuncios are considered
by secular governments to have the rank of am-
bassadors. This recognition of the pope's right to

send diplomatic representatives formerly rested, of

course, partly on his position as a temporal sover-

eign; since 1870 it has been based not upon his

still asserted claims to that position, but upon his

undoubted social importance as the absolute spir-

itual ruler of so many millions. The recognition,

however, extends only to the matters in which the

nuncio is accredited to the government, not to the
tntemal ecclesiastical matters for the regulation of

which he holds powers from the pope. In a word,
the attitude of modem non-CathoUc governments
toward this matter is the same which has been as-

sumed in the making of Concordats.

(J. F. VON SCHULTE f.)

BnuooaArRT: P. A. Gambania, TracUUut d* affleio atque

auekrUaig legati (U laUf, Venice, 1621; 8. F. de la Torre.

D9 auetontait^ t/radu et terminis leoaH a latere, Rome, 1666;
L. THnmeMifi. Vetua el nova eecleeia dieeiplina, put i.,

book ii.. chape. 107-108. 117-118. 3 vols.. Paria. 1728;
A. J. Binterim, DenkvfUrdyfkeitent iii 162 aqq.. Maini,
1826; P. Hinaehiufl. KirdunredU, i. 408-499. Berlin. 1870;
J. F. von Sohulte, Dis Stelluttg der Konsilien, P&pete und
Biaekdfe, pp. 64 aqq.. Pracue. 1871.

LBGEHD, LEGENDARY: In present usage
** legend " denotes almost any fictitious narrative,

ancient or modem, or a recital of true history dis-

torted by the fancy or subjectively colored. It is

well, however, to confine the term to the religious

domain, as many recent literary historians have
done. Legends and saints belong together. Only
in so far as heroes, ancient and modem alike, enjoy
a sort of saint-worship, may one speak of legend in

respect to them; and since worship of saints is not
restricted to the Christian medieval era, one may
transfer the idea of legend to other religions. This
usage is modem. About 1180 Johannes Beleth (De
divima officiis, be., in MPL, ccii. 66; cf. William
Durand, Rationale divinorum officwrum, VI., i. 29)

calls the book " which treats of the life and death
of confessors and is read at their festivals '' a leg-

endary. This presupposes the term legenda (i.e.,

** things to be read '0» which, however, first ap-
pears in the thirteenth century and more frequently

in the fifteenth. Originally distinguished from the

pa§9i(me9 of martyrs, Ugenda or legendarii later in-

cluded the entire aggregate of the lives and pas-

sions of the saints; and their ecclesiastical use in

public reading or chanting receded in favor of pri-

vate edification.

Christian legend is as old as Christianity itself.

Like a wild vine it soon encircled the Gospel and
created an apocryphal history of the apostles,

wherein they are heroes at once of asceticism and of

martyrdom. It transformed genuine martyrology
aooording to the taste of later times and created in-

credible monastic tales. The products of the fourth

and fifth centuries constitute the foundation story,

the common fund of Christendom's hagiography, but
legendary creation continued, finding new motives
in every new saint, in every translation of relics, and
in every church foundation.

Of literary affinity with fictioni legend aims to

entertain, but likewise to edify along definite re-

ligious and moral lines. The hero is supposed to

serve as a pattern of beneficence, renunciation, self-

sacrifice, constancy, and triumph over the devil.

The invisible is to appear tangibly—God's provi-

dence toward the devout, the hearing of their

prayers, the reward of the righteous, and the pun-
ishment of the impious. Miracle displays God's
intervention in its broadest light. In self-defense

the legend also appropriates rationalizing traits,

and seeks to enhance its credibility by proclaiming
the refutation and punishment of doubters.

Legend borrows its materiak first of all from
historic reminiscence, but adorns the same and
combines it with motives of its own. The fancy is

ever creating new forms by transferring details

from place to place and from one person to another.

The same motive often occurs in an Indian myth,
a tale of the Thousand and One Nights, and a me-
dieval legend of the saints. From this fact Grimm's
school inferred a common Indo-Germanic origin.

Of late there has been talk of literary migrations.

Usener's theory of myths which have undergone a
Christian transformation has been sharply criticised

by Delehaye; the points of contact are frequently of

a purely extemal kind, and the features really com-
mon are story-telling motives.

The legend was early incorporated into the lit-

ui^. Records of martyrdom were collected to be
read aloud as early as by Eusebius, and afterward
Palladius, Rufinus, and others gathered ascetic

narratives for the edification of monks. From
these beginnings arose the great collective works
(see Acta Martyrum, Acta Sanctorum). Leg-
ends were worked over into sermons (Ssrmeon Meta-
phrastes, Sermones de Sanctis) ^ and also lai^ly util-

ized as poetry (Pmdentius, Peristephanon; Paulinus
of Nola, Carmina natalicia). In the medieval era
the rhapsody of the Madonna and the praise of

heroic renimciation occur as the counterparts of

secular minstrelsy and chivalrous adventures. The
fourteenth and fiifteenth centuries tumed the entire

Legenda aurea (see Jacobus da Varaginb) into

verse and found edification in miracle plays. Graph-
ic art, especially church painting, considered its

most important task to be the illustration of

legend. Thus the legend enveloped the whole in-

tellectual life of the Middle Ages.

In the later Roman Catholidsm legends still

have a place, though the critics have t^n much
away from them. Luther defamed legends as L^
genden ("lie-gends"), yet he appreciated their

practical utility. Hence an Evangelical history

of martyrs could thrive on Lutheran soil, whereas
Calvinism assumed an attitude of gmff rejection.

While the Enlightenment saw nothing in legends
but superstition and priestcraft, romanticism found
in them the revelation of the deepest secrets of the

popular soul. Modem philological and historical

investigation has discovered rich mines in this field.

Indeed ecclesiastical history itself is taking more
and more note of the fact that the legend, with
ceremonial and custom, offers the best embodiment
of the popular theology. E. von I>OB8CRt)Ts.

Bibliographt: J. G. yon Herder, Wttke, ed. B. Bupfaan.
xvi. 387-398. xxviiL 167-246, 31 voIb.. Bariin. 1877-93;
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K. G. Vocel. in HUtorUtMUolaffiMthe AbhatyOunc^ iii

(1824). 141-170; MiRne, Dietionnain dm Ug^ndm, Paru.
1866: Idem, DieHtnmain dm apoayphm, ib. 1860; H.
von Eioken, Qmckichf umd Su^imn d^r wUUOaiUrliektn
WeUanaehauuno, Stuttcart. 1887; F. GAires, in Hi*-
tariaehe ZeUaekrift, Ivii (1887). 212-221; J. J. 1 von DOl-
linger, Akadmni»ch» TortrAge, i. 180 tqq.. Bonn, 1800;
A. Hnrnnok, in Frotmiantitdim JaMntek, Ixv (1800).

240-266: Un. A. JamaMn. Saend and Ugendary Art,
London. 1800; idem. Legends of the Madonna, Legende of
Sainte and Martyr; Legende of the Monaetic Order; 3
vols.. London. 1003; A. Ehrliard. AUchrieUieKe LUerahtr,
I 630 aqq.. Fraibitfs. 1804; A. Maury. Croyanem et U-
gendee du moyenrdge, Paris. 1800; E. Male, L'AH rtlioieux

du xiii. eiteleen France, ib. 1808; H. Achelis, Die Martyro-
togien, ihre Oet^ichU und ihr Wert, G6ttincen. 1000;
C. A. Bernoulli, Die Heiligen der Merovinger, TObingen.
1000; Cm. Paris. Pohnm et Ugendm du moyen^ge, PariM.

1000: idem. Ugendee du moyennAge, ib. 1003; P. Toldo,
in Studien xw vergleiehenden LitenMtur-Oeeehichte, 1001-
1002; E. Ludus, Die A r^Ange dm HeiligenkuUe, TQbincen.
1004' H. Delehaye, Lm L^gendm haoiographigum, Parin.
1006; H. H. Guntor. Legenden^StwHen, Cologne. 1006.
Tha best lista of lives of the sainta are to be found in the
worics issued by the BoUandista—BiUtoCAaoa hoffioorapha
Oraeca^ Brussels, 1806 aqq.. and BiUiolheca hetgiographa
Laiina, ib.. 1808 sqq.

LE6ER, JEAN: French Protestant; b. at Villa

Secca (in the valley of San Martino, Piedmont)
Feb. 2, 1615; d., probably at Leyden, after 1665.

At the age of fourteen he went to Geneva to study,
and remained there until 1639, when he went to
Turin. He found the city in great commotion,
since the province of Piedmont was overrun by the
French and Spaniards. Leger himself was exposed
to peril and was taken prisoner, but escaped by his

presence of mind. On Sept. 27, of the same year,

the synod of San Germano appointed him pastor of
the two churches of Prali and Rodoreto. In 1643
he succeeded his uncle Antoine as pastor of San
Giovanni in the valley of Lusema, and there came
into repeated conflicts with the monks. His pop-
ularity was so great that his opponents at fint

sought to win him over, but this failed, and they
then resorted to persecution. The valley of Lu-
sema was overrun with troops, who pursued the
fugitives to the heights of Angrogna. Leger him-
self escaped, and as the moderator of his church
gathered his coreligionists about him, urged them
to remain true to their faith and native land, and
hastened to seek aid and comfort for them in for-

eign courts. He stopped in Paris, where he issued
a manifesto addressed to all the powers, which
impressed even Louis XIV., while Cromwell sent
Sir Samuel Moreland to the court of Turin to lodge
an emphatic protest. About the same time Leger
returned to the Waldensian valleys, and a treaty
of peace was signed Aug. 18, 1655, restoring the
Waldensians to their rights, but forbidding them
instruction in their religion. Leger refused to obey
this, and was condenmed to death Jan. 12, 1661.
He was cited to appear at Turin and was resen-

tenced on Sept. 17. Once more he fled, and pass-

ing through Geneva settled at Leyden as pastor of
the Walloon Church, where he seems to have spent
the remainder of his life, and where he wrote his

Histaire g^rUrale dea igliaea &vang4lique8 de Pt^
mant ou vaudoises (2 vols., Leyden, 1669), the first

part treating of the Waldensian doctrines and dis-

cipline as preserved in purity and without inter-

ruption or the need of a reformation from the time

they emerged from heathendom, while the second

part gives a history of the pereecutions which his

coreligionists endured from the establishment of

the Inquisition to 1664. The work is marred by
partiality and lack of critical ability.

Leger had a noteworthy kindred. His unde
Antoine was pastor at Constantinople and a friend

of the patriansh Cyril Lukar, later becoming pastor

in the Waldensian valleys, whence he fled to Geneva
and was appointed French and Italian preacher

and professor of theology. Two cousins of Jeao
Leger were also preachers. (E. Comba f.)

BtBUOGBAPBT: E. Benoit, Hiei. de Vidit de Nanim, voL iii.

Delft. 1003; A. Muston. L'Jerail dm Alpm, vols. a. ir..

Paris. 1861; Lichtenberger. ESR, viiL 84-88; and the
literature dealing with the Waudbnboi.

LBOGE, AUGXTSTUS: Bishop of Lichfield; b.

at Sandwell Hall, Staffordshire, Nov. 28, 1839.

He studied at Christ Church, Oxford (B.A., 1861),

was ordered deacon in 1864, and ordained priest

in the following year. He was curate of Hands-
worth, Staffordshire, 1864-66, and of St. Mary^s,

Bryanston Square, London, 1866-67; vicar of St.

Bartholomew's, Sydenham, 1867-79, and of Lewis-

ham 1879-91. In 1891 be was consecrated bishop

of Lichfield. He was chaplain to the bishop of

Rochester and honorary canon of the same diocese

1877-91, proctor of the diocese of Rochester 1885-

1891, rural dean of Greenwich 1880-86 and of

Lewisham 1886-91. In theology he is a liberal

churchman, and has written In Covenant with God (a

book of instruction on confirmation; London, 1891).

LBGGE, JAMES: English Congregationalist; b.

at Huntly (34 m. n.w. of Aberdeen), Aberdeen-
shire, Scotland, Dec. 20, 1815; d. at Oxford Nov.
29, 1897. He studied at King's CoUege, Aberdeen
(M.A., 1835), and the Highbury Theological Col-

lege, London, and from 1839 to 1842 was a mission-

ary of the London Missionary Society at Malacca,
where he was appointed principal of the Anglo-
Chinese CoUege in 1840. From 1843 to 1873 he
was pastor of the Union Church at Hongkong and
head of the theological seminary of the London
Missionary Society at that place, the successor of

the Malacca Anglo-Chinese College. In 1873 he
returned permanently to Great Britain. From
1876 he was professor of Chinese at Oxford. He
was the author of many works in Chinese, and also

published or translated: The Notions of the Chinese
Concerning God and Spirits (Hongkong, 1852);
Chinese Classics (5 vols., 1861-72); Life and Teach-
ings of Confucius (London, 1867); The Life and
Teaching of Mencius (1875); The Booh of Ancient
Chinese Poetry in English Verse (1876); The Texts

of Coirfucianism (4 vols., Oxford, 1879-82); The
Religions cf China: Confucianism and Tdoism de-
scribed and compared wUh Christianity (London,
1880>; The Texts of Tdoism (2 vols., Oxford, 1886);
Record of Buddhistic Kingdoms: Travels tf the

Buddhist Pilgrim Forhsien in India (London, 1886);
and The Nestorian Monument of Hsi^n FH in
ShenrHsif China, relating to the Diffusion of ChriS'

tianUy in China in the Seventh and Eighth Centuries

(1888).

Bxblioobapbt: DNB, Supplement, iii. 87-88, wfasrs i

enoea to other literatun may be found.
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LE6I01I, THE THXTUDBRING. See Marcus
AUBBUUB.

LEHHm PROPHECT: A poem in 100 leonine

verses, preserved in manuscript in Berlin, Breslau,

Dresden, Gdttingen, Greifswald, and elsewhere,

prophesying the fortunes of the House of Branden-
burg until after 1700. It is ascribed to a monk
named Herman, who is said to have lived in the

Cistercian abbey of Lehnin (14 m. w.8.w. of Pots-

flam) in the thirteenth or fourteenth century; but
the post-medieval Latinity and the content of the

poem forbid its attribution to either Herman II.

(1257-72) or Herman III. (1335-42), both of whom
were abbots of the monastery. The prophecy be-

jana with a lament on the early fall of the Askanian
dynasty, touches briefly on the Wittelsbachs and
Luxemburgs ruling Brandenbuig, recounts the

transfer of power to the burgraves of Niuemberg,
sketches briefly the first four of the Hohenzollems,
and then pauses to express hostility to the favor

shown Lutheran doctrines by Joachim I. and to the

Hccularisation of Lehnin by Joachim II. The five

following electors are also clearly indicated, but
here the author loses sure historic ground. Fred-

erick I. does not win a crown; Frederick William
I. resolves to enter a monastery; and Frederick the

Great is drowned after a reign of misfortune. The
HohenzoUem line ends with Frederick William
III., when Germany receives a Roman Catholic

sovereign.

The poem's hostility to Prussia and its ultra-

montanism are self-evident, but its authorship is

still a problem. It has been assigned to at least

six: an unknown monk or priest between 1688 and
1700; Andreas Fromm (d. 1685), Lutheran abbot
at Cologne-on-the-Spree, but deprived of office in

1666 because of hostility to the Reformed Church,
and a convert to Roman Catholicism at Prague in

1068; Friedrich Seidel (d. 1693), coimcilor of the

supreme court of judicature and consistorial as-

sessor at Berlin; the adventurer and catholicizing

pseudopropbet Oelzen (d. 1725); the Jesuit F.

Wolf, chaplain, for a time, of the Austrian embassy
at Berlin during the last years of the great elector

(1685-^); and the Roman Catholic convert Niko-
laus von Zitzewitz, abbot of Huysberg, near Hal-

berstadt (1692-1704). Even after the spurious

nature of the Lehnin prophecy was known, it was
repeatedly used in anti-Prussian polemics. Thus,
in the crisis of Prussia after the disasters of Jena
and Auerstadt, the speedy fall of the Hohenzol-
lems was proclaimed in various anonymous pamph-
lets based on this document; and in like manner
the period immtdiately preceding and following the

Revolution of 1848 called forth an abundance of

literature of similar character. (O. Z6ckler f.)

HiBLioaaArar: Thb edition prineept wm imbluhed in Da»
QtUkrU FrtuMmn, vol. ii., Thorn, 1722; an edition in Lat.

and Genn. appeared. Ri«ensburK, 1873. For the litera-

tore on it concult E. W. Sabell, Die Literaiur der . , ,

lekninteksn Wneeoffuno, Heilbronn, 1879, and BHHah
M%99um Catalogue, *' Hermannu^ Abbot of Lehnin.''

Coneult al«o: B. Schmidt. Die Weteeoffung dM . . .

Hermann von Uhnin, Berlin, 1820: C L. Oieeeler, Die
Uinineeho WeiMeagung, Erfurt. 1840: O. Wolff. Die berUhmU
Uhnineeho Wrieeagung, Oranberg, 1850: A. Hilgenfeld.

D%» Uimnseke Weiaeagung Hber die Mark Brandanburg,
LaipMC. 1876; J. Bchrammen. Dee . . . Hermanne aut

Lehnin Fropheteiung, Cologne. 1887; Hermeni, Kloeter

Lehnin und aeine Weieeagung, Barmen, 1888.

LEIBNITZ, laib'nii^s.

Early life and Works (§1).
Metaphysical Doctrine ({ 2).

ReligiouB View* (| 3).

Efforts for C!hurch Union (§ 4).

Gottfried Wilhehn (after 1709 Freiherr von)

Leibnitz, one of the most distinguished of German
philosophers, was bom at Leipsic July 1, 1646, and
died at Hanover Nov. 14, 1716. After studying

jurisprudence, mathematics, and phi-

z. Eariy losophy at Leipsic and Jena, he en-

Life and tered the service of the elector of

Works. Mainz in 1666, in which he held vari-

ous positions, being occupied chiefly

with jurisprudence. In 1672 he went to Paris,

ostensibly as tutor to Baron von Boyneburg's

sons, but his real purpose was to divert the

attention of Louis XIV. from plans against Ger-

many. After a visit to London he settled in Pans
till 1676, oGCupjring himself principally with mathe-
matics and natural science. His great mathemat-
ical discovery, the differential calculus, dates back
to 1676, though it was not published till 1684. In

1676 he accepted an offer from the Duke of Bruns-

wick to settle at Hanover as librarian and hiBtoriog>

rapher. Here he resided during the remainder of

his life. Charged with writing the history of the

house of Brunswick, he made various journeys in

Germany and Italy and gathered an immense
amount of material. The fruits of these labors

were, Codex juris gentium diptomaticus (2 vols.,

Hanover, 1693-1700), Acceseionea hieUmca (2

vols., 1698-1700), Scriptarea rerum Brunsvicen-

sium (3 vols., 1701-11), and the unfinished Ar^
nalee imperii occidentia Brunevicensea (ed. G. H.
Perz, 3 vols., 1843-46). Along with these histor-

ical studies he wrote a large number of mathemat-
ical, philosophical, and theological treatises, pub-

lished mostly in Ada erudUorum, Journal dee 8a-

vanUf and Miscellanea Berolinensia. He also car-

ried on extensive etymological investigations and
published CoUectanea etymologica (1717).

It was through Leibnitz that German philosophy

first came into its own. The starting-point of his

speculations was the conviction that

2. Meta- the world is not to be explained in the

physical last analysis as a mechanism. Things

Doctrine, in nature do not act upon one another

through the mediation of some ex-

ternal force, but are ultimately self-determining.

Reality is spiritual, and consists of a plurality of

simple, independent monads, whose activities and
relations to one another were predetermined by the

wisdom of God. To use his form of expression, the

monads have no windows through which they may
receive external impressions. On the contrary,

each monad, as a psychical entity, and center of

intellectual activity, is a mirror of the universe.

The human body is an aggregate of monads; the

soul is the dominating central monad. God is the

monad monadum. By regarding ultimate reality

as entirely spiritual in essence, Leibnitz overcame

the difficulty of Descartes' dualism, involving the

relation of mind to body; and for the cumbersome
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concumu dei he substituted his famous doctrine of

preestablished harmony. From his view-point de-

velopment, or evolution, becomes a progressive

growth of what already existed in embryo. There
is nothing radically evil; and moral life is gradually

advancing toward perfection. At all times the

same reason dominates this process, but it too is

caught up in this process of development. In this

historical process nothing is lost. The present is

'' laden with the past and pregnant with the fu-

ture " (cf. also Idealism, II., { 2). Leibnitz left no
single work that adequately presents his philoso-

phy. The best exposition of the monadology is a
mere summary which he prepared for Prince Eugene
of Savoy in 1714. His largest philosophical work
was the Nouveaux esaais sur Venlendemerd humain
(ed. R. E. Raspe, in (Euvres phUotophiqusSf Amster-
dam, 1765; Eng. transl.. New Essays concerning

Human Underdanding^ New York, 1896), which was
written against Locke in 1704, but not published,

owing to Locke's death.

The same intellectualism which Leibnits exhib-

its in his metaphysical doctrine also dominates his

religious views. While the core of all

3. Relig- religion is love toward God, this must
k>U8 Views, be reached by a process of cognition.

For Leibnits religion is not a matter
of feeling but of the intellect; though it may be

added that his desire for the inunediate presence of

God in the soul often brings him close to mysticism.

He expressed himself frequently on religious ques-

tions, but his principal religious work is the TfUodxc^e

(a word coined by Leibnits himself), which is an
attempt to demonstrate the agreement of reason

with faith. The full title is, Essais de thiodicie sur

la bonti de Dieu, la liberU de Vhamme et Vorigine du
mal (2 vols., Amsterdam, 1710). The work orig-

inated as a polemic against Bayle's dictionary and
was occasioned by the request of Queen Sophia

Charlotte. In many ways it reflects the author's

metaphysical doctrines, his optimism, and deter-

minism. His doctrine, that this world is the best

world which could possibly exist, leads him to a
conception of evil which is essentiaUy different from
that held by the religious consciousness. Evil is to

his mind the simple and natural result of the neces-

sary limitation of every thing created: it is conse-

quently something metaphysical, and not ethical.

He does not reduce evil to the status of mere ap-
pearance, but seeks to prove that the world is bet-

ter with evil in it that it would be without it. The
world can not be rationaUy condemned on the basis

of the very small portion of it actually known to

us. It is to be viewed as an inteUigent whole.

Just as the astronomer, by taking the sun as his

view-point, brought forth a beautiful solar system
out of chaos, so the philosopher of the universe

will transform it into a kingdom of reason, as soon
as he learns '' to put his eye in the sun." In a simi-

lar way, his doctrine of preestablished harmony
leads him into a kind of determinism, in which the
freedom of the will becomes lost in the metaphysical
necessity, or at least loses its true ethical point. In
general he considers Christianity only as the purest

and noblest of all religions, as the religion of the
wise made by Christ the religion wf all, as the natu-

ral religion raised by Christ into a law. Neverthe-

less the book is written with great vigor and warmth,

nor did it fail to make a wide and deep impression.

Another interesting side of Leibnitz's theolog-

ical activity is his participation in the endeavors

then made for the purpose of uniting

4. Sfforts the different Christian denominations.

f6r Church The general feeling prevalent after the

Unk>n. end of the Thirty Years' War was fa-

vorable to such plans; and the subject

was ably broached by Bossuet's Exposition de la

doctrine de Valise catholique (Paris, 1671), a de-

fense of the Church of Rome, but conciliatory in its

spirit, and very guarded in its expressions. Rojas

de Spinola, a Franciscan monk of Spanish descent,

and confessor to the Emperor Leopold, was a zeal-

ous champion of the project. He visited Hanover
several times, at the instance of the emperor; and,

as Duke Ernest August was willing to enter into

negotiations, a conference was arranged between

Rojas de Spinola on the one side, and Molanus and
Leibnitz on the other. The results of the confer-

ence were received with great hopes, both in Han-
over, and in Vienna and Rome. About 1686-90

Leibnitz outlined his plan of church-union in what
is known as Systema theologicum (Paris, 1819; Eng.

transl., A System of Theotogy, London, 1850), which

was really a philosophical defense of Roman Cathol-

icism. In 1691 he entered upon a long correspond-

ence with Bossuet; but ultimately the authority of

the Council of Trent, absolutely insisted upon by
Bossuet, and absolutely rejected by Leibnitz, proved

the rock on which all the plans and negotiations for

a union between Romanism and Protestantism were

wrecked. In the attempts of the courts of Berlin

and Hanover to unite the Lutheran and the Re-
formed Churches, Leibnitz also took a prominent

part. The agitation for union was began in 1696,

and in 1698 a conference was held at Hanover be-

tween the Prussian court-preacher Jablonski, on
the one side, and Leibnitz and Molanus on the other.

The plan for imion was effected in outline, and the

common name " Evangelical " was adopted; but

political changes now caused the ardor of the states-

men to cool. In 1703 Frederick I. of Prussia took

a further step by establishing at Berlin a Collegium

Irenicum, consisting of Lutheran and Reformed the-

ologians; but gradually interest in the plan died

out, and Leibnitz himself withdrew from it. To-
ward the close of his life he became involved in a
controversy with Samuel Clarke (see Clarks,
Samuel, 4), who published the correspondence be-

tween them (London, 1717).

At present there is no complete edition of the

works of Leibnitz, though an edition is in course of

preparation under the auspices of the International

As^iation of Sciences. The best collected editions

are those of L. Dutens (6 vols., Geneva, 1768), G.
H. Pertz (12 vob., Hanover, 1843-63), and the un-
finished edition by O. Klopp (1864-84). The phil-

osophical works have been edited by J. E. Erd-
mann (2 vob., Berlin, 1839-40), by P. Janet (2

vols., Paris, 1866), and by C. J. Gerhardt (7 vols.,

Berlin, 1875-90). Editions in English are, The
Philosophical Works of Leibnitz . . . Translaied

. . . urith Notes by G. Af . Duncan (New Haven,
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1890); and The Monadology and Other PhUoeaph-
ical WriHnge, Translated with Introduction and
Soies by R. LaUa (Oxford, 1808).

(Rudolf Eucksn.)
Bibuoobapht: Data regarding the editiona and tranala-

tioiii of Leibniti and an extensive list of worka oonoem-
ins him are in J. M. Baldwin, Dieiumary cf PhUotophy
mnd Paifcholooy, lit 1, pp. 330-338. Materials for a life

are found in hie letters, the various ooUcctions of which
are noted in Baldwin, ut sup., pp. 331-332. Lives and
sketches of his life have been written by B. de Fontenelle,
Paris, 1716 (used the biographical notices of J. G. von
Eekhart, Leibnits's secretary); Q. E. Quhrauer, 2 vols.,

BresUu, 1846 (perhaps the best; on the basis of this was
written the W« by J. M. Mackie, Boston, 1845); L. Grote,
Hanover. 1869; E. Pfleiderer, Leipeio. 1870; E. Bode-
mann. Hanover, 1876; F. Kirohner, Cdthen, 1877; J. T.
Hers. London, 1901; ADB, zviii. 172-209; and the ao-
eounts in the works on the hist, of philosophy by Windel-
band, Erdmann, and Ueberweg, especially in that of K.
Fischer. O^tehiehU der neuem PhUo^ophie, HeidelbeiVi
1902.

Discussions of his philosophy or of phases of it are:
C. Seer^tan, La PhUo9ophie de LeibniU, Lausanne, 1840;
L. Feuerbach, OeadnehU der neuem Philoeophiet Ansbaeh,
1844; A. Helfferioh, Spinoea und LeibiUtM, oder doe Weeen
dee IdeaHemue und dee Realiemue, Berlin, 1846; R. Zim-
mermann. Leibnie'e Monadologie, Vienna, 1847; J. F.
Nourisson. La PhUoeopf^ie de LeibniU, Paris, 1860; A.
Piehler. Die Theoloffie dee LeibniU, 2 vols., Munich, 1869-
1870; C. H. Plath, LeibnUe'e Mieeionegedanken, Berlin,

1860; G. QasB, Die metaphyeiechen Voraueeeteunoen dee
ieibnieieeken Determiniemue, Tabingen, 1874; E. Segond,
La Monodoloffie, Paris, 1883; J. Dewey. Leibnite'e New
Seeaye eoneemino the Human UndereUmding, Chicago. 1888;
B. R. Martin. Leibni**a Ethik, Erlangen, 1889; H. F. Beneke,
LeibniM ale Ethiker, Erlangen. 1891 ; E. Dilbnann, Eine neue
DanteUuna der leibnitiedien Monadenlehre, Leipsic, 1891 ; P.
Geache. DU Ethik Leibnit'a, Halle, 1891; F. G. F. Wemigk.
Do' Begriff der Ataterie bei Leibnie, Jena. 1893; A. Niet-
hack. LeibniM* Lehre ffon der menechlichen Wahifreiheit,
Halle. 1894: B. Russell. Critical ExpoeUion of the Philoe-
ophy of LeibniU, Cambridge. 1900; E. C^assirar, LeibniU'
Syelem in aeinen wieeenadtaftlichen Orundlagen, Marbuzg,
1902.

LEIGH, 11, EDWARD: English Puritan; b. at

Shawell (15 m. s. of Leicester), Leicestershire, Mar.
24, 1602; d. at Rushall (15 m. s.8.e. of Stafford),

Staffordshire, June 2, 1671. He studied at Mag-
dalen Hall, Oxford (B.A., 1620; M.A., 1623), and
afterward studied law at the Middle Temple. In
16-10 he was elected a member of Parliament for

Staffordshire, but was expeUed for voting for the

king in Dec., 1648. His reputation rests upon two
compilations, Critica aacra . . . Obeervatione upon
all the Greek Words of the New Testament (London,
1639), and Critica sacra. Observations on aU the

Radices or Primitive Hebrew Words of the Old Testa-

meni (1642). Both works were published together

an a third edition in 1650 (4th ed., 1662; Lat.

transl., Amsterdam, 1696). Other works are: A
Treatise (^ LHmnity (London, 1647); Annotations

upon aU the New Testament (1650; Latin transL,

Leipsic, 1732); A System or Body o/EHvinity (1654);

A Treatise of Religion and Learningf and of Relig-

iaus and Learned Men (1656).

BniuooBAivr: A. h Wood. AOiena Oxonieneee, ed. P.
Bliss, iii 926-931. 4 volii.. London. 1813-20; John Niehols,
LOerary Aneedotee, m. 164-166. 9 vols.. London, 1812-16;
DSB, nczii. 432-433.

LBIGH, SAMUEL. See Mbtrodibts. IL, { L

LSIOHTOR, l^ttm, ROBERT: Archbishop of

Glasgow; b. (probably in London) 1611; d. in

London June 25^ 1684. His father, Alexander

Leighton, a Presbyterian deigyman and physiciaQ

who was crueUy persecuted by the Star Chamber,
sent him to the University of Edinbuigh (M.A.,

1631), and afterward to travel on the continent.

He spent several years in France, where he was
strongly attracted to the Jansenists. On his re-

turn to Scotland, in 1641, he was licensed by the

presbytery of Edinburgh, and on Dec. 16, 1641, was
ordained and inducted into the parish of Newbattle.
In 1652 he was sent to London by the Synod of

Lothian to negotiate the liberation of the Scottish

ministers imprisoned there. Finding himself out of

sympathy with the political seal of his colleagues

he resigned his charge in 1652, and in 1653 became
principal and professor of divinity at the Univer-

sity of Edinburgh. This post he retained tUl the

Restoration. When episcopacy was established

in Scotland in 1661 he remained in the reconsti-

tuted church, became bishop of Dunblane, and
was consecrated with Sharp and two others, in

Westminster Abbey, Dec. 15, 1661. With two or

three exceptions all the clergy in his diocese con-

formed. In other dioceses many deigymen re-

fused to conform, and the persecution began.

Leighton pleaded with Charles II. for milder meas-
ures, and in 1660 got the first Indulgence. In
1670, Archbishop Burnet having been deprived for

opposing this clemency, Leighton was miade arch-

bishop of Glasgow, accepting the position on con-

dition that he should be assisted in his efforts to

secure the comprehension of the Presbyterians.

Failing to get the support of his colleagues he re-

tired from the archbishopric in 1674, and, after a
short residence at Edinburgh, went to live with his

sister at Broadhurst in Horsted Keynes, Sussex.

Leighton published nothing during his lifetime,

and requested that his papers should be destroyed.

His writings were first edited by his friend Dr.

James Fall. The principal are : Sermons (London,

1692); A Practical Commentary upon the . . . First

Epitke General qf SL Peter (part i., York, 1693;

part ii., London, 1694); Prelectiones theologicm

(London, 1693); and Three Posthumous Tracts

(1708), including the well-known Rules and In-

structions for a Holy Life (new ed., Oxford, 1905).

There are several more or less complete collected

editions of his works, the best that of W. West
(vols. ii.-vii., London, 1869-75; vol. i. was never
published).

Bibuoobapbt: LivM were prafized to the ediUons of his

works by J. N. Peerson, London, 1825, and J. Aikman,
Edinburgh, 1839. Consult also: T. Murray. Life ef
A. Leighl&n, Edinburgh, 1828; C. F. Secrsten, The Troub'
led Timee and Holy Life of Archbiekop Leighton, London,
1866; W. Blair. Sdeetiane from Ae Wrihnot <4 Arehbiehop
Leighton^ vfiih Memoir and NoUe, London, 1883; idem.
Short Biography of Art^Jb^OMp Leiohlon, with SeieeHone,

ib. 1884; G. Burnet. Hiet. of my own Times, ed. O. Airy,

L 230 sqq.. Oxford, 1900 (authoritative): D. Botler, Ufe
and LeUere of Robert Leighton, London, 1903; DNB, zniiL
4-7.

LEIPSIC, COLLOQUY OF: A oonfere&oe be-

tween German Lutherans and Galvinists held in con-

nection with a convention of Protestants of the

empire at Leipsic in Feb.~Mar., 1631, called for the

purpose of securing united action to prevent the

execution of the Edict of Restitution (see Wist-
PRAUA, PsACs op). The elector of Brandenburn
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was accompanied by his court preacher, Johannes
Bergius; and the landgrave of Hesse by his court

preacher, Theophilus Neuberger, and Professor

Johannes Crocius. These theologians, who be-

longed to the Reformed faith, invited certain Lu-
therans of Saxony, Matthias Ho^ von Ho&iegg,
Polycarp Leyser, and the court preacher Heinrich

H6pffner to a colloquy on the points of difference

between them. It began Mar. 3, and continued till

Mar. 23, the Augsburg Confession being taken as

basis. An agreement was soon reached with re-

spect to articles i.-ii., v.-ix., xi.-xxviii. The third

article, on Christology, proved more difficult; the

Lutherans upheld the Communicatio Idiamatum
(q.v.) which the Reformed denied, and it was finally

decided to attempt no more than a definite state-

ment of points of agreement and difference. In re-

gard to the fourth article the Reformed declared

that they taught the imiversality of the divine will

of salvation. The tenth article, on the Lord's Sup-
per, occasioned the same difficulties as the third,

and was passed in the same way, since an actual

agreement was impossible. The Reformed hoped
for an agi:pement in order to oppose Romanism
more effectively, but the Lutherans dreaded to

make concessions. After the Augsburg Confession

had been discussed, it was felt that not all dis-

putes had been settled, and the doctrine of pre-

destination was specially debated. Here again a
divergence was revealed, as the theologians of

Brandenburg and Hesse upheld the election of a
limited number and excluded divine foreknowledge

from salvation, while the Saxon theologians con-

sidered election as conditioned by a faith which
God foresaw. The tone of the coUoquy was
friendly, even in cases where concord could not be

attained. As it was private, only four copies of the

protocol were made—one for each of the princes,

and one for the faculty of Leipsic; but general re-

ports were soon published in Germany, Holland,

France, and England. (A. Hauck.)
Bibuoorapht: Sources are th« protoool, reprinted in CoT'

pua librorum 9ymbolicorum, ed. J. C. W. Auffusti, pp. 386
sqq.. Elberfeld. 1826, and in CoUecHo confetionum, ed.

H. A. Niemeyer. pp. 653 sqq., Leipsic, 1840; J. Bergius,

RelcUion der Privat-Conferefu . . . tu Leipnc, 16S1, Ber-
lin, 1635. Consult: J. K. Seidemann, DU Leipaioer Dta-
putcUion, Dresden. 1843 (best, contains documents);
C. W. Hering, Oeachiehte der kirctUichen Uniontvenuche,
I. 327 sqq., Leipsic, 1836; A. O. Rudelbaoh, Reformation,
Luthertum und Union, PP. 407 sqq.. ib. 1839; SohaflT.

Chriatian Chtarcht vi. 178 sqq.; and in general the litera-

ture on Lttther; the Reformation; Hofi yon Hoi&NEaa,
Matthias.

LBIPSIC, DISPUTATION OF. See Eck, Johann;
Luther, Martin.

LEIPSIC INTBRIM. See Interim, 3.

LELAND, lel'and, JOHN: Name of two divines.

1. English nonconformist divine and polemical

writer; b. at Wigan (15 m. w.n.w, of Manchester),

Lancashh^, Oct. 18, 1691; d. in Dublin Jan. 16, 1766.

At an early age he was taken by his father to Dub-
lin and there educated for the ministry. From 1716

till his death he was pastor of a Presbyterian congre-

gation in Dublin. He distinguished himself by his

writings against the deists, particularly Tindal,

Thomas Morgan, Henry Dodwell, and Bolingbroke.

His most important work is A View of the Principal

Deiatioal Writers that have Appeared in England in
the Last and Present Centuries (2 vols., London,
1754-56; best ed., 1837). This work is stiU val-

uable for the facts it gives about deistic writers,

though its arguments against deism are now anti-

quated. Other works are: The Divine AtUhority cf
the Old and New Testament (2 vols., 1739-40); A
Defence of Christianity (1740); The Advantage and
Necessity of the Christian Revdation (2 vols., 1764);
and the posthumous Discourses (4 vols., 1768-69).

2. American Baptist; b. at Grafton, Mass., May
14, 1754; d. at Cheshire, Mass., Jan. 14, 1841. Con-
verted at twenty, he began at once to preach as
an evangelist and soon made his way to Viigima
(1775), where he became a leader of the Virginia

Baptists in their struggle for liberty of consdenoe.
In 1789 he introduced a resolution which was
adopted by the Baptist general association of Vir-

ginia to the efifect that " slavery is a violent de-
privation of the rights of nature, and inconsistent

^ith a republican government," and recommend-
ing that Baptists ** make use of every legal means
to extirpate this horrid evil from the land." In
1788, as a member of the Baptist general committee
on religious liberty, he addressed a noble letter to
President Washington in which he pointed out the
lack of sufficient security for liberty of conscience

in the United States' cotistitution as it was being
presented to the States for ratification. Washing-
ton responded courteously and sympathetically,

and article I. of the present constitution was in-

troduced. He returned to Massachusetts in 1800
and continued active in his ministry almost to the
end of his long life. He published The Rights of
Conscience Inalienahle (Richmond, 1793).

A. H. Newman.
Bibuoorapht: 1. The Diseourme, ut sup., oontaina a I4f«
by the editor. L Weld. ConBult: L. Stephen, BnoKsk
ThouoKt in V»e 18th Century, vol i.. New York, 1881;
DNB, TTiii. 17-18; KL, vu. 1711. 2. A. H. Newman,
Hial. of the Bavtitt Churches in the United Statee, New
York, 1808; W. Oathoart. Baptiat Bneydopadia, Fhilad^-
phia. 1883.

LBLONO, le-ldn', JACQUES: French bibliog-

rapher; b. in Paris Apr. 19, 1665; d. there Aug.
13, 1721. At an early age he was sent to Malta to
be educated by the Knights of St. John, but returned

to Paris in 1676 and entered the Congregation of the
Oratory in 1686. He was librarian of the Ora-
tory of St. Honors at Paris from 1699 till his death.

His principal work is the valuable Bibliolheca sacra

(2 vob., Paris, 1709; 2d ed., much enlarged, 2
vols., 1723). Enlarged editions were publish^ by
C. F. B5mer (2 parts, Leipsic, 1709) and A. G.
Masch (5 vols., Halle, 1778-90). Other works are:

SuppUment d, Vhistoire des dictionnaires h&jreux de
Wolfius (in Journal des Savants, Paris, 1707); Dts-
cours historiques sur Us principcdes editions des

Bibles polyglottes (1713); and Bibliothhque historique

de la France (1719; augmented by F6vret de Fon-
teUe, 6 vols., 1768-78).

Bibuographt: The life wae written by P. N. Deemouleta
and prefixed to his (2nd) edition of the Bibliotheea Soara^
Paris, 1723. Consult KL, vil 1712-14.

LEMAISTRE DE SACY, le-m^'tr de sd^rf', LOUIS
ISAAC: Jansenist; b. in Paris Mar. 29, 1613; d.

at the Ch&teau of Pomponne, in Brie, Jan. 4, 1684.

He added to his name *' Saoy/' or " Soci," an ana-
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gram from his Christian name Isaac, and is often

referred to under this title. He studied at the

CoUege of Beauvais with his uncle, Antoine Amauld
(q.v.)» was ordained priest in 1648, and in 1650
became spiritual director of the recluses at Port
RoyaL During the persecution of the Jansenists

he was expell^ from the monastery (1661) and
on May 13, 1666, he was imprisoned in the Bas-
tile. After his liberation, Oct. 31, 1668, he lived

for a time with his cousin, the Marquis of Pomponne,
in Brie. Later he went to Paris and returned to

Port Ro3ral in 1675. On having to leave the mon-
astery a second time in 1679, he retired to Pom-
ponne, where he spent the rest of his life. He was
buried in the churoh of Port Royal.

Under various pen-names Lemaistre de Sacy was
a prolific writer and was particularly successful as

a translator, both of verse and prose. He is prin-

cipally known for his French translations from the

Bible. He collaborated with his brother Antoine
Lemaistre on his Nouveau Testament (2 vols., Am-
sterdam, 1668), long known as the Nouveau Testor

merU de Mona. This wonk was vehemently at-

tacked by several bishops, condemned by Clement
IX., defended by Amauld and Nicole, and caused
a controversy that lasted twenty years. The first

instalments of a translation of the entire Bible,

which Lemaistre de Sacy had begim while in the

Bastile, appeared in 1672. After hiis death the work
was completed by Thomas du Foss^ and C. Hur6
(32 vols., Paris, 1672-1706). See Bible Vebsionb,
B, VI., { 4. Among other translations of Lemaistre

de Sacy are, Fablee de Phtdre (Paris, 1647) ; Comedies
de Tirenee (1647); VlmUaJtUmdeJeeus-Christ (1662),

which passed through more than 150 editions.

BnuooRAPHT: Consult the literature under Pobt>Rotal.

LB MAhuB, le md'tr (MEISTER, MAISTBR),
JBAH HENRI: Swiss Protestant; b. at Zurich c.

1690; d. at Kilssnacht (7 m. e.n.e. of Lucerne),

1774. He studied theology and philosophy at Zu-
rich, espoused the cause of the Huguenots and be-

came preacher of the French colony of Huguenots
in Baireuth. In 1733 he was called to BUckeburg
as assistant of Pierre Cr6gut, the court preacher and
director of the Huguenot colony, whom he suc-

ceeded in 1738. He rendered valuable service to

the gifted counts of BOckeburg, Friedrich Ludwig
Karl and Albrecht Wolfgang, the sovereign of

Schaumburg-Lippe, by introducing them into the

philosophy of Malebranche, Pierre Bayle, Christian

Wolff. Spinosa, and others, and by assuming the

religious and scientific education of the two sons

of Count Albrecht Wolfgang—^Wilhelm and Georg.

On account of the rigid church discipline which he

introduced in the Huguenot colony, after the model
of the Reformed Church in France, Le Mattre was
secretly attacked and slandered, so that about 1747

be left BUckeburg and accepted a call to Erlangen.

Later he returned to his native country and acted

as preacher at KOssnacht, but his relations with his

former pupil, Count Wilhelm, who in 1747 ascended

the throne, always remained cordial.

(F. H. Brandbs.)

BtBUOonArar: Brmadee, in Dis fhxruOnst^ KoUmie, 1895,

ooiL 10-12; idem, in OMehiehUbUkUer dea deuiacKen Hu-
genaUm9€r9ifiM, voL iiL not. 7-6.

LEMME, LUDWIG: German Protestant; b. at

Salzwedel (110 m. s.e. of Bremen), Aug. 8, 1847.

He studied philosophy and theology in Berlin

1866-60, was private tutor, and then tutor at G6t-
tingen 1872-74. In 1874 he was ordained, and
was then assistant preacher at the cathedral and
second inspector of the seminary for canons at

Berlin for two years. From 1876 to 1888 he waa
inspector of the Johanneum at Breslau, and from
1876 until 1881 also privatr<locent at the University

of Breslau, where he was appointed associate pro-

fessor in 1881. In 1884 he was called to Bonn as

professor of systematic theology, and since 1891

has occupied a similar position in Heidelberg. In
theology he maintains a positive position, allied

to that of I. A. Domer and R. Ilothe. He has

written: Dae VerheHtniee der Dogmatik tu Kritik und
Auelegung der heiltgen Schrift nach Schleiermacher

(Gdttingen, 1874); Die drei groeaen RefarmaJtUme'

echriften Luihere vom Jahre 16£0 (Gotha, 1875);

Dae Evangdium in Bohmen (1877); Die rdigiona-

geechichtliche Bedeutung dee Dekaloge (Breslau,

1880); Die NOchsterdiebe (1881); Dae enU Ermahn-
ungeschreiben dee Paulus an den Timotheua (1882);

Die Sunde wider den heiligen Geist (1883); Die

Pflege der Einlnldungakraft (1884); Die Macht dee

GdietB mil beeonderer Beziehung avf KrankenheU-

ung (Barmen, 1887); Der Etfolg der Predigt (1888);

Die Primipien der Ritechl^echen Theologie und ikr

Wert (Bonn, 1891); Grundlage, Ziel und Eigen-

tUnUichkeit dee theologiechen Studiume (Heidelberg,

1891); Der Wert des Gebete (1892): Das Recht des

aposlolischen Glaubenabekenntnisses und seine Geg-

ner (1893); Die Kirche die Gemeinschaft der Heir

ligen (1893); Heilstatsachen und Glavbenserfahrung

(1894); Die Freundschaft (Heilbronn, 1897); Die
Endlosigkeit der Verdammnis und die aUgemeine

Wiederbringung (Gross-Lichterfelde, 1899); Richard

Rothes Hundertjahrfeier (Heidelberg, 1899); Zeug-

nisse vom Heil in Jesu Christo (sermons; 1899);

Der gegenw&rtige Stand der Ethik (Carlsruhe, 1900);

Das Wesen des Christentums und die Zukunfts-

re/igum (Gross-Lichterfelde, 1901); Die Busse nach

Schrift, Bekenntnis und Etfahrung (Herbom, 1901);

Religionsgeschichtliche Entwiddung oder gdUliche

Offenbarungf (Carlsruhe, 1901); Christliche Ethik

(2 vols., Groes-Lichtcrfelde, 1905); Wer vyvr Jtsusf

(Berlin, 1905); and Thsoiogischs Engyklopddie (1909).

LENFAUT, lto"fto', JACQUES: French Prot-

estant; b. at Basoches (50 m. s.w. of Paris) Apr.

13, 1661; d. at Berlin Aug. 7, 1728. He studied

theology at Saumur and Geneva, and in 1684 he

became preacher to the French congregation at

Heidelberg. In 1688 Elector Frederick of Bran-

denburg (the first king of Prussia) appointed him
pastor of the French church in Berlin, where he

labored nearly forty years. He was a member of

the supreme consistory and of the conmiittee for

the regulation of French emigration, and in 1724

became a member of the academy of scienoes in

Berlin. He was a prolific writer, but is promi-

nent chiefly as a church historian. His principal

works are: Histaire de la papesse Jeanne (Amster-

dam, 1694); Histoire du ConcOe de Constance (1714;

2d ed., 2 yds., 1727; £ng. tranal, 2 vols., London,
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1730), the most important of his works; HiaUnre du
CancUe de Pite et de ce qui s'ett pcMi de plu$ nU-

marable depuia ce Candle juequ*au Concile de Con-

stance (2 vols., Amsterdam, 1724); and HieUnre de

la guerre dee Hueeitee et du Concile de Basle (1731).

With Beausobre he wrote Le Nouveau TeHament de

notre Seigneur Jesue Christ traduit en franfois sur

Voriginal grec, avec dea notes lit^raies (2 vols., 1718;

Eng. transl., in part, London, 1726). Lenfant is

the author of the first volume, which contains the

four Gospels and a comprehensive introduction.

Other writings are: the polemical Fr^servatif contre

la riunion avec le sibge de Rome (4 vols., Amster-

dam, 1723); and Seize sermons sur divers textes

(1728; Germ, transl, Halle, 1742). Lenfant was
also one of the founders of the BiblioOihqve Get-

manique. (C. Ptbnder.)

Bibuoorapht: E. and £. Haac« ^ Franc* prateatanU, ed.

H. L. Bordier. yol. vi., Puis, 1880; Lichtonberfsr, SSR,
iii. 130-138.

LE HOURRY, le nQ'M', DERIS HICOLAS: A
member of the Benedictine congregation of Saint-

Maur and a participant in their learned works; b.

at Dieppe in 1647; d. at the abbey of Saint-Ger-

main-<ies-Pr6i, Paris, Mar. 24, 1724. He was edu-

cated by the French Oratorians, and entered the

Benedictine order at Jumidges in 1665. He wrote

the introduction to Garet's edition of Cassiodonis

(2 vols., Rouen, 1679), and collaborated with

Duchesne and BellaLse in the edition of Ambrose,
which he completed with Du Friche (2 vols., Paris,

1686-00). He edited also the treatise De mortOms
persecutorum (1710), attempting to prove that it

was not written by Lactantius. His chief work,

however, was his Apparatus ad btbliothecam vetn

erum patrum (2 vols., 1694-97; 2d ed., enlarged,

2 vols., 1703-15), a historical and critical treatment,

to the end of the fourth century, of the authors

comprised in the Maxima bibliotheca veterum patrum
(27 vols., Lyons, 1677). (C. Pfbndbk.)

Bibuoohaprt: Nioeron, Mhnoim, i. 276-278; J. C. F.
Hoefer. NouveUe biographie gMrale, zzxviii. 680, 46
vols., Paris. 1856-66.

LENT: The forty days' fast preparatory to the

celebration of Easter. The name appears in Mid-
dle English as Lenten, which goes back to Anglo-

Saxon lencten, " spring " (cf. German Lenz). The
Latin name is Quadragesima^ from the fortieth day
before Easter, when it was approximately supposed
to begin. By a similar loose calculation, the three

preceding Sundays were known as Septuagesima

(seventieth), Sexagesima (sixtieth), and Quinqrua-

gesima (fiftieth). Traces of the ancient variations

in the length of the season still appear in the Ra-
man Catholic practise of beginning from Septua-

j»esima to wear vestments of violet, the Lenten color

of mourning, and to omit from the services the Alle-

luia as an ejaculation of joy. For the history and
observance of the fast, see Fasting, II.

Bibliography: Bingham, Origine», XXI., i (best); E.

Mart^ne, Z>« antiquia eccUaice ritibua, iii., chaps. 18-19,

Antwerp, 17.37; H. Liemke, Die QvadraoeHfnalfMten der

Kirehe, Paderborn, 1853; J. H. Blunt, Dictionary of Doc-
trinal and Huttarical Theology, pp. 407-408, London. 1870;

W. E. AddJM and T. Arnold. Catholic Dictionary, pp. 558-

660, ib. 1903; DCA, ii. 972-977 (gives early literature).

LBNTTJLUS, EPISTLB OF. See Jxsus Chbut,
PiCTUBEB AND IlfAGBS OP, I., § 3.

LEO: The name of thirteen popes.

Uo L, called the Great: Pope 44(M61. Ac-
cording to the Liber pontificalis he was a native of

Tuscany. By 431, as a deacon, he occupied a suf>

ficiently important position for Cyril of Alexandria
to apply to him in order that Rome's influence

should be thrown against the claims of Juvenal of

Jerusalem (q.v.) to patriarchal jurisdiction over
Palestine—unless this letter is addressed rather to
Pope Gelestine. About the same time Johannes
Cassianus (q.v.) dedicated to him the treatise

against Nestorius written at his request. But
nothing shows more plainly the confidence felt in

him than his being chosen by the emperor to settle

the dispute between Aetius and Albinus, the two
highest officials in Gaul. During his absence on
tbds mission, Sixtus III. died (Aug. 11, 440), and
Leo was unanimously elected by the people to suc-

ceed him. On Sept. 29 he entered upon a pontifi-

cate which was to be epoch-making for the central-

isation of the government of the Church.

An uncompromising foe of heresy, Leo found that
in the diocese of Aquileia, Pelagians were received

into church communion without formal repudia-

tion of their errors; he wrote to rebuke this cul-

pable negligence, and required a solemn abjuration

before a synod. Manicheans fleeing before the

Vandals had come to Rome in 439
Zeal for and secretly organised there; Leo be-

Orthodoxy, came aware of this and proceeded
against them (c. 443), holding a public

debate with their representatives, burning their

books, and warning the Roman Christians against

them. The edict of Valentinian III. against them
(June 19, 445) was brought about by his efforts.

Nor was his attitude less decided against the Pria-

cillianists. Bishop Turrubius of Astorga, aston-

ished at the spread of this sect in Spain, had ad-
dressed the other Spanish bishops on the subject,

sending a copy of his letter to Leo, who did not let

slip the opportunity to exercise influence in Spain.

He wrote an extended treatise (July 21, 447) against

the sect, examining its false teaching in detail, and
calling for a Spanish general council to investigate

whether it had any adherents in the episcopate

—

but this was prevented by the political circum-
stances of Spain.

Leo enforced his authority in 445 against Dios-

curus, Cyril's successor in the patriarchate of Alex-

andria, insisting that the ecclesiastical practise of

his see should follow that of Rome, since Mark, the

disciple of Peter and founder of the Alexandrian
Church, could have had no other tradition than
that of the prince of the apostles. The fact that

the African province of Mauretania Oesariensis had
been preserved to the empire and thus to the Nioene
faith in the Vandal invasion, and in its isolation

was disposed to rest on outside support, gave Leo
an opportimity to assert his authority there, which
he did decisively in regard to a number of questions
of discipline. In a letter to the bishops of Cam-
pania, Picenum, and Tuscany (443) he required the
observance of all his precepts and those of his pre-
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deoeflsore; and he sharply rebuked the bishops of

Sicily (447) for their deviation from the Roman
custom as to the time of baptism, requiring them
to send delegates to the Roman synod to learn the

proper practise.

The assertion of Roman power over lUyria had
been a strong point with previous popes. Inno-

cent I. had constituted the metropolitan of Thes-

alonica his vicar, in order to oppose the growing
power of the patriarch of Constantinople there.

But now the lUyrian bishops showed a tendency to

side with Constantinople, and the popes had dif-

ficulty in maintaining their authority. In 444 Leo
laid down in a letter to them the principle that Peter

had received the primacy and oversight of the

whole Church as a requital of his faith, and that

thus all important matters were to be referred to

and decided by Rome. In 446 he had occasion

twice to interfere in the affairs of lUyria, and in

the same spirit spoke of the Roman pontiff as the

apex of the hierarchy of bishops, metropolitans, and
primates. From the end of the fifth century, how-
ever, the influence of Constantinople was again pre-

dominant here.

Not without serious opposition did he succeed in

asserting his authority over Gaul. Patrodus of

Aries (d. 426) had received from Pope Zosimus the

recognition of a primacy over the Galilean Church
(see Arles, Archbishopric of), which was strongly

asserted by his successor Hilary (429-449). An ap-

peal from Celidonius of Besan^on gave
Aaserts His Leo occasion to proceed against Hil-

Autfaority ary, who defended himself stoutly at

in GauL Rome, refusing to recognize Leo's ju-

dicial status. But Leo restored Celi-

donius and restricted Hilary to his own diocese, de-

priving him even of his metropolitan rights over

the province of Vienne. Feeling that his domi-
nant idea of the Roman universal monarchy was
threatened, Leo appealed to the civil power for

support, and obtained from Valentinian III. (q.v.)

the famous decree of June 6, 445, which recognized

the primacy of the bishop of Rome based on the

merits of Peter, the dignity of the city, and the de-

crees of Nicea (in their interpolated form); or-

dained that any opposition to his rulings, which
were to have the force of law, should be treated as

treason; and provided for the forcible extradition

by provincial governors of any one who refused to

answer a summons to Rome. Hilary made his sub-

mission, although under his successor, Ravennius,
Leo diinded the metropolitan rights between Aries

and Vienne (450).

A favorable occasion for extending the authority

of Rome in the Blast offered in the renewal of the

Christological controversy by Eutyches (see Euty-
CHIANI8M), who in the beginning of the conflict ap-

pealed to Leo and took refuge with him on his

oondenmation by Flavian. But on receiving full

information from Flavian, Leo took his side de-

cisively. At the " Robber Synod " of Ephesus
Leo's representatives delivered the famous ** tome "

or statement of the faith of the Roman Church in

the form of a letter addressed to Flavian, which
rppeats, in close adherence to Augustine, the for-

mulas of western Christology, without really touch-

VI.—29

ing the problem that was agitating the East. The
coimcil did not read the letter, and paid no atten-

tion to the protests of Leo's legates, but deposed
Flavian and Eusebius, who appealed to Rome.
Leo demanded of the emperor that an ecumenical
coimcil should be held in Italy, and in the mean
time, at a Roman synod in ()ct., 449, repudiated

all the decisions of the *' Robber Synod." With-
out going into a critical examination of its dogmatic
decrees, in his letters to the emperor and others he

demanded the deposition of Eutyches as a Mani-
chean and Dooetic heretic. With the death of

Theodosius II. (450) and the sudden change in the

Eastern situation, Anatolius the new patriarch of

Constantinople fulfilled Leo's requirements, and
his ** tome " was everywhere read and recognized.

He was now no longer desirous of having a council,

especially since it would not be hekl in Italy. It

was called to meet at Nicsea, then transferred to

Chalcedon, where his legates held at least an hon-

orary presidency, and where the bishops recog-

nized him as the interpreter of the voice of Peter

and as the head of their body, requesting of him
the confirmation of their decrees. He firmly de-

clined to confirm their disciplinary arrangements,

which seemed to allow Constantinople a practically

equal authority with Rome and regarded the civil

importance of a city as a determining factor in its

ecclesiastical position; but he strongly supported

its dogmatic decrees, especially when, after the ac-

cession of the Emperor Leo I. (457) there seemed
to be a disposition toward compromise with the

Eutychians. He succeeded in having an orthodox

patriarch, and not the Monophysite Timotheus
iEIurus (see Monofhtsites, §§3 sqq.), chosen as

patriarch of Alexandria on the murder of Proterius.

The approaching collapse of the Western Empire
nave Leo a further opportunity to appear as the

representative of lawful authority. When Attila

invaded Italy in 452 and threatened Rome, it was
Leo who, with two high civil functionaries, went to

meet him, and so impressed him that he withdrew

—at least according to Prosper, although Jordanis,

who represents Leo's contemporary Prisons, gives

other grounds. His intercession could not pre-

vent the sack of the city by Genseric in 455, but

murder and arson were repressed by his influence.

He died probably on Nov. 10, 461.

The significance of Leo's pontificate lies in the

fact of hia assertion of the imiversal episcopate of

the Roman bishop, which comes out in his letters,

and still more in his ninety-six extant orations.

According to him the Church is built

Leo's Sig- upon Peter, in pursuance of the prom-
nlficance. ise of Matt. xvi. 16-19. Peter partici-

pates in everything which is Christ's;

what the other apostles have in common with him
they have through him. The Lord prays for Peter

alone when danger threatens all the apostles, be-

cause his firmness will strengthen the others. What
is true of Peter is true also of his successors. Every
other bishop is charged with the care of his own
special flock, the Roman with that of the whole
Church. Other bishops are only his assistants in

this great task. Through the see of Peter, Rome
has become the capital of the world in a wider sense
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than before. For this reason, when the earth was
divided among the apostles, Rome was reserved to

Peter, that here, at the very center, the decisive

triumph might be won over the earthly wisdom of

philosophy and the power of the demons; and thus

from the head the light of truth streams out through
the whole body. In Leo's eyes the decrees of the

Council of Chalcedon acquired their validity from
his confirmation. The wide range of this theory
justifies the application to him of the title of the

first pope. (N. Bonwstbch.)
Bibliooiiapht: The Opera were edited by P. Queenel. 2

vole., Parifl, 1075 (defended Hilary acAinst Leo, therefore

put on the Index); and by P. and H. Ballerini, 3 vols.,

Venice, 17&3-67 (contain worka of doubtful authentic-
ity), from which they were reprinted in MPL, Ur.-Ivi.,

with life by Anastasius Bibliotheoarius (given with com-
mentary in MPL, cxxviii. 299 aqq.) and Queanel's Dir
•eriatio. Fifty selected letters are printed in H. Hurter,
OpuscMJa tacrorum patrum aeleda, ser. 1, vols., zxv-zxvi.,
Innsbruck. 1874. An Eng. tranal. of selected letters and
sermons is given in NPNF^ 2 ser., vol. xii., tocether with
a life and prolegomena.
Data concerning Leo's life may be sought in: LSber

ponHflealU, ed. Monunsen in MOH, Oett. poni. Rom., i

(1898), 101-106; Tillemont, Mhnoire; xv. 414-832 (ac-
curate, impartial); Jaff^ R^omUx, pp. 34 sqq.; W. A.
Arendt. Leo der Orosae uni eeine Zeit, Mains, 1835 (Ro-
man Oatholic, apologetic); E. Perthel, Leo'e /. Loben und
Lehron, Jena, 1843 (Protestant and depreciatory); T.
Greenwood. Cathedra Petri, i., book vi., chaps, iv.-vi.,

London, 1859; F. Bdhringer, Die Kirche Chrieti und ihre

Zeuffen, vol ail, Stuttgart, 1879: C. H. (3ore, in Falhera
for Bnglith Readera, London. 1880; DCB, iii. 652-673
(minute); F. Gregorovius. Hiei. of (he City of Rome, i.

189-228, London, 1894. Views of his activities are given
by P. Kuhn, Die Chnetohgie Leoe /.. WOrsbuig, 1894;
Hefele. Concilienoeechickte, ii 302-356, 564. Eng. transl.,

vols. iiL-iv.; O. Bardenhewer, Patrolooie, pp. 460 sqq..

Freiburg. 1901; Hamack, Dogma, vols, ii.-v.. passim.
Consult also. Ceillier. Autewre eaerie, x. 169-275; Bower.
Popee, I 189-248: Milman« LaHn Chrittianiiy, I 253
sqq.; Neander. Chrietian Church, vol. ii., passim; Schaff,

Chrietian Church, iii 314 sqq. et passim.

UoIL: Pope 682-683. The importance of his

brief pontificate lies in his action in confirming the

acts of the sixth ecumenical council, which con-

tained the inclusion of his predecessor Honorius
among the condemned leaders of Monothelitism
(q.v.). Similarly, in sending the acts of the coun-

cil to the Spanish bishops, he included Honorius as

one '* who did not, as be<^me his apostolic author-

ity, extinguish the flame of heretical doctrine, but
by his negligence fostered it.'' Macarius of Antioch
and his Monothelite friends, who had been sent to

Rome, were (according to the Liber porUificalis)

imprisoned in various monasteries, with the excep-

tion of two who recanted. The same authority

describes Leo as learned in the Scriptures, Greek,
and ecclesiastical music, and as charitable. The date
of his burial is July 3, 683. (N. Bonwbtsch.)
Biblioorapht: The Bpietola are in MPL, xcvi.. cf. NA,

viii. 363-364. Consult: Liber pontifieaUe. ed. Mommsen
in MOH, OeeL fxmt Ram,, i (1898). 200-202; ASB, June,
v. 375; R. Baxmann. Die Politik der Pdpate, i. 185 sqq..

Elberfeld. 1868; J. Langcn, Oearhirhte der rfimiechen
Kirche, ii. 568 sqq.. Bonn, 1886; Oilliir. Auteura aacria,

xi. 784-785. xil 955-958; Hefele. ConcUienoeatMchte,
iii. 287 sqq.. Eng. tranal., v. 179 sqq.; Bower. Popea, i.

486-487; Mlhnan, LaHn Chriatiamty, ii. 287; DCB, iii

673-674.

Uo nL: Pope 706-816. A Roman by birth,

he was elected Dec. 26 and consecrated the next
day. His election is said by the Liber poniificalis

to have been unanimous; but the Roman aristoc-

racy was certainly hostile to him at the start, which
drove him to rely on the support of Charlemagne.
He sent word of his election to the king, assuring

him of his fidelity, and Charlemagne's answer ex-

pressed his readiness to renew the alliance between
the Prankish kingdom and the Church. At first

this relation was useful to Leo, and soon enough
was absolutely necessary, owing not only to the

danger of Saracen attack but even more to the hos-

tile attitude of Leo's personal opponents in Rome,
the men whom his ekvation had robbed of their

power. At the customary procession on St. Mark's
day, 799, he was attacked and maltreated; and a
tumultuous gathering judged him on various grave
charges and declared him deposed. His partisans

rallied and released him in the night. He fled to

Germany, where Charlemagne received him as the

lawful pope, and in November he was restored by
the Prankish power. In Charlemagne's mind, how-
ever, the duty of protection involved the right of

oversight. His commissioner was directed to make
a full investigation as well of the chai*ges against

Leo as of the violence of his opponents. Difficul-

ties stood in the way either of judging a pope or of

allowing his sacred office to be filled by a man under
suspicion of serious misdoing. The suggestion of

Leo's voluntary retirement to a monastery was
made, but not so easily carried out. Charlemagne
decided to take the matter up in person, and ai>-

peared in Italy in the autiimn of 800. The inves-

tigation ended not by a judicial condeomation or

by a judicial acquittal, but by Leo's taking a solemn
oath in Charlemagne's presence that he was inno-

cent of the charges, after which his opponents were
condemned to death as rebels, though the sentence

was commuted to banishment. Two days later, on
Christmas day, Leo crowned Charlemagne as em-
peror, apparently (though the question has been
much debated) without any preliminary knowledge
or desire on tl]« king's part, and to the profit rather

of Leo's own importance.

Charlemagne deduced from the new title the con-

clusion that Rome was to be treated as an integral

part of his empire, and thenceforth little essential

difference can be observed between its bishop and
the other metropolitans of the empire; the pope
was considered a subject of the emperor. The ex-

tent to which this was carried may be seen from
the small part assigned to Leo in the settlement of

the controversies of the time. The Adoptionist con-

troversy was taken in hand by Charlemagne him-
self, and Leo had nothing to do but to repeat at a
Roman synod Oct. 23, 798, the condemnation al-

ready pronounced in Germany. In the negotia-

tions as to the FUioque he ventured, indeed, to dis-

sociate himself from the conclusion of the Prankish

Church, but his solemn exposition of the ancient

text of the creed, engraved on silver tablets, in St.

Peter's made no impression on Charlemagne and
his theologians, and the FUioque was accepted both
in the Prankish Church and tacitly in Rome. Even
in his relations with the Greek Church Leo was ham-
pered by his relation to Charlemagne. When the

emperor died (Jan. 28, 814), Leo neglected to have
the Roman people do homage to his successor Louis
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the Pious. Thinking to get revenge on his old
enemies, he had some of them imprisoned or exe-
cuted. Louis took notice of this trespass on the
imperial rights, and sent his nephew Bernard to in-

vestigate it; but Leo succeeded in pacifying him
by an embassy. He died June 12, 816. He was a
man of small capacity, unduly magnified in later

times by the importance attached to his coronation
of Charlemagne. (A. Hauck.)
Bibuoorapht: The BpUtola are in Jafftf, BRO, iv. 308-

334. and Bouquet. ReeueU, v. 007-604. Sources are:
lAher ponti/lealit, ed. Duchesne, ii 1 sqq., Paris, 1892;
end the annals collected in MOH, Script., i. 1826. Con-
sult: F. Gregororius. Hi»t. of the City <4 Rome, ii. 460-
4SI3. London. 1894; J. A. Ketterer, Karl der Oroeee und
dU Kireke, Munich. 1898; Hauck. KD, ii. passhn; He-
fele, Coneilienoeeehiehte, vol. iii. passim; Ceillier. AtUeura
•aerie, »i. 399-401 et passim; Bower. Popes, u. 173-192;
Milman. Latin Chrietianitu, ii. 454 sqq.; Neander, Chrie-
tian Church, vol. iii. passim; Schaff, ChriaHan Church,
ir. 455; DCS, iii 674-679; and also much of the litem-
tun under Chablkmaonb.

Leo IV.: Pope 847-855. He was elected at the
end of January and consecrated Apr. 10, without
waiting for imperial confirmation, on pretext of

danger from the Saracens. For the same reason he
xealously pushed the new fortifications of Rome,
and thus strengthened the papal independence. The
legal relations with the empire were not, however,
substantially altered; Leo acknowledged the theo-

retical supremacy of the emperor in both temporal
and spiritual matters, even while he endeavored to

efface the recollection of its past exercise. In
purely spiritual questions he acted unhesitatingly

as the supreme head of Christianity. He showed
his conception of his see as " mistress and head of

all churches " (Jaff6, Regesta, 2647) by refusmg his

assent to the decrees of the Synod of Soissons (853)

and requiring a new one to be held in presence of

his legate (see Hincmar or Reims), as well as by
reproaching Ignatius of Constantinople for holding

a synod and deposing certain bishops without his

sanction, and finally summoning both parties to

Rome (see Photius). He died July 17, 855.

(A. Hauck.)
BrBUOomAPRT: The Epietolm et deereta are in MPL, cxv.

665-674, ef. exxix. 999-1002. Sources for a life are the
Vita with commentary in A8B, July. iv. 302-326; Liber

pomiiflcalie, ed. Duchesne, it 106 sqq.. Pftris, 1892; and
the annals coUeeted in MOH, Script, i. 1826. Consult:

F. Qnconmus. Hiet of the City of Rome, iii. 91-111.

London. 1896; Ceillier. Auteure eaerie, xii. 406-409:
Bower. Popes, ii. 217-220; Milman. Latin Chrietianity,

iii 18-20; Schaff. Chrietian Church, iv. 469. Much of

the liteimtiire cited under OaaooaT IV. is pertinent.

Leo v.: Pope 903. He ruled only a month
from his consecration in August, was then over-

thrown and imprisoned, and soon died.

(A. Hauck.)
BtmuoamAnrr: Soorees for a life are: Liber pontifteaiie,

fd. Duchesne, u. 234. Paris. 1892; Jaff«. ReoMta, i. 444;

J. M. Watterich. Romanarum pontifleum . . . vitar, i.

32. Leipeie. 1862. Consult: F. Gregorovius. Hiet. of the

rUy^Rome. iii. 242. London. 1896; C. DQmmler. AuxU-
%ue umd Bulgariue, Leipeie. 1866; Ceillier, Auteure eaer^e,

TO. 743; Bower. Popee, ii. 306; Milman. Latin Chrietian-

Uv. iii. 156.

Leo VL: Pope 928-029. He was the son of

the Roman primiceriuB Christophorus. All that is

known of him is that he was elected in June, 928,

and died probably in the following February.

(A. Hauck.)

Bibuoorapbt: Sources are: Liber pontiftcalie, ed. Duchesne,
u. 242. Paris. 1892; JalT^. Regeela, i. 463; J. M. Wat-
terich, Romanorum pontiftcum . . . viior, i. 33, Leipeie,
1862. Consult: F. Qregorovius. HieL qf the City <^
Rome, iii. 282; Bower, Popee, ii. 311.

Leo Vn.: Pope 936-939. He was consecrated
early in Jan., 936, presumably the choice of the
younger Alberic, then in power. He was a pious
monk, allied with the Cluniac movement, and what
is known of his papal acts is principally confined to
efforts for monastic reform. He died in July, 939.

(A. Hauck.)
Bibuoorapht: His Epietola are in Bouquet, Recueil, vol.

ix. Consult: Liber pontifiealie, ed. Duchesne, ii. 244,
Paris. 1892; Jaflf^. Reoeeta, i. 466^166; J. M. Watterich,
Romanorum ponti/icum . . . vita, i. 33, Leipeie. 1862;
£. Sackur, Die Cluniaceneer, Halle. 1892; F. GregorcH
vius, Hietcry of ihe City of Rome, iii. 306-317, London,
1895; Bower, Popee, ii. 312-313; and the literature under
JOBN XL
Leo Vm. : Pope 963-966. He was elected Dec.

4 to replace John XII., who had been deposed by
Otto I. For a time he was driven from Rome,
but was restored by Otto after John's death, and
his new rival, Benedict V., was deposed in June,

964, at a synod held in the emperor's presence (see

John XIL; Benboict V.). Leo died, however, in

the following spring. (A. Hauck.)
Bibliooraprt: Liber pontifiealie, ed. Duchesne, ii. 260,

Paris, 1892; Jaff^ Reoeeta, L 467-468; J. M. Watterich,
Romanorum pontifleum . . . vita, i. 42-43; A. Ens,
Pythagorae novue excueeue, Li^, 1767; Ceillier, Auteure
eacrte, xii. 831-833; F. Oregorovius. Hi9t. <4 the City of
Rome, iii. 348-367, London, 1896; Bower. Popes, il 311H
320; Milman, Latin Chrietianity, iii. 183-186; Neander.
Chrietian Church, iii. 368; Schaff, Chrietian Church, iv.

290.

Leo IX. (Bruno, son of Count Hugo of Egisheim
in Alsace, a cousin of the Emperor Oonrad II.):

Pope 1048-54. He was bom at E^heim (2 m. w.

of Cohnar) June 21, 1002, and had already dis-

tinguished himself by a model administration as

bishop of Toul when, by command of Henry III.

and on request of the Roman delegates, he was
chosen pope at the diet in Worms early in Dec.,

1048, succeeding Damasus II. Talented, ener-

getic, lovable, experienced, and in dose touch with
the movement for a reform in church life emanating
from Cluny (q.v.), he was highly qualified for the

office tendered to him. His reception in Rome was
brilliant, and, at his own request, he was there again

elected and then assumed the pontifical government,
being enthroned on Feb. 12, 1049. Hildebrand
(see Greoort VII.), who in 1046 had been obliged

to accompany Gregory VI. to Germany, returned to

Rome in Leo's retinue, and was now received into

the body of cardinals. Of still greater significance

was the importation of other forces. The episco-

pal see of Silva Candida was assigned to the monk
Humbert (q.v.); Hugo the White (q.v.) was pro-

moted as cardinal priest of St. Clement in Rome;
Stephen of Lorraine obtained an abbot's post in

Rome; and Archbishop Frederick, brother of Duke
Godfrey of Lorraine, was called from Lt^.
Leo held his first Roman synod in the Lateran

Apr. 9-12. 1049, and there laid the foundation and
outlined the policy of his whole administration.

His first attempt at reform aimed to suppress sim-

ony. The synod approved the deposition of simoni-

acal bishops, but , with clamorous protest, refused
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than before. For this reason, when the earth was

divided among the apostles, Rome was reserved to

Peter, that here, at the very center, the decisive

triumph might be won over the earthly wisdom of

philosophy and the power of the demons; and thus

from the head the light of truth streams out through

the whole body. In Leo's eyes the decrees of the

Council of Chaloedon acquired their validity from

his confirmation. The wide range of this theory

justifies the application to him of the title of thf

first pope. (N. Bonwstbch.)
Biblioohapht: Tbe Optra were edited by P. QiMOir

vols.. Paru. 1675 (defended Hilary scminst Leo. ther

put on the Index); and by P. and H. Ballerini, ? «

Venioe, 1753-57 (contain works of doubtful av • •

ity), from which they were reprinted in MPL,
with life by Anaataaiue Bibliothecarius (given . ,

mentary in MPL, cxxviii. 299 aqq.) and Qr
•ertaHo, Fifty selected letters are [printed i

Ovutada Mocrorum patrum aeUeta, ser. 1. to ^ •

Innsbruok. 1874. An Eng. transl. of seie • ' •

sermons is given in NPNF, 2 ser., vol. t
a life and prolegomena.

Data eonoeming Leo's life may b*

ponHfkalitt ed. Mommsen in MOH
(1898). 101-106; Tillemont. Mhno
curate, impartial); Jaff^, Rso«9Ui

Arendt, Leo der Oro99e und 9eini

man Oatholic. apologetic); E. F
Ldw9f%, Jena. 1843 (Protestf

Greenwood. Cathedra Petri,

London, 1859; F. Bdhringr

Zeugen, vol xii.. Stuttgar
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ZJ ^-Igoi 1050 Leo was in southern Italy,

• '/y^^ed a synod at Salerno and at Si-

*^J? J^
hf ^'^^ of Monte Gargano. The Roman

™^ *!!t^^eh Di®^ ""^^"^ ^ presidency on Apr. 29
*"""

ri»^'.^tbe activity for reform. A few weeks

^'*" irever, he was again in southern Italy,

l^tef' .^jkivance of the Normans was inaugurating

*^ litical
combinations. The synod at Vercelli

fi^»»'^^^ed him to the north. This belongs to

t/'** pventions under Leo IX. which are of great

*^!fl)ent in the history of dogma, for here Berengar

^^ure (q-v.) was condemned anew. Here again

he
di/ficult question came up as to what course

'hould be observed in the matter of ordinations

ty simonists, but once again the pope failed

.^ have his policy adopted; namely, that the

victual proof of a simoniacal ordination required

(l,e revocation of the sacrament thereof. In the

jiutumn Leo journeyed across the Alps once

more to France.

Early in 1051 he was present in Germany, and
bad interviews of political importance with Henry
III. at Cologne, Treves, and Augsburg. On return-

ing to Rome, Leo finally resigned his bishopric of

Toul. The third of the Roman synods convened
by him sat in April, after Easter. Once again the
administration of the sacraments by simonists was
discussed without any understanding being reached.
During the following months all the pope's energy

\

b in southern Italy, where tk ^
, dangers of the Nonnan ki^^^
first attempted, by affiweer

^*
e Weimar of Salemo and ^
.. chief of the ApulianT
re the acquisition oT
fie means, but di^'
> could be m-
us end the
France
?r, vo

le

'^

i \
^erst.

^ appealL

. of Hungary
ry III., 1» hastened

^ressburg. Although
hi^

no advantage to the German *.r,

^n the Hungarian expedition ias^^ .

^iy, the good understanding betw^^.^''
Leo was not impaired and they r^t^,^^^^
to Germany. While pope and empeiwwe^ l^
brating the Christinas festival together at Wom«"
they came to the unportant agreement that Henr-^
ceded Benevento and other imperial tenure Id
southern Italy to the pope, in return for which Uso
renounced the rights of the Roman Church to »
number of foundations and cloisters in Gennaoy
(the bishopric of Bamberg, abbey of Fulda, etc,).
The value of this bargain for Leo, however, <fe^
pended on whether the German emperor would also
vouchsafe him the help of the empire to m^^•nt^|m
these territories against the Normans. At the out^
set Henry intended this, but Bishop Gebhazd of
Eichst&dt brought it about that the army, already
started on its march to Italy, was recalled. Never-
theless a good many German troops, especially from
Swabia, were in the pope's train when he returned
to Italy in Feb., 1053.

Leo's time of successes was past. When he con-
vened the Lombard episcopate, which had proved far
from responsive to his reforming efforts, in synod at
Mantua on Feb. 24, 1053, turbulent scenes ensued
rendering all business impossible and even men-
acing the pope's life. After the (fourth) Roman
Easter synod, in April, Leo made preparation for a
decisive blow at the Normans. The battle at Civi-
tate in Norman Apulia, June 18, brought the de-
cision—the papal army was almost annihilated, and
Leo himself fell into the hands of the enemy. He
was detained nearly nine months at Benevento as
captive of war, but without being subjected to re-
strictions of open communication. Unbroken by
his misfortune he urged the Eastern Empire and
Germany to a great action against the Normans,
but did not acldeve his object. Upon his falling
dangerously ill, he was allowed to return to Rome.
He left Benevento on Mar. 12, and died at Rome
on Apr. 19, 1054.

The pontificate of Leo IX. covers few years, but
in this brief span of time he managed to win a posi-
tion of commanding respect for the Roman primate
in western Christendom, indicated new and uni>
versal tasks for ths same, and by adoption of the
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e no doubt that these measures were

systeniatic policy on the part of the pope,

i&heless this tendency toward centralization

* the church life had no disquieting effect upon
^*8 contemporaries, as it was associated with an

^fgetic procedure against the vice of simony and
^be custom of saceidotal marriage, wherein the

^irtle of the Cluny reform party discerned the great-

^ perils to the life of the Church. When Leo as-

Glided the throne, he was the trusted advocate of

this gronpf and he thoroughly fulfilled the hopes

that were entertained of him from that quarter.

There could be no question, again, of a real jeop-

atdixing of the independence of the episcopate

Under Leo IX., or of an aggressive movement
against the temporal State, although some attempts

in this direction and the germs of complications

may be remarked; but they did not, as yet, ma-
ture, nor was the situation with reference to Henry
III. clouded by the recognition of a fundamental

antagonism. It is true that Leo's achievements are

offset by too decided attention to Italian terri-

torial politics, and by the initiation of the great

Bcbism of the Eastern Church (see CiERUiARius,

Michakl; Eastern Church, II., { 4). However, it

must not be overlooked that this catastrophe was

the culmination of developments embracing hun-

dreds of years ; and in so far as the personalities then

on the stage can be made accountable for the same at

all, it is not so much Leo IX. who incurs the buiv

den of blame as his representatives. Carl Mirbt.
BiBUOOBAFflT: For the Epittolae, diplomaia et tiscrtia eon-

ult: MPL, exliii.; MGH, Epiat., iU (1883). 261-728;

NA, ir. 102-195; Jaff«, Regetta, I 620-540, u. 740; To-

6«lvtttifi Caainente, i. 378 aqq.. Monte Ganno, 1887;

P. Kahr. NaekridUen von der kdniglicKen OatOUehaft der

WimtnaekafUn su GoUingen^ philo§ophiaek^i»ioriMeh€

Kkma, 1806, ptft i. p. 311. 18B0, part i. pp. 216-218.

1000, part fi. 142-140. part iii. 300-310. 1001. part i.

pp. 83-«4. Bibliocraphiee are found in F. Cerroti, Biblio-

gnftadiRimamedievaUtmodema, I 353 aqq., Rome. 1803;

U. Cberalier. Rfpertoira det 90ureea hiakfriquea du moiftn

40«. p. 1373, and SuppUmeni, p. 2708. Paria, 1877-188&

4

two years through a period of much political and
religious disturbance connected with the various
movements set on foot for the imification of the
'alian states. As a bishop, besides taking an
ive part in the social and religious movements
I ,^e day, he showed more than ordinary zeal for
^^'orm of abuses, and paid special attention to

, ^ * I'lerto much neglected education of the peo-
i I . • ular as well as religious matters. He was
C t ' \ 'dinal by Pius IX. in 1853, and he re-
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Pflugk-Harttung. />,
Gotha. 1001; J. Drehi*^
numie, Leipsic. 1008: (V:i,
Hefele. CotunliengeadiiSiu
tian Church, iii. 37^38e!'
220-230; Bower, P^'
ChrUtianity, iii. 240-283 •'

bnoab; Gbsoort XII. '

Leo X. (Giovanni de' Medici
renzo the Magnificent): PodJ ??^M
bom in Florence Dec. li 147^ ^^l^^^N ^\
by his father for the spiritual Is^^ ^ia ^ ^n ''^^^

should eventuallv i^T^^ Mti?^i»il''>
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^m the reactionary ideas
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y years.

iUation

1489 when Innocent VIII
nominated the lad

Four years later, when
of fourteen S^\«&>

*^«. j^.« «.v^*, ^aen Giovanm's huto^T -^^ l>cb
cation, directed by Angelo Poli«iano Mo1^m!^^«^^-
Pico della Mirandola, and the autho/UuhJL^^^o
Cardinal Bibbiena) of the immoral playiJ^'^^tlv
ffiano, was completed, and after a suppi«nLp^i.
course of theology and canon law at Pisa h^*^
on the cardinal's insignia, and became occ'u? ^^^
affairs of the Curia. He abo took part in the^ *^

clave which, very much against his wish J^^
Alexander VI. to succeed Innocent VIII. after V?^
unexpected death of the latter in 1492. Roine h^
now Uttle attraction for Giovanni and he scar^l
visited the city until 1500, spending his time 2
Venice, Germany, and Flanders. His ascendency
with the Curia did not set in till the time of Juliua
II., in 1503, when the pope's eagerness to aggran-
dice his family ran parallel with like interests of the
Medici, and on both sides a comprehensive cultiu^
of humanistic and artistic endeavors appeared as a
matter of couree. The Medicean cardinal gained
important political influence in 1509, when ap-
pointed governor in Bologna, though this was ended
by the defeat of the papal power at Ravenna Apr.
11, 1512, when the governor himself was captured.
While being transported to Milan, however, he
escaped the French and reached Florence, where
the pope also was present.

When Julius II. died in the early part of 1513,

or

1
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the pope's demand for the annulment of all ordina-

tions <^ simoniflts on the ground of its practical in-

expediency. A law was also passed

Leo'i concerning compulsory celibacy in the

Reformi. priesthood, which involved little sub-

stantially new but proved of great

consequence as it initiated the ref(Mined papacy's

warfare against the marriage of priests. Soon after-

ward, Leo started on a journey to Germany, over-

taking the emperor in Saxony, and attending him
by way of Cologne to Aix-la-Chapelle. At Reims,

Oct. 3-6, he held the great synod which has peculiar

interest both by reason of the preceding situation

and of its enactments. There was but small at-

tendance from France, and Leo exercised great re-

serve. The celibacy question did not at this time

come up for discussion at all, and the examination
of charges in case of the bishops under suspicion of

simony was conducted in a lukewarm way. Leo
also forbore to press his rigorous conviction in re-

spect to simoniacal consecrations. On the other

hand, he pursued all the more energetically his aim
of bringing out in clearly expressed terms the au-

thoritative position of the papacy. The archbishop

of Santiago in Galicia, northern Spain, had as-

sumed the title ApostolicuSf and was therefore ex-

communicated. Many French bishops and abbots

who had stayed away from the synod were likewise

sentenced with the ban, while others were sum-
moned to Rome. At the dose of the synod the

first investiture law by the reformed papacy
was promulgated (see Investiture). Two weeks
later, about Oct. 19, Leo opened, in presence

of Emperor Henry III., a brilliant synod at

Mains, which likewise took measures against

simony and the marriage of priests. He then

returned to Italy.

In the spring of 1050 Leo was in southern Italy,

where he convened a synod at Salerno and at Si-

ponto, southward of Monte Gai^no. The Roman
synod which met imder his presidency on Apr. 29

continued the activity for reform. A few weeks
Kter, however, he was again in southern Italy,

where the advance of the Normans was inaugimiting

new political combinations. The synod at Vercelli

then recalled him to the north. This belongs to

the conventions under Leo IX. which are of great

moment in the history of dogma, for here Berengar
of Tours (q.v.) was condemned anew. Here again

the difficult question came up as to what course

should be observed in the matter of ordinations

by simonists, but once again the pope failed

to have his policy adopted; namely, that the

actual proof of a simoniacal ordination required

the revocation of the sacrament thereof. In the

autumn Leo journeyed across the Alps once
more to France.

Early in 1051 he was present in Germany, and
had interviews of political importance with Henry
III. at Cologne, Treves, and Augsburg. On return-

ing to Rome, Leo finally resigned his bishopric of

Toul. The third of the Roman synods convened
by him sat in April, after Easter. Once again the

administration of the sacraments by simonists was
discussed without any understanding being reached.

During the foUo^dng months all the pope's energy

was called forth in southern Italy, where the issue

was to meet the dangers of the Norman invasion.

Leo first attempted, by alliance with
The Hor- Prince Weimar of Salerno and Count
man In- Drogo, chief of the Apulian Normans,
VBsbn. to secure the acquisition of Benevmto

by pacific means, but did not suooeed.

Claims on Benevento could be made effectual by
force alone, and to this end the pope sought he^
from King Henry I. of France and Emperor Henry
III. of Germany. Later, in the early sunomer of

1052, Leo attempted to lead the conflict with the
Normans in person, but was unable to keep his

army together. In this difficult situation he de-

sired a personal understanding with the German
emperor, and being appealed to at this very time
by King Andrew of Hungary as mediator in the

war with Henry III., he hastened to the imperial

camp at Pressburg. Although his intervention

brought no advantage to the German empire, and
though the Hungarian expedition issued unfavor-

ably, the good understanding between Henry and
Leo was not impaired and they returned together

to Germany. While pope and emperor were cele-

brating the Christmas festival together at Worms,
they came to the important agreement that Henry
ceded Benevento and other imperial tenure in

southern Italy to the pope, in return for which Leo
renounced the rights of the Roman Church to a
number of foundations and cloisters in Germany
(the bishopric of Bamberg, abbey of Fulda, etc.).

The value of this bargain for Leo, however, de-

pended on whether the German emperor would also

vouchsafe him the help of the empire to maintain
these territories against the Normans. At the out-

set Henry intended this, but Bishop Gebhard of

Eichst&dt brought it about that the army, already

started on its march to Italy, was recalled. Never-
theless a good many German troops, especially from
Swabia, were in the pope's train when he returned

to Italy in Feb., 1053.

Leo's time of successes was past. When he con-

vened the Lombard episcopate, which had proved far

from responsive to his reforming efforts, in synod at

Mantua on Feb. 24, 1053, turbulent scenes ensued
rendering all business impossible and even men-
acing the pope's life. After the (fourth) Roman
Easter sjmod, in April, Leo made preparation iot a
decisive blow at the Normans. The battle at Ci\4-

tate in Norman Apulia, June 18, brought the de-

cision—^the papal army was almost annihilated, and
Leo himself fell into the hands of the enemy. He
was detained nearly nine months at Benevento as

captive of war, but without being subjected to re-

strictions of open communication. Unbroken by
his misfortune he urged the Eastern Empire and
Germany to a great action against the Normans,
but did not achieve his object. Upon his falling

dangerously ill, he was allowed to return to Rome.
He left Benevento on Mar. 12, and died at Rome
on Apr. 19, 1054.

The pontificate of Leo IX. covers few years, but

in this brief span of time he managed to win a posi-

tion of commanding respect for tli^ Roman primate
in western Christendom, indicated new and uni-

versal tasks for the same, and by adoption of the
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pKudo-Ludorian code (see Pseudo-Ibidorian De-
chbtalb) in the practical life of the Church, paved

the way for the later supreme domina-
Leo's tion of the papacy under Gregory VII.

Achieve- His extensive journeys were a well-

mentSL chosen means of coming into personal

contact with the various parts of the
Church; and his plan of combining with his visits

church consecrations and translations, in so far as
these festivals aflforded opportunity for the vast
multitude to see the head of the Church, not only
enhanced the popularity of Leo himself, but like-

wise the prestige of the papacy as an institution.

Of no smaller significance was the revival and
further development of chiurh synods. Under Leo
the synods again became vehicles and centers of

ecclesiastical life, at the same time proving an
available arm for strengthening, or at least reviving,

the connection between the episcopate and Peter's

throne. This result was also effected through the

manifold honors which Leo was wont to bestow on
occasion of his journeys; and no less so by his man-
ner of having himself escorted by devoted prelates,

such as Archbishop Halinard of Lyons, Archbishop
Hugo of Besangon, and Abbot Hugo of Cluny.

There can be no doubt that these measures were
part of a systematic policy on the part of the pope.

Neverthel^ this tendency toward centralization

of the church life had no disquieting effect upon
Leo's contemporaries, as it was associated with an
eneigetic prooediue against the vice of simony and
the custom of saceidotal marriage, wherein the

circle of the Cluny reform party discerned the great-

est perils to the life of the Church. When Leo a»-

ceoded the throne, he was the trusted advocate of

this group, and he thoroughly fulfilled the hopes
that were entertained of him from that quarter.

There could be no question, again, of a real jeop-

ardixing of the independence of the episcopate

under Leo IX., or of an aggressive movement
against the temporal State, although some attempts
in this direction and the germs of complications

may be remarked; but they did not, as yet, ma-
ture, nor was the situation with reference to Henry
III. clouded by the recognition of a fundamental
antagonism. It is true that Leo's achievements are

offset by too decided attention to Italian terri-

torial politics, and by the initiation of the great

schism of the Eastern Church (see CiERULABras,
Micbakl; Eastern Church, II., { 4). However, it

must not be overlooked that this catastrophe was
the culmination of developments embracing hun-
dreds of years ; and in so far as the personalities then

on the stage can be made accountable for the same at

all, it is not so much Leo IX. who incurs the bur-

den of blame as his representatives. Carl Mirbt.
BiauooRAPRT: For the Epittoia, diphmata el daereta oon-

mJt: MPL, cxliU.: MOH, Epiat, iU (1883). 261-728;
ffA, rr. 102-195: Jaff^ Reoeata, i. 52»-M0. ii. 749; To-
hHlarium Canneffe, i. 378 Kiq., Mont« Gmuio. 1887;

P. Kehr. Naehriekien von der k/tniolieKen OatdUdiaSi der

Wiutntehaflgn tu OdUinoen, philo»ophi§ek-hi»laru<Ji€

Klatm, 1806. part t, p. 311. 1800, part i. pp. 216-218,

1000. part ii 142-146. part iu. 300-310. 1001. part i.

pp. 83-^. BibliographiMi are found in F. Cerroti. BiUio-
^nfiadiRomamedievaU^modema, I. 3&3 aqq.. Rome. 1803;

U. Chferalier. R^pertoirt dea $auree9 hitlorigiuea du nujuen
40t. p. 1373. and SuppUnmU, p. 2708. Paris. 1877.188&

An early anonymous Vita is reproduced in 8. Borgia.
Memorie iatorieha d4Ua pontiflcia, ii. 200-348. Rome. 1764.
Other livee. including thoae by Bruno and Quibert. with
accoimtfl of his death and mlradea. are found in MPL,
oxliii. 466-548, clzv. 1100-1122. and in ASB, April, IL
642-674. A Germ, transl. of Quibert was issued by
P. P. Brucker. Strasburg. 1002; cf. J. May. Zur Kritik
mUUUdterlieher OeuchidUaqueUen, Offenbuz^. 1880. Mod-
em lives are: L. Spach. Strasbuig, 1864; O. Delarc.
Paris. 1876; L. Winterer. Rixheim. 1886; W. Martens.
2 vols.. Leipeic. 1804; KL, vu. 1787-06. On the place
of his birth consult: Fischer, Reeherehe$ twr U liau de ta
notsMinos du . . . Uon IX., Nantes, 1873; P. P. Dexen,
(He$ini . . . Leon IX., Strasburg. 1884; L. Q. GlOckJer.
GtbwUart dea ... Leo IX., ib. 1802. Further material
on the general subject will be found in C. Will. IHe Anffknoe
der ReetaurcUion der Kirehe im 11. Jahrhunderi, Marbuzig,
1860; L. Duhamel. Lion IX. et lee monaetiree de Lorraine,
Epinal. 1860; R. Baxmann. Die Politik der P&pete, ii.

213 sqq.. Elberfeld. 1860; J. HeigenrOther. PhoUue, iil

735 sqq., Regensburg, 1860; W. Martens, IHe Beeetguno
dee pApeUidten Stuhlee unter . . . Heiwieh III. und IV.,

pp. 25 sqq.. Freiburg. 1887; W. Brdoldng. Die franedeieche
Politik Papet Leoe IX., Stuttgart. 1801; J. Langen. 0&-
etJiichte der rdmiedien Kirehe, iil 445-485. Bonn. 1802;
C. Mirbt. Die Publizietik im ZeitaUer Oregor XII,, Leipsic,

1804; F. Gregorovius, HieL of the City of Rome, iv. 74-
00. London. 1806; H. Gerdes. OeeAiehte der ealiedten
Kaieer und ihrer Zeit, pp. 100-111, Leipsic, 1808; J. von
Pflugk-Harttung. Die BuUen der PApete, pp. 160 sqq.,

Gotha, 1001; J. Drehmann. Papet Leo IX, und die Si-
monie, Leipsic. 1008; Ceillier, Aute%are eacrie, xiil 100-214;
Hefele. ConciHengeediichte, iv. 716 sqq.; Neander, Chrie-
Han Church, iii 378-386; Moeller. ChrieUan Churdi, u.

220-230; Bower. Popee, ii. 343-361; Milman. Latin
ChrieOanity, iii. 240-283; and the literature under Bsa-
bnoab; Gbboort XIL

Leo X. (Giovanni de' Medici, second son of Lo-
renzo the Magnificent): Pope 151^21. He was
born in Florence Dec. 11, 1475, and was destined

by his father for the spiritual career with the in-

tent that he should eventually attain to the high-

est office in the Church. This was anticipated in

1489 when Innocent VIII. on Lorenzo's motion
nominated the lad of fourteen cardinal in petto.

Four years later, when Giovanni's humanistic edu-
cation, directed by Angelo Polisiano, Marsilio Ficino,

Pico della Mirandola, and the author (subsequently

Cardinal Bibbiena) of the immoral play II Corti-

gianOf was completed, and after a supplementary
course of theology and canon law at Pisa, he put
on the cardinal's insignia, and became occupied in

affairs of the Curia. He also took part in the con-

clave which, very much against his wish, chose

Alexander VI. to succeed Innocent VIII. after the

unexpected death of the latter in 1492. Rome had
now little attraction for Giovanni and he scarcely

visited the city until 1500, spending his time in

Venice, Germany, and Flanders. His ascendency
with the Curia did not set in till the time of Julius

II., in 1503, when the pope's eagerness to aggran-

dize his family ran parallel with like interests of the

Medici, and on both sides a comprehensive culture

of humanistic and artistic endeavors appeared as a
matter of course. The Medioean caidinal gained

important political influence in 1509, when ap-

pointed governor in Bologna, though this was ended
by the defeat of the papal power at Ravenna Apr.

11, 1512, when the governor himself was captured.

While being transported to Milan, however, he

escaped the French and reached Florence, where
the pope also was present.

When Julius II. died in the early part of 1513,
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after a brief conclave Giovanni was elected. His
family now stood doubly high, since in Florence,

too, the leader of a conspiracy against them had
just been seised and executed. In Rome the elec-

tion was hailed with jubilation. The ** Holy

"

League against France was concluded by Henry
VII. of England with Ferdinand the Catholic and
Maximilian Sforza, though Leo X. had as little part

in it as in the matter of accepting an offer of alli-

ance with Louis XI. of France. The defeat of the

French at Novara, however, in June, 1613, served

the pope's cause. Meanwhile the Fifth Lateran
Council was in session at Rome; this was to in-

stitute " reform," and it has been aflirmed by
some later Roman Catholic historians, conceding

the corrupt state of contemporary church affairs,

that even without Luther, and better than he, the

council would have attained this object, had it only

been allowed complete operation. But there was
no suggestion of thoroughgoing reform; the sole

consequence of weight, and that important only

for the Curia, was the fact that the schismatic

Council of Pisa (see Julius II.) suffered its death-

blow, in that the leaders of the schismatic prelates

submitted to the Curia. At the eighth and ninth

session, the reform question was treated, and cer-

tain amendments in respect to the filling of eccle-

siastical offices were introduced; there were also

some further ameliorations in particular points;

but touching what constituted the very fulcrum

of the Lutheran Reformation, that is, a religious

renewal and quickening, there was no discussion

whatever—at the utmost, a speaker here and there

suggested the necessity and manner of laboring

toward that end.

After the dark clouds of the political situation

had been dispelled, Leo X. felt himself at the sum-
mit of his power; the Turks were to be actively

resisted, funds for a crusade were to be collected,

and a fleet made ready. While he was planning

all this, likewise collecting money for continuation

of the building of St. Peter's and other objects, an
event occurred in Germany which was to shake
the position and power of the papacy most pro-

foundly—^the beginning of the Reformation. Un-
doubtedy Leo X. against his will promoted its

progress, because he failed to understand its nature

and aim; and that he did not understand is ex-

plained by the fact that his whole interest was
directed upon other matters than the question as

to how religious Ufe could be reawakened. He did

not discern that the Reformation was ushering in a
new era, and his bull of exconmiimication against

Luther (1520), as well as his cooperation in the

Edict of Worms (1621) were vain attempts to re-

tard the movement. Leo died in Rome, Dec. 1,

1621. K. Bknrath.
Biblioobapht: Souroea are: P. Bembo, Epittola . . .

quorum Ubri 10 LeonU X. . . . nomine tcripH »unt, Baael,

1539; LeoniM X. reoMta, ed. J. Hersenr5ther, 8 parts,

Freibuzv, 1884-91 (reaches only to 1515); the Vita by
P. Qiviro, in Latin, Florence, 1548, m Italian, ib. 1549,
in French, Paris. 1675. The best life is by W. Rosooe.
London, 1805, reissue. 1886 (was translated into Fr. and
G-rm.). A work of distinct value is H. M. Vaui^n. The
Medici Popea, New York, 1908 (deals principally with Leo
X.). Other lives are: A- Fabroni, Pisa, 1797; Audin,
Paris, 1844; and lAfe and Timee of Leo X., London, 1850.

Consult also: T. Dandolo, II Seeolo di Leone X.. 3 vols..

Milan, 1861; Cambridge Modern Hietory, vol. ii.. chap, u.

New York. 1904; Ranke, Popee. I 57-68, iii 11-22;
Creighton, Papacy, v. 203-vi. 213 (eaeential); Bower,
Popee, iii 291-299; Schaff, Chrietian Chtwch, voL vi-
viL; Paator, Popea, vol. iv.; and much of the literature on
Luthkr; Reformation.

Leo XL (AleaBandro Ottaviano de' Medici):

Pope Apr. 1-Apr. 27, 1605. He was bom in Flor-

ence 1636, and was archbishop of his native city,

when chosen to succeed Clement VIII. by a com-
bination of Italian and French cardinals and against

the wish of the king of Spain. The French tri-

mnph, however, was frustrated by his death after

a pontificate of but four weeks. K. Bekrath.
Bibuoobapht: F. Petruoelli della Gattina, Hiei. dipl^-

mahgue dee eonelavee, ii 404 aqq., Paris, 1864; M. Broeefa,

GeeeMehte dee Kirdienetaatee, Gotha. 1880-^2; Ranke.
Popee, ii 106; Bower, Popee, iil 327.

Leo XIL (Annibale della Genga): Pope 1823-
1829. He was bom at the castle of the Genga,
near Spoleto, Aug. 22, 1760. Pius VI. and Pius

VII. employed him in various missions in Germany,
the latter particularly in the negotiations for con-

cordats in the early years of the nineteenth oen-

twry (see Concordats and Delimiting Buu^,
VI., 2, § 1). Pius VII. made him cardinal m 1816.

He was chosen pope to succeed Pius VII. after a
five weeks' conclave on Sept. 28, 1823, and forth-

with transferred the high office of aecret&ry of

state, till then held by Cardinal Eroole Consalvi

(q.v.), to one of the Zelanti, the octogenarian Car-
dinal della Somaglia. The government and ad>
ministration of the States of the Church now as-

sumed a narrowly ecclesiastical character which
disordered the finances and irritated the adherents

of the party of progress. The episcopal jurisdic-

tion was extended into civil affairs; the compe-
tency of the provincial courts, as well as the right

of women to inherit, was restricted; and vaccinia

tion was forbidden. On the other hand, the need-
lessly lai^ge corps of public servants was reduced,

better training of officials was requireki, and stricter

surveillance was exercised. The segregation of the
Jews in ghetti—a practise which had been done
away during the French control

—

wad restraint of

their mercantile activities was again enforced.

The secret revolutionary leagues in the Romagna
were siunmarily dealt with; in the course of three

months Cardinal Rivarola, who was dispatched to
Bologna in 1825, passed 507 sentences, condemn-
ing seven to death, the others to hard labor for

life or long terms of imprisonment. A murderous
attempt on Rivarola moved him to flight, and the
pope then commissioned Monsignor Invemizn in

his place, who pursued the same object, with re-

course to denunciation, false promises of indemnity,
and the like. Leo's administration of the Church
was characterized by the same extreme reactionary

poUcy, shadowed forth in his very first encychcal,
May 3, 1824, wherein he issued the invitation to
the next jubilee festival at Rome. The same spirit

was also operative in connection with the concor-
dats concluded during his pontificate with Hanover,
the ecclesiastical province of the Upper Rhine, and,
especially, several of the South American govern-
ments (see Conoordatb and Dbumiting Buli^b,
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VI. 2, {{ 4-5). In France, Lamennais (q.v.), who
embodied all the neo-Cathollcism and Ultramon-
taniam just then in vogue, evoked the pope's ap-

proval. He came to Rome in 1824 and Leo offered

him a cardinal's hat. The pope's relations with the

French government were not cordial. He carried

on tedious negotiations with the Netherlands over

the question of the nomination of bishops and the

dosing of the clerical seminaries, which came to

nothiE^ because of the revolution in Belgium (cf.

O. Mejer, Die Propaganda, ii. 98 sqq., Gdttingen,

1853; F. Nippold, Die r&miach-katholische Kvrche

im Kdniffreick der Niederlande, Leipsic, 1877, 149-

151). K. Benbath.
Bibuochiapbt: A. de Montor, Hut. du Pope Lion XII., 2

rolM,, Paria, 1843; J. O. K6berle. Leo XII. und dm- QeUt
der TOmiadien Hierarckie, Leipsic, 1846; N. P. S. Wise-

man, ReeoUeeHona of the Laat Four Pope$, London, 1860;

A. Ton Reumont, OeechidUe der Siadt Rem, iii. 2, p. 679,

Berlin, 1870; L. yon Ranke, HxaUsriethrbiographieehe

Siudien, pp. 143-157, Leipdc. 1877; M. Brosoh, Oeeehichte

dee Kirehenetaaiee, ii. 308 aqq.. Gotha, 1881; F. Nippold.
Httndtmdk der neueaten KirehenQeechichie, ii. 70-70, Elber-

feJd. 1883: F. Nippold, Papacy in the 19th. Century, pp.
71-81. New York, 1000; F. Nielsen, Papacy in the 19th

Century, 2 vols., ib. 1006; Bower. Popee, iu. 434-464.

Leo XnL (Joachim Vincent Pecci): Pope 1878-

1903. He came of a noble Siennese family, and
was bom at Carpineto (42 m. s.e. of Rome) Mar.

2, 1810. At the age of eight he was sent to the

Jesuit college at Viterbo where he remained six

years and then entered the famous Roman College

in 1825. He proved himself a diU-

Baily gent as well as a brilliant student and
Life and developed early an extraordinary apti-

Timining. tude for the Latin classics. In 1830
he matriculated for divinity in the

Gregorian University at Rome and received his

doctor's degree two years later. Having decided to

prepare himself for a diplomatic career, he entered,

in 1833, the Academy or College of the Nobles at

Rome where he remained until 1837, devoting him-
self to the study of canon and civil law, taking

oouraes in these branches at the University of the

Sapienxa. In 1837 he was made a domestic prelate

by Gregory XVI., who also appointed him to the

office of Referendary of the papal signature, and
at the end of the same year he was ordained to the

priesthood. The following year, being only twenty-

eight years of age, he was appointed to the diffi-

cult post of governor of the province of Benevento,
which for some time had been in a very disturbed

condition, being infested by smugglers and brigands,

but the young prelate at once asserted his authority,

and by severe and decisive measiires speedily sup-

pressed lawlessness and restored order to the prov-

ince. In 1841 he was recalled and appointed to the

more important charge of delegate of Spoleto,

having his administrative headquarters in Perugia.

He fided this position until 1843, when he was con-

secrated titular archbishop of Damietta and ap-

pointed papal nuncio to the court of Brussels.

This post he occupied three years, and in the mean
time he became quite popular in academic as well

as in diplomatic circles. In 1846 he spent a few
months in England, and, returning the same year
to Rome, then to Paris, was appointed bishop of

Perugia. His episcopate in this diocese lasted thirty*

two years through a period of much political and
religious disturbance connected with the various

movements set on foot for the unification of the

Italian states. As a bishop, besides taking an
active part in the social and religious movements
of the day, he showed more than ordinary zeal for

the reform of abuses, and paid special attention to

the hitherto much neglected education of the peo-

ple in secular as well as religious matters. He was
created cardinal by Pius IX. in 1853, and he re-

mained in charge of his diocese imtil 1878, when,
on the death of Pius IX., he was elected pope and
took the name Leo XIII.

During his pontificate, which was one of the long-

est and most distinguished in the history of the

papacy, he continued to display marked diplomatic

and administrative ability. A lover of peace and
unity, he applied himself with much tact to im-

prove the rather strained relations between the

papacy and the various powers, which
His Pon- had resulted from the reactionary ideas

tificate. and policy of his predecessor. While
he has been criticiised for having shaped

much of his diplomacy witha view to bringing about
a restoration of the temporal power, it must be ad-

mitted, in view of the far-reaching results achieved,

that his motives and policy far transcended this

secondary object. It was mainly through his dip-

lomatic ability that in Germany an end was put
(1886) to the famous religious strife called the Kul-
turkampf which had lasted for nearly twenty years.

In harmony with his general policy of conciliation

he early favored a loyal acceptance of the repub-

lican form of government on the part of the French
people, and though he was not a little blamed for

this attitude by the royalists who were then counted
the most enlightened and influential of French
Catholics, he remained firm in his convictions which
he set forth in an encyclical to the French people

in 1892. As a churchman he was characterised by
broad, tolerant and irenic views, and his policy was
shaped not only with a view to the uplifting of

those within the Church, but also to the ultimate

reimion of all Christendom. Thus he evinced a
lively and efficient interest in the religious welfare

of the Slavonic races, and in the reunion with
Rome of the various eastern churches. It was m
a great measure through his efforts that the Ar-
menian schism was extinguished in 1870, in con-

nection with which event he issued in 1881 a bull

decreeing the foundation of an Armenian college

in Rome. His appeal in 1895 to the '' Illustrious

English Race " was dictated by the same irenic

spirit and desire for unity, but whatever effect it

might otherwise have produced was coimteracted

by his bull on Anglican orders issued the following

year, which denied their validity. A fitting recogni-

tion of his seal for peace as well as of his diplomatic

ability was his appointment in 1885 to be arbiter in

a dispute between Germany and Spain concerning

the Ciiroline Islands. He took a deep interest in the

intellectual and social problems of the day and did

much for the promotion of learning. In this con-

nection may be mentioned the publication of an
encyclical on Christian philosophy in 1879; the

foundation, shortly after, of the Academy of St.
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Thomas Aquinas in Rome, together with the creation

of a Congregation of Studies; the [partial] opening

of the Vatican archives (1884) [Protestant scholars,

however, are debarred from examining the papal

archives in the period immediately prior to, in, or

since the Protestant revolt]; the encyclical ** Provi-

dentissimus Deus " on Scripture, and the appoint-

ment of the Biblical Commission in 1902. His inter-

est in social questions and his seal for the betterment

of social conditions were manifested not only in his

encyclical on Socialism issued in 1878, in his letter

to the bishops of Brazil, and his encyclical on the

condition of working men, but also in his attitude

of tolerance with regard to the Knights of Labor,

and in the encouragement and support given to

Cardinal Lavigerie (q.v.) in his campaign against the

African slave-trade.

Among the more important official acts of his

administration besides those already mentioned are

the following: In 1878 a bull reestablishing the

Roman Catholic hierarchy in Scotland; in the same
year the encyclical " Inscrutabili " dealing with the

evils which beset society in Christian

Official countries; in 1880, the encyclical '' Ar-

Acts. canum " on Christian marriage; in

1881 the encyclical ** Diutumum " in

defense of the principle of rightful authority in the

Church; in 1884 a bull authorizing the assembly of

the third plenary Council of Baltimore; in 1893,

sending of the first apostolic delegate to the

United States. During his pontificate he remained

always within the precincts of the Vatican, and in

his private life he was simple, studious and devout.

He was exceptionally well versed in scholastic phi-

losophy, and his Latin poetry, written by way of

pastime, is quite classical in its ease and elegance.

Among his favorite devotions was that of the ro-

sary, which by official letters he did much to pro-

mote throughout the Church. He passed away
after a long and fruitful pontificate on July 20,

1903. James F. Driscoll.

Bduoobapht: Leo's Or^ai Eneydieal LeUsr9 have been
timnskted. New York. 1908; also his PomM, CharatUM

and In9cripHon», ib. 1902. Among the many lives which
have been written, mention may be made of J. MoOarthy,
London, 1896; J. Oldcastle. ib. 1887; B. O'Reilly, ib.

1887; J. de Narfon. ib. 1899. G. Freund, MOnster. 1902;

B. D'Acen. Paris, 1907; De T'Serclaes, Bruges. 1907. Also

cf. F. Nippold. Ge^etUehU dea Katkoluismua, pp. 156 sqq.,

Beriin. 1901.

LEON (POHCB DE LEOH), LUIS DE: Spanish
poet and theologian; b. at Belmonte (90 m. s.e. of

Madrid) 1527; d. at Madrigal (50 m. e.n.e. of Sala-

manca) Aug. 23, 1591. He joined the Augustinians

at the age of sixteen, having already begun the study
of theology under Melohior Cano at Salamanca,
where he became professor in 1561 and proved a
brilliant expounder of systematic theology. His
method of alwajrs going back to the sources, espe-

cially the Scriptures and the Fathers, furnished oc-

casion to two envious colleagues and other enemies

to accuse him falsely of inclinations toward the Ref-

ormation and he was committed to the prison of the

Inquisition at Valladolid in 1572, charged with ex-

pressing offensive and heretical opinions in his lec-

tures and in an attempt to correct the text of the so-

called edition of the Vulgate of Franciscus Vatablus

(q.v.) and in a commentary on the Song of Songs.

After weary waiting he was acquitted on Dec. 15,

1576, and restored to his professorship. He began
his first lecture after his long imprisonment with the
words, Heri dicebamiu (" As we were saying yester-

day "). The acts of his trial are printed in Docu^
merUoB inedilos, vols. x. and xi. (Madrid, 1847).

His Spanish writings, which include his poems, were
issued by the Augustinian Antonio Merino (6 vols.,

Madrid 1804-16), and recently the Augustinians

have edited his Latin writings (7 vob., Salamanca,
1891-95). K. Benrath.
Bibuoorapht: Sources are the Doeu$nKnio» inediUM, ut

sup. Consult: Jostf Qonsales de Tejada, Vida de Fraw
LuU de Leon, Madrid, 1863; C. A. Wilkens, Pray LuU dm
Lean, Halle. 1866 (of. H. Reusoh. in TLB, 1867. pn. 478
•qq.); F. H. Reuaoh, LuU de I^eon vnd die tpttniacke In^
quintum, Bonn. 1873; G. Ticknor. Hiet. ofSpatUah Liiera^

ture, ii. 76-87, Boston. 1S64.

LEONARD, len'ord, DELBVAK LEVANT: Con-
gregationalist; b. at Pendleton, N. Y., July 20,

1834. He was graduated at Hamilton College in

1859 and Union Theological Seminary in 1862. He
was ordained in 1863, and held pastorates at New
Preston, Conn., 1863-65, Darlington, Wis., 1865-

1870, Normal, lU., 1870-74, Hannibal, Mo., 1874-

1875, and Northfield, Minn., 1875-81. He was then
superintendent of home missions in Utah, Idaho,

Montana, and adjacent territories 1881-87, after

which he was pastor of the Congregational church
at Bellevue, O., untU 1892. Since 1893 he has been
associate editor of The Miaaionary Review cf the

World. In theology he classes himself " among the

liberal-conservatives, not caring for mere novelties

in speculation, but ready to accept new statements

of Christian truth if seemingly established by evi-

dence, even in the realm of higher criticism." He
has written: The Story of Oberlxn (Boston, 1895);

A Hundred Yeare of Miesione (New York, 1895);

Mieeionary AnnaU of the Nineteenth Century (Cleve-

land, O., 1899); and Hilary of CarieUm College

(Chicago, 1904).

LEONARD, WILLIAM ANDREW: Protestant

Episcopal bishop of Ohio; b. at Southport, Conn.,

July 15, 1848. He was educated at St. Stephen's

College, Annandale, N. Y., from which, however,

he was not graduated, and Berkeley Divinity School,

Middletown, Conn., from which he was graduated
in 1871. He was curate of Holy Trinity, Brooklyn
(1871-72), rector of the Church of the Redeemer,
Brooklyn (1872-81), and of St. John's, Washing-
ton (1881-89). In 1889 he was consecrated bishop
of Ohio. He was chaplain of the Twenty-third
Regiment of the New York State National Guard,
and from 1897 to 1906 was in charge of the Ameri-
ican Episcopal churches on the continent of Europe.
In theology he is a High-churchman. He has writ-

ten: Via Sacra (New York, 1875); Hiatory cf the

Christian Church (1883); and Witness of the Amer-
ican Church to Christ (New York, 1895).

Biblioorapht: W. S. Perry, The Epiecopaie in AmtHea^
p. 317. New York. 1805.

LEONTIUS, le-en'shius, OF BYZANTIUM: One
of the most important Greek theologians of the

first half of the sixth century; d. about 543. So
many points in regard to his life and works are still
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open questions that it is impossible to do more
than give a somewhat disjointed accomit of the
present state of knowledge concerning both. Among
the works in MPG, bcxxvi. 1185-2100, imder the
Dame of '' Leontius of Byzantium or of Jerusalem/'
there are four of unequal length which occur in

manuscript collections earlier than the year 1000
among the works of " Leontius the Monk " or " the
Hermit." These are: (1) the tripartite work
** Against the Nestorians and Eutychians "; (2) the
•' Solution of the Syllogisms Proposed by Severus ";

(3) the " Thirty Chapters against Severus "; (4)

the treatise " Against the Frauds of the Apollina-

rians." The first two undoubtedly belong to the
same author, who wrote the first between 529 and
544. He had been a Nestorian in his youth, but
had seen the error of his ways and become a zeal-

ous opponent of both the Monophysites and all

whom he called " concealed Nestorians," meaning
the adherents of Theodore of Mopsuestia and Dio-
dorus of Tarsus. The " Thirty Chapters " are also

by the same author, but do not seem to have been
published as a substantive work. The last-named
treatise is a masterpiece of patristic learning, pos-

sibly though by no means certainly from the same
hand. The treatise De sectis^ the longest known
of the works ascribed to Leontius in Migne, was
formerly thought to be, according to the Greek
title, a work conceived on the basis of utterances of

the Abbot Theodore, and, according to the time
of the work as a whole, the date of Leontius was
frequently put as late as 600. It is now, however,
generally admitted that it contains genuine Leon-
tian material in a later recasting, made between
579 and 607. In spite of much recent discussion, it

stiU seems safe to regard it as based upon a sub-
stantive work by Leontius, and not (as with Moller)

upon mere lecture-notes of his worked into literary

shape by his disciple Theodore, or (as with Zahn)
the conception of a third writer from information

given by Theodore. It may be taken as demon-
strated that the treatises of a Leontius of Jerusa-

lem Contra Nestorianoa (MPG, baavi. 1396-1768)
and Contra Monophyaiiaa (ib. 1769-1901) offer in

some way indubitably Leontian material—^perhaps

they also are a recasting of the treatise on which
the De 9ectis is based. One thing seems sure, viz.,

the Doctrine antiquorum pairum de verbi incamaiione
edited by F. Dekamp, Monster, 1907, compiled in

the seventh century, quotes this fundamental work,
not the De sedU; all that appears in the latter to

suggest a date later than that of Leontius is absent

in the Doctrina quotations. It is not possible to go
further into detail as to the nature of this fundsr
mental work until more textual investigations have
been made; but the hypothesis that the " Solution "

and the *' Thirty Chapters " originally formed part

of it still seems not improbable. It may have been
a dogmatic-polemical treatise directed principally

against Arians and Sabellians, Nestorians and
Monophysites, perhaps consisting of separate chap-
ters against particular heresies, in which the pa-

tristic citations were foUowed by explanations in

the nature of dogmatic, polemical, and historical

scholia, thus accounting for the quotations '' from
the scholia of Leontius," of which five exist in the

Doctrina, and for the use of the word scholia in the

Greek title of the De eedis.

Whoever Leontius may have been, it is clear that

he was not merely an accomplished theologian but
an influential man. The proposition that one of

the Trinity suffered in the flesh, on the orthodoxy
of which Justinian insisted, was evidently defended
by him; the edict of the Three Chapters con-

demned Theodore (and Diodorus), whom he labored

to confute; Justinian's policy followed the path of

the orthodoxy of Cyril and of Chaloedon, which
Leontius represented; the later orthodoxy took
up many Leontian thoughts; and his Aristotelian-

ism was the parent of scholasticism. Yet, strangely

enough, tradition tells nothing certain of his life.

The most one can do is to attempt to identify him
with four bearers of the name in the reign of Jus-

tinian. (1) The Leontius, a relation of the influen-

tial Comes Vitalian, who came forward at Constan-
tinople in 519 with the Scythian monks led by
John Maxentius, resisted the " Nestorianizing

"

tendencies of the Roman legates then in Constan-

tinople, and went to Rome to obtain a confirma-

tion of the proposition just cited and a condenma-
tion of Faustus of Riez, disappearing in 520. (2)

The Leontius who in 531 (or 533), together with
Hypatius of Ephesus and a certain Eusebius, ap-

peared as an orthodox participant in the confer-

ence with the Severians arranged by Jiistinian.

(3) The Leontius who in 536 appeared among the

monks of Jerusalem before the council held in Con-
stantinople, together with Domitian, later bishop

of Ancyra, and Theodore Ascidas, to obtain the

condemnation of Anthimus for Monophysite tend-

encies. (4) The " Origenist " Leontius, '' a By-
zantine in race," of whom Cyrillus Scythopolitanus

recounts in lus Vita Saba that he was received into

the " new laura " between 519 and 521, went with
Sabas in 531 to Constantinople, was there convicted

of Origenism, returned later to the monastic settle-

ments under Sabas and became a leader among the

opponents of Theodore of Mopsuestia and his ad-

mirers, went again to Constantinople in 541 in the

interests of his cause, and died there not long after.

The last three of these are easily connected, and
harmonize with the theological position of the

writer Leontius, while the second is closely related

to the first. The fourth identification alone offers

positive difficulties—although the fact that the ex-

tant works of Leontius do not portray an " Origen-

ist " in the sense of the Vita Sabce is not an insu-

perable objection; and the silence of tradition as

to the career of Leontius is most easily explained

on the assimiption that he was held to some ex-

tent to have compromised himself. If these iden-

tifications are accepted, the only period of his life

left dark is that before 519; and the " Byzantine

monk" of the Doctrina receives its confirmation

from the ** Byzantine in race " of the Vita Saba.
(F. LoofB.)

BiBLiooRArHT: The earlier information b tummed up S&

J. Feasler, InaHhOionm pairctaoia, it 984-035. Innabnuk,
1851, ed. B. Jongnuuui, conralt tt., part 2, 18M. For
later stixiiee eonralt: F. Loofa, in TU, ill 1-2, Leipeie,

1887, ef. T. Zahn. in Th^logUehM lAieratwhiatt, 1887,

pp. 89-02, and W. MOUer. in TMeolooi^dte UUntunmt^
ung, 1887, pp. 330-339: F. Looft. Siyditn iiber die dtm
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Johann^a von Dama$kti$ tv^fchritbentn ParatUUn,
Halle, 1802; W. ROguner, LeorUiua von Bysaii*, «»n
Pdemiker out der Zeit Jutttnian*, WQrsbuis. 1894; V.
Ermoni, D§ LeonUo BytanHno et de eiiu dodrina diritto-

logica, Paris, 1895; K. Holl. Dm Sacra paraUda dm Jo-
Kannea Damaacentu, in TU, xvi, 1, Leipeio, 1896, df.

XX., 2, pp. xii. sqq., 1900; Knimbaoher, OmckidUe, pp.
54 aqq., et paesim; F. Diekamp. DU ori(feni$ii$chen Strei-

Hok^ien im 6. Jahrkundert, MOnater, 1899; O. fiarden-
hewer, Fairologig, Freiburg, 1901; J. P. Jimglaa. Leonita*
von Byaans; Studien tu aeinen Sckriften, QueUan, vnd An-
•ekauungen, Faderbora, 1908.

LBONTIUS OF NEAPOLIS: Bishop of NeapoliB,

Cyprus; flourished in the seventh century. Of his

life little is known, except that he was born in

Cyprus and was educated by his fellow country-

man, John, archbishop of Alexandria (611-619).

He was alive in the reign of Constans II. (642-

668). He was a prolific author, and at the Second
Council of Niciea (787) his compatriot Constantinus,

bishop of Constantia, spoke highly of his eulogies.

Two homilies of this class have been published, one
on the presentation of Christ in the Temple and
the other on the feast of Mid-Pentecost. More in-

terest attaches to a work in five books against the

Jews, of which two fragments have been edited,

two others being extant in manuscript. In 614
Jerusalem was betrayed to the Persians and the

Holy Cross was carried away. The consequent

excitement called forth a wide-spread persecution

of the Jews, and Leontius' book was apparently

evoked by disturbances in Alexandria. His most
important works, however, were biographies writ-

ten in popular style for readers of general culture,

such as his life of Spyridion of Trimithus, extant

only in a revamping by Metaphrastes, but appar-

ently comprising originally a naive collection of

marvels. He also wrote a biography of Johannes
Eleemon, archbishop of Alexandria (q.v.), which is

of value for its portrayal of Alexandrian life just

before the Arab conquest. It was extremely popu-
lar and was translated into Latin at the instance

of Pope Nicholas I. Leontius' biography of Sym-
eon of Emesa is likewise valuable for its presenta-

tion of current ideas, but otherwise historically

worthless. It is based on the Oriental belief that

madmen are divinely blessed, and did much to

spread this conception among the*Greeks and Rus-
sians, whose monasteries in succeeding centuries

presented numerous examples of " inspired idiots."

Many other works still extant in manuscript are

ascribed to this Leontius, but he is frequently con-

fused by scribes with others of the name, such as

Leontius the Presbyter, Leontius of Byzantium,
and Leontius of Jerusalem. (H. GBLZERf.)
Biblioorapht: The Opera are in MPO, xdii Hib " Life

of John the Merciful " was edited by H. Qelaer, Freiburg,

1898. Consxilt: F. Loofs. Leontiaa von Bytanz und die

gUielmamioen SchrifttteUer der griediiBchen Kirche, Leipeio,

1887; Knimbaoher, OeachichU, pp. 112. 389. 408; H.
Qelser, in Hiatoriadie Zeitachrift, Ixi (1889), 1-32.

LEONTOPOLIS: The name of a place in Lower
Egypt important in connection with Jewish his-

tory as the site of the temple built

Reports of by an Onias (III. or IV.) either c. 170

JoMphus. or c. 154 B.C. The place mentioned is

apparently located by Josephus (War,
VII., X. 3) 180 stadia (about twenty miles) from
Memphis, in the nome of Heliopolis. The sources

of information are Josephus, War, I., i. 1, VII.,

X. 2 sqq.; AtU., XII., ix. 7, XIII., iii. 1-3, cf. XII.,
V. 1. According to War, I., i. 1 " Onias the high
priest '' was compelled under Antiochus Epiphanes
to flee from Jerusalem and took refuge in E^ypt
with Ptolemy Philometor, who gave him a location

in the nome of Heliopolis, where he " built a city

resembling Jerusalem, and a temple that was like

its temple. '^ In Ant., XII., ix. 7 Josephus says
that it was the son of *' Onias the high priest

**

who, being '' left a child when his father died . . .

fled to Ptolemy," and received the gift in the nome
named wherein he built a temple like that at Je-

rusalem. With this agrees AtU., XII.,. v. 1, which
says that the son whom Onias left '' was yet but
an infant." Ant., XIII., iii. 1-3 affirms that Onias
" the son of Onias the high priest " fled to Ptolemy
Philometor, and that, stimulated by the prophecy
of Isaiah (xix. 19) uttered 600 years earlier, this

Onias wrote a letter to Ptolemy and Cleopatra,

which letter Josephus professes to give. In this

Onias asks that a ruined sanctuary be given him
that he may purge it and erect on i^ site a temple
which may serve as a place where the Jews may
meet, implying that this will gain for the king the

favor of the Jews against the Syrian king. The re-

ported reply of the two sovereigns grants the

ruined temple at Leontopolis, '' named from . . .

Bubastis." The second of these letters, at any
rate, is generally recognized as spurious. In War,
VII., X. 2 Josephus affirms that " Onias, son of

Simon, one of the Jewish high priests " fled from
Antiuchus, was received kindly by Ptolemy, ol>-

tained leave to build a temple, saying that '* the

Jews would be readier to fight against Antiochus,"

built the temple not like that at Jenisalem but to

resemble a tower, sixty cubits high, furnished it in

the same manner, only substituting a suspended

golden lamp for the candlestick, and surrounding

the structure with a wall of burnt brick, though
the gate (ways) were of stone. The king £*lso gave
a large endowment in lands to furnish the requisite

revenues for the support of the temple. In § 4 of

this chapter Josephus reports that Lupus, governor

of Alexandria, and his successor Paulinus (which

places the date at 70-73 a.d.) stripped and closed

the temple after it had been open for worship
'* 343 years."

These accounts by the same writer raise three

difficulties. (1) Who was the Onias who built the

temple? Two of the accounts distinctly imply
Onias III., especially Ant., VII., x. 2,

Three which calls him '' son of Simon." With
Difficulties, this goes War, I., i. 1, " Onias the high

priest," since the son of this Onias
never served as high priest, at least in Jerusalem,

being, as Josephus says elsewhere {Ant,, XII., v.

1), left an infant. But the other passages cited

oppose this, stating that it was the son of Onias
the high priest, commonly known as Onias IV.
This latter position is supported by the testimony
of II Maoc. iv. 33-34, according to which Onias III.

was slain after being enticed from the well-known
sanctuary of Daphne near Antioch. (2) The sec-

ond difficulty concerns the date of the building of

the temple, and its solution depends upon the bo-
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lution of the first difficulty. If Onias III. was the
builder, 170-16!3 must be the period of erection; if

Onias IV., then c. 154 must be accepted. The
statement in Ant., VII., x. 4 that the temple was
open for 343 years is usually regarded as a mistake
for 243, which would place the founding of the
structure c. 170 B.C. But this calculation may be
bound up with Josephus' evident confusion as to
the person of the founder, and the later date may
be regarded as correct. (3) The site is by the
statements of Josephus and all earlier indications

left a matter of doubt. Ant., XIII., iii. 2 seems to
fix it definitely at " LeontopoUs, in the nome of

Heliopolis . . . named from the country Bubastis."
This can not be the well-known Leontopolis, which
was the capital of a province north of that of Heli-

opolis. Moreover, in War, VII., x. 3 the location

is given as 180 stadia (about twenty miles) from
Memphis. But a Leontopolis is not known in the
region, apart from the capital already mentioned.

In the Itinerarium Antonini (ed. G. Parthey and
M. Pinder, Berlin, 1848) appears mention of a
Vicus JudcBorum, which is placed thirty-four Ro-
man miles northeast of Heliopolis. E. Naville

finds that in this neighborhood a temple to Bast
(the lion-headed goddess from whom Leontopolis

took its name) once stood, and that near by is a
Tel al-Yehudiyeh, ''Mound of the

The Jew,'' though at the time he investi-

Temple gated (1887) he found no traces of a
Fotuid. Jewish temple there (The Academy,

Feb. 25, 1888, pp. 140-141; Egypt Ex-
ploration Fund, Seventh Memoir, pp. 20, 22). An-
other place of the same name is found farther south,

where a sepulchral inscription, Oniou paUr, was
discovered (The Academy, 1888, pp. 49-50, 140-

142, 193-194; Egypt Exploration Fund, ut sup.).

The NotUia dignikUum orieniie, chap, xxv (ed. E.

Backing, Bonn, 1839) , knows a Caatra Jvdaorum,
possibly identical with the more southern of the

two places. Finally, in 1905, near the station Shi-

bin al-Kanater, 20 miles from Cairo (Baedeker's

^9yp^t P- 166, 1908), investigation at a mound called

Tel al-Yehudiyeh (20 miles from Cairo) found
the traces of the temple in question. The ground
showed a settlement roughly in the sha[)e of a
triangle, on the east side a wall of stone 767 feet

long, with the entrance to the enclosure at the

west acute angle, while the temple ruins were at

the south point. The entire enclosure covered be-

tween three and four acres. The temple showed
a structure of which the inner court was sixty-

three feet long by thirty-two to twenty-seven feet

wide, and an outer court forty-four feet long by
twenty-seven to twenty-one feet wide; the archi-

tecture was Corinthian in style with Syrian fea-

tures; the area was proportioned like that of the

temple at Jerusalem. The traces of sacrifice were
present in the shape of huge sunken cylinders of

pottery which show that they were used for sacri-

fioe» alternate layers of earth and burnt material

showing that fresh earth was thrown on each sac-

rifice of fire so as to deaden it. The pottery of

the mound outside the old town belongs to the

•lecond century B.C., the coins are of the period of

Ptolemy Philometor, and sherds show Jewish names.

These data, reconciling differences and agreeing
with the conditions required, set finally at rest the
question of the fact and the place of this interesting

episode of Jewish history. Geo. W. Gilmore.
Biblioorapht: Egyptian Research Account, vol. xii.. W.
M. Flindera Petrie. Hyktot and Israelite Cit%e§, London.
1906; SchOrer, Geeehichte, iii. 97-100. Eng. transl.. II..

ii. 286-288 (contains older Uterature); A. BOchler. Die
Tobiaden und die Oniaden in IJ. MakkabOerbueh, Vienna.
1899; Jews' CoUege Jubilee Volume, pp. 39-77. London.
1906 (collects discussions of the Onias Temple); C. H. H.
Wright. Liohi from Egyptian Papyri before Ckriet, ib.

1908; J. G. Duncan, Exploration if Egypt and the O. T.,

New York, 1909; EB, ul 3507-11.

LEPROSY.
Geographical Distribution (f 1).

Biblical Conception (§ 2).

General Treatment of Lepers (f 3).

Lepra Mosaica (f 4).

Lepra Tuberosa ($ 5).

Lepra Maculosa, Lepra AnAsthetica (f 6).

This disease has existed from times preceding the

ages of which history takes cognizance in its back-
ward sweep, has spread widely over the civilized

and barbarous world, and still exists endemically

in some regions. The Hebrews were
z. Geo- sorely aflBicted with it before leaving

graphical Egypt (indeed, the banks of the NUe,
Distribu- with their humid atmosphere, seem to

tion. have been a cradle of the disease); so

much so, that, according to the histo-

rian Manetho (Josephus, Apian, i. 26), the Egyp-
tians drove them out on account of this plague of

leprosy. It probably existed in Syria before the

Hebrews came bringing it with them into that

coimtry. From Egypt and Palestine it spread to

Greece and Italy, and other countries bordering

upon the Mediterranean. It appears to have been
introduced into Central and Western Europe some-
where between the twelfth and thirteenth centuries,

probably through the agency of the returning cru-

saders, and spread with alarming rapidity. Toward
the end of the fifteenth century it had almost dis-

appeared from those sections of Europe. At pres-

ent, leprosy, or Elephantians Grecorum, is found
on the coasts and islands of the Mediterranean,

Black, and Caspian Seas, in Norway, Asia Minor,

Syria, and Palestine, on the coasts of the Indian
and China Seas, in the islands of the Australian

Archipelago, in South and Ontral America, in

Hawaii, in some parts of the United States, and in

Iceland.

By almost all peoples and races, leprosy has been
regarded as a visitation of God on account of some
sin, and the lepers have been kept apart from the

rest of the people. The Jews were told that it

came upon a man for idolatry, blasphemy, un-

chastity, theft, slander, false witness, false judg-

ment, perjury, infringing the borders of a neighbor,

devising malicious plans, or creating discord be-

tween brothers. Lepers were considered unclean

(Lev. ziii. 44-46), had to rend their garments (ex-

cepting in the case of the women), cover

a« Biblical their faces, go with unkempt hair,

ConceptioiL and cry, " Unclean, imdean! " Tliey

bad to live without the camp or

city; had a special part of the synagogue reserved

for them; and any thing they touched, or any house
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into which they entered, was declared unclean.

An elaborate ceremonial was prescribed for the

cleansing of the leper when the disease had left

him (cf . Lev. ziv., and see Diseases and the Heal-
ing Abt, Hebrew). Among the Jews, not only

was leprosy considered as attacking human beings,

but also it was declared to be in garments, houses,

and vessels (Lev. xiii. 47-59, xiv. 33-53); and cere-

monies were prescribed for their cleansing. The
exact nature of this leprosy of garments and houses

is not known. Its distinctive signs were, in a gar-

ment, greenish or reddish spots which spread ; in a
house, greenish or reddish streaks lower than the

surface of the wall which spread. This was, prob-

ably, in either case, a species of mildew, or else in-

dicated the presence of some fungus, which, by con-

tact, would generate disease in the human (see

House, The Hebrew, and Its Appointmbnts).
The Jerusalem Targum regarded it as a visitation

on a house built with unjust gains.

The Persians went even further than the Jews,

and excluded foreign lepers from theii* country.

The Greek writers thought leprosy was a punish-

ment for some sin against Phoebus. The Arabs
will neither sleep near nor eat with

3. General lepers, nor marry into families known
Treatment to be leprous. By the Church of Rome
of Lepen. in early ages, lepers were regarded as

dead, and the but rites of the Church
were said over them. In 757 a.d. it was declared

a ground for divorce, and the sound party could

marry again. In France, at different times, laws

were paased forbidding lepers to marry. The leper

lost all control of his property, and could not in-

herit any; he could not act as a witness, nor chal-

lenge to a duel Oddly enough, while, in general,

leprosy was regarded as a punishment, in some
parts of Europe it was held to be a sign of divine

preference for those attacked; as, in a woman, it

was to preserve her chastity. Lepers were regarded

as saints, and received much honor and alms. All

over Europe the lepers had to live apart, and had
special churches, priests, etc. In the fifteenth cen-

tury a special dress was prescribed for them. The
houses in which these unfortunate ones lived were
called " lazar-houses." They were generally lo-

cated just outside the gates of the cities, in close

proximity to some body of water, so that the in-

mates could bathe. They were usually religious

in character. The inmates had to be silent, and
attend morning prayer and mass; and in some of

the houses they had to say so many prayers each
day that they had very little time for anything
else. No woman was allowed to enter the male
lazar-houses, excepting the washerwoman; and she

had to be of sober age and good manners, and must
enter the house at a fixed time of day, when she

could be seen of all. A female relative had to ob-

tain special permission before she could speak to

a male leper. These houses were supported largely

by begging, entirely by alms.

Between what is caUed " leprosy " in the Eng-
lish Bible, and the leprosy as described by the best

authorities on skin diseases, there is very little

correspondence: indeed, the writer is inclined to

adopt the theory advanced in the article on lep-

rosy in Smith's Dictionary of the Bible (American
edition, ii. 1630), that the leprosy of the Mosaic

dispensation (Lepra Mosaioa) is not

4. Lepra one disease, but an enumeration of

Mosaica, certain sjrmptoms, which, on account
of their frightful character, and tend-

ency to spread, would render the individual an ob-

ject of aversion, and demand his separation. It b
certainly but in few points akin to Elephantiaeia

Grecorumj the modem leprosy. The symptoms of

leprosy, as in Lev. xiii., and the expressions used
there and elsewhere, ** leprous," " white as snow,"
lead one to conjecture that Lepra Moeaica is analo-

gous to Lepra vidgarie, more commonly called Psori-

asis. Of Lepra Mosaica (Heb. sara*atk), the lep-

rosy of Lev. xiii., xiv., the most marked symptoms
were ** a rising, a scab, or a bright spot," " in the

sldn of the flesh " (Lev. xiii. 2), with a hair turned
white in the rising, scab, or bright spot, these being

deeper than the scarf-skin (xiii. 3), and spreading

of the scab, etc. (xiii. 7, 8). As a more advanced
case ** quick raw flesh in the rising " (xiii. 10) is

noted. Verse 18 implies that the disease may
take its origin in a boil, with the same sjrmptoms.

In verse 29 the disease appears in the beard, or

hair of the head, coming in the form of a scall,

with thin yellow hairs in the patches. These are

all the symptoms; they are probably given merely
as initial symptoms, so that the priest might recog-

nize the onslaught of different diseases in their

earliest stages. The " rising " may correspond to

the tubercles of Lepra tuberculosa, or the bulla of

Lepra aruBsthetica of recent authors. The scall of

the head may be the Morphaa alopeciaia, or Fox-
mange, placed by Kaposi {Hautkrankheiten, Vienna,

1880) as a subdivision of the second form of lep-

rosy. Lepra maculosa. Verses 12-17 state that if

the patient is white all over he is dean, no doubt
because the disease had then run its course. In
this case it is probably a general Psoriasis.

Modem leprosy. Elephantiasis Grecorum, is di-

vided into three varieties: (1) Lepra tvberosa, the

tubercular form; (2) Lepra maculosOf the spotted

or streaked form; (3) Lepra ancBsthetica, the an-

esthetic form. For months or years before the

outbreak of the disease, the patient may have
vague prodromal sjrmptoms, as weakness, loss of

appetite, sleeplessness, lassitude, slight fever, diar-

rhea and sometimes pemphigus blebs (little blisters).

In Lepra tuberosa the disease begins with the out-

break, on the general surface of the body, of irregu-

lar or round-shaped spots, in size from a finger-nail

to the palm of the hand; at first red, and disap-

pearing under pressure; soon becoming gray to

sepia brown or bronze color. Over the spots the

skin is smooth and glistening (as if painted with oil),

or bronzed and thickened, or slightly prominent,

and painful on pressure. The spots are distributed

over the trunk and extremities, face, hands, and
feet. In some situations they become confluent;

in some, disappear; in others, disappear

5. Lepra in the center, while the peripheries ex-

Tuberosa. tend, thus forming ring shapes. The
tubercles, the distinctive type of this

form, appear after the disease has lasted months
or years; are of various sizes, up to that of a hazel-
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nut, and arc either slightly raised above the level

of the skin, or quite prominent; dirty-brown-
red in color and glistening; hard-elastic to soft

to the touch; covered with epidermic scales; dif-

fused or closely pressed together, and forming
either irregular uneven plaques, or regular circles.

They are principally located on the face and ears.

On the eyebrows they form thick parallel rows,

projecting over the eyes; on the cheeks, nose, and
chin they are massed into irregular heaps. The
lips become thick, swollen, and protruding; the

under lip hangs down; and this, with the promi-

nent, overhanging, knotty eyebrows, and the deeply
wrinkled forehead, gives the countenance a morose
and stupid appearance. Sometimes the eyelids

are everted, and the lobes of the ears hang down
in thick masses. Consequent upon the eversion

of the eyelids, disease of the eye sets in. The ex-

tremities also become tuberculated, though not so

much as the face; and the presence of tubercles in

the palms of the hands and soles of the feet render

handling and walking very painful. Tubercles appear
in the mucous membrane of the mouth, pharynx,

and upper part of larynx; the tongue becoming
thick and cracked, with loss of taste ensuing; the

larynx becoming narrow, with loss of voice; the

breath becoming sweetish. After many months,
these tubercles may be absorbed, leaving behind

dark pigmented atrophic places; sometimes they
soften centrally, and spread out peripherally;

sometimes break down, and form leprous ulcers,

which tend to skin over, only to break down again.

Sometimes the ulceration goes deeper; necrosis

joins itself to it; a diffused inflammation sets in,

leading, in the under extremities especially, to deep
excavation, and finally opening of joints, and self-

amputation of entire members (Lepra muHlarui),

Earlier or later anesthesia develops in different

parts of the body, and the ulnar nerve will be

found enlarged and cord-like. The disease is gen-

erally chronic, lasting some eight to ten years, the

patient dying of specific marasmus, or some com-
plicating disease of internal organs. Or the disease

may be more acute, with high fever, and reaching

in a few months to a state which in other cases is

not reached in years.

Lepra macidoaa is characterized by the appear-

ance on the skin of a large nimiber of red or brown
glistening spots, or by diffuse dark pigmentation,

intermixed with which are white points, spots, or

stripes; so that the body seems streaked. This

frequently changes into the former variety, or into

Lepra ancesthetioaf in which anesthesia is the

marked feature. It succeeds to the preceding

forms, or else begins with an outbreak of pemphi-

ffuM buUa (water-blisters), which, on healing, leave

white, glistening, and anesthetic places, or, break-

ing, leave ulcerations. Sometimes
6. Lepra anesthesia appears on fully normal
MaciiloM; places; sometimes the spot has been

Lepra red and hyperesthetic for months
Anatthet- before. Over the anesthetic spots

ica. the skin often becomes wrinkled, the

wrinkled places being boimded by a
red, hyperesthetic border; the wrinkling only taking

place where the anesthetic spots have become

stable, for at first they tend to change their loca-

tion. The anesthesia is complete, the patient not
feeling a needle thrust deep into the muscles. The
chief nerve-trunks become swoUen, and painful to

pressure. Sometimes hyperesthesia precedes an-

esthesia to such a degree, that the patient is not

able to sit or lie for any length of time in one place,

can not take anything in his hands, and walking

and standing give him the greatest pain. The an-

esthesia is followed by atrophy of muscles, and
wrinkling; the sphincter muscle of the eye becomes
lamed; the under eyelid and the under lip hang
down; the tears flow over the cheeks; and the

saliva runs dribbling out of the mouth; and thus

the face oftentimes, already swollen and out of shape
by the presence of the tubercles, assimies a peculiar,

old, idiotic, or foolish expression. The flexor muscles

of the hand not being atrophied so much as the

extensor, the fingers become half bent, the hollow

of the hand becomes convex and pressed forward,

the back of the hand bent in; the finger-ends be-

come clubbed, finger-nails thinned; the hair falls

out. Ulceration finally sets in at the anesthetic

places, or the tissues gradually atrophy away tiU

the skin, fasciie and tendons disappear, one or an-

other joint is laid bare, when suddezily a whole
foot, hand, or extremity falls off. The patient grows
foolish and apathetic, and dies after some years.

Treatment is largely s3rmptomatic. The best is to

remove the patient from leprous regions.

The lepers whom our Lord healed were probably
not afllicted with ElephantiaHs Cfrecarum, but with
Elephantians vulgaris (Psoriasis).

The cause of leprosy is the invasion of the skin

by the bacillua leprcPf an organism discovered by
Hansen in 1874. The disease is contagious, and
not hereditary. It occurs in both sexes, but rather

more frequently in men. Its period of incubation

is very long. While it is wide-spread over the world
it is endemic in certain regions. It seems that

either a damp and cold climate, or a hot and moist

one, favors its development and spread, and that food

bears no relation to it. Some, however, insist that it

is due to the eating of fish. G. T. Jackson, M.D.
Bibuographt: K. Wolff. Leprathtditn, Leipaio, 1886; H.

Lelois. TraiU , , . d« la Upn, PariB. 1886; A. Luts. Zw
Morpholooie dm Leprabacillut, Hambuiv. 1880; Q. Thin,
Lepro9y, London. 1891; E. A. Senft, Scixant-quime an'
niea parmi let Upretuc, N«uohAtel, 1893; O. A. Hansen
and C. Looft, Leprosy in tte Clinioal ani Paihotogical A^
pwt$, BrifltoU 1895; £. Besnier, Sur Is Upre; rdU Hio-

loQviiue, Paria, 1897; V. Babes, Uniervuehunotn Hber den
LeprabadUue und Hber dit HiuMooU der Lepra, Berlin*

1898; J. Hutchinson, Leproey and Fiah Bating, Chioago,
1900. An important pamphlet, Becbadihnwen Hber den
AueeaUimheUigenLande (Herrahut, 1908), is by Dr. Elins-

ler. for oeariy twenty yean bead of the Jesus Hilfe Hos-
pital for Leprosy in Jerusalem.
For the Biblical side consult: J. R. Bennett, l>issasss

<^ the BtUe. London, 1887; O. N. MOneh, DU Zaraaih der

AebrAiscAm BiheH; Einteitung in die Geeehichte dee Aue-
aateet, Leipeie, 1893: W. M. Thompson, The Land and
the Book, iL 610-520, 200. New York. 1869; E. C. A.
Riehm, Handvdrterbueh dee hiUietken AUertume, pp. 165-
159. Leipsio, 1893; J. F. 8ehambei«. The Nature of lAs

Lepromi f4^ Bible, in PhUadelphia Poly<Jurome, vii (1898).

nos. 47-48: Beniincer. ArehOotogie, pp. 481-482; DB,
iU. 96-99; BB, lil 2703-08; and literature under Dis-
BABcs AND TBB Hkalino Art. Hkbbew. On the Bib-
lical prescriptions resardins it the one book is A. Dill-

mann and V. RymeL f>M Bikhtr Bxodue uni Leeitieue,

pp. 663 sqq., Leipsio, 1897.
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For the historical aide of the medical pimetiBe commit:

E. Vignat. Le» lAprtux et Im chevalien d€ 8. Laaare da

JirumUm, Orl^aiiB, 1884; R. H^. Lm lApromrif dans
Vandenne France, Paris, 1896; E. N^t, La Propkifiaxis

de la Upre au moyen^^ige, ib. 1896; L. Le Qrand« Let

MaimmB-Dieu ei UprotriM . . . de Pari*, 14' nide, Paris,

1898; E. Ehlen, Domtft Latar Houae^ in the Middle Agee,

London. 1901.

LE QUIEN, le kt'^On', MICHEL: French Do-
minican; b. at Boulogne Oct. 8, 1661; d. at Paris

Mar. 12, 1733. He became a Dominican at the

age of twenty, and throughout the long period of

his literary activity was librarian of the monastery
of his order in the Rue St. Honors, Paris. His
principal polemical works, which are of minor in-

terest, are Defense du texU h^jreu et de la version

vulgate (Paris, 1690); Stephani de AUimura paiv-

oplia contra achisma GrcBcum (1718), a defense of

the papal claims to supremacy against Nectarius,

patriarch of Jerusalem; La NuUiti des ordinations

anglicanes (2 vols., 1725); and La NuUiti des or-

dinationa anglicanes demontrie de nouveau (2 vols.,

1730). Far more important was his edition of

John of Damascus in Greek and Latin (2 vols.,

Paris, 1712; reprinted, with additions, MPO,
xciv.-xcvi.); and, above aU, his Oriens Christianus

in quatuor patriarchatus digestus (3 vols., Paris,

1740), modeled on D. de Sainte-Marthe's Gallia

Christiana^ and treating in the first volume of

Pontus, Asia, and Thrace as dioceses of the patri-

archate of Constantinople, in the second of Illyri-

cum (as the fourth ConstantinopoUtan diocese) and
the patriarchates of Alexandria and Antioch, and
in the third of the dioceses of the Chaldean and
Jacobite Churches. (O. ZOcKLERf.)

Biblioorapht: J. Qu^tif and J. Eohard, Scriptoree ordinie

prcBdicatorum, ii. 808-809, Paris, 1721; H. Hurter, No-
mendatar literariue, il 1064-66. Innsbruck, 1893; KL, vii.

1827-28.

LERmS, l^'^ran (LERINUM), MONASTERY OF:
An old monastery on the island of Saint-Honorat
(one of the L^rins group), off the coast of southern
France, opposite Cannes, founded by St. Honora-
tus about 400. Honoratus was of Gallo-Roman
origin and appears to have belonged to an aristo-

cratic family. In early youth he began a monastic
routine on an island near Marseilles; later he trav-

eled in the E&st, and on his return he visited Italy

and contracted a friendship with Paulinus of Nola
(q.v.). He then settled on the island of Lerinum
(now Saint-Honorat). The number of his com-
panions soon increased, and, though great free-

dom prevailed in the manner of ILfe, Honoratus
continued general superior. Johannes Cassianus
(q.v.), founder of the slightly younger monastic
commimity at Marseilles, dedicates to him a
portion of his Collationes patnim, and styles him
president of the great cloister of brethren. As
presbyter, Honorat«s also discharged the spiritual

functions.

It is doubtful what cloistral rule was in force on
Lerinum before the introduction of the Benedictine
rule about 661. Arnold has demonstrated that the
founder composed no rule, but that the order of

living which he had established after Egyptian
precedents was transmitted by tradition. The
spiritual exercises included fasting, singing of

hjnmns, and prayer at appointed hours. The monks
also tilled the soil and attended to the education of

youth. It is probable that the monastic studies

consisted mainly in the introduction of auxiliary

means for the understanding of the Bible.

The foundation of Honoratus quickly attained

great renown, becoming the hearth of rejuvenation

for the secularized Gallic Church and fiUing the
bishops with a more earnest ascetic spirit. The
island of Lerinum came to be the nursery of the so-

called Semipelagianism. Eucherius of Lyons, Vin-
oentius, and Salvianus, spent some time as monks
of Lerinum. Honoratus himself became bishop of

Aries in 426, but died in 429. Maximus and Faus-
tus of Riez were his able successors, the latter being
one of the most eminent upholders of Semipela-
gianism. Caesarius of Aries spent considerable time
at Lerinum under Abbot Poroerius. Amid the
ravages of the sixth century (Provence fell into the
hands of the Franks in 537) the discipline of the
cloister declined. Abbot Marinus desired to in-

troduce the milder Agaunensian rule; and under
Abbot Stephen, who entertained St. Augustine of

Canterbury on his way to the Anglo-Saxons, there

set in a total decay of discipline. About 661 Aigulf

,

of the cloister of Fleury (Saint-Benolt-sur-Loire),

reformed Lerinum according to the Benedictine

rule; but the ardent Benedictine was assassinated

by an opposing faction. By 690, however, Lerinum
had again reached such a flourishing state that
St. Amandus, then abbot, is said to have had under
him 3,700 monks.
About 730 the wealthy cloister was plundered by

the Saracens. It indicates a depressed state of

affairs again, when in 964 the Burgundian King
Conrad ceded Lerinum to the abbot of Mont-Majeur
in behalf of the restoration of order. Soon after-

ward, however, Pope Benedict VII. made over
Lerinum to Abbot Mayolus of Cluny. Afterward
Odilo of Cluny appears as abbot of Lerinum, which
he visited in 1022. Then followed local abbots;

but with the union with the congregation of Climy
there began for Lerinum a new period of splendor.

At all events, the wealth and influence of the mon-
astery were still growing in the thirteenth century.

In the fourteenth century the monks were no
longer disposed to be fratreSf but desired to be
domini, and at a general chapter in 1319 they re-

solved that it be left free to every monk, prior, and
conventual, to acquire and administer property.

Urban IV. and the popes of Avignon, John XXII.
and Clement VI., bestowed the rich benefices in
commendam. Attempts at reform, in connection

with the efforts of Benedict XII., proved of little

avail.

During the Great Schism the cloister stood on the

side of the Roman obedience. After having again

been consigned in the second half of the fifteenth

century to commendatory abbots, the monastery
entered upon a new period in 1515. To speed tb^

cloister's reform, the incumbent at that time, Au-
gustus of Grimaldi (later bishop of Grasse), im-
ported some monks of Cluny and contrived the an-
nexation of Lerinimi to the Italian Benedictine

congregation of St. Justina of Padua. After his

death, however, Francis I. again bestowed the
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abbey in commendam, Du Bellay was tbe first in

tenure: Cardinals Lavalette and Bfazarin were in

possession in the century following. When after

the death of Philip of Venddme, in 1727, the monks
promised the bishop of Grasse a pension of 4,000
liyres if he would efifect, with Caniinal de Fleuiy,

the restoration of free abbatical election, the latter

prelate preferred rather to appropriate the monas-
tery outright; and in 1732 he procured a royal

brief, by the terms of which, on condition of the

bishop's obtaining confirmation thereof by the

pope, the monastery was to be conveyed in per-

petuity to him and his successors. In 1788 the

monastery was secularized, and in 1791 the island

of Saint-Honorat was sold at auction for 37,000
livres. In 1853 the bishop of Fr6jus bought back
the island; and in 1859 the church was restored to

divine service and monks from Saint- Pierre de Mar-
seille were stationed on the premises.

G. GRtyTZMACHER.
BnuooBAFHT: Hilary of Aries' Sermo de vita S. Honorati
M in ASB, Jan.. u. 17-24, and in MPL, 1. 1249 aqq. Con-
fult: L. Pierrugues. Vie de S. Honorai, Paris. 1875; Sil-

fej gbeis. Hietoria monaeterii Lerineneie, Copenhagen.
1834: Berensier, in Rev%ie de Vart chrHien, 1870, pp. 176
aqq.: F. Arnold, CiUariue von AreUUe und die . . . Kirehe
•rincr ZeU, pp. 94 sqq.. Leipaie, 1894; A. Malnorg. St.

Cimaire, pp. 5 aqq., Paria, 1894; Ceillier, Auteure eaerit,

TiiL 433. 439^442. 452. x. 377; DCB, iii. 138; Helyot.
Ordm monaeliquiea, v. 116 aqq.; Heimbuoher, Orden und
Kongregationen, i. paaaim.

LESLIE, CHARLES: Nonjuror and contro-

vereialist; b. at Dublin, Ireland, July 17, 1650; d.

at Glasslough (70 m. n.n.w. of Dublin), County
Monaghan, Apr. 13, 1722. He studied at the En-
niskiUen school and at Trinity CoUege, Dublin
(M.A., 1673), and began the study of law at the

Temple, but took holy orders in 1680. He was pre-

ferred to the chancellorship of Connor July 13,

1086. Though a sealous Protestant he was a
stanch supporter of the Stuart dynasty, and for

refusing to take the oath of allegiance to William
and Mary was deprived of his benifice in 1689.

He then removed to Londofi and entered upon a
p4»nod of controversial writing that extended over
some twenty years. He attacked the king, Whig
divines, Jews, Quakers, Papists, Dissenters, and es-

pecially the Deists. In 1693 he visited St. Ger-
mains and obtained from the pretender the congi

d'Hire for the consecration of the nonjuring bishops.

When in 1710 his Jacobite zeal had led to the issu-

ing of a warrant for his arrest, he secluded himself

at White Waltham, Berkshire, and in Apr., 1711,

fled to St. Germains. Later he returned to Eng-
land and passed under the alias of Mr. White, but
in Aug.. 1713, he repaired to Bar-le-Duc and took
up his residence in the household of the pretender.

AJfter the failure of the Jacobite rebellion of 1715

be accompanied the pretender to Rome. In 1721

be returned to Ireland. He is now remembered
principally for one book, A Short and Easy Method
irilh the Deists (London, 1698, and often). Other
works are: OaUienus redivivus (Edinburgh, 1695),

an attack on WiUiam III.; T?ie Snake in the Orasa

(London, 1696), an attack on the Quakers; A
Short and Easy Method unth the Jews (1698); The
Case of the Regale and of the ParUificale (1700; new

ed., 1838); and The Tndh of ChrisHanity Demon-
strated (1711). He expounded his political phi-

losophy in a periodical founded by him called The
Rehearsal (1705-09; reprinted, 4 vols., 1708-09;
also 6 vols., 1750). Before his death he collected

his Theological Works (2 vols., 1721; reprinted, 7
vols., Oxford, 1832).

Biblioorapht: R. J. Lesliie, Life and Writinoe of Charlee
LeeliB, London, 1885; the lAfe, prefixed to the Oxford
ed. of his ThetAooieal Worke, at sup.; L. Stephen, Bnglieh
ThouoM in the 18th Century, i. 190-201. 241, New York.
1881; DNB, xxaii 77-83 (contains a good list of authoi^
ities). Ck>nsu]t also T. Lathbury. History of Q>s Non-
jurore, London, 1802.

LESLIE (LESLEY), JOHN: Scottish Roman
Catholic historian and statesman; b. in Scotland

1527; d. at Gurtenburg, near Brussels, May 30,

1596. He studied in Aberdeen, Paris, and Poitiers,

was appointed canon of the cathedral chureh at

Aberdeen, 1547, canonist in King's Ck>llege, Aber-
deen, 1553, official of the diocese of Aberdeen 1558,

and in 1559 was inducted into the parsonage,

canomy, and prebend of Oyne. At the Reforma-
tion he became a champion of the Roman faith.

He was one of Knox's opponents at the disputation

in Edinbuigh in 1561 and also one of the commis-
sioners sent to France that year to bring over Mary
Queen of Scots. He returned in Mary's train and
became her principal ecclesiastical adviser. He was
named professor of canon law at King's (Dollege and
University of Aberdeen in 1562, and in 1565 he was
made privy councilor, judge of the court of session,

and bishop of Ross. He was Mary's chief conmiis-

sioner at the conference at York in 1568, and later

he was her ambassador at the court of Elizabeth.

He was the chief means of communication between
Mary and her supporters, and was the prime mover
in numerous intrigues in her behalf. It was he
who originated the scheme of a marriage between
Mary and the duke of Norfolk, which ended with

Norfolk's execution. For his part in the Norfolk

conspiracy he was imprisoned in the Tower of Lon-
don. Afterward he was transferred to Famham
Castle, and at the close of 1573 he was set at lib-

erty, on condition that he leave the country. On
the continent he continued his efiForts for Mary and,

after a year's sojourn in Paris, went to Rome to

represent her interests at the oapal court. He was
sent by the pope on various missions in Mary's be-

half. In 1579 he was made suffragan and vicar-

general of the diocese of Rouen, and in 1593 he was
appointed bishop of Coutances in Normandy.
Unable to obtain possession of his see, owing to the

unsettled condition of the country, he retired to a
monastery of Augustinian monks at Gurtenburg.

His literary fame rests upon his De originey mori-

bu8, et rebus gestis Scotorum (Rome, 1578), which
extends from the earliest times to the year 1562.

An earlier Scottish version, written by Leslie in

1568-70 and presented to Queen Mary in 1571, was
edited for the Bannatyne Club by T. Thomson
imder the title. The History of Scotland from the

Death of James I. in the Year 14S8 to the Year 1661

(Edinburgh, 1830). Leslie wrote much in defense

of Mary, and composed for her Pia afflicti animi
consolationes . . . animi tranquiUi munimentum et

conservatio (Paris, 1574).
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BuLiooBAnrr: An imporUnt and extonaw list of aourws
M ^rw St the end of the sketch in DNB, xzziii. 03-00.
Leslie's Diary wm miblished by the Bannntyne Club in its

MiMotUany, vol. iiL. Edinburgh. 1827. An early life is

republished in vols, i., iii. of James Anderson's CoUsdionM
Rdahno to lU HisL of Mary Qvmn of Scotland, 4 vols.,

ib. 1727-28. Consult also: Life and Time* ofRt. Rev. John
Udi$, London. 1885.

LBSS, GOTTFRIED: German Lutheran theo-

logian; b. at Konits (65 m. b.w. of Dansig) Jan.

31, 1736; d. at Hanover Aug. 28, 1797. He was
educated at the CoUegium Friedericianum in KOnigs-
berg, and then studied theology at Jena and at

Halle, where he was the pupil of S. J. Baumgarten.
In 1757 he removed to Danxig where in 1761 he
was appointed extraordinary professor of theology.

After a scientific journey to Holland and England
in 1762, he was appointed professor and preacher

of the University of Gdttingen (1763). In 1791

he was called to Hanover as court preacher, coun-
cilor of the consistory and general superintendent.

His theological standpoint was that of a rationalistic

and sentimental religion that conceded one point

of the positive faith of the Church after the other

to the spirit of the time, always believing that by
the sacrifice of external matters there could bie

saved the principal point—" Christianity as the

moral religion of nature." His numerous works
belong mostly to the departments of apologetics,

dogmatics, ethics, and practical theology. His
principal work in apologetics is Beweis der Wahr-
heit der chrisUichen Religion (Bremen, 1768; Eng.
transl., Authenticity ^ Uncorrupted Preservation, and
CredHnlity cf the New Testament, London, 1804).

The sixth edition (Gdttingen, 1786) was to form the

second part of a larger unfinished work entitled

Ueber die Religion^ ihre Geschichte, Wahl und Be-

sUUigung^ of which two volimies appeared (Gdttin-

gen, 1783). Less was, however, recognized chiefly

as an authority in ethics, on which he published

Ausfuhrliches Handbuch der christlichen Moral und
allgemeinen Lebenstheologie (1777). In the sphere

of dogmatics he wrote, Handbuch der christlichen

Religionstheorie fur Aufgekl&rtere (1789). Of ser-

mons he published besides other collections Pas-
sionspredigten (1778-84). Besides his chief works
he wrote a great niunber of monographs and trea-

tises on special topics in the various departments of

theology. (Paul Tbchackkrt.)

Bibliographt: Holsoher, O. Less, oin biographiMthM Frag-
ment, Hanover, 1797; O. Frank, OeachichU der fnnotestonlt-

ecKtn Theolooie, iii 100 sqq.. Leipsicv 187&

LESSIN6, GOTTHOLD EPHRAIM: German
critic and dramatist; b. at Kamenz (20 m. n.e. of

Dresden) Jan. 22, 1729; d. at Brunswick Feb. 15,

1781. His father was a learned and respected

Lutheran pastor, and his ancestors for generations

had been clergymen. He attended the FQrsten-
schule, St. Afra, at Meissen, and while there began
his comedy, Der junge Gdehrte. In 1746 he b^an
to study theology at the University of Leipsic; his

interest, however, lay more in the direction of

literature and the drama. Later he took up the

study of medicine and philology, but again busied
himself with literature and the theater. In Janu-
ary, 1748, the Actress Neuber produced the play
already named. Between 1748 and 1751 he was at

Berlin, nominally a student of medicine, but actu-
aUy earning his living by writing. He ooade trans-

lations, edited a supplement of the Vossisehe Zeii-

ung, and began his critical and scholarly works.
He translated Voltaire's defense in the suit with
Abraham Hirsch and corresponded with the French-
man, but later lost his respect for him. At the re-

quest of his father he resumed his studies at Wit-
tenberg for a few months, where in 1752 he took
his master's degree. His Reitungen was written
during those months. He returned to Berlin in

October, 1752, and continued to work on the Vossv-
sche Zeitung^ publishing his writings in six volumes
1753-55. His Afiss Sara Sampson was the first

German tragedy of every-day life. He won the
recognition of eminent scholars and the friendship

of such men as Nicolai, Mendelssohn and Michaelis.

He then took part in writing the Brie/e die neueste

Litteratur betreffend. In 1760 he accepted a posi-

tion as secretary to General Tauentzien, at Bre»-
lau, which gave him a feeling of security as to his

livelihood while leaving him time to pursue his lit-

erary plans. He worked at his Laokoon, and Minna
von Biamhelm, and studied Spinoza and the Church
Fathers, but resigned his position in 1765. In 1767
he went to Hamburg to become dramaturg to the
newly founded theater of Johann Friedrich Loewe.
The theater did not last long. A printing and pub-
lishing business in which Lessing became inter-

ested was also a failure. At Hamburg he was in-

tiooate with Klopstock, Hagedom, Claudius, and
many other important persons. The crown prince

of Brunswick, on the recommendation of Ebert,

offered him a position as librarian at WolfenbOttel,

which he took in April, 1770, but the life there

soon lost its attraction for him. In 1777 he b^an
a series of theological polemics, which continued
until the end of his life. He had been drawn into

the strife by the publication of a manuscript of

Berengar of Tours bearing on the controversy con-

cerning the Eucharist (see Berenqar of Tours,

{ 2). His cqnnecticm with the library occasioned a

number of scholarly investigations, the results of

which he published in his Beitr&ge ear Geschichte

und Litteratur. His Nathan der Weise, which was
to some extent the outcome of his theological con-

troversies, was finished in 1779. Ernst und Folk

appeared in 1778-80, and Erriehung des Men-
schengeschlechtes in 1780. To the year 1778 belongs

a work published by his brother after his death:
Neue HypoOiese fiber die Evangdisten als bloss

menschliche Gesckichtsschreiber betrachiet, in which
he assumes the existence of an Aramaic original of

Matthew which Matthew followed and condensed,

and Mark and Luke supplemented with fresh mate-
rial. Some features of this theory have proved
permanent.

Lessing stands beside Goethe and Schiller ajs one

of the German classical writers who is read by all

educated persons as well as by mere students of

literature. This fact is due in large measure to the

perfection of form of his masterpieces, and also to

his truthful, manly qualities. His infloenoe on the

German language has been very considerable.

Various opinions have been expressed upon Lee-

sing's attitude toward Christianity. Those who
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still distinguish between the religion of Christ and
the Christian religion, holding to the former alone,

may regard T/«ring as the inaugurator of a new era

in thedfpgy. But if it be maintained that the es-

sential thing in Christianity is one's attitude toward
the Savior, considering him as the object of Chris-

tian worship and not merely its teacher, Lessing's

position can hardly be called a Christian one.

Nevertheless, it can not be denied that his ethical

views, and even his religious conceptions, were
rooted in Christian soil. His religious opinions did

not radically change, as some have suggested, to-

ward the end of his life; nor was he a Spinozist, he
was rather a follower of Leibnitz. He believed in

a conscious God, who ruled above the world. In

the revealed religions he saw preparatory stages to

the truths of natural religion. He expected a third

stage in religious history, following Judaism and
Christianity, in which a new and everlasting evan-

gel should be promulgated, a period in which every

man would do right for right's sake.

(Carl Bbrthbau.)

Bouoobafht: The editions of Leseins's worka are very
Bumeroue and easily aoceorible; Eng. tranale. of his works
are also numerous, e.8.. Laoeoon, by Sir. R. Phillimore,

Loodoo. 1876: SeUeUd Prom Work9, by E. C. Beesley
and Helen Zimmem, ib. 1870; Dramaiie Work9, in Bohn'a
Library. 2 vols., ib. 1875-78; Education of the Human
Raee, by F. W. Robertson, ib. 1858. Among the many
biognphies may be named: T. W. Dansel and G. E.

Guhrauer, 2d ed. by W. yon Maltsahn and R. Boxberger,

2 Tols.. Berlin, 1884; A. Stahr. Boston. 1866; H. Zim-
mem, London, 1878; J. Lime, 2 vols., London, 1870;

E. Schmidt. 2 vols.. Berlin. 1884; T. W. RoUeston, Lon-
don. 1880; A. W. Ernst. Stuttgart. 1003; and ADB,
six. 756-802. Various phases of his literary and theo-

kigioal activities are discussed in: H. Ritter, Ueber Le»-

sina's philoaophiaehe uni rdioidM OrumUatM, Gottingen,

1847; W. Beyachlag. Le—ingt Nathan der Weise und daa
pontive ChriBtenthum, Berlin. 1863; J. W. Loebell, O. E.

Lsmino, Brunswick, 1865 (deals with his relations to Ger-
man literature); L A. Domer, Oeaehiehia der proteMtanti-

srAsn ThgologU, pp. 721 sqq., Ifunich. 1867. Eng. transl..

Hist ef Protectant TheoLogy, 2 vols.. Edinburgh, 1871;

E. Niemeyer. Uther Leeeinge PUdagoffih, Dresden, 1874;

T. W. H. RoUeston, Leuing and Modem German Litera^

tme, London, 1000; C. Sell, Die Reiigion uneerer Klaeeir

ker, Tftbingen, 1004; L. Zschamak, Letting uni Semler,

1005.

LESSIUS (LETS), LEONARDUS: Jesuit theo-

logian; b. at Brecht (14 m. n.e. of Antwerp), Bel-

gium, Oct. 1, 1554; d. at Louvain Jan. 15, 1623.

He studied at Louvain and entered the Society of

Jesus in 1572. After teaching philosophy in the

Jesuit College at Douai for seven years (1574-^1)

he devoted himself for four years to the study of

theology in Rome and in 1585 became professor of

theology at the Jesuit college at Louvain, remain-

ing there till his death. In 1587 the theological

faculty at Louvain attacked Lessius and Jean du
Hamel, his colleague, censuring thirty-four theses

extracted from their lectures, especially on the doc-

trines of inspiration, and grace and liberty. Lessius

defended himself in Sex antitheses and Respansio

ad AfUapclogiam. Against the Augustinian doc-

trine of grace, which was still upheld by the faculty

of Louvain, Lessius denied the sole efficacy of grace.

He also discarded the doctrine of inspiration and
based the canonicity of the books of the Bible upon
the subsequent testimony of the Spirit. But in

spite of his liberal views he had no sympathy with

VI.-«)

any tendency or creed outside of the Roman Catho-
lic Church. He was a versatile and prolific writer,

and owed his chief fame to his comprehensive work
on ethics, De jure et institia ceterisque virtutibus

cardinalUms Ixbri iv, (Louvain, 1605). Here he
treats in the scheme of the four cardinal virtues all

questions of ethics, political economy, natural law,

etc., after the manner of Jesuit morals. He wrote
also: De/ensio pote^atis summi panHfieis (Sara-

gossa, 1611); IHscussio decreti magni consilti Late-

ranensia et quarundam rationum annexarum de

potestate ecclesia in temporalibus (Mains, 1613);

Hygiasticon sen de vera raiiane valetudinis hones H
vitcB una cum sensuum iudidi el memorias intefftritale

ad extremam senectutem canservanda (Antwerp,
1613; Eng. transl., Cambridge, 1634). A collected

edition of his works was published under the title

Opuscula guibtis pUraque sacra theologicB mysteria

explicantur et vUcb rede instituendcs prcBcepta tradun-

tur (Antwerp, 1623). (R. Sbbbbro.)
Bibliggrapht: H. Hurter, tfomeneiator lUerariue, L 246

sqq., Innsbruck, 1802; F. X. Linsenmann, M. Baiue und
die Orundlegung dee Janeeniemue^ TQbingen, 1867; O.
Schneemann, Entetdiung und Entwickelung der Aomte-
tiedi^molinietiedten Kontroveree, Freiburg, 1870-80; idem,
Controvereiarum de divina gnUia Uberi aHriirii coneordia,

ib. 1881; KL, vii. 1844^1.

LESSON FOR THE DAY. See Pbbicopb.

LESTINES, SYHOD OF. See Liftina, Stnod op.

LE TELLIER, le tel'ly^', MICHEL: French
Jesuit and confessor of Louis XIV.; b. near Vire (36

m. s.w. of Caen) Dec. 16, 1643; d. at La Fldohe (24 m.
8.S.W. of Le Mans) Sept. 2, 1719. He studied at the

Jesuit college of Caen, and in 1661 entered the So-

ciety of Jesus. While teaching at the College Louis-

le-Grand he became distinguished as a polemic the-

ologian, especially against the Jansenists. In 1672

he published at Rouen his Observations sur la ver-

sion frangaise du Nouveau Testament imprim^ a
Mons (cf. BiBLB Versions, B, VI., { 4), and as-

sisted Dominique Bouhours in translating the New
Testament into French (1697). In support of the

Jesuit principle of making certain concessions in

order to convert the heathen, especially in China,

he wrote Defense des nouveaux chr&iens el des fmis-

sionaires de la Chine, du Japan el des Indes (2 vols.,

Paris, 1687); in his Histoire des cinq propositions

de Jans^nius (Li^, 1699), written uzider the pseu-

donym Dumas, he assailed Jansenism; and in his

Le Pkre Quesnd sfyiiHeux et h^Hique (Paris, 1705)

he attacked Pasquier Quesnel (q.v.). Among his

other works special mention should be made of his

RecueU des IntUes sur les erreurs des deux demiers

sikcles (Mons, 1697).

The services of Le Tellier won him the rank of a
provincial of his order, and in 1709 he became the

confessor of Louis XIV., over whom he exercised

a profound influence against the Jansenists. To
him the destruction of Port Royal was ultimately

due, as was the resumption of efforts to suppress

Protestantism. He was also a potent factor in

securing the promulgation of the bull Uniffeniius,

With the death of Louis XIV. (1715), however, his

influence was at an end, and the regency banished

him from court, fint to Amiens and later to La
Fldche. (EuoBN Lacbbnmann.)
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BnuooRAPmr: H. Reuohlin. OMchiehU von Port Royal, ii.

689, 503, Hftmburg. 1844; A. Donanne, Journal, 2 rok^
Roma, 1753; H. J. V. de Saint-Simon. Mimoirm, Paris,

1829; Ranke, Popm, u. 437-488.

LBTTBRS DDOSSORT QUera dimiuaruB or

dtmiMoridiM): The name of a document by which
a person belonging to a certain ecclesiastical juris-

diction (diocese, congregation, etc.) is formally per-

mitted to withdraw from the proper authority,

either forever (IttercB dimissoricB perpdua), or for a
particular purpose, such as ordination (litera dirnis-

%ori(B iemporales).

LEUSDEN, lus'den, JOHANNES: Dutch Biblical

scholar; b. at Utrecht Apr. 26, 1624; d. there Sept.

30, 1699. He studied philosophy and theology,

and especially Oriental languages at Utrecht, and
then went to Amsterdam to perfect his knowledge

by intercourse with Jews. In 1650 he became pro-

fessor extraordinary of Oriental languages at

Utrecht, and in 1653 ordinary professor. He was
highly esteemed as an Orientalist, and as an aca-

demic teacher. Of his works may be mentioned:

Phildogus Hebrctus (Utrecht, 1652); Janaa tUus-

tratua (1656); JoU explicatus . . . adjunctus Oba-

dja tUustraiua (1657); Philologu8 Hebrao-mixtus

(1663); Paalterium Hebrctum (Amsterdam, 1666);

ClavU QroBca Novi Testamenii (Leyden, 1672);

Clavis Hebraica Veteris Testamenti (1673); and
Korte Hebreusche en Chaldeusche taalkonst (Utrecht,

1686). Leusden rendered valuable service to later

editors by his edition of the Old Testament (Am-
sterdam, 1660; 2d ed., 1667), which he published

in collaboration with Joseph Athias, a rabbi and
printer in Amsterdam. His Novum Testamentum
Orcecum (Utrecht, 1675) has little scientific value.

(S. D. VAN Veen.)

Bxbuoobapht: C. Bunnan. Trajtdum eruditum, virorum
doetrina intuttrium, pp. 185-191. Utrecht, 1738; J. Fabri-
dua, Hittoria hibliotKecm Fabriciana, i. 244 aqq., Helm-
vtadt, 1718; B. Glaaiua, OodgeUerd Ntderland, ii 365-
387, 8 vote., '• HertogenboBch. 1851-66; C. Sepp, Hot
Oododeerd Ondorunit in Nederland, ii 172-174, Lessen,
1874; Liobtenbergar, ESR, viu. 195-106.

LEVELLERS: A faction with radical religious

and political tendencies which appeared in Crom-
well's army at the time of the break between the

Independents and the Long Parliament (1647).

Their aims were set forth by one of their number in

The Leveller
f
or the Principlee and Maxims concern-

ing Oovemmenl and * Religion of those commonly
called Levellers (London, 1658). These were in

politics the supremacy of the law without regard

to party, the legislative power of Parliament, the

absolute equality of all before the law, and the

right of bearing arms; in religion they sought free-

dom of conscience, liberty for each individual to

act according to his best judgment, the recognition

of two aspects of religion (one the correct under-

standing of revelation and a private matter, the

other works of mercy and justice subject to the

approval of mankind and the authorities), and the

condemnation of all controversy on religious faith

and practise. The sect vanished with many others

at the Restoration. (C. ScHOELLf.)

Biblxooraprt: 8. H. Church, Oliver Cromteell, pp. 277-

278. 306, 328. New York, 1897; EneydoptBdia BrUannica,
i. 02. vi 60Q 602; and the literature on CromwelL

LEVI, LEVITES.

Origini (f 1).

Leritec in tha Priastly Doeument (f 2).

Charaoter of Thair Sendee (S 3).

Later Historical Notioee (f 4).

Modem Critieifln (f 6).

In an sources Levi appears as one of the sons of

Jacob, and in Gen. xxix. 34, xzzv. 23, and xlix.

as the third son of Leah. Of Levi personally little

is related outside of his unicm with Simeon in the

cunning and cruel vengeance upon the Shechemites

for dishonoring his sister Dinah and his consequent

dispersion among the tribes according to the last

oracle of Jacob (Gen. zzxix. 25 sqq., xlix. 5 sqq.).

The fact that he had no inheritance

I. Origint. among the tribes goes with his priestly

calling and the high distinction be re-

ceived under Moses. The question has been raised

whether Levi was originally an individual and per-

sonal name (cf. Gen. xxix. 34, R.V. margin), and
some modem scholars do not regard it as a tribal

or local name but as derived from the vocation

—

" jdned [to a sanctuary or a divinity]," " one de-

voted." Honmiel cites such a usage of the word
in Minsean inscriptions in connection with the god
Wadd. But this usage is altogether foreign to He-
brew, and such a connection is absent in the im-

favorable utterance of Jacob's last words, where
there is no reference to the later honorable calling

of the tribe. Wellhausen's view that Jacob's words
refer to a tribe (not an individual) which early

sank into insignificance while Deut. xrxiii. 8 sqq.

blesses its priestly position is (apart from the other-

wise imexplained naming of an unpriestly tribe)

not so satisfactory as that under the same name
quantitatively different conceptions are treated,

since the Jacobic and Mosaic blessings are closely

related. In Mosaic times the tribe came into a
clearer light, inasmuch as Moses (q.v.) belonged to

it and during the wandering it bei^ime the priestly

tribe. This last is ascribed to two circumstances:

first Moses made his brother Aaron priest of the

sanctuary, and, second, for fidelity to the covenant
the Levites received priestly consecration (Ex.

xxxii. 29). The hereditary character of the Aaronic
priesthood not only depends upon the setting apart

of his sons as his helpers at the sanctuary and the

promise of an everlasting priesthood in conse-

quence of the faithfulness of the tribe (Ex. xxxii.;

Num. XXV. 11 sqq.), but is in accordance with the

Semitic usage which sets apart certain families for

the care of sanctuaries.

The priestly document describes the service of

the tribe during the wandering as definitely or-

dered for the care of the sanctuary and its bdong-
ings. The period of service is given in Num. iv.

23, 30, as from the age of thirty to fifty, but in

Num. viii. 24 sqq. as from twenty-five to fifty.

Tradition regards this as dealing only with the

period of the wandering, and affirms

3. LevitM in that at the age of fifty service did not
the Priesdy cease, as at the sanctuary of Shiloh.

Document The express statements of the priestly

document concerning Levitical serv-

ice deal in general with the time of the wandering.
In this the consecration of the Levites, analogous
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to that of the priests, was to a lower grade of serv-

ice, but signified a setting apart to Yahweh, and
consisted of a sprinkling with water of expiation,

a shaving of all hair from the body, and the wash-
ing of the clothing. Then followed the laying on
of hands by the elders, the offering of the wave
offering by the high priest and of a sin and burnt
offering. A special clothing does not seem to have
been appointed for them as it was for the priests

(but cf. I Chron. xv. 27; II Chron. v. 12). There
is lacking a description of their personal business

and manner of life as opposed to the definite regu-

lations for priestly living (Lev. xxi.), except that

they were not possessors of land, in lieu of which
they received part of the tithes of the people and
of the booty of war (Num. xviii. 24 sqq., xxxi. 30;

see Tithes). For their dwellings forty-eight cities

were set apart, according to Nimi. xxxv., with
definite dimensions in order that ground should be
available for pasturage and support, a provision

which does not do away with their exclusion from
possession of land, since the cities were not inhab-

ited exclusively by Levites (but cf. Lev. xxv. 32-

33). The carrying out of this provision is given

in Josh. xxi. (P), together with the setting apart of

thirteen cities for the priests; of these cities six

were cities of refuge. The idea of the systematic

distribution of a tribe among all the other tribes

presents that of a bond admirably adapted to pre-

serve the conceptions of the theocracy, but seems
rather ideal than real. The cities named were not

in Israelitic possession till long after, and in the

time of the Judges the Levites were in the position

of strangers and guests.

The tribe consisted of three families, those of

Gershon, Kohath, and Merari (Gen. xlvi. 11; Ex.
vi. 16), the sons of Levi, and these divided into

eight branches. In Mosaic times the number of

Levites is given as 22,000 (Num. iii. 39) or 23,000
(Num. xxvi. 62). The ChKMiicler traces a new ar-

rangement for the Levite service back to David,

who in connection with the placing of

3. Chaxac- the ark in Jerusalem is said to have
ter of assigned to special duties the different

Their families (I Chron. xxiii.-xxvii.), and
Service, the impression is given that this was

in accord with prophetic direction.

The objections made to this statement as a merely
fanciful construction are answered by the fact that

it has all the appearance of truth; the Chronicler

might have attributed the assignment to Moses or

Solomon were the representation piu^ly hypo-
thetical. It is evident that David and Solomon,
the projector and builder of the temple, and the

monarchs who organized the kingdom, must have
given special attention to the Levites. It is whoUy
possible that at that time suitable persons from
other tribes were incorporated among the Levites,

though the tribal descent remained the basis of

assignment. In David's time the number of Le-
vites was 38,000 (I Chron. xxxiii. 3), of whom
24,000 were assigned to sanctuary service, 6,000
became officers and judges, 4,000 doorkeepers, and
4,000 were assigned to musical service. The class

first named acted as assistants to the priests,

cleansed the temple, prepared the offerings, and had

general supervision of the sacred precincts. To
this end a further division was made into twenty-
four courses, corresponding to the same number of

priestly coiu'ses. The officers and judges, taken
from the family of Kohath, served outside the sanc-
tuary and in great part outside Jerusalem. The
musicians were also divided into twenty-four choirs,

and among their leaders are mentioned sons of

Asaph, Jeduthun, Heman, and Kohath. The door-
keepers, one of Korahitic descent and the rest of

two families tracing their origin to Merari, guarded
the four sides of the temple at twenty-four posts.

The Nethinim (the word means " given over," trc^-

diti, cf. the hieroduloi of Josephus, Ant, XI., v. 1;

III Ezra, i. 3) were assigned to a service different

from that of the Levites; in postexilic times they
performed the menial services of the sanctuary, in

preexilic times the heaviest duties, and their insti-

tution appears to have been one of high antiquity

(compare the general service of the Gibeonites, Josh,

ix. 21 sqq.). Prisoners of war under the kings who
followed David were often assigned as temple
slaves (Ezra viii. 20), and Solomon seems to have
devoted to the same service some of the Canaanites
(I Kings ix. 21; cf. Ezra ii. 58). During the con-

tinuance of the kingdom the service of the temple
seems to have been in part performed even by un-
circmncised persons (cf. Ezek. xliv. 7-8).

At the division of the kingdom, according to
II Chron. xi. 13 sqq., many Levites flocked to
Judah and Jerusalem from the kingdom of Israel.

Levites accompanied the host on a war expedition
under Jehoshaphat, and served at the same time

as judges and teachers of the people

4. Later (II Chron. xvii. 8, xix. 8, xx. 19 sqq.).

Historical Jehoiada employed them as an armed
Notices, guard at the overthrow of Athaliah

(II Chron. xxiii. 1-11, an office as-

signed in II Kings xi. 4-12 to the royal guard).
To the Levites the Chronicler gives an important
part in the reformation of Hezekiah (II Chron.
xxix.), and tells of their services in the time of

Josiah as slaughterers of the paschal lamb (II Chron.
xxv. 11). Hezekiah is said to have reinstituted

the giving of tithes, which had fallen into disuse,

for the benefit of priests and Levites (II Chron.
xxxi. 4), and the Chronicler gives a better charac-
ter to the Levites than to the priests in that reign

(II Chron. xxix. 34). Ezekiel (xliv. 9) expressly
excludes them from priestly service on the ground
that they had confirmed Israel in idolatry, and
allows them to perform only the lower sanctuary
services, assigning the altar service to the Zado-
kites. The effect of EzekiePs legislation is that of

an entirely new arrangement. That the Levites
had fostered the high places is suggested by their

fewness at the time of the return (Ezra ii. 40);
only seventy-four Levites as against 4,289 priests

were repatriated imder Zerubbabel, though there
appear 128 singers and 139 doorkeepers. These
latter had been more closely attached to the temple,
hence their greater interest in the return. Under
Nehemiah the number of Levites in Jerusalem in-

creased (Neh. xi. 16 sqq.). The Levitical cities

are not mentioned in the period of Ezra-Nehemialu
Nethinim, regarded as a lower caste of the Levites,
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are mentioned aa returning exiles, and they dwelt

mainly in Jerusalem (Eira ii. 58, vii. 7, 46). The
Mishna (Shekalimf MiddU, Tamid) preserves the

tradition of the n^gulations affecting the service of

the Levites at the second temple. After the de-

struction of the temple, the Levites and the priest-

hood lost their significance, since the synagogue did

not need them, though in the ministrations oi the

83magogue Levites enjojred a certain distinction.

The employment of the name does not, however,

involve descent from that tribe, since it was given

to members of other tribes.

Modem criticism has brought imder review the

prevalent tradition regarding the development of

the Levites and their service. Since the sharp dis-

tincticm between priests and Levites found in the

priestly legislation does not appear in Deuteron-

omy, one school throws the latter book into a
later time than the other sources of the Penta-

teuch, on the ground that the distino-

5. Modem tion had worn away. Another school,

Criticism, working upon the same distinction be-

tween priests and Levites and holding

that in prophetic times this distinction was not

existent, places the separation between the Aaronic
priesthood and the liturgical Levites in the post-

prophetic period. A separation indicated in II

Kings xxiii. 8 sqq. is carried farther by Ezekiel

and placed upon moral ground, when he reduces

to the rank of serving Levites those who had en-

gaged in idolatry (Ezek. xliv. 10). Then, accord-

ing to this school, the priestly regulations were com-
piled in Babylon, brought by Ezra to Jerusalem,

and there promulgated. In this the separation

made between the priestly class and the Levites

was dated back into Mosaic times. The Chroni-

cler took up the matter and developed his history in

accordance with the scheme of the priestly legisla-

tion. And the school whose teachings are here

sunmiarized finds these results illuminative of doc-

umentary history, and places the development in

the order Deuteronomy, Ezekiel, the priestly legis-

lation, the Chronicler.

If ail historical worth is denied to the ordinances

of the priest code, if the same position is taken in

respect to the reports of the Chronicler and to such
passages as I Sam. vi. 15, II Sam. xv. 24, and I

Kings viii. 6, then there remains little concerning

the Levites of preexilic times except subjective hy-

pothesis. Of a priestly Levitic stock in early times

nothing remains. In the time of the Judges and
early kings there is no separation, so far as the cul-

tus goes, between sacred and profane—Gideon, Ma-
noah, and Saul sacrifice, and the Ephraimite Samuel
becomes a priest, and so do David's sons (II Sam.
viii. 18 R.V.). A numerous liturgical personnel,

such as according to P the tribe of Levi must have
had, nowhere appears in early times. Individ-

uals assumed the functions of divine service, and
later came to their exalted position as in Deut.

xxxiii. But these are in part arbitrary assump-
tions. The sources indicate that the tribe of Levi
belongs to the Mosaic period and was even then in

sacred service. It is inconceivable that between
this tribe and the priesthood there should have
been no line of separation. The union between

people and God depends upon a well-attested

union of the cultus with one sanctuary and one

priesthood, and the priesthood is traced in the

Pentateuch to a family and not a tribe, though to

the tribe during the wandering something of priestly

consecration was given because of its fidelity to

Yahweh. This does not involve that the Mosaic
basis of the priestly legislation did not undeigo
in the course of time some modifications, while

practical variations appeared from time to time,

as has been indicated above. In quite early times

the separation between sacred and profane b^an
to fade out while the idea of a universal priesthood

spread. So Judges xvii. furnishes an example of

consecration of a profane person, who is later re-

phioed by a Levite. Many sanctuaries may have
existed without Levites in attendance. The sys-

tematic ordering of the temple service reintro-

duced the separation between sacred and profane,

and Levitical priests were entrusted with the sanc-

tuary service. In the popular view each Levite

had the reversion to the priestly office. The Le-

vites of the temple were so distinguished that for

ordinary menial functions lower servants were pro-

vided, and were brethren of the priests. This is the

Deuteronomic position. The conclusion so fre-

quently drawn from II Kings xxiii. 9 and Deut.
xviii. 6 sqq. that the priests of Jerusalem resisted

the attempt of Josiah to install there the priests of

the high places is not justified; all that is deducible

is that Levitic origin aXooe was not considered suf-

ficient ground for their serving as priests.

C. VON Obelu.
Biblioobapht: The eubject is 00 MnntisUy involved in the

critieiBm of the Pentateuch that, at least for the critical

side and largely also for the historical data, reference to
the literature on the Pentateuch (Hexateuch) is neces-

sary. It is also discussed in treatises on the history of
Israel (see under Abab). on Hebrew archeology and the
theology of the O. T. Consult also: E. Riehm, Die Ge-
•etxoeimno Motii im Lande Moab, pp. 31 sqq., Gotha, 1854;

J. J. Stihelin. in ZDMO, ix (18fi5), 706 sqq.; J. Orth, in

NotmOU Revue de theologie, iii (1860). 384 sqq.; K. H.
Graf, in Archiv fUr... Erfonehung dee A, T., i (1867-

09). 68-106. 208-236; A. Kuenen, Gcdedienai van lanui,

u. 104 sqq.. Harlem. 1870. Eng. transl.. London, 1875;

8. I. Curtiss. The LeviHcal Prieste. Edinburgh, 1877; 8.

Maybaum, Die Entwiekelung dee eJHaraeUiiMeken Friealer-

tume, Breelau, 1880; R. Smend, Die Liaien der BlUher
Emra und NeKemia, Basel, 1881; W. H. Green, Afoest attd

the PropheU, New York. 1882 (maintains the traditional

view); W. W. von Baudissin, Die OeeAidiie dee alUeeia'

menUidten Prieaterthume, Leipsic, 1880; C. Piepenbring, in

RHR, xxiv (1891). 1-60. 133-186 (summarises the Reuas-
Wellhausen theory); E. Meyer. Die BntaUhuno dee Juden^
tume, pp. 168-183. Halle, 1896; A. van Hoonacker, Le
Sacerdoee leviUque, Louvain. 1890; F. von Hununelauer.
Dae vormoeaiedie Prieeterthum in lend, Freiburg, 1890; J.

Kfiberle, Die TempeUHnger, Erlangen, 1809: J. E. Carpenter
and G. Haiford-Battersby, The Compoeition <^ the Hexa^
teueh, London, 1902. 8mith. OTJC; Schilrer, QeethidUe,
u. 237-242. 271-279. Eng. transl.. U.. i. 223-229. 265-273;
DB, iii. 90-102. iv. 67-07 (not to be overlooked); EB, m.
2770-2776. 3837-47; JE, viiL 10-21. 4JH50.

LEVIRATE MARRIAOB. See Faiolt and Mab-
RiAGE Relations, Hbbsbw, § 12.

LEVmCUa See Hbxateuch.

LEWIS, ABRAM HERBERT: Seventh Day
Baptist; b. at Scott, N. Y., Nov. 17, 1836; d. at
Watch Hill, R. I., Nov. 4, 1908. He studied at

Ripon Ck>Uege, Ripon, Wis., Milton CoUege, Milton,

Wis. (B.A., 1861), Alfred University, Alfred Centre,
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N. Y. (M^., 1863), Alfred Theological Seminary
(graduated 1863), and Union Theological Semi-
nary (1870-71). He was pastor at Westerly, R. I.,

1864-67 and New York aty 1867-69; general agent

of the American Sabbath Tract Society 1869-73;

pastor at Shiloh, N. J., 1873-76; professor of church
history and homiletics at Alfred University 1876-

1880; pastor at Plainfield, N. J., 1880-06. From
1896 until his death he was corresponding secretary

of the American Sabbath Tract Society and editor

of The Sabbath Recorder, He was editor of The
OuOook and Sabbath Quarterly 1882-94, and was
corresponding editor of The Philanlhrapitt. In
theology he was a liberal orthodox adherent of his

Church. He wrote: Sabbath and Sunday (Alfred

Centre, N. Y., 1870); Biblical Teachings concerning

the Sabbath and the Sunday (1884); Critical Hie-

tory oj the Sabbath and the Sunday in the Chria-

tian Church (1886); Critical History of Sunday
Legislation from SBl to 1888 A. D. (New York, 1888)

;

Paganism Surviving in Christianity (1890); Swift

Decadence of Sunday: What Next f (Plainfield, N. J.,

1899); and Letters to Young Preachers and their

Readers (1900).

LEWIS, TAYLER: Reformed Dutch lay Biblical

scholar and author; b. at Northumberland, Saratoga
County, N. Y., Mar. 27, 1802; d. at Schenectady,

N. Y., May 11, 1877. After graduating from Union
College in 1820 he studied law and b^an to prac-

tise at Fort Miller in 1824. Having become inter-

ested in Biblical and classical studies he gave up
the law and in 1833 opened a classical school at

W^aterford, N. Y., which he moved to Ogdensburg
in 1835. He was professor of Greek in New York
University 1838-49, and from 1849 till his death
professor of Greek and instructor in Oriental lan-

guages and Biblical literature at Union College. He
was a member of the Dutch Reformed Chiurch.

He was an able apologete and a prominent exponent
of Oriental and classical studies. His more impor-

tant works are: Plato contra Atheos (New York,

1845), being the Greek text of the tenth book of

the dialogue on laws, with luminous notes and dia-

cussions; An Essay on the Ground and Reason of

Punishment with Special Reference to the Penalty of

Death (1846); The Six Days of Creation (Schenec-

tady, 1855); The BibU and Science (1856); The
Divine Human in the Scriptures (New York, 1860);

State Rights, a Photograph from the Ruins of Ancient

Greece (Albany, 1864); and The Light by which we
see Light (Vedder lectures. New York, 1875). He
also translated and supplemented the notes on
Genesis for Schaff's edition of Lange's commentary
(1868), and prepared for the same work metrical

versions of Job and Ecclesiastes.

BtBt400RAFBT: W. Wells. in the Methodist Quarterly,

ncEviii (1878), «M *qq.

LEWIS, WILSOH SEELE7: Methodist Episco-

pal bishop; b. at Russell, N. Y., July 17, 1857.

He was educated at St. Lawrence University, N. Y.,

and Cornell CoUege, Mount Vernon, la. (B.A.,

1889), after which he was principal of Epworth
Seminary, Epworth, la., until 1897 and president

of Momingside Ck>llege, Sioux City, la., until 1908,

in which year he was elected a bishop of his de*

nomination.

LEYDECKER, loi'dek-er, MELCHIOR: Dutch
Protestant; b. at Middelbuig Mar. 11, 1642; d. at

Utrecht Jan. 6, 1721. After serving for fifteen

years as pastor in different places of Zealand he

became professor of theology in Utrecht in 1679

and labored there till his death. He was perhaps

the last representative of strict Reformed ortho-

doxy. From his orthodox standpoint he wrote

polemical works against Balthasar Becker, the

Cartesians, Hermann Witsius, and especially against

the federal theology of the Coooeians. His princi-

pal works are: De CBconomia trium personarum in

negotio salutis humance (Utrecht, 1682); Synopsis

controversiarum de foedere et testamento Dei (1690);

Commentarius in Catech. Heidelberg, sive de veritate

et sanctitate fidei Reformatas (1694); and De repub-

lica HebrcBorum (2 vols., Amsterdam, 1704-10).

(E. F. Karl MOller.)
Bibuoorapht: A. J. van der Aa, Biogravhieeh Woorden-

bode der Neierlanden, xL 387 aqq., Haarlem, 1852 sqq.;

Sammhmo von alien und neuen theoloffiecken Saehen, pp.

1012 aqq., Leipno. 1721; F. W. J. H. Gaaa. OetehiekUder

proteelantieehen DogmatUc, iii 200, Berlin. 1802.

LEYSBR, Idi'zer (LEISER, LYSBR): A family

of Lutheran theologians and learned men, which in

the sixteenth century removed from Swabia to North
Germany, where its descendants are still flourishing.

1. Caspar Leyser: The oldest known member of

the family, was bom at Winnenden (12 m. n.e.

of Stuttgart), Warttemberg, c. 1527; d. at Nttrt-

ingen (13 m. s.s.e. of Stuttgart) 1554 or 1555. He
entered the University of Tubingen in 1541, in

1550 became pastor in his native city, and in 1553

at Nilrtingen. He joined his brother-in-law, Jakob
Andreft, in a proposal to Duke Christopher of Wflrt-

temberg to introduce a chureh discipline modeled
after Calvin's and ''presbyteries," i.e., church courts

for the correction of offenders. The duke received

the proposal favorably, but Brenz and the secular

councilors opposed it, and it was not carried into

effect.

2. Polycarp Leyser (the Elder): Only son of

Caspar Leyser, was bom at Winnenden Mar. 18,

1552; d. at Dresden Feb. 22, 1610. In 1570 he

became master and repetent at TQbingen, and in

1573 preacher at Gellersdorf in Lower Austria,

whence he was frequently called to preach at Vienna
and thus became known to Emperor Maximilian

II. After declining a call to Gras, in 1577 he

became pastor, superintendent, and theological

professor at Wittenberg. Here the ungrateful task

devolved upon him of pacifying the excitement pre-

vailing since the overthrow of the Oyptocalvinists

in 1574 and of assisting in the introduction of the

Formula of O>ncord as well as in the reoiganiaation

of the university. His modesty, amiability, and
oratorical talents soon won the respect and love of

his congregation, of the university, and of the elec-

tor. He was active in the final arrangement ci the

Book of Ck>ncord (1577-80), in the reform oi the

university, and the revision of Luther's translation

of the Bible. In 1582 he attended the colloquy of

Quedlinburg (see Chkmnite, Martin, { 3), in 1583

a synod at Dresden, in 1584 and 1585 conventions

at Magdeburg, Leipsie, and Hersberg. When the

PhiUppists regained the ascendenpy after the death
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of Elector Augtistus in 1586, Leyser went to Bruns-
wick aA vice-superintendent. Here new struggles

awaited him since Superintendent Heidenreich
• confuted the doctrine of Ubiquity (q.v.) as laid down
in the Formula of Concord. The majority ci the

congregation and preachers took Leyser's part and
Heidenreich was deposed to make way for Leyser

(1589). Professor Daniel Hoffmann of Hehnst&dt,
however, renewed the attack, and vehement dis-

cussions ensued until Leyser was recalled to Wit-
tenberg (1593) after the death of Elector Christian

I. and the rapid overthrow of Cryptocalvinism.

He at once became involved in the controversy

there over the teachings of Samuel Huber (q.v.).

In 1594 he went to Dresden as court preacher and
coimcilor of the consistory.

Leyser's most important works are the edition

of the Loci theohgici of Martin Chemnits (Frank-
furt, 1592) and his continuation of the same au-

thor's Harmonia evangelica (1593). He also wrote
commentaries on Genesis, Daniel, the minor proph-
ets, and other books of the Bible. The greatest

sensation was stirred up by his polemical treatise

against the Calvinists, Ob, trie, und warum man lie-

her mil den PapisUn Gemeinacha/t haben . . . 9oll

<ienn mil und zu den Caivinisten, originally an in-

troduction to his CknMianismvs, PapismuB el Col-

iriniemuBf das ist drey unterachiedliche Auslegungen
des CaUchiemi Liilheri (1595; republished by Ley-
ser's successor, HoS von Ho&iegg, 1620; cf. Tho-
luck, pp. 115 sqq.).

8. Polycarp Leyier (IL): Elder son of Polycarp
Leyser (the Elder), was bom at Wittenberg Nov.
20, 1586; d. in Leipsic Jan. 15, 1633. He was pro-

fessor at Wittenberg and Leipsic and later was en-

trusted with high ecclesiastical positions. He took
part in various theological proceedings and dis-

putes and wrote commentaries on Galatians, on the
Augsbuig Confession, and on the Formula of Con-
cord; also polemical treatises, sermons, and dis-

putations.

4. Wilhehu LeyMr: Younger son of Polycarp
Leyser (the Elder), was bom in Dresden 1592; d.

in Wittenberg Feb. 8, 1649. He was superintend-

ent at Torgau and professor at Wittenberg, and
wrote a Summarium locorum theologicorumy a Sya-
tema thetico-exegelicum, a Tri/olium vera rdigionia

veleria testam^nti Adamiticce, AbrahamiliccBf Isradi-

ticcBf and other works.

5. Johannes Leyier: Son of Polycarp Leyser
(II.) was bom at Leipsic Sept. 30, 1631; d. near
Paris, 1685. He was for a time pastor and inspec-

tor in Schulpforta, Prussian Saxony, and in several

writings defended polygamy, which cost him his

position.

6. Polycarp Leyser (IH): Grandson of Poly-
carp Leyser (II.), was bom at Halle July 1, 1656;

d. at Celle (23 m. n. of Hanover) Oct. 11, 1725.

He was assessor of the philosophical faculty at

Leipsic, later pastor at Magdeburg, superintendent
at Wunstorf and after 1708 general superintendent
at Celle. He rendered great services to the mem-
ory of his great-grandfather.

(Johannes Kxtnzx.)

BzBUOORArar: 1. C. F. Sattler, GeachichU dtM HertogthumM
WlbrUmnbwg, iv. 74. and appendixes 29-30. 10 vols..

Ulm. 170^79; C. F. Sehnurrar, BrUkuierungen der vnirt-

tenUtergia^en Kircken^Uformatioruh und O^kkritn^Gt-
KkkhU, pp. 234 aqq.. Tttbingon. 1708: C. F. von St&lin,

WibrtUmimgUdtM QtaekidiU, iv. 738-730. Stuttcart. 1870.

2. One of Leywr'sown tracU, useful ae material, was given
by his great-craadaon W. E. Tentael in Cvrimtm Bib-

UoHHm, 1705. ii. 076-735: a selection of his fetters was
issued by another great-crandson. P. Lesrser III.. Sifi.-

loo€ tpUManim Leywer, i 1706: and contemporary ma-
terial was used by M. Adam, in Vitae theologorum, pp.

370^381. Frankfort. 1706. Consult P. J. Rethmeyer.
Braun9ekweioi9ch0 KirdunhUtarU, iv. 23 sqq.. 55-149.

Brunswick, 1715; A. Tholuck, Der Gna^ der btthsriMhtn

Theologen Wittehberga, pp. 4-14. Gotha. 1852; a careful

sketch, founded on early data, is given in J. A. Gleich,

AnnaUM tedenattiei, i. 430-600. Dreaden, 1730.

L'HOPITAL Id^prtOl' (L'HOSPITAL), MICHEL
DE: Chancellor of France; b. at Aigueperse (SO

m. n.w. of Lyons), Auvergne, 1504; d. on hLs

estate at Vignay, near £tampes (30 m. 8.s.w. of

Paris) Mar. 13, 1573. L'H6pital, who was of a
noble family from Auveigne, studied law at Padua
(1525-31), where the last year he lectured on civil

law as professor eztraordinarius. After spending

a year in Rome as member of the papal court of

justice called *^ Delia Rota," he came to Paris

where for three years he worked hard as a barris-

ter and (1537) gained a seat in the Paris parlia-

ment. Henceforth his career became more and

more successful. He was sent (1547) as a delegate

to the Council of Trent which had been transferred

to Bologna. He was appointed (1553) by Mar-

garet, the future duchess of Savoy, first as chan-

cellor of the duchy, then (1554-59) lord of the ex-

chequer. At last (1560) he became chanceUor and

keeper of the seal in France. In the first-men-

tioned office he had distinguished himself as a

fair, impartial judge, and as chanceUor (1560-68),

in the midst of the most confused period of the his-

tory of France, he displayed the talents of a states-

man. He became the leader of the ** Mod^r^ "

who then were very few and he followed inflexi-

bly his own ideals. He formulated the edict (Jan.

17, 1562) by which, although it forbade the Prot-

estants to build churches, they ooukl hold their

meetings outside the walls of cities under the pro-

tection of the law. This restricted toleration,

became the fundamental law, and decided the legal

position of Protestants as afifected by all other

edicts.

He could not prevent the outbreak of the dvil

war (which began with the massacre of Vassy,

1562), but in the frequent negotiations, as for in-

stance in the Treaty of Amboise (Mar. 19, 1563),

his influence was felt. The same influence re-

mained powerful till the Council of Trent, which by

its decrees separated definitely the two denominsr

tions. But through his advice, these decrees were

not accepted in France (Feb., 1564) and once more

his conciliatory spirit can be traced in the Treaty

of Longjumeau (Mar. 23, 1568). From that date he

withdrew from his charge as councilor and left the

court for Vignay. He was formally discharged

from his post as chancellor (Feb. 6, 1573), but all

his titles with their income were left to him. Faure

and others edited his EpiatolcB (Paris, 1585); and

Dufey his (Euvrea (1624-26, 6 vols.).

G. BONST-MAUItT.
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Bibuogbafht: P. Bayle, Dictionary, HiBtorieal and Crit-

ical, in. 50&-517, London* 1736; M. J. A. N. Gnrit»t,

ilao€ de M. FHdpUal. FiwU. 1777. ef. hia ilogn det Aea^
dimieiefu, toL .. ib. 1799; E. Dupr^Laflalle, in Lb
Droit, March and June. 1858; idem. Midget de VHoBpilal,

Puis, 1899; A. H. Taillandier. NouvellM redurcKea hi»-

foriguec ma- la frit ds . . , L'HApUal, PariB. 1861; A. F.
YiUemain. iiudsa d'hitt. modems; vie de L'HdpikU, ib.

1862; P. D. L., 6dairei»9etneiU hietorique et ghUaloffique
mr L'H^piial et aa famiUe, Clermont-Ferrand. 1862; H.
AmphouT, M. de L'H&pikU et la libertS de eonecienee au
xri. eiiele. Pane, 1900; liobtenbeiver, B8R, vi. 366-374.

UAFWINB. See Lbbwin.

LIBANIUS li-b^ni-us: One of the latest and
most important of the Greek sophists; b. at An-
tioch 314; d. there c. 395. He studied for four

years at Athens, then opened a school at Constan-
tinople, where his lectures became so popular that

in 343 rival teachers of rhetoric secured his expul-
sion from the city on a charge of " magic/' After

teaching for five years in Nicomedia he returned to
Constantinople, but, finding his adversaries in the

ascendency, he finally settled in Antioch in 354.

He was an intimate friend of the Emperor Julian,

who corresponded with him. He was a teacher of

Basil the Great and Chrysostom, and maintained
friendly relations with them throughout life. His
works consist of dedanuitions, orations, a life of

Demosthenes, an autobiography, and letters, of

which there are no less than 1,607 extant. The
letters were edited by C. H. Wolf (Amsterdam,
1738), the declamations and orations by J. J.

Reiske (4 vols., Altenburg, 1791-97). A few of

his writings, including sixteen letters to Julian,

were translated by J. Dunoombe and published in

Seled Works of the Emperor Julian (2 vols., Lon-
don, 1784). His funeral oration on Julian, in Eng-
lish translation, is in C. W. King's Jvlian the En^
peror (London, 1888).

Bibuoorapbt: L. Petit, Eteai eur la vie et la eorreapon-

danee du eophiat Libaniue, Paris. 1866; G. R. Sievers.

Daa Leben dee Libaniue, Berlin. 1868; A. Gardner. Julian
Philoeopker and Emperor, London, 1896; G. Necri, Julian,
the Apoetate. paaom, New York, 1903 (valuable).

LIBELLATICL See Lapsed.

UBER COMICn& See Pbricopb, {{ 5-6.

LIBER DIURNUS ROMARORUM PONHFICUM:
A collection of formularies used at Rome in con-

nection with the principal ecclesiastical functions,

such as the coronation of a pope, the consecration

oi the suburbicarian bishops, the granting of the

pallium or of special privileges. Based mainly
upon the letters of Gelasius I. and Gregory I., the

book took shape between 685 and 751. It was
used down to the eleventh century, in fact individ-

ual formularies are found from it in the collections

of canons made in the twelfth, as in Gratian; but

after that period, being no longer applicable to the

altered position of the Roman see, it fell into dis-

use and oblivion. It was rediscovered by Lucas
Holste (q.v.) in a manuscript belonging to the Ci»-

tercian library of Santa Croce in Gerusalemme at

Rome. He was preparing to publish it in 1650,

after collation with another version sent him by
Sirmond from the CoU^ de Clermont, when the

Roman censorship forbade him, and he died in

1661 without gaining permission. The ground of

this refusal was the " profession of faith " con-

tained in it, to be made by each pope on taking

office, which included a declaration of assent to the

decrees of the sixth general council and a repudia^

tion of the heresies condemned by it, mentioning
Honorius I. among the supporters of the latter.

The book was published by the Jesuit Gamier in

1680 at Paris, and Mabillon, who on his visit to

Rome examined the manuscript found by Holste,

and gave extracts from it in his Miueum Italicum.

Gamier's edition was reprinted by Hofmann (Leip-

sic, 1733) and Riegger (Vienna, 1762); and an edi-

tion meeting the requirements of modem scholar-

ship was published by Eugene de Rozidre (Paris,

1869), induding the necessary textual apparatus
and the notes of Gamier, Baluse, and Zaccaria.

This edition is based on a collation by Darembei^
and Renan of the Vatican manuscript, then stiU

supposed to be the only one extant, wfaich accord-

ing to Mabillon belongs to the latter half of the

ninth century. Von Sickel then published another
edition (Vienna, 1889) which contained important
new results, denying the unity of the composition

and taking somewhat different views as to its date.

But he was unaware that the Ambrosian Library at

Milan contains another manuscript, so that his con-

clusions can not be accepted as final. In the centu-

ries following the eleventh, attempts were made to

supply the place of the old book, which was now
no longer serviceable, and collections are extant in

manuscript under the titles Literm qua in curia

domini papce dari amsueverunt and Stylus scripto-

rum curicB RomancB, extending from John XXII. to

Gregory XII. and John XXIII.
(J. F. VON SCHULTB.)

Bibuoobafht: Consult, besidea the prolegomena and dia-

cuaaona in the editions named in the text, Sickel. Sttt-

unffAeridUe der Wiener Akademie, phUoeophiechrAiMtorieeKe

JOoMe. vol. Gxvu.; KL, vii. 1881-«6: F. Palack^. UOter
FormelbQeher, Pn«i]e, 1842.

LIBER PONTIFICAUS: The Liber pontificalis

contains the history of the popes from St. Peter

down, in the form of biograpMes. The oldest work
bearing this title, to which it is most properly ap-

plied, comes down to Stephen V. (885^91), with

the omission of the three predecessors of this pope,

John VIII., Marinus II., and Adrian III.; the text

of the extant manuscripts stops mid-
Original way in the life of Stephen V., so that

Form. it is not possible to say how it origi-

nally terminated. As to its origin va-

rious opinions have been entertained. In the Mid-
dle Ages, on the ground of the letters of Damasus
and Jerome appended to it, Damasus was supposed

to be the author. The Humanists (e.g., Onofrio

Panvinio) were more critical, and conjectured

Anastasius, librarian of Nicholas I.; though this

hypothesis was refuted by the Vatican librarian,

Emanuel Schelstrate (in Us Dissertatio de arUiquis

Romanorum porUificum catalogis, Rome, 1692), as

well as by G. G. Ciampini (Examen libri ponHjv-

calis, ib. 1688) and by F. Bianchini in his edition

of the Liber pontificalis (ib. 1718 sqq.). Duchesne
has proved that the lives were the products of a
gradual evolution; and the only debatable ques-

tion is now as to the date of its original compila-
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tion. The dedsion depends on the question of its

•ouroes.

The names and dates of the lives are drawn
demonstrably from two sources. One is the Caior-

loffUM Libenanus, a list of popes ending with Li-

berius (352-366). This is a part of

Sources the Chronographus anni S64, the well-

and Date, known Roman state calendar, and is

taken, down to 235 (Pontianus), from
the LCber generaiumia of Hippolytus, and later from
church caiendars.

The second list is handed down in different forms
of various length, but these may all be traced back
to a single clearly distinguishable archetype (desig-

nated by Mommsen as Index). The first compiler

adhered in the main to the Catalogua Ltberiantu,

because this is more explicit in relation to the eai^

Her times; and only from Liberius down is the In-

dex the sole source for the dates. At all events, a
collation is possible down to Sixtus III. (d. 440),

through data from Prosper's Chronicon, which ex-

hibits an agreement in dates. The student of papal
chronology will naturally turn, not to the Li^er

pofUifiealis but to its sources, as the former is

merely a secondary authority. Indeed, even the

other historical matter of the older portion is de-

rived from other works. Their number is very
great, their value generally very small; so that the

historical statements are untrustworthy down to

about the time of Anastasius II. (496-498). A
single exception may be made in favor of the enu-

meration of buildings erected and gifts made by
the popes, doubtless dating back to the substance

of papal archives, and constituting the best feature

of the oldest portion. From Anastasius II. the

accounts of the political history of the popes be-

come more trustworthy. In this way there is ob-

tained a criterion for deciding the question as to

the age of the first compilation. It ia safe to con-

clude with Duchesne, against Monunsen, that the

oldest form of the LiW poniificaUs dates from the

beginning of the sixth century; a deduction fa-

vored not only by the fact that the lives of the early

sixth century afford superior historical matter, but
also by the existence of an extract, ending with the

life of Felix IV. (526-530), the so-called Catcdogua

FdicianuB. Possibly this may afford ground for

referring the original compilation to the time of

Boniface II., successor to Felix IV. This first edi-

tion then came to serve as pattern for a whole
series of others, e.g., an edition closing with the life

of Conon (d. 687), the existence of which is attested

by an abstract, ending with Conon (Catalogue

Cononiamu), and by the list of popes, likewise end-

ing with Ck>non, of the earliest manuscript of the

LQ)€r pantificalis, dating from the dose of the

seventh century. Another recension closed with

Constantine I. (d. 715), and still others with Stephen
II. (d. 757), Stephen III. (d. 772), and Adrian I.

(d. 795). From the sixth century down, the biog-

raphies were for the most part begun in the life-

time of their subjects. Specially noteworthy in

this respect are the lives of Gregory II. (715-731),

Valentine (827), and Sergius II. (844-847). The
life of Gregory 11. was iised by Bede (q.v.) as a

source for his chronidei and thus must certainly

have been begun before the death of this pope.
The life of Valentine contains very full particu-

lars of his birth, education, election and virtues;

but as he died only a few days after his election,

it must have been written immediately upon his

elevation. The life of Sergitis II. b^ins with ful-

some praise of his virtues, then suddenly breaks
off: the virtuous pope becomes the direct oppoata,
and exaggerated praise turns to vehement cen-
sure; so that we may suppose that the first por-
tion was composed in his lifetime, the second sdter

his death. Owing to this contemporary composi-
tion, the Liber pontificalis is one of the most val-

uable sources for the history of those centuries.

It is true that in consequence of the official charac-
ter of the compilation—^the biographies are all

composed by officers of the papal household—

a

certain fixed terminology is noticeable, especially

in the later lives, which notably prevails in the
forms of introduction and conclusion, as well as in

stereotyped phrases for describing the pope's per-

sonality; but still the careful student will know
how to appreciate the work, despite its defects, as

an excellent witness respecting the conceptions

and standpoint of the papal court. In this period,

if at all, the work of Anastasius Bibliothecarius

(q.v.) must have been done.

The old Liber pontificalia stops at the dose of the
ninth century. For the tenth and eleventh, there

exist only meager lists of popes. The Hildebrand-
ine epoch produced the great biographies of Leo
IX. and Gregory VII. Bonizo of Sutri, in his

Liber ad amicumy interweaves the history of the

popes from Leo IX. to Gregory VII. in the style

of the early Liber pontificalis, summarises, in the

fourth book of his DecretdlSy the papal
Continua- history to Stephen V., and gives an

tions. outline as far as Urban II. Cardinal

Beno writes the history of Gregory
VII.; the compilers of Annates Romani give the

history of the years 1044-73, 1111, 1116-21. But
none of these are continuations of the early Liber

pontificalis. It was not till the twelfth century
that definite continuations were undertaken. One
of these, described by Duchesne as the Liber pon-

iificaUs of Pierre Guillaume (though more correctly

termed of Pandulph from its author, a cardinal of

the party of the Antipope Anacletus II.) is a pai>

tizan tract in favor of Anacletus. From Peter to

Adrian II. he copies the old Liber pontificalis;

from John VIII. to the end of the eleventh century,

a papal catalogue. He takes the biographies of

Gregory VII. and Urban II. from the records of

these popes; and only with Paschal 11. does he

begin a vivid portraiture of his contemporaries:

it is probable that the life of Paschal II. is by an-

other (unknown) author, as it shows a different

style from that which follows, and especially lacks

the peculiar cadence of the papal documents, the

so-called Cwrsus Leoninus, conspicuous in the sub-

sequent biographies. On the other hand, the lives

of Gelasius II., Calixtus II., Honorius II., are cer-

tainly Pandulph's. Written as a partisan tract,

this work fell into oblivion after the death of Ana-
cletus II.; nor was it employed until the end d
the fourteenth century, when a Frenchman^ Piene
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Bohier, transcribed and glossed it, and dedicated

it to Qiarles V. of France. Of greater literary im-

portance is the second continuation, Cardinal Boso's

LUier pofOificaliB, written c. 1 178. This begins where
the older one stopped, with Stephen V., and thus
stampB itself as a direct continuation. By way of

introduction, Boso utilizes the brief outline of the

papal history which Bonizo of Sutri included in the

fourth book of his Decretah, He takes the first part,

from John XII. to Gregory VII., word for word from
Bonizo's Liber ad amicum, omitting Urban II. and
Victor III. In the case of Paschal II. he draws on
the archives; from Gelasius II. he gives his own
narrative, employing a wealth of documents easily

accessible to him as camerarius of the apostolic

see. This continuation, because incomplete, was
not fused with the early Liber poniificalUf but

gained significance in connection with the Liber

eeruuum of the Church of Rome; for since Boso
had most probably undertaken to write a Liber

cenauutn, it was a natural supposition that his col-

lection of biographies was designed to serve as in-

troduction to that work. In this connection, the

work was repeatedly copied, the best-known edi-

tion being that of Cardinal Nicholas Roselli, in the

middle of the fourteenth century, which was dif-

fused in countless manuscripts all over the world.

In the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, al-

though private works in the sphere of papal his-

tory for this period are common enough, including

lists of popes, particular biographies (Innocent III.,

Gregory IX., Innocent IV., Gregory X., Celestine

v.), papal chronicles (Bemardus Guidonis, Ptol-

emy of Lucca, Amalricus Augerius de Biterris, Pe-

trus de Herentals, etc.), there was no thought of

continuing the Ltber pantificalis. Not until the

beginning of the fifteenth century, and anony-

mously, was the attempt made; but the author is

thoroughly dependent, copying the work of Pan-

dulph, with a continuation taken word for word
from the chronicle of Martinus Polonus, while

from Martin IV. (1281) to John XXII. (1328) he

copies the chronicle of Bemardus Guidonis. A
more meritorious continuation, likewise anony-

mous, dates from the middle of the same century.

In general the author copied the work just men-
tioned down to 1328; he took the last part of the

life of John XXII. and those of the three follow-

ing popes (Benedict XII., Clement VT., Innocent

VI.) from a continuation of Bemardus Guidonis,

and wrote an independent continuation from

Urban V. to Martin V. (1362-1431). This, how-

ever, is rather a history of the great schism than a

Liber poniificalia. This edition was soon after-

ward copied again, and expanded by extracts from

Martinus Polonus and Bemardus Guidonis. Two
other continuations of the fifteenth century were

never combined with the Liber pontificalia, though

their entire scope entitles them to be regarded as

continuations. One extends from Benedict XII.

to Martin V. (1334-1431), and contains, especially

in respect to the history of Boniface IX., Innocent

VI., and Gregory XII., more ample information

than the continuation dating from the middle of

the fifteenth century, as well as more candid ver-

dicts upon the personal characters and transactions

of the popes described. It appears in a Vatican
manuscript with the additional biography of Eu-
genius IV. The second continuation begins with
Urban VI. and extends to Pius II. (1378-1464),

evidently an unfinished work.

Of all these later works, the only ones of literary

importance toward the dose of the Middle Ages
were the continuation dating from the middle of

the fifteenth century, and that of Boso. Both
works were soon supplanted by the Liber de vita

Christi ac de vUia summorum pontificum Rcmanorum
of Platina, librarian of Pope Sixtus IV., (Venice,

1479). He transformed the early Liber pontificalia

and its continuations into a book which even Hu-
manists could read with pleasiu«, and thus drove
the other continuations from the field. It was not

until the beginning of the seventeenth century that

attention was again turned to the old Liber pan-

tificalis. At this time it was first printed, and has

since, in its turn, caused Platina's book to be for-

gotten. A. Brackmamn.
Bibuoorapht: The two editions which are of superlative

worth are (1) L. Duchesne. 2 vols., Paris, 1886-02, and
(2) T. Mommsen, in MOH, OeH. poni. Rom., vol. L, Ber^
lin, 1898. Other editions are mentioned and a list of the

best literature prior to 1806 is given in Potthast, Wto-
weiaer, pp. 737-730 (not to be overlooked). Further
matter of importance is to be found in: I. Chapman, in

RevuB UfMicHnM, xviii (1001), 300-117; T. Lindner, in

Fortehunoen sur deutacKen GeachichU, xii (1872), 235-250,

656 sqq.; P. Fabre, in Milanot* d'arehfolooie et d'hU-
toire, vol. vi., Rome, 1886; idem, 6tud$ ntr le Liber csfi-

auum de Violin romaine, Paris, 1802; J. B. LiKhtfoot,T^
Apoatolie Fathtrt, part L, S. Clement c^ Rome, i. 201-345,

London, 1800; F. H. GlassschrOder, in ROmieehe Quar-

taUdurift fUr AlUrthumekunde, iv. 126 sqq., v. 178; idem,

in Hietoriedtee Jahrbuch der QOrreetfeeeUeehaft, 3d (1800),

240-266; T. Mommsen, in NA, idx (1804). 285-203, xxi

(1806), 333-357. xxii (1807), 545-553; SScmaller. in

HiatorieeKee Jahrhueh der Osrreeffeeelieehaft, xv (1804),

802-810; F. G. Rosenfeld, Ueber die KompoeitUm dee

Liber porUificalie, Marburg. 1806; 1 Giorgi. in Archivio

delta eoeietli Romana di etoria patria, xx (1807), 247 sqq.;

A. Hamack, in Sitsunoeberiehte der Berliner Akademiet

1802, pp. 761-778; H. Griser, Analeeta Romano, Rome,
1800.

LIBER SEZTUS. See Canon Law, II., 6, } 3.

LIBER VITiB (DIPTTCHS): The official register

of the members of the congregation, also a list of

the clergy, and others. The establishment of such

a register was inseparably connected with the rise

of the ecclesiastical organisation. Baptism, which

consunmiated the entrance into the congregation,

occasioned at once the necessity and the right of en-

rohnent; death, voluntary withdrawal, or expulsion

by way of discipline, cauised erasure. Besides this

there were special lists of the clergy and of other

persons in the service or under the care of the

Church. The more complicated the apparatus of

ecclesiastical government and administration be-

came, the more these registers increased in number
and in sise. A special group was formed by the

lists, with the names of the spiritual and temporal

rulers, which were read aloud during the supplica-

tions, and also by those containing the names of

persons who participated in the eucharistic offer-

ings or who deserved mention for some other rea-

son. These may all be included under the general

designation " book of life," " book of the Uving,"

in which may be seen a connection with expressions
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in the Bible (cf. Rev. iii. 5, ziiL 8; Phil iv. 3; Ps.

bdx. 28). Purely external considerations gave rise

to the opposite designation " book of the dead/'
originally referring only to those whose memory
was recalled at the communion service. The de-

velopment of worship, both in the Eastern and in

the Western Church, combined with the growing
length of the lists, led to the abandonment or the

restriction of the older custom.

As to the form of this register, the Greek name
diptychon implies a connection with the wax tab-

lets used by th6 ancients. Two or more of them
were bound together, in the form of a book, the

exterior being of some firm material and forming
the covers. At the same period papyrus rolls were
also used. These covers were probably in most
cases of wood. Nevertheless, in the foiuth cen-

tury and probably earlier, ivory was used and or-

namented with reliefs.

Probably the oldest (fourth to fifth century?)
Christian example which has been preserved is the

Carrand diptych in Florence with the naming of the

beasts of the field by Adam; but, in general, scenes

from the New Testament predominate.

The use of diptychs continued in the East far

into the Middle Ages, and the same is true of the

West, especially in the period of Carlovingian art.

Some of the diptych tablets have been preserved

as ornamental parts of book-covers; for the artistic

ecclesiastical bindings of the Middle Ages were in-

spired by the diptychs.

From these diptychs, with religious representa-

tions, in ecclesiastical use must be distinguished

those of the officials, of the emperors, and of pri-

vate persons. These should not, however, pass un-
noticed since some of them show Christian types,

while others were taken for ecclesiastical use and
were altered for that purpose. In this group the
first place is occupied by the diptych of the OdusuI
Anicius Probus, from the year 406, in the possession

of the Cathedral of Aosta. One tablet shows the

emperor holding in his left hand the imperial orb
with a winged Victory, and in his right the labarum,
inscribed with the words " In the name of Christ

conquer thou ever." Another important example
is the Barberini diptych in the Louvre, with the
equestrian figure of Justinian. On one leaf of a
diptych in Monza the costume of the consul has
bc^n changed into a priestly vestment and the head
has been given the tonsure; an inscription has also

been added indicating that the figiire is that of

Gregory the Great. On the other leaf, the original

figure is untouched and it has been given another
meaning only by means of the inscription *' King
David." There b in Bologna a private diptych
Christianized by the addition of an inscription des-

ignating the principal figure as Peter and a bust
above this figure as Mark.

It may also be remarked that the various forms
of the altar-piece are called diptych, triptych, etc.

Victor Schultzb.
BiBLiooRAPirr: Earlier worki still of value are: C. A. Salig,
D« diptychit veterum, Halle, 1731; A. F. Gori, The»auru9
v€Urufn diptychcrum, 3 vols.. Florence, 1759; J. O. West-
wood, DeacripHon of the Jvoriet, Ancient and Meduwval^
in As South Kenaington Miieeum, LondoD. 1876; R.
Qairuooi. Storia deUa arte eritOana, voL vL, Prato, 1880;

T. G. Brightman, LUurgiee Eaetem and Weetem, glossary
8. V. ** diptychs," Oxford, 1896; H. Graeven. Fmhekriet-
Uehe und mittelalterluAe Elfenbeinwerke, Rome, 1898 sqq.;

G. RietMhl, LekHmeh dsr lAturffik, i. 231 aqq., Berlin,

1900; DCA, i. 560 aqq.; and for the secular use. W.
Smith, W. Wayte. and G. E. Marindin, Dictionary of
Greek and Roman Antiquitiee, i. 643-644, London, 1890.

LIBERATUS: Deacon at Antioch and ecdesiaa-

tical writer; fl. about 560. He was the author oi

a work which is an important source for the his-

tory of the ecclesiastical controversies of the fifth

and sixth centuries, Brevictrum catua NeHorio'
norum el EtUychianorum (ed. J. Gamier, Paris, 1675;

reprinted in MPL, hcviiL 963-1052). The book
utilizes the history of the preceding century to dem-
onstrate that Justinian's condemnation of the
Three Chapters (see Three Chapter Contro-
versy) is false and untenable. The history begins

with the ordination of Ne^rius, and comes down
approximately to 560. The date is shown by the
mention of the death of Pope Vigilius (555) and by
the fact that at the close of the last chapter Patri-

arch Theophilus of Alexandria (d. 566) is referred

to as yet alive. The work mentions as sources the
Hittona ecdesiasHca tripartita of Cassiodorus (q.v.),

Gesta aynodaliat Epistolce $andorum patrum, a Gesta

de nomine Acacii of Pope Gelasius I. (q.v.), and
finally a Oracum Alexandria scriptum, which some
have identified with the ecclesiastical history of

Zacharias Scholasticus (q.v.). The style is concise

and not always clear, the tone judicious, and the
general treatment trustworthy, notwithstanding its

partisan attitude as against the Monophysites.

G. KrOoer.
Bxbuoorapht: Fabrieiua-Harles, BibUotheca Oraea, xii

686-092. Hamburs, 1809; DCB, iii. 716-717; XL, viL
1944; Oeillier, Auteure eaeris. zi 303-^305.

LIBERIA, loi-bS'ri-a: A republic on the west
coast of Africa, having a coast line of about 350
miles from Sierra Leone to the French colony of

the Ivory Coast, and stretching inland to a dis-

tance in some cases of 200 miles. The total area
is about 45,000 square miles; the population is es-

timated at 2,000,000, all of African race, the few
whites being considered foreigners. It was founded
as a colony in 1822 by free blacks sent out by the

American Colonization Society. According to the
constitution adopted in 1847, when Liberia was de-

clared an independent government, electors must
be of negro blood and owners of land. The Amer-
ico-Liberians, numbering about 20,000, hold the
chief power, the native races, while not excluded
from the franchise, taking little part in political

life. At one time it was thought that the Amerioo-
Liberians were dying out, but intermixture with
the more civilised aborigines and some immigra-
tion from the west has strengthened them. They
are all Protestants, connected chiefly with the
Methodbt, Presbyterian, Episcopal, and Lutheran
Churches. There is a Roman Catholic Mission,

statistics for which are not available. The earliest

missionary work, apart from that connected with
the Colonization Society, was begun by the Meth-
odist Episcopal Church in 1831, followed by the
Presbyterian in 1833, the Protestant Episcopal in

1836, and the General Synod of the LuUieran
Church in 1859. The Presbyterian Board of For-
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eign Missions withdrew in 1899, transferring all its

property and churches to the presbytery of West
Africa. Educational work has been pushed by all

these Churches, some of their schools being of high

grade. Apart from these, elementary schools are

numerous, and there are a few of secondary grade.

Considerable attention is paid to industrial train-

ing, notably in the Lutheran Muhlenberg Mission.

It was in Liberia that the Methodist Bishop Taylor

inaugurated his scheme for African industrial mis-

sions. The fact that only a comparatively narrow

strip of land along the coast is effectively adminis-

tered, and that the inland territory is occupied by
some of the fiercest African tribes, has given much
prominence to the missionary enterprises in the

country. The work is conducted for the most part

by the negroes, on accoimt of the climate and the

general type of life, although there is a considerable

force of white missionaries on the coast. The four

societies report over 5.000 commimicant members,
nearly one hundred schools with 5,000 pupils, a con-

siderable portion of whom are from the inland tribes.

See Africa, II. Edwin Munsell Bliss.

Bibuoorapht: See the literature under Atrica.

LIBERinS, loi-bi'ri-us: Pope 352-366. He was
of Roman birth and parentage, was the choice of

both factions in the Arian controversy and of the

Emperor Constantius as successor to Julius I., and
was probably consecrated May 17, 352 (cf. Liber

pantifioaliSf ed. Duchesne, p. ccl.). The favor of

Constantius was due to his purpose,

First steadily entertained since he had be-

Period, come the sole ruler (353), to achieve

tUl His the peace of the Church by disavowal

Exile. of Athanasius and aboUtion of the

Nicene Creed (see Arianism, § 5), a
result which obviously hinged on the type of occu-

pant of the Roman see. At a synod at Rome con-

vened by Liberius, the majority of the bishops de-

clared for Athanasius; but, at the synod called by
the emperor at Aries (353), the pope's delegates,

Vincentius and Marcellus of Campania, as a peace

measure, consented to support the decision of the

East against Athanasius. Liberius, dissatisfied

with tbs action of his own representatives, ad-

dressed a letter of urgent remonstrance to the em-
peror (Epist. ad ConstatUium), and furthermore

managed to engage Eusebius of Vercellse to sup-

port him. Nevertheless, the Synod of Milan (355)

completed the victory over Athanasius, and the

bishops who had continued steadfast were driven

into exile. The same fate awaited the pope unless

he yielded. The imperial eunuch Eusebius, who
came to confer with him at Rome, attempted to

move him by argument to subscribe adversely to

Athanasius and to accept ecclesiastical fellowship

with his opponents. Liberius resisted, possibly

relying upon the sentiments of the Roman popu-
lace, which ran counter to the imperial endeavors
(Ammianus Maroellinus, XV., vii. 10). Hereupon
the pope was apprehended by night by the prefect

of the city and removed to the imperial court. In

an audience with the emperor, reported by Theo-
doret (Hist, ecd,, ii. 13; NPNF, 2 ser., iii. 77-79),

he made a spirited appeal for general acceptation

of the Nicene Creed, recall of the exiles, and con-

vention of a synod in Alexandria to examine the

charges against Athanasius. The one consequence

was his own exile to Bersea in Thrace, in 355, when
Constantius had the Roman archdeacon Felix con-

secrated as pope (see Feux II.).

The new pope encountered great opposition, not

because of any doubt as to his personal orthodoxy,

but rather because people believed him tainted with

irregular ordination and ecclesiastical fellowship

with the contrary party. While the emperor was
in Rome in May, 357, in answer to an appeal by
some ladies for the return of Liberius (Theodoret,

II., xiv.), the emperor let it appear thieit negotia-

tions with the exiled pope had led to

Acceptance the desired result. Liberius did not

of Homoi- return to his congregation, however,

ousianism. till the simmier of 358. The emperor
wished that he and Felix superintend

the Church in common; but this was found impos-

sible, and Felix had to yield. Various explana-

tions have been given of the emperor's change of

mind. Some speak of a collapse on the part of

Liberius, and assert that he reversed his dogmatic
position. But this is not borne out by the report

of Sozomen (Hist, ecd,, iv. 15), who alone reports

on the subject. The sole fact apparent is that,

after somewhat prolonged negotiations, in the spring

of 358 Liberius expressed his willingness to waive
the term komoousioa. He had been convinced that

the formula at issue Was liable to misimderstand-

ing, and declared himself in harmony with the the-

ory of the Homoiousians, according to which the

Son is " like " to the Father (of like essence and
attributes). That he rejected the term homooiisioa,

or that he consented in any degree to the thought
of designating the Son as unlike the Father {ann

omoioB), Sozomen pronounces a malicious inven-

tion. Yet it is open to question whether the tone

of Sozomen adequately accounts for the sharp ut-

terances of Athanasius (Historia Arianoram^ xli.;

NPNF, 2 ser., iv. 284) and Jerome (Chronicon,

and De vir. iU,, xcvii.) against Liberius, in which
Athanasius states that Liberius grew languid in

exile, and subscribed in dread of threatened death,

while Jerome reproaches Liberius with heresy.

Athanasius and Jerome are supported by four let-

ters ascribed to Liberius, preserved in the so-called

Fragmenta ex opere hisiorico of Hilary of Poitiers;

if these letters are genuine, their contents put the

result in a light unfavorable to the pope, showing
that Liberius acquiesced in the condemnation of

Athanasius and accepted a homoian statement,

the second Sirmian formula of 357. But the gen-

uineness of the letters is doubtful, since it is almost
universally conceded that the four letters are not to

be separated one from the others, in which case the

weight of evidence turns against the genuineness

of all the letters by the fact that certain particu-

lars in one of the letters (the one which begins:

Stiideru pad) totally contradict well-attested his-

tory. Tliere is the possibility that during his exile,

under the stress of constant pressure, Liberius may
have used some utterances which seemed to give

occasion to the charge against him. But that he

directly belied his earlier position can be asserted

only on the ground of doubtful documents.
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Liberius took no part in the Sjmod of Ariminum,
359. Several years elapee without note of him in

public life. In 303, however, he put forth a brief

(Epial. ad caiholico$ epi9copo9 Italia) diapenaing

pardon to all thoee who repented of

Later Life; their action at Ariminum and re-

Achieve- nounced Arian doctrine. These terms
ments. indeed were not agreeable to a more

austere school of ecclesiastics, even at

Rome; and the resultant opposition led to cleav-

ages which were anything but salutary (see Hila-
Rius; and Lucifer of Calarib). In 366, as the

representative of orthodoxy, the pope accorded
fraternal reception to the envojrs of the Macedo-
nians (see MACKDONius and the Macedonian Sect)
of Asia Minor, on the ground of subscription to the

Nioene Creed; and returned greetings of peace to

those who had authorized their errand (Episi, ad
univertaa OrientiB arihodoxot episcopoa). After the

death of Felix (Nov. 22, 365), Liberius readmitted
the clerics of his party to their former stations.

His death (Sept. 24, 366) nevertheless gave the sig-

nal for fierce factional conflicts, accompanied by
horrible bloodshed (see Ursinus). According to

the Liber pontificalis, Liberius was laid to rest in

the Cemetery of Priscilla, along the Via Salaria.

It is hardly probable that the poem of eulogy dis-

covered by De Rossi, on the subject of an unnamed
bishop, refers to Liberius (De Rossi, in BvUdino di

Archeologia Crisliana, 4th ser., vol. ii., 1883, pp. 5-

59); but rather to Martin I. (cf. Fuak, Kirchenge-

schichtliche Abhandlungeny i. 391-420, Paderbom,
1887). Liberius created a lasting memorial for

himself at Rome by founding the Basilica Liberiana

(Santa Maria Maggiore), which, even to^y, is

important historically in the office for Christ's na-

tivity and the season of Advent (cf. H. Usener, Rdi^
gioTugeschichUiche Unlersuchungen, i. 266-293, Bonn,
1889.) It was probably here in the year 354 that

the birth of Christ was celebrated for the first time
on Dec. 25. So late as the preceding year Liberius

had consecrated Maroellina, sister of Ambrose, as a
nun on Jan. 6, still observed as the day of the nativ-

ity. The pope's address delivered on this occasion

was preserved by Ambrose in a free transcript {De
virgine, iii. 1 sqq.). In the Martyrdogium Hienmy-
mianum Liberius is celebrated on September 23;

but his name does not appear in the Martyrologium
Romanum, Ever since the sixth century his repu-

tation has suffered distortion through apocryphal
tradition, exhibiting him in league with Constan-
tius as a bloody persecutor of the true faith; while

Felix is portrayed as a holy martyr (cf. J. J. I.

von Ddllinger: Die Papslfabeln dee MittelaUers, ed.

Friedrich, pp. 126-145, Munich, 1890; Eng. transl.,

of first ed.. Fables Respecting the Popes qf the Middle
Ages, New York, 1872). G. KrCobr.

Bibuoorapht: Liber porUiflcaUa, ed. Daeheaiie, L pp. ozx.-
oxxvii.. ccl. 207-210. Paris, 1886. ed. Mommaen in MOH,
Get ponL Rom., i (1898), 77-79; Jafftf. Reoesta, i. 32^35;
B. Jungmaim. Dia§erUUionB9 uUetm, iL 31-33. Regens-
burg. 1881; J. LangeD, OeachichU tUr rdmxMchen Kirche,
I 460-494, Bonn, 1881; G. KrOger. Lueiftr wm Calarib,

pp. 12 Bqq.. Leipeio. 1886; H. M. Qwatkin, Sbidies of
Ariavnm, pp. 192 sqq.. Cambridge. 1900; C. de Feia,
SUrria di lAberio vapa e deUo »ciama dei Seminariani,
Rome. 1894; F. Gregorovius. HUt, of As City of Rome, i.

108-109. London, 1894; T. Mommaen, in Deutsche Zeit-

sduiftfOr OmdUdUs und Wissmsduift, i (1897). 167-179;
Hefele, ConeOimnQsmiiAehU, i. 647 sqq.. 681 sqq., Eng.
tnunaL, L 199 eqq.; Boww. Popes, L 69-«2; Milman,
LaHn Chnstiiamty, L 102-106. Yeiy recently the genuine-
neas of the four letters of liberius has been maintained by
L. Dudieane, in MAam^ss d^hUtoire et d^arekioloaie, zx\aii

(1908). 31-78. and oppoied by A. Wilmart, in Revue Bin*--

dietine, zziv (1907). 293-317. and by F. Savio, Nuovi
Studi euUa ^uuHone di Papa lAberio, Rome. 1909.

LIBERMANll, JACOB. See Holt Ghobt, Orders
AND CONGRXQATIONS OF THE, II., 6.

LIBERtiheS: a word used in various senses.

1. The members of a Jewish qmagogue at Jeru-

salem mentioned in Acts vi. 9. 'they probably pos-
sessed a synagogue of their own, though some have
held that they worshiped with the Cyrenians,

Alexandrians, Cilictans, and Asiatics, or at least

with the two first named. The meaning of the
name is not entirely certain. As there is no cer-

tain record of an (African) city or district frora

which they could take their name, it seems prob-
able that the word denotes " freedmen " (Lat.

Ubertim), meaning the descendants of Jews taken
captive to Rome by Pompey, and there later re-

leased because their stubborn adherence to their

national customs rendered them useless as slaves.

While the majority of these freedmen remained in

Rome and settled in the regio TranMMTina (Sue-

tonius, Tiberitis, xxxvi.; Tacitus, Annales, ii. 85),

others seemed to have returned to Jerusalem and
to have formed a synagogue where the name of

Libertines, or Roman freedmen, lingered.

(F. SlEFFERT.)

8. A political party led by Ami Perrin, hence
known also as Perrinists, which opposed Calvin in

his efforts to reform the morals of Geneva. Before

the Reformation they had striven for the liberty

of the city against the Roman Catholic bishop and
the duke of Savoy, and under the rule of Calvin

they especially opposed the excommunication by
the consistory of those deemed by it unworthy to

partake of the Lord's Supper. They also con-

tended against the admission of French refugees as

burghers of the city, and in May, 1555, endeavored
in vain to lead a violent protest against the influ-

ence of these refugees and the French preachers.

Some of the leaders fled, others were sentenced to

death, and thus the party was completely dis-

rupted. Their significance is in their attitude as

liberals opposed to the strict Calvinistic Puritans.

E. (}H0I8T.

8. A pantheistic antinomian party which flour-

ished about the time of the Reformation. It ap-

peared first in the Netherlands and from there spread

into France. Its roots may perhaps reach into

the soil of the Brethren of the Free Spirit (see Fbeb
Spirit, Brethren of the), a sect which had not

entirely died out, and there may have been connec-

tions i\ao with the Anabaptists [i.e., with such pan-

theistic antipedobaptists as David Joris, q.v.

—

^a.

H. N.]. The adherents gave themselves the name
" Spirituals ''; "Libertines " being the title given by
the opponents of the party. The founder appears

to have been named CJoppin, who preached at Lille

about 1529, whence his teaching was carried into

the French-speaking part of the country, and thence

into France by a certain Quintin, by Antoine Poo-
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quel, onoe a Roman Catholic priest, and by others.

Their teaching was to the effect that all visible ex-

istence is but a manifestation of the one Spirit;

hence nothing can be essentially bad; the regener-

ate man is he who recognizes that the distinction

between good and bad is baseless, and consequently
has attained the innocence which Adam had before

he knew good and evil. In France those who held

these views found protection under Margaret,

Queen of Navarre, at N^rac; but they met a stem
opponent in Calvin, whose influence with Margaret
and other measures probably brought about the

extinction of the party. In 1547 Calvin warned
the Christians of Rouen against a Franciscan monk
who expounded the dogma of predestination after

the method of the Libertines. The latter replied

in Boudier de cUfencef which Farel answered in

Glaive de la parole veritable (Geneva, 1550). Calvin
speaks of two anonymous French writings which
he ascribes neither to Quintin nor to Pecquet, which
seem to be of a mystical Libertine cast. Some
writings of this character were collected by C.

Schmidt, TraiUe mystiques 4crUs . . . 1S47-49
(Geneva, 1876), and by E. Picot, Th6dtre mystique
de Pierre Du Vol et des Libertins spiriiuds de Rouen
au le. sikcU (ib. 1882; cf. G. Jaujard, Essai sur les

Libertins spiriJtueU de Oenh>e [?], Paris, 1890). See
also LoiSTB. E. Choibt.

Bibuoobapht: Oo 1: Schflrer, 0§9ehiehte, ii. 65, 431, iii.

84. Enc tniul.. IL, i. 49, ii. 56-67, 276; SB, iii 2703-
2794; X>B, iii. 110; and the oommentariee on the pas-
nffB. On 2: A. Roget, Hist, du peuple de OenHe^ vols.

ii.-iv.. 7 vola., Geneva, 1871-«4; E. Choisy, La Thio-
eraHe & Oentve au lempa de Calvin, Geneva, 1897. On 3:

CR, Til 145, 341: Calvin, InetihUee, III., iii 14; F.
Treehael. Die protestanUaeken AnHirinitarier, i. 177, Hei-
delbers. 1839; Hundeahagen, in TSK, zviii (1845). 866
aqq.; A. Jundt, Hiet. du panihHeme populaire, Strasburg.
1875. For further information on 2-3 consult also the
works on the life of Calvin given under Calvin. John,
e«.. W. Walker, pp. 293-295. New York, 1906.

LIBERTT, RBLIGIOUS.

1 General Development.
Hietorioal Survey (t 1).
The Evangelioal Spirit.

Eepedally in England
(I 2).

In America (| 3).

Humanistic Influenoee

« (I 4).

n. To Germany.
The Theory of Non-Tolera-

tion (t 1).

The Situation at and During
the Reformation (( 2).

Toleration of Roman Cath-
olics, Lutherans, and Re-
formed (t 3).

Change in the Political The-
ory of the Church (| 4).

Present Legal Status of
Churches (( 5).

Roman Catholic Attitude
(§6).

L General Developmeiit: Religious liberty is,

in the fullest sense of the term, unrestricted freedom
to believe, practise, and propagate any religion

whatever or none.

The Edict of Milan (see Constantinb the Grbat
AND HIS Sons, I., § 4) issued by Constantine and
Licinius in 313 seems to be the only ancient proo-
Iftmation by a civil government of absolute relig-

ious liberty. The edict grants '' both to the Chris-

tians and to all men freedom to follow

I. Hit- the religion which they choose," " each
torical one should have the liberty of wor-
Snmy. shiping whatever deity he pleases."

** This has been done by us in order
that we might not seem in any way to discriminate
against any rank or religion." This action was taken

in the interest of Christianity and the edict contains
instructions for the restitution of all church property
taken from Christians in the Diocletian persecution.

Constantino's later policy in relation to non-Catho-
lic Christian parties and paganism was inconsistent

with the declarations of the edict. From this time
onward nothing more liberal than toleration ap-
pears in civil l^islation until modem times. Pleas

for religious liberty were frequently made by per-

secuted minorities; but neither civil governments
nor dominant ecclesiastical parties paid heed to

them. Luther pleaded for liberty in the most thor-

oughgoing way (1519-20); yet when confronted

with religious radicalism (1521 onward) he became
convinced that only drastic measures of repression

could save the situation and urged the rulers to

spare not. Humanists and Sodnians argued for a
broad toleration, and some of them no doubt would
have rejoiced to see absolute liberty of conscience

incorporated in the civil constitutions and in the

confessions of faith; but they were not optimistic

enough even to hope for such a consmnmation.
Balthasar Huebmaier (q.v.), when his life was be-

ing sought by the Austrian government and he was
in inmiinent danger, wrote in 1524 a tract *' Con-
cerning Heretics and their Burners " (cf. H. C.

Vedder, Balthasar HObmaier, pp. 84-88, New York,

1905) in which he sought to show the heresy, anti-

christian character, and futility of persecution for

conscience's sake. Calvin was from the beginning

an avowed antitolerationist. Regarding the Old-

Testament theocracy as in an important sense a
model for the Christian state, he thought it the

duty of the church authorities to detect, convict,

and denounce heretics and open sinners of every

type, and of Christian magistrates to execute

Church censures even to the extent of inflicting cap-

ital punishment in extreme cases. For the Chris-

tian minister or magistrate to allow a heretic to dis-

seminate his errors was as little allowable as it

would be to permit a miscreant to go about spread-

ing the pestilence. Calvin had the full sympathy of

Melanchthon, Butser, BuUinger, Knox, and other

leading reformers in his antagonism to religious

liberty. In this he was followed for more than a
century by English and American Puritans, Scot-

tish Presbyterians, and by Reformed and Lutheran
Churches in general. The progress of religious lib-

erty has been greatly impeded also by the general

conviction that the divergent religious opinions of

minorities are malignant and inspired by the devil

and that no treatment is too severe for the dissem-

inators of diabolical error; that two forms of re-

ligion can not exist in the same state without disas-

trotis consequences; that civil rulers have a right

to determine the religion of their subjects (see Ter-
RIT0RIALI8M); that the established order is of

divine right and that innovation is ipso /ado evil.

The Peace of Augsburg (1555; see Auqsburq,
Reuqious Peace of) and the Peace of Westphalia

(1648; see Westphaua, Peace of) each in turn

confirmed the states of Europe in territorialism.

The two lines of influence already mentioned
wrought mightily for the breaking down of the in-

tolerance of conservatism, for a long time sepa-

rately and at last cooperatively, namely the old
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Evangelical and the Humanistic. The old Evan-
gelical spirit (represented by the Waldenses [q.v.],

Peter of Chelcic, and the Bohemian Brethren [q.v.l

in the Middle Ages, and by the Anabaptists and
the Society of Friends in more recent times) made

a sharp distinction between the Old
a. The Testament and the New Testament,

Evangelical making the latter alone an authorita-

Spirit, tive guide in doctrine and polity and
Especially laying chief stress on the very words
in England, and acts of Christ. Most of them as-

sumed an attitude of passive resist-

ance toward civil governments, denying the possi-

bility of a Christian state (if all were Christians

there would be no need of civil government), and re-

jecting magistracy, oaths, warfare, and capital pun-
bhment as inconsistent with the spirit of Christian-

ity and with the precepts and example of Christ

and the apostles. To use coercion in connection

with religion seemed to them monstrous. Inter-

preting the Sermon on the Mount literally they
thought it wrong to resist evil or to defend them-
selves. Only when fired by chiliastic enthusiasm

and convinced that it was the divine will that they
should smite the imgodly and become instruments

for the establishment of the kingdom of Christ on
earth (see Tabgrites; Muknzbr, Thomas; Fifth
Monarchy Men) did they trust in the arm of flesh.

This quietbtic form of Christianity, while it pro-

duced the noblest examples of self-sacrificing devo-

tion and of evangelistic seal, was too much out of

accord with the life and thought of the times to

exert a strong influence in favor of religious liberty;

though the Mennonites in the Netherlands became
numerous and wealthy enough to gain the coop-

eration of the government in efforts to secure tolera-

tion for the persecuted in other lands. It was only

when the old Evangelical type of New-Testament
Christianity became blended with Calvinistic Puri-

tanism that it was able powerfully to influence the

Christian world in favor of liberty of conscience.

Robert Browne (q.v.) reached the conviction, prob-

ably under Mennonite influence (1580-84), that

civil magistrates ought not to pimish religious de-

linquencies or in any way to interfere with the

rights of conscience. His immediate Separatist fol-

lowers failed to grasp the principle and he himself

soon abandoned it. About 1609 a party of English

Separatists led by John Smyth, exiled in Holland,

reached antipedobaptist convictions and at the

same time adopted the old Evangelical principle

of separation of Church and State and liberty of

conscience in the most absolute sense (see Baptists,

I., §§ 1-4). A portion of the company under the

leadership of Helwys and Miulon returned to Eng-
land (1611 or 1612) and members of this Arminian
antipedobaptist party addressed to the govern-

ment and published a series of pleas for absolute

liberty of conscience (1614, 1615, 1620) that influ-

enced wide circles of readers (see Baptists, § 9;
cf. Tracts on Liberty of Conscience^ Hanserd Knollys
Society, London, 1846). The triimiph of the Inde-

pendents (Baptist and Congregational) first over
established episcopacy and then over Presbyterian-

ism, which sought to become the established Church
and purposed the suppression of all forms of dis-

sent, led to a measure of religious equality under
Cromwell (1649, sqq.) for such Congregationalists,

Baptists, and Presbyterians as were friendly to the

government and of suitable education and char-

acter, all alike being admitted to endowed pastor-

ates when invited by the parishioners; but there

was no thought of tolerating Roman Catholics,

High-church Episcopalians, or Unitarians. Tolera-

tion of EvangeUcal dissent has prevailed in Eng-
land from 1689 and dissenters' disabilities have
been gradually diminished; but even now the*free

Churches of England are struggling valiantly for

religious equality which means the disestablislunent

and the disendowment of the established Church.

In America the early British colonies were
formed on an antitolerationist basis, the CalvinisUe

theocratic idea prevailing in Massachusetts and
Connecticut and the Anglican establishment taking

control in Virginia and other Southern colonies and
in New York after it was taken from

3. In the Dutch (see UNrrED States of
America. America, Religious Histoby of).

Roger Williams (q.v.; also Baptists,

II., §§ 1-2), having been banished from Massachu-
setts, established a small colony at Providence on the

basis of liberty of conscience (1636) and, in coopera-

tion with John Clarke (q.v.; sdso Baptists, II., § 3),

the larger colony subsequently known as Rhode In-

land (1647) . The publication of the pleas for liberty

of conscience by Williams and Clarke, and their as-

sociation in England with the leading statesmen of

the Cromwellian time no doubt greatly influenced

opinion there. In Maryland Lord Baltimore, the

proprietor, tolerated and encouraged a body of

Puritans who had been driven from Virginia on
account of their non-conformity (1643). In Vir-

ginia the Baptists, supported to some extent by
Presbyterians and freethinkers (Jefferson, Madi-
son, and others), waged an imcompromising war-
fare against the established Church (1776-99) and
succeeded in securing its disestablishment and dis-

endowment, and absolute religious equality (see

Baptists, II., § 6). They were also influential in

securing the insertion of the clause in the Constitu-

tion of the United States that guarantees religious

liberty. The triumph of religious liberty in Vir-

ginia and the provision for it in the national Con-
stitution led to the removal of all restrictions to the

free exercise of religion in Connecticut (1820) and
in Massachusetts (1833). The successful experi-

ment of religious liberty on so lai^ge a scale soon
made its influence felt throughout the Christian

world. American influence was a factor in the
French Revolution. After the abolition of Christian-

ity by the Terrorists, Napoleon put Roman Catholi-

cism, Lutheranism, Calvinism, and other recognixed

forms of religion upon the same basis of state support
and state control in France, the Netherlands, and
other parts of his empire. Complete religious liberty

has recently come about in France through the
separation of Church and State (see France).

Side by side with the influence of the old Evan-
gelical New-Testament Christianity, the advance of

liberal thought under the influence of Humanism
has wrought for freedom ofthoughtand liberty of con-
science. Skeptical minds not onlydemand toleration
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for theniflelves; but are not so absolutely sure that

their own views of religion are exclusively valid as

to consider it necessary to force them
4. Htt- upon others. The growth of scientific

manistic study and the application of the his-

Isfluences. tori<»d method to the study of religion

have tended to break down dogma-
tism and intolerance. The French freethinking

of the eighteenth century not only prepared the

way for the French Revolution, but covered EiU'ope

and America with its influence. French freethink-

ing cooperated with Baptist insistence on separation

of Church and State and equality of rights for all

religious parties in the American struggle. See
CoNVKNTicuB Act ; Corporation Act ; Five Mile
Act; Test Act; Toleration Act of 1689; Uni-
formity, Acts of. A. H. Newman.
IL In Gennany: There is now no German State

which does not grant freedom of conscience, both
to individuals and to communities which are imited
by common religious interests. In itself toleration

may be observed toward non-Christian as well as

toward Christian bodies, as in Germany toward the
Jews; yet in Germany the legislation concerning
the Jews has not arisen from motives of toleration

but of alien laws, and as it still retains this charac-

ter it fails outside the limits ofthe present discussion.

A Church, as such, while loving and patient in pas-

toral care, can not be tolerant either in dogmatics
or ethics. For since an individual Chureh exists

simply because it recognizes a certain concept of

Christian revelation as the only correct one, it can
not permit divergent concepts within

X. The its fold. This was the actual attitude

Theory assumed before the Reformation, espe-

of Ifon- dally as the Church then not only con-

Tolexation. trolled both her own members, so that

she could exclude irreclaimable heretics

from her communion, but also had such power over
the State that the latter would punish such here-

tics, if necessary, with death. The constitution Ad
decuB of Frederick II. (1220), requiring the death
penalty, repeats almost literally the third chapter
of the fourth Lateran Council (1215), and is ren-

dered still more strict by the same emperor's con-

stitutions CatharoB (1232) and Patarenoa (1238).

The enforcement of the death penalty by burning,

prescribed also by the Sachsenapiegel {Landrecht^

II.» xiv. 17) and the Bamberg criminal code of 1507
(art. 30), is illustrated by the proceedings against

Huss at Constance and by the action of the Ger-
man princes against the Hussites. This use of

power of the pre-Reformation Chim:h is fully ex-

plicable from her point of view. If, as she believed,

she was the one visible Church founded by Christ,

if every one baptized belonged to her, if she was
responsible for their salvation, and if this salvation

depended on the obedience of each individual to
her authority, there was no reason for her to hesi-

tate to use her influence with the State to gain her
•uch obedience. The dlhureh had developed into a
dogmatic system her claim to control the executive

means of the State in given cases to her advantage;
And as long as this principle was acknowledged by the

authorities of the State, its powers were in a sense
ber own, to be employed when conscience dictated.

When Luther, at the Leipsic disputation, rejected

the doctrine that the interpretation of the Bible was
to be conditioned by the authority of the Church,

the latter appealed to the laws against

2. The heretics. But these were ignored by
Situation those princes who held that the Chureh
at and must be reformed and whowere in sym-

During the pathy with Luther's views. On the
Reforma- other hand, the ban against Luther and

tion. the bull Deed Romanum pontificem

(Jan. 3, 1521) led to the Edict of Worms
(Jan. 26, 1521; antedated Jan. 8), which followed

the laws against heretics, declared Luther an out-

law, and required the local authorities to imprison
him and his adherents. Other princes, however,
refused to execute the edict, declaring that they
could not reconcile it with their duty to their sub-

jects and their land; and in view of the wide-felt

need of a religious reformation, and in considera-

tion of the imsettled religious conditions, the Diet

of Speyer (Aug. 27, 1526) declared that, until a
council should have been held, no prince should be
obliged to obey the edict. This enactment at

Speyer was the first German law of toleration, al-

though primarily it was merely a provisional sus-

pension of a law which was by no means abro-

gated. The next step in advance was the religious

peace of Augsbuig in 1555 (see Augsburg, Rb-
LiGiouB Peace of). The most promising, though
unsuccessful, attempt to force the German princes to

obey the Edict of Worms was made in the Schmal-
kald War, and the proviso of 1526 now became
definite. Although the old laws against heretics

were still in force, it was no longer possible, by the

laws of the empire, to secure their obedience from
such princes as would not maintain them in their

dominions. A second fruitless attempt to have the

laws against heretics enforced was made by the

Roman Catholics in the Thirty Years* War (q.v.),

but with the Peace of Westphalia (Oct. 24, 1648;

see Westphaua, Peace of; and below) the re-

ligious peace of Augsbuig was confirmed by im-

perial law. Nevertheless, this merely gave the

German princes a right which they had not legally

possessed before, permitting them, in so far as they

were unfettered by agreements with their estates,

to enforce or ignore the old laws against heretics.

The empire was accordingly divided, in the eyes of

the Curia, into States " in which the Holy Office is

exercised," and those ** in which heretics rage un-
punished." But it must be borne in mind that

anything like the modem concept of toleration was
equally unknown to the Protestants as well. The
theory of the Reformers was that the State had re-

ceived authority not only to maintain the law in

general, but the law of God, especially as set forth

in the Decalogue, in particular. In virtue of the

First Table, therefore, the State was divinely re-

quired to permit only the right worehip of God.
The pre-Reformation relation of Chureh and State

thus received a theological foundation. Tolera-

tion of any worship which was " not right " was
accordingly excluded, and its prevention was a duty
for which the State was responsible to God—the

only change was the abolition of the criminal pro-

ceedings against heretics, and the substitution of
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police regulation. Sinoe, however, neither Roman
Catholic nor Protestant would admit that his op-

ponent also taught true doctrine, it became prac-

ticaUy necessary merely to recognise the power of

the authority of each coimtry as purely personal,

a concept later expressed in the phrase " whose is

the land, his is the religion." Nevertheless, the

Protestants gained the one point that those who
adhered to the Augsbuig Confession could only be

bcmished by Roman Catholic princes, and not

brought before a criminal coiut.

A further step was made in the Peace of West-
phalia, which, taught by the bitter lesson of the

Thirty Years' War, proceeded to real tolerance,

and first officially employed the term.

3. Tolera- It enacted that Roman Catholics in

tion of Protestant lands, and Lutherans and
Roman Reformed in Roman Catholic lands,

Catholici, should be ** tolerated patiently " (pa-

LatheianSi tietUer tolerentur) if they rendered due
and obedience to the civil authorities

Reformed, and caused no disturbance. They
were likewise granted the right of

simple private worship. No other religions than
those just mentioned, however, were to be
'* received or tolerated '' in the Holy Roman Em-
pire. Thus arose the distinction long maintained

between " received " and " tolerated " religion.

The Roman Catholic Church declared these en-

actments of toleration in the Peace of West-
phalia null and void by the bull Zelo damus
Dei (Nov. "20, 1648), and in consequence of the

strict Lutheran insistence on the *' guardianship of

the First Table " likewise had cause to refuse obe-

dience, especially as the Protestants came to hold

that Roman Catholicism could be tolerated only

when civil authority was insufficient to repress it,

or when the State was in such condition that the

repression could not be effected without civil war
and effusion of blood, or when its repression would
lead to greater harm than its toleration. This

rigid adherence to the " guardianship of the First

Table," however, could be carried out only in the

narrow domains of the old empire; in lands of more
diverse interests a larger spirit was needful. This
was first shown in Holland, whence the new move-
ment spread to Germany, especially the rising State

of Prussia. When the Lutheran princes of the

Palatine Electorate (1560), Bremen (1568), Nassau
(1577), Wittgenstein, SoUns, and Wied (1577-86),

Tecklenburg and Steinfurt (1588), Anhalt (1596),

Hesse-Cassel (1604), and Lippe (1605) entered the

Reformed Church, they obliged their subjects to

follow them; but when, in 1614, the Elector John
Sigismund of Brandenburg did likewise, he merely
permitted the coexistence of the Lutheran and Re-
formed Churches in his territories. This precedent

of two " received " Churches side by side was taken
by the seventh article of the Osnabrtick treaty of

1648 as the model of general regulations on the

mutual relations of Lutheran and Reformed
Churches in one and the same territory. This
marks a change from a principle of intolerance to

one of tolerance, and of the substitution of a
purely political concept of the State for a theo-

logical theory.

Since the weakness of the empire and the variety

of conditions in the individual States were fatal to
any national basis for the State in Germany, the
social theory, largely represented at the time by

Dutch views, and aided since the Ren-
4. Change aissance by the trend of juristic and

in the political tenets, formed the necessary

Political substitute. The State being regarded
Theory as a congeries of interests imited by so-

of the cial contracts, and its authority being
Church, derived from a contract to obedienoey

two theories of the Church became
possible. Either it might be assumed, with Hugo
Grotius, that the maintenance of the Church as

an institution was a function of the State, and that

the administration of the Church was essentially ad-
ministration of the State, this being Territorialism

(q.v.). Or it could be supposed that the conditions

of religious freedom which had preceded the rise

of the State had not been abrogated by the con-

tract of the State. By the latter hypothesis,

termed CoUegialism (q.v.) , first developed by Samuel
Pufendorf (q.v.), religion remained a matter of indi-

vidual freedom, even under the State, and entitled

to the protection of the State. Territorialism had
been in use for ages, with the substitution of polit-

ical for theologiod premises. CoUegialism was the
way in which the State began the restoration of

the social independence inherent in both the Ro-
man Catholic and the Protestant Church. View-
ing both Churches as unions of religious interests,

the State could without prejudice determine under
what conditions, based on its general interests, it

could and would permit a plurality of such imions
of religious interests to coexist. Thus the State

reached the standpoint of modem tolerance, as it

now prevails in Germany. Yet this point of view
was reached only gradually. The Elector John
Sigismimd of Brandenburg, mentioned above, per-

mitted the Arminians to hold private worship in

1683, and three years later allowed the Reformed
refugees from France to have public religious serv-

ices. But what was allowed by the empire to
Prussia was forbidden in the smaller States. Thus
when Coimt Ernest Casimir of Runkel and Isen-

buig promised religious freedom to all who should
settle at BUdingen (Mar. 29, 1712), even though
they might not be either Roman Catholics, Lu-
therans, or Reformed, he was fined and obliged to
retract his offer. Prussia, however, continued in

her course, and Frederick the Great granted relig-

ious freedom to Mennonites, Socisdans, Arians,

Schwenckfelders, and other sects. On the other
hand, he never issued any law of toleration, nor did
even the Roman Catholic Church gain full equality

with the two Protestant bodies during his reign.

The example of Frederick, who was more influenced

by Voltaire and the Encyclopedists than by Pufen-
dorf and Thomasius, was followed in the edict of

toleration promulgated by Joseph II. of Austria
(Oct. 18, 1781) and by the Elector Clement
Wenzel of Treves in 1783. Finally, by the re-

ligious edict of 1788 and the general Prussian
statute of 1794 the Roman Catholic Church
received equal privileges with the Lutherans and
the Reformed.
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In France Protestantism was again recognised

by Louis XVI. in Nov., 1787, and two years later

the French Revolution declared for entire liberty

of worship, a position retained under Napoleon.

As a result of the extension of this legislation to the

German territories west of the Rhine which had
come into the possession of France in exchange for

districts east of the same river, religious toleration

was granted to the Protestants in the archdiocese

of Cologne and the dioceses of MOnster and Pader-

bom. A like course was followed by Bavaria (Aug.

21, 1801), and by Geve-Berg, the grand duchy of

Frankfort, and the kingdom of Westphalia. But
while the German Act of Confederation (Jan. 8,

1815) granted toleration to Roman Catholics, Lu-
therans, and Reformed, it referred everything re-

garding the development, administration, and or-

ganic life of the Churches to special legislation.

Accordingly, in the legislation of both Bavaria

(May 26, 1818) and Baden (Aug. 22, 1818) the right

of private worship was extended to others than

members of the three great ecclesiastical bodies.

The only further step now possible was the exten-

sion of this privil^e to public worship; and this

was granted by laws of Baden (Feb. 17, 1849) and
Prussia (Jan. 31, 1850), these and similar laws fol-

lowing the Frankfort statutes of 1848. The last

vestige of religious discrimination was removed by
the law of the German O)nfederation of July 3,

1869, which granted complete civil equality to the

various confessions.

Since the beginning of the nineteenth century the

German theory of the legal status of the Church
passed through the entire revolution possible from

the stage after bare existence. Begin-

5. Present ning with the exclusion of adherents

Legal of imfavored religious bodies from full

Status of civil rights, it advanced to the per-

Churches. mission of private worship, either with-

out clergy (** simple ") or with them
(** qualified '')• The next step was the right to hold

public worship, which was *' private " when the re-

ligious community in question was not essentially

privileged, and " public " when it was so privileged

by the State. This later came to be construed as the

granting of corporation-rights to a Church, which,

in such States as Oldenburg, Waldeck, and Prussia,

can be done only by the passage of a law, as was
done in Prussia in 1874 and 1875, for example, for

the Baptists and Mennonites. Religious commimi-
ties can secure the rights of a corporation, unless

objected to by the State, by being entered in the

register kept by the local authorities; though where
a special law is necessary for the acquisition of such

rights, the need of such laws is not thereby abro-

gated. The Imperial Criminal Code (§ 166) grants

any religious body with corporation-rights within

the empire special protection against public insults

to its institutions and usages; and special privi-

leges are also accorded the clergy of such bodies.

Since the Peace of WestphaUa, therefore, tolera-

tion has been extended from the Roman Catholics,

Lutherans, and Reformed to all religions, so that

the minimum accorded to any religious body is

now " private " public worship.

The Roman CathoUc Church maintains her pre-

VI.—31

Reformation attitude toward toleration by the

State, as protested against both by the papal

nuncio Chigi (Oct. 26, 1648) and the

6. Roman bull Zelo domua Dei (Nov. 20, 1648),

CathoUc on the ground that the State has no
Attitude, authority to issue such regulations.

Similar protests have repeatedly been
made by the Curia, as by the briefs of Pius VII.

against the toleration of Protestants in Bavaria
(Feb. 13 and Nov. 19, 1803), the encyclicals

Mirari vos of Gregory XVI. (Aug. 15, 1832),

Pius IX. (Dec. 8, 1864), and Leo XIII. (Nov. 1,

1885). Nevertheless, this church does not con-

demn those who, for the promotion of great good
or the avoidance of grave scandal, tolerate the ex-

istence of various cults in the State. At the same
time she insists that no one may be forced to accept

the faith against his will, although this is construed

as applying to non-Christians, and not to baptized

Protestants, the latter being regarded as heretics,

and hence subject to compulsory conversion by
the secular arm. Leo XIII., while maintaining this

position, declared that a State tolerating heretics

should not be incontinently condenmed, but should

be temporized with as circumstances should de-

mand. The official Roman Catholic rejection of

the principle of toleration accordingly remains im-

changed in essence, and it is, therefore, her endeavor
and hope that the State may some time be con-

vinced of the justness of her attitude, and again

adopt the poUcy of non-toleration.

(E. Friedberg.)

Bxbuoqbapht: A large number of doouments dealing with
the progress of the idea in England are contained in Gee
and Hardy, DocuvunU. Consult: J. Locke, Three Let-

ter» on ToUroHon^ reprint, London, 1876 (on the act of

1680); J. Milton, Eeeay on Toleration, in his Works, 8
vols., London, 1867, etc.; J. L. Balmes. Ettropean Civil-

itaHon; ProteatanHam and Catholieiem, chaps, xxxiv.-
xxxvii.. London, 1855 (Roman Catholic); A. Hess, Ueber
rdigidee und titUiche Tolerant, St. Gall, 1884; P. Brooks,
Tolerance, New York, 1887; E. Leffevre, La Liberti re-

lioieiue, Verviers, 1888; P. Schaff, ProQre— of Reliffioue

Freedom aa Shown in the Hiet. of TolercUion Acta, New
York, 1880; F. Hement, ErUretiena axtr la liberty de con-

acience, Paris, 1800; L. Marillier, La LiberU de conacience,

ib. 1800; F. Pollock, Religiou* Equality, in Oxford Lec-
turea, London, 1800; G. Canet, La Liberti de conacience,

aa nature, aon hiatoire, Lyon, i801; H. FQrstenau, D€ia

Orundrecht der Relioionafreiheit, Leipsic, 1801; J. J. 1.

von Ddllinger, in his Eaaaya on Historical and Literary

Svbjecta, London, 1804; M. Creigbton, Persecution and
Tolerance, ib. 1806; A. D. White, Hist, of the Warfare of
Science and Theolooy, 2 vols.. New York. 1806; F. M.
Holland, Liberty in the 19th Century, ib. 1800; G. Bonet-
Maury, Hist de la liberty de conscience en France depuia
I'idit di Nantea juagu'au 1870, Paris, 1000; H. Hello. Lea
Jjibertia modernea d'apr^a lea encydiquea, ib. 1000; F.
Ruffini, La libertb reliffiosa, Turin, 1000; R. Oertel, Ent-
wickelung dea Orundaatxea OlAubigerbtfriedigung, Leipsic,

1001; S. H. Cobb, Rise cf Religioua Liberty in America,
New York, 1002; H. M. King, Relioioua Liberty, Provi-
dence, 1003; £. S. P. Haynes, Religioua Persecution,

London, 10()4; A. Matagrln, Hiat, de la toUrance reli-

ffieuae, Paris, 1005; J. Mackinnon, A Hiat, of Modem
Liberty, vols, i.-iii.. New York, 1006 sqq. (to be in 8 vols.);

E. Rousse, La Liberti relioieuae en France 1880-1894,
Paris, 1004; Cambridge Modem Hiatory, v. 324 sqq.. New
York, 1008; and the literature under the articles referred

to in the text.

LICHTENBERGER, UH'ten-bftrg'^er, FREDERIC
AUGUSTE: French Protestant theologian; b. at

Strasburs Mar. 21, 1832; d. at Paris Jan. 7, 1899.
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He was the desoendant of an old Alsatian family;

attended the Protestant gymnasium of Strasburg;

studied theology there and at several German imi-

versities; spent considerable time at Paris; re-

turned to Strasburg where he became bachelor of

theology (1854), licentiate (1867), and doctor (1860).

In 1864 he was appointed professor of systematic

and practical theology in the theological faculty of

Strasburg, but his activity was interrupted by the

war of 1870. His sympathies were on the side of

the French, and he nursed the sick during the siege

of his native town. After the war, the German ad-

ministration offered him as well as his colleagues a
place in the newly organized university, but while

most of his colleagues accepted the offer, he to-

gether with Colani and Sabatier declined. Lich-

tenberger went to Paris where he was at first em-
ployed by the Lutheran consistory as assistant

preacher of the Cliurch of Redemption, then he

worked six years with great devotion in the service

of the figlise libre in the Chapelle Taitbout. Chiefly

owing to the efforts of Lichtenberger and Auguste

Sabatier, Gambetta finally (1877) fulfilled the

promise to renew the Strasburg theological faculty

in Paris, and for seventeen years Lichtenberger was
the eflicient dean. During the time between 1871

and 1877 Lichtenberger foimd ample time to de-

vote himself to his literary works. His was not an
original mind, but he could clearly and forcibly re-

produce the thoughts of others. His principal

works are: Histoire des icUes rdiffieuaea en AUe^
magne depuU le mildeu du dix-huitihne sikcU jusqu'd,

no8 jours (3 vols., Paris, 1873; Eng. transL, His-

tory o/ Oerman Theology in the 19th Century, Edin-

burgh, 1890), and the French Protestant counter-

part to Herzog, Encydopidie des sciences religieuses

(Paris, 1877-82, 13 vols.). It was also owing to

his efforts as Conseil g4n6ral des facult^s and as

member of the Conseil sup^rieur de Tinstruction

publique that the bond between the Protestant

faculty and the other faculties of the university

became so close that all attempts to sever it failed.

Lichtenberger's personal views on theology and
the Church were influenced by Alexander Vinet.

As a thorough individualist he inclined toward the

ideas of a free Church combating conventionalism

in church and theology. In 1895 a chronic disease

permanently laid him aside. His valedictory eev'

mouL'Alsaceen deuil (1871, 10th ed., 1873) preached

at Strasburg after the war of 1870, achieved an un-

precedented popularity.

(EUGEN LaCHBNMANN.)
Bibuoorapht: The funeral address by Sabatier is in Revue

c^&ienne, 1890. pp. 122-127. Consult Lichtenberger,

ESR, xiil 120-121.

LIDDON, HENRY PARRY: Church of England

;

b. at North Stoneham (7 m. s.w. of Winchester)

Aug. 20, 1829; d. at Weston-super-Mare (20 m.
s.w. of Bristol) Sept. 9, 1890. He was educated in

the school at Lyme Regis, continuing at King's Col-

lege, London, and Christ Church, Oxford. He
graduated B.A. in 1850, and the next year won the

Johnson theological scholarship, and was made a
student of Christ Church. In 1852 he was ordained

deacon, in 1853 priest. For the first two months
of 1852 he was curate at Wantage (21 m. n.n.w.

of Reading), then for a little while did duty at

Finedon (12 m. n.e. of Northampton). In 1854 he
became first vice-principal of the theological college

at Cuddesdon (6 m. s.s.e. of Oxford), which had
just been established by Samuel Wilberforce, bishop
of Oxford, but his High-church views excited so
much opposition and exposed his bishop to so much
criticism that he was compelled to resign on Dec
29, 1858, and he left the following Easter. Almost
inmiediately he became vice-principal of St. Ed-
mund's Hall, Oxford. There his position was more
congenial by far, and he quickly became a power
in the university by the Simday-evening lectures

on the New Testament, which he carried on with
great success until 1869 and again from 1883 till

the close of his life. But in 1862 illness forced his

resignation of the vice-prindpalship. In 1864 he
became examining chaplain to Walter Kerr Hamil-
ton, bishop of Salisbury, with whose Anglo-Catholic
views he was in full accord. In 1865 he was chosen
Bampton lecturer, and produced the volume by
which he is best known, The Divinity of our Lord
and Saviour Jesus Christ (London, 1866, 14th ed.

1890). In 1870 he became Ireland professor of

exegesis of Holy Scripture at Oxford, and so re-

mained till 1882, when he resigned because, as he
said, he could not do justice to the office and at the
same time meet his other engagements. In 1870
he became a canon of St. Paul's, London. He was
now a preacher of established repute, and held the
attention of vast crowds, although his sermons were
inordinately long. He was alwa3rs tremendously in

earnest, full of spiritual fervor, simple in his lan-

guage, and clear in his argumentation. He read
his sermons closely because the strain of addressing

such large audiences was felt by him and he did
not wish to be under the additional strain which
extempore speech would have entailed.

He maintained some extreme positions. Thus
he defended John Purchas, who had been con-
demned for ritualism, and likewise the Reverend
Thomas Pelham Dale and the Reverend Richard
William Enraght, the ritualists who had refused

to obey the judgment of the court of arches,

going so far as to question its authority. His
conservatism came out in his defense of the
continued use of the Athanasian Creed; in his as>

sertion that the higher criticism of the Old Testa-

ment impugned the infallibility of Jesus Christ and
was, therefore, to be rejected; and in his contention

against the archbishop of Canterbury, that the
presence even of a bishop of the Church of England
in Jerusalem was an intnision on the diocese of the

patriarch of Jerusalem.

Christ College, Oxford, was his home when not

in residence in St. Paul's, and to that university he
gave much of himself. In 1866-70 he was active

in the foimding of Keble College, and in 1883-84
of Pusey House, both at Oxford, and both estab-

lished by the friends of the High-chxirch party.

His preaching was practically limited to the uni-

versities of Oxford and Cambridge and as canon of St.

Paul's, London, and his publications were almost ex-

clusively sermonsand a large part of the life of Pusey.

He was asked on several occasions to accept an epis-

copal appointment, but he would not consider it. In
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1886 he did accept the chancellorship of St. Paul's ca-

thedral. He was, as might be expected, deeply inter-

ested in the Old Catholic movement, and attended
the Bonn conference of 1875, took a leading part

in it, and translated the record of its proceedings.

Bibuoorapht: The principal biography is by J. O. John-
ston, Li/e and Letters of Henry Parry Liddon, London, 1904.
Others are by A. B. Donaldson, ib. 1905; Q. W. E. Russell,

ib. 1909, and in DNB, xxxili. 223-228.

LIDWINA (LIDWIGIS, LIDIA), SAINT: Dutch
virgin; b. at Schiedam (4 m. w. of Rotterdam)
Mar. 18, 1380; d. there April 14, 1433. Bom of

prosperous parents she was of so great beauty that

she was besieged with suitors from her thirteenth

year. She had no desire for marriage, however,
and prayed to God that he would make her so

loathsome that no man could look upon her with
pleasure. Coining from church on Candlemas day,

1394, she slipped on the ice and broke her hip, and
for the rest of her life underwent terrible sufferings,

which she endured with such incredible patience

that she has been said to hold the same place in

the dispensation of the New Testament that Job
does in that of the Old. She had an altar erected

in her chamber and during the last years of her life

partook of holy conunimion every few days. She
had many ecstatic visions, beholding hell, heaven,

and purgatory. Pilgrims flocked to her bedside

and many wonderful cures were said to have been
performed. Her day in the Roman Catholic calen-

dar is Apr. 14.

Bibuogbapht: The early Viia are collected in ASB, Apr.,
ii. 270-365. One of them is in Fr. transl. by J. Bruch-
man. Besangon. 1840, and in Dutch by G. A. Meyer.
Nixneguen, 1890. Consult: W. Moll, /. Brugmann en het

godadienetig leven . . . in de 16. eeuw, Amsterdam, 1864;

KLt viL 1974-79 (where other literature is ipven).

LIE: Any false statement made with intent to

deceive, also any reservation, equivocation, or con-

cealment of the truth for the purpose of misleading

our neighbdk*. It is in this comprehensive sense

that the divine command, ** Thou shalt not bear

false witness against thy neighbor," is to be inter-

preted. Christ designates the devil as the source

of the lie and as the father of liars (John viii. 44);

and after he had established the kingdom of truth

upon earth (John xviii. 37) his disciples combatted
falsehood with might and main (cf. Eph. iv. 25;

Tit. i. 12-14). John expressly states that liars are

excluded from the city of God (Rev. xxi. 8, xxii.

15). Attempts have been made to adduce Bib-

lical examples of the " white lie," or " necessary

lie " {NoUilge), but the prevarications of Abraham
about Sarah (Gen. xii. 11-13, xx. 2), and the de-

ceptions of David (I Sam. xxi. 2, 13, xxvii. 10) do
not come imder this category, not to speak of the

lies of Sarah (Gen. xviii. 15) and Jacob (xxvii. 19).

However, the Old Testament seems to endorse to

a certain extent the kind of necessary deception

employed by Rahab to save the spies in Jericho

(Josh, ii.), and in a similar case by Michael (I Sam.
xix. 13-17). Perhaps such deception is justifiable

where a human life is at stake, or where a lie seems
necessary to the accomplishment of some higher

good; but even then it should be possible to sur-

mount the difficulty without lying.

(Karl BuROERf.)

LIEBIVER, Ub'ner, KARL THEODOR ALBERT:
German Lutheran theologian, of importance in the
history of the newer constructive theology; b. at

Schkdlen, near Naumburg, Mar. 3, 1806; d. in

Switzerland June 24, 1871. Along with the con-

sciousness that in the modem critical period a spe-

cial task was laid upon theological science, he found
his life-work in the conviction that in order success-

fully to meet the ever-growing opposition there was
requisite a wider development of the Christian

ethical content; and that the first requisite was to

give full play to the radically decisive ethical fac-

tor in Christianity and give it in contemporary
ecclesiastical and scientific consciousness the place

which it holds by intrinsic right in the Christian

scheme.

After the completion of his education at Leipsic

(marked by special attention to Kant) he was in-

fluenced by his further studies in Berlin (under
Schleiermacher, Hegel, Neander, Marheineke), and
by his reception into the Wittenberg Theological

Seminary (imder Heubner and Richard Rothe).

It was here that he wrote his first book: Hugo von
St, Victor und die theologischen Richtungen seiner

ZeU (Leipsic, 1832), which is valuable for its ex-

position of the imion of mysticism and gnosis be-

fore the Reformation in the school of St. Victor,

and for its bearing on the struggles and aims of

oiu* time. This theme is continued in the treatise

(in the TSK) Ufher Oersons mystische Theologie,

which he composed in his first pastoral charge

(Kreisfeld, near Eisleben), 1832, as well as in the

academic treatise Richardi a S. Vidore de contem-

platione dodrina, which, along with some treatises

on practical theology (1843-44), and some sermons,

he published at Gdttingen, whither he had been
called in 1835 as professor of theology and univer-

sity preacher.

Called in 1844 to Kiel, to succeed Domer as p *>-

fessor of systematic theology, he wrote there liis

principal work, Die chrisUiche DogmaUk aus dem
christologischen Princip dargestelU (Gdttingen, 1849).

In Christ the God-man, Liebner finds the solution

of the spiritual struggle of oiu* time. Here, where
the divine dwells in the human in bodily substance,

he diBcems the truth and fulness of religion, per-

sonally absolute religion; the ethical appears to

him as the inmost and profoundest essence of Chris-

tianity, as its absolutely deepest and richest con-

tent, in fact the center-point of all things divine

and humauj the principle governing all manner of

being and thought, in the immanent and permanent
vital process in God and in the world. By the aid

of this thought he sees how the conceptions men
have of God and religion correspond; how subor-

dinate and one-sided ideas of God can beget none
but subordinate and partial ideas of religion: the

physical conception of God as being, causality, and
the like, begetting a mere physical conception of re-

ligion (feeling of dependency, of the infinite in the

finite); the logical conception, a merely logical re-

ligion (perception, knowledge of the divine, etc.);

the exclusively ethical conception of God, an ex-

clusively ethical conception of religion (external

positivism and moralism, formal orthodoxy and
rationalism). In view of these partial ideas which
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dilute, if not disintegrate and dissolve, the essence

of Christianity, Liebner brings to bear the entire

force of contemplative and speculative reasoning

in order to conceive as a whole the organic coopera-

tion of the physical, logical, and ethical, and there-

by to maintAJn the full, unmaimed, and undiluted

effect of Christianity.

Starting from the principle of the Incarnation,

Liebner now more lucidly exhibits the relation of

faith and knowledge, showing how the one postu-

lates and presY4>poses the other; how faith can as

little be void of thought as can God; and how
Christianity is a redemption both for mind and
heart. Participation in the life of salvation is also

participation in the ideas of salvation which are

inseparably connected with it, every divine gift and
grace is at the same time a task to be worked out

by human effort; so we are to work out, as the

proper content of thought, the salutary ideas im-

manent in the facts of salvation, under constant

and formative guidance of God's word and of the

Spirit who leads into all truth. As faith without

works is dead, so is it also dead without knowledge.

On the ground of such faith rests, for Liebner's the-

^'IPSy* ^^ certainty that theology itself, as the

scientific self-consciousness of Christianity, must
also find its scientific principles in its own peculiar

content, the Gospel, with full confidence that the

vital Christian fund of faith is susceptible of scien-

tific elaboration. In this consciousness, his theol-

ogy disanned prejudices against faith on the one
hand and knowledge on the other, by showing in

the relation between God and the universe. Creator

and creature, God and man, spirit and nature, free-

dom and necessity, etc., how the atomistic con-

ception of diversity is unable to discern or compre-
hend the idea of unity; how it severs and dismem-
bers imity, and is in the last analysis a conception

of death and decay. He shows equally how the

monistic conception of unity loses sight of and con-

founds diversity: whereas faith, when compre-
hended in its vital truth and depth, manifests itself

as the deepest ground and motive for a truly or-

ganic philosophy, which does justice to both diver-

sity and imity. These fundamental ideas are espe-

daily expanded in his Introductio in dogmattcam
ehrittianam (Leipsic, 1854-55), which he wrote at

Leipsic, whither he had been persuaded to go after

declining calls to Marburg and Heidelberg.

In 1855 he was appointed court preacher and
vice-president of the Superior Consistory of Saxony.
The manner in which he embraced this position as

an opportunity to increase his already richly

blessed labors appears from his writings: Ueber
das Wesen der Kirchenvisitation, a memorial to the
official visitors (1857); Ueber den Stand der christ-

lichen Erkenntnis in der deiUachen evangdischen
Kirche, an address before the Conference at Eisen-
ach in 1859, incidentally describing the construc-
tive work of the new era (Dresden, 1860); his

Reformation sermon in 1864; a second volume of
sermons, Predigt^Beitrdge zur F&rderung der Er-
kenrUnia Christi in der Gemeinde (1861), and the
Jahrbiicher fur deiUache Theologie which he founded
in conjimction with Domer, Ehrenfeuchter, and
others, for the support of his constructive theology.

BxBUOORA.raT: M. M . ROlinc. Zur Brinntnuto an ... T,

A. Utbner, DrMden, 1871; C. Schwars. Zm Q^uehiehU
der fMUMten TheoUnnm, pp. 371 sqq.. Leipcio, 1864; A.

MQeke, Dm Dogmaiik df 19. JahrhunderU, pp. 280 aqq.,

Gotba, 1867.

LIBTZMAHN, Hts'mOn, HANS: German Prot-

estant; b. at DQsseldorf Mar. 2, 1875. He was ed-

ucated at the universities of Jena (1893) and Bonn
(1894-07; lie. theol., 1896), and after teaching in

a gymnasiimi at Bonn in 1898-99, became privat-

docent at the university in the same city in 1900.

Since 1905 he has been professor of church history

at Jena. He has edited Kleine Textefur theologische

Vorleeungen und Uebungen (Bonn, 1902 sqq.; Eng.

transl.. Materials for the Use of Theological Lecturers

and Students, Cambridge, 1902 sqq.) and Hand-
buch gum Neuen Testament (in collaboration with

H. Grpjwmann, E. Klostermann, F. Niebei^gall, and
P. Wendland; Ttibingen, 1906 sqq.), and has writ-

ten: Der Menschensohn (Tubingen, 1896); Catenen,

MitteUungen uber ihre Geschichte und handachriftliche

UeberUeferung (IS97); ApoUinaris von Laodieea und
seine Schule, t. (1904) ; and Das Leben des heiligen

Simeon Stylites (Leipsic, 1908).

LIFE AND ADVENT UllIOll. See Advxntists, 4.

LIFTINiB, SYNOD OF: The second Austrasian

synod held during the reign of Carloman, appar-
ently in 743, at Liftinie, in the sixteenth century
called Lestines, the modem Estinnes (7 m. s.e. of

Mons), Belgium. Many things occur in its acts

which do not really belong there, and others have
scant independent value, being mere confirmations

of the first Austrasian synod of the previous year.

It marked an important step in advance, however,

in that the principles of church government already

fixed in the earlier synod were now more accurately

defined as an adherence to primitive usage. Direct

dependence on the canons of the earlier Fathers
(i.e., the ecumenical councils) was expressly postu-

lated and the attitude assumed towaid unlawful
marriages prepared the way for the entrance of the

Roman code into the kingdom of the Franks. Still

more important was the legal aspect, which was
equally momentotis for Church and State, inasmuch
as it involved the moot question of the enormous
secularization of the eighth century. They seem to

have begun chiefly with Charles Martel, who in-

vested laymen with bishoprics. After the death of

Charles the process of restitution began in Austrasia,

when the newly consecrated bishops were rein-

stated in the possessions of the Church, although
the greater portion stiU remained in the hands of

laymen as preoarics. In Neustria, on the other

hand, those who held ecclesiastical estates retained

their illegal property until the accession of Pepin,

who gradually put an end to this state of affairs,

partly by actual restitution and partly by the sys-

tem of precarioB which he could revoke at pleasure,

even though secularization was still practised to

some extent both by him and Carloman.
The provisions of 742 and 743 are important as

inaugurating a real, though limited, restitution and
as guaranteeing a regular mode of procedure. At
the synod Carloman reached an agreement with the

bishops. Those who had received ecclesiastical

fiefs from the king held them only for life, the
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bishc^rics reverting to the Church at death, while

the incumbents were required to pay taxes and to

keep the buildings in repair. Even in case of re-

vereion, however, the king could, if obliged by
necessity, again grant a bishopric as a precaria, the

clergy being obliged in the great majority of cases

to obey t^ ro^ will. Yet the sjrnod secured

better conditions for the German Chureh than pre-

vailed in Neustria, and neither the bishops nor the

pope protested. In the latter years of his life

Pepin promised that both the secular and regular

clergy should retain their property, although this

made no material change, the fiefs remaining in the

same hands and the provisions for reversion being

disregarded. Even at the end of the ninth century

a great part of the property of the Chureh was in

tl^ hands of the king and had then been considered

practically his own for a hundred years. The ap-

plication of secularized ecclesiastical property, as

established at LiftinsB, contributed in no small

measure to the extension of the system of benefices,

and this synod thus became important in its bear-

ing on the'development of the feudal system of the

Middle Ages. (A. Hauck.)
Biblxoobapht: The decirions are given in MOH., Leo.,

sectio ii 1. p. 26, no. 11. Ck>nsult: Q. Waits. Deut$che
Vtrfauuno^geMhickU, iii. 35 sqq.. 8 vols.. Kiel, 1844-78;
P. Roth. Oetehichie deB Bene/Uialwe»ena, Erlangen. 1850;
idem, FeudaliUU und Unterthanenvtrhani, Weimar, 1863:
idem, in MUndiner hUtoriscKet Jahrbuch, i (1865), 275;
Hefele, Concilieno^9ckichU, iii. 525; Rettberg. KD, I 306.

LIGGINS, JOHN: Protestant Episcopalian; b.

at Nuneaton (9 m. n.e. of Coventry), Warwickshire,

England, May II, 1829. He was educated at the

Episcopal Academy, Philadelphia, and the theo-

logical seminary at Alexandria, Va. He was or-

dered deacon in 1855 and ordained priest two years

later. After being curate at the Chureh of the As-

cension, New York City, for a short time in 1855,

he went to China as a missionary, remaining in that

country until 1859. He then spent a year in Japan,
where he was the first Protestant missionary. Be-
cause of impaired health he returned to America in

1860, and has since devoted his energies to literary

work. In addition to contributing to The Spirit

of Missions from 1862 to 1900 and to the American
Church Sunday Sdiool Magazine since 1885, he has
written: One Thousand Familiar Phrases in Eng-
lish and Japanese (Boston, 1860) ; Missionary Pic-

ture OaUery (1870); OrierUal Picture Gallery (1870);

England*s Opium Policy (New York, 1883); Oems
of Illustrationfrom the Sermons and Writings of Rev.

Dr. Guthrie (1885); and The Great Value and Suc-
cess of Foreign Missions (1889).

LIGHTFOOT, JOHN: English Biblical critic

and Hebraist; b. at Stoke-upon-Trent (38 m. n. by
w. of Birmingham), Staffordshire, Mar. 29, 1602;

d. at Ely, Cambridgeshire, Dec. 6, 1675. After

completing his education at Christ's College, Cam-
bridge, he taught at Repton, Derbyshire, for two
years and then took orders. Appointed curate of

Norton-in-Hales, Shropshire, he became chaplain

to the Hebraist Sir Rowland C!otton, who uiged
him to study Hebrew and other Semitic languages.

He accompanied Cotton when he removed to Lon-
don, and then became rector of Stone, Staffordshire,

for about two years, but in 1628 changed his resi-

dence to Homsey, Middlesex, in order to be able

to consult the rabbinical collections at Sion Col-

lege, London. During his residence at Homsey
he wrote his first work, dedicated to Cotton and
entitled Erubhin, or Miscdlanies, Christian and
Jtuiaical, pennedfor Recreation at vacant Hours (Lon-
don, 1629). In the following year he was pre-

sented to the rectory of Ashley, Staffordshire, which
he held twelve years, after which he settled in Lon-
don and became rector of St. Bartholomew's. Pres-

byterian in his sympathies, he took the parliamen-

tary side in the Civil War and was a member of the

Westminster Assembly. After a year at St. Bar-
tholomew's, he was appointed rector of Great Mun-
den, Hertfordshire, and held it for the remainder
of his life. In 1650 he was chosen master of St.

Catharine Hall, Cambridge, and four years later

became vice-chancellor. He again sided with the

Presbyterians in the Savoy Conference of 1661, but
accepted the Act of Uniformity in the following

year. In 1667 he was appointed a prebendary at

Ely. His Oriental library was bequeathed to Har-
vard College, but was burned in 1769.

Lightfoot was a prolific writer and is noteworthy
as the first Christian scholar to call attention to the

importance of the Talmud. His chief works, in ad-
dition to the one already mentioned, are as follows:

A Few and New Observations on the Book of Genesis

(London, 1642); A Handful of Gleanings out of (he

Book of Exodus (1643); Harmony of the Four Evan-
gelists among themselves and with the Old Testament

(3 vols., 1644-50); Harmony, Chronicle, and Order

of the Old Testament (1647); The Temple Service as

it stood in the Days of our Saviour (1649) ; The Tem-
ple, especially as it stood in the Days of our Saviour

(1650); Harmony, Chronicle, and Order of the New
Testament (1655); and the work which has done
most to preserve his fame, Hora Hebraica et

TalmudiccB (6 vols., Cambridge and London, 1658-

1678). The first edition of his collected works,

those originally in Latin translated into English,

was edited by G. Bright and J. Strjrpe, 2 vols.

London, 1684; and a Latin edition, including those

at first written in English, was prepared by J.

Texellius, 2 vols., Rotterdam, 1686. A complete
edition of his writings was made by J. R. Pitman,
13 vols., London, 1822-25. It shoidd also be noted
that Lightfoot revised the Samaritan version of the

Pentateuch for Walton's Polyglot Bible.

Bibuoorapht: A Life is prefixed to the Workt, ed. of 1684,
and one may be found in vol. L of the Pitman edition;

D. M. Welton, John Lightfoot, the EngUah Hebraiet, Lon-
don, 1878. Consult further: W. M. Hetberington. Hie-
tory of the Weatminaier Aetembly of Divinee, Edinburgh,
1878; A F. Mitchell, The Weetmineter Aeeembly; ite Hi»-
tory and Standard; London, 1883; DNB, xxxiil 229-231.

LIGHTFOOT, JOSEPH BARBER: English ecv

clesiastic and scholar; b. at Liverpool Apr. 13,

1828; d. at Bournemouth (6 m. s.w. of Christ-

chureh), Hampshire, Dec. 21, 1889. He was the

son of an accountant, and entered Trinity College,

Cambridge, in 1847. In 1849 he became scholar

of Trinity; 1851, B.A., senior classic, and chan-
cellor's medalist; in 1852, fellow of Trinity; 1854
M.A., and was ordained deacon; 1854, was one of

the founders of the Journal of Classical and Sacred
Philology; 1857, tutor of Trinity; 1858, was or-
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dained presbsrter, and became select preacher in

Cambridge; in 1861, Hulsean professor of divinity at

Gambrid^, and chaplain to the prince consort; 1862,

was appointed examining chaplain to Bishop Tait of

London, and honorary chaplain in ordinary to the

queen; 1866 and 1869-70, examining chaplain to

Tait, who had now become archbishop of Canter-

bury. From July, 1870, to Nov., 1880, he acted as

one of the revisers of the English New Testament;
from 1871 to 1879 was canon of St. Paul's, and in

1874 and 1876 select preacher at Oxford. In
1875 he gave up the Hulsean professorship and
became Lady Margaret professor of divinity at

Cambridge, with which was combined the rectory

of Terrington St. Clement's, Norfolk; in 1875 he was
made deputy clerk of the closet to the queen. On
Apr. 25, 1879, he was consecrated bishop of Durham.

Lightfoot was shy and reserved, yet was very
successful as a professor. The students flocked to

his lectures and he held them by his rich thoughts,

his wide knowledge, and his sympathetic and in-

spiring style of address. As a preacher in St.

Paul's the same characteristics secured him a hear-

ing. The fact is moreover not to be overlooked,

that his four voliunes of sermons are as good when
read as when heard. In 1870 he showed his liking

for church history by founding three scholarships, on
the subject " in itself and in connection with general

history." As bishop he gathered six or eight students
at a time around him in his palace at Bishop Auck-
land, where the chaplains instructed them. He made
it his aim to preach in every church in his diocese.

His work as canon of St. Paul's and his ooaneo-
tion with Tait had prepared him for the charge of
a diocese, and Durham was a very important one.

He did all he could to prepare for the long-needed
division of the diocese, and the necessary funds
were at length secured for the foundation of the
see of Newcastle; J. W. Pease, a Quaker, made the
munificent gift of the estate of Benwell Tower as a
residence for the new bishop. Then Lightfoot set

to work to build the churches still needed in his

diocese. At a meeting at Durham he declared that

twenty-five churches and mission-rooms were
needed and he subscribed a large sum himself;

nearly £30,000 were subscribed in that meeting,

and in five years twenty-five churches or mission

chapels were built or building. As a thank-offer-

ing after the first seven years of his episcopate, he
himself founded a church in the town of Sunder-
land. He furthered strongly the creation of a
diocesan fund to unite all the foundations for

church purposes in the diocese, for churches, schools,

insurance, pensions for clergymen, and the like; his

own share in it was £500 a year, and besides be
left the greater part of his property to it. He in-

creased the number of the rural deans, and ap-
pointed a second archdeacon in 1882. When at
Terrington he had in 1878 and 1879 spent £2,140
to renew the chancel of the church, and at Durham
he spent much money in beautif3ring the episcopal
palace. He furthered in every way the temperance
and White Cross movements.
In the year 1865 his commentary on Galatians

came out (10th ed., London, 1892). Philippians
came out in 1868 (10th ed., 1891), and Ctolossians

and Philemon 1875 (3d ed., 1890). These volumes
contained the Greek text, a very full conunentary,
and important special essays. His Clement of
Rome appeared in 1869, an appendix with the new
matter from Bryennios in 1877 (again in 1890 in

two volumes). The Apostolic Fathers came out
in two parts (Part I., vols, i., ii.; Part II., vols, i.-

iii., 1885-1890). As a reviser he wrote A Fresh
Revision qf the New Testament, 1871 (2d ed., 1872,

New York, 1873, 3d ed., with new appendix, Lon-
on, 1891). He was against a half-hearted revision

and opposed vigorously the use of the younger
Greek text. His essays against Cassels' Super-
natural Religion (see Supernatural Relioxon) ap-
peared as a book in 1889. Five voliunes of ser-

mons, essays and notes have been published since

his death. Caspar Ren£ Gregory.

Bibuoorapht: Biahop lAghtfoot (anonymous), London.
1894; DNB, xzxiii. 232-240; J. 8. Stone, in Churdt lU-
view, Ixiii. 173 sqq.; F. W. Furar, in Coniemparary Re-
view, IviL 170 sqq., reproduced in Mtioazine of ChriUian
Literature, I 360; W. Sanday, in Engtiah Hiatorieal Re-
view, V. 209 aqq.

LIGHTS, X7SE OF, IN WORSHIP: From very
early times during service the altar has been lighted,

even in day-time, at first generally by lamps, later

by candles. In the fourth century the custom of

giving distinction to religious fimctions by means
of illumination appears to have been general. The
reading of the Gospels, baptism, the celebration of

the Lord's Supper, festivals such as Easter and Pen-
tecost, the consecration of churches, the installa-

tion of bishops, etc., gave regular or extraordinary

occasion therefor. The vigils especially offered a
favorable opportunity. Indeed, even at an early

period, the institution of the " eternal light " ap-

pears, indicating a still earlier date for the origin

of the custom. The practical requirements of the

early morning services, the primitive custom of

celebrating the Eucharist in the evening, the em-
ployment of lamps in the ceremonies at the sepul-

chers in the catacombs, the religious significance

given to light in the Bible and the example of the

seven-branched candlestick rendered light a con-
stituent of the liturgy as early as the third century.

At first the altar was surrounded by candlesticks

and hanging lamps; not until the twelfth century
were the candlesticks placed upon the altar itself.

There were in the Roman churches at an early

period candlesticks of varied forms and of great

material and artistic value. Paulus Silentiarius

(ed. Becker, Bonn, 1837) describes the brilliant

lighting of the St. Sophia in the time of Justinian.

At the services for the dead also the use of lighU

was introduced at an early period.

In the medieval church this custom increased

and became more definite, especially in the placing

of candles before pictures and reliquaries, a custom
which had its beginnings in Christian antiquity; in

the Easter candles, in the so-called Tenebrcs lights

during Holy Week, and in the death lamps. The
festival of Candlemas was created especially for the

consecration of candles.

The lamps found in so great numbers in the

catacombs were for private use; they are almost
all of clay and were given an elongated form from
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the fourth century on. The base is ornamented
in relief, both of a secular and religious character

(V. Schultse, Arch&oloffie der aUehriaUichen Kunst,

pp. 292 sqq., Munich, 1895; M. Bauer, Der Bil-

denchmuek friihchrisUicher Thonlampen, Greifs-

wald, 1907). On the other hand the bronze lamps,

preserved from Christian antiquity and distin-

guished by more graceful forms and a more artistic

conception, must, in part, have served for ecclesi-

astical purposes. A complete change shows itself

in the Middle Ages; lamps were not indeed entirely

abandoned, but candlesticks, brackets, and can-

delabra took their place. The forms reflected the

influence of Roman and Gothic art. The candle-

sticks with several, sometimes even with seven,

branches are more impressive. For a brighter

illumination of churches chandeliers were used at

an early period. Prominent examples of this style

are found in Hildesheim, Combourg, Aix-la-Cha-

pelle, and other places. In the Gothic period the

candelabra and chandeliers became more orna-

mental and more subject to the influence of archi-

tectural form; the Renaissance secularized the

traditional forms. At the present day, in sympathy
with the reaction in favor of medieval architecture,

there is a return to the older designs. The Re-
formed Churches, from the beginning, rejected the

use of altar-lights as papistical, while the Lutheran
Church maintained the custom as it was.

Victor Schultze.
Biblxoorapht: Binsfaam, OriginiU, VIII., vi. 21, XI., iv.

14; XIL, iv. 4; XVI., iv. 17; XX., viii. 6; XXIII., ii. 6;

F. Boek, Der Kronleuehter df Kaiaera Friwlrich Bar-
6aroMO, Leiprie, 1864; W. Mtthlbauer, Oeachichte und
B^deutung der WadulidUer bei den kircfUichen Funktionerit

Attgabuis* 1874; C. C^hier, Nouveaux nUlangee d'arcM-
tAogie, pp. 188-228, Parifl. 1875; V. Schultze. EHe Kata-
komben, pp. 488 aqq., Leipsic, 1882; H. Otte. Handbuch
der kirchUehen Kunetarchdoloffie, i. 156 sqq., Leipsic, 1883;
C. Rohault do Fleury, La Meeae, yi. 1-58. 8 vols.. Poria.

1883-89; V. Thalhofer. Handbuch der kaiholiecKen Litur-

gik, I 666 aqq., Freiburg. 1887; S. Beissel. Kunat und
Liiurgie in JtaUen, pp. 247 eqq.. Freiburg. 1899; H. Theilar.

The Candle aa a Sjftnbol and Sacramental in the Catholic
Ckur€h, New York, 1909; DCA, u. 993-998. 1564.

LIGUORI, U"gQ-d'rt, ALFONSO HARU DI, AND
THB RBDEMPTORIST ORDER.

X. Alfonao Maria di Liguori.

Early Life (f 1).

Foundation of the Redemptorist Order (f 2).

Epieoopate and Later Life (f 3).

Moral. Paatoral. and Ascetic Works (f 4).

Dogmatic, Apologetic, and Homiletic Works ({ 5).

XL The Redemptorist Order.
Early History (f 1).

Spread in Northern Europe ({ 2).

Present Status ((3).
Redemptorists in America (f 4).

L Alfonso Maria dl LiguorL Alfonso Maria di

Liguori, commonly known as St. Alphonsus, the

most influential Roman Catholic moralist of the
eighteenth century, was bom at Marianella, a
suburb of Naples, Sept. 27, 1696, and died near
Nocera (8 m. n.w. of Salerno) Aug. 1, 1787. The

third son of weU-bom and pious pa-
I. Early rents, he received an excellent educa-

Life. tion at the hands of the Oratorians.

His progress in philosophical and legal

studies was such that he took his doctor's degree
at the age of seventeen, and began to practise law

with every prospect of a brilliant career; but he
deserted it in 1723 to prepare for the priesthood,

which he received on Dec. 21, 1726, after a year
spent in the Neapolitan house of the Propaganda.
In 1729 he entered the Chinese College under the

same direction, and devoted himself to the life of a
missioner in southern Italy, foimding pious associ-

ations to be directed by catechists appointed
by himself. This part of his life was marked
by visions and revelations, one of which, through
a nun at Scala near Amalfi, directed him not
to return to Naples, but to remain where he was
for the purpose of founding a new order of mis-
sion-priests in aid of neglected souls. In pursuance
of this admonition he proceeded (Nov. 9, 1732)

to found the Congregation of the Most Holy
Redeemer.
The new order was confined to the small town

of Scala for two years, and its very existence was
threatened by attacks from various quarters. The

Propaganda expelled Liguori as a rest-

2. Founda- less innovator, and the archbishop of

tion of the Naples spoke unfavorably of the new
Redempto- imdertaking. Only two of Liguori's

rist Order, original companions remained stead-

fast; but he went forward undiscour-

aged, and soon was able to establish a second house
at Villa Schiavi in the diocese of Cajazzo, and a
third (1735) at Ciorani in that of Salerno. The
vows were first solemnly taken on July 21, 1742,

when Liguori was unanimously elected superior-

general for life. Papal confirmation was given by
Benedict XIV. (Feb. 25, 1749), though the Nea-
politan government refused to accept the brief.

The order made rapid progress, especiaUy in the

kingdom of the Two Sicilies, where the founder

was unwearied in missionary labors, his influence

being seen not only in the foundation of new houses,

but also in the winning of various classes of the

community—the clexgy, secular and regular, the

nobility, the laboring classes, and even the prison-

ers in the jails—to participation in his spiritual

exercises. He won his power over them partly by
his ardent devotion and by the skilful tactics em-
ployed in his missions, and partly by mild treat-

ment of penitents in the confessional, together with
the habit of encouraging them to frequent recep-

tion of the Sacrament, both of which points were
contrary to the rigorist practise of that part of the

Italian dexgy which was inclined to Jansenistio

views.

In 1762, much against his will, Liguori was named
by Pope Clement XIII. to the bishopric of Sant'

Agata de' Goti. He turned over the direction of

his congregation to a vicar-general, Andrea Villani,

and applied his zeal to the care of his

3. EpiBCO- diocese, using every means to promote
pate and piety and education within it for thir*

Later Life, teen years, until, on the ground of fail-

ing health, Pius VI. reUeved him of

the burden of the episcopate in 1775, after which he
lived in ascetic retirement and poverty, refusing his

episcopal pension, in the house of his order at San
Michele de' Pagani near Nocera. His later years

were troubled by a division in his order arising from
the discord between the liberal Neapolitan govern-
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ment and Pius VI., and he did not live to see the re-

union of the two branches into which it split. Nine

years after his death the title of *' Venerable " was
conferred upon him by Pius VI.; he was beatified

by Pius VII. in 1816, and canonized in 1839 by
Gregory XVI.; while Pius IX. added his name to

those of the doctors of the Church in 1871, and his

works were specially conmien^ed by Leo XIII. in

a brief of Aug. 28, 1879. It is easy to see why
Liguori's teaching has been so acceptable to mod-
em ultramontanism: the '' learning and piety "

commended in these papal utterances are closely

allied to the Jesuit type of devotional literature

and probabilist ethics, and he takes a strong stand

in favor of the doctrines of the Immaculate Con-
ception and papal infallibility. His works are

nevertheless characterized, as might be expected

from the rapidity of their production, by gross

carelessness and inaccuracy in citations, as well as

by unthinking acceptance of traditional errors and
superstitions, as has been admitted by strict Ro-
man Catholic critics in both the eighteenth and the

nineteenth centuries.

The theological works of Liguori may be divided

into four principal groups: moral; pastoral and
ascetic; dogmatic and apologetic; and homiletic.

The principal work of the first class appeared first

as a new edition of H. Busenbaum's Medulla tfieo-

logicB maralis, with notes by Liguori

4. Moral, (Naples, 1748); the second edition, re-

Pastoral, vised and greatly enlarged (2 vols.,

and Ascetic 1753-55), bears his name as author

—

Works. Theologia moralis, condnnata a R. P.

Alphonso de Ligorio . . . per appertr-

dices in MeduUam R. P. H. Busenbaum. Nine edi-

tions in all appeared during Liguori 's life, and the

nineteenth century saw a large number of reprints,

condensations, translations, etc., so that in one
form or another the work is used as the basis of

moral instruction in many Roman Catholic insti-

tutions. Other works in moral theology were the

practical instructions for confessors, published first

in Italian, Istruzione e pratica per un canfessare

(3 vols., Naples, 1757), and then in Latin, Homo
apostolicuSf instructtia ad andiendas corrfesaiones

(Bassano, 1759); and certain controversial trea-

tises in defense of his system, which until 1762 was
simple probabilism, later developing into equiprob-

abilism (see Proba^iusm).
To the class of pastoral and ascetic theology be-

long, besides the Homo apostolicuSy which may be
classed under this head, the Instructio ordinan-

dorum (Naples, 1758); InatitiUio catechistica (Bas-

sano, 1768) ; La vera sposa di Gesxi CriatOf for nims
(Venice, 1781); and a number of small vernacular

tractates on devotion to the Sacred Hearts of

Jesus and Mary, visits to the Blessed Sacrament,
the Way of the Cross, etc. The best-known work
of this class, much admired by Liguori's adherents
and sharply attacked from the other side, is Le
Glorie di Marm (2 vols., Naples, 1750), in which he
follows the Jesuit Pepe in teaching what amounts
to the thesis that the help of Mary is necessary to

salvation, and supports it by a vast mass of im-
critically accepted stories.

The earliest of the dogmatic and apologetic wri-

tings of Liguori was the Breve diswriazume conJtro

gli errori dei modemi incredtdi, written in 1756 and
directed against the pantheism of Spinoza and the

philosophy of Berkeley, Leibnitz, Wolf,

5. Dogmat- etc. A more extensive work along the

ic, Apolo- same lines appeared a year later under
getic, and the title Evidema ddla fede^ ossia ver-

HomUetic Oh dellafede. In 1767 he published a
Works, new edition of this in three books, in

which besides materialism and English

deism the French philosophers Helvetius and Vc^-

taire were attacked, and in 1772 a fourth book was
added against the deists. At short intervals ap-
peared another series of polemical works: a Latin

treatise (under the pseudonym Honorius de Honorio)
against N. von Hontheim, VindicicB pro euprema
Romani porUificia polestaU contra Justinum Febron-

ium (Naples, 1768), defending not only the pri-

macy but the infallibility of the pope; Opera dom-
matica contro gli ereUci preteai riformatcri (1769), a
defense of the dogmatic decrees of the Council of

Trent; the Trionfo deUa chiesa (3 vols., 1772), a
history and refutation of heresies; and a work com-
mending unity of religious belief in nations, en-

forced if necessary by their rulers, with special

praise of the example of Louis XIV., La Fedeltd.

de* vaaaalli verso LHo li rende fedeli anche al loro

principe (1777).

As a homilist Liguori began the publication of

sermons for every Sunday and greater festival, in

Italian, in 1769, and extended the series to four

volumes, besides other smaller collections. As a
religious poet and composer Liguori enjoyed some
reputation. His " Recitative and Duet between
the Soul and Jesus Christ " and " Passion Can-
tata " have recently been published, the former in

SHmmen aus MariorLaachf xlix. 441, and tl^ latter

at Paris in 1900.

n. The Redemptorist Order. The ascetic prac-

tises originally prescribed by Liguori for his fol-

lowers were partially mitigated in the constitutions

drawn up by him after 1742, but not a Uttle of the

primitive rigor remained in force. In common with

the Jesuit order, from whom he borrowed a num-
ber of points, he prescribed a fourth vow in addition

to the usual ones of poverty, chastity, and obedi-

ence—^not to accept any dignity or ben-

I. Early efioe outside of the congregation ex-

History, cept by the express command of the

pope or the superior-general, and to

remain in the congregation until death unless dis-

pensed by the pope himself. The unconditional

obedience to the infallible pope here expressed and
taught in Liguori's writings led to difficulty in the

later years of his life and brought about the division

already alluded to. The Neapolitan branch was
required by the government to submit to certain

changes in the rule. No overt resistance was made,
except by a few fathers who left their house at

Illicetto and migrated to the Papal States. Pope
Pius VI., however, required strict adherence to the

statutes, and went so far as to declare the Neapoli-

tan branch excluded from the congregation and de-

prived of its privileges, while Liguori himself was
sentenced to deposition from his office as superior

and to expulsion from the order. This harsh decision
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was obeyed in the Papal States and Sicily, while most
of the Neapolitan members proved recalcitrant.

Liguori himself yielded meekly and counseled obe-

dience; but the breach was not healed imtil an
accommodation was reached between Rome and
Naples three years after the founder's death. In

the autimm of 1790 the Neapolitan government for

the first time recognized the bull of Benedict XIV.
confirming the statutes, and in the next year Pius

VI. sanctioned the reimion of the order.

Before Liguori's death, the extension of the con-

gregation beyond the limits of central and south-

em Italy was planned out, and carried into effect

under the auspices of Clemens Maria
a. Spread Hoffbauer, who is justly considered

in Horthem as the second founder of the order.

Europe. He was bom at Tasswitz in Moravia
Dec. 26, 1751, and was at first a baker,

but got a taste for theology and the beginning of his

education at the Premonstratensian house of Bruck
where he was employed, and after two years among
the hermits of MUhlfrauen and a period of com-
bined work at his trade and study in Vienna went
to Rome, where, with two companions, he joined

the Redemptorists in 1782. In 1785, having been

ordained priest, he was sent to Vienna to found a
house there, but on account of the Emperor Jo-

seph's hostility went to Warsaw, where the congre-

gation soon had two churches and before the end
of the century twenty-five members. The work
spread, and Hoffbauer was named vicar-general for

Germany and Poland in 1792; but the Napoleonic

wars destroyed what had been done, and Hoff-

bauer was obliged to go to Vienna, where at the

time of the Congress he was the rallying-point of

the reviving Catholicism, and contribute largely

to keeping it Roman in opposition to the attempt

to found an independent German Church. He
died Mar. 15, 1820, and in tl^ same year the order

established a college and obtained possession of a
chiu*ch in Vienna under the guidance of Joseph

Constantin Passerat, a Frenchman, Hoffbauer's

most gifted disciple. The order continued to grow
in Austria, and besides numerous houses for men
b^an to establish some for women. The female

branch is traced back to the early years of Liguori's

ministry at Scala (see above), where the commu-
nity imder his guidance obtained papal confirma-

tion in 1750; and he had founded a second house

in 1766 in his see city of Sant' Agata. The Re-
demptorist nuns increased in nimiber under Pas-

serat's care and spread to Belgium, Holland, and
France. The male order gained a rapid extension

in the German states, especially in Bavaria, where

it took the place of the Jesuits who had been ex-

pelled. It spread also to Switzerland, Holland,

Belgium, France, England, and the United States.

Their resemblance to the Jesuits, which in spite of

some fimdamental distinctions is an obvious one as

to purpose and methods, brought about the ex-

clusion of the Redemptorists from Germany dur-

ing the Culturkampf from 1873 to 1894, when, on

the motion of the Bavarian government, made
after consulting the aged D5llinger, who declared

that there was no essential connection between

the two, and that the reasons which made the

Jesuits dangerous to the State did not exist in

the case of the yoimger order, the prohibition was
removed. No other important obstacle to their

growth came up in the latter half of the nineteenth

century.

The congr^ation now numbers about 150 houses,

divided into twelve provinces—three in Italy (Ro-
man, Neapolitan, Sicilian); two Ger-

3. Present man (northern or Rhenish-Westphalian
Status, and southern or Bavarian, the former

with colonies in South America); one
Austrian; one Belgian (with colonies in Canada and
the West Indies); one Dutch (with a colony in

Surinam); one French, including Spain and the

western states of South America; one English, in-

cluding Scotland, Ireland, and Australia; and two
North American (Baltimore and St. Louis). The
Paulist Fathers (see Paul the Apostle, Congre-
gation of) may be considered an offshoot of the

Redemptorists, the separate organization (estab-

lished in 1858) having been intended to meet more
closely special American conditions.

(O. ZOCKLERf.)
The first Redemptorist convent in the United

States was established in Detroit in 1832, and such
has been the development of the order that at

present (1909) it comprises two independent prov-

inces, viz., that of Baltimore and that of St. Louis.

There are 38 convents and 2 colleges besides 2
novitiates and 2 houses of study. The

4. Redemp- total number of the fathers is 338, of

torists in the professed students and novices 111,

America, lay brothers 124, lay novices and pos-

tulants 51. The Redemptorists have
convents in most of the laige cities, and, although

parishes are generally conducted in connection with

these houses, the fathers make a specialty of preach-

ing-missions or retreats in parishes throughout the

country. There are two vice-provinces of the

order in the Dominion of Canada, viz., one at-

tached to the Belgian province, the other to that

of Baltimore; convents 9, fathers 68, novices 21,

lay brothers 52.

Bibliographt: Collections of the Works in Italian have
been published: Monsa, 1810; Venice, 1830; Naples,

1840; and 3 vols, at Turin, 1887 sqq.; in French at Tour-
nai. 1895 sqq.; in German in 42 vols., Regensburg, 1842-
1847; and in English in 22 vols., at New York, 1887-06
(vols. xxiiL-xxiv. contain the Life). A very complete
collection of the " Letters " was made at Rome. 1887
sqq. On the life of Liguori consult the works by K.
Dilgstrom, 2 vols., Regensburg. 1887 (the best); A. M.
Tannoja. 3 vols., Naples. 1708-1802 (by a scholar of

Liguori); Villeoourt, 4 vols., Toumai, 1813; P. V. A.
Gratini. Rome. 1816; Jeancard, Louvain, 1820; Ris-

poli, Naples, 1830; M. A. Hugues, MQnster, 1867; Bain-

train. Toumai. 1870; O. Gisler. Einsiedeln. 1887; G.
Sohepers, Mains, 1887; A. Capeoelatro, 2 vols., Ilome,

1803; A. de Meffert, Mains. 1001; A. dee Retours, Paris,

1003; A. C. Berthe, St. Louis, 1006; KL, vil 2023-62;
and EncydoptBdia Britanniea, xiv. 634-630.
On the order consult: K. Mader, Die KongregoHon dee

heUioalen Erldaera in OeeUrreich, Vienna, 1887; F. Ratte,

Der heilige Alphoneue und der RedemploriaterirOrdent

Luxemburg, 1887; A. Zapf, Die Redemptoritten, Brian-

gen. 1804; F. Dumortier. Lee PremUree Ridemptorietinee,

Lille. 1884; M. A. Hugues, Die Kloeterfrauen Maria Vii>'

toria und Marianna, Freiburg. 1883; Heimbuoher, Orden
und KonffregoHonen, ii. 313 sqq.. 331 sqq., 408; Currier,

Rtliffioiu Ordera, pp. 466 sqq., 673 sqq.

LILITH. See Demon, I., §{ 3-4.
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LILLIB, JOHN: American Presbyterian; b. at

Kelso (38 m. s.e. of Edinburgh), Roxburghshire,

Scotland, Dec. 16, 1812; d. at Kingston, N. Y.,

Feb. 23, 1867. He was graduated at the Univei^

sity of Edinburgh (1831; D.D., 1856); studied the-

ology, and taught until 1834, when he emigrated

to America. He then finished his theological studies

at New Brunswick, N. J., and was ordained minis-

ter of the Reformed (Dutch) Church at Kingston,

where he labored imtil he accepted the presidency

of the grammar-school of the University of the City

of New York (Aug., 1841). He had charge of the

Broadway, afterward Stanton Street, Reformed
(Dutch) Church (1843-48), and, in addition, edited

the Jewish Chronicle (1844-48). He labored upon
the revised version of the American Bible Union
(1851-57); and in 1857 he reentered the pastor-

ate, taking chaige of the Presbyterian Church of

Kingston. Lillie, who was aclmowledged to be

one of the best Biblical scholars in the United

States, prepared for the American Bible Union val-

uable new versions and philological conmientaries

upon I-II Thessalonians, I-HI John, II Peter,

Jude, and Revelation (also on I Peter and James;
but these were never printed). He wrote Lectures

on the Epistles to the Thessalonians (New York,

1860); and translated, with additions, C. A. Au-
berlin and C. J. Riggenbach upon Thessalonians (in

the Lange Commentary, I86i3). His Lectures on
the First and Second Epistles of Peter ^ with a Bio-

graphical Sketch by Dr. Schaff and James Inglis

(1869) were published posthumously.

LIMBORCH, limn>6rH'', PHILIPPUS VAIf:

Dutch Remonstrant theologian; b. at Amsterdam
June 19, 1633; d. there Apr. 30, 1712. He was the

son of a lawyer, Frans van Limborch, and Geer-

truida Bischop, a niece of Episcopius, and was ed-

ucated at Leyden and Utrecht for the law, after-

ward, when he had made up his mind to become a
Remonstrant minister (see Remonstrants), study-

ing under Vossius and Barlseus in Amsterdam. In

1657 he accepted a call to Gouda, and ten years

later he returned to Amsterdam; but after a few
months of pastoral ministry be became a professor

in the Remonstrant seminary (Apr. 19, 1668). Here
he held a position of influence for forty-five years,

and his deep theological learning attracted many
students. He was the leading Remonstrant theo-

logian of the seventeenth century. His fame rests

chiefly on his Theologia Christiana ad praxin pieta-

tis ac promotionem pads christians unice directa

(Amsterdam, 1686; Eng. transl., A Compleat Sys-

tevfij or Body of Divinity y 2 vols., London, 1713,

republished, Macclesfield, 1807). He had a remark-

able conversation with Isaac Orobio, a Spanish Jew
who had been obliged to flee from the Inquisition

and had established himself in Amsterdam as a phy-
sician, and published a report of it under the title

De veritate religionis christiance^ arnica coUatio cum
erudito JudcBO (Gouda, 1687). Against the Roman
Catholics he maintained the right of freedom in relig-

ious investigation, and himself showed a moderate
and tolerant spirit toward those who differed from
him. He shows little S3rmpathy with the philosophy

of his age—at least with Descartes and Spinoza

—though he was much attracted by Locke's works

and exchanged interesting letters with him. He
wrote an excellent biography of Episcopius, and a
short history of the Synod of Dort, as an introduc-

tion to the letters of the English delegates Hales
and Balcanqual, besides editing the second part of

the theological writings of Episcopius, the whole
Opera theologica of Curoellfieus, and the Prcestan-

tium ac eruditorum virarum epistolcB ihedlogiem el

ecdesiastica. H. C. RooGEf.
BiBLxooaAPBT: Besides the works mentioned in the text,

Limborch wrote HtBtoria /fi^uwifumM, 2 perta, Amster-
dam, 1602, Eng. transL by S. Chandler, London, 1731.
The funeral oration by J. Le Clerc was published Amster-
dam, 1712, and is found in the transL of the Theotogia
ChritHana, ut sup. Consult: A. des Anuuie van der
Hoeven. Di$9trtaiio de Phil a lAmboreh, ib. 1843; Nioeron,
MhnoirtM, xi 30 sqq.; C. F. St&udlin. OMchiekU der ihe^
logiechen Wieeeneehaften, i. 207 sqq., ii 87 sqq., G<^ttinjeen,

1810-11. Eng. transL, HieL ei Tkeetogicai Knouiedoe and
Liierattare, Edinbursh, 1835.

LXMBUS: A name applied in Roman Catholic

theology to a place of detention for such souls as

are incapable, through no fault of their own, of en-

trance into heaven. Outside of hell (see Futuhb
Punishment), the prison of those who have died

in stubborn enmity against God, it is taught that

thereare three places of detention: Puigatory (q.v.)

for those who are in process of purification to ren-

der them fit for heaven; the Limbus patrumf or

place where those who died before the Atonement
were detained; and the Limbus infantium (or

puerorum)^ where the souls of infants dying with-

out baptism are. It is taught that there is no
actual sufifering in the two latter places, and thus,

although the souls therein are excluded from the

Beatific Vision, they are at the opposite extreme
of the " under-world " from hell—on its border

(limbus). The Limbus patrum is held to have
ceased to exist when Christ ** went and preached
imto the spirits in prison " (I Pet. iii. 19; see Db-
scENT OP Christ into Hell). The state of in-

fants in the Limbus infanJtium is regarded as one of

complete natural happiness; of the supernatural

bliss of heaven they have not been made capable

by baptism. See Intant Salvation.

Bibuoorapht: The subject is treated in the literature

under the artioles to which reference is made in the text—Future Punishment; Puroatort, etc

LIlfCK (LINK, LIlfCK VON COLDITZ), WEN-
CESLAUS (WENZEL, VINCILAUS): Lutheran

preacher and theologian; b. at Colditz (25 m. s.e.

of Leipsic) Jan. 8, 1483; d. at Nuremberg Mar. 12,

1547. In 1498 he entered the University of Leip-

sic, then joined the Augustinian friars, and in 1503

went to Wittenbeig to continue his studies, where,

six years later, he lectured on the " Sentences " of

Peter Lombard, and was dean of the faculty when
Luther took his doctor's degree in 1512. In the

following years he was temporary prior of the Au-
gustinian monastery in Wittenberg while Luther

was its subprior; and the sermons which he preached

at that time were praised by Luther for their pop-

ularity and fertility of imagination. When hb
activity at Wittenbeig terminated in 1516, Linck

accompanied his patron Staupitz on several tours

of visitation, and in 1517 was called as preacher to

Niu^mberg. The sermons which he delivered

there, especially on Palm Sunday and in Advent,
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1518, show the consciousness of the Reformation
struggling to gain expression. All Linck's work
was done in Luther's spirit, and the monastery of

the Augustinians at Nuremberg became one of the

earliest strongholds of the new creed, while he him-
self took an active part in the negotiations between
Cardinal Cajetan and Luther. When Staupitz re-

signed as vicar-general of the German Augustin-
ians in 1520, Linck was chosen to fill his place, and
in this capacity made visitations in Thuringia and
Saxony. In spite of his rather delicate position,

he remained faithful to Luther and his cause. In
1521 be started from Munich on an extensive visi-

tation, in the course of which he became acquainted
with Albrecht DQrer in Antwerp. On his return

he foimd the public mind agitated over the ques-

tion of monasticism which the fanatics wished to

reject altogether. In his perplexity Linck asked
the advice of Luther, and the latter sought to de-

fend his point of view by appealing to the Gospels,

although he did not approve of the lawless meth-
ods of the innovators. In 1522 Linck convoked a
chapter at Wittenberg in which Luther's stand-

point was generally adopted, since it was main-
tained that the Bible transcended human authority

and tradition, and that each one might leave the

monastery at his own will, while other anti-Catho-

lic teachings were also adopted. A second chap-

ter was convoked by Duke George a few months
later at Grinmm to restrict the measures adopted
at Wittenberg, but it was too late. Whole con-

vents were in a state of dissolution, and Linck was
powerless to stay the tendency of the time, while

be was forced to bear the responsibility for the

Wittenberg resolutions, thus rendering his position

as provincial more and more untenable. At this

time Elector Frederick offered Linck the position

of Evangelical preacher at Altenburg, and after

long hesitation he resigned his position as provin-

cial and entered upon his new calling in 1523. The
Roman Catholics still predominated in Altenbuig

and the churches were in their hands, so that Linck
could not execute the regular functions of the minis-

try, but was obliged to content himself with preach-

ing. Within a short time, however, the Evangelicals

had acquired the right to share in the use of the

Church of St. Bartholomew, while in 1523 com-
munion was celebrated in both kinds and the first

Lutheran baptism in the German language took

place. Linck, who in the mean time had married, did

all in his power, by sermons as weU as by treatises,

to further the Lutheran cause, so that other churches

were soon ceded to the Lutherans and he began to

organize a regular system. He paid special atten-

tion to the reform of education, the relief of the poor,

and the suppression of begging. In 1525 he was
called as preacher to Nuremberg, his second period

of activity here lasting almost twenty-two years.

In the b^inning he was involved in the question

of the remarriage of clergymen who were widowers,

then agitating Luther and other Evangelical theo-

logians. Provost Dominicus Schleupner of St.

Sebald in Nuremberg had married again after the

death of his first wife, and his action had caused

some sensation. In Nuremberg twenty-eight anony-
mous theses attacked him, and Luther was asked

to reply, his own treatise on the subject, as well

as one by Osiander and Linck, being circulated

widely throughout the city. Linck's alignments

were noteworthy for their clear and moderate tone

and laid stress upon the theory that ministers have
no requirements of morality and sanctity other

than those binding on the Christian laity.

In 1524 Nuremberg had broken definitely with
the Roman Catholic Church, and in Mar., 1525,

the Lutherans held a conference which closed the

monasteries and issued calls to Evangelical preach-

ers. At first Linck preached at the monastery of

St. Catharine, but was called within the same year

(1525) to the position of first preacher in the Church
of the Holy Ghost. There again, as in Altenburg,

he manifested much zeal in strengthening the

Evangelical cause. Sermons for children were in-

troduced in his church, and the rooms of the Au-
gustinian monastery were changed into a high

school. At the same time Linck took an active

part in polemical writings against the Anabaptists
and against non-Lutheran interpretations of the

Lord's Supper. He was also involved in repeated
disputes with Osiander, but his friendship with
Luther always retained its old intimacy. In 1539
Linck received a call to Leipsic, but declined it, on
the advice of Luther. In the following year, after

his reconciliation with Osiander, the pair took part

in the colloquies of Hagenau and Worms, but Osian-

der again went too far in his vehemence and invec-

tives, so that he was immediately recalled, and both
were reprimanded at their return.

Among the numerous writings of Linck, special

mention may be made of the following: Artikil und
Positionen (Grinuna, 1523), a pamphlet dating

from the time of his activity at Altenbuig and con-

taining a concise simmiary of his teachings; Vom
Reiche GoUea (1524); UrUerrichtung der Kinder,

so eu GoUea Tische gehen looUen (1528), Das Ave
Mariay wie mans chrisUich gebratuJien und die Kin-
der lehren soU (1531); Bapstsgespreng; aus dem
Ceremonien-Buch (Strasburg, 1539); and AutiUgung
des Alien Testaments (154^-45). (R. BKNDiXKNt.)

Bibuooraprt: Dr. W. Reindell began the ooUection of
Linck's Werke, vol. i., Marburg, 1894, and baa also written

Doktor WefU0»lau§ lAnck von Coldita, part i., ib. 1892.

The life by H. W. Gaaelmann is in M. Meurer. LAendtrAU'
voter der hUheriechen Kireke, Leipeio, 1863. A very rich

list of literature is given in Hauok-Heriog, RE, xi BW-6M.

LINDSAY, THOMAS MARTIN: United Free

Church of Scotland; b. the son of Rev. A. Lindsay,

1843. He received his education at the University

of Edinburgh; became examiner to the same insti-

tution, where he was later assistant to the professor

of logic and metaphysics; became professor of

church history in the Free Church Coll^, Glasgow,

1872; and principal of the United Free Church Col-

lege, Glasgow, 1902. He was also for fifteen years

convener of the Foreign Mission Conmiittee of the

Free Church of Scotland. Among his publications

are handbooks on Acts (Edinburgh, 1884-85), Mark
(1884), Luke (1887), and on the Reformation (1882);

Luther and ike German Reformation (1900); The

Church and the Ministry in the Early Centuries (Cun-

ningham lectures, London, 1902); and History of

the Reformation (2 vols., Edinburgh, 1906-07).
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LINDSEY, THBOPHILnS: English Unitarian;

b. at Middlewicb (21 m. e. of Chester) June 20,

1723; d. in London Nov. 3, 1808. He was edu-

cated at Leeds and at St. John's College, Cam-
bridge, where he was elected fellow in 1747. He
became curate of a chapel in Spital Square, Lon-
don, and shortly afterward was made chaplain to

the duke of Somerset, to whose son, the future sec-

ond duke of Northumberland, he was tutor from
1750 to 1763. He was then presented to the rec-

tory of Kirkby Wiske, Yorkshire, but resigned

three years later to become rector of Piddletown,

Dorset In 1762 he declined the proffered chap-

laincy to the duke of Northumberland, and in the

following year accepted the rectory of Catterick,

Yorkshire. Meanwhile the latitudinarianism which
had hitherto characterized him had become Uni-
tarianism, largely through the influence of his wife's

stepfather. Archdeacon Francis Blackbume. On
Nov. 28, 1773, he preached his farewell sermon at

Catterick and went to London, where he began to

preach Unitarianism, a permanent chapel being

opened for him in 1778; he remained there until

his resignation in 1793. His chief works are: The
Book of Common Prayer Reformed (London, 1774);

Apology on Resigning the Vicarage of CcUterick,

Yorkshire (1774); A Sequel to the ApUogy (1776);

The Catechistf or an Inquiry into the Doctrine of the

Scriptures concerning the Only True Qod (1781);

Historical View of the State of the Unitarian Doc-
trine and Worship (1783); Vindicice Friestleyanw

(2 parts, 1784-90); Conversations on Christian

Idolatry (1792); and Conversations on the Divine
Oovemment (1802).

Biblxoorapht: T. Belsham, Memoira of Revd. 7*. Lindtey,
CenUnary Volume, London. 1873; DNB, xxxiU. 317. 318.

LINES, EDWIN STEVENS: Protestant Epis-

copal bishop of Newark, N. J.; b. at Naugatuck,
Conn., Nov. 23, 1845. He was educated at Yale
(A.B., 1872) and at Berkeley Divinity School, Mid-
dletown, Conn., from which he was graduated in

1874. He was ordered deacon and priested in the

latter year, and was then rector successively of

Christ Church, West Haven, Conn. (1874-79), and
of St. Paul's, New Haven, Conn. (1879-1903). In
1903 he was consecrated bishop of Newark.

LIN6ARD, JOHN: Roman-Catholic historian;

b. at Winchester Feb. 6, 1771; d. at Hornby (9 m.
e.n.e. of Lancaster), Lancashire, July 13, 1851.

He studied at the English College at Douai from
1782 to 1793, but fled from France on account of

the Revolution and returned to England as tutor

in the family of Lord Stourton. There he remained
until, in 1794, he went to Crookhall, near Durham,
where some of those driven from Douai had gath-

ered, and completed his theological studies. He
was ordained priest in 1795, and, having declined

a flattering call to London, taught natural and
moral philosophy in Crookhall, where he was also

vice-president and prefect of studies. In 1808 the

college was removed to Ushaw, Durham, and he
accompanied it. In 1810 he was chosen president,

but in the following year retired to Hornby, where
he spent the remainder of his life, devoting himself

to historical studies and declining both the profes-

sorship of Sacred Scripture and Hebrew at the
Royal College of St. Patt-ick at Ma3mooth and the

presidency of the seminary at Old Hall Green. In
1817 and 1825 he visited Rome and was received

with great distinction, some believing that his ap-

pointment as a cardinal was reserved in petto.

The chief works of Lingard were as follows:

AnHquiHes of the Anglo-Saxon Church (2 vols.,

Newcastle, 1806; 3d ed., practically a new work,
imder the title The History and Antiquities of the

Anglo-Saxon Churchy 2 vols., London, 1845); Col-

lection of Tracts on several Subjects connected with

the Civil and Religious Principles of the Catholics

(London, 1813); History of England^ from the first

Invasion by the Romans to the Accession of WHliam
and Mary in 1688 (8 vols., 1819-30; 6th ed., 10

vols., 1854-55); Supplementum ad Breviarium Ro-
manum adjectis officiis Sanctorum Anglice (1823);

A new Version of the Four Gospels (1838); and
Catechetical Instructions on the Doctrine and Wor-
ship of the Catholic Church (1836). His History is

characterized by accuracy, care, and impartiality,

although he was charged by extreme Protestants

with perversion of the truth and by extreme Ro-
man Catholics with imdue concessions to the

Protestants.

Biblxographt: J. Gillow, BittUographioal Dictionary of Eng.
Catholica, iv. 254-278, London, a. d.; DNB, xxxiii 320-
323 (with citation of scattered references).

LHVUS: The immediate successor of St. Peter

according to all lists of Roman bishops, although
the duration of his office is very uncertain. In his

church history, Eusebius counts twelve years, but
fourteen in his chronicle; the Catalogue Liberianus

assigns him twelve years, four months and twelve
days, and Jerome eleven years. The date of the

beginning of his pontificate is also differently fixed

according to the varying calculations of the death
of St. Peter. As the Roman Church knew nothing
about an episcopal constitution in the beginning of

the second century, Linus, if he actually existed,

was simply a presbyter of the Church, but when,
to combat heresies, a continuous succe^ion of

bishops was assumed from the Apostle Peter, he
was made a bishop in the later sense, and identi-

fied with the Linus of II Tim. iv. 21. His alleged

epitaph is generally recognized as possessing no
historic value. (A. Hauck.)
Bibuoorapht: R. A. Lipeiua, Die Pap^vfneichni^e dea

Eu»ebiu§ und der von ihm abhAnoifftn Chroniaten^ Kiel,

1809; idem, Chronologie dvr rdmiacA^n BtMAd/e, ib. 1869;
J. B. Lightfoot, AvotlMic Father; part L. S, Clement of
Rome, i. 201 sqq., London, 1890; Hamack, in Sitsunof-
herichte der Berliner Akademie, 1892; idem. Litteratur,

il 1, pp. 70 eqq.; Bower, Popee, I 4-5; DOB, iii 726-729.

LINZ, lints, PEACE OF: A treaty concluded
Dec. 16, 1645, at Linz (98 m. w. of Vienna) between
the Emperor Ferdinand III., as king of Hungary,
and George Rakoczy, prince of Transylvania. It

is important as forming one of the legal bases of

the Evangelical Church in Hungary. The Protes-

tant Rakoczy, who aimed to secure the Hungarian
throne, formed an offensive and defensive alliance

with Sweden and France in Apr., 1643, against

Ferdinand, and was aided by the Sublime Porte, of

which he was a vassal. Alleging the grievances of

his countrymen and especially the oppression of the
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ProtestanU, he levied a large anny, which he placed

under the leadership of Johannes Kemenyi, while

Sweden sent him troops led by Dugloss and France
supplied him with funds. Despite success at first,

Rakoczy found it advisable to open negotiations

with his opponents in Oct., 1644. In December
Ferdinand won the Turkish government over to his

side, and Rakoczy succeeded in inducing Ferdinand
to accsept his terms, which dealt chiefly with the

unrestricted liberty of the Hungarian Church, the

treaty being confinned by Rakoczy at Weissenburg
Oct. 20, 1646. By its terms he bound himself to

withdraw from the Franco-Swedish alliance, to re-

move his forces from the imperial domains, and to

restore the districts and cities which he had taken.

In return, be and his sons received two heritable

counties and five for life. The most important por-

tion of the treaty, however, was the granting of

religious freedom to the Evangelical Church in Him-
gary. The unrestricted use of their churches, bells,

and burial-places was granted to the Protestants;

those who had been compelled to accept Roman
Catholicism were to be permitted to return to their

former beliefs; pastors and preachers could no longer

be expelled from their charges, and those who had
been driven out might either be reinstated or re-

placed by others of their own persuasion. Churches
which had been confiscated from the Protestants

were to be restored, but this clause, affecting 400
buildings, roused such opposition on the part of the

Jesuits that the Protestants were obliged to content

themselves with ninety. Supplementary articles in

the treaty enacted a fine of 600 florins for violations

of its provisions concerning the Protestants. The
diet which considered the final details of this treaty,

so important for the Protestants of Hungary, did not
adjourn until July 17, 1647. (K. KLOPFELf.)
Biblioorapbt: I. KatooA, Hittoria eritiea regum Hun-

ifarim, xirii. 232 sqq., 42 vols.. Budapest. 177^1817; J.

Dumont, CorpM univtrBol diplomatique du droit det oens^

vi 1, pp. 331 sqq.. 8 vols.. The Hague, 1726-31; J.Mai-
lath, Die R^iffionewirren in Ungam, L 30 eqq.. Regens-

burs. 1845; OeechichU der evayigeliechen Kirdie in Un-
Qom, pp. 109 aqq., Berlin. 1854; Ssilaeyi, Actea et doeu-

menU pour eervir d Vhietoire de VaUiance de O. Raeoen avee

lee Francaie el lee SiMoie, Budapest, 1874; 8. Linberger,

Geeehiehte dee Evangeliume in Ungam, pp. 67 sqq., ib. 1880.

LIPPE, lip'pe (LIPPE-DETMOLD) : A princi-

pality of northwestern Germany; capital Detmold;
area 469 square miles; population (1905) 145,577,

of whom 139.127 were Reformed or Lutherans,

5.477 Roman Catholics, and 735 Jews. Lippe be-

came Christian in the time of Charlema^e, and, like

other German states, it was dominated throughout
the Middle Ages by the papacy. Some of the cities

of the principality early accepted the Reformation,

particularly Lemgo, which adopted the Brunswick
church order in 1533; and in 1538 a church order
thai had been worked out by two Lutheran clergy-

men at the instance of the regents of Lippe was
accepted by the nobility and the cities. Through
the Interim (q.v.) the reform movement suflfered a
reverse; but in 1571 Count Simon VI. introduced
& new church order which recognized as binding the

Augsbui^ Confession and its Apology, the Schmal-
kald Articles, and Luther's catechism. Later
( ount Simon went over to the Reformed faith.

Throughout the country and in the cities, with the

exception of Lemgo, the Heidelberg catechism
now replaced that of Luther; and in 1584 a Re-
formed church order was introduced. The Re-
formed Church, which numbers forty-one parishes,

now has a modem synodal constitution. The Lu-
theran Church, with five parishes, is imder the

state consistory at Detmold, forming a synodal dis-

trict of its own. The Roman Catholic Church num-
bers ten congregations, which are imder the bishop
of Paderbom. There are all together some fifty

beneficent institutions in the principality, includ-

ing the Sophienhaus at SahEiiiSen, the Rettung»-
haus at GrUnau, and the state Diakonissenanstalt

at Detmold. There are gymnasia at Detmold and
Lemgo, a Realschule at Salzuflen, and a seminary
for teachers at Detmold, as well as several city

high schools for girls. There are 126 Evangelical

elementary schools, eleven Roman Catholic schools,

and ten Jewish schools (F. H. Brandbs.)
Biblxooraprt: O. Preues and A. Falkmann, Lippieche Re-

oeeten, 5 vols., Detmold, 18A0 aqq.; H. Clemen, Beitrdge

gw Kirchengeechiehte in Lippe, Lemgo, 1860; A. Dreves,
Oeediichte der Kirehen . . . dee lippiochen Landee, ib.

1881; A. Falman, Beitr&ge tw Oeedtiekte dee FOretentume
lAppe, Detmold, 1002; J. Freisen. Stoat und katholiache

Kirche in Lippe, Stuttgart, 1006.

LIPSCOMB, lips'cum, ANDREW ADGATE:
American Methodist Protestant divine and edu-
cator; b. at Georgetown, D. C, Sept. 6, 1816; d.

at Athens, Ga., Nov. 24, 1890. He was licensed to

preach in 1834, and remained in the ministry till

1849 when failhig health compelled him to resign.

He then opened an academy for young ladies at

Montgomery, Ala. He was president of the Female
College at Tuskegee, Ala. (1856-69), chancellor of

the University of Georgia (1860-74), and professor

of art and criticism in VanderbUt University, Nash-
ville, Tenn. (1874-85). Among his works are: The
Social Spirit of Christianity (Philadelphia, 1846);

Studies in the Forty Days between ChrieVe Resurrec-

tion and Ascension (NashviUe, 1884); and Studies

Supplementary to the Studies in the Forty Days between
Christie Resurrectionand Ascension (Nashville. 1885).

LIPSIUS, lip'si-as, FRIEDRICH REINHOLD:
German Protestant; b. at Jena Oct. 3, 1873. He
was educated at the universities of Leipsic and
Jena from 1893 to 1897 (lie. theol., Jena, 1898);
was assistant pastor at Weimar (1897-98) ; privat-

docent for systematic theology at the university of

Jena (1898-190C); became in 1906 pastor of St.

Martini-Kirche, Bremen. He has edited R. A. Lip-

sius' Glauben und Wissen (Berlin, 1S97), and has

written Vor/ragen der systematischen Theologie (Frei-

bun?, 1899) ; Kritik der theologischen Erkenntnis

(1904) ; and Die ReligiondesMonismus (Berlin, 1907).

LIPSIUS, RICHARD ADELBERT: German
Protestant theologian; b. at Gera (34 m. s.s.w. of

Leipsic) Feb. 14, 1830; d. at Jena Aug. 19, 1892.

He descended from a family of Saxon theologians,

and received his early education from his grand-
father, A. G. W. Lipsius, preacher in Bemstadt, and
in the " Thomana " of Leipsic where his father was
teacher of religion. In 1848 he entered the Uni-
versity of Leipsic. Though he came successively

under the influence of Fichte, Hegel, and Kant, the

teachings of Schleiermacher and Rothe and the
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tenetfi of the CoDgregation of Brethren kept him
from a oneHsided moralism and induced him " to

preserve a place for religious mysticism in the

sanctuary of his heart." While Lipsius during the

time of his studies stood for the views of the *' me-
diating theology," he later followed the tenden-

cies of historical criticism. The spirit of free in-

vestigation which he inherited from his father and
his study of the writings of Baur exercised an irre-

sistible influence upon him, although he was not a
slavish follower of the latter. In 1855 he estab-

lished himself as privat-docent at the University

of Leipsic, and four years later was appointed ad-

junct proJfessor there; in 1861 he was called to

Vienna as professor of systematic theology, and in

1863 became a member of the Austrian Council of

Education; in 1864 he was chosen deputy of the

faculty to the first general synod and cooperated

in the establishment of a liberal church constitu-

tion. The obdurate refusal of the government to

incorporate the theological faculty in the univer-

sity induced Lipsius in 1865 to accept a call to Kiel.

At the Kiel assembly of 1867 he showed himself a
champion of the Prussian Union. A polemical en-

counter with Bishop Koopmann, the head of the

Holstein Lutherans, induced him to give up his

position in Kiel, and to accept in 1871 a call to

Jena, where he remained until his death. Besides

his studies, he took a prominent part in the prac-

tical questions of the day, and was one of the

founders of the Evangelical Alliance.

He devoted himself to the study of the docu-
ments of primitive Christianity and published nu-
merous works on them. It was not as a historian,

however, that he became the acknowledged leader

of Jena theology, but as a systematic theologian.

In his theological system he starts from the stand-

point of the critical (though not imreservedly

Kantian) theory of perception. He admits that

perception of objects is subjectively conditioned,

but rejects Kant's dualism of phenomena and
" things-in-themselves "; he rather holds that by
thought an objective order of law is grasped, and,

applying the same contrast in the sphere of the phi-

losophy of religion, he distinguishes between final

and absolute being. The latter receives a positive

content only through religious experience. The
truth of religious concepts can not be demonstrated
philosophically, but the unity of the human spirit

demands the blending of the scientific and religious

perceptions into a harmonious whole. In this con-

nection metaphysics as a theory of the universe

is indispensable, but the harmonious blending of

those two perceptions can succeed only approxi-

mately, as may be seen from the idea of God; the

scientific definitions remain here always negative,

and the religious definitions figurative. No super-

natural interference breaks the coherent develop-

ment of the world, and that which on the basis of

an inner need becomes for*the religious man a di-

vine revelation, represents for science nothing but
a psychic phenomenon. The relation between God
and man remains a holy " mystery." Hence it is

evident that dogmatics is not a science without
presuppositions, but can represent faith only from
the standpoint of faith, although in a purified form.

Amonc the worka of Lipttua may be named: Die pauUni-
mA« RedUfertiaunoal^n (Leipsie, 1863); De Clementu Bo-
mani epiaUAa ad CorinthiM prion diaquiaUio (1855); U^ter
dot VerhAUma der drei ayriKhen Briefe de» IgnatUm su den
Hbriifen ReoenBionen der IgnaiianiMdten LiUenUur (1859);
Der OnoaHeiamua^ eein Weaen, Urepruno und EnhridcehiiW'
(fang (1800); Zur QueUenkritik dee Epiphanioe (Vienna,

1865); Die Papetverteidinieee dee Buedfioe und der von that

abhdnoioen Chronieten kritieeh urUereuOU (Kiel, 1868);
ChronoloQie der rdmiechen Biethefe hie zur MiUe dee vierten

JahrhumUrte (1860); Die Pilatue-Aden kritiedi unler-

eucht (1871); Olaube und Lekrt, Theohoieche Streiiadtrifl-

en (1871); Die QuelUn der rSmiechen Petru»-eaoe kriiiech

untereudU (1872); Die QueUen der 6Ueeten Keteeroeachiehte

(Leipoie, 1876); Lekrbudi der evangeliedt^proieetantieeAen

DogmtUik (Brunswick, 1876); Dogmatieehe Beiirdge xur Ver-

th^igung und BrlOuterung meinee Lehrbudtee (Lnpeic,

1878); Die edeeeeniedu Abgar-eage kriiiech untereudU (Bruns-
wick, 1880); Die Ap(Aryphen, Apoelelgeediiekien und Apoe-
teUegenden (1883-00); Philoeophie und Rdigitm (Leipdc,

1886). In connection with Die ApokryjJten^ ApoetdgeachieiU-

en, Lipsius edited together with M. Bonnet the Greek and
Latin texts {Acta apo^dorum apocrypha^ part t., Ada Petri,

PavK, Petri d Pavli, Pauli d Tkedae, Thaddaei, Leipaic, 1801.

by Lipsius alone). He further published Haupljyunkte der

ehrietliehen Qlavbenelehre (2 ed.. Brunswick. 1801) and Glow-

ben und Wieeen (ed. F. R. Lipsius, Berlin, 1807). He founded
in 1875 and edited the JakrbUdur fOr proteetaniiedte Tkeolo-

gie, and from 1885 was editor of the Theologiedter Jakree-

''*'"^-
(F. R. Lipsius.)

Bibliooraprt: G. Richter and F. Nippold, Zwei Gedddi^
niereden, Jena. 1803; A. Neumann, Grundlagen und Orund-
tUge der Weltanedtauung von . . . Lipeiue, Bnmswick,
1806; £. Pfennissdorf, Vergleid^ der dogmatiechen Sye-

ieme von . . . Lipeiue und . . . RitedU, Gotha. 1806;

U. Fleisoh, Die , . . Grundlagen der dogmatiedien Sj/e-

ieme von A, E. Biedermann und . . . Lipeiue, Berlin,

1001; H. Lttdemann, in Addition to M-tindiener aUge-

meine Zeitung, xdi, no. 200; Ecke, in KirdUidie Monale-

edaift, xciv. 708-817. Further references are given in

Hauck-Hersog, RE, id, 620.

LITANY.

Greek Gburch (f 1).

Roman Catholic Gburch (f 2).

Churches of the Reformation (§ 3).

The Litany is a prayer of supplication, especially

in responsive form. With the Greeks litaneia de-

notes a processional prayer, an act of prayer con-

nected with the profession, or the procession itself.

The term is used in the fiist sense by Chrysostom,

Eustratius (6th cent.), Simeon of Thessalonica (d.

1429), and Codinus, while it denotes the procession

in the Chronicon PaschcUe, Malalas,

I. Greek GeorgiusCedrenus, and Michael Glycas.

Church. In t^ acts of the fifth Coimcil of Con-

stantinople, as well as in Philotheus,

Simeon of Thessalonica, and Theodorus Lector, it

designates the prayer connected with the procession,

which here implies not only the procession outside

the church but also the passing of light-bearers,

priests, deacons, and choristers to the narthex,

where the litany was recited, a usage established as

early as the Council of (^Constantinople in 536. This

custom still continues, and in this minor procession

the litany is recited at the close of the great ves^

pers before the chief feasts^ and also in such pro-

cessions as those of burial. This litany, also called

edene, or " deacon's litany," is essentially the

prayer for tl^ whole Church found in the ancient

Oriental liturgies (Apostolic Constitutions^ viii., and
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the lituipes of Mark and James) and is recited as

a Bidding Prayer (q.v.) by the deacon, the con-

gregation responding with the ejaculation Kyrie
eUimnif " Lord have mercy " (see Liturgics, III.,

§ 5). The processional litany is distinguished from
the eetene of the mass by its invocation of the Virgin,

St. John the Baptist, the Apostles, the great high
priests, and all saints, as well as by the very fre-

quent repetition of the ejaculation '' Lord, have
mercy 1 " The litany is recited by tl^ deacon and
the response is sung by the choir.

In the Roman Qitholic Church the term litany

has several connotations. The invocation Kyrie
eleUon, ChrisU eleison and the supplications in the
ancient lituigy made at the bidding of the deacon,

corresponding to the Greek edene, are both called

litany, although the latter was tech-

a. Roman nically known as the deprecation.

Catholic The term litany was frequently ap-
Church. plied to the processions of supplica-

tion, and a distinction was accordingly

drawn between the " greater litany " on St. Mark's
Day (Apr. 25) and the ** lesser litanies ** which are

recited on the three Rogation Days (q.v.). The
word was likewise employed with extreme fre-

quency in its modem connotation of the responsive

prayer beginning with Kyrie eleison, and this use
finidly gained supremacy, the term litany as a
designation of a circuit with prayer being super-

seded by " procession " about the twelfth century.

The older designation of the processions as litanies

was retained, however, in the ** greater litany

"

and the ** lesser litanies,'' the former being a sub-
stitute for the pagan robigalia or festival of Apr. 25,

and apparently instituted by Pope Liberius (352-

366) rather than by Gregory the Great, and the
latter the survival of the Roman ambarvalia or

procession around the fields. The custom of proces-

sions, which had almost fallen into desuetude, was
revived by Mamertus about 470, while Leo III.

(795*816) reorganized the spring rogations accord-
ing to Gallic usage and introduced them throughout
the Catholic Church. The name "greater" and
" lesser," the former denoting a procession of one
day and the latter of three, is explained by the rela-

tive antiquity of the two.

The origin of the form of prayer now known by
the name of litany is uncertain. It is usually as-

sumed that it is a developdbnt and transforma-
tion of the Greek edene, although the hjrpothesis

has been advanced that its long lists of saints and
its response " pray (or, intercede) for us," are sur-

vivals of the formula recited by the Pontifcx Maxi-
mus according to the indigilamenta, or old books
of direction for worship, so that they can not be
older than the fourth century; but no correspond-
ing fonnularies can be cited from the indigitamerUa,

It is not impossible that the Western procession (in

contradistinction to the oriental) was not a devel-

opment of the prayer called litany, but had an inde-

pendent origin, which seems to have been derived
from pagan models. Later the processional litany

Was amplified from the "deacon's litany" and was
"^parated from the procession, although this litany
Was most tenacious in places where a procession

OQoe actually existed. The litany usually began

with the invocation Kyrie eleUon, Christe deieon, or
" Christ, hear us," which preceded the invocation of

the saints, the people responding after each name
"pray for us." Certain perils and dangers were
then enumerated, to which the congregation re-

sponded with the deprecation " Lord, deliver us,"

and these were followed by a series of petitions for

blessings with the response "hear us, we beseech

thee," the whole concluding with the Agnus Dei
(q.v.) and the Kyrie eleiean. This general scheme
was modified in many ways. The names of the

saints invoked varied according to place and cir-

cumstance, and the litany, according to the number
of times each was invoked, was termed ternary,

quinary, and septenary.

The litany was essentially penitential, and it

never lost this character, whence it was frequently

connected with the seven penitential Psalms. It

was extraordinarily popular and was used on the

most varied occasions, such as the blessing of the

baptismal water on Holy Saturday, the dedication

of a church, ordination, coronation, baptism, con-

fession, visitation of the sick, extreme unction, and
the ordinal. It originally opened the mass, as is

shown by the Constitutions of Cluny and the Stowe
Missal, the same usage prevailing at Milan. It is

clear, in the light of all evidence, that the Kyrie
which now follows the IntraU in the ordinary of the

mass is a remnant of the processional litany. The
popularity of the litany resulted in the composition

of many new ones, some of them in metrical form
and occasionally deviating widely from the model
and spirit of the Church. The public use of new
litanies was consequently made conditional on eccle-

siastical approbation, and the only Htanies now
officially sanctioned in the Roman Catholic Church
are the Litany of the Saints (approved 1601), the

Litany of Loreto (approved 1587), the Litany of

the Most Holy Name of Jesus (approved 1862),

and the Litany of the Sacred Heart (approved Apr.

2, 1899). The Litany of the Saints, in its present

form, is the liturgical litany par excellence, and is

used on such occasions as the conferring of major
orders, the blessing of the font on Holy Saturday
and Whitsun Eve, as well as on the Rogation Days
and St. Mark's Day. The form adopted was fixed

in 1596, with a few additions made in 1683 and
1847, and contains sixty-three invocations of saints

with the response " pray for us." The Litany of

Loreto is devoted to the Virgin and receives its

name from the fact that for centuries it has been
simg on Saturdays in the Holy House of Loreto.

Each penitential recitation of it gives an indul-

gence of 300 days, and its repetition on five desig-

nated feasts of the Virgin confers a plenary indul-

gence. The Litany of the Most Holy Name of

Jesus, which, according to the Roman Catholic

view, originated in the fifteenth century, likewise

gives an indulgence of 300 days. These three lit-

anies are also used in Hturgical services and pro-

cessions, but are sung only in Latin. There are in

addition a number of litanies with episcopal sanc-

tion, such as those for brotherhoods, which are re-

cited in the vernacular at non-liturgical public

devotions.

In the first period of the Wittenberg Refonni^
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tion prooessioiis and litanies were retained, al-

though they were discarded by 1525. Four years

later, however, a revised litany was restored in

Evangelical worship by Luther himself, the imme-
diate occasion being a threatened in-

2. Churches vasion of the Turks. He evidently

of the Ref- published a separate German version

onnatioiL of this litany, although no copy of this

edition is known to be extant, but

there is no ground for assuming that he issued the

Latin text of it as he proposed to do. The German
litany was also appended to the third edition of his

smaller catechism, but was later omitted, although it

then foimd its way into the hymnals, doubtless with
its author's approval. The Latin version, in like

manner, was almost certainly contained in the

hymnal of Klug published in 1529 and no longer ex-

tant. It may well have included the German version

as well, like the later editions of the work and a num-
ber of other hymnals of the same period. The ex-

tension of the litany through middle and north

Germany by means of the hynm-books was rapid,

but it was comparatively rarely found, on the other

hand, in southern or southwestern German hym-
nody. There, however, it was spread by the church
orders, the more important ones all containing it.

The original Lutheran litany was closely similar to

the Roman Catholic Litany of the Saints, except
that all invocations of the saints, as well as petitions

for the pope and the dead, were omitted. On the

other hand, the petitions are more specialized and
more concrete than in the older litany, which is,

nevertheless, far the richer.

In the northern and central parts of Germany
no uniformity whatever prevailed in the time of the

recitation of the litany. Wednesday and Friday
were, on the whole, the favorite days, although it

might also be recited on Tuesday, Simday festivals,

and at vespers on Saturday. Local usage in many
cases prescribed it for special days, while numerous
church orders required it to be said occasionally,

although no special day was designated. The place

which the litany occupied in the North and Middle
German liturgy likewise varied. It might be re-

cited alone, either in the morning or the evening,

after the lesson, epistle, or sermon, and before or

during the communion. An equal lack of uniform-
ity prevailed in southern and southwestern Ger-
many, but there the litany, in harmony with the

intention of Luther, retained its original character

Oi a penitential prayer more than in the north, so

that in Strasburg it followed the confession and
absolution. The litany was subject, furthermore,

to numerous local modifications, petitions being in-

serted or omitted practically at pleasure.

In Wittenbei^ the German litany was chanted
by the choir-boys, while the congregation sang the

responses, although ultimately one part of the choir

chanted the petitions and the other responded.

The Latin litany was sung only in the latter fashion.

In the seventeenth century the Latin litany was
discarded altogether, and in case there was a trained

choir, the pastor, kneeling or standing with his face

toward the altar, intoned the petition, while the

congregation, led by the choir, sang the responses.

If for any reason the litany was not sung, it might

be recited or read. These modes of repeating the

litany gradually supplanted the singing of it, but
on the whole, though it is still retained in almost
all modem German liturgies, it has lost its hold in

great measure on the congregations because of its

monotony.
The Reformed Church had little sympathy with

the litany, and rejected it almost without exception,

so that wherever Calvinism gained supremacy over
Lutheranism, the litany was abolished.

The Moravians have two litanies, the " Church
Litany *' and the ** Litany of the Life, Passion, and
Death of Jesus Christ." The former is used in a
double form, a shorter version having been made
in 1873, while the latter is derived from the ** Litany
of Wounds " composed by Zinsendorf in 1744.

(P. Drkws.)
The litany of the English Book of Common Prayer

was originidly intended to be a distinct office. A
rubric in the first prayer-book (1549) ordered it to
be said on Wednesdays and Fridays, before the

communion-office. It was then placed after the
commimion-office, and in 1552 put in the place it

now occupies, with the direction that it was to be
** used upon Sundays, Wednesdays, and Fridays,

and at other times when it shall be conmianded by
the ordinary." The clause in Edward's prayer-

book, " From the tyranny of the Bishop of Rome
and all his detestable enormities," was omitted in

1559.

Biblioobapht: On litanies in general consult: Binghnm,
OrioetiM, XIII., i. 10-12; E. Mart^ne, De onHquit ecdetia
ritikut, Antwerp. 1763; M. Gerbert, VituM Kiurffia AU-
mannica^ parts ii-iii., San Bias, 1776; idem, Mowumenta
veferU liturgia AUmanniofBt part it, tb. 1779; A. J.

Binterim, DenkwOrdigheUen, iv. 1, pp. 555 sqq.. Mains,
1827; C. W. Augusti, DmkwQrdiffictiitn, x. 26 sqq., Leip-
Bio. 1829; T. F. D. Kliefoth, lAJturgiad^ Ahhandlunoen,
y. 301 sqq., 373 sqq., 308 sqq., vi 162 sqq., 225 eqq., 296
sqq., viii. 66 sqq.. 8 yoIs.. Schwerin, 1858-69; J. M.
Neale, Baaay on LUurgiology and Chiarth Hiatory, Lon-
don, 1863; A. P. Stanley. ChriaOan IitMHtuHofu, chap,
xu.. New York, 1881; Q. Rtetscbel, LekrbuGk der Li^tr-

Oik, I 200-201 et passim. Berlin, 1900; F. Spitta, in

MonaUthrift fUcr OcUemiienat und ktrehliehe Kunat, vi

(1901), 375 sqq.; L. Duchesne. Cknatian Warahip, pas-

sim. London. 1904.

On the Lauretanian Litany consult: J. Sauren, Dia
Umretaniadia Liianei, Kempten. 1895; A. de Santi, Le
LUanei Lawetane^ Rome, 1897; J. Braun, in SHnanen aua
Maria Loach, Iviii (1900). 418-437. On the litany of the

Brethren cf. J. T. Mailer, in Monatadirift fUr GixUe^dienst

und kirefUitha Kunat, viL 1902. On the Anglican Litany

consult: J. H. Blunt, AnnottUad Book cf Common Prater,

London, 1903; J. N. McOormick. The hUany and Oie Lift,

Milwaukee. 1904; F. Procter and W. H. Frere. New Hiat.

of the Book of Common Prayer, London, 1905. No small

part of the literature cited under LirrmoT necessarily deals

with the litany.

LITHUANIA. See Russia.

LITTLE, CHARLES EUGENE: Methodist Epis-

copalian; b. at Waterbury, Vt., Apr. 7, 1838. He
was graduated in 1860 from the theological depart-

ment of Boston University (then at Concord, N. H.),

was ordained deacon (1862) and elder (1864), and
has held pastorates at Dannemora, N. Y. (1860-61),

CUntonville, N. Y. (1862-63), Fair Haven, Vt.

(1865-67), Newmarket, N. J. (1867), Eighth Avenue
Church, Newark, N. J. (1868-70), Hackettstown,

N.' J. (1871, 1875-77), Nyack, N. Y. (1873-74),
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Park Chiut^, Elizabeth, N. J. (1878^80), Cente-

nary Church, Newark, N. J. (1881-83), Calvary
Church, East Orange, N. J. (1884-86), Grace Church,

Port Richmond, Staten Island (1887-91), Lafayette

Church, Jersey City, N. J. (1892-96), West Side

Avenue Church, Jersey aty (1897-1901), ArUng-
ton, N. J. (1902^)5), Hackensack^ N. J. (1905), and
Verona, N. J., since 1905. He has written: BMUxd
Lights and Side Lights (New York, 1883); Histar-

iad Lights (1886); and Cydapedia of Classified

Dates (1900).

LITTLE SISTERS OF THE POOR, THE: A
religioiia order of women which had its origin in

Saint Servan, near the coast town of St. Malo in

Brittany. In 1840 the village priest, M. le Pailleiu*,

first interested Jeanne Jugan, a himible servant

girl, and a few other pious women in the care of

some of the aged poor people of the locality, and
in 1842 a house was bought to serve as a refuge for

the same. The work, though imdertaken without
any definite or far-reaching plan, and utterly with-

out resources, save the alms contributed by a far

from opulent surroimding population, developed
with an imlooked-for rapidity. The spirit of pov-
erty and the unselfish devotedness which charac-

terised the founders of the work soon made them
very popular, and in the course of a few years they
were organized on the lines of a religious congrega-

tion which in twenty years spread to most of the

cities of France, and even to Belgium and England.
The object of the organization is the establisbunent

and maintenance of permanent homes for the des-

titute aged and infirm of both sexes without dis-

tinction of creed or nationality. To be admitted

to these homes the applicants must be ** respecta-

ble," i.e., of good moral character, and, as a rule,

they must be over sixty years of age. They are

supported and cared for personally by the sisters

who depend entirely on charity for their mainte-
nance. The rule of the community, which is based

on that of St. Augustine, received the solemn ap-

probation of the Holy See July 9, 1854. The order

was legally recognized by the French government
in 1856, and it finds place among the few congrega*

tions which survived the legislation enacted against

the religious communities in France in 1905 and
1906.

The order was introduced into the United States

in 186S when their first home was opened in Brook-
13m, and in 1907 the American membership num-
bered 800 sisters with two provincial headquarters,

one in Brooklyn and the other in Chicago. They
conduct fifty homes for the aged in the various

cities of the Union, chiefly in those of the E^t
and Middle West, the total number of inmates being

over 9«000. James F. Driscoll.

Bibuooratrt: J. P. Migne. Eneyclopidie Ihioloffique, yol.

xziii.; Dietionnaire dM ordret religietuc, vol. iv (under
" PetitM Soeun des Pauvres "). Parui, 1860; L. Aubi-
neau, Ltbentb€$dw9ibunffen. Die kleinen Schtctatern def

Armtn^ Recensbiirs. 1871; Nouvtau dietionnaire d'hie*

toire et de geographie, ib. 1874; G. RaUinger, Oesehichte

der kirehlidien Armenp/leQe, pp. 51H sqq., Freibunr. 1A84;

Official Catholie Diredary for the United Statee, Milwaukee,
1909; Baunaid. S, LeliHre el tee fondatione des PetHee

Seeure dee pauvree, Paris, 1904; Heimbuoher, Orden und
Kon^'eoalionen, U. 388-389.

vi.-a2

LITTLEDALE, RICHARD FREDERICK:
Church of England; b. in Dublin Sept. 14, 1833;

d. in London Jan. 11, 1890. He studied at Trinity

College, DubHn (B.A., 1854; M.A., 1868; LL.D.,
1862; D.C.L., Oxford, 1862). He was curate of

Thorpe Hamlet, Norfolk (1856-57), then of St.

Mary the Virgin, Soho, London (1857-61); but,

being compelled by ill-health to abandon parochial

work, he devoted himself to religious literature, and
became a voluminous writer. As an opponent of

the Church of Rome, he attracted much attention.

Among his works may be mentioned: Religious

Communities of Women in the Early Church (Lon-

don, 1862); Offices of the Holy Eastern Church

(1863); The Mixed Chalice {im^); The North Side

of the Altar (1864); Catholic Ritual in the Church

of England (1865); The Elevation of the Host (1865);

Early Christian Ritual (1867); Commentary on the

Psalms (in continuation of Dr. Neale's, vols, ii.-

iv., 1868-74); Commentary on the Song of Songs
(1869); Religious Education of Women (1872);

Papers on Sisterhoods (1874-78); Last Attempt to

reform the Church of Rome from tvithin (1875); Ul-

tramontane Popular Literature (1876); An Inner
View of the Vatican Council (1877); Plain Reasons
against joining the Church of Rome (1879); A Short

History of the CouncU of Trent (1888); The Petrine

Claims: a Critical Inquiry (1889). He contributed

to the Encyclopcedia Britannica (9th ed.); edited

Anselm's Cur Deus Homof (1863); and shared in

editing The Priests' Prayer-Book (1864); The Peo-
ple's Hymnal (1867); Liturgies ofSS. Mark, James,
Clement, Chrysostom^and BasU (1868-69); The Chris-

tian Passover (1873); and The Altar Manual (1877).

Bibuoqrapht: DNB, xxxiii. 364-365; O. C. H. Kinc,
The Character of Dr. Jjittiedale ae a Controvereialiel, Lon-
don. 1888. Further literatiire is indicated in Richardeon,
Bncydopaedia^ p. 634.

LITTLEJOHN, ABRAM NEWKIRK: Protes-

tant Episcopal bishop of Long Island; b. at Flor-

ida, N. Y., Dec. 13, 1824; d. at WiUiamstown,
Mass., Aug. 3, 1901. He was educated at Union
College (B.A., 1845) and at Princeton Theological

Seminary. He was ordained deacon in 1848 and
priest the following year. While deacon he offi-

ciated at Amsterdam, N. Y., and at Meriden, Conn.

He was rector of Christ Church, Springfield, Mass.

(1850-51); St. Paul's Church, New Haven. Conn.

(1851-60); and Church of the Holy Trinity, Brook-

lyn, N. Y. (1860-69). During his rectorate in New
Haven he was professor of pastoral theology in the

Berkeley Divinity School at Middletown, Conn.

He was consecrated as the first bishop of the new
diocese of Long Island (Jan. 27, 1869), having pre-

viously been elected bishop of Central New York,

but declined the position. He had oversight of the

American Protestant Episcopal churches on the

Continent (1874-86). His principal works are;

Condones ad Clerum (New York, 1881); Individ-

ualism: its Growth and Tendencies (1881; lectures

before the University of Cambridge) and The Chris-

tian Ministry at the dose of the 19th Century (1884;

lectures on the Bishop Paddock foundation. Gen-

eral Theological Seminary, New York).

niBLiociRAPHY: W. 8. Perry, The Epieeopale in America,

p. 195. New York, 1805.
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I. FundAmenUl PiindplM.
Importanoe and Detimitation of

Liturcy (f 1).

Theory of Liturgy (( 2).

Relation of Litiugy to Doctrine

(§3).
Exemplification by the Lutheran

Liturigy ({ 4).

LITURGICS.*
Christian Use of the Term (f 6).

IL Historical Development.
Service in Temple and Synagogue

(5 1).

Development of the Christian Serv-
ice (f 2).

Medieval Elaborations (f 3).

After the Reformation (f 4).

in. Lituigica] Formulas.
Amen ({ 1).

The Doxologies ({ 2).

Alleluia (f 3).

Hosanna (| 4).

Kyrie Eleison (§ 6).

Pax vobiscum. Dominus vobisoum
(*6).

1. FundamentMl Principles: Proclamation of the

Gospel, prayer, and the administration of the Sac-

raments belong to the essence of the Church and of

public worship as well. If the body of Christ is to

be truly edified, the officiating ministers and every

member of the congregation must be

X. Impor- quickened continually by the Spirit of

tance and God. The precise manner, however,

Delimits- in which the principal elements of di-

tion of vine service are combined into a
Litoxgy. harmonious whole is of less vital im-

portance. Nevertheless, side by side

with ecclesiastical wisdom and orthodox belief, a cer-

tain sense of the value of constant types and modes
of confessional expression is a factor of moment,
which, in its turn, reflects a conunon need that finds

its support in the force of historic tradition. Thus
arises the liturgy, or the form of worship in eccle-

siastical communities. In a restrictive sense, the

idea denotes the composite aggregate of the per-

manent elements of worship outside the sermon;
that is, the parts which, in harmony with the prin-

ciples of religious logic, are comprised in the official

Church manual, or lituigy proper. By an exten-

sion of the liturgical idea, the entire order of

public worship, including the sermon, is thus desig-

nated. In the latter case, however, only the rela-

tive position of the sermon, and not its content, is

considered, the theme and style of the sermon being

independent of fixed definition (see Homiletics;
PRBACHmo). Equally outside the realm of litur-

gies IB the fact that the conmiimion is celebrated

according to Christ's institution; but the questions

as to whether the words of institution shall be re-

cited, whether a formula of distribution shall be
emplo3red, and whether an altar or a table shall be
used, are distinctly liturgic. Indeed, it was only
through the liturgy that the consecration itself be-

came an integral element of the divine service. At
the same time, in virtue of its peculiar solemnity,

the Lord's Supper (q.v.; see also Eucharist;
Mass) became the central point of liturgic arrange-

ment, so that the term " liturgy " found its prin-

cipal application in connection with the celebration

of the Eucharist.

The result of a liturgy was reached neither by
divine revelation nor by canonical enactment.

The worship of the early Church re-

2. Theory veals an exuberance of spiritual life

of Liturgy, and a great diversity of spiritual gifts,

, but in so amorphous a state that Paul
found himself obliged to urge uniformity in worship
(I Cor. xiv.). Though Paul by no means estab-
lished a working principle for the regulation of public

* This article should be read in connection with the arti-

cles Mass (for the Roman Catholic development), Agenda,
EucHAKisT, and Lord's Suppkb (for the Protestant side).

worship, the liturgical tendency was inherent in the

factor of historic conservatism which began to exert

itself from the very first, as is shown, for instance,

by the custom, derived from the synagogue custom
(see below, II., { I), of congregational response to

the prayers of thanksgiving. The tendency to

create some permanent order, the significance of

which should reach beyond the local and transient,

implanted itself with formative and regulative

power in the administrative organism of the spir-

itual life. Nevertheless, this process never gained
the character of a law; nor were liturgical elabora-

tions so abstract that spontaneously personal ele-

ments could not find a place in the official prayers.

It is obvious that the composers of particular Utiuv

gical forms must remain in the background. But
notwithstanding all this, each liturgy is character-

istic of the ecclesiastical commimity to which it

appertains; nor must it be forgotten that the

phraseology of the sermon has a decided influence

upon liturgical expression. Moreover, this festal

robe of ceremonial practise, woven by custom, re-

ceives its interwoven warp and woof of symbolism
and artistic ornament. This is not to be adjudged
worldly or unevangelical; since here, too, is dis-

cerned rather a vital impulse, proceeding from the

divine cosmic dispensation and influencing advan-
tageously the domain of spiritual benefits. The
same tendency, in a narrower sense, has given ar-

tistic adornment to such liturgical objects as the

altar, the pulpit, and the sacred vessels, and has

employed special colors in a symbolic scheme to

emphasise the proper nature of the festival sea-

sons (see Paramknta; STMBOLisif). A redundancy
of these subsidiary devices, to the repression of

what is essential to worship, is, however, reprehen-

sible. The Reformation rightly returned to sim-
plicity in this respect, the Reformed Church more
decidedly than the German, though even Luther,

for all his unrestrained appreciation of the artistic

and symbolic, contrived to observe the requisite

boimds. See Worship.
In considering the relation between the liturgy

of the Church and its doctrine, it is clear that modi-
fications of doctrine can not remain without influ-

ence upon the liturgy, as is attested

3. Relation by the history of worship at every
of Liturgy turn. The more the comprehension
to Doctrine, of the salvation wrought by the death

of Christ recedes into the background,
the shallower becomes the substance of the Eucha-
ristic prayers. The more strictly the Reformation
returned to the Scriptures and to Christ's purpose
in the institution of the Eucharist, the more dis-

tinctly was this reflected in the revision of Evan-
gelical liturgies. On the other hand, if the true

character of an ecclesiastical community is to be
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truly known, liturgy as well as doctrine must be
considered. It may be laid down as a general

principle that the closer the adherence to the sim-

ple sense of the Scriptures, the fewer will be the

liturgical elaborations in question. The question

as to what is essential to a liturgy is not abstract,

but should be answered with reverent regard for

historic and conservative forms. For even if his-

toric usage were abandoned and a course of abso-

lute innovation were adopted, nevertheless, the

new forms thus created would themselves exhibit

a marked tendency to resist subsequent innovations.

The present status of the Lutheran liturgy shows
evidence of the influence of the principles of con-

servative reform. In some respects there has been
a reaction as regards Luther's altera-

4. Ezem* tions in the Deutsche Mesee, in favor

pliflcation of still older forms. To the introit of

by the the Mass there corresponds in the

Lutheran Evangelical order of worship, after

Liturgy, the opening hymn, an antiphon in

Scriptural phraseology adapted espe-

cially from the Old Testament. In this the dis-

tinctive character of the feast or the church season

concerned must be reflected from the very first.

The CanfiteoTf instead of remaining a priestly act

of preparation, became a congregational confession

of sin—again a return to the pre-Lutheran lltuigy.

The Kyrie and Gloria following the Confiteor were
incorporated in the Lutheran liturgy. The saluta-

tion Dominus vobiecum, together with the response

Et cum spiritu tuo^ both omitted by Luther, were
very early restored in the Evangelical liturgies.

The reading of Scripture has no longer for its mission

the familiarization of the congregation with the

Bible, but is designed solemnly to remind them of

this treasure, with the accompaniment of responses

whichmay be freely supplemented on occasion. The
" voice of Scripture " is followed by the " voice of

the Church," the recitation of the Apostles' Creed
for which, however, a hymn of like purport, such as

Luther's Wir glauben all an einen GoU, may be sub-

stituted. In the communion service, Luther still

spared the ancient Preface, and also accepted the

Agnus Dei. But even in this domain, a refined

lituigical sense decided largely in favor of earlier ec-

clesiastical usage. For instance, the I^ord's Prayer

was reinstated in its rightful place, before the Pax
and the distribution, while the form of distribution

was again duly honored. Id every direction there

was careful insistence upon historic connection, in

harmony with Protestant tenets.

With reference to the application of the term
** liturgy " to the sphere of divine service, the

Christian use of the word is based on the Septua-

gint, which translates the Hebrew
5. Christian *aboda, in relation to the Temple serv-

Use of the ice, by leiUmrgia. In the New Testa-

Term, ment, however, the word does not

occur in connection with ceremonial

affairs, but indicates the service which the Christian

renders to God in faith and obedience, as in Heb.
viii. 2, 6; Phil. ii. 17; Rom. xv. 16; or with reference

to brotherly support, as in Rom. zv. 27; Phil. ii.

25, 30; II Cor. ix. 12. The relation to ceremonial

practises recurs most closely in Acts xiii. 2; though

here, too, the idea of ceremonially regulated usage
is to be rejected. The ecdesiastioil use of the term
reverts principally to the Old Testament, signifi-

cantly implying a transfer of pre-Christian legal-

ism to the Christian dispensation. Hence the cui^

rent expressions for Levitical and priestly acts were
applied to divine worship, especially in order to

designate the central and sacrificial act. More-
over, leitourgia and leitourgein were once more em-
ployed in the ceremonial sense. The Western
Church early borrowed the term to designate the

Eucharist. The Evangelical confessions gave pref-

erence to the term ccBrimonia; and it was only

under the influence of Humanism (q.v.), beginning

with the sixteenth century, that the word liiurgia

came into current use, first among the Roman
Catholics, and later among the Protestants. The
term is now often used in a widened sense, and the

phrases baptismal, marriage, confirmation, and
burial liturgies are loosely employed. For the his-

tory of Lutheran lituigics see Agenda.
Hermann Hsrino.

n. Historical Development: The first Chris-

tians, being members of the Jewish Church, fol-

lowed naturally the Jewish manner of worship.

The services to which they were accustomed were
those of the Temple (q.v.) and of the Synagogue
(q.v.). The temple service was elaborate, and was

for the purpose of worship; the syna-
I. Senrice gpgue service was simple and was for

in Temple the purpose of instruction. The tem-
and Syiia- pie contributed to liturgical develop-

gogue. ment the tradition of a noble service,

in a stately building, with vested cleigy,

with prayers accompanied by the symbol of Incense

(q.v.), with praises sung from the book of psalms,

with an altar, and with the varied interest and sig-

nificance of an ordered sequence of feasts and fasts.

The fact, however, that the temple was in Jerusa-

lem, and that it was destroyed and its services

ended forever in 70 a.d., gave its liturgical prece-

dents a minor part in the making of the primitive

Christian devotions. These were patterned mainly
upon those of the synagogue. The synagogue was
a plain building, having a platform at the further

end. On the platform were seats for church offi-

cials, and in the midst was a pulpit. Over the pul-

pit hung an ever-burning lamp, and back of the

pulpit, behind a curtain against the wall, was a
chest containing the rolls of the sacred books. The
ordinary service began with the Shema, a habit-

ual, daily devotion, like the Lord's Prayer, consist-

ing of three passages of Scripture, Deut. vi. 4-9,

xi. 13-21; Num. xv. 37-41. After this came the

Shemoneh esreh, or eighteen benedictions, each with
a recurring phrase or refrain, followed by an Amen
as a congregational response. This was succeeded

by the first lesson, taken from the Law, read in

seven parts by seven readers, each pronouncing a
few verses, the verses being translated into Aramaic,
with explanation, comment, and application. The
second lesson was a single reading from the Proph-
ets, translated and explained as before (cf. Luke
iv. 16 sqq.). With a collection for the poor, and
a benediction, perhaps with some singing of psalms,

the service ended.
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To this service the Christians added a Liturgy

of Christ in the Holy Communion; and a Liturgy

of the Holy Ghost in the short-lived enthusiasm of

the speaking with tongues, and a Liturgy of God
the Father in tl^ agap€, or love-feast,

3. Develop- which assembled the faithful as the

ment of the family of God to the enjoyment of his

Christiaii blessings. (See Aqape; Eucharist;
Service. Lord's Supper). The synagogue

service grew into the homiletic^d in-

troduction to the Holy Communion, called the

Missa Catechumenorum, with the reading of pas-

sages from the Epistles and the Gospels, followed

by a sermon. It affected also the daily prayers.

These daily devotions, which came to be called the

Divine Office, had their beginning in the observ-

ance of hours of prayer. Two such hours were sug-

gested by the natural instincts of the religious life:

the morning, at cock-crowing, called matins; the

evening, at candle-lighting, called vespers. These
were at first observed in private or as times for

family worship; but presently they were kept in

the consecrated quiet of the church, people com-
ing in at these seasons and saying their prayers,

each person by himself. Gradually, other seasons

of devotion b^^an to be observed. First, the vigil,

which in its original form was a night of prayer
before Easter, and then came to precede ordinary

Sundays, and then to be a time of spiritual prepa-

ration for saints' days. On these occasions the
morning prayer was in two parts, one in the night,

called matins or noctums; the other at dawn,
called lauds. Then, to meet the eagerness for the

privilege of prayer, three hours were kept in the

day: the third hour, nine o'clock, called terce, re-

membering the disciples on the Day of Pentecost;

the sixth hoiu*, twelve o'clock, called sext, remem-
bering St. Peter on the housetop; the ninth hour,

called none, remembering how Peter and John
went into the temple at the hour of prayer. Thus
there were six times for daily prayer: matins, lauds,

terce, sext, none, and vespers. The next step was
to make these individual devotions public and con-

gregational, and to have them led by the clergy.

Of course, for busy people, such a continual exer-

cise of prayer was impossible. For them, as is

common to-day, the daily devotions were for the

most part the private prayers which they said at

the cock-crow and at the candle-lighting. The
faithful who went to church six times a day were
mainly ascetics, whose chief interest and occupa-

tion in life was the act of prayer. Presently, these

devout persons were gathered into groups and so-

cieties, and disappeared from sight in monasteries.

There they added to the six daily services two
more: Prime, as the prayers before the daily chap-

ter meeting, and Compline, before going to bed.

Thus the cycle was completed. It had never had
much place in the experience of the ordinary lay-

man. It was understood to be intended for the

clergy and for the members of religious orders.

The heart of the daily services was the book of

psalms. To recite or sing these psalms was the

piupose for which the faithful met at the appointed

hours. The psalter was arranged to be gone over

in a week. To the psalms were added Scripture

readings, and a few prayers, with versides and re-

sponses. The Latin Church introduced hymns in me-
ter, and lengthened lauds and vespers with commem-

orations of the saints. And the saints,

3. Medieval in rapidly increasing numbers, claimed
Elabora- their rights in the services, having
tions. lessons and prayers appropriate to

their virtues. And the Little Office of

the Vii^gin paralleled all the eight services with an
order of its own. These enrichments came to their

fulness in the thirteenth century. They made it

necessary to use a great number of books in the
conduct of the service: the psalter, the antiphonal,

the hymnal, the Bible, the collect book, the pro-
cessional; and for direction, the consuetudinary,

the ordinal, and the directorium. With the rise of
the Franciscans in the thirteenth century, and the
free movement of persons conunitted to the life of
religion, it became necessary to bring this liturgical

library into some condensed, compact and portable
form, and the Breviary (q.v.) was the result. The
order for the Holy Communion had been similarly

enriched and was correspondingly simplified in the
Missal (see Mass).
As the era of the Protestant Reformation came

on, the need of further liturgical revision was felt

by many, and steps in that direction were taken
both with and without ecclesiastical authority.

Thus in 1535, Cardinal Quignon at the

4. After request of Pope Clement VII. under-
the Refor- took are vision of the breviary. Clem-
mation. ent died before the oompleticm of this

work, and it was dedicated to Pope
Paul III., who formally permitted the secular clergy

to substitute it for the breviary unreformed. Quig-
non altered some things and some he added; he
removed some legends from the lectionary; he ar-

ranged to have the Bible read at length and not,

as had come to be the usage, in detached frag-

ments; he arranged the psalter so as to be read
in course and not interrupted by substituting special

psalms. Also he took out two-thirds of the saints'

days and all the offices of the Vii^, and omitted
a great number of versides, responses, invitationes,

and antiphons. In a second edition, however, he
restored the antiphons by request of the theological

faculty of Paris. This was the authorised breviary

of the Western Church until it was superseded in

1568 by the present book, made by a commission
of the Council of Trent. In 1543, Archbishop Her-
man of Cologne (see Herman of Wieo) published

a directory of public worship, in sympathy with
the Reformation. This was composed at his re-

quest by Butzer and Melanchthon, on the basis of

a form compiled by Luther, called the Nuremberg
Liturgy. The book contained forms of prayer and
a Utany, with directions for the administraticm of

the sacraments, and for other services, with many
explanations. One of its characteristic features was
the addressing of exhortations to the people. This
book was disallowed by the Church, and the arch-
bishop was expelled. These two litui^cal revisions

were in the hands of Archbishop C^ranmer during
the preparation of the English Book of Common
Prayer, and he made great use of both. For the
history of this work see Common Prater, Book of.
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Meanwhile, both in England and on the Continent
the conditions of ecclesiastical strife were inducing
among many a liturgical reaction. The Lutheran
Church, indeed, held to many of the traditions of

devotion, but the Calvinistic churches of Switzer-

land and France, and the Puritan churches of

England and Scotland, abandoned the old forms
and adopted for the most part an extemporaneous
worship. This was an incident in a bitter con-

tention, and proceeded not so much from a dislike

of the ancient prayers as from a dislike of the people
who insisted on them. This dislike the course of

time has mitigated, and at present there is a gen-
eral .return in jnost of the Protestant churches to
the liturgical treasures which the fathers left

behind. Georqe Hodges.
IIL Liturgical Formulas: Under this head it

is convenient to group together several traditional

phrases frequently used in divine worship, and ap-
pearing again and again in the most various litur-

gies.

The Hebrew amen, when used adverbially in the
Scriptures (e.g., Num. v. 22; Deut. xxvii. 16; Ps.

xli. 13), has the force of strong affirmation or as-

sent, usually to the words spoken by another, al-

though it may also be used as a pre-

I. Amen, liminary affirmation of the speaker's

own, occurring frequently in this sense

in the words of Jesus. Its lituigical use is the
former. It is thus found in the Jewish rites, as an
assent by the congregation to the content of a
prayer. The Christian Church borrowed this usage,

keeping the Hebrew form, the meaning of which
was always familiar to theologians, though perhaps
not always to the people at laige, for whom a
translation was sometimes appended, as in the

Coptic liturgies. Its primitive use as convejring

the assent of the whole congregation to the prayer
of any member (cf. I Cor. xiv. 16) remained when
the utterance of the prayer became the office of a
distinct clerical class, as is shown by nearly all the
Eastern liturgies. An exceptional case is the

liturgy contained in the eighth book of the Apos-
tolic Constitutions, where the " Amen " is assigned

to the congregation after three pra3ners only—^the

Trisagion (q. v.), the prayer of intercession, and the

formula of administration. In the modem Greek
Church, the ** Amen " is taken from the congrega-

tion and given to the choir—and then in compara-
tively few places. In some Eastern baptismal

rites, as still among the Nestorians, it seems to have
been customary for the congrejjation to say Amon
after each part of the baptismal formula; in the

present Eastern Church it is thus pronounced by
the priest, having lost its original meaning and be-

come a mere concluding word. The most obvious
retention of the old usage in the West occurs in the

Mozarabic Liturgy (q.v.), where some of the re-

sponses are indeed assigned to the choir, but the

congregation is bidden to answer in other cases,

especially with *' Amen." In the present Roman
rite, the " Amen " belongs either to the assistants

or to tlie choir, or is pronounced by the priest him-
self, as in the formula of administration at com-
munion and at the end of the Lord's Prayer in the

Luther interpreted the " Amen " in the

of his own doctrine of faith, as " an expres-

sion of firm and hearty belief," and the Reforma-
tion restored the use of it in a number of cases,

though not in all, to the congregation. In the

Anglican Book of Common Prayer it occurs at the

end of every prayer as the response of the people,

except after the first Lord's Prayer in the Coomiu-
nion Office.

In continuation of the old synagogal custom, the

primitive Christians closed every important litur-

gical prayer with a doxology, and the custom was
extended to sermons also. The simplest form was
"to thee (or "to whom") be glory throughout
all ages " (cf. Rom. xi. 36; Phil. iv. 20; Didache

ix. 2, 3; Apostolic Constitutions II.,

2. The xxii. 11). A number of formulas grew
Doxologies. up in the course of time, differing ac-

cording to the influence of the dogma
of the Trinity. While from the second to the be-

ginning of the fourth century the form " to thee

be glory in the Holy Ghost through Jesus Christ "

was usual, when it became possible to suspect

Arianism in such a phrase, it was changed to one
which completely coordinated the three Persons,
" Glory to the Father, and to the Son, and to the

Holy Ghost." The OUrna Patri, known as the les-

ser doxology to distinguish it from the Gloria in

exceUis, was slow to find its way into all the
Eastern liturgies. Thus it is not found in the

Clementine hturgy of the Apostolic Constitutions

or in that of St. James, and even the ninth-

century liturgies of St. Chrysostom and St. Basil

do not contain it. It is of frequent occurrence,

on the other hand, in the Nestorian and Ar-

menian liturgies and in the present Hturgy of

St. Chrysostom, as well as less often in the vari-

ous Jacobite rites. The second half, " As it was
in the beginning, is now, and ever shall be, world

without end. Amen," does not occur in the East,

and is probably of Roman origin. The Synod of

Vaison (529) asserts that its use was universal in

Italy and Africa, and directs its introduction into

Gaul. It is not in the Mozarabic liturgy, where the

formula runs " Glory and honor to the Father, and
to the Son, and to the Holy Ghost throughout all

ages." In the Eastern rites the doxology was used
in many different places. The Roman liturgy, on
the other hand, lays down fixed ruios for its use.

It occurs regularly at the end of each psalm, and
the first half of it in the responsories of the day and
night hours; in the Mass it occurs in the prepara^

tion, after the Introit or anthom sun:; at the be-

ginning of the communion service in th? Roman
Catholic Church, and after the Lai^aho psalm. The
custom of using it thus at the end of psalms or

parts of psalms \s first attested by John Cassian
(before 420), and next by Po|ie Vigilius (d. 555).

The assertion of medieval liturgiologists that the

practise was introduced by Pope Damasus b pos-

sibly true. As the Gloria Patri has a more or less

festival or triumphant character, it is wholly or
partly omitted on occasions of mourning, as in Holy
Week and in services for the dead; in the btter
case the Greeks still use it. Luther seems to have
ignored the Gloria Patri, although modem Lutheran
liturgies put it after the introit. The Gloria in ex-
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ceUis, or Greater Doxology, by an unknown author,

occurs in the Eastern liturgies, which vary in the

position assigned to it, and also forms the opening

of a service for morning prayer found in the Apos-
tolic Constitutions (VII., xlvii.), the pseudo-Atha-
nasian De virginiUiUy and the Ckxiez Alexandrinus.

The Latin version used in the Mass, said to have
been made by Hilary of Poitiers, is slightly altered

from the original. According to the Liber ponti-

ficalia, Pope Telesphorus (q.v.) prescribed tl^ use

of the angelic hymn as found in Luke ii. 14 for the

Christmas service, and Pope Symmachus (q.v.) of

the expanded form for all Sundays and feasts of

martyrs. It was then to be used only by bishops;

priests might recite it only at Easter and in their

first Eucharist. At the end of the eleventh cen-

tury its use was permitted to priests at all times

when it was liturgically prescribed. By the pres-

ent Roman use, it is omitted on all days not of a
festal character. Luther retained it in his Formula
misacBf but does not mention it in his Deutsche

MessCf though this may be because it was taken by
many as going with the Kyrie, Most of the Lu-
theran service-books retained it, and so did the Re-
formed; Zwingli provided that it should be intoned

by the minister in German, and then taken up by
the men and women of the congregation alter-

nately. In the Anglican Book of Conmion Prayer

it was removed from the banning to the end of

the communion service; and in the American it

was also permitted to be used as an alternative to

the Ohria Patri after the psalms.

The Hebrew formula haUeluyah, " praise ye Yah-
weh," which was frequently used in Jewish worship,

passed over untranslated into the Christian serv-

ices. The earliest indication of this use is Rev.
xix. 1-8. In the earliest definitely liturgical use it

occurred after the reading of the

3. Alleluia, epistle and at the time of commu-
nion. In the Eastern Church it is

still used even in penitential seasons and in serv-

ices for the dead. For the West the earliest evi-

dence is Tertullian, De oratione, xxvii. Here, with

the stronger emphasis laid on ecclesiastical sea-

sons, it is not surprising that in the African Church
it became customary to omit it in Lent (Augustine,

Enarratio in Psalmoa ex. cxLviii.), while another

passage of Augustine {Epist. ad Januarium, Iv.)

implies that in his day it was regularly sung be-

tween Easter and Pentecost, and occasionally at

other times. According to Sozomen {Hist, eccl.,

VII., xix.), it was simg at Rome only on Easter-

day, and this statement is accepted by Cassiodorus

(c. 570) and supported by a mention of Vigilantius

(c. 400) in Jerome {Contra Vigilantium, i.), although

Johannes Diaconus, in the fifth century, speaks of

its being used at Rome during the whole paschal

season. According to the most probable inter-

pretation of a passage in Gregory the Great's letters

{MPL, Ixxvii. 956), it would seem that in the pon-

tificate of Damasus (366-384) the eastern custom
of singing Alleluia throughout the year found foot-

ing in Rome, and that in the fifth century it began
to be restricted to the paschal season, while Greg-

ory permitted a wider use. This may be recon-

ciled with the statement of Sozomen by supposing

that he referred to a special anthem containing the

word ** Alleluia," and not to the word itself. Ac-
cording to present Roman usage, the word b
omitted altogether from Septuagesima to Blaster,

being replaced at the beginning of the choir offices

by " Praise to thee, O Lord, King of eternal glory."

In the paschal season, on the other hand, it is

frequently used, being appended to antiphons, ver-

sicles and responses, and to the gradual and offer-

tory in the Mass. Luther retained it in the Form-
ula misste with the gradual, and in the later

Lutheran services it is usually placed after the

epistle, except in Passion-tide-—although Luther
prescribed it even here.

Hosanna as a word of praise occurs in the an-

cient litui^gies only in the anthem known as Bene-

dictus (Biatt. xxi. 9); and here it is absent from all

the liturgies belonging to the Egyptian type and
from many of the Syrian class; it was

4. Hosanna. unknown at Antioch in Chrysostom's

time, at Jerusalem in Cyril's, and in the

Byzantine lituigies of the fifth to the eighth centuries

as reconstructed by Brightman. It is foimd, on the

other hand, in the Didache (x. 6) and correspond-

ingly in the Apostolic Constitutions (VII., xxvL 1;

also VIII., xiii. 3); in the Byzantine liturgies of

St. Basil and St. Chrysostom; in the liturgy of St.

James; in the Armenian and Nestorian liturgies,

and in the ninth-century Byzantine. Except in

the two first-named sources, it occurs uniformly

after the Trisagion or Sanctus. There is reason to

believe, however, that this is a later innovation,

and that the primitive usage is preserved in the

Clementine liturgy of the Apostolic Constitutions,

where it occurs inmiediately before the adminis-

tration, following the proclamation " Holy things

to holy persons.'' It is even possible that just as

the Jews sang Ps. cxviii. 25 sqq. after the Passover

meal, so the Christian Benedictus was originally

sung at the conclusion of the whole service; and
this theory is supported by the fact that in the

Armenian liturgy and that of the Coptic Jacobites

the phrase '' Blessed is he that oometh in the name
of the Lord " is placed after the communion of the

people. In the West the Benedictus is found in all

the most various types of liturgical production,

almost without exception in connection with the

Sancttts. The only noteworthy variant phenome-
non is that in the Galilean liturgy it seems not to

have been sung by the choir, as the Sanctus was,

but to have more often formed the beginning of a
coUectio post Sanctus recited by the priest—or per-

haps, having been already sung, it was repeated by
him to connect the prayer with what had gone be-

fore. Luther retained both Sanctus and Benedic-

tus in his Formula missce, but placed them after the

words of institution; in the Deutsche Messe he does
not mention the Benedictus. In the later Lutheran
service-books the Sanctus and Benedictus usually

follow the preface. The Anglican Prayer-Book
retains the Sanctus but omits the Benedictus; it is

very frequently, however, at the present time, sung
immediately before the consecration, as is the

Agnus Dei after.

The prayer " Lord have mercy upon me " or
" us " (Gk., Kyrie eleSson me or himas) occurs a
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number of times in the Old and New Testaments,

and probably formed a recognized part of the Jewish
ritual, from which it passed over into the Chris-

tian. The way in which it is men-
5. Kyrie tioned by the authorities for the seo-

Eleison. ond half of the fourth century—the

Apostolic Constitutions (VIII., vi. I, 2,

viii. 3), Chrysostom, and the PeregrinaUo SilvicB

(ed. Gamurrini p. 78, Rome, 1888)—implies old-

established and wide-spread use. Prayers in the

form of litanies seem to have grown up, in which
this response was made by the people to the
deacon; they were frequently of an intercessory

character. The use of the Kyrie eleison as an
independent prayer seems to have been later. In
this way it is used twelve times in the liturgy of

St. James, and three times in that of St. Mark
and the Alexandrian liturgy of St. Basil, before

the act of communion; it also occurs in the prep-
aration and the dismissal, and was used some-
times in solemn processions. The Greek form is

preserved throughout in the Coptic, Abyssinian,

and Syriac liturgies. As for Western usage, it may
be inferred from the Peregrinatio SUvice that tl:^

Latin form Miserere Domine but not the Greek was
familiar to her Gallic fellow coimtrymen. The
same inference may be drawn from the next oldest

witness, also Gallic, the second Synod of Vaison

(529), which prescribes the " more frequent use "

of the Kyrie eleison at mass and morning and even-
ing prayers. It was familiar to the Gallic monks,
as is shown by the Regula ad monackoa of Bishop
Aurelian of Aries (d. 550), where it appears as an
independent prayer, sung three times, so also in

the rule of St. Benedict. This development on
different lines from the East is shown again by a
passage in Gregory the Great's letters (IX., xii),

from which the conclusions follow that the Latins,

unlike the Greeks, had by this time the response
Ckriste eleison; and that Gregory was thinking not
of the response to the deacon's bidding-prayer, but
of an independent formula repeated a definite num-
ber of times. This number is first positively fixed

by a ninth-century ordo published by L. Duchesne
(Originee du culte chuiien, p. 442, Paris, 1889), in

which it is directed to be sung nine times, three for

each invocation, as it is to-day in the Roman mass.
Before the discovery of this ordo, Honorius of Autun
(d. 1120) was the oldest witness known for the nine-

fold Kyrie. In the Milanese liturgy the Kyrie ap-
pears after the Gloria in excelsis, after the Gospel,

and at the end, three times in each place. In the
Mozarabic Uturgy it occurs only in one mass, where
it is probably due to Roman influence. In a word,
the general use of the prayer probably grew up in

Rome and spread thence throughout the West.
In the Eastern form of a response to the deacon it

occurs in the African liturgy, in the Celtic as ex-

hibited in the Stowe Missal, and in a Lenten litany

at Milan. Luther retained the Kyrie eleison nine

times in the Formula missce, but only three times
in the Deutsche Messe; and thus it remains (in

either German, Latin, or Greek) in nearly all Lu-
theran servioe-books. The Reformed liturgies

dropped it altogether, and the Anglican ritual,

while retaining it in the Litany, the Visitation of

the Sick, and the Churching of Women (omitted
in the latter place by the American book), substi-

tuted in a corresponding position the recitation of

the Commandments with the response after each
"Lord, have mercy upon us, and incline our
hearts to keep this law." In the American
ritual, however, the Kyrie is to be said if the smn-
mary of the Decalogue (Matt. xxii. 37-40) is sub-
stituted in the Ante-Conmiunion for the Decalogue
itself.

The Jewish form of salutation " Peace be unto
you," used by the risen Christ to his disciples (John
XX. 19, 21, 26), passed into litui^cal usage as the

greeting of the bishop to the congre-
6. Pax gation at the beginning of public wor-

vobiscum, ship. In the form eireni pasin, " peace
Dominus be to all," it is found in nearly all

vobiscum. Eastern liturgies, usually with the
response "And to thy spirit." The

formula was frequently used at the b^inning of a
new division of the service; thus it occurs ten times
in the liturgy of St. Mark. In the West Pax vohis

or vchiscum is attested by Augustine, Optatus of

Mileve, and Ambrose, but it was gradually replaced

by Dominxis vobiscum (derived from II Thess. ill. 16),

probably originating at Rome, and originally used in

the introduction to the Preface, where it appears in

the Canones Hippolyti (in Greek), in the Gelasian
and Gregorian sacramentaries, and in the first Ordo
RomanuSf as well as in the oldest Milanese liturgy.

It is likewise foimd in the Ethiopic and Egyptian
liturgies, and, in an extended form, in the Moz-
arabic, but does not occur in the Syrian or Byzan-
tine rites. In the Roman Mass of to-day the old

custom of the kiss of peace, though preserved only
in a symbolic form, is accompanied by the phrase
" the peace of the Lord be always with you," with
the response " And with thy spirit." The Dominus
volnscum is used regularly before collects, both in

the mass and in the choir offices; when the latter

are recited by laymen without a priest, the verside

and response " O Lord, hear my prayer " " And
let my cry come unto thee " are substituted; just

as in the early Middle Ages a distinction was inade
between Pax vobiscum as the episcopal and Dominus
vobiscum as the priestly salutation.

In the Formida misses Luther retained the Pax
vobiscum and the response before the Preface, but
not after the Gloria, while in the Deutsche Messe he
ignored it entirely. The majority of Lutheran
liturgies of the sixteenth century, like Zwingli, on
the other hand, retained it after the Gloria, but not
before the communion. Modem Lutheran litur-

gies likewise place it after the Gloria before the

collect. In the Anglican Prayer-Book the Domtnus
vobiscum and its response are placed after the Creed
in morning and evening prayer, and it is also used
in confirmation. (P. Drkwb.)
Bibliookapbt: I. -I I.: Much literature that in pertinent

will be found cited under Bskviabt; Common Psateb,
Book or; Euchabut; Litant; Lord's Suppcb; BIam;
and WoRAHiP. A vast body of Bouroei« and diticuwioni ia

indicated in the three metiona of the Brxtitk Mutum Ca!^
aloffw devoted to liturgiea, the entries being admirably ar-
ranged for consultation under convenient captions, making
rpferenoe ea«y. The following list oomprisei* prinripslly
later works. Lists of Msa. are: W. H. J. Weale. HthUo-
fprophiea lUurgiea aUaloffus miamlium rihu Lolini. Lon<1on«
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1886; H. Ehransberger. BibUothmn liturgiea, Carlsnibe.

1889; BibUoth^ea fnnnco—Utm-giea, London. 1894 (a list of

muaioal and Latin liturgioal manuscripts of the Middle Ages).
Among the sources may be named: James Brogden.

iOmtrationt qf tk* LUurgy and Ritual of lAs (/nttef CKvrch

mf Bngkmd and Ireland duritH/ tk* SmentMnth Century,

London, 1842; W. Palmer. Originee LUwrgica; or. An-
HtiuitiM c/ the Bylieh Ritual, 2 vols., ib. 1845; P. Hall.

Fi'aomenta Litwgica, Doc%*menta lUuetraHve of the Liturgy

qf the Church of England, 7 vols.. Bath. 1848; W. Trol-

lope. The Greek Liturgy of St. Jamee, Edittd uith an Eng-
U$h introduction and Notea; together teith a Latin Vertion

of the Syriac Copy, and the Greek Text reetored to ite orig-

inal Purity and accompanied by a literal Engliah Trane-
lation, 8 vols.. Edinburgh, 1848; The Eaetem Liturgy of
tike Holy Catholic, Apoetolie, eimpHfM and eupplemontsd
by Jamee Ferretti of Damaocue, London. 1866; Tho Book
of Common Order of the Churdi of Scotland, commonly
Known ae John Knox'e Liturgy and the Directory for the

Public Worehip of God Agreed upon by the Aeeembly of
Divinee at Weetmineter; Notee by G. W. Sprott and T.

Leiehman, Edinburgh, 1868; S. C. Malan, Divine Liturgy

of the Armenian Church of St, Gregory, London, 1870;
F. E. Warren, The Liturgy and Ritual of ike Celtic Church,
8 vols.. New York. 1882; J. M. Neale. The Liturgise of
St Mark, St. Jamee, St. Clement, St. Chryeoetom, St. Baail
and the Church of Maiabar; tranelated with Introduction

and Appendioee^ London, 1883; C. A. Swainson, The
Greek Liturgiee, chiefly from Original Authoritiee. With
an Appendix containing the Coptic Ordinary Canon of the

Maee from two Manuecripte in the British A/useufft, ed.

and transl.. Dr. C. Besold. ib. 1884; The Divine and
Sacred Liturgiee of John Chryeoetom and Baeil the Great,

with an Eng. tranel., ed. J. N. W. B. Robertson, ib. 1886;

A. Maltsev. Die gOtUichen Liturgien Johannee Chryeoe-
tomoe, BaaiUoe dee Groeeen und Gregorioe Dialogoe, Ber-
lin. 1890; idem. Die Liturgien der orthodox-katholiechen

Kir<Jte dee Morgenlandee, Berlin. 1894; H. A. Wilson.
The Galaeian Sacramentary, Liber eacramentorum Ro-
mana eccleeia, ed. with Introduction, critical Notee, and
Appendix unth two Faceimilee, New York, 1894; C. E.
Hammond, Liturgiee Eaetem and Weetem, Oxford. 1896;
F. E. Warren. The Liturgy and Ritual of the Ante-Nicene
Churdt., London. 1897; F. Cabrol and H. Leolercq, Mon-
umenta ecdeeiae liturgica, Paris. 1900; E. C. N. Barfoed.
Oldkirkene Liturgier, Copenhagen. 1902: BenedictioncU of
Archbiehop Robert of Rouen, ed. H. A. Wilson in Publico-
tione of the Henry Bradehaw Society, vol. xxiv., London,
1903; V. Staley. Hierurgia Anglicana; Documente and
Extracte illuetrative of the Ceremonial of the Anglican
Church after the Reformation, edited by Membere of the

Eccleeiaetical Society, ib. 1903; Die neetorianieche Tauf-
liturgie ine Deuteche Hberaetxt von G. Diettrxch, Qiessen,

1903; A^Baumstark, Liturgia Romana e liturgia dell'Bear-
cato. II rilo detto Patriarchino e le origini del Canon Mieea
Romano, Rome, 1904; A. Schoenfelder. Liturgieche Bihlio-

Aek; Sammlung gotteedienetlicher BUcher aue dem deutechen

MittdalUr, Paderbom, 1904; C. Wordsworth and H. Little-

hales, Old Service Books of the English Church, London,
1904; The East Syrian or Nestorian Rite, traneL by A. J.

Maclean, ib. 1905; Ordo Romanus primus, with Introduc^on
by E. G. C. F. Atchley, ib. 1905; Rituale Armenorum, the

AdminietrtUion of the SacramerUe and the Breviary Rites of
the Armenian Church, edited by F. C. Conybeare, Oxford,

1905; The Divine Liturgy of the Holy Apostolic Church of
Armenia, TranalcUed by two Armenian Priests, London,
1908; D. Levi. The Form of Prayers for the New Year, Day
qf Atonement, Feast of the Tabernacles, etc., according to the

Custom of the German and the Polish Jews as read in their

Synagogues and used in their Families. Carefully revised

by I. Levi, 6 vols.. London, n.d.

Discussions of the subject are: F. Ehrenfeuchter,
Theorie des chrisUichen Cultus, Hamburg, 1840; T. Klie-

foth, Theorie des Cultus der evangelischen Kirche, Lud-
wigslust. 1844; idem. Liturgische Abhandlungen, 8 vols.,

Schwerin, 18.54-62; C. W. Baird. Eutaxia, or. The Presby-
terian Liturgies: Historical Sketches, New York, 1855, re-

printed under the title. A Chapter on Liturgies: His-
torical Sketches, with an introductory Preface and an Ap-
pendix by Rev, Than. Binney, London. 1856; H. Alt,

Der christliche KuUus nach seinen verschiedenen Ent-
wickdunftsformen und seinen einselnen Theilen, 1 vols.,

Berlin. I860: Ivan Borovnitaky. Origin and Composition

of the Rotnan Catholic Liturgy, and its Difference from that

qf the Orthodox Chmek, London, 1863; J. M. Neale, Beeaya
on Liturgiology and Chuetk History: with an Appendix
on liturgical QuotaOoHM from the leapostoUe Fathers by J.
Moultrie, 8 vols., ib. 1867; F. Probst, Liturgie der drei
ersten christlidten Jahrhunderte, Tabingen, 1870; H. C.
Romanoff, The Divine Liturgy qf St John Chryeoetom, ib.

1871; T. Bernard, Cowrs de Hturgie romaine, Paria,
1884-93; P. L. P. Ou^ranger, Institutions liturgiquee, ib.

1885; idem. The Liturgical Year, Worcester, 1895; H.
Hering, tiidfshuck aw SinfQkmng in das liturgische

Stadium, Wittenberg. 1888; P. Freeman, 7^ Prineiplea

of Divine Service, London, 1889; H. M. Luckock, 7^
Divine Liturgy, ib. 1889; F. Probst. Liturgie des vierten

Jahrhunderte und deren Reform, MOnster, 1893; V. Thai-
hofer. Handbuch der katholischen Liturgik, Freibuig, 1894;
L. Clugnet, Dietionnaire gr^franQois des noma Uturgiquem
en usage dans I'fglise grecque, Paris. 1895; A. Ebner,
Quellen und Forechungen tur Geediichte dee Mieaale Ro-
manum im Mittelalter, Freiburg, 1896; F. Magani, L*An-
tica liturgia Romano, Milano, 1897-^; J. Comper, A
Popular Handbook of the Origin, Hist, and Structure of
Liturgies, London. 1898; O. Rietscbel, Lehrbuch der
Liturgik, 2 vols., Berlin. 1899; F. Cabrol, Le Livre de la

priire anti(iue, Paris. 1900; idem. Dietionnaire; J. W. Legs.
Some Local Reforms of the Divine Service Attempted on
the Continent in the Sixteenth Century, London, 1901; L.
Duchesne, Christian Worship, a Study of the Latin Liturgy
up to the time of Charlemiagne, ib. 1904; Nerses Ter-
Mikaelian, Das armenisdie Hymnarium. Studien xu seiner
geschichtlichen Entwicklung, Leipeic. 1905; F. Cabrol. Lea
Originea liturgiquee, Paris. 1906; P. C. Yorke. The Roman
Liturgy, a Hist and Explanation of the Ceretnoniea and
Prayera, San Francisco, 1906; P. Drews. Die clementini-

ache Liturgie in Rom, TQbingen, 1906; W. H. Frere. The
Prineiplea of Religiotta Ceremonial, London, 1906; V.
Staley. Studiea in Ceremonial- Eeaoye illustrative of Eng-
lish Ceremonial, London, 1907; H. B&tierle. Liturgie;

Theorie des rdmis^-katholischen Kultus, Regensburg.
1908; C. P. A. Burnett, Ritual and Ceremonial, London.
1908; L. Duchesne, Origines du cults chrHienne, Paris.

1908; J. Braun. Die liturgische Oewandung im Occident und
Orient nach Ursprung und Entuficldung, Verwendung und
Symbolik, Freiburg, 1908; Beitrfige tur Kenntnis der byzan-
tinistken Liturgie, Berlin. 1908.

III.: For the Amen the most notable contribution is in

Cabrol, Dietionnaire, fasc. vi.. cols. 1554r-73. Consult
also: Bingham. Orioinss, XV., iii. 26; Thalhofer, ut sup..

L 512 sqq.; H. W. Hogg, in JQR, ix (1896). 1-23; E.
F. von der Qolts, Das Gebet in der OUesten Christenheit,

pp. 157 sqq., Leipsic, 1901; DCA, i 75-76. On the Dox-
ology consult: Chase, in TS, I 3 (1891), 168 sqq.; Bing-
ham. Origines, XIV.. I 8. ii. 1-2; V. Thalhofer. ut sup.,

i. 490 sqq.. ii 77 sqq.; E. C. Achelis, L^trbttch der prak-
tischen Theologie, I 394, Leipsic, 1898; E. F. von der
Qolts, ut sup., pp. 157 sqq.; DCA, I 577-579. For Al-
leluia consult: Ckbrol, Dietionnaire, fasc v., cols. 1226-
1246; Bingham, Origines, XIV., it 4; V. Thalhofer, ut
sup., I 515 sqq., ii. 100 sqq.; O'Mahony, in Ihiblin Re-
view, cxx (1897), 345-350; L. Duchesne, Christian War-
ship, London. 1904; DCA, I 55-66; DB, ii. 287; BB, ii.

1943-44. On the Hosanna consult: V. Thalhofer. ut
sup., ii. 185; Bingham, Ortoines, IL, ix. 3. XIV., ii. 6;

DCA, 17S5', Dfi. ii. 418-419; ^B, it 2117-20; DCA,l7il^
751. On the /Cyrte eieison consult: V. Thalfhofer, ut sup.,

i. 495-500; E. C. Achelis, in Monatsschrift fOr Gotteo-

dienet und kirchliche Kunsk, iv. 161 sqq.. 211 sqq.; L.

Duchesne. Christian Worship, London, 1904. On the
Pax vobiscum consult: Bingham, Originea, XIII.. viii.

13, X. 8, XIV.. iv. 14. XV., iii. 2; V. Thalhofer, ut sup.,

i. 503 sqq.. ii. 82. 85. 422; DCA, I 572.

LIUDGER, lOd'ger (LUDGER), SAINT: Mis-

sionary to the Frisians and first bishop of Mon-
ster; b. in Frisia, probably between 740 and 750;

d. at Billerbeck (15 m. w.n.w. of Munster) Mar.

26, 809. He was educated at Utrecht, and thence

went, about 767, to York, where for a year he en-

joyed the instruction of Alcuin and was ordained

deacon. After remaining there for some time

longer, he returned to Frisia and was employed as

a missionary among his feUow countrymen by
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Alberic, the successor of his old teacher Gr^ory.
When Alberio was consecrated bishop of Utrecht
at Cologne in 777, Liudger was ordained priest and
spent seven years at Dockum, /dthough he passed

the autumn of each year at Utrecht as a teacher

in the school of that city. An invasion of the

Saxons under Widukind in 784 forced him to leave

Frisia, and he went to Rome and Monte Cassino^

where he spent two and a half years in the famous
monastery, although he himself did not become a
monk. On his return, Charlemagne, to whom he
was reconmiended by Alcuin, gave him as a new
sphere of activity the five Frisian districts of Hug-
merchi, Hunusga, Fivilga, Emisga, and Federitga,

as well as the island of Bank. There he worked
with eminent success, extending his labors as far

as Fosetesland (Heligoland), his center of admin-
istration being the abbey of Lotusa (doubtless the

modem Zele, 14 m. e. of Ghent). After the country
of the Saxons had become so far pacified that the

establishment of bishops became feasible, Liudger,

who seems previously to have declined the bishopric

of Treves, was consecrated to the see of southern

Westphalia with his episcopal seat at Mimigema-
ford, the modem Mttnster, his diocese including

the five Frisian districts in which he had formerly

labored. The precise date of this event is un-

certain, but in Jan., 802, a document terms him
abbot, the first to designate him bishop being dated
Apr. 23, 805. Of his episcopal activity little is

known. He built a cathedral at Mimigemaford
and probably erected a church of the Virgin at

Ueberwasser. His chief foundation, however, was
the monastery of Werden on the Ruhr, but here

again the date is unknown, although a document
of May 1, 801, shows that the relics which he had
brought from Rome were already there. The only
literary work of Liudger was his biography of his

teacher Gregory {ASB, Aug., v. 254).

Later tradition made Liudger a Benedictine and
asserted that he baptised Widukind, calling him
by his own name. A reminiscence of this legend

is found in the third '' adventure '* of the Nibelr

ungerUied, where the Saxon duke is called Liude-

g6r. He is also connected traditionally with the

diocese of Halberstadt, of which his brother Hilde-

grim, really bishop of Ch&lons and rector of Werden,
is said to have been bishop, while Liudger himself

is described as establishing the Liudgeristift in

Helmstadt, although this seems to have been merely

a colony from Werden, founded in the beginning

of the tenth century with Liudger as its patron

saint. (G. Uhlhorn f.)

Bibuoobapbt: Special study has been made of the souroee

by W. Diekamp, who has collected the early Vita in Oe-
9ehieht»queUen d€9 BiMthum» MfLnaUr^ vol. iv., MQnster,
1881, also published separately, ib. 1882. The Vita are

collected with leas completeness, with commentary, in A8B,
Mar., iii. 626-061; in MPL, zcix. 70»-796; and ed. G. H.
Perti. in MOH, ScnpL, ii (1829). 403-425. Modem di».

cussions are: C. Krimphove, Leben und Wirken dea heiliotn

Ludgenu, MQnster. 1860; idem, Der heiliffe Ludgenu, ib.

1886; A. HQaing. Der KeUiife Liudger, ib. 1878; L. T. W.
Pingsmann, Der heilige Liudgenu^ Freiburg. 1870; K. F.

Ton Richthofen, Untereuchungen Hber frieeiache Reehte-

geadiiekU, ii. 1, pp. 376 sqq.. 398 sqq.. Berlin, 1882; G.
F. Maclear, Apoetiee of Mediaval Europe, pp. 143-150.

London. 1888; E. Knodt, Sturm, Anegar, Liudger, GOters-

loh, 1900; Histoire liU^aire de la France, iv. 359-362.

V. 659-661; Hauck. KD, ii. 317 sqq.. 369 sqq.; DCB,
iii. 729-731; Neander. Chrietian Churdi, iil 79-81; Geil-

lier, Auteure eaerie, zii 218, xiil 66.

END OF VOIf VI.
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